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INTRODUCTION. 

Jh EDWARD BARRET'!'. 

'l'he work of the department for the year 1911 was conducted 
along six lines dealing with the geological features and natural re
;ources of the State, enumerated as follows: 

1. Glaciation in' Its Relation to the Soils of the State. 
2. Soil Survey of a Portion of Central and Western Indiana. 
3. Water Powers of Rivers of Northern Half of the State. 
4. The Pleistocene Age and Its Vertebrata. 
5. The Oil and Gas Fields. 
6. Hypsometry of Indiana. 

A synopsis of each of the above subjects is here given, both as 
to the manner and areal extent of the investigations. In the body 
of this volume each field assistant gives an elaborate discussion of 
his investigations of the work assigned him. The bulk of the in
vestigations made by the State Geologist and his field assistants 
during the year 1911 is so intimately related to the question of gla
ciation that it is deemed best to discuss at some length the Ice
Sheet Theories. In order to avoid repetition, early last spring the 
State Geologist notified the field assistants to avoid a detailed dis
cussion of glaciation in their reports, he expecting to cover the sub
ject in sufficient detail to embrace all its relations. 

Prof. O. P. Hay submitted his paper on The Pleistocene Age 
and Its Vertebrata on April 1st, and in it he necessarily discusses 
the Ice Age in relation to its Vertebrate Fauna; this discussion 
encroaches but little on the paper by the State Geologist who deals 
mostly with the Soil phase of Glaciation. The Iceberg and Ice
Sheet Theories are discussed at some length, the writer indicating 
which theory in his judgment is most deserving of acceptance. There 
is no phase of geology so important to the student, the farmer, 
or the geologist in acquiring a thorough knowledge of soils as the 
question of glaciation. 

Soil Survey.-This survey is of paramount importance to the 
farmer, the gardener, and the landowner. Since it is important to 

(7) 
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these classes of people, it touches the welfare of the whole people, 
inasmuch as the welfare of the whole people depends upon the pro
ducts of the soil. 

The first soil survey ever made in Indiana was by the U. S. 
Bureau of Soils, of which Milton Whitney is chief, and the work 
was done by geologists, chemists and soil men of the above depart
ment. Below are some of the counties, with the year of survey: 
Posey, 1902; Madison, 1903; Marshall, Spencer and Warrick, 1904; 
'rippecanoe, 1905; and Marion in 1907. Other counties were sur
veyed by this Bureau later. The work done by the U. S. Bureau 
was on its own initiative, and not in co-operation with the State. 
'l'he first soil work done by the State of Indiana was in 1907, mostly 
in the unglaciated portion of the State. 

Knowing the importance of the soil survey, the present Geologist, 
on taking charge of the department, January 1, 1911, organized a 
large soil force,' working in harmony with the methods of the U. S. 
Bureau. Four areas were selected for soil work and placed in 
charge of competent field men. The work in the counties of Han
cock, Shelby and Johnson was done by Prof. Allen D. Hole, of the 
Chair of Geology at Earlham College, Richmond, Indiana. Prof. 
Hole was formerly with the U. S. Geological Survey, and the State 
Surveys of Iowa and Illinois, and brought to his work a rich, ripe 
and painstaking experience that few States are fortunate enough 
to receive. 

The area comprising Owen and Morgan counties was in charge 
of J. B. Edmondson, a graduate of Purdue University, Lafayette, 
Indiana, and fresh from the agricultural laboratories of that insti
tution. Mr. Edmondson went carefully over the area assigned him 
and supplemented his work with talks to farmers about their soils. 

Charles W. Shannon, a graduate of Indiana University, and 
probably the most experienced soil man in Indiana, had charge of 
Clay, Vigo, Sullivan and Knox counties, and the people of these 
counties have the advantage of a report from his hands. 

The soils of an area consisting of St. Joseph and Laporte coun
ties were surveyed by E. J. Quinn, a graduate student of Notre 
Dame University, South Bend, Indiana, and for a time instructor 
in chemistry in that institution. The department had no more con
scientious and industrious field man than Mr. Quinn. He also did 
the soil work of Bartholomew County, which it seemed for a time 
would have to go over until next year. 

The State Geologist is pleased to announce that he has arranged 
for co-operative soil work for the year 1912, between the Depart-
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ment of Geology and the U. S. Bureau of Soils, and that the soil 
work of the State will have the benefit of the scrutiny and criticism 
of that Bureau. 

Water Powers.-All of the important rivers of the northern 
half of the State, including the Mississinewa, Eel, Pigeon, Elkhart, 
St. Joseph, Tippecanoe, Sugar Creek and the Wabash from Markle 
to Terre Haute were surveyed. The work was in charge of Mr. W. 
M. Tucker, of Indiana University, assisted by Mr. J. C. Clark, or 
Purdue University. Many new power sites were located and esti· 
mated, and a number of old sites were surveyed and new esti
mates made, corrected to new conditions. The work appears in de
tail in the report of Mr. Tucker. 

The Pleistocene Age and Its Vertebrata.-This important scien
tific paper is the result of years, perhaps a lifetime, of research by 
Prof. O. P. Hay, of the National Museum, Washington, D. C. 
There is no one in this country more capable of preparing a paper 
on this subject than Prof. Hay. In addition to his long experience 
as college instructor in geology and zoology, he has had years of 
research work in the National Museum at Washington. Besides the 
above resources for preparation, he visited many museums of Nat
ural History, such as Philadelphia, New York and Chicago in pre
paring his report, examined skeletons, and made measurements and 
photographs. 

The Oil and Gas F'ields.-There was no survey of these fields 
made as a special assignment. The Chief Supervisor of Gas, Mr. 
William E. Morse, has been in the field continually, and conditions 
and new developments are noted in his report. y-reat good has been 
accomplished by his work of checking the waste of gas, and every 
precaution has been made to conserve the gas, without discouraging 
the legitimate development of the oil industry. The tendency of 
gas and oil investments is to attempt the development of these 
resources by deeper drillings in new areas, rather than in the old 
fields. 

Hypsometry of Indiana.-Practically no topographic work has 
been done by the State of Indiana. Small areas in Spencer; War
rick, Monroe, Clay, Lake and Allen counties have been surveyed by 
the U. S. Geological Survey, but these have never been followed up 
by any State work. In view of this, the present Geologist pre
pared for this volume exhaustive tables of altitudes from profiles 
furnished him by the railroads operating in Indiana. A more ex
tended discussion of hypsometry, or topographic work, appears in 
another part of this report. 
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Museum and Department Library.-The most of the material 
in the museum needs rearrangement, classification and cataloging. 
No inventory of the museum and library collections was ever made 
and none ever furnished to the writer. 

In the Department of Relics no systematic arrangement has ever 
been made. At the present date, however, a rearrangement of this 
material is being made into chronological and historical periods, and 
it is the purpose to sup~)lement this work with like work in the De
partment of Minerals. Many of the files of the State Reports, from 
the various States, are incomplete, and an attempt is now being 
made to fill out these files by securing copies from State Geologists. 

Glass, Moulding and Sawing Sands.-Many inquiries were re
ceived during the year as to the possibilities of the State in regard 
to the above varieties of sands. With these inquiries in view, the 
writer visited a number of places having sand deposits and a 
number of analyses were made. The investigations, however, could 
not be completed in time for this report. The work will be con
tinued during the coming season and the results will be incorpo
rated in the Annual Report for 1912. 

Correspondence.-Much of the State Geologist's time was oc
cupi.ed during the past year in answering hundreds of letters of in
quiry from citizens and corporations touching the natural resources 
of the State. Many samples of minerals have been sent to the De
partment for examination and analysis, and all such have been at
tended with promptness and exactness. 

. . ~ ," 



Glaciation and Soils. 

By EDWARD BARRE'!'!'. 

In the following discussion of the drift age, or Ice-sheet, it is 
not the purpose of the writer to try to prove or disprove any of 
the many theories extant as to how the thick mantle of material 
that covers the northern third of North America, and the northern ~ 
third of the United States, and the northern three-fourths of In-
diana came to be where it is. But, rather, it is the writer's purpose 
to admit the fact that there was an Ice-sheet at one time in remote 
ages that covered the above areas, and left the rich heritage of mantle 
drift where we now find it. Indeed, the main purpose of this article 
is to discuss the marvelous era known as the Ice age in its relation 
to our soils, so that we may more readily understand the discussions 
of soil types in different parts of the State as described by the 
several field men who worked on the Soil Survey. The words drift 
and glaciation are used frequently by the field men in descriptions 
of types, and questions like the following will naturally arise in 
the minds of average readers. What is Drift? What is Glaciation? 
Whence came this mantle of soil? How came it to be here? What 
power, or force, made it and brought it here? 

Primarily, the purpose of the Soil Survey is to assist the farmer 
in a better understanding of his soils, and a knowledge of the above 
questions will help him. 

It will not be out of place to discuss briefly the two theories of 
glaciation that are most generally accepted as explaining the work 
of the Ice age and Ice-sheet. 

The first of these is known as the iceberg theory. To the mind 
of the writer, this is the simpler of the two, since it introduces no 
new phenomena, nor does it involve any crustal movements out
side of the ordinary, i. e., the elevation and subsidence of the crust 
of the earth-admitted phenomena ever since the earth left its 
molten stage. In fact, the iceberg theory is simply that the northern 
part of North America by crustal subsidence was submerged by the 
waters of the northern ocean and that icebergs broken off from 

(11) 
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mountains of ice in northern regions we're floated south by ocean 
currents, just as they may be seen today in the north Atlantic, par
ticularly south of Greenland. These icebergs were as great beasts 
of burden, carrying the materials torn from cliff and crag and 
ledge, cut from sides of shore and bluff, or picked up from the 
bottom by these huge moving masses, sand, gravel, dirt, and huge 
boulders of which our soil and subsoil are made, and after melting 
dumping their loads in southern latitudes on the bottom of the sea. 

Following the dropping or deposition of glacial debris by the 
icebergs there was elevation of the northern part of North America 

Glaciated Boulder found about one mile north of Warwick, St. Joseph County, Township 38 
North, Range 1 East, on Railroad to St. Joseph, Mich. 

almost, if not quite, to its present altitude. Thus the "dry land" 
was formed. The theory is simple and probable and involving only 
conditions that existed, preeminently those of elevation and subsi
dence, in the early stages of the geological history, and conditions 
too that are being observed today, though of course in a lesser de
gree. 

The Ice-sheet theory, the one that is accepted by the scientific 
world almost unanimously, presupposes higher elevation in northern 
North America and vast accumulations of snow and ice. Such ac
cumulations would be the result of high altitude and latitude. 
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Scientists recognize at least three great centers of accumulation 
and radiation known as the Labradorean, the Keewatin, and the 
Cordilleran. (For location of these centers see map after Chamberlin 
and Salisbury, below.) 

"From these centers, ice-sheets spread, covering some 4,000,000 
square miles. The centers from which the movements radiated are 

Credit to 
namoerhit ana UCllisDI.I,.y 

Sketch-m~p sh,wbg the North American are~ CDvered by ice at the stage of 
maximum glaciation. 

determined with certainty by 
transportation of drift. 

"From the Labradorean 
greate,:t to the southwest, and 

and by the direction of 

ter, the extension was notably 
this direction the limit is some 

1,600 miles from the center of IfjH~nf'l'~non in latitude about 37° 
great lowland glaciation of the 

ice-sheet to the southward 
30', the most southerly point of 
period. The extension of the 
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was scarcely less. It found its limit in Kansas and Missouri, about 
1,500 miles from its center, while to the west and southwest it 
reached 800 to 1,000 miles toward the Rocky Mountains. One of 
the most marvelous features of the ice dispersion was the great ex
tension of the Keewatin sheet from a low fiat center westward and 
southwestward over what is now a semi-arid plain, rising in the 
direction in which the ice moved, while mountain glaciers on the 
west, where now known, pushed westward but little beyond the 
foothills. 

"The Cordilleran Ice-sheet is less simply defined. Much of it 
occupied a plateau hemmed in by mountains, and plateau glacia
tion was complicated by extensive mountain glaciation of alpine 
type. In some sense, the whole Cordilleran Ice-sheet was the pro
duct of a confluence of mountain glaciers deploying on the interven
ing plateau; but there appears to have been plateau glaciation not 
solely dependent on contributions of ice from the mountains. The 
southerly lobes of the complex body of ice crossed the boundary of 
Canada into the United States. Though hampered by its environ
ment, the Cordilleran ice-sheet seems to have conformed to the 
habit of the Labradorean and Keewatin sheets in expanding chiefly 
to windward. The plains of Alaska seem to have been largely free 
from glaciation even when the waters of the Ohio and the Mis
souri, 2,000 miles farther south, were being turned from their 
courses by the ice-sheets. The localization of the glaciation is one 
of its most significant features. 

"South of the more or less continuous Cordilleran glaciation of 
Canada, local glaciers were widely distributed in the western moun
tains, even down to New Mexico, Arizona, and southern California. 
They were larger at the north and smaller at the south. Of gla
ciation in the mountains of Mexico little is known. 

"Greenland . was glaciated somewhat more extensively than 
now, but its glaciers appear never to have extended to the conti
nent, as was formerly conjectured. Newfoundland seems to have 
had its own ice-sheet, and the same was probably true of Nova 
Scotia, and perhaps of the peninsula between the Bay of Fundy 
and the lower St. Lawrence." 

The center of radiation that we in Indiana are most interested 
in is the Labradorean, for this Ice-sheet in two of its stages, the 
IlLaois and the Wisconsin, carried to Indiana the two vast accumu
lations of drift that have influenced so profoundly the surface and 
soil of the norther~ three-fourths of the State, and reduced to their 
last analysis, have influenced our civilization to a marked degree. 
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The older of these two ice-sheets is the Illinois, the southern 
limits of which are marked by a line running through the follow
ing counties: western Clark, eastern Washington and Jackson, ex
treme southwestern Bartholomew, northern Brown and Monroe, ex
treme southeastern Owen, eastern Greene, western Martin, north
western Dubois, central Pike, southeastern Gibson and central 
Posey to the Wabash River. 

South of this approximate line lies the unglaciated portion of 
the State, comprising in whole or part, twenty counties. rfhe soils 
of this region, known as residual, are derived from the disintegra
tion of the underlying rock by action of heat and cold, freeze and 
thaw, wind and rain, acids from the vegetation above, and car
bonic acid from the air carried down by rain. If all the soil and 
subsoil and related material covering the unglaciated portion of the 
State were lifted or removed, the underlying rock would present the 
appearance of a loose, broken, disintegrating mass, with no evidence 
of an abrading force having passed over it. The soil and subsoil 
make but a thin mantle, rarely ever more than a few feet thick, ex
cept along streams where erosion, floods, and slope wash have 
brought more or less drift from the adjacent glaciated area. Resid
ual soils are necessarily deficient in many of the principal elements 
of mineral plant food because as a rule they are derived from one or 
two kinds of rock, either limestone or sandstone, or both, and the 
underlying rock of the unglaciated area abounds in these varieties. 

The area of the drift material of the Illinois ice-sheet in Indiana 
lies between the above described line and a line beginning at the 
southeast corner of Franklin Oounty, northwest into southern Fa
yette, turning southwest across the northwest corner of Franklin, 
and southwest across Decatur to the southeast corner of Bartholo
mew, northwest across this county into southern Johnson and across 
its southwest corner, into Morgan, thence northwest to southeastern 
Putnam, northwest into Parke and southwest across its southeastern 
corner, and striking the middle of the northern boundary of Vigo, 
thence southwest across its northwest corner to the Indiana-Illinois 
State line. The last described line marks the southern limit of 
the Wisconsin, or latest, ice-sheet .and drift. 

The soil and subsoil of the area between these two lines is made 
up of the Illinois drift, which disappears under the Wisconsin 
drift. The soils of this region have many rock elements not found 
in the residual soils, to the south. The Illinois drift is quite thin 
in certain areas, and erosion has played such a prominent part in 
removing the drift that in many places residual soils prevail. 
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From the line that marks the southern limit, in Indiana, of the 
Wisconsin ice sheet, northward to the Indiana-Michigan line, gla
ciation has profoundly influenced the topography and soils of the 
State, and added many mineral foods to the soils. The com
bined thickness of the two great drift mantles over this portion of 
the State varies from 40 or 50 to 250 feet, the average being near 
150 feet. 

Thus far in this discussion we have not mentioned the many 
advances and retreats the ice-sheets may have made, due to varia
tions in the climatic conditions of the periods, nor have we noticed 
the possible inter-glacial periods. Our sole purpose is to bring 
prominently before the reader the two great glacial periods that 
have benefited our soils so marvelously in bringing a rich heritage 
of mineral plant food from regions far to the north where the rocks 
differ so widely in chemical elements from our own. Bearing on 
this point, we quote the following from Circular 79 of the Ohio 
Agricultural Experiment Station and apply it to Indiana: 

" Thus we see that the larger part of the surface of Indiana has 
been overrun by the continental Ice-sheets which crept southward 
from the polar regions in prehistoric times, grinding into gravel and 
powder the rocks over which they passed and spreading the material 
thus formed in the sheet of drift clay which covers the northern 
three-fourths of the State, and from which the soils of that region 
have been formed. 

"The outcome of this soil history is that throughout the drift 
covered area of Indiana the soil is stored with the essential mineral 
elements of fertility in quantities sufficient to maintain crop pro
duction at the maximum limit, which the various species of plants 
are capable of attaining, for a very long time, were they in such 
form that they could make use of them. 

"The soil a great storage battery: A little reflection, however, 
will show that if all the plant food in the soil were immediately 
available it would have been leached out and carried to the sea 
ages before man came to inhabit the earth, except in those regions 
where the annual rainfall is less than the yearly evaporation; but as 
it is, this plant food is stored in such forms that it is only 
given up little by little, as each suceeding annual growth of vege
tation has need of it, and to prevent the possibility of waste, on 
most soils, and under natural conditions, the quantity thus yielded 
annually is less than the crops cultivated by man are capable of 
utilizing, under the favorable conditions for growth which culti
vation provides. 

2-291:13 
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"Forms in which plant food is stored: Some of these forms 
of food storage may be illustrated by the following examples: 
Orthoclase feldspar is a constituent of granite, and is one of the 
chief sources of clays; it is therefore a mineral of great abundance. 
This feldspar contains nearly 14 per cent. of potassium, or three 
times as much as wood ashes, but this potassium is held in such 
firm combination that feldspar has never yet been made a source of 
the potash used in human industry, multiple as are the uses of this 
substance and urgent as is the demand for a cheaper source of it. 

"Another illustration: Phosphorus is universally distributed 
through the soil, usually in combination with lime or iron; but 
when we attempt to use either of these combinations as a fertilizer 
without some treatment calculated to break up the combination 
and liberate the phosphorus we get practically no result. Immense 
beds of phosphate of lime are found in several southern States, 
from which a large part of the phosphorus of manufactured fer
tilizers is drawn; but so necessary is treatment of this material, 
either with suitable chemicals or by incorporating it with ferment
ing manure or other organic matter, that without such treatment it 
is practically worthless as a fertilizer. 

"Again: Swamp muck or peat is rich in nitrogen, the air
dry material containing sometimes as much as two per cent. or 
more of this element. But this substance is the result of the growth 
of plants which live where their roots are constantly submerged, 
and it has acquired such resistance to the ordinary agents of decay 
that until this resistance is overcome by proper treatment the 
nitrogen of peat is held in almost as firm a grip as the potassium 
of feldspar or the phosphorus of the southern rocks. 

"Total quantity of plant food not an index to productiveness: 
From these examples it is evident that the total quantity of a given 
chemical element found in a soil is not a trustworthy index to the 
fertility of that soil. For instance, the East farm of the Ohio 
Experiment Station, on which some of its soil studies are located, 
is found to contain 1,100 pounds of phosphorus per acre in the 
upper foot of soil, or enough of this element for 117 forty-bushel 
crops of wheat, yet when phosphorus is omitted from the fertilizer 
this land produces only a little more than twelve bushels of wheat 
per acre, even when available nitrogen and potassium are furnished 
in great abundance. 

"This land also shows in the surface foot a total of 56,000 
pounds of potassium per acre, or as much of this element as would 
be carried in nearly 1,500 forty-bushel crops of wheat; yet the ad-
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dition of a few pounds of a readily soluble salt of potassium to a 
fertilizer carrying nitrogen and phosphorus has caused a further 
increase in the fourteen-year average yield of wheat of nearly 
three bushels per acre over the yield produced by the nitrogen and 
phosphorus without the potassium. 

, , Again: This land contains as much nitrogen to the acrl'l as 
would be found in more than 100 forty-bushel crops of wheat, and 
yet the addition of twenty-five pounds of nitrogen per acre, carried 
in dried blood and nitrate of soda, to a liberal dressing of phos
phorus and potassium, has increased the yield by a fourteen-year 
average of six bushels per acre. But twenty-five pounds is only 
about one part in 140,000 of the weight of an acre of soil, taken 
to the depth of one foot, or seven ten-thousandths of one per cent.
a quantity so small as to be far within the limits of error of ordinary 
chemical analysis. 

"Attempts to determine available plant food: After discover
ing that the total quantities of plant food were not a reliable guide 
to the fertilization of the soil, chemists attempted to discover some 
method by which the disposition of the soil to give up its stores 
might be ascertained, and many methods of analysis have been de
vised in the attempt to imitate the action of the plant roots in un
locking these stores; but here again disappointment has been the 
reward of the investigator. It is true that some of these methods 
are, in some respects, a nearer approach to a solution of the prob
lem than the total analysis; but when the chemist faces the fact 
that an acre of clover will abstract from the soil approximately ten 
times as much lime and only half as much phosphorus as would a 
corn CI;OP grown on the same land and under the same conditions, 
he faces a problem which chemistry is not yet able to solve." 

It is not a far stretch of the imagination to think that Indiana 
and parts of surrounding States also were once covered by a portion 
of the great continEmtal Ice-sheets referred to above. Probably 
25,000 of our State's 35,000 square miles were thus covered. To
day, an Ice-sheet 500,000 .square miles in extent covers Greenland. 
This is twenty times as large an area as was covered by the ice
sheets in Indiana. Again, the Greenland Ice-sheet doubtless has 
movement from a center, as great masses of ice are continually 
breaking off about the coast, and dropping into the Atlantic Ocean; 
these masses float to the south as huge icebergs and often carry on 
their sides and bottoms loads of debris gathered from the surface of 
Greenland. 

If all the drift covering the glaciated portion of Indiana could 
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be lifted or removed, the surface of the underlying rock would pre
sent an appearance in marked contrast to the underlying rock in 
the unglaciated region. The surface would be found to be planed 
and smoothed; striated and grooved; and the disintegrating mass 
of rock, noted below the residual soil in the unglaciated area, would 
be entirely absent. The reason for this is apparent-the thick 
mantle of drift prevented action by the disintegrating agents, after 
the ice-sheet passed over. 

Bearing on the subject of glacial deposits and soils, Lyon and 
Fippin say: 

"Purely glacial deposits differ in chemical and physical prop
erties from soils derived from the same formations by other means. 
'rhere is a large element of mechanical grinding without any large 
amount of chemical change or solution. The particles have not 
been sUbjected to long-continued leaching, which characterizes 
residual or marine soils. Such material is chiefly rock-flour, that 
is, pulverized rock. The readily soluble minerals and elements are 
therefore present in proportionately larger amounts than in soil 
formed by other means. While a residual soil from limestone lllay 
be very poor in lime carbonate, a glacial soil formed from lime
rock is often rich in lime-, sometimes containing 50 per cent. of 
that constituent, as has been found in some Dakota soils. As ap
pears from the tables of analyses, such soils are generally rich in 
all of the basic elements. 

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF GLACIAL SOILS. HYDROCHLORIC ACID ANALYSES. 
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"The physical properties of glacial soils are also distinctive. 
Excepting subsequent modifications due to water, such deposits 
show little or no stratification or sorting. They are heterogenous 

J in material and arrangement. Much of such material is termed 
boulder clay, from the mixture of coarse and fine particles. It is 
also to be noted that such soils contain, relatively, a larger propor
tion of silt particles, and a smaller amount of clay, than soil formed 
by purely chemical process from the same rock. 

" Associated with the results of pure ice-action is much modified 
glacial till, due to the influence of great volumes of water. Natur
ally, the melting of the ice results in immense volumes of water, 
which drain away over, under, or along the ice margin. Temporary 
streams of large size and great violence existed and there were also 
ponds and lakes, some of the latter of very great extent. This 
water further assisted in moving the ice debris. Such deposits are 
called modified drift, or aqueo-glacial deposits." 

S. W. Fletcher, of the Michigan Agricultural College aptly puts 
the matter as follows: 

"As would be expected, the distribution of drift soils is very 
erratic. An acre may contain several wholly distinct kinds. There 
is a field of one acre near Lansing, Mich., in which about one-half 
of the soil is a stiff clay, one-fourth is gravelly loam, and the bal
ance, which was formerly a swamp, is muck. Who would try to 
advise the owner how to treat this field as regards tillage, fertilizing, 
and draining? 

"The value of drift soils for cropping is very variable, depend
ing upon the material of which they are composed, and the way 
in which they are laid down. As a rule, however, they are fertile 
because they are composed of materials that have been brought to
gether from several sources, and there is therefore greater likeli
hood that the essential plant foods will be present in abundance. 
They are apt to contain more sand or gravel and less clay than 
sedentary soils; hence they are usually of good texture and easily 
worked. But a drift clay or muck is not more valuable or manage
able than a sedentary clay or muck. Thos{\ containing a fair per
centage of clay are more valuable than those that consist chiefly 
of graveL" 

The soil survey now in progress in the glaciated area of In
diana, the writer believes, is the most important survey ever under
taken by the Department of Geology. Every other mineral reo 
sources in the State has been surveyed and resurveyed. The stone, 
the coal, gas, oil, surface and under clays all have been written 



Glacial Striae on Mansfield Sandstone on farm of James Campbell near Bowling Gres,. There 
are several grooves deeply cut and many slight markings are visible. 

Same as above. In this picture the grooves were filled with white S3.nd to give contrast in 
tbe picture. 
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about over and over again. The entire gamut of· geological forma
tions from the lowest Ordovician up to the Glacial have been de
scribed and redescribed. But the topmost formation, the soil, the 
one on which we live and move and have our being; the one which 
is a composite of all geological formations; the one which came 
to us mostly from regions far to the north and without money or 
price; this soil, the richest heritage of a beneficient Creator, is at 
last getting the attention it so richly deserves at the hands of our 
National and State governments. I say the survey is important be
cause the soil constitutes the one great inexhaustible natural re
source of the State. "From it spring not only the food and rai
ment of the people, but nearly 50 per cent. of the materials used 
in manufacture, and more than 60 per cent. of the commodities ex
changed in commerce." Important because it touches everyone 
of our State's 22,500,000 acres. Important because the cultivation 
of the soil engages more of the brain and brawn of the State than 
any other occupation or dozen occupations. For these reasons, and 
many others that could be given the department is devoting the 
bulk of its energy and means to this survey. Next year we shall 
devote two-thirds of the appropriation of the department to soil 
work. This year the field work, under my direction, has been done 
in a belt of counties through the State just south of the National 
Road and southwest as far as Knox County. The equipment and 
work of the soil men may be described briefly as follows: Each man 
is assigned an area consisting of one or more counties, and supplied 
with apparatus for the work. The equipment consists {)f an ex
tension soil auger, size one and a half inches, a hammer, microscope, 
barometer, level, acids and blue litmus paper for making tests, 
maps, and a carrying bag. After locating in a township the field 
man goes out a foot from day to day over as much area as he can 
cover over hills, valleys and plains. A soil examination consists in 
boring to a depth of three feet with the auger and bringing up the 
soil and subsoil; the upper six to ten inches as a rule are regarded 
as the soil and all below this as the subsoil. However, the thickness 
of the soil may vary, sometimes less than this and sometimes more, 
dependent on the location, as uplands and bottom lands. Where 
there is similarity of texture and color the work consists of numer
ous examinations; where there are variations, samples are taken 
up and put in bags, the exact geographical location being noted on 
a card deposited in the bag with the soil, and also noted in the field 
book. The geological features of the area are studied, particularly 
the underlying formation, so that in case of residual soil (soil made 
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by disintegration cf underlying rock) its character and influence 
on the surrounding soils may he noted. However, only a very slllall 
portion of the areas surveyed this year have residual soils-a small 
part of south western Bartholomew and southeastern Owen counties. 
'rhere are no residual or unglaciated soils in the northern three
fourths of the State. The practiced eye and touch of the field man 
soon learns him to distinguish the slightest variation in composi
tion, texture, color, and organic matter in the soils he examines. 
The topography of an area has much to do with its soils, certain 
types being' found at different levels or altitudes. The questions 
of natural drainage and necessity of artificial drainage are studied 
and worked out by the soil man. If the soil is so situated as to 
have excessive or deficient drainage, the highest efficiency of the 
soil cannot be expected until these conditions are alleviated. Areas 
of sour soils are noted and the degree of the acidity determined by 
the litmus reaction test. Areas of wornout or exhausted soils are 
marked out and the proper treatment of such soils determined, if 
possible. 

After an area is surveyed in this manner, the soil samples col
lected are sent in to the department and two analyses made. First, 
a mechanical analysis with a system of screens is made. Five sep
arations based on the size of the particles of a sample are made. 
The separations thus made are grouped as fine gravel, coarse sand, 
medium sand, fine sand, and very fine sand. The silt and clay 
separations are made with sedimentation bottles, or the centrifugal 
machine. The mechanical analysis of a soil is very important, for 
by it the texture is determined, and the moisture and aeration are 
dependent upon the texture. The second analysis is chemical. By 
this the chemical constituents of the soil are determined. The pur
pose of this analysis is to reveal, if possible, the plant food present 
or lacking in the soil. This does not mean, however, that this analy
sis shows the available plant food as most people think and be
lieve. The chemical analysis mayor may not show the available 
plant food in a soil. Most likely not, I dare say. The analysis may 
show the amount or per cent. of nitrogen, phosphorus, potash, or 
lime, four essential plant foods in a soil, but it cannot show whether 
these are in a condition to feed the plant; it is barely possible that 
it will take the addition of a fertilizer, or some form of organic 
matter to put the above plant foods in a condition to be absorbed 
by the plant. To illustrate this point further, permit me to quote 
from Prof. Fletcher of Michigan: 
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"The analyses of representative soils show that all of them con-
tain almost unbelievable quantities of the plant foods that we buy 
and apply so grudgingly. An average farm soil usually contains 
about 4,000 pounds of nitrogen, 6,000 pounds of phosphoric acid, 
and 20,000 pounds of potash per acre in the upper eight inches of 
soil. 'Wornout' soils, which scarcely produce enough to pay for 
cropping them, often contain nearly as much plant food as this, 
while some rich soils have over 6,000 pounds of nitrogen, 10,000 
pounds of phosphoric acid, and 50,000 pounds of potash per acre 
in the first eight inches. Besides all this large amount of plant 
food in the surface soil, the soil below the first eight inches usually 
contains nearly as much, and a part of this can be used by the 
roots of most farm crops. These figures are astounding to t~e 
who have believed that a soil gradually ceases to be productive be
cause the plant food in its becomes exhausted. The chemists give c; 
us indisputable proof that even a soil that has become so 'poor' c:::> 
that it hardly pays to crop it, is likely to have stored within it tons ~ ~ 
upon tons of plant food; that it is in no way exhausted, as we have f:Q ~ 
been taught to believe. Yet the fact remains that this same soil /:'Cl ... 
will not produce large crops. What, then, is the trouble ~ Much::: 
of the tons of plant food that the chemist finds in ordinary farml::l:= 
soils, is 'locked up', or unavailable, from two causes. In the first ~ 
place it may not be in the right form for plants to use, it may be g. 
in a compound that it distasteful to the plants; or it may be in a;;: ...... 
form that is not soluble in soil water, so that it cannot be absorbed.... J 
by the roots. Plants accept food only when it is in a certain form.~ 
The chemist, however, cannot tell how much of the total amount ofta 
nitrogen, potash and phosphoric acid that he finds in soil is in sucC'-a 
shape that plants can use it. He cannot determine with any Qe~I'ee" 
of certainty what proportion of the 4,000 pounds of nitrogen, 6,000 
pounds of phosphoric acid and 20,000 pounds of potash that are in 
an acre of average farm soil is in the right form for crops to use. 
There is no way of finding out this very important point except to 
grow plants upon the soiL" 

Numerous letters come to the department requesting chemical 
analyses of soils under the erroneous impression that such analysis 
will show the available plant food in soil samples sent in. My in
structions to the field men were to get the above erroneous idea 
out of the minds of people whenever possible, and substitute the 
idea of a mechanical analysis, coupled with proper drainage, aera
tion, moisture, organic matter, and tillage. 



Showing polished surface oi Sandstone polished by glacier. Near Bowling Green. Clay County. 

Glacial boulders of large slze in field - miles northwest of Bowling Green. This is the 
southern limit of boulders of siZe in this area. 
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Erosion caused largely by the removal of forests and improper 
tillage is devastating large areas of Indiana soils, particularly in 
the southern part of the State. When farmers learn to cultivate 
slopes or hillsides by contour or terracing, or not at all, much ero
sion and devastation will be prevented. 

Mapping is another essential feature of the work of the soil 
survey. Two sets of maps are made and used by the field men
one a base map, showing sections, townships, ranges, drainage and 
roads. This is for field use. The other is for locating areas of 
soil types after the examinations and analyses are all made; a 
print of this map accompanies the published report of the area. 

The purpose of the Indiana Soil Survey is to assist farmers in 
increasing the productivity of the soil. To help them make two 
blades of grass grow where one has grown before, by suggesting 
better methods of drainage, aeration, adaptation, rotation and till
age. Our purpose is identical with that of the United States De
parment of Agriculture, from which we quote the following: 

"The work of the soil survey is based upon the principle that 
there are differences among soils which so affect plants that not 
all soils are equally suited to the production of all crops. This 
work, therefore, comprises a study of both the character of these 
soil differences and the effects which they produce in the growing 

of farm crops. 
"In the field work of the soil survey the soils are studied to de-

termine their texture, or the relative amounts of coarse or fine 
particles of which they consist; thei.r structure, or the relationship 
of these particles one to the other; their organic matter content, 
both quantity and distribution; their internal natural drainage, 
and their topographical relief. These factors operating together de
termine the character of the home which plants are to find in the 
soil. All masses or areas of soil which are found to be closely sim
ilar in all of these respects are said to belong to the same soil type. 
Under similar climatic surroundings the type is capable of pro
ducing similar kinds of crops, and under the same conditions of 
farm management and of farm efficiency they may be expected to 
produce practically equivalent amounts of crops. It has also been 
found that several soil types in a given region may differ only in 
their texture, being identical6r 'si'milar in all other respects. Such 
a group is called a series. Again, several series have been found to 
be derived from the same classes of material by similar processes 
and to exist in a region having similar climatic features in the 
broadest sense. Suell a region constitutes a soil province. 
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"The soil survey recognizes at present thirteen great soil prov
inces, fifty-eight soil series, and 461 soil types. Of these types 
some 130 are more or less local in character, while the remainder 
are of widespread occurrence within their respective provinces. 

" It is necessary that the discovery, introduction, and culture of 
crops adapted to various types shall follow such lines that the 
greatest food values as well as the highest commercial values shall 
be rendered by each soil. It is also a necessity that upon widely ex
tended types such crops shall be grown as are subject to wide de
mand in the markets of the world. Otherwise the farmers engaged 
in crop production must face a destructive competition or else por
tions of the soil type must be neglected or but feebly utilized. 

The soil-survey work thus possesses a dual aspect: (1) It must 
deal with those problems of crop and soil adaptation which concern 
the present individuals and generation; and (2) it must accumulate 
a fund of information in regard to soils which will assist in solving 
the broad problems of the nation's soil resources and the utilization 
of these resources, not only for the support of a growing population, 
but also, for maintaining a favorable balance of trade for the nation, 

"From these reports on soil surveys the individual farmer may 
learn the relationship of the soils upon his own farm, not only to 
the other soils in the immediate neighborhood, but to soils of the 
same character in widely separated regions. He may thus observe 
and study understandingly the methods and results obtained under 
the most favorable conditions by successful farmers upon these 
soils. His horizon of observation is enlarged, and he may more 
surely apply the experience and the observation of others to his 
own particular needs and conditions. He is able to consider his 
own farm, not as an isolated property, but in its due relationship 
to other farms located upon the same soils and in a region of similar 
climatic surroundings. The single report thus serves the pur
pose of the individual whose problem is one of a fixed and occupied 
region. 
- At the present time, as at all times in the history of the country, 
there is a large class of persons who for various reasons desire to 
secure new farms in more or less distant localities for the pursuit 
of general agriculture, or for the production of special crops. In
quiries from such persons always cover certain climatic and soil 
features; and each desires to secure information which will enable 
him to compare conditions personally known to himself with those 
of new localities under consideration. Inquiries of this nature are 
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constantly received at the department, and wherever possible the 
information is supplied by the reports and maps covering the 
areas concerned. No advice to do this or that is communicated; 
only the information upon which a judgment may be based. The 
use of soil-survey reports for this purpose is by no means con
fined to reports upon regions which are sparsely settled or newly 
opened for agricultural occupation. The constant changes in farm 
values in all parts of the United States are calling the attention of 
individual farmers to particular localities in the older States, where 
possible advantages may be gained from the sale of high-priced 
lands and the purchase of others which, for the time are offered 

at a lower figure. 
"During the past decade the funds accumulated by large in-

vestment companies have increasingly sought a farm-land outlet. 
The soil-survey reports are regularly requested by many such 
companies. Some only desire the reports in particular circum
scribed regions. Others desire these reports as an unprejl1diced 
basis upon which a judgment of land uses and of farm development 
in widespread and remote regions may be based. Obviously, the 
common interest of the entire community is served by these re
ports of soil facts, just as the individual interests of the persons 
concerned are safeguarded at the same time. 

"The use of the soil-survey maps and reports by educational 
institutions has greatly increased within a few years, accompanying 
a renewed activity in the study of soils and in the teaching of soil 
subjects. Not only are the maps and reports used by those insti
tutions directly for the study of soils, but they are also used in 
studies of crop production, of farm economics, and of the distribu
tion of agricultural products. Nonagricultural colleges and uni
versities are also using these reports in connection with courses in 
commercial geography. 

"'l'he time has come in the agricultural development of the 
United States when accurate and detailed knowledge of the soil
its character, varieties, capabilities, and adaptations-is of great 
importance; and as ,the years go by such knowledge will become 
more and more important, until ultimately our greatly increased 
population will need and will be able to utilize fully the diverse 
capabilities of these 461 different types of soil." 

From what has been said above it is clear that the largest asset 
of Indiana is her soils. The care, the handling, and the .productiv
ity of these should be her largest concern. The history of agri-
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culture in this country is but the history of European countries re
peated. First, the exploitation of and depletion of virgin, fertiie 
soils; then a national effort to correct the mistakes, and restore the 
lost productivity. It is easy in the memory of middle-aged citizens 
of Indiana that when a virgin field became exhausted, a "deaden
ing" was cleared up for new ground. To make and clear a 
"deadening" in the forest was the crop rotation of fifty years ago. 
It was a part of the farmer's yearly programme to "deaden" a 
~iece of timber for "new ground." Now the word "deaden" is 
not in the vocabulary of the Hoosier farm boy, and a field of 
"new ground" is beyond the ken of his knowledge. Indiana is 
but one of the many States in which this flagrant waste of forest 
and soil went on. The Atlantic seaboard first; then the western 
slope of the Appalachians down to the Mississippi; then the Great 
Plains west of the Mississippi to the Rockies. But now the giant 
forests that formerly covered the land from the Atlantic to the 
Mississippi seem to have moved farther and farther away from the 
old farmstead-indeed, they now present the appearance of a dis
appearing view-a hazy cloud on the horizon. People stand in 
wonderment at the marvelous development of the past century, 
but do not stop to think that it was made possible at the sacrifice 
of the virgin fields, farmed to death by the advancing host in its 
westward course. Fifty to seventy-five years ago the cry went up 
"Go west, young man." People seemed to care little for the ex
haustion of the older lands of the East, so long as fertile land re
mained unoccupied in the West. The former high-priced lands of 
the East became low-priced. But now the last virgin field of the 
West has been plowed. The exploitation of her fertility has been 
circumvented. But a new era is dawning. Science, which is simply 
applied common sense, has taken the reins and is pointing the way 
to a restoration of the lost fertility of Indiana soils, and as a result 
the tide of emigration that had ever flowed westward is now ebbing 
toward the East. The higher priced lands of the West are being 
sold and the capital invested in lower priced lands of Indiana and 
the East, the investors confident that science will yet point the way 
to a margin of profit in the tillage of the once depleted farms. 
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Soil Survey of Hancock, Shelby, and Johnson 
Counties. 

By ALLEN DAVID HOLE.* 

HANCOCK COUNTY. 

LOCATION. 

Hancock County is located a little east of the central part of 
the State, and is bounded on the north by Hamilton and Madison 
counties; on the east by Henry and Rush counties; on the south 
by Shelby County; and on the west by Marion County. It includes 
307 square miles, lying in townships 15, 16, and 17, N., ranges 5, 
6, 7, and 8, E., of the U. S. Land Survey. 

HISTORY. 

The earliest Eettlements within the county were made in the 
southeastern part, on Blue River, in 1818, and in Center Township, 
not far from the sa~e time. In 1823 the whole of the present 
county was included in the new county of Madison, organized in 
that year; but five years later, in 1828, it was given an independent 
organization, and named in honor of John Hancock, one of the 

[* 1''he author has snpllle1ll£'ntpd the knowledg-e gained. frorn his own investiga
tions in these counties by consulting various authorities on special subjects more 
or less closely related to the work undertaken. For example, the data in regard 
to farms, as to acreage, yield of different crops, etc., has been taken largely from 
the reports of the Census of 1910; some geological data from the reports of the 
Indiana Department of Geology, and from publications of the U. S. Geological 
Survey; and the historical summaries from various editions of county histories. 
For Ilssistance with the work in the field acknowledgments arc due to Messrs. 
B. W. Kelly, Mark Baldwin, and Willard Roberts; and for a careful study of the 
trees growing on the different soil types, to Mr. J. F. Thompson, the results of 
whose obscrvations are incorporated in this report. The chemical analyses were 
all made by Prof. W. M. lllancllard of DePauw University under instructions given 
by State Geologist, gdward Barrett. In the mechanical analyses (made by the 
author), the sizes of particles determined are approximately as follows: 

Clay, up to 0.01 mm. in diameter; silt, 0.01 mm. to 0.05 mm.; 
Fine sand, 0.05 mm. to O.lfi mm.; medium sand, 0.15 mm. to 0.375 mm.; 

coarse sand, 0.375 mm. to 2.0 min: 
The methods used in the mechanical analysis were (1) agitation for 6 to 7 

hours in a shaker, (2) a. s('paration of the finer particles by the sedimentation 
process, and (3) a sppal'ntiul1 of the conf's('r l'urtkl('s by mNlns of sieves. - A. 
D. H.] 

3-29153 
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signers of the Declaration of Independence. In the same year, 
1828, Greenfield, the present county seat, was laid out, and the 
county was divided into nine civil townships in most of which per
manent settlements had already been made. Throughout the county 
from this time on settlements increased in number, and the work 
of changing the forest wilderness into well-kept farms went steadily 
on. With but little exception the land was everywhere to be 
cleared, and over large areas to be be drained before agriculture 
could be carried on successfully; and as must nearly always be the 
case in a newly settled country, markets for farm products were 
distant and the roads. leading thither were for a considerable por
tion of the year almost impassable. Added to all these difficulties 
was the prevalence of malarial diseases, often in severe forms, a 
necessary result of the conditions under which the pioneers had to 
undertake their task. That all these difficulties have been met and 
largely overcome, the following items summarizing briefly the 
present conditions show: 

(1) About 90 per cent. of the entire area of the county has 
been cleared and is now being used as farming land. 

(2) Open ditches and tile drainage have reclaimed nearly all 
of the marshes and swamps which once covered such a large part 
of the county, and with this change has also passed away the pre
valence of malarial diseases. 

(3) Reasonably good roads are found practically everywhere; 
this means that either crushed stone or gravel, usually the latter, 
has been used as road metal so generally that there is scarcely a 
square mile in the county which cannot now be reached by con
tinuous travel over reasonably good roads. 

( 4) Five railroads and four electric lines cross the county; 
two of each passing from east to west the entire length of the 
county; the others crossing the northeast, the northwest, and the 
southwest corners, respectively. 

(5) There is no considerable area in any part of the county 
unsettled. The majority of the 20,000 inhabitants live on farms, 
which are as a rule well improved. 

GEOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY. 

Almost the entire surface of the county is level to gently roll
ing, the streams having in general low gradients and correspond
ingly sluggish currents. Near the streams the surface is usually 
somewhat hilly, the relief being in places as much as 40 to 60 feet, 
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as for example (1) in the northwest corner of the county along 
small tributaries of Fall Creek; (2) along the lower part of the 
vaUey of Sugar Creek; and (3) in the southeast corner, near Blue 
River. The inter-stream areas rarely have relief exceeding 10 feet. 
while in places, notably in the west-central part of the county, 
there are numerous areas with practically level surfaces, the sites 
of former ponds and marshes which have been silted up or drained. 

The natural drainage of the county is, in general, to the south 
and southwest, chiefly through tributaries of Blue River. Blue 
River itself crosses the southeastern corner of the county; Brandy
wine Creek drains a considerable area in the east-central and south
central parts, joining Blue River in Shelby County, some 12 or 
13 miles south of the county line; Sugar Creek gathers the waters 
from a broad, irregular belt extending from the northeast co:r;ner of 
the county along the northern side well toward the northwest cor
ner, thence southwestward, crossing the south line near the south
west corner; Buck Creek, a tributary which joins Sugar Creek six 
miles south of the southern boundary of the county, drains a large 
share of the western side; while tributaries of Fall Creek and White 
River receive the drainage from the remainder of the western and 
northwestern parts. 

The valleys in which these streams flow owe their general di
rection to the slope of the surface of the material left by the con
tinental ice-sheets when they finally withdrew from the region; 
many of the minor irregularities of the course of these valleys are 
also due to irregularities of the surface of the drift, as for example, 
the tortuous course of Sugar Creek from the northern and north
eastern to the southwestern part of the county. Some of the char
acteristics of the valleys are clearly due, however, to conditions 
existing as the ice withdrew, which caused the drainage in certain 
places to be strikingly different from that which exists in the same 
places now. A notable example of this is the presence of relatively 
large valleys drained by disproportionately small, in some cases 
insignificant, streams. The best illustration of abandoned channel., 
of this kind to be found in the" county, is in the north-central part, 
extending in a general north-south direction about a mile east of the 
village of Eden. A part of this channel is referred to by Dr. R. 
T. Brown in the Fifteenth Report of the Department of Geology 
and Natural Resources of Indiana, where he notes the depression 
southward from Eden, but apparently without seeing the relation 
existing between the channel he describes and the equally striking 
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porticll ~xtendillg' northward to the Madison County line. 'l'his 
northern portion begins at the county line somewhat east of the 
center of Sec. 9, T. 17 N., R. 7 E.,. as a flat-bottomed valley one
fourth of a mile wide and from 10 to 15 feet deep, extends west of 
south to the eastern part of Section 20, east of Eden, where it crosses 
Sugar Creek and continues its southwestward course to the north 
part of Section 29; from here its direction is southward until it 
joins the valley of Brandywine Creek in the middle of Sec. 16, '1'. 
16 N., R. 7 E. The total length of this channel within the county 
is about 7-i miles; in parts of its course, the drainage is by open 
ditch or small stream, sometimes northward, sometimes southward; 
in parts there is no surface stream at all. Throughout most of its 
course the soil in the bottom is black, usually a day loam to loam, 
with a considerable amount of organic matter. The hills on either 
side are usually of light colored clay loam with varying amounts of 
gravel and boulders, but sometimes containing stratified sand and 
gravel. At certain points the hills bounding the valley almost dis
appear, leaving the boundaries of the channel somewhat indefinite; 
this is especially the case on the east side at about the center of 
Sec. 29, T. 17 N.,. R. 7 E., where two kame-like hills alone mark 
clearly the limit of the valley; but in most places the valley boun
daries are definite, being limited by distinct morainal hills.' 

This channel of T~ miles is evidently only a part of a general 
ncrth-south oystem of drainage which prevailed at a certain stage 
in the withdrawal of the ice-~heet. Southward the valley of the 
Brandywine itself seems to be <1 part of the same glacial channeL 
while northward, as observed by Leverett and by members of tbe 
U. S. Soil Survey, the channel extending from above Anderson 
to Pendleton and on across Fall Creek and Lick Cre'ek to the south
ern boundary of Madison County, is to be accounted for only by the 
work of waters flowing under conditions entirely different from 
those of the present day. Leverett, on his map of the Maumee
:\Iiami glacial lobe, marks the Anderson-Pendleton channel as sub
glacial, and calls attention to the close association of a similar north
south channel at Muncie with an esker. In view of the fact that 
the general slope of the surface of the drift is to the westward in 
northern Hancock and southern Madison counties, as shown by 
the westward course of Fall Creek, Lick Creek and Sugar Creek, 
each of which now cuts directly across this glacial channel, it would 
seem probable that for at least a part of the time in which the 
waters were forming the north-south valley the channel may have 
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marked the eastern boundary of a lobe of ice as the glacier re
treated, and even after the withdrawal of the ice for a time may 
have afforded an outlet for waters due to ice melting and precipi
tation until the present east-west streams established themselves by 
virtue of their higher gradientI->. 

The geolog-ical fOl'nwtiolll; present in Hancock COllnty inelude 
only those of the Pleistocene and Recent epochs, so far as exposures 
at the surface are concerned. Bed rock of PallBozoic age lies every
where buried beneath a covering of glacial debris to a depth of from 
100 to over 200 feet. Borings for natural gas have shown, for 
instance, a thickness of drift at Greenfield of 205 feet; at points 
about two miles northwest of Shirley, 125 to 130 feet. This drift 
is made up for the most part of unassorted material such as 
boulders, pebbles, gravel, sand, silt and finer particles mixed to
gether in varying amounts and proportions. At the surface the 
boulders are occasionally snfficiently large and numerous to be es
pecially noticeable, or even to interfere with the cultivation of the 
ground; as, for example, about six miles northward from Green
field in Secs. 30, 31, and 36, T. 17 N., R. 7. E., where they form 
a distinct belt extending for nearly two miles in a northeast-south
west direction. Fig. 1 is from a photograph of a 12-foot granite 
boulder lying in Section 30 near the northern end of this belt. 
Some of the drift has, however, been assorte~ by the action of 
water so that in numerous places beds of sand and gravel are found 
nearly free from clay, silt and boulders. In general these strati
fied deposits are more abundant near the surfaee in the vicinity 
of the streams; but they are also found in the areas between the 
streams, as in Sec. 32, T. 17 N., R. 8 E., 1~ miles southwest of the 
village of Wilkinson, where gravel for use as road material is being 
taken out. In drilling or digging for wells, strata of sand and 
gravel are occasionally encountered, so that the drift is to be re
garded as a great deposit, largely unassorted, to be classed as ground 
moraine, yet including many lenses and sheets of stratified de
posits at different levels which are parts of outwash plains, valley 
trains, silted-up ponds, etc. In age, the unmodified Urlfr,-so -:l'a=r~ _________ _ 
as ascertained by exposures at the surface, is referred to the Late 
Wisconsin stage. 

The most important of the Recent deposits in the connty include 
(1) alluvial deposits along streams such as flood plains, (2) alluvial 
fans in some places at the base of the steeper slopes, (3) lacustrine 
flats or silted-up ponds, and (4) accumulations of organic matter, 
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some of it to be classed as peat, though most of it containing too 
much finely divided mineral matter to deserve the name. These 
different forms of Recent deposits correspond to a considerable de
gree to some of the different soils to be described farther on; for ex
ample, the flood plains are in most cases to be classed as Wabash 
loam, and the silted-up ponds as Carrington black clay loam. 
Purther description of these forms will, therefore, be given when 
the various soil types are described. 

FIG.!' Granitic Boulder in Section 30, Township 17 N., Range 7 E.; about six miles north
ward from Greenfield. (Photo by B. W. Kelly.) 

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY. 

Gravel.-In the Thirtieth Annual Report of the Indiana De
partment of Geology, Mr. A. E. Taylor (1905) summarizes the lo
cation of gravel deposits in substance as follows: 

(1) The principal deposits are found along the larger streams 
and in certain areas of partially assorted drift, principally in the 
northeastern part of the county. 

(2) Areas in which little or no gravel is found include (a) 
a strip about four miles wide along the western end of the county, 
and (h) certain areas in the north-central, east-central and southern 
parts. 
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Since that report was written some new deposits have been 
opened up, but it is still true that the main deposits are to be 
found along the larger streams and in sheets of outwash materials 
associated with moraines. A few of these deposits are above the 
level of ground water and so can be easily reached by excavations 
from which the gravel can be shoveled directly into the wagons 
which are to haul it away. By far the largest proportion of gravel 
in the county, however, lies below the water level, sometimes in 
streams, sometimes in flood plains or terraces, sometimes in the 
nearly level inter-stream areas. In such cases the gravel is brought 
to the surface by means of steam power applied either to an endless 
chain to which small buckets are attached, or to a cable, carrying a 
single large excavating bucket. Fig. 2 shows the latter method of 
bringing up gravel from below the surface of the water. Data as 
to the amount of gravel used each year are not available; but the 
total must be large, since in addition to a very considerable amount 
used in concrete construction, plastering, etc., hundreds of cubic 
yards are applied every year to the repair of the numerous gravel 
roads already completed, and in the extension of the work to reduce 
still further the small percentage not yet improved in this way. 

Water Supply.-An abundance of water may be secured at most 
places in the county by sinking a well to a depth not to exceed 30 to 
40 feet. The exceptions to this are those points where there is ex
posed at the surface a thick layer of unassorted drift composed 
largely :>f rock particles of the fineness of clay, which obstructs the 
ready flow of the water. Even in such places as these some water 
is usually found, but not in sufficient quantity to afford a continuous 
supply. In general, however, such strata of nearly impervious drift 
are not thick enough to make the sinking of a satisfactory well too 
expensive or difficult. 

The minimum depth of wells varies according to location, being 
least near streams and in the level areas which were formerly 
covered by water for almost the whole year. In such places th(~ 
surface of the ground water may he within four or five feet of the 
surface throughout the year. 'fhis depth, although small, is nevel'
theless in the marshy areas a reduction of ground water level since 
the settlement of the county by almost its own amount, due to the 
opening of ditchelil and the increased evaporation because of the 
removal of so large a proportion of the forests. Wells sunk only tff 
the level of ground water, while still numerous, are now being re
placed by tubular wells which pass through the layers of sand and 



FIG. 2. Cable and single bucket for dipping gravel. Sugar Creek, in Hancock County. 
(Photo by J. F. Thompson.) 

Ii'IG. 3. Bucket shown in Fig. 2, in process of dumping a. load. Sugar Creek, Hanc3ck County. 
(Photo by B. W. Kelly.) 
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gravel ncar the surface, and after penetrating more or less im
pervious layers of glacial till, draw their supply of water from 
strata of sand and gravel lying 75 to 100 feet or more below the 
surface. The additional first cost of such wells is more than justified 
by the added security to health thus obtained, and by the certainty 
of an ample supply of water even in seasons of great('st drought. 

Artesian, or flowing wells occur at a number of points in the 
county: (1) in the northern and northeastern parts ncar Shirley 
and at various points from three to six miles to the north and north-

FIG. 4. Flowing well in Section 13, Township 17 ?-I., Range 7 E. Northern part of Hancock 
County. (Photo by B. W. Kelly.) 

west; (2) in the central and west-central parts, as at Greenfield 
and near Philadelphia; and (3) at several points from three to six 
miles southward and southeastward from Greenfield. Most of these 
flowing wells are abandoned natural gas wells in which the casing 
has been allowed to remain because of the abundant flow of excel
lent water which is thus brought up from the surface of the under
lying bed rock 100 to 200 feet below. The exact number and lo
cation of flowing wells which have been produced in this way in the 
operations of natural gas companies is difficult to ascertain, because 
in many cases the wells have been destroyed by the drawing of the 
casings when the yield of gas became too small to pay for the ex-
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pense of cleaning out, repairs, etc. Fig. 4 is from a photograph 
of a well located in Sec. 13, T. 17 N., R. 7 E., near Sugar Creek. 
Investigations in this county alone are not sufficient to determine 
the source from which the water supplying these wells comes. It 
is, however, known from well-borings that thc general slope of the 
surface of bed rock is here in a southerly dircction; it is also re
ported that in certain cases in the northern part of the county the 
flow of one well seems to be affected by the opening of another 
well as much as two or three miles away along a north-south line. 
These two facts would indicate that the head causing the overflow 
lies somewhere to the northward. Furthermore, the abundant flow 
from so large a number of wells in which the pipe conveying the 
water ends at the surface of bed rock, would indicate that there is 
a continuous stratum of sand and gravel lying on bed rock and 
extending in a somewhat winding, irregular course across the 
county from the northeastern, through the central to the south
eastern part. Flowing wells in the parts of Madison and Shelby 
counties adjacent to the areas in Hancock county where flowing 
wells occur, indicate that the portion of this water-bearing stratum 
underlying Hancock County is but a part of a continuous deposit 
of sand and gravel extending in a north-south direction acr.oss 
this part of the State; and, if so, the water which permeates this 
stratum is to be considered as an underground stream flowing. on 
the surface of bed rock, whose position has been determined by 
drainage conditions which existed possibly in part before the first 
ice sheet which covered this part of the State appeared; existed 
certainly at least in part subsequent to the withdrawal of that 
earliest member of the series of glaciers that once covered this 
county. 

CLIMATE. 

rrhe general characteristics of the climate of the county are 
shown in the following tables, data for which has been supplied by 
1\11'. V. H. Church, Section Director of the U. S. Weather Bureau at 
Indianapolis: 
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Table I. Mean '1.'emperature and A.verage Precipitation at Greenfield. 

Month . 
January 

Mean 
Temperature. 

Degrees F. 

.......................... 29.9 
February ......................... 29.7 
March ............................ 43.2 
April ............................. 50.8 
May .............................. 61.6 
June ............................. 70.6 
July ............................. 73.8 
August ........................... 73.2 
September ........................ 68.2 
October .......................... 53.9 
November ........................ 42.5 
December ......................... 32.1 

Annual ....................... ,,2.5 

Average 
Precipitation. 

Inches. 
2.97 
2.68 
4.80 
3.08 
4.22 
3.52 
3.46 
2.78 
3.18 
3.40 
2.56 
2.59 

3!L24 

Tablc II. illrlximum and Minimum 'l'Cil1jJcratnrc8. 

[-ligllest telllllerature recorded from 1904 to date ...... 100
0 in July, 1911. 

Lowest temperature recorded from 1904 to date .. , .. _17 0 January 7, 1912. 

NOTE.-The bwest previous record was -160 in February, 1905. 

Ta1JZe III. Average Dates Of Killing Frosts at Greenfield. 

Last in spring ................................................. April 21. 
First in autumn ............................................. October 16. 

It will be observed from the above tables that the precipitation 
is well distributed throughout the year, so that crops do not ordi
narily suffer. Occasionally, however, unusual conditions result in 
a reduction of the amount of rainfall "which cuts down the yield in 
certain crops for the season; but such losses can to a considerable 
degree be prevented by a more careful management of the soils, 
in drainage, and in methods of cultivation adapted to the f'tpecial 
conditions present at a given time. (See suggestions at the close 

of the report for this county.) 
The maximum and minimum temperatur~s given are ordi-

narily of short duration, as may readily be inferred from the table 
of mean temperatures given. Temperatures of zero and below 
oftele occur when the ground is well covered with snow, which 
thus acts as a protection to winter wheat and to low fruit plants 
such as the strawberry planL In general, however, the fact that 
zero weather and below is likely to occur each winter is taken into 
account in determining what varieties of fruit trees, plants, etc., 
shall be depended upon, and only those are chosen for extensive 
planting as have proved themselves capable of withstanding the 

lowest temperatures named. 
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AGRICULTURE. 

Of the 196,480 acres in the county, 94.8 per cent., 01' 186,190 
acres is in farms varying in size from less than three acres to 500 
or more. As ascertained by the census of 1910, there are 2,154 
farms in the county, of which about one-third include 50 to 100 
acres each. In the 10 years from 1900 to 1910 the farming lands 
in the county increased nearly 100 per cent. in value, being listed 
in the latter year at a total valuation of $16,598,947, or an average 
of nearly $90 per acre; while the total valuation of farm property 
including buildings, implements, domestic animals, etc., adds over 
$5,000,000 to this amount, making an average of land and farm 
property together of about $120 per acre. 

The following tables taken from the report of the census of 1910, 
show in condensed form the principal crops raised, the acreage, 
and the yield per acre; and the number and valuation of the prin
cipa 1 kinds of domestic animals and poultry: 

Table IV. Principal Crops. 

Acres. 
Com ................................ 61,637 
Oa ts ................................. 15,190 
Wheat ............................... 27,853 
Timothy hay ......................... 10,283 
Clover alone ......................... 3,295 
Timothy and clover mixed. . . . . . . . . . . .. 3,273 
Clover ~eed .......................... . ... . 

Bushels. 
2,950,148 

347,295 
343,144 

837 

TOllb. 

13,334 
3,54U 
4,073 

TaMc V. Domcstic Ani/nals and Poultry on }i'unns. 

Cattle 
Horses .................................... . 
Mulei ..................................... . 

Number. 
13,380 
9,406 

530 
Swine ...................................... 43,707 
Sheep ....................................... 10,911 
Poultry .................................... 147,540 

Value. 
$404,592 00 

996,940 00 
68,575 00 

282,089 00 
46,448 00 
87,357 00 

H will be seen from Table IV that the average yield for COl'll 

is a little less than 50 bushels per acre; for oats not quite 23 bu
shels; for wheat between 12 and 13 bushels; and for hay about I{ 
tons per acre. It is to be noted, however, that on many farms the 
average yield is much higher than this; from reports received from 
farmers in response to questions sent out by the State Geologist, 
and from interviews with farmers while the field work was in 
progress it is known that yields of 80 bushels per acre for corn, and 
20 bushels for wheat are not uncommon under favorable conditions. 
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It is recognized, however, that the county as a whole does not pro
duce wheat as profitably as corn, and even in the case of the latter 
crop the yield is not yet up to the average that may be expected 
when the possibilities of the soil are fully realized. Definite sug
gestions as to the best methods to be pursued to increase the yield 
per acre are given at the close of this report. 

Of the crops not yet much grown which promise excellent re
sults, alfalfa should probably receive most attention. It is not, 
however, so much in the introduction of new crops as in more care
ful work in the case of crops already being grown, that the greatest 
increase of wealth may be expected. 

As a whole the soil of the county is best adapted to heavy farm
ing; nevertheless truck farming is engaged in successfully in some 
places, and might be profitably extended to the more sandy soils 
near the streams; even the level to slightly rolling inter-stream areas 
may, with careful treatment, be made to yield profitable crops of 
small fruits and vegetables as is being done in some sections to an 
increasing degree. 

Dairying is not as a rule carried on except in a small way in 
connection with general farming. The total number of dairy cows 
in 1910 was reported as 6,301; of these but few were in large 
herds. In most cases where an attempt is made to maintain a herd, 
the milk or the cream is shipped to neighboring cities; the same 
method of disposing of the product is used by many who wish 
merely to have a eonvenient means of turning into cash the surplus 
milk for a part of the year. The use of centrifugal separators has 
very generally replaced the various gravity systems of separating 
the milk from the cream, wherever the amount of milk to b,~ 

handled is large enough to justify it. 
The chief obstacles to successful agriculture in this county may 

be enumerated as follows; a part of these obstacles have been largely 
removed, but much yet remains to be done before the possibilities 
of production from the soils of the county are realized: 

1. The forest growth. This originally covered almost the whole 
county, consisting principally of oak, ash, walnut, beech, sugar 
maple, elm, and hickory. In a few places the original growth 
of timber has remained untouched by the lumberman's axe, as for 
example in a part of Sec. 23, T. 15 N., R. 5 E. (Fig 5) ; but about 
88 per cent. of the farm land is now free from forests. Some further 
work in removing forests may possibly be done to advantage; but 
on the other hand some work in reforestation should be undertaken, 
especially in some of the more hilly belts. 
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2. Marshes and swamps. Areas over which water stood for a 
considerable portion of the year are found in the inter-stream areas 
near Buck Creek, Brandywine Creek, Sugar Creek, and their trib
utaries. Of these marshes but few now remain. The opening of 
large ditches, the deepening and straightening of many small 
stream channels, and the use of a large amount of tile in under
drains, have resulted in providing adequate means for the rapid 
removal of water, so that in but few places does it accumulate to 
the disadvantage of farming operations as it did generally a genera-

FIG. 5. Oak tree in forest in the southwestern part of Hancock County. (Photo by 
B. W. Kelly.) 

tion ago. This does not mean, however, that the work of drain
age is complete; it merely means that a prime difficulty, that of 
getting rid of water on and very near the surface, has been over
come. 

3. Lack of sufficient air in the soil. This difficulty is closely 
associated with the presence of conditions which permit water to 
stand. Much of the soil is a clay loam which contains a sufficiently 
large percentage of very :fine mineral particles to cause the soil to 
form into very compact layers or masses, and especially when well 
moistened to become more or less impervious to air. The work of 
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earth worms and other forms of animal life, the growth and decay 
of the roots of plants, and the alternate freezing and thawing in 
winter, all contribute something to the process of opening· up the 
ground so that the air may have access to some depth. But all of 
these processes together are not sufficient to accomplish what is 
needed. The most effective means for most df the soil in the 
county is an extension of the system of tile drainage until all clayey 
soils are traversed by lines of tile not less than four inches in dia
meter, at an average depth of about 30 inches and not more than 
three to five rods apart. No other method is known which for soils 
of this kind will result beneficially in so many ways at the same 
time as in such a system of tile drainage if properly put in. For, 
in addition to supplying the especial lack here referred to, that of 
giving a sufficient amount of air to the needed depth in the soil, 
two other desirable results are accomplished, viz.: (1) The removal 
of the excess of moisture if any should occur; and (2) the gradual 
transformation of the soil and subsoil from a stratum compact and 
almost impervious to air into a layer filled with fine pores which 
can hold a large amount of moisture ready to be given up to the 
roots of plants in time of drought. 

4. Other difficulties such as ignorance as to the proper manage
ment of soils under certain special conditions. Some of these will 
be referred to under the descriptions of different soil types, and 
others will be mentioned in the suggestions at the close of the re
port of the work done in the county. 

ORIGIN OF THE SOILS. 

The soils of this county are chiefly derived from the disintegra
tion of rock materials left by the glacial sheets which came into 
Indiana from the north and northeast. As shown by the kinds of 
rock pt'esent in the soil in the form of boulders, pebbles, etc., part 
of this material came from the outcrop of granites, gneisses, diorites, 
and other crystalline rocks beyond the Great Lakes; and part came 
from the limestones, sandstones, and shales outcropping much 
nearer, that is, within the state; some, indeed, perhaps from points 
only a few miles away. In addition to this large amount of weath
ered glacial debris there is also included a small amount of fine 
mineral matter brought by the winds, and another probably larger 
amount of decaying vegetable matter which has been mixed with 
the mineral particles at the surface, giving the black color to the 
soil as found in streaks and patches in all parts of the county. 
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SOIL TYPES. 

The soil types found in the county with the approximate area 
covered by each is given in the following table: 

Table VI. Rnil Types. 
Name. 

Miami clay loam ............................. . 
Wabash loam ................................ . 
Carrington black clay loam ................... . 
Sioux loam .................................. . 
Wabash sandy loam ......................... . 
.i\fe'adow ..................................... . 
Muck .............................. '" ....... . 

Aures. 
182,610 

6,250 
5,400 
1,870 

275 
50 
25 

The boundaries between the different types as shown on the 
accompanying map, are in some places drawn arbitrarily, as for 
example where the Carrington black clay loam joins the Wabash 
loam. In such cases the Wabash loam forming the flood plain of a 
small stream gives place gradually in the up-stream direction to 
the Carrington black clay loam as the area is reached which was 
covered with standing water for a considerable part of the year 
before the better drainage conditions were established. So, too, 
the boundary between other types is not always clearly marked; 
for instance, the Miami clay loam sometimes continues as the sub
soil for considerable distances beneath the edges of the Carrington 
black clay loam, forming thus an irregular belt around the latter 
in which the surface soil is black, but having a yellowish mottled 
subsoil with some pebbles instead of the silty, drab colored subsoil 
to be found at the center of the area. In certain places, as in sec
tions a few miles west and southwest of Greenfield, large areas of 
land with black surface soil have almost everywhere a subsoil prac
tically the same as that of the Miami clay loam; these areas have, 
in general, been classed as Miami clay loam since the time available 
for detailed examination was too limited to make any accurate sub
divisions of the type. 

MIAMI CLAY LOAM. 

This type includes about 93 per cent. of the total area of the 
county, and occupies the greater part of the inter-stream areas. 
Typically it is a light-colored soil formed from the weathering of 
un assorted glacial till. When deposited by the ice sheets it con
tained a large percentage of finely ground limestone mingled with 
much smaller quantities of finely ground shale, true clay, sand 
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grains, fragments of crystalline rocks, etc. At the surface the finely 
divided limestone has been leached out to a depth of from two to 
three feet, the other rock fragments have been much disintegrated, 
and decaying organic matter has been incorporated to some extent, 
so that the upper three feet shows in general the following section: 

Light buff to light gray soil with few pebbles, 8 to 10 inches. 
Yellowish to grayish-brown subsoil, Hometimes mottled,. usually quite 

cumpact, containing up to 4 or r. per cent. of pebbles awl rock fragmtmts of 
small size, from 8 or 10 inches to a depth of three feet. 

Below the depth of three feet, the niaterial is in some cases a 
continuation of the unassorted glacial till practically to bed rock; 
but more often where tests have been made by well borings it gives 
place to sheets of stratified sand and gravel which alternate with 
strata of unassorted material. 

In topography this type is nearly level to gently rolling, and 
can in nearly all cases be thoroughly drained. Since it occupies 
the higher points and ridges on which the water does not stand, 
and since the work of draining the marshes and other low-lying 
areas has been difficult and expensive, the Miami clay loam is as 
yet but poorly supplied with the necessary lines of underdraining, 
necessary not so much for the purpose of draining as for the pur
pose of aerating the somewhat heavy soil. 

'I'he original forest growth on this type of soil included white 
oak, beech, and walnut; sugar maple where sand is rather more 
abundant; and elm, hickory and ash in less well drained areas. 
'rhe principal farm crops now raised are corn, wheat, and timothy 
and clover hay. 

As shown by the mechanical analysis given below, this type has 
a high percentage of silt, making it thus less difficult to work than 
would be the case if the clay content were higher. The proportion 
of finer particles is, however, large enough to make care necessary 
in the preparation of the soil for crops as well as in the cultivation 
afterward, in order to avoid the formation of clods which, once 
formed, often cause trouble for an entire season. The plant food 
content is in general abundant, but only a small amount is avail
able at anyone time, so that the practice of using fertilizers is in
creasing, with results which seem to justify the expenditure of a 
considerable amount of time and money in this way. It is to be re
membered, however, that the chief advantage from the use of a fer-
Hizer is not always, if indeed ever, because of the actual plant food 
1,ded to the soil; sometimes it is because the fertilizer destroys com-

4-29153 
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pounds in the soil which prevent the healthy growth of crops; some
times, because the elements of the fertilizer help to set free elements 
already in the soil. A careful study of the analysis of soils and fer
tilizers, with equally careful attention to the results gained under 
different conditions will eventually lead to safe conclusions in re
gard to the use of the various commercial fertilizers offered for sale. 

In general, the Miami clay loam does not produce as much corn 
per acre as the Carrington black clay loam or the Wabash loam. 
There are cases, however, of careful farming in which the yield has 
been made through a series of years to average higher on the light
colored than on the dark-colored soils; so that it seems probable that 
the possibilities of improvement and permanent fertility are greater 
for the Miami clay loam than for any other soil type in the county. 

Table VII. Mechanical Analysis of Miami Olay Loam. (Average.) 

Coa~sc Medium 
Sand. Sand. 

% % 
Soil .0.· .......... ,. 8.16 10.15 

Subsoil .0 ••• 0 •••• ,0, 5.44 10.83 

Fine 
S~nd. Silt. 

% % 
21.49 46.80 
18.79 40.65 

Clay. 
% 

13.20 
24.25 

Total. 
% 

99.80 
99.9ti 

Table VIll. Ohemical A.nalysis of Miami Olay Loam. 

Soil, 
0' wlO'. 

Reaction to litmus ........................ Neutral 
Moisture in air-dried soil .................. 1.17% 
Total nitrogen ............................ 0.128% 

Analysis of soil dried at 1050 a.-
Volatile and organic .......... . 
Insoluble in HCl (Sp. g. 1.115) .. 
Soluble silica (Si02 ) ••••••••••• 

Ferric oxide (Fe20,) .......... . 
Aluminum oxide (AI20,) ...... . 
Phosphor. acid anhydride (P,O,). 
SulphuriC acid anhydride (SO,). 
Calcium oxide (CaO) ......... . 
Magnesium oxide (MgO) ...... . 
Potassium oxide (K20) ....... . 
Sodium oxide (Nu20) ......... . 

Total 

WABASH LOAM. 

3.85% 
88.90% 
0.21% 
2.53% 
2.72% 
0.64% 
'rrace 

0.29% 
0.41% 
0.15% 
0.16% 

99.86% 

Subsoil, 
10" to 3' u~. 

Neutral 
1.11% 
0.049% 

2.50% 
89.60% 
0.22% 
2.63% 
3.78% 
0.28% 
Trace 
0.28% 
0.47% 
0.16% 
0.16% 

100.08% 

This type occupies only a little more than 3 per cent. of the total 
area of the county, being found as a narrow strip along the larger 
streams. It consists of a brown loamy to sandy soil 10 to 15 inches 
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deep, followed by a sandy subsoil to a depth of three feet or more. 
In places there is some gravel to be found in the soil, with usually 
a larger percentage in the subsoil; in small areas the gravel may be 
abundant. The original forest trees on this type of soil include as 
principal kinds beech, sycamore, elm, and soft maple. Some parts 
mapped as Wabash loam are still subject to o¥erflow at times of 
high water, and are consequently not used for cultivated crops. 
Most of the type is, however, adapted especially to corn, of which 
excellent crops are raised; tomatoes and other vegetables are suc
cessfully grown on limited areas. 

The surface of the Wabash loam is nearly level. Occasionally 
there are slight depressions at the base of the valley slopes, the sites 
of former bayous now nearly silted up; some such areas are yet un
drained and owing to their small elevation above the stream cannot 
now be freed from the ex-ceES of water. The total area of such un
drained portions is, however, very small, and with the deepening of 
the stream channels which is going on in most places these areas 
ean finally be hrought under cultivation. 

'l'aille IX. Mechanical Analysis of Wabash Loam. 

Ce>arse Modium Fine 
Smd. Sand. Sand. Silt. Clay. Total. 

% 0/ 
'0 % % % % 

Soil ••• 0 ••••••••••• 0 6.51 15.02 30.34 3().17 9.90 100.94 
Subsoil ............. 5.47 15.18 2().32 39.55 10.22 99.74 

. CARRINGTON BLACK CLAY LOAM. 

The total area occupied by this type is less than three per cent. 
of the whole area of the county, but is distributed in many small, 
irregularly shaped patches chiefly in the western half of the county 
as shown on the accompanying map. Typically the soil of this type 
is 10 to 12 inches deep, black in color, loose under cultivation, and 
underlain by a drab to dark gray silty clay which is usually very 
compact and tenacious. In some of the areas mapped as Carrington 
black clay loam on the accompanying map there is a variation in the 
soil by an increase in organic content approaching the composition 
of muck, and in the subsoil by the presence of an abundance of 
sand. I~ general the areas belonging to this type are the sites of 
former marshes or ponds which have been filled up in part by 
silting up, in part by the accumulation of organic matter which 
has been incorporated with the soiL The original growth in thesc 
areas included elm, ash, some oak and hickory and, characteristic
ally, button bush. When well drained the crop most profitably 
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grown now is corn, the yield being often from 80 to 100 bushels 
per acre. It is found, however, that with successive crops of corn 
without alternation with other crops, the yield diminishes, so that 
some plan of rotation is necessary to keep the yield up to even a fair 
average for other types of soil which are naturally less well adapted 
to corn production. 

Before the drainage is complete soils of this type are likely to 
be sour; this can be corrected by the addition of mineral fertilizers, 
but best by an adequate system of ditches and under-ground drain, 
age. 

Table X. Chemical Analysis of Carrington BlacTc Clay Loam. 

S.)il, U" to 8". 
Heaction to litmus ........................................ Neutral 
Moisture in air-dried soil ................................. 3.79% 
Total nitrogen ............................................ 0.306% 

Analysis of soil dried at 105 0 0.-
Volatile and organie .......................... 11.76% 
Insoluble in HOI (Sp. g 1.115) ................. 75.78% 
Soluble silica (Si02 ) •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0.13% 
Ferric oxide (Fe,O,) .......................... 3.34% 
Aluminum oxide (AI,03) ...................... u.75% 
1'llOsvhor. acid anhydride (P,O,) ............... 0.51% 
Sulphuric acid anhydride (S03) ................ 0.10% 
Calcium oxide (GaO) ......................... 1.50% 
"fagnesi lllll oxide (l\1g0) ...................... 0.87% 
Potassium oxide (K20) ....................... 0.33% 
Sodium oxide (Na,O) ......................... 0.42% 

'1'otal ..................................... 100.49% 

SIOUX LOAM. 

'['his type occupies less than one per cent. of the total area of the 
county, and is found chiefly in the southeastern part along Blue 
River, and in the south central part along Brandywine Creek. In 
both localities it consists of a light brown or yellowish brown loam 
10 to 12 inches thick with some pebbles scattered on the surface. 
underlain in places at a depth of from two to four feet by stratified 
sand and gravel sufficiently free from silt and clay to he used as 
road material. From both the soil and the subsoil above the gravel 
the calcareous material is practically all removed, thc pebbles that 
remain being with but few exceptions fragments of crystalline rocks, 
chert, quartz, quartzite, and others which are not easily affected by 
the processes of weathering. The surface of this type is slightly 
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rolling, lies in general higher than the Wabash loam, and often be
tween the latter and the Miami clay loam forming the slopes bound
ing the valleys. It thus constitutes terraces or second bottoms along 
streams. The drainage is usually good both on account of the sur
face configuration, and because of the underlying gravel which per
mits the water which may accumulate on the surface to settle away 
rapidly through the soil. Orops of all kinds generally do well on 
this type, the chief difficulty being that in dry seasons sufficient 
moisture is lacking. On account of the ease with which water 
passes through the soil it cannot long hold soluble fertilizers. 

WABASH SANDY LOAM. 

One small area in the southeastern part of the county has been 
mapped as Wabash sandy loam. It lies chiefly in Sec. 35, T. 15 N., 
R. 8 E., within a valley which is now drained by an insignificant 
stream, but through which a very considerable amount of water 
no doubt passed at about the time of the withdrawal of the latest 
ice sheet. To the sediment deposited at that time has been added 
the wash from the adjacent hills, a kind of colluvial deposit which 
while not typically of the Wabash series nevertheless seems to be 
at least quite similar to what has been described under that name. 
The soil has a depth of from 10 to 18 inches, contains more fine to 
medium sand than is usually the case with the Wabash loam, is 
well drained, and for the most part works loose and mellow. '1'he 
boundary between this type and the Carrington black clay loam 
farther up the valley is drawn arbitrarily; the change from the one 
type to the other is gradual and extends over a considerable dis· 
tance, the color changing almost imperceptibly to a darker brown, 
then gray, and finally black, while the texture likewise shades off 
from the sandy loam through loam to typical clay loam. 

MEADOW. 

J:<l ollowing the usage of the U. S. Bureau of Soils, the term 
"meadow" is here applied to small areas which are at present too 
poorly drained to be cultivated satisfactorily, and yet do not have 
the peaty, marshy character of the areas classified as muck. The 
composition of this soil cannot be stated accurately, but for the 
most part mineral ingredients seem to constitute a far larger per
centage of the whole than organic matter. These areas are at pres
wt used only as pasture ground, but may in time become valuable 
for general farm crops. 
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MucK. 

In many places small areas of a few acres each are found in 
which the soil is but little different from true peat. Only two of 
these areas are of sufficient size to be mapped, but the soil type is 
of interest to a considerable number of farmers because small 
patches of it occur in many places, and because soil of this kind 
has proven somewhat difficult to bring under profitable cultivation. 
The first difficulty is, of course, with the excess of water; and no 
method that can be applied will be successful until some system of 
drainage has reduced the water level to at least a foot, preferably 
much more than a foot, below the surface. The next difficulty 
usually becomes more evident in the second year of cultivation than 
in the first; that is, the looseness or lack of coherence, the "chaffi
ness" of the soil. The presence of a large percentage of partially 
decayed vegetable matter, or to state it on the other side, the 
absence of a sufficiently large percentage of finely divided mineral 
matter, causes the soil to dry out easily, so that corn, for example, 
after a short time of vigorous growth suddenly turns yellowish and 
either remains dwarfed or dies. Usually there is a considerable 
amount of organic acids present at a short distance below the sur
face, but if the drainage is good this does not last long in amount 
sufficient to damage the growing crops. The following methods of 
further treatment have been found to yield good results: 

1. Most satisfactory results have come from a liberal appli
cation of stable manure. Several instances are recorded in the 
county in which one application was sufficient to bring about good 
crop-growing conditions. 

2. Excellent results were secured in a few instances by mixing 
a considerable quantity of clayey soil with the muck. Where the 
muck consisted of but a thin layer, this was accomplished by very 
deep plowing, thus turning up to the surface a quantity of very 
finely divided mineral particles such as may usually be found be
low peat or muck. In another case lines of tile ditches were run 
through the muck area, and the clay thrown up in the work was 
scattered as widely as could conveniently be done. 

3. Log heaps and brush piles burned on peaty soils have in 
some cases remedied the trouble. This will not suffice in all cases, 
however, since some such soils will at such a time take fire; and 
where fires have burned over considerable areas the possibility of 
profitable corn production has been postponed for an indefinite 
period. ! 
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4. The use of commercial fertilizers strong in potash has been 
reported as successful in one case. There is, however, some doubt 
as to the general efficacy of this method, since results reported do 
not in all cases agree. 

SUGGESTIONS. 

As a result of the work done in this county, the following sug
gestions are offered as pointing the way to what should be done 
as rapidly and as thoroughly as possible to increase-the productive
ness of the soil: 

I. First in urgency is the need of more systematic and more 
extensive systems of drainage. This applies to practically all soils 
in the county except to parts of the Sioux loam; in only a few 
isolated instances are the farms in the county adequately supplied 
with proper drainage systems. It is not possible in the space prop
erly allotted to this report to make clear the reasons for thus empha
sizing a work which in some parts of the county has, it is true, been 
well begun. The following summary of the benefits of thorough 
drainage will, however, suggest the importance of the subject; the 
summary is taken in substance from Bulletin 254 of the Agricul
tural Experiment Station of the College of Agriculture of Cornell 
University: 

1. Drainage removes the excess of water from the surface and 
from the pores of the soil. 

2. Drainage is directly operative to change an unfavorable 
physical condition into a desirable one; such as to change a puddled, 
impervious soil into a granular, more open one. 

3. Drainage increases the amount of moisture available to 
crops. Well drained soil, instead of allowing so large a proportion 
of the rainfall to drain away as is commonly believed, absorbs and 
retains a larger proportion than would be otherwise possible, and 
so makes it available in times of dry weather. 

4. Drainage promotes the aeration of the soil; that is, the 
entrance into the soil of the external air, supplying the oxygen 
needed for the proper growth of living organisms in the soil. 

5. Drainage permits the soil to maintain a higher average tem
perature than is possible in a wet soil, and thus by making a 
warmer soil lengthens the growing season for plants. 

6. Drainage increases the available food supply by increas
ing the chemical activity in the soil. 

7. Drainage enables a plant to make a better use of the food 
and moisture supply in the soil. 
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8. Drainage greatly reduces the injury to winter crops re
sulting from the freezing' of large amounts of water in the soil. 

9. Drainage reduces or prevents thA erosion or washing of soils 
on a slope. 

10. Drainage increar:es the yield of crops. It is known that 
the returns from cultivl'l,ted land can be increased from 10 pm' 
cent. to 100 per cent. wit.hout any corresponding increase in othcl' 
expenses. 

l<-'urther particulars as to the best methods of putting in sys
tems of drainage, with estimates as to cost, etc., can be secured from 
the above named bulletin which may be procured by addressing the 
Director of the Experiment Station at Ithaca, N. Y., or from 
Bulletin 199 of the Agricultural Experiment Station of the Univer
sity of Wisconsin, to be procured by addressing the Director of 
the Agricultural Experiment Station of the University of Wiscon
sin, at Madison, Wis. 

II. What commercial fertilizers can be used to advantage, what 
methods of culture are best, what rotation of crops to use, whether 
the sale or the feeding of grain is more profitable, and similar ques
tions, cannot be answered in a general report such as this of ne
cessity must be. But with the information in this report as a 
basis, further detailed suggestions as to what is probably best to 
be done in each separate case can be obtained by addressing the 
Director of the Indiana Agricultuml Experiment Station at Purdue 
University, Lafayette, Indiana, giving as fully as possible all the 
particulars in regard to the kind of soil, kinds of crops raised, ana 
the results obtained thus far. 

SHELBY COUNTY. * 

LOCATION. 

Shelby County is located southeast of the central part of the 
State and is bounded as follows: on the north by Hancock County; 
east by Rush and Decatur counties; south by Decatur and Bartholo
mew counties; and west by Johnson and Marion counties. It in
cludes 408 square miles, lying in townships 11, 12, 13 and 14, north, 
ranges 5,6, 7 and 8, east, of the U. S. Land Survey. 

[* The geological formations and the solls of Shelby County are in part very 
similar to those of Haucock County. In so far 'is the characteristics of the two 
counties are practically Identical, the discussion for Hancock County will not be 
repeated'; such parts of the latter report, however, as should be read in order to 
Insure a full understanding of the conditions in Shelby County, will be indicated 
in the appropriate connection in each case.--A. D. H.J ' 
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HISTORY. 

The area now included in Shelby County was once a part of the 
territory occupied by the Delaware Indians. Two years after In
diana was admitted as a State, a treaty was made with the In
dians by the Government according to the provisions of which they 
sold their land, but retained the right of occupation for two years 
more, or until 1820. Some settlements were, however, made before 
the Indians withdrew, the first being on Blue River not far from the 
present site of Marion in the autumn of 1818. The county was 
organized under an act of the Legislature, in 1821, and was named 
Shelby County in honor of Isaac Shelby, an officer in the Revolu
tionary War and War of 1812, and at one time Governor of Ken-

tucky. 
Following the organization of the county, settlements were made 

in increasing number, and the work of removing the forests, drain
ing the marshes, and making roads went steadily on. In the year 
1850 Shelbyville, the county seat, was incorporated, and within 
the next ten years a dozen villages were laid out in different parts 
of the county. At present about 90 per cent. of the farm land has 
been put in condition for cultivation, and the roads which reach 
every section of the county are for the most part gravelled and kept 
in good repair. Four railroads and two electric lines cross the 
county, affording thus convenient means of travel, and giving also 
transportation facilities for produce within reasonable distance ot' 

even the most remotc sections. 

GEOGRAPHY AND GI<jNERAL GEOlJOGY. 

In general the surface is level to gently rolling, with its aver
age slope to the west of south. In certain parts of the county the 
natural drainage was so poorly developed that many ponds and 
marshes existed when the first settlers came into the county. This 
was particularly the case in the strip of low-lying land extending 
southward from Shelbyville, still referred to occasionally as "'I'Ll' 
Slough." The removal of so large a percentage of thc forests, anti 
the systematic efforts at drainage have now so far reduced the 
water level that nearly all of these former marshes can be cultivated. 
Two poorly drained arp3S of small extent are shown on the ac
companying map; onp, two lIlile~ southeast of Waldron; the other 
one-half to three-fourths of a mile west of Boggstown; in a numbm' 
of other places similar areas, too small to be mapped, are found. 

With the exception of a few small areas in the southeastern part 
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fl'om which the water flows into tributaries of White River, the 
entire county is drained by Flat Rock Creek, Big Blue River and 
their tributaries. Big Blue River traverses almost the lentire 
length of the county, entering at the north end three and one-half 
miles from the east side, and leaving on the west side a little more 
than two miles from the southern boundary. Within the county it 
receives as tributaries Little Blue River, which enters from the east 
at Shelbyville; and Brandywine Creek which joins it from the north 
nearly five miles farther to the west. Sugar Creek with its tribu
taries Little Sugar Creek and Buck Creek, drains the northwestern 
part of the county and joins Blue River a few miles beyond the 
county line in the southeastern part of Johnson County. The inter
stream areas are in general flat to gently rolling. Rather notable 
exceptions to this are found in the very prominent drift hills in 
the southwestern part of the county near Mt. Auburn, and to the 
east and northeast of Marietta. Near the valleys the topography 
is often very hilly. This is particularly the case of the slopes ad
jacent to Flat Rock Creek, for here the underlying rock is near 
the surface and contributes somewhat to the formation of more 
pronounced irregularities of surface. 

The underlying rock in this county has been determined to be 
Silurian and Devonian in age; outcrops are found in numerous 
valleys in the southeastern part near Waldron and St. Paul, and in 
the bed of Blue River at Shelbyville. The hills, ridges, and inter
stream areas are, however, even here practically all covered with 
soil which is made up largely of material derived from the weather
ing of glacial debris. Occasionally there are areas in this part of 
the county where the increased number of chert fragments and the 
scarcity of glacial pebbles suggest a close approach to a residual 
soil; but even at such places there are no considerable areas in which 
the usual clear signs of the glacial origin of the soil are lacking. 
Over much of the county the drift covers the bed rock to depths 
varying up to 100 feet or more, consisting of alternating layers of 
glacial till, sand, gravel, etc., some of which is assorted and was de
posited as sediment from currents of flowing water, and some a 
heterogeneo:us mixture of finely ground rock, clay, silt, sand, pebbles 
and boulders, with the addition in places of fragments of tree 
trunks, roots, leaves, grasses and other organic matter. In general, 
the inter-stream areas may be said to consist more commonly of un
assorted drift, that is, of glacial debris in the form of morainal 
masses; while near the streams the material near the surface is 
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more largely assorted, some no doubt having been laid down by the 
waters which flowed from the disappearing ice-sheet, but some de
posited by waters of a much more recent time. 

As has been noted by various observers, a part of the county 
evidently received a considerable coating of loess, which has now 
become mixed to a greater or less extent with other mater'ial, form
ing a soil high in its percentage of silt, and where the loess was es
pecially large in amount, producing a soil lighter and more porous 
.than is usually to be found in glacial soils outside loessial areas. At 
a few isolated points both soil and subsoil were found to be practi
cally alike, made up of almost typical loess such as is found for in
stance on the bluffs at Muscatine, Iowa, at Kansas City, Mo., or at 
Omaha, Neb.; all such places found were, however, too small to 
be mapped. 

Usually the soil to a depth of from 10 to 15 inches is very silty, 
free from clods or pebbles, and light buff in color, while the subsoil 
is much more like the subsoil of the moraines, that is, made up of 
clay or finely ground rock along with some silt, sands, and occasional 
pebbles of various kinds and sizes. Over considerable areas, more
over, even in the southern part of the county, the surface material 
was not found to be noticeably silty or loess-like. A few cases in 
the west central part of the county are shown on the accompanying 
map of soils classed as Knox silt loam; these are more pronounced 
in type both as to soil and subsoil than the majority of the areas 
which show a pronounced loessial character at the surface. With 
the exception of these areas of silt loam, it may be said, roughly, 
that the valley of Big Blue River divides the county into two divi
sions on the basis of the abundance of the silt or loess contained in 
the upper layers of the soil; the division to the east and south of 
the river showing a higher percentage of loess than that to the north 
and west. 

Reference has been made in the report on Hancock County (page 
35) to certain valleys which evidently were formed by streams of 
water flowing under conditions very different from those which 
exist today. Shelby County likewise affords examples of valleys 
of this kind, but on a much more extensive scale. The principal 
places in which.it is evident that former drainage conditions were 
strikingly different from those of the present, are as follows: 

1. As is indicated on the accompanying map by the areas 
marked Sioux loam, waters at one time passed, in the north cen
tral part of the county, either from the valley of Brandywine Creek 

-~-
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to that of Big Blue River, or in the contrary direction; or, possibly, 
the waters may have passed, some of the time one way, some of the 
time the other. 

2. At Shelbyville, waters no doubt once flowed southward from 
the Blue River vallcy a]ong "The Slough," later to join with the 
waters of Lewis Creek and Flat Rock Creek, or possibly in part to 
return again into the Blue River valley between the high gravelly 
hills northeast of Marietta. A fuller description of "The Slough" 
will be given in discussing the Sioux loam type of soil; but it may be 
said here that for three miles south of Shelbyville this valley, three
fourths of a mile to a mile wide, is at present drained only by under
ground movement of the water, by lines of tile drains, or by in
significant surface streamlets. Present drainage conditions could 
never account for the formation of such a depression. 

3. Two and one-half to three and one-half miles northward 
from Marietta, waters from the valley of Blue River at one timc 
spread westward, flowed thence in a southwesterly direction, and 
dividing a mile and a half or more northwest of Marietta, separated 
into two streams one of which returned to Blue River, while the 
other passed over into the valley of Sugar Creek. This inference, 
based on the topographic and areal relations involved, is confirmed 
by a record made some 20 years or more ago when the water from 
Blue River at flood was seen to flow westward at the southern side 
of the gap indicated about two and one-half miles north of Marietta, 
disappearing in this case, however, before reaching Blue River again 
by sinking away into the somewhat gravelly loam which is found 
in the old stream channel. 

BCONOMIC GEOLOGY. 

The principal economic products found in the geological forma
tions of the county are (1) gravel, (2) limestone, and (3) an abund
ant supply of water. 

Gravel.-As in Hancock County, the deposits of gravel near 
enough to the surface to be taken out economically are found in or 
near the larger valleys; considerable deposits in the inter-stream 
areas are, however, not wanting, especially in the prominent hills 
in the-southwestern part of the county. The locati.on of the J)"rin
cipal gravel pits in use in 1905 is given by Mr. E. J. Cable in the 
Thirtieth Annual Report of the Department of Geology of the State. 

-As shown by him, there are certain parts of the county not supplied 
with sufficient gravel of quality suitable for road making, and as 
a consequence a long haul is necessary in such sections. Other 
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(leposits have, however, bceOllle available since that tilDe, aR for 
example, the stratum lying a few feet below the surface in the 
old valley southward from Shelbyvillp. At a point about one-fourth 
of a mile northeast of Fenn'R Station, in the north half of SP('. 

30, T. 12 N., R. 7. R, gravpl iR heing taken out hy means of an 
endless chain to wllich small Imckcts arc attached, some Rlleh mrth
od being necessary because the ground water level is here not more 
than five or six feet below the surface of the valley bottom. The 
section so far as exposed hy the work here is as follows: 

FIG. 6. Gravel dipped by means of buckets attached to an endless chain. Near Fountain
town, Shelby County. (Photo by B. W. Kelly.) 

1. Loamy soil with pebbles mostly of cherts, granites, diorites, and 
other crystalline rocks, and much deeeayed gneisses, three feet. 

2. Stratified sand and gravel, cOlltaining a large percentage of lime
stone pebbles and very subordinate amounts of little weathered crystalline 

rock fragments, 22 feet. 
3. Compact till (unassorted glacial material), to an undetermined 

depth. 

A majority of the roads in the county are gravelled and kept 
in good repair; a very considerable percentage of the road mileage 
is, however, little improved beyond grading and the construction 
of such bridges and culverts as are most needed. 
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Stone.-Limestone for building and for burning into lime is 
quarried at a number of points in the southeastern part of the 
county, notably near St. Paul. Some of the strata, as pointed out 
by State Geologist Collett in the Eleventh Annual Report of the 
Department of Geology and Natural History of the State, are suit
able for road material, but so far but little use has been made of 
them for this purpose. 

Underground Water.-The underground water supply over tho 
greater part of the county is contained in beds of sand and gravel, 
and is reached by wells varying in depth from five or six to 100 
feet or more. While in many places a permanent supply of water 
may be obtainedt~ from shallow wells, considerations in regard to 
health have prompted the sinking of an increasing number of tu
bular wells to a depth sufficient to secure a supply which is free 
from the injurious compounds so generally found at certain times 
of the year, at least, in surface waters. 

As noted in the report for Hancock Oounty, the belt within 
which flowing wells occur extends into the northern part of this 
county, those at Morristown being the examples best known. What 
the limits of this low-lying water-bearing stratum may be has not 
been determined. 

OLIMATE. 

The climatic conditions are but slightly different from those in 
Hancock Oounty. The following tables give the data from obser
vations made at Shelbyville, and are furnished for this report by 
Mr. V. H. Ohurch, Section Director of the U. S. Weather Bureau at 
Indianapolis: 

1'able Xl. Mean Temperature and Average Precipitation at Shelbyville. 

Mean 
Temperature. 

Month. Degrees F. 
January.. .... .... ....... .... . . ... 30.8 
February ......................... 29.7 
March ............................ 43.8 

Average 
Precipitation. 

Inches. 
3.04 
2.90 
3.17 

April ............................. 51.4 3.76 
May.............................. 63.0 4.75 
June ............................. 71.4 4.25 
July.. .. ...... .. .. ...... .. ........ 74.3 4.79 
August........................... 73.6 3.18 
September......... .. .. ........ ... 68.1 3.44 
October ......................... " 55.3 4.12 
November ........................ 41.8 2.75 
December......... ....... ......... 31.2 3.01 

Annual ............. '. _ ...... " ... 52.9 43.16 
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Table XII. Maximum and Minimum Temperatures. 

Highest temperature recorded from 1905 to date, 1030 in July and also in 

August, 1911. 
Lowest temperature recorded from 1905 to date, _18 0 on January 7, 13, and 

16, 1912. 
NOTE--The lowest Ilrevlous record was 17° below zero, Feb. 1905. 

Table XIII. Average Dates oj Killing Frosts at Shelbyville. 

Last in spring .......... : ...................................... April 21 
First in autumn ............................. · ............ · . October 15 

It will be observed by comparing the data for the three counties 
here considered that the chief difference in the climatic conditions 
is that the precipitation is greatest in Shelby County, the increased 
amount being well distributed throughout the year. 

AGRICULTURE. 

Of the 260,480 acres in the county, 96.7 per cent. or 251,903 
. acres, is in farms varying in size from less than three to over 500 

acres. As ascertained by the census of 1910, there are 2,702 farms 
in the county, of which over one-half (58 per cent.) include 50 
to 175 acres each. The farming land in the county increased a 
little more than 100 per cent. in value in the 10 years from 1900 
to 1910, being listed in the latter year at a total valuation of 
$24,890,457, or an average of nearly $100 per acre; while the total 
valuation of farm property including buildings, implements, do
mestic animals, etc., adds about $6,500,000 to this amount, making 
an average valuation of land and farm property together of nearly 

$125 per acre. 
The following tables taken from the report of the census of 1910, 

show in condensed form the principal crops raised, the acreage, 
and the yield per acre; and the number and valuation of the prin
cipal kinds of domestic animals and poultry: 

Table XlV. Principal Crops. 

Acres. 

Corn .............................. 85,829 
Oats ............................... 4,949 
Wheat ............................. 58,354 
Timothy hay ....................... 7,983 
Clover alone ....................... 9,109 
Timothy and clover mixed .......... 3,981 
Clover seed ....................... . 
Potatoes .......................... . 666 

Bushels. 
4,092,210 

106,075 
755,387 

7,057 
65,824 

Tons. 

10,537 
10,937 

5,495 
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Table XV. Domestio Animals and Poultry on Farms. 

Number. 
Cattle ........................... 15,759 
Horses ........................... 12,795 
Mules ........................... S60 
Swine ........................... 49,631 
Sheep ........ " ............... '" 10,751 
Poultry .......................... 180,468 

Value. 

$462,408 
1,258,540 

105,990 
306,080 
46,46fl 

111,43S 

The general conditions in regard to farm crops is much the 
fallle as in Hancock County, and practically all that has been said 
under the heading of Agriculture in the report for that county 
applies also to Shelby County. The principal differences to be 
noted are (1) that the soil in the inter-stream areas in Shelby 
County has, especially in the southern part, a somewhat higher 
average content of silt, which has the effect of making the soil 
iIi general somewhat more loose and easily worked; and (2) that 
there is in Shelby County a very much larger proportion of the 
acreage which is underlain at a depth of a few feet by sufficient 
sand and gravel to insure excellent drainage except at times of 
unusual precipitation. The treatment of these somewhat gravelly, 
well drained soils should, of course, be very different from that 
given to the heavier, more compact types; tile drains need not be 
laid so close together as in the more clayey soils, and fertilizers of 
different composition are usually to be chosen. 

The presence of considerably larger areas of well drained, looser, 
warmer soils has madc profitable the introduction of truck farm
ing to a much larger extent than in Hancock County. At present, 
tomatoes and sugar corn are the crops most largely grown, the en
tire yield being in most cases disposed of to canning factories. 

ORIGIN OF THE SOILS. 

As in the case of the soils of Hancock County, the soils of this 
county owe their origin chiefly to the work of the great ice sheets 
which once covered this part of the State, and to the agencies and 
processes that accompanied them. In Shelby County the chief di f
ferences to be noted are as follows: 

1. So far as the surface layers are concerned, there is mueli 
more assorted drift than in Hancock County; that is, more sand 
and gravel at and near the surface, much of it in stratified beds, 
covered now more or less completely by a layer of soil which iR 
due to processes of weathering and the effeets of the growth of 
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plants since these deposits were made. The presence of stratified 
drift in larger amounts than in Hancock County implies the former 
presence of a correspondingly greater abundance of water, which 
is to be accounted for by the fact that the county, lying as it does 
farther down the inclined surface over which the ice moved, has 
been obliged to accommodate in its various drainage channels not 
only the water formed from precipitation and the melting of ice 
within its own borders, but also the water coming from the greater 
area of the higher slopes above. This has resulted in the presence 
of a larger proportion of gravelly and sandy soils. 

2. The presence of a larger proportion of silt in the upper 
layers of the soil, especially in the southern part of the county. 
This is due primarily to the greater amount of loess deposited here 
chiefly by the agency of the wind at some time after the withdrawal 
of the ice. 

SOIL TYPES. 

The following table gives the names of the soil types found in the 
county, with the approximate area covered by each: 

Table XVI. SoU Types. 

Name. 
Miami clay loam ............................. . 
Sioux loam .................................. . 
Wabash loam ................................ . 
Carrington black clay loam ................... . 
Coloma sandy loam ... " .... " ................ . 
Knox silt loam ......................... " ... . 
Wabash fine sandy loam ...................... . 
Miami gravelly loam ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..... . 
Meadow ................ ······················ . 
Wabash sandy loam ................. . 
Muck ................................ . 

Acres_ 

207,755 
26,690 
22,760 

2,000 
455 
385 
280 

80 
50 
35 
20 

'1'he boundaries between the different types as shown on the 
accompanying map is in some cases drawn arbitrarily, as for ex
ample in places where Carrington black clay loam joins Sioux loam, 
especially in the areas southwest of Boggstown and northeast of 
Fairland. Much detailed work, including many more borings than 
the time allotted for the field work permitted, would be necessary 
in order to establish the boundaries with complete accuracy; in 
general, however, the lines mark approximately the place where the 
character of the soil changes. 

In some cases, as for example in the Sioux loam, the character-
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istics of the soil vary somewhat from place to place within the 
boundaries indicated for the type; this grouping of somewhat dif
ferent soil types under one name has also been necessary because 
of the large amount of time which would have been required to de
termine the boundaries of these minor subdivisions. Further ref
erence to variations of soil characteristics in a given soil type will 
be made in connection with the detailed description of types farther 
on. 

MIAMI CLAY LOAM. 

This type includes about four-fifths of the total area of the 
county, occupying in general the areas between the streams. In 
most places it consists of a light colored soil 8 to 12 inches deep, 
with a rather high percentage of silt, underlain by a compact yel
lowish to grayish brown mottled subsoil containing a higher per
centage of clay than the soil together with some pebbles and small 
rock fragments. Occasionally in the areas between the streams, 
patches of other types are found, as for example, the Carrington 
black clay loam occupying shallow depressions in the surface, and 
the Coloma sandy loam or the Miami gravelly loam, which rise 
either as islands from the mass of morainal material from which 
the Miami clay loam has been formed, or as accumulations deposited 
on top of the general morainic surface. In certain places within 
the area mapped as Miami clay loam frequent strips and patches 
of dark gray to black soil occur; a majority of such areas within 
the county have a subsoil very similar to that of the typical light 
colored areas adjacent; some, however, of size large enough to be 
of importance to the owner, yet too small to be mapped,accurately, 
have a drab to gray silty subsoil, or even in some cases a subsoil 
containing abundant sand and gravel. Such variations are, how
ever, not common. 

The chief differences between the Miami clay loam in Shelby 
County and that in Hancock County are (1) the general presence 
in Shelby County of a larger amount of silt deposited originally as 
loess; and (2) the presence in places in the southeastern part of 
Shelby County of a noticeable amount of material derived from the 
weathering of the underlying bed rock which is here near the sur
face. In character of original forest growth there is to be noted the 
presence in Shelby County of an increased number of sassafras 
bushes and trees, and, especially in the southern part, the presenee 
of a larger number of tulip trees (commonly known as yellow pop-
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lar), of In rge size; stumps of trees of the latter species still re
maining show a diameter of trunk of six to seven feet or more. 

For a discussion of questions relating to drainage and the use 
of fertilizers on this type, see the report for Hancock County, 
pages GG and Gu, the conditiolll'; on the Miami day loam in the two 
countics with respect to these matters heing much the same: 

Table XVII. Mechanical Analysis of Mia-lI1i GTa-y Loa-nt. 

C<:>arse Medium Fine 
S~nd. Sand. Sand. Silt. Clay. Total. 

% % % % % % 
Soil .............. , .. 7.02 7.82 20.87 51.89 12.68 99.98 

Subsoil " •••• 0 ••••••• 3.65 5.63 17.23 50.18 23.29 99.98 

Ta.ble XVIII. Ghemica-l Analysis of Mia-rn,i Gla-y Loa-m. 

Soil, 0" to 11". 

Heaction to litmus ........................ Neutral 
Moisture in air-dried soil .................. 1. 22% 
Total nitrogen ............................ 0.079% 

Analysis of soil uried at 10[)o ('.-
Yolatile and orgallie ........... . 
Insoluble in Hel (Sp. g. 1.11;') .. 
Soluble silica (SiO,) ........... . 
Ferric oxide (]<'e20,) .......... . 
Aluminum oxide (AI 20,) ...... . 
l'hOFphor. acid anhydride (P,O,.). 
~lll])hnric acid anhydride (SOl) . 
Cakium oxide (enO) .......... . 
Magnesi um oxide (i\f gO) ...... . 
Potassium oxide (K,O) ........ . 
Sodium oxide (Na,O) ......... . 

Total 

SIOUX LOAM. 

2.82% 
90.00% 
0.15% 
2.50% 
3.12% 
0.3;)% 
0.02% 
0.32% 
0.35% 
0.11% 
0.22% 

99.96% 

Subsoil, 11" to 3' ON. 

Neutral 
2.88% 
0.43% 

3.33% 
S3.74% 
0.22% 
4.47% 
6.36% 
0.24% 
TrHce 

O.4S% 
0.77% 
0.26% 
0.39% 

100.26% 

This type occupies about one-tenth of the total area of the 
county and includes some of the most productive land now under 
cultivation. There are here included under this name several varia
tions from the type described under the name Sioux loam by tht' 
U. S. Bureau of Soils. The most general characteristics of the type 
as mapped in this county are (1) the loamy to sandy character of 
the soil, which extends to a depth of from 10 to 12 inches and con
tains up to 10 per cent. of gravel scattered through it; and (2) 
the increasing amount of gravel and sometimes of finer soil particles 
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as well in the subsoil, which sometimes at a depth of three or four 
feet rests upon beds of stratified sand and gravel. The prevailing 
color of the soil is light brown; but this shades off in places into 
gray and even black as the content of organic matter increases; in 
other places into yellowish or reddish hrown colors as the iron 
oxide present predominates. 'ropographically, the Sioux loam is 
level to gently rolling, by far the greater part being nearly level; 
low hills and ridges 8 to 10 feet above the general surface, how
ever, occur. 

In its relation to other types the Sioux loam lies, in general, 
between the Wabash loam found near the streams, and the Miami 
clay loam which forms the slopes bounding the valleys, the general 
elevation of its surface in such cases being intermediate between 
the two. In the case of the old valleys referred to, which are not now 
occupied by streams of any considerable size, the Sioux loam often 
fills the entire valley as shown in the area south of Shelbyville; in 
other places areas of Carrington black clay loam are surrounded 
by Sioux loam, as in the old valley northeast of Fairland. Here 
the change of drainage conditions seems to have left certain de
pressed areas which, for a long time the site of ponds, have finally 
filled up by the slow washing in of silt and the accumulation of 
organic matter. 

The drainage is as a rule good; in the case of the terrace-like 
portions, both on account of its topographic position and on account 
of the abundance of gravel and sand which lies at a short distance 
below the surface; in the case of the areas lying lower down in the 
valleys because of the porous character of the soil alone. Some 
portions, especially those surrounding former depressions in old 
valleys, are, however, in some places in need of additional ditches 
G1' lines of tile drainage, and the suggestions given on pages 55 and 
56 of the Hancock County report apply. 

Table XIX. Mechanical Analysis of Fine Earth of Sioux Loam. 

Coarse Medium Fine 
S~nd. Sand. Sand. Silt. Clay. Total. 

% % % % % % 
Soil ............... 21.71 11.19 12.95 44.52 9.43 99.80 
Subsoil ............ 23.36 10.46 11.91 34.32 20.11 100.16 

NOTE.-In the above sample, the follOwing percentages of pebbles and gravel 
above 2.0 mm. in diameter were found: 

Soil, to a depth of 9 Inches... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9.500/0 
Subsoil, 9 inches to 1 foot 6 Inches.......................... 20.400/0 
The amount of gravel at 1 foot 6 Inches below the surface became too great 

to permit thl' auger used in obtaining the sample from penetrating deeper. 
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The Sioux loam is in general considered a rich soil, but the yield 
of wheat, especially, is very much increased by the use of com
mercial fertilizers. Fertilizers sold under a guarantee of a mini
mum of constituents as given below, used on soil of this type in 
1911, at the rate of 150 pounds per acre, seemed to produce a 
notable increase in yield: 

Table XX. Oonstituents ot Fertilizers Used for Wheat. 

A. B. 

Total nitrogen (N) ..................................... 0.8% 1.2% 
Potash soluble in water (K,O) .......................... 4.0% 2.5% 
Soluble and reverted ph os. acid (P,O,) .................. 8.0% 8.0% 
Insoluble phosphoric acid (P,O,) ....................... 1.0% 1.0% 

WABASH LOAM. 

This type of soil occupies a little less than nine per cent. of the 
total area of the county, and consists of a brown to a dark brown or 
nearly black loam 10 to 15 inches deep, followed by a subsoil which 
sometimes differs but little in composition though sometimes having 
an increased proportion of sand. Locally gravel is abundant; in 
other places the usually loamy character of the soil gives place to 
strips and patches of a silty or even clayey soil rich in organic mat
ter, the sites of former bayous or other depressions in the flood 
plains of streams which have gradually filled up with material finer 
than that of which the flood plain, in general, is composed. These 
areas in some places approach muck in composition, but in only two 
points in the county were they found to be sufficiently large and 
well marked to be indicated on the map. As shown on the ac
companying soil map of the county, the Wabash loam occupies the 
areas next to the streams, forming the low, rich, level first bot
toms, which are especially well adapted to corn. 

A chemical analysis of soil of this type is given below; for 
mechanical analysis, and for further details as to topography, etc., 
see the discussion of Wabash loam in the report for Hanc0ck 
County, pages 50 and 51. 
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Table XXI. Chemical Analysis at Wabash Loam. 

Soil to a Depth of 
12 Inches. 

Reaction to litmus ........................................ Neutral 
Moisture in air-dried soil .................................. 2.19% 
Total nitrogpll ............................................ 0.238% 

Analysis of soil dried at lOGO C.-
Volatile and organic ......................... . 
Insoluble in HCI (Sp. g. 1.115) ............... . 
Soluble silica (SiO,) ......................... . 
~'erric oxide (Fe20 3 ) •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Aluminum oxide (AI20 3 ) •••••••••••••••••••••• 

Phosphor. acid anhydride (1'20,) .............. . 
Sulphuric acid anhydride (SO,) .............. . 
Calcium oxide (CaO) ........................ . 
Magnesium oxide (MgO) ..................... . 
Potassium oxide (K,O) ....................... . 
Sodium oxide (NatO) ........................ . 

7.14% 
82.02% 
0.12% 
3.98% 
4.81% 
0.32% 
Trace 

0.64% 
0.56% 
0.25% 
0.23% 

Total ..................................... 100.07% 

COLOMA SANDY LOAM. 

'1'his type is represented by a few hills and ridges in various 
parts of the county, which, in general, rise notably above the gen
eral level. As shown by the mechanical analysis below, the per
centage of sand grains medium in size is high, but enough finer 
particles are present to make the soil well adapted to general farm 
("ropR. In part these hills seem to be due to the work of the wind. 
and so far are to be regarded as weathered sand dunes. '1'here is 
a noticeable absence of all pebbles or rock fragments above the size 
of coarse sand grains. The color of the soil is light buff to light 
gray, changing gradually into a somewhat reddish brown subsoil at 
a depth of 10 to 12 inches. As is the rule with sandy soils in such 
locations, the drainage is good; as is also usually the case with 
naturally well drained soils, crops are likely to suffer on account 
of the lack of sufficient moisture in times of drought. It is to be 
noted, however, that there is seldom a season in which the moisture 
is not sufficient in amount to insure at least a fair crop. Corn and 
wheat are grown successfully on this type, but it is also well 
adapted to truck farming. 

Table XXII. Mechanical Analysis at Coloma Sandy Loam (al/erage). 

Coarse Medium Fine 
Sand. Sand. Sand. Silt. Clay. Total. 

% % % % % O! 
,0 

~oil ............... 22.88 42.39 12.08 13.02 9.36 99.66 
Subsoil ., .......... 23.84 41.42 12.53 7.79 14.27 99.85 
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MIAMI GRAVELLY LOAM. 

Like the Coloma Eandy loam, the Miami gravelly loam is found 
only as prominent hills and ridges; but unlike the former it contains 
an abundance of pebbles and gravel, with occasional boulders. In 
part the materials of which it is composed are stratified, and suffi
ciently free from the finer particles of mineral matter to make 
excellent road material. In part, however, it is unstratified, made 
up of the heterogeneous mixture of materials characteristic of gla
cial debris; so that these hills, made up partly of unassorted mo
rainal material, partly of assorted outwash materials, are to b8 
classed as kames closely associated with morainal sheets and ridges. 
The soil is in general not well adapted to the production of farm 
crops, but is used largely as pasture land. It will be noted, how
ever, that the total area of this type within the county is small. 

OTHER TYPES. 

'rhe other types found in the county, all small in amount of 
area covered, are as follows: Carrington black clay loam, Wabash 
sandy loam, Wabash fine sandy loam, Knox silt loam, Meadow, 
and Muck; the location of each of these types is shown on the ac
companying map. For the description of all except the Knox silt 
loam and the ,¥ abash fine sandy loam, the report on Hancock 
County may be consulted, since the characteristics there named are 
practically the same for the like-named types in Shelby County. 

The Knox silt loam, and the Wabash fine sandy loam arc each 
small in area; the former being found in areas sufficiently large to 
be mapped only in the west central part of the county; the latter 
in a single tract along the south side of Flat Rock Creek. 

The Knox silt loam as here mapped differs from the Miami clay 
loam found in the southern part of the county chiefly in the larger 
percentage of silt in the subsoil. As has been remarked already, 
the percentage of silt at the surface is high, but in the subsoil the 
increased proportion of finer particles and the common occurrence 
of pebbles such as characterize the moraines, seem to require the 
reference of the greater part of the light colored upland soils to 
the Miami clay lo:un. In numerous small areas, however, the sub
soil has also a high percentage of silt with fewer pebbles, and in 
such places the soil is referred to the Knox silt loam type. The 
general characteristics as to topography, crop adaptation, etc., are 
Illllch the same as for the adjacent areas of Miami clay loam. 

'rhe "Wabash fine sandy loam differs from typical Wabash loam, 
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which it much resembles, in the larger percentage of fine sand anq 
in the lower percentage of finer particles. It consists of a soil 12 
to 15 inches deep of dark brown color, and a subsoil to a depth of 
2 feet, 6 inches, containing a rather larger percentage of brownish 
to grayish sand underlain by a stratum which includes an abund
ance of gravel. The area is in general well drained, but is not uni
formly productive. In the parts lying near to the hills of Miami 
clay loam to the south and southeast, the proportion of finer par
ticles in the soil increases, becoming a true loam; the transition belt 
is, however, narrow and has not been separated on the map from 
the more sandy portion nearer the stream. 

SUGGESTIONS. 

The suggestions given at the close of the report for Hancock 
County, page 55, apply also to Shelby County, with the exception 
that the fact that there is a larger percentage of soil of the Sioux 
loam type alters somewhat the degree of emphasis placed upon the 
question of drainage when applied to the county as a whole. But 
even in the case of the Sioux loam, the extension of systems of 
drainage is not only desirable but important. 

JOHNSON COUNTY.* 

LOCATION. 

Johnson County is located south of the central part of the 
State, and is bounded as follows: On the north by Marion County; 
east by Shelby County; south by Brown and Bartholomew counties; 
and west by Morgan County. It includes 320 square miles lying 
in townships 11, 12, 13 and 14 north, ranges 3, 4 and 5, east, of the 
U. S. Land Survey. 

HISTORY. 

The area now included in Johnson County, like that of Shelby 
County, was once a part of the "New Purchase," a tract of land 
purchased from the Delaware Indians in 1818. At about the same 
time the first step toward the settlement of the region was taken 

• The characteristics of the soils of Johnson County are in many respects 
quite similar to those of Hancock and Shelby counties, described in the preceding 
parts of this reoort. In so far as these characteristics are practically identical, 
the discussion will not be repeated; such parts of the reports of the two counties 
last named, however, us should be read in order to give a full understanding of 
the conditions In Johnson County, will be indicated in the appropriate connection 
in each case.-A. D. H. 
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by Jacob Whitzel, who marked out a trail through the wilderness 
from his home in F'ranklin County as far west as to the bluffs of 
White River. Along this "trace" and along an old Indian trail 
crossing the county from south to north, the earliest settlers came, 
making settlements in 1820 near Edinburg in the southeast corner 
of the county, and at the mouth of Pleasant Run in the northwest 
corner. In 1821 the first settlements were made at or near the pres
ent site of Franklin, and in the following year the county was or
ganized and named Johnson County in honor of Judge John John
son, a judge of the Supreme Court. From this time on the number 
of settlements increased and the work of conquering the wilderness 
kept pace here with the precisely similar work being carried on by 
pioneers in the adjoining counties. As in the adjacent parts of 
the State, the work of removing the forests, draining the land, 
building houses, and making roads, called for continued efforts 
under conditions which were at times most trying; for not only 
were many of the comforts of life lacking, but also even necessities 
were at times exceedingly difficult to procure, and added to hard
ships of all other kinds, was that of the prevalence of malarial 
diseases in many places, which if not so immediately fatal as some 
others, nevertheless drew heavily on the resources of strength and 
hope which are such necessary elements of success for men and 
women who at any time are in the midst of the accomplishment of 
great tasks. That the task undertaken by these pioneers has been 
carried well toward completion, is shown by the fact that of the 
total area of farm land in the county about 85 per cent. has been 
cleared and put in good condition for cultivation. 

Means of easy communication is provided for practically all 
parts of the county by a system of roads, most of which are well 
gravelled and kept in good repair, and by railroads which bring 
transportation facilities within reasonable distance of even the 
most remote sections. Of the latter there are three crossing the 
county, together with one electric line. 

The present population of the county as ascertained by the 
census of 1910, is 20,394 of which by far the larger per cent. is made 
up of those who live on farms; those whose business interest, there
fore, has for its principal object the development of the resources 

of the soil. 
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GEOGRAPHY AND GENERAL GEOLOGY. 

The surface of the county is made up of two distinct types of 
topographic features, viz.: (1) level to gently undulating plains, 
and (2) areas much dissected, hilly and brokt'n. The latter is found 
especially in the southwestern and western parts of the county, 
the former in practically all of the remaining part. 

The entire county is drained by White River, Blue River, and 
their tributaries. Roughly speaking, the western one-third belongs 
to the drainage system of White River, which crosses the extreme 
northwest corner of the county. Mest of its tributaries which rise 
within the borders of the county cross the county line and join 
ilhe main stream some miles to the west and southwest. Blue River 
crosses the extreme southeast corner of the county, but receives 
within the limits of the county Sugar Creek, whieh with its 
prim'ipal tributary, Young's Creek, and numerous smaller branches, 
drains all the remaining area. The highest ground in the county 
constitutes, therefore, a broad, flattened ridge or watershed ex
tending in a north-south direction three or four miles west of the 
central line of the county, and bending eastward at both its north 
and south ends to reach points at or beyond the middle north-. 
south line. The top of this watershed and most of the area lying to 
the east of it forms the level to gently undulating plain already re
ferred to; the area lying to the west of the watershed is, in the 
southern half of its extent generally hilly and broken. 

'rhe underlying bed rock is, in the -western and southwestern 
Jportion, a part of the Knohstone group of the 1\1 issi"sippian forma
.tion'j' over the remainder of the county, member:, of the Devonian. 
Outcrops of the Knobstol1c group occur frequently in the valleys, 
extending in Rome cases well up to the heads of the Rtreams on the 
western side of the divide, and contributing to the conditions whi~h 
have made t~le broken, hilly topography already referred to. Only 
to a slight degree has the material of this formation eontributed 
to the constituents of the soil now covering the hills and ridges be
tween the numerous valleys in which the outcrops occur. Outcrops 
of the Devonian shale are very rare in the county, only cne place 
being cited in the Thirteenth Annual Report of the State Geolo
gist, where the geology of the county is discussed. 

The geologic formations of chief importance so far as the soils 
are concerned are (1) the great "heet of glacial debris of Pleisto
cene age, and (2) the modified Recent forms which this material 
has aRsumed under the influence of agencies operating since the ice 
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withdrew. The amount and character of the glacial deposit varies 
considerably in different parts of the county, from comparatively 
thin, notably loessial patches in the southwestern part, to typically 
morainal deposits farther north which reach a maximum thickness 

of possibly nearly 200 feet. 
Of the morainic areas, perhaps the most striking is the series 

of ridges and hills extending a little south of east from Green
wood to within two miles of the eastern boundary of the county. 
One of the most noticeable features about this moraine is the num
ber of granitic boulders to be seen at the surface, some of which 
are of unusually large size. Some of the largest have been broken 
in pieces and removed, but records have been preserved of s __ ~· • 
which had a maximum diameter of over 18 feet. In other parts of 
the count.y other features of the drift are more noticeable, as for 
example the kame-like ridges and hills of gravelly loam in the north
western part of the county, or the nearly level sheets of outwash 
along the valleys of Sugar Creek, Blue River, or White River. 

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY. 
----t 

~ 
The economic products from the geological formations in this ~ 1 r -~ 

county are in general limited to the two which are to be found t . 
throughout this part of the State, viz:.: gravel and underground; 
water. f 

Gmvcl.-The distribution of gravel is to he stn ted practically as ~ 
in the case of the similar deposits in HaIH~ock 11l1d Shelhy counties ;t::r~ 
one differenee, however, may be mentioned, that is, that in tlli~~ 
county a larger proportion of the gravel llsed is obtained frOl~
opened in kame hills, rather than from beds of river gravel or from 
deposits lying below the ground water surface in level, low-lying 
areas of glacial outwash. The principal deposits of each kind 
known in 1905 are described and mapped by Mr. E. J. Cable in the 
Thirtieth Annual Report of the State Geologist; and while some 
pits have been opened since that report was written, the general 
areas in which gravel is found are still the same. No figures are 
available as to the amount used each year, but the total must be 
large. 

Underground 1¥ atc1·.-The general facts reeounted in the re
ports on Hancock and Shelby counties as to the reduction of 
ground water level in recent years, and the present eustom of at
tempting to secure water for drinking purposes from a depth of 
from 50 to 100 feet below the surface, need not be repeated here 
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since much the same conditions in regard to the water supply pre
vailed in each of these three counties at the time of the settlement 
of the country, and the change from disease-breeding to healthful 
conditions has likewise followed about the same course. Johnson 
Couuty has, however, in its southwestern part the advantage of 
springs of excellent water far greater in number than can be found 
in those counties in which the topography is more uniformly level. 

CLIMATE. 

The climatic conditions are but slightly different from those 
of Hancock and Shelby counties. The following tables give the 
data from observations made at Franklin, and furnished for this 
report by Mr. V. H. Church, Section Director of the U. S. Weather 
Bureau at Indianapolis: 

Table XXIII. Mean Temperature a,nd A1:era,ge Precipita,tion a,t Franklin. 

Mean 
T~mperature. 

Month. Degrees F. 
January .......................... 29.5 
February ......................... 30.0 
March ........................... . 
April ................... ' ......... . 
May ............................. . 

40.9 
52.7 
63.5 

June ............................. 71.8 
July .............................. 76.6 
August ........................... 72.0 
September ........................ 65.9 
October ........................... 53.9 
November ........................ 41.5 
December ......................... 33.0 

Aunual ........................... 52.6 

Average 
Precipitation. 

Inches, 

2.91 
2.53 
3.58 
2.44 
3.72 
3.78 
2.52 
2.85 
3.04 
2.50 
3.48 
2.90 

36.25 

Table XXIV. Maximum ood Minimm1! Temperatures' (It Prank/in. 

Highest temperature recorded, 107° in July, HlOl. 

NOTE-This record covers the period from 1887 to 1908, Inclusive, but within 
that time the July records are missing In the following years: 1889, 1891, 1892, 
1894, 1895, 1896, 1897, 1898, 1904, and 1906. 

Lowest temperature recorded, 17° below zero, February, 1905. 
NOTE-.Tanuary and l!'ebruary records are complete for the entire period of 

record, 1887 to 1908, Inclusive. 

Table XX V. A~'crage flates Of Killing Fr08ts at Franklin. 

Last in spring ................................................ April 21 
First in autumn ............................................ October 18 
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It will be observed by comparing the data for the three coun
ties here considered that the chief difference in the climatic condi
tions is the fact that the average annual precipitation is somewhat 
less in Johnson County than in either of the other two . 

.AGRICULTURE. 

Of the 206,080 acres in the county, 95.8 per cent., or 197,403 
acres, is in farms varying in size from less than three to over 1,000 
acres. .As ascertained by the census of 1910, there are 2,025 farms 
in the county, of which over one-half include 50 to 175 acres each. 
The farming land in the county increased nearly 118 per cent. in 
value in the 10 years from 1900 to 1910, being listed in the latter 
year at a total valuation of $19,204,550, or an average of over $97 
per acre for the entire county; while the total valuation of farm 
property, including buildings, implements, domestic animals, etc., 
adds over $5,000,000 to this amount, making an average valuation 
of land and farm property together of about $125 per acre. 

The following tables taken from the report of the census of 
1910, show in condensed form the principal crops raised, the acre
age, and the yield per acre; and the number and valuation of the 
principal kinds of domestic animals and poultry: 

Table XXVI. Principal Crops. 

Acres. Bushels. 

Corn ••••••••••••••••• 00 ••••••• •• ••• 
58,615 2,982,253 

Oats .............................. , 3,480 91,522 

Wheat •• 0 •••••••••• , ••••• , •• ,. ' •• 0. 
38,862 640,831 

Timothy hay ...................... 6,532 

Clover alone ••••• 0 •• 0 •••••••••••••• 
10,275 

Timothy and clover mixed .......... 3,416 

Clover seed ...................... , .. 6,645 

Potatoes , •••• " ••••••• 00 •••••• ••••• 
339 33,842 

Table XXVII. Domestio Animal.~ and Poultry on Farms. 

Number. 

Cattle ........................... 16,019 
Horses ........................... 9,577 
Mules ........................... 1,124 
Swine ........................... 41,335 
Sheep ............................ 11,596 
Poultry .......................... 126,381 

Value. 
$512,923 

996,243 
135,430 
288,881 

51,997 
82,381 

Tons. 

9,418 
13,MB 

4,807 

Statistics are not available for the acreage and value of toma
t.oes, sweet corn, etc., which are raised in considerable amount for 
sale to canning factories; nor for orchard fruits and small fruits 
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which are also produced in larger quantities than in the two other 
counties on which report is here made. Fruit raising and truck 
farming have been developed to a greater extent in Johnson Oounty 
than in Hancock or Shelby, largely because the county has over 
a larger proportion of its area soil with a higher percentage of 
sand and silt, and so is better adapted to such orops. Oare is 
needed, however, in this kind of farming as well as in grain raising, 
to see that a proper rotation of crops is maintained. That this has 
not always been carefully done is shown by the fact that tomato 
growers, for example, find that by successive plantings on the same 
ground the possibilities of yield have been reduced about half; 
but that after the land is allowed to "rest," it will again produce 
large yields . 

. In general, the soil conditions in this county are so similar to 
those of Hancock and Shelby counties, that the discussion in those 
reports of other plans of agricultural work will apply in most 
particulars to Johnson Oounty also. 

SOIL TYPES. 

The following table gives the names of the soil types found 111 

the county, with the approximate area covered by each: 

Table XXrllJ Soil Tl/pes. 
Name. 

Miami clay loam ............................. . 
Wabas.h loam ................................ . 
Sioux loam .................................. . 
Carrington blacl, clay loam ................... . 
l\fiami loam ................................... . 
Coloma sandy loam ........................... . 
Miami gravelly loam ......................... . 

Acres. 

179,710 
10,050 
7,950 
3,490 
2,500 
2,000 

380 

With respect to the degree of accuracy of the boundaries of 
soil types shown on the accompanying map, the considerations men
tioned on page 65 of the Shelby Oounty report also apply to John
son Oounty; as, for example, as follows: (1) Three to four miles 
northwest and west of Needham, the boundaries between the Sioux 
loam and Oarrington black clay loam are for the most part not 
clearly marked lines; the division is indicated on the map in each 
case at the approximate' position of the place where the general 
eharacter of soil and subsoil changes. (2) One and one-half miles 
west of Whiteland where the Wab8<3h loam joins Oarrington black 
clay loam, there is also a gradual shading off of the characteristics 
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of the one soil as the other is approached. (3) In some respects 
even more obscure is the line of separation between the types Co
loma sandy loam, Miami loam, and Wabash loam, in the north
western corner of the county. The relations here are very complex 
and only the most extended, detailed examination would suffice if 
the soil types in this area were disti.nguished with complete ac-

curacy. 
Further reference to variations of soil characteristics in a given 

type as mapped will be made in connection with the detailed de
scription of types farther on. 

'. MIAMI CLAY LOAM. 

This type occupies about 87 per cent. of the total area of the 
county, and differs but. little from the Miami clay loam as de
scribed in the report for Shelby county_ The percentage of silt is 
high in the soil, which usually extends to a depth of from 10 to 
] 2 inches below the surface, but the subsoil is more nearly that 
of a typical clay loam. Over the larger part of the area occupied 
by this type the material out of which the soil has been formed is 
unassorted glacial till, containing some pebbles and some boulders 
of large size, as in the case of the morainic ridge extending east
ward from Greenwood through Rocklane. In a smaller part of the 
area stratified sand and gravel is occasionally found near the sur
face. The character of the type changes somewhat in the south
western part of the county, where the thickness of the covering of 
drift is less. Here the loess has formed a proportionately larger 
part of the soil, but except for small areas there is still abundant 
evidence of its glacial origin. For example, in the extreme south
western part of the county along Indian Creek, pebbles of crystal
line rocks in variety are almost everywhere present in the sub
soil, with occasional erratic boulders, constituting thus typical 
glacial till. In places this subsoil is covered by comparatively thin 
sheets of almost pure loess, but usually some of the glacial material 
is present even in the uppermost layers. 

The color of the Miami clay loam is, over a considerable part of 
the county, a light brown to ash gray, with numerous streaks and 
patches of black in certain sections at the surface. In the south
western part of the county the color is sometimes decidedly reddish 
to yellowish, due no doubt to the presence of a larger proportion 
of iron supplied by the fragments of underlying bed rock which 
have been incorporated into. the soil. 
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The drainage of this type is in general not good, and while on 
some farms systems of practically perfect tile drains have been put 
in, there is yet much more such work to he done before the possi
bilities of the soil can be realized. One sign of this lack of adequate 
drainage and aeration of the soil is the presence of numerous small 
iron concretions which in cultivated fields appear after a rain a;,; 
little brown balls one-sixteenth to one-fourth of an inch in diameter. 
Such concretions were noted in abundance at several places, as for 
example in fields on the east side of the Illinois Central Railroad 
half a mile south of Frances Station, and again in the east half of 
the northwest quarter of Sec. 16, T. 13 N., R. 3 E. 

For further details in the discussion of this type see the reports 
for Hancock and Shelby counties, pages 48 and 66. 

Table XXIX. Mechanical Analysis Of Miami Olay Loam. 

Soil 
Subsoil 

Coarse 
Sand. 

% 
11.\)6 
10.69 

Medium 
Sand. 

% 
21.06 
15.87 

Fine 
Sand. 

% 
24.88 
21.19 

Silt. 
% 

28.90 
30.35 

Clay. 
% 

12.51 
21.57 

Total. 
% 

99.3] 
99.67 

Table XXX. Chemical AnalysiS of Miami Olay Loam. 

Soil. 
Reaction to litmus ........................ Neutral 
Moisture in air-dried soil .................. 1. 21 % 
'l'otal nitrogen ............................ 0.108% 

Analysis of soil dried at 105 0 C.-
Volatile and organic............ 3.81% 
Insoluble in RCl (Sp. g. 1.115) .. 88.26% 
Soluble silica (Si02 ) ••••••••••• 0.20% 
Ferric oxide (Fe.O,) ........... 2.62% 
Aluminum oxide (AI.O,) ........ 3.93% 
Phosphor. acid anhydride (P,O,). 0.10% 
Sulphuric acid anhydride (SO,). 0.01% 
Calcium oxide (CaO) .......... 0.34% 
Magnesium oxide (MgO) ....... 0.38% 
Potassium oxide (K20) ......... 0.13% 
Sodium oxide (Na.O) .......... 0.18% 

Total- ..................... . 99.96% 

WABASH LOAM. 

Subsoil. 
Neutral 
1.90% 
0.051% 

7.72% 
73.33% 
0.20% 
4.20% 
6.15% 
0.55% 
0.01% 
4.68% 
2.18% 
0.34% 
0.35% 

99.71% 

This type occupies about five per cent. of the total area of the 
county, the greater part forming the rich, level first bottoms along 
White River, Blue River, and Sugar Creek; smaller and less typi-
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cal belts being found along some of the smaller streams. It pre
sents no new characteristics in this county, so that the descriptions 
and discussions referring to this type in the reports for Hancock 
and Shelby counties, pages 50 and 69, may with equal correctness 
be applied to the form in which it occurs here. 

SIOUX LOAM. 

This type occupies a little less than four per cent. of the total 
area of the county, and presents no peculiarities beyond those found 
in the same type in Shelby County; indeed, by far the greater part 
of the area classed as Sioux loam in this county, lies along the 
eastern side and is a continuation of the more extensive areas al
ready described in the report for Shelby County, page 67. 

There is, however, added here the results of a chemical analysis 
of a sample of Sioux loam soil taken from this county: 

'rable XXXI. Chemical Analysis oj Sioux Loam. 
Soil. 

Reaction to litmus .............. ,.......................... Neutral 
Moisture in air-dried soil ............... , ...... ,.,. " ..... , 0.71% 
Total nitrogen ........................ ,··,········,······· 0.081% 

Analysis of soil dried at 105 0 C.-
Volatile and organic........................... 2.72% 
Insoluble in RCl (Sp. g. 1.115) , ......... , ..... 91.60% 
Soluble silica (SiO,) .............. ,........... 0.15% 
Ferric oxide (Fe,O,) .................... , .. ,.. 2.04% 
Aluminum oxide (Al,O,) ........ , .... , .. , .. ,.. 1.84% 
Phosphor. acid anhydride (P,O,) .. "., ... ,'... 0.33% 
Sulphuric acid anhydride (S03) .... , ... ,.,.,... 0.02% 
Calcium oxide (CaO) ............ , .... ,........ 0.40% 
Magnesium oxide (MgO) .. ,................... 0.24% 
Potassium oxide (K,o) ....................... 0.11% 
Sodium oxide (Na,O) ...... " .. , .. , .. , ..... ,.. 0.13% 

Total •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 •• 
99.58% 

MIAMI LOAM. 

The name Miami loam is here applied to a poorly defined area 
in the northwestern part of the county which is pretty generally 
characterized by a somewhat loose, deep, loamy soil (12 to 15 
inches), of light brown color, and a more compact subsoil which, 
however, soon shows first an Increase in the amount of sand present, 
then an increase in the amount of gravel and pebbles which in some 

6-29153 
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places is too great to permit an auger to penetrate to a depth of 
three feet. In color the subsoil is at first ilomewhat more yellowish 
than the soil, hut often changing to a brownish shade. The pro
portions of pE'hblf's, sand, and fhwl' particles is variahlf'; whf're the 
sand predominatl's till' ycllow eolor is likely to lw found; whet'p 
pehbles with silt and (~lay a]'e more alnllldallt 11 hf'Ownish eolol' 
nsnally prevails. 

The topography of this area is rolling to nearly level, and is gen-
erally well drained. I 

'I'he area as mapped is not uniform over its whole extent. In 
some places true clay loam is present, and drainage conditions are 
poor as shown by an abundance of small iron concretions on the 
surface. In other places there are patches of sandy to sandy loam 
soils. The boundary as shown on the map is, therefore, only ap
proximate, hut is located at about the position where the change 
in soil chanlCteristics takes place. 

OTHER TYPES. 

'I'he other types occurring in this county have all been described 
in the reports for Hancock and Shelby counties, and their general 
characteristics are not, therefore, repeated here. One type, the 
Coloma sandy loam, should, however, be mentioned since it is here 
mapped to include considerable areas of level to gently undulating 
land as well as the prominent hills which, as in the case of the soil 
of this type in Shelby County, are evidently to be regarded as 
weathered sand dunes. As has been remarked already in another 
place the boundary of the area mapped in this county as Coloma 
sandy loam is to be regarded as only approximately marking the 
position of change in the characteristics of the soil. 

SUGGESTIONS. 

The most important practical suggestions for the treatment of 
soils in this county must be directed first to improvements in the 
drainage systems of the uplands, and second to other matters of 
farm management, of which the use of commercial fertilizers con
stitutes an important part. For a detailed discussion of these 
points, see the report for Hancock County, pages 55 and 56. 

I 



Soil Survey of Morgan County. 

By J. B. EDMONDSON. 

IjOCA'l'ION AND DESCRIPTION. 

Morgan County is situated in the south central part of Indi
ana. It is bounded on the north by Hendricks and Marion counties, 
on the east by Johnson County, on the south by Brown and Mon
roe Counties, and on the west by Owen and Putnam Counties. It 
comprises an area of 415 square miles, or 265,600 acres. Morgan 
County is within easy shipping distance of the city of Indianapolis, 
the Vandalia Railroad extending southwest through the central 
part and the Indianapolis and Martinsville Iriterurban running 
from Indianapolis to Martinsville. 

The topography of the county is varied. The northern third is 
level to rolling, with evidence of heavy glaciation. The southern 
and central parts, however, are very rough and broken and are 
but poorly adapted for agricultural uses. In the central western 
part, the "Flats" extend into the county from Owen, comprising 
a level area of about 25,000 acres. 

Morgan County lies entirely in the drainage basin of the White 
River with the exception of the extreme northwestern corner which 
is drained westwardly into Eel River. White River crosses the 
eastern boundary three miles south of the northern line, flows ·in a 
tortuous course southwest through the central part of the county 
and passes into Owen County at the extreme southwest corner. 
The tributaries from the north are White Lick Creek, Sycamore 
Creek, Lambs Creek, and Burkharts Creek, while the affIuents 
from the south are Crooked Creek, Stotts Creek, Indian Creek, 
Little Indian Creek and Bryants Creek. The general slope of the 
county is to the southwest, the- fall of White River being slightly 
over three feet per milc with an average elevation of 624 feet. 

Where the surface is rolling the natural drainage is good, yet 
in many places the close texture of the soil renders drainage very 
difficult. 'l'hese areas are usually marked by a light grl:ly to whitislt
colored soil with the surface covered with small, soft iron concre
tions, locally known as "buckshot" or "turkey gravel." 
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There are also wet areas of poorly drained soils found in the 
second bottoms of White River and the smaller streams in the 
southern part of the county-the "white slash" soils. 

In the northwest part of the county is found a wide, low, in
land valley, locally known as the "Lakes." From its outlet, into 
Eel River, west of Eminence, it extends in a northeasterly direction 
across Adams Township, touches the northwest corner of Gregg 
Township and reaches into Monroe Township to a point northwest 
of Monrovia. Here the wide ridge of rolling upland extending 
northward from the White River valley, several miles to the south, 
forms the divide between this and the level country farther to the 
northeast. (Hence, the statement made by a former geologist,'*' 
that the valley extends entirely across Morgan County and joins 
the White River valley in Marion County, is hardly possible.) The 
Lake region which was formerly covered with water the greater 
part of the year was slowly being reclaimed by the growth and 
decay of vegetation before the advent of the white man. By the 
use of large dredges and ditches this swamp has subsequently been 
converted into one of the richest farming regions in the State. 
Mud Creek, the only natural drainage ba;:in of this valley, touches 
only the northern edge. Due to its low banks and shallow bed, 
its waters during the spring freshets spread out over miles of the 
surrounding country. A plan has been under consideration for 
some time to dredge out the bed of the creek through this region, 
in an attempt to prevent these destructive floods. 

The lowest part of the valley extends east across the central 
part of Adams Township, nearly two miles south and approximately 
parallel to Mud Creek. This was the original outlet to the area, but 
the gradient being so slight it availed little as an outlet, becom
ing so filled in that drainage was stopped and the region was cov
ered with the run off from the surrounding uplands a good part 
of the year. A few years ago, however, this old drainage course was 
reopened by a large dredge ditch and the drainage difficulties have 
been largely solved. The dredge or "Lake Ditch," begins in Mon
roe Township, northwest of Monrovia, and follows the lowest part 
of the valley in a southwesterly direction across the townships of 
of Monroe, the extreme northwest corner of Gregg, and across the 
central part of Adams, emptying into Eel River, northwest of 
Eminence. The ditch is about twenty miles long and is estimated 
to drain 64,000 acres of extremely fertile soil. Emptying into it 

• Geological Report 1888. 
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is a number of State ditches and many tile drains. In addition to 
this, the drainage facilities of the region have been much facili
tated by the removal of an obstructing dam from Eel River and 
the straightening of its channel. By these means the water table 
in this area has been materially lowered although crops still suffer 
frequently from floods after excessive rains. 

GEOLOGY. 

Morgan County is entirely within the glaciated area. How
ever, the topography of the southern part of the county has been 
but little affected by the ice invasion, for the drift deposit is com
paratively slight. The southern limit of the Wisconsin ice-sheet 
extended in an irregular southeastern direction, crossing the west
ern boundary near the southern limit of the "Lakes" and extend
ing east to the White River. Here it dips sharply to the south 
and crosses the county line at the extreme southeastern corner. 
The water which resulted from the melting of this ice-sheet in the 
western part of the county sought an outlet to the west and carried 
away the soil, leaving the long inland valley mentioned above. 
Along the southern bank of the valley, in the vicinity of Hall, 
an immense number of large. granite bowlders is found. These are 
so numerous in many places as to interfere seriously with culti
vation. The hummocky, uneven character of the surface in this 
region bears evidence of unweathered glacial material. This strip 
of glacial debris is not more than half a mile wide here, but farther 
east the bowlder line extends north to the county line, numerous 
large ones being found in Harrison, northern Clay and Madison 
townships. South of this irregular line, the topography of the 
county is much more broken and hilly. 

The early, or Illinoian ice-sheet extended entirely over Morgan 
County, the foot resting in Monroe County, a short distance south 
of the Morgan County line. The drift laid down by this glacier 
contained little sand and gravel, the body of it being of :finer ma
terial-silt and clay. This deposit has had but little influence 
on the original drainage system of the area, and the underlying 
Knobstone formation was left with its deep, narrow ravines and 
water courses practically unaltered. 

Indian Creek, flowing west across the southern part of the 
county, is characterized by a wide valley in which is found ex
tensive areas of sand. This feature is especially in evidence in 
the region south and east of Martinsville, where the sand occurs in 
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high rounded hills skirting the valley and extending for more than 
a mile back from the present valley site, in the form of high, 
dune-like mounds. This sand may have been deposited here by the 
Illinoian ice-sheet, which evidently rested for a long period against 
the high Knobstone bluffs, rising for 200 feet above the Indian 
Creek on the south; or, more probably, it was transported to the 
present position by the waters of White River when that stream 
was a great glacial river, the sand either being derived from the 
disintegrating Knobstone sandstone or from the glacial debris. 
Doubtless the wind has assisted in fashioning the sand into the 
high rounded mounds we find in this region. The same formations 
are also found along the bluffs of the White River valley along 
its entire course through the county. The White River valley is 
very wide, the greatest width at Paragon being nearly four miles. 
In this region, the river valley lies 150 feet below the general level 
of the country and is marked by steep, precipitous bluffs. The 
bluffs, however, gradually decrease in height and abruptness as 
one proceeds up the river towards the northeast part of the county. 
From l\Iartinsville north to the county line the greater part of the 
bottoms is underlaid with grave] sufficiently close to the surface 
to cause excessive drainage. 

The entire county, with the exception of a small area in western 
Ray Township, is underlaid with the Knobstone formation. South 
of the line marking the limit of the Wiseonsin ice-sheet, this forma
tion is very much in evidence along the stream courses. Due to 
the soft character of the upper strata, the work of erosion has in
fluenced the topography of the area very greatly. Into the larger 
stream valleys many deep, narrow ravines empty, which extend for 
long distances into the upland, gradually becoming deeper as they 
approach the streams until the valley level is reached. Large 
areas of such hills cover the greater part of Washington, Baker and 
Gregg townships, much of it being too rough for cropping. Nu· 
merous narrow, V-shaped valleys have been cut through the soft 
shale to a depth of 150 to 200 feet, giving the country a very 
rugged aspect. This feature is especially prominent in the region 
south of Martinsville. 

The northeast part of the county is heavily glaciated, much of 
the material being as yet unweathered. The soil is interspersed 
with gravel and small bowlders, the gravel being' especially promi
nent on the higher points. The surface is underlaid with a deep 
layer of bowlder clay. 'rhe townships of Madison, Brown, northern 
Clay and Gregg and eastern Monroe are included in this area. 



Exposure of Knobstone Shale, found one-hal! mile north 01 Martinsville, showing the thin covering of clayey soil above. This shale is used by 
the Martinsyille Brick Company. 
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Along the western border of the county, in northern Ray and 
southern Ashland townships, the Mitchell and Harrodsburg lime
stone form the surface rock for some distance into Morgan County, 
being a continuation of the same strata so evident in eastern Owen 
County. The presence of the former stratum is easily recognized 
by numerous sink-holes, the luxuriant growth of bluegrass and 
clover, the loose, brown, loamy appearance of the soil, and the 
magnificent growths of sugar and walnut trees. This region pre
sents a strong contrast to the surrounding Knobstone area with 
its stunted growth. 

CLIMATE. 

The climate of Morgan County is moderate and healthful. 
Neither extreme of temperature is reached. The direction of the 
prevailing wind for the year is from the southwest, the percentage 
of sunshine throughout the year being 54. There is no weather 
bureau stationed in Morgan County, hence the following data is 
taken from the station at Indianapolis, ten miles to the northeast: 

Precipitation in Inches, Monthly and Annual; also Monthly Maximum and 
Minimum Tempcratu1'cs as Recorded by t/te IndianapOlis Station. 

Month. 
Precipitation, 

January ............. . 
February ............ . 
March ............... . 
April ................ . 
May ................ . 
June ................ . 
July ................ . 
August .............. . 
September ........... . 
October ............. . 
November 
December ........... . 

Inches. 
2.96 
3.09 
4.04 
3.39 
4.00 
4.23 
4.06 
3.21 
2.99 
2.66 
2.98 
2.98 

FnOSTIiI. 

Maximum Minimum 
Temp0Tature, Temperature, OF. OF. 

70 -25 
72 -18 
82 0 
87 19 
96 31 

100 39 
100 48 
101 46 
98 30 
89 22 
76 -5 
6S -15 

Average Date of Killing Frost. Earliest Date 
of Killing 
Frost in 
Autumn. 

Late.t Date 
of Killing 

Frost in 
Spring. 

Indianapolis .... 
B!oomington . 
WlI8hington 

Earliest in 
Autumn. 

Last in 
Spring. 

October 19. . .. April 16. . ..... Septemher 21. Mav 21. 
October 20.... April 19.. .. ... September 20.. May 10. 
October 19.... April 16.. ..... September 2;.. May 2. 

The growing season is approximately six months long, with the 
precipitation well distributed through the year. The greatest rain
fall occurs in June and the least in October. 
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HISTORY AND AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT. 

Morgan County was the undisputed home of the Miami tribe 
of Indians, before the advent of the white man. In 1818, a large 
tract of land in central Indiana, including the present county of 
Morgan, was ceded to the whites by the Indians. After this treaty, 
the settlers came rapidly to the "New Purchase" in search of 
homes. The first permanent settlement is alleged to have been 
made on the southeast side of White River, a short distance below 
the present site of Waverly. Oyrus Whetzel, who located near the 
mouth of Bluff Oreek, made this section familiar to all immigrants 
coming west to central Indiana, for as early as 1818 he opened a 
trail through the wilderness from older settlements on White Water 
River in the eastern part of the State to the Bluffs on White River. 
This trace was the first public highway in this part of Indiana and 
became famous at "Whetzel's Trace." 

The areas along White River were Eettled long before the more 
remote sections. Adams Township was not settled until well in the 
thirties. The early settlers had the same struggle for existence 
as confronted all pioneers of that day, with which the present gen
eration is so familiar. The broad fertile valley of White River 
was occupied first, then the rolling areas in the east and north. 
The rough, hilly sections were looked on with favor only by the 
hunters and trappers, who found an abundance of game. 

Settlers found the Indians already raising small patches of corn 
in the valleys. As soon as possible the dense forests were cleared 
away and fields of corn and wheat were planted. Although the 
methods were crude, the native richness of the soil made possible 
good yields. Oorn has always been the leading crop of the county. 
Not only are the wide stream bottoms especially adapted for the 
raising of this crop but the rich black soil of the Lake region is 
also unexcelled for the production of corll. In 1909, almost a 
million and three-quarters bushels of corn were raised in Morgan 
Oounty on slightly over fifty thousand acres. Both the acreage 
and yield per acre have increased during the past thirty years. 
Very little commercial fertilizer is used with this crop, although 
many of the upland farms are in need of some such reinforcement. 
However, large amounts of barnyard manure are produced an
nually and practically all of it is used on the corn ground. Oon
siderable corn of the white variety is raised, although there is some 
complaint against it as being" chaffy" especially in the stream 
bottoms. 
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Wheat is an important crop but has suffered a decided decline 
since 1880. In that year there were 33,944 acres which produced 
487,434 bushels. In 1908, 26,502 acres were sown producing 377,-
487 bushels. This decline in the culture of wheat has come as a 
direct result of the failure of the soil to return profitable yields. 
Farmers can remember well the good old" wheat days," but many 
are sowing it now only as a means of getting their fields set in 
grass. The failure to observe the proper crop rotations and the 
indifference shown as to the needs of the soil in the past have re
sulted in this decline. Commercial fertilizers are generally used 
with this crop, usually one rich in phosphorus and potash. Bone 
meal and acid phosphate are used extensivc;ly, which contains from 
12 to 15 per cent. of phosphoric acid. Where a legume is not 
grown regularly in the rotation, the nitrogen content of the soil is 
in imminent danger of being depleted where no attempt is made to 
restore it. 

Oats are not raised extensively in Morgan County, the acreage 
usually being confined to the actual needs of the farms. In 1909, 
about six thousand acres were sown to this crop, with a yield of 
approximately twenty bushels per acre. Oats usually follow corn, 
and the ground is either plowed in the spring or the oats are 
"disked in" with a disk harrow. Where the spring work is rush
ing and the ground is of a loose friable nature the latter method is 
to be recommended. 

Timothy is the prevailing hay crop, with an acreage in 1909 
,of 14,904 acres. Some of the heavy fiat areas produce timothy 
more successfully than any other crops. Clover is exeluded from 
many sections of the county by the lack of drainage and the acidity 
of the soil. There is a great need for an increase in the elover 
production and a more general use of cowpeas or soy beans as a 
soil renovator. In ord~r to supply this need, the" sick" condition 
of the soil must be corrected by more thorough drainage and a 
liberal use of ground limestone. 

Tomatoes are receiving a great deal of attention in the vicinity 
of lVrartiw;ville. Nearly 800 acres were devoted to this crop in 
H111, with an average net rdnrn of $65 per aci·e. 'l'IlPY were raised 
to some extent in the ·White River valley, but for the most part 
they were produced in the uplawl.:. '1'he Vall Camp Canning ]<'ae
tory located at Martinsville is doing much to encourage farmers 
in this enterprise. A earload 01" special fertilizer was used on this 
crop, the rate of sowing heing about 200 pounds per aere. This 
not only hastens the ripening, thereby eliminating danger from 
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frotlttl, hut the quality of tomato is mueh hetter. A more definite 
system of crop rotation needs to be worked out and practiced, es

pecially in the uplands. 
In addition to this, about 600 acres each of peas and sweet corn 

were raised in the White River bottoms. 'flle former crop is an 
important one as a soil enrichcr since it helongs to the legume fam
ily. The products of these crops are disposed of at the Van Camp 

Canning Factory. 
One of the points of special interest is the operation of a gin-

seng farm a few miles southeast of Martinsville, in the heart of 
the hilliest of the county. It is operated by T. J. David who, 
'in partnership with Mr. Green of Martinsville, owns the farm. 
They have nearly an acre and a half under cover of an arbor made 
of a framework over which is stretched laths woven together by 
wire. The purpose of this is to protect the shade-loving plants 
from the sun. The ginseng is planted in beds under the" arbor," 
in rich, loamy soil. It requires from seven to eight years after 
planting the seed for the roots to become of marketable size. Be
sides the roots, many thousands of seeds and young rootlets are 
sold every year to other growers throughout the country. Several 
thousand dollars worth of the product is sold yearly from the 
farm. This novel little farm nestled in among the hills is one of 

the most interesting spots in the county. 
The northern half of the county produces a large amount of 

live stock, especially hogs and cattle. Much of the grain raised 
is fed on the farm and the manure returned to the soil. vVhere 
the region is not favorable to the raising of grain, however, much 
of the stock is disposed of when young. Dairy farming has received 
a great deal of attention in eastern Morgan County during recent 
years. Practically every farmer who operates his own farm has 
constructed a silo for preserving his feed, and large amounts of 
fodder are cut and shredded every year. Some of the most promi
nent dairy herds in the State are found in this section. Much of 
the milk is hauled to the stations and shipped to Indianapolis, but. 
in the more remote districts milk routes have been established for 

gathering up the milk. 
The horticultural interests of the county are not large. Fruit 

growing has received but little attention, although its soil is pe
culiarly adapted to the growing of fruit trees. In many hilly 
regions where the land is lying idle at present orchards could he 
planted which, after a few years of proper care, would prove a 
profitable investment. One of the most successful peach orchards 
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found in the county was on one of the steep hillsides south of 
Martinsville. 

Martinsville, the county seat, is located on the east side of White. 
River in the south central part of the county. It has a wealth of 
natural resources, the greatest of which are its mineral waters and 
clays. The city is located on the Pennsylvania Railroad and It 

branch of the Big Four. It contains seven sanitariums which a~'e 
accommodated to give treatment for individuals by virtue of the 
medicinal qualities of the mineral water. These sanitariums have 
gained a wide reputation as proficient health resorts and are draw
ing guests from every part of America. Probably 25,000 guests 
visit these sanitariums annually, bringing to the town not less 
than a million dollars. The Martinsville and Adams Brick Works 
are located north of the city and together are turning out daily 
120,000 brick of the best quality. The Van Oamp Oanning Factors
is doing much in furnishing a market for the crops of the region. 
Martinsville has a popUlation of 4,500. 

Mooresville, a town of 1,608 population, is located on -White 
Lick Oreek in the eastern part of the county. It is an excellent 
trading center, there being excellent shipping facilities to India ,
apolis from this point. Eastern Morgan Oounty has become an 
important dairy section and large quantities of dairy products are 
shipped from Mooresville. 

Brooklyn has 572 inhabitants, and is known chiefly by the close 
proximity of Bethany Park. The Indiana Drain Tile Oompany is 
located here, which is making a high grade of tile from the shale. 
found in abundance south of the town. 

Other towns of local importance are Morgantown, in the ex
treme southeastern corner of the county, Paragon, seven miles 
southwest of Martinsville, Monrovia, in eastern Monroe Township, 
and Eminence, in southern Adams Township. 

SOILS. 

The soils of Morgan Oounty are quite diversified, due to the 
varying influences which the southern invasions of the ice-sheets 
had on the different parts of the county. The soils of the northern 
half, which bears the drift of the later Wisconsin glacier, are much 
coarser in texture and have much greater depth. Those derived 
from this source are also much &,tronger agriculturally than the soils 
found south of the line marking the southern limit of this glacier. 

The soil of the southern part of the county is the typical loe88-
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ial formation that covers the greater part of Owen and Greene 
~unties farther south. 'l'he underlying Knobstone formation, 
however, is never far beneath the surface and in the extreme south
ern part of the county it has influenced the soil to some extent 
by its contribution of weathered shale. This soil is poorly adapted 
for farming, both on account of the rugged topography which 
characterizes the area and the poor quality of the soil. 

There are nine types of soil recognized in Morgan County. 
Most of these are readily recognized as distinct types, although 
some are closely related in general appearance and texture. The 
Knox silt loam includes practically all the upland soil of that part 
of the county lying south of the Wisconsin drift. It is also found 
north of this line in small areas. The Waverly silt loam is a closely 
associated type, although it owes its present position to different 
agencies. The greatest area is found in the central western part, 
in the vicinity of Lewisville. This comprises the eastern portion 
of the "Flats," the body of which lies across the line in Owen 
County~ The type is also found in the different stream bottoms. 

The Coloma sandy loam is the rather coarse upland soil of 
northeastern Morgan County, representing heavily glaciated areas. 
The Wabash loam is the typical soil of the stream valleys. The 
Carrington silt loam is found principally in the "Lake" region 
and small areas of low ground at other points in the northern part 
of the county. The Knox sandy loam comprises the conspicuous 
dune-like sand hills skirting the valley of the White River, prin
cipally on the eastern side. The Sioux sandy. loam is found in 
White River bottom from Waverly northward to the county line. 
Its gravelly subsoil is characteristic. The Miami clay loam and 
Dover silt loam are types of upland soil in central Morgan County. 

WAVERLY SILT LOAM. 

The largest area of Waverly silt loam is found in Ashland 
Township, east of Lewisville. It is an ashy grey to white fine silt 
loam, averaging in depth from five to eight inches. There is no 
demarcation between the soil and subsoil, the latter gradually 
verging into a heavy, stiff, silty loam of practically the same color. 
At a depth of 18 inches, brown streaks of clay, iron stains and iron 
concretions mottle the subsoil. The soil is heavy and compact and 
is usually saturated with water for long periods during the winter 
and spring. 

The type is found rather extensively in the Indiana Creek bot-
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tom, through Washington Township, and also in the valley of 
White River, along the boundary between Baker and Ray town
ships. In this region, the erosion of the hills has been excessive 
and the product which was carried down has been redeposited along 
the terraces of these streams. Tn the White River bottom, the type 
is rarely found in the first bottom, but along Indian Creek it 
constitutes the principal soil on the south and west side of the 
stream, through Washington Township. This is accounted for by 
the close proximity of the high, badly eroded bluffs on that side, 
while on the opposite side the valley is wide and sandy, with no 
abrupt bluffs subjected to the erosive process. 

The drainage facilities of this area are very poor. It occupies 
level regions, which in the valleys are low and difficult to drain 
artificially. The natural humus content is very low and the heavy 
sodden condition of the soil makes further incorporation of or
ganic matter into it a difficult problem, since it is burned out 
rapidly by the sun. The type has probably never supported vege
tation in abundance, and the growth of hardwood timber has done 
little towards increasing the amount of humus. White oak, jack 
oak, beech, elm, hickory and poplar trees originally grew on this 
type. 

The agricultural value of the Waverly silt loam depends on lo
cal influences as well as the season. During wet seasons, or after 
a cold wet spring, this type is greatly handicapped, due to the 
lack of drainage and the cold, sour condition of the soil. However, 
in dry years, it is.a fair agricultural soil. Corn averages about 30 
bushels per acre and wheat 12. The most successful crop, however, 
is timothy, which is used both for hay and for pasture. Oats are 
grown rather extensively, yielding 20 to 25 bushels per acre. 
Little clover is grown on this type, it being practically eliminated 
by the poor drainage and acid condition of the soil. A consider
able number of sheep and cattle is raised. on the rolling pasture 
land. 

The Waverly silt loam cannot be farmed successfully until drain
age is made more effective and the soil acidity corrected. Practi
cally all the soil of this type is lacking in lime, a deficiency which 
must be supplied before further operations will prove satisfactory. 
A third need which must be supplied in some way is the addition of 
organic matter, preferably through the plowing under of some 
rank growing legume, such as cowpeas or soy beans. 

The results of mechanical analysis of the Waverly silt loam are 
as follows: 
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Fine Cwr.e Me- Fine Very 

Gravel. Sand, dinID Sand, Fine Silt, Clay, 
IJOCATION. De,eription. Per Per Sand, Per Sand, Per Per 

Cent. Cent. Per Cent. rer Cent. Cent. 
Cent. Cent. 

-------------
Section 20, Baker Twp ... Light grey, wet ..... 

451 
.10 3.0 5.7 21.5 59.9' 11.4 

Section 20, Baker Twp ... Mottled with red 
clay .............. .0 .0 .6 6.7 21.6 68 .• 1 7.05 

CARRINGTON SILT LOAM. 

The Carrington silt loam is a dark brown to black loose mellow 
silt loam with an average depth of 15 inches. This is underlaid 
by a heavy stiff clay subsoil which, at first grey, gradually becomes 
lighter as the organic matter decreases until it is a light yellow 
color. The subsoil contains more sand than the surface soil and 
small water-worn pebbles are frequently encountered. In some 
places the subsoil changes to a stiff, bluish clay, under which it 
becomes quite sandy. The water table is never far below the sur
face and is often found at a depth of two feet. In the eastern edge 
of the area, small gravel is scattered over the surface and is foulJ-d 
interspersed through the heavy subsoil. 

The most important area of Carrington silt loam is found in 
the "Lakes," in the northwestern part of the county, comprising 
the typical black soil of that region. It contains a large amount 
of organic matter, the greater part of it formerly being a low, 
wet swamp. At a depth ranging from 10 to 15 feet below the 
surface is found a thick bed of coarse, water-bearing sand and 
gravel. rrhis doubtless marks the original bed of the lake before 
the subsequent filling in process began. This coarse material is 
found throughout the area and at some points is so coarse that it 
is pumped out for road material. A gravel pit of this kind is 
found in Monroe Township, in Section 8, and another in Adams 
Township, in Section 6. The per cent. of sand, however, is too 
great to warrant its extensive use for road metal. The area, except 
at its lowest points, is spotted with slight elevations rising from 10 
to 30 feet above the general level of the lowland. These hills are in 
many cases taken advantage of hy the farmers as favorable loca
tions for building sites. In the field the soil is difficult to handle, 
since it is so widely different from the surrounding black loam. It 
is usually a light yellow to grey loose loam, with usually a large 
per cent. of sand. These points, as a rule, receive the bulk of the 
barnyard manure produced on the farms. Other low mounds of 
almost pure sand are found in the northern part of the area. 
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These were doubtless thrown up by wind and water at an early 
period. 

Ordinarily, the soils of this area are loose and mellow, but if 
given improper treatment, a poor physical condition will result. 
If the fields are tramped by stock through the winter, or the ground 
is plowed when too wet, it becomes extremely difficult to reduce 
to proper tilth. While the area is fairly well drained at present, 
there are many sections which would be greatly benefited by a 
more thorough system of underground drainage. The open, por
ous nature of the soil makes this process very effective, and in no 
soil in the county can tile drainage be installed to a greater fi
nancial advantage. The many open ditches throughout the area 
assist greatly in the drainage problem and furnish excellent out
lets for the tile drains. The one thing above all others, however, 
that has developed this area was the construction of a deep dredge 
for a distance of 15 miles, through the heart of the region. This 
ditch is estimated to be worth a million dollars to the townships 
through which it runs. It is known as the" Lake Ditch" and has 
assumed the proportions of a good-sized creek. 

The Carrington silt loam is preeminently a corn soil. In this 
region, corn is the principal crop and thousands of acres are raised, 
producing from 50 to 80 bushels per acre. In the past, the bene
fits accruing from crop rotation have been largely ignored, and 
corn has been raised year after year. But even this rich, black 
soil is beginning to show the effects of such exhaustive systems, 
and more attention is being given to the raising of other crops. 
Wheat is raised rather extensively and where the growth is not 
too rank very good yields are obtained. During wet seasons, how
ever, there is great danger of lodging. In more favorable seasons, 
the yield ranges from 15 to 25 bushels per acre. 

Clover grows well, producing an abundant growth. When sown 
thickly, it makes an excellent quality of hay. This crop could be 
used to great advantage as a green manuring crop preceding the 
corn crop. Timothy is not grown extensively for hay, since the 
quality of hay is too coarse for best use. Oats are raised, usually 
for home consumption only, producing from 25 to 50 bushels per 
acre. In this region of much corn, a great number of hogs and 
cattle are raised annually. However, the grain produced is not 
all fed on the farms, for much of it is sold to feeders, nearer the 
markets. 

Very little commercial fertilizer is used on this type. A more 
general use of the leguminous crops, for the necessary nitrogen 
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supply, is to be urged, as well as a more systematic rotation of 
crops. Farmers in some localities are experiencing trouble with 
': wilt" or erroneously called "alkali" spots, in their fields. Such 
areas are common in black soils and are due to a deficiency in the 
potash content of the soil. This is easily demonstrated by scatter
ing over these spots a quantity of wood ashes, before planting the 
corn, and noting the beneficial results. The application of mu
riate of potash at the rate of 60 to 75 pounds per acre will usually 
correct this deficiency. However, this type responds readily to 
careful treatment. As on example, Mr. Elvin Hurt, a young far
mer living west of Hall, has paid particular attention to the tho
rough drainage of his farm and to its fertilizer demands. As a 
result, he has repeatedly raised corn averaging 90 bushels, and 
on one occasion reached the 100 bushel mark. 

The results of the mechanical analysis of the Carrington silt 
loam are as follows: 

Fine Coarse Me- Fine Very 

Gravel, Sand, dium Sand, Fine Silt, Clay, 
LoCATlON. Description. Per Per Sand, Per Sand, Per Per 

Cent. Cent. Per Cent. Per Cent. Cent. 
Cent. Cent. 

--------------
Sur\aee 12 in., Central 

See.11, Adams Twp .. Black, lom~e silty 
loam ............. .2 .3 2.0 9.1 26.8 57.7 4.5 

Subsoil.. ................ Compact, stiff dark 
grey .............. .7 1.3 13.6 23.9 290 27.7 3.9 

; 

Chemical Analysis of Carrington Silt Loam. 

Collector, Edmondson. 
Ueaction to litmus ........................................ Neutral 
Moisture in air-dried soil .................................. 2.61% 
Total soil nitrogen ........................................ 0.413% 

Analysis of fine soil dried at 105 0 0.-
Volatile and combustible ..................... . 
Insoluble in 1.115 HOI ....................... . 
Soluble silica (SiO,) ......................... . 
Ferric oxide (Fe,O,) ......................... . 
Alumina (Al,O,) ............................. . 
Phosphoric acid anhydride (P,05) ............. . 
Sulphuric acid anhydride (SO,) .............. . 
Oalcium oxide (OaO) ....................... .. 
MagneSium oxide (MgO) ..................... . 
Potassium OXide (K,O) ...................... . 
Sodium oxide (Na,O) ........................ . 

10.37% 
79.81% 
0.10% 
1.79% 
5.75% 
0.32% 
0.10% 
1.10% 
0.44% 
0.14% 
0.27% 

'rotal ..................................... 100.19% 

7-29153 
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KNOX SANDY LOAM. 

The Knox sandy loam is a dark grey to nearly black, loose 
sandy loam, ranging in depth from eight inches in some localities 
to 24 inches in other places. The subsoil is a light yellow, stiff 
sandy loam, usually with enough clay present to make it compact 
and rather tenacious. Fine gravel is often mingled with the sub
soil. In regions where the soil is deep, the subsoil usually grades 
into a loose, yellowish brown sand, with a small per cent. of silt 
and clay. This is often the case on the higher points. On the 
crests of the ridges and knolls, the surface is dark grey in color 
and contains a relatively large amount of humus. The soil is very 
loose and loamy, carrying a large per cent. of medium sand. 

The type occurs chiefly along the bluffs of the White River 
in a somewhat broken strip of varying width, through the entire 
county. The topography is characterized by rounded mounds of 
low relief rising from the valley floor near the bluffs, or they may 
extend as high as the bluffs themselves, which are 100 to 150 feet 
above the river. Often the sandy soil extends back for some dis
tance in the upland, making a gently rolling, hummocky surface. 
The widest area is found east of Martinsville, bordering the ex
tensive valley of Indian Creek. Here the sand extends for more 
than a mile east of the valley and is found in high, prominent, 
dune-like mounds or high narrow ridges. 

The Knox sandy loam was probably derived from glacial ma
terial which was assorted and laid down by the water. With:mt 
doubt, much of this deposition took place during the recession of 
the ice-sheet, when the channel of the White River carried enor
mous volumes of water. While the wind may have been an active 
agent in the formation of the high "dunes," yet the frequency with 
which the heavier material is found, both on the surface and in the 
subsoil, points rather to the action of the water as the chief agent. 
In one of the lower mounds, east of Martinsville, the material it. 
sufficiently coarse to warrant the opening of a gravel pit. 

The surface of the Knox sandy loam is very open and loo~c, 
due both to the predominance of sand and the influence of the hu
mus content. The drainage is excessive in some places and cropr' 
burn out easily. Due to the openness of the surface soil, it docs 
not wash badly, since the surface waters quickly percolate through 
the soil. 

This type is a fair agricultural soil, although in the more sandy 
phases the lack of moisture is a limiting feature. Corn is grown 
rather extensively, with an average yield of 40 bushels per acre. 
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Wheat is also a staple crop, yielding 8 to 14 bushels per acre. The 
type, however, is well adapted for blue grass and clover and shouhl 
be used more extensively as pasture land. It should be protected 
by vegetation and exposed just as little as possible to the rays of 
the sun, since the humus tends to burn out badly. Little com
mercial fertilizer is used on the type, it being the common belief 
that such treatment fails to prove profitable. However, this type 

. is relatively low in nitrogen, which is usually the limiting element, 
and should be supplied through a greater use of the legumes. es· 
pecially cowpeas and soy beans. These crops not only furnish the 
soil nitrogen, but afford a large amount of organic matter if the 
crop is turned under. The type is especially adapted for the rais
ing of watermelons, many of whicl;t are grown in the vicinity of 
Martinsville. It is a warm soil, and suited likewise for any qllick 
growing crops that mature before the dry season advances. 

The mechanical analysis of the Knox sandy loam is given in 
the following table: 

LOCATION. Description. 
Fine Coarse lfu';;, Fine ~:~ 

Gp'::l. sPe~' Sand, ~~~, Sand. 

Cent. Cent. 6e~~. Cent. 6e~~. 

Silt, 
Per 

Cent. 

Clay, 
Per 

Cent. 

-------1------·1----------------
N. E. Sec. 26, Harrison 

Twp ......... Dark grey fine sand. .0 .1 .6 21.1 50.0 16.8 8.9 
Suh"oil. ... : : : : : :: : I Light yellow, fine 

sand .............. .0 .0 2.0 28.1 54.1 8.0 7.4 

WAUKESHA SANDY LOAM. 

The area of Waukesha sandy loam comprises the northeastern 
part of the county. It is a type of variable texture, the higher 
points resembling very much a gravelly loam, while the level areas 
are much finer in texture. The surface is a light brown to reddish 
brown sandy loam, with a considerable amount of gravel scattf'red 
over the surface. The gravel is usually not more than one to two 
inches in diameter on the level or sloping areas, but on the crests 
of the ridges and hills it becomes considerably larger. The suh
soil is a stiff, reddish brown, heavy sandy loam, somewhat coarser 
than the surface. At 30 inches, a heavy gravelly substratum of 
coarse sand, gravel and clay is encountered. This becomes very 
hard and oftentimes resembles hardpan. The heavy gravelly suh
soil is present throughout the area, although the color of the surface 
soil changes sometimes from a reddish brown to a dark grey, this 
phase usually being found in the depressed areas. 

The topographic features of this type are marked by a gently 
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rolling, uneven surface, or by sharply rolling to hilly areas in re
gions where erosion has been great. The low mounds and hills, tligt 
characterize the type, usually contain large quantities of sand and 
fine gravel, whieh gradually decrease as the level is reached. The 
higher hills or ridges, however, which are often 50 to 75 feet in 
height and resemble moraines in appearance, contain much co~r~(' 
material. These are oftentimes so rocky and broken that they are 
very difficult to cultivate. 'l'he soil tends to wash badly and the" 
slopes are in many cases badly broken by gulleys. 

The Waukesha sandy loam represents the glacial deposits of 
the Wisconsin ice-sheet. .Much of it has been reworked by wind 
and water, but the greater part is residual. Bowlders are very nu
merous throughout the area, many of them being of enormous size. 
The "Big Bowlder,» noted formerly by Prof. Brown,$< is found 
in .Madison Township, in Section 4, measuring "in length, 15 feet, 
4 inches; greatest breadth, 13 feet; height above ground, 11 feet, 
9 inches.' '* 

The Waukesha sandy loam is an average agricultural soil. The 
worst feature is its incapacity to retain moisture during the dry 
seasons. Consequently, crops are liable to suffer from droughts. 
This is more true of the more sandy or gravelly phases, however, 
for much of it has sufficient body to prevent excessive drying out. 
Corn, which is grown quite extensively, yields 35 to 50 bushels per 
acre. .Much of the corn in this area is made into ensilage or is cut 
and shredded. While this method is an excellent means of pre
serving the roughage of the farm and makes possible a greater pro
duction of manure, it on the other hand decreases the amount of 
vegetable matter to be returned to the soil. This being the case, 
the manure should be carefully conserved and a covering of vege
tation turned under as often as possible, in order to prevent a de
ficiency in the humus supply. Dairy farming is engaged in rather 
extensively in this section, and the farming methods are somewhat 
more intensive than are found in other parts. .Mr. H. B. John
son, who operates a large dairy neal' Mooresville, has worked out 
the following rotation; corn for two years, wheat one year and 
clover one year. The entire clover crop is turned under for the 
first crop of corn and barnyard manure fertilizes the second crop. 
Most of the corn itself is made into ensilage. With the wheat i:; 
sown 250 pounds of commercial fertilizer. By this system, there 
is little trouble experienced in maintaining the productiveness of 
the soil. 

Wheat was formerly held in much greater favor than at pres-
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ent. In its virgin condition, this type was able to yield 20 to 30 
bushels per acre. But in recent years, the yield has slowly declined 
and with it the acreage. Wheat yields, on the average, about 14 
bushels, but when the crop is fertilized the yield is much higher. 
Large amounts of commercial fertilizer are used on both corn and 
wheat. The grade which is used most extensively and which prob
ably most nearly meets the needs of the soil is one containing 10 
to 12 per cent. of phosphoric acid and two to four per cent. of 
potash. Where the nitrogen is supplied by leguminous crops and 
barnyard manure, the productiveness of the soil is easily main
tained. 

Clover grows well in some localities, but in others it does not 
thrive. This fact, together with other indications, points toward 
acid conditions in some of the level, poorly drained sections. 
Wherever this is suspected, an application of lime should be made. 
The land is valued at $75 to $110 per acre. 

The results of the mechanical analysis of this type are given 
in the following table: 

LOCATION. Description. 

Fine Coarse Me- II Fine . Very . 
Gravel, Sand, dlUm Sand, Fme SIit, Clay, 

Per Per Sand, Per Sand, Per Per 
Cent Cent. Per Cent Per Cent. Cent. 

. Cent. ! . Cent. 
--------�~------I--- ~-- ---~-~ ~--~-- ---

N. E. Sec. 16, Madison.. Light brown, grav
elly.............. 11.5 

Subsoil.................. Reddish, stiff sandy 
clay.............. 4.3 

.8 

1.3 

3.211.8 

24.0 I 22.5 

13.6 

21.2 

Chemioal Analysis ot Waukesha Sandy Loam. 

Collector, Quinn. 

49.3 

18.8 

Reaction to litmus ........................................ Neutral 
Moisture in [dr-dried soil ................................. 1.86% 
Total soil nitrogen ........................................ 0.187% 

AnalySis of fine soil dried at 105 0 C. -
Volatile and organic.......................... 5.24% 
Insoluble in 1.115 HCl ........................ 86.07% 
Soluble silica (SiO,) .......................... 0.13% 
Ferric oxide (Fe,O,) .......................... 1.51% 
Alumina (AI20,) ............................. 5.45% 
Phosphoric acid anhydride (P,O,) .............. 0.41% 
Sulphuric acid anhydride (S03) ............... 0.05% 
CalCium oxide (CaO) ......................... 0.23% 
Magnesium oxide (MgO) ...................... 0.33% 
Potassium oxide (K,O) ....................... 0.19% 
Sodium oxide (Na,O) ......................... 0.24% 

Total ..............................•...... 99.85% 

19.1 

7.8 
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SIOUX LOAM. 

'l'his type oewrs as a long, narrow strip in White River bot
tom, north of Waverly. It is a dark brown, loose sandy loam, with 
an average depth of 10 inches. The texture becomes coarser as 
the depth is increased, until at 24 to 30 inches beds of gravel are 
reached. This substratum of gravel often extends to a depth of 
8 to 10 feet. It is waterlaid and the gravel is usually not more 
than Ii inches in diameter. 

The type occurs as a long, narrow terrace, extending along the 
western side of the White River valley. The surface is usually 
level, but sometimes is gently rolling. Gravel is scattered over the 
surface, and is especially prominent on the elevations and near 
the edge of the terrace, bordering the Huntington loam. The ter
race is elevated 10 to 15 feet above the first bottom. 

The type is not of any particular importance as an agricultural 
soil. The coarse nature of the subsoil and its close proximity to 
the surface make it unable to endure drought. However, the gen
eral farm crops are raised on it and in years of well distributed 
rainfall fair yields are obtained. The gravel in the subsoil is 
used extensively for road metal and for concrete. 

WABASH LOAM. 

The Wabash loam is the typical soil of the stream valleys, con
fined usually to the first bottoms. It is a dark brown to grey loose 
loam, with an average depth of 12 inches. It is rather variable in 
texture, but usually contains a relatively large per cent. of medium 
sand. The subsoil is not sharply defined. It grades gradually into 
a lighter colored, slightly heavier, sandy loam, with the texture dif
fering but little from the surface soil. The type contains a large 
amount of humus, the lighter phases of the soil indicating a lower 
humus content. In the regions where the bluff's are high, erosion 
has influenced the type co'nsiderably. This is especially noticeable 
along the bluff's north of Martinsville, where the soil is made much 
heavier by the washing down of the clay and silt. The most ex
tensive area of this type is found in the valley of White River, 
but others occur in the valleys of Eel River, the eastern part of 
Indian Creek, White Lick Creek, and those of the smaller trib
utaries. The surface is level and low in places, which makes it 
rather difficult to drain. 

The Wabash loam is derived from glacial till, which has been 
;;arried down and redeposited by the water of the stream along 
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which it is now found. The greater part of it is still subject to 
overflow, which deposits the sediment that tends to maintain the 
high state of fertility. It is especially adapted for the raising of 
corn, and a large part of the type is devoted to this crop every 
year. Systematic crop rotations have been sacrificed on many 
farms to the extent that not a few are showing evidences of ex
haustion. The average yield of corn is about 50 bushels per acre, 
with maximum yields of 70 to 80 bushels. The white varieties of 
corn are held in favor on this type. 

Wheat and oats are not grown extensively, the danger from 
floods and the tendency to lodge making these crops unprofitable 
on this type. Wheat, when favored with a good season, yields 15 
to 20 bushels per acre, although the quality is usually not so good as 
that produced on the upland. Clover does well in areas not sub
ject to overflow, and should be grown more extensively. Timothy 
is little raised on this type on account of its rank growth and the 
damage incurred from overflow. 

A considerable acreage of tomatoes is grown on this type, in 
the vicinity of Martinsville. The yield is large and the quality 
fair. Peas and sweet corn are also raised to some extent in this 
region. The type is especially adapted for the former crop, and 
large financial returns are realized from its culture. 

Commercial fertilizers are not used extensively. Where the 
soil has been cropped continually for a long period, some farmers 
are resorting to this method of improvement. Fertilizers contain
ing potash and phosphoric acid are used with good results. The 
refuse from the canning factory at Martinsville, composed largely 
of pea vines, is being used to great advantage as a manure in im
proving the run down condition of the soil. A systematic rotation 
of crops is essential in keeping the soil in its highest state of pro
duction. The land is valued at $90 to $150. 

The mechanical analysis of the Wabash loam is given in the 
following table: 
----------,~----- .. ~ ----_ .. _----

LOCATION. Description. 

~'ine Coarse !Ie- Fine 
Gravel, Sand, S:d Sand, 

Per Per P r' Per 
Cent. Cent. Ce~t. Cent. 

Very 
Fine 

Sand, 
Per 

Cent. 

<:lilt, Clay, 
Per Per 
C~nt. Cent. 

-----_ .. _------.----~------------
Sec. 33, Washington 'l'wp. Soil ...... . 
Sec. 33, Washington Twp. Subsoil .. 

.0 0.6 1.1 14.0 34.1 40.2 

.6 1.1 2.0 14.4 22.2 51.4 
9.0 
7.6 
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Chemical Analysis of Wabash Loam. 

Collector, Edmondson. 
Reaction to litmus 

••••••••••••• • •••••• 0 •• 0 ••••••••••• 0 ••• 0 Neutral 
1.48% 
0.185% 

Moisture in air-dried soil ................................. . 
Total soil nitrogen ....................................... . 

Analysis of fine soil dried at 1050 C.-
Volatile and combustible ........... , . . . . . . .. . .. 4.33% 
Insoluble in 1.115 HCl ............. , .......... 84.93% 
Soluble silica (SiO,) ............ '............. 0.12% 
Ferric oxide (Fe,O.) ....... , ........ ,.,.",... 2.40% 
Alumina (AI,03) .................... , ... ".... 5.93% 
PhosphoriC acid anhydride (P,O.) .......... ,... 0.44% 
Sulphuric acid anhydride (SO,) ................ 0.08% 
Calcium oxide (CaO) ......................... 0.46% 
Magnesium oxide (MgO) .............. , .. ,.'.. 0.75% 
Potassium oxide (K20) ........... , .. ,......... 0.26% 
Sodium oxide (Na20) ...... ' ......... , .... ,... 0.29% 

Total ............................. ,....... 99.99% 

MIAMI CLAY LOAM. 

The Miami clay loam is a heavy, greyish yellow loam with a 
high per cent. of clay. When wet, it is dark grey but on drying 
out it changes to a light ashy grey. The soil has a smooth floury 
feel to the touch, and contains but a small per cent. of sand. It 
varies in depth from five to eight inches, with the greater depth 
in the depressed areas. The subsoil is a heavy, light yellow clay 
loam, which is stiff and tenacious when wet but on drying becomes 
very hard and compact. It is inclined to break into cubical frag
ments to a depth of 20 inches after which it becomes more stiff 
and heavy. Below this depth, the subsoil is mottled with streaks 
of greyish white which become more distinct as the depth is in
creased. The per cent. of medium sand incrcases in the subsoil 
although the finer materials determine its character. 

The Miami clay loam is found in the eastern part of the county. 
Its largest area lies northeast of Martinsville, and smaller ones oc
cur farther north in Madison Township. In the former area it 
occurs as a comparitively thin mantle overlying the residual Knob
stone shale. The depth varies from three to 15 feet, the greater 
depth being at the foot of the slopes. Where the'shale has been 
weathered, it has influenced the overlying soil, making it heavier, 
with a lighter color. 
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With the exception of the residual material, derived in the 
above way, the Miami clay loam is of glacial origin. Numerous 
bowlders are found in the northern areas, but this feature is not 
so prominent at the southern extremity. 

The surface configurations are marked by gently rolling an'as 
in the north and a rough broken region in the south. Tbe glacial 
invasion apparently had but slight effect on the topography of the 
latter region, and the old drainage system remains practically un
altered, although the mantle of drift is well distributed over it. 

The Miami clay loam is a fair agricultural soil, in its better 
phases. In level or depressed areas, the natural drainage is poor 
and must be supplemented with artificial drains. It tends to wash 
badly and in the rough areas, this presents another problem in 
its management. Corn is raised with some success, although the 
yields are usually small, ranging from 20 to 30 bushels per acre. 
Wheat, when sown with fertilizer, produces from 10 to 18 bushels 
per acre of good quality. Timothy makes a rather short growth 
but yields an excellent quality of hay. In some localities, the type 
shows indications of acidity and doubtless the greater part of it 
would be benefited by an application of lime, with a corresponding 
increase in the efforts to introduce a larger amount of organic 
matter into the surface soil. 

The type formerly supported forests of beech, sugar, poplar 
and elm. Most of these trees have been removed, but the rougher 
areas are still covered with second growth timber. 

This type is deficient in organic matter and efforts should be 
made to turn under as much vegetable matter as possible. Of the 
plant food elements, doubtless phosphorus is the most nearly de
pleted, although the nitrogen content is low unless supplied by 
dover and legumes. A good crop of cowpeas or soy beans turned 
nnder would do much to insure a successful corn crop. The soil 
also responds quickly to any form of organic matter that is added 
to it in the form of manures. 

This type has proven to be well adapted for tomato culture, 
by the farmers in the vicinity of Martinsville. A large acreage 
is devoted to this crop every year with returns as high as $85 to 
$90 per acre. These high profits are realized, however, after the 
careful starting of the young plants, proper fertilization and culti
vation. The quality of the crop produced is of the best. If the 
tomato crop was worked into the rotation with wheat or oats and 
clover, excellent results would be obtained. At present, few 
farmers are adhering to any definite rotation. 
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Fruit growing should be developed on this type. It is well 
adapted to the growing of fruit trees and the quality of fruit pro

duced is superior. 
The results of the mechanical analysis of the Miami clay loam 

are given in the following table: 

Fine Coarse Me· Fine Very 

Gmvel, Sand, dium Sand, Fine Silt., Clay, 

JJOCATION. Description. Per Per Sand, Per Sand, Per Per 

Cent. Cent. Per Cent. Per Cent. Cent. 
Cent. Cent. 

,--1-------

E. Center Sec. 26, Wash- I "~I " ington Twp ............ Dark grey I compact 0 2.1 63 1 32.0 

Subsoil.. ................ Lighter yellow t stiff 
clay .............. 0 0 .10 5.9 148 60.9 17.7 

I 

DOVER SILT LOAM. 

'1'he Dover silt loam is confined to a small area along the western 
line of the eounty, south of Lewisville. It marks the region where 
the Mitchell limestone comprises the surface stratum, and is the 
same type that extends westward over wide areas in Owen County. 
It is a loose, friable silt loam, about 10 inches in depth, with a light 
brown to reddish brown color.... There is no sharp line between the 
soil and subsoil, the texture remaining much the same, with a 
slight increase in the sand content. The color gradually changes 
to a light, yellowish brown, and is often mottled with gray streaks. 

'1'he Dover silt loam is a loessial soil which has been favorably 
infiuenced by the weathering of the soft limestone underlying it. 
Outcrops of the limestone ledges are frequent on the sharp ele
vations and in the vicinity of the stream courses. The topograpby 
is rolling, but is seldom sufficiently broken to prevent cultivation. 
Numerous sink holes are found througbout the area, which are 
often a great hindrance to the farmer where they occur in the 

fields. 
This type is a strong agricultural soiL It is especially adapted 

to the growing of grass and clover. Consequently, the area is al
most unexcelled as pasture land. Corn grows well and produces 
35 to 50 bushels per acre. Wheat is grown extensively, the yield 
ranging from 12 to 20 bushels of excellent qnality_ Much of the 
type is used as blue grass pasture for sheep and cattle. 

The characteristic trees of the type are black and white wal
nut, sugar and poplar. Practically all of this valuable timber has 
been removed, although considerable smaller and second-growth 
timber still remains in the woodlots on the farms. 
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KNOX SILT LOAM. 

The Knox silt loam is a light brown to ashy gray silt loam with 
an average depth of seven inches. It is underlaid by a heavy, stiff, 
light yellow subsoil which at a depth of 15 inches becomes mottled 
with gray and white streaks. The color of the soil is determined 
largely by the drainage facilities in the different areas. Where the 
drainage is poor over large areas or even in small spots, the soil 
is ashy gray or almost white with iron concretions often on the 
surface or found through the body of the soil. 

The Knox silt loam is composed of 'glacial material which has 
drifted to its present position by the action of the wind. This 
fact accounts for the absence of coarse material on the surface. 
The greatest area is found extending irregularly across the cen
tral part of the county, south of the line marking the southern 
limit of the late ice sheet. The line dividing the Knox silt loam 
from the Miami clay loam on the north is difficult to determine ac
curately, the chief difference between the two types being the pres
ence of glacial pebbles and bowlders on the surface of the latter 
area and with a subsoil of bowlder clay. 

The Knox silt loam is an important agricultural soil where the 
topography is not too broken, as in the case in the southern part of 
the area. The productiveness of this type also depends a great 
deal on the methods practiced in farming it. The soil is easily 
exhausted where no care is taken towards the maintenance of its 
productiveness and many farms are suffering in this respect at 
present. 

The type was originally covered with forests of poplar, beech, 
oak, elm and sugar trees. Consequently, other vegetation has been 
comparatively slight, and with the clearing of the forests the soil 
was left with comparatively little humus, a deficiency which is ap
parent after years of farming, where no efforts are made to replaCe 
the organic matter. Stable manure produces excellent results, due 
both to the addition of humus to the soil and the increase in the 
nitrogen supply, which is almost universally low. 

Many sections of this area are poorly drained, and before they 
can be improved, tile drains must be installed. There are often 
indications of acidity in the soil, the chief of which is the failure 
of clover to grow normally. This fact practically precludes the 
possibility of applying the most efficient method for improving the 
soil-the use of legumes, especially clover, cowpeas and soy beans, 
for pasture or for turning under. Ground limestone applied at 
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the rate of 1,500 to 2,000 pounds per acre, where acid conditions 

are suspected, will remedy this defect. 
Corn is grown on the Knox silt loam rather extensively, yield-

ing 20 to 40 bushels. Little fertilizer, except stable manure, is used 
on this crop, the latter having very beneficial results. An excellent 
quality of wheat is raised, although the average yield is about 12 
bushels. Oats are raised only for home use and yield from 20 to 

30 bushels. 
Fruit growing is engaged in to some extent on this type, and 

should be encouraged as the soil is specially adapted for this use. 
The mechanical analysis of this type is as follows: 

Fine Coarse Me· Fine Very 

Gravel, Sand, 
dium Sand, 

Fine Silt, Clay, 

LOCATION. Description. Per Per 
Sand, Per Sand, Per Per 

Cent. Cent. 
Per Cent. 

Per Cent. Cent. 
Cent. Cent. 

-1--1-----
Sec. 17, Jackson Twp .... Loose, light grey ... 0 o \ .15 1.95 I 4.8 67.7 24.6 

Sec. 17, Jackson Twp .... Red, silty .......... 0 o .15 I .74 I 4.1 72.8 15.0 

---



Soil Survey of Owen County. 

By J. B. EDMONDSON. 

LOCATION AND DESCRIP'rION. 

Owen County is situated midway between the central and south
west part of Indiana. It is bounded on the north by Morgan and 
Putnam counties, on the east by Morgan and Monroe counties, on 
the south by Greene County, and on the west by Clay County. It 
contains 396 square miles, or 253,440 acres. 

The topography of the county varies from a low, fiat area in 
the northeastern part, comprising about onc-eighth of the county, 
to a rolling upland in the southwest, and to a region rivaling any 
in the State for its rough, broken surface, including a strip or 
territory six to ten miles wide extending in a southeasterly direction 
across the entire county. The great diversity found in the topo
graphy is due to a number of causes. The broad, level plain in the 
northeastern part marks the site of a filled-in lake bed which was 
undoubtedly formed by the later ice-sheet, the foot of which seems 
to have rested for a long period against the high ridges of lime
stone to the south and west. In the less hilly region of southwestern 
Owen, the general slope of the surface is considerably less that! 
farther east and north. .As a result, the enormous volume of water 
which issued from the melting ice-sheet, after cutting through the 
great barriers of sandstone and limestone, was compelled to give 
up a portion of its load of silt and clay, on reaching the lesser 
slope. This resulted in a gradual filling of the stream valleys 
which, together with the erosion of the hills, has had a decided 
leveling effect on the topography of that region. 

The wide range of hills extending obliquely across the county 
is of peculiar interest, both on account of its wildly picturesque 
scenery and the varied geological formations which are exposed in 
numerous bold outcroppings along the stream courses. 

(J 
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DRAINAGE. 

'l'he county is drained by the White River and Bel River and 
their tributaries. The White River flows in a southwesterly direc
tion across the southeastern corner of the county, entering just 
east of Gosport and crossing the southern boundary at about the 
central point. The affiuents from the south are Raccoon Creek, 
Mills Creek and McCormack's Creek, on the north it receives 
Indian Creek, Limestone Creek, Mill Creek, Rattlesnake Creek, Fish 
Creek and Lick Creek. Some of the stream bottoms, especially those 
of Fish and Lick Creeks, which have received the products of 
erosion from the already badly eroded uplands, have poor natural 
drainage, due to the high silt and clay content of the washed-in 

material. 
In the region underlaid with Mitchell limestone, the drainage is 

very largely underground. The surface waters from such areas 
find their way through the numerous sink holes into subterranean 
channels, and ultimately burst from the hillsides as spring or flow 

from the mouths of caves. 
The streams in the southeastern part of the county are en-

trenched in deep, narrow valleys, often with steep, precipitous 
bluffs of limestone on either side showing evidences of enormous 
quantities of water which these streams must have at one 
time carried. The White River in this region flows from 100 to 
250 feet below the high bluffs that skirt the narrow, fertile valley. 

In the western part of the county, the streams are inclined to be 
sluggish, and often have shallow, ill-defined valleys. This is especi
ally true of Fish Creek, the gradient being so slight that the channel 
is being gradually filled with brush, water plants and sediment. 
There has been a noticeable decrease in the size of the stream, 
even during the time of the older inhabitants of the region. 

CLIMATE. 

The climate of this area is not different from that of central 
Indiana. Since there is no weather bureau stationed in the county, 
the table below gives the data obtained at Worthington, which is 
only seven miles south, in Greene County. 
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Normal Monthly and Annunl Precipitation and Monthly Temperature 
(mnximum and minimum). 

Month. 

January ........... '" 
February ............ . 
March ............... . 
April ................ . 
May ................. . 

Rainfall. 
Inches. 

3.04 
3.47 
4.21 
3.48 
4.02 

June................. 4.39 
July ................. 3.66 
August ............... 3.40 
September ............ 3.03 
October .............. 2.52 
November ............ 3.79 
December ............. 3 . 21 

Year ............. 42.22 

Temperature. 
Maximum, of. Minimum, of. 

71 -23 
80 -24 
86 1 
89 21 
93 30 
97 39 

109 47 
100 47 
106 22 
93 18 
89 -6 
67 -13 

Average Dnte of the Enrliest nnd Lntest Killing Frosts. 

Length of Last in First in Place. Record, Years. Spring. Autumn. Indianapolis 
.0· ••• 0 ••• 0 • 30 April 16 October 19 

Bloomington 
••••••••••• 0 12 April 19 October 20 Worthington ............ 15 April 22 October 24 

Washington •••••••••• '0' 12 April 16 October 19 

The dates of the first and last frosts in this vicinity correspond 
closely with those of other points in central Indiana. The grow
ing season is practically six months long. The rainfall is rather 
evenly distributed through the year, the greatest precipitation be
ing in March and June and the least in October. The prevailing 
direction of the wind during the year is as follows: winter, north
west; spring, southwest; summer, southwest, and autumn, west. 

GEOLOGY. 

Geologically, Owen is one of the most interesting counties in 
the State. Owing to its peculiar position with respect to the 
foot of the Wisconsin ice-sheet which rested a few miles to the 
north, the glaciology of the region while not heavy is quite pro
nounced. On the other hand, the mantle of drift soil deposited 
is sufficiently thin to allow frequent exposures of the underlying 
strata. This was made more pronounced by the remarkably deep 
trenches and gorges cut through the underlying strata by the 
glacial waters which sought au outlet to the southwest. It was 
this agent that left the rough, broken topography we find today 
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in portions of Owen County, making it a region unsurpassed in 
Indiana for its romantic beauty and inspiring scenery. Nature 
seemed to have at hand all the necessary material upon which to 
exercise the power ,)f her mightiest of agents in fashioning this 
land into what has been justly termed" The Switzerland of Indi
ana. " The results of her handiwork are seen in precipitous hills 
divided by deep, narrow ravines, in thousands of springs bursting 
from the ledges on the hillsides, in a surface honeycombed with 
sink holes and undermined by great caverns of unknown extent, 
and in caves of romantic beauty and grandeur. A remarkable 
phenomenon is found five miles southwest of Spencer in the form 
of a natural bridge, spanning a gorge 22 feet wide, with a ledge 
of limestone 10 feet wide and 18 feet high. Caves abound through. 
out the region, some of the most notable being Boone's Cave, Port· 
er's Cave, Spring Cave and Freeman's Cave. 

There are seven geological formations within the county, the 
productive coal measures being the latest formation. Coal is found 
in a strip five to six miles wide along the western line, in the up
Jand areas. The Mansfield sandstone underlies it and outcrops to 
the east, along Lick Creek covering eastern Jefferson and the up
lands of Lafayette Townships. It is also found in the southeastern 
part of the county capping the hills above the Huron limestone. 
I t is especially prominent in Clay Township and extends through 
Jefferson into Marion and Jackson townships. 

The Huron limestone, joining the Mansfield on the east, ex
tends north through the central part of the county. Frequent 
outcrops are found in western Jefferson, in Franklin and Lafayette 
Townships. Much of the road material of the region is made from 
this limestone. 

The Mitchell limestone forms the bed of White River south of 
Spencer and is found in northern and eastern Clay Township, out
cropping along Raccoon Creek. At the old site of Green's Mill 
in Section 20, west of Freeman, the stream runs between sheer 
walls of limestone, capped with sandstone, 80 feet in height. The 
bluffs are beautifully clothed with a noble forest of Hemlock (Tsuga 
canadensis (L) Carr) which clings to the almost perpendicular 
rocks. The Mitchell limestone forms the surface formation in 
practically all of Washington Township, east of the White River. 
Here again is found some beautiful scenery. Some of the largest 
sinkholes in the county are found in this region, the surface being 
very rough and broken. The McCormack's Creek, issuing from 
the broad, level "Flatwoods," has cut a remarkable gorge through 
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the limestone to a depth of over 100 feet. This spot can not be 
surpassed in the State for its wild and romantic scenery. The 
Mitchell limestone also forms the surface rock of the rich, rolling 
"Kentucky blue grass plains" through Wayne and parts of the 
adjoining townships. The outcrops are not so bold nor so nunwr
ous in the northern part of the county, owing to the thick mantle 
of glacial drift overlying it. The Falls at Cataract, at which place 
the waters of Eel River plunge a distance of 80 feet in a series of 
rapids and two successive falls, are formed by ledges of Mitchell 
limestone. 

The Bedford Oolitic limestone outcrops near Romona, at which 
place is located one of the large quarries of the county. This 
limestone is also found in the region northwest of Gosport. 

The Harrodsburg formation is found in the northeastern part 
of the county in the vicinity of Gosport, and north through eastern 
Wayne and Harrison Townships. In this region, the overlying 
strata are deeply buried under a layer of silt and clay carried in 
from the uplands, which has resulted in the so-called" Flats." 

The Knobstone, the oldest formation in the county, is found 
only in a narrow strip east and northeast of Gosport. This strip 
marks the irregular western boundary of this formation which 
comprises the surface rock of practically all of Morgan County to 
the east. 

The Flat Woods.--This region is a peculiar geological feature 
located southeast of Spencer, in the southeast corner of Washington 
Township, and extending into Monroe County. It is a low, 
level basin, covering an area of 14,000 acres within the boundary of 
Owen County. It is completely surrounded by high hills which 
rise abruptly from the floor of the basin. There are but two breaks 
in this rim in Owen County, through which McCormack's Creek 
and Ellison's Creek pass. The former furnishes the pr.incipal 
drainage system. 

The geology of the area has been a subject of considerable study_ 
Prof. ColleF pronounced this basin to be a portion of the original 
valley of the White River, which he believed to have flowed through 
the present channel of McCormack's Creek and continuing south· 
west through the Raccoon Creek channel, joining its present channel 
where that creek empties. 

This theory, however, has been subsequently disproved by Hop
kins and SiebenthaF after comparing the different elevation of 

1 GeolOgical Report, 1875_ 
• Geological Report, 189~. 
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the region. In order for White River to flow down the above 
channel, it would have to run at a level of 150 feet higher than at 
present. Yet Bean Blossom Creek, which empties into the White 
River a few miles to the north, is clearly a post-glacial stream and 
could not possibly have flowed in that direction if the above were 
true, and at the same time cut down to its present" depth. 

The latcr explanation advanced by these men is that the Flat 
Woods is the site of a shallow, glacial lake. The McCormack's 
Creek gradually pushed farther to the southwest, until it finally 
"tapped" the enclosed body of water and drained it. The large 
amount of water thus liberated and the fall of about 150 feet in 
two miles account for the narrow, deep gorge of McCormack's 

Creek. 
The soils of the Flat Woods were quite uniform and the greater 

part was classed as Waverly silt loam. They are discussed fully 
in this report under the soils. 

HISTORY AND SETTLEMENT. 

As far back as history and tradition go, Owen County has been 
a favorite resort for the red man. The region supplied all that he 
could wish in game, fish, wild fruit and rich river valleys. Over 
the area roamed the Pottawatomie, Miami and Delaware tribes. 
Many traditions of Indian origin are still afloat in Southern Owen 
of enormous lead and silver mines, which as yet have not been 

located. 
The first settlement was made in the county in 1816, just north-

east of the present site of Spencer, seven years after the territory 
was ceded to the Whites by the treaty of Ft. Wayne. The first 
settlers were Philip Hart, accompanied by his family, and James 
Bigger. By 1820 quite a number of settlers had located in this 
neighborhood. At this time the country was infested with wild 
animals and treacherous Indians. The hills were covered with a 
magnificent forest of poplar, sugar, walnut, oak, beech and elm, 
few of which have withstood the ravages of the white man to the 
present time. 

The task of clearing the land was indeed no small one. But 
the stout-hearted pioneers hesitated at no task, and gradually the 
forest gave way to the plow. The methods were necessarily crude, 
the "jumping shovel" plow being used to break the rough, stumpy 
ground. Corn was the maiD crop, and due to the native richness 
of the soil good yields were obtained. 
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Owen County was organized in 1818 and named in honor of 
Maj. Abraham Owen, a veteran who lost his life in the Battle of 
Tippecanoe. The site of the county seat was located on the north 
bank of White River and was named in honor of a Captain Spencer, 
another hero of the same battle. 

The settlers generally came from the south-Kentucky, Ten
nessee, or Virginia. While the new country was destined to be
come an agricultural one, yet much time was spent by these sturdy 
woodsmen in hunting and fishing, many of whom found greater 
pleasure and profit in this, their favorite pursuit, than in devoting 
their time and attention to matters pertaining to the farm. As 
the country became more and more settled and the soil began to 
show signs of exhaustion, the difficulty was met by merely clearing 
new areas, and abandoning the old fields. This system, which WllS 

practiced for many years, especially in the rougher and more thinly 
settled regions, resulted in inestimable injury to the soils for the 
future generations. The steep hillsides were cleared of every tree, 
shrub and vine that would tend to hold the soil together, and as a 
consequence a few years of careless tillage resulted in the washing 
of the surface soil down the slopes, leaving exposed the bare un
productive subsoil. In the regions where the Mansfield sandstone 
is close to the surface, on hundreds of hillsides the vestige of 
fertility has been carried away, leaving a bare surface of sterile 
sand and clay, overstrewn with bits of broken sandstone. In other 
places, where the loessial drift is deeper, the exposed subsoil is 
slowly being converted into a productive soil again, through natural 
agents. This is accomplished by the profuse growth of fine grass
locally known as "dog hair" grass-which is followed by dewberry 
and blackberry briers and sassafras shrubs. In this manner, hun
dreds of acres of abandoned land have been overrun and is being 
protected from the further destructive action of water. 

The farmers of Owen County, for the most part, own their 
farms, and during the past few years have been making an intelli
gent effort to increase the productivity of their soils. This move
ment has not been without results, as evidenced by the increased 
yields and other indications of increased prosperity when compared 
with conditions ten years ago. During the past few years, how
ever, there has been a restless feeling among the farmers of 
Owen County, which has resulted in many "selling out" to seek 
more promising locations. Their farms, in very.many cases, have 
been sold and added to the neighboring farms. Through this 
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process, there has been a decided increase in the size of tne farms, 
with a corresponding thinning out of the rural population. It is 
a deplorable sight to note the number of houses thus abandoned 
throughout southern Owen County, many of which are still in ex
cellent repair. This movement means that instead of a tendency to· 
wards more intensive methods of farming, which would lead to the 
rapid development of the agricultural welfare of the county, the 
tendency has been in the opposite direction-towards extensive 
methods. This condition is to be deplored, for a "land poor" 
farmer contributes much towards keeping a county poor. 
. The people are noted for their generous hospitality and friendli

ness. While there are few so-called wealthy farmers, yet the great 
mass of the people are intelligent, independent and industrious and 
are now making rapid strides towards better methods of farming. 

Spencer, the county seat, is situated in a beautiful valley on 
the north bank of White River, in J efl'erson Township. It is a 
city of 2,150 inhabitants. The Vandalia Railroad passes through 
it, which afl'ords a good outlet for the products of the surrounding 
country. Formerly traffic was carried on on the White River before 
it became unnavigable for flatboats. The new court house has just 
been completed, which is the pride of the county. 

Gosport is a town of 776 inhabitants, situated some ten miles 
up the river from Spencer, on the same side. It has two railroads, 
the junction between the Vandalia and Monon Railroads being at 
this place. It assumed considerable importance as a shipping 
point during the early history of the county. It is located in the 
richest section of the county, the wide, fertile valley of the White 
River stretching away to the southwest, and a rich limestone region 
to the north and west-the latter a veritable "Kentucky bluegrass 
soil. " 

Coal City is situated on the Indianapolis and Evansville Rail 
road, in one of the rich coal fields of the State. It has 325 inhabi
tants, and is a prominent trading and shipping point. 

Quincy, located in Taylor Township, on the Monon Railroad, 
was formerly of considerable importance as a trading point.. The 
town has made but lit.tle progress however during t.he past forty 
years. 

Patricksburg, a thriving town of 500, is situated in Marion 
Township, on the Indianapolis and Louisville Railroad. It eariy 
came into prominence as a trading point and a number of industries 
have been located here. It is also in the region of the rich coal 
belt. 
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Freedom, one of the oldest towns in the county, is located on 
the Vandalia Railroad, in the valley of White River. It has 325 
inhabitants, but is of little importance commercially. 

Besides these there are numerous villages nestled in among the 
hills, usually consisting of a store 0'1' two, a schoolhouse, and possi
bly a church. Most of these villages have "seen better days" for 
before the advent of the rural routes, postoffices were located at 
these points and served as a gathering place for the farmers of the 
v)cinity. Some of these villages are White Hall, Freeman, Arney, 
Ouba, Atkinsonville, Farmers, Hausertown, Oataract, Ounot, Adel 
and Jordan Village. 

AGRICULTURE. 

Agriculture follows the general lines, with but little attention 
devoted to special crops. The prevailing crops are corn, wheat, 
oats and hay. Oorn is raised throughout the county, but the creek 
and river valleys afford the best soil for this purpose. In the 
rougher districts, corn is not being grown so extensively as form
erly, since repeated cultivations result in destructive erosion of the 
soil on the steep slopes. In the western and northeastern sections, 
however, where the surface is more level, corn is grown extensively 
on the upland with fair yields. Considerable commercial fertilizer 
is used with this crop, and many instances of remarkable increases 
in yield have been noted where even a light application of nitrogen 
and phosphatic fertilizers was made. In the southern and westem 
part of the county, farmers are relying more and more on these 
fertilizers for profitable crop returns. Generally the most ap
proved methods are employed in the farming operations, yet there 
is need for further improvement in various ways. The old type 
cultivator with broad shovels should be discarded and a system 0 f 
shallow, level cultivation substituted. The latter method lessens 
the danger of washing, decreases the amount of soil exposed to the 
drying effect of the sun and wind, and lessens the danger of in
juring the roots of the growing corn. 

The acreage of corn grown in the county has varied but little 
during the past thirty years. However, the yield per acre has in
creased materially. In 1880, 22,108 acres were grown, yielding 
505,392 bushels, while in 1910, 22,711 acres produced 686,672 bu
shels. 

Wheat was at one time grown much more extensively than at 
present. In 1880, the acreage was 23,787, yielding 295,378 bu-
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shels, while in 1910 only 10,608 acres were sown, with a yield of 
] 24,398 bushels. Wheat is confined chiefly to the more level re
gions of the western and northern parts. The practice of sowing 
commercial fertilizers with this crop has been II general one during 
the past few years. On the upland, usually II fertilizer rich in 
phosphoric acid and potash is used. This, where clover has a reg
ular place in the rotation, gives good results, but where no success· 
ful attempt is made to supply the nitrogen with a leguminous crop, 
the soil, naturally deficient in organic matter, is soon depleted of 
this important element. The poor management of the soil dur
ing the earlier days is responsible for the later decline of the wheat 
crop. The yield per acre ranges from 8 to 25 bushels, the better 
farmers who are making special effort to conserve their soils ob
taining the larger yield. 

Oats are raised in practically all parts of the county but more 
extensively in the level regions. In 1880, 8,161 acres were grown, 
producing 106,474 bushels as against 8,566 acres yielding 59,476 
bushels in 1910. Very little commercial fertilizer is used with 
this crop. The soil is well adapted to oats if greater care is exer
cised in sowing the crop. 

Grass is grown extensively throughout the county. The soil is 
especially adapted to the raising of timothy, more particularly in 
the flat regions. While the acreage has increased during the past 
thirty years, the yield per acre has decreased somewhat. In 1880. 
15,037 acres were grown yielding 22,368 tons, a:, against 20,524 
acres producing 18,965 tons in 1909. The extensive use of this 
crop in the rotation to supply the hay to the exclusion of clover is 
significant when correlated with the present low state of productive
ness of many of the farms. Clover has never been held in favor as 
a grass crop, chiefly because the condition of much of the soil has 
been unfavorable to its growth. In 1880, 3,972 acres were raised, 
as against 2,170 acres in 1909. The soil conditions which are 
holding the farmers down to a 30 bushel corn crop, a 10 bushel 
wheat crop and practically excluding the all-important clover crop 
are discussed under the soils proper. 

Fruit growing in Owen County has received but little attention, 
yet opportunities along this line are excellent. The soil is well 
adapted for fruit trees and much of the upland which is of little 
value for farming could be profitably turned into orchards. The 
superior quality of the fruit that is being produced from the well 
cared for orchards warrants a more serions consideration of this 
proposition. The great need at present, however, is for more at-
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tention being given to the fruit trees which have already reached 
the bearing age. It is apparent from the appearance of the trees, 
that very little attention has been given them and as a consequence 
many orchards are suffering from the ravages of various pests. 

The soil of central Owen County has been recognized for some 
time as being peculiarly adapted to tobacco raising. Many tobacco 
growers from the Southern States have located here and are grow
ing an excellent quality of tobacco. It is usually marketed at 
Louisville. 

Owen County has never been an extensive stock raising or dairy 
section. This is due largely to the poor adaptation of the soil for 
heavy grain farming, which naturally prevents winter feeding. 
Consequently, much of the stock is sold when young to more fav
orably located feeders. In the broad, romng limestone area, com
prising the greater part of Wayne Township and stretching west 
and north into the adjoining townships, is found excellent pasture 
land. In this section, cattle and sheep are raised rather extensively. 

Dairying is slowly becoming recognized as a profitable busi
ness and will do much toward improving the soils. Silos are being 
built in many parts of the county and greater care is being exer
cised in preserving the feed on the farms. One of the great needs 
of the county is more and better live stock. 

SOILS. 

The soils of Owen County show great uniformity in texture, 
the different types varying comparatively little in this respect. 
Practically the entire area is classified in the silt loam group. Very 
little sand or gravel is found distributed through the soil, although 
it is more in evidence in the northern part of the county. 

There are seven soil types recognized in the area. However, 
there are considerable variations in each type which, when not suffi
ciently prominent to warrant the introduction of a new class, are 
considered as phases of the type in which they are found. The 
classes of soil which are recognized in Owen County are as fol
lows: The Knox silt loam, by far the most extensive soil in the 
county, comprising most of the upland soil or nearly four-fifths 
of the county; the Wabash silt loam, the soil of the White Rive r 
bottom and some of the other streams; Wabash fine sandy loam, 
found chiefly in Eel River bottom ; Waverly silt loam, the built-up 
soil in various depressed areas; Carrington silt loam, small areas 
of black soil in low regions; Knox sandy loam, occupying a series of 
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low mounds and ridges along White River valley; and a small 
area of peat found in the northwestern part of the county. 

KNOX SILT LOAM. 

The Knox silt loam represents the prevailing soil type of Owen 
County. With the exception of small areas of Knox sandy loam, 
practically all the upland soil falls in this class comprising. about 
four-fifths of the county. It is a light yellow to greyish white 
silt loam from 8 to 12 inches in depth. When wet, the soil changes 
to a dull grey. The subsoil is a compact yellowish-red silty loam, 
somewhat heavier than the surface soil. It is mottled with streaks 
of light grey or white. These are sometimes very faint, but in some 
places the yellow and white are about evenly divided, especially in 
the poorly drained areas. In wet regions, the soil is invariably 
lighter in color, due to the absence of the iron compounds which 
are often extracted from the body of the soil in the form of small, 
soft, inert concretions found scattered over the surface. Small 
areas of this nature are found throughout the extent of the Knox 
silt loam, and are usually very difficult to manage. At a depth of 
24 inches, the subsoil becomes heavier and tends to break into cu
bical fragments. 

The Knox silt loam contains but little sand or gravel. Under 
cultivation it is very easily handled if not worked when too wet. 
The soil on the surface is loose and friable, with a "floury" feel, 
but it becomes compact a few inches below the surface and runs 
together badly. Care must be exercised not to work the soil when 
too wet since it puddles easily and becomes very cloddy. Originally, 
it supported large forests of hardwood timber of poplar, sugar, 
oak, beech and elm. Consequently it is low in humus content, the 
light color of the soil indicating this deficiency. The color of the 
soil can be changed materially by the incorporation of a liberal 
supply of organic matter, in the form of barnyard manure and 
vegetation. 

The Knox silt loam is derived from loessial drift which is com
posed of the finer glacial material It owes its deposition to wind 
and water, the former agent doubtless being the principal one. 
The wide topographic range in which the type is found is striking. 
On the crests of the highest hills which are protected from erosion, 
on the level areas, and in the older valleys the texture and appear
anc of the soil are identical. In the southern part of the area, the 
surface is very rough and the mantle of loess is comparatively thin. 
On many of the prominent points the soil has been entirely carried 
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away by erosion, leaving bare the residual sandstone beneath. The 
silty soil has insufficient clay to hold it together firmly and conse
quently it tends to wash badly. In the hilly sections, the greatest 
problem of the farmer is the one of erosion. Gullies are formed 
rapidly which generally reach to the bottom of the loessial drift, 
before they are checked. These washes are started at the slightest 
prov,?cation and in a remarkably short time become so large a'l 
to be very difficult to manage. Hundreds of acres of the best up
land soil in the county have been practically ruined for all time 
by this destructive process, which has been allowed to go on through 
neglect and carelessness. However, by careful cultivation and by 
keeping the slopes in growing crops or grass as much as possible, 
farmers are able to minimize the danger in this respect. 

In the northern and western part of the area, the topography 
is more level and the general farming value of the soil is greatly 
increased. When properly handled it is well adapted for the 
raising of corn and wheat, producing often as high as 50 and 25 
bushels respectively. However, the average yield does not exceed 
30 bushels of corn and 12 bushels of wheat. The soil is rather 
easily exhausted, and at present much commercial fertilizer is used. 
This usually consists of bone meal, containing from ten to twelve 
per cent. of phosphorus and sometimes with the addition of one to 
two per cent. of potash. Very little nitrogen is applied in the form 
of fertilizer, although the nitrogen content of the soil has become 
very low. Since very little livestock is raised in the county, there 
is a correspondingly small amount of manure produced; so this 
source of nitrogen is likewise denied the soil. 

Timothy does well on the Knox silt loam, this crop being one of 
the most extensive grown. Clover or other leguminous crops have 
a limited use, due chiefly to conditions of the soil unfavorable to 
their growth. Yet it is through the use of these crops that the 
failing nitrogen supply can be most economically maintained or 
increased. Until these conditions are corrected then, farmers will 
be seriously handicapped, since the growing of nitrogen gathering 
crops is among the first essentials of successful farming. 

One of the difficulties of the Knox silt loam is the acid condi
tion that prevails. Closely associated with this is the lack of 
thorough drainage. This does not include the entire area, as 
there are sections where neither condition is found. However, 
the texture of the soil is so fine that, with the heavy compact na
ture of the subsoil, natural drainage is poor even on the sloping 
areas. The soil is not oply wet and cold by virtue of the above 
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conditions, but the free circulation of the air through the soil, a 
most important requisite to the growing plant, is prevented as well. 

The lack of drainage further promotes the accumulation of 
organic acids in the soil. It is safe to say that the greater part 
of the area of Knox silt loam, while probably not giving a strong 
acid reaction, would nevertheless be benefited materially by an 
application of ground limestone. Where there is an abundant 
growth of red sorrel and bracted plantain, a sparse growth of 
cultivated crops, a heavy sodden condition of the soil, and the fail
ure of clover, the acidity of the soil is apparent. The amount of 
ground limestone necessary to correct this condition depends some
what on the nature of the soil, but from two to four tons per acre 
every three or four years will usually produce excellent results. 

Thorough tile drainage will do much to improve the aeration 
of the soil as well as afford an escape for the soil water. The tile 
should not be laid more than thirty inches below the surface or the 
laterals more than five rods apart. Cement tiles are being used 
quite extensively in some sections and where correctly made are 
proving quite satisfactory. 

There is no denying the fact that the drainage and liming prop
osition would prove an expensive one and would necessarily need 
to be introduced slowly, with a view to make "one acre pay for 
another." With the accomplishment of these things and with a 
frequent turning under of heavy crops of cow peas or soy beans 
this soil could easily be made to double its present yield in a short 
time. The land is valued at from $5 to $20 per acre in the most 
broken regions and $40 to $60 per acre in the more level locations. 
The Knox silt loam responds generously to careful, scientific treat
ment, and in many cases the productivity of the soil has been in
creased one hundred per cent. in a remarkably short time by such 
treatment. It is especially adapted to the growing of fruit trees 
and many promising young orchards are found in the area. 

The results of the mechanical analysis of the Knox silt loam 
are given in the following table: 

I Fine Coarse Me- Fine Very 
dium Fine Silt. Clay, 

LOCALITY. 

I 
Description. Gravel. Sand. Sand. Sand. Sand. Per Per 

Per Per Per 
Cent. Cent. Per Cent. Per Cent. Cent. 

Cent. Cent. 

--------------

Middle See. 15. Clay Tp. Grey silt ........... i .0 .0 .25 1.3 5.9 768 15 5 

Subsoil. ................. ned silty clay ...... \ .0 .0 .5 3.3 10.2 76.7 9.2 
Middle Sec. D. Franklin 

Twp .............. ···· Grey, sandstone soil .2 .0 3.0 11.5 5.0 62.5 17.7 
Subsoil ................. . Slightly redder ..... .0 .0 3.95 2.6 2.1 71.1 19.7 
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WAVERLY SILT LOAM. 

The Waverly silt loam is a light grey to white colored soil with 
an average depth of five to eight inches. The subsoil is a heavy 
grey to white heavy silty loam moUled with light yellow to buff 
streaks. Numerous iron stains are also encountered in the sub
soil and iron concretions are frequently found. The Waverly silt 
loam contains but little sand or gravel although in certain parts 
of the area the iron concretions interspersed through the soil are 
sufficiently numerous to give it a gravelly texture. The topo
graphic features are marked by fiat, low areas with poor drainage 
facilities. The soil in many places is « crawfishy, " and presents a 
cold, wet, sterile appearance. 

The largest areas of Waverly silt loam are found in the north
eastern part of the county, comprising the so-called "Flats." In 
the "Flatwoods" district, in southeastern Washington Township, 
the soil is of this type. In the former area, the surface is under
laid at a depth of from 12 to 15 feet with a deep layer of fine 
sand. This sand carries an abundance of water and is a typical 
"quicksand." In digging wells in the region, this stratum gives 
considerable trouble if attempts are made to penetrate it. It 
doubtless marks the bed of the shallow lake which formerly spread 
out over this area. The subsequent filling in, with the finer mate
rials from the surrounding uplands which was spread out over 
this bed of sand, accounts for the heavy mantle of soil above it. 
There are also small areas found along the smaller stream courses. 
In the spring, the soil remains wet and miry until late, making it 
impossible to plow until the season is well advanced. So soft and 
miry is it that stock finds great difficulty in walking across the 
fields. The tracks thus made often remain throughout the entire 
summer, for when once dry the surface is very hard and compact. 
When wet, the soil is a dull grey, but on drying it bleaches out to 
an ashy white. In the cultivated fields, the surface is loose and 
free from clods but becomes very compact below the surface. 

The drainage facilities of the Waverly silt loam are very poor. 
The level topography, the close texture of the soil which often 
reaches over ninety per cent. of silt and clay, and the almost im
pervious subsoil, account for this poor drainage. So nearly im
pervious is the subsoil that water stands on the surface for long 
periods in small depressions, while directly beneath it the subsoil 
remains apparently dry. 

The soil is made up of glacial material which has been re-
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worked by w11ter and deposited in the lower areas, forming wide, 
level plains. In the stream valleys, it is usually found in the second 
bottoms and is known as "white slash" land. Much of it is due 
to the erosion of the adjoining uplands, by which process the finer 
material is carried down and re-deposited in the valleys. Conse
quently, the resulting soil is naturally low in organic matter. 'fhis 
absence of humus, together with that of the iron oxides, which are 
usually found locked up in small brown concretions, results in the 
greyish color of the soil. The surface can be made much darker 
however by heavy applications of manure or other forms of vege-

table matter. 
The explanation for the presence of these concretions, locally 

known as "turkey gravel" or" buckshot," has received considerabl'~ 
attention both from farmers and geologists. They are invariably 
11ssociated with a light colored soil and one that is poorly drained. 
It seems that the iron compounds in the soil possess a strong chemi
cal affinity, not well understood, and that this affinity is' pro
moted by a heavy unaerated soil that is saturated with water. 
The result of this action is the drawing together of the iron oxides 
towards a common center and the forming of the soft, brown pellets 
so common in wet soils. The ashy grey appearance of the soil 
is made so by this extraction of the coloring matter, which is prin
cipally the iron oxides. The remedy for these soils is thorough 
drainage. With the excess of water removed and the air given 
free-access to the upper soil particles, the tendency for these com
pounds to become concentrated into concretions is destroyed. It is 
further alleged by a former geologist* that after a few years c f 
t.horough drainage the concretions already formed will gradually 
dissolve and re-color the soil. The greater part of the WavrL'ly 
silt loam has been affected in the above way, and similar smaller 
areas are found throughout the Knox silt loam. These latter areas 
range in size from mere spots, often occupying slightly elevated 
ridges or knolls, to several acres in extent. 

Doubtless the lack of drainage is the most serious problem of 
the farmers in these areas. The installation of a complete system 
of artificial drainage is an extremely difficult matter, since the 
close texture of the soil prevents the tile from" drawing" more 
than two rods on each side. Hence, to drain the soil effectivcly, 
the laterals must not be more than four rods apart, with the tile 
not more than thirty inches below the surface. Cement tiles are 

• Geological Report 18()O. 
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heing used quite extensively in the vicinity of Quincy. II. H. 
l\Iitchell and J. D. Truax, farmers in Harrison Township, have 
proven the practicability of making their own tiles. They own 
and operate a small cement tile machine and are able to turn out 
from 400 to 600 tiles per day at a cost of not over 12 cents pel' 
rod. The initial cost of the machine and equipment did not ex
ceed $60. On a large farm, such an investment would assist greatly 
in solving the drainage problem. 

The greater part of the Waverly silt loam is sour and an ap
plication of ground limestone at the rate of from two to five tOllS 
per acre is strongly to be recommended. If the soil is then livened 
up by incorporating into it as much organic matter as possible in 
the form of green manuring crops or barnyard manure, it would 
be in proper condition for successful farming. According to an 
estimate of J. B. Abbot, soil expert at the Indiana Experiment Sta
tion, it would require $30 per acre to improve this soil in the way 
described above. While this seems a staggering proposition at 
first sight, yet even though introduced slowly highly productive 
farms will result in a few years and a corresponding increase in 
land values. 

At present there is no convenient place to secure ground li.me
stone in the county, and if shipped in from distant points thr 
freight expenses are excessive. With the farmers anxious to ob
tain the material and with an unlimited supply of natural limestone 
close at hand, an excellent opportunity is here offered for the build
ing up of a new and important industry-that of operating stone 
crushing mills. The demand for the product, once created, would 
increase rapidly. Such a movement would do more to assist in 
building up the wealth of the county than almost any other. 

Timothy is the most successful crop grown on this type al
though the other crops are raised as well. The average yields are 
30 bushels of corn, 11 bushels of wheat, and 20 bushels of oats. 
Much of it is kept in permanent pasture for sheep and cattle, the 
land ranges in value from $25 to $50, depending on the location. 

The following table gives the results of mechanical analysis of 
the Wavery silt loam: I Fine Coarse ~d~~ Fine Very 

Gravel, Sand, Rand, Fine Silt, Clay, 
LOCALITY, Description. Per Per Sand, Per Sand, Per Per 

Cent. Cent. Per Cent. Per Cent. Cent. 

i Cent. Cent. 
'----- ------

See. 17, Wa.shington Twp. 
White, silty soil .... 1 .0 -=-I~ In Flatwoods ..... .0 3.4 80.3 10.1 

Subsoil .............. ::: . Stiff, mottled day.. .0 .3 6.5 23.4 15.5 42.5 110 
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Chemical Analysis of Waverly Silt Loam. 

Collector, Edmonson. 
Reaction to litmus ........................................ Neutral 
Moisture in air-dried soil ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1. 57% 
Total soil nitrogen ........................................ 0.055% 

AnalySiS of fine soil dried at 105° C.-
Volatile and organic.......................... 3.17% 
Insoluble in 1.115 HCI .......................... 87.76% 
Soluble Silica (Si02 ) •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0.18% 
Ferric oxide (Fe,03) .......................... 1. 74% 
Alumina (AI20,) .............................. 4.84% 
Phosphoric acid anh~'dride (P20 5 ) •••••••••••••• 0.14% 
Sulphuric acid anhydride (SO,) ............... 0.03% 
Calcium oxide (CaO) ......................... 0.42% 
Magnesium oxide (MgO) ...................... 0.43% 
Potassium oxide (K20) ....................... 0.17% 
Sodium oxide (Na,O) ......................... 0.23% 

Total 99.11% 

WABASH SILT LOAM. 

1'he Wabash silt loam is one of the chief soils of the White 
River valley. It is a loose, dark brown to almost black soil ranging 
in depth from 10 to 15 inches. It contains a small per cent. of sand 
with a high content of silt, giving it its characteristics properties. 
There is no definite line between the soil and subsoil, the texture 
changing but little to a depth of 36 inches where there is an ap· 
preciable increase in the coarser materials. The surface is loose 
and mellow and is very easily cultivated. The high content of 
organic matter, to which the soil owes its color, gives it an open, 
porous nature that prevents it from baking or cracking. The arc/,s 
adjacent to the streams are subject to frequent overflow, although 
very little of it is covered by water for any length of time. The 
color of the soil becomes somewhat lighter as the distance from th\' 
stream is increased, due to the decreasing humus content. 

The Wabash silt loam is an alluvial soil, having been trans
ported and redeposited along the streams where it is now found. 
It is of glacial origin, and much of it has been derived from the 
surface of the glacial drift during the heavy rains. In fact the 
soil owes its natural productiveness to this deposit of fertile sedi
ment from the fields, as well as to the large amounts of organic 
matter contained in it. The texture of the soil is not entirely 
uniform, the per cents of sand and silt varying in different places 
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Usually the parts remote from the stream show more fine sand 
than the areas bordering the stream. The surface is level and often
times low. Natural drainage in these sections is limited, and arti
ficial drainage must be resorted to before the soil can be cultivated 
successfully. 

The Wabash silt loam is especially adapted for the raising of 
corn, the yield ranging from 50 to 80 bushels per acre. It is 
not so well adapted for the production of the small grains, however, 
since the rank growth of these crops induces lodging. Very little 
manure or commercial fertilizers are used on this type. Due to its 
special adaptation for the production of corn and its supposed 
inexhaustible fertility, a regular system of crop rotation is seldom 
practiced. Instead, corn is often raised on the same soil year after 
year. Clover does well on this type and makes an abundant growth. 
This crop should be used more extensively as a green manuring 
crop for corn, since it is not adapted to the crops of a general 
rotation. Timothy makes too rank a growth for the best quality 
of hay and the further danger of overflow prohibits it from being 
grown extensively. The type is especially drought resistant and on 
the other hand crops do not drown out easily where artificial drain
age is employed. The land is valued at $100 to $200 per acre; 

The soil originally supported large forests of poplar, oak, beech 
and elm, but most of this has been cut away and the area is practi
cally all under cultivation. The White River bottom comprises 
the greatest area of this type although it is also found in the 
smaller stream bottoms, where the erosion from the hills has not 
influenced the soil too greatly. The bed of the White River is 
shallow and its course is tortuous. As a consequence, the river 
is continually encroaching on the adjoining fields, especially at the 
sharp bends where the banks are being rapidly pushed back at the 
expense of the fields. Much damage is being done every year by 
this destructive process. 

The following table gives the results of the mechanical analysis 
of the Wabash silt loam: 

LCCALl'r¥. Degcription. 

Sec. 28, Wash!ngton TWP.j SoiL.:........... .. i 
Sec. 28, Washmgton TWP'

I 
SubsOlI. ........... ! 

F' C I l\fe- F' Very me -oarse I dium ~ me Fine 
Gravel, Sand, I Sand, Sand, Sand, 

Per Per Per Per Per 
Cent. Cent.! Cent. Cent. Cent. 

flilt, 
Per 

Cent. 

Clay, 
Per 

Cent. 

0.1 0.4 i 0.2[ 6.2 14.8 63 1 14.8 

1

-·-·-----

.0 .8 i .1 I 3.4 12.4 6S.3 15.0 
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KNOX SANDY LOAM. 

The Knox sandy loam is found in small areas along the bluffs 
of the White River. Its texture is the coarsest of any soil found 
in Owen County. It is a dark grey, loose sandy loam, with the 
properties of a sand in places where the organic matter is low. The 
subsoil is not marked distinctly from the soil, the color gradually 
becoming lighter with depth until at 20 inches it is a light grey 
sand with but little humus. The soil is composed of medium to 
fine sand, and carries a considerable amount of organic matter, 
which, in places, where it is protected from the burning out effect 
of the sun, gives it a very dark appearance. However, where the 
surface is exposed to the action of the sun by cultivation, the soil 
presents a lighter color. 

The Knox sandy loam occurs mostly as elevations along the 
bluffs of White River vaney. These present the appearance of 
terraces in some sections, as is found on the eastern side of White 
River opposite the town of Freedom, or they may occur as a chain 
of low, rounded mounds or ridges which lie between the valley 
and the upland proper. Such an arrangement is found in south
western Washington Township in Section 30. 

The Knox sandy loam is derived from either of two sources. 
The sand is either the result of the disintegration of the residual 
sandstones in the regions farther northward and has been trans
ported to its present position by the water; or the sand may be of 
glacial origin which was dropped by the Wisconsin ice-sheet, sev
eral miles to the north, and carried down to be redeposited where it 
is now found. The action of the wind' doubtless assisted in the 
formation of the dune-like mounds. 

The type ranks fairly well as a general agricultural soil. It 
is not able to resist long periods of dry weather, for the crops burn 
out easily. The soil is so open that natural drainage is often ex
cpssive. The type is well adapted for water-melons and garden 
truck. The areas found in this county are too small to be consid
('rrd among the more important agricultural soils. 

DOVER SILT LOAM. 

The Dover silt loam is closely associated with the limestone re·· 
gions of the county. It varies in color from a reddish-brown to a 
light brown silt loam with enough fine sand to give it a loose, opell 
texture. 'fbc soil averages from 8 to 12 inches in depth althougil 
there is no sharp differentiation between the soil and subsoil. The 
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subsoil verges into a heavy yellow or reddish-brown loam, usually 
somewhat lighter than the surface. The content of sand increases 
somewhat with depth, giving it, in the better drained areas, a 
loose granular structure. At a depth of 36 inches the subsoil 
becomes a light yellow, and is often mottled with streaks of grey 
or white. Often in the level areas the subsoil becomes a stiff, 
tenacious, reddish-brown, heavy loam with the properties of clay. 
Such phases, however, are usually found in the vicinity of its 
closely associated type, the Knox silt loam. 

The Dover silt loam comprises one of the best agricultural 
soils in the county. It is a typical loess, derived from glacial de
bris, which, after its deposition, has been greatly influenced by the 
residual stratum of limestone which underlies it. It is the result 
of the weathering of this limestone and the mixing of the weathered 
material with the mantle of loess that differentiates it from the 
Knox silt loam and makes it a distinct type. The Dover silt loam 
is characterized by a rolling to hilly topography with long gradual 
slopes and wide valleys. The elevations are seldom so abrupt as 
to cause exposures on the hillsides and consequently, the surface, 
which is matted with an abundant growth of grass roots, is seldom 
broken. Thus, the danger of washing is reduced to a minimum in 
the uncultivated areas. 

The type is underlaid almost entirely by the Mitchell limestone 
and the surface is pitted in many places with sinkholes, ranging 
from a few feet in diameter, to those covering an acre or more. 
Throughout the area, outcroppings of the limestone are found on 
the sharper slopes although they seldom interfere with the culti
vation of the fields. The beds 01 the streams are usually composed 
of this stratum. 

The Dover silt loam is especially adapted to the growing of 
bluegrass, by virtue of its abundant lime content, its open, porous 
surface and the excellent drainage. The grass grows luxuriantly 
and furnishes good pasture throughout the summer. A large 
part of the soil is kept in permanent pasture for sheep and cattle. 
This is especially true in Wayne Township. Here the farmers al'(~ 
making a practice of cutting the weeds in the woods pasture every 
summer and in other ways are caring for them. The soil is open 
and loose, and requires but little work to produce an excellent seed 
bed. Corn does well, espccially when an application of barnyard 
maIlure is added. It produces from 30 to 65 bushels per acre, with 
an average of about 45 bushels. Wheat is grown rather extensively 
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and averages about 15 bushels per acre. Commercial fertilizers 
are not used extensively, although there were many inquiries as 
to the fertilizer needs of this soil. Doubtless an application of a 
fertilizer rich in phosphorus would produce the best returns, pro
vided clover or some other legume is grown regularly in the rota
tion. If not, nitrogen should be supplied in the fertilizer, although 
the latter method is not to be recommended since this element can 
be furnished much more cheaply through the legumes. 

The Dover silt loam is the only upland soil in the county that 
shows no indications of sourness. The close proximity of the 
Mitchell limestone layer is responsible for the wholesome condition 
of this type. Clover does well, there being little trouble in getting 
a stand or an abundant growth during favorable seasons. It is also 
well adapted for alfalfa and this crop should be raised more ex
tensively, as but little is being grown at present. 

The principal area of this type is found north and west of Gos
port, extending through Wayne and into the adjacent townships. 
Other areas are found in Clay and Washington townships. The 
timber growth on this soil is quite characteristic and furnishes a 
means of readily recognizing the type wherever encountered. The 
original forests were confined almost wholly to black and white 
walnut, sugar and poplar trees. Many fine specimens of walnut 
and sugar trees still are to be found, but the poplars have practi

cally all been cut away. 
The large number of sinkholes characteristic of this area has 

handicapped the farmers a great deal. Generally, bushes and 
young trees are allowed to grow up in these depressions which pre
vent them from becoming larger and hold the soil from washing 
in. However, some of the more enterprising farmers have practi
cally eliminated them from their fields by choking the under
ground openings with stones and rubbish and filling in with dirt. 
A number of sinkholes on the farm of Mr. Holt Pickens, in Mont
gomery Township, was treated in this manner and the surface 
has been made practically level. The drainage of the area is to 
a large extent underground, the water escaping rapidly after the 
rains through the sinkholes into the subterranean channels. 

The following table gives the results of the mechanical analysis 

of the Dover silt loam: 
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Fine I Coarse 
Me- Fine Very 

Gravel, Sand, dium Sand, Fine Silt, Clay, 
LOCAI,ITY. Desrription. Per Per Sand, Per Sand, Per Per 

Cent. Cent. Per Cent. Per Cent. Cent. 
Cent. Cent. 

------------
N. E. Sec. 30, Wayne Tp. Reddish brown loose 

loam ............. .0 .0 .55 11.6 10.4 66.8 100 
Subsoil.. ................ Brown, compuC't, 

stiff .............. .0 .0 10.1 2".9 14.2 29.9 19.3 

Chemical Anal1Jsis of Dover Silt Loam. 

Collector, Edmolldson. 
Reaction to litmus ........................................ Neutral 
Moisture in air-dried soil .................................. 1.48% 
Total soil nitrogen........................................ 0.087% 

Analysis of fine soil dried at 105 0 C.-
Volatile and combustible ...................... 3.47% 
Insoluble in 1.115 HCI ......................... 86.05% 
Soluble silica (SiO,) .......................... 0.16% 
Ferric oxide (Fe,O,) .......................... 2.34% 
Alumina (Al,O,) .............................. 6.37% 
Phosphoric acid anhydride (P,O.) .............. 0.33% 
Sulphuric acid anhydride (S03) ............... 0.07% 
Calcium oxide (CaO) ......................... 0.30% 
Magnesium oxide (MgO) ...................... 0.53% 
Potassium oxide (K,O) ....................... 0.21% 
Sodium oxide (Na,O) ......................... 0.29% 

Total ..................................... 100.12% 

WABASH FINE SANDY LOAM. 

The Wabash fine sandy loam is an alluvial soil, the largest area 
being found in the Eel River bottom, with smaller areas in the val
ley of the White River and minor streams. It is a dark brown to 
black, mellow soil with a depth ranging from 12 to 15 inches. 
The surface has a comparatively small amount of sand, feeling to 
the touch much like a silt loam. However, the sand content in
creases rapidly with depth and at 30 inches often runs as high 
as fifty per cent. The subsoil grades into a very heavy, stiff, 
sandy clay which, on drying, is extremely hard. It is of a lighter 
color than the surface, being a dull drab with light yellow spots 
of clay or iron oxide. 

The area of Wabash fine sandy loam in the extreme southwest
ern part of the county in Eel River bottom is low and inclined to 
be marshy, in the vicinity of the stream. The entire area is sub-
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ject to overflow and great damage is done to the crops every year 
by these untimely floods. In seasonable years, however, this type 
is very productive, being especially adapted for the raisiftg of 
corn. From 80 to 90 bushels per acre are commonly obtained. 
But during the wet seasons, crops suffer greatly and are often 
drowned out. Artificial drainage is being employed to some ex
tent with excellent results. But even then the water drains out 
very slowly, since the fall is so slight. The main difficulty lies 
with the Eel River itself. The general slope of the region is very 
slight; the elevations of Johnstown, at the point where the river 
crosses the Owen County line, and Worthington, three miles farther 
south, are exactly the same. Consequently, the stream where it 
touches Owen County is very sluggish and the channel has become 
slowly filled up with accumulations of brush, trees and mud. What 
little impetus the current might have is practically destroyed by 
the meandering course which the rotream takes. So when the floods 
are brought down from the more sloping regions above, the results 
are a general overflow, at this point. After the destruction of two 
successive crops in this way, farmers have refused to farm it 
longer, at such a risk of losing everything, and consequently hun
dreds of acres of rich soil are now lying idle. However, a project 
is being considered, of deepening and straightening the channel 
of Eel River for a distance of 23 miles along the county line. In 
this distance, the channel would be shortened to one-third its 
present length by eliminating the crooks. This would affect about 
35,000 acres in the valley and the estimated cost would not exceed 
ten dollars per acre. The present price of the land in this region 
is from $20 to $30 per acre and if they succeeded in preventing 
the destructive floods and securing a good outlet, the value of 
the land would increase in a short time to $75 to $100. 

In the valleys of the smaller streams, the drainage is usually 
good. Corn is the staple crop. Tomatoes are grown quite suc
cessfully in Franklin Township on this type. 

The Wabash fine sandy loam is of glacial origin, having been 
carried down by the streams and redeposited. The subsoil varies 
considerably, sometimes changing to a bed of. fine sand which shows 
evidence of water deposition. Where the vaIleys are narrow and 
erosion of the hills has been extensive, the identity of this type is 
lost in the deluge of silt and clay that is spread out over it. Many 
fields in these valleys, once very fertile, have been practically ruined 
by this fine material washed down from the bare, unproductive 
hills. 
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The mcchaniclll analysis of the Wabash fine sandy loam IS as 
follows: 
--~------ -~-

------,;,ine Icoarse d~~% -'-;::~~~-:t~-I c~: 
LOCATlON 1 De."ription Grave] 'I Sand, Sand I Sand, Rnnd Per Per . . Per Per ' , Per l • 

i Cent. Cent. Per Cent. Per Cent. Cent. 
I Cent. I Cent. 1 

----1_------_-

1

-_-1--

Sec. 36, Jefferson Twp .1 Sod. I 0 I .911.01124 257 472111 9 
Sec. 36. Jefferson Twp Subsoil I 0 I .4 3 1 1 28.5_ 28 _~~~ 

PK\T. 

'rhe enly bed of peat found in the county is located in Jackson 
Township, Section 12, on the farm of Mr. Robert Martin. It is a 
low-lying, swampy region, in the valley of Jordan Creek. A study 
of the region reveals evidences of the existence of a long, narrow 
lake, at one time in the history of this valley. A large number 
of springs open from the eastern slope and have kept the soil 
saturated with water. As a result, water-loving plants have grown 
up and decayed for ages until a deep bed of soft springy peat has 
been formed. There had been no attempt to utilize this area ulltil 
the Martin brothers undertook the task of draining it. This proved 
a big proposition, but it was accomplished by means of a large num
ber of tile drains, and excellent corn is being raised on it at pres
ent. 

The layer of organic matter is ["om three to four feet thick, 
llnder which is found a deep lay~r of water-bearing sand. 

Lying north' Of the' peat bed is a small area of black muck. 
This is difficult to handle, and spots are found on which corn will 
not mature. Such spots are evidently very deficient in potash and 
this fertilizer should be added when the crop is planted. 



For areas of Soil Types of Sul
livan County. see map page 246. 

For descriptions of these typos, 
see Knox, Clay and Vigo Counties. 

Soil Survey of Clay, Knox, Sullivan and Vigo 
Counties, Indiana. 

By CRAS. W. SRANNON. 

'rhe four counties included in this survey are situated in the 
sou'hwestern part of the State, and occupy an area of 1,709 square 
miles. All the counties to the south and east of this area have been 
worked by the Soil Survey, and the reports have been published, 
with the exception of Owen County, which was covered during the 
past season, and the report of the field work is published in another 
part of the present Annual Report. The Wabash River forms the 
western boundary of the area, with the exception of the northern 
part of the west line of Vigo. The counties on the north have 

not been surveyed. 

PHYSIOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY. 

'1'he area under consideration, in a general way, has for its 
northern boundary the soutp'lrn line of the Wisconsin drift. The 
entire area is within the limits of the Illinois glacier, and most of 
the surface has received a deposit more or let,,; ')t the loess-like 
material derived from the Iowan drift, and the extreme northern 
part has been influenced to some extent by the outwash from the 
Wisconsin. In many places the underlying geological formations 
have been the source of much of the soil making material. On the 
slopes, the hillsides and the cuts of the streams, the drift has been 
carried away and the soil is a true residual type. The surface 
formation of the area consists of some small areas of the Upper 
:\Iississippian (the Huron) and a considerable continuous strip 
of Mansfield sandstone (Millstone grit or basal member of the 
coal measure) al()ng the eastern side of Clay County; the coal 
measure proper covers the whole of the remaining part of the area, 
with the exception of a narrow outcrop of Merom sandstone, along 
the hluffs of the '\Vabash in Sullivan and Knox counties. 

There are no very rugged surface features over the area with 
the exception of the immediate stream bluffs. In general the sur
face is level and gently undulating. Rock exposures are numerous 

(1~5) 
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throughout the counties. The surface is in most places covered 
with a coating of drift material varying in thickness from a few 
inches to several feet. It has been estimated that in order to ac
complish the work done by the ice sheets and to form the great 
thickness of drift material that the ice must have covered the re
gion about Terre Haute to the depth of at least five or six hundred 
feet. 

THE ILLINOIAN DRIFT. 

The State was invaded by ice which had its center of dispersion 
in the elevated districts to the east and south of the Hudson ~ay. 
From the region to the north of Lake Huron there was a move
ment to the west of south over the Lake Michigan Basin, Illinois 
and western Indiana. From a part of this sheet, the part known 
as the Illinoian lobe was formed .. The deposit left by this invasion 
constitutes the surface (aside from the thin covering of loess) 
over the entire of southwestern Indiana and an area of almost 
equal size in the southeastren part-that is, it covers the entire 
area between the glacial boundary and the line of the Wisconsin 
drift. Many wells and drillings have shown that this drift is 
present also farther to the north underlying the Wisconsin. The 
thickness of this drift over the area of its exposure is in genera I 
about twenty-five feet deep except in filled valleys. In places, 
the ridges carry but a thin coating, while adjoining valleys may be 
filled one hundred feet or more. At the southern limit the coating 
of material is very thin in most places and while the boundary 
is not marked by a well defined ridge, the character of the soil 
and the natural vegetation mark approximately the limits of the 
drift. 

In general, the material is of a yellowish brown color to a depth 
of 15 feet or more, beneath whieh the color is a gray or blue gray. 
There is every transition from thtl brown to the gray; it is thereforr 

\ probable that the brown is an altered gray till, the oxidation of 
the iron having produced the color. In the filled valleys sand 
and gravel are often found and in the northern part of the area 
the drift becomes more variable. The underlying rock formations 
in most of the area appear to have contributed largely to the ma
terial of the till. Where the underlying rocks are of a friable 
nature the material has been reduced to sand or pebbly constitu
ents. The till thus varies with the character of the underlying 
rocks. The locally formed pebbles and rock fragments are chiefly 
sandstone, but numerous foreign rocks and howlders of large size 
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are occasionally found near the limit of the drift. The region pre
sents a fairly even topography. In places, knolls and ridges with 
undulating surfaces occur, but in no place do they become of great 
height. 

Strite are found in several places. They occur in Sullivan, 
Vigo, Clay, Greene, and Owen counties. The markings are chiefly 
upon sandstone exposures. In Clay County, on the northwest 
side of Eel River, on the James Campbell farm, there are very 
conspicuous glacial scorings on the surface of Mansfield sandstone 
exposures. Here a bare exposure of considerable extent in the 
head of the ravine has had the stone surface polished very smooth 
and finely grooved by the action of the ice-sheet. A part of this 
exposure has been blasted away for the purpose of securing stone 
for railroad ballast an<'l. road material, and on' the remaining part 
the scorings have been somewhat obliterated bec;use the surface 
was formerly used for a feeding ground. The markings are, how
ever, very indistinct. In the pictures taken of this exposure some 
werc taken just as the surface appears; in others the grooves 
were strewn with white sand in order to give more contrast in the 
photographs. Some of the photographs are included in this report. 
This exposure should be preserved. One mile east of Bowling 
Green, at the fork of the roads, is another exposure of sandstone 
with a flat surface upon which glacial strire have been noted. At 
the present time the washed material from the higher ground has 
covered a large part of the exposure and on the part projecting 
into the roadway the lines have become very obscure, from the 
wheels of vehicles, etc. 

The drainage of the area covered by the Illinoian invasion was 
in many respects greatly modified. In attempting to work out 
the history of an area whose drainage has been arrested by the 
invasion of an ice-sheet, the life resolves itself into four funda
mental parts. First, what were the topographic characteristics 
of the area during the pre-glacial history. Second, what changes 
took place during the glacial history. Third, what has happened 
since the disappearance of the ice-sheet; its post-glacial history. 
Fourth, what was the effect produced on the unglaciated parts of 
this area. The drainage is discussed to some extent under the de
scription of the rivers. 

The Loess of the Iowan Drift.-Prior to the invasion by tIle 
Illinoian ice lobe there was a marked interval of deglaciation and a 
similar interval occurred at the close of the Illinoian period. These 
intervals were marked by leaching and oxidation of the drift, the 
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accumulation of peat and soil, and the processes of erosion. The 
interglacial interval following the Illinoian invasion is known as 
the Sangamon Stage. 

The surface of the Illinoian drift out side of the limits of the 
Wisconsin drift is covered with a fine grained, yellowish silt or 
loam, to which the term loess has been applied. Loess is a deposit 
which, like sand or gravel, may be laid down whenever conditions 
are favorable, but since the great bulk appears to have been de
posited at a definite stage in the glacial period, the time of deposi
tion may be referred to as the Loess Stage. This loess may be of 
different ages, but since the materials contained are such as OCCIlI' 

in glacial drift it must have been derived from the drift. 'rhe 
source is supposed to be from the Iowan drift and the distribution 
due to the combined action of wind and wa.ter. The loess of Iu
diana varies from a fine silt of a loose, floury texture to compad 
masses held firmly by a calcareous cement. In some places small 
pebbles are found imbedded; also fossil remains of fresh water 
mollusks, and some insects and bones of mammals are found. The 
color varies from yellow to almost white, due probably to modified 
forms of the same material. The thickness varied from a thin 
coating to 25 feet or more. Where exposures of the loess material 
occur, the faces are vertical and compact, and any markings upon 
the face remain well preserved indefinitely. (See photograph of 
exposures along Wabash River north of Old Fort Knox, Knox 
County.) How far the material from the Iowan drift extends 
under the Wisconsin is not known. 

Wisconsin Stage.-'l'he ice-sheet of the Wisconsin Stage did not 
extend into this area except on the very northern boundary of 
Vigo County, and there are therefore no deposits of this stage cov
ering the general surface of the region. Every stream, however, 
which led either directly outward from the ice margin, or received 
water from the tributaries which headed at the ice front carrieo 
large amounts of material from the glacier and deposited it to 
the south of the ice margin. 

Across the northwest corner of Vi go County are accumulations 
of drift material which belong to the terminal moraine of the 
Wisconsin sheet. The surface material consists of intermingled 
beds of clay, sand and gravel. This area is more fully discm:sed 
under the soils of Vigo County. 

The Recent Deposits.-The recent deposits of the area include 
those which have been deposited since the disappearance of the last 
ice-sheet. The time has been relatively short and a great amount of 
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work has not been accomplisbed. The work done has been chiefly 
a reworking of the surface material, brought about by the action of 
surface and stream water. Loess, drift and residual have been 
carried down the slopes and thoroughly mixed. Many of the 
streams are still cutting in the glacial filling, and in many cases , 
the cutting has not extended sufficiently deep to produce channels 
to accommodate the waters at the time of excessive floods, and the 
second bottoms are still overflowed at times and more or less of 
the fine silty material is spread over the surface, giving a new 
supply of fertile soil. 

Small areas of swamp deposits occur within the area. These 
deposits consist of silt, muck and vegetable remains, and are found 
in the broad, shallow depressions in both the lower and upper flood 
plains, and in the areas of ponds which have become filled, to such 
an extent that they retain water only in the wet seasons. Artificial 
drainage is placing all of these areas in a condition for cultivation. 
Swamps of considerable size are found in the southwest part of 
the area about the cypress ponds, near the junction of the White 
and 'N abash rivers. It will be only a few years until these ponds 
will all have been drained, and the last of the cypress growth will 
be destroyed. Most of the cypress has been cut out, but enough 
remains to say that the cypress is a native of this part of the 
State, and to give the swamp something of a southern aspect. 

Abandoned stream channels of all stages exist from freshly 
cut bayous to channels almost filled. The filling of the channels 
is at first rapid, because of their connection with and close proxim
ity to the rivers. According to a report in the Patoka Folio of 
the United States Geological Survey, filling of silt amounting to 
Ii inches in a season have been recorded. In addition, large quan- . 
tities of drift wood are frequently washed in, and fallen trees add 
their remains to the accumulation. In the latter part of the filling 
the deposition is less rapid and consists mainly of silt and vegetable 
matter, being very much like the swamp deposits except in the 
shape of the area. 

DRAINAGE. 

The principal streams are the Wabash, White and Eel rivers, 
Busseron Creek, Turman's Creek, Sugar Creek, and Oroy's Creek. 
These streams and their tributaries give a large acreage of allu
vial soils, which are chiefly of fertile types, and capable of being 
well drained. The alluvial soils have been derived in part from 
the glacial drift, and in part from the formations through which 
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the streams have cut their way. The principal streams afford a 
good water supply for all purposes and offer opportunities for 
g·ood water power sites along their courses, and Ihe Wabash and 
White rivers may be made navigable for many miles. The various 
streams are discussed under the counties through which they flow. 

GENERAL. 

'I.'he counties included in this area are of special importance 
from several standpoints. In addition to the many soil types of 
great fertility, these counties rank among the first in the produc
tion of coal, and the manufacture of clay products. The trans
portation facilities are good. There are good railroad lines, and 
each county has at least one interurban line, with others soon to 
be built, and the public roads are in general well improved. The 
Wabash River is navigable to some degree for small boats, and 
these are made use of locally for various purposes. 

The cities of Terre Haute and Vincennes are important manu
facturing and commercial centers. Brazil ranks third in popula
tion and industries. The next in order of their size are Sullivan, 
West Terre Haute, Bicknell and Shelburn, with several following 
close, but none with a population of two thousand. 

The total population of the four counties is 192,000, giving an 
average for the entire area of 108 persons per square mile. Oount
ing out the total city and town population, which is about 114,950, 
the rural population is 45 per square mile. The total farm area 
is about 1,024,000 acres, of which 835,150 acres are improved. 
Sullivan Oounty has the highest percentage of improved land. 
The improved land sells at a price ranging from $50 to $200. Much 
of the land not so well improved is valued at $20 to $35 per acre. 

OLIMATE. 

The climate of the area presents no marked extremes in either 
temperature or precipitation. The conditions run about the same 
from year to year. The winters in general are not severe, nor is 
there excessive heat in the summer. The present 'winter has had 
the lowest temperature and also the greatest range in temperature 
(of any for a number of years. 'I.'here are many hot days in sum
mer, but there is usually sufficient air movement to prevent an 
oppressive effect. The snowfall is light and does not remain on the 
ground for any length of time. The ground seldom remains frozen 
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more than a few weeks at a time and a February thaw is always 
expected. The average growing season is between five and six 

months. 
The climatic conditions as shown by the records at Princeton, 

Gibson County, will be of importance to the southern part of the 
area of this Survey. The record was furnished by Elisha Jones, 
who has acted as signal service reporter for twenty-eight years. 

The coldest weather recorded at Princeton was on January 5, 
] 884, vvith 24° below zero. The highest temperature recorded was 
120°. The greatest amount of snowfall in one year was five feet, 
seven inches during the winter of 1880-81. 

The Patoka Hills north of Princeton, with an average elevation 
of about 640 feet, are well supplied with fruit trees, and they sel
dom fail to produce a crop because of weather conditions. 'rhe 
average time for the first wheat cutting in the county for twenty
six years was June 14th, and the earliest was June 2d. In the 
summer of 1910, it was June 20th. The greatest yearly rainfall 
in twenty-six years was 58 inches, the least yearly rainfall was 27 
inches, and the greatest amount of rainfall reported for twenty
four hours was 10~ inches. 

It will be noted from the following table that the average tem-
perature for December, 1909, was much lower than for December, 
1908. I 

Year D~~;:(~mber, D2('cmb2r, Year 
190R. 1909. 1\)08. 1909. 

Highest temperature .......... 67° 62° 98° 102 0 

Lowest temperature ........... 14° --40 50° --40 

Average temperature .......... 35° 26° 56° 58° 

Rainfall and melted snow ...... 1.5" 3.7" 40.5" 39.5" 

Sllowfall ...................... 2" 6" 14" 

December, 1909, was the coldest December. The first snow was 
on the 7th. The first snow to cover the ground in 1908 was Christ
mas eve. December, 1911, was much colder than the same month 
for 1909, but the record is not reported. 

The following table from the Weather Bureau records at 
Worthington, Greene County, which is just to the south of Clay 
County and just east of Sullivan, shows the temperature and rain
fall and the dates of killing frosts: 
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Norma~ Monthly and A.nnua~ Temperature and Precipitation. 

Temperature. 
Month. of. 

January ............................................. . 
February ......................................... 31. 6 
March ............................................ 41.2 
April ............................................ 54.3 
May ............................................. 62.8 
June ............................................. 72.4 
July ............................................. 75.2 
August ........................................... 73.3 
September ........................................ 66.6 
October .......................................... 55.3 
November ........................................ 42.2 
December .............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 33.0 

Date8 of First and. Last Killing Frost. 

Year. Last in Spring. 
1897 ............. " ................ " ... Apr. 10 
1898 ..... " ................. , " .... " ... Apr. 7 
1899 .................................... Apr. 16 
1900 .................................... May 10 
1901. .... " ., ................ " .... " ... Apr. 21 
1902 ............................ , ....... Apr. 15 
1903 .................................... l\fay 4 
1904 .................................... Apr. 21 
1905 ......................................... . 
1906 ......................................... . 
1907 ..... " ........................ " ... Apr. 21 
1908 .................................... May 1 
1909 .................................... l\fay 11 
1910 .. , ........ " ............ " ......... l\,fay 14 
1911. ........................ " ......... l\Iay 3 

Precipitation. 
Inches. 

3.61 
3.76 
3.52 
3.78 
4.58 
3.55 
3.68 
3.14 
2.59 
4.15 
3.07 

First in Fall. 
Sept. 21 
Oct. 15 
Sept. 27 
Oct. 18 
Sept. 18 
Sept. 14 
Sept. 17 
Oct. 23 

Oct. 28 
Nov. 3 
Oct. 3 
Oct. 12 
Oct. 23 
Oct. 24 

The frost record at Worthington is not a correct indication of 
the range of temperature for the entire area surrounding. The 
station is located in an angle of the river valley where the air 
circulation is poor. A record for the adjacent uplands would 
probably show a somewhat longer growing period for fruits and 
vegetables. 
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CLAY COUNTY. 

HISTORY OF SE'l'TLEMEN'r AND AGRICUU\'ITRAIJ 
DRYRIJOPl\rRN'l'. 
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Clay County \\'ltS na IIw(i in ilOlwr or the states lt1 illl, H ('Ilry 

Clay, but the name proved to 11c very oppropriate because oC the 
incxhaustible supply of elay and shale, which has placcd the county 
first in the manufacture of clay products. 

The county was organized in 1825, and contains 357 square 
miles. It is 30 miles long from north to south and from 10 to 16 
miles wide. The general elevation ranges between 550 feet to 675 
feet above tide. In 1817, Sullivan County was organized out of 
Knox and included all territory now contained within Vigo and 
Clay counties and parts of Greene and Owen. When Vigo and 
Owen were organized in 1818, the former included] 32 square miles 
of the" area afterward formed into Clay County. The county is 
divided into eleven townships: IJewis, Harrison, Perry, Sugar 
Ridge, Washington, Posey, .r ackson, Cass, Van Buren, Dick .r ohn

son and Brazil. 
The greater part of the county in its primitive condition was 

heavily timbered. The earliest settlements in the county were 
necessarily made on the higher lands, chiefly on the bluffs and 
knolls along Eel River and other streams. In the early days, the 
lowlands and flats were too wet for cultivation, and not safe places 
for the settlements to be made. To David Thomas belongs the 
honor of having made the original settlement on the bluffs of Eel 
Hiver, in the autumn of 1818, on what is now the James }\L Camp
hell farm. In 1819, Samuel Rizley caIne from Knox County and 
8(~ttled at the same loeation, where on l<~ebruary 13, 1820, Eliz[I 
Hizley was born, the fin;t ~white child born within the limits of the 
county. Many names among the pioneers might be mentioned with 
interest, but further concerning the historical retrospection must 
here be passed by. However, the pioneers of Clay County will not 
he forgotten. Their la l;or~ have been crowned with success, even 
more than could have heen anticipated. 

Brazil, the county seat, was founded in 1844, by Owen Thorpe, 
who had moved a house from the site of the original Harmony, 
to a point along the National Road three miles farther west. 
'rhorpe was the first postmaster and named the town for Brazil, 
South America, which was at that time attracting the attention of 
the world, because of its action in certain insurrectionary move-
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ments. The growth of the town from 1845-50 was very slow in 
population, the government census showing for 1850 a total of 
84 persons, and an historical account of that date mentions Brazil 
as "a small village in Clay Connty, on the National Road, 16 
miles east of Terre II ante." 1311t with the coming of the Van
dalia Railroad, and the discovery and development of block coal, 
the town began to grow rapidly, and in 1857 the town showed It 

population of 393. In 1873, there was a population of 3,000, and 
at the present time there is a population of 10,000. 

The conditions are very favorable for a great future growth 
of the city. There are six steam railroads with twenty-four pas
senger trains daily; one interurban line, with hourly service east 
and west; more than ten miles of brick street; fifty miles of stone 
and cement walks; municipal water works with fifteen miles of 
mains; fifteen miles of sewer; fifty factories and mills which to
gether with the mines employ 2,000 men and 50 women, with a 
weekly payroll of $40,000. There are seven public schools, a pa
roehial school, and about sixty teachers are employed. There arc 
twelve churches, five hanks, and three building and loan associa
tions. A mong the industries may he mentioned six bakeries, nine 
brick and tile mills, three carriage and wagon factories, two cigar 
factories, four lumber yards, flour and grist mills, five machine 
shops, overalls factory, fence factory and piano factory. 

In addition to the above factories, two others built during the 
past year are of great importance-a concern of large capacity 
for the manufacture of tin cans and containers, located in the 
northwest part of the city, and a foods product plant situated 
Hear the piano faetory on the east side of the city. The factor.,' 
is for the canning of tomatoes, corn, and other products, the mak
ing of catsup, and various other products, The establishment of 
sllch factories should be a great bcncfit to the city and the Slll' 

rounding country. Hundreds of acres which have been yielding, 
but small returns can be made to produce excellent yields of spe
cial crops. 

The Commercial Club has brought much new business into tlli' 
city and county during the past few years and now offers free 
sites and financial aid to manufacturing industries desiring to lo
cate in this region. The availability of good steam coal at a low 
price makes the location attractive. 

The clay industries located ahout the city, none more than two 
miles distant, give employment to 1,100 men. A popUlation of at 
least 5,000 thus gains its suppQrt from this industry. Adding to 
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this those who are engaged in the mining business, the dependence 
of the town upon the natural resources is readily seen. The out
put of the factories, clay plants and mines are marketed in every 
State of the Union, but chiefly within a radius of 200 miles. The 
great development of business has come about in less than twenty 
years. Prior to that time, with the exception of the Weaver Clay 
Company, the trade was only local and in comparison with the 
coal business was insignificant. 

The city has now an excellent water supply from a series of 
eight or ten deep wells. Various tests and chemical analyses of 
the water have shown it good. A striking test of the adequacy of 
the supply was furnished in the summers of 1908 and 1911, whell 
many cities suffered water famines. In Brazil the supply showed 
no signs of failing and no restrictions were placed upon the liberal 
use of the water for all purposes. Many private wells also fnr
nished abundant supplies for various uses, and are used to a con
siderable degree for drinking water, but from a sanitary stand
point the water from the city supply is much safer to use. 

A number of substantial and modern buildings have been 
erected within the past few years, both in the business and resi
dence districts. The city has an assessed valuation of about $4,-
000,000. A splendid federal building is now being constructed, 
which will add greatly to the city's advancement. 

Much dissatisfaction over the county over the location of the 
county seat (at Bowling Green) caused hard feelings, and on Jan
uary 25, 1879, after a new court house had been erected at Brazil 
the records were removed by wagons to the new court house, which 
building has served until the present year. An attractive nelY 
edifice is now being built on the same site. 

Knightsville, with a population of 1,080, is two miles east of 
Brazil, just to the south of the National Road. The Vandalia Rail
road passes through the town, and a station on the Terre Haute, 
Indianapolis and Eastern interurban line is situated about a half 
mile to the north of the town. There are two schools employing 
five teachers; about twenty-five stores, including all classes, and the 
amount of business transacted is good for the size of the town and 
its nearness to a larger center. About 400 of the residents are em
ployed in mines and factories outside of the town. 

Harmony, with a population of 1,500, is on the National Road, 
three miles east of Brazil. The original town plot was laid out 
in 1839, but this was afterward vacated. About 1864 a new plot 
was lRid out by Isaac Marks. The early growth and development 

10--29153 
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was due largely to location of the Planet Iron Furnace, about a 
mile northeast of the town. This furnace gave employment to 50 
or 60 men, but was in operation only five or six years. 

'fhe Vandalia Railroad and the interurban line both pass 
through the town. There are several stores, some of which are well 
stocked and carryon a considerable amount of business. It is a 
good residence town, and is well Rituated to grow as such. It is 
the largest unincorporated town in the county, and is said to be 
the largest town of the name in the United States. 

Carbon, with a population of 493, is located six miles north of 
Brazil and is on the main east and west line of the Big Four Rail
road and on the Midland line which comes in from Brazil on the 
south and gives connection with sev~ral points to the north and 
east. The Big Four line is double tracked from Indianapolis to 
Terre Haute, and has a heavy traffic on both freight and passen
ger service. The Midland is an old line doing freight business, 
with some mixed trains for passenger service. 

There are about fifteen stores, one lumber yard, one public 
school, three churches, one state bank, one brick and tile mill, and 
one clay plant with a capacity sufficient to give employment to 150 
to 200 men, but the plant is not in operation. The town owes its 
origin to the mining industry, but the mines in the immediate 
vicinity have been pretty well worked out. The town was founded 
in 1870 by the Carbon Block Coal Company. The surface of the 
surrounding country is fairly well improved and the soils will 
admit of successful cultivation. The best agricultural possibilities 
have not been reached, but there is a great opportunity for de
velopment, and the town would furnish an excellent location for 
grain mills, canning factories and similar industries. 

Cardonia is a little village situated about half way between 
Carbon and Brazil. It has a population of about 200. 

Benwood, one mile east of Cardonia, exists now only in name. 
In former years a little village sprang up when the mines in that 
region were in operation. 

Marysville is the name applied to the part of the town of Lena 
lying on the south side of the railroad. The stores and the post
office are in Parke County. The railroad station is on the county 
line. The population is about 200. It is four miles east of Carbon. 

Perth, with a population of 250, is a mining town on the Big 
Four Railroad, three miles west of Carbon. There are a few stores, 
a good public school, and a new railway station. The dwelling 
houses as a rule are not flU bstantially built. 
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Prattsville, or Lodi, in Dick Johnson Township, is now nothing 
more than a place name. 

Staunton, four miles southwest of Brazil, has a population of 
750. The past few years have made some changes in the town. 
Several new buildings have been erected and during the past year 
a new school building was built, and a three years high school is 
maintained. The town is on the old line of the Vandalia Railroad, 
and is a little more than a mile south of Staunton stop on the in
terurban line. There are now no factories in Staunton, but there 
are chances for development in the va~ious raw materials of the 
surrounding country. 

Cloverland is a small village of about 200 people, six miles 
west of Brazil on the National Road and the interurban line. There 
is one general store, a postoffice and a number of good residences. 

Turner, or Newberg, is a little village on the old line of the 
Vandalia, about midway between Brazil and Staunton. 

Cory is a small town of 300 people in the southwestern part of 
the county on the line of the Evansville and Terre Haute Railroad. 
The principal industries are a sawmill and a lumber yard, it flour 
mill and a broom factory. The town is surrounded by an excel
lent farming region, and is an important marketing and trading 
center for the surrounding country. 

Coalmont, in the southwest corner of the county, was founded 
by John R. Walsh in 1900, and was so named after its location in 
the coal belt and in an area of higher elevation than the surround
ing points. The town now has a population of 650; several good 
mines are near and it is probable that the town will continue t(1 
grow. 

Howesville is a small village in the extreme southern part of 
the county, seven miles southwest of Clay City. It is on the new 
line of the Monon and is well situated to make a good growth. 

Clay City is in Harrison Township, eighteen miles south of 
Brazil. It is the principal town of the southern part of the county. 
It was first known as "Markland" or "The Y," but when the 
postoffice was established was named Clay City. It owes its origin 
to the fact that a (wenty-six mile line of railroad built out from 
Terre Haute had its termiItus at this point instead of extending 
to the old town of Middlebqry. The town was founded in 1873. 
It is on the E. & 1. Railroad and the new line of the C., I. & h 
Five rural mail routes go out from the town. The chief industries 
are two grain elevators and feed mills, lumber yards, machine 
shops, sawmill, two tinshops, a canning factory, a pottery, two brick 
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imd tile plants, the largest of which is not in operation at present. 
An attempt has been made during the past season to secure a cream· 
ery here, and it is reasonably sure that it will be established. There 
are about twenty-five stores of various kinds. A large new school 
building was erected during the past year. The town is in good 
condition for a substantial growth if enterprises can be secured 
to make use of the materials at hand. 

Middlebury, about a mile south of Clay City, is one of the early 
towns of the county. It is situated on an elevated tract of land, 
about one hundred feet higher than the town of Clay City. The 
town has a population of about 350. 

Saline City, six miles north of Clay City, is located at the june
tion point of the main line of the E. & 1. Railroad with the Brazil 
Branch. The town was laid out in 1872. It marks the site of en· 
cHmpment of two companies of Indiana militia sent out to proted 
the canal property at the time the canal reservoir of Birch Creek 
was being constructed. (See account of Reservoir War in anotht:r 
part of this report.) '1'here are several stores, two or three of 
which are very good general stores. The town affords a good trad· 
mg center for the surrounding country. Many excellent farms are 
found in the region. 

Just on the south side of Eel River, about midway between 
Clay City and Saline City, is the station known as the Eel Rive)' 
Station. There is only a switch, a scale house, a stock pen and a 
fil1lall store. The station is, however, of great importance to a large 
area of the adjoining county. All grains and other farm product:; 
m'e bought, weighed and loaded on cars for shipment. Grain COlll· 

panies and stock buyers buy the products and do the shipping for
themselves. It is proposed to build a grain elevator here before 
i!llother shipping season. A noted camping place is nearby on th" 
Lanks of the river. The fertile, rich bottoms give high yields or 
corn and the adjoining uplands are especially adapted for wheat. 

Ashboro, a little village and postoffice, is on the Brazil Branch 
of the E. & I., ten miles south of Brazil. The town was named 
from Ashboro, North Carolina, and not from the location of certain 
ash tr('les as the name might indicate, and as is the general im· 
pression. The population is about 300. The town is located about 
the center of the county. '1'wo or three good general stores furnish 
supplies for the vicinity. A sawmill is practically the only other 
industry. Many of the residences about the edge of the town are 
nn farms of eonsiderable size and great fertility. Some good tim· 
bel' is still found in the vicinity. Just to the south edge of thi> 
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town is the fruit farm of Isaac Sharp. Much of the fruit raised is 
&hipped to Brazil and other points. 

Center Point is located in the central part of the county, eleven 
miles southeast of Brazil, on a branch of the Vandalia Railroad. 
It has a population of about 425. Four rural routes go out of the 
town. The principal industries are brick and tile factory, flour and 
grist mill, a sawmill and a canning factory. It is a good residence 
town and is well situated to furnish desirable home locations . 

.Asherville, a small village, is situated on the Center Point Di
vision of the Vandalia, six miles southeast of Brazil. It affords 
a good trading center for the surrounding country. 

Stearleyville, now a place name only, was formerly a postoffice. 
Whittington, four miles southeast of Brazil, was also a postoffice 
location. Pontiac and Bee Ridge are only locality names. Eagles 
is a stop name along the interurban line east of Harmony. 

Prairie City is a town plot and station on the E. & I. Railroad, 
six miles south of Brazil, has a population of only 64 people. It 
,,"as named from its location in the Wheeler or Cla,y Prairie. 

Bowling Green, the oldest town within the county, was laid out 
in 1825. It was the first county seat of Clay County and held this 
distinction until 1879. The first court house and jail were built in 
1827 of hewn logs. .A second court house was erected but was 
burned in 1851; another was built and first occupied in 1853. This 
building was destroyed by fire in 1910. The county seat has been 
located at Brazil since 1879. Bowling Green has a public school 
employing three teachers, three churches, a flour and grist mill, a 
furniture factory and a sawmill. 

There is no railroad through the town. .A few years ago a line 
was in the course of construction, passing near the town, but failed 
of completion after much work had been done. The nearest rail
road accommodation is Center Point. .A hack line operates be
tween the two towns. 

Poland, the only town in Cass Township, is six miles north of 
Bowling Green and a half mile from the Owen County line. It is 
located in a good agricultural region. This part of the county 
was settled chiefly by Germans, and their thrift has shown upon 
the development and improvement of the farms. .A large German 
church is situated one mile south of the town. 

GENERAL. 

The growth of the county may be readily seen from the fol
lowing concerning the population and industries: The popular 
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tion III 1836 was 1,616; in 1840, 5,567; in 1850, 7,000; and III 

1910, 32,535. An old historical report of 1850 gives the follow· 
ing information: "There are seven stores, four lawyers, twelve 
physicians, twelve preachers, four grist and sawmills and the 
usual proportion of the different mechanical trades. The sur
plus articles for exportation are ~heat, hogs, cattle and horses." 
The total farm area is 212,036 acres, of which 165,553 acres are 
improved. The value of the total taxable property of the county 
is $14,866,000, of which the farm land and improvements amount 
to $6,267,675. Land sells on the average for about $50 per acre 
for farming purposes, but commands much higher prices when 
underlain with coal deposits. The price for the best of the land 
is from $300 to $500 per acre. 

The chief crops grown in the county are wheat, corn, oats, and 
rye. The county produces annually about 800,000 bushels of corn, 
an average of about 25 bushels per acre; wheat 245,000 bushels with 
an average yield of 12 to 15 bushels, with an occasional yield of 
30 to 40 bushels per acre; oats 226,700 bushels, ranging in yield 
from 10 to 25 bushels per acre; some small patches of buck\yheat 
are grown and produce on the average of 10 bushels per acre; a bout 
100 acres of rye are grown annually and give a yield of about 10 
bushels per acre; timothy about 36,000 tons, a yield of from one to 
Ii tons per acre. The county ranks among the ten leading counties 
in the State both in acreage and production of timothy hay; about 
5,000 acres of clover are grown, giving a yield of about a ton and 
a quarter per acre. Some seed is hulled, but the production is very 
low; the average yield for the county is abOl}t 700 bushels, which 
is less than one bushel per acre for the amount thrashed. Alfalfa, 
about 50 acres, yielding on the average about three or four tons 
per acre, with some exceptional yields of six and eight tons per 
acre, when the soils were limed and the best care tHken in the har
vesting. 

From 450 to 500 acres of potatoes are grown and yield from 
50 to 60 bushels per acre. Tomato growing promises to become of 
considerable importance. A large acreage was planted during the 
past season, but it is difficult to estimate the yield for a good sea
son since the season of 1911 was so very dry that the crop could 
not mature. For a few years past, about 250 acres have been 
grown and yielded from two to three tons per acre. 

Peas grow well, and an increasing acreage is being grown each 
year; about 460 bushels of onions are grown, giving about 75 bu
shels per acre. All small fruits are grown to some extent. About 
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8,000 bushels of berries of various kinds are grown annually, giving 
a yield of about ] 25 bushels per acre. Small areas about Brazil, 
Cloverland, Ashboro and Clay City are devoted to truck farming 
and the growing of small fruit. The soils are well adapted to this 
purpose, but so far the interest taken in the production of such 
crops has not produced yields hy any means sufficient to supply 

the county's demands. 
Clay County has not reached its highest development. 
Coal mining has been the principal industry of the county. At 

present the county does not stand at the head of the list in the pro
duction of any of the farm products, and in some of the grain 
crops it ranks but seventieth among the 92 counties. Some Indiana 
soil has produced 150 bushels ef corn per acre; some in Clay 
County has produced 80 to 100 bushels, but the average crop ii-l 
only 25 bushels. There is great opportunity for growth and de
velopment along this line. 

Dairying offers to be a pa.ying enterprise in this county. III 
the north central part of the county a considerable number of 
cattle are kept yvhich furnish milk supplies for Brazil and Terre 
Haute. An attempt is being made at present to establish a cream
ery at Clay City. The locality is a very favorable one for this 

industry. 
'rhe land about Clay City is specially adapted for cattle raising 

and dairying. There are at present very few farmers in the lo
cality who keep more than two or three cows, a few have six to 
eight, and a number have one or none. One of the principal needs 
in the keeping of cows is a good supply of summer feed. All about 
Clay City and chiefly to the east and south are hundreds of acres 
of land which are practically without use, and could readily be 
made to yield good returns as pasture land. 

The yield of the grain crops per acre is low on the majority of 
the farms, and the chief reason is that the soils have been depleted 
hy continual cropping. 

All produce raised is marketed from the farms and all organic 
matter and available plant foods are destroyed. If enough cows 
were kept on each farm to eat the crops produced, the material 
taken from the soil would be restored through the manure. 

In times when a large amount of humus was being restored to 
the soil through the application of barnyard manure, there was no 
need for commercial fertilizers, but grain crops began to fail in 
their production. The cause of this diminution of course was the 
incompletenl's'; of the returns of the soil ingredients taken off by 
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the crops, when they were exported to the cities or other regions. 
Such a condition led to the discovery of mineral fertilizer. The 
only possible substitute for stable manure is found in green manur
ing with leguminous plants conjointly with the use of mineral fer
tilizers. If such crops are grown on the farms to keep up the soils, 
a double value may thus be secured by pasturing and feeding cattle 
on the crops. The use of commercial fertilizers alone leads to the 
depletion of humus substances which renders the proper tilth of 
the seed bed impossible and causes a compacting of the surface 
soil which no tillage can remedy. While manure is valuable be
cause of the chemical composition it is well understood that its 
efficiency is largely due to the important physical effects it pro
duces in the soils. The manure alsb acts readily upon the bacterial 
activity of the soil. It renders the soil ingredients more availab18 
and imparts to the soil the loose condition required in a good seed 
bed. 

The establishment of a creamery in Clay City will be one of the 
best things which could be done to assist in the proper agricultura 1 
development of the surrounding country and bring about the fer 
tilization of all the land. 

Transportation facilities.-In general, the railway facilities or 
the county are good. Some parts of the county are, however, some 
what handicapped by lack of railway transportation. The C., C .. 
C. & St. L., or Big Four, Railroad crosses the northern part of the 
county, with a double tra,ck line; the Pennsylvania Road (the Van 
dalia) crosses from east to west through Brazil, is also double 
tracked. These lines run almost straight east to west across the 
county. The Vandalia has branch lines, the old line passing to 
the southwest from Brazil through Turner, Staunton, and back to 
Terre Haute. The Center Point Branch from the main line ex
tends south to Asherville and Center Point. Several other branches 
and switches lead out to the various mines and clay plants. The 
Central Indiana (Midland) now operated by the Big Four and 
Pennsylvania Lines, extends from Brazil north through Carbon 
and connects with points north and east. 

The C., E. & I. runs north from Brazil and extends through 
the northwest part of the county. This road joins the main di
vision at Momence, Illinois. A main branch of the E. & I. or E. 
& T. H. extends from Terre Haute through the southwest part of 
the county, passing through Cory to Saline City, where it forms 
the junction with the Brazil branch, and extending south t.hrol1g-11 
Clay City, then turning to the south and east to Worthington ana 
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then in a southwestern direction through Washington to Evans
ville. The C., 1. & L. (Monon) comes into Clay City from the 
east and turns south through Howesville into the Linton coal field; 
this division connects with the main line at Wallace Junction. The 
Southern Indiana extends across the southwest corner of the 
county, through Coalmont, with a branch extending off to the south
west into Sullivan County. The Indianapolis division of the line 
a" planned was partly constructed from Black Hawk, Vigo County, 
to Eel River near Bowling Green in 1904-05, but operations ceased 
and have never been renewed. The T. H., 1. & E. traction line 
extends across the county almost paralleling the Vandalia Railroad 
It gives hourly service between Indianapolis and Terre Haute, wit;l 
additional cars between Terre Haute and Brazil. The railroads 
give good connection with Indianapolis, St. Louis, Evansville, Chi
cago and many other good commerciat' centers. A north and south 
interurban line through the county would be a great benefit; such 
a line would encourage dairying, truck-farming and fruit growing. 

The county has 800 miles of public roads, with 250 miles im
provcd, of which 160 miles are improved with crushed stone and 
nbout 50 miles with broken stone with a top dressing of gravel and 
lhe rcmainder with gravel alone. The roads are, as a rule, in goorl 
(~ondition, and the farmers are well satisfied with their investments 
in improved roads. Some parts of the county are abundantly sup
plied with good road material, while other parts have no a,vailable 
road metal. 

Agl'ic'altural Societies.-The farmers of the county attempted 
10 organize an agricultural society as early as 1853. In the" Eel 
HiveI' Proceeding" of August 27th, the first issue of the paper, the 
following editorial appeared concerning the organization of such 
a society: "There is considerable talk among the farmers of the 
county at the present in regard to the organization of an agricul
tural society. We hope they may persevere until they accomplish 
their object. _ '1'he farmers will find it much to their advantage and 
should not cease working on the matter until a society is organized. 
They hnve a newspaper in the county now to attend to the publish
ing department, and there is no excuse for any further delay." 

In the meeting which followed it was decided to hold the first 
fair at Bowling Green. The movement met with success and the 
fair was held the next year at the same place. The following year 
the fair was ,held at Center Point. The fair was held at this place 
for five years; then in 1862 new grounds were secured at Bowling 
Green, but >yith the public attention being absorbed by the Civil 
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War the fair was abandoned for several years. In 1869, the county 
was in a joint organization with Owen, Monroe, Morgan, Greene, 
Putnam, Lawrence and Hendricks counties and the fair was held 
at Gosport. Township fairs were held at various times and places 
during the years 1857-1860. 

In 1878 the Clay County Fair Association was organized. In 
1882 the" Clay City Industrial Fair" held a three days' exhibition 
near Clay City. Following this the "Harrison Township Agricul
tural Society" was formed. This organization was established at 
Brazil, but the organization passed out of existence a number of 
years ago and the grounds have been plotted in city lots. 

A farmers' institute has been maintained for the past twenty
five years and meetings are held at various places in the county. 
In 1908 the society was organized as the "Clay County Farmers' 
Institute Association." The meetings are usually well attended. 
Good speakers on various agricultural questions are secured for the 
meetings. The general discussions which take place in the meetings 
are of much importance. The exchange of methods among farmers 
tllemselves should be an important phase of these meetings. There 
are some of the best farmers, however, who do not take interest in 
the meetings, for the reason that they do not feel that the meet
ings are of any special value to them, but these are the very onps 
who should be encouraged to give their methods to others. An
other class not much interested is the poor farmer who does not 
have faith in new and up-to-date methods for the reason that he 
has not seen the thing demonstrated and is not of a progre~sive 
nature to seek for a better plan. The institutes are therefore 
chiefly attended by the wide-awake, and medium well-to-do farmer. 

The Boys' Corn Club has created considerable interest during 
the past few years. The ,Voman's Auxiliary was organized at Clay 
City in 1907. 

PHYSIOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY. 

Topography.-The surface is principally level or slightly un
dulating. 'l.'he rougher portions are found along the principal 
streams, chiefly Otter Creek and its tributaries in the northwestern 
part and across the central northern; Croy's Creek in the south· 
east, and along the immediate bDrder between the bottoms and 
uplands along Eel River. The elr\'}ltion<>; range from 550 feet to 
700 feet on a few points. 

Although the present slll'f:1('e is fairly un i form, the drill pros
pecting and coal mining show that the old preglacial surface has 
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been lll'ettr thoroughly dissected, an(l if the pl'(,I-Wnt surface could 
be removed, deeply erodrd channels with int('rv(~lling ridges would 
be characteristic of the topography. '1'IH'se eh<lllnels are of special 
~oncern to the mining industry. '1'11e (llllOllllt of coal underlying 
a tract of land is uncertain, and nllwh (h'illing and prospective 
investigation within the mines is neces:,;ary to determine the value 
of coal properties. "Some of these hidden channels have been re
vealed by mining operations or the drill. Thus nea'r Carbon, Sec· 
tion five (13 N., 6 W.) three old channels exist, running southwest, 
one passing a short distance east of the Litchfield shaft, the other 
iwo, some 100 feet or so broad, crossing the property of Eureka 
No.2 shaft, cutting out the upper coal. South of Carbon drilling!; 
are reported to have revealed a broad channel crossing Section 'j 

(] 3 N., 6 W.) and running south on the top of the hill west of 
Otter Creek, then still south to the west of Brazil, then ·turning 
nnd passing south to Turner, Section 11 (12 N., 7 W.) and going 
west into Vigo County. In like manner these old valleys have 
been met ill all parts of the county."* 

At the Leachman Gravel Pit in the southeast quarter of Section 
12 (13 N., 7 VV.) the deposit seems to be a preglacial channel. ']'0 

the east and west, coal is found at the same level as the gravel and 
sand. Well drillings and mine shafts show the deposit to be at 
least 100 acres in extent, with a thickness of 10 to 50 feet. 'rhe 
pit is opened along the hed of a small stream, where the gravel is 
covered 'with only from three to five feet of soil and clay, but out· 
side the valley the covering is from 15 to 30 feet thick. 

Geological Formations.-The surface formations of the countv 
c011sist of the Huron, the Mansfield and the Coal Measures. 

The Huron comprises an area in the eastern part of about 
eight square miles along the valley of Eel River and Croy's Creek, 
gnd to the east where the Mansfield sandstone· has been eroded 
away. The Huron formation consists of a series of shales, sand
stones and thin bedded limestone. None of this formation is well 
enough developed to be of any economic importance in the county. 
The shales have contributed somewhat to the soils of the hillsides 
and the stream bottoms of the area. 

'rhe Mansfield sandstone is a massive, coarse to medium grained 
sandstone containing, usually, considerable iron. It is the surface 
over an area of about 50 square miles. Its greatest thickness is 
[I.bout 75 feet. At the base if' a rather persistent layer of black, 

" G. II. Ashley. Heport State Geologist, 1898, p. 520. 
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coaly shale. The streams through this area follow very closely the 
outcrop of this formation and are cutting d:Jwn the dip, so that in 
many places vertical or overhanging cliffs are produced. The 
finest scenery within the county is developed along the exposures 
of the stone. At several points it is of sufficient purity to be a 
source of glass sand and a number of investigations and analyses 
have been made for the purpose of interesting persons in the de
velopment of 'this industry. Near Bowling Green are some fine 
examples of glacial scoring upon the surface of the Mansfield. The 
weathering of this formation has been the source of much of the 
sand content of the alluvial soils of the county. 

The coal measures proper consist of a series of sandstones, 
shales, coal, underclays and thin bedded limestones. These are the 
economic rock of the county. The shales, underclays and coal have 
been the natural resources which have developed Clay County. The 
limestones are good for road metal and railway ballast. 

The following sections will show the nature and thickness of th3 
soils and the various members of the geological formation. 

,",'eetion at the Simp80n Mine and Clay Factory, Two Miles West Of Carbon. 

Feet. 
Soil and surface clay.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Yellow surface clay..................... 4 
Gray to yellow, shaly sandstone ..... " . .. 17 
Coal IV................................. 3 

Inches, 

o 
o 
o 

10 
Under clay.............................. 6 8 
Blue to gray shale...................... 28 0 
Coal III .............................. ,. 3 2 
Under clay merging into sandstone.... . .. 7 0 

Total depth......................... 71 8 

Open Pit on the Jokn A. Wells Farm, One-halt Mile Southu;est of Cat'lion. 

Feet. 
Soil .................................... 1 
Yellow clay............................. 5 
Blue clay and sand, "Joint clay". . . . . . . . . 4 
Blue gray shale......................... 4 
Coal IV................................. 4 
'Cnder clay.............................. 6 

Inches. 

6 
o 
o 
4 
1 
2 

Total depth......................... 25 1 

This pit gives an excellent view showing the contact betwee:1 
the different materials; the overlying soil is a typical, fine grainec1 
drift clay, free from impurities. 
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Section at the Shaft of the American Sewer Pipe Comp(tny. 

Feet. 

Soil, yellow clay ........ , .............. · 12 
Bowlder clay ................ ·.· .. ······· 7 
Gray clay shale......................... 33 
Coal..................... ............... 2 
Under clay ........................ ··.··· 3 
Blue clay shale .......................... 19 
Shale, dark bituminons, fossiliferous...... 1 
(Joal ......... ,......................... 3 
Under clay ............................ ·· 5 

Total ..................... ,......... 86 

Inche", 

o 
o 
o 
3 
2 
o 
6 
(l 

4 

9 
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&cction at Open Pit of the Chicago Sewer Pipe Oompany, South Of B1·uzil. 

Feet. 

Surface soil and clay (stripped).......... 1 
Reddish yellow drift clay................ 8 
Decomposed shale and reddish clay mixed, 5 
Drab to blue clayey shale............... 10 
Coal V ........................... ··.···· 0 
Under clay .... , ................. ' .. , . .... 5 

Total .............................. 30 

Inches. 
6 
o 
o 
o 
4 
6 

4 

Section on the Wm. T. Jenkins' Farm, Three-quarters of a Miie South of 
Center Point. 

Feet. 

Soil and yellow clay. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
Gray sandy shale and sandstone. . . . . . . . . . 4 
Blue clayey shale ............. ·.·.······ 14 
Coal IV.................. ............... 3 
Under clay .... , .......... , .... ·.·.·.···· 3+ 

Total .............................. 34+ 

Inches. 
o 
6 
6 
o 
o 

o 

gection of Open Pit of the may City Brick and Clay Company, Th1'ee
fourths Mile Southeast of may City. 

Feet. 

Soil and yellow surfaee elny,........... 15 
Blue clayey shale ............... ······,· 16 
Coal V .......... , ..... , ....... ···.······ 2 
Under clay ....................... · ... ·.. 8 

Total , ........ "., .............. ,.. 41 

Inches. 
o 
o 

10 
o 

10 

Drainage.-T'he drainage of the county belongs to two systems. 
'rhe north and south forks of Otter Creek drain the northwestern 
part of the county and flow into the Wabash River. The rest of 
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lhe cOlInty is drained by Eel River and its tributaries. Eel River 
joins \Vhite River at Worthington. '1'he angle at which the jUll<'

tion is formed is a great hindrance to the successful flow of the 
waters from the Eel River Rystem. The waters are discharged 
almost directly up the channel of White River, and consequently 
the flow is checked, and also -ivhen high waters corne down th' 
,Vhite River the waters are backed up into the Eel River channc: 
often causing disastrous overflows in the valley of the latter stream . 
..An attempt will be made to straighten the channel at this point 
and thus aid in the drainage of the Eel River flats, both in Greene 
and Clay counties. An old dam at the mouth of the river is also 
a source of serious trouble to the outlet. This point is boosted for 
its water-power facilities, but the clearing away of all obstacles in 
order to secure better drainage of the farm lands will be of much 
more value than all the income to be derived from water power. 

It is unfortunate that the name Eel River has been applied to 
two streams within the State. The river here being considered 
should not be confused with n~e Eel River which enters the Wabas!; 
at Logansport. 

Eel River has a length of about 100 miles. The east fork known 
as Mill Creek, which rises in Hendricks County, crosses the corner 
of Morgan, and traverses the limestone region of Owen County, 
is about 40 miles in length; and the west fork, vValnut Creek, 
which has its source in southern central Boone Oounty, flows across 
the corner of Hendricks into Putnam, where it crosses over the 
edge of the Wisconsin drift, is 50 miles or more in length. Below 
the junction of these forks, the stream has a length of about 45 
miles, not including the minor windings of the channel. The dis· 
tance of flow through Olay Oounty is about 36 miles. The stream 
follows a very meandering course, and has a sand choked channel. 
'I'he material is derived in part from the glaeial drift, but largely 
from the heavy sandstone formations exposed along the course and 
especially in the tributaries. The following description of the Eel 
River area from the" History of Olay Oounty" by William Travi" 
gives a good account of the attempts to work out safeguards agaimt 
dood waters, and to establish a satisfactory drainage system. '1'h9 
description also includes the tributaries of Eel River which dOlI· 
entirely or in part within the county. 

"From the point at which Eel River crosses the line into this 
county in Township 12 north, range 5 west, it flows in a direction 
west of south until it strikes the rocky bluff at Bellaire, a distance 
of ten miles on the straight line where it is deflected, then flows in 
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a direction a little south of west until it strikes the foot of Old 
. Hill, another distance of about ten miles on the straight line, where 

it is again deflected, from which point it flows uninterruptedly in 
~L southeastern direction, a distance of 13 miles to the extreme 
southeast corner of the county. The entire length of the stream 
from the source of Walnut to the mouth at Point Commerce, Greene 
County, including its meandel'ings, cannot be accurately estimated, 
but may be approximated at 300 miles. An air line from the sourc~ 
in Boone County to the confluence with White River will measure 
about 100 miles. Counting from the source of Mill Creek the dis
tance is less. In its tortuous trend, it practically crosses the county 
twice. At a point just below Bellaire it approaches within half 
a mile of the Owen County line at Old Hill, within two miles of the 
Vigo County line, and as it flows out of the county it touches 
within half a mile of the Greene County line. It divides the 
county into two very irregular and unequal sections, two-seventh'! 
of the territory lying on the east and five-sevenths on the west side 
of the stream. In other words, the area on the east is to. that on 
the west as 1 to 2.5. In its circuit from the Rhodes Bluff to the 
point of its covering the Owen County line, a cDurse Df 90 miles, 
it forms a remarkable triangular-shaped bend presenting numerous 
equally remarkable horseshoe crooks all along its course. The dis
tance direct between these two points, which are substantially on 
the same meridian, is but 12 miles. 

"Eel River has but cDmparatively little fall in its course 
through the county a.nd is therefore a sluggish stream. Assuming 
the elevation of the SDurce of the stream in Boone County to. be 
950 feet above sea level and that of the mouth of the river at 533 
feet, approximately the entire course of the stream at 300 miles, 
1he fall would be 417 feet, or practically 17 inches to the mile. 
l:<"rom the sluggishness of the stream three things are easily deduc
ible; (1) That it affords facilities for navigation. If there be any 
doubt that Eel River is ranked among the navigable streams of the 
State in the estimation of the pioneer legislator, it ma.y be removel1 
by the citation of the fact that in 1829 the General Assembly 
passed an act empowering the board of justice for Clay County to 
lemove obstructions from the channel Df the stream as br up as 
Croy's Mill for purposes Df navigation. (2) That its water priv
ileges for manufacturing purposes are but meager. There have 
been flouring mills and sawmills operated along its course, but at 
times, in both the wet and dry seasons of the year the stage Df the 
water is such as to. render them inoperative. (3) That it readily 
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overflows and inundates the lowlands bordering upon it, which is 
both an advantage and a disadvantage. While it contributes to the 
fertility and productiveness of the soil it is detrimental to health 
and to the crops. The river bottom proper, which varies in width 
from a half mile to three miles, has been inundated frequently to 
a depth varying from a few inches to five or six feet. Naturally 
this overflow accumulates a great deal of drift which tends to the 
thannel as the water recedes. 

"For thirty years after the organization of the county, Eel 
River was crossed either by ford or ferry. Usually during the 
summer and fall months the stream could be safely forded at all 
main road crossings. To this there was an exception, which was the 
crossing of the Greencastle-Carlisle road at Brunswick on the lower 
course of the stream. 

"The first ferry on Eel River was established by David Thomas, 
a very early pioneer, near Bowling Green, before the date of tlw 
organization of the county and operated with but temportary sus
pension for practically a half century--up to the time of the com· 
pJetion of the present bridge at the crossing immediately west of 
the town of Bowilng Green about 1870, and did a traffic far beyond 
that of any other ferry in the county, which was a source of profit 
to the proprietor. Succeeding David Thomas, this ferry was op
erated by his son, ~rames P. Thomas, and family, until the time of 
its abandonment. A ferry was established also at the original old 
bridge crossing, at Bo·wling Green, by Elkin and Campbell, _ in the 
latter part of 1808. 

"Parker's Ferry at the road crossing directly ,vest of the town 
of Poland, at the former Nicholas Cromwell place, was established 
by William B. Parker very soon after he came to the county in 
1835 and was operated at seasons of the year when the stage of 
water in the stream made it necessary, up to the time of the con
struction of the bridge crossing, a short distance up the stream in 
1872. 

"At the Feeder Dam a ferry was operated for a number of 
years by William T. T. McKee, who located there in business at the 
time of the opening of the canal, in 1850, which. was afterward 
conducted by Levi Huffman and still later by Jessie A. Allee up 
tc the time of the building of the original bridge at this point, 
which was completed in 1879. Down the river between the dam 
and the Old Hill were the Harris Ferry at the mouth of Birch 
Creek, operated at the time of the Civil War by David Harris, and 
the Wilkins Ferry a mile above the mouth of Splunge Creek, con-
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ducted by John Luther and later by David Lee. First below the 
Old Hill was the ferry at the Perry Holston place. 

"Eel River basin, that scope of territory drained by this strea!ll, 
covers an area of probably 1,000 square miles, including practically 
all of Clay County, with part of Owen, Putnam, Boone, Hendricks 
and Morgan counties. Tributary to tha,t part of Eel River lying 
within the borders of this county, including its lower and middle 
courses,· are as many as thirty smaller streams, of which the larger 
number are affiuents from the west side. On either side are three 
principal branches, Jordan, Six Mile and Big Creek on the east; 
Croys Creek, Birch Creek, Splunge Creek on the west. 

, , Jordan has three distinct sources, rising in Jackson, Jennings 
and l\forgan townships, Owen County. The main source is near 
Cataract. The three branches flow together one mile north of J or
dan Village and a half mile' east of the county line, the main 
stream then flowing westward into Eel River at Bowling Green. 
The surface drained by this stream is uneven and rugged, at placE'S 
precipitous and h~lly, affording sufficient current for motor pur
poses and the operations of mills of minimum capacity. There have 
been on this water course as many as four flour mills for the pro
duction of breadstuffs and feed. 

"Big Creek rises at a different point in the northern and east
ern parts of Harrison Township. The basin of this stream blends 
with that of Eel River, as do the waters of the two streams, so that 
the shallow confines of the creek are soon overflowed and the pro
portions of the stream expanded over large areas. So superficial 
is the bed of this stream at places that it almost loses its identity, 
its water diffusing promiscuously over the bottoms. However, 
that section of it known as "the lake," something more than a mile 
in extent, lying two and one-half miles northwest of Clay City, is 
a marked exception, of which the well defined banks, depth of: 
channel and volume of water would seem to indicate that it might 
have been at some time part of a section of a much more preten· 
tious water course. At ordinary water stage, Big Creek forces its 
way into Eel River through two channels. The natural one flows 
from the lake to the southwest, entering the river below the 01'1 
"Eldorado" mili seat; the artificial one known as "the ditch," 
starting at a point a mile or more north of the Kossuth Road, about 
five and one·half miles in length, and flowing into the river a little 
distance above Brunswick. This channel was cut by the State in 
1854 to drain the swamp lands when the channel of this stream 

11-29153 



View of Guirl Ditch thrcugh Pucketts Prairie, Clay County, 

ll, idgo across Sp~unge Creek at Old Hill. The stone wall and flood-gate up stream from the 
Qridge were CODst,ucted to keep b~ck the flood waters from Eel River, 

'.I:lIe creel< QOttom is soIiel sunelstone at this !,omt, 
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was also cleared of obstruction to what is yet known as the Crom
well Place, near the old rose patch. 

"Croys Creek rises on the border of Putnam County, threl~ 

miles northwest of Lena, flowing in a southwestern course acro,;" 
the corner of Parke County line between Lena and Calcutta, thence 
southeasterly through Van Buren Township, emptying into Eel 
River immediately above Carpenters Creek. A west side branch 
of this stream rises near Benwood, runs southeast and makes the 
junction with the main creek in the northeast corner of Jackson 
Township. '1'he valley of this creek, like that of the Jordan, is 
very narrow, bordered at many places by short and rugged hills, 
the rocky bluffs approaching each other so closely as to leave but 
gorges for the passage of the stream. 

"Birch Creek drains the central part of the county and is th(' 
largest tributory of Eel River. It has three or more distinct 
sources, all of which lie within the county. The east branch of this 
~tream rises ncar Knightsville, the middle branch near Brazil, anl 
the west branch at several points near Newburg. From the con
tluence of these three branches, near the iron bridge at the Zenor 
cemetery in Jackson Township, Birch Creek flows west of south 
into the river, just below the old aqueduct and directly opposite 
the former Daniel Harris place. The length of this water course 
is about 18 miles. 

"This stream was named from the profusion of birch timber 
along its banks. The middle branch of it is kno,Yn also as "Pogue's 
Run of Brazil," in allusion to Pogue's Run flowing through the 
city of Indianapolis, which because of the repeated annoyance and 
damage by overflows was improved by confining the course and 
flow of the stream within a walled channel. This stream is to be 
henceforth controlled and retained by similar improvements. 

"Aside from Eel River, Birch Creek is the historic stream of 
the county, having contributed as a feeder to the Wabash and Erie 
Canal and having been also the scene of the Reservoir War, on th,· 
banks of which was encamped in June,. 1855, the army of occupa
tion. 

"Splunge Creek rises in Vigo County, flowing eastward in the 
main across the old reservoir grounds, crossing the line into Clay 
County a mile or more west of the foot of the Old Hill, at which 
point it empties into Eel River. 

"That part of the county drained by Otter Creek, including all 
of Dick Johnson Township and parts of Van Buren, Brazil and 
Posey townships, about one-tenth of the area of the county, does 
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DOt belong to the basin of Eel River, but tributory to the Wabash. 
The main creek rises in Jackson Township, Parke County, crosses 
the Dick Johnson Township line three-fourths of a mile west of 
the northwest corner of Van Buren and flows across the township 
into Vigo County. In the southwest corner of Nevins Township, 
Vigo County, Otter Creek proper is formed and flows thence into 
the Wabash. 

"A quarter of a century ago, the notion prevailed on the part 
(If many of the interested landholders, shared largely by the public, 
that the practical, effectual, permanent and therefore economical 
way of averting the overflow and inundation of the large area of 
the valuable lands in the big bend of the river was to change the 
course of the stream by cutting a channel through from Rhodes 
Bluff thereabout to a point below New Brunswick. With this ob
ject in view an informal survey and profile of the lands subject to 
overflow and sought to be reclaimed, conducted by Elias Coop
rider, was made in the fore part of 1884, showing an area of 40 
sections, something more than 25,000 acres, lying between Rhodes 
Bluff and the county line above Johnston. Upon the basis of esti
mate, it was &hown also that there could be produced one-half mil
lion bushels of corn annually, worth approximately $200,000, on 
these reclaimed lands. In the month of January following, peti
tions were put into circulation asking the Legislature to make an 
appropriation of $40,000 to aid in the excavation of the proposed 
channel and the straightening of the stream, the cost of which was 
estimated at $60,000, setting forth that such improvements would 
reclaim lands, the taxable valuation of which would add $750,000 
to the duplicate. The General Assembly, however, did not favor. 
ably consider and act upon the memorial. Without the assistance 
from the State by way of appropriations, the cost of such an under. 
taking was considered too big and was therefore practically aban. 
doned. But at the session of the General Assembly in 1889, an act 
was passed providing for the incorporation of associations and the 
issuing of bonds of drainagES, and the prevention of overflows by 
the cutting of ditches, construction of levees, etc. The cost of such 
improvements to be proportionately assessed against the land 
thereby benefited. 

"But it was not until ten years later that any concerted actio:] 
was taken by the disinterested landholders, when within the perio 1 
of practically six years bonds were issued by the county aggregat
ing more than $100,000 for such improvements. May 18, 1899, fo' 
the excavation of the Lafferty Ditch, 20 bonds of $810 each, or 
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$16,200, were issued; June 1, 1900, for Connelly Ditch, 73 bonds 
of $500, or $36,500; September 15, 1902, on account M the Lewis 
Township Improvement Company, 44 bonds of $500, or $22,000; 
:l\fay 16, 1903, for the Old Hill levee, 30 bonds of $100 each, or 
$3,000; October 7, 1904, for the Guirl Ditch, 40 bonds of $500 
each, one of $338.11, and one for $338.16, or $2,676.27; January 
16, 1900, on account of the Eel River Improvement Company, 5ll 
boneL.;; of $500 each, or $25,000. 

"In times of protracted and heavy rainfalls, Eel River bottom 
has been frequently covered with floods which have swept the val
ley from hill to hill. 'l'he amount of damage sustained in the loss 
of property from this cause is dependent largely on the season, but 
011 the aggregate it is incalculable. No season is exempt from these 
visitations. If the floods come in the summer time, the greatest 
damage is to the crops. If in winter time, to stock. There are now 
but few living who were here at the memorable flood of 1847, so 
that it is impracticable to attempt to give any account in detail 
of the destruction caused by it. Mention has already been made 
of the accumulation of drift traceable thereto and of the under
minin~ and washing away of the Anquilla flouring mill. 

"The flo~d, which came the middle of Ma~, 1854, was unprece
dented in the suddenness of its rising, reaching the high water 
mark within an incredibly short time, then receding as quickly, 
the like of which had never before been witnessed, from the effect 
of which the farmers of the flooded area did not recover that year. 
The freshet of July, 1866, immediately succeeding the wheat har
vest, was signally destructive of the crops then standing in the 
shock, which were floated about and lodged promiscuously against 
fences, trees, and other obstacles at places in heaps by the road
sides. 

"The flood tide of 1875 exceeded that of any previous or after 
time in the history of the county as known to civilization. Follow
ing the incessant rainfall of the last days of July, the crest of the 
flood on the first day of August, Sunday, rose above all known 
high water marks. Families living in the flooded districts who ha 1 
not gone to the uplands in anticipation of the worst, who lived in 
two-story houses were driven to the upper floor and tenants of one· 
story buildings to the attic and even to the roof for safety. Relief 
parties in boats ministered to the wants of the imprisoned and dis
tressed, rescuing those whose lives were in peril. Stock which had 
not been driven to the hills or collected upon a few knolls not 
covered with the waters was lost, only an occasional straggler show-
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ing Up after the passing of the flood. The track of the Terre Haute 
and Southern Railroad between the river and the bluffs of Big 
Creek was covercd with a depth of from three to four feet, boats 
passing over it in the rowing back and forth. The flood rose to 
the level of the floor of the wagon road at Bowling Green from I:') 
to 18 feet above low water mark at that point. Thousands of acres 
(If corn were destroyed. On the higher lands along the course of 
the stream were hundreds of people on Sunday to witness the 
scenes attending the swirlings of the flood. 

"In the spring and summer of 1882 there were repeated fresh
ets from heavy rains falling at intervals. Corn planting was late 
and after a large per cent. of the acreage had been once plowed 
there came another overflow which drowned out the growth, neces
sitating the replanting of the same acreage, which was not finished 
until the last days of June. Many farmers abandoned their in
tended planting. The harvest time of this year was exceedingly 
wet. Very heavy showers deluged the country, bottom and upland 
0n the 27th and 28th of June, so that the use of machines in th\~ 
grain fields had to be abandoned, as horses mired down and had to 
te helped out, farmers resorting to the cradle and rake in caring for 
the crop. . 

"'l'he flood of February, 1883, did not lack much of ·coming up 
to that of August, 1875. The experience of the popUlation of the 
river district was but repetitions of those of former years, intensi
fied by low temperature and hard freezing. Schools were closed 
and all communication cut off from the outside territory. There 
was much suffering and loss of stock from drowning and being 
frozen up in the ice, standing in several feet of water, from which 
relief came only by chopping them out. The distress of the ice
bound inhabitants was relieved by aid committees from Clay City 
and other points. The Clay City Independent of February 9th 
said: 'Notwithstanding the elevation of the tracks of the Terre 
Haute and Southeastern Railroad across Big Creek bottom, it has 
been again submerged for considerable distance to the depth of one 
and a half or two feet. At one place the grad') was completely 
washed orit, leaving the track hang as a connection by way of sus
pension. We had no mail on Monday, no trains crossed until Thurs
day, hence we had no freight arrivals during the interval between 
Saturday and Thursday. Cabins in the low bottoms have been 
filled up to the square and some wholly inundated. In many in
stances, on second bottom dwellings have been filled to the win· 
dows in the lower story, the occupants being driven upstairs. Ow-
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ing to the cold weather and the ice, stock has suffered greatly. The 
present indications are that more stock will be lost by this freshet 
than anyone known in this section. The river is reported com
pletely clogged with ice from the bend below the railroad bridge 

down to Old HilL' 
"Scarcely a year goes by without one or more such rises in Eel 

River. The conditions and sequences attending them from time to 
time, including all those of more recent years, are very much the 
same. At times the actual loss of property and life is compara
tively meager. In cases of sickness, human suffering has been 
aggravated and prolonged from want of medical attention and re
lief and the burial of the dead delayed from the obstacles inter
posed. In extreme cases, the corpse and necessary train of attend
ants have been moved out by canoes and skiffs. Very young and 
helpless stock, calves, pigs, etc., have been temporarily housed and 
cared for in the family quarters, in kitchen or parlor until the 
subsidence of the water. Horses and other stock have been stifled 
and drowned in their stalls from the sudden rising of the flood 
tides by night, or in the absence of anyone to release them. Small 
game and vermin inhabiting the bottom lands, driven from their 
retreats and haunts congregate on the few elevations or exposed 
points, especially the levees, where they may be taken with but 
little effort. Scores of rabbits at such times are found pacing to 
and fro upon the thrown up embankments of the stream, awaiting 
their fate at the hands of whomsoever may come along. 

"As a result in effect from these frequent and sudden rises and 
flow of the currents there have been many changes in the banks 
and the corresponding location of the channels by erosion or the 
washing out of earth at given points, and its deposit elsewhere. In 
other words, the acreage of land on the immediate banks of the 
stream have been cut down or reduced by attrition on the one side 
and enlarged by corresponding accretion on the opposite side. As 
an example of such change wrought by time and flood, the south 
bank of the river at the Luther Place, at a point immediately in 
front of the present residence of ex-County Commissioner Jacal> 
Luther, is now 65 rods removed and north of where it was at the 
time of the Government survey of lands in 1816. And just below 
this point, where the railroad company diverted the flow of the 
stream by cutting an excavation for the straightening of the chan
nel as a precaution to the protection of the bridge, there is now an 
area of made land, covering the bed of the former semicircular 
trend of the stream and the nook about which it coursed its way, 
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the force of the swelling tide striking the south end of the bridge. 
At the angle or bend of the stream a half mile above the Rhodes 
Bluff at the mouth of Six Miles, a part of the ground on which 
stood the town of Bellaire is now swept by the flow of the stream. 
It may be truthfully said that grounds are now being cultivated or 
pastured along the course of Eel River which at a former time were 
so utilized on the opposite side. 

"The old roadway leading around the bend of the stream east 
side, a little distance below the site of Feeder Dam bridge, was so 
repeatedly encroached upon and endangered as to force back the 
line of travel upon the adjoining lands, the county paying thp, 
owners of the premises in the course of years, as by the statute 
provided, for a considerable acreage so appropriated to the public 
use. As matter is indestructible and the law of compensation in 
Nature universally operative, this area of dirt set free by attrition 
at this point, to the loss of the landholders or the county, WW, 

lodged elsewhere by accretion to the gain of some one else. 
"No steam craft is known to have ever plied on Eel River. 

However, it is said that the small boats which used to be operated 
on White River between Point Commerce and Spencer for light 
local traffic half a century ago wcre frequently moved up the mouth 
of Eel River to the mills operated there. In the extreme south 
part of the county, near Hawesville, is a body of water known as 
Muir's Lake, which is believed to be a section of the old river bed, 

. Eel River having at some time changed its channel and flow~d 
through this part of the bottom or valley. Other sections of the 
original channel whieh are not filled with water are easily traceable. 
This lake is about one and a half miles in length, extending in the 
main eastward, and was so named because of William Muir's land.;; 
bordering upon it and the family residence standing near it. This 
body of water is n~rrow and correspondingly deep at places. The 
hed of it at places is said to be rock, and at other places coal. The 
supports of the original bridge at the crossing near the Muir resi
dence are known to have stood upon a solid body of coal. In the 
Early history of the connty, D. A. Hill used to take out coal on the 
banks of this channel for home consumption. It is frequently vis
ited by picnic and fishing parties." 
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SOILS. 

The soils of the county are divided into two general groups, the 
upland and the bottom land. 'l'hese groups comprise six distinct 
types. Of these, the upland type (Knox silt loam) which is derived 
from the drift material and the loess of glacial origin is the most 
extensive. The type is a silt loam varying in color from light ash 
gray through all shades of yellow and brown. It is chiefly a pro
ductive soil. The other types of the upland group are of very lim
ited area. The bottom soils include those of the Eel River flats 
and the lowlands of the tributaries, and the low lying tract known 
as the "Old Reservoir" region. The bottom lands are confined 
almost entirely to the southern half of the county. The soils haVe 
11 wide range of adaptability. All of the ordinary crops are grown, 
many special crops, truck farming and fruit growing, and each 
finds a soil specially suited for its needs. 

There are many local variations in the soil types, but these are 
of small extent and are not mapped separately. Where special 
peeuliarities or adaptations occur, mention is made of same in the 
written report. It is not possible or advisable to make a large num
ller of chemical analyses of soil. Some few complete analyses are 
given and many partial analyses were made to determine certain 
qualities. Some analyses are also given of samples which have been 
collected from adjoining areas surveyed and these will show tht~ 
uniformity of the types of the different areas. About five hundred 
samples of soil were taken over the county for various examina
tions and tests. 

The soil types are determined by mechanical analyses. The most 
important thing to be considered in the determination of a type is 
the texture, which deals with the size of the particle; the structure, 
which deals with the arrangement; the organic matter content, or
igin, color, depth, drainage, topography, native vegetation, and 
natural productiveness~all factors that influence the relation of 
soil to crops must be taken into consideration. 

The grouping known as the soil class is based on texture. All 
soils are made up of particles of different sizes and by means of 
mechanical analyses the ·particles are separated into different grades 
and the various percentage relationships determine the class of 
soil. Seven separations are made which are designated as fine 
gravel, coarse sand, medium sand, fine sand, very fine sand, silt, 
and clay. The class may be designated as a clay, clay loam, sand, 
sandy loam, sandy clay loam, gravelly ·loam, or a stony clay. 

A set of soil classes may be so related through source of ma-
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terial, method of formation, topographical position and coloration 
that the different types constitute merely a gradation in the text
nre of an otherwise uniform material. Soils of different classes 
thus related constitute a series. Soils may, however, be very sim
ilar in origin and texture but may occupy so entirely different 
topographic positions that their relation to crop production is en-

. tirely changed, and this fact would be recognized by another serial 
name. Many of the soil types in any area have been formed by 
the same general processes and necessarily grade into one another 
in respect to all characteristics. It will be observed through this 
report that wherever possible the term used for the name of the 
various types are correlated with those used by the United States 
Bureau of Soils in their classification. '1'here will be found in all 
areas surveyed soils of local origin and of exceptional characteris·· 
tics, which will necessarily be given local names, but such soils 
encountered will be placed as much as possible under the general 
types, but described as to their importance, peculiar qualities, and 
their behavior under cultivation. 

The maps of each county are constructed on a scale of two 
inches to the mile and in the process of printing are reduced to a 
scale of one inch per mile. On a scale of one inch to the mile, a 
square one-eighth of an inch on each side represents ten acres, and 
smaller areas cannot be well represented. In many cases terraces 
are mapped with the valleys. Various markings are used to desig
nate the different soils. On the map all lines such as roads and 
boundaries are necessarily exaggerated, since a mark one hun
dredth of an inch wide on the paper will represent a width of 
nearly fifty-three feet on the ground. In many cases the boundary 
of a soil type can only be mapped approximately because of grad
nal gradations or from errors in the base map. 

The soil maps are as fairly accurate as can be constructed from 
the base maps available, and other data which may be found. It is 
always necessary to be continually checking up all errors which 
are encountered in the field, but often these errors cannot be rem
edied unless a plane table outfit be used and a traverse base map 
constructed in the field. The soil maps shquld show all township 
au'd section lines, roads, both earth and improved, towns, railroads, 
churches and schools. It is not necessary to attempt to construct a 
topographic map, but areas rising to considerable distance above 
the surrounding country and distinct bluffs or the occurrence of a 
hill in a level tract, such as cut-off hills and lost ridges should be 
indicated by some special markings. 
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The following table gives the names of the various soil types 
and the area occupied by each: 

Knox silt loam ................................... 212 
Wabash silt loam ............. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. 90 
Modi silt loam ....................... . . . . . . . . . . . .. 36 
Waba,sh clay loam ................................ 12 
Middlebury sand .................. '. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Sioux sandy loam 
Sandy clay loa III 

Total 

} ................. , ........... . 

KNOX SWl' LOAM. 

4 

357 

The Knox silt loam is the same as the Miami silt loam described 
in former reports. It is the most extensive type in the county. It 
is the common "yellow clay" seen exposed in ravines and along 
public roads and railway cuts. This soil is derived from the drift 
and loess material. In many places the soil is greatly modified by 
the residual materials which enter into its composition. Where tho 
underlying rocks have entered into the making of the soil, the sand 
content is usually higher than in the true silt loam. 

The topography of the area occupied by this type is in general 
almost level to slightly hilly. 'l'he hills are low and rounded, with 
gently sloping sides, and intervening valleys are broad and flat. 
The only abrupt hills occur along the immediate border of some of 
the·streams. The rolling topography furnishes good natural drain
age. With proper care there is little injury resulting from 
erosion, but when the soils are neglected it suffers greatly from 
erosion and large areas of the subsoil are exposed along the steeper 
slopes. 

Great care is necessary to keep the soil of this type in a high 
state of productiveness, and a good rotation of crops is necessary 
to insure the best results. The soil is naturally a productive soil, 
although the organic content is low. By continual cropping the 
organic matter is soon removed and the soils become depleted. 

The soil is a silt loam averaging from 6 to 10 inches in depth 
and varying in color from a light ashy gray to brown, according to 
the amount of organic matter present. Much of the surface In a 
well tilled field is a loose, floury dust, and the clods which occur 
are light and porous. The soil should not be plowed when wet, or 
clods of great size and hardness will be formed, which are difficult 
to pulverize. On old land this is especially true when the organic 

t" 
\ .. 
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matter is deficient. The light and dark colored areas are casily 
cultivated and are, the most productive, but in places where the 
color approaches whiteness the successful cultivation is more diffi
cult and the crop yields are not as satisfactory. Such areas usually 
have poor drainage conditions. Over the surface will be found 
little iron pebbles. In some places they are very abl'lndant. They 
will be most readily observed in wheat fields, where the surface has 
been washed and beaten down to a smooth, compact condition. 
These are in some places so abundant as to almost cover the sur
face. It has been found by examination that these pebbles con
tain a great deal of the plant food which has been taken up from 
the soil. Lime concretions are also found. Drainage will stop thA 
formation of these pebbles, and the application of lime and manure 
will render much of the material contained in the concretions avail
able for the growing plant. Soils from such areas give a strong 
acid reaction and this sour condition must be overcome before the 
best yields can be secured. 

The soH is retentive of moisture but the surface does not be
come baked because of the silty texture. In the northern half of 
the county the subsoil contains much more sand and fine gravel 
than in the southern part. 

Corn, wheat, oats, timothy and clover are the principal crops 
grown. Much of the rougher land is well adapted to pasture, but 
only a small number of stock are raised on these lands. Consider
I1ble tracts of the area are yet timbered, some with the original 
growth and some with small second growth. In order of acreage, 
corn is the leading crop. The yield per acre is from 25 to 75 bush· 
ds. The white varieties are grown almost exclusively, having re
placed the yellow varieties within the past few years. The farmers 
believe that the white varieties are much better producers. Some, 
however, value the yellow varieties the higher. Most of the corn 
i& drilled; some few prefer to check. Considerable fertilizer is 
being used on the corn, but usually in too limited quantities to 
produce good results. Usually at least two crops are grown in 
succession. 

Timothy holds second place in acreage, about 22,000 acres being 
grown on this type of soil, and producing from one to three tons 
per acre. The crop for the year 1911 was, however, very short, 
the yield being from one-half ton to one and one-half tons. The 
hay wown is of good quality. When the meadow is allowed to 
stand many years in succession, other varieties of gra.s.s spring up 
and spoil the grade of the hay. Most of the hay is baled before 
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being marketed. Usually the hay is stacked in the field and baled 
later, but some are now having the hay haled in the field as soon 
as properly dried. This is a labor-saving plan, hut balers cannot 
always be secured. Others have allowed timothy to stand until 
the seed is fairly well matured, then cutting and throwing up into 
small stacks for a few days, then thrashing for the seed and 
baling the hay after the seed is removed. This gives good profit, 
as much of this hay finds its way into the market as first-class hay 
and the seed is also sold at good profit. There is some doubt if the 
seed from timothy cut so early is properly matured so as to give 

the best results. 
Wheat holds third place in importance. This soil is a good 

wheat soil. The average yield is from 10 to 15 bushels per acre, 
with some yielding as much as 30 to 40 bushels. Most of the wheat 
is fertilized. A marked contrast is shown between unfertilized and 
fertilized. The time for sowing wheat is from September 10th to 
October 1st. Thrashing is usually begun by the first of July and 

often by June 25th. 
Oats are grown to a considerable degree in some parts of the 

area, but not to as great a degree as the conditions would warrant. 
The method of sowing is not very satisfactory in many cases. 
Some plow the ground and harrow it down In good condition be
fore seeding and then harrow again; others sow in the corn ground 
of the previous year without even scratching the surface before or 
after sowing. Good crops may be secured from corn ground by 
esing the disc and then seeding with the drill, or if the ground be 
loose the drill alone may be used. The average yield of oats 1<; 
from 20 to 30 bushels per acre; few pieces make as high as 40 
bushels. Some attention should be paid to the seed and the method 

of sowing. 
In addition to the grain from the oats and wheat crops, the 

straw is of much value to the farmer as feed and as a means or 
restoring organic matter to the soil. Much of the straw is sold from 
the farm, usually at a price which is a loss to the farmer if he con

siders the building up of his soil. 
Clover of several varieties is grown. The average yield is from 

three-fourths of a ton to two tons per acre. Some seed is threshed. 
In most cases timothy and clover are sown together where it is 
expected to allow the field to stand for meadow. When grown for 
pasture and fertilizer, clover is sown separate. On some of the 
rental farms, clover has not been grown for twenty-five years. 
Clover hay often brings from $10 to $15 per ton, but it is a 106151 
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to the farmer to sell it even at that price. It should be fed on the 
farm as hay or pasture, or turned under as green manure. • 

Some rye is grown, but farmers disa.gree as to the value of rye 
~lS a soil builder. Some use rye every year, pasturing it in the fall 
[lnd turning it under in the spring. One farmer states that a spot 
(In which a rye straw stack stood failed to produce corn for fifteen 
years afterward. Another says one planting of rye kills the grountl 
for two years. 

The Knox silt loam is specially adapted to the growing of to
matoes, and the building of canning factories should make the crop 
become of much value in the county. For the main crop of toma
toes, a fairly heavy soil is desirable, and one which holds moisture 
well but has good drainage. There is little danger that the soil be 
made too rich. On the soil for the tomato crop, from 600 to 1,200 
pounds of fertilizer should be used to the acre. The fertilizer used 
should be specially for the crop and should contain nitrogen 4%, 
aetnal potash 6%, and available phosphoric acid 7%. 

Truck farming can be made a profitable industry on this type 
of soil. In several places it is being well demonstrated. The 
fruit and truck tracts about Clay City, Ashboro, Cloverland, and 
Brazil show good results from this soil. Apples, pears, peaches. 
raspberries, blackberries, strawberries, currants, gooseberries are 
the prineipal things grown in the fruit line. There is a great oppor
tunity for the production of special crops in many parts of the 
county. The supply is now largely shipped from other localitie,; 
<md at much higher prices than home production would cost. Straw
berries bring about $2.25 per crate, currants $2.75 per crate. 
Blackberries [lnd raspberries average $2.00 per crate for the early 
~md from $1.00 to $2.00 for the last of the crop. 

Practically all the fertilizer used in this county is on the Knox 
silt loam. The most of the brands used run in the 2-8-2 quality 
for corn, with about 125 pounds per acre. On wheat, some use a 
brand containing 14 per cent. phosphoric acid, with about 125 to 
150 pounds per acre. It is plain that 200 of the brand is too heavy 
for wet seasons. On this soil a good fertilizer to use would be about 
2 per cent. nitrogen, 7 per cent. potash, and 6 per cent. available 
phosphoric acid, with an application of from 400 to 1,000 per acre. 
A sod of clover top-dressed with stable manure affords a good basis 
for corn, and a crop. of cowpeas or soy beans is almost as good. 
The cowpeas and soy beans have not been grown in the county to 
any extent and should be given a thorough test. When planted 
en land which has not had clover or peas or other leguminous 
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crops, a plan which will insure good returns is a heavy application 
of stable manure, reinforced by phosphoric acid ana potash ferti
lizer. A moderate crop of corn of 50 bushels per acre actually 
takes from the soil 67 pounds of nitrogen, 80 pounds of potash, and 

31 pounds of phosphoric acid. 
Winter wheat grows best on a rather compact, well drained 

clay loam. In wheat growing, a proper rotation of crops is very 
important, and it cannot be expected to derive good results from 
the use of fertilizer alone without rotation. If the wheat can be 
made to follow a crop of clover or cowpeas, little or no fertilizer 
is necessary. A propel' fertilizer to use should contain about 2 
per cent. nitrogen, 6 pel' cent. potash, and 8 per cent. available 
phosphoric acid. From 150 to 500 pounds should be used per 
acre. Many farmers claim that some varieties of wheat are fail
ing to produce good results, but the trouble would appear to be not 
so much in the running out of the wheat as in the "wearing out" 
of the soil. Hundreds of test on red and white, smooth and bearded 
varieties show no constant differences in their yields and in milling 

values. 
rrhe upland soil should produce a better yield of oats. The 

oats like the other grains need a liberal supply of phosphoric acid, 
potash and sufficient nitrogen to secure a medium growth of straw. 
On this soil 100 to 500 pounds of a 3-5-8 brand should give good 
results. The oats are usually bothered with smut. This may be 
largely overcome by placing the seed oats for fifteen minutes in 
water, which has been heated to 132io F. and not vary more than 

two degrees from that temp€rature. 
In clover production, the nitrogen may be disregarded, but the 

potash and phosphoric acid are important. The plants when well 
established draw sufficient nitrogen from the air. A crop of two 
tons per acre removes from the soil 96 pounds of potash and 28 
pounds of phosphoric acid. A top dressing of lime is also very 
important for the clover crop. 

The large majority of tests made on the soil samples of this 
upland type show the soil to be acid or sour. Lime is needed 
on such soils. The lime hastens the decay of the plant remains in 
the soil and this aids in the availability of the plant food. It 
makes sour soil sweet and also improves the physical character of 
heavy soils. The lime may be applied in the form of commercial 
lime, waste lime, lime plaster, ground raw limestone or any other 
form. In the use of raw limestone from two to 20 tons should be 
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applied according to the nature of the soil and the crop grown. 
Good results ha;'e been obtained from such applications. 

RESUIll'S Oli' MECHANICAL ANALYSES OF THE KNOX SILT LOAM. 

Fine Coarse Me-i F' Very 
dium qne Fine iSilt, Gravel, Sand, Sand. Sand. No. . LoCALITY. Description . 

Per Per Sand. Per Per Per Per Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent. 
-----------

21,. % Mile West 01 Lena 

21b 
County Line ........ 

72 mile west of Lena 
Surlace 12 in. .15 .15 1.50 4.55 7.0 75.0 

on county line .. Subsoil 12 in. 
to 48 in ..... .15 .15 1.05 10.15 11.0 64.0 22a 2%: miles west of I,ena. Surface 18 in .... .0 .01 .20 1.05 1.60 86.0 24a 1 mile north of Eagles. Surface 12 in ... 1.64 .30 1.05 3.25 5.60 75.50 56a 1 mile south of Eagles. Surface 8 in .. .. .0 .0 .10 .63 4.50 78.0 63a I mile north of west of 

Staunton ........... Surface 6 in ... .35 .05_ 1.15 11.0 15.0 60. 134 Center Sec. 30 Clay 
City ............... Surface 12 in. .. .10 .10 .40 3.05 4.10 77.10 136 Tbe George Kaiser 
Clay Plant. Clay 
City ............... Surface 12 in. .10 .15 .10 .50 6.0 80.0 136a The George Kaiser 
Clay Plant. Clay 
City ............... Subsoil 12 in. 

to 84 in ....... .10 .0 .40 2.80 4.50 92 77 }-.i mile north oC Cory. Surface 12 in ... .10 .80 .50 1.30 6.25 76.10 31 mile east of T.ong-
nacker S. H ....... Surface 12 in .. .0 .20 .10 .30 9.0 68.15 ~i: mile east of Long-
nacker S. H ... Sub.:-oil 12 in to 

30 in ...... ... .20 .50 .50 .60 3.30 70.25 121 Owen-Clay Co. line 
S. Bowling GreeD .. Surface 18 in. .40 .50 1.50 5.50 6.50 84 114 Center Sec. 3 S. Pol-
and ....... Surface 12 in ... .20 .30 1.20 3.80 4.25 90 2 miles S. W. Nails 
Mill. ... ......... Surface 12 in ... .40 .50 .50 1.50 5.15 I 91 

Clay, 
Per 

Cent. 

--
18+ 

13.5 o 
a 15.2 

14+ 
16. 

12.4 

14.0 

14.7 

+ 
13.7 5 

o 21.4 

22.0 

+ 
+ 
+ 

AnalYsis ot Snrtace 12-inch Sam.ple Taken One and One-halt Miles North
east ot Harmony. 

Collector, Shannon. No.5 Clay 
Description .............................................. "Surface ]:!" 

HeactiolJ to litmus......................................... Neutral 
Moisture at 105

c o. from air dried soil..................... 0.97% 
Total soil nitrogen.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.054% 

AnalYSis of fine earth dried at 105 0 C.-
Volatile aEd organic matter ................... . 
Insoluble in 1.115 HCI ....................... . 
Soluble silica (S :02 ), ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Ferric oxide (Fe,03) .......................... . 
Alumina (Al,O,) ............................. . 
Phosphoric acid anhydride (P,O,) ............. . 
Sulphuric acid Anhydride (SO,) ............... . 
Calcium oxide (CaO) ......................... . 
Magnesium oxide (MgO) ..................... . 
Potassium oxide (K,O) ....................... . 
Sodium oxide (Na,O) ........................ . 

2.75% 
90.14% 
0.18% 
1.10% 
4.78% 
0.09% 
0.08% 
0.52% 
0.43% 
0.14% 
0.23% 

Total .................................... 100.43% 
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The following analysis is from a mixed sample made up from 
several locations over the county where this type of soil is best 
developed. No. 1 is sample of the surface soil, No. 2 of the sub
soil, and No.3 and 4 is a mixed sample of surface and subsoil made 
up from parts of samples from different parts of the county: 

Collector, Shannon. 

Description No.1 Clay No.2 Clay No.4 Clay 1 
Subsoil. I 

No. 3 Clay ~ Mixed 

Surface J 
Surface. Subsoil. 

Heaction to litmus ................. Neutral Neutral Neutral 
Moisture at 1050 C. from air dried 

soil ........................ 1.53% 
'.rotal soil nitrogen............... 0.040% 

2.27% 
0.052% 

1.58% 
0.075% 

Analysis of fine earth dried at 105 0 C-
Volatile and organic matter .. . 
Insoluble in 1.115 HCI. ....... . 
Soluble silica (S :02 ) ••••••••• 

E'erric oxide (Fe,O,) ......... . 
Alumina (AI20,) ............. . 
Phospho acid anhydride (P,O,) 
Sulphuric acid anhydride (SO,) 
Calcium oxide (CaO) ........ . 
Magnesium oxide MgO) ..... . 
Potassium oxide (K,O) ...... . 
Sodium oxide (Na,O) ........ . 

2.98% 
87.28% 
0.21% 
1.86% 
6.21% 
0.13% 
0.13% 
0.59% 
0.53% 
0.20% 
0.41% 

3.71% 
83.15% 
0.22% 
2.99% 
7.89% 
0.14% 
0.14% 
0.66% 
0.82% 
0.29% 
0.67% 

3.60% 
85.92% 
0.20% 
2.05% 
6.95% 
0.10% 
0.12% 
0.56% 
0.50% 
0.23% 
0.38% 

Total .................. 100.53% ]00.68% 100.61% 

The following tables of analyses are given to show the uniform
ity of the type over large areas: 

MECHANICAL ANAY,YSES OF COMMON LOESS. 

LOCALITY. Description. 

Orp:an- Coarse Me- Fine Very Clay 
ic Mat- Gravel. Sand. dium Sand. Fine and 

ter, Per Per Sand. Per Sand, Silt. 
Per Cent. Cent. Per Cent. Per Per 

Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent. 

------------·----1----------------
Mherl Samples~ 

No. 45 .... . ... Surface ....... . 1.50 .0 .50 .75 .95 4.10 92+ 
No. 46 ....... . SubsoiL .... . .60 . .50 .75 .60 1.05 4.85 91+ 

2.10 .10 .20 .50 .75 6.00 90 

.50 .25 .50 .80 1.10 7.50 89 

Clay Pit South Side r Surface ....... . 
Princeton .. ........... ~ S bsol'l l u ....... . 

12-29153 
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Chemioal Analysis of Surface of Loess. 

Collector, Shannon . 
. Laboratory number, 45. 

Heaction to litmus .......................................... V. F. Acid 
lHoisture at 105 0 C. '" ....... : ............ " ..................... 2.41 
Total soil nitrogen .............................................. .125 
Carbon dioxide ................................................ . 
Analysis of fine earth dried at 105 0 C-

Volatile and organic matter. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.655 
Insoluble in (1.115 sp. gr.) HCI ................ 88.395 
Soluble silica ................................ . 
Ferric oxide (E'E,O,) ......................... . 
Alumina (AI,O,) ............................. . 
Phosphoric acid (P,O,) ....................... . 
Calcium oxide (CaO) ......................... . 
Magnesium oxide anhydride (MgO) ........... . 
Sulphuric acid anhydride (SO,) ............... . 
Potassium oxide (K,O) ....................... . 
Sodium oxide (Na20) ........................ . 

.031 
3.211 
3.911 

.156 

.279 

.398 

.036 

.245 
.254 

Total ..................................... 100.051 

Chemical Analysis of Subsoil of Loess. 

Collector, Shannon. 
Laboratory number, 46. 

Heaction to litmus .. '" ........................................ " . Acid 
Moisture at 105 0 C............................................ 3.54 
Total soil nitrogen ............ " .................... " .. .. .. .. . .074 
Carbon dioxide ............................................... . 
Analysis of fine earth dried at 105 0 C-

Volatile and organic matter ................... . 
Insoluble in (1.115 sp. gr.) HCI. .............. . 
Soluble silica ................................. . 
Ferric oxide (FE,O,) ......................... . 
Alumina (AI,O,) .............................. . 
Phosphoric acid (P,O,) ....................... . 
Calcium oxide (CaO) ......................... . 
Magnesium oxide anhydride (MgO) ........... . 
Sulphuric acid anhydride (SO,) ............... . 
Potassium oxide (K,O) ....................... . 
Sodium oxide (Na,O) ......................... . 

Total 

MODI SILT LOAM. 

3.398 
84.721 

.073 
4.641 
5.283 

.145 

.231 

.477 

.029 

.372 

.192 

99.562 

This soil over the area is a modified form of the Knox Silt loam. 
In previous reports on the soil survey of Indiana counties it has 
been included in the regular upland type, the Miami Silt loam, 
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or as used in this report, the Knox Silt loam. In the area of this 
survey it was readily observed that in the upland soils there was 
a difference in fertility, state of tilth and productiveness. These 
areas of the better condition have thus been mapped as the modified 
silt loam. The topography is as a rule more even than that under 
the Knox Silt loam, drainage is better, and the general condition 
is improved. In most places no distinct line can be drawn between 
the two classes of soils, but it was found advisable to map them 
separately so far as possible. The general condition as to origin, 
texture, etc., will be found under the description of the Knox Silt 
loam. 

Low LAND TYPES. 

Wabash Loam and Silt Loam.-These types are the soils found 
in the Eel River bottom and the tributary streams. The soils are 
mapped together. The soil varies through all grades from loam and 
silt loam to fine sandy loams. The areas are not well defined, and 
so far as the mechanical character is concerned the productiveness 
is the same. 

The Wabash loam consists of a light brown to yellowish brown 
loam about 10 inches deep, containing usually a high percentage of 
fine sand and in some places some gravel. The darker color is 
found when the silty content is highest and the lighter color when 
the sand is more abundant. There is but a small amount of coarse 
sand and a comparatively small amount of clay. The soil is a soft, 
fine-grained alluvium, and does not become compact enough to 
form clods. The amount of organic matter varies. The soil is 
easily cultivated and produces good crops, especially of corn. This 
is the principal type found along the tributaries. In most places 
along the smaller streams there is an increased amount of sand and 
also of rock fragments which have come in from the upland and 
vl"eathering bluff. '{'he soil owes its origin to the wash from the 
uplands; the sand being derived from the disintegrating Mansfield 
r,mndstone and the shaly formations along the north and east trib
utaries. 

The subsoil is usually a heavy brownish yellow loam, from 2 
to 4 feet deep, overlying a sandy or gravelly loam. 

The Wabash silt loam varies from the Wabash loam in the 
more silty nature and the higher clay content. The soil is about 
12 inches in depth, underlain by a heavy silt loam. The soil to a 
depth of two. feet or more is. dark brown to black color. In some 
places the sand content of the finer grades is from 15 to 20 per 
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tent., underlain by a more sandy type. The soft, fine-grained qual
ity of the soil due to the silt and very fine sand gives a loose, open, 
mellow structure, and any clods found are readily pulverized. 

Along the smaller streams, practically all the bottom land is in 
cultivation and gives good yields of corn, wheat, oats, meadow and 
truck growing. The greater part of the area is in the Eel River 
bottom. The valley -is from one-half to more than three miles in 
width. The area is subject to overflow. The most of the material 
now brought down by the floods is the light yellow silt from the 
cultivated uplands. In the earlier days of the agricultural de
velopment of the county the sediment left after each inundation 
was much darker in color and doubtless consisted of the humus 
bearing material from the virgin soils then in process of clearing. 

Levees have been constructed along the river and the damage 
from floods is not so great as formerly. The bottoms from Poland 
past Bowling Green to about Nail's Mill are in a good state of 
cultivation and produce excellent crops. Below this point the 
crops have been repeatedly destroyed by floods until no one feels 
safe in taking up the cultivation of the land. Natural drainage 
conditions are bad and good artificial drainage cannot be accom
plished until something is done to give a better action to the river. 
'l'he soil in the lower part is just as good as that in the upper part, 
except where the stagnant waters have leached the plant foods. 
'l'he plans concerning the drainage of the lowlands of the county are 
discussed in another part of this report. 

In the better parts of the Eel River bottoms the land is valued 
at $100 to $200 per acre, but there is little that is for sale even at 
$200 per acre. Corn yields on the average 50 to 75 bushels. At 
Eel River station on the Jake Luther farm, a field across east from 
the station yielded in 1910, 98 bushels of corn per acre, and the 
prospects were even better this season, July first. It is said that 
this field had at one time been in corn continuously for fifty years 
and that the last year it produced 45 bushels per acre. The crop 
plan the past several years has been corn two years, then sow to 
wheat in the fall and clover in the spring, then the second spring 
back to corn. Two years ago the wheat yielded 20 bushels per 
acre and after the wheat was harvested the crop of clover was 
cut and 107 bushels of seed thrashed from the 75 acres. 

In the summer of 1911 a tract of seven acres, one mile south
east of the station produced 225 bushels, a yield of 32 1-7 bushels 
per acre. To the southwest of the station on' the Weber farm! 75 
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acres of stalk ground wheat averaged 24.5 bushels. Other pieces 
as compared with these were estimated at 40 bushels. 

rrimothy makes a very rank growth on the bottom and is usually 
of good quality; in wet seasons it is rather coarse. In 1911, the 
yield was two tons plus per acre, while the upland hay averaged 
less than one ton per acre. The corn is usually cultivated four or 
five times, or as long as it can be plowed. It is usually four to 
eight feet high and tasseling by July first. Clover is often sown 
in wheat and then turned under in fall for another crop of wheat. 
In the better grades of the soil a second season stand of clover is 
too much for the wheat, causing it to grow so rank that it cannot 
stl:llld until mature. 

Much of the land in the bottom is rented and the average yield 
of crops is thus somewhat cut down. 'l'erms of rent for corn are 
one-half in the crib, when tenant furnishes everything; in other 
cases the land owner receives one-third when tenant furnishes all. 
In wheat, tenant furnishes half, pays half the thrashing and re
ceives half the wheat, or furnishes all, pays all the thrashing and 
takes two-thirds of the grain. 

Throughout parts of the area, sheds are common along the 
road where tenants keep their horses and tools in working seasons. 
Wells are also very plentiful. Water is obtained at a depth of 
from 10 to 30 feet. Some of the tenants move out to shacks or 
live in tents during the crop season, when leave until the crop is 

mature. 
Many of the landowners have their farms part in the bottom 

and part in the upland. The best of the hill land is valued at from 
$50 to $75 per acre. The fertilizer used on the upland is chiefly 
of the 2-8-2 formula, mixed with bone to insure a stand of tim. 
othy. The average yield of wheat on the bottom is 15 to 25 bu· 
shels; on the adjoining upland average 15 bushels. 

The river bottoms were originnaly timbered. On the second 
bottoms, black walnut, beech, burr oak, sugar and sycamore were 
the prevailing types, with some poplar, white oak and buckeye. 
One sycamore between Eel River station and Old Hill, said to have 
been so large that when it fell a man could walk in the hollow 
trunk for 60 feet, and that farmers laid poles up against the sides 
for shelter for stock, and the hogs slept in the hollow tree. Sassa
fras and persimmon are very rare on the bottoms. On the first bot
tom, sweet gum, hickory, white oak and ash are common; cotton 
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wood, black and peach leaved willows, and river 
abundantly in the lower bottoms and along bayous. 
smartweed and horse weed grow rank and dense. 

maple grow 
Steel weed, 

In the valley of Jordan Creek is found some good soils of the 
regular types, but much of the area is not under cultivation. In 
the Birch Creek bottom the soils have been pretty thoroughly 
leached. The surface four to eight inches is usually very white 
and somewhat compact but pulverizes easily. The crops grown are 
chiefly in small patches because of poor drainage conditions. 
Water lilies, swamp grass and reeds are common in the sloughs 
and bayous. 

The fertility of the river bottoms is evidenced by the large 
cribs, barns, and many good farm residences, the good methods and 
machinery used and the general thrift of the people. Good drain
age conditions would bring about the improvement of a large area 
and bring much wealth into the county. The contrast is very 
marked between the different parts of the area, due to the present 
drainage conditions. During the year 1911 hundreds of acres of 
good soil were lying idle in the south part of the river bottoms. 
F'or the two years past crops put in were destroyed by flood, and 
the farmers became so discouraged with the conditions that they 
will not run the risk of putting in the crops. This part of the area 
should be made just as productive and well improved as the parts 
farther to the north. 

The drainage commission has prepared a full report on the 
drainage conditions, and this, along with a petition from the land
owners, has been filed, and reported on favorably. A new channel 
is being located, and the cost of the enterprise will be approxi
mately a quarter of a million dollars. At least 25,000 acres of land 
will be directly benefited. It is expected that the contract will be 
let for the work during the winter of 1912-13. 

The mechanical analyses of the lowland soils are as follows: 

RESULTS OF MECHANICAL ANALYSES OF WA'BASH LOAM. 

~ 

Fine CoarSE Me- Fine Very 
Gravel, Sand, dium Sand, Fine Silt, Clay, No. Description. LOC.1LITY. Per Per Sand, Per Sand, Per Per 
Cent. Cent. Per Cent. Per Cent. Cent. 

Cent, Cent. 
----------

126A Surface lOin". River Bottom Eel 
River Station .. .. '. .0 .3 1.1 29.4 30.2 32.7 6.0 113 Surface 12 in", S. \v, M Sec. 30 N. 
W. Bowling Green . . ,0 ,5 2 0 26.5 30.5 32,5 7.5 
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RESULTS OF MECHANICAL ANALYSES OF WABASH SU,T LOAM. 

Fine Coarse Me· Fine Very 

GIavel, Sand, dium Sand, Fine Silt, Clay, 

No. Description. J~OCALITY. Per Per Sand, Per Sand, Per Per 

Cent. Cent. Per Cent. Per Cent. Cent. 
Cent. Cent. 

------------
126 Surface 10 in ... RiverlBottom Eel 

River Station ....... .0 0.1 0.2 12.4 23.6 50 8 12.7 

149Y Surface 10 in ... River Bottom N. E. 
Howesville ......... .0 1.6 0.9 6.7 10.4 61.6 18.7 

WABASH CLAY LOAM. 

This soil comprised an area of !!lore than 3,000 acres in the 
southwest corner of Perry Township. The area is known as the 
Old Rerservoir Region. It lies on the west side of the bend of 
Eel River, and extends from about one-half mile south of the old 
Wabash and Erie Canal in Sections 5 and 6 to as far south as 
Old Hill. In elevation it lies below the 540-foot contour line. 
Part of the area falls to an elevation of about 520. The low watel' 
mark at Old Hill is 525 feet. From this it will be seen that the 
drainage is a very difficult proposition. In the days of the con
struction of the canal a levee was thrown up across the valley from 
about the location of the Junction school to Old Hill. This flooded 
an area of about 4,000 acres, of which one-fourth was covered with 
timber, soon in a state of decay. This fact was very objectionable 
to the people of the vicinity, because of its supposed malarial ef
fects. With the building of the Feeder Dam and Birch Creek 
reservoirs the opposition was increased to such an extent that the 
eanal company was forced to place th~ matter before the Legisla
ture and it was necessary for the work,; to be protected by th!, 

State Militia. 
The old embankment has been practically all destroyed and at 

present this part of the course shows, where the old line of the canal 
existed, only a ditch-like depression almost filled in places and the 
remains of the old levee on the west side. A public road now 
runs along the east margin of the old canal. 

The following account from W m. Travis' History of Clay 
County concerning the construction of the Old Canal will ex
plain the origin of the reservoirs of the c~unty; 

"In the year 1827, the Congress of the United States made a 
grant of lands for the construction of the Wabash and Erie Canal 
with Toledo and Evansville as terminals. In 1830 and 1831 the 
Legislature of the State authorized the commencement of its con-
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struction and work was actually begun in 1832 on that section lying 
between Toledo and Lafayette. That part of this thoroughfare 
lying between the Wabash River at Terre Haute and White River 
at Worthington was known as Cross Cut. This section crossed Clay 
County intersecting Perry, Lewis and Harrison Townships. Its 
course through the country was northwest to southeast, nearly 201 
miles in extent. The construction of this canal was a part of the 
system of internal improvements undertaken by the State. As a 
summit divide between the White and Wabash rivers lies in this 
county, in part, both ends of the Cross Cut had to be fed from the 
waters of Eel River and its tributaries. This necessitated the con
struction of the Feeder Dam and Splunge Creek reservoirs. The 
building of the former was commenced in 1837 and completed 
within two years. At the same time the construction of the side 
eut for conducting the water from the dam to the main eanal was 
in progress. As the line of this canal lay across Birch Creek, an 
aqueduct across the stream was built in 1838. No work had 
yet been done by the State on the lower section of the Cross Cut 
hetween the Junction and White River. Owing to the depressing 
effects of the finaneial panic of 1837 the State was unable to meet 
its obligations incurred in the progress of its internal improvements 
and work on the Wabash and Erie Canal ceased in 1839. 

"In 1845, the people along the line of the proposed canal 
began a general agitation of the necessity for its resumption and 
completion and petitioned the Legislature accordingly. In answer, 
on the nineteenth day of January, 1846, an elaborate bill was 
passed whieh was supplemented by another in 1847 and operations 
were resumed the same year. Much of the work which had been 
previously done by the State was going rapidly into deeay. The 
eanal was completed to Terre Haute in the fall of 1849, the first 
boat arriving on the 25th day of October. Meanwhile the work 
was progressing in Clay County on the Cross Cut, the Side Cut and 
the Feeders. Eel River dam and the Bireh Creek aqueduct were 
rebulit. Splunge Creek reservoir was made by throwing up an 
embankment across the valley from the foot of Old Hill two miles 
north of the junction of the Side Cut with the main canal. This 
work was eompleted in 1849 or early in 1850 and the reservoir filled 
with water in the fall of the latter year. The Side Cut, leading 
from the dam to the reservoir, a distanee of seven miles, was com
pleted and the water let into it in the spring of 1850. On the first 
day of May, the water from Eel River first reaehed Terre Haute 
through the Cross Cut. As soon as the canal was suffieiently filled 
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to admit of navigation, communication was established between 
Terre Haute and Bowling Green as slack water on Eel River ex 
tended as far up as the Thomas Ferry. 

"The opening of the canal stimulated business enterprises and 
commercial activity. At Bowling Green, the head of slack water 
navigation, the firm of Fuller, Milton and Kennedy, composed of 
Jesse Fuller, John M. Milton and Joseph Kennedy, built a ware
house just below the bridge, which was afterward converted into a 
brewery, and also built the canal boat" Belle of Bowling Green," 
which first went out in August, 1860, in command of John W. 
Eret, loaded with grain and bound for Lafayette. From this time 
en the' Belle' continued to make regular trips to Lafayette and 
Toledo taking out grain and produce and bringing back to Bowling 
Green such freights as the local trade demands. After passing 
from the Side Cut into Eel River, boats were pulled or towed to 
Bowling Green. As a motive power. to facilitate this work, the 
firm heretofore named constructed a rude tow boat, which bore 
the euphonious name 'Bull of the Woods.' In 1851, a company 
was organized to build a small steamer to propel canal boats up 
from the dam, of which Oliver Cromwell, Sr., was the leading 
spirit. But from delay of execution the project was abandoned. 
Some years later, after the dissolution of the firm of Fuller, Mil
ton and Kennedy 'The Ohio,' owned and operated by John W. 
Eret and John M. Milton, made regular trips up to the spring of 
1861, when it went out for the last time, taking a mixed load of 
produce. This was the last boat ever seen at Bowling Green. 

"After the opening of navigation, A. H. L. Baker, who had 
real estate interests at the bend of the river, three miles south of 
Bowling Green at the mouth of Six Mile, conceived the idea of 
building up an important commercial center and resort at this 
place. Though his plans were much more visionary than sub
stantial, he proved his faith by his works in the building of a 
large warehouse and a commodious hotel, having a large number 
of rooms and numerous outlooks, a house of greater proportions 
and pretensions than any hotel building now in the county. 'l'his 
building, however, was never completed and used as originally de
siged. The town which was laid out at this point in 1852 was named 
Bellaire from the circumstance that Mr. Baker had lived for a 
time at Bellaire, Hartford County, Maryland. He too engaged in 
canaling and owned and operated the boat known as Eight 0 'so 
The .Julia Dean, which was owned and run by James M:Mushett, 
did business regularly at Bellaire and made occasional trips to 
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Bowling Green. Mr. Baker was succeeded in business by Lewis 
Row, who bought and shipped a great deal of grain. In 1857, 
Nicholas Goshorn and Son located at this point, built a second 
warehouse, did shipping for several years and continued merchan
dising up to 1865. Though this town had several stores and a post
office and shops for several years there are now no marks remain
ing on the site to indicate that it ever existed. At the dam, pri
vate investment and improvement began at a much earlier date. 
The town of Anquilla, at first known as New Amsterdam, was 
laid out in 1838. As early as 1842 or 1843 thB Wines Brothers, 
Terre Haute, built a large sawmill and flouring mill, and also en
gaged in general merchandising. The mill was run for several 
years, up to 1850 probably, when the machinery was removed be
cause of the instability of the foundation from the encroachment of 
the water. The Wines Brothers were succeeded in the mercantile 
business by Thomas Harris, and W. F. T. McKee built a sawmill 
near the site of the former one which he operated up to the time 
of the abandonment of the canal. Shipping lumber to many dis
tant parts of the country, selling the best quality of poplar and 
walnut lumber at fifty cents a hundred. There was also a post
office at this point for a period of twelve or fifteen years. This 
town too has been vacated and the passerby does not now see that 
a manufacturing business nor a canal feeder ever existed here. 
Besides Eel River and Splunge Creek, Birch Creek was made 
to contribute to the ,Yater supplies of the Wabash and Erie Canal 
by the construction of Birch Creek reservoir, in the central part of 
the county, to which a branch or side cut was made from that con
fining this body of water, was thrown across the valley from east 
to west between elevated grounds on either side. and was a half 
mile in length, now the wagon road west from the railroad station. 
A part of Saline City and a section of the track of the Terre Haute 
and Southeastern Railroad are now on the site of this feeder. 
This reservoir was built as late at 1853. The total extent of water 
transportation in the county, including the side cuts and Eel 
River slack water, was about 40 miles. From the best information 
which we have been able to command the Cross Cut was used for 
a period of ten years, the first boat having passed through from 
Terre Haute to Worthington in the spring of 1851 loaded with salt, 
and the last one from Worthington to Terre Haute in the spring of 
1861 loaded with flour belonging to Augustus Stark and bound for 
Lafayette and Toledo." 
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'I'he area of Splunge Creek was always flooded during the wet 
season by the overflow of Eel River, and from 1,200 to 1,500 acres 
were under water except in the drier seasons. The higher por
tions of the ground were overgrown with a most luxurious growth 
of wild grass or weeds from two to six feet high, and with the 
coming of the flood this material was washed down to decay. 

The reservoir region was first visited on April 22, 1911; at this 
time about five sections were under water and it was stated by 
people of the vicinity that the waters were not so high as they 
had been for the past three years. Only a very small percentage 
of the area is ever under cultivation. Much of the ground has a 
growth of black willow, swamp grasses, horse weed and giant smart
weed. Marsh hawks inhabit and nest in this region in abundance. 
Mudhens, bittern, etc., are plentiful and the area furnishes a 
stopping place for wild duck and geese in their migrations .. Many· 
hunters go to this area, but the inaccessible means of getting over 
the ponded parts makes hunting rather difficult. 

Embankments have been thrown up in various places to at
tempt to save parts of the area from the water, without success. 
Splunge Creek passes through the area and several open ditches 
have been cut, but the outlet is so poor that these ditches cannot 
perform their work. Several plans for better drainage have been 
proposed. If the present plan to change the mouth of Eel River is 
carried out, the water may be successfully carried from the area 
into Eel River at Old Hill; or if the Connelly Ditch should be cut 
through to the river and allowed to carry the flood water, the con
ditions would be helped. A flood gate has been placed at the 
mouth of Splunge Creek at Old Hill to prevent the flood waters 
from backing up into the creek and adding to the flood of the area, 
but this has not proved satisfactory. 

Another proposition is to construct a ditch around the border 
of the area to catch and carry away all the water coming in from 
the higher land surrounding, and then if necessary use windmills 
to pump the water from the lowest parts of the area, over into 
the ditches, where it would be carried away. Under present con
ditions this would necessitate the cutting off of the mouth of 
Splunge Creek to prevent the flood water from encroaching by 
being backed up from the river. There is a tremendous piece of 
work here for some one who will find a scheme by which the area 
may be drained. A cost of $10 to $20 an acre for a successful 
p;ece of work would be a paying investment to the individual own
ers and a source of great increase to the county. 
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In addition to the surface of the area lying below the 540 
contour line the area up to the 560 line is frequently too wet for 
cultivation. On the opposite side of the river a tract of 10-15 
square miles is often flooded. In the upper part of the valley 
about Bowling Green there has been no severe flood since 1875. 

On July 12-15 the reservoir region was again visited for in
vestigation by the Survey. All the water was confined to the creek 
and ditch channels and these were very low and in some places en
tirely dry. The season was an exceptionally dry one and some parts 
of the area might have been put under cultivation but for the un
certainty of the crops having a chance to mature. The ground 
was dried out very hard and cracked about three to four inches 
below the surface. This layer of soil seemed to represent very re
cent deposition and the layer separated radily from the underlying 
soil. 

'1'he soil varies in color from ashy gray to white. It is a silty 
clay loam from six to 24 inches deep. The subsoil is a gray to 
white plastic to very tenacious silty clay. The surface is very 
level except for small mounds from one to five feet high. The soil 
although having a hard appearance is n~t difficult to pulverize. 
When a fresh surface of the soil is exposed it weathers into cubi
cal fragments, which continue breaking up until they are very 
fine. The soil is chiefly the reworked silt loam of the upland 
type. Many pebbles of a concretionary nature consisting of iron, 
lime, etc., occur over the surface and in the soil. These pebbles 
are formed by the leaching out of materials from the soils by stag
nant waters. 

Very little can be said as to the yields of various crops because 
of the small amount of farming done within the area. But every 
indication is that the soils are of a productive type and under 
proper conditions would give excellent yields. 

The areas which were included in the Birch Creek and Feeder 
Dam reservoirs have soils very similar in character and appear
ance to those of the Splunge Creek region. But these areas are fOJ' 
the most part well drained and give good crop production. The 
soils are of a light color, much leached and streaked, but careful 
cultivation is placing these soils among the best of the county. 
These areas are classed with the silt loam type. Those of the low
lands'and flats with the Wabish silt loam and those of the slightly 
higher elevation with the Knox silt loam. 
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MECHANICAL ANALYSES OF WABASH CLAY LoAM. 

Coarse Me- Fine Very 
Gravel, Sand, dium Sand, Fine 

Description. LOCALITY. Per Sand, Sand, 
Cent. Per Per Per Per Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent. 

I ---- --
Surface 12 in ... Splunge Creek Reservoir .... 1 .0 .05 .20 1.25 4.0 

Surface 12 in .. S. Saline City Old Resen·oir. 0.5 .10 .20 2.0 3.8 
, 

Approximate Chemical Analyses tor Wabash Clay Loam. 

White Soil-Surface 12 inches. 

Reaction to litlllus ............................ . 
Total soil nitrogen ............................ . 
Volatile and organic matter ................... . 
Insoluble in HCl ............................. . 
Soluble silica ................................ . 
}j'erric oxide (Fe20,) ......................... . 
Alumina (AI20.) .............................. . 
Phosphoric acid anhydride (P20.) .............• 
Calcium oxide (CaO) ......................... . 
Magnesium oxide (MgO) ..................... . 
Sulphuric acid anhydride (SO,) ............... . 
Potassium oxide (K20) ....................... . 
Sodium oxide (Na20) ......................... . 

Total 

MIDDLEBURY SAND. 

Acid 
.090 

2.819 
92.000 

.085 
1.415 
2.447 

.090 

.508 

.440 
.052 
.213 
.305 

99.924 

IS!) 

Silt 
and 

Clay, 
Per 

Cent. 

--
93.5 o 
94+ 

The town of Middlebury or Martz is situated on a sandhill, the 
summit of which is about 100 feet above the general level of Clay 
City. This sand soil is not an extensive type. It caps the hill over 
an area of about 80 to 100 acres and extends out to considerable 
distance with arms to the northwest and to the south. Similar 
sand also occurs along the bluff of Eel River on the north side at 
New Brunswick and extending in limited areas to the east and west. 

The sand is a medium fine to c?arse sand of brown to gray or 
yellow color. It is usually quite uniform in texture. The subsoil 
is somewhat compact and grades from yellow to brown in color. 
Where the soil is under cultivation it is chiefly in truck and fruit, 
raised for family supplies. Some parts about Middlebury are in 
field CUltivation, as is also the area about New Brunswick. Wheat 
and oats grow well. Some melons are grown and the soil seems 
well adapted to this crop. Hay produces well. Some tomatoes are 
put out for the canning factory at Clay City. This crop grows and, 
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produces well. At New Brunswick the sand is on the average about 
four feet thiek. The entire area of Middlebury sand should prove 
of great v'alue for truck crops and melons and should be devoted 
to this work. 

SUMMARY. 

Clay County should become one of the most prosperous agri
cultural communities. The large majority of the landowners and 
farmers are progressive people. Many good, substantial farm im
provements are being made, good houses, well built barns, anef 
shelter for stock and machinery. 

The climate is favorable for all agricultural pursuits common 
to this part of the country. There are no great extremes in 
weather conditions. The rainfall is fairly evenly distributed, and 
the period between killing frosts is about twenty-four weeks. 

The greater part of the county was originally timbered. On 
the lowlands the principal growths were the oaks, ash, hickory, 
black gum and sweet gum. On the margins of the streams were 
the sycamores and cottonwoods and on the uplands black walnut, 
burr, white, red and black oak, hickory, beech, sugar maple and 
poplar. The undergrowth consisted chiefly of redbud, sassafras, 
dogwood, pawpaw, blackhaw, hazel, sumac, etc. The timber af
forded the material for the principal industries of the early days. 
Some of these industries were lumbering, chair manufacturing, 
poplar shingles, hoop-poles, grain cradles, barrels, tubs, buckets, 
fanning mills, measures, pump stocks and cordwood. 

A small sawmill at Ashboro saws lumber for local use and also 
furnishes a large supply of mine props, consisting chiefly of oak, 
hickory, birch, beech and elm. 

Tile drainage is receiving considerable attention and farmers 
are well repaid for their work and expense. In general, a tile 
from eight to 14 inches in diameter is used for the mains and 
smaller, down to four inch, used for the arms. In best drained 
areas, 4-inch tile have been put in at every 40 feet, but most gen
erally the tributary arms are about 100 feet apart. 

Seepage water and springs occur all along the lines between the 
upland and bottom land and makes drainage difficult in small areas. 
This is, however, a good source 0:£ water for stock. A large number 
of ponds in the silt clays of the upland also furnish water sup
plies. The wells in the county are from 25 to 100 feet deep and 
the water is as a rule good for drinking and domestic purposes. 
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It is estimated that 75 per cent. of land in Indiana is rented 
under' various conditions. This lowers the standard and thrift 
which should be shown among the farming population. Under the 
ordinary methods of renting, the farms are run down and the ten
ant takes from the farm all that is raised, all that it is possible to 
get from the ground. When a tenant has use of the same ground 
for a number of years the conditions are much better. If the land
owner and tenant go into partnership in the farm management, 
good results are usually obtained. A large percentage of land in 
Clay County is farmed by tenants. The terms of renting vary 
somewhat in different parts of the county. In some cases the ten
ants furnish everything and crib the .com and take one-half; in 
other cases the tenants receive two-thirds. In wheat, when the 
tenant furnishes half the seed and pays half the thrashing, he re
ceives one-half the wheat; if he furnishes all and pays all thrash
ing bills, he receives two-thirds of the wheat. Some tenants are 
hired by the month to manage the farm. Tenant furnishes part 
or all of horses and machinery, receives use of garden plot and a 
share of fruit and receives from $50 to $75 per month, according 
to amount of material furnished. Some land is rented for cash at 
from $5 to $10 per acre. 

Farm labor, single-handed by the month is at the rate of about 
$1 per day. Harvesting season prices are from $1.50 to $2.50 
per day. It is becoming very difficult to secure good farm help. 

Hay harvest usually begins about July 10th. Good methods 
and up-to-date machinery are used in caring for the hay. Thrash
ing is usually well under way by ,July 4th. The greater part of 
the corn crop is husked from the standing corn, but the use of 
shredded fodder is greatly on the increase. 

Large areas of the more rugged parts of the land should be 
devoted to grazing, and dairying would become a paying occupa
tion. More creameries are needed in the county and inducements 
will be offered for their establishment. 

In the vicinity of Seeleyville, Cloverland and south, most of 
tIle farmers run small dairies in connection with their farm work. 
The interurban line furnishes good transportation for the in
dustry. The farmer receives about 18 cents per gallon for the milk 
and pays about one and a half cents for transportation. The price 
received, however, is based on the percentage of butter fat. 

When cattle are kept for dairying purposes, most farms are 
kept up in good condition since all crops raised are fed on the 
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farm and turned back to the soil. Many farmers use cream sepa
rators and are well pleased with their use and would not be with
out them even when only two or three cows are kept. Herford, 
Short Horn, Jersey and Holstein cattle are raised chiefly. A few 
men raise a considerable number of cattle, hogs and sheep and ship 
their own stock to Chicago and Indianapolis markets. Taking the 
county as a whole, stock raising receives comparatively little at
tention. While some live stock is kept on each farm operated by 
the owner, the greater part of all the crops produced is sold at the 
local markets. 

The young clover was practically a. failure over the entire 
county in the spring of 1911. This was probably due to two 
causes; on account of the very dry spring much of the seed did 
not germinate, and that which did make some growth was burned 
by the excessive drought. It was also true that much of the seed 
was inferior. In the fall of 1910 much of the clover was late in 
maturing and was bitten by the early heavy frosts and much of the 
seed thrashed from late fields was immature. In many cases farm
ers who spent as much as $50 to $100 for clover seed met with 
utter failure of a new stand. Good seed is the important thing in 
5uccessful clover growing. Every farmer who is not thoroughly 
familiar with the appearance of good clover seed should have his 
seed tested. The seed should be tested as to the quality of the 
seed and also for impurities. Six to ten dollars a bushel is a high 
price to pay for imperfect and impure seed. It is better to buy 
good seed at a high price than inferior grades at a low price. 

A large acreage of timothy meadow is grown in regions about 
Cory, Ashboro, Center Point and Saline City. The yield is from 
cne and a half to three tons per acre. Much of the hay is baled be
fore being sold from the farm. Timothy grows well in both upland 
and bottoms, but is rather coarse in lowlands. 

Alsike clover mixed with one-fifth timothy gives good results 
for pasture in the Birch Creek bottoms. Alfalfa has been grown 
to a small extent on the adjoining uplands. The alsike clover is 
specially adapted to wet, clayey soils and will stand overflows bet
ter than the red varieties. When stiff, clayey spots occur in a field, 
a mixture of alsike and red varieties will usually insure a good 
stand. The alsike clover comes in and makes a full stand on the 
wet places. It is the thin spots which cut down the average yield 
for the field. 

'fhere are still some good pieces of timber in the region about 
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Ashboro and between Staunton and Cory and to the west. The 
principal tree growth of these areas are the oaks~ In the northern 
part of the county the tree growth is almost wholly beech. River 
birch, black "willow, sycamore, red maple, river maple, Carolinn 
poplar, elm and some oak make np the growth along Birch Creek. 

In the Birch Creek bottom south of the station at Ashhoro, 
ground ivy or myrtle covers the ground with such a dense growth 
that all grasses and weeds arc crowded out. 

In a number of places, rows of black walnut, red maple an:i 
catalpa trees have been planted along roadsides and about farm 
yards, which add much to the attractiveness of the place and show 
1m interest in the growing and care of trees. The shading along 
the road is also a great saving to the roadway. Black locust is na
tive to the county and grows abundantly along roadsides and on 
rough lands. Numerous plantings have been made and in most 
eases do well. The borers, however, have caused much trouble in 
the growing of locust trees. 1'he borers also infest some of the 
maple trees and cause the young trees to fall. There is no remedy 
for locust trees which are inf(,st(,d "with borers and no practical 
way to prevent infestation. The adult is a brown bettIe marked 
with yellow, another species of the same, bores in hickory. 

In past years it has been a common practice to plant juniper or 
red cedar trees along apple orehards, and hut few have realized 
the injury to the apple crop from the rust of the eedar apple. 
~kveral place" iH're observed where the cedar trees were either in 
the orehard or around the edge as i"ind breaks, and the trees were 
loaded with the fungus apple. Sueh trees should be destroyed. If 
wind breaks are desired some other sort of a tree should be used. 

Several farmers have put out groves of eatalpa, usually of about 
1 :(lOO trees, plante<1 en an aere or more of ground. 1'he tree". 
grow well and ,,,here they have not been injured by the catalpa 
~phinx are in good eonrlition. J. C. l\Ioss at Ashhoro has an execl
lent grove six years of age whieh has never heen troubled by in
seets. He nlso notes that hut few insects of any kind are found in 
eata.lpa groycs, even flies are searce, anrl sneh groves would affod 
good retreats for pienid<el's and places for quiet rest in the shade. 
JUl'. Keller '8 grove south of Sta unton 1111<1 :\11'. Van Vaeky'8 grove 
south of Sel'leyyille arp of treps three to fOllI' years old and havc 
I1P\'PI' ]lce11 tl'ouhltl hy in8eets. 'ro the llortlt\\'est of Cory are sev
('!'Ill groves, the largest of which are on the farllls of K n. Collins, 
\~m. !\filIcr and H. E. l\riller. These are all the third season trees 

13-2Q1G3 
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but have been badly defoliated by the sphinx two years in succes
sion. Last year the leaves put out and were killed by frost, and 
when the new leaves were later put out they were destroyed by 
the worms. In 1911 the trees had been completely defoliated by 
June 20th and the new leaves were beginning to put out and would 
probably be visited by another brood. The trees average in height 
from four to eight feet. In most cases the proper pruning of the 
trees is neglected. Agents recommend too many trees to the acre. 

On small trees it is practical to control the insects by spraying 
with any arsenical solution, or gathering the larvae by hand when 
they are small, at which time they are inclined to feed in colonies. 
Large trees are also infested and when they grow singly as was 
observed in several places where the catalpa was used for lawn 
shade. For a few trees of large size, spraying may be done, but 
it is impractical in large groves. Cultivation of the soil about the 
trees when the moth is passing the pupa stage in the ground may 
be a means of holding the pest in check. 

Much osage orange has formerly been grown for hedge fences 
throughout the county and in most cases the plants were not prop
erly pruned and many have grown to tree size and much of the 
new growth has escaped into the fields and roadways. Many of the 
farmers are now cutting out the hedges, or rather grubbing out in 
order to remove the whole plant to stop further growth. It was 
found that the hedge plants used much of the moisture from the 
soil and that when they were planted about fields the crop for 
ten to twenty feet was cut short by lack of moisture and by shading. 
Some osage orange fences which have had proper pruning are very 
attractive. No new plantings are now put out. Where it is de
sired to have a border about lawns and gardens, various varieties 
of the privet are used. It makes a very pretty growth but is not 
very hardy. 

Poole wheat grows well but does not give as good yields as 
when first introduced. The Fulse variety has almost played out 
on many of the soils but some farmers still obtain good yields and 
hold to it as the best variety. The farmers in general believe that 
it would be well to try a new variety. The yield of wheat per 
acre varies from 10 to 15 bushels with occasional yields· of 30 to 
40 bushels. 

Some commercial fertilizer is used throughout the county, 
usually without any reference to crop or sml, the same kind be
ing nppli0d for wheat: corn and potatoes. Various brands are used 
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aud most of the farmers are realizing some profit from the use of 
commercial fertilizer. 

Considerable rye is used as fertilizer. It is usually sown in 
corn in the fall and then pastured in the early winter, then al
lowed to make a good growth in the spring, then again pastured 
and later plowed under. Corn is thus grown upon the same ground 
year after year. 'l'his is not as advisable as rotation, for more than 
two years, and many farmers doubt the value of rye as a green 
fertilizer. 

Tomatoes are grown for canning factories at Center Point, Clay 
City, Brazil and Terre Haute. In the vicinity of Cory, about 200 
acres are grown for the Terre Haute Canning Company. The 
yield is from three to seven tons per acre and the grower receives 
$7.00 to $7.50 per ton delivered. The tomatoes are hauled to Terre 
Haute by wagons. The upland soils are well adapted to tomato 
growing and this should prove to be a paying industry. An effort 
should be made to have the factories run the entire year, canning 
corn, peas, tomatoes, beets, sweet potatoes, beans, pumpkin and 
hominy. In the central part of the county tho~e growing tomatoes 
for the Brazil plant are paid $7.00 per ton delivered at their near
est railroad station. 

Just as the coal and clay industries have been and are at pres
ent the great enterprises of the county, so agriculture must be ad
vanced to meet the demands and growth of the county. The soil 
conditions of the county should be carefully studied and continued 
investigation made as to their needs. The diversity of crops which 
can be grown, the natural productiveness of the land, the trans
portation facilities, the nearness to good markets and the develop
ment of the natural resources, coal and clay, all tend to make the 
area of this survey one of the most prosperous sections of the State. 
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KNOX COUNTY. 

HISTORY OF SR'l"rLEMl<~NT AND AGRICUIIrURAIJ DEvm,oPMl'}N'r. 

Knox County is the oldest county in the State. It has been 
called the" Mother of Indiana Counties." Its organization dates 
back to a period before the territorial government and finds a place 
among the earli("l't aets of the Government formed from the terl'i
tory northwest of the Ohio River. Its original boundaries extended 
from the Ohio River to the lakes, including the State of l\Iichigan, 
and from theW abash River to near the middle of the State. 

The original Knox County was established in 1790. In 1798 
\Vayne County was formed with Detroit as the county seat and 
comprising a greater part of Michigan and northern Indiana. By 
an act of Congress passed in 1800, the territory embraced in these 
States was divided into two territories with Vincennes the seat of 
one and William Henry Harrison as its Governor. In 1802 Clarke 
and Randolph counties WerE) formed and in 1805 Dearborn County 
was added. Late the same year l\Iichigan was made a separate 
territory and a part of Illinois which was included in Knox County 
was made a distinct territory in 1809. At this date there were 
only four counties in Indiana Territory, Knox, Clarke, Dearborn, 
Harrison. In 1810 J eff'erson and Franklin counties were estab
lrshed, and in 1813 Gibson and Warrick were organized. Sullivan 
was added in 1817, and Greene in 1820, thus reducing Knox to its 
present size. The county was named in honor of General Knox, 
Secretary of War. 

Vincennes, the county seat, is one of the oldest and possibly the 
oldest settlements in the State of Indiana. It is situated on the 
hanks of the Wahash 57 miles south of Terre Haute. It was at 
this point that the French Jesuit missionaries from Canada said 
mass before astonished savages in the year 1702. This act may be 
regarded as the very beginning of French civilization in Indiana. 
although missionaries had visited the territory during the fifteen 
years preceding, and Robert D. LaSalle passed through it on the 
old Wabash and Maumee route and erected some stockades in 
] 680. There was, however, no permanent mission founded within 
the limits of the State until 1702. This was one year after the 
establishment of Detroit by La lV[{jlle Cadillac, and the French 
records show that the missionaries carne from that part. Thre,~ 

years later, in 1775, the date when the French fort at Ft. Wayne 
was erected, a French trading post and stockade were established 
at Vincennes. Thus Ft. Wayne and Vincennes are on an equality 
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118 to antiquity. There was not any considerable settlement about 
Post Vincennes until 1745. 'rhere are no authoritative records 
concerning the settlement for a number of years, down to 1749, 
other than the (tovernment records at Quebec. Vincenne.'l was th,! 
scat of government for the Indiana 'rerTitory until the removal of 
the capitol to Corydon in ] 813. '1'he place was tirst know!! as :) 
Piankeshau village hy the name of Chippe Coke, or Brushwood. 
It was ahw called Post Vincennes, or Au. Post Vinsenne, and finally 
Vincennes. '1'he latter name WflS adopted as early as 1749, in honor 
of F. 1\1. De Vincennes, a gallant French officer who was killed in 
battle with the Chickasaws in 1836. In 1850 the town had a popu
lation of 2,000. 

The follovving paragraph, quoted from the reports of the Bu
reau of Statistics for 1909 and 1910, shows the present condition of 
Vincennes. 

"Vincennes, city, population 1910, 14,895, increase of 4,646 
over 1900; county seat, on B. & o. S. W.; E. & T. H.; C., C., C. 
& St. L. and the Vandalia Railroad; 9 rural routes; Adams, U S. 
[md American Express, Western Union and Postal Telegraph, Bell 
and Independent telephone; 3 daily and four weekly newspapers; 
3 miles of sewer; 7 public schools employing 82 teachers, 3 paro
~hial schools, college, 15 churches, 20 lodges, 3 national banks, 
State bank, trust and savings bank, 5 building and loan associa
tions, business men's association and commercial club; agricultura.l 
and implement factory, 6 bakeries, brewery, 2 brick and tile mills, 
canning factory, 2 cigar factories, two distilleries, 3 flour and grist 
mills, furniture factory, 3 planing mills, 2 saw mills, sewer pipe 
factory, 3 glass factories, 2 paper mills and rolling mill; 20 phy
sicians, 15 dentists, 3 veterinary surgeons and 25 lawyers, 2 depart
ment, 5 dry goods, 6 shoe, 11 drug, 58 grocery, and 9 hardwarc 
stores; 3 laundries, hospital, 12 hotels; estimated number pf em
ployes in manufacturing plants, 3,000; estimated weekly payroll, 
$65,000; 72 saloons. 

In commercial bodies, Vincennes has a board of trade and a mer
chants' and manufacturers' association. '1'he output of factorie~ 
includes brass, iron, sewer pipe, bar iron, paper, straw-board, mill
ing products, beer, whisky, egg cases boxes, barrels, automobiles, 
fire apparatus, stoves and ranges, furniture, iron bridges, agricul
tural implements, brick and concrete blocks. The raw materials 
available are clay, sand, timber, coal and oil. The Board of Trade 
will give financial aid to new industries and has more than 200 acres 
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of land which will be given for factory sites. Vincennes is a good 
location for any kind of factory, as the shipping facilities are ex
cellent and fuel can be obtained at a very low rate. " 

Bicknell is located 15 miles northeast of Vincennes on the I. & 
V. Railroad and was incorporated as a town in 1907. It was orig
inally laid out in 1869 by John Bicknell, for whom it was named. 
In 1900 the population was 510; at the present time it is a little 
over 4,000. The rapid growth of the town is due to the recent de
velopment of the coal industry. There are six large mines in op
eration. The thickness of the veins being worked is from five to 
eight feet. Other veins of good thickness also occur in the same 
fjeld. The mines are all well equipped. There are good opportuni
ties for factories which would utilize the clays and shales from the 
mines. The other industries of the town are a flour and grist mill, 
planing mill, lumber yard, and about 50 stores of various kinds, 
HDd most of them are good in the line. Two rural routes go out 
from the town. The number employed in manufacturing plants 
and mines is about 900, with a weekly payroll of $16,500. 

The town has made a very rapid and substantial growth. The 
development and progress of the town is very well assured. The 
coal field has an inexhaustible supply, good clay and shale is abun
dant, water resources are good, and the agricultural region sur
rounding is such that when properly developed would support a 
very large population. The merchants' associatoin is anxious to 
secure new enterprises and assistance will be given to any industry 
seeking such a location. 

Sandborn is in the northeast corner of the county, 25 miles from 
Vincennes, on the Vandalia Railroad. It has two rural routes. The 
population is about 500. The principal industries are flour and 
grist mill, a sawmill, lumber supplies, blacksmith shop and grain 
elevator. There are two banks, two general stores, one drug store, 
jewelry, books and stationery, millinery, two hardware stores, and 
lJ harness shop. The town is a good shipping point for grain and 
stock. The soil of the immediate vicinity is a sand and sandy loam. 
It is fertile and produces good crops. The town would be a good 
location for a canning factory, and any industry seeking location 
here will be assisted by the town. 

Edwardsport, the oldest town in Vigo Township, is located ill 
the northeastern side of the county, on a bluff along White River·; 
has a population of 675. The town was incorporated in 1869. It 
was a very active place until the growth of Bicknell began. It is 
on the 1. & V. Railroad. The town is surrounded by a very rich 
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agricultural region, which is for the most part well improved. It 
is a good trading center and shipping point. 

Westphalia is a German settlement, four miles northeast of 
Edwardsport. The population is about 85. 

Freelandsville, in the northern central part of the county, is thp 
only town in Widner Township. The population is about 600. The 
industries are a milling company, tile and brick plant, lumber ann 
planing mill, also manufacturing lawn and porch swings and set
tees, a saw will and several good stores. The population is largely 
German. The town receives produce and business from a large 
area of the northern part of the county. 

Oaktown has a population of 608. It lies 15 miles north of 
Vincennes and is on the E. & T. H. Railroad; has three rural routes, 
weekly newspaper, public school employing 9 teachers, 3 churches, 
State bank, flour and grist mill, 2 concrete block factories, 1 depart
ment, 2 dry goods, 3 grocery, 3 drug and 2 hardware stores, harness 
shop, building material, 2 livery stables, garage, hotel, 3 restau
rants 2 barber shops, theater, 2 meat markets, 2 blacksmith shops, 
and repair shop. The town is situated in the center of a good 
agricultural region. It is a good residence town and is making a 
considerable growth as a home town. 

Wheatland is 12 miles east of Vincennes, on the B. & O. Rail
road. It has 415 inhabitants and, as its name suggests, is in the 
heart of a rich wheat growing area. 

Bruceville has 366 inhabitants, is on the 1. & V. Railroad, and 
is called "Boston. of Knox County." It was here that the first 
wool carding mill in Knox County was built in 1820. An oil mill 
for extracting fluids from castor beans, a distillery and an ox-tread 
mill were then in operation. It is a good little village and receives 
considerable trade from the northern part of the county. An ex
cellent new school building has just been completed. 

Monroe City has a population of 630, is 12 miles southeast 01' 
Vincennes, has a rural route, public school with 6 teachers, 3 
churches and a State bank, 8 physicians and a veterinary, 4 gro
ceries, 3 general stores and a drug store, bakery and two sawmills. 
1 t is in a good agricultural region. 

Other towns worthy of mention are Fritchton, Purcells, Emison, 
;;Ind Busseron. 

Grants, Donations and Surveys.-A large part of Knox County 
was divided by the general government into militia donations, loca
tions and surveys. These surveys were made between 1794 and 
1802, Th.e lalld was ~iven for militar,v servicel claims a~ainst the 
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Government and as grants for settlements. The remainder of the 
county ,vas later laid out in sections by the rectangular system of 
survey in 1801 and later. In the portion of the county divided 
into surveys and donations, the dividing lines run in most cases 
northeast and southwest and northwest and southeast, though in 
some cases they are irregular. The description of the land divides 
is given fully under Sullivan County. Some additional informa
tion is here given to show thc manner in which the title to land~ 
was seeured and the desire of the early settlers to secure the land. 

Ilaws were passed hy Congress for disposing of lands in th(e 
Irestern territory and for prohibiting settlement of unappropriated 
lands by reekless speculators. Land speculation on the border of 
the Ohio and Wabash Rivers was exciting considerable attention 
~llld large land companies were organized for the purpose of mon
opDlizing the trade. Tracts of millions of acres were sold at one 
time by Congress, and so far as the Indian titles could be disposed 
of, the work of settling and improving the land began. 

Governor St. Clair intrusted the secretary of the territory, Win
throp Sargent, ,,,ith the execution of the resolutions of Congress 
regarding the lands and settlers on the Wabash. He directed that 
officer to proceed to Vine ennes, layout a county there, establish 
the militia) and appoint the ner~essary civil and military officers. 
lVIr. Sargent at once proceeded to Vincennes, where he organized 
the Camp of Knox, appointed the necessary civil and military 
0fficers, and notified the inhabitants to prrsent their claims to lands. 
In establishing these claims the settlers found great difficulty, and 
regarding it the srcrrtary in his report to the President remarked: 

"Although the landH and lots which were awarded to the in
habitant.s appeared from very good oral tefltimony to belong to 
those persons to whom they were awarded, eithrr by original grant, 
purchase, or inheritaner, yet there was scarcely one ease in twenty 
where the title ,,,as eomplete, owing to the desultory manner in 
'.Yhich publie husiness had been transacted and Home other un for- . 
iunate canses. The original conceflsions by the :F'reneh and British 
eommandants were generally made upon a slllall Rerap of paper 
which it haH bren (·ustornary to l()dg'(~ in the Ilotary's office, who 
lJas srldom kept any hook of r('eo1'(l, l)11t eOllllllitted tllP most impor
tant hUHl (,oneerns to loose sheetH, whieh in pro(;pss of tillle haVe' 
(,Ollle into possession of persons that have fraudnlelltly deHtroyed 
l1tem, or, unacquainted with their consequences, innoeently lost or 
trifled them away; for by the Freneh usage they are eonsidered as 
family inheritanees and often descend to women and children. In 
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one instance, and during the government of Mr. St. Aligehere, the 
royal notary run off with all the public papers in his possession as 
by certificate produced to me. And I am very sorry further to 
observe that in the office of Mr. LaGrand, which continued frolli 
the year 1777 to 1787, and where should have been the vouchers 
for important land transactions, the records have been so falsifie(l 
and there has been such gross fraud in forgery as to eradicate all 
evidence and information which I might have otherwise acquired 
from his papers." 

Winthrop Sargent informs us that there are about 150 .B~renclJ 
families at Vineennes in 1790. '1'he heads of these families had all 
be:en at some time vested with certain titles to a portion of the soil, 
and while the secretary was busily engaged endeavoring to straight
en out these claims he received a petition signed by 80 Americans 
praying for the confirmation of the grants of lands ceded by the 
courts which had been organized by Colonel John Todd, under the 
authority of Virginia, to which reference has already been made. 
'1'his case was met in the action of Congress on March 3, 1791, 
empowering the Governor of a territory in cases where land had 
been actually improved and cultivated under a supposed grant 
for the same to confirm to persons who had made such improve
ments. The land supposed to have been granted not, however, 
exceeding the quantity of 400 acres to anyone person. 

Tml1sportation Pacilit/;es.-'1'he railway facilities of the county 
are very good. The B. & O. S. W. erosses from east to west ne.lr 
the center; the E. & '1'. H. from north to south through the westem 
part; the I. & V. and the Cairo Division of the Big Four crosse,,; 
from northeast to southwest. All converge at Vincennes and give 
good facilities for the location of a manufaeturing center of impor
tance. An interurban line from Vincennes to Washington is undel' 
eonstruction. Both ,Vhite River and the Wabash have been used 
for the transportation of products by rafts, flatboats, small steam
ers. It is probable that streams, and especially the Wabash, may 
in the future be made navigable. In the early days the stage lines 
from Evansville to Vincennes and '1'erre Haute carried many pas
sengers. 

'1'he county has 580 miles of public road, with more than 300 
111iles improved. The improvement has been chiefly with gravel. 
The average original cost of the gravel road per mile is about 
$1,800, for the stone road about $2,000. The first improved roads 
were built in 1900. Along the Wabash there are several gravel 
pits opened in the vicinity of Emison, and to the south of Vin-
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cennes is considerable terrace gTavel, but in the White River valley 
gravel is very scarce. Stone suitable for road m~tal is very 
scarce and cannot be produced as cheaply as other stone can be 
imported. 

Agrt'cultural Sociei'ies.-In 1809 Knox County boasted of its 
agricultural societies, the object of which was "To encourage do
mestic products." However, the society did not hold but one meet
ing. In 1826 a similar institution was formed and kept going for 
several years, until the Legislature made provision for the com
missioners to aid such organization. A third organization was 
formed under the new ruling, which had existence from 1836 to 
1856. Although appropriations were made during the first three 
years of the organization, there is no record of any fair being held 
before 1855. However, this one is referred to as "the fifth annual 
fair. " It was held at the court house. In 1856 the sixth fair was 
held near Vincennes. Two hundred dollars were paid out for 
premiums, but there yet remained over $4,000 in the treasury, over 
which much dissatisfaction arose as to who should be its custodian. 
'J'his finally led to the disorganization of the concern. In 1858 
James D. Williams formed another agricultural and mechanical 
society, which held its initial meeting October 28, 29, and 30 of 
that year, as a district fair, at which Gibson, Warrick, Pike, Sulli
van and Lawrence County, Illinois, all had exhibits. Louisville, 
Kentucky, and Evansville, Indiana, each had displays among a 
thousand or more entries. This fair was a great success, but after 
the next year it passed out of existence and was not revived until 
1871, when the present Knox County Agricultural and Mechanical 
Society was organized. The society added to its possessions from 
year to year and now controls an immense tract of valuable land 
bordering on the northwest limits of the city. 

GENERAL. 

The population of Knox County was 6,557 in 1830. By 1850 
it had almost doubled, and by 1910 it had reached 39,183. The 
county has an area of 510 square miles. The total farm area is 
305,966 acres, with 249,603 acres improved. The average selling 
price is from $75 to $100 per acre. It ranks third in acreage of 
corn and wheat, first in acreage of peas, watermelons and canta
loupes. In number of mules sold it stands second in the State. 

Knox County produces annually about 900,000 bushels of wheat, 
which averages from 15 to 18 bushels per acre; corn yields about 
2,900,000 bushels each year, with from 30 to 40 bushels per acre; 
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yield of oats is about 175,000 bushels, averaging from 20 to 40 
bushels per acre; rye is grown on about 340 acres, yielding from 
7 to 12 bushels per acre; timothy is raised on about 12,000 acres, 
making more than a ton per acre; alfalfa produces from three to 
eight tons per acre, but is not grown on but about 550 acres; prairie 
grass is grown on from 100 to 200 acres, yielding about one and 
one-fourth tons per acre; clover yields from one to one and a half 
tons per acre on an acreage of about 7,000 acres. Potatoes yield 
from 75 to 80 bushels per acre, with more than 300 acres each 
year; onions are grown for market on about 25 acres, averagiug 
from 60 to 70 bushels per acre; tomatoes yield from 2 to 10 tom 
per acre, and are grown on from 150 to 200 acres each year. The 
acreage of peas is about 4,000 acres; watermelons, 2,000; cantu-

. loupes, 250 to 300 acres; berries are raised on from 10 to 20 acres, 
yielding from 25 to 35 bushels per acre; tobacco yields about 100 
pounds per acre, but only five or six acres are put out annually. 
Quite a number of horses, cattle, hogs and sheep, but more specially 
mules, are sold each year. Poultry raising is not engaged in ex
tensively. 

"Nature, science and wealth have combined to make industrial 
farming in the community a calling out of which the producer not 
only gets big production, but which enables him to follow his voca
tion with profit and pleasure. The wonderful possibilities of scien
tific agriculture in this region cannot be exaggerated. The unprece
dented crop yields are so enormous as to seem incredible to one not 
acquainted with the topography of the country, the climatic influ
ences of river vapors on vegetation and the adaptability of the soil 
for their advantageous assimilation. One reason why farms in this 
section are so attractive and productive is because they are nearly 
all owned by the men who till them. Diversified farming is quite 
extensively carried on, and as a producer of cereals, all kinds 01' 
grain and every known variety of vegetable and fruit, the soil of 
Knox County is exceptionally fine. Especially in the production 
of corn, oats, wheat, clover, rye, timothy, potatoes, tomatoes, apples, 
peaches, pears, plums, grapes, strawberries, etc., is this true. Al
falfa, the staple crop of Kansas, Washington, Oklahoma and Texas, 
can be raised in many sections of the county where the ground ha~ 
been properly fertilized, almost as well as in any of the State'> 
named, as has been demonstrated by William H. Brevoort, one of 
the largest land owners in the county, by practical experiment;;; 
on several of his farms just below the city limits. Live stock farm
ing, too, can be and is profitably carried on here to a large extent. 
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The natural water courses running through and the smaller streams 
traversing or lying within the confines of the farming districts and 
the excellent quality of grass for grazing purposes which grows 
abundantly far into the winter months and remains green and 
nutritious almost the year round are advantages which make the 
business at once inviting, pleasurable and profitable. Cattle, sheep, 
hogs and poultry are raised in unlimited quantities in Knox County, 
and for all of them there is always a ready home market. Some of 
the finest bred stock to be found in the county is raised in the 
pastures and on the fields adjacent to Vincennes. 

"And when it comes to melons, the growers of this luscious fruit 
have the pumpkin growers decidedly outclassed. The industry of 
melon growing in Knox County has attained gigantic proportions. 
'1'he quantity of the watermelons and cantaloupes produced in this 
county, all of which are of superior quality, is so great that when 
the crops are gathered the shippers frequently find it difficult to 
secure cars sufficient for their transportation. The Rocky Ford 
melons of this vicinity are prime favorites with the epicures of 
New York City, and the Rwell clubs and cafes of the eastern metrop. 
olis have acquired the habit of underlining on their menu cards 
'Knox County nutmegs,' for which they receive handsome prices. 
'1'he north and east are large consumers of the melons grown in 
this locality, and the railway stations at Vincennes, Decker, Pur
cell, Oaktown, Emison, Bicknell, Edwardsport and ~Wheatland a1'(, 
;,:cenes of unusual activity when the melon season is on. The profits 
",hich accrue from the cultivation of melons are said to be enor
mous, amounting in the aggregate to more money in proportion to 
the time and labor expended and the extent of aer~age cultivatrd 
than can be realized from the yield of any other product. And the 
industry, it might be said, is still in its infancy. 

"Knox County has almost as many varieties of soil as the prod· 
ucts thereof. The highlands are abundantly rich and mellow, 
adapted to the culture of any crop, and conform admirably to 
every kind of farm uses. The vast expanse of bottom lands which 
skirt the \iVabash, ~White and Duchee rivers is especially adapted 
to corn, wheat and hay, which yield large crops during seasons of 
severest draught when vegetation in other localities withers and 
dies from lack of moisture. There is really nothing which grow;; 
to sustain life of man or beast that cannot be raised in abundance 
in this Rection with less labor and less cost than the same can be 
produced elsewhere. The unexcelled railway facilities which en
Hble the farmer to get to any market he desires without having to 
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see a llliddleman, the excellent system of gravel roads that pene
trates the very heart of the farming country, maintained in fine 
eondition the year round, are advantages which are not to be given 
secondary consideration in summing up the various conveniences 
of living 'down On the farm.' The rural free delivery of the mail 
to all sections and the service of two complete telephone systems, 
one of which is the product of home capital and enterprise, are 
other essentials not to be lightly considered in contemplating the 
advantages enjoyed by the farming community. 

"The unrivaled agricultural resources of the county of which 
Vincennes is the seat of government have not only sustained but 
have built up the thriving city. Some of the wealthiest citizen..'l, 
in fact many are or have been, owners of farms from which they 
derived their wealth. These men have kept pace with every ad
vance step made in the direction of progressive agriculture. While 
none of them are farmers in the literal sense, nearly all own farms 
and personally look aftrr the cultivation of them, for the reason 
1hat the industry of farming in this locality especially is considered 
~I science as well as a profession, besides an interesting study, an 
interesting vocation, and has been to them the royal road to wealth. 
'rhe major part of all farming land in the county (with the ex
ception of localities where mounds and hills occur) is generally 
level or gently rolling with sufficient slope to afford first-class 
drainage, and so smooth that it will admit the passage of automo
hiles over its surface with comparative ease. It has few waste 
places to be made green, for the reason that nearly every acre of 
it is in cultivation or covered with a growth of valuable forest 
trees. Farm life here is made pleasant as well as profitable by 
congenial surroundings which unite a people in bonds of mutual 
interest and make a community of happy homes. The progress of 
the farming· communities in this section has kept pace with the 
progress of the world. The farmers hereabout know what consti
tntes scientific farming and evidently possessed this knowledge be
fore the study of agriculture was taught as a science in the ad
vanced institutions of learning, for fortunes large and small hav" 
long since been gathered by them from the fruits of the soil. And 
yet there are no wild speculations here growing out of the sale of 
desira ble fl'lrms like there are in ot1wr 10C'l'llities where undesirabl" 
farms are sold, in tll(' so-called virile and growing 'Ve,t where lani! 
values as well as the ImHl itself are fictitious. 'I'he hest farms a1'(, 
bought ani! sold here for the hest prices and the purchasers hail 
principally from the ·West, while not a few are from the East or 
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North. The unsurpassed fertility of soil, a climate adapted to the 
highest crop production and comfortable for human habitation, 
social, religious and educational advantages such as are afforded 
by up-to-date schools and churches; the number of good sized towns 
in proximity to the farms; and the splendid markets furnished by 
Vincennes for everything raised on a farm; a pleasing rural land
scape, the beauties of which never become monotonous, but are 
always pleasing and refreshing, are a few of the manifold features 
having magnetic power to bring to this locality people who are 
seeking agricultural districts for agreeable homes and a comfortable 
competence. Good farms can be had as low as $30 and as high as 
$300 per acre. 

"In proportion to the area of territory she occupies, Knox 
County raises a greater quantity of wheat and corn than any other 
county in the State, the average yield of the acres in actual culti
vation being greater than that of any other county. It is not a 
very uncommon thing in favorable seasons to gather 85, 95 and 
even 110 bushels of corn from one acre of ground. On a farm two 
seasons ago, a sixty-acre farm within two miles of Vincennes totaled 
over 100 bushels of corn per acre. Conditions of soil and climate 
are very favorable to wheat raising, and from 45 to 53 bushels of 
this cereal to the acre is not considered as an extraordinary yield 
when the harvest days have been preceded by a season of winter 
weather conducive to the health and growth of the tender plant. 
Other crops fare as well and yield as abundantly here as hay, corn 
and wheat. The atmospheric conditions of the locality and the 
chemical formations in the soil arising from the alluvial deposits 
of the streams and from other causes characteristic of this region 
are responsible for the wonderful productiveness of the soil. 

"Notwithstanding the ground in nearly all the farming dis
tricts "has been worked more or less for years there are evidences 
of "unanalyzed agents in the air and the earth which impart to 
uncultivated land elements of fertility and productiveness equal 
to that possessed by virgin soils in the less favored localities. Hence 
all products yield here abundantly, and the time and cost of fer
tilizing the land are materially lessened on account of these favor
a hIe conditions. 

"The soil of Knox County is adapted to horticulture as well 
as agriculture. An impressive illustration of this can be had in >l 

visit to the beautiful nursery farm of either Mr. Simpson or Mr. 
Reed, which adjoin each other and are located about three and a 
half miles southeast of the city, where flowers, trees and shrubs, 
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natives of almost every clime under the sun grow profusely and 
are attractive features of two of the handsomest country homes 
anyone having a taste for beauties of landscape gardening or ar
tistic architecture could wish for. The adaptability of the soil for 
flower culture has been demonstrated by W. A. Reiman, florist, who 
grows every year from 300,000 to 500,000 effusions of white, crim
son and pink peonies from an open field of 12t acres in one of the 
rich agricultural localities of the country. This wilderness of floral 
beauty is located about four miles northeast of Vincennes, and all 
lovers of nature as developed in flowers who have never seen them 
can form no adequate conception of its rarity and loveliness." 

PHYSIOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY. 

Topography.-Knox County is bounded on three sides by rivers, 
on t~e west by the Wabash and on the south and east by White 
River. The outline of the county is very irregular. The surface 
is generally level or gently undulating and in a few places becomes 
(iuite hilly. Lying between the two rivers, the slopes are short and 
gentle, so that no large streams occ~r. The county is practically 
all covered with the Pleistocene deposits. In the valleys the thick
ness runs up to 100 feet and in some of the old valleys which have 
not been changed, may exceed that. On the uplands the surface 
will not exceed 50 feet and in many places is not more than 5 to 
10 feet. 

The upper or barren Coal Measures form the surface rocks of 
the greater part of the county. The lower or productive Coal 
Measures underlie the Whole county, but the veins of coal are so 
cleep that they are at present being worked only in the eastern part. 
The upper Coal Measures are made up of alternating sandstones 
a.nd shales with occasionally thin beds of "rash" coals of no eco
nomic value. The total thickness of these formations is more than 
300 feet. The workable veins of coal in the county vary from three 
feet to more than seven. The coals underlying Knox Comity are 
from No. V to No. IX. Coal V is just at river level at Edwards· 
port. It is above river level at the mouth of the west fork of White 
River and on White River above Edwardsport. At Appraw Ford, 
Coal VII is down to the level of low water of White River, ~ndi
eating a broad syncline from east to west in the center of the county 
on the eastern edge. At the northeast corner of the county the 
coals below No. V outcrop, so that Voal V is rising in that part of 
the county. Coal VI outcrops in the eastern half of R. 8 W. and 
VII a little distance west. The coals always have a westward dip. 



Round-tJp hills rising on the e.1stern bJrder OI th;;: \Vablsh Valley near Smith's Statio;} 
north cf Old Fort Knox, Knox County. 

Wab.l.sh Rive:, as vie,y,"d fnm th~ site 0; Old Fort, l(n:!X, Knox County, Ind. 
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At Vincennes, Coal VI is only 35 feet above sea level, or at a depth 
of about 400 feet, and the other coals will be found at a corre
spondingly greater depth. Some of the best equipped mines in 
the State are in this county, and the production of coal is rapidly 
on the increase. Present estimates would show the amount of work
able coal yet remaining in the county to be more than 2,000,000,000 
tons. 

Drainage.-The divide between White and Wabash River ex
tends through the center of the county, the western half being 
drained in the Wabash by Bnsseron and Marie creeks and Deshee 
River and smaller tributaries. The eastern half drains into the 
\\"est fork of White Rivet' through Black Water, Indian and Pond 
creeks, '1'he two forks of White River unite at the southeafltern 
eorner of the eounty and ·White River and the Wabash unite at 
the southwestern corner of the county. Several old streams and 
uayous occnr in the river bottoms, forming marshes. ]\-1ost of these 
marshes have been reclaimed by artificial drainage. In the south
w.'st corner of the county, several ditches have been constructed, 
generally with good results. In the vicinity of Decker, about 4,000 
acres have been r('claimed by the completion of the Plass Ditch in 
1907. 1'he ditch runs through six miles of what was the least val
uable land in Knox County. About 25,000 acres near the swamp 
was a Iso increased in value by this ditch. It cost the owners of thl' 
land affected ahout $60,000. The value to Knox County will re
sult in at least $200,000. In addition to the drainage of the large 
tract of land, the ditch robbed the Wabash River of one of its 
main tributaries, the Deshee River. Before the ditch ,,·as con
structed, the river emptied into the Wabash a few miles above Mt. 
Carmel, Illinois. Now the stream empties into White River, using 
the ditch for its channel for six miles of its course. Before th(' 
completion of the ditch, the Deshee River was the only outlet for 
these swamp lands, but the river failed to do its work and the 
Ilwamp spread out over a wide area. 

'rhe -Wabash River has been leveed along a considerable part 0 f 
its course and the bottoms are fairly well protected. In the White 
River bottom, much tile drainage is being put in and the soil is 
in excellent condition .. 

Geological Section.-The following sections will show the thick
nes" of the soil and the character of the geological formations. 

H-2HHi3 
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Section East at Vincennes on Upper Prairie Survey No. 10. 

Fect. Inches. 
Surface soil, Vincennes plain ........... . 3 0 
Merom rock, sandstone ................. . 45 0 
Coal ................................... . 0 3 
Sandstone ............................•. 2 6 
Soft clay shale ........................ . 14 8 
Coal ................................... . 0 2 
Clay shale ............................. . 15 0 
Sandstone ............................. . 10 0 
Soft stone ............................. . 0 10 
Hard limestone ........................ . 10 5 
Black shale ........................... . 5 0 
Soft stone ............................. . 18 0 
. Sandstone 50 5 
Sandstone, soft ........................ . 10 3 
Coal ................................... . 0 8 
Fire clay 2 10 

Total 189 0 

Section of Bore at Oaktown. 
Feet. Inches. 

Surface 30 0 
Sandstone ............................. . 17 4 
Coal ................................... . 0 4 
Fire clay .............................. . 2 6 
Limestone ............................. . 3 4 
Fire clay .............................. . 10 6 
Shale and iron ore ..................... . 13 10 
Black shale and coal ................... . 6 0 
Clay shale ............................. . 7 8 
Limestone ............................. . 10 0 
Clay shale ............................. . 3 7 
Fire clay .......................... '" .. 5 0 
Sandstone ............................. . 6 6 
Gray shale ............................ . 2 0 
Limestone ............................. . 12 0 
Gray limpstone ........................ . 4 0 
Sandstone and gravel .................. . 4 2 
Sandstone ............................. . 2 4 
Limestone ............................. . 1 5 
Gray limestone ........................ . 7 0 
Limestone ............................ :. 1 5 
Shale and iron ore ..................... . 6 7 
Limestone ............................. . 1 8 
Clay shale ............................. . 9 8 
Iron ore ............................... . 1 2 
Clay shale ............................. . 1 8 
Blue limestone ......................... . 6 0 
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Feet. Inches. 
Giay and shale ......................... . 8 6 
Gray limestone ........................ . 12 8 
Gray shale ............................ . 5 6 
Limestone ............................. . 9 0 
Gray shale ............................. . 23 0 

Total .................................. . 236 4 

Section One and One-fourth Miles North ot Edwardsport, N. E. Quartel' 
Section 36 (5 N., 8 TV.). 

Feet. Inches. 
Soil and drift clay ..................... . 12 0 
Blue sandy shale ...................... . 10 0 
Coal VII .............................. . 3 2 
Under clay ............................ . 3 4· 
Blue clayey shale ...................... . 39 0 
Dark bituminous shale ................. . 3 0 
Coal VI ............................... . 5 3 
Under clay ............................. . 2 0 

Total .............................. . 77 9 

Section of Old Mine Shatt 7Year Monroe Oity, Donation ';28. 

Feet. Inches. 

Surface clay ........................... . 12 0 
Quicksand ............................. . 7 0 
Blue clay .............................. . 55 0 
"Concrete rock" ....................... . 4 0 
Coal ................................... . 4 0 
Bone coal ............................. . 1 0 
Fire clay .............................. . 1 0 
Sandstone ............................. . 50 0 
Coal ................................... . 1 2 

Total 135 2 

SOILS. 

The soils of the county present a great variety of types. The 
two great divisions are the uplands and the river bottoms. The 
county is one of the most fertile in the State. The broad valleys 
of the streams form the large portion of the surface and greatly 
increase the average thickness of the soil. The flood plains of the 
river are from one to more than three miles wide. Extensive ter
races also occur. The bottom clays are chiefly clays and clay loams, 
grading in places into fine sandy loam. The sandhills and sand 
plains or terN1C'eS are extensive and very fertile. These sandy soils 
have placed Knox County in the lead in the production of melons 
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in the State. '1'he main type of the upland soil is the Knox silt 
loam, formed from the drift and loess of glacial origin. The fol
lowing table gives the names of the various soil types and the area 
occupied by each: 

Sq. ~,,;;. 

Knox Rilt loam ................................... 200 
Wabash silt loam ................................. 113 
Sioux sandy loalll ................................ 65 
Knox sand .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 45 
Sandy clay loam .................................. 34 
Mode silt loam ................................... 30 
Clyde sand ....................................... 7 
Clyde clay ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
Knox sandy loam ................................. 3 
Muck and peat ................................... 3 
Fargo clay ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
}\Iarl loeRs ........................................ 2 
'Vahash ('lay loam ............................... . 

Total 510 

KNOX SILT T,0AM. 

The Knox silt loam and the modified Knox silt loam are the 
chief soils of the uplands. These soils have been fully described 
in t.he reports on the counties given in the preceding pages, to 
which the reader is referred. 

In Knox County the upland soils are in general more fertile 
and hetter adapted to agricultural conditions than the same soils 
in the other counties to the north. 'l'hey contain a higher percent
age of fine silt, and in the western part, along the hluffs of the 
river, are pure loess soils. Exposures along the bluffs show th'2 
characteristic features of loess material, and the surface of culti
vated fields show the loose, floury texture. 'fhe great central area 
of the county consists of the Knox silt loam. 

The topography of the area of these types is gently rolling to 
hilly. In general, the hills are low and rounded, with gently slop
ing sides. In the true Knox silt loam areas the drainage is good, 
but in the areas of the modified silt loam the drainage is rather 
poor, or has been in times past. The former type is the light gray 
to yellow soil; the latter is from light to white in color. Th,' 
texture, size of grain, etc., is practically the same in both soils, the 
separatioll being made on color and drainage conditions. The soil 
overlies heds of sandstone and shale which outcrop in many places 
along the river valleys and the stream beds. These rocks, howeverl 
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have not entered into the composition of the soih; except in a very 
limited way in some localities. 

'rhese soils are adapted to .all of the general farm crops and to 
many special crops. Wheat and oats both give good yields, the 
wheat yielding On the average from 12 to 20 bushels per acre, and 
f1 large acreage is grown. Corn grows well but does not give as 
good yields as on the Sioux sandy loam. In the summer of 1911, 
however, the upland silt loam types gave much better yields than 
the prairies because of the excessive dry weather, the close compact 
nature of these soils being more retentive of moisture than those 
with the gravelly subsoil. Considerable fertilizer is used a!ld with 
good results. A large acreage of clover, timothy and other graim 
are grown and give good yields. 

In most places the soils show faintly acid to strong acid reaction, 
and attention should be gi.ven to this fact. Lime is used on a few 
[arms and the results obtained have been very satisfactory. 

Many small dairy herds are kept, and on these. farms the soils 
are in excellent condition. Some alfalfa is grown. Apples, peaches, 
plums and other fruits are successfully grown. Truck farming is 
carried on to some extent and all the special crops give good yields. 

In some parts it is necessary to exercise considerable care to 
prevent washing. This can be prevented by not breaking the sur
face too near the edge of the hills and gullies, and by using means 
to check the growth of washes which have been started. The mar
gins of the hills and ravines are excellent places for the planting 
of forest trees, both for the value of the tree growth and the pro
tection afforded the soil by the roots. 

The folowing table shows the result of mechanical analyses of 
the silt loam soils: 

Fine Coarse Me- Fine Very 
Gravel, Sand, duim Sand, Fine Silt, Clay, 

JJDCAUTY. De<.;cription. Per Per Sand~ Per Sand, Per Per 
Cent. Cent. Per Cent. Per Cent. Cent. 

('.,ent. Cent. 
----------------

Boyd Farm S. ~/4 N.Yz 
Don. 46 ........... Surface 0.5 0.5 0.4 1.5 4.0 82.5 11.8 

N.YzDon.47 ..... S11bsoi] 8 ·i~·. '~20 'i~~: 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.5 8.2 80 .. 5 10. 
N. Yz Don. 47 ...... w: Rubsoil 20 in.·72 in. 0.5 0.8 0.5 0.5 6.2 78.5 13. 
EmiRon Farm' s. 

Bruceville ....... 
W. 

Surfare 8 in .. 4.0 1.5 0.7 05 6.0 70.8 16+ 
Alton Farm N. 

Bruceville ............ Surface 8 in ... 0;; O.S 1.2 0.8 7.5 81.4 8+ 
Near Monroe City .... , Surface 12 in. 0.4 1.0 0.6 1.5 6.5 7R.5 11+ 

Note_-In the first three samples given in the table the surface 
,,;as taken in wheat field_ The soil was a typical loose, brown, fer-
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tile soil. The subsoil 8"-20" was taken in a vertical exposure, was 
uniform brown in color, and contained a small amount of fine grit. 
The corn in adjacent field yielded about 65 bushels per acre. The 
subsoil 20"-72" was a stiff, compact loess clay, uniform brown in 
color. In some places the subsoil is mottled with white. The sample 
taken on Emison farm was in corn field and contained many irony 
pebbles known as "hen gravel," due to former poor drainage con· 
ditions. 'fhe field is well kept up by manure and clover. The 
sample from the Alton farm was taken in a wheat stubble field. 
The farm has been rented for a number of years and not much 
humus is left in the soil. In places some gravel is found on 
the surface, but in general the soil is not in bad condition for :1 

soil so destitute of organic content. This soil can easily be brought 
to a good state of tilth and crop production. The sample near 
Monroe City was taken in a wheat field which had made a good 
yield in the pra'!ent season. The soil was in a good state of tilth 
and of good uniform color. 

Chemical Analyses of Knox Silt Loam. 

The folowing analyses were made for a mixed sample of the 
typical silt loam taken at several locations. 

Collector, Shannon. 
Chemist, Blanchard. 

Description ............................................... Surface 8 in 
Reaction to litmus ................................ , ....... Neutral 
Moisture at 105 0 C. from nir·n.ried soil ..................... 1.62% 
Total soil nitrogen ........................................ 0.150% 

Analysis of fine earth drien. at 105 0 C.~ 

Volatile and organic matter................... 5.19% 
Insoluble in 1.115 HC1 ........................ 84.99% 
Soluble silica (S :02 ) •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0.11 % 
Ferric oxide (Fe,O,) .......................... 2.00% 
Alumina (A120,) .............................. 5.41% 
Phosphoric acid anhydride (P 20') .............. 0.19% 
Sulphuric acid anhydride (SO,) ................ 0.07% 
Calcium oxide (CaO) ......................... 1.27% 
Magnesium oxide (MgO) ...................... 0.80% 
Potassium oxide (K,O) ....................... 0.23% 
Sodium oxide (Nu20) .......................... 0.29% 

Total ..................................... 100.55% 
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Collector, Shannon. 
Chemist, Blanchard. 

Description ............................................... Subsoil 
Reaction to litmus ........................................ Neutral 
Moisture at 105 0 C. from air-dried soil ..................... 1. 79% 
Total soil nitrogen .............................. , ., .. .. ... 0.104% 

Analysis of fine earth dried at 1050 C.-
Volatile and organic matter ................ ·.·· 4.10% 
Insoluble in 1.115 HCI ......................... 84.86% 
Soluble silica (Si02 ) •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0.10% 
Ferric oxide (1!'e,03) .......................... 2.66% 
Alumina (AI,O,) .............................. 6.23% 
Phosphoric acid anhydride (P,O.) ............. 0.19% 
Sulphuric acid anhydride (SO,) ................ 0.05% 
Calcium oxide (CaO) ......................... 0.90% 
Magnesium oxide (MgO) ...................... 0.81% 
Potassium oxide (K,O) ....................... 0.23% 
Sodium oxide (Na.O) ......................... 0.47% 

Total ..................................... 100.60% 

WABASH SILT LOAM. 

The soils of the White River valley vary in character from silt 
loam and clay loam to fine sandy loam. The silt loam is the pre
vailing type. It contains from 15 to 20'1'0 of the finer grades of 
sand. It is of a light brown to dark brown color; it is of great 
depth and there is usually no marked line between the soil and 
subsoil. The subsoil in general is heavier and of a lighter color, 
at varying depths the subsoil grades into a fine sand or a sandy 

loam. 
The type is strictly an alluvial soil of recent origin. The area 

is at times flooded, but as a rule only the lower parts are subject 
to overflow. In the earlier days of the agricultural development 
of the area the sediment left was much darker in color than at 
present, doubtless due to the greater quantity of organic matter 
contained in the virgin upland soils. In the areas where the type 
becomes more truly a fine sandy loam the color is somewhat lighter 
than in the silt loam. The greater the sand content the lighter the 
color. There is very little coarse sand. The upper part of the 
subsoil contains considerable fine material, but this decreases with 
depth, and at about three feet a fine sand of loose incoherent na-

ture is often found. 
The soils of the river bottom are very easily cultivated. They 

are not difficult to plow and will remain in good tilth during the 
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entire season. The bottoms were originally timbered. The prin
(,ipal timber growth consisted of walnut, sycamore, elm, ash, white 
oak, black oak, burr oak, chinquapin, sugar, red and river maple, 
hackberry, dogwood, redbud and wild cherry. At the present time 
scarcely any timber of size remains and in most places the land 
has been eleared down to the river's edge. In places a fringe of 
small growth has been left along the immediate banks. This is a 
very essential thing to the preservation of the soil. When the tree 
growth has been entirely removed slumping is always taking plae'~ 
along the river banks and large tract'l of soil are destroyed every 
year. 

Corn is the principal crop. The yield is from 40 to 75 bushel~. 
In considerable parts of the area the farmers estimate that on the 
average from 15 to 30% of the erop is destroyed by fiood, either 
early in the season by causing a poor stand, or by overflow before 
the crop is gathered. The corn yields made, however, are al way 3 

fair to good. The white varieties of eorn are grown almost exclu
sively. Crihs of large size are built over the area, and the corn is 
eribbed at times of gathering and marketed as controlled by slack 
times in farm work, condition of the roads, and the fluetuation of 
prices, much of the corn being kept in store until after the follow
ing wheat harvest. Timothy is grown to a considerable extent and 
makes good yields, but the meadow will not stand in the bottoms 
more than two years. 'l'hey are also damaged by flood waters, 
carrying in large amounts of old weeds, corn stalks, etc., which 
injure the quality of the hay and the weed seed being distributed 
everywhere causes injurious weeds to spring up, choking out tIll' 
timothy. 

Clover does well and a large acreage is grown. The moisture 
retained in the soil is sufficient to give good yields even in the dry 
seasons. A large percentage of the acreage furnishes hoth hay and 
seed. The first crop is cut early and allows the seed crop plenty 
of time for maturing. In the summer of 1911, large fields of ex
cellent crops of clover for seed were grown, while on the upland;; 
the entire clover crop was almost an utter failure hecause of th(~ 
drought. 

Cowpeas are grown to some extent, but make sueh a rank growth 
that they are too coarse for feed and do not mature the peas. Thn 
crop is turned under for green manure. 

Wheat does well and usually gives good yields. Several pieces 
(In the area in 1911 made 30 bushels per aere, and some 40 bushels. 
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The average yield is from 15 to 20 bushels. Straw grows very 
heavy and often kills out clover sown in the wheat. A large acre
age of ground is being plowed for the wheat crop of 1912. Fulse 
Imd Poole varieties are grown chiefly, and it is said that F'ulse gives 
Ow best yiHld. Some oats are grown, but usually grows so rank 
that they fall before maturing and make the crop uncertain. 
~'rumpet creepers and morning glories are very troublesome in 
the corn fields. 

KNOX SANDY LOAM. 

The soil occurs in the region about Sandborn. It is a sandy 
loam about 6 to 12 inches in depth. The color varies from gray to 
reddish brown or dark brown. It is composed of medium to fine 
sand containing: a small percentage of silt and clay. The surface 
is characterized by low knobs and ridges, the result of wind depo
sition, and are to some extent still influenced by the shifting by 
the wind. The subsoil is a medium to coarse sand or sandy loam 
of a yellowish brown color. The clay content varies greatly. In 
general there is sufficient silt and clay in the subsoil to give a firm, 
"tiff texture. In places the material is a loose, light gray sand, 
which is usually dry and coarser than the material above. 

On the edges of the area near to the upland the soil grades 
gradually into the Knox silt loam. It is probable that the sand 
was derived from serliment land rlown along the streams and drifterl 
to the present position by the wind. Some of the low and coarse 
areas may be due to \vater deposition, but the variable depth, the 
topography and distribution would indieate wind action as the 
chief agency in the formation. In the cultivated fields the surface 
bleaches to a dull gray or slightly reddish gray, but on the better 
improved parts the dark color is well kept up by the uge of clover 
and peas to adrl organic matter to the soil. Although rather loose 
and incoherent, the scil retains moisture very well. The usual 
farm crops are grown and give fairly good yields, but i~ usually 
valued lower than the best parts of the upland f'ilt loam and the 
~oils of the bottoms. The soil is easily cultivatell. 

('(ll'n produc~es well, and wheat gives good yields, hut it is es
s('utial to kepI> lip the I'l'qni I'ements of the soil by frequent change; 
to dOH'r or similar erops. It \\'onl(l 11e an ex('('llent soil for truck 
gardening, :tml is cspeeially adapted to lUclons, tomatoes, and 
slllall fruits. A canning factory established at Sandborn wonlrl be 
of much importance to the area covered by this type of soil. 
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Mechanical analyses show the following results: 

Fine Coarse I Me- Fine V~ry Silt 

De<::cription. Gra~·el, S d I dlUm 
S d FIne and 

LOCAlITY. an '. S d 
Per 'Per an > P~r' Sand. Clay 

Cent. Cent. Per C Per Per 
Cent. ent Cent. Cen'. 

--------

~1-8~ --'-1----
~ ~ile north of Sandborn ..... 1 Surface 12~n"""1 0.6 :lO.5110.5j 40+ 

I mIle South of Sandborn ....... Surfare 12 In ...... 0.5 4.0 10.5 25.4 10+ .5(· 
-

VVABASH CLAY LOAM. 

Several small areas of this type occur over the county, the 
largest of which is to the northeast of Sandborn. In general, the 
areas are small and have not been mapped separately from other 
similar types. The soil consists of a light colored silty clay loam. 
The surface varies from a very light gray to a dull yellowish gray. 
The areas are in low lying situations difficult to drain. 'When 
wet, the soil is plastic, and upon drying has a tendency to break 
into cubical fragments. Usually the organic content is low, but 
in some places suffieient to give a dark color to the soil for a 
few inches in depth. On plowed fields the surfaee when dry has 
a very uniform light color. 

The subsoil is a stiff silty clay, containing but a very small 
percentage of sand. The color varies from yellowish to almost 
white. Iron concretions are not so abundant as is usually the case 
in soils of like situation and similar color. 

VVhen well drained the soil is very productive and is easily 
cultivated. Corn is the principal crop; some wheat, oats and 
meadow are grown. 

Soils of this type would be well suited for the production of 
pasture and heavy forage crops Care must be taken, however, to 
not remove too much of the organic matter from the soil 

.The mechanical analyses show the following results: 

I.OCATION. DeRcription. 

M Very Silt 
Fine Coarse d' ~ Fine Fine and ~ 

Gravel. Sand. S~~d Sand. Sand. Clay. 
Per Per 'p r' Per Per Pp-r 

Cent. Cent. Ce~t. Cent. Cent. Cent. 

-----------1--------1--- -----------.--

North of Sandborn .... 

North of Sandborn. 

Surfare. Sin.... .05 25 2.0 13.5 15.5 65+ 

Subsoil. 8 in.-24 in. .0 .5 1.5 8.0 100 80 

CLYDE SANDY LOAM. 

;rhe Clyde sandy loam lies in the northeast corner of the county 
along the western border of the VVabash silt loam. On the west 
is the Knox sandy loam and the Knox silt loam. The soil lies a~ong 
the immeq.iate co-qrsj:l of Bl;wk Creek, -
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It is a dark gray to black medium textured sandy loam, from 
6 to 12 inches in depth. It is very loose and pliable, due to the 
high organic content and the high percentage of fine sand. The 
drainage is usually fairly good. The subsoil is a sandy loam of 
coarser texture and lighter color, which at greater depth becomes 
a mottled sandy clay, rather sticky. The surface is practically 
level, with few slight differences in elevation, which in places gives 
a gently rolling appearance. 

This is a good soil for all the general farm crops. The prin· 
cipal crop is corn and the yield is from 50 to 80 bushels per acre. 
'Wheat produces well. In the summer of 1911 a large acreage was 
being plowed for wheat. Oats grow well. The usual rotation is 
corn, oats, wheat, clover, and back to corn. Some farmers grow 
corn for several years in succession. The soil is naturally fertile, 
but the growing of successive corn crops depletes it very badly 
and the need for rotation is well shown. Clover grows well and 
yields well and most years a considerable acreage is grown. No 
commercial fertilizer is used. Some stock are raised, but chiefly 
only for farm use. It has been the habit to burn cornstalks to get 
rid of them, but at present other means are used, such as using 
cutters and harrows, and thus saving the stalk to be added to the 

soil. 
The land of this area is valued at a good price and the farmers 

all consider this type of soil, when drainage conditions are good, 
as the best in this part of the county. 

The following table shows the result of mechanical analyses of 

this type: 

LOCATION. Description. 

Fine Coan;;e d¥U~ Fine 
Gravel, Sand, Sand Sand, 

Per Per p I Per 
Cent. Cent. Ce~t Cent. 

Very 
Fine 
Sand, 
Per 

Cent. 

Silt, 
Per 

Cent. 

Clay, 
Per 

Cent. 

______________ 1 _____________ _ 

s. side Sec. 20 east of 
Sandborn ............. Surface 12 in ....... 0.5 4.5 15.4 38.5 12.5 17.5 12.0 

S. side Sec. 20 east of 
Sandborn ............. Subsoil 12 in.-24 in. 0.3 3.5 16.8 40.5 9.5 18.8 lZ-

CLYDE CLAY. 

Bordering on the Clyde sandy loam and in scattering areas of 
small extent elsewhere is a type of soil which is a black, silty clay 
or clay loam, containing a high percentage of organic matter. On 
dry surfaces the soil is very granular, breaking into small cubical 
fragments. The surface soil is from 6 to 10 inches in depth. The 
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subsoil is a bluish or drab-colored clay, very tenacious, and prae
tically impervious to water. This soil occurs in low-lying, poorly
drained areas. Timber growth seems to have always been very 
~canty on these area;:, hut the growth of grass and other moisture
loving plants has been very heavy. In places the soil becomes very 
peaty in character. 

In general, the soil is easily cultivated, except when plowed tou 
wet, when large clods are formed which are difficult to pulverize. 
The soil is very fertile and pruduces good crops, especially of corn. 
There are very few farms which contain much of this type, because 
of its limited and irregular diRtrihution. 

SIOUX SANDY LOXM. 

'rhis soil is a brown to black, coarse to medium sandy loam or' 

heavy sandy loam. It varies in depth from 8 to 24 inches and 
contains much organic matter. The texture of the soil varies over 
the area from the true sandy loam types to loam soils and very 
sandy soils. The subsoil at greater or less depth is a waterworn 
gravel. On the average the gravelly content is very marked at a 
depth of about twe feet; in some places, however, much gravel is 
II.Ot found until five or six feet below the surface, and in other 
places much gravel is intermingled with the surface material. Con
siderable areas of pure gravel are known to be present, but in 
general the gravel is interbedded in a matrix of sandy loam, silty 
sand, or sand. 

Owing to the topographic position of the soil, its open, porous 
texture, and the fact that it is underlain with sand and gravel, the 
natural drainage is good and often exceRsive. In dry seasons crops 
suffer from lack of moisture, and for this reason consideratioll 
should be given early maturing crops. 

The sandy loam types occupy a large area along the western 
side of the county, next to the river flood plains. In the central 
part the sandy loam types give place to soils which are much more 
sandy and are classified as the Knox sand. Areas of the sandy 
loam occnr also at other places over the county. The areas are 
known as the "Prairies" and the surface is in general level to 
slightly undulating. In the northwestern part of the county, and 
extending into Sullivan County, is a wide expansion of the area, 
known as the Shakes Prairie. The following paragraph will ex
plain the name and its historical importance. 

"Eight miles above Vincennes, we passed from the woodland 
tiats into the south end of the prairie that extends up to Shakel'-
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town. * * * Shakertown, the residence of the Shakers, con· 
sist" of eight or ten houses of hewn logs, situated on a ridge west 
of the bayou, eighfei:tn miles above Vincennes. 'fhe site is moder· 
vtely elevated. As we approa('hed,~tlle blackness of the soil and 
the luxuriance of vegetation was peculiarly attractive, but much 
water was standing on the low ground to the cast, and a mill pond 
on BURseron Creek must suffuse the whole village with unwhole
some exhalations. ~, * * Marriage is prohibited. From dancing. 
as an act of devotion, their name is derived. Like several other 
f;ects, they conform to great plainness in apparel, but their garb 
is peculiar. In language also they are very distinguishable. * * 
*" In their dealings they are esteemed as very honest andexem
p]ary. Until within a few months they entertained travelers with
cut compensation; but the influx has become so great that they 
found it necessary to depart from their practice. * * * The 
estate of this place consists of about 1,300 acres. The mills which 
they have erected are a great accommodation to this part of the 
eountry, and to these they have added earding machines. * * * 
These people settled here before the late war (1812-1815); but 
after their estate was ravaged by the troop who went with Hopkim 
on his expedition, they sought refuge amongst their OWn sect in 
Ohio ana Kentucky, and only returned last summer.' '* 

The soil of the area owes its origin to stream action, being river 
terrace soil. The eoarse material whieh forms the subsoil was de
posited at times when the stream had sufficient veloeity to transport 
coarse soil and gravel. Following the deposition of this eoarse 
material, the finer and more loamy material was deposited as the 
velocity of the stream was diminished, thus forming a sandy loam. 
'Where fine sand is abundant, the wind has aided in reworking thp 
material and building up the mounds and small hills. 

All the farm crops are grown. Corn is the chief crop, and th'J 
area is considered one of the big corn producing districts of the 
State. In 1910 the corn crop was very heavy; but in 1911 the crop 
was v~ry slim. Became of the very dry growing season much of 
the corn did not ear at all, and some failed to even make a growth 
sufficient for fodder. Where excavations were made for examining 
the soil, the soil was entirely without moisture for 18 inches to 
more than two feet by the latter part of July. The season was 
exceptionally dry and the crop failure was the worst ever experi
enced. The average yield of corn is about 40 bm;hel'l; oats about 

* "Travels through the We"tern County in 1816" by David Thomas, quoted 
from C. C. Oakey's "History Vigo County." 
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30 bushels, and wheat from 10 to 20 bushels. Clover grows well 
and a rather large acreage is usually grown. 

The following table shows the results of mechanical analyses of 

the Sioux sandy loam: 

I,oCATION. Description. 
Gravel. Cvar"" d%':;, Fine ~i~~ Silt, 

Per ~~~, Sand, s~~~. Sand, Per 
Cent. Cent. J,~~. Cent. J,~t. Cent. 

Clay, 
Per 

Cent. 

-----------1-------1·-------- ---'-----

3 m ifes west of Oaktown . Surface 12 in ....... 2.0 20.5 17.4 2~.3 10.5 18.5 12-
~ miles west of Oaktown. Subsoil 12 in.-24 in. 4.5 22.5 14.6 18.5 8.5 20.0 12 
1~ miles west of Bus-. 

8('ron., ............... . Surface 12 in ....... 7.5 21.4 18.5 19.4 7.5 19.5 11.4 

g~ miles v.~est of Bus .. 
seron ................. . Subsoil 12 in.-24 in. 2.5 20.8 12.5 16.4 9.5 20.0 16 5 

KNOX SAND. 

Extending west from Decker to within one and one-half miles 
of lona lies the most productive sand hill area in Knox County. 
The material is from a medium to a coarse quartz .sand. The coarse 
sand is in some places interbedded with fine or marly sand .. The 
sand has in places a maximum thickness of about 100 feet. It is 
characterized by a typical dune topography, though somewhat sub
dued in outline because of the reworking and creep and other in
fiuences. This sand is of a dark, reddish-brown color, or light gray 
where it lies more level and has been leached. The subsoil is 
heavier than the surface and at a depth of from 12 to 14 inches, 
because somewhat sticky; at some places the subsoid at a depth of 
three feet or more is an orange colored sand mixed with enough 
clay to give it a plastic character. It is composed of pure wind
blown sand, lying in round top hills that raise successively through
out the whole extent of the area. To the northward the wave ap
pearing hills become more rough and rugged, since they merge into 
the clay gradually, which is a firm loam. North, and bearing a 
little to the west, the sandhills extend into the district of Vin
cennes Commons and the Cathlinett surveys, but throughout this 
distance from Decker to Vincennes occasional clay hills and flats 
or bottom crop out among the sandy hills and give opportunity 
for the cultivation of grains, such as wheat, corn and oats. West 
of E. & T. H. Railroad to the Wabash River lies broad, extensivo 
river bottom land of the Wabash and White River valleys. Upon 
the surface of the prairies and in the valley of the Deshee, a tribu
tary of the Wabash, are a few hills of sand, similar in composition 
11Pd appearance to those porth !tqd east of Decker1 but thel arc 
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more srattering and cover a smaller area and indeed should not be 
counted as members of the Decker group. 

The native forests of the hills are of small area and rather' 
young, bearing fact of the youthfulness of the sand formations 
which were destructive to plant growth. Oak, white and black, 
sassafras, poplar, dogwood and maple make up the woodland. The 
largest forests do not grow far within the sandy soil region, but 
near the edge, where the sand and clay make a very valuable soil 
by being mixed together. Sassafras and sumac shrubs grow thick 
along many of the roadways and at the base of the hills. 

The majority of the farms are small, containing 30 to 80 acres, 
still there a few landowners who have control of large tracts and 
also retain a deep personal interest in the cultivation of the soil, 
In the first case, the time of the owner is spent in the development 
of the crops alone and he neglects the improvement of buildings, 
fencing and of clearing away of the unnecessary shubbery from the 
division lines of farms and highways. The larger landowners have 
clean lands, well fenced, but within the whole area we do not find 
any modern home dwellings surrounded by landscape gardens, as 
we do elsewherc. The principal buildings are of rough lumber, are 
not often located near the home, but are scattered promiscuously 
over the hills and are used for the packing and preparing of prod
ucts for the market. Those that have many acres live in the town 
and take little interest in making improvements. 

Indian corn is usually grown on the clay outcrops among the 
sand dunes and it produces an average yield of 40 to 60 bushel;; 
per acre. Often it is tried upon the loose sandy hills, where the 
clay constituent is almost wholly absent, and under such conditions 
it is always cut short, since the sand has not the ability to retain 
fmfficient moisture for the corn during the growing season. Wheat 
yields well, making from 18 to 30 bushels per acre, and is sown in 
the sandy soil as well as the clay. 

Yet gradually these grains are giving place to the growing of 
the cantaloupe and watermelon. This reddish-gray sand extends 
to various depths, often reaching as much as 40 feet. '1'he s0il is 
loose and the roots of the melon vine find easy access to sufficient 
plant food so that they grow quickly and rankly. In the early 
f:pring extensive hot beds are used to germinate the seed to give 
them an advance growth before the warm summer season for trans
planting opens. This brings the melons on the market nearly two 
()r thr()e weeks b()fore they would be if the seed were planted 4i-
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I ectly in the field. The intensive farming of cantaloupes is prac
ticed entirely in the vicinity of Decker, while farther away from 
the town the older method of field planting is still used. Th(~ 

annual return of the cantaloupe crops has been increasing steadily, 
and for the year 1911 the output was about 200 carloads. During 
the gathering and packing season, pickers come from the neighbor
ing towns as well as from the homes of the territory, and are given 
$1 a day and board, or $1.50 and have the privilege of rooming 
,md boarding at their own expeme. Even then there is generally 
a great loss to the producers from the fact that many melons must 
be cast aside because they have become too ripe for marketing. 
The picking season of these melons seldom extends longer than 
four weeks and is generally several days less. The expense of 
'marketing the cantaloupes is estimated after careful calculation at 
$120 per acre, but the owner in order to make his returns as large 
as possible has done away with commission men and ships direct to 
the eastern and northern markets, to the wholesale and retail 
(1ealers. In this way some have received a net gain of $1.25 on ::1. 

basket during their early shipments. Later in the season the price 
drops to 35 and 40 cents. Those who practice the intensive farm
ing are realizing a profit of $300 to $500 per acre. 

The watermelon seeds are planted in the field and are not cul
tivated as carefully as the cantaloupes. Yet the return is profit
able, ranging from $30 to $90 per acre. The long green melon 
sometimes known as the" Rattlesnake" melon is grown for early 
shipment, while the "Sweetheart" melon is grown for district 
marketing because of its firmness and large size. During dry 
seasons the crop is cut short and. often averages as low as $50 per 
acre. In shipping the watermelon, the average prices received 011 

the track was $130 per car, although they were retailed at the 
patch for 5, 10 and 15 cents per melon. 

Because of the excellent flavor and quality of these crops, the 
formerly low rated sann loam is now held at the fabulous pricl2'; 
01 $300 to $400 per acre, and the vicinity of Decker is ranked as 
one .of the greatest melon tracts in the central West. More can
taloupes are produced in both Gibson and Jackson counties, but 
the acreage is more scattered and at no other place has the busi
ness reached the development and importance as in this locality. 
The principal variety grown is a strain of the Netted Gem and 
even rivals in quality and appearanee the famous Rocky Ford. 
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SUMMARY. 

Knox County is one of the best within the State, and ranks 
first in some of the crop productions. A very large percentage of 
the land is under cultivation and the improvements are from fair 

to good. 
The uplands about Edwardsport have a higher percentage of. 

clay than the typical silt loam. The principal timber growth i~ 
hickory, black and white oak, elm, sycamore, red maple, sassafras, 
white maple, Judas tree, ash and persimmon. 

A large number of mules are raised in the northeastern part 
of the county, and throughout the area more mules than horses arf~ 
used in the farm work. 

A large acreage of little red clover is grown in the river bottoms 
in the northeast part of the county. Excellent stands are secured 
and heavy crops grown. Over much of the area the crop is cut for 
hay, and the second crop for seed. 

Several plantings of catalpa and black locust of considerable 
size are put out. The trees are planted close and make a good 
growth. There are some small wooded tracts in the river bottoms. 
In general, the fields are cleared to the river banks and cultivated 
close. At Edwardsport there is a good line of cottonwood and 
black willow along the river. 

Along White River the sand and gravel found in the bars is 
good and is being used for road material, building sand, etc. 

'1'he soils of the White River valley are very productive through
out and the farms are being kept up in good condition. The 
trumpet creeper and wild morning glory give much trouble in some 
fields. In the river bottom the tree growth is dogwood, redbud, 
willow, cottonwood, hackberry, elm, sugar, red and water maple, 
walnut, wild cherry, chinquapin and cow oak. 

Much nursery stock is grown on the upland loess soils in the 
Knox silt loam east of Vincennes. The soil seems well adapted to 
the growing of all plants which the nurseries desire to grow. 

In the upland area the wells are from 30 to 120 feet. The 
drilled wells average 60 to 75 feet. The dug wells do not exceed 
55 feet. The water obtained is usually good. 

In the area for several miles about Vincennes the farmers sell 
ull straw to the paper mills. The farmers receive on the average 
only about one dollar per ton. The straw is of much more value 
to the farms for the amount of humus which it would add to the 
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soil. Before the paper mills were established, most of the straw 
was burned in the field. 

A considerable number of hogs are fed through the western part 
()f the county on the upland areas. Dairy herds of from 3 to 1:3 
cows are numerous. Various breeds are used. 

Widner and Busseron townships are the best tiled of any part 
of the county. 'l'welve carloads of tile have been put in the low
lands below Busseron along the railroad. 

In places are found spots of gravel which are called "Lousy 
Ground," which seem to lack potash. The soil will produce a good 
heavy yield of straw but will not mature the grain. The burning 
of straw on the ground increases the yield. Some use an applica
tion of about 200 pounds per acre of a fertilizer known as the 
"Black Soil SpeciaL" 

In the lowlands along the railroad at Busseron the soil is of a 
very mucky composition. In one case three crops of wheat were 
grown in succession; the first two yielded 31 bushels, and the last 
24 bushels per acre. Corn yields from 50 to 90 bushels. 

Cowpens have been grown in the region about Busseron and 
Oaktown for ahout fifteen years. It has been shown that cowpeas 
planted about June 15th make much better growth than those 
planted earlier. If they are planted before the ground is thor
oughly warmed they often become stunted and do not make a good 
growth at all. 

Two examples were given of wheat planted in the fall of 1910 
which did not come up until the following February, and made an 
average yield of 26 bushels. 

In the black sandy soils are many glistening scales of mica 
which sparkle over the surface in the sunlight. 

In the black soils to the southwest of Oaktown are some areas 
which are always loose and in which the plow will not scour. Corn 
does not mature, usually tassels out at height of two to four feet. 
In the black soil areas to the northeast of Oaktown is an area, near 
the place of Grizzle, which has a very bluish color. This soil wa'> 
in tomatoes in 1911 and the growth was only fair, but no conclu
sion could be given as to an average growth because of the effect 
of dry weather. 

There are some very large farms within the county, but the 
majority of the farms range from 40 to 120 acres. There is a 
large percentage of rented farms. 
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SULLIVAN COUNTY. 

HIS'l'ORY OF SETTI~EMENT AND AGRICULTURAL 
DEVELOPMENT. 

231 

Sullivan County, organized in 1817, was named in honor 01' 
Daniel Sullivan, who was killed by the Indians on the road from 
Vincennes to Louisville while making a trip between the two places 
in Government service. 

"It has been erroneou81y supposed and has been often repeated 
through mistake that the county of Sullivan upon its first creation 
extended northward to the lake of }\fichigan. As a matter of fact, 
its northern boundary was the Indian line separating Harrison 
Purchase of 1809 from the purchase of 1818, the line being estah
lished in 1809 at the time Harrison's purchase was made. This 
line extended from near Brownstown, through Gosport, to the 
boundary between Indiana and Illinois at a point about west o~ 
Hillsdale, in Vermillion County, and Sullivan County upon it" 
creation comprised all the country southwest of the line (except a 
small portion attached to Orange County), and west to the west 
fork of White River and north of the present boundary of Knox 
County, or it comprised the greater portion of Owen and Clay, 
parts of Parke, Greene, Putnam, and Vermillion, and all of Vigo 
and the present Sullivan. 

"The first county seat was Carlisle. It was stated that it was 
changed to Merom in 1819, but although the writer had access to 
all the State enactments prior to 1840, the law making the change 
of location could not be found, though every act was carefully 
scrutinized. At all events, by some means the county seat was 
changed to Merom, then probably the most important place in the 
county, not even excepting Carlisle, owing to the location of the 
town on the Wabash River and on an important and well traveled 
State road. Here it remained until 1830 (that date is correct) 
without serious molestation, though much dissatisfaction was ex
pressed owing to the remoteness from the center of the county. 

"The act which ordered the change of the county seat from 
Merom to the center of the county cannot be given. It was proh
ably passed at the session of 1841-42 and in effect was similar in 
its provisions to the acts given above, approved J annary 29, 1830. 
Property owners of the town of Merom were given the right to 
Exchange their lots with others similarly located in Sullivan, or 
they were paid the depreciation determined by a board of arhi
tt·atorA. Considerable inconvenience, and in some cases injustice1 
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grew out of this novel mode of removal and adjustment, but time 
healed all wounds. Sullivan has since been the county seat. "* 

The courthouse was erected at a cost of nearly $9,000, and was 
completed January 1, 1852. In 1872 it was remodeled and the 
wings were added to the end, leaving the huilding as at present, 
except the addition of a fire-bell in 1876. The structure as it i" 
today has cost the county about $50,000. The first settlement in 
the county was made by the family of James Ledgewood, who 10· 
cated near the present site of Carlisle in 1803. The Ledgewood 
family were the first settlers north of Knox County and hold !) 

prominent place in the history of Sullivan County. Other of tho 
early settlers were Benjamin Price, Major Watson, Thomas Holden, 
Bdward Parcell and Colonel Benefiel. Colonel Benefiel was a memo 
ber of the first constitutional convention held in 1816. He repre
sented Knox County, which at that time included Sullivan. 

Sullivan, the county seat, with a population of 4,115, is located 
in the geographical center of the county on the I. C., the E. & T. H., 
nnd S. I. railroads, and the Terre Haute traction line. It has 11 
mail routes, U. S. and American Express, Postal and Western 
Union Telegraph, Bell telephone, 1 mile of sewer, 3 bakeries, brick 
Illld tile mill, carriage and wagon factory, 3 flour and grist mills, 
planing mill, saw mill, woolen milL bottling works, ice cream plant 
2 concrete block factories, 50 stores. The estimated number of 
employes in manufacturing plants is nbout 50, with an estimated 
weekly payroll of $500. 

The town of Sullivan was founded ns the result of the selecting 
of the place for the county F'eat. It was laid out in 1842. At the 
time of selection of tlw site the ground was little changed from the 
state of thc virgin wilderness. It is said that the location was 
formerly wet and swampy, notwithstanding the slope to the cL'eek,; 
on either side. In 1843, water sometimes stood to the depth of two 
feet on the pourthonsc sfJuare. The coal mining industry has given 
('mployment to about ] ,000 men, with an average weekly payroll 
(If $1,500. Factories are needed here, and the people would gladly 
lond assi"tance by way of a free site and bonus to secure them. It 
is a good residence town, and good conditions are present to en· 
ccmra/-,c the building of good substantial homes. The agricultural 
conditicns of the surrounding country are good. 

Carlisle has a popnlation of 850. It is situated 10 miles south 
of Sullivan on the E. nnd T. H. Railroad. The town has industries 
producing metal kitchen cabinets, lumber, and medicines, also n 

• Wolfe's History of Sullivan County. 
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creamery and two coal mines. There are about 20 stores, handling 
all kinds of merchandise. The town is situated in a rich and well 
improved agricultural region. It is chiefly dependent upon the 
growth and development of the country industries. 

Carlisle, being the oldest town in the county, has several his
torical phases. It is one of the oldest American settlements in the 
State. The town was laid out in 1808 and a considerable settlement 
sprang up in that year. The early county courts were held here. 
'1'he place of meeting often used was a large beech tree in the north 
part of the town. During the war of 1812 the town sent out several 
soldiers into the field. It was near this town that the "Dudley 
Mack" massacre took place during the war. 

Hymera has 1,615 inhabitants and lies on the E. & T. H. and 
S. I. R. R., having four passenger trains daily. There are about 
20 stores. It is a good trading center and is situated in the coal 
area, and mining is the only industry. About 500 men are em
ployed in the industry and the weekly payroll is about $12,000. 
Factories to utilize the clay and shale of the mines would find a 
good location. 

Merom has a population of about 520. The Union Christian 
College is located here, and it is this which keeps up the town. '1'he 
bluffs along the Wabash are magnificent here and each summer a 
chautauqua is held here for ten days. It brings hundreds of people 
each summer to the town, and the boarding houses, restaurants and 
livery stables do a thriving business. Little is known about the 
early history of the town. It was the county seat for twenty-five 
years until 1842. It was then the most important town between 
Terre Haute and Vincennes. The situation on "The Bluffs" makes 
this an excellent location for campers, picnickers and public meet
ings. This should be well kept up along this line. A good roadway 
has recently been constructed from the top of the bluff to the river . 
. A ferry crosses th€ river at this point. The railroad station is at 
Merom Station, two and a half miles to the south on the I. C. Rail
road. Hack lines connect the two places. Merom Station is a good 
shipping point. During the melon season it is a very busy place. 
Mueh gravel has been shipped from this place. The gravel is very 
plentiful between the station and the lower river bottoms. 

Shelburn has 2,065 inhabitants and is situated five miles north 
of Sullivan on the E. & T. H. and S. I. railroads, and the T. H., 
]. & E. traction line. There are three miles of crushed stone streets, 
five rural routes go out from the town. '1'here are 25 stores of 
yarious kinds, two sawmills and lumber yards, and immediately 
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surrounding are extensive coal mines. The coal mining industry 
has always been the main source of support for the town. A few 
years ago it was thought that the coal deposits were about worked 
out and the town began to decline, but a lower and better vein of 
coal was discovered and since that time there has been a very good 
growth and development. Groups of houses have been built about 
the principal mines and make the settlement very town-like in ap
pearance. Most of the mines are within a radius of three miles of 
the town. About 1,500 men are employed in the coal mines, re
ceiving about $20,000 weekly. There are opportunities for further 
development in the natural resources. Much good farm land is 
found surrounding the town, but it has not been well improved. 
The surface has been neglected for the resources beneath the sur
face. Rapid development is now being made where the farmers 
own the land. Excellent offers are made to farmers of experience 
who wish to rent land either for grain rent or for partnership work. 

Farmersburg had a population of about 1,115 in 1910. It is 
]2 miles north of Sullivan and is on the E. & T. H. Railroad and 
the Terre Haute traction line. '['he early town was known as As
cension, because of the founding of the Ascension Seminary there. 
The growth of the town was dependent upon this institution. At 
the present time the town is, as the name suggests, a trading point 
for the surrounding country. The town is far enough removed 
from other towns of size to insure good trade conditions, and the 
location would warrant the establishing of various enterprises, such 
as canning factories, creameries, etc. The water supply is good. 
Some good timber is still found in the vicinity. 

Dugger, with a population of 1,226, is 10 miles east of Sullivan 
on the Vandalia and 1. C. steam road. It has a flour and grist mill 
and a sawmill. There are several coal mines within a radius of 
three miles. The popUlation has more than doubled during the 
past ten years, and the recent development of the coal and in
creasing transportation facilities are encouraging rapid progress. 
There are about 25 stores. 

Paxton is situated between Carlisle and Sullivan and has a pop
ulation of about 180. The town was platted in 1868, shortly aftel' 
the building of the railroad, and was named in honor of an early 
merchant and physician of Carlisle. The surrounding farm lane! 
is very fertile and well improved. 

Pleasantville is located in the southeastern part of the county. 
It is a mining town and trading center. The population is ahont 
250. 
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The village of Cass is situated in the township of the same name, 
in the eastern part of the county. It has a population of less than 
800. The postoffice has always been called Cass, but the town was 
formerly called Buell. 

Fairbanks, in the northwestern part of the county, has a popu
lation of 110. It is situated on the old State road. This was oni~ 
of the early towns which flourished in the days of the stage coach 
line from Vincennes to Terre Haute. There are no railroads and 
the town does not have prospects for much growth unless an inter
t:rban line should be built to connect with Terre Haute and Vin
cennes. An automobile hack line runs to Terre Haute. There is 
some good farm land surrounrling, and some of the farms are being 
well improved. 

Graysville is located on the old State road about four miles 
north of Merom. It was founded about 1850. The population is 
about 100. 

New I,ebanon is a little village located in the central part of 
the county, about six miles east of Merom. It has a population of 
about 125. The I. C. Railroad passes about a half mile north of 
the old town. A grain elevator has been built near the station. 

Star City, Caledonia, Farnsworth, Superior and Wilfred are 
small villages and settlements whieh sprung up around variom; 
coal mine.'l. Curryville is an old cross road settlement, just north 
of Shelburn. Scott is a site of a former postoffice in the north part 
of the county. 

LAND GRANTS, DONATIONS AND SURVEYS. 

"The first settlements in Sullivan County were made on laud 
that the French had obtained from the Indians during the French 
regime. These lands were in the vicinity of Vincennes and were 
later known as the Vincennes district. The treaty with the Indians 
lor these lands was made in 1732, and the general description of 
the boundaries was 'lying between the point above, Pointe Coupee 
en haut, and the river Blanche below the village, with as much 
land on both sides of the Wabash as might be comprised within the 
said limits.' Pointe Coupee en haut was a mile or so above the 
mouth of the Busseron Creek in the southwest corner of what is 
now Gill Township. The village referred to in the treaty was of 
course Vincennes, and the river Blanche was White River. Thus 
the lands granted to the French by this treaty comprised practi
cally all of Knox County, the southern part of Sullivan County, 
besides some lands on the west side of the Wabash. . . 
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"Some of this land was occupied by the residents of the county 
during the French and British control of the territory. After the 
American conquest and while Vincennes was commanded by the 
governors from Virginia, further dispositions of the lands wer? 
made under the authority of local officials. After the organization 
of the Northwest Territory in 1787, the disposal of the lands was 
regulated by Congress. 

"In 1791 Congress passed a land law upon which were based 
subsequent titles to the lands of this district. This law provided--

, '1st. That 400 acres of land should be given to the head of 
each family residing at Vincennes, or in Illinois country in the 
year 1783. 

"2d. That a tract of land containing 5,400 acres near Vin
cennes which had been under fence and used as a pasture for 
thirty years, should be given to the inhabitants of Vincennes, to be 
used by them as a common until otherwise disposed of by law. 

"3d. That the Governor of the territory be authorized to do
nate a tract of land of 100 acres to each man who first of August, 
1790, was enrolled in the militia, had done militia duty and had 
not received a donation. 

"4th. That the Governor upon application should confirm 
to heads of families the lands which they may have possessed and 
which may have been allotted to them according to the usages of 
the Government under which they respectively settled. 

"5th. That where lands had been actually cultivated and 
improved, at Vincennes or Illinois country, under a supposed grant 
of the same, by any commandant or court claiming authority to 
make such grant the Governor might confirm such claim not ex
ceeding 400 acres to each person. 

"The bodies of land described in the first section have since 
been 'donations;' those in the third paragraph as 'militia dona
tions ;' and the last classes are generally known as 'surveys.' 

'''fhe status of the lands in the Vincennes district at about the 
time the first settlements were platted in Sullivan County is de
scribed in a letter from Gen. Harrison to James Madison in J an
uary, 1802. He said that the Governors' courts maintained at 
Vincennes under the authority of the Virginia commonwealth from 
1799 on had assumed the right to grant lands to all applicants; 
that they did this for a time without opposition and concluded 
that as they were not interrupted they could continue as they 
pleased, that finally the whole country to which the Indian title 
was supposed to be extinguished was 4ivided among the members 
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of the court and perhaps others, the lands thus disposed of ex
tending along the VI{ abash River from LaPointe Coupee to the 
mouth of White River and forty leagues west and thirty east ex
cluding only the lands surrounding Vincennes, which had been 
granted to old residents. The authors of this division had later 
perceived that their course was illegal and the scheme was aban
doned but was revived a few years before 1802, and portions of the 
land purchased by speculators and sold fraudulently to eastern 
settlers. Harrison stated that upward of 500 persons had settled 
or would soon settle upon these lands in consequence of these 
frauds; that the owners pretended that the court had ample au
thority from Virginia to grant the land and that speculators had 
gone to Virginia, had secured a deed for a large tract, and had 
had it recorded and duly authenticated and had then made their 
fraudal transfers to the credulous. 

"A large amount of litigation arose from this condition of 
land claims and it was several years before the claims were in
vestigated and settled by the Government commissioner. A more 
complete account of the subject is now pertinent to the history of 
Sullivan County, but the fact that much of the land got into the 
hands of speculators and was offered for sale in Virginia to pros
pective home seekers no doubt explains the cause that attracted 
some of the first settlers to the region now included in Sullivan 
County. 

"The lands about Vincennes were, as already stated, ceded by 
the Indians to the French in 1742, but on June 7, 1803, General 
Harrison concluded a treaty with the Delawares, Shawnees, Pot
tawatomies, Miamis, Eel River Weeas, Kickapoos, Piankeshaws, 
and Kaskaskias which confirmed this cession. The northern boun
dary of the cession as described in the treaty is a matter of history 
in Sullivan County. Pointe Coupee on the Wabash just above the 
mouth of the Busseron was the principal point on this boundary. 
The line did not run due east and west through this point, but at 
an angle of 12 degrees from this direction, its general course be
ing from northwest to southeast. The treaty also provided that in 
case some of the settlements on locations of lands made by the 
citizen of the United States should fall in the Indian country, the 
boundary might be altered to include these settlements. 

"This is the origin of the 'old Indian boundary' in Sullivan 
County, the line that so often figures in the land descriptions of 
the southern part of the county. A small portion of the south
west corners of Gill and Jefferson townships is south of this line, 
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and the greater part of Haddon Township is by this line shown 
to be the cession which was confirmed by the treaty of 1803. In 
Haddon Township, the boundary leaves the straight course at 
right angles, so as to include within thc ceded area a rectangular 
body of land lying about three miles northeast of the general direc
tion of the boundary. In this rectangle is the town of Carlisle. It 
is probable then when the survey was made this deviation from 
the regular course was made in accordance with the clause of the 
above treaty in order to include some settlements that otherwise 
would have been left in the unceded Inqian country. 

"To satisfy the claims of the old French settlers, the United 
States directed to be set apart all the lands bounded on the west 
by the Wabash River, on the south by White River, on the east 
by the West Branch, on the north by the north bounds of the old 
purchase. 

"Four hundred acres was assigned to each person entitled to 
a donation. The land has never been surveyed by the order of the 
Government, consequently it has never been regularly performed, 
and the maps of this territory within these boundaries are gen
erally blank. All lands held in this quarter are therefore under 
French grants, except some militia claims. In locating it was 
necessary to begin at the general boundary or at some corner 
of lands, lines of which would lead thither, but no course was 
given, and the claimant settled the point with the surveyor as he 
deemed most to his interest.' '* 

Transportation Facilities.-The transportation facilities of the 
county have pa~sed through the entire line of the evolution by 
means of travel. The following account from Wolfe's History of 
the county, page 139 to 147, gives a good account of the early con
dition: 

"Hundreds of flatboats annually descended the Wabash and 
White River. The trade of the Wabash River is becoming im
mense. In 1831, during the period between March 5th and April 
16th, 54 steamboats arrived and departed from Vincennes. It is 
also estimated that at least one thousand flatboats entered the Ohio 
from the Wabash at the same time. In February, March and April 
of the same year were 60 arrivals of steamboats at Lafayette." 

The writer tells us that one-tenth of the flatboats according to 
the estimate were "loaded with pork at the rate of 300 barrels to 
the boat;" another tenth said to be loaded with lard, cattle, horses, 

"Wolfe's History of S'JIlivan County. 
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oats, corn meal, etc., and the remainder with corn on the ear. The 
value of produce and stock sent annually to market from the val
ley of the Wabash was estimated by one authority at nearly one 
million dollars. 

"Corn is shipped on the ear. The southern planters preferred 
is so to being shelled and sacked since it was less liable to spoil. 
Among the staples brought back from the south was New Orleans 
sugar. Of course sugar was a luxury and until the steamboat 
era reduced the cost of transportation the pioneers generally de
pended on maple sugar, and other home-made substitutes. Even 
after steamboat traffic became general a large proportion of the 
imported merchandise used in Sullivan County was brought in 
overland from Louisville and Evansville. For a number of years 
a man named Webb of Merom carried on an extensive business of 
hauling goods overland. He had several good teams in which he 
took much pride. 

"Busseron Creek was also considered a navigable stream dur
ing the flatboat era. Owing to the presence of forest geowth and 
lack of drainage, the waters of this and similar tributaries wel'U 
greater in volume and less fluctuating than in latcr YNU'S and 
during the spring freshets it was possible to float boats loaded 
with produce down the current of Busseron. Caledonia was ()]~ce 

a center for the flatboat traffic. The boats were also loaded at 
Carlisle and other points. 

"For the transportation of mails and passengers, the pioneer 
epoch had few regular facilities. Mails were carried ;werland 
from Vincennes to Merom and Terre Haute, usually on horseback. 
1'ravel was usually by the same means and the individual traveler 
depended on his own horse and followed such roads as he found 
through the wilderness. When steamboats began running up and 
down the river, mail and passengers were conveyed on the boats 
and about the same time the State Road was constructed from 
Vincennes north through Merom to Terre Haute. For many years 
this road was the principal thoroughfare for all kinds of traffic 
up and down the Wabash valley. The river was not navigable at 
all times of the year and consequently the stage road was more to 
be depended upon for transportation the year around. A line of 
stage coaches ran over this route even for a year or more after the 
building of the railroad north and south. Merom was a regular 
station on this line which passed through Graysville and Fair
banks into Vigo County. 
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"Following the era of river, canal and stage transportation 
came the railroad. During the stirring epoch of internal improve
ment of the early thirties railroads and canals were planned to 
supplement each other. Eight railroads were chartered-in Indiana 
Legislature in 1882 and during the next five years twenty-eight 
charters in all were granted for the proposed lines, but for the 
time the canals were pushed with greater energy and the era of 
railroads in Indiana begins with the middle of the century." 

At the present time, the county has fairly good transportation 
facilities. The E. & T. H. runs north and south through the 
county, the Indianapolis-Effingham division of the Illinois Central 
crosses the county from east to west near the center. Branch lines 
and spurs from the Southern Indiana, the Monon, the 1. & V. and 
the E. & T. H. permeate all parts of the coal bearing area in the 
eastern and northern parts. The northwestern third of the county 
is without railway facilities. An interurban line runs from Terre 
Haute to Sullivan. More interurban lines are needed in the 
county, a line running from Terre Haute through Fairbanks, 
Graysville, Merom to Vincennes, would open up great development 
within the western part of the county. 

The Wabash River may be made navigable and will no doubt 
be so used in a few years. 

The county has about 1,000 miles of public road with about 
350 miles improved. By far the greater percentage of the roads 
are improved with gravel, about 100 miles being improved with 
crushed stone. The stone comes from Thornton, near Chicago, 
some from Spencer, some from Bedford, and some from local quar
ries. The stone from Thonton is secured at a very reasonable rate 
as in that manner the railroad can have loaded cars in both di
rections, loaded with coal for Chicago and on the return hauling 
crushed stone. The gravel is derived from deposits along the 
flood plains and terraces. The principal areas are west of Fair
banks and in the vicinity of Merom Station. The Merom Gravel 
Company has furnished large quantities for local use and also 
shipped a great deal. The pits have from 20 to 30 feet of gravel 
down to water, with very little soil and clay. The deposits ex
tend to the river and the gravel company is pumping gravel from 
the bed of the river. The eastern townships of the county have 
no gravel deposits and the native rock is not of very good quality. 
Th~ first improved roads were built in 1895 and the work has 
made a very marked progress. 

• 
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The Sullivan County Agricultural Society was organized at 
Carlisle in 1852 and the first fair held that fall. In a few years, 
Merom and Sullivan became rival claimants against Carlisle for 
the fair, but when the . directors decided to let the fair be held at 
the place which contributed the most money, Carlisle retained the 
title and thus secured the fair meetings for the foilowing five 
years. The fairs were held at Carlisle for twelve consecutive years 
but the attractions were meager and popular interest almost com
pUely failed during the years of the war. In 1865 it was decided 
to have all succeeding fairs at Sullivan and the first fair was held 
at the county seat in 1866. For a few years the fairs were mod
erately successful, but the one of 1878 was so complete a failure 
that no more was heard of the association until 1885. In 1886 a 
very successful fair was held. In 1888 the grounds were improved 
hy a new track and deep wells being sunk on the grounds and a 
new amphitheater and floral hall. Since 1896 there have been no 
county fairs. 

In 1908 a series of "peoples' Saturday fairs" was inaugurated. 
These comprised various attractions and events and drew large 
numbers of people into Sullivan and created great interest. These 
were held each Saturday from August 15th to October 31st. In 
1874-76, the Grange was an important organization fRmong farmers 
und tradesmen in this county. On July 24, 1899, the Farmers' 
Mutual Benefit Association was organized at Pleasantville. "The 
objects of this organization were to unite farmers in all matters 
pertaining to the interests of their calling, to improve the method 
of agriculture, horticulture and stock raising, to devise and en
courage such systems of concentration and co-operation as will 
diminish the cost of products." 

It attempted to maintain a farmers' store; it also sought to se
cure a legislation in behalf of the farmers; it also tried to operate 
a milling plant and a grain and wool warehouse in the interests of 
its members. It was a part of the great national movement and 
died out with the passing of the crisis of the movement in the 
United States. The first farmers' institute was held in 1899 and an 
organization formed which still holds its meetings at different parts 
of the county and the attendance and interest is usually good at 
these meetings. The farmers and wives engage in practical dis
cussions and experts are also invited to the meetings to instruct 
its members. 

16-29153 
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GBNERAL. 

Sullivan County has developed rapidly during recent years, due 
to the extensive mining interests in the county. The population in 
1830 was only 4,696; in 1850 it had reached 10,500; in 1910, to 
:i2,439-an increase of 6,434 during the previous ten years. "The 
Indiana Gazetter," published in 1850, has this to say of the in
dustries in Sullivan County at that time: "There are in the 
county 11 grist mills, 9 sawmills, 4 carding machines, 4 lawyers, 
16 stores, 17 physicians, 20 preachers, 20 blacksmiths, 30 carpen
ters, 10 coopers, 5 saddlers, 17 shoemakers. The taxable land 
amounts to 168,129 acres and about 70,000 acres still belong to 
the United States, of which at least half is of a very poor quality. 
Coal is found in abundance and Sullivan ought to be among the 
richest counties in the State." 

The total farm area is 272,012 acres of which 227,784 are im·· 
proved. The average selling price is $50 to $110 per acre unless 
underlaid with coal, when it is valued much more highly. Some 
small areas can be bought for $20 to $30. Sullivan County ranks 
fifth in the State in the production of alfalfa; third in acreage of 
peas; fourth in acreage of watermelons and cantaloupes. It stands 
fourth i:rf1il!1\le of sheep. 

'rhe county produces annually about 2,085,000 bushels of corn, 
or an average of about 35 bushels per acre; wheat, 427,465 bushels, 
averaging about 21 bushels per acre; oats yield about 210,500 bu
shels, or an average of about 25 bushels per acre; about 7,000 bu· 
shels of rye with an average per acre of about 15 bushels; a very 
small acreage of buckwheat is grown, principally for bees; from 
28,500 to 32,700 tons of timothy hay are grown annually, averag· 
ing about It tons per acre; alfalfa is grown on about 100 acref! 
tlach year, yielding from Ii to 4 tons per acre; a few acres of 
prairie hay is grown, yielding from 1 to 2 tons per acre; clover 
has an acreage of over 3,000 acres yielding more than a ton per 
acre. Potatoes yield over 9,000 bushels or from 30 to 35 bushels 
per acre. Some onions are grown for the market; they make from 
50 to 350 bushels per acre. Berries have a small acreage, but yield 
from 36 to 75 bushels per acre. Tomatoes are raised on about 50 
acres, yielding from 40 to 100 bushels per acre. About 200 acres 
of cantaloupes and 900 acres of watermelon are grown. 

Some horses, mules, and cattle are raised for the market each 
year, hogs number about 17,000 head per year; sheep average 
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about 17,500 per year, being the fourth county for rank in sheep 
raising. Poultry raising receives considerable attention in this 
county. 

PUYSIOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY. 

The surface of the county is principally level. Some broken 
country lies in the northeastern part and along the eastern side, 
but the rougher areas are along the streams; the sand hill regions 
present an undulating surface. The stream valleys are wide, and 
about one-fifth of the country is occupied by the flood plains and 
terraces. At Merom the river bluff has a height of about 170 feet. 
Here and at the narrows in Section 25 (9 N., 11 W.) the river 
flows directly along the bluff. Below Merom the Wabash valley is 
from two to four miles wide, the terrace is made up largely of 
gravel; above Merom the valley is from one and a half to three 
miles wide and the terrace is quite sandy. 

The coal measures are the only geological formations repre
sented in the surface rocks of the county. The rocks are every
where, except along the stream, covered with drift or loess to a 
depth of 10 to 50 feet or more. The eastern part of the county is 
more broken than the central or western and the soils are thin 
and poor. 

Three coal veins of workable thickness are mined at many 
places in the eastern half of the county. The main line of the E. 
& T. H. marks approximately the western limit of present mining 
operations. To the west of this line the coal veins are so far below 
the surface that they cannot now be profitably worked under pres
ent mining conditions. In future years these deeper parts will be 
worked, as will also the thinner veins. Good beds of shale and 
underclays are found in the eastern part of the county. These 
deposits should be utilized for the making of such wares as con
duits, sewer tile and other vitrified wares. The only use now is for 
ordinary brick and drain tile. 

The following description by David Thomas in his "Travels in 
the West" is here quoted from Wolfe's History of Sullivan County 
and gives a good description of the surrounding country as viewed 
from Merom bluffs. 

"From the most elevated point of the bluff the eye can be 
gratified with a charming view of LaMotte Prairie immediately be
low in front; and with Ellison's and Union prairies on the right 
and left. The whole stretching along the river a distance of not 
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less than 30 miles, are all now rapidly settling. 
this beautiful sight is a flourishing settlement of 
three miles east of town. 

In the rear of 
20 or 30 farms, 

"Gin's prairie, south three miles, has at present a handsome 
population of industrious farmers." 

Section at Merom mUff. 
Fee;. Inch('s. 

Loess and drift ......................... 30 0 
Soft sandstone, upper beds disintegrating .. 20 to 25 0 
Massive sandstone, Anvil Rock with fer-

ruginous seams and veins .......... 10 to 25 0 
Conglomerated pieces of shale, coal, peb-

bles and sandstone, bedded in calcare-
ous material ....................... 2 to 8 0 

Fossiliferous limestone .................. 2 to 4 0 
Dark clay shale......................... 2 0 
Rash coal .............................. 2 0 
Black slate ............................ . 
Fire clay with pyritized pebbles ......... . 
Light drab clay shale .................. . 
Bituminous shale, small iron ore nodules .. 
Fossiliferous limestone ................. . 
Marl clay ............................. . 
Drab clay marl. ........................ . 
Dark bituminous and calcareous shale ... . 
Black sheety shale .................... . 
Coal .. ' ................................. . 
Fire clay ............................. . 
Fire clay, pyritous ..................... . 
Dark soapstone, iron stone pebbles ....... . 
Silicious flagstones ..................... . 
Light blue argillaceous flagstones ....... . 
Fossils ................................ . 

Section of Mine Shaft at Star City. 

Surface and drift 
Shaly sandstone or shale overlying sand-

stone ...................... '" ..... . 
Blue clayey shale ...................... . 
Coal .................................. . 
Underclay ............................. . 
Limestone ............................. . 
Gray to IJlue shale ...................... . 
Coal ................................... . 
Shale .................................. . 

Total ............................. . 

1 
4 
5 
6 
2 
1 
1 
6 
1 
1 
2 
1 
3 
2 
2 
5 

Feet. 
15 

45 
20 

4 
6 
3 

20 
5 

10 

128 

2 
6 
o 
7 
o 
6 
2 
2 
6 
6 
8 
6 
o 
o 
o 
o 

Inches. 

0 

0 
0 
6 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

6 
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Section at Mine Shaft at Farnsworth. 
Feet. Inches. 

Soil and drift clay ..................... . 12 0 

Gray sandy shale ..................... . 
Blue clayey shale ...................... . 

17 0 
8 0 

Coal ................ ··················· . 3 4 

Underclay ............................. . 8 0 

Grayish limestone ...................... . 2 8 

Blue clayey shale, with occasional nodules 
of iron carbonate .............. ······ 18 0 

Dark bituminous shale, fissile ............ . 3 0 

Coal ................. ·················· . 5 6 

Total ................ ·············· . 76 8 

Under clay merging into gray sandy shale ? 

Section of Mine Shaft at Humera, S. W. of N. E., Section 23. 

Feet. Inches. 

Soil and drift .......................... . 27 0 

Coal (outcropping) ..................... 6 
Sandstone ............................... 3 to 5 0 
Clay shale .............................. 12 0 
Coal .................................... 5 to 8 0 
J<'ire clay ............................... 2 to 3 . 0 
"Hard rock" ........................... . 

Section from Oil Well at Sullivan. The Total Depth of Well Is 549 Feet. 
Depth Here Given Is 111 Feet. 

Feet. Inches. 

Soil •••••• 0 ••••••• 0 ••• 00 •••••• 0 •• 0 •••••• 
5 0 

Gray clay with thin partings of white sand 
and pebbles ........................ . 

Glacial hardpan or bowlder clay .. , ..... . 

8 0 
2 10 

Limestone ............................. . 0 3 

Blaclt shale ............................ . 0 8 

Coal ................................... . 0 2 

Gray, silicious fireclay .................. . 
Clay shale, iron nodules ................ . 
Brown sand rock ...................... . 

8 0 
7 0 

20 0 

Gray sand rock sharp .................. . 
Clay shale ............................. . 
Coal and shale ......................... . 

10 0 
30 0 

0 9 

Clay .................................. . 
Sand rock ....................•......... 

5 0 
15 0 

Total ................. - - ........... . 111 10 
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Seotion at 1IUne Skatt at Dugger. 
Feet. Inches. 

Earth 10 6 
Sandstone ............................. . 19 6 
Shale .................................. . 5 0 
Blue shale ............................. . 10 0 
Coal .................................. . 4 0 
Clay shale ............................. . 7 0 
Sandstone ............................. . 12 0 
Limestone ............................. . 10 0 
Hard sandstone ....................... . 25 0 
Shale .................................. . 3 0 
Coal ................................... . 8 G 
Black shale ............................ . 2 6 
Sulphur ............................... . 1 0 
Very light clay shale, very soft ......... . 7 0 
Black shale, very soft ................. . 10 0 
Black shale, very soft, occasionally "hard 

head" ............................. . 8 0 
Sandstone, very hard ................... . 2 6 
Dark blue clay ........................ . 4 0 
Grey shale ............................. . 8 6 
Very hard limestone ................... . 2 0 
Black shale ............................ . 6 0 
Coal ................................... . 6 0 
Black shale ............................ . 2 0 

Total .............................. . 174 0 

Drainage.-'l'he drainage of the county is chiefly into the Wa
bash through Thurman's, Turtle and Busseron Creeks. The south
eastern part drains into White River with the exception of a small 
area which drains into the Wabash by the Marie Canal. The Wa. 
bash flows a distance of 40 miles. The low water level at Merom 
is about 420 feet above sea level. The river is fully described un
der Vigo County. 

Busseron Creek rises on the clay plains at the borders of Clay 
and Vi go counties near the level of Eel River. It flows diagonally 
across Sullivan County into the Wabash. For some distance near 
the mouth, the stream seems to occupy a preglacial line of drainage 
but the upper portion is apparently independent of preglacial 
drainage. 

KNOX SAND. 

Since the cowpea is grown so extensively on this type of -soil 
and because there are other extensive areas where the crop should 
be grown, it will be well to give here some description of the cow. 
pea and information as to its culture. 
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The assertion that "what red clover is to the North and alfalfa 
to the West, the cowpea is to the South" was some fifteen years 
ago strictly true, but today it is not the whole truth for the cow
pea has advanced into the regions of red clover and alfalfa. A few 
years ago the cowpea was scarcely known north of the Ohio River, 
but during the past few years it has extended to the north limit 

of successful cultivation of dent corn. 
The cowpeas, beans, clovers, alfalfa and vetches are known as 

leguminous plants. In the variety of its size, habits, production' 
and uses, as well as the soils and localities to which it is well 
adapted, the cowpea rivals and even surpasses corn. Some sorts 
mature seeds within sixty days from planting, other maintain 
vigorous growth for six months or longer, even putting forth 
flowers until the vines are killed by frost; some are short, stocky 
and erect in growth; others rapid climbers while others travel along 
on the ground and produce great masses of vines. The seeds vary 
in color, size and shape, flat round, oblong, kidney; black, white, 
red, purple, yellow, striped, mottled; small, medium, large. The 
cowpea will grow on any soil not too wet and in most climates free 
from frost during the summer months. The stalks and leaves make 
fine hay, the best of temporary pastures and most excellent green 
manure; its seeds, green or ripe, are as nutritious as. beans and 
are as much relished for use as human food, or as ripe grain, afford 
thc richest kind of feed for all farm animals. The selection of a 
variety will naturally depend upon what is wanted in the crop, 
for the same reasons which leads many farmers to plant a dent va
riety of corn for grain and a flint for silage or fodder because the 
flint may give a larger appropriate stalk and a greater proportion 
of leaf. If hay is required, the variety should be a vigorous grow
ing' late maturing and erect growth to make harvesting more easy. 
If pasture or green manure is wished, the pea should be planted 
early in the spring and be a vigorous growing variety. For seed 
production, special varieties are selected. For table use, others 
which are tender and of good flavor. The cowpea readily adapts 
itself to local conditions and some selected strains of these varieties 
will doubtless prove most useful to northern growers. By picking 
the first ripened pods for several seasons in succession and saving 
the early seed for planting, a very valuable local strain may be 
developed. This method of selection may be followed to obtain a 
large or long vine or any size or shape to suit north or south, up-

land or lowland. 
Although the cowpea will, as a rule, make better growth than 
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any other plant under unfavorable soil conditions and even where 
other crops have failed, no crop thrives better on rich ground or 
more amply repays liberal feeding and intelligent treatment, than 
the cowpea. It must be remembered, however, that one of the 
main gains for which cowpeas are grown is the absorption of nitro
gen from the atmosphere, and this cannot take place fully under. 
unfavorable soil conditions. The soil should be mellow, well 
drained and deep. It should have plenty of air and should not be 

. acid. Acid lands are but little benefited by cowpeas. The soil 
should be well prepared, deep plowing and working down to smooth 
fine curface essential. The seed may be sown broadcast or drilled. 
On most soils, the crop will be benefited by the addition of some 
fertilizer. If potash or phosphoric acid are deficient, the amount 
of nitrogen which the plant lives on will also be limited. 

Cowpeas make a good cover crop for orchards. Cowpea hay 
is best if cut and properly cured when the early pods begin to 
ripen. The hay cures slowly and is subject to heating like red 
clover and must for that reason be thoroughly dry before storing 
away. This crop is one of the best for grazing and soiling, as it 
gives more and better feed in the season with less expense than any 
other crop. 

The cowpea always leaves the soil in a better condition than be
fore the cr'op was grown. It helps the physical character of the 
soil by sending the long tap roots down into the subsoil and loosen
ing and making more porous; and it helps the soil chemically by 
the storage of nitrogen in an available form for other plants. 

'rhe examination of the roots of a healthy cowpea or other le
gume shows many little bunches, nodules or tubercles, varying in 
size from that of a pinhead to that of a pea. They have about the 
same consistency and much the appearance of very small potatoes, 
but a microscopical examination shows them to contain myriads 
of living organisms or bacteria. These bacteria draw a small part 
of the mineral part of their nourishment from the roots on which 
they grow, but the greater nitrogen supply essential to their life 
is gathered from the air, which circulates through the soil. Each 
of these low forms of life exists but a few hours and goes through a 
process of decomposition similar to that which takes place in other 
organic matter. The only difference is that when vegetable mat
ter decays it leaves the soil only what it has taken from it, but 
these bacteria add the nitrogen which has been absorbed from the 
air and changed into an available form for other plants. When 
plants other than legumes, such as rye, oats, etc., are used for 
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green manuring they really add nothing to the soil except what 
they absorbed from the same during their growth. They, however, 
change some of the mineral constituetns of the soil into a more 
available form. 

Nitrogen is the most expensive element of fertility and if this 
can be supplied through the growing plant it is a great saving in 
the supplying of one of the essential foods. The value of any ma
terial as a soil renovator depends largely on the nitrogen, 'potash 
and phosphoric acid it contains. The following table from the 
year book (1895) of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, gives the 
percentages of these elements in common hay and fodder crops. 
As these percentages are largely influenced by the water content 
of the material, the table also shows the percentage of moisture: 

Water. Nitro'!;en, PJ'ao;h, Phof':phori~ Arid. 
Hay or FJ~a :0. P 'f Cont. P'r C>n . P 'rC n" Pdr C,-·nt. 

COW peas . , ........ 10.99 1.95 1.47 .52 
Red clm'er ......... 11.33 2.07 2.20 .38 
Alfalfa ............. 6.55 2.19 1.68 .51 
Timothy ............ 7.52 1.26 .90 .53 
Wheat straw ....... 12.56 .59 .51 .12 

Any crop cut from the field takes away a certain amount of 
mineral substance which is lost to the soil. To derive the full value 
from any plant it is necessary that the whole plant be turned 
under as green manure. The renovation of the soil by the cowpea 
depends, then, largely upon the use which is made of the crop. 
In addition to the taking of nitrogen from the air, the cowpea has 
the wonderful ability to use the potash and phosphoric acid when 
these materials are liberally med on cowpeas. The soil gains far 
more than the cost of the fertilizer. The cowpea stands first among 
the legumes as a producer of nitrogen fertilizer. The crop may be 
grown between crops of wheat and thus furnish nitrogen for many 
succesive crops. 

SUMMARY. 

There are a number of good silos in the county. On the stock 
farm of William H. Jones, two miles southeast of Merom Station, 
near the center of Section 33 is a cement silo 56 feet in height 
and 36 feet in diameter. This silo at the time of its construction 
a few years ago was the largest in the United States, and at the 
present time it is said to be the second largest. 

Purdue University Bulletin No. 91 is an excellent treatise on 
construction, materials and capacity of round silos that may be 
had for the asking. 
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VIGO COUNTY. 

HISTORY OF SETTLEMENT AND AGRICUUrURAL DE
VELOPMENT. 

Vigo County was organized in 1818 and has an area of 402 
square miles. It was named in honor of Col. Francis Vigo, origi
nally a Sardinian, a true friend of General Clark in the capture 
of Vincennes, and afterwards a most worthy citizen of the county. 
The first settlement made in the county was around Fort Harrison. 
The march of Harrison's army to the upper Wabash, the battle 
of Tippecanoe and the establishment of the fort seemed to impress 
the people with the importance of the region, and soon after the 
war of 1812, public attention was turned to it. In the survey of 
the land hostile Indians opposed the work. A company· of settlers 
on Busseron Creek were defeated in 1815 and a number of children 
taken prisoners, who were never recovered. 

At the close of the war in 1816, an act was passed by Congres, 
granting lands to certain Canadian volunteers, who had been citi
zens of the United States, and during the war joined the Unite:l 
States force, and as a consequence their property in Canada was 
confiscated. The act permitted the land grants to be located, be
fore the public sale in the land district, which included Vi go 
County. The sale took place in June, 1816, and many settlers had 
selected choice places and founded their homes with the intention 
of buying the tracts at the sale; but it proved that much of the 
land had been located by the grant refund and many of the settlers 
left for the prairies of Illinois. The unfriendliness between the 
Canadian settlers and others greatly retarded the settlement of 
the county. 

The county is divided into eleven townships: Harrison, Sugar 
Creek, Prairie Creek, Otter Creek, Linton, Nevin, Pierson, Fa
yette, Honey Creek, Lost Creek and Riley. 

Terre Haute, the county seat, and the fourth city in size in 
the State, was laid out in 1816, and the first sale of lots took place 
in the spring of 1818. In 1820, the river became very low, the 
wells were dry and there was much sickness and death. This was 
a blow which required several years to overcome. The city was 
laid out by a company called the Terre Haute Company. The orig
inal site selected for the town was about three miles below the pres
ent location, but it was soon abandoned for the more suitable situa
tion. One of the principal reasons for moving was that the Na
tional Road crossed the Wahash at the latter vlace. IJ;l. 1817, therQ 
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were but a few log cabins of the rudest style situated along the 
river. But when the town was made the county seat in 1818 a 
very substantial growth began. The first court house was erected 
in 1821-22. 

The word Terre Haute is from the French and means high 
land. The city is favorable situated on the high bank of the Wa
bash several feet above the ordinary water level. The population 
in 1830 was 600; in 1834, 900; in 1850, about 3,500; and in 1910, 
58,157, an increase of 21,484 over 1900. 

Six main lines of railroads pass through the city, the Vandalia, 
C., C., C. & St. L., E. & T. H., C. & E. 1., Southern Indiana and 
the Terre Haute and Eastern Traction Company. Some of these 
roads have more than one line and there are branch lines of other 
roads into the city. Several rural routes go out to various parts 
of the surrounding country. According to the Department of Sta
tistics for 1910, there are four daily and six weekly newspapers, 30 
miles of sewer, 25 miles of brick and asphalt streets, 25 public 
schools employing 253 teachers, 4 parochial schools, 4 colleges and 
54 churches, 9 banks and 21 building and loan associations, 2 
automobile factories, boot and shoe factory, 26 bakeries, 2 brew
eris, 10 brick and tile mills, 2 carriage and wagon factories, canning 
factories, 20 cigar factories, 7 garment factories, 4 distilleries, 2 
sawmills, 2 architectural iron works, 2 artificial stone works, rail
way shops, coal mining machinery works, fence factories, and other 
small factories of all classes. There are many good stores and busi
ness houses, the number is about 2,000 of all kinds. The estimated 
number of employes in the manufacturing plants is 12,000; the 
estimated weekly payroll $140,000. 

The Commercial Club in the past three years has spent $300,-
000 locating factories. It is always willing to give worthy indus
tries sites for building, in addition to which it is willing to pay a 
fair cash bonus if the number of people employed will justify it. 
The industries most suitable to local conditions are those which 
desire a central location, cheap fuel, an inexhaustible supply of 
good water, and good railroad facilities. Steam coal is available 
at 85 cents per ton. 

The raw material available in the vicinity of Terre Haute for 
manufacturing purposes are shale, clay, stone, sand for building 
purposes, glass sand, gravel and coal, the output of the latter being 
controlled by more than 20 corporations. 

Terre Haute is the only city and West Terre Haute the only 
incorporated town in the county. 
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West Terre Haute is on the west side of the Wabash River, one 
mile from Terre Haute. It is on the VandaIia Railroad and the 
Terre Haute, Indianapolis and Eastern electric line. Two rural 
routes go out from the town. There are two public schools em
ploying 16 teachers, 16 churches, 2 banks, 2 building and loan as
sociations, a business men's association and a commercial club, a 
canning factory, 4 brick and tile mills, about 30 stores. The esti
mated number of employes in the manufacturing plants is 500, 
with a weekly payroll of $6,000. The population is 4,000. 

Seeleyville is located on the Vandalia Railroad and T. H., 1. 
& E. interurban line, eight miles east of Terre Haute, not far from 
the Clay County line. The town owes its origin to the mining in
dustry, and is almost entirely dependent upon that work. There 
is one public school with 6 teachers, 2 churches, 9 general stores 
and a drug store, and a building material yard. The population is 
1,200. 

Pimento, which was formerly called Hartford, was laid out in 
1852, while the Evansville and Terre Haute railroad was being 
constructed, and has depended almost entirely for its prosperity 
on its importance as a shipping point. About 1877, a flouring 
mill was erected, and this with one or two stores of former years 
and with occasional additions to business activity has made it a 
quiet little market for the surrounding country. The interurban 
line now passes through the town. The popUlation is about 175. 

Lockport, or Riley, was one of the early towns which flourished 
in canal days. It was platted in 1836. The E. & 1. Railroad passes 
through the village. Until a few years ago this was the largest 
village in the county. The popUlation is about 400. 

Lewis is a little village in the southeast corner of the county. 
It is on the Southern Indiana Railroad. It has a grain elevatol' 
and is a good trading center for the surrounding country. Popula
tion, 200. 

Prairie Creek, or Middleton, is near the south side of the 
county, in the western part. It was platted in 1831, in the days 
of stage coach traffic between Vincennes and Terre Haute. A 
tavern was one of the principal features of the town. A st6am 
mill was built in 1847. The nearest railroad is six miles away and 
for that reason the town has not made much growth. Good roads 
lead through the town, both north and south and east and west. 
The popUlation is 160. 

Prairietown is a small village which owes its origin to the 
stage coach days. It was known as "Hoggart's." It was the cen-
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ter of a Quaker settlement. A few small stores are the only in
dustries. There is a fair school building situated in a pretty grove 
of oak trees. It is surrounded by a rich agricultural region. The 
population is about 250. 

Youngstown is a little residence village on the interurban line 
southeast of Terre Haute. It is a good location for persons who 
wish residences in rural villages and have their business interests 

in Terre Haute. 
Sanford is on the Big Four Railroad on the western side of 

the county to the northwest of Terre Haute. The interurban line 
also passes through the village. There are no industries. The 
population is about 200. 

New Goshen is a village of 200 in the central northwestern part 
of the county, and to the east of Sanford. 

Libertyville is an old village in the northwestern corner of the 
county on the county line. 

Tecumseh, or Durkees Ferry, is on the west bank of the Wa
bash River, about seven miles north of Terre Haute. This point 
was once one of the main crossing points on the river. It is a 
German settlement. A few small stores and a postoffice are lo
cated here. The view of the river valley from the hills at the back 
of the town is one of the best in the county. 

St. Marys is a little town to the northwest of Terre Haute. The 

population is about 175. 
Coal Bluff (500) and Fontanet, which formely had a population 

of 500 but now much less, owe their origin to the Coal Bluff Mining 
Company, which operates several mines in the northeastern part 
of the county. The towns are on the Big Four Railroad. Fon
tanet was the site of the Indiana Powder Mills, which were de
stroyed in 1906 by an explosion which practically destroyed the 
town and killed several persons. The mill will never be rebuilt. 
The land, property and houses have been offered for sale. 

Atherton is a mining village on the northern edge of the 
county. Burnett, Heckland, Edwards, Ehrmandale, and Hutton 
are place names, such as former postoffices and mining settlements. 
Blackhawk is a station in the southeR$tern corner of the county. 

Transportation Facilities.-The transportation facilities of the 
county are good. There are ten or twelve railways within the 
county. These are the St. Louis Division of the Big Four and the 
main division of the Vandalia, both of which pass east and west 
through the county; the Peoria division of the Vandalia, running 
northeast to Peoria, Ill.; the T. H. & L. division of the Vandalia, 
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northeast to Logansport and South Bend; two of the main divisions 
of the O. & E. I., running northwest and northeast; and the Ohi
cago division of the Southern Indiana to the northwest, and the 
Southern Indiana to the southeast; the E. & T. H., running south; 
and the E. & I to the southeast. There are interurban lines to In
dianapolis, Paris, Illinois, Olinton, Sullivan, Youngstown and 
other points. 

There are in the county 723 miles of public roads, with about 
250 miles improved. The improvement has practically all been 
done with gravel. During the past few years a little stone has 
been used. The average cost of the gravel roads per mile is about 
$1,415. The first improved roads were built in 1898. There are 
extensive deposits of sand and gravel in the Wabash valley. These 
deposits are inexhaustible and the supply is being utilized both 
by the railroads and in the construction of public roads. On the 
eastern side of the river is a big terrace, fully three miles wide and 
twenty-four miles long. The terrace is composed of sand and 
gravel to a depth of many feet. West Terre Haute is situated on a 
gravel terrace of about 400 acres extent. The Big Four Railroad 
Company has a pit of about 50 acres in the northwest quarter of 
Section 20, and the Vandalia has a pit of equal size. The gravel 
has been worked to a depth of 15 or 20 feet and large quantities 
have been pumped from below water level. The gravel is rather 
coarse, containing some pebbles up to five inches in diameter. 
There is also a considerable quantity of fine sand. In many other 
places throughout the county good road gravel occurs. 

The main line of travel through Clay and Vigo counties is 
the old National Road, which forms Main street through Brazil 
and Wabash avenue in Terre Haute. The proposition for a na
tional road first took practical shape in 1806, when an act passed 
CongreEs authorizing the appointment of three commissioners to 
layout a road from Cumberland, at the head waters of the Potomac 
in Maryland, to the State of Ohio. This was the beginning of the 
old Cumberland or National Road, the only highway of its kind 
ever wholly constructed by the Government of the United States, 
and a road of wonderful significance in the development of the 
West and the greatest and one of the most romantic highways of 
America. The existence of this road and the part it played in di
recting and distributing emigrants should be thoroughly under
stood and kept in mind when discussing the history of the counties 
through which it passed. The road was first opened to the public 
in 1818. In 1827, the National Road was completed through 
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Wayne County, Indiana. From Wayne County westward, the 
road passed through Henry, Hancock, Marion, Hendricks, Put
nam, Clay and Vigo counties. The Government work on the road 
was done in Vigo County in the early thirties and was the means 
of hringing much capital and many workmen to Terre Haute. 

General.-Vigo County, when enumerated in 1830, numbered 
5,737; in twenty years it had increased in population to 16,500; 
another fifty years raised the number to 62,035, and in 1910 the 
total number of inhabitants was 87;930. 

An early history of the county gives the following information 
concerning business in and prospects for Vigo County: "There are 
in Vi go County 12 grist mills, 18 sawmills, 40 large retail stores, 
20 others with limited assortments, 3 printing offices." * * * 
"Coal is found in abundance and of a good quality." * * * 
"The enterprise of its citizens and other advantages possessed 
there, must, at no distant day, make Vigo one of the most impor
tant points in the West." 

The area of the county is 402 square miles, with a farm area 
of 239,996 acres, of which 192,043 acres are improved. Land sells 
from $50 to $200 per acre. 

Vigo ranks among the ten leading counties in yield of potatoes 
and tomatoes, also in raising watermelons and cantaloupes. It 
stands high in acreage of tobacco. It is among the most productive 
in cheese manufacture. 

Wheat yields about 400,000 bushels each year, with an average 
from 14 to 16 bushels per acre, with some producing 25 to 30 
bushels; corn produces about 1,300,500 bushels annually and aver
ages about 25 bushels per acre; the average for oats is about 300,-
000 acres, yielding from 11 to 20 bushels per acre; rye averages 
7 to 15 bushels and is grown on about 4,000 acres; timothy is 

_ given about 9,500 acres and averages from 1 to 1i tons per acre; 
alfalfa yields from a ton to three tons per acre and is grown on 
about 200 acres; prairie hay yields from one to one and a half tons 
per acre and has about the same acreage as alfalfa; clover yields 
about 9,000 tons, averaging from 1 1-3 to 1t tons per acre. Po
tatoes receive about 300 acres and make from 70 to 80 bushels per 
acre; onions are raised to considerable extent, in 1909, 617 bu
shels were grown, and in 1908, 2,463 bushels, an average of from 
7 to 55 bushels per acre; tobacco yields from 100 to 350 pounds 
per acre, but not many acres are given to the crop; tomatoes yield 
from 21 to 9 tons per acre, and usually are planted on about 200 
acres i berries of various kinds are raised, yielding from ]0 to 30 
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bushels per acre and occupy from 15 to 25 acres annually. Horses, 
mules, cattle, hogs and sheep are grown to moderate extent for 
market. 

In the early days it is said some cotton was grown. In a few 
places as much as ten acres was planted in the crop. Hemp was 
also grown, from which cordage was made for flatboats and .other 
purposes. Flax was raised and made into linen. All kinds of 
fruits were cultivated and each farmer soon grew enough for his 
own use. Wild nuts were abimdant-walnut, butternut, hickory, 
hazel and pecans. 'rhese were all a source of food. The growth of 
prairie grasses made winter feed plentiful for the stock. 

PHYSIOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY. 

"Vigo County is a portion of a double slope. Its rocky strata 
incline westward toward the lVIississippi and southward toward the 
Ohio, the westward slope being the more rapid. '1'his circumstance 
seems to have had much to do in determing the topography of the 
county. '1'he river flowing toward the south crosses the more rapid 
slope nearly at right angles. This dip of the strata westward 
probably causes the river to crowd its western bank, making it more 
abrupt than the eastern. The tributary streams flow easterly and 
westerly, 'with a trend toward the south, this trend being more pro
nounced in the western streams. The southerly dip of the rocks 
not only causes a southerly trend in the direction of the streams, 
uut it causes them to crowd their southern banks, making t11enl 
more abrupt than the northern. In general there are no streams 
flowing toward the north, the south branch of Honey Creek being 
the only stream of any size flowing in that direction. The greater 
portion of the surface of the county slopes toward the river, hut 
portions of Riley and Pierson townships are in the valley of Eel 
River. The divide between the two rivers is a massive body of 
land lying in Linton and the western part of Pierson townships, 
and trending northeasterly through Riley Township. The N. E. 
t of Sec. 18, 670 feet, and Sec. 20, 660 feet, of Pierson Township 
are the highest points in the county. Sec. 1 of Linton Township, 
and Sec. 6 of Pierson, and portions of Riley have an elevation of 
from 640 to 650 feet, which is about the same as the higher por
tions of Fayette, Nevins and IJost Creek townships. While the 
strata in general dip to the west, there are some local exceptions 
or irregularities. In Sec. 1, Linton Township, there is a sharp 
dip to the east, and another in Riley Township, with some evi-
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dences of another in Pierson, but the evidence is not sufficient to 
determine whether the divide is an anticline or not. This divide 
is a rocky mass with just a thin veneering of bowlder clay ann 
soil, and must have divided these valleys in preglacial times. . 

"The most marked feature in the topography of the county is. 
the immediate valley of the river. It is from five to six miles wide 
and extends through the whole length of the county, but as the 
river forms the western boundary of the southern third of the 
county, only that portion of the valley on the east of the river 
belongs to Vigo County. This valley is an old channel that has 
been partly filled with sand and gravel. The numerous wells 
drilled in Terre Haute and vicinity shows the rock bed of this old 
channel to be from 120 to 150 feet below the general level of Terre· 
Haute. The high land just east of the river, in the north part of 
the county, was part of an island in the ancient river. The channel 
east of the island is now occupied by Raccoon Creek of Parke 
County. This eastern channel of the old river accounts for the sud
den widening of the valley just south of the county line. In Prairie 
Creek Township there is another island. The narrow channel east 
of the island is now occupied by Prairie Creek. The valley of the 
river turns abruptly towards the west above the island and is some
what narrow below. The main channel of the old stream was along· 
the west bank. The rocky banks, the islands, the main channel, 
the secondary channels and shallow places are so well defined that 
we can almost see the old river, whose waters carved out such 8 

broad, deep trough through our county. The river and its flood 
plain occupies the western one-third of the valley. The river 
washes the western bluff at Durkey's Ferry and its flood waters 
wash them at various places. The greater portion of the flood plain 
is from 14 to 18 feet above low water in the river, and scattered 
over them there are many ponds and sluggish streams, indicating 
a very uneven surface. Between the flood plain and the bluffs 
there are fragments of a low terrace, which is sometimes of gravel 
and sometimes of rock. The eastern two-thirds of the valley is 
occupied by a massive gravel terrace, which has a somewhat irreg
ular surface. 

"The thickness of the bowlder clay in Vigo County is from 
nothing up to 150 feet. The thicker beds are probably in older 
channels. Frank Leverett, who has given the matter much at
tention, says that the average thickness of this portion of Indiana 
is about 25 feet. 

17-29153 
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"In coal mines abundant evidence is found of much more ex
tensive erosion than appears upon the surface. The Union Mine, 
at Fontanet, is about 110 feet deep, through hard pan 55 feet, and 
rock 55 feet. But within 150 yards of the shaft the rock has been 
cut away and the bowlder clay rests on the coal; while a few yard,;; 
farther, in the same direction, the coal has disappeared, the rock 
and coal both being cut out by erosion and afterward replaced by 
sand, gravel and bowlder clay. It is a common thing for the miner 
along Otter Creek or Raccoon Creek, and in other localities, to find 
the coal that is less than 125 feet below the plateau surface cut 
out by sand bars, gravel beds or bowlder clay. So common and 
extensive are these old channels, that Mr. Talley, of the Coal Bluff 
Mining Company, tells me they never buy 40 acres of coal land 
without drilling at least four prospect holes in order to make sure 
they are buying coal and not simply bowlder clay. Near Fontanet 
cne drill hole penetrated bowlder clay 120 feet. At St. Mary's it 
is 100 feet to bed rock, and at Sandford it is about 150 feet. A 
little beyond it is 180 feet to shale, while the rock comes near the 
surface within a short distance of each of these localities. The 
south part of the county would probably yield similar testimony 
if it were tested with a drill. These facts indicate extensive local 
erosion prior to the glacial period, and, I think, indicate that the 
proportion between the main river and its local tributaries was 
formerly much the same as at pres2nt. These channels vary in 
depth. The river wells reach bed rock about 80 feet below low 
water in the river, or about 365 feet above tide, while the plateau 
in many places is over 600 feet above tide. Wells in other parts 
of Terre Haute reached shale at about the same distance below the 
river, so that we are sure that a considerable portion of the main 
valley was formerly 225 feet or more below the general surface of 
the uplands. The tributary channels are probably much shallower 
than the main valley, but little is known of them beside an occa
tional well. Drift materials are known to be of considerable thick
ness in the valleys of Sugar Creek and of Otter Creek. The beds 
of the present streams are from 60 to 80 feet below the general 
surface of the uplands, and the bed of the old channel is at least as 
much as 60 feet to 80 feet lower still. The walls of these old 
channels, where exposed, are often quite abrupt, so that the county 
in all the myriads of years had not been base-leveled. It is evident 
that a vast amount of material has been removed from Vigo County 
by erosion? but when W(l conf:!id~r the len~h of time1 the amoupt 
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does not seem to be relatively great, and it seems probable that for 
much of the time this region was near the level of the sea, so that 
the action of eroding agents was weak and ineffectual" 

After describing the formation and advance of the ice sheet, and 
the spreading out of the bowlder clay on its retreat, he says: 
"This material filled up the old drainage channels, so that the sur
face was a plain of gently undulating surface. 

"But the floods from the retreating ice soon began to form 
drainage channels, sometimes reopening old channels in general, 
but occasionally cutting off some bend, giving rise to many curious 
features in the streams of glaciated areas. The retreating ice for 
a long time made a dam across the Maumee valley, so that a lake 
was formed. The surplus vvaters of this IV[aumee lake 'were dis
charged across the divide near Ft. Wayne into the Wabash val· 
ley, and through it to the gulf. This extra supply of water seems 
io have cleared the old valley of bowlder clay, at least in this re
gion. While the new drainage channels were being opened, the sur
face of the bowlder clay weathered into soil, and became covered 
with vegetation. The remains of this vegetation, partially decayed, 
mingled with the clay, forming a black soil. Similar soils are 
formed at the present time on poorly-drained tracts in the northern 
latitudes. This old soil occurs in the eastern and southern parts 
of the county, under several feet of material deposited at a later 
period. 

" Above this old soil there is a deposit of loess. 'Loess is a fine
grained, yellowish silt or loam, which overspreads the southern 
portion of the glacial drift of North America. It consists princi
pally of quartz grains, but it usually contains a variety of such 
other minerals as occur in the drift. It is apparently derived from 
the drift, either by the action of water or of the wind. It often 
contains calcareous matter, which partially cements it. Sometimes 
irregular nodules of lime and of iron and of manganese oxide are 
found in this material. It also often contains fossil shells of land 
and fresh water mollusks, and occasionally remains of insects and 
bones of mammals. It has a strong tendency to vertical cleavage, 
and usually presents nearly perpendicular banks on the borders of 
streams which erode it.' It occurs at several places along the 
bluffs east of the river, and probably west of the river as well, but 
I have not noticed it there. There is a thick deposit in the bluff 
on the Bloomington Road; in the bluff just south of Otter Creek 
and in the bluff at Atherton on the north line of the county. Over 
this loess there is, in southern Indiana, a continuous layer of pale 
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silt called' white clay,' which is the surface soil over much of the 
uplands of Vigo County. 

"Later, a second ice sheet overspread the country, reaching as 
far south as the northwestern part of our county, including Sand
ford. When the ice sheet halts for some time accumulations of 
gravels, sands and clays are formed by the materials dropped by 
the melting ice. Such accumulations are called moraines. Some
times a continuous ridge of considerable extent occurs, but more 
generally the moraine consists of low, rounded hills. The hills 
east and northeast of Sandford are parts of the Shelbyville or Wis
consin moraine that marks the southern boundary or limit of a 
second ice-sheet. The moraine extends northeasterly across the 
river into Parke County, being well marked to the north of Ather
ton. In the northwestern part of Fayette Township the white clay 
has been covered by a deposit of darker material brought down and 
deposited by this later ice. 

"At several places in bluff's of bowlder clay I have found old 
wood from 20 to 45 feet below the surface. Sometimes this old 
wood was fragile, soon crumbling on exposure to the air; in other 
cases it was in good condition, and is still firm after being exposed 
to the air for a year. Wood has been found in digging wells in 
different parts of the county, so that old vvood is quite common in 
the bowlder clay of Vigo County. The specimens found were of 
cone-bearing trees, probably some kind of cedar. One specimen 
showed over thirty rings of growth in a quarter of an inch. One 
ring was composed of only two layers or rows of ducts. These nar
row rings of growth seem to indicate that there had been more 
winter than summer in the life of that little tree or shrub. 

"The glacier accounts, in a general way, for the soils and drift 
materials of the uplands, but the soils and other materials in the 
valleys need explanation. The old channel of the river was swept 
of bowlder clay, probably by water from outside its ordinary water
shed. After a time the ice melted out of the Maumee Valley, and 
the waters of Maumee Lake found a new outlet. The Wabash, 
diminishing in. power, began silting up its bed with sand and 
gravel. This process continued until, in Vigo County, there was 
deposited a bed of gravel 20 miles long and four to five miles wide, 
and over 100 feet thick. This bed is of unknown extent toward the 
north and south. The great masses of gravel at Lafayette, and at 
intervening points, are, perhaps, parts of the same great bed. How 
can it be accounted for? In the record of some of the deep wells, 
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the upper portion of the drift materials is shown to be coarse, 
while the lower is of smaller size. This, if a fact, suggests delta 
formation. One who studies the gravel pit will feel sure that the 
sands, gravels and bowlders were arranged by water, but under 
what circumstances could the water get these rocky fragments of 
varying sizes together ~ A study of the upper portions, as seen 
in the gravel pits, suggests stream action, and possibly the whole 
mass was a delta formation whose upper portions were rearranged 
by stream action. Of something over 600 gravel stones examined, 
about 35 per cent. were limestones; the remainder were fragments 
of different kinds of granite rocks. The fragments vary in size 
from fine sand up to stones six inches in diameter, with occasional 
large bowlders. The surface features, at least, seem the work of 
a strong stream. The ridge, just west of Seventeenth street, which 
extends southward east of the old canal, seems to be an old sand
bar. 'l'he ridge along Fifth street, which terminates in Strawberry 
Hill, is apparently another old sandbar. This mass of sand and 
gravel in the main stream must have dammed up some of the trib
utary streams, forming long, narrow lakes. 

"Later, the river seems to have become narrower and more 
rapid, possibly on account of elevation of the northern portions of 
the continent, so that the western one-third of the valley was cut 
down some 20 feet or more, leaving the eastern two-thirds as a 
gravel terrace. The margin of the terrace has a direct course a 
little west of south from three miles north of the county line in 
Sec. 13-14-9 to Sec. 5-11-9, Honey Creek Township, where it turns 
to the southwest. 

"Sometime after this the energy of the river seems to have been 
concentrated upon narrower limits, and a channel was cut deeper 
into the gravel, leaving a narrow fringe of second terrace .or second 
bottom along the western bluff, which as about 30 feet above low 
water in the present river, while the main terrace rises from 40 
to 70 feet above the low water. Then the river ceased to erode the 
gravel, and even when in flood it can only work over the materials 
of its own floodplain. As one watches the river when in flDod, with 
its deep, strong current, and finds it unable to erode the gravel, 
he cannot help wondering as to what manner of a stream it was 
that cut out that great mass of gravel and carried it to unknown 
distances below. The river flows along or near the western bluffs, 
and its tributary streams flow along the southern bluffs. This is 
universal. There is hardly a rock cliff or bank of bowlder clay that 
does not face toward the north or toward the east. I can think of 
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only two or three exceptions along the narrow parts of Coal Creek 
valley. This is perhaps due to the fact that the strata generally 
dip toward the south and west. It is possible that the main cur
rent of the stream that deposited the gravel was on the west, and 
that the gravel was not as deep on the west. If true, the later 
streams had less work to do than we have ascribed to them. The 
lands of Vigo County were surveyed in 1815 and 1816. The 
meander of the river made at that time was not carefully done and 
the records are incomplete, so that no very definite conclusions can 
be reached as to the amount of change made in the course of the 
I·iver since that time. But it seems certain that in no instance since 
that date has the river been able to erode the gravel. Those por
tions of its channel, where at least a fringe of timber has been left 
along the river, have not materially changed. But on the curves, 
where the timber has been cut away, the erosion has been extensive, 
so that the bed of the river has moved from 600 to 800 feet as at 
the bends in S. E. Sec. 8, and S. W. Sec. 16-12-9, and in S. W. 
32-12-9, Harrison Township. 

"The main terrace descends gradually towards the south from 
the nGrth part of Honey Creek Township to the northern part of 
Prairie Creek 'rownship, where it becomes the flood plain. Whether 
the terrace formerly extended farther south and has been cut 
down by erosion to its present extent and form, or whether it never 
extended any farther than at present, and has the original termina
tion modified only by ordinary atmospheric influences, are ques
tions which I can not solve. I am inclined to the opinion that the 
high terrace never extended much beyond its present position. 

"Just above Clinton, Vermillion County, about five miles north 
of our county line on the west side of the river, a section of the 
high terrace terminates quite abruptly. It rises about 60 feet 
above low water, while the second terrace on whi~h Clinton stands 
rises from 35 to 40 feet above the same level. The river valley is 
narrow, only about two miles wide in this locality. The high ter
race appears again about two miles below, but on the east side of 
the river, and in full force just below the narrow place in the val
ley. The high terrace does not seem to have been formed in the 
narrow portion of the channel. Many streams flowing into the 
main valley are lost in the sands and gravel. In time some of them 
brought down clay enough from the hills to puddle large areas of 
sand, making' it impervious to water, and marshes, swamps and 
wet prairies were formed. Fort Harrison Prairie, which extended 
through nearly the whole length of the county was largely wet 
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prairie that had its origin in obstructed drainage. The Macksville 
terrace across from Terre Haute is a typical gravel terrace, but 
much of the second bottoms is really a rocky shelf. Near the I. 
& St. L. R R, it is a shelf of shale above Coal "N" (VII). South 
of Sugar Creek, for some distance, it is a shelf of limestone. Other 
interesting features of the old valley might have been mentioned, 
but enough has been said to show that the channel of the ancient 
Wabash contains many interesting problems for the one who has 
time and opportunity for studying them. 

"The tributary valleys differ widely from the main valley. In 
them the drainage was purely local, and it, at times, was not rela
tively as strong as in the main valley. The great floods from the 
retreating glacier soon ceased to influence the local streams, but 
continued for centuries to strengthen the river. Changes of level 
that would materially affect the character of the main stream might 
bave little effect on the tributary. The bowlder clay \Va" all reo 
moved from the main channel in a comparatively short time, while 
the tributaries are still, after thousands of years, working on the 
howlder clay with which the glaciers long ago filled their channels. 

"In general, the tributaries seem to have cut downward as 
rapidly as the river, but could not open their channels to the full 
width as did the river. When the river silted up its channel with 
sands and gravel, they filled theirs mainly with sand, the local 
streams not being able to move as coarse material as the river. In 
some instances, at least, the main stream filled its channel so 
rapidly as to shut off the tributary stream, making it a pond or 
lake. In one of the branch valleys of Sugar Creek, on the N. W.t, 
S. E. t, Sec. 22-12-10, there is a deposit of very fine laminated 
clay, with occasional partings of fine sand, the whole resting in a 
trough of bowlder clay. 'Vhere this deposit outcrops on the main 
creek it is from 12 to 15 feet in thickness, becoming thinner as it 
extends back from the creek. In some places it has the appearance 
of shale, but to the touch it is fine clay. I found some similar 
material about a quarter of a mile down the creek, which seems to 
indicate that the deposit was formerly more extensive, but had been 
carried away by erosion. I once saw an extensive deposit of similar 
material in Sullivan County, northeast of Merom. 

"The deposit is an interesting one, and indicates that this val
ley was occupied by quiet water for centuries, and that then the 
barriers were removed, the lake flowed away and the obstructed 
drainage system was reopened. The valley of Suger Creek, in Sees. 
I(j? 22 and 231 is wider tha~ below? and th~ same thing seems to QO 
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true of East Little Sugar Creek, in Secs. 12 and 13. None of the 
other valleys have a similar form. The flood plain of the tributary 
streams is of different material from that of the main stream. It 
is more local in its character-sometimes clayey and impervious, 
again sandy or loamy. In many cases the smaller streams carry 
away valuable materials from their flood plains, while in general 
the river leaves its flood plain covered with a coating of rieh, fer
tilizing sediments. "* 

The following sections will show the thickness. of the surface 
material and the character of the geological formations in various 
parts of the county: 

Section on Otter ('freel., in N. W. Quartel' ot N. lV. Quarter ot Seel·ion 30 
'l'oUJnshilJ 13 N., Range 7 W. 

Feet. 
Soil, etc. ............................... 28 
Gray to drab shale .................... '" 20 

Inches. 
o 
o 

Dark blue shale ...................... " . 1 0 
Hard, blue, calcareons shale............. 0 2 
Dark blue shale......................... 5 0 
Black, bituminous, sheety shale.......... 2 0 
Coal and shale partings................. 1 4 
Gray fire clay.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 0 
Hard gray to brown calcareous sandstone 1 0 
Gray shaly sandstone.................... 1 6 
Gray to brown, hard micaceous sandstone 0 6 
Gray, shaly sandstone................... 3 0 
Gray sandstone with carbonaceous partings 1 6 
Blue shale ............................. 4 0 
Coal with partings...................... 6 0 

Total ............................... 77 0 

Section ot Bore at Coal Bluff, N. W. Quarter ot N. W. Quarter, Sec. 1~. 

Feet. 
Surface ................................. 10 
Sand or gravel .......................... 77 

Inches. 
o 
o 

Bowlder clay ........................... 2£ 0 
Fire clay ............................... 3 0 
Black shale ............................ 6 6 
Coal.................................... 2 6 
Very dark fire clay .................... 2 0 

Total ............................... 123 0 

• Dr. J. T. Scovall. Ind. St. Geol. Report for 1898, pp. 684-693. 
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General Connected Section Along Sugar Creek, West of Wabash River, 
by Dr. J. T. 'Scovell. 

Feet. 

Surface, soil and clay. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Subsoil, yellow clay..................... 4+ 
Bowlder clay ........................... 10+ 
Shale ................................... 5+ 
Coal ................................... 1 
Fire clay and shale..................... 3 
Limestone, crystalline fossiliferous. . . . . . . . 2 
Shale, light colored to red ............... 6-12 
Limestone, impure, flinty. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Sand:,;tOl,e, rnassi n~ ..................... 11 
Sandstone, merging into shale. . . . . . . . . . .. 14 
Shale, bluish with ironstones in upper part 28 
Bone coal and sheety shale. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Coal ................................... 4 
Fire clay 10 

Total .............................. 108 

Section at Sandford Hill, Along Russel's RUII, Section 1. 
Scovell. 

Feet. 
SOil, white and yellow clay. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
Bowlder clay ........................... 2 
Sandstone, reddish and shaly......... . .. 10 
Shale, light colored ..................... 5 
Sandstone, shaly ....................... 5 
Sandstone, compact ..................... 9 
Shales, light bluish, many fossils........ 17 
Coal.................................... 3 
Fire clay and shale. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 

Inches. 
o 

By 

o 
o 
o 
4 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
6 
o 
8 
o 

6 

Dr. 

Inches. 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
0+ 

J. T. 

Drainage.-' 'The Wabash River flows in a southwestern di
rection, through the northern part of the county, and from a 
point about nine miles southwest of Terre Haute it forms the west
ern boundary. The immediate valley of the river in Vigo County 
is from four to-five miles wide, occupying about one-fourth of the 
area ,of the county. The river at the ordinary stage of water has 
an average width of about 600 feet. Low water at Terre Haute 
near the middle of Township 12 North, is about 445 feet above 
sea level. The river and its flood plains occupy the western third 
of the valley, the eastern portion being a broad terrace. The flood 
plain of first bottoms rise from 14 to 20 feet above low water in the 
river, while limited areas of second bottoms rise from 10 to 15 
feet, above the flood plain. The terrace rises from 50 to 75 feet 
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above low water in the river, but toward the south and Prairie 
Creek Township it merges into the flood plain. The highlands on 
either side of the valley have an elevation of from 100 to 200 feet 
above the river, the bluff's in some cases being quite abrupt. The 
greater part of the county is drained by the Wabash and its trib
utaries. The principal streams from the west are Brouiletts Creek, 
Coal Creek, Sugar Creek with several large branches, Clear Creek 
and Hawk Creek. These streams rise in Illinois and flow south
easterly into the river through valleys from one-quarter to one
half mile wide and 30 to 80 feet in depth. The streams from the 
east are Otter Creek, Lost Creek, Honey Creek, Prairie Creek, 
Tllrmans Creek and Busseron Creek. Portions of Pierson and 
Riley townships are drained by Splunge Creek and Eel River. The 
valleys of the river and its tributaries seem to be channels of an 
,earlier drainage system that have been partly filled with sand and 
gravel so that in many cases the beds of the present streams are 
from 25 to 100 feet above the rocky beds of the older channels. 
'These streams are for much of the summer 'lost creeks,' a fairly 
good stream among the hills disappearing in the sands and gravels 
of the main valley. 

"The rocks of the county as seen in the bluffs and beds of the 
streams and as revealed in ordinary wells and mines are the sand
stones, shales, limestones and coals of the Carboniferous Age. 

"The soils are in general of glacial origin. In the valleys there 
are alluvial sands and clays and wide areas of black prairie soil, 
resting on a subsoil of sand or gravel. On the uplands the top 
soil is usually a fine white clay, resting on a subsoil of yellow clay 
which passes gradually into bowlder clay or hardpan which lies 
upon the bed rock. Along the eastern margin of the main valley 
there are extensive areas of dune sand, and at some localities on 
the eastern bluff there are thick beds of loess. "* 

"The large drainage basin of the Wabash River, with an area 
of about 23,000 square miles, extends from western Ohio embracing 
on the west side of its watershed considerable portions of south
eastern Illinois. About one-half of this drainage area was covered 
by the Illinoian glacial lobe and many important changes have re
sulted from its occupancy of the region. Indeed, there appears to 
be very little similarity of outline between the present watershed 
and the watershed which in preglacial times had a discharge 
through the lower course of the Wabash. The westward flowing 
portion of the Wabash, with its several tributaries, traverses a dis-

"Dr. 1. T. Scovell, Ind. St. Geo!. Report for 1896, p. 507-508. 
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trict lying mainly outside the limits of the Illinoian lobe and ap
pears to be entirely independent of pre-glacial drainage lines, for 
the drift deposits have been built up to a level above the pre
glacial rock divides. The head water portion of White and East 
White rivers, which are the principal tributaries of the Wabash, 
seem also to be very largely independent of glacial lines. There 
remains only the lower courses of the Wabash, and of tributaries 
entering below the great bend near Covington, Indiana, which are 
governed to any considerable extent by the pre-glacial lines of 
drainage. These all fall within the limits of the Illinoian lobe. 
or of unglaciated districts immediately outside. 

" The Wabash River enters a pre-glacial valley just above the 
city of Lafayette, which probably furnished a line of discharge 
for a considerable territory on the north and west. The river, 
however, remains in this pre-glacial valley for only a few miles. 
It soon turns southwestward across a rock point, while the pre
glacial valley apparently takes a longer route to the west and south, 
coming to the river at its great bend near Covington. From Cov
ington southward, the stream follows nearly the line of the pre
glacial valley to its mouth, though in a few places it cuts off rock 
points which projected into the pre-glacial valley. 

"Above Terre Haute, this pre-glacial valley has been opened 
only a part of its width by the present stream, yet it shows a 
breadth of two to four miles. Below Terre Haute, the bottoms of 
the present stream extend from bluff to bluff of the pre-glacial 
valley. The breadth increases from about five miles at Terre Haute 
to fully 15 miles near the junction of the Wabash with the Ohio. 

"Few data have been obtained concerning the elevation of the 
rock bottom, but these uniformly indicate a level considerably be
low that of the present stream. So far as collected they do not show 
descent in passing from north to south, but they are scarcely suf
ticient to prove a warping of the valley floor. A boring in the 
abandoned channel west of Lafeyette enters rock at a remarkably 
low altitude, of about 300 feet above tide, while at Terre Haute 
several borings made in the middle part of the valley enter rock 
at 345 to 360 feet above tide. Between these two points, boring~ 
at Clinton and Montezuma enter rock at an elevation slightly 
higher than at Terre Haute. The elevation of the rock floor of 
Shawneetown, Illinois, just below the mouth of the Wabash, is 
shown by an oil boring to be about 245 feet above tide. As this 
boring was made near the border of the vaney, the rock floor may 
there reach a still lower elevation." 
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The valley occupied by the Wabash River has not had a uni
form development from source to mouth. In the upper part, from 
the source to Huntington, the valley has been formed chiefly by 
the present stream, and is a shallow and narrow trench. At Hunt
ington the river enters the old outlet of Lake Maumee, a glacial 
lake that occupied part of the basin of Lake Erie. This outlet has 
a valley several times as large as that occupied by the Wabash 
above this point. It opened a new or post-glacial line of drainage 
in its westward course across Indiana, except for a few miles in 
the vicinity of Lafayette, where it crosses or follows a pre-glacial 
valley for a few miles. It has been compelled to do considerable 
excavation in rock from Huntington down as far as Covington and 
still carries rapids at several points. Below Covington, the stream 
follows very nearly the lines of a partially filled pre-glacial valley, 
and its work has been largely the removal of a portion of the glacial 
deposits left in that valley. However, it makes some deflections 
into the edge of the upland, cutting off points of the bluff. At 
such places, the channel is occasionally in process of excavating 
rock. The cause for these deflections is not in all cases clear, but 
it is probable that in the majority of the cases the filling was such 
that the stream was free to pass across these points and thus take 
It more direct course than that of the old ones around them. In 
some cases it is possible that the ice-sheet may have had an influence 
in guiding the stream across projecting points beneath it or on it" 
border. 

"The length of the valley occupied by the Wabash is about 
450 miles; but the length of the stream is much greater, for the 
river in its lower course makes several ox-bow curves within the 
valley. The source of the valley is about 1,000 feet above tide, 
while its mouth at low water is about 311 feet. The average fall, 
if we estimate the stream to have a length of 500 miles, is there
fore about 16t inches per mile. The rate of descent is far from 
uniform, being much more rapid in the upper portion than in the 
lower. There are also many rapids separated by pools or sluggish 
portions of the stream. The elevation of the stream has been de
termined at many points, but in the absence of a careful measure
ment of its length, the rate of fall is only approximately known. 
The portion of the river above the point where it enters the old 
lake outlet, estimated to have a length of 100 miles, has a fall of 
about 300 feet, or three feet per mile. Railway levels and canal 
surveys at the point where the river joins the old lake outlet shows 
its elevation to be nearly 700 feet above tide, the altitudes reported 
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varying between 696 to 699 feet. The canal survey below Hunting
ton shows a fall of 32 feet to the mouth of the Salamonie, a dis
tance of about 15 miles, and a fall of 34 feet between the mouth of 
the Salamonie and the mouth of the Mississinewa, a distance of 
perhaps 20 miles. In the next 20 miles to Logansport, there is a 
fall of 50 feet. From Logansport to Lafayette, a distance of about 
50 miles, there is a fall of 77 feet; from Lafayette to Attica, a 
distance .of 25 miles, the fall is but 19 feet, and from Attica to 
Covington, a distance of 20 miles, but 17 feet. From Covington 
to Terre Haute, a distance of 55 miles, there is a fall of only 22 
feet, this being the lowest gradient for so long a section on the 
river. From Terre Haute to the mouth of White River, an ac
curate survey by the United States Army Engineers shows a fall 
of 71.18 feet in a distance of 122.55 miles, or about 8 inches per 
mile. In this distance there are 13 riffles, each but a fraction of a 
mile in length, which have a combined fall of 17.86 feet. These 
reduce the fall of the 120 miles not embraced in the riffles to 53.32 
feet, or about 5.33 inches per mile. The greatest fall at a riffle in 
this sction of the Wabash is at Grand Rapids, just above the 
mouth of White River, where it amounts to 4! feet. The fall from 
the mouth of the White River is 65 feet in a distance of perhaps 
90 miles by the windings of the streams.' '* 

"Otter Creek, rising by several branches, generally in Clay 
County, drains a large and interesting area of country, including 
the greater part of Nevins Township, and the southern portion of 
Otter Creek Township. The two main branches unite near the 
western boundary of Nevins Township. The valleys of these 
streams are from one-eighth to one-fourth of a mile wide, the 
stream usually nearer the southern bluff, which is generally more 
abrupt and frequently rocky. The southern tier of sections in 
Nevins Tovnlship is drained by a third branch which enters the 
main stream in the southeast part of Otter Creek Township. The 
branches of these streams are not large nor numerous but the land 
along the streams is badly broken up. On the divide between the 
north branch and Raccoon Creek valley there are several sections 
of gonod farm land and some between the two branches, but fully 
one-half of the township is too broken for first class farm land. 

"The extreme southeastern portion of Otter Creek Township 
is very broken; the heavy bluff south of the creek extending south
ward into Sction 31; north of the creek there are some hills but 

• Leverett, U. S. G. S. Monograph XXXVIII, pp. 528-30. U. S. G. S. Mono
graph XLI, pp. 187-89. 
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no regular bluffs. There is also some broken land in Sections 5, 
6 and 7, but in general the surface of this township is well adapted 
to agricultural purposes. 

"Lost Creek is a small stream that drains the central portion of 
1,ost Creek Township, flowing through Harrison Township into the 
river. The valley is shallow and the banks are seldom abrupt. 
Some of the smaller branches of the Otter Creek are evidently 
young streams; but the main creeks seem to flow in old channels. 
'1'he valley of Lost Creek seems to be of recent origin. The extreme 
northeastern portion of Lost Creek Township is drained by a branch 
of Otter Creek and a few branches in the southeast are drained by 
branches of Honey Creek, while a portion of the southwest is 
drained by Church's Run. Sections 1, 2, 11, 12, 34 and 35 contain 
about all the broken land in this township. Some sections, as 22, 
23, 27 and 28, are nearly level, seeming to have about the same sur
face that was left by the glacier, as the drainage channels have not 
penetrated them to any extent. 

"Honey Creek rises in Clay County, flows through the north. 
western portion of Riley Township. It is about the size of Otter 
Creek, but has a much longer course in the county than any oth8r 
creek. It drains the north and west of Riley Township. In its 
southwesterly course to Section 10 in Riley Township, the valley is 
somewhat symmetrical, but in its westward course the south bank 
is much more abrupt and extensive as it continues into Section 21 
of Honey Creek Township, while the north bluff stops in Section 13 
and is not strong there. It has several branches from the east and 
southeast, but the largest is the south branch, which drains parts 
of Pierson and Lenton Townships, being the north side of the high
est elevation of the county. The valley of this branch and its tribu
taries are deep but somewhat irregular, perhaps more bluffy on the 
west, but not much difference. The southeast portion of Riley 
'I'ownship lies in the valley of Eel River and is drained by Splungc 
Creek. The surface of this township along Honey Creek is much 
broken, but the greater portion of the township has a good surface. 

"Sugar Creek is the largest in the townships, and topographi
cally is perhaps the most interesting. Big Sugar Creek rUThS from 
west to east across the center of the township. It is a strong stream 
having a course of 20 or 25 miles in Illinois before entering the 
county. In Vigo County it is from 70 to 100 feet deep and from 
one-half to three-fourths of a mile wide. The creek in general is 
near the south hank, whirh is more abrupt than the one on the 
north. In Section 23-12-10, the creek cuts through the limestone 
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above Coal 'N.' At this point the rock channel is not more than 
30 rods wide, while the valley proper is as wide as ever. In north
east quarter section 25, where it joins the main valley, the rocky 
,,,aIls of this valley are not more than 40 rods apart. Above Sec
tion 23 the walls of the channel in this county are mainly of 
bowlder clay. Sugar Creek receives only two or three small streams 
from the south, but has two large branches from the north. 'Vest 
Little Sugar Creek, which rising in Illinois, enters at the southwest 
corner of the township and from a little east of south joins the main 
btream in the east part of Section 22-12-10, and East Little Sugal' 
Creek, which rises in Fayette Township, near Coal Creek and flow
ing southerly, enters the big creek in the west one-half of Section 
~1O-12-9. A branch of this creek rises in Section 34, Fayette Town· 
ship, and flowing a little east of south enters the east branch in 
Section 24-12-10, so that the northern portion of the township is 
drained by three nearly parallel streams, each of which has a nar
row deep valley. Each of these streams show some rocks in its 
bank or bed, but in general their channels are of bowlder clay. The 
narrow channels oE the main stream and of the east branch in their 
lower course suggest the idea that these streams may flow in recent 
(;r post-glacial channels in the lower portion of the course. The 
rocky strata dips toward the west, but the surface inclines towardi> 
the east and the thick beds of bowlder clay towards the west may 
have changed the drainage area somewhat, so that a much larger 
territory is tributary to the present Wabash than to the ancient 
stream. Clear Creek, rising in Illinois, enters the county in the 
south part of Section 28-12-10, and flowing southeasterly joins the 
river in Section 11-11-10. Its valley is as deep as that of Sugar 
Creell:, but not as wide. Its channel is also rocky and narrow in its 
lewer course. The extreme southern portion of the township is 
drained by two streams that rise in Sections 3 and 4-11-10 an(l 
running in nearly parallel courses, flow into Hawk Creek, which 
flowing through Section 16 reaches the river near the center of 
Section 22-11-10. The surface of the township is very much 
broken, more so than that of any other township. The long river 
bluffs and the bluffs of the two streams that cross the township 
and the bluffs along Three ~t!eams that drain the northern por
tion occupy fully 75 per cent. of the area of the township. The 
rocks associated with coal N (VII) crop out along the river bluffs 
and to some extent in other places, but in general the bluffs are of 
bowlder clay, and one comes to think of the township as a mass of 
bowlder clay and other glacial debris, through which the surface 
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waters are digging channels as day by day they work at their task 
of carrying these materials down to the gulf. This task is only 
well begun. Wide areas on the divides are practically level, with 
no established drainage lines, showing little evidence of change 
since the retreat of the ice. The tributary streams with their dee}) 
narrow V-shaped channels are reaching up into these areas and 
l'apidly curtailing their extent. One can find numerous instances 
of from 6 to 10 of these little streams heading up into one 20-acre 
tract. Similar features occur to some extent in Fayette Township, 
&,nd east of the river also, but in no place are they as well marked 
al'jin Sugar Creek Township. These peculiar forms of relief give 

. the region a new and unfinished appearance. The broken nature of 
the surface is well indicated by the direction of the roads of the 
township. 

"Fayette Township is mainly drained by Coal Creek. A few 
little streams flow into Brouilets Creek and the river, and a few 
sections are drained by East Little Sugar Creek. Coal Creek rises 
in Illinoisand the west part of the township and flows southeasterly 
into the river. Its channel is deep, narrow and rocky and its 
bluffs are abrupt. It seems to be a new or recent Valley. The 
same is true of its branches and of two or three small streams that 
flow directly into the river. 
, "A few sections of Honey Creek 'l'ownship lying south of the 
,main stream and along the south branch are broken, but by far 
the greatest portion, about one-third, is upland; the balance is in 
the river valley. Some of the valley land is low and flat and has 
been drained with considerable difficulty. 
, "Prairieton is wholly in the main valley. Along the river the1'8 
is considerable flood plain and several bayous, but in general the 
surface is good, though some parts are marshy or swampy. 

"Prairie Creek rises by three branches in the north half of 
Lenton Township. These branches unite in Section 8 of Lenton 
'l'ownship, forming Prairie Creek. The branch of the old channel 
occupied by the main stream is about three-fourths ofa mile wide, 
\vith some high bluffs and some low sandy hills. Prairie Creek and 
its branches drain the greater part of Prairie Creek Township. 
'1'he valley of Prairie Creek, or the old channel east of the channel. 
occupies about four sections, so that more than one-half of the 
township is bottom land. There is some broken land along the 
bluffs, but it would not amount to more than three or four sections. 
The valleys of the streams are comparatively narrow and shallow 
;and there is very little. broken land." 
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SOILS. 

'1'he soils of the county have a large acreage of the two great 
divisions of soils-the uplands and the river bottoms. The soils 
are mainly of glacial origin. Native rocks have contributed con
siderable material to the soils, but the amount is very small com
pared with the amount which is the product of g'lacial action. These 
soils have been modified into many types by water and wind trans
portation and by the processes of weather. The bowlder clay is 
weathered into the yellow, silty clay, which is the principal subsoil 
of the uplands. Practically all of the upland type was originally 
covered with a dense forest growth, and a large amount of vegetablt' 
matter intermingled with the soil has made the area a very fertile 
one. 

On the slopes in many places the surface has been washed away, 
exposing the yellow subsoil, giving the fields a spotted appearance. 
AU of the staple crops are grown in the county, and in addition 
many special crops are grown on the various soils adapted to the 
needs of such crops. 

The following table gives the names of the various soil types and 
the area occupied by each: 

Sq. Mi. 
Knox silt loam .................................... 205 
Wabash silt loam ......... " ........... , .. , .. " ... 70 
Sioux sandy loam ................................. (i1 
Morainic .area .................................... 20 
Sandy clay loam'. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 20 
Knox sand ....................................... 10 
Mode silt loam .................... ' .......... " .. . 7 
Wabash clay loa,m " ............ '" ........... " .. . {) 
Vigo black prairie ................................ 3 
Wabash gravelly loam .......... " . .. .. ... . . . .. . . . . 1 

Total 402 

KNOX SILT LOAM. 

The Knox Silt loam and the modified silt loam are the same as 
those described under the headings in the discussion of Clay County 
soils. The topography in general is level or gently undulating, 
except in limited tracts over the area. In the central western part 
of the county, west of the Wabash, occurs the most broken and 
rough land of this soil type. 

These upland, silt loam types are good, productive soils and 
many of the. b~s,~"hnproved farms in the county are found on these 

18-29153 
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soils. In a very large part of the area, however, through the min
ing region there are few good farm improvements, because the 
chief work of the people is mining, and the surface is neglected, 
only small fields and patches in cultivation. These soils are well 
adapted to all the staple crops, and truck farming and fruit grow
ing have been carried on with good results. 

SIOUX LOAM AND SANDY LOAM. 

The eastern two-thirds of the Wabash River valley is occupied 
by a massive sand and gravel terrace. 'rhis area is from two to 
feur miles in width and at least twenty-four miles in length. The 
surface is rather irregular, but there are no very marked differ
ences in elevations and in many places the surface is very level for 
great distances. Through Otter Creek Township along the river, 
a terrace rises from 50 to 80 feet above low water and gradually 
slopes to the eastward. In Harrison Township it is 50 or less above 
low water, with low ridges and shallow valleys extending north 
and south, but has no slope toward the east. Through Honey 
Creek and Prairie townships the elevation of the terrace gradually 
diminishes until it merges with the flood plain in Prairie Creek 
Township. In the flat portion of the terrace are many parts in 
which the natural drainage is very poor, and before artificial drain-

. age was begun, swamps, marshes and wet prairies occurred. 
The soils of this terrace area vary considerably in character. 

Along the southern border it merges into the Knox sand. In the 
northern part nlang the north side of the tributary stream, it is 
Luilt up into dune-like hills, also of the Knox sand type. The 
great expanse of the area grades through all phases from coarse 
sand and gravelly type to sandy loam and true loam types. The 
greater part of the area is compesed of the two latter types. 

In the sandy loam, the soil is from brown to black, coarse to 
medium sandy loam, from 10 to 24 inches deep and containing a 
considerable portion of organic matter. The color becomes lighter 
with depth. The subsoil at varying depths consists of almost pure 
water-worn gravel. Gravel is found at all depths, from a few 
inches to several feet, and is usually many feet in thickness. Ex
tensive gravel pits have been opened in the terrace gravel and it 
affords an inexhaustable supply of good gravel for building public 
roads and for railroad ballast. In many places the subsoil is a 
mixture of gravel, sandy loam and silty sand, etc. 

In the Sioux loam area the surface if'( usually level and the soil 
contains a smaller percentage of sand and a higher percentage of 
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silt and clay. It is free from pebbles of any size. The subsoil is 
of a loamy texture for a depth of 24 to 48 inches, whC)re it begins 
to grade into the gravelly beds. 

At the present time, drainage conditions are such as to insurG 
good results. In places where the gravel comes nearer the surface, 
the soil is so open that the water passes through so readily that 
crops suffer from drought. This was especially noticeable on the 
rrop of 1911, much of the crop being entirely destroyed, and in 
other parts the lower corn blades were badly fired. When the 
gravelly layers are two or more feet below the surface the moisture 
is better retained. 

In many places the depth of the material down to rock has been 
shown by wells. 1'he wells are usually from 12 to 30 feet deep in 
the part of the area south of Terre Haute and reach the solid rock 
at such depth. North of Terre Haute the material has greater 
depth. 

The land of the area is valued at $75 to $150 per acre. There 
i" not much for sale at any price. North of Prairieton, the price, 
range from $150 to $300 per acre. This part is devoted very largely 
to truck farming and is called" Garden Town." A considerable 
area to the west of Middleton also raises considerahle truck for the 
market. A great number of melons are grown, but not to as great 
an extent as a few years ago. The reason is said to be because other 
regions can produce melons at a lower cost. More cantaloupes are 
raised than formerly. 

Corn yields from 40 to 85 bushels. This year it was badly 
burned before August 15th because of the long' drought. Much 
had scarcely put out shoots, but in good seasons the best results 
are obtained on ground which is properly cared for. 'Wheat aver
ages 20 bnshels. Some pieces of clover sod made 30 bushels. The 
ground must be kept up by clovering. Wheat straw is not heavy. 
All straw is used on the farm for feed. 

It is often difficult to get a good catch by clover, but it grows 
well when well started. Will yield from one to one and a half tom 
per acre. Very little is cut for seed, but when so used gives about 
one bushel per acre. Cowpeas have not been tried until the past 
two or three years, then onlv on very limited areas. They make 
good growth and a greater acreage will likely be grown. Timothy 
does not grow well and but very little attempt is made to 8ecure 
the ('rap. Some pieces of land have been in corn and wheat almost 
continuously for fifty years, but the production is low on such 
tracts. A large acreage of this area should be devoted to truck 
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farming and the growing of small fruit. The market opportnnities 
offered because of the nearness to Terre Haute should be an incen
tive for mnch of this kind of work. 

The following table gives results of the mechanical analyses of 
these soils: 

DERCRIl"TION. 

4 miles N. Prairieton Surface 12 in .... 
Grays Addition E. Terre Haute 
3 miles S. Eo A thert.on. . . . . . . . .. . ........... . 

Fine 
Gravel, 

Per 
Cent. 

3.0 
2.2 
2.5 

Coar"" M&-
Sand, dium 

Sand, Per Per Cent. Cent. 

----
10.0 8.2 
10.5 11.4 
10.2 10.5 

WABASH SILT LOAM. 

Fine Very 
Sand, Fin~ Silt, Clay, 

Sand, Per Per Per Per Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent. 

--------
28.5 10.5 25.4 13+ 
30.0 12 0 20.0 14.5 
28.7 10.8 20.5 17.5 

The soils included under this heading are those of the river 
flood plain. The soil varies from the 'Wabash silt loam to the Wa
bash clay and the Waverly clay. The area comprising the two 
types is chiefly north of Terre Haute. It consists of a heavy silt 
loam or clay loam, with an average depth of about 18 inches. The 
color varies from light to dark brown, according to the amount of 
organic matter present. The soil is quite sticky when wet. In 
poorly drained areas it has a tendency to bake and crack, and if 
plowed when too wet it forms large clods which are difficult to 
break. The clay content increases with depth except where the 
immediate subsoil is nnderlain with gravel deposits, The surface 
is about level, with a very gentle slope toward the stream. The 
natural drainage is not very good, and the entire area is subject to 
frequent overflows. The floods occur principally in late winter and 
early spring. If the ground gets in condition for planting before 
too late in the spring, the crop usually has a chance to mature 
without being destroyed by flood. The soil is renewed by the over
flow and is very fertile. Corn is the chief crop grown and yields 
from 50 to 65 bushels per acre. Early frosts sometimes catch the 
late crops because of the good supply of moisture the crop is kept 
green and growing throughout a rather long period. 

WAVERLY GRAVELLY SANDY LOAM. 

In connection with the soils of the river bottom and the low 
terraces are areas which become very gravelly. The type in general 
consists of a coarse, gravelly, sandy loam, varying in color from 
light to a reddish brown. The surface is usually covered by con-
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siderable gravel. The majority of the pebbles are less than two 
inches in diameter. The gravel increases with depth. Corn if' 
grown upon this type and in ordinary seasons produces well. In 
most cases there is enough sand, silt and cla,y with the gravel to 
admit of successful CUltivation, but in some small areas the gravelly 
content is too high to allow profitable and easy cultivation. 

THE MORAINIC AREA. 

In the northwestern part of the county is an area to the east 
and north of Sandford which has received an accumulation of sand, 
gravel and clay from the material of the Wisconsin glacier. In 
part of the area, ridges of considerable extent occur, but in general 
the surface is of low, rounded hills. There are also areas of prac
tically level surfaces. The" yellow" or "white" clay found as a 
surface over the uplands in the rest of the county are covered by 
m:lterial of more recent origin. In parts of the area the hills wash 
badly, as is evidenced by the erosion channels to the north of New 
Goshen, and extending over to the river bluff. 

The following lines are summarized from the work of Mr. Lev
erett, in U. S. G. S. Monograph No. XXXVIII. 

Along the Wabash River valley extensive gravel terraces occur, 
Loth above and below the points where the ridges of the morainic 
system cross (the Champaign). Possibly a portion of the gravel 
connects with this morainic system, but by far the larger part con· 
nects with moraines of later date which cross farther up the valley. 
East of the Wabash in Parke County, ,yells along the outer or main 
oelt and on the plain north of it are seldom more than 30 feet in 
depth. They pass through about 13 feet of yellow till, while others 
enter gravel. These beds of sand or gravel are often found asso
ciated with the yellow as well as the blue till. In the vicinity of 
the Wabash valley, the Shelbyville drift sheet is found to be gen
erally coated with a yellowish loess like silt, to a depth of several 
feet. This is especially well shown on the west side of the valley 
in the vicinity of St. Marys to the northwest of Terre Haute. This 
silt is better developed on the borders of the river than at points 
a few miles back, there being scarcely enough silt in the latter sit
uation to conceal the bowlders which cap the till. The distribution 
of the silt seems to be such as would be expected from the drainage 
conditions, which were inadequate to carry off the water from the 
melting ice. There are, however, other features which seem to indi
cate good drainage conditions. At the point where the moraine 
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crosses the river, near Atherton, a gravel plain is built up to 11 

height of about 75 feet. 
In going over this area in the northwestern part of the county, 

no attempt was made to map separately areas of sand, silt and clay. 
On the western side are small areas extending as arms from the 
black prairies of eastern Illinois. These black soil areas were in 
part mapped and are described in the following paragraph. About 
fifteen samples of soil were taken over the morainic area. The re
sults of mechanical analyses are given in the general table. In the 
area immediately surrounding New Goshen, the surface is very 
level. The soil is a light yellow, rather compact, not of as loose 
texture as the typical upland soils of the southern and eastern 
parts of the county. The subsoil becomes gravelly. ImprovementH 
are from fair to good. To the east the land becomes more gravelly 
and sandy, and this part of the area is devoted chiefly to pasture. 
In the area two to four miles to the north, surface becomes rathee 
rough and is eroded considerably. 

In the better parts of the morainic area the land is valued at 
$80 to $150. Corn yields from 60 to 75 bushels; wheat 10 to 20 
bushels. Not so much wheat is grown as formerly, more attention 
being given to oats. Clover and timothy are both grown for hay. 
Considerable sorghum is usually grown, but crop is small this sea
son. 

The native timber growth consists of white, black, chestnut and 
burr oaks, shell bark and pig nut hickory, sycamore, sour gum, elm 
and black walnut. 

WABASH CLAY LOAM. 

In the southeastern portion of the county is the low land region 
of the Splunge Creek valley. The area has the appearance of an 
old lake bottom. The soil is a light to yellowish-white clay. There 
are several square miles of this soil. It was formerly covered with 
a heavy growth of prairie grass. 

The drainage of this area is at present receiving much attention. 
In the margins of the area much of the land is uncultivated, hut 
in the part next to the stream and lying adjoining Clay County a 
large part is never under cultivation, and during wet seasons the 
uncultivated area is much increased. This area is fully discussed 
under the discussion of Wabash Clay loam in the Clay County 
report. 
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SUMMARY. 

On the terrace soils, in the vicinity of Terre Haute, truck farm
ing is receiving much attention. The soils are the best for this 
purpose and the local demands for the products give a very profit
able occupation. 

The interurban lines have aided in the expansion of the area 
devoted to truck farming by affording a quick mews of transpor
tation. 'l'hese lines have also been a great help in the dairying 
business. 

The growing of tomatoes for their food value was begun in 
Terre Haute in 1830, at the time tomatoes were first cultivated for 
the purpose of making catsup, pickles, etc. Prior to this time, to
matoes were cultivated as curiosities only and were called "love 

apples. " 
Indiana stands second in the quantity of tomatoes· canned. In 

Vigo County are large areas of soils well adapted to the growing 
of the crop and many parts not now yielding a profitable return 
would be made to produce well with this crop. The establishment 
of more canning factories should be encouraged. 

In raising tomatoes for canning, the grower first of all seeks 
for a large yield. Early maturity is of less importance, since he 
contracts to sell the whole crop at a fixed price. 'fhis fact must be 
taken into consideration in selecting the varieties of tomatoes to be 
raised, the soil and the kind of fertilization. The usual practice 
is for the canneries to furnish the plants, so that the grower has 
only to deal with the selection of soil, the fertilization, the cultiva
tion and harvesting of the crop. 

Tomatoes will grow well on any soil which will yield good corn. 
li'or the earliest tomatoes grown for market purposes, the soil must 
be light and warm, but for the main late crop a heavier soil is bet
ter. The average growing season is from May 15th to September 
15th. In very favorable seasons the growing weather may extend 
a month longer. Often the rainfall is low in July and August and 
the growth of the crop is checked. This may be guarded against 
by deep planting and careful cultivation, maintaining a layer of 
fine earth on the surface to serve as a mulch. 

Lands which have had green crops turned under, or to which 
applications of barnyard manure have been applied, will have the 
water-holding capacity increased. Where barnyard manure is used 
on tomato land, it is advisable to apply it in the fall and work it 
well into the soil at that time. 
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While it is more difficult to cultivate tomatoes on heavier lands, 
it is the experience of catsup makers that on these lands a tomato 
of superior quality is produced, and the quantity of pulp increased. 
For the best yields, it is necessary to have heavy fertilizers. Thro 
price paid for the canning crop is relatively low, and the purpose 
is to produce good yields and the question of fertilization must be 
"'ell considered. 

'1'he tomato plant requires an abundant supply of food. It ha" 
bE'en established that ten tons of fruit with the accompanying vines 
would contain 57 pounds of nitrogen, 16 pounds of phosphoric acid 
and 94 pounds of potash. There is little danger that the soil be 
Illade too rich, but the cost and amount of fertilization must be 
adjusted to conditions. For heavy crops, an application of 500 to 
1,000 pounds per acre should be given of a fertilizer containing 
nitrogen 4 per cent., actual potash 6 per cent., and available potash 
7 per cent. 

When an early ripening is desired for the market, the plants 
are tied to stakes and pruned to single stems, bearing from three 
to six clusters of fruit, but for canning or a late crop, a heavier 
yield is secured by allowing the plants to fall on the ground or rest 
on pieces of brush or wood. 

Great care should be taken in the selection of seed corn. III 
the fall of 1911 corn did not properly mature, and it is very prob· 
able that much bad seed will be used in the spring of 1912. All 
seed should be tested by taking a few grains from the ear and ger
minating in some ·soil. 

Many of the farmers complain about statistical reports being 
100 high on grain production, but blame the farmers themselves 
for giving exaggerated information. 

Several good catalpa plantings are found over the county. Most 
of the trees are from three to four years old, and where they have 
not been troubled with Catalpa Sphinx the trees have made a goorl 
growth. 

In the region about Tecumseh some good vineyards have been 
grown. '1'he vines are planted on the upland slopes on the west 
side of the river. The situation and soil seem well adapted to the 
growing of grapes, and good yields are obtained. In the winter -of 
1909 and 1910 many vines were partly killed by the icy freezes and 
it was necessary to cut them back to mere stubs to take a new start. 
'Usually the vines are not injured by weather conditions. Many 
new vines have been put out during the past two years. 



Soil Survey of Laporte County. 

By E. J. QUINN. 

LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION OF AREA. 

Laporte County is bounded on the north by the State of Michi
gan, on the east by St. Joseph County, on the west by Porter 
County, and on the south by Starke County. It derives its name 
from Door (Laporte) prairie, so called by early French settlers, 
because a narrow opening or passageway in the timber served as a 
means of approach to this prairie from the east. The county is 
one of the largest in the State, comprising an area of 562 square 
miles, or 359,680 acres. There are twenty-one civil townships: 
Michigan, Springfield, Galena, Hudson, Coolspring, Centre, Kanka
kee, Wills, Lincoln, Pleasant, Scipio, New Durham, Clinton, Noble, 
Washington, Union, Johnson, Cass, Hanna, Dewey and Prairie. 
The population of the county in 1870 was 27,062; in 1900, 38,386; 
in 1910, 45,797. 

Laporte, the county seat, is situated in the north-central part of 
the county. Its population in 1910 was 10,525, an increase of 
3,412 in the last ten years. The principal industries of the city 
are: carriage and wagon works, thrasher and traction engine fac
tory, bicycle factory, two furniture factories, piano factory, woolen 
mill, milling and feed establishments, and various other smaller 
enterprises. 

Michigan City, with a population of 19,027, is situated thirteen 
miles northwest of Laporte, on Lake Michigan. This city is an 
important lake port, and this, together with excellent railroad fa·· 
cilities, makes it one of the leading commercial cities in the State. 
The Indiana State Prison is situated here. The city supports nu
merous manufacturing industries and gives employment to many 
men. An estimated number of employes in the manufacturing 
plants of the city, according to statistical reports, is 5,000, with an 
estimated weekly payroll of $60,000. 

Other towns and villages throughout the county are: Lacrosse, 
Hanna, Union Mills, Kingsbury, Stillwell, Westville, Haskell, Wan
atah, Otis, Rolling Prairie, Wellsboro, Waterford, and Hudson. 

(281) 
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'l'he county has about 89 miles of improved roads, all of which 
have been improved with crushed stone. Fine macadam roads have 
been built for some distance out of the cities of Laporte and Michi
gan City, and one of these fine stone thoroughfares now connects 
these two cities. There is little, if any, gravel suitable for road 
purposes to be found in the county. 

rfhe county has the best of railroad facilities. There is not a 
township in the county that is not crossed by either a railroad or 
interurban line. The Lake Shore and Michigan Southern crosses 
the north central part of the county in an east and west direction; 
the Grand Trunk Western, the south central part in a northeast and 
southwest direction; and the Baltimore and Ohio, through the 
southern part. , Besides these three principal east and west lines, 
there is the Pittsburg, Ft. Wayne and Chicago, the New York, Chi
cago and St. Louis, the Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. 
Louis, the Chicago, Cincinnati and Louisville, the Pere Marquette, 
the Lake Erie and Western, and the Chicago, Indianapolis and 
Louisville. The Michigan Central cuts the northwestern part of the 
county at Michigan City. There are two interurban lines-the Chi
cago, Lake Shore and South Bend, which crosses the northern part 
of the county, and the Chicago, South Bend and Northern Indiana, 
which enters in the northeastern part, near Hudson Lake, and 
makes a loop through the central part of the county, taking in 
Rolling Prairie, Laporte, Waterford and Michigan City. 

HISTORY OF SETTLEMENT AND AGRICULTURAL 
DEVELOPMENT. 

When the early missionaries and traders and trappers came to 
this county, they found the country in possession of the Pottawat
tomie Indians, the same tribe that held sway in St. Joseph County. 
The members of this tribe were not hostile to the new comers and 
readily accepted the religious teachings and customs which were 
given them. It was probably this friendly attitude of the Potta
wattomies toward the white man that caused this northern part of 
the State to become so quickly settled. 

The first settlements are believed to have been made about the 
years 1828-1829 in what are now New Durham and Hudson town
ships. The first immigrants came from New York, Pennsylvania 
and other eastern States. Among the names associated with early 
settlement we find those of Henry Clyburn, Asa M. Warren, Joseph 
Ba;y- and Joseph W. L;y-kinS. 
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The hardships and privations that usually accompany the settle
ment of a new country were their common lot. It is said, however, 
that this country did not pass through the usual interim between 
savagery and civilization, where men have to defend themselves and 
families with a rifle and to resort to strategic measures to main
tain their rights. They who came to these parts were generally well 
educated, and being of a law abiding and thrifty class soon pro
vided themselves with everything conducive to their interests and 
the interests of the community at large. 

The forests were gradually cleared and the vast stretches of 
prairie land put under cultivation. The rudely constructed log 
hut gave place to the small frame cottage, and more modern agri
cultural implements supplanted the wooden plow and other in
efficient tools. School and other public buildings were constructed, 
and good roads took the place of Indian trails. 

The sale of the Michigan Road lands occurred in the fall of 
1831, and at the end of the Black Hawk War settlements were more 
readily made. History tells us that in some of the townships nearly 
all the Government lands were taken up by 1835. 

In the year 1832, on January 9th, Laporte County was formed 
and organized. The county as it was first formed did not contain 
the southwestern projection, which now includes Cass, Hanna, 
Dewey and Prairie townships, but was more regular in outline, 
being nearly square in shape. The addition of these four town
ships and the irregular projection of Wells and Lincoln townships 
was made about ten years after the county's organization. By this 
addition the size of the county was increased about one hundred 
square miles. 

Corn, wheat and oats were the important crops of the early 
days, as they are now. Potatoes, beans and garden produce were 
raised to a large extent, especially on the sandy soils. Before the 
advent of the railroads, in the late thirties, it was difficult to dis
pose of the surplus wheat and produce, and we learn from a recent 
history of the county that in 1838, 200,000 surplus bushels of wheat 
were produced in that season. 

Where the supply exceeded the demand, as it did at this time, 
extensive preparation was not necessary and rude implements were 
sufficient for ordinary purposes. Such was doubtless the belief of 
the average farmer, and it is perfectly natural that little or no 
progress should be made with such conditions existing. 

With the coming of the railroads, things were changed. Not 
only was a means given for transportation of produce to markets in 
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the east, but population increased and with it a demand for grain 
and other things to support life. It was evident that intensive 
methods should be practiced, that increased facilities and more im
proved machinery should be had in order to work to the best ad
vantage. All these things slowly but surely came. 

Within the last fifty years great progress has been made in the 
Ilgricultural line, until now Laporte County ranks among the first 
in production and land value. Probably no other county in the 
State contains so much good land as is found in the prairies of the 
central and souther~ parts of this county. 

Great interest in agricultural pursuits is manifested in the 
county. An agricultural society was formed as long ago as 1841 
for the purpose of holding annual fairs and thus promoting general 
interest in the science of farming. These fairs have been held al
most every year since the organization of the society. The Grange 
is an educational and social society which was organized in 1874. 
Farmers institutes are held during the winter season, and well 
known and accomplished agriculturists are usually procured to ad
dress the meetings. 

GEOLOGY AND PHYSIOGRAPHY. 

Laporte County, like St. Joseph County, lies in the glaciated 
territory. '1'he thickness of the glacial debris varies considerably in 
different parts of the county, as the following data will show: A 
boring made at Michigan City, some years ago, showed the drift at 
this place to be 250 feet deep, one at Laporte gave the depth as 295 
feet, while a boring at Lacrosse found the depth to be only 38 feet. 
The average depth, it will be seen, is about what would be ex
pected in this region, but at Lacrosse and other places along the 
Kankakee River it falls somewhat below the average. 

'1'he surface features are much more varied in this county than 
they are in the county to the east. Here the surface is diversified 
with sand dunes, sand ridges, morainic hills, level to rolling prairie 
land, and reclaimed marsh land. The areas occupied by each of 
these physiographic features are quite uniformly distributed 
through the territory and their boundaries may be easily traced. 

The most prominent elevations in the county are found in the 
morainic belt which enters the county a little north of the town of 
Westville and extends in a. northeasterly direction to the borders 
of St. Joseph County. The hills continue at about the same eleva
tion in a northeasterly direction to near Rolling Prairie; they then 
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turn southeastward, taking in almost all of the northern part of 
Willis Township. Near Laporte, the greatest elevation is attained, 
being 800 feet above tide. The .breadth of the belt is about six miles 

at the widest place. 
The high crest of this ridge is the watershed of the county. 

North of the crest the drainage is toward Lake Michigan; south 
of it, the streams flow into the Kankakee River and thence into the 

Mississippi. 
Extending northward from the morainic belt, which is known 

as the Valparaiso moraine, are found a number of sand ridges de
scending gradully to the north. These ridges extend through the 
northwestern part of the county, nearly parallel with the lake 
shore, and are believed to be the former shore lines of Lake Michi
gan. The ridges, of which there are five in number, are about one
half mile apart and vary in height from 30 to 225 feet above the 

lake. 
Along the immediate shore of Lake Michigan are several mounds 

or hills of fine light colored sand which have been formed from the 
wind-swept sand of the lake. These mounds, which are known as 
sand dunes, are scattered along the shore in great irregularity. 
Some are low and rounded, while others have been heaped up so 
that their sides lie at an agle of nearly sixty degrees. The height 
varies from 30 to 175 feet. One of these hills, known as "Hoosier 
Slide," is situated on the lake shore at Michigan City. Its height 
was formerly about 175 feet, but much of the sand has of late years 
been shipped away and it is now only about 75 or 100 feet above the 
surface of the lake. The ridges and hills next to the water are 
nearly destitute of vegetation, but back some distance from the lake 
they are often covered with small pines and scrub vegetation pe
culiar to a lig-ht soil of this kind. 

South of the morainic ridge and extending with a gradual de
scent as far south as the Kankakee River is a broad, gravel out
wash plain. This plain is about 810 feet above tide at Laporte, 
770 feet at New Carlisle in St. Joseph County, 760 feet at Wells
boro, and 730 feet at Wanatah. The plain includes the vast prairie 
lands of the central and south central parts of the county and the 
reclaimed lands bordering the river. 

, 'The head water portion of the Kankakee River leads through 
a gravel plain which descends toward the river from the moraines 
on either side. On the north side, the gravel plain connects with 
the Valparaiso morainic system, while on the southeast it connects 
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with the Maxinkuckee moraine of the Saginaw lobe. In the vicinity 
of Laporte, Indiana, the gravel plain which is connected with the 
Valparaiso morainic system attains an elevation of 800 feet above 
tide on the immediate borders of the moraine. This great altitude, 
however, is apparently maintained for only a short distance, for 
the railroad surveys show that there is a descent in it along the 
border of the moraine, both toward the northeast and the southwest, 
as well as a descent in passing southeastward from the moraine to 
the Kankakee River.' '* 

The altitudes of various points taken from a list of elevations 
compiled by the Chicago, Indianapolis and Louisville R. R. are 
given in the following table: 

Feet Ab ~ ve Tide. 
Michigan City .................................. 617.8 
Otis ............................................ 747.3 
Westville ....................................... 788.0 
Alida ........................................... 781.4 
Haskels ........................................ 767.0 
Lacrosse ....................................... 680.0 
Wanatah ....................................... 732.2 

Elevations compiled by the Grand Trunk Western R. R.: 

Mill Creek ..................................... 698.2 
Stillwell ....................................... 741.0 
Kingsbury ...................................... 740.0 
Union Mills .................................... 747.0 

The natural drainage system of Laporte, especially in the 
southern part, is not very well developed. No large streams are 
found within the territory, although the Kankakee River forms the 
southern boundary. Trail Creek and its tributaries, which flow 
north into Lake Michigan, is the principal drainage system north 
of the divide. The Brown and Warwick ditches have been con
structed to drain the depressions and ponds in Springfield and 
Galena Townships. 

The streams south of the divide are Little Kankakee River, 
'frans Creek, Hog Creek, Kingsbury Creek and Mill Creek. Nu
merous dredge ditches have also been constructed in the southern 
townships and along the old marsh land. 

The Kankakee, which was formerly a sluggish stream flowing 
southwestward from the St. Joseph County line and forming' the 
southern boundary of this county for some distance, has been 
dredged and its channel straightened. A few years ago this stream 

• Frank Leverett. Monograpb of U. S. Geological Survey, Vol. 38. 
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would overflow its low banks and spread far out over the level 
prl:lirie lands which bordered its channel, making them appear as 
one great morass. All this wet and swampy land has been drained 
and the waters of the river flow freely through a well-defined 
channel. 

Kankakee River after dredging and straightening. Laporte County. 

CLIMATE. 

'rhe climatic conditions of this county are slightly affected by 
the influence of Lake Michigan; but as will be seen the tempera
ture and precipitation do not differ materially from that of St. 
Joseph and other northern counties. 

Jlean Normal Monthly 'l'emperaturc and Precipitation tor a Period at 
Eleven Years. 

January 
J<~ebruary ........................ . 
March ........................... . 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August .......................... . 
September ....................... . 
October ......................... . 
November ....................... . 
Pecember ..•.. : ........ , ......... ! 

0F. 

25.3 
21.9 
37.2 
46.3 
59.1 
68.5 
73.8 
71.1 
64.6 
53.5 
39.5 
26.8 

Inches. 

2.30 
2.83 
3.49 
2.30 
4.02 
3.11 
3.66 
3.19 
3.21 
2.43 
2.80 
~.5~ 
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A record of twelve years shows the average date of first killing 
frost in autumn to be October 5th, and last in spring May 1st. Th!:' 
earliest date of killing frost in autumn is September 14th; latest 
date of killing frost in spring, May 21st. 

AGRICULTURE. 

Laporte ranks as one of the leading agriculture counti!:'S in the 
State. It has within its boundaries a comparatively small area of 
sandy soil, which may not come up to the standard for general 
crops, but its vast expanse of rich prairie soil and reclaimed marsh 
land by far makes up for the shortcomings of the lighter type. 

The kind of farming carried on is mostly of a general character, 
although truck farming on the sand land is becoming of consider
able importance and promises to increase extensively. In the neigh
borhood of Michigan City the sandy soil is well adapted to the 
growth of small fruits, of which huckleberries and raspberries are 
the most important. Watermelons and cucumbers are also well 
adapted to this kind of soil and are grown extensively. Transporta
tion facilities are very good and a ready market is always to be had 
in Chicago and other nearby cities. 

The following statistics for 1909 show the acreage and the aver
age yield of the principal crops of this county: Corn, 42,732 acres, 
average 29 bushels per acre; wheat, 30,393 acres, average 20 bu
shels per acre; oats, 26,204 acres, average 31 bushels per acre; 
timothy hay, 19,644 acres, average 1 7-10 tons per acre; alfalfa, 18 
acres, average 1 1-5 tons per acre; clover, 3,061 acres, an average 
of about one ton per acre; and 9,664 acres of marsh or prairie hay, 
an average of about one ton per acre. 

Of the special crops, potatoes and onions are probably the prin
cipal ones. Statistics show that there were 2,868 acres cultivated to 
potatoes in 1909, with an average yield of 92 bushels per acre. On 
the lighter soil in the northern part of the county, especially in 
Springfield, Cool Spring, and Center townships, the yield is much 
greater than the above average, in some years 200 to 250 bushels 
being considered a fair estimate. Onions are grown extensively, 
especially on the muck areas in the southern part of the county. 
Extensive onion cultivation is carried on in Hanna Township, the 
largest patch devoted to this crop being just outside the town of 
Hanna on the farm managed by W. H. Tuesburg. In 1909 there 
were 21 acres in this county cultivated to this crop with an average 
yield of about 322 bushels to the acre. 
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There are two thousand, five hundred and thirty-six farms in 
this county, varying in extent from less than three acres to over 
1,000 acres. According to the thirteenth census of the United 
States, there are four farms of less than three acres and three farms 
of more than one thousand acres. There are seven hundred and 
fourteen farms varying from 100 to 174 acres, which seems to be 
about the average size of most of the farms throughout the county. 

About 30 per cent. of the farms of the county are occupied and 

Onion Farm managed by W. S. Tuesburg, near Hanna, Laporte County. 

tilled by renters. The land is rented on the share basis, the owner 
receiving one-half the grain, delivered at the nearest market. Hired 
help is usually secured at $20 to $30 per month. 

The total valuation of farm lands for the year 1910 was $8,617-
290 with a valuation on the buildings of $1,459,160. The above 
figures, however, represent only 50 per cent. of the actual value. 

The farmers are progressive and prosperous. What mortgaget> 
are held against the farms are being rapidly paid off, which IS 

a good indication of the financial standing of the community. 

19--29153 



Soil Survey of St. Joseph County. 

By E. J. QUINN. 

LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION OF THE AREA. 

St. Joseph County is situated in the extreme north central part 
of the State, and is one of the northernmost tier of counties border
ing on the Michigan State line. It is bounded on the west by La
porte County, on the east by Elkhart County, on the south by Mar
shall and Starke counties, and on the north by the State of Michi
gan. The county comprises an area of five hundred and sixty 
square miles, being twenty-four miles in length from east to west, 
and having an average width of about twenty-one miles. 

'rhe territory is divided into thirteen civil townships-Warren, 
Olive, German, Clay, Harris, Portage, Penn, Greene, Center, Lib
erty, Lincoln, Union and Madison. 

South Bend, the county seat, was laid out by Alexis Coquillard 
and Lanthrop M. Taylor on the 28th of March, 1821. It is lo
cated on the south bend of the St. Joseph River and from this de
rives its name. The population of this city was in 1910, 53,684, an 
increase of 17,685 over 1900. The Studebaker Wagon Works, the 
Oliver Chilled Plow Works, Birdsell Manufacturing Company, 
South Bend Watch Factory, and numerous other world-famed en
terprises make this one of the most important commercial cities in 
the State. The best of facilities are offered for education in this 
eity. A good high school and a number of private schools are 10-
eated here. The University of Notre Dame and St. Mary's Acad
emy, two of the most noted educational institutions in the country 
are situated about two miles from the city. 

Mishawaka, with a population of 11,886, is another important 
city of this county, situated about four miles east of South Bend. 
Other principal towns are Walkerton, North Liberty, River Park, 
New Carlisle, Lakeville, Osceola, and Wyatt. 

The transportation facilities for this county and the surround
ing country are excellent. The country is traversed by the Lake 
Shore and Michigan Southern; Grand Trunk Western; Michigan 

(29Q) 
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Central; Vandalia; New Jersey, Indiana and Illinois; Chicago, In
diana and Southern; Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis; 
Montpelier and Chicago steam roads, and the Chicago, Lake Shore 
and South Bend and Chicago, South Bend and Northern Indiana 
traction lines. 

Good deposits of gravel are found throughout the county, es
pecially in the northern part. All of the principal roads of the 
county have been graveled, and many of the side roads. With 
the abundance of such fine road-building material, more of this 
work should be done. 

Pit 01 Glacial Gravel, 2),jJ miles northwest of South Bend. 

HISTORY OF SETTLEMENT AND AGRICULTURAL 
DEVELOPMENT. 

The territory that now comprises St. Joseph County was the 
first in the State to be traversed by the white man. Tradition and 
history tell us that Father Marquette, the French missionary, came 
here as early as 1675, while LaSalle in his tour of exploration passed 
up the St. Joseph River about four years later. The country was 
inhabited at this time by the Miami and Pottawatomie Indians, and 
these two tribes remained in the locality until the year 1832, when 
a treaty was made and the last of their possessions were ceded to 
the Government. 

Two years prior to the treaty of 1832, a great tide of immigra
tion set in from the eastern States and it was deemed necessary by 
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the State authorities to organize the territory as a county. Accord
ingly, on January 29, 1830, by an act of the General Assembly, St. 
Joseph County was duly formed and organized. 

The development of the county progressed rapidly. The fa
cilities for travel afforded by the St. Joseph River and the great 
Michigan Road, which was completed in 1832, attracted many immi
grants to this part of the State. Along the great State Road, settle
ments were readily made, but often the productive soil of the prairie 
induced many to leave the much traveled thoroughfare and to settle 
there, where the soil was more easily cultivated and where luxuriant 
grass afforded excellent grazing to their horses and cattle. 

One of the large drainage ditches which are frequently seen bJth in LapJrte and 
St. Joseph County. 

The crops which were first grown were those which would meet 
the immediate demands of the family. Corn, wheat and potatoes 
were the leading crops. Corn was grown usually two years in suc
cession, then followed by wheat. Often corn was the principal crop 
and was grown continuously for years without any system of ro
tation. 

Gradually the forests were cleared and the low-lying lands or 
marshes drained. These reclaimed lands proved to be most 
productive and induced further work along this line. For years 
this question of drainage was of utmost importance in the minds 
of the farmers. What was formerly utterly useless land, useless 
and unproductive because of continual wetness, has by a well 
regulated system of ditching and tiling been redeemed and is now 
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considered the most productive soil in the county. Not only has 
the drainage of this land brought money to the hands of the farmer 
but it has done far greater good by ridding the country of much 
stagnant water. These low lying lands with their confined marsh 
water were ideal breeding places for the mosquito and malaria 
germs, but drainage did away with such a state of affairs and 
health conditions thereby improved. 

The rude methods of carrying on agriculture that were employed 
in the early days are no longer to be seen here. Scientific farming 
has forged to the front, and it is uncommon to find a farmer who 
is not willing to take advantage of opportunities offered for ad
vancement in this line. Many of the farmers or their sons attend 
the special sessions held at Purdue, Illinois and other agricultural 
schools. Several agricultural societies have been formed and yearly 
farmers' institutes are held during the fall or winter season. The 
county fair was a great attraction for many years, but these were 
discontinued in 1872. The Scientific Agricultural League is a 
farmers' association that has been but recently formed in this 
county. This society has for its object "the study of scientific 
farming and the promotion of things pertaining thereto." Scien
tific road building, farmers' short courses and institutes, and im
provement of the rural school system are other things to be taken 
up for consideration by the members of this league. 

CLIMATE. 

Climatic conditions are favorable for growing all the leading 
crops of the State. A record of the average temperature and rain
fall of this region for the past fifteen years is given in the follow
ing table: 

Nonnal Monthly Temperature and Precipitation. 

Temperature. 
Month. OF. 

Precipitation. 
Inches. 

January .......................... 25.2 2.eO 
February ......................... 21.8 2.21 
March ........................... 36.5 3.22 
April ............................. 48.2 2.50 
May ............................. 60.2 3.79 
June 
July 

68.6 
73.4 

3.20 
3.61 

August ........................... 71.6 3.26 
September ........................ 66.0 3.81 
October .......................... 53.3 2.29 
November 39.5 
December ........................ 27.9 

2.80 
2.98 
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Records for the past fifteen years show the earliest date of kill
ing frost in autumn to be September 20th, and the latest date of 
killing frost in spring to be May 28th. '1'he average date of the 
first killing frost in autumn is October 12th, and the last in spring 
is May 5th. On the prairie land and low lying muck beds of the 
county, frosts often occur much later in the spring and earlier in 
fall than is shown by the dates above. 

PHYSIOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY. 

The surface features of this county are those characteristic of 
all the northern counties of the Statt). The entire county is covered 
with drift material brought by the great ice-sheet as it passed south
ward. No where in the county were any outcrops of stratified rocl, 
found, and borings show that many feet of glacial material over
lie the rock floor. The drift varies in depth from 50 to 200 or 
more feet and is composed of a mixture of clay, sand and gravel. 
Large granite boulders were a noticeable feature in the morainic 
areas. Some years ago a boring made near South Bend showed the 
drift here to be 160 feet deep, but this boring was made in the val
ley of the St. Joseph River which lies considerably lower than the 
morainic uplands surrounding it. The surface features vary from 
low, level prairies and marsh land to morainic hills and rolling 
upland. The hills south of the cities of South Bend and Mish
awaka and the elevations extending from about one mile northeast 
of South Bend in a general northeasterly direction into the State 
of Michigan plainly show the result of the ice action in this vicinity. 
The northwestern part of the county is also crossed by morainic 
hills and uplands which mark the southeastern margin of the Michi
gan ice lobe. 

'l'hcse morainic hills with their confused mass of land, elay and 
gravel were deposited with great irregularity and between the 
knolls which were thrown up water readily accumulated to form 
small lakelets. St. Joseph County is noted for its numerous small 
and benutifullakes, but many of these are becoming extinct. Marsh 
land and muck areas now mark the location of many of these former 
small bodies of water. Many or all of the prairies of this county 
were once the site of shallow lakes, but by drainage their waters 
were removed. 

On either side of the Kankakee River the land is somewhat lower 
than it is farther back, and extensive marshes once extended from 
just southwest of the city of South Bend to the Laporte County 
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line. Most of these marshes are now a thing of the past, for a large 
acreage of this land has been reclaimed. Steam dredges have been 
used to dig wide, open ditches wherever the depressions of the area 
needed to be drained of their excess water. Laterals have also 
been constructed and from these secondary ditches, both open and 
underdrain, branch out in every direction. 

The drainage of the county is principally through the St. 
Joseph and Kankakee rivers. St. Joseph River rises in the State 
of Michigan and enters the county in Section 9, Penn Township. 
This river flows through the old Kankakee valley in a southwesterly 
direction until it reaches a point near South Bend; here it turns 

View on the St. Joseph, near South Bend. 

abrutly north and flows through the old channel of the Dowagiac 
River to Niles, Michigan, and thence to Lake Michigan by a later 
eroded channel. 

There are only a few small tributaries within the county which 
empty into the St. Joseph River. A State ditch extending through 
Clay and Harris townships is the main outlet for the surface waters 
of the northeastern part of the county. The western and southern 
parts of the county are drained into the Kankakee, the principal 
tributary being Grapevine Creek. A line drawn from the eastern 
part of the county about four miles south of the St. Joseph River 
and extending west to a point a little to the west of south of the 
city of South Bend, thence northwest through Warren Township, 
marks the watershed of this part of the county. North and north-
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east of this line the waters flow to the northward into the St. Joseph 
River, and finally reach the Gulf of St. Lawrence and the Atlantic 
Ocean. South and southeast of this line the waters flow to the south
east through the Kankakee and by the Illinois into the Mississippi 
and thence into the Gulf of Mexico. 

AGRICULTURAL CONDITIONS. 

St. Joseph County is an agricultural county, with few superior 
in the State. The soils are well adapted to all the leading crops of 
this latitude and, with suitable climatic conditions, favorable yields 
can always be expected. Good markets for the produce are to be 
found in the cities of South Bend and Mishawaka. Chicago is 
about 86 miles from South Bend and also furnishes an excellent 
outlet for the produce of the county. 

The farmers of the area are prosperous and have fine homes and 
buildings. The houses are well built, well painted, and usually 
modernly equipped. The total valuation of farm buildings, accord
ing to the report of the State Board of Tax Commissioners for 
1911, is $1,380,120, and the true value of lands $6,505,420. 

General farming is the usual type followed, although dairying 
and truck-farming are becoming of great importance. This county 
ranks among the first in the State in the number of milch cows and 
the production of milk. In 1909, the average number of cows 
milked was 8,212. The total value of dairy products for this 
same year was $559,462. 

Truck-farming is being carried on more extensively every year. 
On the sandy soil, potatoes, melons and small fruits are the prin
cipal crops, while on the muck area onions, celery and cabbage re
ceive the most attention. Both South Bend and Mishawaka are 
growing rapidly, and with the increase in popUlation there is a 
resulting increase in demand for special crops, such as fruit and 
vegetables. 

Corn and wheat are the principal crops of the county. Corn 
does well, especially on the black prairie soil and on the "clay" 
land in the southern part of the county. According to agricultural 
statistics, the average number of bushels to the acre in the year 
1908 was 20; in 1909, 32. The average yield of wheat is about 18 
bushels per acre, but the yield for the past year will fall far below 
this estimate. Considerable damage has been done of late years 
by the Hessian fly. The crop does not do well on the low-lying 
lands, as it is usually affected by the late frosts in the spring. 
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Among the minor crops, cucumbers and onions are the most im
portant. Cucumbers are largely grown on the sandy soils and are 
sold at the salting stations, several of which are scattered through 
the county. The price usually paid is 75 cents a bushel for the small 
size and 35 cents a bushel for the larger ones. The different grades 
are sorted in the field by the pickers and then delivered at the sta
tion. Onions are grown chiefly on the muck areas. Two hundred 
and thirty-nine acres were devoted to this crop in 1909. 

Clover was formerly grown with great success, but of late years 
it has been found hard to secure a good stand. In 1908 there were 
20,072 tons of clover hay raised on 18,884 acres, and in 1909, 8,632 
tons produced on 7,515 acres. Cowpeas have taken the place of 
clover to some extent in the sandy areas. This legume has been 
found of great value on these lands both as a forage and manurial 
crop. 

Alfalfa is beginning to be an important crop in the county. 
It has been grown successfully on nearly every type of soil in the 
territory providing the ground was properly prepared beforehand. 
1\lost farmers lime their soil heavily and then inoculate with earth 
taken from a good alfalfa field. A few have had success with this 
crop without the preliminary work of liming and inoculation, but 
it was invariably found that the natural condition of the land in 
regard to drainage and fertility were exceptionally good. 

The mint industry has become one of great moment in this 
county within the last few years. On the muck soil it may be 
grown for six or seven years in succession without any rotation, 
although it is very exhaustive to the upland soil. The land to be 
used for peppermint is plowed in the fall and harrowed in the 
spring. The small roots are placed in shallow furrows, then covered 
with the mucky soil and this in turn treaded and packed firmly 
down. The rows are made about 30 inches apart, so as to allow 
room for cultivation. It is necessary to keep the field free from 
weeds as it is believed they injure the crop by contaminating the 
oil. In August or September, when in full bloom, the herb is 
mowed with the scythe and is then dried and hauled to the distillery. 
The price of peppermint oil varies nearly every year. In 1899, it 
brought 75 cents a pound; in 1902, the oil was rather scarce and 
brought as high as $4.75 a pound. Good prices have prevailed in 
the last few years and as a result a great increase in culitivation 
of this crop has been made. The yield varies from 12 to 50 pounds 
per acre. 
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Commercial fertilizers, as a general thing, are not used to such 
an extent as they are in the counties farther south. Barnyard 
manure is quite plentiful and .ordinarily is the only kind of fer
tilizer used on the high ground. Potash salts are used on the muck 
areas with good results. On the sandy areas where the land is very 
porous, fertilizers are readily leached out and great care should be 
taken in selecting a fertilizer for this land so as to get one that 
will act quickly and readily yield its plant food. 

Mint Farm, St. Joseph County. 

Liming as a manure and as a means of improving the physical 
condition of the soil is generally understood. The soils in this 
county are as a general thing quite sour, especially the prairie 
lands, which are exceedingly rich in organic matter. Large quan
tities of crushed limestone are used, but a few prefer the caustic 
lime which acts quicker. The latter is not to be recommended, 
however, as it tends to exhaust the soil. The amount of crushed 
limestone usually applied is two tons to the acre. This is applied 
as evenly as possible, either by hand or by a spreader especially con
structed for the purpose. 
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SOILS. 

The soils of both Laporte and St. Joseph counties are of glacial 
origin, having been formed from material as originally deposited 
or after being modified by wind and water. 

St. Joseph County has nine distinct types, while Laporte has 
eleven. All the light soils have been classed in the Coloma or 
Miami series, but where organic matter has entered into the makeup 
of the soil to any great extent, so as to impart a dark brown or black 
color to the material, they have been classed in the Carrington and 
Waukesha series. Muck, dune sand and Kankakee marsh land soil 
are the additional types found in this territory and do not enter 
into the above two classes. 

Variations occur among the general types, due to better tillage 
or perhaps to some other local causes, but these variations occur 
only in small areas and mention can only be made of them in the 
general discussion. 

CARRINGTON LOAM. 

The Carrington loam covers most of the terriotory in the south
eastern part of St. Joseph County and is also found in Olive Town
ship in St. Joseph County and in Galena and Hudson Townships 
in Laporte County. 

The surface soil of this type to a depth of 12 inches is dark 
brown or dark gray in color and of a loamy texture. The subsoil 
from 12 to 36 inches is heavier in texture and lighter in color, be
coming yellowish or brownish gray, often mottled or stained with 
iron oxide. Both surface and subsoil contain a high percentage of 
fine sand, while in places considerable gravel is encountered at a 
depth of two to three feet. The subsoil also contains a higher per
centage of silt than the surface soil. Scattered over the surface of 
this soil are found many granitic bO\llders of various shapes and 
sizes. 

There are small areas throughout the type which are quite 
sandy, especially on the higher elevations. One of these narrow 
sandy streaks in Madison Township, St. Joseph County, extends 
through Sections 13 and 14 northward through Sections 35 and 36. 
This was not a continuous ridge but is broken here and there and 
appears to lose itself in the "clay" land, only to appear again 
a little farther on. These sand patches are readily noticeable in 
the growing season, due to the scantiness of the vegetation upon 
them. 
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The soil of this type has been derived from glacial till, the 
tleep subsoil consisting of sand, gravel, clay and boulders. The 
topography varies from gently rolling to almost hilly in places, 
while here and there scattered throughout the area are found nu
merous depressions-the sites of former ponds and lakes. 

"Part of the areas included under the head of Carrington loam 
was once heavily timbered, but very little of the original timber now 
remains. The black color of the soil is due to its rich humus con
tent, derived from the leaf mold and decayed grasses which once 
covered its surface. 

Although the subsoil contains a high percentage of fine sand, 
it nevertheless is compact and requires to be artificially drained be
fore good results can be looked for. Artificial drainage with tile 
has been carried on extensively in both Madison and Union town
ships, St. Joseph County, and a number of open ditches have also 
been constructed to remove the surplus waters of the depressions 
and muck areas which abound in this locality. Because of this 
compactness of subsoil, this type probably suffers less from drought 
than any other soil in the territory. Outside of the Carrington 
sandy loam, this type is considered the best all around soil of the 
two counties. 

If plowed when wet, the Carrington loam is hard to manage, 
as it turns up in clods which become compact and hard when dry. 
With proper care and sufficient tillage, however, it can be brought 
to an excellent state of productiveness. It is especially adapted 
for corn, oats and wheat. Timothy also does well on this type. 
Corn yields from 35 to 50 bushels; wheat, 18 to 25 bushels; oats, 
about 50 bushels, and timothy, from 1 to 2 tons. 

The result of mechanical analysis of a typical sample of Car
rington loam is given in the following table: 

LOCALITY. 

MF:CHANICAL ANAY,YSIS OF CARRINGTON LOAM. 

. Fin£> C:oarsf di~J% Fine 
De:311Tlp- Grny ("', Sand. S rl Sand, 

tioD. Per Per . pD, Per 
Cent. Cent. Ce;~.. C",nt. 

Very 
Fine 

Sand. 
Per 

Cent. 

Silt. 
Per 

Cent. 

Clay, 
Per 

Cent. 

I 'Soil. ... .3 

.0 

.8 6.0 25.0 34.0 13.3 20.2 
S. W.Cor.erSer.3S T.36N. R.4E'I~ 

[Sob<oil .2 9.3 20.8 27.1 26.7 207 
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Ohemical Analysis of Oarrington Loam. 

Collector, Quinn. 
Description ................................................... 28-3 
Heaction to litmus ............................................ Neutral 
Moisture ill air dried soil ..................................... 1.24% 
Total soil nitrogen ............................................ 0.112% 

Analysis of fine soil dried at 105 0 a.-
Volatile and combustible ...................... 3.27% 
Insoluble in 1.115 HCI ........................ 88.94% 
Soluble silica (Si02 ) •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0.13% 
Ferric oxide (l!'e,O,) ......................... . 
Alumina (AI,Os) ............................. . 
Phosphoric acid anhydride (P,O.) ............ . 
Sulphuric acid anhydride (SO,) .............. . 
Calcium oxide (CaO) ........................ . 
Magnesium oxide (MgO) ..................... . 
Potassium oxide (K,O) ...................... . 
Sodium oxide (Na20) ........................ . 

Total 

WAUKESHA SAND. 

1.63% 
4.01% 
0.40% 
0.06% 
0.28% 
0.36% 
0.15% 
0.27% 

99.50% 

The soil of the Waukesha sand is a dark brown or reddish brown 
sand, containing a small percentage of clay and silt. The color 
becomes lighter at a depth of about 10 inches, the subsoil proper 
being a yellow sand with a lower content of silt and clay. Often 
gravel is found scattered through the soil and subsoil. 

In the depressions and lowlands, the soil of this type becomes 
much deeper and its humus content higher. These patches are 
usually more productive than the upland, and are cultivated to the 
fullest extent by those who own them. 

The material is derived from the reworking of glacial till by 
wind and glacial waters. The effect of wind action is plainly visible 
and to this agency is due, to no little extent, the topographic fea
tures of the type. 

The type is found principally in the southwestern part of St. 
Joseph County, covering parts of Lincoln and Liberty townships. 
There are a few areas in Laporte, but they are small and scattered. 
The monotony of the sandy soil is frequently broken by muck and 
marsh land, this being especially true in the southwestern extremity 
of St. Joseph County. 

The soil is light and easily tilled, but is apt to dry out quickly. 
Drainage is quite excessive, and crops often suffer from lack of 
moisture. 
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The greater part of the area is under cultivation .. Corn, wheat, 
and rye are extensively grown, but with only fair yields. Corn will 
average 35 bushels; wheat, 15 bushels, and rye, about 15 bushels to 
the acre. Potatoes yield from 50 to 100 bushels per acre. 

The growing of cowpeas and soy beans should be encouraged on 
this soil, so that the organic matter content will be increased and 
the soil thereby be better able to withstand the drought. 

A mechanical analysis of a typical sample of the Waukesha 
salld follows; 

l\fXCHANICAL ANALYSIS OF 'VAFKESHA SAND. 

Fine Coarse MOe Fine Very 

Desrrip- Gravel, Sand, dium Sand, Fine Silt, Clay, 
LOCALIJ'Y. Sand, Sand, Per Per tion. Per Per Per Per Per Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent. 

----------_._. -.-

!Soil., .. 1.0 .4 8.6 34.7 
37.0 I 137

1 

4.4 
N. W. Cor. Sec. 28, T. 35 N., R. 1 E. 

ISubsoil. .2 7.5 9.4 34.4 38.1 6.9 3.4 

KANKAKEE MARSH LAND SOIL. 

This soil is peculiar in so much as it varies continuously in 
respect to its sand and organic content. Because of its varying char
acter and since it has not been identified by the United States 
Bureau of Soils under a distinct type-name in the latest classifica
tion, it has been thought best to retain the old name of Kankakee 
marsh land and to speak of the soil that comes within the confines of 
the old undrained area as Kankakee marsh land soil. 

Generally, this soil is a sandy, silty loam, with a very high per
centage of organic matter, either wholly or partly decomposed. The 
sand particles themselves are white, but the large amount of decayed 
vegetable matter and dark silt make the whole appear black. Often 
the sand and silt are absent and only the vegetable matter is found. 
Where such is the case, and where it was found expedient, such 
places have been included under the type of Muck. These mucky 
spots were usually encountered at the beginning of the old marsh 
near South Bend and along the borders on either side of the marsh 
throughout the two counties. On the higher elevations, which were 
doubtless islands in this great marsh at one time, the soil is rather 
deficient in sand and organic matter, especially the former, but 
contains a high percentage of silt and clay. The soils of the whole 
type are very changeable, being nearly as variable as the main 
uplands in the remaining parts of the territory. 
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The surface soil, if it can be designated as such, is ordinarily 
15 to 18 inches deep. Beneath this is a whitish sand containing 
little or no organic matter. Often when boring with the auger a 
blue clay was encountered at a depth of 24 to 36 inches, while in 
other places the clay would be found nearer the surface, with little 
sand intervening. 

'fhe valley through which the Kankakee River now flows was 
formed by a post glacial river, and for a time constituted a line of 
discharge for the St. Joseph River. By some movement of the 
glacial ice and its load of material, the course of the waters flow
ing through the St. Joseph was changed and the amount of dis
charge through the old post glacial valley greatly decreased. 
Coupled with this decrease in volume was the small gradient of the 
stream. At Momence, Illinois, a rock formation obstructed the 
discharge, causing the waters to be backed up over the level lands 
along the borders of the river, and making the stream aggrade its 
bed. This aggradation still further checked the flow of the Kanka
kee, filling its valley with heavy sedimentation. Where the water 
was not very deep, aquatic vegetation rapidly encroached from the 
sides. 'l'hese plants began to decay and, together with the wash 
from the uplands, gradually filled the stream and started the 
formation of the marsh soil of the present time. 

This type sets in a short distance southwest of South Bend and 
extends, with an average width of about two miles, through to the 
Laporte County line. Here it cuts the southeastern corner of La
porte and extends along the southern part in a southwesterly direc
tion to Porter County. The city limits of South Bend now extend 
to this former marsh land, but the soil here is mostly a deep muck, 
to a depth of three feet or more, with little sand and clay in evi
dence. 

Much of this land has been drained and is now being cultivated. 
The work of drainage has been undertaken by syndicates and 
private individuals. Where this system has been carried on exten
sively, so as to include both large and secondary ditches, the land 
has been brought to an excellent state of productiveness and the 
large yields of corn and wheat will compare with any in the State 
for both quality and quantity. 

It is hard for one to conceive of the great benefits that have 
been derived from the reclamation of these lands. Hundreds and 
hundreds of acres which formerly were covered with water for the 
greater part of the year, are now dry and cultivatn Houses have 
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been erected and roads have been built on land that but a few 
years ago was accessible only to the hunter with his boat; and land 
that was practically of no value has been transformed into the most 
valuable in the county. 

The topography is comparatively level. Back away from the 
river, on either side at a distance of from one-eighth to one mile, 
the higher land begins, gradually getting higher until the morainic 
hills are approached. 

Hemp Farm, St. Joseph County, on reclaimed Marsh. 

Truck crops, such as onions, cabbage and celery, do well on this 
soil, and are extensively grown. Transportation facilities are good 
along the river, and produce can easily be disposed of. This 
"Garden of Chicago," as it has been called, will doubtless continue 
to be a favorite soil for this class of farming, although good crops 
of corn, wheat and timothy are grown. Excellent crops of corn are 
produced, the yields often being 75 or 80 bushels per acre. Frosts 
in the spring sometimes do some injury, but corn planted as late 
as June 10th has matured. There are two large hemp farmll 
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situated within this type, one of these having 450 acres devoted to 
the crop. Where drainage is not complete, great quatities of marsh 
hay are grown, and in 1909 over 10,000 tons of this wild hay were 
harvested in the two counties. 

This land generally sells in the neighborhood of $75 or $100, but 
much of it is not for sale at $150. The price depends upon the 
extent the land has been drained and the improvements, such as 
buildings, fences, etc. 

The following table gives the result of mechanical analyses of 
the Kankakee marsh land soil: 

MECHANICAL ANALYSIS OF KANKAKEE MAHSH LAND SOIL. 

Fine Coarse lIfe- Fine Very 

Desrrip. Gravel, Sand, dium Sand, Fine Silt. Clay. 
LOCALITY. t.ion. Per Per Sand, Per Sand, Per Per 

Cent. Cent. Per Cent. Per Cent. Cent. 
Cent.. Cent. 

---------------- '----------------
. IrSOil. .. .3 .0 1.3 20.2 49.6 19.6 7.0 

S, E. Cor. Sec. 36, T. 33 N., R. 4 W . j I Subsoil. .0 .4 1.8 45.7 30.0 10.0 9.0 

rSoil. ... 1.7 1.1 7.4 35.6 29.2 17.5 7.4 
N. E. Cor. Seo. 4, T. 33 N., R. 3 W. j . 

6.4 455 30.6 12.0 , SubsOIl. 1.5 .6 3.2 
I 

Chemical Analysis of Kankakee Marsh Land Soil. 

Collector, Quinn. 
Description ................................................... 178-a 
Heaction to litmus ............................................ Neutral 
Moisture in air dried soil ..................................... 1.40% 
'rotal soil nitrogen ............................................ O. 2(l8% 

Analysis of fine soil dried at 105° C.-
Volatile and organic ......................... . 
Insoluble in 1.115 HCI ........................ . 
Soluble silica (Si02 ) •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Ferric oxide (Fe,O.) ........................ . 
Alumina (AI,O,) ............................. . 
Phosphoric acid anhydride (P,O.) ............ . 
Sulphuric acid anhydride (SO.) .............. . 
Calcium oxide (CaO) ........................ . 
Magnesium oxide (MgO) ..................... . 
Potassium oxide (K,O) ...................... . 
Sodium oxide (Na,O) ..... : .................. . 

6.27% 
89.46% 

0.05% 
0.92% 
1.85% 
0.60% 
0.07% 
0.46% 
0.23% 
0.07% 
0.23% 

Total ., ................................... 100.21 % 

20-29153 
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COLOMA SAND. 

The sand is very similar to the Waukesha sand, heretofore de
scribed, but occupies a more rolling topography and is lighter in 
color. 

The surface soil to a depth of 10 to 15 inches is a light brown, 
slightly loamy sand, containing a small percentage of fine gravel. 
The contact between the soil and subsoil is, as a rule, not very 
well marked, the texture and color remaining about the same to a 
depth of 36 inches. 

The topography varies from undulating to hilly. Often on the 
hills and higher elevations the sand becomes very light and fine, 
and would be classified and mapped as a new distinct type if the 
areas were large enough to warrant such separation. A few small 
areas or pockets of gravel are also found throughout the type. 

The Coloma sand is by no means considered a superior soil for 
general farming, but is well suited to small fruits and vegetables. 
Truck crops are particularly adapted to a light soil of this kind 
and most farmers in the area realize the fact. The soil warms up 
early in the spring, causing the crops to mature in time for a profit
able market. Good markets are to be had in South Bend, Misha
waka, Laporte and Michigan City. 

Little commercial fertilizer is used on this soil. Probably the 
thing most needed is a liberal supply of vegetable matter and good 
barnyard manure. This would not only enrich the soil but would 
make the light sand more retentive of moisture. This sand being' 
so light, is shifted about by the winds considerably and until the 
humus content is increased, little benefit will be derived from ferti
lizers by him who uses them. 

Vegetables and fruit receive the most attention on this soil, 
althollgh corn and rye are grown to some extent. Cowpeas are an 
important crop, both as a forage and a manurial crop. Clover is 
grown, but of late years it has been hard to get a good stand, owing 
to it being burned out. Alfalfa has been grown quite successfully 
on the lower lying land, where the clay and humus content are high, 
but little attention has been paid to it on the higher ground. 

The following table shows the result of mechanical analysis of 
the Coloma sand: 
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MECHANICAL ANALYSIS OF COLOMA SAND. 

Fine Coarse Me- Fine Very 
De~crip~ Gra"el, Sand, dium Sand, Fine Silt, Clay, 

LOCAUTY. tion. Per Per Sand, Per Sand, Per Per 
Cent. Cent. Per Cent. Per Cent. Cent. 

Cent. Cent. 

--------~--------lr~rL --.1-1--.4-~~ 
-----------

36,9 38.0 13.61 6.3 
N. E. Cor. S"e. 14, T. 38 N., R. 3 E. j I 

44.2 37.2 6.6 4.5 ,Subsoil. .7 1.0 5.5 

Chemical Analysis at Coloma Sand. 

Collector, Quinn. 
Description ................................................... 889-a 
Reaction to litmus ............................................ Neutral 
Moisture in air dried soil ...................................... 0.78% 
'rotal soil nitrogen ..............................•............. 0.102% 

Analysis of fine soil dried at 105 0 C.-
Volatile and organic ......................... . 
Insoluble in 1.115 HCI ....................... . 
Soluble silica (Si02 ) •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Ferric oxide (Fe20 3) ........................ . 
Alumina (AI20 3) ............................. . 
Phosphoric acid anhydride (P20,) ............ . 
Sulphuric acid anhydride (S03) .............. . 
Calcium oxide (CaO) ........................ . 
Magnesium oxide (MgO) ..................... . 
Potassium oxide (K20) ...................... . 
Sodium oxide (Na20) ........................ . 

2.72% 
92.36% 

0.09% 
1.24% 
2.18% 
0.58% 
0.05% 
0.31% 
0.20% 
0.10% 
0.18% 

Total ..................................... 100.01% 

COLOMA SANDY LOAM. 

This type of soil is found in both counties, associated with the 
other sands and fine sands of the Coloma series. The line of de
marcation between the sandy loam and the sand is often not well 
defined, and only an arbitrary separation was possible in mapping 
the different types of this series. The surface soil of the Coloma 
sandy loam, to a depth of 10 or 12 inches, is a grayish brown loamy 
sand underlain to a depth of 36 inches with a material coarser in 
texture and containing varying amounts of gravel. The line of 
separation between the soil and subsoil is usually well pronounced, 
as the color of the underlying material is much lighter and its 
texture considerably coarser. 

The Coloma sandy loam has been formed from glacial material 
reworked by water and wind. As a general farming soil, it is con-
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sidered to be very good and is well adapted to truck crops. The 
crops grown are those ordinarily grown on the Coloma sand, but the 
yields are much better than on the latter type. The surface con
figurations are also similar to those found in the Coloma sand area. 
Because of its irregular features and light and porous nature, it is 
naturally well drained. 

The same treatment and care recommended for the other sandy 
soils of the area will also apply to the Coloma sandy loam. A 
liberal incorporation of green manurial crops is necessary. It 
has also been found that commercial fertilizer, relatively high in 
phosphoric acid, are very beneficial. 

Chemical Analysis oj Coloma Sandy Loam. 

Collector, Quinn. 
Description ................................................... 172-a 
Reaction to litmus ............................................ Neutral 
Moisture in air dried soil ..................................... 1.39% 
'l'otal soil nitrogen ............................................ 0.132% 

AnalYSis of fine soil dried at 105 0 C.-
Volatile and organic.......................... 4.27% 
Insoluble in 1.115 HOI ......................... 87.70% 
Soluble silica (SiO,) .......................... 0.23% 
Ferric oxide (Fe,O,) .......................... 1. 64% 
Alumina (Al,O,) .............................. 4.59% 
Phosphoric acid anhydride (P,O,) .............. 0.45% 
Sulphuric acid anhydride (SO,) ............... 0.04% 
Calcium oxide (CaO) ......................... 0.28% 
Magnesium oxide (MgO) ...................... 0.38% 
Potassium oxide (K20) ........................ 0.17% 
Sodium oxide (Na20) ......................... 0.24% 

Total 99.99% 

MUCK. 

Muck consists of black or dark brown decomposed organic 
matter, varying in depth from six or eight inches to three feet or 
more. The subsoil varies and appears to depend considerably upon 
the material which makes up the surrounding upland. In a few 
places the und~rlying material is a whitish sand, but ordinarily a 
blue-white sandy clay is encountered. 

The type is found in nearly every township in St. Joseph County 
and is also well developed in Hanna and Springfield townships, in 
Laporte County. Besides the muck of the upland soil, there is 
considerable of this type found in the Kankakee valley bordering 
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the river. Many of the small lakes of both counties are bordered 
by embryo muck beds, with their heavy growth of water-loving 
plants. 

All of these muek areas are low lying, and it is the general 
belief that they mark the site of old lakes, which became filled by the 
wash of the uplands and the slow accumulation of organic remains. 
Natural drainage is very poor, and until these beds are artificially 
drained they are of little agricultural value. Considerable work 
along this line has already been done, but there are areas of this 
type that can never be profitably eultivated. 

These lands were once of no value except for the little hay 
and pasturage they furnished, but now large yields of cabbage, 
onions, celery and peppermint are derived from them. The sell
ing price of such lands is as high as $150 per acre, and as their value 
as truck soils becomes more recognized they will, without doubt, 
demand a still higher price. 

Farmers that have a considerable area of this kind of soil, or 
even enough to affect the value of their farm, are particularly 
anxious to bring it to a state of cultivation and production. Com
mercial fertilizers are used quite extensively, especially for truck 
crops. Such fertilizers are usually selected that have a high potash 
content, as it is believed this element is most needed on these soils. 
Wood ashes are used to some extent. Liming with crushed lime
stone and caustic lime has been tried, but seems to have little effect. 

A few farmers were found who hauled the muck of their low
lands onto the upland elay. It was believed by those who tried this 
experiment that good results were obtained and that the increase in 
yield of corn and wheat was well worth the labor of hauling. In 
certain cases, the reverse might be profitably done, but the labor 
would hardly justify such an action. 

These muck lands it is believed improve with age and cultivation. 
When first drained, most of the material is still undecomposed, 
much of it being in the form of peat. Such a confused mass allows 
the moisture to rapidly pass through, to be drained off into the tile 
or open ditches, and it is then unable to bring the moisture again 
to the surface when needed. After being cultivated and cropped 
for one or two years, the peat and vegetable matter become more 
decayed and mixed with soil, thus giving to it more body and weight, 
and consequently greater power to conserve the required amount 
of moisture. 

After a rain, this soil becomes soft and sticky, but it does not 
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require very long for the sun to shine on the dark surface, before 
it is dry. When drying, the material contracts considerably, and 
large cracks are often formed over the surface, but these are of 
little consequence and are readily filled in with cultivation. 

A factory has been started at Lakeville, St. Joseph Oounty, for 
the purpose of utilizing the muck from one of the large areas located 
near that town. The muck is used as a fertilizer filler and in mak
ing briquets. The analysis of this muck has shown a very high 
percentage of nitrogen and is thought to bea valuable material as 
a filler. Large standing orders were on hand last summer for both 
the briquets and the filler, and it was found necessary to furnish the 
plant with more modern machinery in order to supply the demand. 

MIAMI LOAM. 

The soil of the Miami loam is from eight to 12 inches deep, 
and varies in color from a light grayish brown to a brown. One 
would ordinarily call this a "clay" soil, but mechanical analysis 
shows it to fall short of this class. The subsoil from 12 to 20 inches 
is a yellowish brown loam of heavier texture than the surface soil, 
often approaching a clay loam. Sometimes at a depth of 20 to 24 
inches, gravel and coarse sand are encountered, but the loam usually 
extends to the three-foot limit. The light color of the surface soil 
is due to the small percentage of organic matter. 

This type is not confined to anyone part of this territory, but 
is most extensively found in St. Joseph Oounty bordering the Oar
rington loam, in Union and Liberty Townships. In Laporte 
Oounty, the Miami loam is associated with the Miami clay loam, 
and, because of their similarity, it is often hard to find where the 
one begins and the other ends. 

The surface features of the Miami loam vary from gently rolling 
to hilly. One of the pictures accompanying this report gives a good 
idea of the physiographic features of this type,. Large bowlders 
are frequently found scattered over the surface, but are not so 
numerous as to impede cultivation to any extent. 

The Miami loam is of glacial origin, having been formed by the 
weathering of glacial till. Much of this type represents morainic 
material 3S originally deposited. 

This soil is not difficult to cultivate, but like the Oarrington 
loam will clod badly if plowed when wet. The natural drainage 
is better than the Oarrington loam, owing to the more porous na
ture of the subsoil and to the irregular features of the surface. 
Kettleholes are seen throughout the area. Most of these depressions 
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are dry the greater part of the year and are marked by a much 
darker soil than that of the uplands. 

General farming is practiced on this type almost exclusively. 
Corn, wheat and oats are the principal crops. Corn will average 
about 45 bushels, oats 40 bushels, and wheat 18 bushels per acre. 
Timothy does well and will yield about one or one and one-half 
tons per acre. 

Commercial fertilizers are used to some extent, but it is the 
belief that a complete fertilizer, i. e., one having the "2-8-2 for
mula," or two per cent. nitrogen, eight per cent. phosphoric acid 
and two per cent. potash, does the work better than any other. 
Stable manure gives the best results, as it not only adds the nec
essary plant food but increases the organic matter, thus improving 
the physical condition of the soil. 

The following table shows the results of mechanical analysis of 
the Miami loam: 

LOCALITY. 

MECHANICAL ANALYSIS OF MIAMI LOAM. 

Fine Coarse d¥e- Fine 
De~crip- Gravel, Sand, Sa~d Sand, 

tlOn. Per Per p' Per 
Cent. Cent. Ce~~. Cent. 

Very 
Fine 

Sand, 
Per 

Cent. 

Silt, 
Per 

Cent. 

Clay, 
Per 

Cent. 

---------------------- ---- ,--------- ----

{SOil/ 
.0 

S. E. CJr. Sec. 35, T. 36 N., R. 3 E.. 
.0 .8 8.0 14.7 57.0 19.1 

Subsoil. .1 .2 5.0 8.7 10.0 58.4 15.3 

Chemical Analysis of Miami Loam. 

Collector, QQinn. 
Description ................................................... 55-a 
Reaction to litmus ............................................ Neutral 
Moisture in air dried soil ...................................... 0.93% 
Total soil nitrogen ............................................ 0.099% 

Analysis of fine soil dried at 105 0 C.-
Volatile and combusible ...................... . 
Insoluble in 1.115 HC1 ....................... . 
Soluble silica (SiO.) ......................... . 
Ferric oxide (Fe.O,) ......................... . 
Alumina (AI.O,) ............................. . 
Phosphoric acid anhydride (P,O.) ............ . 
Sulphuric acid anhydride (SO,) .............. . 
Calcium oxide (OaO) ........................ . 
Magnesium oxide (MgO) ..................... . 
Potassium oxide (K,O) ...................... . 
Sodium oxide (Na,O) ........................ . 

3.31% 
89.48% 

0.17% 
1.62% 
3.79% 
0.47% 
0.05% 
0.44% 
0.42% 
0.14% 
0.26% 

Total ................................... 100.15% 
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OARRINGTON SANDY LOAM. 

The Carringtnn sandy loam, generally to a depth nf 12 or 14 
inches, is a dark brown or black, silty, sandy loam, containing \l, 

high percentage of fine sand and organic matter. From 14 to 18 
inches the material becomes lighter in color, being a yellowish 
brown sandy loam, gradually grading into a sandy,gra.velly clay 
of a dark gray cnlnr, mnttled with iron rust. 

This type was originally covered with prairie grass, and to the 
decomposition of this vegetation is attributed the high organic con
tent of the soil. Here and there scattered over the prairie land 
were groves of burr-oak, maple and elm. The former location of 
these groves may now be readily distinguished by the lighter color 
of the soil upon which they grew. 

The surface of the Carrington sandy loam varies from level 
to slightly undulating or rolling. Natural drainage is fairly good 
wherever the subsoil is of sand and gravel, but where clay is the 
underlying material artificial drainage is necessary. There are a 
few sandy, gravelly knolls where the drainage is excessive, but 
the main phase of this type is fairly well able to retain its moisture. 

Much of this type was formerly covered with water, due to the 
backing up of the waters of the streams that now flow through or 
near the comparatively low and -Aat areas which represent the type. 
The shallow lakes and ponds thus formed became filled with sedi
ment and decayed vegetable matter, and remained as a great marsh 
until they were drained. This is particularly true of the prairies 
of St. Joseph County, for within only comparatively recent years 
Terre Coupee and Harris prairies were covered in whole or in 
part with water for much of the year. Perhaps the coarser and 
more sandy nature of the prairies of Laporte County is due to the 
longer time that they have been exposed to the elements, and be
cause a much longer period has elapsed since conditions were favor
able for increasing the organic content. Although primarily these 
areas were made up of soil of glacial origin, they have been modified 
greatly by water and plainly show the presence of their alluvial 
matter. 

'1'his type of soil includes the extensive prairies of both counties. 
Door Prairie and Rolling Prairie are the largest in Laporte County, 
and Terre Coupee and Harris prairies occupy the greater part of 
the type in St. Joseph County. Although the soil of all these prairies 
is practically the same, there are a few variations due to local con
ditions, such as drainage, nature of adjacent uplaud, and methods 
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of cultivation. Mechanical analysis has shown the soil of Harris 
Prairie to contain more fine sand than the others, due no doubt to 
the wind swept sand from the northern part of the county. 

No soil is more prized in either of the two counties than the 
Oarrington sandy silt loam of the prairies. Because of its loose 
and granular character, the soil is easily tilled and no hills occur 
to interfere with cultivation. No rocks. and very few large stones 
are to be seen in the area. 

On account of its rich and mellow character, and its power to 
withstand droughts, it is well suited to most crops of this latitude. 
Corn, wheat, hay, oats, clover and vegetables are grown, but corn, 
oats, and hay are the leading crops. The native vegetation is 
[>rairie grass, much of which is still harvested in the poorly drained 
places. 

Fertilizers are not used extensively on this soil, barnyard 
manure being generally applied. The black soil is and has been 
very productive, but there is a decrease in the crop yields of late 
years where rotation has not been practiced and where little or 
nothing has been returned to the soil. As a general thing. this 
soil is sour, and a heavy application of crushed limestone would be 
found very beneficial. Most of the farmers practice some kind of 
rotation, but a few are still found who continue to crop their land 
with corn and wheat with no rotation of timothy or clover. Al
though this land is the best in the territory surveyed, and no 
doubt as good as any in the country, still fertilization and rotation 
must be considered or it too will in time be depleted like many of 
the other soils of our State. 

The following table gives the result of mechanical analysis of 
the Oarrington sandy loam: 

MECHANICAL ANALYSIS OF CARRINGTON SANDY LOAM. 

LOCALITY. 
Descrip-

tioD. 

rSoil .. 
Southern part Sec. 30, T.36 N., R. 3 W. j 

I·Subsoil: 

Fine 
]ravel. 

Per 
Cent. 

.4 

.3 

8oa-rs( Me- Fine Very 
Sand, dium Sand, Fine Silt, Clay, 

Sand, Sand, Per Per Per Per! Per Per Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent. 

.3 1.9 8.6 17.9 50.3 20.0 

.1 5.6 17.2 28.0 34.2 9.2 
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Chemical Analysis of Carrington Sandy Loam. 

Collector, Quinn. 
Description ................................................... 78-a 
Heaction to litmus ............................................ Neutral 
Moisture in air dried soil ............................... :..... 1.51 % 
Total soil nitrogen ............................................ 0.248% 

Analysis of fine soil dried at 105° a.-
Volatile and combustible ..................... . 
Insoluble in 1.115 HCI ........................ . 
Soluble silica (SiO.) ......................... . 
Ferric oxide (Fe.O,) ......................... . 
Alumina (Al.O,) ............................. . 
Phosphoric acid anhydride (P.O.) ............ . 
Sulphuric acid anhydride (SO,) .............. . 
Calcium oxide (Ca") ........................ . 
Magnesium oxide (~.lgO) ..................... . 
Potassium oxide (K.O) ...................... . 
Sodium oxide (Na.O) ........................ . 

7.02% 
85.04% 

0.13% 
1.89% 
3.99% 
0.39% 
0.08% 
0.41% 
0.35% 
0.16% 
0.25% 

Total ..................................... 99.71 % 

COLOMA GRAVELLY SANDY LOAM. 

There is probably no soil found throughout the territory more 
varied in texture and topographic features than this type. The 
surface soil is usually compC'sed of a light brown, sandy, gravelly 
material to a depth of 10 inches, underlain to a depth of 36 inches 
by a gravelly sandy subsoil. Sometimes very little gravel is found 
in either soil or subsoil, and the material approaches a loam or 
almost a clay loam. 

The type occupies a rolling to a hilly part of the country and 
is derived from glacial till. There are a number of large bowlders 
strewn over the surface of this soil, but they are not so numerous 
as to interfere with cultivation. 

The type, except for the large quantities of small stones and 
gravel throughout the soil and subsoil, often appears very much 
like the Coloma loam, and in the south central part of St. Joseph 
County where the two occur, some difficulty was encountered in 
separating the areas. Besides being found quite extensively through 
the central part of St. Joseph County, the type is also well devel
oped in the northwestern part, south of New Carlisle, and extending 
westward into Laporte County. 

As an agricultural soil, this can only be spoken of as fair. The 
crops most commonly grown are corn, wheat and hay. Probably 
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this type, especially the rougher phase of it, would bring better 
returns if used for pasturage. The soil is well adapted to fruit, and 
most farmers have their own home orchards for supplying their 
needs in this line. 

Because of the irregularity of the surface features and the grav
elly subsoil, natural drainage is very good, but often excessive. 
Crops, especially on the hills, suffer during a hot spell, and frequent 
rains are needed to make crops yield anywhere near what they 
should. The soil between the knolls and hills is considerably darker 
in color and is deeper than that on the higher land. When boring 
in the uplands, it was impossible often to get below eight or 12 
inches with the auger, but in the depressions usually no gravel was 
struck down to a depth of three feet. 

The following table gives the result of mechanical analysis of 
the Coloma gravelly sandy loam: 

MECHANICAL ANALYSIS OF COLOMA GRAVELLY SANDY LOAM. 

Fine Coarse Me- Fine Very 
Descrip- Gravel. Sand, dium Sand, Fine Silt, Clay, 

LOCALITY. tion. Per Per Sand, Per Sand, Per Per 
Per Per Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent. 

----------------------------

tOil. ... 16.9 .8 9.9 47.6 8.1 6.5 10.1 
S. E. Cor. Sec. 3, T. 37 N., R. 1 W .. 

.6/ Subsoil. 2.8 11.6 62.8 9.6 3.1 9.3 

MIAMI CLAY LOAM. 

The Miami clay loam is a light colored, usually a yellowish gray, 
soil eight to 12 inches deep. The subsoil is a yellowish, more com
pact material, containing small stones and gravel. In the localities 
where this type is found it is usually spoken of by the farmers as 
"white clay. " 

The Miami clay loam is not found extensively in either county, 
but occurs in small areas in the western and north central part 
of Laporte, particularly well developed in Cool Spring and the 
northern part of New Durham townships. The type enters the 
county in two small strips and extends in a northeasterly direction 
to the north central part of the county, where it becomes mixed and 
confused with the Coloma gravelly sandy loam and the darker 
Carrington loam. 

'rhe general features vary from gently rolling to hilly. In the 
more level areas, the type is fairly uniform, but near the small 
creeks and streams, the surface is badly cut up, and the hills, with 
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their whitish yellow soil, present a striking contrast to the dark 
lands of the valleys and depressions. In the vicinity of Otis*, a 
small town in the northern part of New Durham Township, the sur
face becomes very rough and broken, and considerable washing 
and gUllying has taken place on the hills. The confused mass of 
clay, silt, sand and gravel which makes up this type is of glacial 
origin, and represents the product of weathered glacial material. 
There are a number of igneous stones and boulders found on the 
surface, and in boring with the auger, stones were encountered in 
the subsoil. In the deep subsoil, is found the boulder clay, typical 
of the underlying material of this type. 

In the rougher sections, drainage is very good, but tile drainage 
is required in the more flat and level parts. 

The type was once heavily timbered, but few wooded areas now 
remain. It would have been much better had the rougher areas 
been left timbered, as little farming in the way of field cultivation 
can be carried on, on the slopes now. In the rough portions, dairy
ing could be carried on profitably, as the soil is well suited to blue 
grass, and would furnish excellent pasturage. Fruit, especially 
apples, could be grown successfully on soil of this kind, but little 
interest has been taken in this line. 

On the more level areas, wheat, oats and corn are the principal 
crops. The soil is well adapted to wheat, and a large acreage is 
devoted to the crop. Hay yields well, timothy averaging about one 
and one-half tons to the acre. 

This, like the other soils of the Coloma and Miami series, is in 
great need of humus. The heavy application of barnyard manure 
and the turning under of green manurial crops will doubtless do 
more for the soil than anything else that can be done. Commercial 
fertilizers are all right in their place, but the physical conditions of 
all soils deserve first consideration; and then if plant food needs to 
he added it can be done later. 

Mention was made above of the black soil of the valleys. Ordi
narily this type would be classified as a distinct type, but as the 
areas are too small to map on a scale of one inch to the mile, it was 
thought best not to make a separate classification but to include it 
under the Miami clay loam. 

This soil is about 14 inches deep, of a dark gray color,. very 
compact and stiff and often hard to manage. The dark color is due 
to the high percentage of organic matter. To the large quantity of 

• The Valparaiso Moraine passes through Otis. 
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humus and its high clay and silt content are attributed the stiff and 
cohesive properties of the soil when wet. This black, stiff soil is 
sometimes called "gumbo" by the farmers. 

If handled when dry the soil may be brought to an excellent 
state of tilth and good crops of corn, hay and oats may be produced. 

The following table gives the result of mechanical analysis of the 
Miami clay loam: 

MECHANICAL ANALYSIS OF l\fIAMI CLAY LOAM. 

LOCAI,ITY. 

Fine Coarse ~e
Descrip- Gravel, Sand, ~lUd 

tion. Per Per I..:pn, 
Cent. Cent. Ce~~. 

!Soil. .. 
N. W. Cor. Soc. 16, T. 37 N., R. 4 W : I 

.Subsoil. 

.1 

.0 
.21 
.1 

6.7 

.8 

DUNE SAND. 

Fine 
Sand, 
Per 

Cent. 

.0 

6.b 

Very 
Fine 

Sand, 
Per 

Cent. 

3. I 

32.0 

Silt, 
Per 

Cent. 

13.6 

40.3 

Clay, 
Per 

Cent. 

47.7 

19.8 

The material that makes up this soil is a whitish, silicious sand, 
very fine grained and light in weight. Because of its porous nature 
and excessive drainage, it is of little agricultural value. The type 
cccupies hillocks and ridges bordering Lake Michigan, especially in 
Michigan and northwestern part of Cool Spring townships in 
Laporte County. None of this type is found in St. Joseph County, 
but the finer particles of the Coloma sand, after having been blown 
and drifted about, often appear very much like the typical dune 
sand, both in form and appearance. 

The light sand is continually changing its position and con
sequently allows little chance for vegetation to get a start. About 
the only growth found on the hills is small pine and scrub trees. 

Back from the lake, a little farther, where the sand becomes more 
loamy, small fruits, especially huckleberries, do well. Melons are 
grown and are of a very superior quality. 

The following table gives the result of mechanical analysis of 
the dune sand. 

MECHANICAL ANALYSIS OF DUNE SAND. 

Fine Coarse d~% I Fine Very I 
Descrip- Gravel, Sand, Sand. Sand, 

Fine Silt, Clay, 
LOCALITY. tion. Per Per Per Per 

Sand, Per Per 
Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent. 

Per ,Cent. Cent. 
Cent. 

------~-----~~ --

N. E. Cor. Sec. 30, T. 38 N., R. 5 W. and . { Soil 1 
Subsoil) 

.0 .0 .4 10.1 89.2 .3 .0 
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COLOMA FINE SAND. 

The Coloma fine sand is very much similar in appearance to the 
Coloma sand, but is finer in texture. It is nearly as fine grained as 
the typical dune sand around Lake Michigan, but is more loamy in 
texture. The type occupies a rolling and hilly country and is found 
principally in LaPorte County, in a narrow strip extending parallel 
with Lake Michigan. 

The type has been derived from the reworking of glacial ma
terial by wind and water. Most of this sand marks the former 
short lines of Lake Michigan when the lake extended father inland. 

Because of its open character and its rolling and irregular sur
face features, drainage is excessive. Crops often suffer from 
drought, especially on the higher land. The crops to be grown 
should be carefully selected, as the soil is too light for general 
farming. Potatoes, wheat, rye, and small fruits are the principal 
things cultivated, but during a wet season, corn yields fairly well. 
The lower lands and depressions contain more organic matter and 
are much more productive than the higher land. 

The following table gives the result of mechanical analysis of 
the Coloma fine sand: 

MECHANICAL ANALYSIS OF COLOMA FINE SAND. 

____________ . __ ---. __ .--_-c--_---c-_~ ~-~--------

LOCALITY. 

Fine Coars( 
Descrip- }ravel, Sand, 

tion. Per Per 
Cent. Cent. 

iSoil. ... 

Me
dium 
Sand, 
Per 

Cent. 

Fine V,:ry . 
Sand, Fme Slit, 
Pe Sand, Per 

C ~ Per Cent. 
en. Cent. 

Clay, 
Per 

Cent. 

2.5 I .8: 3.0 28.6 47.5 13.1 14.5 

2.91 1.21 3.5 25.6 53.1 10.4 3.7 
N. W. Part Sec. 2, T. 37 N., R. 4 W. 1 I 

lSubsoil. 



Soil Survey of Bartholomew County. 

By E. J. QUINN. 

LOCATION AND AREA. 

Bartholomew County is situated in the south central part of 
the State. It is bounded on the north by Johnson and Shelby coun
ties, on the east by Decatur and Jennings, on the south by Jackson 
and Jennings counties, and on the west by Brown County. It 
comprises an area of approximately 256,000 acree, or 400 square 
miles. There are fourteen civil townships in the county-Ninevah, 
Union, Harrison, Jackson, Ohio, German, Flat Rock, Haw Creek, 
Columbus, Clay, Clifty, Sand Creek, Rock Creek and Wayne. 

The only city in the county is Columbus. The principal towns 
are Hope, Hartsville, Elizabethtown, and Jonesville. Columbus, the 
county seat, had a population in 1910 of 8,813. It is situated on 
the P., C., C. & St. L. and C., C., C. & St. L. steam roads and In
dianapolis, Columbus and Southern traction line. The city is well 
located and furnishes a market place and trading center for the 
farmers of the surrounding country. Numerous manufacturing es
tablishments are situated here. There are two agricultural imple
ment factories, three brick and tile mills, two carriage and wagon 
factories, canning factory, flour, woolen and planing mills, struc
tural iron works, two tanneries and several smaller industries. 

Hope, a town in the northeastern part of the county, has a pop
ulation of 1,223. It is located fourteen miles northeast of Columbus, 
on the C., C., C. & St. L. Railroad. One brick and tile mill, car
riage and wagon factory, canning factory, two flour and grist mills, 
and a planing and sawmill are the industries of the town. 

Hartsville is another town in Haw Creek Township, and has a 
popUlation of 358. 

Jonesville, a small town situated on the P., C., C. & St. L. in 
Wayne Township, lies in the fertile bottoms of East White River, 
and affords a good trading center for this region. 

Elizabethtown, in the southeastern part of the county, has a 
population of 250. Clifford, South Bethany, Ogleville, Taylorsville, 
and W ayman~vilIe are other small villages in the county. 

(320) 
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HISTORY AND AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT . 

. " The territory which now comprises Bartholomew County, was up 
to the year 1818 in the possession of the Delaware Indians. By a 
treaty made in that year, the land was given over to the whites. 
A bout two years later, the tide of immigration began poring in and 
settlers came from Virginia, New York, North Carolina and Ken
tucky. In the early history of the State this county formed a part 
of Delaware and Jackson counties and was organized as Bartholo
lUew County under an act of Legislature approved January 8, 1821. 

The first settlements were made north of the present site of Co
lumbus, on what is now locally known as the Haw Patch. The sand 
area in the south central part was also readily taken up. Not 
until ten or twelve years later did the western part of the county 
attract any of the new comers. The soil with its rich humus ac
cumulation for many years required little care. Vast areas of 
timberland were cleared and cultivated for corn, potatoes and other 
vegetables. Where such lands began to show signs of growing less 
productive, new areas were cleared and these in turn cultivated. 
The cut timber was the source or income for many years, and it 
was not until the rorests began to be well cut off that the lumber 
industry gave place to more intensive farming. 

CLIMATE. 

The following table was compiled from the 1910 report of the 

Weather Bureau Station at Columbus: 

Normal Monthl1J Temperature and Precipitation. 

T3inp'r~turJ. 

Month. OF. 
,January .......................... 29.1 
February ......................... 29.9 

Pr3 'ipi :l:ion. 
r"hoa. 

3.18 
3.02 
3.73 March ............................ 41.2 

April ............................. 52.3 2.92 
May ........... , . . .......... .. . . .. 62.7 3.25 
June .............................. 71.9 3.64 
Jnly ............................. 75.6 2.87 
August ........................... 73.7 3.48 
September ........................ 67.2 2.92 
October ....... ~.................. 54.4 2.33 
November ........................ 42,3 3.33 
December ........................ 33.1 2.84 

The records show that the average date of the last killing frost 
in the spring and the first in the fall rOT a period of sixteen years 

21--29l53 
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is April 26 and October 6 respectively. Latest date of killing frost 
in spring for this same length of time is May 21; for the earliest 
date of killing frost in autumn, September 14. 

TOPOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY. 

The topography of the county varies greatly. In the western 
part the Knobstone formation is the prevailing type. From the 
weathering of this formation many hills or knobs have been formed 
which give to the locality a rough and broken surface. Nearly all 
of Jackson, Ohio, Harrison, Union and part of Wayne townships 
are covered with soil resulting, to a great extent, from the disinte
gration and erosion of this formation. Taylor's Hill, Mt. Healthy 
and Dial Hill are some of the highest of these knobs; In Brant 
and Fuller's history of Bartholomew County, the altitude of Tay
lor's Hill is given at 1,003 feet above tide level and 360 feet above 
the city of Columbus. From this high point a magnificent view may 
be had of the surrounding country. Considerable sandstone has 
been quarried from the hill in past years, but of late it has not 
been worked to any extent. 

The central portion of the count is comparatively level, much 
of it being made up of the rich bo tom land of the East White 
River. Extending from the city of C lumbus to the Shelby County 
line is the well-known Haw Patch, a level tract of land unexcelled 
in this county in productiveness and value. . 

From the level central plain, extending eastward to Decatur 
County is the "limestone upland.'~ The topography here can 
hardly be called hilly, but is more of lin undulating or rolling char
acter. N ear the town of Hartsville and in the northeast part of 
Clifty Township, especially along cr ty Creek and its tributaries, 
are fine exposures of the heavy limest ne of the Corniferous group. 
Here the most picturesque topograph of the county, and it is said 
of the State, has been developed. Borings and examinations of out
crops along the creeks show the Corniferous limestone and Devonian 
shale to underlie the drift which covers nearly all ot Clifty, Rock 
Creek, Clay and Haw Creek townships. 

Geological maps show the glacial boundary to extend through 
the southwestern part of this county, cutting off a small section 
which ordinarily would be considered outside of the glacial terri
tory. Evidences of ice action were found here, however, and with 
the exception perhaps of the highest knobs and ridges in Harrison 
and Union townships, the entire county was glaciated. The follow-
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ing is taken from Frank Leverett's Water Supply and Irrigation 
Papers of the United States Geological Survey: 

"The entire county was apparently glaciated, although the 
glacial boundary lies but little west from the front of the prominent 
hills on the county line. The portion of the county east of the 
East White River valley was nearly all covered by the later ice 
sheet, and a narrow belt along the west side of the stream in the 
north part of the county was also covered by that invasion. There 
remains, therefore, only a narrow strip on the southern and western 
borders of the county where the older sheet of the drift alone is 
present. There are morainic features along the borders of the East 
White River valley from the north line of the county southward 
to the vicinity of Columbus. There are also two well-defined mo
raines eastward and northeastward from this valley across the 
county. The southernmost one, which lies near the line of Bar
tholomew and Jennings counties, marks the southern limit of the 
later Wisconsin sheet of drift. The other lies near the borders of 
Clifty Creek. Each of these moraines has a bre'adth of two or 
three miles, but stand only 30 or 40 feet above the bordering plain. 

The surface of the older drift in this county is generally plane. 
'rhe thickness of the drift ranges from a mere trace to a deposit 
fully 100 feet in depth. Along the East White River valley .there 
is a gravelly belt from two to five miles or more in width, and the 
morainic knolls just referred to appear in the midst of this gravelly 
district. Flat Rock valley also contains a broad gravel plain. In 
the remainder of the county the drift is mainly till. Very few 
deep wells occur, there being generally an abundant water supply 
within 35 or 40 feet of the surface." 

DRAINAGE. 

East White River, the chief water course, enters the county near 
Edinburg and flows in a general course southeast through the cen
tral part of the county. Just west of the city of Columbus the river. 
which is locally known as Driftwood to this point, unites with 
Flat Rock Creek and forms the east branch of White River. 

The general slope of the western half of the territory is south
east, the principal streams being Big Ninevah, Catherine, and 
White Creeks. The tributaries on the east side are Haw Creek, 
Middle Fork, Fall Fork, Flat Rock and Clifty Creek. 

]'rom the map it will be seen that the natural drainage is well 
developed, but artificial means have to be resorted to on the flat 



uplands in the eastern half of the county. The practice of tile 
drainage has been introduced and is being carried on extensively 
on every type of soil included in the county. Most farmers realize 
that this is necessary in order to derive the greatest benefit from 
manures and fertilizers. 

According to the table of altitudes of the P., C., C. & St. L. 
Hailroad, Columbus is 628.4 feet above tide; Edinburg, six miles 
ncrth in Johnson County, 674.2 feet; Rockford, 10 miles south in 
.J ackson County, 577.9 feet. :B'rom these altitudes, it can be seen 
that there is considerable fall from Edinburg to Columbus- almost 
eight feet to the mile-while from Columbus to Rockford the fall 
amounts to a little over five feet to the mile. These differences in 
gradient are readily noticeable in the velocity of the river in its 
course through the county. From Edinburg, the river runs south 
with a comparatively swift current, often confining itself to perma
nent banks on either side. Below Columbus and south toward Sey
mour and Rockford, the current becomes slow; the banks are low 
and are frequently overflowed, and extensive bottoms two or three 
miles wide have been developed. The valleys formed by the tribu
taries on the east and west of East White River are usually nar
row with only small flood plains. Many of the smaller streams 
which flow through the Knobstone formation on the west have cut 
deep V-shaped valleys with little or no bottoms at all. 

AGRICULTURAL CONDITIONS. 

The farmers of this area are intelligent and energetic and their 
homes and farm buildings are the finest to be found in the State. 
Fine schools and roads are found throughout the entire county. 
There is a considerable number of large farms owned in this 
county, although with increased population the farms are becoming 
smaller. The population of the county in 1880 was 22,777; in 1910, 
24,813. 

The value of farm land ranges from $10 to $300 an acre. Very 
few farms are sold for cash in the western part of the county, the 
property being usually exchanged for town property. The valua
tion, however, is usually placed at $10 t.o $35. Very few farms ex
change hands in the central part; the farmers usually if they do not 
live there themselves rent their farms and move to town to enjoy 
the rich harvest which their land yields. The valuation of all the 
farm land according to the census of 1910 was $7,590,285. 
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Oats, corn and wheat are extensively grown, especially the latter 
two. Special crops of rye, Irish and sweet potatoes are grown, but 
only to a limited extent. A comparison of the statistics of 1880 
and those of 1910 show a vast difference in the yield of the prin
cipal crops. This county in the year 1880 produced 568,708 bushels 
of wheat from 36,458 acres, or about 17 bushels to the acre; in 
1909, it produced 720,563 bushels, an average of 14 bushels per 
acre. Corn, in 1880 averaged 45 bushels, 1,489,208 bushels being 
produced from 32,779 acres; in 1909 the same crop grown on 
54,530 acres gave 2,093,400 bushels, or an average of 38 bushels. 
Only a small·acreage is given to rye, buckwheat and barley. The 
acreage of tomatoes is increasing rapidly. In the year 1908 there 
were 369 acres cultivated for the crop; in 1909, over 3,130 acres. 
A large acreage of timothy is raised, yielding on an average of one 
and one-half tons to the acre. Clover, when cut for hay, will average 
about one and one-fourth tons per acre. Alfalfa has been experi
mented with and found to grow successfully on every type of soil 
in the county. 

Fruit growing is becoming a leading industry in the Knob
stolle section. Many people, who live outside the hills, ridicule this 
part of the county and claim the soil is worthless. This is not true 
and many are beginning to realize that this "Brown County Edge 
of Bartholomew" is valuable as fruit land. A number of good 
size orchards were found in this section and where they had had 
careful management showed that the owners had invested well. 

Dairying is not an important industry, although most of the 
farmers keep a few cows to supply their own needs. The lack of 
interest in this line is very noticeable. On the average farm the 
amount of manure is very small compared with what is necessary 
for the land. Much dependence is placed in commercial fertilizers 
and a great deal of this applied with little of an idea of what is 
required. On the river bottoms and sandy areas, very little fertil
izer is used, the natural productiveness being sufficient at present to 
meet the requirements. The majority of farmers realize the value 
of clover as a fertilizer, but with the price of clover seed as it is, 
it seems to be a great temptation to cut the first crop for hay and 
to harvest the second for seed. 

'fhe benefits derived from crop· rotation are generally under
stood. The system usually practiced, especially on the clay land, 
is clover, corn and wheat; on the bottoms, corn has always been the 
favorite crop, but of late years it has been found necessary to alter-
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nate wheat and clover. Fairly good stands of clover can be se
cured on all the types of soil found in the area. Alfalfa growing 
should be encouraged, especially on the sandy soil north of the 
city of Columbus. This soil, because of its porous nature, is es
pecially adapted to alfalfa culture. 

A great difficulty encountered in the rough country west of 
East White River valley is soil erosion. At present, the washing 
of the surface soil and the exposure of the unproductive subsoil 
is a very important problem to be considered in this locality. Ju
dicious cultivation is necessary to remedy the trouble. Crops should 
be selected that, during the winter and spring months, will not leave 
the ground exposed. Soil binding plants that will furnish pastur
age or meadow land and at the same time enrich the soil are recom
mended. Blue grass or clover, when a stand can be secured, should 
be grown, or in extreme cases reforestation with black locust may 
be necessary. Under drainage should be encouraged, particularly 
on this land, as by this means the water can find an outlet in drain
age channels instead of rushing over the surface. 

SOILS. 

The soils, representative of this county, are mostly of glacial 
origin, except in the western part of the territory, where they have 
been derived to some extent from the underlying sandstones and 
shales of the Knobstone formation. 

Roughly speaking, the east fork of White River, which flows 
through the central portion of the county from north to south, 
separates the more heavily glaciatel area from the thinner deposits. 
The western townships lie in the loessial belt and the material has 
been mostly derived from glacial material, deposited either by wind 
or water. Granite and other igneous stones and small boulders, too 
heavy to have been carried by the wind, were found on some of 
the hills, clearly indicating that there must have been some other 
agency besides wind alone at work in conveying material to this 
region. From these observations, it is evident that water and per
haps ice brought material to the highest parts of the western hills. 

Each type extends quite uniformly through the sections where 
it occurs, and with but· a few exceptions. has little variation from 
the typical phase. Wherever these variations occur, mention can 
be made of them in considering the main type in which they are 
found. 
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KNOX SILT LOAM. 

The Knox silt loam, to a depth of eight or 10 inches, is a light 
brown to ashy gray, silty material, containing a small percentage 
of fine sand. The subsoil, to a depth of 36 inches, is a pale yellow, 
compact silt loam or silty clay. Both soil and subsoil resemble each 
other in texture, but mechanical analysis shows the clay content of 
the subsoil to be higher than that of the surface. 

'1'he greatest variation or departure from the typical phase is 
found in the white soil, locally known as "white slash" land, south 
of Ogleville, in Ohio Township. Here the surface is more level and 
the natural drainage more poorly developed. After rains this ma
terial, which makes up the surface soil of these spots, appears to run 
together, forming a close, compact crust which, on drying, not only 
excludes the air, and therefore oxygen, but also interferes with 
capillary attraction, or the drawing up of the moisture from below. 
At a depth of two or three feet water is usually found and this 
wet condition makes the land cold and backward. This is an ideal 
home for the crawfish, and its presence is readily seen by the 
numerous white mounds which stud the surface. 

The improvement of the physical condition is absolutely neces
sary before this soil can produce well. The addition of humu~, 
either by application of a liberal supply of mariure and straw or 
the plowing under of green crops, like corn, oats, or better still 
a legume crop like clover, will do much in improving the soil, as 
the earth will then become more loose and porous, thus allowing 
a circulation of air and a freer movement of the undergroun<;l 
waters in working to the surface. 

Excepting the small areas referred to above, the remainder of 
the type which covers most of Wayne, Jackson, Ohio, Harrison and 
Union townships is quite uniform. The material has been derived 
principally from loess, or wind and water deposited glacial material. 
On the higher hills and slopes, where the original soil has been re
moved or is very thin, the underlying sandstone and shales have 
contributed considerable to both soil and subsoil. 

Very few stones are found throughout the area, except on the 
hills or along the streams where the sandstones and shales have 
been exposed and fragments of the formations have been broken off. 
I ron concretions are frequently found in the soil and subsoil of the 
upland areas, and in the beds of the smaller streams. Concretions 
which appear as gravel in the creek beds furnish an excellent ma
terial for road metal. A few glacial stones and boulders were found 
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in Ohio and Harrison townships, but nowhere were they found in 
any great number. 

The Knox silt loam covers rather hilly upland, more broken near 
the streams and more hilly as the Brown County line is approached. 
As a rule, a line drawn north and south through the east middle 
part of Jackson, Ohio, Harrison and Union townships divides the 
hilly region from the more level and undulating. East of this line 
the land is rolling to nearly level, gradually sloping to the south
east. West of the line the surface features are very irregular. 
hills and deep valleys occupying the greater part of· the territory. 
Taylor's Hill, Dial Hill and Mt.Healthy are, as mentioned in the 
general description, some of the largest of these knobs and hills. 

The land was once heavily timbered with poplar, beech, hickory, 
etc. Lumber was cheap at that time and much of the forests was 
cut and burned in order to make room for agricultural purposes. 
It is said that this land would be worth $200 an acre now if the 
original timber had been left or had been judiciously handled. As 
it is, many of the steep slopes which were once heavily wooded have 
heen deprived of their thick growth and are now badly washed and 
gullied, the unproductive subsoil being exposed. 

Corn, wheat and hay are the principal crops. Considerable of 
the rougher portions are devoted to pasturage. The soil is well 
adapted to fruit growing and the drainage and aeration could not 
be better. The only difficulty encountered in this industry is the 
poor facilities for transporting the product, but this obstacle is 
being overcome by the building of fine roads and pikes through 
the entire western part of the county. 

The improvements on this type are the poorest in the county. 
Land is sold at prices ranging from $10 to $60 per acre, and some 
has been sold for even $8. 

Very few of these farms are sold for cash, but are usually traded 
for farms in other parts of the county, or for town property. The 
low price of land and the inducements for fruit growing are at
tracting many new comers to these parts. 

The following table gives the result of mechanical analysis of 
the Knox silt loam: 
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MECH.\NICAL ANALYSIS OF KNOX SILT LOAM. 

--
I Fine Coarse Me- Fine Very 

Descrip- Gmvel, Sand, dium Sand, Fine Silt, Clay, 
LOCALITY. tion. I Per Per Sand, Per Sand, Per Per 

I Cent. Cent. Per Cent. Per Cent. Cent. 
Cent. Cent. 

------------------------------------

tOil. ... .1 .3 3.5 5.7 10.0 64.5 14.9 
Central part Sec. 20, T. 8 N., R. 4 E. 

Subsoil. .9 .0 5.6 11.8 18.5 32.7 30.4 

Ohemical Analysis oj [[nom Silt Loam. 

Collector, Quinn. 
Description ................................................... l~l-a 
Reaction to litmus ........................................... Neutral 
MOisture in air dried soil ...................................... 1.31 % 
Total soil nitrogen ............................................ 0.115% 

Analysis of fine soil dried at 105° C.-
Volatile and organic.......................... 3.25% 
Insoluble in 1.115 HCI ........................ 85.01% 
Soluble silica (SiO,) .......................... 0.44% 
Ferric oxide (Fe,O.) .......................... 2.71% 
Alumina (Al,O.) .............................. 7.48% 
Phosphoric acid anhydride (P,O.) ............. 0.3\)% 
Sulphuric acid anhydride (S03) ............... 0.03% 
Calcium oxide (CaO) ......................... 0.25% 
Magnesium oxide (MgO) ........................ 0.64 
Potassium oxide (K,O) ....................... 0.23% 
Sodium oxide (Na,O) ......................... 0.27% 

Total ..................................... 100.70% 

SIOUX LOAM. 

The Sioux loam, to a depth of 12 or 14 inches, is a dark brown 
sandy loam, containing a small per cent. of gravel. The subsoil, 
to a depth of three feet, is ordinarily a yellowish, gravelly sandy 
loam, containing a higher content of clay than the surface soil, 
and having a higher percentage of fine gravel and small rounded 
stones. The soil is very loose and mellow and is easily cultivated. 

The type is found principally in German, Columbus and Flat 
Rock townships, and is usually included in what is known as the 
Haw Patch land. When this area was first cleared, it is said the 
patch became covered with a dense growth of hawthorn (Cratffigus 
Oxyacantha), and the territory was named by the early settlers 
after this shrub. The soil is of glacial origin, having been derived 
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from reworked glacial material, and represents a filled in valley 
or outwash plain where glacial waters once flowed. 

The topography varies from level to slightly undulating. The 
drainage, because of the gravelly subsoil, is very good but often 
excessive. Crops often suffer during a dry season, but when climatic 
conditions are favorable and with an average amount of rainfall, 
no soil in the county will produce as well. 

Commercial fertilizers are used to some extent, but as a rule 
are not necessary. The crops grown are corn, wheat, oats and 
timothy. Corn will average in a good year 50 bushels, wheat 25, 
oats 35, timothy 1~ tons per acre. Because of its good drainage and 
its loose character, the Sioux loam is an early soil and well suited 
to market and truck crops. Frequent cultivation is necessary, 
whether it is used for general crops or for special purposes, as by 
this means a greater amount of moisture is conserved which other
wise would not be available. 

The improvements on this type are the best in the county. Fine 
houses and barns, good fences and good roads are found throughout 
the area. The interurban line connecting Indianapolis and Louis
ville runs through the western portion of this area, and the P., 
C., C. & St. L. Railroad through the eastern portion. Very few 
farms exchange hands in this locality, but the price usuaUy asked is 
$125 to $200 per acre. The rent for this land is mostly on the 
share basis, one-half the grain being usually demanded. 

The following table gives the result of mechanical analysis of 
the Sioux loam: 

MECHANICAL ANALYSIS OF SIOUX LOAM. 

_-
Me- Very Fine Coarse Fine T ..... , 

Descrip- Gravel, Sand, dium Sand, Fine Silt, Clay, 
LOCALITY. Sand, Sand, Per Per 

tiOD. Per Per Per Per Per Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent. 
-----------------
(Soil. ... 5.5 1.3 12.7 21.5 12.0 30.1 16.7 

N. E. Cor. Sec. 13, T. 9 N., R. 5 E .. 
\ Subsoil. 2.1 2.7 16.5 23.2 13.2 20.9 20.5 

COLOMA SAND. 

The Coloma sand is found principally in Sand Creek Township 
and in the southeastern part of Columbus Township. There is 
also a narrow strip of this light soil extending in a northeastward 
direction, through Clay Township, as far- north itS .the town of 
Nortonburg. 
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The surface soil, to a depth of eight or 10 inches, is a slightly 
loamy, brownish sand of rather fine texture. The subsoil, from 10 
to 36 inches, is reddish brown sand of coarser material than the soil 
and also has less organic matter. In the lower lands and depres
sions, the soil becomes more loamy, has a higher organic matter 
content, and is more productive than that on the hills. 

The Coloma sand is of glacial origin, having been formed from 
the' residuary glacial till and subsequently modified and arranged 
by wjnd tind water. The material which makes up this soil, when 
examined through a microscope, appears to be made up mostly of 
small, angular, and rounded quartz particles, each covered with 
smaller grains of silt and clay. 

The surface features vary from gently rolling to hilly. Be
cause of these irregular surface features and its light, porous na
ture, the soil is very susceptible to drought, and crops often suffer 
during a continued dry period. Addition of organic matter and 
frequent cultivation are to be recommended for these areas. 

The crops usually grown are corn, wheat, oats and potatoes. In 
a favorable season, good average yields are obtained. This is prob
ably the earliest soil in the county, even earlier than the Waukesha 
sandy loam in the northern part of the county. 

F'ertilizers are not used to any great extent. Considerable de
pendence is being placed on green manurial crops, especially soy 
beans and cowpeas. The effects of these crops help in a great 
measure to keep up the fertility of the soil. 

Improvements on this type of soil are very good. The farmers 
are, as a rule, very prosperous, and are interested in all modern 
agricultural methods. Good roads abound through the area, and 
the interurban line running south from Columbus cuts the western 
portion of the type. Land sells at from $60 to $125 an acre. 

The following table gives the result of mechanical analysis of 
the Coloma sand: 

MECHANICAL ANALYSIS OF COLOMA SAy..-n. 

Fine Coars€ Me- Fine Very 
Degcrip- 1ravel, Sand, dium Sand, Fine Silt, Clay, 

LOCALITY. tion. Per Per Sand, Per Sand, Per Per 
Cent. Cent. Per Cent. Per Cent. Cent. 

Cent. Cent. 
-----------------
(SoiL ... .5 .0 .7 32.1 43.7 10.8 12.1 

S. central part Sec. 22, T. 8 N., R. 6E. 
[Subsoil. • ... , 

.0 .0 1.1 41.9 47.1 3.9 5.9 . 
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VVABASH SANDY LOAM. 

The alluvial soils of this county have all been classed in the Wa
bash series. 

There is some variation in the soil of these bottom lands, but 
ordinarily a silty, sandy loam is found in the immediate vicinity 
of the streams, gradually becoming more sandy at a distance. Al
though the area was formerly subject to great overflow, especially 
along vvhite River below Columbus, there has been less trouble 
along this line during recent years, and it is only after excessive 
spring rains that floods are common. Along the larger tributaries 
on both the east and west side of vvhite River, considerable damage 
is often done to fields and crops by the spring freshets. To eliminate 
this destruction as much as possible, dikes and breakwaters have 
been constructed along the creeks, wherever the danger from this 
source is greatest. 

The soil of the VV abash sandy loam is usually a dark, sandy, 
silty loam to a depth of 12 or 15 inches. The subsoil, from 15 to 
36 inches, is a sticky, sand loam, at times containing a great deal 
of gravel. Gravel and water-worn pebbles are often found scattered 
over the surface soil. VVhere the silt content is high, as near the 
streams, little difference can be observed in the texture of the soil 
and subsoil, and the dark color is maintained throughout. 

The topography of the type is generally quite level, although a 
few" swags, " or depressions, are encountered near the river. Out
side of these low-lying places, natural drainage is very good. On 
the second bottoms, where the silt is less in evidence and the sand 
and gravel content high, drainage is sometimes excessive and crops 
are apt to suffer from drought. 

The soil is easily worked, and when spring floods do not inter
fere crops may be put in as early as on any other soil in the county. 
All crops grown in this part of the State do well on the bottoms. 
Corn, wheat, oats, clover and truck are grown extensively, but 
corn has always been the favorite crop. In the year 1910, Mr. 
Jesse Newsom, a farmer in Sand Creek Township owning consid
erable of this bottom land, raised 3,300 bushels of corn on 47 acres, 
making an average of over 70 bushels to the acre. Mr. Newsom 
says he has grown as high as 96 bushels to the acre on the well 
drained areas. An average of 75 bushels is a yield not out of 
the ordinary, on soil of this kind, providing weather conditions are 
favorable during the growing season. 
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Corn is grown continuously in some places, but where the floods 
no longer add their rich deposits of silt and organic matter it is 
plainly seen that this soil can become depleted as well as the clay 
uplands on either side. Wheat averages well, and is usually used 
in rotation with corn. Clover and alfalfa are grown on the bottoms 
and where drainage is good many fine stands are secured. Dr. J. 
H. Morrison of Hartsville has had excellent results with alfalfa 
on the bottom lands, along Clifty Creek. It should be remembered, 
however, that whenever the water level of the streams is high it 
is useless to undertake the growing of clover or alfalfa, as neither 
of these legumes can exist with a wet, cold subsoil. 

Because of the danger from floods, very few buildings have been 
built on the bottom lands. Other improvements as fences, break
waters, roads, etc., are very good. The alluvial soils are considered 
among the best in the county and a high price is usuaHy asked for 
them. 

MIAMI CLAY LOAM. 

The Miami clay loam occurs principally in the eastern and north
eastern townships. Excepting the Knox silt loam, which occupies 
most of the western part of the county, this is the most extensive 
type found in the territory. 

This soil is generally a light brown or grayish brown silty loam 
extending to a depth of eight or 10 inches, underlain by a lighter 
colored silt loam, grading into a yellow, mottled, silty clay loam 
at a depth of 24 inches. The surface soil contains considerable fine 
sand in some places, its presence being particularly well marked 

after a hard rain. 
The topography varies from gently rolling to hilly and broken 

near the streams. The surface features have been affected to a 
great extent by the underlying rocks, especially near Hartsville 
and Newbern, where the limestone formations are exposed. The 
soils in this vicinity and throughout the upland area are often 
spoken of as limestone soils, but the limestone rocks have con· 
tributed little to their formation. 

'rhe Miami clay loam represents the product of weathered glacial 
till, and throughout the area stones and rock fragments, both of 
local and foreign rocks are encountered. Numerous depressions, 
which very likely mark the site of lakes and ponds of the glacial 
epoch, are seen throughout the area, especially in the northern half 
of the territory. 
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Natural drainage is, as a rule, poorly developed, except where 
the surface features are uneven and the underlying rocks come 
close to the surface. In the flat and rolling tracts, the surface 
water has little chance to run off, and the impervious nature of the 
subsoil allows only little to pass through to the underground chan
nels. Where such conditions exist, tile under-drainage is very 
necessary. In the depressions where the soil and subsoil are still 
more compact and heavy, due to the large amount of organic 
matter, tile drainage is of utmost importance, but often difficult to 
bring about, due to the nature of the surrounding uplands. 

This soil, like the Knox silt loam, is adapted to the general 
crops, but the yields are much greater than on the Knox soil. Corn 
will average from 25 to 60 bushels per acre, wheat 12 to 25 bu
shels, and potatoes 50 to 150 bushels. The black soil of the depres
sions is unexcelled corn lands, and almost invariably is devoted to 
this crop. Oats and wheat have been grown, but some claim that 
such crops have a tendency to grow rank, having lots of straw but 
little if any grain. These dark soils should be liberally supplied 
with potash to make up for the deficiency which is usually indi
cated by such growth. 

As a general thing, the Miami clay loam is considered a good 
all around soil. Crops often yield much better on this land than on 
the Haw Patch and river bottoms. It is not as susceptible to 
drought as the former, nor is it subject to overflow like the latter. 
Compared to the Knox silt loam it is far superior. Improvements 
in the way of roads, farm buildings, school houses, etc., are above 
the average. 

The following table gives the result of mechanical analysis of 
the Miami clay loam: 

MECHANICAL ANALYFHS OF MIAMI CLAY LOAM. 

Fine Coarse Me· Fine Very 
Descrip. Gravel, Sand, dium Sand. Fine Silt, Clay. 

LOCALITY. tion. Per Per Sand. Per Sand, Per Per 
Cent. Cent. Per Cent. Per Cent. Cent. 

Cent. Cent. 
---- --------------

(Seil .... 1.5 .6 4.5 11.9 24.5 22.4 35.1 
N. E. Cor. Sec. 18, T. 8 N .. R. 7 E j :-. Subsoil. 1.2 3.6 18.1 14.2 16.7 29.6 26.5 



Soil Survey of the Boonville Area; Indiana. 

By A. W. MANGUM AND N. P. NEIH. 
U. S. Bureau of Soils. 

LOCATION AND BOUNDARIES OF THE AREA. 

'rhe Boonville area is located in the southwestern part of Indi· 
ana, bordering on the Ohio River. It is bounded on the east by the 

97° 86' 8'> 0' 

FIG. 1.-Sketch map showing location of the Boonv\lle area, Indiana. 

(335) 
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meridian of 87° west longitude and the Ohio River; on the north 
bya line drawn east and west through Tennyson; on the west by a 
line running 10! miles north from the Ohio River to Ii miles east 
tlf the village of Hatfield, thence west for a distance of 4l miles, 
and then north to the northern boundary; and on the south by the 
Ohio River. This territory includes parts of Warrick and Spencer 
counties, and embraces 169,216 acres, or approximately 264 square 
miles. 

The area is well adapted to agriculture, which, together with 
the coal industry, forms the leading occupation of the people. 

HISTORY OF SETTLEMENT AND AGRICULTURAL 
DEVELOPMENT. 

In 1803, John Sprinkle crossed the Ohio River from Kentucky 
and settled at Newburg, Warrick County, and in the same year a 
few other families followed him, taking up the adjoining lands. 
'rhese first settlers were all known as "squatters," as the county 
was not surveyed until 1805, and it was some years after that date 
before these lands were put on sale by the Government. Four 
years after the settlement at Newburg the present town of Rock
port was established by Daniel Grass, and as supplies for the set· 
tlement were easily obtained from Owensboro, Ky., its population 
rapidly increased. The settlement of the area was at first slow, on 
account of frequent trouble with hostile Indians, but after the 
battle of Tippecanoe, in 1811, which effectually destroyed all chance 
of future annoyance from that source, the population of both the 
inland section and that along the river increased very rapidly. 
Many settlers came in from Kentucky, Tennessee, Georgia, Vir
ginia, and the Carolinas, as well as from the States to the east. 

The development of the northern part of the area progressed 
more slowly than that of the section which bordered on the river, 
because there was no outlet for its products and communication 
with the outside world was much more difficult. All supplies wert' 
taken from the river to Boonville in wagons until the railroad 
reached that town in 1873. 

At first the settlers cultivated only small areas of corn, grain 
and potatoes for home use, depeuding on the game in the surround
ing forests for meat, and on trading with the boats which passed 
up and down the river for all other necessaries of life. The grow
ing of tobacco began to attract attention soon after the area was 
settled, and later, when good markets for the product were estab-
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lished at Owensboro and Louisville, Ky., its production rapidly 
increased. Corn, tobacco, wheat, barley and oats soon began to 
be cultivated on a comparatively large scale, and gristmills were 
erected, so that the people no longer depended on Kentucky as a 
source of supplies. 

About 1836 two agricultural societies were organized, one at 
Rockport and one at Boonville, for the purpose of encouraging 
the farmers of the area in stock raising and the cultivation of gen
eral farm products. County fairs and farmers' institutes were 
held yearly, where a small number of stock and a few other prod
ucts of the surrounding country were exhibited; but no great 
interest was taken in these attempts until 1856, when a new or
ganization was formed, which continued for years to be the most 
prosperous agricultural-society in the State. 

Corn and tobacco continue to be the leading product of the 
area. A tobacco market was established at Rockport in 1855. The 
high prices prevailing during the decade from 1860 to 1870 caused 
a great increase in the tobacco acreage. The supply from the 
Southern States was cut off during this period, and there was a 
great demand for tobacco at high prices. The acreage devoted to 
this crop increased so rapidly that tobacco was soon cultivated al
most to the exclusion of all other crops. Spencer County alone is 
said to have produced as much as 10,000,000 pounds a year. In 
more recent years the production of tobacco has greatly decreased, 
but at the present time the prices offered at the neighboring mar
kets of Owensboro and Louisville are causing renewed interest in 

its cultivation. 
One of the most important factors in the development of the 

northern portion of the -area was the advent of the Lake Erie, 
Evansville and Southwestern Railroad, which reached Boonville in 
1873. This afforded adequate means of transporting the products 
of this section to both the local markets and those situated at a 
distance from the area. The coal deposits in the immediate neigh
borhood soon began to be developed, which caused a large increase 
in population and property values. It had been known for some 
time that there were coal beds in the hilly sections of the area, but 
owing to the lack of transportation facilities no attempt had been 
made to develop them. During the last ten years coal mining has 
attained considerable local importance, and coal is now being 
shipped to more distant markets. 

The area at the present time is well developed agriculturally. 
It contains a number of towns and villages, of which Boonville and 

22---29153 
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Rockport are the largest, each having a population or about 3,000. 
They have a number of small factories and are the centers of trade 
for large and prosperous rural districts. 

CLIMATE. 

'l'he area surveyed is not subject to severe winters or to exces
sive heat during the summer months. The winters are not only 
mild, but of comparatively short duration. The growing season 
comprises about six months of the year, during which time crops 
are safe from damage by frosts. There is usually adequate rain
fall for the crops grown, and injury from drought is very uncom
mon, even to crops maturing in the late summer. 

During the early part of the spring excessive rains, occurring 
both in this State and those to the northeast, together with the melt
ing of the snows farther north, cause the Ohio River to overflow. 
I;arge areas of the flat; low lands along its course are flooded, ren
dering them too wet for the early cultivation of crops. 

The last killing frost in the spring usually occurs about April 
9, and the first in fall about October 31. 

The follovving table shows the normal monthly and annual tem
pprature and precipitation as observed at Evansville, Ind., which 
iE' situated only a short distance southwest of the area: 

NORMAL MONTHLY AND ANNUAl, TEMPERATURE AND PRECIPITATION. 

l\fONTH. I 
E,-ansville. I MONTH I Evansville. 

Temper- Precipi. I' Temper. Precipi-

I 

ature. tatlOn I atllfe. tation. 
Degrees F. Inche,. I Degrees F. Inches. 

~--~-~ ~--~~~-I-----

January.. 354 331 August '1 78.4 2.09 
February. . I 32.3 2.98 September 71 9 2 48 
March.... .. ... 1 44.6 4.84 October... ':.1 59:2 2:87 
April..... .. .. ·1 57.0 3.5.5 November.. I 45.0 3.67 
May...... ...... 67.0 4.38 December.. 35.8 3.02 
June...... .. .. 76.3 4.67 _____ _ 
July.... ............. ..... 79.6 3.54 Year.. ..I 56.9 41.40 

----'----

PHYSIOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY. 

Thp physiographic features of the area are quite marked, vary
ing from rolling uplands and small valleys to bottom lands or river 
flats. The rolling uplands vary considerably in height, but rarely 
exceed 500 feet above sea level. Tpe coal knobs, located three and 
a half miles northwest of Rockport, have an elevation of 600 feet 
and. are the highest hills in the area. The hilliest portions are 
found in the vicinity of BooD.ville, in the northwestern corner of 
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the sheet, around Chrisney, in the northern and eastern portions of 
the area, and to the south and west of Rockport. 

'fhe hills in only a few instances have very steep slopes, but as 
[t rule are characterized by their smooth, gently rounded forms, 
with intervening shallow depressions. At Rockport, where the hills 
extend to the river, they have a steep, precipitous bluff, 75 to 100 
feet above the level of the river, for about two miles to the south of 
that town. Where the surface is undulating or less hilly the soil 
does not erode to any extent. It is only on the steep sides of somp 
of the higher hills that erosion is very great. 

The principal valleys of the area occur along the Cypress Creek 
Ditch and Little Pigeon Creek, which still flow in the same chan
nels they occupied prior to the Glacial period. 

The valley formed by the Cypress Creek ditch has an average 
width of one mile, and extends across the area from north to south 
immediately west of Boonville. The Little Pigeon Creek valley 
traverses the area in a northeast and southwest direction and oc
cupies the territory between the Boonville hills on the west and 
the Chrisney hills on the east. It has an average width of four 
miles and is the largest valley in the area. Numerous other small 
valleys occur, especially in the hills, where small streams have cut 
their way through, but they are not of sufficient importance to 
warrant separate discussion. The streams usually overflow after 
heavy rains or long wet periods, and the soils found in the valleys 
are of a silty or clayey character. 

The surface of the bottom lands or river flats in the southern 
part of the area, along the Ohio River, presents a flood plain, cut 
by these numerous small streams, old stream channels and bayous. 
These lands are flooded annually by the overflow of the river, and 
each year new channels and bayous are formed. A few small 
ridges occur over these bottoms and have an elevation of three to 
four feet above the surrounding surface. The elevation of this 
tiood plain is from 340 to 360 feet above sea level. 

Following the course of the Ohio River and bordering it is a 
sand ridge, averaging one-half mile in width, which is somewhat 
higher than the lands immediately back of it and is rarely over
flowed. The soils found in the bottoms are of a stiff, clayey char
acter, and owing to their low-lying position are exceedingly diffi· 
cult to drain. 

All the drainage of the Boonville area finds its way into the 
Ohio River; the streams flowing in a southerly direction and empty
ing directly into the river. The largest is Little Pigeon Creek. 
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which drains over three-fourths of the area. It enters the area 
two miles east of Tennyson, flows in a southwesterly direction, and 
passes out about five miles west of Richland City. The Cypress 
Creek ditch, which flows in a southerly direction through the ex
treme portion of the area, drains the territory around Boonville 
and to the west of it. The remainder of the area is drained by 
smaller streams, which have their sources within the area and flow 
directly into the Ohio River. 

The rocks forming the basal structure of the area belong to the 
Carboniferous system. The rocks of this system have played an 
important part in the economic geology of the area, and at present 
quite extensive coal mines are being developed. The rocks belong
ing to this period, which are more commonly exposed, consist of 
sandstolle, shale, and shaly sandstone. Exposures may be seen in 
different parts of the area, especially in deep road cuts. 

Inasmuch as the underlying rocks are everywhere covered by a 
thick mantle of loess, they have played only a minor part in the 
formation of the soils of the area. During early Quaternary times 
great iee sheets extended across Indiana some distance north of 
the area. As the ice melted and the glaciers began to recede it is 
believed that a part of the material which later formed the soils of 
the area was released and carried still farther south and deposited 
over broad flats by streams then issuing from the glacial front. It 
was later picked up by the winds and generally redeposited in the 
form of loess over the surface of the uplands, covering all oldCi' 
geological formations. The soils of the bottom lands are of recent 
alluvial origin, being made up of reworked loess material and very 
fine sand, and are generally underlain by alluvium of the Glacial 
ngc. 

SOILS. 

The soils of the area are divided naturally into two general 
groups-upland and bottom land. The several soils, in their typi
cal occurrence, are quite distinct, each possessing its own physical 
peculiarities. Six types have been recognized in the area, the Mi
ami silt loam and Miami fine sandy loam being found in the up
land division; the Waverly silt loam, Waverly clay loam, Waverly 
clay, and Waverly fine sandy loam in the bottom-land division of 
the area. 

The following table shows the actual and relative extent of each 
of the different types found in the area: 
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Miami silt loam. . 
Waverly clay loam ..... 
Miami fine sandy loam .. 
Waverly silt loam. 
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AREAS OF DIFFERENT SOIL •. 

I Acres. I Per Cent. I SOlL. I Acres. Per Cent. 

I-:.:-~ Waverly clay ........... 11--;:---4~ 
'.: 30,208 17.9 WaVerlYfineSandYloam.! 3,904 2.3 

22,848 13.5 '--
'1 17,280 10.2 Total..... . 169,216 .. , ..... .. 

MIAMI SILT LOAM. 

The Miami silt loam is the m()st extensive type in the area sur
veyed. Its topographic features, ability to withstand drought, 
adaptability to a great diversity of crops, and its natural pro
ductiveness makes it the most valuable soil in the area for genera!
farming purposes. 

'1'he soil is a silt loam averaging from 8 to 10 inches in depth, 
and varying in color from a light ashy-gray to light brown, accord
ing to the amount of organic matter present. It contains, in its 
typical form, a small percentage of fine sand, and when recently 
put under cultivation or in its virgin state carries a large amount 
of organic matter. 

'fhe subsoil, from 9 to 36 inches, consists of a silt loam contain· 
ing a small proportion of very fine sand in the first few inches. It 
varies in color from dark red to yellow, and becomes heavier as the 
depth increases. At a depth of four or five feet the clay content 
il;' much larger and a very heavy silt loam occurs, which is usually 
of lighter color than that immediately underlying the soil. The 
material is very compact at a depth of from 25 to 36 inches, mak
ing a subsoil very retentive of moisture, while the fine silty textu..r~ 
of the soil prevents the surface from becoming baked, sun cracked, 
or difficult to cultivate. 

The Miami silt loam, covering 51 per cent. of the entire survey, 
occurs in the uplands in all parts of the area. The largest un
broken body occurs in the northeastern part of the area and ex
tends from near Rockport to the extreme northern boundary. Small 
tracts occupy the low ridges in the vicinity of the flat river bot
toms. These differ slightly from the typical Miami silt loam, in 
that the soil is slightly heavier and the underlying subsoil has 11 

larger clay content. These small areas have undouhtedly heen suh
merged ::It times, and the soil has been slightly altered by material 
deposited by water, as well as by that washed down from the neigh. 
boring uplands. 
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'l'he topography of the country occupied by this type is rolling. 
The hills are low and rounded, with gently sloping sides, and the 
intervening valleys are broad and shallow. This insures good drain
age, and with proper attention the land is subject to but little in
jury from erosion. Artificial drainage is seldom necessary and is 
practiced in but few localities, the rolling topography being usually 
sufficient to drain the excess water into the numerous small streams. 

The loess from which this soil is derived is of glacial origin. 
The material, which is supposed to have been transported by wind 
and water, was deposited as a mantle over the entire country to the 
southward. It shows no stratification, and has an average depth of 
from 8 to 10 feet in the more hilly section, although it often reaches 
a greater depth in the valleys Or more level areas. The loess over
lies beds of sandstone and shaly sandstone belonging to the Carbon
iferous system. These rocks, however, have not entered into the 
Gomposition of the soil, except on an occasional steep slope where 
a thin layer of sandy shales has been exposed ,through the process 
of erosion, in which case they weather rapidly, and, becoming 
mixed with the silty material, cause a larger percentage of fine 
sand in the soil of the immediate vicinity. 

Great care is necessary to keep the Miami silt loam in a high 
state of productiveness, and a rotation of crops is very essential 
in order to secure the best results. Where the soil is in a loose and 
thorough state of cultivation as is necessary when the crop is corn 
or potatoes, it suffers greatly from the effects of erosion, and large 
areas of the subsoil are exposed along the steeper slopes. 

The Miami silt loam is well adapted to most of the general farm 
products of the area. ·Wheat and oats do especially well, and large 
yields of clover, timothy, and other grasses are always obtained. 
Very little tobacco is cultivated on this type, as the other soils of 
the area are considered better suited to the variety grown in this 
section. Wheat averages 15 bushels, oats about 30 bushels, and corn 
from 30 to 35 bushels per acre. Where the soil is well tilled and 
a good system of rotation practiced, much larger yields are fre
quently realized without the aid of commercial fertilizers. Clover 
and timothy average from one and a half to two tons per acre, two 
or more cuttings often being obtained. Apples, peaches, plums, 
and pears are all successfully grown in the more hilly sections. 
No attempt has been made to cultivate vegetables and truck crops, 
('xcept on a limited scale for home use and for local markets, but 
excellent yields are generally realized from these crops. 
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The following table gives the mechanical analyses of typical 
samples of the Miami silt loam: 

MECHANICAL ANALYSES OF MIAMI S,LT LOAM. 
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10796 1 mile E. of Pe- G ray to Brown silty loam, 0.1 0.3 0.2 1 0.5 4.0 84.2 10.7 
digo Lake Mills. o to 12 inches. 

10798 % mile S. of Chris- Yellow to brown silty loam, .2 .8 .5 1 o· 6.1 77.1 13.8 
ney. o to 10 inches. 

10797 Subsoil of 10796 .. Heavy, silty loam, 12 to 36 .0 .2 .1 .3 8.7 68.2 22.4 
inches. 

10799 Subsoil of 10798 .. Yellow, silty loam, IOto36 .2 .3 .4 .7 5.2 70.2 22.7 
inches. 

MIAMI FINE SANDY LOAM. 

Third in extent and second in agricultural importance among 
the soil types of the Boonville area is the Miami fine sandy loam. 
'rhe soil consists of a light to dark brown fine sandy loam, averag
ing about eight inches in depth. This sandy loam varies from fine 
to medium in texture, with the coarser material usually occurring 
in the upper portions of the soil. The sand content rapidly de
creases with depth, and below 8 to 14 inches the subsoil is a heavy 
fine sandy loam, whose color varies from light red to yellow, gen
erally becoming lighter in the deeper layers. The subsoil found 
from 20 to 36 inches below the surface is a light silt or clay loam, 
there being only a small percentage of sand present. 

The type is practically uniform throughout the area, with the 
exception of a few minor variations in local spots. On some of the 
higher elevations a sandy phase occurs which consists of a very 
sandy loam in which the percentage of sand continues to be quite 
large throughout the entire 3-foot profile. At a lower depth, how
ever, the sand content decreases rapidly, and at four or five feet 
below the surface the subsoil is the same as that found underlying 
the typical soil. The sandy loam of this phase, for a depth of from 
20 to 30 inches is somewhat coarser than that of the typical soil, 
but grades rapidly into a sandy loam of finer texture at lower 
depths. 
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In low positions a somewhat heavier phase of the type is en
countered which has been slightly modified by the action of water. 
The soil in this case is a fine sandy loam to a depth averaging eight 
inches, mixed with varying quantities of organic matter. The 
underlying subsoil is a heavy fine sandy loam which grades into a 
clay loam at about 15 to 20 inches below the surface. The color 
of both soil and subsoil varies from gray to brown, depending upon 
the amount of organic matter present. These variations occur 
only in limited areas. over the main soil type, and are not of suffi
cient extent to be shown on a map of the scale used. 

The Miami fine sandy loam occurs in one extensive body, reach
ing from the central part to the southwestern corner of the area. 
It embraces all the territory from a short distance south of Mid
way southwest to within three-fourths of a mile of the Ohio River. 
The eastern boundary of this area is formed by the rolling uplands 
of the Miami silt loam and the western by the bottoms of Little 
Pigeon Creek. Two small patches of this type are found a few 
miles northwest of Rockport, bordering the bottom lands of Lake 
Drain Creek. In the extreme western part of the area, northwest 
of Hatfield, two small areas are also found. 

The topography of this soil is generally level or slightly undu
lating. Some portions, however, consist of low hills with shallow 
depressions intervening. Thtl small hills or ridges trend in a north
east-southwest direction, the general slope being to the south and 
west. 

Many small streams and drains flow across this type in a south
westerly to westerly direction, emptying either into Little Pigeon 
Creek or the Ohio River. In a few instances the streams have cut 
out wide depressions, and a heavier type of soil is usually found 
occurring along them. The type possesses good natural drainag(). 
The streams which flow through it afford excellent outlets for all 
the drainage waters, and only in a very few instances has it been 
necessary to construct artificial drainage ditches. Occasionally, 
however, it has been found advisable to widen and deepen the 
streams in order to increase their capacity for carrying off the 
surplus water during times of heavy rains or long wet periods. 

In addition to the good natural drainage which this soil tYPl' 
possesses, it also has the power to retain moisture, the underlying 
silt or clay loam subsoil forming an excellent medium for storage 
of the soil water, so that with the aid of proper cultivation crops 
suffer but little from the effects of drought. 
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Over the more elevated portions of the type, and where the 
sand content of the soil is above the average, natural drainage is 
apt to be too thorough for most crops. In this case great care 
should be exercised in the methods of cultivating, particular atten
tion being paid to the preservation of a surface mulch in order t) 
carry the crops safely through the dry seasons of July and August. 
The lower lying portions of this soil type require artificial drain
age to secure the best crops. Ditching and tiling greatly improv(~ 
the productivity of such areas, and a large part of these is being 
artificially drained at the present time. 

The Miami fine sandy loam is of alluvial and glacial origin. 
'l'he underlying silt and clay loam is undoubtedly reworked loess 
material washed down from the uplands, while part of the sand 
which goes to make up the sandy loam was deposited at an early 
date during times of exceptionally high water. The sand underly
ing the Miami silt loam bordering this type on the east has been 
washed over the surface of this soil and has entered into its com
position. 

The type is well adapted to almost all kinds of crops that will 
grow in this latitude, with the possible exception of timothy, whieh 
l'equires more moisture than this soil can retain during the dry 
season. Ordinarily wheat averages 20 bushels per acre. The yield 
of corn on the cob varies from 40 to 80 bushels per acre, depending 
upon the manner in which it is cultivated, and of oats only from 2G 
to 30 bushels, owing to the lack of sufficient moisture fully to ma 
ture the crop. Early potatoes yield from 75 to 175 bushels, while 
the late varieties produce from 100 to 125 bushels per acre. 

The Miami fine sandy loam is one of the best soils in the area 
for the production of tobacco. It produces usually from 700 to 
1,000 pounds per acre, although a much higher yield is often ob
tained. Tobacco is considered a sure crop, and often does well 
, .. hen corn, wheat, and other crops are a failure. 

Apples and peaches are grown to some extent, but the apples do 
not keep as well as those grown on heavier types. Small fruits arc' 
cultivated to a limited extent, the quantity produced being scarcely 
sufficient for home consumption. The soil is well adapted to truck 
crops, but its distance from good markets renders their production 
unprofitable at the present time. 

The following table gives mechanical analyses of typicfll sflmph~s 
of this type of soil; 
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MECHANICAL ANALYSES OF MIAMI FINE 8.~NDY LOAM. 

2 miles E.of Hat
field. 

I mile E .of Rich
land City. 

Sub.oil of 10790 .. 

Subsoil of 10788 .. 

Brown fine sandy loam, 0 
to 14 inches. 

Brown to gray fine sandy 
loam, 0 to 12 inche;;,. 

Heavy fine sandy loam, 14 
to 36 inches. 

Yellow loam, 12 t.o 36 in .. 

0.0 

.2 

.1 

.1 

I. 7 10.0 28.6 19.2 32.1 

1.7 6.4 27.1 18.6 34.9 

1.2 7.726.110.7397 

.8 3.0 17.3 14.2 40.3 

·WAVERLY SILT LOAM. 

8.3 

11.1 

14.2 

24.4 

'l'he Waverly silt loam covers a very limited part of the area 
surveyed, but agriculturally it is one of the most valuable soils. 
'j'he soil has a depth of from 12 to 18 inches. It is a silt loam, 
slightly plastic when wet, gradually becoming heavier as the depth 
increases, and varying in color from gray to dark brown, according 
to the amount of organic matter present. 

'l'he subsoil is a light-yellow silt loam, containing a larger per
centage of clay than the soil, and becoming heavier at a depth of 
25 or 30 inches. In places the subsoil is a mottled, heavy, drab silt 
loam of a much stiffer nature than the soil, but still retaining it~ 
8ilty character. 

The greater part of this type, as it exists in the area, contains 
a comparatively small amount of organic matter, but in the poorly 
drained places, where there has been a continual accumulation of 
humus, the percentage of organic matter is very high. 

The Waverly silt loam occurs as narrow strips bordering most 
of the small streams in all sections of the area, but seldom extend;.; 
back more than a quarter of a mile from the streams. The largest 
area, which lies along the Cypress Creek ditch west of Boonville, 
has an average width of one mile. A second extension occurs at 
the head of the Willow Pond ditch, northwest of Rockport, wher.~ 
the soil contains a very large amount of organic matter and is of 
much darker color than the greater proportion of the type. The 
Willow Pond area has only recently been drained and put under 
cnltivation, and both soil and subsoil are of a slightly heavier na·· 
ture than the typical Waverly silt loam. 

In topography the type is level, with a gentle slope toward the 
small streams. It occupies the low depressions near the sources of 
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streams and the narrow valleys be~ween the rolling hills. The 
streams have usually cut their channels down several feet below 
the lands bordering them, but are generally insufficient to drain 
thoroughly the larger areas without artificial means. This soil is 
easily drained by straightening and deepening the small stream 
courses and cutting lateral ditches at frequent intervals through 
the wet areas. Tiles are used with excellent results, and at present 
the greater part of this soil is well drained. When ditched and 
tiled thoroughly it is very productive, and in several localities its 
value has been increased from $10 to $50 an acre by the installation 
of a good drainage system. 

'l'he Waverly silt loam is derived from material washed from 
the uplands at times of heavy rains and deposited in the depres
sions and shallow valleys, mixed with decaying vegetable matter. 
The remains of decomposed logs and other organic matter have 
been found in the soil at a depth of from 6 to 10 feet below the 
surface, indicating that the now shallow valleys have been grad
ually built up to this present level by the steady accumulation of 
material from the uplands. 

Where the soil is well drained, corn averages from 50 to· 70 
bushels; wheat, 20 bushels; oats, 40 bushels; clover and timothy, 
about two tons, and tobacco from 1,000 to 1,200 pounds per acre. 
Large yields of potatoes and other vegetables are obtained. The 
soil seems best adapted to corn and tobacco. The corn crop is never 
tI failure, and when well cultivated, larger yields than those above 
mentioned are obtained. Tobacco gives large yields per acre, and, 
tiS quantity rather than quality is what the growers strive for, 
much of this soil type is devoted to its production. 

The following table gives the mechanical analyses of typical 
samples of the Waverly silt loam: 

T\fECHANICAL ANALYRES OF WAVERLY SILT LOAM. 
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10S06 4 miles N. of Brown to yellow silty loam, 0.2 0.5 05 3.6 10.4 74.S 10.1 
Rockport. o to 10 inches. 

10S04 2 mileEi E. of Yellow fine silty loam. 0 .2 .2 .1 .5 5.S S2.1 11.1 
Boonville. to 12 inches. 

10S05 Subsoil of 10804 .. Yellow sihy loam. 12 to 30 .3 .5 .3 .4 5.7 778 15.1 
inches. 

10.7[67.5 10807 Subsoil of 10806 .. Yellow heavy silty loam. .2 .. 5 .5 3.5 16.7 
10 to 36 inche,. 
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'1'he soil of the Waverly clay loam consists of about six inche,; 
d heavy, light-brown to gray silt loam, often containing small iron 
concretions scattered over the surface and through the soil. The 
suil becomes heavier with depth and grades into a very heavy silt 
loam containing a large percentage of clay. At a depth of fl'om 
12 to 20 inches the subsoil is sticky, mottled clay, usually contaiu
ing small iron concretions. It becomes stiffer and more tenacious 
as the depth increases, making the soil difficult to drain. 'When 
plowed and exposed to the air the subsoil becomes whitish in color 
and dries into hard crusts or clods very difficult to pulverize. There 
if': apparently little organic matter in the soil, except in small 
swampy areas, and no attempt has beeu made to drain these areas 
or to put them under cultivation. In such places the soil is known 
locally as "glade" or "crawfish" land and is of little agricultural 
value. . 

The Waverly clay loam occupies small areas adjacent to many 
of the small streams, but in the north central part of the area there 
is one body of considerable extent. This occupies the low, flat 
country which extends along Little Pigeon Creek and other stream~ 
from near '{'ennyson to where Little Pigeon Creek leaves the area. 
'{'here are a few ridges and shallow depressions in this area, but 
the greater part of the land is almost level. It is drained with 
great difficulty, on account of the compact nature of the soil, the 
level topography, and the slight elevation above the level of the 
streams. 

Where this soil is ditched and tiled and a complete system of 
ertificial drainage established, the least productive phases have been 
made to produce average crops. Where no system of drainage is 
practiced, these lands are either covered with a growth of scrub 
oak or are used exclusively for pasture. 

A small area of the type situated about two and a half mile,; 
north of Rockport deserves special mention. It occupies an old 
terrace of the Ohio River, and has a more rolling topography than 
the typical areas. This, together with its elevation and ncarness to 
the river, gives it better drainage and a higher crop value than 
this soil usually possesses. This area is of too small extent, aud 
the soil occurring between the low ridges is too typical of the 
Waverly clay loam to classify it as a separate soil type. 

The Waverly clay loam is derived from the same loess mate
rial as the Miami silt loam of the uplands, but its position in tIle 
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j()\", flat valleys, only a few feet above the present level of the 
stream, has caused this material to undergo considerable change. 
'J'he poor drainage, the addition of finer material washed down 
from the uplands, the effect of water which collects and spreads 
over the low areas in wet seasons, and the material deposited over 
these sections by former inundations, all combine to make this a 
much heavier soil than that formed from the loess On the well
drained uplands. 

The yields of the various crops cultivated on this soil depend 
to a great extent on the thoroughness of the drainage and culti
vation. With the methods usually practiced corn will average 
from 10 to 15 bushels and wheat from 10 to 12 bushels per acre. 
Wheat often gives larger yields in a favorable season if preceded 
by clover. Very little oats is grown on this type, and a yield of 
from 15 to 20 bushels per acre is estimated as an average crop. 

Tobacco is grown quite extensively on this soil, a heavy, coarse
textured leaf being produced. This tobacco does not command so 
high a price as that grown on the more sandy soils, but the plants 
are larger and larger yields are obtained, the average being from 
1,000 to 1,200 pounds per acre. 

This soil seems best adapted to clover, timothy, and redtop, and 
a large amount 01' hay is harvested yearly from it. rfhe hay crop 
averages from two to three tons per acre for each cutting, and the 
i'acilities for shipping this product to southern cities make it a 
profitable industry. 

The Waverly clay loam varies considerably in agricultural 
value, according to its position, topography, and the methods used 
in its management. The greater part of it is considered a very 
poor soil for general farming purposes, but where it occupies the 
lnw ridges a few feet above the more level areas and is well draine(l 
very fair crop yields are usually obtained. Small areas frequently 
appear only a few rods apart where, on account of the local in
fluences of topography and natural drainage, fair yields are pro
duced on one field, while on the adjacent one, which i'l too wet 
and poorly drained, nothing except clover and grass can be suc
cessfully grown. 

The following table gives mechanical analyses of this type: 
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10786 

10184 

1Q787 
10785 

H1 miles N. E. oj 
Richland City. 

3)1 miles K of 
Boonville. 

Subsoil of 10786 .. 
Su bsoil of 10784 .. 

REPORT OF STATE GEOWGIST. 

MRCRANICAL A~ALYSES OF WAVERLY CI<AY LnAM. 

Heavy silty loam. 0 to 6 
inches. 

Clay. 0 to 6 inches ...... . 

Gray clay. 6 to 36 inches .. . 
Yellow to gray heavy clay, 

6 to 36 inches. 

0.3 

.3 

.4 

.2 

WAVERLY CLAY. 

1.0 

1.0 

1.3 
.4 

1.4 

.7 

1.6 
.3 

3.5 

1.0 

3.7 
.3 

8.9 56.3 

1.8 59.0 

8.6 53.2 
1.1 53.9 

28. 

36.1 

31.0 
43.7 

'I.'he Waverly clay is an alluvial soil found in the low bottom 
lands bordering the Ohio River. It extends uniformly over that 
section of the area which is subject to annual inundation during 
the spring floods. 

The soil, to a depth of from 8 to 10 inches, consists of a light
brown clay loam, often containing a small amount of sand. The 
percentage of silt and clay is very large, and the soil rapidly be
comes stiffer and more tenacious with depth, grading into a heavy 
tenacious clay subsoil of a brown or drab color, which is often 
mottled in the lower depressions. A few small iron concretions 
are frequently seen in the more swampy areas, both in the soil 
and subsoil. 

'I.'his type of soil is overflowed annually, and when the water 
recedes the lands, on drying, become baked and sun cracked, mak
ing its cultivation difficult. 

'rhe Waverly clay occurs in a large area in the extreme south
ern part of Spencer County and embraces the greater part of the 
lands lying within the great bend of the Ohio River, southwest 
of Rockport. It also extends in narrow strips a short distance up 
the valleys of some of the small streams which flow through this 
section of the area. These lands are comparatively level, but are 
traversed by numerous narrow sloughs and shallow, swampy de
pressions with low ridges intervening. 

The type as a whole occupies a basinlike depression, surrounded 
on three sides by the sand ridge which extends along the banks of 
the Ohio River and on the north by the rolling uplands. The 
small streams which flow through it have cut their channels several 
feet below the surface of the greater portion of the area, and as 
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soon as the floods subside the water covering the lowlands finds 
its way back to the river through these outlets. Drainage is dif
ficult over, a large proportion of the type, but ditching and tiling 
greatly increase its agricultural value. 

'l'he material from which this soil is formed is brought down 
by the Ohio River at times of high water and is deposited over the 
areas flooded. During the annual spring floods the river water 
hacks up through the openings which the small streams have cut 
in the sandy ridge and spreads out over the low flat country of 
the interior. The fine particles of silt and clay held in suspen
sion are gradually deposited over the bottom lands, while the 
sand and coarser particles are deposited nearer the main current 
of the stream. This annual addition of new material to the soil 
h'uds to maintain its productiveness, and when the crops are not 
damaged by overflow large yields are obtained. Along some of 
the narrow depressions, where the current of the stream is strong
est during the overflow, the surface soil has been· eroded and the 
stiff clay subsoil exposed. Crops planted in such places are either 
a total failure or give very low yields. 

The Waverly clay is cultivated almost exclusively to corn, whic11 
averages about 40 bushels per acre. During favorable seasons and 
where the land is well drained and cultivated as much as 60 bu
shels is often produced. Wheat yields from 18 to 20 bushels pCI' 
acre, although the erop is sometimes destroyed or grcatly damaged 
by the floods. It is estimated that about one wheat crop in tlm~.' 
is harvested from this soil. Wheat is often sown in the fall, and 
if the crop is destroyed by the overflow it is followed by corn 
planted in the late spring. Oats are grown to a very small ex
tent, as they suffer from the same disadvantages as wheat; but 
when not damaged by floods 40 bushels per acre may be produc3d. 
Tobacco is grown to a limited extent, and about the same grade 
of the dark export type is obtained as that grown on the Waverly 
clay loam. The yield is about 1,000 pounds pol' acre. Clover, 
timothy, and other grasses give yields of from two to three tons 
per acre. 

This type, however, is best adapted to the production of corn. 
The soil is usually in condition to cultivate by the latter part of 
April, and cften at an earlier date, and as the corn crop is 
planted in May it is very seldom damaged by overflow, and large 
and profitable yields are thus almost always assured. 

The following tablc gives mechanical analyses of typical 
samples of the Waverly clay: 
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No. 

10808 

!O81O 

10809 
10811 

LOCALITY. 

7>2 miles S. W. 
of Rockport. 

7~-2 miles S. 'V. 
of Rockport .. 

Subsoil of 10808 .. 
Subsoil of 10810 .. 

REPORT OF STATE GEOLOGIST. 

MECHANICAL ANALYSES OF WAVERLY CLAY. 

Description. 

Heavy clay loam, 0 to 8 
inches. 

Brown heavy clay loam, 
o to 10 inches. 

Stiff clay, 8 to 36 inches ... 
Brown to gray heavy clay, 

10 to 36 inches. 

WAVERLY FINE SANDY LOAM. 

The Waverly fine sandy loam is a type of minor importance 
III the area on account of its limited extent. It is well adapted 
to a variety of crops, and, owing to its elevation above the flood 
plain, the crops are seldom seriously injured by the overflows of 
the Ohio River. 

The soil to a depth of 15 inches is a light-brown to gray fine 
sandy loam, the sand content being usually large and of the finer 
grades. As the depth increases the soil becomes heavier, and at 
from 15 to 20 inches passes into a brown fine sandy loam, contain
ing a larger percentage of clay. The sand content, depth of soil, 
and size of the sand particles often vary according to location. 
That portion of the type lying nearest the river is of a coarser 
texture and is often deeper than that immediately bordering the, 
Waverly clay. 

The Waverly fine sandy loam occupies a narrow ridge extend
ing along the whole course of the Ohio River, where it forms the 
>;outhern boundary of the area,. except where the Rockport hills 
reach to the water's edge. This ridge slopes gently toward the 
I w inland basin occupied by the Waverly clay, but its slope toward 
the river is more abrupt and ends in the steep banks which ex
tend to the water's edge. Its elevation above the river and the 
neighboring lowlands, together with the sandy nature of the soil 
itself, gives to this type excellent drainage. Ditching and tiling 
are never necessary, as only a very small proportion of the type 
is subject to overflow. 

This sandy ridge was f'Tmed before the river had cut its chan
nel down to its pre~ent level. During times of overflow the water, 
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spreading over the more level sections, deposited the coarser ma
terial near the banks of the river. The coarser sands were de
posited near the main current, while the finer grades were carried 
farther inland and laid down near the deposits of silt and clay. 
As the river gradually deepened its channels, and as more ma
terial was annually deposited al()ng its banks, a natural levee was 
soon formed, consisting of a sand ridge several feet above the flood 
plain of the river. Small quantities of silt, clay, and organic 
matter, becoming mixed with the sand, formed a soil which is 
not only productive, but easily cultivated. 

During a very dry seas()n the crop yields are small, but with 
an average amount of rainfall large yields of oats, corn, wheat, 
potatoes, melons, and navy beans are secured. Corn averages from 
40 to 50 bushels, wheat from 15 to 20 bushels, and oats from 25 
to 30 bushels per acre. Tobacco is also grown on this soil and 
averages about 700 pounds per acre. The yield is not so large as 
that obtained on the heavier soils, but the leaf grown usually 
brings a higher price. All vegetables do well on this soil. A 
large acreage is devoted to navy beans. It is also excellently 
adapted to alfalfa, while a large yield of clover is always ob
tained. The type is best adapted to corn, melons, alfalfa, and 
early vegetables, the latter being grown for local markets. 

The following table gives mechanical analyses of typical 
samples of the Waverly fine sandy loam: 

MECHANICAL ANALYSES 01<' WAVERLY FINE S.~NDY LOAM. 
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10802 3 miles S. of Brown fine .andy loam, 0.1 04 0.6 23.1 34.7 31.0 9.9 
Rockport. o to 12 inches. 

10S00 6 miles S. of Gray to brown heavy .1 .3 .3 9.7 37.6 3S.9 13.1 
Rockport. fine sandy loam, 0 to 15 

inches. 
10S03 Subsoil of 10S02 .. Heavy fine sandy loam, 12 .1 .1 .4 IS.0 32.8 32.4 16.0 

to 36 inches. 
10S01 Subsoil of 10800 .. Brown loam, 15 t.o 36 inches. .1 .2 I .2 8.0 32.9 41.2 17.5 

I 

AGRICULTURAl, METHODS. 

'ro obtain the best results on the soils of the area very careful 
methods of cultivation are necessary. 

23-29153 
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When the Miami silt loam is constantly kept in the loose condi
tion required for the successful cultivation of corn, the upper soil 
soon becomes eroded and its productivity is greatly lessened. The 
tlllderlying subsoil becomes exposed on the surface and the land 
often fails to give sufficient yields to make its cultivation profitable. 
The usual method employed to restore these lands to their former 
state of productiveness is to seed them down to clover. A fair 
stand of clover is usually obtained, except on a few small areas 
where erosion has been greatest. The lands are heavily fertilized 
with stable manure or commercial fertilizer and the fields are 
pastured to sheep or other live stock. By this method much of 
the worn-out land in the area has been reclaimed and profitably 
cultivated to all crops adapted to the soil. 

Where a rotation of crops is practiced the upland soils suffer 
very little from erosion and profitable yields are continuously ob
tained without the aid of commercial fertilizers. Some system of 
crop rotation is in use in all sections of the area and on all the 
soil types, with the exception of the Waverly clay, but crop ro
tation is of the greatest importance on the Miami silt loam and 
the Miami fine sandy loam. The soils occupying the river fiats 
l'nd low upland valleys are not so easily eroded, and are annually 
enriched by the addition of new material washed down from the 
surrounding uplands or deposited by water. 

Drainage is the most important factor in the management of the 
soils occupying the lower and more level sections of the area. The 
agricultural value of a large proportion of the Waverly silt loam 
and of the Miami fine sandy loam has been greatly increased 
where a good system of artificial drainage has been established. 
The Waverly clay loam, on account of its level topography and 
slight elevation above the level of the streams, is the most difficult 
soil of the area to drain, but where ditching and tiling are prac
ticable good results are always obtained. Where tile drainage is 
used the tiles are laid at a depth of two and a half to three feet 
and are placed 30 or 35 yards apart. These open into the main 
drainage ditch, which leads to the neighboring stream. This sys
bom is adequate to drain the greater part of the upland valleys and 
low depressions occupied by the Waverly silt loam and the Waver
ly clay loam, but the topography of some of the small swampy 
areas occupied by the latter makes thorough drainage almost im
possible. 

When preparing the soil for the cultivation of wheat the field 
is plowed about the 1st of August. It is then dragged, harrowed, 
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and rolled three or four times. The wheat is usually drilled in 
during the first week in September and is harvested early in 
.July. The preparation of the land for oats is about the same ac; 
for wheat, except that the land is seldom worked more than twice 
before the crop is drilled in. Oats are sown during March and 
April, and the crop is harvested during the latter part of July. 

For corn the soil is plowed in the early part of April or as 
soon as the season permits. It is then dragged or harrowed until 
it is in a loose and thoroughly cultivated condition. The crop is 
planted from the 10th to the 20th of May, and should be culti
vated once each week until it becomes too large. 

Tobacco seeds are first sown in beds located on the sunny hill
sides, which afford them a natural protection. The tobacco beds 

- are covered with a thin canvas or cheesecloth. The plants are set 
out during the latter part of June and the crop matures in Sep· 
tember. It is then cut and hung on low scaffolds in the fields 
until the leaves begin to turn yellow. Great care is taken to pro
tect it during rainy weather while in the field. After a short in
terval of time it is removed to open well-ventilated barns, stripped 
from the stalks, and suspended from scaffolds. It is alternately 
dried and softened, as the climatic conditions vary from dry to 
damp, and when thoroughly cured is assorted and put on the 
ma.rket. No curing by means of artificial heat in especially con
structed barns is practiced at present in the area. 

AGRICULTURAL CONDITIONS. 

The agricultural interests of the area are centered in the pro
duction of corn, wheat, and tobacco. A. limited acreage is de
voted to the production of oats, hay, and vegetables, but the cli
matic conditions, soils, and facilities for marketing all tend to 
make the area particularly well adapted to the three staples first 
named. The farmers of the area are intelligent and energetic, 
f,nd the majority of them are prosperous and free from debt. 
I large yields of all crops grown, together with the prevailivg good 
prices, have placed the farmers in all sections of the area in ex
cellent financial condition. Great interest is manifested in farm
ers' institutes, agricultural societies, and all kinds of local or
ganizations which tend to advance the interests of the rural pop
ulation. 

The average farm dwelling consists of a neatly painted two
story frame building, while the barns and other outbuildings are 
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modern and well kept. These are always large enough to store 
the crops, to shelter the small number of stock which each farmer 
invariably owns, and to protect the farm machinery during the 
winter months. 

About three-fourths of the farmers own the lands they culti
vate, the remainder being tenants on the farms of the larger land
holders. Lands are usually rented on a share basis, but a few 
tenants in the upland sections pay cash. When rented on shares 
the landowner receives from one-fourth to one-third of the crop 
produced. The tenant furnishes the seed, work animals, farm mao 
chinery, fertilizers, and labor, receiving from two-thirds to three
fourths of the crop made. From $3 to $4 an acre is the usual 
cash rent for farms in the Miami silt loam or Miami fine sandy 
loam, but a higher rate is obtained for well-drained lands in the 
Waverly silt loam. The Waverly clay loam and Waverly elay 
types . of soil are never rented for cash, the uncertainty of a 
profitable yield, on account of the liability of crops on these area;:; 
to damage or destruction by floods, droughts, or unfavorable sea
sons causing the share system to be preferred by the tenant. 

The largest farms in the area are situated along the Ohio River 
on the low, flat areas of Waverly clay. They average from 150 to 
::l00 acres each, and, owing to the annual flooding of this section 
during the early spring months, they are cultivated almost 'ilX
elusively to corn. There are comparatively few dwellings or farm 
buildings in this part of the area, as the farmers cultivating these 
lands live on the neighboring uplands or on the sandy ridge border
ing the river. On the Miami silt loam of the uplands and on the 
Miami fine sandy loam the farms have an average size of from 
100 to 125 acres, and a very large proportion of the land is under 
cultivation. No large tracts are being cultivated on the Waverly 
clay loam. Although some farmers own from 150 to 200 acres 
of this type, much of it is either used for pasturage or is covered 
with a growth of hardwood timber. 

The average tenant in the area farms from 40 to 75 acres. As 
a general rule farm labor is plentiful throughout the year, the 
supply often exceeding the demand, so that many of the farm 
laborers are compelled at certain seasons to seek employment in 
the towns or neighboring counties. During harvest there is always 
R demand for experienced farm hands at good prices, and it is 
often difficult to obtain them at this season. The labor employed 
in the area is of a very efficient character. When hired by thc 
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month, from $14 to $20, including board, is paid for farm hands, 
but during harvest from 75 cents to $1 a day is the usual rate. 

Corn, wheat, and tobacco are the principal products, each be
ing grown on every variety of soil found in the area. A failure 
of the corn crop on many of the soil types is very rare, and during 
a favorable season an excellent crop is always obtained. This 
crop can not be gro'wn continuously on the rolling uplands without 
involving damage to the soil from erosion. As the soil becomes 
loose and friable when frequently cultivated, much of it is washed 
from the surface of the rolling hills to the neighboring valleys. 
Howevp;r, when a rotation of crops is practiced large yields are 
continuously obtained and the general productiveness of the soil 
remains unchanged. 

A number of varieties of wheat are grown in the area, the most 
important being the Pool, the Red Wonder, the Russian Red, and 
the New Columbia. The Pool is the variety most widely grown, 
but the Red Wonder seems better adapted to the more sandy soils. 

'l'he greater part of the tobacco produced in the area is of 
the dark export type, but on some of the lighter soils a small 
amount of Burley is grown. The Pryor and O~e-sucker are the 
varieties of dark tobacco most widely cultivated, and a vigorous 
growth of these is always obtained on the heavier soils. The leaf 
is heavy and oily, varying in color from a light brown to a dark 
rc>ddish brown. While a comparatively small quantity of Burley 
tobacco has been grown in the area, the present good prices are 
causing the production of this variety to increase rapidly. When 
the difference in the market prices is not very great the farmers 
prefer to grow the dark export type, as larger yields per acre are 
produced and it requires much less attention, both while the crop 
is in the field and while it is being cured. Only a small part 0.1' 
the tobacco grown in the area is consumed in the United States, 
the greater proportion being exported to foreign markets, where 
the dark; heavy types of this product are in greater demand. 

In connection with the foreging discussion of the agricultura, 
products of the area it seems advisable to point out again the rela
tion between these products and the several soils. The Waverly 
clay and the ,Vaverlyfine sandy loam are well adapted to corn. 
The Waverly silt loam is also excellently adapted to this crop, and 
when well drained it produces larger yields than any other type in 
the area. The Miami silt loam is best adapted to wheat. Large 
yields of wheat are also harvested annually from the Miami fine 
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sandy loam, and while there is no great difference between these 
types in the yield per acre, that produced on the silt loam of the 
llplands is of a higher grade and, as a rule, commands better prices 
on the markets. Large yields of wheat are obtained on the Waverly 
clay when the crop is not destroyed by floods. The Waverly clay 
loam, when properly drained, is well adapted to the production of 
the dark-leaf tobacco, and yields of from 1,000 to 1,200 pounds 
per acre are realized. This soil, however, is best adapted to clover 
and timothy, a large part of the hay produced in the area being 
grown on it. 

The Waverly fine sandy loam and the Miami fine sandy loam are 
well adapted to melons, and the heavier, poorly drained phases of 
these types produce large yields of oats. Burley tobacco is also 
grown on these sandy loams, and with proper care in its cultivation, 
cutting, and curing a very fair grade is often obtained. Tomatoes. 
small fruits, and early vegetables are well suited to these sandy 
80ils, and limited experiments have demonstrated that alfalfa does 
well, especially on the Waverly fine sandy loam which borders the 
Ohio River. 

The transportation facilities of the area are excellent. Two 
branches of the Southern Railroad traverse the area, one of which 
terminates at Rockport, an important local shipping point on the 
Ohio River. The facilities afforded by both the river and the rail
roads cause RDCkport to receive a large amount of produce from the 
surrounding country on the way to more distant markets. 

A large number of well-kept county roads connect Boonville, 
Rockport, Chrisney, and other smaller towns with all sections of the 
surrounding country. The streams are all well bridged, and the 
more important county roads are macadamized for some miles out 
from the leading towns. 

Several landings are situated at short intervals along the Ohio 
River, where the products of the neighboring farms are loaded on 
the small river steamers and transported direct to Louisville, Owens· 
boro, or other large markets. An electric car line is now being con
structed to connect some of the smaller towns with Evansville, Rock
port, and other importaint local markets. This will greatly facili
t8te traffic, and will enable the farmers in certain sections of the 
area to market their produce with more dispatch and at much less 
l,xpense that at present. 

Owensboro, Ky., is the market for almost the entire corn crop 
of the area. The large distilleries located there create a constant 
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demand for this product. The greater part of the wheat and 
tobacco is shipped to Louisville, Ky. A small portion of the tobacco 
crop is marketed at Owensboro, and a still smaller proportion is 
shipped direct from the area to foreign markets. Very few farmers 
own more than a few head of stock. No cattle are raised for other 
than the local markets, but a large number of hogs are raised and 
marketed at Louisville and Cincinnati. A few farmers in the area 
have made a specialty of this industry, and as good prices are ob
tained it has proved very profitable. 

The diversity of crops grown, the natural productiveness of the 
land, the transportation facilities afforded by the river and the rail
roads, and the nearness to large markets all tend to make the area 
surveyed one of the most prosperous sections of the State. 



Soil Survey of Scott County, Indiana. 

By A. W. MANGUM AND N. P. NEu .. L. 

U. S. Bureau of Soils. 

LOCATION AND BOUNDARIES OF THE AREA. 

The extreme dimensions of Scott County are 17 miles from east 
to west and 15 miles from north to south. The county is bounded 
on the north by Jackson and Jennings counties, being separated 

o 

o 

FIG. I.-Sketch map showing location of the Scott County area, Indiannl 

from them by the Muscatatuck River; on the east by Jefferson 
County; on the south by Clark and Washington counties, and on 
the west by Washington and Jackson counties. The total area in-

(360) 
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eluded within these boundaries is 126,336 acres, or approximately 
197 square miles. 

Scottsburg, the county seat, is situated on the main line of tht 
Pennsylvania Railroad, which runs between Chicago and Louis
ville, and affords an excellent shipping point to some of the large 
cities. The population of Scottsburg is about 1,200. Prior to 1885, 
lumbering was the chief occupation, but since that date agriculture 
has become the leading pursuit of the people. 

HISTORY OF SETTLEMENT AND AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT. 

Few events of any importance in the history of Scott County 
transpired before the War of 1812. Several attempts had been 
made prior to that time to establish settlements in this part of In
diana, but they were generally unsuccessful on account of troublc 
with the hostile Indians. The Pigeon Roost settlement, which was 
established in the southern part of the area in 1809, was probably 
the first settlement of any importance in the county, but this was 
attacked in 1812 by Indians, most of its inhabitants massacred 
and the village completely destroyed. The Indians, however, were 
soon defeated and driven from this part of the State, and settle
ment then progressed more rapidly. A few foreigners, chiefly 
Irish, Scotch and Germans, were among these early settlers, but the 
majority came from Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina and 
Virginia. Scott County was organized in 1817. The county seat 
was at first located at Lexington, but was later transferred to 
Scottsburg. 

Considering the length of time the county has been settled, its 
ngricultural development has been very slow. The early settlers cul
tivated sroall tracts of land to corn, wheat, potatoes, and other gen
eral farm crops for home use, but they depended on the timber of 
the surrounding forests as their main source of income. Larger 
areas were put under cultivation and more interest was taken in 
tilling the soil as the land became cleared and the lumber industry 
declined. About 1850 a railroad, now a part of the Pennsylvania 
system, was built through the county, and fourteen years later the 
Baltimore and Ohio Southwestern was constructed. Later on thesl~ 
roads aided materially in the development of the county, as they 
afforded· excellent facilities for transporting its products to eastern 
rrarkets. 

The eastern part of the area was the first to develop agricul
turally. The timber in this part of the county was of much lighter 
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growth than was found on the low, flat valleys farther west. The 
soil was productive and easily cultivated, and its topography ren
dered it better adapted to general farming purposes than the 
rough, broken country of the southwestern part of the area. 

About 1880 the lumber industry began to fail, and by 1885 it 
had become of minor importance. This marked the beginning of 
the real agricultural progress of the county, and farming soon be
came the leading occupation of the people. The agricultural wealth 
of the county is estimated to have increased fully 50 per cent. dur
ing the last twelve years. Corn, wheat, oats, clover, timothy, and 
vegetables are now successfully grown on almost every type of soil 
in the county, and the rough and hilly sections seem well adapted 
to orchards and vineyards. Within the last few years tomato grow
ing has developed into a very important industry, and a large 
acreage is annually devoted to the production of this crop. 'rhere 
have been established in the county a number of canning factories, 
which afford a ready market for all" the tomatoes grown, and the 
specialization of this crop is proving very- profitable. 

Great interest is manifested in the county agricultural organi
zations and in the subject of good roads. Within the last twelve 
years considerable attention has been paid to road construction, 
and most of the streams are now spanned by durable iron bridges. 

Although there was practically.no increase in the population of 
Scott County during the twenty years from 1880 to 1900, the gen
eral progress during the last fifteen years has been very rapid. A 
telephone system connects the rural districts with the cities, and 
the rural free delivery of mail has been established. Tile drainage, 
more thorough cultivation of the soils, and more modern methods 

. of farming are rapidly coming into use, and the county as a whole 
is in a very prosperous condition. 

CLIMATE. 

The following table, compiled from Weather Bureau records, 
shows the normal monthly and annual temperature and precipita
tion taken at Scottsburg, within the county; at Madison, in J effer
son County, just east of the area surveyed, and at Salem, in Wash
ington County, just west of the area. 
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NORMAL MONTHLY AND ANNUAL TEMPERATURE AND PRECIPITATIONS. 

Scottsburg. Madison. Salem. 

MONTH. 
Temper-

I 
Precipi- Temper- Precipi- 'ren1per- Precipi~ 

ature, tation, ature, tation, ature, tation, 
of. Inches. of. Inches. of. Inches. 

January ..... 32.9 3.28 34.2 4.15 29.2 3.35 

February .... 31.0 2.60 31.5 2.85 30.6 3.57 

March ....... 43.2 4.44 43.9 4.86 41.9 3.83 

April.. ...... 52.3 2.31 55.6 3.01 52.4 3.05 

May .......... 65.0 3.70 65.3 4.44 63.5 3.22 

June ............ . 74.4 4.30 74.9 4.14 71.2 4.52 

July ........... 78.0 3.02 77.9 3.13 77.2 2.89 

August ............ 76.4 2.90 76.3 3.40 74.6 3.50 

September .... . 69.1 2.38 70.2 2.33 68.1 2.58 

October ....... 57.5 2.13 58.1 2.06 56.4 2.66 

November ..... . 44.5 3.43 44.8 3.29 44.5 3.94 

December ...... . 36.3 3.25 35.1 3.30 32.4 3.32 

· ...... 1 

----
37. 74

1 55.7 1 40. 96 1 year ....... 55.1 I 
53.5 40.43 

These three places are practically in the same latitude, but it 
will be noticed from the above table that the precipitation is" some
what greater at Madison and Salem than it is at Scottsburg, while 
the annual temperature is about the same. 

PHYSIOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY . 

. There have been two controlling factors in the physiographic 
development of Scott County~the limestone, sandstone, and arena
ceous shale of the Knobstone group and the black, slaty shale of 
the New Albany series. The upper strata of the Knobstone group, 
"'hich cap the hills in the southwestern part of the county, have 
resisted the agencies of erosion better than the softer underlying 
shale, and the surface of this section is very broken and hilly. The 
shales belonging to the New Albany series, which underlie the soils 
(,f the eastern two-thirds of the county, have given rise to a rolling 

topography. 
'rhe Knobstone hills' of the southwestern part of the area have 

an elevation of from 200 to 400 feet above the drainage level of 
the country north and east of them, and present the most promi
nent topographic features of the area. These hills have been cut 
by numerous northward-flowing streams, which have formed deep, 
l<.arrow, V-shaped valleys, varying in length from one to five miles. 
As the streams approach the more rolling country the valleys be
come much broader and the slope of the hills is more gentle. 'rhe 
surface of these broader valleys was once much lower than it is 
now, as there has been a silting up of the stream beds since th" 
formation of the valleys until the material deposited is estimated 
in many cases to exceed a depth of 20 feet. 
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The level upland parts of the county are best developed west of 
Scottsburg and in the vicinity of Austin. Here the surface is com
paratively level, although it is traversed by many small streams and 
shallow valleys. The streams flow across these uplands in a gen
eral northerly direction, and the shallow valleys vary in width from 
a few rods to about one mile. 

As already pointed out, the topography of the eastern two
thirds of the area is of a gently rolling character. The summits 
of the rounded hills are comparatively level, and the hillsides 
slope gently toward the small streams which flow through the 
broad, intervening valleys. Along the lower stretches of the stream, 
the valleys have been gradually filled up with sediment, and t113 
neighboring hills are lower and more gently undulating. This 
f:haracteristic is especially well developed just east of Scottsburg 
and along Stuckers Fork and its larger tributaries, where material 
has been deposited to a depth of many feet. 

In the extreme northern part of the county the topography 
retains its rolling or undulating character, but the general eleva
tion is much less than it is farther south. The land bordering the 
Muscatatuck River, in the northwestern part of the area, is low and 
fiat, but marked by many old stream channels, bayous, narro-.Y 
sloughs, and low, sandy ridges. It has only a slight elevation above 
the level of the stream, and is subject to frequent overflow during 
the heavy spring rains. A narrow, sandy ridge, generally a few 
feet higher than the greater part of this flood plain, extends along 
the immediate banks of the river, and is not so much subject to 
overflow as the lower lands farther back from the stream. 

However, most of the area has good natural drainage. Th~ 
rough and hilly country in the southwestern part of the county i3 
drained by the Big Ox Fork and its tributaries. This stream flow.~ 
across the county in a general northward' direction, and empties 
into the Muscatatuck River. Pigeon Roost Creek, which also has 
its source in the Knobstone hills, traverses the south central part 
of the area and empties into Stuckers Fork. The latter stream and 
its main tributaries, Kimberlins Creek and Big Hog Creek, drain 
the greater part of the rolling uplands in the eastern and central 
parts of the area. 

The Muscatatuck River, which forms part of the northern and 
northwestern boundaries of the county, is the principal stream of 
the area, and receives the drainage waters of almost the entire 
county. 
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The approximate glacial boundary of southern Indiana takes 
in the northeastern two-thirds of Scott County. It is difficult to 
determine its exact limit, but the ice-sheet is thought to have ex
tended to the Knobstone hills. Although it is believed that a con
siderable proportion of the surface material covering the greatcr 
part of the county is of glacial origin, it is very probable that the 
material was mainly of local derivation, as no glacial bowlders or 
fragments of igneous rocks are encountered in the soil. 

The geological formations which underlie the area are frequent
ly exposed on the steeper slopes and are seldom at any great depth 
below the surface. The shales weather rapidly on exposure, and 
have undoubtedly entered largely into the composition of the va
rious types of soil. The eastern part of the area, including the 
territory covered by the Volusia silt loam, is underlain by the New 
Albany black shale, and small, partially decomposed fragments of 
this rock are frequently encountered in the lower part of the soil 
sfction and in the subsoiL These shales, which here form the high
Est member of the Devonian age, are, in the extreme eastern parl 
of the area, only a few feet thick. They have, however, a general 
dip to the southwest, and at Scottsburg, in the central part of the 
county, they attain an estimated thickness of over 120 feet. 

A thin layer of limestone, known as the Rockford goniatite lime
stone, which forms the lowest member of the Lower Carboniferous, 
sometimes occurs overlying the New Albany black shales, but it has 
had little, if any, influence on the composition of the soils. Above 
this layer of limestone, or where the stratum is absent, lying upon 
the New Albany shales, is a series composed of argillaceous and 
arenaceous shales and thin layers of sandstone, which belongs to 
the Knobstone group of the Lower Carboniferous. 

The new Providence shales, which occur at the bottom of this 
group, consist of a soft clay shale of greenish or bluish color. They 
are estimated to be about 50 feet thick at the southern boundary of 
the county, but gradually become thinner toward the north. In the 
northern part of the area it is difficult to distinguish these shales 
from those occurring just above them. They weather rapidly on 
exposure and have probably entered into the composition of the 
soil, though not to so great an extent as the series overlying them. 

The Upper Knobstone shales occur just above the New Provi
dence series. They are of a light-gray or greenish color, and grade 
from a soft argillaceous shale at the bottom to a sandy shale and 
impure, fine-grained sandstone at the top. Above these shales and 
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forming the upper series of the Knobstone group are alternate 
layers of more or less pure sandstone and sandy shales. This series 
i'] known as the Knobstone sandstone and varies in thickness from 
about 75 to 100 feet. It occurs capping the higher elevations in 
the southwestern part of the county, and does not weather so rap
idly as the softer shales of the lower series. Embedded in the strata 
are considerable quantities of iron concretions, which impart a 
reddish color to the derived soils. 

The surface material of the area is, in the main, so similar to 
that formed by the disintegration of the underlying geological for
mations that it is difficult to determine what proportion of the soils 
:is derived from material reworked by glacial agencies and what 
proportion has been derived directly from the decomposition of the 
rocks. 

SOILS. 

Four types of soil occur in Scott County. Of these, three are 
derived from the weathering of the underlying geological forma
tions and glacial deposits. The fourth, occurring in the low, flat 
bottom lands, is derived from material deposited by the streams, 
\ogether with that which has been washed down from the surround
ing uplands. The following table shows the extent of each of the 
four types: 

AREAS OF DIFFERENT SOILS. 

SOIL. 

Vol usia silt loam ......................................................... . 
Scottsburg silt loam. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ........................... . 
Dekalb silt loam ........................................................ . 
Waverly silt loam ................................ ........................ . 

Total. ............................................................... . 

SOOTTSBURG SILT LOAM. 

Acres. 

46,912 
37,184 
22,080 
20,160 

126,336 

Per Cent. 

37.1 
29.4 
17.5 
16.0 

'fhe Scottsburg silt loam consists of a light to very light ashy 
gray silt loam, having an average depth of 8 Or 10 inches. Small 
iron concretions are scattered over the surface and through the 
soil. There is frequently a considerable amount of fine and very 
nne sand mixed with the silt, which causes the soil to have many 
of the characteristics of a fine sandy loam. At 10 or 12 inches the 
soil grades into a light-yellow or slightly mottled silt loam. ThiF, 
becomes gradually heavier and more compact as the depth increases, 
and at 30 to 36 inches consists of a heavy silt loam of a drab or 
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gray color, slightly mottled with yellow iron stains and usually 
containing small iron concretions. This soil resembles the Miami 

silt loam, but the color is lighter. 
This type of soil occurs in areas of greater or less extent in al-

most all parts of the county. A large area is found just west of 
tlie town of Scottsburg, occupying that part of the uplands lying 
between the hills of the southwestern section and the rolling up
lands of the eastern part of the area. In the eastern and north
eastern sections of the county the areas gradually become smaller, 
und finally occupy only the small level areas capping the summits 
of the rolling hills, many of which do not exceed a few acres in 

l·~;tent. 
The entire area embraced by this type has the general appear· 

ance of having once been a level upland plateau, but it is now inter
sected by many small streams with wide, shallow valleys. The 
topography of the broad areas between these streams is fiat or very 
gently rolling, and the slope toward the small watercourses is sel
dom steep enough to cause the lands to suffer to any great extent 
from erosion. The topography of the small areas occupying the 
summits of the rolling hills east and north of Scottsburg is also 
comparatively level, as the steeper slopes of the rounded hills are 
lisually occupied by the Volusia silt loam. 

~ The numerous small streams that traverse these sections of the 
area are adequate to carry off the excess water at times of heavy 
rains, and the type, as a whole, is fairly well drained. Tile drains 
are seldom used, but a good system of underdrainage has proved 
of great benefit to this soil wherever it has been established, both 
in wet and dry seasons. The crops cultivated on this soil are often 
considerably damaged by droughts, and the better results are nearly 
always obtained during seasons when the rainfall is greatest. 

The areas included in this soil type are underlain by the soft 
argillaceous and sand shale of the Knobstone series. However, as 
this section of the area is thought to be within that part of Indiana 
which was at one time covered by glaciers, it is very probable that 
a considerable part of the material from which this soil has been 
formed was deposited through glacial action. As no bowlders or· 
igneous rocks occur in these areas, this glacial material would seem 
to be chiefly of local origin. The soft underlying shales disintegrate 
vcry rapidly wherever they have become exposed, and also have 
undoubtedly entered largely into the composition of the soil. 

Very careful management is necessary to keep this soil in :), 
productive state, and some system of crop rotation is very imp 01'-
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tant, as the continued cultivation of anyone crop soon decreases 
the yields. In order continually to obtain good results, the turning 
under at least once in every two or three years of clover Or some 
other crop that adds considerable humus to the soil is very essen
tial. 

The Scottsburg silt loam is cultivated to corn, wheat, oats, clover, 
timothy, and tomatoes, and often produces yields equal to those 
obtained on any other soil type in the area; but when no rotation 
is practiced and the land has been poorly cultivated, small yields 
are secured. When properly cultivated, corn yields about 30 
bushels per acre. Wheat will average 12 to 15 bushels per acre. 
Oats, when sown in the spring, average about 25 to 30 bushels, but 
'when put in during the fall months much larger yields are ob .. 
tained, provided the crop escapes winter killing. Clover and tim
othy produce about one and one-half tons of hay per acre, while 
the yield of clover seed ranges from one and one-half to three 
bushels per acre. 

'rhis type of soil seems best adapted to tomatoes, small fruits, 
vegetables and all early-maturing crops adapted to the climatic 
conditions of the area. The constant cultivation of the soil neces
sary in the growing of tomatoes seems to benefit these lands, but if 
cultivated when in a wet condition the soil dries out rapidly and 
bakes into clods, and it is difficult to reduce these again to a state 
of good tilth. 

Alfalfa has been successfully grown on limited areas, and ex
periments have proved that a very fair grade of tobacco can also 
be produced on this type. 

'l'he table following gives the results of mechanical analyses of 
samples of this soil: 

MECHANICAL ANALYSES OF ScoTTSBURG SU.T LOAM. 

No. LOCALITY. Description. 

--1------1--------1--___________ _ 

11003 

11011 

11009 

11010 
11012 
11004 

3>11 miles N. E. 
Scottsburg. 

2 miles W. of 
Scottsburg. 

1 mile W. of Aus-
tin. 

Subsoil of 11009 .. 
Subsoil of 11011 .. 
Subsoil of 11003 .. 

Silty loam, 0 to 12 inches.. 0.9 

Silty loam, 0 to 12 inches.. 1.5 

Silty loam, 0 to 14 inches. . 1.9 

Silty loam, 14 to 36 inche.. 1. 6 
Silty loam, 12 to 36 inches. .3 
Gray silty loam, 12 to 36 .8 

inches. 

3.3 

2.2 

4.9 

3.6 
1.0 
2.1 

4.1 

1.7 

3.8 

3.1 
.9 

2.5 

9.3 

3.3 

6.7 

5.6 
2.2 
5.9 

9.7 61.8 

6.2 72.7 

8.8 57.6 

8.3 59.6 
8.4 69.4 
7.4 59.4 

10.8 

11.9 

16.4 

17.9 
18.0 
21.8 
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DEKALB SILT LOAM. 

The Dekalb silt loam, to a depth of 10 inches, is a silty loam of 
a gray to light-brown color, becoming light red or yellow at greater 
depths. The soil is easily eroded and the texture varies slightly 
according to the steepness of the slopes and the consequent degree 
of erosion that has taken place. On the steeper hillsides much of 
the finer material has been washed down to the lower levels and the 
underlying yellow or red heavy silty loam has become mixed with 
the coarser material, forming a soil of a more pronounced red to 
brown color, containing less fine sand. 

The subsoil is a heavy reddish to yellow silt loam containing a 
small proportion of fine sand. It rapidly becomes heavier as the 
depth increases, and at 30 to 36 inches is a very heavy silt or clay 
loam, still containing some fine sand, but of a stiff, tenacious char
acter. 

Small fragments of chert, limestone, and sandstone are fre
quently encountered, both on the surface and in the soil. These are 
the remains of the upper strata of the Knobstone group, which once 
extended over this part of the area. 

The Dekalb silt loam occurs in one large, unbroken area, em
bracing the whole of the extreme southwestern portion of the 
county, and extending for some distance along its southern bound
ary. The topography of the country occupied by this soil is rough 
and broken. The small streams have cut rapidly through the soft 
shale, forming deep, narrow valleys. The upper strata of the Knob
stone shale and sandstone have not weathered so rapidly as the 
softer shale beds, and still cap the higher elevations, making the 
general topographic features consist of a series of isolated knobs 
and irregular ridges, separated by deep, narrow ravines. The 
stream valleys widen out as they approach the more level country 
to the north and east, and the steep, precipitous banks disappear as 
the adjoining hills become low and more rounded. 

Pigeon Creek and Ox Fork have their sources in this part of 
the area, and these, together with their many small tributaries, 
furnish the natural drainage system for the surrounding uplands. 
The land is often excessively drained, and in order to obtain the 
best results methods for conserving the soil moisture and for pro
tecting the lands against erosion must be used. 

Glaciation is thought to have extended to the foothills of the 
rough and broken country occupied by the greater part of this soil 
type, and it is very probable that there was a deposition of the 

24-29153 
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finer glacial material over a considerable part of this section of the 
county. A large precentage of the material from which this soil 
is formed is derived, however, from the disintegration of the Knob
s!one shale. As already stated, small fragments of limestone, chert, 
and sandy shale are often encountered, scattered on the surface and 
mixed with the soil; and the soft blue argillaceous shale, contain
ing numerous layers of impure chert and fiat, oblong, cherty con
cretions, is frequently found at a very slight depth below the sur
face. Thin layers of hard brown ferruginous shale, such as form 
the outer layers of the embedded geodes and ironstone concretions, 
frequently occur associated with the softer shale or scattered in 
small fragments on the surface. The characteristic red or yellow 
color of the soil is due to the oxidation of the large amount of iron 
contained in the material from which it is formed. 

Many of the hillsides, where the topography is most broken, are 
too steep to be profitably cultivated, and as a whole less of this type 
of soil has been developed agriculturally than any other soil in the 
area; but the greater part of these cultivated lands produces very 
fair yields of corn, oats, wheat, rye, timothy, clover, and tomatoes. 

Crops maturing in the late summer often suffer from drought, 
but under careful cultivation the average yields per acre will com· 
pare favorably with those obtained from any of the upland soils. 
Corn produces, on an average, 25 bushels; wheat, 10 to 15 bushels; 
and oats, about 20 bushels per acre. Clover and timothy yield from 
one and one-half to three tons per acre, and a large quantity of 
clover seed is thrashed each season, the crop averaging about two 
bushels per acre. Tomatoes are extensively cultivated and yield 
an average of six tons per acre. The less hilly areas occupied by 
this type of soil are well adapted to wheat, clover, oats, tomatoes, 
and timothy, while the rough and hilly sections are well suited to 
fruit. Large yields of peaches and apples have been continually 
realized from the small orchards situated on these lands, but many 
of the trees have recently been injured by disease-a form of leaf 
blight-which has lessened the crop yields considerably. The 
thriving condition of a few small vineyards indicates that this soil 
is excellently adapted to grapes and might be profitably employed 
for their production on a commercial scale. 

The following table gives the results of mechanical analyses of 
the fine earth of samples of this soil: 
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MECHANICAL ANALYSES OF DEKALB SILT LOAM. 
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10983 2 miles S. W. of 

Leota. 
Silty loam, 0 to 12 inches .. 0.9 2.9 3.7 13.0 12.1 54.2 13.1 

10981 Sec. 13, T. 2 N., Silty loam, 0 to 18 inches .. .7 2.8 3.6 7.6 7.2 63.4 14.7 
R.6E. 

10985 1 mile W. of Le- Silty loam, 0 to 14 inches .. .3 1.1 1.3 3.0 4.2 66.5 23.5 
ota. 

10984 Suhsoil of 10983 .. Loam, 12 to 36 inches ..... '1 1.5 3.8 4.8 16.1 12.3 37.9 23.6 
10982 Suhsoil of 10981.. Heavy silty loam, 18 to 36 1.2 2.3 7.3 9.9 7.7 47.3 24.2 

inches. 
10983 Subsoil of 10985 .. Silty loam, 14 to 36 inches. .2 1.6 1.4 3.2 5.2 62.8 24.8 

WAVERLY SILT LOAM. 

The soil of the Waverly silt loam has an average depth of 8 to 
10 inches and consists of a gray to light-brown silty loam, which be
comes slightly heavier as the depth increases. It contains varying 
amounts of medium to fine sand and a large quantity of small iron 
concretions mixed with the soil and scattered over the surface. The 
soil grades into a heavy silty subsoil of a drab color, usually mottled 
with yellow iron stains. The sand content of the subsoil decreases 
with depth and at 36 inches the material is a heavy mottled silty 
(II' clay loam, containing a small amount of sand and a large quan
tity of small rounded iron concretions. 

While a typical section of this soil as it occurs over the greater 
part of the low bottom lands will show a gray to light-brown silty 
loam containing varying amounts of sand, the texture of the soil 
is often modified to a considerable extent by local conditions. The 
areas extending along the smaller streams are influenced by the 
different geological formations through which the streams have cut 
their channels and by material washed from the surrounding up
lands. Areas of this phase of the soil, such as the one found at 
the junction of Stuckers Fork and Hog Creek, are usually better 
drained than much of the type and are not so subject to overflow 
as the greater part of the bottom lands. The sand content often 
varies considerably, the texture of the surface soil frequently rang
ing from sandy to silty within areas less than an acre in extent. 
These local variations, occurring along the smaller streams in the 
more rolling parts of the county, are not of sufficient extent to per
mit the classification of each modification as a separate soil type. 
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The largest areas of the Waverly silt loam form what is known 
locally as "The Flats," an area bordering the Muscatatuck River. 
The type also extends in strips of varied width up the shallow val
leys of the other principal streams and their tributaries. 

These low flat areas have a very gently rolling or level topog
raphy. Occasionally a narrow ridge extends along the immediate 
banks of the river, and this has an elevation a few feet higher than 
that of the greater portion of the flat bottoms, while small sandy 
areas, usually less than an acre in extent, are frequently encoun
tered along the stream. Numerous sloughs, narrow ponds or bay
ous, old stream beds, and swampy depressions are found scattered 
over this part of the county. The soil found in these depressions 
forms the heavier phase of the Waverly silt loam. On drying the 
surface becomes baked and sun-cracked, causing the soil to be more 
difficult to cultivate properly than the higher and more sandy 
areas. 

The lOW-lying position which the Waverly silt loam occupies and 
the many basin-like depressions lying between the streams and the 
rolling uplands make the natural drainage very poor. The streams 
which traverse this type have a very slight fall, and during the 
heavy spring rains they leave their channels and spread out over 
the adjoining bottoms. These streams have cut their channels to a 
sufficient depth below the level of the lands bordering them to 
admit of ditching and tile draining, and where this is done the 
lands are in a condition to cultivate soon after the spring floods 
have subsided. Many of the lower depressions and narrow sloughs 
would be difficult to drain, but a good system of tile drainage 
would greatly enhance the agricultural value of the greater portion 
of this type. 

The Waverly silt loam has been formed from material deposited 
by the streams at times of overflow, mingled in places with material 
washed down from the surrounding uplands. The coarser material 
held in suspension by the streams is deposited during overflows 
near the banks of the main channels, while the silt, clay, and finer 
sand particles are laid down where the current is more sluggish. 
The sandy texture of the low ridges that occur near the streams is 
due to the sorting of the material by currents of varying velocities; 
hut those areas lying nearer the rolling uplands owe their sandy 
character to material washed down from the neighboring hills. The 
areas of this type occupying the narrow valleys nearer the sources 
of the small streams are not as frequently overflowed as the broad, 
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fiat valleys near the river, and the soil here owes its origin more 
to the erosion of the steeper hillsides than to material laid down 
by the streams during times of overflow. 

The agricultural value of these bottom lands depends to a 
marked degree on the thoroughness of the drainage. The better 
drained areas along the river and those occupying the valleys in 
the rolling uplands produce excellent yields of all crops cultivated, 
while the poorly drained areas in the low depressions, when culti· 
vated at all, are devoted to the production of timothy and other 
grasses. Where the soil is well drained and properly cultivated, 
corn produces an average yield of 45 bushels per acre, and 50 to 
60 bushels is not an uncommon yield during a favorable season. 
Wheat produces from 18 to 20 bushels per acre, but is not exten
sively sown, owing to the liability of the crop to destruction during 
the spring floods. Twenty-five bushels per acre is the estimated 
average yield of oats, but owing to the usually wet condition of 
these lands during the early spring months, oats are seldom grown. 
Tomatoes on the better-drained areas yield about six tons per acre. 
Timothy produces two and one-half to three tons of hay per acre, 
and clover also does well, especially on the low ridges. 

The soil is well adapted to corn and timothy. The corn crop is 
llsually planted after the annual spring floods have subsided, anu 
is seldom a failure. Timothy always produces a profitable yield of 
hay, and is successfully grown on the poorly drained areas. A com
paratively large proportion of these flat bottom lands is still covered 
with a heavy growth of hardwood timber-oak, hickory, and beech. 

The straightening of the channels of many of the small streams, 
a more extensive use of tile drains, and the removal of driftwood 
and other obstructions from the channels of the larger streams 
would greatly improve the conditions over much of this soil and 
increase its value for general agricultural purposes. 

The following table gives the results of mechanical analyses of 
typical samples of the soil and subsoil of the Waverly silt loam. 
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MECHANICAL ANALYSES OF WAVERLY SILT LOAM • 
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10999 Sec. 13, T. 4 N., 

R.6E. 
Silt loam, 0 to 8 inches . .... 1.2 2.2 1.1 3.4 5.6 67.6 18.5 

10997 Sec. 7, T. 4 N., 
R.7E. 

Silt loam, 0 to 10 inches .... .2 .6 .4 3.2 7.0 70.0 18.7 

10995 2 miles E. of Heavy clay loam, 0 to 8 .4 1.3 1.0 3.2 5.2 51.5 37.4 
Scottsburg. inches. 

10)98 Subsoil of 10))97 .. Heavy silty loam, 10 to 36 .4 .8 .5 2.2 11.2 66.8 17.9 
inches. 

11000 Subsoil of 10999 .. Heavy silty loam, 8 to 36 1.1 2.6 1.3 3.0 4.3 66.9 20.7 
inches. 

10996 Subsoil of 10995 .. Gray clay loam, 8 to 36 .5 1.0 .7 2.5 6.9 54.1 34.1 
inches. 

VOLUSIA SILT LOAM. 

'rhe Volusia silt loam is the most important upland soil in the 
area, It covers the greatest extent of territory and is recognized 
as well adapted to general farming purposes. The best developed 
and most profitable farms in the area are situated on this type. 

The soil is a light-brown silty loam, often containing consider
able fine sand. When dry the surface has a gray appearance, but 
the color changes to light brown or red as the subsoil is approached. 
The soil has an average depth of 8 to 10 inches, and the texture 
becomes slightly heavier with increased depth. Small iron concre
tions occur both on the surface and throughout the soil. The soil 
grades into a subsoil of light-red to yellow heavy silt loam, con
taining a small percentage of sand and rapidly becoming heavier 
and stiffer as the depth increases, until in the lower 10 or 12 inches 
of the profile is found a heavy silt loam, stiff and compact, but 
seldom containing a sufficient amount of clay to give it a sticky or 
tenacious character. As the underlying' shale is approached the 
material becomes yet more stiff and compact, and at from four to 
rive feet below the surface it is a very heavy silt or clay loam, with 
a very low sand content. 

The Volusia silt loam covers the greater proportion of the east
ern part of the county. Approached from the west, it first appears 
as narrow areas extending along the steeper slopes of the rounded 
hills, but these areas rapidly broaden out and finally cover the en
tire rolling upland, except where the Scottsburg silt loam occurs 
capping the higher elevations. 
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'1'he topography of this type of soil is quite rolling. The hills 
are low and rounded and slope gently to the broad, shallow stream 
valleys. In the extreme eastern and northeastern sections the 
surface is slightly more broken, the hillsides are steeper, and the 
intervening valleys become more narrow and V-shaped. These 
steeper slopes suffer greatly from erosion, and the red or yellow 
8ilt loam of the upper subsoil is frequently exposed on the surface, 
or has been washed down and mixed with the soils occupying the 
lower levels, giving the latter a red to brown tinge. 

'l'hese lands are very well drained by the natural drainage sys
tem furnished by the rolling topography and numerous small 
streams-are frequently too well drained, in fact, for the success
ful cultivation of many crops. 

It is generally believed by geologists who have made a study of 
this area that the glacier once covered the section of Scott County 
occupied by the Volusia silt loam, and that a deposit of glacial 
drift was laid down over the older geological formations. The ma
terial composing this soil contains no glacial bowlders or other 
("vidence of having been transported from other localities by glacial 
agencies, and the drift seems to be mainly of local origin. The 
black shale, which is encountered at a depth of from 3 to 30 feet 
below the surface, forms by disintegration a light-brown to red silty 
material similar to that found in the overlying soil. This shale is 
frequently exposed in cuts and along the steeper hillsides, and has 
entered largely into the composition of the soil. The shale has 
embedded in it a large quantity of rounded iron concretions, and 
it is probably to the weathering of these that the derived material 
owes its red or yellow color. 

In the central part of the county the Volusia silt loam is found 
along the steeper hillsides, where the erosion has been greatest and 
where outcrops of the underlying shale are frequently encountered. 

During a season of average rainfall and where the soil has not 
suffered from the effects of erosion, profitable yields of corn, wheat, 
oats, clover, timothy, and tomatoes are produced. Corn yields from 
30 to 35 bushels; wheat, 15 to 20 bushels; oats, about 25 bushels, 
and clover, one to two tons of hay and about two and one-half 
bushels of seed per acre. Timothy is not as extensively grown on 
this soil as on some of the other upland types, but will yield about 
one and one-half tons of hay per acre. The yield of tomatoes is 
about six tons per acre. 

There are a few farms on this soil which give la.rger yields than 
the above year after year. The difference is due to more thorough 
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cultivation, a rotation of crops, and more careful soil management 
generally. Potatoes and other vegetables are grown on this soil 
to a limited extent for the local markets, and excellent yields are 
obtained. In general, the soil of this type is well adapted to gen
eral farming, and all crops cultivated in the area can be success
fully grown upon it. 

The following table gives the results of mechanical analyses of 
the soil and subsoil of this type: 

MECHANICAL ANALYSES OF VOLCSIA SILT LOAM. 
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Lexington. inches. 
8.2 i 60.2 10989 472 miles E. of Brown silty loam, 0 to 18 1.9 3.5 3.4 7.3 14. 

Scottsburg. inches. 
10991 2 miles N. E. of Silty loam, 0 to 10 inches .. .5 2.1 3.0 7.4 6.7 62.6 17. 

Lexin~ton. 
10990 Subsoil of 10989 .. Heavy silty loam, 18 to 36 I 1.7 3.4 2.6 5.3 6.4 60.5 20. 

inches. 
10994 Subsoil of 10993 .. Heavy silty loam, 12 to 36

1 

.3 1.8 2.8 3.3 4.3 63.5 23. 
inches. 

10992 Subsoil 01 10991.. Clay loam, 10 to 36 inches .6 2.3 3.0 7.1 8.5 50.9 27 

8 

AGRICULTURAL METHODS. 

A large amount of commercial fertilizer is applied annually to 
tIle soils of Scntt County, but where modern and improved methods 
of farming are in use the soils retain their productivity and profit
able yields are continuously obtained with the application of a 
minimum amount of fertilizer. 

Some system of crop rotation is necessary on all the soils of the 
[(rea in order to obtain good results, and rotation, which has been 
practiced for some time by the more successful farmers, is now 
coming into general use. The wheat lands are usually plowed in 
the late summer or early fall and are rolled and harrowed from 
three to four times before the wheat is drilled in. The crop is sown 
during September or October and is harvested about July 1. Oats 
are often cultivated in much the same manner, but when drilled in 
during the fall months a profitable yield is very uncertain. If the 
winter is unusually mild, larger yields are often obtained from the 
winter oats than from those drilled in during the spring months, 

, 
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but the uncertainty involved in this method causes it to be seldom 
practiced. The oats crop is put in as early in the spring as the 
usual wet condition of the soil permits. The lands are given II 

rather shallow plowing, and then harrowed and dragged. After 
the seed is put in the fields are again harrowed. 

In growing corn and tomatoes, level cultivation is not generally 
practiced, but where this method has been used on the upland the 
best results have been obtained, as the soils retain a larger amount 
of moisture and the crops suffer less from the effects of the summer 
drought. The lands cultivated to corn are plowed as early as the 
season permits. The fields are then harrowed and dragged till the 
clods are broken up and the soil is in a thoroughly pulverized con
dition. The fields are usually "checked off" by shallow furrow,., 
cl'ossing each other at right a.ngles, so that the crop may be culti
vated both ways. Corn is planted from the latter part of April to 
the first of June and is harvested in September. The soil is pre
pared for the tomato crop in much the same way as for corn. Th(~ 

tomato seed is first sown in beds about the last of March, and the 
young plants are taken up and set out by hand during the latter 
part of Mayor early in June. Level cultivation for this crop, espe
cially where grown on the Scottsburg silt loam, has been very suc
cessfully practiced. 

'l'he agricultural value of the poorly drained areas occupying 
the flat lowlands along the more important streams has in many 
places been greatly increased by the establishment of a good sys
tem of tile drainage. The greater part of these lands has a suffi
cient elevation above the level of the streams to permit tile to be 
laid from three to four feet below the surface and still have a suffi
cient fall to the stream to insure good drainage. The average cost 
per acre for tiling these lowlands is estimated at about $18. 

Clover is extensively cultivated on the steeper hillsides of the 
rolling uplands as a means of checking the excessive erosion to 
which these soils are subject. Where the greater part of the upper 
soil has been washed down to the lower levels, leaving the subsoil 
exposed on the surface, an application of barnyard manure is often 
necessary in order to get a stand. 

AGRICULTURAL CONDITIONS. 

As pointed out in the paragraphs devoted to the history of the 
county, its agricultural development has progressed very slowly, 
and it is only in recent years that the cultivation of the land has 
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received the whole attention of the farming class. The area was 
originally covered by a heavy growth of timber, and the principal 
occupation of the rural population was the cutting of timber for 
erossties and staves. As the lands were cleared and the timbel' 
became less plentiful more interest was taken in farming, and 
within the last fifteen or twenty years the condition of the farming 
class has steadily improved and the value of cleared lands haH 
greatly increased. Few of the farmers in the area are wealthy, but 
the majority are practically free from debt, and as a whole are ill 
a very prosperous condition. The introduction of crop rotation and 
other improved methods of farming, together with a demand for the 
general farm products at good prices, have been the principal 
causes of the present favorable status of the agricultural class, 
which is most marked in the eastern part of the county, where the 
lands have been longer under cultivation and the people have de
pended for a longer period on the products of the farm rather than 
on those of the forest as their principal source of income. 

About 64 per cent. of the farms in Scott County are operated 
by the owners, The remainder are rented, either for a share of the 
products or for cash. The owners of the farms on the low river 
flats also own and cultivate small areas in the neighboring uplands, 
where they make their homes. The swampy condition of the low
lands and the fact that they are subject to annual overflow make it 
undesirable to live in this section of the area. 

There are a few large landholders in the county who cultivate 
farms of several hundred acres, but the average size of the farms is 
approximately 89 acres. The total area in farms is about 113,578 
acres, over half of which is at present improved. 

Aside from those owning land, the farmers of Scott County arp 
either renters or "tenants" on the farms of the larger landholders. 
The" tenant" receives a fixed sum, usually about $25 a month, and 
is entitled to no part of the crop produced. The landowner fur
nishes the land, farm buildings, work animals, farming machinery, 
seed, and fertilizers, and receives the entire crop yield. Lands are 
seldom rented on a cash basis except in small tracts for the pro
duction of tomatoes, in which case the rate varies from $3 to $] 0 
an acre. When rented on shares the owner furnishes only the land 
find farm buildings and receives one-third to one-half of the corn, 
wheat, and oats, and three-fifths of the clover and timothy produced. 

An excellent class of white labor was once abundant throughout 
the county, but in recent years, as the agricultural interests of the 
county have rapidly developed, the demand for intelligent farm 
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hands has greatly increased, and efficient labor is often scarce dur
ing harvest. The wages paid during the harvest season range from 
$1 to $1.50 a day, but when employed by the month or for longer 
periods the average farm laborer receives about $20 a month and 
board. 

The principal products of Scott County are corn, wheat, oats, 
timothy, clover, and tomatoes. A small acreage is also cultivated 
to potatoes and other vegetables. In 1900 the total corn crop was 
estimated at 407,920 bushels, being an average yield of about 23 
bushels per acre for the entire acreage in that crop. The corn crop 
is seldom a failure, either on the uplands or river fiats, and where 
a good system of rotation is practiced a very profitable yield is 
always obtained on any of the soil types of the area. Wheat is 
extensively cultivated over the entire upland section of the county, 
and, although the acreage devoted to this crop has decreased in the 
last three years, it is still more widely cultivated than any other 
crop produced in the area, with the exception of corn. In many 
localities the wheat crop during the past two or three seasons has 
been almost a total failure. This has been due to the damage done 
by the Hessian fly and rust. The result has been a decrease in the 
acreage devoted to wheat and an increase in the acreage of oats ano 
rye. 

Both clover and timothy are successfully grown in all sections 
of the county, each yielding annually from 5,000 to 7,000 tons of 
hay. Clover is always included in the crop rotation practiced on 
the rolling uplands, as it aids materially in checking the excessive 
erosion common to this portion of the area, and in restoring the 
lands to their former state of productiveness. 

The growing of tomatoes has become one of the most important 
special industries of the county, and the number of acres cultivated 
to this crop is yearly increasing. In the county there are six can
ning factories, which are supplied by the surrounding country. 
The annual output of each factory is estimated at about 400,000 
cans. 

A large number of hogs are raised in the county, and a few 
farmers own a sufficient number to enable them to ship carload lots 
to the more distant markets. Very few cattle, however, are raised 
for shipment, ~d the small shipments sent to the larger markets 
are usually gat ered from all parts of the county .. The raising of 
poultry for ship ent to the eastern cities is at present a very profit
able industry t roughout the county, and large quantities of both 
chickens and eggs are annually sent out. 
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The Waverly silt loam is the principal corn soil of the county, 
as, owing to its annual flooded condition, a profitable yield of any 
of the other staple crops is very uncertain. The corn crop is plant
ed late in the spring and is less liable to damage by flood'S than 
wheat or oats. '1'he annual deposition of new material over these 
lands during periods of inundation, together with that washed from 
the surrounding hills, causes them to suffer very little if any from 
the continuous cultivation of one crop. 

Wheat, oats, rye, and clover are well adapted to the V olusia silt 
loam, and if properly cultivated produce large and profitable yields. 
'rhese crops are also successfully grown on the more rolling sections 
of the Dekalb silt loam, and in a wet season or on small areas where 
the drainage is not excessive they will produce yields equal to 
those obtained on any other soil type of the area. The rougher and 
more broken sections of the Dekalb silt loam is best suited to apples, 
peaches, and grapes. There are at present a few small vineyards 
in this part of the county, and there has been a ready market for 
their products. The small orchards have received very little atten
tion, and although large yields are annually obtained, no attempts 
have been made to raise fruit for other than the local market. 

Timothy is extensively grown on the poorly drained areas of the 
"\Vaverly silt loam and produces larger yields than are obtained on 
the uplands. 

The tomato seems best suited to the Scottsburg silt loam. While 
the growth of the plant is not as vigorous as on some of the lowland 
soils, a larger yield per acre is always realized. 

Alfalfa has been successfully grown, both on the level uplands 
and stream bottoms, but no attempts have been made to cultivate 
more than a few small isolated areas to this crop. Sorghum cane 
has also been grown as a forage crop on some of the soils and excel
lent results have been realized. 

A small amount of tobacco, chiefly of the heavy export type, has 
been raised in the county, and the yield and price obtained for the 
crop indicate that its production could be made a very profitable 
industry in the area. 

Two railroads enter the county, one traversing the west-central 
and the other the eastern part. These furnish a means of rapidly 
transporting the products of the county to markets situated at a 
distance. No section of the county is more than six to eight miles 
distant from a local shipping point on one or the other of these 
railroads. 
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A well-kept system of public roads extends over the county, 
connecting Scottsburg, Austin, and Lexington, the most important 
shipping points, with all sections of the surrounding country. Many 
of these roads are constructed from the hard black shale and lime
stone which underlie the eastern part of the county, and traffic over 
them is seldom impeded even during the worst seasons of the year. 
Iron bridges have also been constructed over the small streams on 
('very important county road. 

Scottsburg and Lexington are the local markets for most of the 
products of the county. The corn not consumed by the local hom
iny factories is marketed at Cincinnati or Indianapolis, while the 
wheat and other products exported are shipped to Cincinnati, Chi
cago, Louisville, and Indianapolis. The entire crop of tomatoes is 
taken by the local canning factories. 

The situation of the area near many of the largest markets and 
the shipping facilities afforded by the railroads permit those prod
ucts of the area that are not consumed at home to be placed on the 
markets in the larger cities in a short time and at a very small cost, 
and this fact favors the extension of other special crops, such, for 
instance, as the fruits already indicated as suited to certain soil 
conditions, but at present produced enly on a small scale. 



Soil Survey of Posey County, Indiana. 

13y HERBERT W. MAREAN. 

U. S. Bureau of Soils. 

LOCA'l'ION AND BOUNDARIES OF THE AREA. 

Posey County is situated in the extreme southwestern corner of 
the State of Indiana. It is bounded on the south by the Ohio 
River, on the east by Vanderburgh County, on the north by Gibson 
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Fig. 12.-Sketch map showing area slD'Veycu :n Indiana. 

County, and along its entire western border flows the Wabash 
River. 'I'he county has a population of about 23,000, composed 

(382) 
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mostly of whites, though there is a small colored population along 
the southern boundary. Mount Vernon, the county seat, is situ
ated in the middle southern part of the county, on the Ohio River. 
It has a population of about 5,000. New Harmony and Poseyville 
rank next in size and importance. Good transportation facilities 
are afforded by the three lines of railroad which cross the county, 
while the Ohio River furnishes easy means of traffic by water. 

HISTORY 01<' SETTLEMENT AND AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT. 

Little is known of the conditions existing in this part of the 
country previously to the advent of the white settlers. There are 
evidences, however, that point to the fact that the territory was 
held by the Pottawatomi and Wea Indians. The first settlers came 
from North Carolina and Tennessee in the year 1809. A number 
of German families from Pennsylvania also settled in the county, 
[.nd today the German element constitutes a thrifty and prosperous 
community in the eastern part of the county. These pioneer 
farmers established their homes on the sandhills and ridges, where 
springs afforded an adequate supply of water, above the unhealth·· 
ful influences of the swampy lowlands. Agriculture at this early 
day was necessarily primitive and conducted upon a small scale. 
A few acres of cleared land sufficed for the needs of the family, 
and rude log huts were their dwellings. Crude implements were 
employed in the cultivation of meager crops ·of corn and wheat. 
These were the principal products, with small quantities of cotton 
and hemp which served to furnish their clothing. Some of th() 
best lands of the county were then in a swampy condition and have 
more recently been developed by improved methods of drainage. 
Conditions gradually improved, and through a recognition of the 
fertility of the soil and the advantages derived from reclaiming 
swamp lands, agriculture in the county was given an impetus which 
has lasted to the present time, and today Posey County is one of 
the richest farming districts in Indiana. At least two-thirds of the 
county has been cleared and put under cultivation since 1860. 
Prominent among those who took an active part in the develop
ment of the county and the administration of its affairs were the 
Rapps, the Owens, and Thomas Posey. The last mentioned was 
Governor of the Territory of Indiana previously to its admission 
as a State, and Posey County was named in his honor. The county 
was organized in September, 1814, wheh by an act of the Legis
lature, Posey County was formed from parts of Gibson and War-
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rick counties. In December, 1818, Vanderburgh was formed from 
parts of Gibson, Warrick, and Posey, when the present boundaries 
of the county were permanently fixed. 

CLIMATE. 

Mount Vernon, situated on the Ohio River, is the only station of 
the Weather Bureau in Posey County, but the records of temper
ature and rainfall kept by that station are quite fragmentary and 
no normals have been established. The nearest stations outside the 
county for which normals have been established are Evansville, 
situated on the Ohio River and in about the same latitude as Mount 
Vernon, though 20 miles farther east, and Princeton, the county 
seat of Gibson County, the next county to Posey on the north, anli 
about 15 miles north of the county line. The table given below 
contains data drawn from the records of these two stations. It is 
believed that they fairly represent the conditions of the area sur
veyed. 

Normal Monthly and Annual Temperatu1'e and PrecipUation. 

EVANSVILLE. PRINCETON. 

Temperature. Precipitation. Temperature. Precipitation. 

January ........ , 35.4 3.41 30.7 2.96 
February • 0" ••••• 32.3 2.98 32.9 3.23 
March ........... 44.6 4.84 42.3 4.33 
April ............ 57.0 3.55 54.7 3.37 
May ............. 67.0 4.38 64.1 3.67 
June '0' ••••••••• 76.3 4.67 74.6 4.35 
July ............ 79.6 3.54 76.9 2.83 
August .......... 78.4 2.09 75.1 2.64 
September ....... 71.9 2.48 68.2 3.16 
October ......... 59.2 2.87 55.4 2.16 
November ........ 45.0 3.67 42.9 3.82 
December ........ 35.8 3.02 35.3 3.15 

Year ........ 56.8 41.50 54.4 39.67 

The frost records kept by the station at Mount Vernon are more 
complete. The occurrences of the last killing frost in spring and 
flrst in fall during the last nine years are given in the following 
table: 

.. 
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Dates of Killing Frosts. 

Year. L3St in Sprin~. 
1893 ...............•.. March 29 
1894 ....... c •••••••••• May 19 
1895 ................. . May 14 
1896 ................. . April 4 
1897 ................. . April 20 
1898 ................. . April 7 
1899 ................. . April 10 
1900 ................. . April 12 
1901 ................. . April 21 

Average date..... April 17 

First in Fall. 
October 2i 

October 1 
October 19 
October 29 
October 27 
Sept'ber 27 
Nov'ber 8 
October 17 

October 20 
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From the above table it appears that, at least along the Ohio 
River, there is an average period of one hundred and eighty-six 
days during which tender vegetation is safe from damage by freez
ing. 'l'his period is probably subject to local variation, due to 
differences of elevation or other physiographic features. 

PHYSIOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY. 

Posey County lies in the point between the Ohio and Wabash 
rivers at their confluence, and these streams form the natural 
boundaries of the county, as well as of the State, on the south and 
west. The flood plains of these two rivers form together one of the 
two main physical divisions into which the county naturally divides 
itself. The width of the river bottoms varies from a few rods to 
four or five miles. The topography of these bottoms is generally 
level; sometimes very gently undulating, with depressions or 
sloughs alternating with low ridges that are apt to be sandy 
in nature. Two or three low but distinct terraces can be observed 
in crossing from the banks of the stream to the bluff which sepa
rates the river bottoms from the upland. These terraces mark 
successive stages in the erosion of the river valley, and a change 
of soil type is likely to be encountered as one passes from a lower 
to higher flood plain. Thus in Point Township the lower plain 
along the Ohio and Wabash rivers is occupied by the Yazoo clay, 
while in ascending a bluff 10 or 15 feet high we come upon the 
Guthrie clay, occupying an older flood plain formed by the com
bined action of the two rivers. So also in the region east of Mount 
Vernon the lower bottom is occupied by recent sediments, while 
rising 25 feet above this is a level area which is now covered by 
Waverly silt loam, but wnich was once formed as an alluvial plain 
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of the Ohio. The original soil of this older bottom can be seen in 
deep stream cuts underlying the' deposit of loess, from which, by 
weathering, the present soil has been derived. 

The rise from the river bottoms to the uplands varies greatly 
in abruptness. Along the Wabash, especially where the bottom 
is narrow, the ascent takes the character of a steep bluff, rising in 
some instances to an altitude of 150 feet above the river. In thc 
south, however, along the Ohio River, the slope from the bottoms 
tc the upland is more gradual. Again, in the eastern border of 
the county a bold bluff separates the two physiographic features 
of the county. 

The general character of the surface in the upland may bc 
described as undulating. Low, rolling hills, descending with sym
metrical curves to the broad stream valleys, with here and there 
a wooded slope, combine to form a scene most pleasi.ng to the eye. 
The general slope of the country is toward the southwest. A 
large part of the upland is drained by Big Creek and its tributaries, 
emptying into the Wabash west of Upton. The Black River drains 
a narrow belt on the north, and in its lower course, where it joins 
with the broad Wabash Valley, it has cut off a portion of the up
land which rises in an isolated mesa-like plateau 50 or 75 feet above 
the surrounding valley. A few minor streams in the south empty 
directly into the Ohio River. 

Underlying the soils of the whole county are found rocks be
longing to the Carboniferous or coal-bearing group. These rocks, 
which are usually shales or shaly sandstones, are met at an average 
depth of 20 feet. Deep road cuts sometimes reveal the disintegrat
ing shale with loess lying unconformably above it. Along the river 
bluffs, near the eastern border of the county, outcrops of an impure 
limestone are to be found. Inasmuch as all these rocks are covered 
by a deep coating, either of loess or river sediment, they have had 
no direct influence upon the formation of the soils. But there is 
an intimate relation between the soils of the county and Pleistocene 
geology. The invasion of the ice-sheet which took place in the 
beginning of the Quaternary era reached to the southern part of 
Indiana, and traces of it are to be found in the northwestern 
corner of Posey County. Wells dug in the neighborhood of Posey
ville pass through a stratum of granitic gravel which is unmistak
ably of glacial origin, and in other places in Robb and Harmony 
townships glacial till underlies the deposit of loess. Evidences 
of glacial action are also to be seen in the physiography of this 
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section. The level-topped plateau previously mentioned, which 
lies just north of Griffin, is plainly a "glacial bench" formed by 
the glacier as it passed over this hill and planed' off the overlying 
softer beds, leaving the nearly level surface of the harder strata to 
form an isolated tableland. Throughout the valley of the Black 
River, and to a less extent in the Wabash bottom, granitic and 
other crystalline gravels are found, indicating that these recent 
sediments may be composed largely of reworked glacial material. 

SOILS. 

The soils of Posey County present many interesting problems 
to the student of agriculture. Though not differing greatly in 
native fertility, they show an unusual degree of variation in their 
physical properties. In a limited area are to be found five or six 
distinct types and phases of soil, each with its own peculiar re
lation to the quality and quantity of crops. 

The soils naturally divide themselves, according to the two 
main physiographic features, into the upland types and the river
bottom types. There are four upland types; Miami silt loam, 
Waverly silt loam, Miami sand, and Memphis silt loam. The river· 
bottom types, including soils occurring on the level flood plains of 
the Ohio, Wabash, and Black rivers, are seven in number: Yazoo 
clay, Guthrie clay, Yazoo loam, Miami fine sandy loam, Yazoo 
sand loam, Miami sandy loam, and Griffin clay. 

'1'he following table shows the extent of each of the several , 
soil types: 

Soil. 
Miami silt loam 
Yazoo clay ................... . 
Waverly silt loam ............ . 
Guthrie clay ................. . 
Memphis silt loam ............ . 
Yazoo loam .................. . 
Miami sand .................. . 
Miami sandy loam ............ . 
Miami fine sandy loam ........ . 
Yazoo sandy loam ............ . 
Griffin clay ................... . 

Acres. 

149,376 
30,720 
16,384 
14,592 
9,408 
8,320 
7,680 
3,584 
3,456 
2,752 

, 1,600 

. Total ..................... 247,872 

Per Cent. 
00.3 
12.4 
6.6 
5.9 
3.8 
3.4 
3.1 
1.4 
1.4 
1.1 

.6 
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MIAMI SILT LOAM. 

This is a soil of remarkable uniformity. Over the large area 
which it covers it maintains a nearly constant character with only 
minor variations due to the physical features of the land. The soil 
is typical of a silt loam. Fine sand is present to a considerable 
degree, but the percentage of coarse sand is very small. When 
wet it possesses a certain degree of plasticity, but when dry it is 
open and friable, crumbling into a loamy mass under cultivation. 
The surface soil is a light gray or reddish yellow. The more open 
portion of the soil, which constitutes the soil proper, extends to a 
depth of about nine inches. Lying below this is found a more 
plastic silt loam of a light-red or yellow color, and this is in turn 
underlain at 14 to 15 inches by rather heavy, tenacious silt loam 
of a claylike nature. This heavier subsoil contains more clay 
particles and less of the fine sand groups, but, as will be seen by the 
accompanying mechanical analysis, silt still predominates. The 
subsoil in some cases descends with little variation to a depth of 
10 or 20 feet, but as a rule deep cuts reveal a change occurring at 
about five feet below the surface. At this depth the red clayHke 
material grades into an incoherent yellow silt, which in some cases 
shows traces of stratification. 

The Miami silt loam is by far the most extensive soil in Posey 
County, covering more than half the total area. It is found in 
every part of the upland region, where it occupies all the various 
features of topography~ In general, however, the country over 
which it extends presents a moderately rolling surface. Little or 
none can be called rough or broken, although along the eastern 
border the aspect of the country approaches this condition. In 
some localities the soil lies almost perfectly level, and here is found 
u phase varying somewhat from the type. The surface is light gray, 
and mixed with the soil are small nodules of concretionary iron 
cxide. The soil in thpse places is deeper than on the ridges, and thc 
subsoil is generally lighter in shade, indicating a lower degree of 
oxidation of the iron salts. 

In the southwestern part of the county, where thi~ type borders 
the Guthries clay, and also in the region west of Mount Vernon, 
a phase of the Miami silt loam is found which is deserving of at
tention. The soil here is rather mixed; small, sandy patches are 
found occupying low ridges or knolls, and where they are suffi
ciently extensive are indicated on the soil map as areas of another 
type. Other patches are found occupying little depressions, and 
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here the soil is of a whitish color with a mottled clay-like subsoil. 
The phase has arisen as a result of wet conditions that have pre
vailed, consequent upon the low-lying, level position of the soil. 

The origin of the Miami silt loam explains its uniformity of 
character and its wide distribution. It is composed of material 
known to geologists as loess. This material is supposed to be of 
glacial origin, brought down by the ice-sheet in the great Ice Age 
of North America. Though there is little difference of opinion as 
to its origin, the manner in which it was deposited is still a matter of 
controversy. Some believe it to have been deposited in the shallow 
waters of a great inland sea, which they suppose to have covered 
a vast area in the Mississippi Valley at that period. Others think 
the deposits should be attributed to aeolian agencies; that the winds 
blowing across the ice covered with earthly debris and over the 
deposits of till, unprotected by vegetation, bore away the finer 
particles of dust and dropped them over the region farther south. 

It is easy to see that a soil derived :l'rom so wide a source will 
possess much of the natural fertility that we find in alluvial soils. 
It is not apt to lack any of the essential ingredients of plant food, 
and in its physical properties it will be well adapted to widely 
varying agricultural products. Such is the case with the Miami 
silt loam. 'Vherever found it is a fertile soil, producing good 
yields of wheat, corn, and clover, and timothy hay-the staple 
products-together with some fruits and garden vegetables that are 
raised for home use. The average yield of wheat is 20 bushels per 
acre and of corn 35 or 40 bushels, while in favorable seasons 25 
or 30 bushels 0:1' wheat and 50 bushels of corn are produced per 
acre. Some strawberries and other small fruits are grown in the 
vicinity of the larger towns and yield good returns. A number 
of Kiefer pear orchards are found on this soil, but apples seem to be 
the fruit best of all suited to the soil and climatic conditions. 

The following table gives mechanical analyses of the soil anJ . 
subsoil of this type: 
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MECH.\NICAL ANALYSES OF MIAMI SILT LOAM. 
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7122 3 miles W. of 
Mt. Vernon. 

Silty loam, 0 to 8 inches 1.49 0.00 0.44 0.40 0.78 3.76 85.20 8.62 

7120 1 mile N. of Coarse silty loam, 0 to 2.47 .00 .14 .08 .36 3.86 81.82 13.68 
Mt. Vernon. S inches. 

7124 7 miles E. of Silty loam, 0 to 7 inches 1.90 .56 2.10 1.56 4.30 10.90 62.28 17.36 
Mt. Vernon. 

7121 Suboon of 7120. Heavy silty loam 8 to .34 .00 .10 .12 .50 5.92 84.16 9.10 
36 inches. 

7123 Subsoil of 7122. Heavy silty loam 8 to .49 Tr. .32 .18 .42 5.78 70.34 22.26 
36 inches. 

7125 Subsoil of 7124. Heavy silty loam 7 to .47 .30 1.58 1.12 2.46 6.20 54.68 33.30 
36 inches. 

WAVERLY SILT LOAM. 

The Waverly silt loam is the soil locally known ~s the "black 
bottoms. " The soil is a mellow, black loam, plastic when wet but 
loamy and easily tilled. It becomes heavier at a depth of seven 01' 

eight inches, and the black loam is underlain at a depth of from 10 
to 20 inches by a yellowish or drab clay loam, plastic and tenacious. 
This subsoil contains more silt than true clay, but it possesses the 
characteristics of a clay loam. The black color of the soil is due 
to the presence of organic matter, which also gives the soil a very 
desirable tilth when cultivated. In some instances there is little 
change in the appearance of the soil to a depth of 20 inches or 
more. 

The total area of Waverly silt loam is comparatively small, 
but it ranks third in agricultural importance. It covers in all about 
25.6 square miles, or 16,384 acres. It occurs in nearly all parts 
of the county, but the principal areas occur in the neighborhood 
of Poseyville, at the northern border of the county, and in the 
vicinity of Mount Vernon in the south. Small, scattering areas 
occur throughout the upland region, and there are a few patches 
along the bottoms of the Wabash and Black rivers. In the Posey
ville and Mount Vernon areas, where it is most typically developed, 
the soil occupies level or gently sloping topography. Along the 
Wabash bottoms it is sometimes found as a gently sloping talus at 
the foot of the river bluffs, and here it is more sandy than the typ
ical soil. In other localities it occurs in minor depressions, where 
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the poor drainage has given rise to marshy conditions and allowed 
considerable amounts of hUlllUS to accumulate. A small area in the 
valley of the Black River differs from the type in being of a 
heavier and more claylike character. This phase possesses a very 
heavy, tenacious, drab clay subsoil and is commonly characterized 
by a slight admixture of coarse sand and rounded gravel in the 
soil. 

There is an intimate relation between the origin, physiography 
and drainage of the Waverly silt loam. With the possible exception 
of the small area found in the Black River valley, which may be in 
part alluvial, the soil is of loess material. In the Poseyville area 
it lies in the broad, level upland valleys that resemble old lake 
floors. The material forming the mineral portion of the soil was 
deposited at the same time and probably in the same manner as the 
loess of the surrounding uplands. But the low-lying areas, now 
occupied by the black soil, were covered by shallow, stagnant water, 
or by bogs and swamps, and fallen limbs and leaves of trees and 
decaying swamp vegetation added to the soil the supply of humus 
which gives it the black color and loamy tilth which it now po
sesses. Silt was also sifted in by washing from the uplands while 
this swampy condition prevailed, for the organic matter did not 
accumulate as a layer of peat, but was thoroughly mixed with soii 
particles. Subsequently, through natural process of erosion and 
by artificial means, these lands have been drained and today form 
one of the most highly valued soils of the area. 

Considerable ditching and tile drainage is practiced in areas of 
this soil, and always with good results. 

In the southern part of the area, east of Mount Vernon, the soil 
also occupies a level position. Here it lies upon an old Ohio River 
terrace, where a coating of loess covers the clay loam of the ancient. 
river flood plain to a depth of 20 feet or more. The southern 
boundary of this area is a bluff with a descent of 25 to 30 feet to 
the present river bottom. As there is no barrier which might have 
held back the surface water from draining into the Ohio River, the 
imperfect drainage which produced marshy conditions must have 
been due to level topography and the texture of the soil. Upon this 
old terrace the soil grades by degrees into the Miami silt loam, and 
no sharply defined boundary between the two types is found. 

In agricultural importance the Waverly silt loam stands next 
to the Yazoo clay. It is well adapted to all the crops now grown 
In the county. The average yield ·of corn is 50 bushels per acre; 
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of wheat, 25 bushels; while clover crops yielding from one-half to 
two tons of hay per acre are cut, with a second cutting of seed. 
Some fruit and vegetables are grown, but only on a limited scall' 
and for home consumption. The soil is well adapted to the pro
duction of timothy hay, and yields of from one to one and one-half 
tons per acre are average crops. 

The texture of this soil is shown by the mechanical analyses 
given in the following table: 

MECHANICAL ANAT,YSES OF WAVERLY SILT LOAM. 
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7132 2 miles E. of Silty loam, 0 to 10 3.56 0.10 0.44 0.24 2.10 10.68 74.78 11.48 
Mt. Vernon. inches. 

7134 4 miles E. of Loam, 0 to 12 inches ... 2.77 .20 .• 10 .24 1.14 5.78 78.44 13.68 
Mt. Vernon. 

7133 Subsoil of 7132. Sticky silty loam, 10 1.61 .12 .52 1.00 4.18 8.56 71.28 14.30 
to 36 jnches. 

7135 Subsoil of 7134. Clay loam. 12 to 36 1.35 .40 .60 .30 .88 4.98 78.38 14.36 
inches. 

MEMPHIS SILT LOAM. 

The Memphis silt loam is an upland type, sometimes called the 
"gray bottom," or made land. The soil is a brown or yellowish
gray silt loam 10 or 12 inches in depth, underlain by silt of a mealy 
texture. It differs in texture from the other silt soils of the area 
in that it lacks the plasticity that they usually possess, resembling 
in this respect very fine sand. As a rule, the soil varies but little 
in texture to a depth of three or four feet, although the upper foot 
is usually of a more loamy nature, due to the effects of cultivation. 

This soil is found occupying the narrower stream valleys in the 
upland porti~n of Posey County. No large areas of it occur, but it 
extends in narrow strips, from 200 to 500 yards wide, along the 
edges of the upland streams. The most extensive of these belts is 
that along the Big Creek bottoms in the eastern part of the county. 
Other narrower belts are found throughout the territory occupied 
by Miami silt loam, and occasionally these extend for a short dis· 
tance into the river lowlands. 

The soil lies in a nearly level position, forming the flood plain 
of the stream to whose agency it owes its origin. These flood plains 
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are subject to frequent overflow, and the land is generally inclined 
to be wet and in need of drainage. Where the bottom is narrow, 
~, common method of drainage is employed 'in which the stream 
channel is deepened and straightened. If the flood plain is broader, 
a more adequate method is to lead lateral lines of tile into this 
central ditch. 

As we should expect, this soil, derived by stream sedimentation 
from fertile upland soils, is a strong and productive type. Oorn 
is the crop chiefly grown and the one to which the conditions are 
best adapted. The yields average about 50 bushels per acre. The 
low-lying position of the soil and its favorable texture give to it 
the desirable property of resisting drought. In a country where 
late droughts are liable to reduce the corn yield this characteristic 
greatly enhances the value of the soil. The Memphis silt loam is 
also an excellent grass soil, and wheat does fairly well upon it. 
Sorghum is raised, but only to a limited extent, for the production 
of sirup for domestic use, and though it does well on this and other 
soils, it can not compete with corn and grass. 

MIAMI SAND. 

The Miami sand is found almost exclusively in the northern and 
western parts of Posey Oounty. It usually lies in strips from a 
quarter of a mile to a mile broad along the bluffs facing the Black 
and Wabash rivers. The foot of the bluff almost invariably forms 
one boundary, and the type is here bordered by the Yazoo loam, 
Yazoo sandy loam, or some other river-bottom type. The upland 
boundary, however, is less distinctly marked. As a rule the soil 
grades into the Miami silt loam of the upland by slow degrees, and 
shows no abrupt change of character to mark a definite boundary. 
In the district just north of Poseyville it extends down and off the 
bluff into the valley, where it occupies gently undulating topogra
phy. But at this point bluff and valley are not as distinct as they 
are along the Wabash lower down, and the change is little more 
than a gradual descent from high, rolling upland to low, undulat
ing valley. 

The character of the soil is somewhat variable. In typical areas 
i1 is found to be a medium sand, somewhat loamy, though contain
ing little silt and clay in the soil. This sand is of a dark reddish
brown color, or light gray where it lies more level and has been 
bleached by the action of the elements. The particles are composed 
chiefly of rounded quartz grains showing the action of water. There 
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is considerable admixture of heavier material in the subsoil, which 
becomes somewhat sticky at a depth of from 12 to 14 inches and 
which at three feet is a sticky orange sand, sufficiently mixed with 
clay to give it a plastic character. 

In some localities this soil assumes the character of a sandy 
loam of finer texture and more coherency than the typical soil. On 
the other hand, a few areas occur where to a depth of five or six 
feet at least the soil is an orange-red sand, and in places where a 
road cut affords a view of the deep subsoil, traces of an irregular 
stratification are seen. 

The soil is well drained. It is so perfectly drained in many 
cases as to be ill adapted to general farm crops. 

It is difficult to say just what has been the origin and method 
of formation of the Miami sand. It is thought by some to be of 
loess origin, i. e., to have been transported to its present position 
at the same time and by similar means as the loess soils of the up
land lying to the east and south of it. The roundness of its parti
cles, as well as the lines of stratification in the subsoil, would lead 
to the conclusion that this material was deposited in water. Others 
believe it to be wind-blown sand and to be of a later geological age 
than the loess. 

Miami sand is the chief watermelon soil of the county. Its 
open, leachy texture makes it unreliable for general farm crops, 
and until melon production was introduced this land was consid
ered very inferior and could be purchased at a low price. But 
the recognition of its adaptability to melon production has greatly 
enhanced its value. Watermelons and cantaloupes are raised in 
large quantities and with good profit. Wheat does very well when 
it follows melons, but corn, which matures late, is apt to suffer 
from dry weather. Stock peas often find a place in the system of 
rotation, and are better adapted to the sandy condition than clover, 
while they perform a similar office of fertilization. Alfalfa might 
be profitably introduced on this soil. It is suggested that peaches, 
which are profitljcbly grown on a similar soil in Michigan, might do 
well on the Miami sand. 

The following analyses show the texture of the Miami sand: 
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MECHANICAL ANALYSES OF MUMI SAND. 
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7128 3 miles N. W. Medium sand. 0 to 8 1.08 0.00 2.34 23.04 5~.60 8.60 8.88 3.68 

of Poseyville inches. 
7126 4 miles W. of Medium sandy loam, .60 .00 2.54 20.50 61.54 4.78 6.82 4.12 

Mt. Vernon. o to 7 inches. 
7127 Subsoil of 7126. Medium sand. 7 to 36 .22 .00 2.04 25.70 50.54 3.78 13.78 4.10 

inches. 
7129 Subsoil of 7128. Medium sand. 8 to 36 .52 .14 2.74 21.32 54.70 7.36 8.84 4.74 

inches. 

MIAMI SANDY LOAM. 

The Miami sandy loam is of limited extent, and consequently 
of small agricultural importance. It possesses some characteristics, 
however, which distinguish it as a separate type and give it special 
adaptability to certain products. The soil varies from a light
brown to black sandy loam, composed of well-rounded, medium 
sand mixed with heavier material, which gives it considerable co
herency. Even where the percentage of clay is small, the soil 
possesses a high degree of compactness, which is one of its char
acteristic features. The soil becomes heavier at a depth of about 
10 inches, and, as is the ease with most of the Wabash bottom soils. 
there is considerable fine, rounded gravel present in the subsoil. 
The sandy nature of the soil prevails to a depth of about three 
feet, but below this the deep subsoil differs little from the subsoil 
of the Yazoo loam, being a rather heavy clay loam mixed with 
gravel. 

The total area of this type is about 0.6 square mile, most of 
which lies in the Wabash and the Black River bottoms. The prin
cipal areas of it occur in tracts of from 400 or 500 to 1,000 acres 
each. Several of these areas are found on the river fiat west of 
Mount Vernon; others are found north of New Harmony and on 
Cutoff Island, and still another is found bordering the Black River, 
just on the northern edge of the county. 

Although the land lies almost perfectly level, the soil is gen
erally well drained. In fact, where the sand content exceeds the 
average the soil is apt to be too well drained for most crops. Its 
location and physiography, as well as its composition, indicate that 
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the derivation is alluvial. It is hard to say just what cause should 
be assigned to the peculiar black color which it usually possesses, 
but this is probably due to the admixture of organic material with 
the heavier portion of the soil, for the sand grains seem to be 
largely of quartz. 

In its crop relations the Miami sandy loam shows a great deal 
of diversity, and it is hard to assign the reasons for this variation. 
In some localities where it is devoted to wheat and corn it gives 
large yields of these crops. Again, the productiveness may fall far 
below the average for the county. There seems to be little differ
ence in the physical properties of the soil in these two cases, al
though the more fertile areas contain a slightly larger percentage 
of clay. In a few cases melons are grown on this soil, and it is 
thought that larger areas might well be devoted to this industry, 
especially where the general farm crops do not thrive. 

The texture of this soil is shown by the following mechanical 
analyses: 

MECHANICAL ANALYSES OF l\IrAMI SANDY LOAM. 
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7112 2Y2milesN.E. Black sandy loam, 0 to I~ 0.00 1.82 10.80 36.86 12.32 26.74 11.24 
of N.Harmony. 10 inches. I 

7113 Subsoil of 7112. Medium sand and clay, 1. 42 .01 1.47 11.78 41.30 12.04 20.58 12.84 
10 to 36 inches. 

MIAMI FINE SANDY LOAM. 

Miami fine sandy loam is the name given to one of the ri ver
bottom soils. It is a red-brown or yellowish sandy loam of medium 
texture, but varies considerably in the percentage of clay it con
tains. A typical profile shows a mellow sandy loam, 10 inches in 
depth, overlying red sand of medium texture. Sometimes clay 
loam is met at a depth varying from one to four feet. Often thr. 
soil is a loose, incoherent sand, resembling beach sand, and in this 
phase is at times devoid of vegetation. 

The soil occurs in low ridges, usually very narrow, immediately 
bordering upon the Ohio and Wabash rivers. Other patches of it 
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occur throughout the river lowlands, and bordering the lowe I' 
course of the Black River there is an area of considerable ext en t. 
In this locality the soil varies considerably and departs somewhat 
from the typical section. A single sample is less uniform in tex
ture; there is some coarse sand and fine gravel, and the soil itself 
possesses a degree of compactness not usually found in this type. 

The areas of this type are as a rule higher than the soils which 
lie adjacent to them. These sands are the product of alluvial depo
sition and have been laid down during the inundations which fre
quently occur. As long as the swollen stream is confined within 
its narrow channel the flow is so swift that the coarse particles are 
held in suspension, but as soon as the overflow takes place and the 
water, spreading out over the broad, level bottoms, is retarded in 
its rate of flow, the sediment is dropped, the sand being the first to 
be laid down. Farther from the banks, where the flow is still more 
sluggish, silt and clay particles are deposited, forming the clay
loam soils. 

Nearly all of this soil is under cultivation, although there are 
some areas of nearly pure sand upon which no crops are grown. 
Corn is the principal crop, and where there is a considerable pro
portion of clay in the soil, an average yield of from 40 to 45 bushels 
per acre is secured. Watermelons are also successfully grown Oll 

many small patches too sandy for other crops. Fair yields of wheat 
are secured where the soil lies above high-water mark, and garden 
vegetables, though not extensively grmvn, are successful crops on 
this type of soil. 

The texture of typical samples of the soil and subsoil of this 
soil type is shown in the following table: 

MECHANICAL ANALYSES OF l\h.un FINE SANDY LOAM. 
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7130 7 miles E. of I Medium sandy loam, I 0.93 0.00 0.24 0.34 41.24 35.72 14.82 7.78 
Mt. Vernon. 0 to 7 inches. 

7131 Subsoil of 7130. Medium fine sandy 1.10 .00 .20 .14 31.34 31.42 25.32 11.22 
loam, 7 to 36 inches .. 

" 
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YAZOO SANDY LOAM. 

The Yazoo sandy loam is an important type of soil, covering 
in all nearly five square miles, or 2,752 acres. It is found chiefly 
in the higher parts of the Wabash River bottoms near New Har
mony. As a rule, the type occurs at the foot of the sandy bluffs, 
from which it is often separated by a narrow talus of Waverly sill 
loam. Its derivation is somewhat obscure, but it is probably com· 
posed of material washed down from the sandy bluffs above and 
mingled with finer material of the bottoms. It occupies higher 
ground than the Yazoo loam, which it usually borders on the river
ward side, and as a rule it is separated from this type by a low 
terrace. 

This soil is a fine sandy loam, resembling the Yazoo loam in 
surface appearance. The texture varies somewhat. In some casell 
it is a medium sandy soil with little coherency and with a subsoil 
of fine yellow sand, but typically the soil to a depth of 12 inches 
is a fine sandy loam, becoming more cohesive and sticky with silt 
and clay in the subsoil. At a depth of about three feet the clay 
predominates, giving the soil a desirable moisture-holding char
acter. 

For corn and wheat, the crops generally grown, this soil is less 
valuable than the Yazoo loam. The more sandy portions are, how
ever, very well adapted to melon culture and are beginning to be 
nsed for this industry. A patch of watermelons was seen which 
produced about four carloads of melons and yielded a money re
turn of about $40 per acre. More of this soil might profitably he 
devoted to this paying industry. 

The texture of this soil type is shown by the following mechan
ical analyses: 

No. LOCAlITY. 

7116 2 miles E. of 
N. Harmony. 

7118 1 mile E. of N. 
Harmony. 

7117 Subsoil of 7116. 

7119 Subsoil 017118. 

MECHANICAL ANALYSES OF YAZOO SANDY LOAM. 

DesctIption. 

Fine sandy loam, 0 to 
8 inches. _ 

Fine sandy loam, 0 to 
8 inches. 

Sand and clay, 8 to 36 
inches. 

Fine sand and clay, 8 
to 36 inches. 

5.5 

2.34 1.28 10.04 14.76 20.02 5.60 36.84 11.12 

.73 .14 1.12 1.64 634 5.76 72.86 12.10 

.84 .60 7.96 14.02 17.12 4.54 38.38 17.38 
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YAZOO LOAM. 

The Yazoo loam is one of the Wabash River bottom soils. '1'he 
soil is a brown loam, composed of a mixture of fine sand, silt, and 
clay. The surface appearance varies considerably, and this varia
tion indicates different phases of the soil. In some localities it is 
light gray, almost white, when dry. This phase often contains 
some medium-sized, rounded graveL The soil here is inferior in 
fErtility to the other phases. In the other extreme the soil presents 
a dark-brown or black appearance. These black areas occur as 
small patches within the district over which the type extends, and 
but for their limited extent might have been recognized as a dis
tinct soil type. This phase occupies minor depressions and owes 
its peculiar characteristics to the wet conditions which at one time 
existed in these places. It is generally true that where a soil occu
pies low land and is continually wet it is found to be of a heavier 
type and to contain more humus than the soil about it, although 
it may originally have been derived from the same source. Such 
is the case with this phase of the Yazoo loam. 

A typical profile of the soil and subsoil of the Yazoo loam shows 
a brown loam containing a good deal of fine sand, with an average 
depth of 8 inches. Lying below this is a loam, somewhat heavier 
and of a light-brown or orange-yellow color, which contains some 
coarse sand and waterworn graveL This, at a depth of about 15 
inches, is underlain by a heavier clay loam to a depth of 36 inches 
or more. Gravel is sometimes present to the amount of 10 or 15 
per cent. of the entire soil, and in one or two instances stream 
cuts show a stratum of gravel occurring at a depth of 10 or 15 
feet. rrhose who have engaged in well digging in the neighborhood 
say that it is quite common to find this layer of gravel in the deep 
subsoil. This stratum has an important effect on the drainage of 
the soil, furnishing a natural outlet for the surplus ground waters. 

The Yazoo loam is of comparatively limited extent, but of con
siderable agricutural importance. It covers a total area of 8,320 
acres, lying wholly within the Wabash and Lower Black River 
valleys. It occupies the nearly leVt~l flood plain of these streams, 
to whose agency it owes its origin. The presence of granite and 
other crystalline pebbles in the soil suggests that the material of 
which it is formed may be in part reworked glacial drift. 

The Yazoo loam is the principal wheat soil of the Wabash bot
toms. It is eminently adapted to the growing of wheat, producing 
grain of excellent quality, with an average yield of 25 bushels pel' 
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acre and occasional yields of 40 bushels on limited areas where the 
soil is black and rich. Corn varies a good deal in yield, being more 
dependent upon the season than wheat, but the average yield is 
good. Clover and timothy are the hay crops generally raised, and 
these about complete the list of products at present grown on the 
Yazoo loam. 

The following table of mechanical analyses shows the texture of 
this soil: 

No. 

7114 

7115 

MECHANICAL ANALYSES OF YAZOO LOAM. 

LOCALITY. Description. 

lYz miles S. W. Sandy loam, 0 to 8 
of Griffin. inches. 

Subsoil of 7114. Clay loam with sand 
and gravel, 8 to 36 
inches. 

YAZOO CLAY. 

Next in extent and importance to the Miami silt loam comes 
the Yazoo clay. The soil to a depth of seven or eight inches is a 
brown clay loam, fairly friable when not too moist and usually 
containing a small amount of sand, which, together with the inter
mingled organic material, gives it a desirable tilth. The subsoil 
differs little from the soil except that it has a more compact struc
ture. This clay is often underlain, at a depth varying all the way 
'from 5 to 20 feet, by sand or sandy clay. 

This soil forms the principal alluvial soil of the Wabash and 
Ohio River valleys. Belts of it are found stretching all along the 
river boundaries of the county, with occasional breaks where the 
upland bluffs approach near to the rivers. '1'he belts of Yazoo clay 
are from a few rods to three or four miles broad, and where therc 
are other types of soil upon the flats this type occupies the lowest 
position, forming a flood plain that is in most cases subject to 
annual overflow. The physiography is that which usually charac
terizes a river flood plain. The land lies nearly level, with a gentle 
inclination in the landward direction. There are numerous depres
sions, bayous, sloughs, and narrow ponds running in a direction 
generally parallel to the course of the river. Along the bluff that 
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separates the lower bottoms from the upland or from a higher 
terrace it is usual to find a marshy strip of land or cypress bayou. 
Occasionally the Yazoo clay is found occupying these higher ter
races above the reach of all but the highest floods. Such an area 
is found·along the Wabash River west of the town of Upton. Here 
the soil departs somewhat from a strict conformity to the typical 
character. Slight depressions running up and down the valley 
give the land a gep.tIy rolling appearance. In these depressions 
the soil is black from the presence of humus, while on the low, nar
row ridges that separate these depressions is often found a coating 
of coarse sand 12 inches or more in thickness. These sandy areas 
are not indicated on the soil map, because they are so limited in 
extent that they could not be accurately drawn on so small a scale. 

As already stated, this soil is a product of alluvial deposition. 
The forces that have operated in its formation are still active. 
Much of it is subject to annual overflow, and each flood leaves a 
coating of sediment or washes away a part of that already de
posited, and so the surface soil is constantly renewed and altered. 
Thus is formed a strong, fertile soil capable of producing good 
yields of various crops. On account of the danger from overflow, 
however, it is planted almost exclusively to corn. For the most 
part the land is owned or rented by farmers having farms in the 
upland district, who remain on the bottoms only long enough to 
cultivate and harvest this crop. In those areas where Yazoo clay 
occupies a higher terrace or "second bottom," winter wheat and 
other crops are planted, and do remarkably well. Timothy grass 
and clover average one and a half to two tons per acre, and a yield 
of from 25 to 30 bushels of wheat is commonly obtained. Corn on 
the lower bottoms produces with comparatively regularity, a fair 
average yield being 45 bushels per acre. From its physiographic 
position and its natural water-holding property the soil is able to 
resist drought better than the less favored soils. Corn planted late 
in the sloughs and draws in which the overflow water remains 
longest will mature and gives a generous yield, while late corn Oll 

the upland is almost sure to suffer from the summer drought. The 
pecan is a natural forest growth of this soil, and many of the nuts 
are annually gathered for the market. Several carefully kept or
chards were seen which yield good returns to their owners. 

'l'he texture of the soil and subsoil of this type is shown by the 
following mechanical analyses: 

26-29153 
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MECHANICAL ANALYSES OF YAZOO CLAY. 

No. LOCAI.ITY. Description. 

--------1------------------------
7106 1 mile E. of 

Mt. Vernon. 
Clay loam, 0 to 7 inches 2.42 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.30 4.50 66.76 28.42 

7108 IJ.jl miles E. of 
Mt. Vernon. 

Clay loam, 0 to 7 inches 2.60 .00 .02 .02 .06 1.50 70.04 28.46 

7107 Subsoil of 7108. Clay loam, 7 to 36 2.27 .00 .01 .02 .14 3.06 66.44 30.32 
inches. 

7109 Subsoil of 7108. Clay loam, 7 to 36 2.27 .00 .01 .02 .04 .98 67.32 30.90 
inches. 

GHIFFIN CLAY. 

This is an unimportant soil type that occupies an area of only 
about 1,600 acres in the valley of the Black River, on the northern 
edge of the county. Larger areas are supposed to occur in the 
county adjoining this one to the north. It is entriely different in 
character from any of the other soils occurring in this area. In its 
virgin state it is found to be a very compact soil, composed of a 
mixture of medium to fine gravel, coarse sand, rounded by water 
action, and clay. The clay is dark brown or mottled in color, very 
stiff and waxy, and difficult to work. In some areas the gravel is 
entirely absent, and where this is the case we have a very heavy 
clay of a tough and waxy character. Taking the whole area into 
consideration, there is an average gravel content of about 10 per 
cent., while at times it is as high as 40 per cent. 

This soil occupies the broad, level floor of the Black River val
ley, forming a part of the river flood plain. Occupying as it does 
the lowest portions of the river valley and being of a close, im
pervious nature, it would seem to be poorly drained. While this is 
to a certain extent true, and drainage where employed is beneficial, 
still most of that which is at present under cultivation is undrained, 
except for occasional open ditches. The explanation of this may be 
found in the fact that the soil is generally underlain by a stratum 
of gravel at a depth of from 5 to 10 feet, which forms a natural 
drain. 

The soil is alluvial in its origin, and the presence of so much 
gravel may be due to the reworking of glacial material. Pebbles 
of granite and other foreign rocks point to a glacial origin for the 
deposits along the river banks. 
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A large portion of this soil is covered by forest growth, but 
these arc being rapidly cleared and the country is being opened up 
to cultivation. Corn is the chief product, and considerable wheat 
and some oats are grown. Large yields are reported. Wheat pro
duced in the season of 1902 in one instance 38 bushels per 
acre, though this is above the average. Corn will yield from 50 to 
60 bushels per acre. It is thus easily seen that though the soil is 
at first exceedingly difficult to cultivate, still when good cultural 
methods have been employed for a few years and the soil has be
come more friable and loamy, large returns may be realize~. 

The following table gives mechanical analyses of typical sam
ples of this soil: 

No. LOCALITY. 

7110 3 miles N. E. 
of Griffin. 

7111 Suhsoil of 7110. 

MECHANICAL ANALYSES OF GRIFFIN CLAY. 

(Fine Earth.) 
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The Guthrie clay is a soil of somewhat variable texture. A 
typical profile shows a light-gray or whitish silty loam,five or six 
inches deep, underlain by a stiff clay subsoil usually mottled with 
ydlow and white. The surface presents a whitish or ashy appear
ance and when dry is very hard and compact, though the soil 
itself is not very plastic or tenacious when wet. Silt forms the 
largest part of the material, and mixed with it are varying amounts 
of coarse sand and iron concretions about the size of buckshot or 
Itlrger. In areas bordering the Wabash River some coarse sand 
and fine rounded gravel is present, but not in sufficient quantities 
to affect, in any marked degree, the agricultural value of the soil. 

The Guthrie clay occurs in but one locality. It is found in the 
southwestern corner of the county, between the Wabash and Ohio 
rivers, where it occupies an area of 22.8 square miles, most of which 
lies in Point Township. In this area are found small, isolated 
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patches of Miami sandy loam, Yazoo sandy loam, and Miami silt 
loam, but the Guthrie clay itself is never met in small detached 
areas. Its surface appearance is one of the characteristic features 
of this soil, from which it has derived the local designation of "the 
woods fiats." The land lies almost perfectly level and is for the 
most part covered with forest. A few low ridges occur, but these 
are usually occupied by some other type of soil. From the topog
raphy it is evident that the soil occupies an old Ohio-Wabash flood 
plain that the deeper cutting of the stream valley has left above 
ordinary high water. From the present river-flood plains, which 
are occupied by the Yazoo clay, this older terrace is separated by 
a low bluff from 10 to 20 feet in height. At times of very high 
water, which may occur once in ten or fifteen years, the river 
floods rise above this bluff and cover the broad area of the Guthrie 
clay, leaving only the ridges above water. Such inundations have 
left their marks in scattered patches of sand and water-washed 
gravel. It was at first thought that the origin of the soil was by 
deposition from these flood waters, but on closer study it was 
found that although the soil has been considerably added to and 
altered in character by these inundations, yet it is not strictly an 
Illluvial soil. It is supposed that the soil was derived, like the 
Miami silt loam, from the loess, and that its present character is 
due to physical and chemical changes that have taken place since 
itt; accumulation ages ago. The changes are those which commonly 
result from low-lying, level topography, prevailingly poor drain
age, and consequent wet conditions. 

The soil is one of the least valuable of all the Posey County 
types, and this fact seems to be chiefly due to its poor drainage. 
Only in very dry seasons does it produce a fair yield of corn. 
"'IVheat produces well only in favorable seasons. Some underdrain
age has been done, with good results, but the present need is for 
large outlet ditches into which smaller ditches and tile lines might 
be led. The larger portion of this soil is now wooded, but with a 
good system of ditches and tile drainage there is reason to suppose 
that much of the area may be converted into productive land, 
adapted to grain and grass. Application of lime, it is thought, 
would improve the tilth and increase the productiveness of this 
soil. 

At present grass and small grain are the crops t6 which the 
~oil is best adapted. Wheat averages about 15 bushels per acre, 
and timothy hay from a ton to a ton and a half. Clover is said to 
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do well and to produce an especially good crop of seed. These 
yields', of course, refer to those parts of the area that have been 
under cultivation for some time and have lost to some degree the 
unfavorable character of the soil in its original state. 

Mechanical analyses of this soil are given in the following table: 

MECHANICAL ANALYSES OF GUTHRIE CLAY. 
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7136 Point Township Clay, 0 to 7 inches ..... 1. 73 0.90 2.78 1.48 6.46 7.78 54.20 25.86 

7138 7 miles S. W. of Clay, 0 to 7 inches ... 2.13 1. 76 3.50 1.96 2.42 2.58 51. 74 36.16 
Mt. Vernon. 

7137 Subsoil of 7136. Clay, 7 to 36 inches ... .89 1.24 2.22 .96 5.12 5.82 55.50 29.18 

7139 Subsoil of 7138. Clay, 7 to 36 inehcs .. .92 2.80 3.44 1. 72 2.02 2.40 48.46 38.48 

AGRICULTURAL CONDITIONS. 

Posey County is a prosperous agricultural community. 'On the 
whole, the farming classes are a progressive people. This is evi
dent from the appearance of homes, farms, and farm equipments 
throughout the county. There is a general recognition of the fact 
that well-constructed barns and sheds for the protection of farming 
implements pay in the end, and farmers make an effort to have as 
substantial a shelter for their stock as possible. The typical dwell
ing is a two-story frame building. Many of the dwellings have 
modern conveniences and comforts, and in a large number of cases 
wiildmills furnish an adequate water supply for house and stable 
purposes. 

The county is divided according to the rectangular system, and 
the roads conform in general to section lines. The farms vary in 
size from only a few acres to as many as 3,000; the average being 
about 65 acres. As the price of land varies according to location 
and character of the soil, a correct estimate could hardly be made 
of the value of the land in the county, but much of it can not be 
bought for less than $100 per acre. In general, the farms are man
aged by the owners. Proprietors of larger tracts sometimes sub
divide their lands and rent small holdings to tenants, who pay rent 
jn a share of the prodllce, or l~ss frequelltly in money. 
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\\t'bite labor is employed exclusively, and this is of an efficient 
character. In many cases where the farms are small, no regular 
hired hands are employed except at times of special pressure, such 
as wheat harvesting, etc. At other times the farmer is able with 
the help of his boys to carryon the regular work of the farm. 

The staple crops of the county are corn, wheat, hay, and melom. 
The upland, which is best adapted to the cultivation of wheat, 
yields an average of 20 bushels per acre, and of corn about 35 
bushels, while from one and a half to three tons of clover and 
timothy hay are cut to the acre. By far the greater amount of 
corn is grown on the soils of the Ohio and Wabash bottoms, and 
ill some cases they average as much as 65 bushels to the acre. Soils 
admirably adapted to the production of wheat and grass are to be 
found among these river-bottom types. The sandy hills and ridges 
which extend in a semi-circle about the county are made use of for 
melon growing. The melon industry is one for which the county 
is famous. 'l'he quality of the watermelons growu on the sandy 
soils is very superior, and they find a ready market in Cleveland, 
Indianapolis, Chicago, and even as far east as Pittsburg and Buf
falo. Later in the season shipments .are made to New Orleans. 
Poseyville is the principal shipping point, and 300 or 400 carloads 
are shipped annually from this place to all points in the Middle 
West. Cantaloupes also thrive on the sandy soils, and their culti
vation is a very profitable industry, although they are not so easily 
handled as the watermelons. Melon growing has been carried on in 
this region for many years. The first shipments were made about 
forty years ago. But though not a new one, the industry is still 
growing and is capable of much more extensive development. The 
Miami sand and many areas of the Miami sandy loam and Yazoo 
sandy loam are well adapted to the production of an excellent 
grade of melons. Outside the melon industry, fruit culture is car
ried on only to a limited extent. Enough is grown, however, to 
rr.ake it evident that many varieties would do well. Practically 
Done is shipped outside the county, the greater proportion being 
utilized for home purposes. Apples, peaches, pears, plums and 
grapes all do very well, and few farms are without an orchard or 
grape arbor. 

There is a general recognition of adaptation of soil to crops, 
evidences of which can be observed in any part of the county, as, 
for instance, the silt soil of the upland for wheat; melons on the 
sand hills and ridges; corn alon~ the upland stream bottoms apq 
river fiats, etc. 
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As far as soil and climatic conditions are concerned, Posey 
County is eminently adapted to the production of tobacco of the 
heavy export type. A soil survey was made in Union County, Ky., 
just previous to this survey, and all the tobacco soils found there 
occur also in Posey County. There is an erroneous idea among 
farmers of Posey County that their soil is not as well adapted to 
tobacco culture as are the soils in Henderson and Union counties, 
immediately across the river; but the Miami silt loam and the 
Waverly silt loam, the two chief tobacco soils of this part of Ken
tucky, are found in Posey County, with the same properties and 
oubject to the same climatic influences. The growing of this crop, 
however, requires considerable skill and experience, and a lack of 
this is probably the cause of failure on the part of the Indiana 
farmers to produce a crop of tobacco equal to the Kentucky crops. 
And so the advisability of introducing tobacco into this locality is 
11 debatable question, and yet it is well for the farmer to know that 
this is one of the many crops to which this soil is adapted. 

No commercial fertilizers are used, barnyard manure and de
cayed wheat straw furnishing a good supply of soil-enriching ma
terial. More care might well be taken, however, to preserve and 
utilize this store of fertilizer. Experience demonstrates that the 
work and expense of' conserving and applying barnyard manure 
to the soil is sure to pay in the end. 

Posey County has a favorable location with respect to market", 
for her produce. Three railroads, the Illinois Central, Louisville 
and Nashville, and Evansville and Terre Haute, traverse the area, 
affording transportation facilities to Chicago, St. Louis, Indian
apolis, Louisville, Cincinnati and Nashville, while the waterway 
afforded by the Ohio River makes traffic by steamboat practicable 
for the river towns. The county is furnished with a good system 
of wagon roads, making internal communication convenient. These 
roads are now being greatly improved by the construction of mac
~idam roadbeds of broken limestone. 



Soil Survey of Greene County, Indiana. 

By W. E. THARP AND CHARLES J. MANN. 

U. S. Bureau of Soils. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE AREA. 

Greene County is located in the southwestern part of Indiana. 
It is bounded on the north by Clay and Owen counties; on the east 
by Monroe and Lawrence; on the south by Knox, Daviess, and 

FIG. l.-8ketch map showing location of the Greene County area, In(liana. 

Martin; and on the west by Sullivan County. The parallel of 39 0 

north latitude and the meridian 87° west from Greenwich cross the 
county, intersecting a few miles southwest of Bloomfield. The 
area is 342,000 acres, or 535 square miles. 

(408) 
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All this area, excepting several sections of land in the south
eastern corner which are tributary to Indian Oreek, is drained by 
the West Fork of White River. This stream crosses the northern 
boundary about three miles east of the middle and follows a south
ern and southwestern course, dividing the county into two nearly 
equal parts. Its valley varies in width from one mile to several 
miles. On the eastern side it is bounded by hills which rise ab
ruptly from the flood plain. Most of them are steep, but generally 
admit of cultivation. From Worthington orthward, and also op
posite Bloomfield, the uplands decline rather sharply to the western 
side of the valley. 

Between Worthington and the lower part of Lattas Oreek there 
is a level area about one mile in width, formerly known as the 
,V orthington Marsh. It is connected on the north with the valley 
of Eel River and also opens upon White River a short distance 
below Worthington. Its surface lies several feet above the high
water mark of these streams and it drains southward into Lattas 
Oreek. It is bounded on the west by high hills-an old bluff-too 
steep in some places to be of much agricultural value. On the east, 
between it and the river, a ridge rises gradually from the marsh 
to a height of more than 100 feet and then drops abruptly to the 
flood plain of the river. 

The level areas in the southern part of the county west of the 
river resemble the one just described, and have the same general 
relationship to the valley proper and to the higher land adjoining. 
While they may be considered an expansion of the valley of White 
River, they are separated from it by irregular shaped areas of up
land which rise nearly to the height of the land several miles back 
from the stream. The Goose Pond and Beehunter marshes are 
valleys of old tributaries now filled much above their former levels 
by comparatively recent sedimentation. The uplands rise morc 
than 200 feet above the level of these areas. 

The surface of the northwestern townships presents considera
ble variation and is characterized by long, gradual slopes and 
broad, evenly rounded ridges. Lattas Oreek drains most of this 
section of the county. An area of about 40 square miles on the 
northern boundary is drained by the Howe,qville and Lemon Oreek 
ditches, which empty into Eel River. 

The eastern half of the county is rough and broken. Richland 
Oreek, which is the largest eastern tributary, enters the county 
near the northeastern corner and empties into White River below 
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Bloomfield. Plummer and Doans creeks lie south of Richland 
Creek, and are much inferior in size and length. Several small 
streams which empty into White River drain the northern part of 
this section. 

The valleys of all these creeks are narrow. Along Richland 
and Plummer creeks they occasionally widen to one-half mile, but 
ill general are less than a quarter of a mile in width. All of them, 
even the narrow ones, are characterized by low, flat-topped terraces, 
conspicuous by reason of the whiteness of the soil-the Waverly 
silt loam. 

The interstream areas in this part of the county are every
where deeply dissected by secondary tributaries. The hillsides and 
ridges which lead up to the crests of the major divides present 
every degree of slope and variety of form. The relief is so varied 
that no general description will apply to all of it. Between the 
drift boundary and the river much of the surface is rolling, with 
1he very rough land confined for the most part to the neighborhood 
of the creeks, but east of the limit of glaciation there are many 
bold outcrops of limestone and of the harder strata of the Mans
field sandstone. Some of the broader divides afford considerable 
arable land, but they invariably decline on each side to short, nar
row ridges, separated by deep ravines. 

Greene County was organize,d in 1820, the year after the In
dians vacated this part of the State. The first settlement was made 
in 1817 in Fairplay Township. In the next few years many immi
grants arrived and settlements were made in other parts of the 
county. Only a few of these pioneers selected lands in the river 
bottoms, most of them preferring the uplands. 

The majority of the early settlers came from the eastern counties 
of Indiana and from Ohio. Each of the older northern States 
seems to have been represented, but a considerable number of peo
ple from Kentucky, eastern Tennessee, and the Carolinas settled in 
the eastern townships. Very few foreigners have come to the 
county, and the present population is chiefly the descendants of 
many generations of native-born citizens. 

Bloomfield, the county seat, and Worthington each have about 
2,000 population. Linton and Jasonville are larger towns, located 
in the coal fields, and are good local markets for much of the farm 
produce grown in their vicinity. 

The county roads radiating from these towns are well con
structed and most of them graveled. The roads in the western 
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townships are easily traveled. Those in the eastern part of the 
county are generally located on the ridges, and thereby avoid many 
steep hills. Most of the county is well served by rural delivery of 
mails and local telephone lines. 

The shipping facilities of the middle and western parts of the 
county are excellent. The Evansville and Terre Haute, the Indian
apolis and Vincennes, and the Southern Indiana railroads cross 
this part from north to south. There is also a branch of the Chi
cago, Indianapolis and Louisville-the Monon route-extending 
from Switz City southeast to Bedford. The recently completed 
Indianapolis Southern, which crosses the county from east to west, 
will give the eastern townships much better shipping facilities than 
they have had heretofore. 

CLIMATE. 

The climate of this area presents no marked extremes in either 
temperature or precipitation. During the summer months there are 
many hot days, but there is usually a wind movement which tempers 
the heat and confines the oppressive effect to the narrow valleys or 
to locations to the leeward of high ridges. 

The winters are usually mild and the snowfall light. The depth 
to which the ground freezes is variable. It seldom remains frozen 
longer than a few weeks, and a February thaw is always expected. 
The surface, if unprotected, invariably freezes and thaws to a 
depth of several inches a number of times during the latter part of 

the winter. 
The following tables, compiled from the Weather Bureau 

records at Worthington, Greene County, and Washington, Daviess 
County, show the temperature and rainfall and the dates of killing 

frosts: 
NORMAL MONTHLY AND ANNUAL TEMPERATURE AND PRECIPITATION. 

MOSTR. 

Worthington. 

Precipi
tation. 
Inches. 

Washington. 

ature. tatlOn. 
of. JncheR. 

Temper
ature. 
'F. 

Temper-I Pre?ipi-

______________ . _____ 1 ___ 1 ___ 11--__ 

January .... . 
February .. . 
March .. . 
ApriL ......... ' ...... . 
May...... . .. 
June..... . ... . 
July..... .... ......... ..... . 
August....... .... ....... .. ....... . .. . 
September... . . . . .. ... . ..... ~.. ........ .... . .... . 
October.......... . ............................... . 
November................ ............ . ............. . 
December ..................... ······,··· , .. , .......... . 

. ...... 'ai:fi' ." "a:ai' 
41.2 3.76 
54.3 3.52 
62.8 3.78 
72.4 4.58 
75.2 3.55 
73.3 3.68 
66.6 3.14 
55.3 2.59 
42.2 4.15 
33.0 3.07 

34.2 3.29 
30.6 2.19 
47.4 5.28 
53.5 2.76 
66.0 3.43 
74.1 4.90 
78.8 3.42 
77.0 3.51 
70.1 3.77 
59.6 2.65 
47.3 3.98 
34.0 3.14 ------------

year ......................... ·.······················ ................... . 56.0 42.32 
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DATES OF FIRST AND LAST K,LLING FROST. 

Worthington. Washington .. 
YEAR. 

I~ast in First, in T.ast in First in 
Spring. Fall. Spring. Fall. 

1897 ...... Apr. 10 Sept. 21 Apr. 21 Nov. 6 1898 ......... Apr. 7 Oct. 15 Apr. 7 Oct. 23 1899 ....... ........ Apr. 16 Sept. 27 Apr. 9 Sept. 27 1900 ..... .................... May 10 Oct. 18 Apr. 13 Nov. 8 1901.. ..... Apr. 21 Sept. 18 Apr. 21 Oct. 5 1902 ...... Apr. 15 Sept. 14 Apr. 14 Oct. 14 1903 ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . May 4 Sept. 17 May 2 Oct. 18 1904 ....... : . .............. Apr. 21 Oct. 23 Apr. 21 Oct. 26 
AYeragc . . Apr. 20 Sept. 30 Apr. 17 Oct. 20 

The frost record a t Worthington is not a correct indication 0 E 

the range of temperature for the entire county. This station is 
located in a peculiar angle of the river valley, where the air drain
age is poor. A record for the adjacent uplands would doubtless 
show a somewhat longer growing period for fruits and vegetables. 

AGRICULTURE. 

All the county, except the so-called marshes and Four-mile 
Prairie, was originally forested. During the four or five decades 
following the first settlements the agricultural development was 
slow. In 1850 not more than 10 per cent. of the arable land was 
deared. In the absence of a market, the finest of walnut, yellow 
poplar, ash, and hard maple trees were felled and burned in heaps. 
Bven so late as thirty years ago land was cleared of less valuable 
varieties in the same way. 

The settlers produced most of the food they and their families 
consumed. Corn was usually the first and most important crop, 
«nd preceded the general cultivation of wheat. The clearings were 
protected by "stake-and-rider" fences, and the cattle and hogs 
supported themselves in the woods. 

For many years Vincennes, Terre Haute, and Louisville, Ky., 
were the nearest trading points. Wheat and tobacco were hauled 
by ox teams, and the live stock driven to those markets. 'fhe com
pletion of the Wabash and Erie Canal, about 1849, provided other 
market'S. The first railroad, the Indianapolis and Vincennes, was 
not in operation through the county until 1864. 

Those settlers from the mountainous sections of the South in
fluenced the character of the agriculture in the eastern part of the 
county. They were generally conteNt with small farms and meth-
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ods which required a rather limited use of labor-saving implements. 
They introduced the culture of tobacco, which about forty years 
ago was grown on more than 100 acres in the neighborhood of 
Solsberry and Newark. This industry, though never extensively 
developed, brought considerable money into the section, the cured 
product, which was of fine quality, finding ready sale at Louis
ville, Ky. 

The usual farm crops have always received more attention than 
any special industries. Stock raising and fruit growing have not 
been of great importance, and dairying has been entirely neglected. 
During the last forty years agriculture in the three eastern town
ships has suffered a decline. A steadily increasing number of the 
younger men have been attracted to the better and more easily 
farmed lands elsewhere or have sought employment in the mines. 

In the western half of the county corn, wheat, and oats have 
been the principal crops. For many years their acreage increased 
only as the uplands and the river bottom were cleared. About 
twenty-five years ago the drainage of the "marsh land" began, 
<'ind the yields of grain, especially corn, from these fertile tracts 
have greatly increased the total production of the cereals in this 
county. In character of improvements and adaptability to eco
nomical methods of tillage, the reclaimed lands are superior to the 
uplands. During the last twenty-five years the acreage of oats has 
materially increased, being now in the neighborhood of 15,000 
acres. The average yield is about 25 bushels per acre. During the 
same period the acreage devoted to wheat has varied greatly from 
year to year, but has suffered a decrease from a maximum of about 
45,000 acres to 16,000 acres. The highest average yield recorded 
for the entire county is 16 bushels per acre, but in favorable sea
sons some types of soil have averaged twice this quantity. There 
has been a marked increase in the acreage of corn. In 1895 48,130 
acres produced 1,748,720 bushels. In 1884 39,000 acres yielded 
1,122,910 bushels. The returns from the two years selected are 
quite near the average for the group of five years preceding each. 
According to the census of 1900, the acreage in corn was 58,645 
acres, and the total yield was 1,926,550 bushels. There has prot
Il bly been a decline in two or three of the easte.rn townships. The 
reclaimed marsh land, which has been devoted almost exclusively 
to corn, accounts in large measure for the increase in the produc
tion for the county as a whole, but there has been a tendency every
",,-here to extend the area devoted to this cereal. 
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Some of the soils are persistently planted to corn, to the exclu
sion of other crops to which they are better adapted. This is espe
cially the case with some of the peaty lands and the Waverly silt 
loam, which produce heavy crops of timothy and only occasionally 
good yields of corn. Orchards have generally been planted on the 
Miami soils. Tobacco and truck crops have been confined to the 
type most favorable to their production. The ada:ptability of cer
tain soils to different crops is quite well recognized, but not gen
erally practiced. The same is true in a large measure with regard 
to rotation. The change of crops on every type is governed more 
by the convenience of the farmer or probable future prices than 
by the requirements of the soil. 

During the last five years the general high price of grain and 
the decline in profits derived from cattle feeding have stimulated 
the production of the cereals and discouraged the raising of cattle 
and, to some extent, all other live stock. The tame grasses there
fore have not been particularly profitable crops, even with those 
farmers who live on their own land and keep some live stock, while· 
offering very little inducement to tenant farmers, who have little 
stock except their work teams. Neither class think they can afford 
to grow clover to be turned under for the benefit of a succeeding 
crop of corn. 

Neither oats nor wheat give large returns over the cost of pro
duction, but are indispensable in affording a change for the land 
and an opportunity for seeding to grass. 

Such industries as dairying and fruit growing, or special crops, 
such as broom corn, potatoes, and truck, have not received the atten
tion they might have, on account of the cost of farm labor. The 
farmers are almost in direct competition for labor with the coal 
mine and stone quarry companies of this and adjoining counties. 
The usual wages given for a farm hand are $20 a month and board. 
Many of the small landowners employ but little hired help, and 
many of the owners of large farms either rent the land they can not 
cultivate themselves or furnish a house and garden lot to married 
men, whom they employ at $1 or $1.25 a day. 

The average size of farms is 94 acres. Those in the eastern part 
of the county are generally small, while the holdings in the river 
bottom and in the western section of the county are larger. There 
are a few estates containing more than 1,200 acres each. 

The assessed value of farm lands in 1895 was $5,872,988, and of 
the improvements thereon $1,575,816. These figures represent 
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about one-half the actual value of the farms in the county. The 
census of 1900 gives the value of the farm lands, including farm 
buildings, as $8,119,230. Land adapted to corn has advanced in 
value during the last few years, while that only suitable for gras'S 

or pasture has declined. 
All the light-colored soils are in need of organic matter. Many 

old fields are in such bad physical condition that only by leaving 
them in grass for a number of years or by the application of large 
quantities of manure or by the use of green manuring crops can 
they be restored to their former state of productiveness. It would 
seem that stock raising or dairying, alone or combined with fruit 
growing, offers the most practicable method for handling such 

lands. 
In this connection due consideration is given the fact that the 

present high prices for corn, the cost of farm labor, and the uncer
tainty of profits which has attended the feeding of cattle have en
couraged the production of grain, and that landlords invariably 
demand such terms of their tenants that the latter have no alter
native, but must grow corn and keep but a few head of cattle or 

bogs. 

SOILS. 

The soils of Greene County have been formed from deposits of 
Pleistocene or later geological age. The underlying rocks belong 
to the Carboniferous, but these have contributed only indirectly to 
the formation of the soil, as they are covered almost everywhere 
by later deposits of Glacial age. The western two-thirds of Greene 
County was covered by the great continental ice sheet, whose east
ern limit corresponds approximately with a line drawn through 
Newark and Scotland. Between this line and the White River the 
glaciation was apparently feeble, as the old topography has not 
been greatly changed, while west of this stream the inequalities of 
the surface were greatly reduced. East of the White River the 
drift is thin, and is composed largely of sand and gravel. West of 
the river it is considerably thicker, and consists largely of silt and 
clay, with comparatively little sand and gravel, and only a few 
sluall bowlders. On most of the long slopes and low divides of the 
northwestern townships the drift forms the deep subsoil overlain 
almost everywhere by the loess. Its direct influence upon the soils 
is therefore small, although it has doubtless contributed consider· 
uble material to the formation of some of the alluvial types. 
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The loess is the most important soil-forming deposit in the 
county. It forms a thin but almost unbroken mantle, seldom ex
ceeding 10 feet in thiclmess, over both the glaciated and unglaciated 
parts of 'the uplands. In general, it is thickest on the summits of 
the ridges, thinnest on the flanks, and seems to become thicker 
again near the foot of the slopes. This is probably due to the 
greater amount of erosion that has taken place on these slopes. In 
the hilly sections of the county its average depth is five feet. The 
loess consists very largely of silt, and represents material ground 
up by the ice, assorted by water, and distributed by the wind. The 
weathering of this silty layer has given rise to the most extensive 
soil type in the area-the Miami silt loam. The loess material, 
however, has entered more or less into the formation of nearly 
every type in the area. 

Upon the uplands bordering the White River valley and usually 
overlying the loess, occur areas of sand which were probably de
posited in the valleys by the river when swollen from the melting 
of the later advances of the ice and then drifted upon the adjoining 
hills by the winds. This sandy material has given rise to lighter 
textured soils. 

The advance in the ice caused some marked changes in the 
course of the streams. The Eel River and probably the White 
formerly flowed along the channel now occupied by Dead Creek 
Ditch. The White River also swung west almost to Switz City, 
Lyons and Marco. These old valleys were partially filled with 
glacial material more or less reworked by water. The coarse water
laid sand and gravel underlying Worthington Marsh and Four-mile 
Prairie were deposited at this time. The character of the surface 
material also indicates that it is from the same source, but deposited 
in comparatively quiet water. In fact, it is very probable that the 
marsh areas represent former lake beds. The light-colored soils 
along the border of these old valleys are composed principally of 
recent sediments derived from the uplands to the north and west. 
This deposition of local material is still in progress. Its influence 
has not reached the dark-colored soils, and since the larger areas 
of these soils lie a little too high to be affected by the rivers, they 
remain very much the same in texture as when laid down. The 
poorly drained condition has resulted in an accumulation of large 
amounts of organic matter in the soil, while in some places Peat 
has been formed. These dark-colored, reworked glacial soils ha~-' 
been included in the Clyde series. 
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Since the final retreat of the ice the streams have been lowering 
their channels; the energies of the White River being confined to 
the eastern side of the major valley. This stream has removed or 
greatly modified the older alluvium, and the present flood plain 
consists of reworked loess mingled with other material brought by 
the river from the upper parts of its course. The soils of recent 
alluvial origin may be divided into two series, according to differ
ences in the character of the material. Where the material is en
tirely of local origin the soils are deficient in organic matter, very 
light in color, and low in productiveness, while those composed of 
material partly of foreign origin contain more organic matter; are 
yellowish-brown in color, and are quite productive. The former 
have been placed in the Waverly series and the latter in the Hunt
ington series. 

The soils of Greene County vary in texture from sand to clay, 
but the large predominance of silt and the finer grades of sand 
confine most of them to those classes designated as silt loams and 
fine sandy loams. While a rather close relationship exists in re
spect to texture, the soils differ widely in other respects. Accord
ing to the similarity in other characteristics except texture, the 
soils have been arranged in four principal series-Miami, Waverly, 
Clyde, and Huntington-'with single representatives of other series. 
The following table gives the name and area of each soil type found 
in Greene County: 

AREAS OF DIFFERENT SOlIS. 

. . I Per I 
____ S_OI_',_. ____ Acres. Cent. 1_~~_S_o_IT._. ____ I __ A_c_re_s._ 

Per 
Cent. 

Miami silt loam .. 
Waverly silt loam. 
Rough stony Ian d ..... . 
Huntington silt loam ......... . 
Huntington fine sandy loam. 
Clyde Sandy loam. 
Bloomfield sandy loam ...... . 
Clyde clay .................. . 
Marco fine sandy loam ....... . 

224,512 
25,152' 
18,432 
16,512 
13,696 
11,712 
10,944 
6,144 
3,392 

65.6 
7.4 
5.4 
4.8 
4.0 
3.4 
3.2 
1.8 
1.0 

Marco clay'loam ........... . 
Marshall ,ilt loam .. 
Peat ......................... . 
V\'averly fine sandy loam ... . 
1\1 iami sand ................. . 
Riverwash ................. . 
Sioux sandy loam ... . 

Total ................. . 

MIAMI SAND. 

3,200 0.9 
2,688 .8 
2,624 .S 
2,560 .7 

512 .1 
192 .0 
128 .0 

342,400 ........ 

The texture of the Miami sand ranges from medium to coarse, 
with a small amount of fine gravel. The surface is a dull or dirty 
gray. The moist sand below is generally a dark, reddish-brown, 
changing to a lighter brown with depth. There is some fine ma
terial present, but seldom enough to cause the wet sand to cohere. 
At a depth which varies greatly within very short distances, a sub-

27-29153 
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stratum of sticky, clayey sand is found, similar to the subsoil of 
the Bloomfield sandy loam. This forms a moisture reservoir, but 
in most of the areas mapped as Miami sand it lies at a greater 
depth than three feet. In the depressions the soil is more loamy 
[lnd darker colored. 

Two small areas of Miami sand are found west of White River. 
The largest lies northwest of Bloomfield and the other is located 
B,bout one and a half miles southeast of Worthington. The latter 
has a general north and south trend and is practically a low, nar
row sandhill lying between the river valley and the second bottom. 
The area north of Bloomfield occupies a rather high hill which 
overlooks the river valley. The irregularities of the surface are 
pronounced and several deep ravines intersect it. 

Wheat and clover may be grown successfully on this type. In 
wet seasons corn will give a fair return. Melons, sweet potatoes, 
[[nd other early garden truck do well. A small acreage of melons 
is grown near Bloomfield for the local markets. 

The following table shows the composition of a sample of this 
soil : 

MECHANICAL ANALYSER OF MUMI SAND. 

I 
Me-

I 

Yery Fine Coarse Fine 
Gravel, Sand, dium Sand, Fine Silt, Clay, 

NUMBER. Description. Sand, Sand, Per Per Per Per Per Per Per Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent. I ------ -------------
15375 ........ , ..... Soil., ......... 0.6 22.0 35,2 24.91 1.4 11. 7 4,2 

BLOOMFIELD SANDY LOAM. 

The soil of the Bloomfield sandy loam is a medium to fine red
dish-brown sand, containing a small percentage of silt and clay. 
The texture becomes coarser to a depth of 15 to 20 inches, where 
there is an appreciable increase in the silt and clay content, which 
continues to a depth of several feet. In cultivated fields the surface 
bleaches to a dull-gray or slightly reddish-gray, and while every
where loose and on some of the ridges quite incoherent, it main
tains fair moisture conditions. In the northern part of the area 
the texture of the soil is somewhat finer than elsewhere. 

The subsoil is a medium to coarse sand or sandy loam darker 
in color than the soil. At a depth usually less than three feet it 
grades into a stiff, compact, sandy, silty loam. This heavy sub
stratum contains a sufficient quantity of cla! to render it som~what 
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sticky when moist, and very hard and compact when brought to 
the surface and allowed to dry. 

Sometimes the subsoil changes again to a loose, light-gray sand, 
which is nsually dry, much coarser than any of the material above 
it, and presents a greater variety in the composition of its grains. 
"'his stratum is seldom present along the margins of the areas of 
Bloomfield sandy loam farthest from the river. In the latter places 
the finer grades of sand form the soil, which overlies the loess. 

It is probable that the sand was derived from sediments laid 
down in the river valley and drifted to the present position by the 
·wind. Some low areas which have much coarse material may be 
ascribed to the agencv of water, but the variable depth, erratic 
distribution, and the great topographic range of most of the type 
indicate wind action as the chief formative agency. 

Most of the surface material consists of iron-stained qnartz 
sand, but the deeper strata exhibit considerable variety in the char
acter of the grains, indicating a derivation from crystalline rocks 
rather than the local sandstone. 

The largest areas of this type occur on the bluffs overlooking 
White River. A few of them extend back upon the upland and 
gradually pass into a closely associated type, the Miami silt loam. 
Some of them, however, end very abruptly and are separated from 
the Miami silt loam by a narrow ravine. Both slopes of the ravine 
invariably consist of typical loess, indicating that the heavier ma
terial was deposited first. 

'fhe topography varies from gently rolling hills to a "hum
mocky" surface consisting of small mounds and narrow ridges of 
low relief. The intervening depressions are very irregular in size 
!lnd outline. Not many of them are entirely inclosed, but generally 
open upon the lower areas of the adjoining types. Several con
spicuous elevations near Worthington are capped with sand which 
averages finer in texture than most of the type found between 
Bloomfield and Newberry. 

All of this type was originally forested. Some of the low, dune· 
like areas in the marshes are yet covered with oak, and on the river 
bluffs ash, poplar, sngar maple, and even walnut, attain a good 
size. Most of the timber, however, has been removed. 

The crop value is determined largely by the character of the 
subsoil which constitutes the moisture reservoir. Where it is deep, 
good crops of corn and wheat may be secured. Clover is grown 
successfully and a few small fields of alfalfa have been sown. The 
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limited acreage of rye in this county is almost entirely confined to 
the Bloomfield sandy loam. Melons and tomatoes, as well as early 
garden crops, give good yields. All the varieties of fruit trees 
adapted to this section make a satisfactory growth. Cherries do 
especially well, and some small orchards of apples and peaches 
present a promising appearance. On all the upland areas the air 
drainage is good. There is such a variety of slope and also of 
moisture conditions, due to the variable nOature of the subsoil, that 
good sites for orchards abound. The annual crops are likely to 
suffer from continued drought, and the yields depend largely on 
the rainfall during the growing season. 

This type is easily cultivated and does not wash badly, except 
011 the steepest slopes. By frequent changes to clover some farmers 
are maintaining a dark, loamy appearance of their fields, and they 
usually secure good returns of wheat and corn. The organic mat
ter, whether it consists of clover, stubble, or barnyard manure, 
soon burns out, and a continuous supply is a matter of prime im
portance. The surface of this sand should be exposed to the direct 
rays of the sun as little as possible. A cover crop of some kind is 
especially beneficial during the fall. Early plowing for wheat, 
which leaves the soil exposed for a number of weeks, is believed to 
be detrimental, in that it hastens the disappearance of the organic 
matter. 

Much of this type is included in farms which have other types 
of soil, so that its value can hardly be stated. Most of it is devoted 
to the usual farm crops, and only where considerable areas of the 
deepest sand occur is it estimated at a lower value than adjoining 
areas of silt loam and fine sandy loam. 

SIOUX SANDY LOAM. 

The soil of the Sioux sandy loam consists of a dark reddish
brown sandy loam or heavy fine sandy loam about one foot in 
depth. It contains some small stones, but is easily cultivated. The 
subsoil contains so much gravel that it is wellnigh impenetrable 
with a spade or plow. 

One area of this type lies on the north county line just east OJ' 

White River in the form of a small gravelly terrace, 10 or 15 feet 
above the valley, and composed of glacial material brought down 
by Jacks Creek, which at this point flows northwest along the east 
side of this terrace. Another small area is found east of Worth
ington, where it occupies a low terrace between a ridge of Miami 
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sand and an arm of the river valley, Here the soil is gray in color 
and coarser in texture than the soil of the area just described. It 
i>; also somewhat deeper and contains fewer stones. The organic 
content is low, but the presence of considerable fine material gives 
it a loamy character. The subsoil consists of a coarse reddish
brown sand with more or less gravel. 

This type will not endure drought, but in seasons when the 
rainfall is well distributed it produces good crops of corn and 
wheat. Its very limited extent in this survey makes it of minor 
importance. 

MARCO FINE SANDY LOAM. 

The surface soil of the Marco fine sandy loam is an incoherent 
sandy loam becoming heavier with depth. The dry surface iR 
usually of a dull gray color, but the body of the soil is yellow or 
yellowish broiVll. At a depth of from 12 to 15 inches the material 
is much more compact. Here it is a sandy clay loam, usually moist 
[',nd plastic, but not very sticky. The sand is sometimes somewhat 
coarser than at the surface and the texture is not uniform. Thin 
streaks or pockets of medium to fine sand may occur at any depth. 
The color of t.he subsoil is a light yellow, st.reaked or mottled with 
light gray. The sand shows iron stains ranging from chocolate 
brown to buff. 

The Marco fine sandy loam is represented by several small are:JR 
I1djacent to areas of the Bloomfield sandy loam. It is usually dr
veloped along the border of the latter type farthest from the river. 
lL is probable that the two soils have a "imilar origin and that the 
sandy loam represents the drift or wash of fine sand over the loess. 
The peculiar topography of some of the uplands on the west side 
of White River is favorable to such a distribution of the sand. The 
hills rise very abruptly from the valley, forming quite a high bluff. 
and then decline very gently toward the low ground which lies a 
mile or so back from the river. 

There is an area of Marco fine sandy loam north of Bloomfield 
which consists for the most part of land which slopes gradually 
toward the west. There are areas southwest of Lyons which are 
nearly level. The one farthest east is bordered by dune-like ridgeH 
of Bloomfield sandy loam, and some of the interdune areas have 
been inclnded in this type. They represent a transition between 
the Clyde sandy loam and the Marco fine sandy loam. Some of the 
type in this locality may be fluviatile in origin, but the surface 
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resembles that of the higher ground and indicates more or less 
drift of its material by the wind. 

This is a warm, early soil which stands drought much better 
than the Miami sand. It is deficient in humus, but the tcxture of 
both soil and subsoil and the favorable moisture conditions insure 
good yields of grain and clover. Some of the hillsides have been 
drained with tiles, and the level areas southeast of Lyons are great
ly benefited by the large ditches which were made to drain th(~ 

Clyde sandy loam. The slight elevations are very desirable sites 
for small fruit and truck gardens. Fruit trees do well on all ex
cept the lowest places. Wheat and corn are successfully grown, 
and clover does exceptionally well. Only a few fields of oats or 
timothy were seen on this type. The cultural methods are similar 
to those employed on the Clyde sandy loam and the Miami silt 
loam. All of the type is cultivated and has a higher value than 
the upland types of soil. 

The following table gives the mechanical composition of a typi
cal sample of the soil and subsoil of this type: 

NUMBER. 

14866 .. 

14867. 

MECHANICAL ANALYSES OF l\fARCO FINE SANDY LOAM. 

Description. 

Soil. .. 

Subsoil. . 

Fine 
Gravel, 

Per 
Cent. 

Coarse Me~ F' I Very I 
p Sand, p SanG., Per Per 

C e~ Per C e~ Per Cent. Cent. 
en.,. Cent. en. Cent. 

I 

Sand, dium Sa'::3., I Fin~ I Silt, Clay, 

0.6 --5.-7\'-8-3- ~II--:-I---::-~ 
.3 2.5 6.8 3.01 7.8 26.9 26.2 

I 

WAVERLY FINE SANDY LOAM. 

The soil of the Waverly fine sandy loam is a fine sandy loam 
resembling the \N averly silt loam in its general surface features. 
'1'he first few inches contain a high percentage of light-gray silt. 
'1'he color of the surface is always lightest where the silt content is 
highest and becomes a dark gray where the sand predominates. 
'1'he surface, if uncultivated, is quite compact, but breaks into a 
loose, loamy condition when plowed. 

At a depth of about eight inches the subsoil is a friable silty 
loam, much lighter in texture and somewhat coarser than the soil. 
It becomes lighter with depth, and at 24 to 30 inches is usually a 
medium to coarse sand, only slightly coherent. It is more or less 
mottled, the color ranging from a light gray to a dark chocolate 
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brown. Iron concretions are abundant, and along some of the 
small tributaries of the Goose Pond Marsh the lower subsoil is a 
sort of conglomerate of various sized iron nodules with the grayish 
silty sand as a matrix. 

'l'his is an alluvial type formed by the deposition of the heavier 
material as thc gradient of the streams decreased. The surface 
seems to have received considerable silt, either very recently or 
during the latter part of the period when the type as a whole was 
being formed. The natural drainage is not good, but is being im
proved by the increase in the depth of the channels of the water 
courses which cut through the narrow areas of this type. 

Most of this soil has a higher agricultural value than the Wav
f,rly silt loam. Its areal extent is so limited, and it is so frequently 
bordered by a hillside too steep to be cultivated, that much of it 
is used only for pasture. The cultivated valleys usually produce 
fair crops of corn, wheat or potatoes. 

HUNTINGTON FINE SANDY LOAM. 

The Huntington fine sandy loam is an alluvial type consisting 
essentially of a fine sandy or silty loam, variable, but usually con
taining a high percentage of very fine sand and silt overlying fine 
sand. The color is a yellowish brown, somewhat darker where the 
silt content is highest and approaching a light gray or yellowish 
gray where there is more than the average amount of sand. The 
surface is slightly compact, but the soil becomes lighter in texture 
and more open in' structure with depth. At 12 inches the sand 
characteristics are usually well pronounced. There is very little 
coarse sand and a comparatively small amount of clay, with a con
sequent marked absence of the qualities which these materials im
part. The soil is a soft, fine-grained alluvium, with very little 
tendency to become hard or form clods. The organic matter con
tent is low and practically no dark-colored sediment is being added 
to the surface. The soil is easily plowed and will remain in good 
tilth the entire season. The upper part of the subsoil contains con
siderable fine material, but this rapidly decreases with depth, and 
at from 25 to 30 inrhes it becomes a fine sand of loose and incoher
ent structure. 

In Greene County this type is confined to the valleys of White 
River and its eastern tributaries. 'l'he largest areas are found on 
the inner curves of the river. Along the small creeks its distribu
tion is somewhat irregular. On Richland.and Plummer creeks it 
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usually lies between the stream channel and the terraces of Wav
-erIy silt loam that so frequently skirt the foot of the hills. On the 
smaller creeks the narrow strip of alluvium, if of sufficient width 
to be shown on a map of the scale used, has been classed with this 
type. These small, irregular areas are generally cultivated, and 
'while they contain more coarse material in both soil and subsoil, 
they resemble the normal phase of this type in color, structure, and 
-crop value. The surface is a silt or silty loam grading into sand. 
There are frequently additions of shale fragments and other debris 
washed from the hills. 

The White River does not deposit permanently much fine sedi
ment below the level of its present banks. Such old channels or 
-other depressions as exist near the stream are filled with relativ~ly 
,coarse material until built up to about the height reached by the 
overflows. Then the fine sand and silt are assorted and spread 
over the surface, thus forming the Huntington fine sandy loam and 
the closely related Huntington silt loam. No well defined bound
ary can be drawn between these two soils. 

The chief sources of the alluvium along the small streams in 
the eastern part of the county, as well as a large part of the sedi· 
ment carried by the river, are the Mansfield sandstone, certain as
sociated shales, and the loess. The Sandstone consists largely of 
medium to fine siliceous sand carrying a good deal of iron. The 
shales are arenaceous and do not contain much clay. It is probabl'J 
that both of these alluvial types owe most of their productiveness 
to the material derived from the loess. 

All this type was originally timbered, but is now cleared. Corn 
i~ the chief crop. Some of the heaviest phases produce good wintel' 
wheat, but there is considerable danger of damage by spring floJCl-,. 
It is not a typical grass soil, but clover and timothy generally du 
,veIl, because of the good supply of moisture. No definite statement 
as to the average yield of grain can be made, but on some of the 
small irregular fields on the creeks and some larger areas of this 
type along the river excellent yields of corn of good quality are 
secured, The methods are similar to those practiced on the Hunt
ington silt loam. Some of the sandy strips along the stream bankf; 
require very little cultivation to keep them in good tilth. 

No commercial fertilizer and vcry little barnyard manure is 
used on this soil. Its general value, as well as adaptability to 
crops, is dependent upon the elevation above the usual level of the 
I'tream.. Areas subject to very frequent overflow are generally 
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very sandy. It constitutes the most valuable land for agricultural 
purposes on many or the small farms in the eastern part of the 
county. 

The following table gives the average results of the mechanical 
analyses of the soil and subsoil of this type: 

NUMBER. 

MECHANICAL ANALYSES OF HUNTINGTON FINE SANDY LOAM. 

Description. 

Fine Coarse 
Gravel, Sand, 

Per Per 
Cent. Cent. 

Me
dium 
Sand, 
Per 

Cent. 

Fine 
Sand, 
Per 

Cent. 

Very 
Fine 

Sand, 
Per 

Cent. 

Silt, 
Per 

Cent. 

Clay, 
Per 

Cent. 

------1-------1--------------

15392 15394....... SoiL ............. . 

15393 15395....... Subsoil.. ........ .. 

0.0 

.0 

0.7 

.4 

1.6 18.5 22.7 48.2 

2.2 39.5 23.6 28.3 

CI,YDE SANDY LOAM. 

7.9 

5.5 

The soil of the Clyde sandy loam is a black sandy loam, medium 
to nne in texture, characterized by a friability very apparent in all 
cultivated fields. There is a small amount of coarse sand present, 
the angular grains being easily seen on the surface. The clay and 
silt content is sufficiently high to give a considerable degree of 
firmness and coherency to the soil, but it is seldom so compact a.s 
to form clods or necessitate more than a minimum amount of labor 
to reduce it to good tilth. This loamy nature of the surface is due 
in some measure to the compara.tively high organic content as well 
as to the presence of so much fine sand. There is some variation 
in texture in the large areas of this type. Near the low ridges of 
Miami sand there is more than the average amount of coarse to 
medium sand both in the soil and subsoil, while in the central parts 
of the areas the finer grades of sand predominate. 

The subsoil is usually a sandy loam a little coarser in texture 
than the soil and distinguished by its plasticity and rather open 
structure. At a depth of about four feet it is a very sandy loam 
or sometimes a yellowish or brown sticky sand which grades rapidly 
into a coarser, water-bearing sand and gravel. This stratum lies 
between five and six feet below the surface, and usually there is 
good capillary movement between it and the soil. The color of the 
subsoil is variable and is generally some shade of gray, darker 
'where the organic matter in the soil is abundant, and lightest in 
those sandy phases of the type near the Miami sand. 

In both the area adjQining Worthington and in the one east of 
IJyons, called the Four-mile Marsh, there is no line of demarcation 
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Letween the soil and subsoil. In color and texture there is a grada
tion from the very dark surface to the gray or sometimes yellowish' 
subsoil 24 to 36 inches below. Near the drainage lines the subsoil 
is frequently a heavy sandy loam of a dark-brown or slightly red
dish-brown color with numerous yellow iron stains. 

This soil is easily cultivated. If plowed deep, an excellent seed 
bed for corn may be prepared. By plowing shallow, or even by the 
llse of the disk harrow followed by a drag and roller, a firm condi
tion of the soil suitable for small grain is obtained. 

In each of the largest areas there are occasional small mounds 
rising only a few feet above the general level. Otherwise the sur
face of all this type is fiat, with a very slight inclination toward 
the south. Artificial drainage is necessary. Very few tile drains 
have been laid; large open ditches being depended upon to remove 
the surplns water. 

The 'Worthington Marsh is drained by a dredged ditch about 
six feet deep and twice as wide. The Four-mile Prairie is inter
sected by a number of somewhat smaller ditches. 'rhese artificial 
drainage lines frequently overflow, but serious damage is done only 
occasionally. Both Four-mile Prairie and Worthington 'Marsh are 
practically a part of White River valley. The surface of each is 
only a few feet above that of the highest parts of the present flood 
plain of the river. 

A small area of Clyde sandy loam northwest of Marco is ell

tirely surrounded by ridges of Bloomfield sandy loam, and pnb
ably represents some local variation in origin. It is finer in texture 
and also higher in its organic matter content than the average and 
forms an especially valuable land for general farming. The areil 
south of it is practically a part of the flood plain of White River. 
The surface is characterized by numerous broad, shallow depres
sions quite variable in texture, while the minor elevations ar<' 
usually sandy. Along the lower part of the Goose Pond Ditch 
these slight elevations on the east side are quite silty and grade' 
into the Huntington silt loam. 

The material which constitutes the water-bearing stratum below 
the subsoil is plainly of glacial origin, and doubtless was deposited 
in its present position when Eel River and 'White River were lines 
0-1' discharge for the last ice sheet, which reached their upper trib, 
utaries. The finer material which now forms the soil is largely of 
foreign origin, for mica, hornblende and feldspar may be detected. 
among its sam'! grains. These surfnce materinls probably represent 
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the closing part of this stage of the river's history when it selected 
its present course and Eel River permanently abandoned a line of 
discharge for its surplus water to the north and west of Worthing
ton. At this time the southern outlets for this part of the valley 
were obstructed, thus ponding the waters between the uplands on 
the north and west and the high land near the river. The Clyde 
sandy loam areas were the more shallow or transient part of this 
lake, \\"hile the heavier materials of the Clyde clay represent the 
df~eper and more permanent part near the bluff's. 

Before artificial drainage was introduced the surface of these 
areas was more or less flooded during the spring months, but usually 
dry during the summer and fall. Bluestem and other varieties of 
prairie grass, as well as those peculiar to wet locations, grew lux
uriantly and for many years furnished excellent grazing. Tlip 
surrounding upJands and the low sandy mounds were timbered, 
but the marshy tracts, though open, long remained uncultivated. 
On account of their slow natural drainage they were generally con
sidered as little better than the true marshes on the small creeks 

north and west of them. 
Corn is now the principal crop grown upon this soil. Small 

grains, timothy, and clover do well. A few small fields of alfalfa 
have proved succei>Sful. The yield of corn in favorable years has 
frequently exceeded 80 bush cIs per acre. The presence of the so
eaJled "alkali spots," which seem to aff'ect this crop only, reduces 
the average production to some extent. While this yield is much 
above the average, the soil with its abundant supply of water be
neath, which amounts to subirrigation, gives sure and large re
turns of all the ordinary crops. 

Tomatoes are now being grown quite successfully on this type 
Hear vVorthington. It is well adapted to any crop which requires 
g sure and abundant supply of moisture and is not too susceptible' 
to frosts. Its topographic position does not especially commend it 
for general trucking. Fruit trees grow well, but the yields art, 

somewhat uncertain. 
For many years the natural produ(~tiveness of this soil seemed 

to render crop rotation or fertilization unnecessary, but now many 
farmers assert that the yield of corn averages less than formerly 
mid ac1\'ocate clover growing. Very few have any regular rota
tion. Oats usually follow corn, the Reed being sown broadcast and 
a dif;l\: used to pulvel'ize the surface, which afterwards is harrowed. 
Winter wheat conveniently follows oats. '1'he stubble is plowe<:1 
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shallow and well harrowed, and the seed is always drilled. The 
wheat also serves as a nurse crop for clover, which is sown in the 
early spring. A good deal of the land planted to corn is necessarily 
plowed in the spring. Various means are used in getting rid of 
the stalks, but not much consideration is given their possible 
value in adding organic matter to the soil. Many farmers burn 
them. The disk and slant-tooth harrow are found very effective 
in preparing the seed bed in this soil. Much of the corn is drilled 
and shallow cultivation is practiced_ No commercial fertilizer is 
used with the ordinary crops, and the limited number of cattle and 
other stock which most farms support preclude the possibility of 
applying much manure, although it is found that the soil very 
readily responds to its application. 

Some of the best improved farms in the county are located 011 

this type. The value has steadily risen during the last decade, and 
now $100 an acre is about the average price which the land com
mands. 

The following table gives the average results of mechanical 
analyses of the soil and subsoil of this type: 

MECHAN!CAL~ANALYSES OF CLYDE SANDY LOAM. 

NUMBER. Description. 

14690 14700 15398.1 Soil. .... 

14691 14701 15399. i Subsoil.. 

Fine I Coa"e Me- Fine Very 

GraYel'i Sand, dium Sand, Fine Silt, Clay, 

Per Per Sand, Per Sand, Per Per 

Cent" Cent, Per Cent. Per Cent. Cent. 
Cent. Cent. 

0.411-:-;1~~--:--~--11~ 
.2 4.6 13.2 39.2 6.1 20.5 1.5.8 

MIAMI SILT LOAM. 

The Miami silt loam is the most extensive type in Greene County. 
H is the familiar "yellow clay" seen in the hillside ditches, amI 
glVes the characteristic color to the surface of all the upland fields. 
'fhe soil is a silt loam, high in silt, and usually containing very 
little sand, even of the fine and very fine grades. When moist, 11 

sample taken in the hand is soft and readily molded, while on dry
ing the material crumbles into fragments that may be easily pul
verized. Much of the surface of a well-tilled field is frequently 
H loose, floury dust, and the small clods are light and porous. On 
the hillsides the color is yellow or light reddish-yellow, but where 
the surface has little slope it is usually some shade of light gray. 
In both instances the addition of organic matter Cll-uses the soil to 
become much darker. 
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The subsoil usually contains a little more clay than the soil, 
liut otherwise they resemble each other in texture. The subsoil is 
slightly plastic, but crumbles on drying: At a depth of 12 to 18 
inches the light-yellow material is more or less streaked with gray. 
This mottled appearance increases with depth, although in som~ 
places where this underlying formation contains much iron the 

deep subsoil is a dark reddish-yellow. 
Along the streams, and also near areas of Miami sand, the first 

few inches of the soil may contain a considerable amount of sand. 
Along the glacial boundary there are areas which have some small 
stones and gravel mixed with the soil, and in a few localities this 
coarse material occurs in the subsoil. Such phases have been indi

cated by the gravel symbol. 
The Miami silt loam is derived from the loess, and, with the 

E'xceptions mentioned, practically no other materials enter into its 
composition. It is easily cultivated. If plowed when slightly 
moist, the surface is crumbly and may be worked to a loose, friable 
condition. This is especially true if there is a little more than the 
average amount of organic matter present. Old land is sometimes 
very cloddy, and if plowed when too wet it gets into poor physical 

condition. 
Excepting some Rmall areas of Bloomfield sandy loam and the 

rough stony land, this type occupies all the uplands. The minor 
differences in depth of soil, texture and color observable are due 
chiefly to topographic influences. The yellow color is most pro
nounced on the steepest slopes, and the color invariably becomes 
lighter where the surface is nearly level. Where the gradient is 
highest, thc loess is generally thin, seldom exceeding a depth of 
four or five feet, and is in contact with the ferruginous rock or 
Rand. On the more level areas the silt is thicker, and frequently 
overlies glacial material which evidently had undergone consider
ale leaching and oxidation prior to the deposition of the loess. 

There are areas of this type where the surface soil is light in 
color a;nd contains abundance of small, soft, iron concretions. These 
are associated with slow, imperfect drainage, but in only a few 
places on the upland does this obtain to an objectionable degree. 
Whenever a slight depression, other than a limestone sink, exists, 
the soil is white, becomes very hard when dry, and at a depth of 
18 or 20 inches is so compact that it is frequently termed "hard
ran." Beneath this stratum the subsoil presents the usual silty, 
mottled appearance. In Sees. 6 and 19, Twp. 8 N., R. 7 W., and 
in Secs. 18 and 22, Twp. 8 N., R, 6 W" small ar~as of this phase 
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of the Miami silt loam are found. In general, the lighter colored 
phases are not quite as easily managed, nor as satisfactory in their 
crop yields as the yellower areas on the hillsides. 

There is a marked deficiency of organic matter in the virgin 
s(,il. This may be ascribed to the original forest, a heavy timbet, 
growth not being conducive to the accumulation of humus in the 
soil. Most of the vegetable debris oxidized upon the surface and 
did not become incorporated with the soil. The large and per
manent roots of trees do not add so much fertility to the earth in 
which they grow as the roots of grasses which are annually re
newed. 

Corn, wheat, oats, clover, and timothy, are the leading crops 
grown on the Miami silt loam. The rougher parts along the stream 
are used for pasture, and some limited areas yet remain uncleared. 
During recent years there has been an increase in the acreage sown 
to tame grass. 

On many farms the rotation followed consists of two or more 
crops of corn, one of oats, and then wheat, the latter serving as a 
nurse crop for clover, which is sown in the spring. Some farmers, 
when seeding land to clover, also sow timothy, while others prefer 
to keep them separate. On many of the rented farms, however, 
none of the fields are seeded to clover, except possibly at long inter
vals. In seeding for winter wheat, the oat stubble is plowed in 
August, or sometimes earlier, and in making the seed bed the roller 
is freely used. The seed is always sown with a drill. The time of 
sowing depends somewhat upon the season, but usually between the 
10th and 30th of September. As long as winter wheat continues 
to be grown, it does not seem practicable to avoid exposing the bare 
surface of the land to the hot summer sun for several weeks. But 
the practice certainly tends to hasten the oxidation of the organic 
matter in a soil which has none of that essential element to spare. 

In preparing land for corn, the plowing is deeper than for 
wheat. Both the disk and the roller are generally used. Some 
farmers check their corn, but many of them prefer to plant it in a 
drill. Surface cultivation is practiced by many farmers, but there 
are some who continue to use large cultivator shovels which stir 
the soil to a depth of five or six inches. Practically all the corn 
grown is husked in the field, very little of it being cut and shocked 
or used as silage. The quality is good and crops are seldom in
jured by frost. 

'rhis soil is well adapted to oats, but the crop is not always a 
successful one. The quality and yield of this grain is probably 
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more dependent upon the season than either wheat or corn. The 
yield of corn varies greatly even on adjoining farms. As already 
indicated, the soil may be kept in fair physical condition even 
where the humus content is apparently low. Other conditions being 
equal, the organic content is of greatest importance and largely 
determines the crop yield. The average yield of corn is less than 
40 bushels. The present average yield of wheat on this soil is about 
15 bushels in favorable years, and is very often much less. 

Nearly all the commercial fertilizer used in this county is ap
plied to the Miami silt loam of the eastern section. An increasing 
number of farmers are depending upon it to maintain the yield of 
wheat. The brands generally used have a guaranteed analysis or 
two to four per cent. of potash, and eight or nine per cent. of phos
phoric acid. They are applied at the rate of about 150 pounds to 
the acre. A good deal of raw bone meal and untreated phosphate 
rock are also used, either separately or in some combination. Ex
cept that very little nitrogen is purchased, no common practice is 
followed. The use of commercial fertilizer is steadily increasing. 

The present condition of much of this type in the three eastern 
townships deserves special consideration. There is a great deal of 
once cultivated land now abandoned or used only for the scanty 
pasturage it affords. From hundreds of acres of the steepest hill
sides the virgin soil has been washed away. There now remains 
enly the former subsoil, from which has long since disappeared the 
last trace of the tree roots which penetrated it in every direction 
and extended downward into the broken rock beneath. Deprived 
of all this 'woody material, which constituted no small part of the 
total mass, the silt has assumed the properties of clay. It is so 
close in structure that during a brief drought its moisture is largely 
lost by evaporation. When saturated it washes badly. On scores 
of hillsides V -shaped gullies extend from the foot of the slope to 
the top. Their depth is determined by the thickness of the silt, 
which may be only a few inches or several feet. When the rock is 
reached, vertical cutting ceases and the wash begins to widen. The 
upper extremities soon coalesce and then the damage is irreparable. 
In many old fields, so completely has the loess been removed that 
the underlying rock is more or less exposed over many acres. Such 
places can never be restored to their original productiveness. The 
sandstone and shales consist largely of quartz sand, with little of 

the finer grades of material. 
The three eastern townships are better adapted to dairying and 

fruit growing than to general farming. The silt loam is a good 
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grass soil and there is abundance of water, fine springs being of 
common occurrence. Fruit trees of all kinds, and nursery stock, 
make a good growth on this land. It is well adapted to orchards, 
for the high ridges insure excellent air drainage, and the character 
of the rocks immediately underly'ing the loess favors the mainte
nance of the proper moisture conditions and admits of a deep root 
development. The transportation facilities, however, have not been 
favorable for the development of the fruit-growing industry. 

The following table gives the average results of mechanical 
analyses of the soil and subsoil of this type: 

MECHAl'TICAL ANALYSES OF MIAMI SILT LOAM. 

NUMBER. Desf'ription. 
Fine Coarse I d¥e- Fine 

Gravel, Sand, !Urn Sand, 
Per ji' Per Sand, Pel' 

Cent. Cent. C~~~. Cent. 

Very 
Fine 

Sand, 
Per 

Cent. 

Silt, 
Per 

Cent, 

Clay, 
Per 

Cent, 

0.3 --1.-6 --:-~~~I---:~ 
.2 .8 .6 1.3 1.9 68.1 26.3 

14696 15382 15384. Soil. ...... . 

14697 15383 15385, Subsoil.. ....... . 

HUNTINGTON SILT LOAM. 

The Huntington silt loam is the characteristic soil of the White 
River valley. The soil is a yellowish-brown silt loam, usually con
taining from 15 to 20 per cen,t. of sand of the finer grades. The 
surface is sufficiently friable to yield readily to cultivation and, 
except in some of the heavier phases, is seldom cloddy, The soft, 
fine-grained quality which the soil possesses is due to the predom
inance of very fine sand and silt to the exclusion of coarser material. 
It contains very little organic matter, and consequently lacks the 
dark color and the open or mellow structure which this material 
would contribute. Even the heavier phases have little or no tend
ency to become granular. 

There is no line of demarcation between the soil and subsoil. 
The latter resembles the surface, with perhaps the exception that 
it is a little brighter in color. The deep subsoil is a fine sand or 
fine sandy loam, grading into a coarse water-bearing material, 
which is said to lie from 10 to 15 feet below the surface, 

In common with all alluvial types, the texture of both soil and 
subsoil varies considerably. Near the present river channel or in 
the neighborhood of former channels, portions of this type are un
derlain by a fine sandy loam, which may be much lighter at a depth 
of a few feet. Practically all of this soil has excellent capillary 
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connection with the saturated stratum below, so that crops seldom 
suffer from drought. 

With the exception of a few small areas on Richland, Plummer 
and Indian creeks, this type is confined to the flood plain of White 
River. It is strictly an alluvial soil of recent origin. All of it is 
subject to overflow, with a consequent deposition of much fine sedi
ment. The most of the material now brought down during floods 
is the light yellow silt from the cultivated uplands. In the earlier 
days of the agricultural development of the county, the sediment 
left after each inundation was much darker in color, and doubtless 
consisted of the humus-bearing material from the virgin soils then 
in process of being cleared. 

All this type was originally forested. Walnut, sycamore, elm, 
ash, yellow poplar, and many varieties of trees of less value at· 
tained a magnificent size. All the valley has long since been cleared 
excepting a fringe of timber along the river channel. Nearly all 
of this soil, as well as the adjoining areas of Huntington fine sandy 
loam, is annually planted to corn. Some wheat is grown on the 
high levels where there is little risk of damage by flood. There 
are very few clover or timothy meadows on this type. 

Under favorable circumstances the yield of corn is seldom less 
than 40 or 50 bushels per acre, and twice this quantity is frequently 
produced. The quality is exceptionally good. Serious damage has 
been done several times by high water in June or even later, but the 
floods usually occur in the early spring and the land becomes dry 
enough to be prepared for corn. 

The improvements on this type are of the poorest character, 
some areas not even being fenced. The greater part is devoted to 
corn year after year. Much of this acreage is planted by tenants 
who give from two-fifths to one-half of the grain for rent. Crop 
rotation and fertilization are given no consideration whatever. III 
many instances the land is plowed while wet, and were it not for 
the property this soil possesses of maintaining an almost constant 
moisture content it would not, with the poor preparation some of it 
receives, give such good yields. All of this type is valued highly 
for the production of corn, and ranges in price from $40 to $80 an 
acre. 

The following table gives the average results of mechanical 
analyses of the soil and subsoil of this type: 

28-29153 
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MECHANICAL ANALYSES OF HUNTINGTON SILT LoAM. 

Fine I Coarse Me- Fine Very 
dium Sand, Fine Silt, Clay, 

NUMBER. Dp.scription. GraVel'j Sand, Sand, Sane!, Per Per Per Per Per 
Cent. Cent. Per Cent. Per Cent. Cent. 

Cent. Cent. 
------------

14698 15390 .... Soil ....... .... 0.1 0.4 0.3 
421 

12.9 67.1 15.0 

14699 15391. .. Subsoil. .. .... ... Tr. .3 .2 4.4 14.4 66.3 14.0 

MARSHALL SILT LOAM. 

'rhe soil of the Marshall silt loam is a very dark brown or nearly 
black silt loam. The surface is loose and porous, slightly granular, 
and is easily pulverized. In a well-tilled field it is a soft, silty loam 
that absorbs moisture readily and has only a light tendency to 
crack or become compact. There is a good deal of organic matter 
present, and the dark color extends to a depth pf 12 or 14 inches. 
'l'he subsoil is lighter in color. From 14 to 24 inches it is usually 
It dull gray, somewhat mottled by yellowish-gray streaks, but grade" 
below into a yellow, plastic silt loam, usually very moist and con
taining a few small iron concretions. 

In some of the slight depressions and bordering areas of the 
Clyde clay the soil has a tendency to break into cubical fragments 
when dry and is rather sticky and tenacious when wet. Both th,~ 
soil and upper part of the subsoil are apparently heavier and closer 
in structure than the average of this type elsewhere, but the clay 
of the surface is slightly lower. The greater part of the areas of 
this soil, however, have a very silty surface, and the clay content is 
highest from a depth of three or four inches to about 14 inches. 

The few small areas of the Marshall silt loam found in this 
county lie along the margins of the marshes and at an elevation 
only slightly higher. All of them have been improved by artificial 
drainage. Tile drains have been found especially satisfactory, and 
the level fields are intersected by very few open ditches. 

The soil was originally covered with prairie grass, and to the 
presence of this kind of vegetation may be attributed the high 
organic content which it has compared with the adjoining Miami 
silt loam. Low mounds of the latter type are associated with the 
areas of the Marshall silt loam, and while the textural differences 
are slight, the color and crop value of the two soils present a marked 
contrast. 

Practically all this type is cultivated and included in exception
ally well managed farms. The average yield of corn is about 50 
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bushels per acre, and in favorable seasons 75 bushels is not unusual. 
It is probable that the average yield of oats exceeds that of most 
other soils in the county, yields of 40 to 60 bushels being made 
very frequently. The acreage sowed to wheat is not large, and the 
yield per acre is hardly in proportion to that of corn. It is an 
excellent clover and timothy soil, and heavy crops are usually se
cured. The second crop of clover is generally cut for seed. 

No commercial fertilizer is used, and, in common with most of 
the black land, it receives but little barnyard manure. It is largely 
devoted to corn, and changes to wheat or oats, followed by one or 
two years of clover, are considered sufficient rotation to maintain 
the productiveness of this soil. 

Well-improved farms On the Marshall silt loam are worth from 
$100 to $125 an acre. It is considered more desirable for general 
farming than the soils which have a slightly lower topographic 
position, and therefore are more dependent upon artificial drainage. 

The following table gives the results of mechanical analyses of 
the soil and subsoil of this type: 

MECHANICAL ANALYSES OF MARSHALJ~ SU,T LOAM. 

I Me- Very 
I Fine 

Coarse Fine 
Gravel, Sand, dium Sand, Fine Silt, Clay, 

NUMBER. Desf'ription. Per Per Sand, Per Sand, Per Per 

Cent. Cent,. Per Cent. Per Cent. Cent. 
Cent. Cent. 

--------------
I 15371 .... ... Soil. ... .. 0.0 0.3 0.5 6.3 9.7 70.7 ros 

15372 ... ....... Subsoil. . .. .0 .6 .3 2.5 11.5 72.8 12.6-
I 

WAVERLY SILT LOAM. 

The soil of the Waverly silt loam is a light-gray silt loam con
taining a moderate quantity of fine sand. When dry and in good 
tilth the surface is loose and floury, but when wet it is very soft. 
inclined to be miry, and on drying becomes compact and bleaches 
almost white. 

The subsoil is a plastic gray silt loam, similar in texture to the 
soil. It is very retentive of moisture and is usually wet and cold. 
It generally contains numerous small iron concretions, which in 
some locations are so abundant at a depth of two or five feet that 
the subsoil is termed gravelly. 

There is no distinct line of separation between the soil and sub
soil. At a depth of 10 to 12 inches, iron stains give a more or less 
mottled appearance, gray and light yellow being the prevailing 
,shades of color, wit~ SQm~ of the small iroll stains a qefJP brown. 
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There is generally little organic matter in the soil, but where 
there is more than the usual amount present it gives a dark-gray 
color, contrasting strongly with the very light surface of most of 
the type. The narrow strips along the small streams have better 
natural drainage than the large areas. They also contain a little 
higher percentage of sand, evidently through loss of the finer ma
terials by erosion. 

There are sandy phases of the type in the American bottoms 
and in some of the small areas in the southern part of the county. 
Here the soil, if it has been cultivated a long time, has an ashy 
gray color and a peculiar, inert appearance in the field, differing 
in this respect from the other silt and sandy loams of this area. 

When in the proper condition with regard to moisture, the soil 
yields readily to cultivation. It is friable and often will be quite 
pulverulent to a depth of two or three inches, though deeper the 
soil is very moist. 

This type is developed on the borders of the marshes. It is the 
alluvium of many of the small creeks in the western townships, and 
ferms most of the second bottom land in the eastern half of the 
county. Several small areas are found on Eel River, but there is 
none of it in the valley of White River. 

The surface is nearly level, and therefore the larger areas have 
poor drainage. They remain cold and wet in the spring when thl~ 
surface of the darker soils is warm and mellow. Tile drains are 
said to be almost useless unless they are laid quite close together. 
Practically all the Waverly silt loam is included in the flat are1S 
lying at the foot of the slopes covered with loess. In most instance., 
the areas are underlain at a depth of 6 to 10 feet by an impervious 
silty clay. The excess of water from the higher levels must neces
sarily traverse the Waverly soil before it escapes into the natural 
or artificial drainage ways. The latter have invariably been con
structed through the central parts of the low ground instead of at 
the margin. In some places the location of a ditch at the foot of a 
hill would intercept the ground water which follows the surface of 
the underlying rock. It is probable that the difficulty experienced 
with the tile drains is due to the very fine rounded sand or coarser 
grades of silt which this soil contains. These constituents are 
abundant enough in some places to give the soil a yielding quality 
something like that of quicksand. 

The narrow areas of white soil on the creeks are said to be diffi
cult to manage in wet seasons. Some of them are underlain by 
sand, and the poor drainage may be due to textural peculiarities, 
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There are a few of these bench lands, however, which are underlain 
by rock. 

All of this type was originally forested, the predominant varie
ties being beech and white and post oak. Much of it is now cleared. 
It is an excellent soil for timothy, and very heavy yields of a fine 
quality of hay are secured. Redtop and blue grass do well, and in 
a few years supplant the timothy in mowing lands. Well-drained 
fields will produce clover, but not all of the soil is now suited to 
this legume. The same may be said with regard to the cereals, the 
adaptability of a field to anyone of them and the probable yield 
depending almost entirely upon the moisture conditions. If well 
drained, the returns are reasonably sure. If not ditched or tiled, 
the ground has little capacity to equalize any seasonal extremes, 
and the growing season must have frequent light showers to pro
duce good yields of corn. Therefore no definite statement can be 
made with regard to the average yields of corn, wheat, or oats. All 
of the type is well adapted to grass, and many fine fields are found 
on the larger areas in the western section of the county. 

This soil is greatly in need of humus. Applications of manure 
are apparent in change of color in the soil and a marked improve
ment in the grovvth of corn. The farmers state that no other kind 
of land responds so promptly to barnyard manure. It effectually 
changes the physical condition, rendering the soil more easily culti
vated and greatly decreasing the tendency to bake at the surface. 

This type is not valued so highly as the best Miami silt loam, 
but if well drained it may command $20 to $30 an acre. 

The following table gives the average results of the mechanical 
analyses of the soil and subsoil of this type: 

MECHANICAL ANALYSES OF 'VA1iERLY S1LT LOAM. 

--

NUMBER. 
I Fine Ccar~e 

Me- Fine Very 

Gravel Sand, dium Sand, Fine Silt, 

I 
De"l,·ripilon. Sand, Sand, Per 

Per Per Per Per Per Cent. 
Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent. 

14692 15361 15363. Soil ...... ""'" -:--~ ~ --3'-71-:-~ 
14693 15362 15364. Subsoil. ......... .3 1.1 .8 3.8 7.3 i 64.1 

MARCO CLAY LOAM. 

Clay, 
Per 

Cent. 

19.2 

22. 

The ~oil of the Marco clay loam is a light-colored silty clay loam. 
The surface varies from a very light gray to a dull yellowish gray. 
The soil is distinguished by its tendency to brellk ipto cubical frag-
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ments on drying. These particles are not generaIIy as fine as the 
granules of Clyde clay. When wet the soil is very soft and plastic 
rather than sticky. It carries but little sand, and in its typical 
development the organic content is low. In some places a few 
inches of the surface is quite dark, but this color seldom extends 
much below the plow line. 

The subsoil is usually a stiff, silty clay containing no coarse 
sand and very little fine sand. It is lighter in color than the soil, 
gradipg downward into a plastic yellow silt or silty clay. It has 
the properties of a silt loam rather than a clay. The underdrainage 
IS poor, due principally to the low topographic position, but in some 
places the subsoil at a depth of five or six feet is a light bluish, 
tenacious clay identical with that which underlies so much of the 
Clyde clay. 

This soil is distinguished from the Waverly silt loam by its 
somewhat darker color, its property of granulation, and the ab
sence of small iron concretions. It is much lighter in color than 
the Clyde clay and lacks its high organic matter content. While 
not so strong a soil as the latter, it is very productive when well 
drained and cultivated. The largest body of this type lies in the 
south end of the Goose Pond Marsh. It is also typically developed 
in the Cane Marsh and in a small area west of Marco. The Marco 
clay loam which is found along some of the ditches west of Worth
ington has considerable organic matter in the first few inches of 
soil, but otherwise it resembles the typical soil as developed in the 
larger depressions. 

All of the areas of this type are intersected by open ditches, 
for most of them are subject to overflow. Tile drains work well and 
render the land much more satisfactory in respect to drainage than 
the adjoining areas of Waverly silt loam. 

The degree of success with all the cereals is determined by the 
efficiency of the drainage. Where the water table is constantly 
maintained at a depth of three or four feet, as it may be by tile 
drains, a loose granular condition of the soil is secured, very much 
in contrast with the surface of undrained fields. A yield of 75 
bushels of corn per acre is said to be obtained upon one farm where 
a very efficient drainage system is in operation. 

No very accurate statement ean be made with regard to thB 
yields of wheat and oats. The frequency with which some of the 
lower parts of the type are flooded, especially in the early spring, 
render these crops rather uncertain. The type is well adapted to 
grass, and heavy crops of clover and timothy are grOWn. Most ot 
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it is cultivated, however, and only a small percentage is used for 
pasture. 

Aside from fences and drains, this type has very few improve
ments. It is usually included in farms which have other kinds of 
lunds upon which the buildings are located. The cultural methods 
are similar to those practiced on the adjoining Clyde clay. Much 
of it has been under cultivation for such a short period that th .. , 
necessity for rotation has not become apparent. Fall plowing for 
corn is considered desirable on account of the loose, crumbly con
dition of the surface which is thus secured. 

The following table gives the average results of mechanical 
analyses of the soil and subsoil of this type: 

MECHANICAL ANALYSER OF MARCO CLAY LOAM. 

NUMBER. 

Fine Coarse Me· Fine Very 

Gra.vel, Sand. dium Sand, Fine Silt, Clay, 
Des('ription. Per Per Sand, Per Sand, Per Per 

Cent. Cent.. Per Cent. Per Cent. Cent. 
Cent. Cent. 

14864 15369""". Soil"". .......... '.1 
14865 15370""". SubsoiL.. 

0.3 --2.-0 1--:-~ -:-; --::-~ 
.1 .3 .9 5.1 2.8 57.7 32.9 

CLYDE CLAY. 

The soil of the Clyde clay is a black, silty clay or clay loam 
containing a high percentage of organic matter. When dry, the 
surface is very granular, breaking into small cubical fragments to 
a depth of two or three inches, thus forming a sort of mulch. When 
moist, the soil is soft and yielding to the touch, but if saturated it 
becomes very sticky. There is usually less than 15 per cent. of 
sand present and the loamy character of the surface is due prin
eipally to the large amount of organic matter and the consequent 
property of granulation. 

There is no line of demarcation between the soil and subsoil. 
I<'rom the plow line to a depth of 20 or 30 inches the subsoil re
sembles the surface in color and texture. Below this depth it is a 
bluish-gray silty clay, very compact and exceedingly adhesive and 

tenacious. 
In the Four-mile Marsh the subsoil of this type has strata of 

mucky material in some places near the drainage ditch. It usually 
becomes quite silty a few feet below the surface. At 8 to 10 feet 
n bed of very fine silty sand is found which possesses the proper
ties of quicksand. In the Goose Pond Marsh -the deep subsoil is a 
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light bluish-gray clay, almost destitute of even the finest grade of 
sand and so compact and tenacious that it is practically impervious. 

Where the organic content of the soil is above the average, 
there is usually some peaty material present which imparts a some
what more open structure to the surface than other parts of the 
same field may possess. Such places are quite easily plowed and 
reduced to a good state of tilth. This is especially the case if the 
moisture content is low and granulation has taken place. If, how
ever, the surface has been trampled when wet, or if for some reaSOlJ 
the tendency to granulation is lacking, the soil is exceedingly re
fractory. A heavy plow can with difficulty be held in the furrow, 
and the irregular clods into which the ground breaks can not be
pulverized until subjected to considerable weathering. In most 
cultivated fields, however, the surface is in loose, granular condi
t.ion, favorable in every respect for plant growth, and presents no) 
difficulty in its cultivation if work is not attempted too soon after 
n rain. 

The soil of the Goose Pond Marsh has been modified and im
proved in tcxture during recent years by the deposition of material 
from the uplands. The northern and western tributaries of the 
Goose Pond Ditch drain more than 30 square miles of land. Most 
of this is cultivated, or at least cleared, and the storm waters are 
rapidly discharged into the main ditch. The marsh is frequently 
flooded, and the sediment, derived principally from the Miami silt 
loam, has affected the surface to a marked degree. The light
colored loess has been mixed with the original black soil as deep as 
the ground has been plowed. The silt forms a matrix, in which 
the black granules of clay and bits of peaty materials remain more 
or less distinct. The resulting soil, however, is easily tilled, and is 
in this respect superior to certain other areas of the type. 

'I'his soil is found in a few other locations besides the ones just 
mentioned. They are all low, level tracts, with poor natural drain
age, and evidently were never timbered. Both of the larger areas 
-in the Four-mile and Goose Pond marshes-are level and drained 
by dredged ditches which have but slight fall. Crops on the Four
mile Marsh area are seldom injured by floods, but serious damag0 
is of frequent occurrence on the Goose Pond area. A high ridge 
of upland, on the north and west, overlooks the Four-mile Marsh 
and has a decided tendency to check air drainage and to induce 
early frost. 

Corn is the principal crop grown on this type. The average 
yields are high, and in favorable years 80 to 90 bushels per acre 
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have been produced. Wheat and oats do not do so well. The latter 
crop is liable to lodge and the grain is of poor quality. Timothy 
and clover make excellent yields, but at present are not extensively 

grown. 
The cultural methods generally employed on this type do not 

differ materially from those practiced on the Clyde sandy loam. 
Whenever practicable most farmers plow the corn ground in the 
fall in order to get the benefit of the granulation affected by alter
nate freezing and thawing. More care has to be exercised with 
regard to working the land when wet than is necessary on any 
other type in the county. 

Notwithstanding its high organic matter content, this soil is 
said to respond to applications of barnyard manure and be bene
fited by clover. It is probable that as long as the present profitable 
returns can be secured without rotation or use of manure, corn 
will continue to be almost the only crop grown. The productive
ness of this soil is of remarkable permanency, but continued grain 
growing will at length get the land in such a condition that change 
to other crops will be necessary. Clover and timothy can be intro· 
duced into a rotation for this soil, as it is well adapted to both. 

In value this type ranks well with the Clyde sandy loam. Its 
areal extent is limited and of such irregular distribution that only 
a few farms consist entirely of this kind of land. 

The drainage of Goose Pond Marsh has not yet been as success
ful as could be desired, the main ditch being inadequate to carry 
all the water its several branches and natural tributaries discharge 
into it. Improvements now in course of construction will probably 
prevent such damaging floods as have occurred in the last few 
years. 

The following table gives the average results of mechanical 
r.nnlyses of the soil and subsoil of this type: 

MECHANICAL ANALYSES OF CLYDE CLAY. 

Fine Coarse 
M'p.. Fine Very 

Gravel, Sand, dium Sand, Fine Silt, Clay, 

NUMBF.R. Description. Per Per Sand, Per Sand, Per Per 

Cent. Cent. Per Cent. Per Cent. Cent. 
Cent. Cent. 

14694 15388 ....... 1 Soil .. · ....... .. I 0.1 I~ --1.-, -;:;-I--;:;r-;;:;-----;;-; 
14695 15389 .. .... 1 Subsoil.. .... 

[ o 1.5 1.3 6.4 3.1 41.9 45.8 .... 
j . . . 

_. 
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PEAT. 

Several areas of peat are found in this county. The largest one 
lies in the southern part of the Beehunter Marsh and has an area 
of two square miles. Beginning about one-half mile north of Bush
rod, this type occupies the greater part of the valley for a distance 
of two and a half miles and then gives place to the Waverly silt 
loam. The peat to a depth of six inches is a loose, fibrous or chaffy 
material containing a relatively large amount of silt and clay. Be
neath this is a layer of true peat, a coarse, brown mass of vegetahle 
fiber resembling old sawdust in color, but more or less stratified in 
its arrangement. There is very little earthy matter in it, and when 
dry it burns readily. This stratum grades downward into a black, 
sticky, water-logged layer of mucky material, soft and rather 
spongy and light in structure, but containing a relatively high 
percentage of mineral matter derived from the clay upon which it 
rests. The underlying clay is quite black where it is in contact 
with the muck, but changes with depth to a light bluish silty clay, 
very close grained and tenacious. In some places it is slightly 
marly. 

The thickness of the peat varies from a few inches at the mar
gin to several feet along the main ditch. The central ditch fre
quently overflows, and much silty sediment is dropped upon the 
surface and subsequently mixed with the vegetable matter through 
cultivation. This process, however, has been effective only during 
recent years, or since the surrounding uplands have been undel' 
cultivation and so many road ditches and other drains have been 
constructed. 

Throughout the entire depth of this soil there are bits of de
cnyed wood and other forest debris. Before it was drained there 
was considerable growth of bushes, besides grasses and other aquatic 
plants. 

The Peat bed On Lattas Creek is not quite so large as the onl~ 
just described. It consists essentially of the same kind of material, 
excepting that the soil docs not contain so much mineral matter. 
Some parts of it are often overflowed, but the upper layer is very 
loose and chaffy and is almost a true peat. The entire formation 
rests upon clay or silty clay, and there is an intermediate layer of 
muck identical with that of the Beehunter Marsh. The eastern anll 
some of the northern margin of the Lattas Creek bed is a shallow 
layer of chaffy, partially decayed vegetable matter, with a subsoil 
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of black, compact clay. The central portion, however, contains the 
two quite distinct materials, peat overlying muck. 

A few other small areas occur, all similar to the one just de
scribed. The small development in the Four-mile Marsh is, for the 

most part, a black muck. 
The two larger areas of peat have been under cultivation 

about fifteen years. They were planted to corn as soon as cleared 
and drained, and for the first few years the crops averaged abont 
80 bushels per acre. In common with all such soils, this land does 
not produce a first-class quality of grain. The ears are large, but 
shrink on drying, and the grain does not possess as high feeding 
value as that grown on the heavier soils. During the last few 
years, owing to the danger from floods, these areas have been un
satisfactory for corn growing. 

On most of this soil it has become difficult to secure a stand of 
corn on account of the cutworms and wireworms which infest it. 
Many fields have been planted to corn ever since they were drained, 
and the pests have thus been furnished with food and hiding places 
for years in succession. A change to other crops is usually the 
most effective method of ridding the land of these insects, though 
in the present case the selection of a suitable crop is difficult. 
Neither oats nor wheat are available, and timothy is the only com
mon crop to which this peculiar soil is adapted. It makes an ex
ceedingly heavy growth and is profitable for either hay or pasture, 
but since both 'of the injurious insects thrive in sod, a change to 
grass will not prove effectual in exterminating them. Similar soils 
in other areas are devoted to the production of onions and celery, 
but under present conditions it does not seem probable that these 
crops could be grown except in a limited way for the home markets. 
The larvm of both insects pass the winter in the ground, and there
fore deep plowing in the fall might prove helpful in some instances. 

When these areas of peat were drained they gave great promisl; 
of being very valuable corn lands, and were rated accordingly. 
During late years they have declined in price to about one-half of 
what they were formerly considered worth. It seems probable that 
their true value lies between these extremes and should be deter
mined by their adaptability to timothy, millet, and other forage or 
pasture crops, with the additional consideration that occasional 
heavy crops of corn of ~lOmewhat inferior feeding value can be 

grown. 
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ROUGH STONY LAND. 

The rough stony land embraces all those areas so rough or stony 
IlS to be of little agricultural value. It includes the rock outcrop 
along the streams, the steep, stony hillsides, and the land which is 
intersected by numerous deep ravines so close together that the 
tJarrow intervening ridges are worthless for general farming. 

On Beech Creek both branches of clifty, and along the middle 
part of Richland Creek, there are bold outcrops of limestone. In 
many places the loess extends quite to the crest of the bluff. There 
is generally more waste land along the short tributaries which cut 
back into the upland than on the immediate borders of the creeks. 

The limestone and the more resistant strata of the sandstone 
frequently outcrop well up toward the top of the divides and the 
slope below, while strewn with numerous fragments, has a depth of 
yellow silt over most of its surface. In general the crests of all the 
ridges, however narrow, are covered with loess, seldom less than 
two or three feet deep. This thins out on the steepest parts of their 
flanks and on their truncated extremities which overlook the deep 
valleys. 

In the absence of a topographic sheet it is not possible to show 
the exceedingly irregular and branching outlines of these areas. 
'I'here are many hillsides of high gradient, which, on account of the 
sandy nature of the underlying formations, have retained their loess 
covering better than those which consist of harder material. Wher
ever the average depth of silt exceeds 12 to 18 inches, these have 
been mapped as Miami silt loam. Much of the gravelly, sandy ma
t€rial along the glacial border is thus obscured by a mantle of silt 
which covers aU'except the very steepest parts, usually too narrow 
to be shown on a map of the scale used. 

'rhe value of this land ranges from $5 to $10 an acre. Most of 
it is used for pasture. There is very little of it which has not 
enough interstitial soil to support a fair growth of bluegrass. Much 
of the timber that remains in the county stands upon the least val
ua ble portion of this type. 

RIVERWASH. 

Riverwash consists of coarse sand and gravel deposited on the 
inner side of some of the curves and in the abandoned channels of 
the river. The largest areas have been indicated on the map. The:;;~ 
Hreas have no agricultural value. 
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SUMMARY. 

'l'his survey embraces all of Greene County, Ind. The county 
consists of four main physiographic divisions-the valley of thc 
White River; the level, prairie-like bodies of land west of the val
ley; the undulatory highlands of the west and northwest tOWll
ships, and the rough rolling uplands of the eastern half of the 
county. It is in the latter section that all the rough stony land 
(;ccurs. 

The climate is favorable for all agricultural pursuits common 
to the central part of the Mississippi Valley. The rainfall is very 
evenly distributed, and the period between killing frosts is about 
twenty-four weeks. 

Each of the central and western townships has a larger popula
tion than the eastern ones. The western section is more generally 
productive, and there is a smaller percentage of waste or useless 
land. Very little arable land yet remains uncleared. The river 
valley is all under cultivation, but no farm residences are located 
in it. The reclaimed marsh land includes the largest and most 

productive farms. 
Corn, wheat, oats, clover, and timothy are the chief crops. Stock 

raising receives comparatively little attention. While some live 
stock is kept on each farm operated by the owner, the greater part 
of all the grain produced is sold at the local market. 

The soils of this county embrace fourteen distinct types. These 
range in texture from medium sand to heavy clay, but the major
ity of them are silts and fine sandy loams. The upland soils are 
very deficient in organic matter, and this is also true of several of 
the bottom land soils. Some of the alluvial types which carry [t 

high percentage of humus are remarkably fertile. 
The light-yellow silt loam of the Miami series-the Miami silt 

loam-is the dominant type. It occupies nearly all the upland and 
constitutes more than three-fourths of all the arable land in th~ 
county. It is a good grass land, and on account of its deficiency 
in humus its value as a grain soil depends very much upon the or
ganic matter added through the application of barnyard manure 
or changes to grass. The roughest areas of this type frequently 
sell as low as $6 an acre, while the best of it, if well improved, 
commands $50 to $60. 

The Miami sand and the Bloomfield sandy loam give good re-
turns, except in unusually dry seasons. Their crop value is deter
mined by the presence of a silty, clayey substratum that arrests the 
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percolation of the rainwater and holds it within reach of growing 
crops. 

The lVIarco fine sandy loam has a higher agricultural value than 
the lVIiami silt loam. The silty subsoil is a good moisture reservoir, 
and the type in general is very reliable for most farm crops. 

'fhe lVIarshall silt loam is one of the best soils in the county. It 
ranges in value from $100 to $125 an acre, a valuation based upon 
iis worth for agricultural purposes. 

The Clyde sandy loam is one of the best corn soils of the area 
and is well adapted to small grains and grasses. 

The Clyde clay is a strong soil and has produced some very 
heavy yields of corn. 

'1'he Huntington silt loam and the Huntington fine sandy loam 
are the heavy and light soils, respectively, of the White River and 
its eastern tributaries. They are almost exclusively devoted to the 
culture of corn. They stand less in need of change to other crops 
than any of the other soils, for they are subject to floods that carry 
a great deal of sediment. 

The Waverly silt loam is a very light-colored soil and is locally 
termed" crawfish land." Its natural drainage is poor, and it is 
deficient in humus. Sucll areas as have been drained produce fine 
crops of corn and wheat, but most of the type is better adapted to 
timothy. 

The peat has been drained and is devoted to the production of 
corn and timothy. The average yields of the former have declined 
during recent years, but good crops are frequently secured. 

The main county roads are well constructed, and many of them 
are graveled. Those in the eastern section are generally located on 
lhe crests of the divides, but necessarily have many steep grades. 
The eastern townships have practically no local markets, and the 
difficulty of transporting farm products to the larger towns or tu 
other shipping points has retarded the development of this part 
of the county along those lines of agriculture to which it is best 
adapted. 

The greater part of the area is well served by numerous local 
telephone lines and has rural free delivery of mails. Five railway 
lines afford good shipping facilities to outside markets. especially 
10 Chicago, Indianapolis and Evansville. 



Soil Survey of Marion County, Indiana. 

By W. J. GEIB AND FRANK C. SCHROEDER. 

U. S. Bureau Soils. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE AREA. 

Marion County is located approximately in the center of the 
State of Indiana and is bounded on the north by Hamilton and 
Boone counties, on the west by Hendricks, on the south by Morgan 

o 

FIG. I.-Sketch m::tp showin~ lc>Jation of th3 Marion C.)unty area, Indiana. 

and Johnson, and on the east by Shelby and Hancock counties. It 
has an area of 248,704 acres, or about 389 square miles. 

In topography the surface varies from lev~l to gentlY" rolling or 
f447) 
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rolling. That portion of the area which lies within the bottoms 
along White River is level, with only here and there slight undula
tions, and about one-third of the remainder of the area is also 
level or undulating. The level stretches in the upland, which vary 
in size from one to four or five square miles, are surrounded by 
and gradually grade into gently rolling and rolling lands. The 
roughest portion is found along Eagle Creek in the northwesteru 
corner of the county. Here a few of the slopes are too steep to be 
cultivated. Other limited areas of broken land are found at inter
vals along Eagle and Fall creeks and White River. One very con
spicuous hill lies in the southwestern part of the county on the 
west side of the White River, about one and a half miles from the 
county line. It can be readily seen for miles, as it reaches an eleva
tion of nearly 100 feet above the surrounding country. Another 
prominent hill or short ridge lies immediately northeast of Glen 
Valley. 

The average elevation of the county above sea level is 860 
feet, and occasionally an elevation of 900 feet is reached. 'rhe 
mean elevation of the land above the valley of White River is 175 
feet. 

The White River, running in a tortuous course 20° east of north 
and south Of west, divides the county unequally, the western por
tion being a little more than one-half as large as the eastern, or 
one-third of the whole area. After crossing Marion County the 
White River continues in a southwesterly course until it is joined 
by the east fork of the White River, and thence it flows into the 
Wabash River and later into the Ohio. 

The drainage of practically the entire county is directly int!) 
the White River. Eagle Creek enters the area near the northwest 
corner, flows southerly, and empties into the White River a few 
miles below Indianapolis. Fall Creek enters the northeast cornm' 
of the county, flows southwest, and empties into the White River 
within the city limits. Several other smaller streams traverse por
tions of the county and join the river. Buck Creek, which crosseC'; 
the southeast corner of the county, flows into the east fork of the 
White River. 

Throughout those portions of the county where the surface is 
gently rolling or rolling, or. where there are gravel beds within 
four or five feet of the surface, the natural drainage is good. Where 
the surface is level, however, as is frequently the case throughout 
the uplands and always in the bottoms, the natllral drainage i& 
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often deficient. There are also numerous small depressions, for
merly swamps, in which the natural drainage is poor. Tile drains 
and open ditches have been employed with marked success where 
the natural drainage is deficient. Practically all the swamps, none 
of which were of great extent, have been reclaimed, and the value 
of these formerly cold and wet lands has been greatly increased. 

The first settlement within the limits of the present survey was 
made on the site of Indianapolis in 1820. Marion County was 
organized by act of the Legislature in 1821. The central and 
western portions were settled first, but it was not long until set
tlers were scattered over the entire area. The early settlers came 
from Kentucky, Ohio and Pennsylvania, and a few from Virginia 
and the Carolinas. At the present time the population throughout 
the rural districts is evenly distributed. 

Indianapolis, the capital of Indiana and the county seat or 
Marion County, is located in the central part of the area, as well 
as in the center of the State. From the completion of the first 
railway, in 1847, to the breaking out of the CiviI"War there was a 
decided quickening of the city's energy and development. More 
railroads were constructed and business expanded. Railroad build
ing continued with Indianapolis as a center, and the population in
creased rapidly. The growth of the city has been and still is steady 
and permanent. The industries of the city have a wide range, and 
include the manufacture of farm implements, carriages, and farm 
machinery. The most important villages are Southport, West 
Newton, Valley Mills, Bridgeport, Clermont, Broad Ripple, Law
rence, Oaklandon, Cumberland, New Bethel, and Acton. 

The transportation facilities for this county and the surround· 
ing country are excellent. Radiating from Indianapolis like the 
spokes of a wheel, there are fifteen steam railways and twelve elec
tric lines. So completely do these roads traverse Marion County 
that no point is more than four miles distant from a steam 01' 

electric railroad. Within the area there are approximately 175 
miles of steam railways and 135 miles of electric lines. 

The dirt roads of the county are kept in excellent condition, 
Bud owing to the numerous deposits of gravel there is an abundance 
vf excellent road-building material. There are about 350 miles of 
free gravel roads within the area and more are being improved 
each year. All toll roads have been abolished. 

Indianapolis, with its population of 230,000, affords an excel
lent market for the products of Marion and the adjoining counties. 
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Imrg-e quantities of hay, grain, dairy and poultry products and 
vegetables are shipped in from the surrounding country to supply 
the city markets. 

CLIMATE. 

There are no marked peculiarities in the climatic conditions of 
the area. Extreme temperatures seldom occur and the rainfall is 
well distributed throug-hout the year. The following table, com
piled from the records of the Weather Bureau station at Indian
apolis, shows the mean monthly, annual, absolute maximum and 
minimum temperature, and mean monthly and annual precipita
tion, as well as the total amount for the driest and wettest years, 
and also the average depth of snow: 

NORMAl. MONTHLY AND ANNUAL TEMPERATURE AND PRECIPITATION, ETI'., INDIANAPOT.16. 

MONTH. 

January . . 
"February ... . 
March .... . 
April 
May ... . 
June ..... . 
July .. 
Augnst .. . 
Reptember ... . 
October .. 
November .. . 
Decemher .. . 

Year 

Temperature. 

I AbRoiute Ahsolute 
.Mean. Maxi- Mini-

• F. mum. mum . 
• F. • F. 

---------
28 69 -2.5 
31 72 -18 
40 82 0 
52 87 19 
63 96 31 
72 100 39 
76 106 48 
74 101 41\ 
1\7 98 30 
5-1 89 -22 
42 76 -5 
33 68 -15 

---------
53 I 106 --2.1 

Precipitation. 

Total Total 
Amount Amount Snow, 

Mean. for the for the Averarre 
Inches . Drje~t Wettest Depth. 

Year. Year. Inches. 
Inches. Inches. ------------

2.8 1.6 4.9 6.9 
3.3 1.6 4.6 4.4 
3.8 4.1 7.4 3.~ 
3.4 3.2 2.3 1.2 
4.0 2.4 5.1 0.1 
4.4 3.5 7.5 O.D 
4.2 0.8 7.5 00 
3.2 3.6 5.9 00 
3.3 0.7 3.9 0.0 
2.8 3.5 4.4 Trap€,. 
3.7 1.2 2.3 1.6 
3.0 4.1 0.9 5 1 

-------------
41.9 30.3 56.7 22.9 

As will be seen from the foregoing table, the average annual 
precipitation is 41.9 inches. The greatest amount of rainfall oc
curs in May, June, and July, and the smallest in October and 
January. The average annual temperature is 53° F. 

The following table gives the dates of the last killing frosts in 
the spring and the first in the fall, for the period of seven years;' 

DATES 01'- F1RST ANI) LAST Kn,LJNG FROST<:I.. 

YEAR. 
__ India_na_p_O_li_"._J Indianapolis. 

Last in First in Last. in First in 
Spring. Fall. Spring. F!lll. 

------------------1------ 1-------------------------

1899 .. 
1900 ... 
1901. . 
1902 ... . 
190.3.. .. . 

Apr. 
Apr. 
Apr. 
Apr. 
Apr. 

9 Sept. 30 
13 Nov. 61 9 Oct .. 18 
8 Nov.2:l 
5 Oct. 24 

1904 .. 
1906 .. 

Average, ...... , .... . 

Apr, 21 Oet. 23 
Apr. 23 Oct. 10 

Apr. 13 Oct. 24 
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It will be seen from this table that the average date of the last 
killing frost in the spring is April 13, and of the first in the fall is 
October 24, thus giving a growing season of over six months. 

AGRICULTURE. 

As stated elsewhere in this report, the first settlement in Marion 
County was made in 1820, prior to which time little was known of 
this immediate locality, except the' information gained by early 
hunters and traders. The Indians who occupied this portion of 
the State before the advent of the white settlers had cleared small 
patches of ground here and there in the forest, and small quan
tities of corn were raised. 

At this time the entire county was covered with forests of oak, 
beech, maple, walnut, ash, elm, hickory, and sycamore, and the 
clearing of fields was a difficult task. The timber, which would 
now be very valuable, was cut down and burned. The first crop 
was usually corn, and there was more of this staple grown than 
any other in the early days. Wheat was also grown, and hay was 
made from the wild grasses. By 1850 there were in Marion County 
82,525 acres of improved land in farms, the cash value of which 
was $3,461,5-15. During this year there were 1,123,860 bushels of 
corn; 110,334 bushels of wheat; 89,318 bushels of oats; 21,831 
bushels of potatoes, and 7,485 tons of hay produced within the 
county. 

The methods of culture followed were somewhat crude. Culti
vation was never as thorough as at the present time. The ground 
was turned with a breaking plow, harrowed once, sometimes not at 
all, and the seed planted. Though the cultivation was deficient, 
the soil was new and strong and good yields were obtained. Corn 
was often grown upon the same field for twenty consecutive years, 
and the same was true of wheat. Practically no attention was 
paid to the rotation of crops. 'rhe bottoms were re~ognized as 
being better adapted to corn, while the uplands were known to be 
better suited to small grain crops. 

Corn, which was the leading staple in early days, is still the 
first crop of importance. Probably the largest acreage was de
voted to corn in 1880, when there were 60,937 acres, which yielded 
2,227,537 bushels, or about 37 bushels to the acre. A larger yield 
'was obtained in 1900, 'when 56,759 acres produced 2,431,640 bushels, 
or an average of 43 bushels per acre. In 1906 the acreage was 
42,845, with an average of 45 bushels per acre. The average for 
1905 was 45t bushels per acre. Yellow corn is grown almost en-
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tirely, and it is of good quality. While portions of the area pro
duce as high as 70 bushels per acre, a conservative estimate places 
the average yield at 40 bushels. Much more care is being taken 
now than formerly in selecting seed and in cultivating the crop. 

'1'he extensive growing of wheat has been continued longer in 
this part of the country than in many other sections, for the reason 
that the soil is fairly well adapted to the production of this grain 
and a comparatively small amount of labor is required. Only 
winter wheat is grown. In 1880 there were 34,527 acres in wheat, 
which produced 729,330 bushels, or an average of 21 bushels pel' 
acre. In 1900 there were 49,791 acres, which yielded 848,980 
bushels, or 18 bushels per acre. In 1906 there were 27,944 acres, 
which yielded 707,583 bushels, or 25 bushels per acre. This last 
was an exceptional yield and the largest in the history of the county. 
]'or the years 1903, 1904, and 1905 the averages were, respectively. 
13, 11, and 16 bushels per acre. For the entire county 16 bushels 
per acre is considered an average crop. The acreage of wheat IS 
decreasing, as is also the yield per acre. Continuous cropping of 
wheat on the same fields has rerluced the productivity of the soil 
until under present conditions wheat growing is not as profitable 
as formerly. 

The acreage of oats in Marion County has always been compara· 
ti vely low, but it has been on the increase for the last few years. In 
1880 there were 6,275 acres; in 1900, 6,071 acres; and in 1906, 
]5,786 acres devoted to this crop. A yield of 35 to 40 bushels per 
aere is considered an average for this section. 

The soils of the county are well adapted to the production of 
grasses, and the yields of hay are from It to 2t tons per acre. Tim
othy and clover both yield well. These are usually seeded witll 
wheat, there being but little of either sown without a nurse crop. 
Hungarian and German millet are also grown to a small extent, and 
a few patches of sorghum are seen. Little attention has been given 
to alfalfa. A few small fields occur, but do not give satisfactory 
yields. ·With careful attention alfalfa could be profitably grown. 

Considering the excellent market afforded by Indianapolis, it 
would seem that more Irish potatoes could be profitably grown in 
the area. In 1900 there were 2,421 acres in the county, which 
yielded an average of 73 bushels per acre. In 1905 there were 
2,052 acres, with an average yield of 104 bushels per acre, and in 
1906 the average was 70 bushels per acre. Within the last few 
y!'ars the growing of tomatoes and peas for canning purposes haH 
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received some attention. In 1906 there were 1,230 acres of toma
toes and 1,379 acres of peas in the county. The yield of tomatoes 
varies from 125 to 225 bushels per acre, and the price paid thus' 
far averages about 22 cents per bushel. An average crop of peas 
is expected to net about $40 an acre. 

There is but one canning factory in the area, but another is 
located a few miles south of the county line. These factories con
tract with the farmers to grow a certain acreage. The factory 
grades the peas and pays a stated price for each grade. A large • 
percentage of the vines are fed to stock. Substations or branch 
factories should be established at various points throughout the 
county. 

Strawberries are grown to some extent, and 250 crates of 24 
quarts each is considered an average yield per acre. The vines are 
allowed to bear for two years, when the beds are plowed up. Cur
rants, raspberries, blackberries, cabbage, lettuce, radishes, and 
other truck crops are also grown, but the trucking industry has 
never been extensively developed in the vicinity of Indianapolis. 
Apples, peaches, and pears are grown only to a limited extent. 
There are a few pear orchards of commercial size. Ahnost every 
farm has a few apple trees and sometimes a few peach trees, but 
these fruits are not especially adapted to this section. A few grape 
vines have been planted and do fairly well. It is thought that the 
grape and pear industry could be profitably extended. 

Owing to the large quantity of dairy products consumed in 
Indianapolis, dairying has developed into an important industry 
in the surrounding country. A number of farmers make a specialty 
of dairying, while many others practice general farming and en
gage in dairying to some extent. Most of the cows are turned out 
to pasture during the summer. By employing soiling crops, much 
larger herds could be supported upon the same acreage. Compar
atively few silos are found in the area. Judicious planting of such 
crops as oats, peas, millet, corn, and sorghum will provide a con
tinuous supply of good forage until the time of killing frosts in 
the fall, and sufficient silage for the remainder of the year. There 
is at present a predominance of Jersey blood in the dairy stock, 
but there are also many of the so-called dual-purpose cows. It 
viould be more advisable for the dairyman to make a specialty of 
the dairy breeds. 

Approximately 20,000 gallons of milk and 8,000 gallons of 
cream are delivered daily to patrons in the city of Indianapolis. 
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Only one-sixth of this quantity is produced in Marion County, th8 
remainder being shipped in on the electric and steam roads from 

. the surrounding country for a distance of 50 to 60 miles. The 
county produced in 1906 719,424 pounds of butter. Much creamery 
hutter is shipped in from various parts of Indiana, Illinois and 
\Visconsin. There are only a few creameries within the county. 

The number of beef cattle is much less than the number of 
dairy cattle. There were in the county in 1905-6 about 3,000 head. 
']'he number of hogs on hand over three months old was 17,337. 
Only a few sheep are kept at the present time. Taking the statis
tics of the State agricultural report for 1906 and reckoning the 
number of horses, cattle, sheep and swine in the county, it is found 
that there are approximately three acres of improved land for each 
animal. By more intensive farming the number of live stock 
&hould be greatly increased. 

There are large stockyards in Indianapolis to which local stock
men can easily deliver their fat stock directly. The nearness of 
this market tends to encourage the raising of fat stock, as freight 
charges and commissions are saved. There are several farms in 
the area which make a specialty of raising horses, mostly racing 
stock. 

In the matter of crop adaptation, it has been recognized fo], 
many years that the soil along the bottoms of White River and its 
tributaries is better adapted to corn, and that the upland soils are 
better suited to the small grain crops. The closer adaptation of 
crops to soils has not been 'worked out. The following rotation is 
practiced: Corn, oats, wheat, and grass. Hay is usually cut from 
u field for two years, after which the field may be pastured for on': 
or two years longer. . 

All the stable manure produced on the farms is applied to the 
fields, but this supply is insufficient to meet the needs of the soiL 
IJarge quantities are also brought from Indianapolis. The manure 
from the stockyards can be obtained for 25 cents a load. This is 
very rich and contains but little straw or litter of any kind. Loss 
is frequently incurred by stacking the. manure in the field and 
allowing it to remain for considerable time. It should be spread 
upon the field as soon as hauled. 

Throughout this county, as in many other sections, the farmer;,; 
experience some difficulty in securing labor for the farm. To obtain 
good help the farmer must be willing to pay as much as the fac
tories or other industries of the city. When such wages are paid, 
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sufficient labor can be secured. On the farms $1.50 a day with 
board is usually paid for ordinary work, though it is sometimes 
necessary to pay $2 a day during harvesting or other busy periods. 

Many of the larger farms are being divided into smaller hold
ings and more intensive methods of cultivation are being followed. 
The average size of farms in the county in 1900 was 70.6 acres. The 
census of 1900 states that 48.4 per cent of the farms of the county 
were operated by the owners. As the average size of farms de
creases the proportion of those who operate their own farms in
creases. '1'he rental price of farm land is high, ranging from $4 
to $7 an acre, and even as high as $10 an acre. The highest rent 
is paid for the trucking land near the city. Only a few farms are 
rented on shares, but when this system is followed the renter fur
nishes everything and gives the landowner one-third of the crop, 
cr each may furnish half and divide the crop equally. The cash 
rental is preferred. 

The value of farm lands in the county is constantly increasing. 
The price ranges from $75 to $300. There are few farms for sale 
in the county for less than $100 an acre. 

Considering the high price of land and the low yields of wheat, 
the acreage of that crop should be reduced and the land be devoted 
to more intensive farming. The yields of corn can be increased by 
careful selection of seed, thorough cultivation, and proper fertili
zation. A careful study should be made of the needs of the soil, 
so that fertilizers may be applied intelligently. In Indianapolis it 
is no uncommon thing for the customer to pay $1 or more a bushel 
for Irish potatoes, and the price seldom falls below 50 cents. It 
can not be too strongly urged on the attention of the farmers of 
this section that there is a good opportunity for the growing of this 
crop. 

'fhere is also splendid opportunity for the higher development 
or the dairy industry, since so small a percentage of the dairy prod
ucts consumed in Indianapolis are produced in Marion County. 
Milk sells for seven cents a quart, and the price of creamery butter 
seldom falls below 30 cents a pound. 

SOILS. 

l\Tarion County includes three distinct geological formations. 
'1'he eastern portion of the area is underlain by Carboniferous lime
stone 60 to 100 feet below the surface. Two miles west of the city 
of Indianapolis the limestone is underlain by black Genesee shale, 
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which has a thickness of 40 feet. In the extreme southwest corner 
of the county the Genesee shale is overlain by the Knob sandstone. 
These rock formations are covered to a depth of from 50 to 100 
feet by a deposit of drift which forms the surface of the county 
and determines the character of soils. This drift is foreign in 
character and general in distribution. It is not a promiscuous 
deposit of clay, sand, and water-worn pebbles and bowlders like 
much of the eastern glacial drift. Such materials are found in it, 
but with not nearly as much regularity and order as is usually 
found in stratified rocks. At the base of the drift formation is 
usually found a compact lead-colored clay. Occasionally may be 
found thin deposits of very fine gray or yellow sand. Between the 
clay and the rock on which it rests is generally interposed a layer 
of coarse gravel or small siliceous bowlders. Sometimes this is 
wanting and the clay lies directly on the rock. In Marion County 
this clay bed ranges from 20 to 100 feet in thickness and is very 
uniform in character throughout, except where the light strata of 
fine sand occur. Above this is generally found a few feet of coarse 
sand or fine gravel and on this gravel from 20 to 30 feet of true 
glacial drift of more promiscuous character. In and upon the drift 
are a few glacial bowlders of granite, gneiss, and trap, which rocks 
are not found in place nearer than the Lake Superior region, whence 
they have been carried. In the upper drift are the glacial terraces 
and beds of gravel from which is obtained the best available ma
terial for road construction. The most of it is yellow or orange 
colored clay with considerable quantities of sand and lime. The 
gravel terraces are generally found in a succession of small mounds 
or ridgelike elevations from 10 to 15 feet above the surrounding 
country and usually rest on a compact clay. 

The lower blue clay represents an earlier glaciation (probably 
Illinoisan) than the overlying softer drift of late Wisconsin Age. 
1'he material is fine and very much harder and more compact than 
1he drift forming the present surface. The glacial debris which 
covers this entire region has been influenced since its deposition by 
weathering and the action of water until at the present time there 
are seven distinct though closely related soils within Marion County. 

Excluding the Muck these soils represent two series-the Miami 
and the Huntington. The Miami series, which is by far the more 
extensive, gives rise in the present survey to five soil types, namely, 
Miami clay loam, Miami loam, Miami sandy loam, Miami gravelly 
loam, and Miami black clay loam. The Miami clay loam, the most 
pxtensive type in the county, embrac~ nearly all of the upland soil, 
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1 t hilS been formed directly from the unmodified drift and is there
fore very uniform in texture. The Miami loam, which is closely 
related to the clay loam, though coarser in texture and containing 
a higher percentage of sand and fine gravel, has been formed from 
drift which has been modified to some extent by the action of water, 
and much of it occurs as a terace soil lying between the bottoms and 
the upland. The Miami sandy loam contains a high percentage of 
sand and some fine gravel and occurs as low ridges or patches ad
joining the bottom land. The Miami gravelly loam also occurs a" 
low ridges or hills. The Miami black clay loam occupies depres
sions in the upland where swampy conditions formerly prevailed 
and where large amounts of organic matter have accumulated. 

The Miami soils occur throughout Indiana, Ohio, Michigan, 
Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa, and Minnesota. They are all of glacial 
origin, and owing to the fact that the organic matter content is 
low, they are, with one exception, light in color. 

The Huntington series, which comprises the alluvial soils lying 
along the water courses throughout this region, is represented in 
the present survey by only one type, the Huntington loam. 

The Muck represents accumulations of organic matter in ad
vanced stages or decomposition. Only a very limited amount of 
Muck was encountered in the area. 

The following table gives the names and :;treas of the several soil 
types shown in the accompanying map: 

SOIl,. 

Miami clay loam . ......... . 
Huntin~ton loam . .... , .... . 
Miami loam .. " .... , ...... . 
"!\Iinmi black day loam . ... . 
MiaIlli gravelly loam ..... . . 

AREAg OF DIFFERENT SOIlS. 

Acres. Per Cent. 

75.9 
12 5 
100 

Miami sandy loam ........ . 
Muck. , .............. , .... . 

Acre,. Per Cent. 

512 
256 

02 
.1 

188.672 
31,040 
24,768 
2,830 1.1 

.2 
Total.. . . . . . . . . .. • • . • . 248,704. '" .•.•.• 
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MIAMI Cr,AY LOAM. 

The surface soil of this type consists of a light-brown or ash· 
gray fine loam or silty loam extending to a depth of 8 to 12 inches. 
'I.'he color varies considerably with the moisture conditions. Im
mediately after a rain when there is the maximum amount of moist
ure present the soil is of a brown color, but when the surface be
comes dry the soil is ashen-gray, or frequently whitish in color. In 
the small depressions where organic matter has accumulated the 
surface is always darker than on the higher places. The texture 
may vary slightly in different localities, but there is always present 
a high percentage of silt which imparts to the soil a smooth feel. 
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The subsoil to a depth of 36 inches consists of a brown, yellow 
or mottled, stiff, tenacious clay loam. There is frequently present 
in the subsoil below 24 inches a sufficient amount of angular gravel 
te impart a slightly gritty feel. This gravel content sometimes 
increases with depth, and the size and proportion of gravel may 
increase until a gravel bed in a clay matrix is encountered. The 
gravel is often lacking when the subsoil grades into bowlder clay. 
'J'he areas under which gravel beds may be encountered are small 
when compared with the extent of the entire type. 

Some difficulty is occasionally experienced in securing a good 
seedbed if cultivation is not carried on under proper moisture con·· 
ditions. Clods sometimes form, and considerable time is required 
to pulverize them. If plowed when moisture conditions are favor
able, however, there is but little difficulty in putting the soil in 
good tilth. 

The Miami clay loam is the most extensive type, occupying
nearly 76 per cent. of the area of the entire county. The same soil 
extends for many miles beyond the limits of the present survey. 
It occurs with remarkable uniformity in different parts of the 
county, with the exception of such changes as attend the varying 
drainage conditions in local areas. Occupying the uplands, its 
elevation is greater than that of any other soil in the area. The 
White River, which is bordered on both sides throughout most of 
its course by the Huntington loam and Miami loam, divides the 
survey into two parts of unequal size. The continuity of the two 
extensive areas of Miami clay loam is broken only by the bottom 
land along the small streams and the small areas of Miami black 
clay loam which occupy the depressions where large amounts of 
organic matter have accumulated. 

The surface of the Miami clay loam varies from level to gently 
rolling, becoming more rolling and broken along some of the 
~treams. The roughest portions are found in the northwest corner 
of the county along Eagle Creek and in the northeast corner along' 
Fall Creek. There is a sharp descent from the upland to the 
streams, and here some of the slopes are too steep to be cultivated. 
The broken areas are of small extent, however, and the gently roll· 
mg surface is again encountered at a distance of from one-fourth 
10 one-half mile from the streams. Between the areas of Miami 
clay loam and the White River the steep descent found along por
tions of Fall and Eagle creeks is absent, but there is usually a 
gradual descent to the bottom lands. Sometimes there is a well
defined terrace where a drop of 8 to 20 feet occurs. The gradation 
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from the Miami clay loam into the Miami loam is frequently so 
gradual that it is difficult to establish a boundary. 

Where the surface of the type is rolling or where there is gravel 
underneath, the natural drainage is good, but where the surface is 
level or nearly so, and in the sman depressions, the drainage is 
poor. In these places tile drains and open ditches have been con
structed and their use has proved very profitable. The extension of 
these drains would further increase the value of the land in many 
instances. 

The material from which the Miami clay loam is derived con
sists of glacial drift which was laid down by the great ice sheet. 
The depth of the younger glacial drift is usually from 20 to 30 
feet, while the depth to the underlying rock is from 50 to 150 feet. 
A few glacial bowlders occur upon the surface, but not in sufficient 
numbers to interfere with cultivation. These are of granite, gneiss, 
and trap. 

The original timber growth on this type consisted of beech, oak, 
hickory, maple, elm, ash, and walnut. The entire county was 
originally covered with timber, but the forests have gradually dis·· 
appeared until only a few scattered wood lots of 5 to 15 acres are 

to be seen. 
The Miami clay loam is considered a good general farming soil, 

I1nd such crops as 'wheat, corn, oats, and hay are grown success
fully. In the early days wheat was grown extensively and often 
on the same field year after year. l'he acreage of corn is greatel' 
now than formerly, though this crop was always extensively pro
duced. Instances were found where fields have been cropped con
tinuously to corn for twenty years. This custom has been greatly 
improved upon, but even at the present time it can not be said that 
a systematic crop rotation is practiced upon this type. The most 
common practice is to have wheat follow corn. Clover and timothy 
are seeded with the wheat and the meadow is left for two years, 
after which the field may be pastured for one or two years, when 
it is planted again to corn. When oats are grown this crop usually 
follows the corn. Corn and wheat are frequently grown for two 
years in succession in the same field. It will thus be seen that there 
is little regularity in the system of cropping. 

The yields of wheat vary considerably, but an average for ten 
years is placed at 16 bushels per acre. Forty bushels is considered 
an average yield of corn and oats. Hay yields from Ii to 2! tons 
per acre. Irish potatoes do fairly well upon this type and yield 
an average of 100 bushels per acre. Tomatoes and peas are grown 
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for canning purposes, and the acreage is increasing. Tomatoes 
yield 200 bushels per acre and an average price for the last few 
years has been 22 cents a bushel. Forty dollars is considered a 
fair average net return from an acre of peas. 

Near Indianapolis some trucking is carried on, and this industry 
could be profitably extended. Strawberries do very well; also cur
rants and raspberries. Grapes, though not grown to any extent, 
could be profitably produced on a commercial scale. The acreage of 
wheat should be reduced and a more intensive system of agricul
ture practiced. A greater number of live stock should be kept and 
there is a good opportunity for the extension of the dairy industry. 

All the stable manure produced on the farm is used upon the 
fields and considerable amounts are brought from the city. Com
mercial fertilizers are also used, and their use is considered profit
able. 

Farms in the Miami clay loam range in value from $75 to $250 
an acre, depending on the location. 

The following table shows the average results of the mechanical 
fmalyses of the soil and subsoil of this type: 

!\.fECHANICAL ANAI,YSES OF MIAMI CI,AY I~oAM. 

NUMBER. Description. 

Fine I Coar.~e ¥e- Fine V ~ry . 
Gravel. Sand. dlUm Sand. FlOe SIlt. Clay. 

Per Per Sand. Per Sand. Per Per 

~. en. Cent. . Cent. Cent I C t Per Cent Per Cent. Cent. 

1762n 17624 ....... 

I

-S-O-il-.. -.-.. -.. -.. -.. -.-.. -.

II--1.-l I----:-~I~-:-'I~ 14.1 
17621 17625 ....... Subsoil.......... . .5 5.1 4.3 144 10.3 44.4 20.4 

I 

MIAMI LOAM. 

The surface soil of the Miami loam consists of a mellow brown 
loam of medium to fine texture extending to an average depth of 12 
inches. There is frequently present on the surface and mixed with 
the soil a small amount of gravel, but this is never sufficient to 
iuterfere with cultivation or to affect the agricultural value. The 
subsoil to 36 inches consists of a heavy loam or light clay loam 
which contains sufficient fine, angular gravel to make it decidedly 
gritty. The gravel content usually increas(>1ll with depth, and a bed 
of gravel is sometimes encountered at three to four feet. Small 
ridges of gravelly loam occur at intervall and w •• r. t.e8e are of 
sufficient size they have been indiMted 0)\ t.e .ap. ,,)\ t:ke i'!lopes 
between this type and the Huntington lolU'l'\ t •• :re i8 often found It 

narrow band of gravel, but it is usually too i'!mall to be indicated. 
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The Miami loam differs from the Miami clay loam in that the' 
surface is darker in color and coarser in texture. There is mueli 
less silt present in the surface soil; the subsoil contains a mucll 
larger percentage of fine gravel than the Miami clay loam, which 
makes the natural drainage conditions somewhat better. The Mi
ami loam is easy to cultivate and a mellow seed bed can be secured 
more readily than on the clay loam. 
. The Miami loam is frequently spoken of as second bottom land. 
and throughout a portion of its extent it appears as a terrace soil 
bdween the Huntington loam and the Miami clay loam. The 
largest area lies directly west of Indianapolis, between White River 
and Eagle Creek, and extends south on the west side of Eagle 
Creek to two miles below Maywood. Another area of considerable 
size lies between Lick Creek and the south county line bordering 
the bottom land along the river. Other areas of smaller extent 
occur along the White River to the north of Indianapolis and along 
Fall and Eagle creeks. 

The surface varies from level to gently rolling. Where level, 
as is more often the case, the areas of this soil have the appearance 
of being a broad terrace. The boundary between this and the 
Huntington loam, or first bottom, is often very distinct, there bein?: 
a sharp descent of 5 to 20 feet, with a distance of a few rods. The 
boundary between the Miami loam and the clay loam, however, i" 
not so marked. There is occasionally a sharp rise, but it is morc: 
often a gradual slope, so that the two soils grade into each other, 
making it difficult to establish a dividing line. Where the surfac" 
i::; gently rolling the appearance is practically the same as the sur
face of the clay loam, and there is no suggestion of its being a ter
race or second bottom. 

Owing to the gravel present in the subsoil, the natural drainage 
is good. Over portions of the type, however, where the surface is 
level, tile drains greatly improve the physical condition and the' 
productivity of the soil. The Miami loam has been derived from 
the glacial drift which covers the region. The presence of beds of 
water-worn gravel at depths of from three to five feet indicate, 
that portions of the type at least have been influenced by the action 
of water to a greater extent than the Miami clay loam, in which 
the gravel is more angular. 

The Miami loam is a good general farming soil and produces 
fair yields of wheat, oats, corn, and hay. The system of cropping' 
is the same as on the Miami clay loam, no definite crop rotation 
being followed from year to year. Potatoes, tomatoes and peas 
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are also grown, and the trucking industry has been developed to a 
greater extent than on any of the other soils of the county. 

Wheat yields an average of 15 bushels per acre, corn 45 bushels, 
oats 45 bushels, and hay from one and a half to two tons per acre. 
Corn and oats seem to do a little better on this soil than on the 
heavier type, but all things being considered they are of about the 
Slime value for general farm crops. The loam is better adapted to 
truek crops than the clay loam and it should be devoted more 
fXtensively to this industry, as much greater returns per acre 
could be secured than are now obtained by general farming. Stablp 
manure is used extensively and commercial fertilizers are also ap
plied to this soil. 

Farms on this type of soil range in value from $100 to $300 
an acre. 

'fhe following table shows the average results of the mechanical 
analyses of fine-earth samples of the soil and subsoil of this type: 

MECHANIC.\L-ANALYSES OF MIAMI LOAM. 

~~~-

NUMBER. 

Fine Coar'3P Me- Fine Very 

Gravel. Sand. dium Sand. Fine Silt. Clay. 
Description. Per Per Sand. Per Sftnd. Per Per 

Cent. Cent. Per Cent. Per Cent. Cent. 
Cent. Cent. 

17614 17616 .... . 
17615 17617 ... . 

Roil 
S!lbsoil. ... :::1 U ~--;-I1MIH-;-lU 

----------~------------~-----~-

HUNTINGTON LOAM. 

The surface soil of the Huntington loam to a depth of 10 to 16 
inches consists of a mellow, brown to dark-brown loam of medium 
to fine texture. There is usually sufficient silt present to impart ::l 

smooth feel to the soil. In small depressions and for a short dis
tance back from some of the streams the soil is often nearly black 
in color, owing to the excess of organic matter accumulated in these 
places. 

The gradation from soil to subsoil takes place gTadually, an,1 
frequently there is little change to a depth of 20 inches. The sub
soil becomes slightly heavier with increased depth until at 24 inches 
it is a heavy loam. The color is a dark brown, usually becoming 
lighter with deptll. The subsoil contains considerable silt to a 
dc"pth of 36 inches, where a bed of sand is sometimes encountered. 
Lenses of sand are scattered throughout the type, but these are not 
of sufficient size to be indicated in the map. 'I.'his type is compara
tively easy to cultivate, and a mellow seed bed is readily secured. 
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The Huntington loam occurs as first bottom along the White 
River and all of the smaller streams within the survey. The most 
extensive area lies along White River from Indianapolis south to 
the county line. Throughout this distance it varies in width from 
one to two miles. The type continues north of the city, but is 
scarcely ever more than one-half mile in width. The bottoms along 
Eagle and Fall creeks are also of this type, and there is a narrow 
strip along practically all of the smaller streams within the county. 
The soil in these smaller bottoms is frequently influenced by thro 
wash from the higher lands, and therefore there are some differ
ences in this soil in the more extensive bottoms. This variation, 
however, is never of sufficient importance to warrant the establish
ing of a new type. 

The Huntington loam is an alluvial soil, being composed of 
glacial material which has been reworked and redeposited by the 
action of the streams, along which it is now found. The surface 
is level, with only here and there slight undulations and small de
pressions. Owing to this topography and the low-lying position, 
the natural drainage is poor. The soil lying close to the river is 
frequently overflowed, and as a result crops are damaged. LeveeR 
have been constructed in some places, and these now keep the rivet· 
within its banks for a portion of its course. Tile drains and open 
ditches have been constructed, and at present almost the entire 
type is under cultivation. When the river overflows a sediment is 
left upon the surface, which is very beneficial to the soil. 

The original timber growth on this soil consisted of ash, elm. 
2nd sycamore, with some hickory, oak and beech. The land is used 
for general farming, although corn is grown more extensively than 
any other crop and is better adapted to the soil than grass or grain 
crops. While wheat and oats are grown to some extent, the grain 
often lodges badly and does not properly mature. Hay makes a 
nmk growth and may also lodge before it matures. 

On that portion of the type subject to overflow the yield of 
corn is about 70 bushels per acre, while on that not overflo-wed 50 
bushels is considered a good average crop. This difference is due 
to the sediment deposited, which proves to be a very valuable 
fertilizer. Oats average 40 bushels and hay from 1t to 2 tons per 

aere. 
Stable manure is used to some extent on a portion of this soil 

'which is not overflowed, but commercial fertilizers only sparingly. 
Upon some of the areas near the city trucking is followed with good 
results. Tomatoes, peas, lettuce, cabbage, onions, radishes, straw-
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berries, and potatoes are grown with profit. This industry should 
be extended. 

:B"arms range in value from $125 to $400 an acre, depending on 
the location. 

The following table gives the results of mechanical analyses of 
samples of soil and subsoil of this type: 

NUMBEn. 

MECHANICAL ANALYSES OF HUNTINGTON LOAM. 

Description. 
Fine 

Gravel. 
Per 

Cent. 

Coarse 
Sand. 
Per 

Cent. 

Me
dium 
Sand. 
Per 

Cent. 

Fine 
Sand. 
Per 

Cent. 

Very 
Fine 

Sand. 
Per 

Cent. 

Silt. 
Per 

Cent. 

Clay. 
Per 

Cent. 

-------\-------\._-------------
17626 .............. SoiL .... . 
17627.............. SubsoiL .. 

C.O 
.6 

a.8 
1.8 

1.1 13.0 31.1 44.2 
1.0 16.4 22.2 48.4 

MIAMI BLACK CLAY LOAM. 

9.0 
9.6 

The soil of the Miami black clay loam consists of a heavy, black 
loam or light clay loam extending to an average depth of 14 inches. 
The depth varies somewhat, being greater in the center of an area 
than near the outer margin. The soil contains a high percentage of 
organic matter, and to this may be attributed the black color. With 
increased depth the color becomes lighter. The soil is cohesive, with 
r. tendency to puddle, and if cultivated too wet large clods are 
formed which are difficult to pulverize. On drying, cracks an inch 
wide and a foot deep are often formed on the surface. If culti
vated at the proper time little difficulty is experienced in securing 
a good seed bed. The soil gradually becomes heavier with increased 
depth; below 14 to 16 inches it grades into a clay loam of drab or 
grayish color, and at 24 to 30 inches it may have a yellowish or 
mottled appearance. 

The Miami black clay loam occupies only a small percentage of 
the area surveyed. It occurs in small basinlike depressions through
out the upland, and is occasionally found along some of the smaller 
streams. These bodies vary in size from 5 to 160 acres. They are 
most numerous in the southern part of the county in the vicinity 
of Southport, but small patches may be encountered in any part 
of the survey. 

The material composing the Miami black clay loam is of glacial 
origin, but since its deposition it has been modified to considerable 
txtent. Prior to the construction of drainage systems sufficient to 
carry off the surplus water these small areas were covered with 
swamps and marshes. Through the growth and decay of vegetation 
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large amounts of organic matter have been added to the soil, the 
rapid oxidation of which was prevented by the excessive moisture. 
Some of the finer particles of soil have been washed into these 
depressions from the surrounding higher land, and this has had 
considerable influence on the texture of this soil. 

Though of limited occurrence, the Miami black clay loam is 
very good soil, especially for the production of corn. When well 
drained and under favorable climatic conditions it produces 50 
bushels per acre. Although there is danger of lodging, the average 
yield of oats is estimated at from 35 to 40 bushels per acre. It 
is also well adapted to clover and timothy, the latter yielding from 
one to two tons per acre. Only the best drained areas are suited 
to clover, because in the wet places the soil heaves badly and the 
plants are killed. 

The following table gives the results of mechanical analyses of 
the soil and subsoil of this type: 

NUMBER. 

MECHANICAL ANALYSES OF MIAMI BLACK CLAY LOAM. 

Description. 
Fine Coarse 

Gra,·el. Sand. 
Per Per 

Cent. Cent. 

~~';;. Fine 
Sand. Sand. 
Per Por 
Cen~. Cent. 

Very 
Fine 

Sand. 
Per 

Cent. 

Silt. 
Per 

Cent. 

Clay. 
Per 

Cent. 

17618 .............. Soil............... 0.2 --3.-1 I~~~I~I~ 
17619 .............. Subsoil............ .0 2.1 2.7 11.8 10.5 56.0 17.6 

MIAMI GRAVELLY LOAM. 

The surface soil of this type consists of a heavy brown sandy 
loam or loam of medium texture extending to an average depth of 
12 inches. There is present on the surface and mixed with the soil 
from 10 to 20 per cent. of gravel usually less than one-half inch in 
diameter. The subsoil is a brownish, light clay loam usually con
taining a higher percentage of gravel than the soil, and frequently 
grading into a bed of gravel at two to four feet. 

The soil is of small extent. The largest area is found in the ex
treme southern portion of the county just northeast of Glen Valley. 
Here the soil occurs as a ridge 40 to 50 feet higher than the sur
rounding country, and extends for Ii miles from northwest to 
southeast. Another gravel hill of considerable size lies adjacent 
to the west side of the White River, one-half mile north of the 
south county line. Other small bodies are scattered about the 
county, but most of them are found near White River or one of its 
tributaries. These small divisions occur as low, narrow ridges 

30-29153 
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or nearly level areas. The largest area somewhat resembles a 
moraine. The entire type is of gla.cial material, portions of which 
have been influenced by the action of water. 

The greater proportion of the type is under cultivation and, 
while it frequently suffers from drought, fair yields are obtained. 
The crops grown are the general farm crops, corn, oats, wheat, and 
grass, which are common to this section of the country. 

The following table gives the results of mechanical analYRes of 
fine-earth samples of the soil and subsoil of this type: 

MECHANICAl, ANALYSES OF MIAMI GRAVELLY LOAM. 

NUMBER. Description. 
Fine Coarse Me- Fine Very 

Grave-I. Sand. dium Sand. Fine Silt. Clay. 
SDnd. Sand. Per Per Per Per Per Per Per Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent. 

3.4 ~~--:-I~~I-= 6.4 9.3 18.1 9.3 3.9 21.5 31.9 
17610 .............. Soil. ........ . 
17611 .............. Slbsoil.. ... . 

The fol1owing samples contained more than one-half of 1 per cent.. of calcium carbonate (CaCa,): 
No. 17610 2.41 per cent .. No. 17611 8.80 per cent. 

MIAMI SANDY LOAM. 

The surafce soil of this type, to an average depth of 10 inches, 
consists of a light, brownish sandy loam of medium texture. There 
ii': present on the surface and mixed with the soil a small amount 
of fine gravel. The subsoil is a light-brown or yellowish loamy 
sand of medium to coarse texture, containing varying amounts 
of fine gravel and frequently grading into a gravel bed at three 
feet. 

This type is of very small extent, occupying only about one 
square mile. Four small patches, which constitute the greatel' 
part of the Miami sandy loam, are found about seven miles south
west of Indianapolis, lying adjacent to the bottom land along 
\Vhite River. There are a few small areas scattered about the 
county, but all are of little importance. The usual occurrenc~ of 
this soil is in the form of low ridges, knolls, and small terraces 
The material is derived from glacial debris, much of which has been 
modified to some extent by the action of water. 

The natural drainage is excellent and the type is somewhat 
droughty at times. At present the soil is used for general farming', 
but as it is earlier and more easily worked than the other soils of 
the county, it should be devoted to the trucking industry. Th(~ 

yields obtained are slightly below those from the heavier soils. 
The following table gives the results of mechanical analyses of 

samples of the soil and subsoil: 
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~IECHANICAL ANALYSES OF :MIAMI SANDY LOA::\L 

NUMBER. 

Fine Coarse Me- Fine Very 

Gravel Sand. dium Sand. Fine Silt. Clay. 
Description. Per Per Sand. Per Sand. Per Per 

Cent. Cent. Per Cent. Per Cent. Cent. 
Cent. Cent. 

176-1-2.---- -S-o-il.--.-. ---.-'1--4-.-3 34:219:4 ----;g:Q1--;A 1:3.6 --(;5 
17613. . .... Subsoil ::::::::::. 3.7 34.4 21.6 18.0 I 2.6 I 12.9 58 

MUCK. 

Only two areas of Muck were mapped in the survey of Marion 
County, and those are of a very limited extent. The material con
sists of vegetable matter in advanced stages of decomposition. FinE' 
earth from the higher surrounding land has been mixed with this 
type. In color the Muck is black and extends to a depth of 18 
inches to four or five feet, usually resting upon a bed of clay. 

One of the areas lies five miles due west of Southport, while the 
other is about the same distance northwest. The former is now 
in a condition of swamp, but could be easily drained; the latter 
is cleared, drained, and under cultivation. Corn and grass are 
grown, but the type is better adapted to celery, and as there is an 
excellent market for this vegetable in Indianapolis the soil should 
be entirely devoted to its production. 

SUMMARY. 

:Marion County lies in the central part of Indiana and comprises 
an area of approximately 389 square miles. The surface varies 
from level to gently rolling, becoming broken near some of the 
streams, especially in the northwestern part along Eagle Creek and 
in the northeastern part along Fall Creek. The average elevation 
above sea level is 860 feet. 

The first settlement in the area was made in 1820. Indian
apolis, population 230,000, the capital of the State and the county 
scat of Marion County, is located in the center of the area. Fifteen 
steam and 12 electric railways enter the city. There are over 350 
miles of free gravel road within the county. All toll roads have 
been abolished. 

The climate does not differ materially from that of other Mid
dle States in the same latitude. Extremes of temperature seldom 
cccur and the rainfall of 41.9 inches is well distributed throughout 
the year. 

Corn is the principal crop. The average yield for the county 
i" 40 bushels per acre. The soils are well adapted to wheat, but 
continuous cropping has reduced the yield, the average yield being 
16 bushels per acre. The acreage is also decreasing at the present 
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time. The acreage of oats has always been comparatively small, 
but it is increasing slowly. Irish potatoes do fairly well and yield 
an average of 90 bushels per acre. All trucking crops suited to 
this climate do well, although the trucking industry has not been 
extensively developed. Considering the excellent market afforded 
by Indianapolis, there is a good opportunity for the truck farmer. 

Dairying is not followed as extensively as would be expected· 
near a large city. Approximately 20,000. gallons of milk and 8,000 
gallons of cream are consumed by the city daily, and of this only 
about one-sixth is produced within Marion County. There is a fine 
opportunity for the extension of the dairying industry. 

In 1900 the average size of farms was 70.6 acres, and at the 
same time 48 per cent. of the farms were operated by their owners. 
'I.'he size of farms is decreasing, while the proportion of farms being 
worked by the owner is increasing. 

The soils of the area belong to the Miami and Huntington series. 
The Miami soils have been derived from the glacial material which 
covers this entire region to a depth of from 50 to 150 feet. The 
IIuntingtc'll soils are alluvial in origin. Seven types, including 
muck, were mapped. 

The Miami clay loam, the most extensive soil in the county, 
occupies about 76 per cent. of the area surveyed. The surface is 
level or gently rolling, except near some of the streams, where it 
is broken. It is considered a good general farming soil, and farms 
upon this type vary in value from $75 to $250 an acre. 

The 1\fiami loam is also a good general farming soil and some
what better adapted to truck crops than the Miami clay loam. 
~'arms on this type range in value from $100 to $300 an acre. 

The Huntington loam occurs as an alluvial soil along the White 
River and its tributaries. It is especially adapted to corn, and 
frequently produces 70 bushels per acre. Portions of it are sub
ject to overflow. It has practically the same value as the MiamI 
loam. 

The Miami black clay loam occupies the depressions in the up
land. It contains a very high percentage of organic matter and 
is very productive. It produces an average of 50 bushels of corn 
per acre. 

The Miami sandy loam and Miami gravelly loam are types of 
very small extent and little consequence. 

The Muck comprises two areas of decaying vegetable mold in 
advanced stages of decomposition. Both areas are small and of 
little importanee. 



Water Power of Indiana. 

By W. M. TUCKER. 

'l'he work of this report is the continuation of the work con
tained in the Thirty-fifth Annual Report. In this report, the water 
power of the northern part of the State is treated in about the same 
manner as the water power of southern Indiana was treated in the 
thirty-fifth report. The subject is treated in a very preliminary 
way, with the idea of giving a general view of the water power 
conditions and possibilities in the north. All the work was done 
on the St. Joseph and Wabash systems. The Maumee and Kankakee 
systems have not been investigated. All the field work of this re
port was done during June, July and August of 1911. During 
this time the following streams were traversed between the points 
named, by boat: 

River. Upper Point. 
Pigeon ............... Howe ............... . 
Elkhart .............. Benton .............. . 
St. Joseph............ State Line, E ........ . 
Eel .................. North Manchester .... . 
Tippecanoe ........... DeLong ............. . 

Lower Povnt. 
State Line. 
Mouth. 
State Line, W. 
Mouth. 
Mouth. 

Mississinewa ......... Marion................ Mouth. 
Wabash .............. Benton............... Logansport. 
Wabash .............. Mouth of 'l'ippecanoe.. State Line. 

The Pigeon River was traversed on foot and leveled from Howe 
to Mongo, and also Sugar Creek from Bluff Mills to near its mouth. 

The plan of traversing these streams was to ship the boat to the 
head of the stream and work down stream. The boat was fully 
equipped for camping, with tent, folding cots, cooking utensils, etc. 
A level, current meter and other instruments were also carried in 
the boat. The entire weight of boat and outfit was about 500 
pounds. A camp could be quickly established wherever there was 
work to be done, or when night came on. The writer was assisted 
in this work by J. C. Clark, a student of civil engineering in Pur
due University. Mr. Clark's work was highly commendable and 
his companionship entirely pleasant. We received many accom
modations from chance acquaintances and wish to express our 
thanks to them. The work of the gage readers has also been highly 
commendable during the year. 
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The water power of northern Indiana is much more valuable 
than that of the southern part. This is due to the natural storagc 
afforded by the numerous lakes and swamps and by the deep de
posits of glacial sand and gravel. This is the one important point 
of difference between the two sections of the State. The dividing 
line between these sections is the Wabash River. All the northern 
tributaries of the Wabash, and all the streams which lie north of 
the Wabash basin have considerable storage. The long belt of small 
lakes which extends from the northeast corner of the State to 
Kosciusko County forms an immense storage, and equalizes the 
flow of all the streams which rise therein. All the streams north 
of the Wabash, which were traversed during the field work of this 
report, rise in this belt of lakes. All of the streams show the effect 
of the lakes by a much more regular discharge than those which do 
not rise in this region. 

The climatic conditions in the northern part of the State are 
slightly less favorable to water power than in the southern part. 
The average temperat.ure is several degrees colder, which results 
in greater interference from ice. Ice interferes with the develop
ment of water power in three ways, namely, as ice jams, as anchor 
ice, and by stopping the flow of the tributaries. Ice jams are 
caused by floating ice which may form a temporary dam that will 
rob a site of its water so effectually t.hat. no power can be pro
duced for some time. This does not usually last. long, but it comes 
at an unexpect.ed time and is especially troublesome to plants pro
ducing power for public use. Even if auxiliary steam power is in
stalled, it could not be started soon enough to keep the power from 
running low in case of an ice jam. The jam is also dangerous to 
the exposed works of the site. An ice jam is often responsible for 
the destruction of a dam or ot.her development. 

Anchor ice is the name given to small particles of ice which form 
in the water just. before the stream freezes over. These small par
ticles will collect suddenly on the wheels and gates of a plant in suf
ficient quantities to completely shut down the power. In case that 
the anchor ice begins to form on the wheel, the best thing to do is 
to shut off the water until the stream freezes over. Anchor ice is 
much less apt to form after the stream has frozen over. 

The freezing of tributary streams usually occurs during ex
tremely cold nights. The ripples of the smaller streams freeze en
tirely to the bottom and the discharge of the stream is entirely 
stopped. This often causes extremely low discharge on the main 
stream and it may last for several days. 
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The rainfall is somewhat lighter on the average in the northern 
part of the State than in the southern. The difference is about 
three inches per year. This makes considerable difference in the 
runoff. 

The absence of bed rock formations for dams in the north 
makes the building of dams more expensive and also a greater risk. 
Great care must be exercised to prevent undermining where the 
foundation is of mantle rock. 

'rhe conditions which have been discussed in the introduction 
pertain especially to the St. Joseph system. This system lies 
mainly in Michigan. In discussing the water power of this system, 
the tributaries will be treated first and the main stream last. 

PIGEON RIVER. 

Pigeon River rises in the lake district of Steuben County, south 
of Angola. It flows west by northwest across Steuben and Lagrange 
counties, Indiana, and St. Joseph County, Michigan, and empties 
into the St. Joseph River near the southeast corner of Cass County, 
Michigan. Its total length is approximately seventy miles, of which 
the lower fourteen miles are in Michigan. 

Pigeon River valley is shallow. The bluffs average about forty 
feet in height. The average width of the valley is about three
eighths of a mile and is very irregular. The wider parts of the 
valley are swampy and- usually covered with small timber and 
swamp grasses. At several points the valley narrows to a width of 
300 yards or less. These narrows are excellent points for power 
development. 

The basin of Pigeon River lies entirely within the glacial drift, 
and at no point is bed rock exposed. Its tributaries have their 
source in the small lakes of southern Lagrange and Steuben coun
ties. The tributaries lie almost entirely south of the main stream, 
because Fawn River runs parallel to the main stream, about five 
miles to the north of it. Thus the tributaries to Pigeon River from 
the north are necessarily small. The abundance of small lakes 
within the basin tends to make the discharge of the stream fairly 
constant. The drainage area of Pigeon River basin within In
diana is approximately 350 square miles. 

'1'he United States Weather Bureau has three observation sta
tions in or near this drainage basin. The stations are at Angola, 
Steuben County, at Auburn, Dekalb County, and at Lima, La
grange County. 
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TABLE SHOWING THE MONTHLY, ANNUAL, MEAN MONTHLY AND MEAN ANNUAL PRECIPITATION IN 

INCHES AT ANGOLA FOR YEARS 1900-IG07. 

YEAR. Jan. Feb.j :liar. Apr. :liay. June. July. Aug. Sept Oct. Nov. Dec. Total 
Annual. 

--- --- ---- -- --~ -- -- --~ -- -- ---------
1900. ... 1.37 5.23 2.88 2.21 2.23 4.60 8.02 3.86 1.50 4~ 35 5.58 0.65 42.48 
1901. 3.19 1. 93 3.26 2 ~ 54 2.75 4.10 5 ~ 95 4.58 0.87 6.15 1.81 3.47 40.60 
19Q2. 1.10 1.32 4.04 1.20 5.28 8.52 3 ~ 64 1.55 4.81 1.77 2.66 4.67 40.56 
1901. 1. 59 4.15 I. 81 4~ 20 2.44 3.35 5~ 66 5.80 3.15 I. 91 1. 93 3.27 39.26 
190!. 3.96 

'" I '" 
2.71 3.84 1. 78 3.15 4.39 2.93 2.54 0.14 1.83 39.76 

19QL. ~ 2.15 2.29 2.37 .367 5.61 4.10 4.13 2.88 4.45 4.42 2.07 1.69 39.83 
19~a. 2.64 1.12 2.53 ·2.60 2.49 5.17 3.81 7 ~8 2.68 3.15 3!9 4~ 11 41.07 
10QI. 4.01 0.28 3.54 f2.95 4.13 2.98 * * * * 
Mean. 2.50 2.39 3.52 ~2. 77 3.60 4.32 4.91 4 33 2.01 3.47 2 ~ 53 2.81 40.06 

TABLE SHOWING THE MONTHLY, ANNUAL, MEAN MONTHLY AND MEAN ANNUAL PRECIPITA'fICN IN 

INCHES AT A1:BURN FOR YEARS 1900-1910 INCLUSIVE. 

YEAR. I Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. 1 July' Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. L~~~l. 

:~l~~ 5.05 1.89 1.98 2.44 -:-:-I~~ 1.39 2.44 4.45 0.45 35.62 
1901. ..... 1.581.441.151.942.452.871.383.71 1.303.71 1.15 1.57 24.25 
1902 ....... 0.43 0.63 2.73 1.42 3.81 7.84 2.57 0~80 * * 2.07 2.85 ...... 
1903~ ...... 1.15 3.89 1.08 4.92 3.04 4.1012.62 3.50 1.75 2.10 0.93 2.14 31.22 
190L .. 4.283.755.372.863.10 1.70 1.72 4.92 3~31 1.400.131.17 33.71 
1905.. 2.40 0.96 2.00 3.64 6~35 5.03 3.11 2.91 2.62 2.59 3.62 1.74 36.97 
1906. 1.89 0.78 2~36 2.40 2.94 3.85

1

.3.46 3.99 2~52 2.29 * 3.60 ........ 
1907~.. 4.35 0.19 3.15 1.91 4.95 6.23 5.72 2~01 292 2.17 2.44 4.95 43.35 
1908.... * 4.04 2~64 2~37 5.11 0.96 2.80 3~24 0.63 0.44 * 1.58 ...... ~ 
1909.. 2.95 5.28 1.79 3.59 3.68 5.00 I' 1.69 3~38 2.64 2.40 3.81 2.87 39.17 
1910... 12.53 1.51 0.13 3.03 2.05 0.42 4~33 4~11 3.30 1.30 1.97 2.15 26.83 
Mean .... 2.03 2.50

1

2.21 2.73 3.63 3.97 315 3~31 2.24 2~08 2.29 2.29 32.43 

*Report mtssing. 

TABLE SHOWING THE MONTHLY, ANNrAl" )JEAN MONTHLY AND MEAN ANNeAL PRECIPITA'IION IN 

INCHES AT LIMA rOIl YEARS 1905-1910 INCLUSIVl<l. 

_~EAR. I Jan. Feb. ~far. Apr. May. Junc. July. Aug .. Sept. Oct. NOV.j Dec. ln~~;l. 

190;...... 1.85 1.40 . 30:64 1903 ...... 2.32 0.40 1.99 289 3.41 4.99 1.96 2.38 1.74 2.02 3.21 3.33 
19J7 ....... 2.94 0.22 5.03 3.26 4.55 4.87 6.68 2.69 4.07 2.80 1.58 5~30 
1903 ...... 0.8~ 4.83 2.63 3.25 6.,\1 1.30 2.18 2.90 0.91 0.53 2.30 1.15 
19QJ. 2.23 4.14 1.74 4.99 5.51 694 3.58 6~63 321 2.28 4.27 2.60 
lHO~ ...... 2.30 1.55 0.73 3.61 3.35 1.81 449 1.93 2.76 1.68 2.10 2.18 
M,an ...... 2.15 2.15 2.43 3.60 4.,0 l.98 3.78 3.31 2.54 1.86 2.53 2.48 

43.99 
29.38 
48.17 
29.94 
36.42 

The mean annual rainfall for the Pigeon River basin as shown 
by these tables is 35.87 inches. The lowest monthly records are in 
November, 1904, February, 1907, and March, 1910, in which the 
rainfall was less than .2 inches. These months, however, were pre
ceded and succeeded in each case by a monthly rainfall of ].5 
inches or more, except at Auburn, in November, 1904. Thus the 
average for any three consecutive months, except in the one case 
at Auburn, is more than 1.0 inch. A monthly rainfall of 1 inch 
over 350 square miles would supply a continuous discharge of 313.7 
cubic feet per second, if all the water were carried away. How-
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ever, since the discharge of the stream in this latitude is usually 
about one-third of the precipitation within its basin, the discharge 
of Pigeon River would be slightly more than 100 cubic feet per 
second for the months of 1 inch rainfall. The average precipita
tion for the eleven years was 1,129 cubic feet per second, and the 
average runoff should have been 376.3 cubic feet per second. 

The discharge of Pigeon River is very regular because of the 
storage facilities of the lakes and swamps which it drains. The 
minimum discharge never reaches as low as 100 cubic feet per 
second. Two discharge measurements taken at the wagon bridge 
near Howe, Indiana, on July 11 and 12, show a discharge of 126 
and 120 cubic feet per second respectively. At this time the stream 
was very low, and close observers of it claimed that it was as low as 
they had ever seen it. Since the stream is considerably larger at 
the State line than at Howe, the discharge would be correspondingly 
larger. Since no gage is maintained on this stream, the minimum 
discharge will be considered as 120 second-feet at Howe and 150 
second-feet at the State line. 

The profile of Pigeon River is very irregular, which is charac· 
teristic of young streams. The fall is greatest near the source and 
mouth and more gentle in its middle course. The following table 
shows the profile of the stream as derived from railroad levels. 

LOCATION. 

PROFILE OF PIGEON RIVER. 

1 Di,tar;(c. 
)jile~. 

AULde. Fall per Mile. 
Feet. Feet. 

---------_.------------- ----- ------ -------
Source ... . 
Mongo .... . 
Ontario .. 
Howe. ". 
Seybert .. 
State Line 
MOJth .. 

() 

32 
7 
3 
7 
5 

14 

WOO 
895 
865.5 
861 
834 
813 
7.12 

POWER SITES ON PIGEON RIVER. 

3.28 
4.21 
1.5 
3.86 
4.2 
436 

Within the part of Pigeon River in Indiana which has been in
vestigated by the survey, there are three developed power sites and 
two which could be easily developed. The developed sites are at 
Mongo, Ontario, and Scott. The undeveloped sites are one-fourth 
mile west of the section line between Sections 1 and 2, T. 37 N., 
R. 10 E., and at the crossing of the L. S. & M. S. Railroad between 
Seybert and Twin Lake. 

Mongo.-This site was first developed and a mill erected in 1831. 
1'he dam WI1S buHt of earth /lnd hars p.ot b(len rebuilt. It is rstill ill-
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good condition. The gates and spillway have been replaced from 
time to time. The natural advantages for a dam at this point are 
not good. The river is wide and the dam is in two sections, sepa
rated by an island. It is built on glacial drift. The height of the 
dam is ten feet and total length about 300 feet. There is a deed 
reserve fer a 10-foot head at this point. The water is conducted by 
two short races to the wheels. 

On the north side of the river the power is used in a flour mill 
and electric plant. The present mill was built in 1869 and the 
electric plant installed in the same building recently. There are 
six wheels in this building, five of which are old style, wood curb, 
single bucket wheels. The other is a modern Samson Leffel, 35-
inch wheel, which is rated at 77.9 H. P. under a head of ten feet. 

On the south side of the river the power is used in a sawmill and 
an elevator. Two wheels are employed in these buildings. They 
are old style standard Leffel wheels which are improperly installed 
and are therefore inefficient. They produce ample power for the 
two plants. 

The total power produced at this site was estimated by the 
owners at 100 H. P., which is approximately the amount that can 
be produced by a minimum discharge at this point. This power 
is owned and employed by Hawk Brothers. 

Proposed Site in Section 2, T. 37 N., R. 10 E.-Between Mongo 
and the proposed site in Section 2, the valley is irregular in width 
and is bordered by considerable swamp land. At present, this 
land is worthless except for pasture land. The fall between Hawk 
Brothers' tail race and the proposed site is 18.26 feet. At the quar
ter section line, west of the section line between Sections 1 and 2, 
the valley suddenly narrows to a width of 500 feet from bluff to 
bluff. The bluffs are thirty feet high and are composed entirely 
of glacial drift. A dam of twelve feet could be constructed at thiA 
point, which would submerge about 300 acres of land. With this 
storage and a minimum discharge of 110 second-feet about 250 H. 
P. could be produced for a ten-hour day and twelve feet fall. The 
cost of developing this power would be comparatively small if rea· 
sonable options could be secured on the land which would be sub
merged. 

Ontario.-The power site at this point was first developed about 
1840. Since its establishment it has been used constantly and has 
furnished power at various times for a woolen mill, a chair factory, 
a glove mill, a planing mill, a flour mill, and will operate an elec
tric plant which is now being installed. The dam is situated in a 
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broad, flat part of the valley. It is seven feet high and approxi
mately 500 feet long. Tht) dam is built of boulders and brush, with 
concrete abutments. The storage basin covers approximately five 
acres. The fall from the site in Section 2 to the tail race is 10.5 
feet. The mill is situated one-fourth mile below the dam on the 
south side of the stream. It is a flour mill and was built in 1882. 
The race is built in glacial drift and is well removed from the 
stream which bends northward below the dam. During the summcl' 
of 1911, the whole site was improved. New concrete abutments, 
gate and forebay were built and two 45-inch Samson Leffel wheels 
installed with a joint capacity of 287 H. P. An electric plant was 
installed in the mill, and the electricity is being used in Lagrange 
for light and power. The flour mill is also in operation. The head 
used at the mill is ten feet. The minimum discharge was esti
mated by a representative of the Leffel 'Wheel Company from one 
rough measurement, using the old irregular dam crest as a weir, 
at 19,000 cubic feet per minute. This discharge would produce a 
continuous 287 H. P. and a head of ten feet. Careful discharge 
measurement with a current meter at Howe on July 12, 1911, 
showed the discharge to be'120 cubic feet per second, which on a 
head of ten feet will produce 109 H. P. continuously. This dis
charge was probably near the minimum. However the periods of 
deficient flow will not occur often and the discharge will usually be 
sufficient to produce 287 H. P. This power is owned and operated 
by C. F. Cain, Ontario, Indiana. 

Proposed Site in Section 28, T. 38 N., R. 9 E.-Between On
tario and the proposed site in Section 28, the Pigeon River valley 
is irregular in width. For three miles the stream has little fall 
and the valley is narrow. After passing Howe, the valley widens 
and much swamp land appears. In Section 34, T. 38 N., R. 9 E., 
the stream flows through Pigeon Lake, a body of water one-half 
mile long and one-eighth mile wide. In Section 28, where the L. 
S. & M. S. Railroad crosses the stream, the valley narrows to a 
width of 400 feet. The bluffs are about thirty feet in height. The 
fall from Ontario is 31.5 feet. A dam twenty feet in height at 
this point would submerge a large tract of land, not only along 
Pigeon River but along Buck Creek, which flows into Pigeon Lake 
from the south and along the tributary from the north which drains 
Twin Lakes. This storage basin would probably cover five square 
miles, and would be sufficient to store enough water for dry seasons 
so that the discharge could be maintained far above the regular 
mImmum. The minimum of 200 second-feet could .certainly be 
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maintained at this point, and practically the whole year the dis
charge could be held to 250 second-feet.. Two hundred second-feet 
on a 20-foot head would produce 364 H. P. continuously and for 
a ten-hour day, 700 H. P. could be maintained. The convenience 
of the L. S. & M. S. Railroad makes this an inviting site for a 
manufacturing plant. One disadvantageous feature of this site 
is that the dam site is lower than the railroad bridge and a 20-£00t 
dam would submerge the railroad. 

Scott.-Pigeon River again enters swamp land after passing 
the narrows in Section 28. No favorable site for dam construction 
occurs between Section 28 and the State line. At Scott, formerly 
known as Van Buren, is an old power site which is located in a 
very poorly adapted place. Even at low water in this part of the 
course, the channel is banked full and the least rise causes it to 
flood the swamps on either side. In the midst of such conditions, 
a dam has been constructed and a race leads away to the mill a 
half mile below. A mill was located at this site about fifty years 
ago. The present mill was built in 1905. A concrete dam was built 
in 1907 but proper foundation was not secured and it was under
mined and broken out in 1908. At present there is a boulder dam 
flanked by the remains of the concrete. A head of seven feet is 
maintained at the mill. Two 56-inch Standard Leffel wheels, each 
rated at 50 H. P. under seven foot head, are employed. The power 
is used for grinding and sawing. This power is owned and em
ployed by the firm of Boehmer & Ritzer. 

Between Scott and the State line there is no feasible power site. 
One developed site occurs at White Cloud, Michigan, where the 
power is used in a paper mill. 

Tables showing developed and undeveloped power on Pigeon 
River in Indiana: 

Developed. 

Location. 

Mongo ............................ . 
Ontario .......................... . 
Scott 

Total 

Head. 
Ft. 
10 
10 

7 

Undeveloped. 

Sec. 2, T. 37 N., R. 10 E. ......... 12 
flee. 28, T. 38 N., R. 9 E. ......... 20 

Min. Flow, 
Sec.-Ft. 

110 
120 
150 

110 
250 

Min. Power. 
H.P. 
100 
109 

96 

305 

120 
364 

TotaJ .................................................. 484 
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ELKHART RIVER. 

The Elkhart River rises by many small tributaries among the 
lakes of Noble and southern Lagrange counties. It flows in a gen
eral northwestern direction, across Noble and Elkhart counties, 
and empties into the St. Joseph River at Elkhart. Its total length 
is approximately seventy miles. 

'l'he character of the valley of Elkhart River is much like that 
of Pigeon River. However, the valley is more distinct and has 
much less swamp land bordering it than has the Pigeon River val
ley. Some swamp land occurs between Benton and Goshen, but 
below Goshen the valley is distinct and no swamp land occurs. 
The valley lies entirely within glacial drift, and no bed rock is ex
posed. The glacial drift of this section of the State is heavier 
than in any other section and is approximately 200 feet deep on 
the average. 

The entire basin of Elkhart River lies within the heavy glacial 
drift and no rock is exposed. Nearly all the tributaries rise in the 
small lakes which abound in this region. A group of lakes about 
Rome City and Walcottville, another south of Albion, and a small 
group east of Ligonier aggregate an enormous storage in the 
head waters of the Elkhart and tend to cause the flow to be very 
regular. The sudden and destructive floods of the streams of sim·· 
ilar drainage areas of the southern part of the State are unknown 
and there is no time, even in the driest seasons, when there is not 
considerable water flowing in this stream, while streams of similar 
drainage area in the southern part of the State would entirely 
cease to flow. The drainage area of the Elkhart River is practically 
450 square miles. 

United States Weather Bureau maintains but two observation 
stations within the basin of the Elkhart. These are at Auburn, De
kalp County, and Elkhart, Elkhart County. The stations at Lima, 
Angola and Winona are near this basin. The records from Angola, 
Auburn and Lima have been given in the discussion of Pigeon 
River. 
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TABLE SHOWING MONTHLY, ANNPAL, MEAN MONTHLY AND MEAN ANNUAL PRECIPITATION IN 

INCHES AT ELKHART FOR YEARS 1902-1910 IKcLrslvE. 

YEAR. Jan. Feb. Mar.l Apr. May June. ~~I~~~ Sept Ort. :~I~~~ 
Total 

Annual. 
~~--- -- ----

1902. ..... 0.70 2.10 2.03 . ..... 
1903. 1. 60 1. 76 1.18 3.76 1.38 1.36 6.26 4.82 3.72 1.13 1.85 2.18 31.00 
1904. ... 2.79 3.31 4.22 2.02 272 3.75 2.35 3.26 2.43 * * * . ....... 
1905 .. * * * * 6.23 3.14 4.84 4.49 2.64 2.81 2.57 1.49 .... 
1906. 3.29 1.04 2.61 1. 97 2.02 3.82 3.89 4.08 1.30 2.12 3.38 403 33.55 
1907. 3.17 0.25 4.95 2.91 5.57 3.06 5.34 3.01 3.45 2.53 1.92 3.49 39.65 
1908 .. 1. 79 6.49 3.71 3.60 6.77 2.28 1. 62 2.72 1.02 0.17 2.31 1. 69 34.17 
1909. 2.12 2.81 1. 96 3.20 2.70 5.32 3.51 4.21 2.92 * 4.49 2.77 
1910 ... 1.57 1.46 0.42 3.40 4.56 1.32 2.94 3.01 5.69 2.49 3.18 2.25 32.29 
Mean. 2.33 2.45 2.72 2.98 3.99 3.01 I 3.84 3.70 2 90 1.71 2.47 2.49 34.59 

*No report. 

TABLE SHO\VING MONTHLY, ANNUAL, MEAN MONTHLY AND MEAN ANNUAl, PRECIFI'IATION IN 

INCHES AT WINONA LAKE FOR YEARS 1908-1910 INrLuRlvE. 

YEAR. I Jan. I Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. ~:~I~~~ Nov. Dec. Total 
Annlal. 

1903 ... 5.13 3.44 a3.72 8.16 0.67 2 77 /2.00 0.16 1.59 1.36 
1909. 2.35 4.85 2.58 4.23 3.47 7.80 3.53 1.67 2.80 2.29 4.55 2.62 42.74 
1910. 2.09 2.11 0.17 3.90 3.86 0.77 1.72 2.48 5.61 1.85 2.22 2.12 28. ~O 
Mean .. 2.22 4.03 2.06 3.95 5.16 3.08 2.67 2.05 4.20 1.43 2.79 2.03 35.67 

Letters indicate the number of days missing from monthly record, 88 a, 1; b, 2, etc. 

These tables show a precipitation of .17 inches at Winona Lake, 
in March, 1910, and at Elkhart in October, 1908. These are the 
months of least precipitation. In each case the precipitation of 
the preceding and succeeding months was sufficient to make an 
average of more than one inch. Because of the lake storage in this 
basin, the flow during dry seasons is very regular. If we consider 
one inch per month over the entire basin, 450 square miles, and 
consider the discharge to be one-third of the precipitation, it would 
be 134.4 second-feet continuously. This discharge would produce 
12.2 H. P. per foot fall. 

A single discharge measurement on the Elkhart, one and Oll

half miles east of Station 19 on the Elkhart-Goshen Traction line 
and about five miles above the mouth, showed a discharge of 212.17 
second-feet. This measurement was taken July 25, 1911, during. 
comparatively low water. Such a discharge would produce 1-9.3 
H. P. per foot fall continuously. 

According to the estimates made by the manager of the Hawks 
Water Power Company, at Goshen, Indiana, the amount of power 
which they produce during the minimum flow on a head of sixteen 
feet for 10 hours per day is 300 H. P. This would be equivalent to 
8.33 H. P. per foot fall continuously. 
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No gage has been established on this stream and the minimum 
discharge as estimated from the foregoing data is approximately 
135 second-feet at the mouth and seldom falling below 200 second
feet. Such a discharge would produce 12 and 18 H. P. per foot 

fall respectively. 
The profile of the Elkhart is somewhat irregular and has the 

greatest fall in its lower part. The following table shows the pro
file as derived from the L. S. & 1\'L S. Railroad profile. 

Source.. . .. 
Millersb lrg. 
Benton . . 
Goshen 
Mout.h. 

LO:::ATlON. 

PR')FJLE OF Er .. KHART RIVER. 

I 

Dist.ance, 
Miles. 

o 
35 

6 
13 
12 

Altit.ude. 
Feet. 

1000 
853 
833 
774 
720 

POWER SITES ON THE ELKHART RIVER. 

Fall per Mile, 
Feet. 

4.20 
3.33 
4.54 
4 5 

Between Benton and the mouth of the Elkhart River there are 
four developed power sites and one which it is feasible to develop. 
The developed sites are at Benton, Baintertown, Goshen and Elk
hart. The undeveloped site is between Goshen and Elkhart. 

Benton.-One-half mile above the wagon bridge at Benton is 
the site of an old mill and dam which has been abandoned. The 
dam was three feet high and a race one-fourth of a mile long in
creased the head to six feet. The owners of some low-lying land 
on the backwater brought suit for damage in 1888. The case was 
decided against the mill owners and the height of the dam was 
ordered to be reduced by eighteen inches. This reduction made 
the power useless and it was abandoned. The situation of the 
power site was very poor. It was located in a wide part of the 
valley where the banks were very low. It was established about 
] 850. It is not feasible to redevelop this site. 

About one-half mile below the wagon bridge at Benton is a new 
dam built in 1902 by the Syracuse Power and Light Company. This 
dam is 130 feet long and 3.86 feet high. It is built of concrete. 
'1'he backwater reaches a short distance beyond the Benton wagon 
bridge. After passing the dam the river makes a wide bend toward 
the south and a race one-half mile long follows the north bluff 
across this bend. The power house is located at the point where 
the race re-enters the river. The head on the wheels is eleven feet. 
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Two Little Giant turbines are employed on this head. Each is 
rated at 101 H. P. The power is used entirely for the production 
of electricity which is transmitted to Syracuse and Milford, where 
it is used for power and light. The power during minimum flow 
is about 100 H. P. but during the greater part of the year the 
wheels can be employed to their full capacity. This power is 
owned and employed by the Syracuse Power and Light Company, 
of which Mr. J. P. Dolan of Syracuse, Indiana, is the president. 

Bainterto'Lcn.-The old Redden mill site is located in Section 
34, R. 6 E., T. 36 N. It has been in continuous operation for about 
eighty years. The dam is located three-eighths mile above the mill. 
It is a concrete dam 137 feet long and three and one-half feet high. 
The backwater from this dam reaches the Wabash Railway bridge 
in Section 2, R. 6 E., T. 35 N. From the dam, the river makes a 
wide bend northward and the race leads along the south bluff. 
The water is divided at the lower end of the race. Part is used in 
the flour mill of J. D. Redden and part in the saw mill of T. J. 
Harrington. There are two Little Giant tubines in use in the Red
den mill. These wheels are 36 and 42 inches respectively and their 
capacity is unknown. The head on these wheels is 7 feet. The 
tail race of this mill has a fall of .63 feet, which could be added to 
the head by deepening the tail race. The power is employed by 
J. D. Redden for grinding purposes. 

'rile Harrington mill is situated about 40 rods below the Redden 
mill. There is one 60-inch old style turbine employed. The head 
on this wheel is 8.33 feet and a power of 35 H. P. is utilized from it. 
This mill has been in operation for forty-five years. No supple
mentary power is used in either of these mills. The estimated min
imum discharge at this point is approximately the same as that at 
Benton and the power should be about 70 H. P. under 7.5 feet 
head. This power is owned jointly by T. J. Harrington and J. 
B. Redden of New Paris, Indiana. 

Goshen.-The power on the Elkhart River at Goshen was first 
developed about 1860. The dam is situated about two miles above 
the point where the power is employed. It is 205 feet long and 14.5 
feet high. It is built of concrete and is very substantial. The back
water from this dam reaches three miles and a great storage reser
voir is formed by former natural lake basins. The storage is not 
sufficient for a long continued drought, but could be drawn upon 
for several days. This storage makes the power at Goshen the most 
valuable oJ]. the Elkhart, 
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The race skirts the east bluff from the dam to the city where 
the power is employed by two plants, the Hawks Electric Company 
produces electricity for lighting Goshen and for motor power. 
There are two 50-inch Samson Leffel wheels employed in this plant. 
Each is rated at 300 H. P. under a head of 16 feet. The head at 
this point was but 14.73 feet when measured by the writer, but both 
plants were running and the head was lower than usual. This 
plant was established in 1908. The power is employed by the 
Hawks Electric Company, Goshen, Indiana. 

The Goshen Milling Company employs three wheels under a 
head of 16 feet. The wheels are one 50-inch Samson Leffel rated 
at 300 H. P., one 46-inch, rated at 250 H. P. and one 30-inch, rated 
at 75 H. P. This gives a total rating of 625 H. P. in this plant. 
The power is employed by the Goshen Milling Company, Goshen, 
Indiana. 

The entire power system is owned by the Hawks Water Power 
Company and the power is sold to the Hawks Electric Company and 
the Goshen Milling Company. The minimum power, as estimated by 
the manager of the Hawks Water Power Company, is 300 H. P. for 
ten hours per day. He based his estimates upon the amount of elec
tricity produced on the switchboard of the electric plant and upon 
the amount of coal necessary to do the same amount of work at the 
mill as is done by water during minimum flow. His estimate is very 
near the result given by considering the discharge as 33 per cent. 
of the rainfall during the driest seasons. 

Undeveloped Site in Section 14, R. 5 E., T. 37 N.-The elevation 
of Goshen as given in the profile is at the mouth of the tail race of 
the Goshen Milling Company plant. Thus the fall from Goshen to, 
the mouth of the Elkhart River is 54 feet. Only 11.09 feet of this 
fall occurs between the crest of the dam at Elkhart and the mouth 
of the river. The unemployed fall between Goshen and Elkhart is 
42.91 feet. The most feasible point for developing part of this 
power is in Section 14, R. 5 E., T. 37 N., where a mill has been 
formerly developed but long ago abandoned. The old dam site 
cannot be detected now, but the old race depression is still distinct 
and would greatly lessen the cost of redevelopment. From the 
point where the old dam was located, the river makes a great bend 
northward. The race ran along the south bluff for a distance of 
a mile and re-entered the stream near the mouth of Yellow Creek. 
The fall between the old dam site and the mouth of Yellow Creek 
is 7.18 feet. At a point 150 feet above the wagon bridge which 

31-29153 
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crosses the Elkhart River directly east of Station 19 on the Elk
hart-Goshen Traction line and 300 feet above the former dam site, 
the bluffs approach the river on both sides very closely. A dam 
10 feet high and 250 feet long could be constructed at this point. 
Such a dam would submerge very little land, for the valley is nar
row for a long distance above this point. Not more than twenty 
acres of land would be submerged by this dam. A race one mile 
long would increase the head to 17 feet. The development of this 
site would be without great expense and would yield about :300 
H. P. continuously. 

Elkhart.-The Burrell & Morgan Milling Company dam occurs 
three-eighths of a mile above the mouth of the Elkhart River. This 
dam is built of stone, with a concrete apron 20 feet wide. The dam 
is 167 feet long and 10 feet high. The backwater from the dam 
reaches about three miles, but there is no storage except the little 
furnished by the river channel. From near the north end of the 
dam, the race leads to the mills, which are one-fourth of a mile 
distant. The head is not increased by the race. The power is em
ployed in Burrel & Morgan's Flour Mill and in the Elkhart Bristol 
Board and Paper Company's plant. In the flour mill, four 32.5· 
inch Leffel special wheels are employed. In the paper mill there 
are four wheels employed, one 56-inch Trump, two 56-inch Ameri
ean, old style, one 37-inch American, modern. The total power at 
this point during minimum discharge is estimated by the power 
owners at 150 H. P. under a head of 10 feet. This estimate is ap
proximately the same as those made at the Goshen site and from 
the weather reports. During low discharge the paper mill uses 

. auxiliary steam and electric power. This power is owned by Bur
rell & Morgan, Elkhart, and employed by the owners in the flour 
mill and by the Elkhart Bristol Board and Paper Company in 
their paper mill. 
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ST. JOSEPH RIVER. 

The St. Joseph River rises in the lake district of south central 
Michigan and flows southwest into Indiana, where it makes a great 
bend to the west and then to the north, and finally re-enters Michi
gan, where it flows into Lake Michigan at St. Joseph. The total 
length in Indiana is about forty-two miles. 

The valley is narrow and from forty to sixty feet deep. There 
is no swamp land within the valley and no storage is developed in 
the stream. 

'fhe drainage basin lies entirely within glacial drift and no bed 
rock is exposed. About four hundred lakes varying in size from 
five square miles to one-eighth of a square mile or less form a great 
amount of natural storage. The entire drainage area is approxi
mately 4,600 square miles, of which 1,700 are in Indiana. 

The discharge of the St. Joseph R,i ver is determined from the 
gaging station which was established nn the Leaper bridge at the 
North Michigan street crossing in South Bend, on July 11 and 12, 
1910. The gage is a chain gage and is located on the up-stream 
hand-rail of the south span of the bridge. The initial point for 
soundings and current readings is 16 inches along the hand-rail 
from the inner edge of the iron post on the up-stream side of the 
south end of the Leaper Bridge. The bridge is on a broad bend in 
the river, which throws the main current ncar the north bank. 
There are no islands or vegetation to interfere with the readings. 
The current is swift and very steady. During high water, the 
discharge is between the two bridge abutments except at extremely 
high stages, when it flows over the levee upon which Michigan street 
is built south of the bridge. This has not occurred since the gaging 
station has been established. 

The gage is read daily by Mr. J. W. Fisher, chief engineer of 
the South Bend Water Works Company. 

DISCHARGE MEASUREMENTS ON ST. JOSEPH RIVER AT - SOUTH BEND, IND., DURING 191C-1911. 

DATE. Hydrographer. Gage Height, Discharge, 
Feet. Second-Feet. -----------1-------------1-----

July 13 1910...... .. . ...... W. M. Tucker... 2.20 2,470 
February 20 1911.. ... W. M. Tucker..... 4.05 8,820 
April4 1911.. .. .. I w. M. Tucker....... .. 3.05 4,230 
July 7 1911... .. TuckerandClark.. . 2.25 2,546 
July 29 1911... .. Tucker and Clark... 1.85 1,857 
July 30 1911... ... Tucker and Clark. 1.15 912 
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GAGE READINGS oNISr.fJosEPH RIVER AT SoUTH BEND FOR 1910-11. 

_____ -' July. Aug. I Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. 

I . 

1.... 1.4 1.3 1.6 2.8 1.9 2.8 1.2 2.4 
2.. 2.11.51.1 2.91.42.61.22.1 
3. 1.8 1.8 14 .... 24 1.8 2.1 1.6 2.2 
4.. 1.71.41.5 '''2.62.4 2.1 2.51.32.1 
5 1.8 1.7 1.4 2.0 2.2 2.7 2.4 1.3 1.9 
6. 1.8 1.4 1.8 2.5 2.2 3.6 2.3 1.6 1.7 
7... 1.7 2.0 2.0 2.4 2.2 3.2 1.3 1.4 1.8 
8.. 1.5 2.0 1.9 2.4 2.1 2.9 2.0 2.2 1.5 
9.... 2.1 1.9 1.3 2.3 2.0 2.8 1.4 2.6 1.5 

10.. 2.01.91.6 1.72.02.62.02.11.7 
11 1.9 1.5 1.9 2.1 2.0 2.4 1.6 1.3 1.6 
12. 2.0 1.8 1.7 2.3 1.9 2.6 1.3 b 1.7 
13. 3.0 1.5 1.9 1.7 2.7 2.1 2.5 1.1 2.2 1.8 
14..... 1.9 1.4 1.9 1.6 2.0 2.8 2.6 1.2 1.6 1.2 
15... 2.0 1.0 1.8 1.6 4.0 2.7 2.6 1.6 1.7 1.4 
16 1.9 1.7 2.0 1.1 3.8 2.5 2.5 1.7 1.6 1.4 
17.. 1.4 1.7 1.9 1.5 3.7 2.5 2.8 1.5 1.7 1.5 
18. 1.9 1.8 1.6 1.7 4.0 2.3 2.7 1.7 1.4 1.5 
19. 2.02.01.61.4 4.62.22.71.51.21.4 
20. 2.1 1.4 2.0 1.5 4.5 2.2 3.5 1.5 1.3 1.4 
21. 1.7 1.4 1.7 1.8 3.9 2.1 4.7 1.2 1.4 1.3 
22 2.2 1.4 1.7 1.8 3.7 2.0 4.2 1.4 1.4 1.4 
23.. 1.9 1.5 1.8 1.2 3.4 1.9 4.0 1.2 1.6 1.7 
24.. . 1.4 1.2 1.9 a I 3.2 1.8 39 1.6 1.7 1.5 

~~.. U U U ,U U ~.~ U U U 
27... 2.0 1.5 1.9 I 3.1 1.9 3.1 1.2 3.2 1.6 
28.. 1.8 1.3 1.7 2.9 2.0 2.9 1.0 2.9 1.5 
29 1.9 1.1 1.4 l'. 2.0 2.8 1.0 2.9 1.3 
30.. 1.6 1.9 1.7

1

' 1.9 2.5 1.4 2.7 1.7 
31.. 1.5 1.7 .. I ___ 1_' ___ 1.9 1.6 1.6 

a Chain stolen and replaced February 4. 
b No report. 

RATING TABLE FOR ST. JOSEPH RIVER AT SOUTH BEND, IND., FOR 1910-11. 

Gage Dis- Gage Dis- Gage Dis- Gage Dis-
Height, charge, Height, charge, Height, charge, Height, charge, 

Feet. Sec.-Ft. Feet. Sec.-Ft. Feet. Sec.-Ft. Feet. Sec.-Ft. 

1.0 760 2.0 2,110 3.0 4,140 

I 
4.0 8,490 

1.1 813 I 2.1 2,280 3.1 4,430 4.1 9,200 
1.2 988 2.2 2,460 3.2 4,760 

I 

4.2 9,965 
1.3 1,105 2,3 2,640 3.3 5,110 4.3 10,780 
1.4 1,227 2.4 2,825 3.4 5,475 4.4 11,650 
1.5 1,365 2.5 3,020 3.5 5,870 4.5 12,570 
1.6 1,495 2.6 3,225 3.6 6,300 4.6 13,540 
1.7 1,640 2.7 3,440 3.7 6,770 

I 
4.7 14,560 

1.8 1,790 2.8 3,670 3.8 7,280 
1.9 1,950 2.9 3,900 3.9 7,850 

-

From the above data, which shows the lowest gage height to 
have been one foot, the smallest discharge was 767 second-feet. The 
gage was read each day at 6 :00 o'clock a. m. with the idea that 
at that time the river would have filled all the storage above the 
several dams which are located between South Bend and Elkhart, 
and would have resumed the natural flow by overflow over the 
dams. Mr. Fisher expressed the idea, after a year's observation, 
that this was not the case, but that the discharge at that time of 
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the day was less than normal. To ascertain the real condition, gage 
readings were taken every hour for 24 hours, from 6 a. m. July 
28 to 6 a. m. July 29. The results are shown in the following 

tables: 

A.M. 

G:OO 
7:00 
8:00 

July 28. 

1.5 
1.75 
2.25 

9:00 ....................... 2.3 
10 :00 ....................... 2.3 
11 :00 ....................... 2.3 
12 :00 ....................... 2.3 

P.M. 

1:00 ....................... 1.G 
2 :00 ....................... 1.0 
3 :00 ....................... 2.0 
4:00 ....................... 2.0 
5:00 ....................... Z.O 
(\:00 ....................... 2.0 
7:00 ....................... 2.8 
8 :00 ....................... 2.0 
9:00 ....................... 1.6 

10:00 ....................... 1.6 
11 :00 ....................... 1.55 
12:00 ....................... 1.5 

A.M. 

1:00 
2:00 
3:00 

July 29. 

1.4 
1.3 
1.2 

4:00 ....................... 1.25 
5 :00 ....................... 1.35 
G:OO ....................... 1.3 

When the discharges for these twenty-five gage heights are taken 
from the rated table and averaged, the average is found to be 19.91 
second-feet. Such a discharge is represented in the rating table 
by a gage height of 1.925 feet, which is more than .5 feet higher 
than the average (1.4 feet) of the two 6 :00 0 'clock a. m. readings. 
This demonstration corresponds to Mr. Fisher's idea, but is in
sufficient to prove the exact error. An average result of several 
such demonstrations could be taken as a correcting factor. It is 
safe to conclude, however, that the discharge is shown by the gage 
height is somewhat low. During the time which this station has 
been in operation, there has probably been no day in which the 
average discharge has not been below 1,000 second-feet. The esti
mated discharge at Elkhart, above the mouth of the Elkhart River, 
is .6 as great as that at South Bend. The profile of the St. Joseph 
in Indiana shows a fairly regular fall, which varies from 1.99 be
low South Bend to 2.93 between Elkhart and Mishawaka. The 
following table shows the profile of the St. Joseph River in Indiana: 



Elkhart River dam at Elkhart. Flashboards used to raise head during 
low water. 

Gates at Goshen dam. :-;rotice height of banks. Dam is to the left of 
this picture. 

St. Joseph River dam at Elkhart. Flashboards broken aLd destroyed by 
flood and drift. 

Gates at Mishawaka dam. 

VIEWS ON ELKHART AND ST. JOSEPH RIVERS. 
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Estimated Distance, Altitude, 
Location. Miles. Feet. 

Upper State Line ....... ...... ..... 0 750.51 
Elkhart River Mouth .............. 15 720.01 
Mishawaka (below dam) .......... 12 
South Bend (below dam) .......... 6 
Lower State Line .................. 9 

684.82 
671.98 
654.00 

POWER SITES ON THE ST. JOSEPH RIVER. 

487 

Fall per Mile, 
Feet. 
2.03 
2.03 
2.93 
2.14 
1.99 

Within Indiana, there are four developed power sites and one 
undeveloped site. The developed sites are at Elkhart, .Twin Branch, 

. Mishawaka and South Bend. The undeveloped site is at the lower 
State line. 

Elkhart.-The Elkhart power site is situated in Elkhart, 2,500 
feet above the mouth of the Elkhart River, 800 feet above the 
mouth of the Constantine River, and immediately above the John
son street crossing. The dam is built of wood, with stone abutment 
and concrete apron. The dam and apron are in poor condition. 
The dam is 295 feet long and 12.17 feet high. The water is sepa
rated and some is used on the north .and some on the south side. 
It is used to produce electricity, which is fed into the system of 
the Indiana Michigan Electric Company. 

This site is owned by the Indiana Michigan Electric Company, 
whose headquarters are at South Bend. The dam will be replaced 
during 1912 by a modern concrete dam, and the power concentrated 
into one plant. The head will be about 15 feet and probably 18 
feet. 'rhe minimum continuous discharge at this point is approxi
mately 600 second-feet, which will produce 818 H. P. continuously 
under a head of 15 feet. At normal stages of the river, a power 
of 1,500 H. P. can be produced at this point. 

Twin Branch.-The Twin Branch dam and power station is lo
cated about four miles above Mishawaka. The dam is built of 
solid concrete. It is 408 feet long and 23.2 feet high. The back
water from this dam reaches almost to the mouth of Elkhart River. 
'rhe power plant is built entirely of concrete and is located at the 
south end of the dam. Twenty-seven wheels are installed, with a 
capacity of 250 H. P. each. The minimum discharge at this point 
is 750 second-feet, which produces about 1,600 H. P. under a head 
of 23 feet. This is the largest and best installed power station in 
Indiana. It is owned and operated by the Indiana Michigan Elec
tric Company. The power is used entirely for the production of 
electricity, which is fed into the system of the company. 
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'l'he Indiana Michigan Electric Company has water power sites 
in Michigan, of which the largest is at Barrien Springs, near Bu
chanan. The power from all the stations operated by the company 
is used entirely for the development of electricity, and this is fed 
into one system. The electric power is then sold to manufacturing 
concerns. The following table gives the principal purchasers and 
the amount of power furnished each, so far as known: 

'rraction Lines: 
Goshen to twenty miles north of Benton Harbor, Michigan. 
South .Bend to Michigan City. 

All local street car service in Elkhart, Goshen, South Bend, 
Benton Harbor and St. Joseph. 

All electric power in South Bend except Singer's, Oliver's and 
Birdsell's. 

Mishawaka Woolen Co ....................... 1,500 H. P. 
Rubber Regenerating Co., Elkhart. . . . . . . . . . .. 500 H. P. 
L. S. & M. S. Ry. Shops, Elkhart. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 500 H. P. 
Elkhart Paper Co ........................... 1,000 H. P. 

Besides the water power which is used by this company, they 
are producing 8,000 H. P., auxiliary steam power, and are now 
developing 7,000 H. P. more. 

Mishawaka.-The Mishawaka dam is located within the city 
of Mishawaka. It is the oldest dam on the St. Joseph River. It is 
built of wood in three sections, and has a total length of 305 feet. 
H is 9.95 feet high. The backwater from this dam reaches the tail 
race of the Twin Branch plant. This power is owned by the Mish
awaka Hydraulic Company, which sells the power to local manu
facturing companies. There are two races leading away frmll this 
dam. The race on the north side lead!> into the plant of the Mish
awaka Rubber Regenerating Company where 600 H. P. is pro
duced on a head of 10 feet. There are six horizontal Trump wheels 
with a rating of 100 H. P. each. The power is used continuously. 
The race on the south side of the river furnishes water to five 
plants. '1'he Mishawaka W'ater Works Company employs 100 H. 
P. continuously. They have one wheel and a head of 10 feet. The 
Ripple Milling Company employs 60 H. P. The head is 10 reet 
and the power is produced on a single wheel. The Mishawaka Plow 
Company employs 60 H. P. from one wheel under a head of 10 
feet. The Perkins Windmill Company employs 75 H. P. from 
one wheel under a head of 11 feet. The Mishawaka Woolen Manu
facturing Company has four wheels installed. The sizes of these 
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wheels are 66 inches, 61 inches and two 56 inches. The total ca
pacity of these wheels is 700 H. P. under a head of 11 feet. 

'rhe total rating of wheels gives an aggregate of 1,595 H. P. 
This is more power than can be produced during the minimum dis
charge of the stream. The minimum discharge at this point some
times reaches 750 second-feet. This discharge would produce 682 
H. P. on a fall of 10 feet. During the greater part of the year, 
however, the discharge is sufficient to produce the rated power at 
this site. 

Smtih Bend.-The power station at South Bend is usually 
known as the Oliver dam. However, the power is not controlled 
by the Oliver Company, but is governed by grants and is controlled 
by the city of South Bend. The dam is located·in the city of South 
Bend. It is 200 feet long and 11 feet high. It is constructed of 
wood, with concrete abutment. The backwater of this dam reachef! 
the tail race of the Mishawaka Woolen Manufacturing Company. 
The water is divided by grants, equally on the east and west sides. 

The eastern half is divided under fourteen grants, and the 
amount of power allowed in each grant is specifically stated. 'l'he 
following table shows the firms, the number of each grant, and 
the amount of water as specified in each grant. 

_Firm. Grant Xumber. 

l\Ianufactul'('r's Plant and Power Co....... 1 
Knoblock & Gintz Milling Co.............. 2 
Stephenson Mfg. Co............... . . . . . . . . 3 
Stephenson Mfg. Co....................... 4 
LaSalle Paper Co...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
Miller ................................... 6 
Manufacturer's Plant and Power Co....... 7 
80uth Bend Toy Mfg. Co.................. 8 
Manufacturer's Plant and Power Co....... 9 
l~. P. Nicely.............................. 10 
South Bend Woolen Co................... 11 
South Bend Woolen Co................... 12 
Stephenson Mfg. Co....................... 13 
Stephenson Mfg. Co....................... 14 

Am-:':'UfJ.t, Sec.~Ft. 

42.91 cubic feet. 
77.23 cubic feet. 
51.49 cubic feet. 
68.65 cubic feet. 
60.05 cubic feet. 
85.81 cubic feet. 
40.00 cubic feet. 
51.49 cubic feet. 
51.49 cubic feet. 

102.98 cubic feet. 
68.65 cubic feet. 
51.49 cubic feet. 

343.24 cubic feet. 

The conditions of the grants are that in case of deficient dis
charge the supply is first discontinued to No. 14, then to No. 13, 
etc. The lowest discharges have made it necessary to discontinue 
the supply to No.8. All this water is employed on heads varying 
from 11 to 13 feet. Since in any case a second-foot of water on a 
head of 11 feet produces a horse-power, the amount of water sup
plied by each grant can be considered as the same number of horse-
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power. The first seven grants aggregate a discharge of 426.14 
second-feet, and this would indicate that the minimum discharge 
at this point is 852.28 second-feet. This corresponds very closely 
to the minimum discharge as given in the data collected from the 
gage at Leaper bridge. 

The western half of the water is owned by the Oliver Company, 
known as the South Bend Manufacturing Company, and by the 
city of South Bend. The Oliver Company owns 85 per cent. and 
the city 15 per cent. The city employes the 15 per cent. in the 
city water works plant. Three 54-inch Samson Leffel wheels are 
employed under a head of 11 feet. The minimum power produced 
is about 75 H. P. 

The Oliver Com"pany employs twelve 68-inch Samson Leffel 
wheels, each rated at 295 H. P. under 11 feet head. The minimum 
power produced is about 400 H. P. and the maximum about 1,800 
H. P. The power is used to generate electricity which is used for 
power and light in the Oliver Chilled Plow Works, the Oliver Ho
tel, J. D. Oliver's residence and Geo. Ford's residence. 

The city of South Bend employs an inspector, whose duty is to 
enforce the conditions of the several grants of this system. 

Lou}er State Line.-The power site on the lower State line is un
developed. It is in control of the Indiana-Michigan Electric Com
pany. 'l'his company has options upon the land which would be 
affected by the development of the site. A dam 12 feet high would 
pond the water to the South Bend city limits and to the mouths of 
the large sewers from the city. The 12-foot dam would not interfere 
with the city sewage discharge during low stages of the river, but 
in high stages the height and distance of backwater from a dam 
are greatly increased. Such a condition would seriously interfere 
with the city sewage discharge and would result in litigations which 
make the proposition practically worthless. The electric company 
has considered a collapsible dam which could be lowered during 
high stage until the backwater would be under control. However, 
no steps toward development of this site have been taken at the 
present time. The development of this site would be of great bene
fit to the electric company, for the power is needed during seasons 
of low discharge, and is not needed during seasons of high discharge 
for it can be supplied by the other plants during such times. 
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THE WABASH RIVER SYSTEM. 
This report has to do with that part of the Wabash River sys

tem which lies above the intersection of the Wabash River and the 
State line, 14.6 miles below Terre Haute. The system drains an 
area of 12,200 square miles, which lies in a broad curve across north 
central Indiana. between the basins of Kankakee, St. Joseph and 
Maumee rivers on the north, and of White and Whitewater rivers 
on the south. 

The basin is entirely within the Wisconsin glacial drift area 
except that portion which lies below the north line of Vigo County. 
The drift is much heavier in the northern part of the basin than 
in the southern part. The northern tributaries, Tippecanoe and 
Eel rivers, rise in the lake regions of Kosciusko and Noble counties, 
while the main stream and the southern tributaries have no lakes 
within their basins. 

As a whole the Wabash system lies near bed rock. Many ex
posures occur in the stream beds. The main stream lies in the 
Silurian formation from its source to the west line of Cass County, 
in the Devonian to Lafayette, in the Mississipian to Covington, and 
in the Pennsylvanian to the State line. The Mississinewa and Eel 
rivers lie entirely in the Silurian. The Tippecanoe is in the siiu
rian formation to Norway, three miles north of Monticello, where 
it enters the Devonian. The rest of its course is in the Devonian. 
Sugar Creek rises in the Devonian, enters the Mississippian near 
Thorntown, Boone County, and the Pennsylvanian directly north 
of Annapolis, Parke County. 

The mean annual rainfall in the Wabash River basin for the 
past eleven years was 38.12 inches. The lowest annual rainfall 
during that period was in 1901 when the average for the Wabash 
basin was 30.63 inches. The highest yearly record was in 1909, 
with an average of 47.16 inches. The monthly precipitation in this 
basin has been very irregular. The highest monthly average for all 
the stations within the Wabash basin and those closely adjoining 
was in June, 1902, when 8.35 inches occurred. The low record was 
in March, 1910, with .195 inches. These figures are based on the 
records from twenty-five stations as given by the United States 
Weather Bureau. 

The forests of the Wabash River basin are practically negligible. 
A hundred years ago the forests covered 90 per cent. of this vast 
area and now the areas covered by forest in the form of wood lots 
will not aggregate 10 per cent. of the whole area. Even the forests 
which do remain are thin and made up entirely of second growth 
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timber. Of the magnificent walnut, maple, poplar, beech, hickory 
and gum trees which grew here a hundred years ago, all are gone. 
Some were used, but most of them were destroyed. The destruction 
of the forests also greatly reduced the water power possibilities 
along the Wabash. In fact, the irregularity of the stream flow is 
largely due to the depletion of the forests, and this irregularity is 
so great that the water power of the Wabash River is practically 
worthless. Mr. F. A. Bryan, general manager of the Indiana
l\lichign Electric Company, probably the best authority in Indiana 
on the subject of water power, says that he would not give $10,000 
for all the water power on the Wabash. 

In discussing the power conditions of the Wabash River system, 
the northern tributaries will be considered first, followed by the 
southern tributaries, and finally the main stream. 

EEL RIVER. 

Bel River rises by several branches in the lake district of south
ern Noble, northern Whitley, and northwestern Allen counties. It 
flows in a general southwest direction, across Whitley, Wabash, 
Miami and Cass counties, and debouches into the Wabash River at 
Logansport, Indiana. Its total length is approximately 11 0 miles. 

The valley is young and has little bottom land. The bluffs are 
from 30 to 75 feet in height. The valley lies entirely within glacial 
drift and does not touch bed rock until within nine miles of the 
mouth. At Adamsboro, the stream first touches bed rock and a 
rapid is formed. This rapid is wide and shallow. It is about one
fourth mile in length, with a total fall of six feet. From this point 
to the mouth, the stream flows on bed rock much of the way. 

The drainage basin of Eel River is long and narrow. The trib
utaries are short and those that do not rise in lakes are intermitten 
streams. Three small tributaries which debouch in Wabash County 
rise in small lakes of southern Kosciusko. The tributaries near the 
source of the stream rise in the lakes of southern Noble County. 
The storage offered by these lakes makes the discharge regular. The 
drainage area of Eel River is 777 square miles. 

On July 14 and 15, 1910, a gaging station was established on 
the bridge which crosses Eel River on Third street, Logansport. 
It is a chain gage, and is located on the down stream hand-rail of 
the south span of the bridge. The length of the chain from the end 
of the weight to the first marker is 18 feet 6.7 inches. The gage is 
read once each day by H. J. Kruck of the Logansport Water Works 
Company. The stream is straight for 500 feet above this station, 
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and a similar distance below. The channel is about 360 feet wide 
between the bridge abutments. Two piers divide the channel into 
three parts. The depth is fairly regular. The bed of the stream 
is of sand, which is deposited at the head of the backwater from 
Uhl's mill dam. The backwater reaches a short distance above 
the station, but the current is regular and steadily down stream. 
'fhe bed has not changed perceptibly during the years since the 
gage was established. All the water must pass between the bridge 
abutments except during extremely high water, when the north 
bank overflows. The initial point for soundings is three and one
half feet from the north end of the down stream hand-rail. The 
discharge and gage readings from this station appear in the fol-

lowing table: 
DISCHARGE MEASUREMENTS ON EEL RIVER AT LOGANSPORT, IND., FOR 1910-11. 

DATE. Hydrographer. 
Gage Height. 

Feet. 
Discharge, 

Sec.·Ft. 

______________ ---__ ----1-----1-------
"'.,;.. 

207.16 11o.\;' 
July 15 1910 ..... 
Aug. 12 1910 .. 
Feb. 21 1911. 
April 15 1911. . .... 
July 5 1911 .... 

W. M. Tucker .. . 
W. M. Tucker ...... . 
W. M. Tucker .... . 
W. M. Tucker 
Tucker and Clark .. 

2.8 
2.4 
3.6 
3.9 
2.9 

125.33 .I' 
1.390 2 . , 
2,147.89 

263.28 

GAGE READINGS ON EEL RIVER AT LOGANSPORT, IND., FROM JULY 16, 1910, TO JULY 15, 191]. 

July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. 

-~.----------------------------

1 ... 2.5 2.7 2.8 2.8 2.8. 3.2 3.4 3.0 3.0 3.4 3.2 2.9 

2. ..' 2.3 2.7 2.9 2.8 2.8 3.3 3.3 3.0 3.0 3.4 3.1 2.9 

3 .. . ... 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.6 2.8 4.0 3.2 3.0 3.0 3.2 2.9 2.9 

4.. 2.7 2.8 2.8 2.6 2.8 b 3.2 3.0 3.1 3.1 3.0 2.9 

5 .. . .... 2.5 3.0 3.1 2.8 2.8 b 3.1 3.0 3.7 3.1 3.2 2.9 

6 .. 2.6 3.5 3.1 2.8 2.8 b 3.1 2.9 3.9 3.1 3.0 2.9 

7. 2.8 3.3 3.1 2.7 2.8 b 3.1 2.9 3.6 3.0 3.0 2.9 

8 .. 2.7 3.1 3.1 2.7 2.8 b 3.0 2.9 3.3 2.9 2.9 2.9 

9 .... 2.6 2.9 3.0 2.6 2.8 b 2.9 2.9 3.2 2.9 2.9 2.9 

10 .. .. 2.6 3.0 2.9 2.6 2.8 b 2.9 2.9 3.1 2.9 2.8 2.8 

11 .. 2.5 2.9 2.8 2.7 2.8 b 2.8 2.9 3.0 2.9 2.8 2.7 

12. 2.4 2.8 2.8 2.6 2.8 b 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.9 2.8 2.7 

13 .. . .... 2.7 3.2 2.8 2.9 2.8 b 3.0 3.0 3.1 2.9 2.8 2.7 

14 .. 2.8 3.6 2.8 2.9 2.8 b 3.3 3.0 3.9 2.9 2.8 2.6 

15 .. . ... 2.5 3.2 2.8 2.7 2.8 b 4.7 2.9 3.9 2.8 2.8 2.7 

16. 2.8 2.6 3.0 2.9 2.7 2.8 b 4.3 2.9 3.5 2.8 2.8 

17 .. 2.9 2.7 2.9 2.8 2.6 2.8 b 4.1 3.0 3.4 2.8 2.9 

18 .... 2.8 2.7 3.0 2.8 2.7 2.8 b 4.0 3.0 3.2 2.8 2.9 ..... 

19 ... 2.8 2.6 2.9 2.8 2.7 2.8 b 4.0 3.0 3.9 2.8 2.9 

20 .. 2.7 2.7 3.0 2.8 2.9 2.8 b 3.9 3.0 4.4 2.8 2.8 

2l. .... 2.7 2.8 2.9 2.8 2.8 2.8 b 3.6 3.0 4.2 2.8 2.8 

22 .. ...... 2.7 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8 b 3.3 2.9 3.9 2.8 2.7 

23. . ..... 2.7 2.8 2.8 2.9 2.8 2.8 b 3.3 2.9 3.9 3.0 2.7 

24 .. ...... 2.8 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.8 2.8 b 3.1 2.9 3.7 3.0 2.7 

25 ... 2.5 2.8 3.3 2.9 2.8 2.8 2.9 3.1 2.9 3.3 2.9 2.9 .. 

26 ....... 2.5 2.8 3.2 2.5 2.8 2.8 2.9 3.1 3.0 3.2 2.8 4.3 

27 .... 2.7 2.8 3.1 2.6 2.9 2.8 3.1 3.1 3.0 3.1 2.8 3.8 

28 ....... 2.6 2.8 2.9 2.7 2.8 2.9 3.8 3.1 3.0 3.1 2.8 3.5 

29 ...... 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.8 3.2 4.0 ..... 3.0 3.2 2.8 3.2 

30 ...... 2.8 2.6 '2.8 2.9 2.9 3.1 4.0 ...... 3.0 3.2 2.8 2.9 

31. 2.7 2.7 ...... 2.6 . ..... 3.1 3.6 . ... 2.9 ..... 3.0 . ..... . ..... 

a Ice conditions during all of December. Ice Y:! to 6 inches thick. Water over ice on Dec. 2U 

30 and 31. 
b No record. 
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RATL"IG TABLE FOR EEL R,VER AT LOGANSPORT, IND., FOR 19W-II. 

Gage 

I 
Dis- Gage Dis- Gage Dis- Gage Dis-Height, charge, Height, 'charge, Height, charge, Height, charge. 

Feet. Sec.-Ft. Feet. Sec.-Ft. Feet. Sec.-Ft. Feet. Sec.-Ft. 

----
2.3 115 3.0 332 3.7 1,645 4.4 3,395 2.4 125 3.1 425 3.8 1,895 4.5 3,645 2.5 137 3.2 550 3.9 2,145 4.6 3,895 2.6 155 3.3 720 4.0 2,395 4.7 4,145 
2.7 178 3.4 925 4.1 2,645 
2.8 210 3.5 1,155 4.2 2,895 
2.9 260 3.6 1,395 4.3 3,145 

Since the gaging station from which this data is taken is in the 
backwater from the Uhl dam, the manipulation of the water at the 
mill has considerable effect upon the data. When the gage stands 
at 2.7 feet the water is just at the crest of the dam. Whenever the 
gage registers lower than that, the head is being pulled down at the 
mill. The gage is read about 7 :00 a. m. each day and it is probable 
that the head has been reduced on some days at the time of reading. 
From the data it seems that minimum continuous discharge is about 
150 second-feet and the maximum is over 4,000 second-feet. A 
discharge of from 200 to 300 second-feet occurred most of the year. 

The profile of Eel River is very irregular and shows the greatest 
fall near its mouth. After the stream bed crosses the edge of the 
hard Niagara limestone at Adamsboro, it has heavy fall to its 
mouth. The following table shows the profile of the river. 

PROFILE OF EEL RIVER. 

LOCATION. Estimated Altitude AboY< Fall Per Mile. 
Distance. Sea Level. Inches. 

Source ................. . 
North Manchester .... . 
Laketon .. 
Stockdale .. . 
Chili ....... . 
Denver .... . 
Mexico .. . 
Hoover ...... . 
Adamsboro. 
Mouth. 

o 
50 
9 
9 
9 
4 
5 
7 
6 
9 

POWER SITES ON' EEL RIVER. 

900 
732 
715 
701 
682 
671 
653 
629 
617 
574 

44.64 
22.66 
18.66 
25.33 
33.00 
43.20 
41.14 
28.00 
57.33 

There are eight developed power sites on Eel River and six 
intervening points where power could be conveniently developed. 
The developed sites are at North Manchester, Laketon, Roann, Chili, 
Mexico and two in Logansport. The undeveloped sites are be
tween North Manchester and Laketon, between Roann and Chili, 
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and Chili and Mexico, between Mexico and Adamsboro, and, two 

between Adamsboro and Logansport. 
North Manchester.-The power site at North Manchester was 

first developed about sixty years ago. 'fhe present mill was built 
in 1874. The dam is 130 feet long, between abutments, and 5.7 
feet high. It is built of wood. There is a charter for a 6-foot head 
at this point. The mill is 300 feet below the dam, and the head 
race carries the water to the mill where it is used on three wheels 
-one 48-inch American, one 54-inch American, one 61-inch Stan
dard Leffel. The minimum amount of power which is produced 
at this point for twelve-hour day is about 60 H. P. The minimum 
discharge is about 75 cubic feet per second. 'fhe power is used 
entirely for milling purposes and no auxiliary power is employed. 
This power is owned and operated by the North Manchester Milling 
Company, of which Allen Dohner is manager. 

Power Site Between North Manchester and Laketon.-The fall 
from the tail race at North Manchester to the tail race at Laketon 
is 17 feet. The Laketon dam is 5.5 high. This leaves 11.5 fall 
which is not employed. The water of Eel River valley is such that 
power on a low head can be installed at almost any point. The 
point at which this power could be developed must be above the 
backwater of the Laketon dam. 'l'his backwater reaches about 1.5 
miles above the dam. In Section 11, T. 29 N., R. 6 E., near the 
north line of the section is a point at which the dam would have to. 
be located to employ this power. A 6-foot dam would produce 60 
H. P. for a twelve-hour day at this point. 

Laketon.-In Section 10, T. 29 N., R. 6 E., the river makes a 
bend towards the. south. The bend is a mile in length, but the 
distance between the ends of the bend is but one-fourth of a mile. 
The land enclosed in this bend is low. In 1854 a dam was built 
at the upper end of this bend and a race constructed across the 
bend. A mill was built where the race intersected the river below. 
Since that time the power has been used continually at this site. 
The present mill was built in 1900, and the present dam was built 
three years later. The mill is a frame building of two stories, and 
is in excellent condition. The dam is built of concrete. It is 125 
feet long and 5.5 feet high. The charter grant is for a 6-foot dam. 
'fhe head is increased 2.5 feet by the race. Two 40-inch' American, 
and' one 40-inch Standard Leffel wheels are employed. The mini
mum discharge at this point is about 100 second-feet and a mini
mum of 75 H. P. is produced. This power is owned by Thos. E. 
Mitchell and employed by Arthur D. Hughes in the manufacture 
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of flQur mill machinery. The power is not employed to its full 
capacity. 'fhis little plant is well situated and the water can be 
placed under absolute control. It is within one mile of the junction 
of the Erie and Vandalia railroads and is in every way suitable 
for a small manufacturing enterprise. 

The fall from the tail race of the Laketon mill to the tail race 
of the Roann mill is 11.5 feet. The head at the Roann mill is five 
feet. This leaves 6.5 feet unaccounted for, but it cannot be de
veloped profitably because of the backwater. A head of four feet 
could be developed but would not be profitable. 

Roann.-This power site is situated one mile west of Roann at 
Stockdale, which is one of those pioneer towns that has lost every
thing except its name and water-power. The first mill was built 
on this site in 1840, and the present one in 1859. In spite of its 
age, it is in good repair. The dam is built of wood, and the south 
end was broken by ice during the winter of 1910-11. The breach 
has been patched with boulders and a new concrete dam will be 
built soon. The dam is 206 feet long and 4.6 feet high. The dam 
is connected at the north end with an excellent concrete forebay. 
'fhe flumes are also of concrete. Two 35-inch and one 30-inch Sam
son Leffel wheels are employed. The head on the wheels is five feet. 
The combined power produced by these wheels is estimated at 75 
H. P. No auxiliary power is used and there is never a lack of 
water. Because of the extremely low head used, the power is often 
diminished by backwater. The power is used for grinding only. 
It is owned and employed by James 1\1:. Deck. 

Power Site Between Stockdale and Chili.-The fall from the 
tail race at Stockdale to the tail race at Chili is 19 feet. The head 
employed at Chili is five feet. This leaves 14 feet fall which is 
unemployed. The backwater from the dam at Chili reaches ap
proximately two miles. One and five-tenths miles above the head 
of this backwater is the site of a former dam which is now entirely 
destroyed. An abrupt fall of three feet still occurs at this point, 
which is on the line between Section 16 and Section 21, T. 28 N., 
R. 5. E. This site could be redeveloped with a head of seven feet. 
The dam would be 200 feet long. This site is one mile due south 
of Pettysville on the Vandalia Railroad. 

Chili.-This site was first improved during the early history of 
this part of the State. The present mill was built before 1873. The 
present dam was built in 1891. It is a wood dam 198 feet long and 
4.5 feet high. This dam is built upon piles driven into the gravel. 
'rhe dam will be replaced soon by another wood dam. During the 
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summer of 1911, a concrete abutment and gates were built upon 
the north end of the dam. A race 300 feet long leads to the mill. 
Two 48-inch wheels are employed under a head of five feet. The 
minimum power produced at this point is about 70 H. P. The 
power is used for operating a flour mill and elevator combined. It 
is owned and employed by the heirs of Jacob Myers. 

Power Site Between Chili and Mexico.-The fall from the tail 
race at Chili to the tail race at Mexico is 29 feet. The head em
ployed at Mexico is seven feet. This leaves 22 feet of unemployed 

. fall between these two points. The best point for developing this 
power is near the line between Sections 20 and 29, T. 28 N., R. 4 E. 
The bluffs approach the river at this point, and a head of two feet 
could be developed. This would injure a few acres of land above 
the dam which would increase the cost of development. This site 
is 1.5 miles from Denver and one-fourth of a mile from the Vandalia 
Railway. 

Mexico.-This is an old power site, but its history is unknown. 
'l'he present mill was built in 1900 and the present dam in 1910. 
This dam is one of the best constructed dams in the State. It is 
built entirely of reinforced concrete and its foundation on hard 
pan. The base of the dam is on an average of four feet thick and 
14 feet wide. The dam proper has a 9-foot base which leaves an 
apron of five feet. The height is six feet from the base. The lower 
face of the dam is perpendicular for 1.5 feet and has a 1-foot brace 
slant in the remaining 4.5 feet. This slant also serves to break the 
fall of the water. The crest is two feet wide and the upstream face 
has a regular slant at an angle of 45 degrees. The concrete is re
inforced every two feet by three-fourths inch steel bars corrugated 
every inch. The dam is built in sections of 12 feet with expansion 
joints between. The length of the dam between abutments is 242 
feet. 

A short race at the east end of the dam leads to the mill where 
three 48-inch Standard Leffel wheels are employed. The head on 
the wheels is seven feet. The power is estimated at 300 H. P. at 
normal flow. The minimum discharge at this point is estimated at 
100 second-feet which would produce 63 H. P. on seven feet fall. 
The power is used for milling only. The mill and power are owned 
by C. H. Black and operated by R. E. Zinn, who has it leased. 

Power Site Between Mexico and Adamsboro.-The fall between 
Mexico and Adamsboro is 36 feet, of which seven are occupied 
by the Adamsboro site. Most of the remaining 29 feet occur bf'
tween Hoover and Mexico. Two heavy ripples occur in Section 6, 

32-2flHi3 



View of the dam at Mexico during construction (from above). 

View of the dam at Mexico (from below). 
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R. 4 E., T. 27 N., and in Section 2, R. 3. E., T. 27 N. Seven feet 
head could be developed at the ripple in Section 2. The dam would 
be 200 feet long. The minimum discharge at this point would never 
fall below 100 second-feet. This would produce 63 H. P. on a head 
of seven feet. The normal discharge would produce approximately 
300 H. P. at this point. It is probable that more of the surplus fall 
could be utilized between this point and Adamsboro, but no feasible 
dam site has been selected. 

Adamsboro.-The Adamsboro dam is built upon solid limestone. 
It is an old dam and in poor condition. The leakage is greater than 
the amount of water which is used. The dam is 311 feet long and 
4.09 feet high. A race one-half mile in length leads to an old mill, 
where the power is used for grinding. The power is not used con
tinually and is often idle for long periods. This site is ideal for a 
well developed plant. The solid rock foundation makes the con
struction of a dam very simple. A heavy fall below the dam and 
above the mill adds 3.5 feet to the head. A dam seven feet high 
could be constructed at this point which would give a head of 
10.5 feet at the mill. The race is in fair condition. It is on the 
west side of the river. With a minimum of 100 second-feet at this 
point, a power of 95 H. P. would be produced, while a normal dis
charge would furnish 350 H. P. 

Two Power Sites Between Adamsboro and Logansport.-The 
fall between Adamsboro and the mouth of Eel River is 43 feet. 
Of this fall 11 feet are employed by the Uhl site and 11.25 feet 
by the Logansport Water Works and Electric Company's site. 
There is a loss of three feet between these sites and below the Uhl 
site. This leaves 17.75 feet between the tail race at Adamsboro 
and the backwater from the Water Works and Electric Company's 
site. This could all be developed at two sites with a fall of seven 
feet each. One of these would be located in Section 21, R. 2 E., 
T. 27 N., and the other at the head of the backwater from the 
Water Works and Electric Company's dam. Both these dams 
would have bed rock foundations. The power produced at these 
two sites would be about 100 H. P. each at minimum discharge and 
300 H. P. at normal discharge. 

Logansport Waterworks and Electric Oompany.-The dam of 
this plant is situated near the intersection of Tenth street and 
Eel River in Logansport. This site was first developed about eighty 
years ago. The present dam was constructed in 1854. The plant of 
the Logansport Waterworks Company was built in 1876, and that 
of the Logansport Electric Company in 1895. They stand immedi-
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ately adjoining each other on the river bank, 300 feet below the 
dam. The dam is 340 feet long and seven feet high. I t is a wood 
dam and is in good repair when its age is taken into consideration. 
It is located on solid limestone immediately above a fall of four feet. 
The backwater from this dam reaches about two miles, but there 
is no storage except that in the direct stream channel. A short race 
built of limestone leads to the plants. The Waterworks Company 
uses three wheels under a head of 11 feet 4 inches. There are 
two 48-inch Dowling wheels each rated at 106 H. P. and one 54-
inch Dayton wheel rated at 136 H. P. The Electric Company em
ploys two 48-inch Dowling wheels each rated at 106 H. P. The 
Waterworks Company uses all the power during low discharges 

The Dennis Uhl & Co·s. dam at mouth cf Eel River. 

and has supplementary steam power. The power is used entirely 
for pumping in the Waterworks Company. The power at minimum 
discharge is 106 H. P. at this point but should be much higher. 
A minimum discharge of 150 second-feet under a head of 11 feet 
4 inches will produce 154.5 H. P. This power is owned by the 
Logansport Waterworks Company. 

Dennis Uhl &- Company.-About one and a half miles below the 
Logansport Waterworks Company's tail race, and within 250 feet of 
the mouth of Eel River, occurs the dam of Dennis Uhl & Co. The 
first dam was built in 1858, about one-half mile further up stream, 
and races carried the water to the plants. The present dam was 
built in 1897-98. It is built of wood on a concrete base which is 
anchored to bed rock. It is 385 feet long and 11 feet high. The. 
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backwater from this dam reaches the tail race ,of the Logansport 
Waterworks Company's site. The water is employed from both 
ends of the dam. On the west; a short race leads to the flouring 
mill and elevator of Dennis Uhl & Co. This mill was built in 1858. 
Two modern American and two old Dolan wheels are employed in 
this plant under a head of 11 feet. 'l'he combined power rating 
of these wheels is about 500 H. P. The power is used entirely for 
milling purposes. No auxiliary power is employed. The tail race 
of this plant is at the mouth of Eel River. 

On the east end of the dam, the Majestic Knitting Company em
ploys one modern American wheel rated at 150 H. P. This wheel 
is not employed during reduced discharge. 

The minimum discharge at this point is about 150 second-feet, 
which under a head of 11 feet will produce 150 H. P. Backwater 
from the Wabash River in flood stage is a serious han'dicap to this 
power. This handicap is seldom and of short duration, but is un
controllable while it lasts. This power is owned by Dennis Uhl 

& Co. 

'l'IPPECANOE RIVER. 

The Tippecanoe River rises among the lakes of Noble, Whitley 
and Kosciusko counties. It is a very crooked stream and flows in 
a general westward direction to the northeastern corner of Pu
laski County and then in a general southward direction to its 
mouth in Tippecanoe County. It is about 166 miles in length. 

The valley contains much swamp land in its upper parts, but 
below DeLong, little swamp land occurs. The valley is narrow and 
the bluffs low in the middle course. The level upland at DeLong 
is about 30 feet above the river, at Monterey 16 feet, at Ora 23 
feet, and at Winamac 32 feet. At Monticello the bluffs are 67 feet 
high, and at Oakdale 100 feet. This is approximately the maximum 
depth of the valley. The upper and middle courses of the valley 
lie entirely in glacial drift. It first touches bed rock at Norway, 
three miles above Monticello. In this part of its course the stream 
crosses the Cincinnati anticline, whose surface formation in this 
locality is the hard Niagara limestone. After touching bed rock 
at Norway, it is near the rock throughout the rest of its course and 
rock exposures are frequent. The banks below Norway are usually 
high and there is little overflow. 

The basin of Tippecanoe River embraces almost all of White, 
Pulaski and Fulton counties, half of Kosciusko, and small por
tions of several other counties. The entire drainage area is about 
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1,900 square miles. It is overlaid entirely with glacial drift ann 
many small glacial lakes occur in the northern and eastern parts of 
the basin. There are no large tributaries, but most of the trib
utaries drain either lakes or swamps and for this reason have a 
more or less continuous discharge. 

No gage has been established by the State department on the 
'l'ippecanoe River, but a gage was maintained by the United States 
Geological Survey at Spring boro, five miles west of Delphi, dur
ing.parts of the years 1903-06 inclusive. The data from this gaging 
station gives a good idea of the discharge of the stream. The 
following data is taken direct from the U. S. G. S. Water Supply 
and Irrigation papers: 

Tippecanoe River at Springboro.--" This station was established 
March 14, 1903, by George E. Waesche. The station is located at 
the highway"bridge at Springboro, Ind. The nearest railroad sta
tion is Delphi, five miles east of Springboro. The standard chain 
gage is located on the second span from the east bank, one panel 
length beyond the center of the span. The length of the chain from 
the end of the weight to the marker is 25.66 feet. The gage is read 
once each day by Lois Imler. Discharge measurements are made 
from the downstream side of the bridge to which the gage is at
tached. The initial point for soundings is the face of the east 
abutment. The channel is straight for about 1,600 feet above and 
about 2,000 feet below the station. Its width at ordinary stages 
is 350 feet, broken by two piers, and at high water is 510 feet, 
broken by three piers. Both banks are high and can not overflow to 
any considerable extent. The bed of the stream is rocky and rough; 
the current is swift. The bench mark is the head of an anchor bolt 
in the east abutment; it is the outside anchor of the downstream 
truss. Its elevation above the zero of the gage is 22.25 feet. 

The observations at this station during 1903 have been made 
under the direction of E. Johnson, Jr., district hydrographer. 

DISCHARGE MEASUREMENTS OF TIPPECANOE RIVER AT SPRINGBORO, IND., IN 1903. 

DATE. 

March 16 .. 
May 18 .. . 
June 22 .... . 
July 17 .. . 
August 14 ..... . 
September 30. .. 
November 11 .. 
December 29 

a Partly frozen. 

Hydrographer. 

G. E. Waesche ..... 
G. E. Waesche .. 
G. E. Waesche ..... . 
E. C. Murphy ..... . 
E. Johnson ........ . 
L. R. Stockman .. . 
L. R. Stockman ... . 
E. Johnson Jr ..... . 

Gage Height, Discharge, 
Feet. Sec.-Ft. 

4.73 3,448 
3.00 747 
2.87 662 
3.03 892 
2.75 584 
3.05 704 
3.03 653 
4.00 a1,083 
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MEAN DAILY GAGE HEIGHT IN FEET OF TIPPECANOE R,VER AT SPRINGBORO, IND., FOR 1903. 

DAY. I Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 

-~---I-
------------------------- ----

1.. . ..... ' .. 3.50 3.82 3.42 2.78 2.99 2.94 3.10 3.08 3.10 

2 .. .... ... 3.50 3.80 3.42 4.20 3.00 3.53 3.20 3.06 3.09 

3 3.72 3.73 3.28 7.03 3.03 3.40 3.40 3.09 3.08 

4 ... 4.94 3.65 3.16 7.07 3.11 3.32 3.50 3.10 3.10 

5. ... 5.54 3.57 3.50 7.18 2.99 3.28 3.47 3.09 3.12 

6. 5.37 3.52 4.15 6.40 3.16 3.02 3.54 3.08 3.18 

7 5.00 3.49 4.59 5 54 3.07 2.90 3.70 3.06 3.22 

8 .... 4.64 3.43 4.63 5.05 2.88 3.90 3.05 3.28 

9. . . . . . . I' .. . 4.18 3.36 4.12 4.50 2.96 2.70 4.17 3.04 3.26 

10 ........ 4.21 3.32 3.77 4.10 2.98 2.81 4.07 3.02 3.24 

11 5.25 3.24 3.67 3.88 299 2.87 4.00 3.03 3.21 

12. 6.69 320 3.26 3.76 3.00 2.94 3.93 3.10 3.2() 

13. 8.55 3.18 3.28 3.56 2.80 2.80 3.8'7 3.09 :1.29 

14. 5.18 9.65 3.16 3.16 3.40 2 77 2.90 3.81 3.05 3.95 

15. 4.90 9.30 3.13 3.09 3.27 2.73 3.20 3.74 a 415 

16. 4.75 8.53 3.10 3.04 3.15 2.84 3.60 3.67 a b 

17 .. 4.58 7.86 3.09 3.02 3.07 2.85 3.70 3.63 a b 

18 .. 4.58 7.10 3.04 3.00 3.10 2.82 3.79 3.58 a b 

19. 4.52 6.02 2.99 2.93 3.66 2.81 3.83 3.40 a b 

20 .. 4.35 4.8.9 2.95 2.96 4.00 2.84 3.60 3.39 a 4.20 

21 4.54 5.30 2.93 2.98 3.87 2.86 3.50 3.38 a 4.18 

22. 4.40 4.85 2.99 2.87 3.45 2.85 c 3.36 3.02 4.16 

23 ... 4.22 4.62 3.10 2.93 3.30 2.83 c 3.35 3.05 4.14 

24 ... 3.97 4.47 3.28 2.96 3.14 2.81 c 3.34 3.08 4.15 

25. 3.87 4.33 3.72 2.92 3.10 3.01 c 3.31 3.07 4.13 

26 ... 3.88 4.47 4.05 2.87 3.05 2.94 c 3.25 3.05 4.17 

27 .. 3.82 4.38 4.08 2.93 2.97 2.96 c 3.24 3.04 4.16 

28 .. 3.78 4.14 3.80 2.86 2.93 2.97 c 3.20 3.07 4.15 

29 ... 3.70 4.05 3.70 2.83 2.91 2.98 c 3.19 3.09 4.14 

30 .... 3.60 3.90 3.54 2.82 2.94 3.01 3.05 3.14 3.11 4.13 

31. .. 3.50 ....... 3.38 ....... 2.96 2.97 . ....... 3.09 . ...... 4.13 

a Gage reader absent. b Frozen. c Gage stolen. 

RATING TABLE FOR TIPPECANOE RIVER AT SPRINGBORO, IND., FROM MARCH 14 TO DECEMBER 3L 1903. 

Dis- I Gage Dis- I Gage I Dis-
charge, Height, charge, I Height, I charge, 
Sec.-Ft. Feet. Sec.-Ft. Feet. Sec.-Ft. 

________ 1----1----'1-------- '----[---
2.7 551 4.0 1,987 5.3 4,230 I 7.2 I 7,650 

Gage 
Height, 

Feet. 

Dis
charge, 
Sec.-Ft. 

Gage 
Height, 

Feet. 

2.8 611 4.1 2,151 5.4 4 410 7.4 8,010 

H m U Uig U tm' I U ' U~g 
3.2 940 4.5 2,830 5.8 5,130 8.5 I 9,990 
3.3 1,043 4.6 3,000 5.9 5,310 9.0 10,890 
3.4 1,154 4.7 3,170 I 6.0 5,490! 9.5 I 11,790 
3.5 1,273 4.8 3,345 6.2 5,850 I 10.0 12,690 
3.6 1,400 4.9 3,520 6.4 6,210 10.5 13,590 
3.7 1,535 5.0 3,695 6.6 6,570 11.0 I 14,490 
3.8 1,678 5.1 3,870 6.8 6,930 I I 
3.9 1,829 5.2 4,050 7.0 7,290 

___ -"-I ____ ~ __ ___' ___ -"-___ _'___ __ __"~ ____ _'I ___ --_. 

DISCHARGE MEASUREMENTS OF TIPPECANOE RIVER NEAR DELPHI, IND., IN 1904. 

DATE. Hydrographer. 
Width, 
Feet. 

Area of Me~n 
Section, VeloCIty, 
Sq. Ft. F~~~~r 

Gage 
Height, 

Feet. 

Dis
charge, 
Sec.-Ft. 

9,863 
10,010 
12,240 
3,708 

-------1---------------------
8.48 

13.00 
8.80 
4.95 
2.98 
2.92 
3.20 
2.85 
2.90 
2.86 

4.10 
2.55 
4.78 
4.04 
2.12 
1.83 
2.38 
1.62 
1. 77 
1.49 

448 
466 
449 
343 
253 
238 
255 
241 
249 
240 

2,404 
3,920 
2,560 

January 23 ...... . 
March 2a ..... . 
March 28 ......... . 
May2 ........... .. 
June 18 ............. ····· 
July 23 ................. · 
August 22 .............. . 
September 13 .......... . 
October 22 ............. . 
NovemberS ...... ··.··· 

a Ice jam. 

F. W. Hanna ..... . 
F. W. Hanna .... . 
F. W. Hanna ........ . 
Hanna and Johnson .. 
F. W. Hanna ......... 
Hanna and Johnson .. 
F. W. Hanna ........ . 
F. W. Hanna ........ . 
F. W.Hanna ........ . 
F. W. Hanna ........ . 

917 
328 
292 
370 
278 
273 
266 

694 
534 
882 
451 
484 
396 
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MEAN DAILY GAGE HEIGHT IN FEET OF TIPPECANOE R,VER NEAR DELPHI, IND., FeR UN. 

DAY. Jan.a Feb.a Mar.a Apr. May. June. JUI~I Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.a 
-------~ 

1. 14.60 9.55 6.59 4.25 3.49 2.85 2.93 3.10 2.83 2.83 
2. 13.44 9.43 5.07 4.21 3.37 2.82 2.90 3.07 2.82 2.82 3. 13.21 8.49 4.80 3.87 3.21 2.80 2.87 3.05 2.84 2.80 4. 12.90 8.34 5.60 3.74 3.09 2.81 2.86 3.00 2.84 2.80 5 12.37 8.21 5.12 3.65 3.17 2.81 2.84 2.9.5 2.85 2.91 6. 4.to 8.25 12.25 8.03 4.96 3.61 3.22 2.77 2.85 2.91 2.85 2.96 
7. '3 SO· ....... 12.80 7.95 4.72 3.40 3.75 2.75 2.83 2.90 2.84 2.97 
8. .. 13.20 8.20 4.57 3.45 4.03 2.73 2.83 2.93 2.80 2.98 
9 ... 12.47 8.75 4.35 3.49 4.40 2.73 2.84 3.00 2.85 3.00 

10. ... .. . 7.05 8.15 4.05 3.52 4.37 2.72 2.85 3.07 2.87 3.02 
11. 7.00 7.75 4.00 3.43 4.26 2.71 2.85 3.05 2.86 3.00 
12. 6.95 7.08 3.93 3.18 4.20 2.69 2.84 3.00 2.85 2.99 
13. 7.85 6.90 5.53 3.84 3.17 4.17 2.74 2.81 3.00 2.86 2.98 
14 .... ... 7.00 4.98 3.89 3.13 3.98 2.73 3.00 2.98 2.84 
15. .... .. . 6.87 5.02 3.91 3.13 3.96 2.72 2.98 2.97 2.87 
16. 3.85 ... . ... 6.77 5.17 3.89 3.12 3.71 2.71 3.01 3.03 2.89 
17 7.00 5.17 3.85 3.54 3.55 2.78 3.05 3.00 2.88 3.04 
18. ... ....... ... .. . 7.20 5.14 4.01 3.27 3.47 2.80 3.21 2 97 2.86 
19 8:20 . 7.23 5.12 3.99 3.20 3.38 2.81 3.10 2.95 2.86 
20. 4.75 7.10 5.09 3.95 3.16 3.30 2.90 3.05 2.92 285 
21. 11.05 ....... 7.15 4.98 3.90 3.10 3.21 3.05 3.00 2.90 2.83 
22. 11.25 . ...... 7.77 4.91 3.81 3.09 3.00 3.35 2.98 2.98 2.80 
23. 10.95 . ...... 8.10 4.67 3.70 3.07 2.95 3.42 2.97 2 95 2.85 3.05 24. ....... . ...... 8.54 4.47 3.64 3.06 2.91 3,40 2.95 2.94 3.09 25. ....... .. . .... 8.92 4.01 3.73 3.00 2.90 3.35 2.93 2.97 3.12 26. . .... ... 11.20 5.80 3.72 2.96 2.90 3.28 3.10 2.95 
27. 15.00 8.20 9.41 7.03 3.71 3.00 2.99 3.18 3.15 2.9.2 28. . . . . . . . 

i5::iO 
7.94 6.70 3.70 3.83 2.98 2.98 3.23 2.81 

29. 7.02 6.35 3.60 3.71 2.93 3.00 3.20 2.85 2.84 
30. 7.25 6.76 6.10 3.74 3.79 2.91 2.93 3.16 2.85 2.83 3.05 31 ....... 8.90 4.20 ...... 2.89 2.90 2.84 ...... 

a Frozen January 1 to March 9 and December 14 to 31. 

RATING TABLE FOR TIPPECANOE=RrVER NEAR DELPHI, IND., FROM JANUARY 1 TO DECEMBER 31, 1904. 
--

Gage Dis- Gage Dis- Gage Dis- Gage Dis-Height, charge, Height, charge, Height, charge, Height, charge, 
Feet. Sec.-Ft. Feet. Sec.-Ft. Feet. Sec.-Ft. Feet. Sec.-Ft. 

-

2 7 280 3.8 1,770 4.9 3,640 7.0 8,110 2.8 390 3.9 1,930 5.0 3,830 7.5 9,220 2.9 510 4.0 2,090 5.2 4,230 8.0 10,370 3.0 630 4.1 2,250 6.4 4,650 8.5 11,520 3.1 760 4.2 2,410 5.6 5,070 9.0 12,670., 3.2 890 4.3 2,580 5.8 5,490 9.5 13,820 3.3 1,030 4.4 2,750 6.0 5,910 10.0 14,970 3,4 1,170 4.5 2,920 6.2 6,350 10.5 16,120 3.5 1,320 4.6 3,090 6,4 6,790 11.0 17,270 3.6 1,470 4.7 3,270 6.6 7,230 12.0 19,570 3.7 1,620 4.8 3,450 6.8 7,670 13.0 21,870 

.. 
The above table is appbcable only for open-channe1 condItIOns. It IS baEed upon dlfC barge m£3Eure

ments made during 1903 and 1904. It is well defined between gage heights 2.8 feet ar.d 8.8 fEet. The 
table has been extended beyond these limits, Above gage height 7.4 feet the rating «ne if a tarro t, 
the difference being 230 per tenth. 

DISCHARGE MEASUREMENTS OF TIPPECANOE RIVER NEAR DELPHI, IND., IN 1905. 

DATE. Hydrographer. Width, 
Feet. 

Area of 
Section, 
Sq. Ft. 

Mean 
Velocity, 
Ft. per 

Sec. 

Gage 
Height, 

Feet. 

D;s
charge, 
Sec.-Ft. 

-------_·------1-----------___ _ 

March 21. S. K. Clapp. 319 713 3.9 4.25 2,782 May 27 .... M. S. Brennan. 325 682 3.23 4.29 2,203 June 13. S. K. Clapp .... 285 672 3.66 4.30 2,459 July 14 .. S. K. Clapp .. ". 272 617 3,44 4.10 2,120 August 24 .. M. S. Brennan ... 256 294 1.89 2.98 556 October 5. M. S. Bernnan. 251 276 1. 76 2.98 486 
---------
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DAILY GAGE HEIGHT IN FEET OF TIPPECANOE R,VER NEAR DELPHI, IND., FOR 1905. 

DAY. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dee. 

----------------------

I. 3.04 ...... 7.8 4.1 7.9 4.4 3.4 3.35 3.9 3.02 3.25 4.4 

2 3.08 ..... 6.9 4.0 7.8 4.2 3.35 3.3 3.5 3.09 3.25 4.4 

3 .. 3.09 6.1 3.95 7.8 4.0 3.3 3.3 3.6 3.08 3.2 4.25 

4 ... 3.08 3.06 5.9 3.7 7.6 3.95 3.25 3.25 3.75 3.04 3.2 4.2 

5. 3.06 . ... .. 5.7 3.65 7.4 3.9 3.15 3.15 3.7 3.02 3.15 4.0 

6 .. 3.03 . ..... 5.6 3.6 7.3 3.85 3.15 3.06 3.55 3.0 3.8 3.85 

7 .. 3.0 . .... 5.5 3.5 7.2 3.75 3.25 3.0 3.45 2.98 4.1 3.8 

8. 3.0 ... 5.4 3.55 6.8 3.75 3.25 3.0 3.35 2.98 4.0 3.7 

9 .... 5.1 3.55 6.8 3.9 3.2 2.98 3.15 2.97 3.95 3.65 

10. 4.7 3.55 6.5 4.0 3.3 2.98 3.1 2.96 3.95 3.55 
11 .. . ... 3.1 4.1 3.5 5.6 4.5 3.7 2.97 3.09 2.96 3.9 3.5 

12 4.1 3.5 10.1 4.3 4.3 2.99 3.06 2.95 3.9 3.45 

13 .. 4.05 3.7 9.4 4.4 4.1 3.0 3.1 2.94 3.8 3.45 

14 .. 3.0 4.05 3.9 10.2 4.4 4.0 3.09 3.3 2.93 3.7 3.65 
15. 4.2 3.85 10.0 4.4 3.9 3.2 3.25 2.91 3.6 3.6 

16 .. 4.2 3.85 9.8 4.3 3.\' 3.45 3.15 2.9 3.5 3.5 

17. 4.2 3.8 8.9 5.0 3.6 3.3 3.15 2.9 3.35 3.45 

18 .. 3.12 4.2 3.75 7.6 5.6 3.45 3.15 3.15 3.15 3.35 3.4 

19 ... 4.1 52 6.5 5.0 3.45 3.15 3.1 4.4 3.3 3.4 
20 .. 3.1 4.1 7.0 4.8 4.3 3.35 3.45 3.1 4.4 3.3 3.25 

21. 3.03 .... 4.05 6.1 4.8 4.2 3.25 3.4 3.09 4.3 3.3 3.3 
22. ... . .... 4.1 6.0 4.7 4.3 3.2 3.35 3.08 4.1 3.3 3.4 

23. ... 4.3 6.0 4.7 4.05 3.2 3.3 3.1 4.0 3.25 4.8 

24. ... 4.3 6.59 4.6 3.85 3.15 3.25 3.1 3.95 3.25 4.65 

25 ...... 3.15 4.2 5.8 4.6 3.7 3.1 3.25 3.09 3.85 3.2 4.2 

26 .. ...... 4.2 5.5 4.4 3.6 3.07 3.2 3.08 3.8 3.15 3.9 

27. 4.2 5.4 4.4 3.65 3.05 3.15 3.06 3.6 3.1 3.9 

28 .. 3.1 4.1 7.8 4.4 3.7 3.02 3.08 3.05 3.35 3.1 3.85 

29 .. 4.1 8.0 4.5 3.5 3.35 3.01 3.04 3.3 4.3 3.35 

30. 4.2 7.9 4.5 3.45 3.65 2.95 3.03 3.3 4.4 3.8 

31. 4.90 4.1 4.7 ...... 3.4 2.98 3.25 ..... 3.75 

NOTE.-There were ice conditions during January and February. From January 9 to February 11 
the river was frozen over except for a narrow channel near the west bank. February 12-28 river frozen 
entirely across. Gage heights are to surfs~ of water in hole in ice. The following comparative read
ings were also made: 

DArE. 
Water 

Surface, 
Feet. 

Ice. of Ice, 
Feet. Feet. I 

Top of Thickness 

-Ja-n-u-a-ry--14-.-.-.----------------------------------------11---3-.0---I---2-.9------0-.3---

January 21.. 3.03 3.03 .35 
January 28... 3.1 3.12 .5 
February 4... 3.06.. .5 
February 1!.. 3.1 I 3.12 1.0 
February 18. 3.12 3.12 1.0 
February 25. 3.15 3.19 1.0 

STATION RATING TABLE FOR TIPPECANOE RIVER NEAR DELPHI, IND., FROM JANUARY 1, 1904, TO 

DECEMBER 31. 1905. 

Gage Dis- Gage Dis- Gage Dis- Gage " Dis-
Height, charge, Height, charge, Height, charge, Height, charge. 

Feet. Sec.-Ft. Feet. Sec.-Ft. Feet. Sec.-Ft. Feet. Sec.-Ft. 

2.70 280 4.20 2,410 5.70 5,280 8.40 1!,290 
2.80 390 4.30 2,580 5.80 5,490 8.60 11,750 

2.90 .510 4.40 2,750 5.90 5,700 8.80 12,210 

3.00 630 4.50 2,920 6.00 5,910 9.00 12,670] 

3.10 760 4.60 3,090 6.20 6,350 9.20 13,130 

3.20 890 4.70 3,270 6.40 6,790 9.40 13,590 

3.30 1,030 4.80 3,450 6.60 7,230 9.60 14,050 

3.40 1,170 4.90 3,640 6.80 7,670 9.80 14,510 

3.50 1,320 5.00 3,830 7.00 8.1!0 10.00 14,970 
3.60 1,470 5.10 4,030 7.20 8,550 10.50 16,1201 
3.70 1,620 I 5.20 4,230 7.40 8,990 11.00 17,270 
3.80 1,770 5.30 4,440 7.60 9,450 11.50 18,420 

3.90 1,930 5.40 4,650 7.80 9,910 12.00 19,570 j 
4.00 2,090 I 5.50 4,860 8.00 10,370 12.50 20,720 

4.10 2,250 5.60 5,070 8.20 10,830 13.00 21,870 

.. 
NOTE.-The "bove table is apphcable only (or open-channel condItIOns. It IS CaEfd cn ~3 duo 

charge measurements made during 1903-1905. It is not very well defined. 
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DISCHARGR MEASUREMENTS OF TIPPECANOE RIVER AT DELPHI, IND., IN 1906. 

Width, Area of Gage Dis-
DATE. Hydrographer. Section, Height, charge, Feet. Sq. Ft. Feet. Sec.-Ft. 

-------------

February lOa ... Brennan and Kriegsman ... . 272 522 3.86 1,450 
March 10 ...... ...... E. F. Kriegsman ...... ... 335 790 4.74 3,320 
April 3 .. E. F. Kriegsman ..... 325 779 4.62 3,090 
May9 .. E. F. Kriegsman ... 257 361 3.27 962 

a Slush and cake ice running, 

DAILY GAGE HEIGHT IN FEET OF TIPPECANOE RIVER NEAR DElPHI, IND., FOR 1£(16. 

DAY. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. 

------------------------
I 3.75 5.17 4.18 5.47 3.49 3.1 3.0 
2 .. 3.73 4.8 4.76 5.25 3.45 3.04 3.02 
3. 3.7 4.2 5.34 U~ 3.57 3.0 3.0 
4. 3.72 4.16 5.27 3.51 2.99 2.99 
5 .. 3.78 4.09 5.21 4.37 3.44 2.97 2.97 
6 .. 3.74 4.02 4.99 4.6 3.43 3.04 2.96 
7 .. 3.69 3.96 4.96 4.5 3.4 3.0 2.94 
8. f 3.66 3.93 4.89 4.42 3.33 2.95 2.9 
9 .. 3.61 3.9 4.83 5.7 3.27 3.1 2.88 

10. 3.58 3.87 4.82 5.27 3.25 3.08 2.85 
11. 3.55 3.84 4.79 5.06 3.21 3.11 2.84 
12 3.52 3.81 4.76 4.89 3.19 3.32 2.87 
13 3.47 3.78 4.72 4.56 3.22 3.26 2.9 
14 3.43 3.76 4.68 4.63 3.18 3.17 2.81 
15. 3.57 3.68 4.66 5.17 3.16 3.13 2.85 
16. 3.51 3.64 4.59 4.95 3.15 3.1 2.98 
17 .. 3.48 3.61 4.37 4.8 3.14 3.04 2.97 
18 .. 3.46 3.66 4.19 4.67 3.11 3.0 2.9 
19 3.42 3.64 3.94 4.43 3.09 2.99 2.84 
20 . 4.73 3.6 3.88 4.37 3.08 3.0 2.82 
21. 5.8 3.57 3.75 4.19 3.05 2.95 
22. 6.12 3.52 3.73 4.0 3.03 2.96 
23. 6.36 3.48 3.7 3.96 3.1 2.94 
24. 6.39 3.45 3.75 3.91 3.15 2.93 
25. 6.3 4.4 3.78 3.84 3.13 2.93 
26 .. 6.15 4.33 4.12 3.76 3.11 2.9 
27. 6.1 4.28 6.18 3.65 3.07 2.87 
28 .. 6.0 4.21 6.0 3.6 3.05 2.85 
29 .. 5.85 5.94 3.57 3.03 2.95 
30 .. 5.57 5.86 3.53 3.1 3.02 
31 5.25 5.71. 3.15 

N oTE.-Flow slightly affected by ice conditions February 5 to 10. 

RATING TABLE FOR TIPPECANOE RIVER NEAR DELPHI, IND., FOR 1904 TO 1906. 

Gage Dis- Gage Dis- Gage Dis- Gage I Dis-
Height, charge. Height, charge, Height, charge, Height, charge, 

Feet. Sec.-Ft. Feet. Sec.-Ft. Feet. Sec.-Ft. Feet. Sec.-Ft. 

----- ----

2.80 390 3.70 1,620 4.60 3,090 5.50 4,860 
2.90 510 3.80 1,770 4.70 3,270 5.60 5,070 
3.00 630 3.90 1,930 4.80 3,450 5.70 5,280 
3.10 760 4.00 2,090 4.90 3,640 5.80 5,490 
3.20 890 4.10 2,250 5.00 3,830 5.90 5,700 
3.30 1,030 4.20 2,410 5.10 4,030 6.00 5,910 
3.40 1,170 4.30 2,580 5.20 4,230 6.20 6,350 
3.50 1,320 4.40 2,750 5.30 4,440 6.40 6,790 
3.60 1,470 4.50 2,920 5.40 4,650 

NOTE.-The above table is applicable only for open-channel conditions. It is bREed on 28 diR
charge measurements made during 1903 to 1906. It is well defined, 
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From the preceding data the minimum discharge is found to 
be 269 second-feet, and to have occured on August 12, 1904. -'1'he 
lowest in 1903 was 600 second-feet on July 1; in 1905, 510 second
feet on October 16 and 17; and in 1906, 400 second-feet on July 
14. This data leads to the conclusion that a discha.rge of about 
300 second-feet could be taken as a safe minimum. 

The United States Weather Bureau shows the slightest rainfall 
for the time during which this gage record was kept to have been in 
November, 1904, when the mean monthly precipitation for north
ern Indiana was but .23 inch. During this month, however, the 
discharge at Springboro did not fall below 390 second-feet. The 
mean monthly rainfall for July, 1904, was 3.46 inches in northern 
Indiana, and in August was 3.17 inches, which is a normal rainfall 
in each case. A problem presents itself as to the reason for the 
discharge being so low on August 12 and remaining so high through
out November. The answer is unknown and cannot be derived 
from the data. The natural storage produced by the lakes would 
keep the discharge up during drought, but why the discharge 
should fall so low in August, when 30 per cent. of the precipitation 
in the Tippecanoe basin would have given a continuous discharge 
of over 1,200 second-feet, while the maximum discharge, which 
was on the 23d, was only 1,200 second-feet, according to the gage 
readings, is a point which cannot be accounted for except by the 
conclusion that the data in one or the other case is incorrect. It 
seems very probable that the gage readings are low because the 
rainfall data is collected from twenty-one stations and the error 
at anyone station would be divided by twenty-one in striking the 
mean, and it is unlikely that twenty-one people reading rain gages 
should make an error which would be very large in the average. 
For these reasons the minimum discharge is estimated to be some
what higher than the data shows on August 21, 1904. 

The profile of the Tippecanoe River is peculiar in that the fall 
in the upper course is much less than in the lower course. The 
greatest fall occurs in the vicinity of Monticello. This is due to the 
fact that the stream flows over the Cincinnati antie.line in northern 
White County and has been unable to cut through the hard rock at 
Norway. The Wabash River has been deepening its vRlley at the 
mouth of the Tippecanoe faster than the Tippecanoe could deepen 
its valley in the vicinity of Norway. The result of this condition is 
a gradually increasing fall in the lower course of the stream. The 
following table shows the profile of the river. 
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Source ..... . 
De Long .... .. 
Monterey ........ . 
Ora ............ . 
Winamac .... . 
Monticello ... . 
Oakdale ...... . 
Springboro ... . 
Mouth .. 
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LOCATION. 

PROFILE OF TIPPECANOE RIVER. 

Estimated 
Distance, 

Miles. 

o 
80 
7 
5 

15 
31 
11 
8 
9 

Altitude, 
Feet. 

950 
711 
703 
698 
678 
599 
563 
544 
524 

POWER SITES ON THE TIPPECANOE RIVER. 

Fall 
per Mile, 
Inches. 

20.85 
13.71 
12.00 
16.00 
30.58 
37.09 
28.50 
26.66 

'l'he Tippecanoe River is without doubt the best power stream in 
Indiana, except the St. Joseph. Its minimum discharge is greater 
than that of either fork of White River or of the Wabash at Cicott 
Street bridge in Logansport, which is below the mouth of Eel River. 
The broad valley fiats along the Wabash and White rivers are also 
distinct disadvantages when compared to the Tippecanoe, which has 
high banks and little bottom land except in the last ten miles of its 
course. That part of the Tippecanoe which lies between Winamac 
and the mouth is the part which is well adapted for power de
velopment. In spite of the advantages for power development, 
there are but two developed sites on the entire stream below De
Long. These sites are at Pulaski and Monticello. The develop
ment of power above Pulaski is not feasible. The current in this 
part of the stream is sluggish but steady. There are no ponds and 
the bed of the stream is composed of pure white sand, which is 
extremely beautiful under the water. There are no bowlders and 
no bed rock. There is little timber drift in this part of the stream, 
and on the whole it is a stream ideally adapted to pleasure trips. 

Ptllaski.-The dam at Pulaski was built about 1860 and has not 
been rebuilt. The present mill was built at the same time. The 
dam is built of wood and brush. It is in very bad repair and at 
least half the water goes through it when the discharge is small 
enough that none goes over. It is 418 feet long and four feet high. 
The backwater from this dam reaches nearly three miles. The race 
leads from the west end of the dam to the mill, one-fourth of a mile 
below. The head at the mill is five feet. Three wheels are em
ployed under this head, one 48-inch and one 35-inch Little Giant, 
and one 30-inch Standard Leffel. These wheels produce about 75 
H. P. '1'he owners say that there would never be lack of water to 
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produce 75 H. P. if the dam were in good condition. This would 
indicate a minimum discharge of 165 second-feet at this point. 
The power is used entirely for grinding and all the power is not 
needed to run the mill. Much of it is wasted, besides the waste 
through the dam. It is safe to say that the minimum discharge 
here is not less than 200 second-feet. If the old dam were replaced 
by a new dam, with a head of eight feet at the mill, and modern 
wheels installed, a power of 145 H. P. could be produced contin
ually and the installation should be on a 300 H. P. basis. That 
much power could be produced for eight months of the driest year. 
'['his power is owned and employed by C. N. Niedham and S. March. 

'fhere is little choice of location for power sites between Pulaski 
and Monticello. The character of the stream is similar throughout. 
Long reaches are separated by abrupt gravel ripples. The banks 
occasionally approach a little nearer to each other and are at some 
points slightly higher than at others. However, at no place are 
these peculiarities pronounced enough to be of great importance. 
The fall from Winamac to Monticello below the dam is 79 feet. 
About eight feet of this is occupied by the Monticello site and six 
feet by the Pulaski site. This leaves 65 feet of undeveloped fall 
between Winamac and Monticello. Ten feet of this should be 
developed at Norway. The rest of this fall could be developed on 
low heads, but no particular sites have been selected as superior to 

others. 
N orway.-The first exposure of bed rock on the Tippecanoe 

occurs at Norway. It is Niagara, and is very hard. There is an 
abrupt ripple over this exposure with a fall of 2.7 feet. A dam 
could be located above this ripple with a head of eight feet. Such 
a dam has been in existence at this point and the race is still in 
good repair. The race adds 2.7 feet to the head at the dam. A 
dam eight feet high would injure about 20 acres of low lying land 
on the east side of the river in Section 16, T. 27 N., R. 3 west. If 
the minimum discharge at this point be considered 250 second-feet. 
a continuous power of 230 H. P. could be produced on a head of 
10 feet. 

Tippecanoe Electric and Power Company.-The dam of this 
plant is located about 100 yards below the point where the Tippe
canoe crosses the line between Sections 27 and 34, T. 27 N., R. 3 
W. It is at the northeast corner of Monticello. There has been 
a dam at this point for over fifty years. The power was 
formerly used in a woolen mill, and later in a flour mill. At pres
ent the power is used to produce electricity. The dam is 320 feet 
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long and 8.55 feet high. It is built of wood with concrete apron 
and abutments. The foundation is upon gravel, which makes it 
very unstable. Considerable trouble has been caused already by 
undermining below the dam. The dam is well constructed. The 
electric plant is situated on the west end of the dam. Four 50-inch 
wheels, each with a rating of 100 H. P. under eight feet head are in
stalled. These wheels are not properly installed and do not pro
duce their rated power. The discharge below the draft tube is 
restricted so that the water is forced out, which accounts for the 
loss of power. The four wheels produce about 300 H. P. when in 
full operation. The river discharge is insufficient to run the four 
wheels during low water, but has never failed to run two to their 

Dam and power plant of the Tippecanoe Electric and Power Co., Monticello, Ind. 

capacity. Thus, the minimum power produced at this point has 
not been below 150 H. P. This would indicate that the minimum 
discharge does not go below 210 second-feet. There has never been 
a time when there was not waste when only two wheels were run
ning, so that the discharge is probably at the least 250 second-feet. 
'rhe electric plant is a model concern of its kind. It is run contin
uously and furnishes the motor power and light for Monticello. 
Steam auxiliary power is used during low discharge. This power 
is owned and operated by the Tippecanoe Electric and Power Com
pany, of which D. J. Oglesby is superintendent. 

Tioga.-Tioga is the name of a point on the river at the south
east corner of Montieello, about two and one-half miles by the river 
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below the Tippecanoe Electric and Power Company plant, and in 
Section 3, T. 26 N., R. 3 W. The river makes a great bend east
ward between these two sites. The fall from the tail water of the 
electric plant to the wagon bridge at Tioga is 13.04 feet. One hun
dred and fifty feet above the wagon bridge is the remnant of an 
old dam and evidences of an old mill are still visible on the east 
side of the stream. The river flows against the west bluff, which 
is about 80 feet high at this point. The east bank is about 25 feet 
high. The stream is about 350 feet wide. The bed is composed of 
gravel, but bed rock is said to be within a few feet of the surface. 
This is probably true, because the river flows on bed rock about 
one-fourth of a mile above Tioga. This site could be developed 
with a head of 10 feet without interference to the electric plant. 
The control of this site and much of the power below this point is 
in the hands of a corporation, known as the Tippecanoe Hydraulic 
Company. This company is holding the rights as an investment. 

POWER SITE IN SECTION 22, T. 26 N., R. 3 W. 

In Section 22, the river is flowing south by east and bends sud
denly to a southwestward direction. On this bend the river flows 
against the east bluff, which rises abruptly about 30 feet and then 
slopes gradually to a height of 70 or 80 feet. The west bank is 
about 25 feet high and slopes immediately into the west bluff, which 
approaches within an eighth of a mile of the river. After the 
river has turned southwestward, a remnant of the east bluff forms 
a long, gradually lowering ridge along the southeast side of it. 
Back of this ridge is a low bottom field. A dam constructed on 
this bend and a race cut through the ridge would make an excellent 
power site, for the water would be under absolute control. The 
race would skirt the east bluff towards the southeast and re-enter 
the river at a point in the exact center of the south line of Section 
22. The race would be one-half mile long, but would be easily con
structed after the cut through the previously mentioned ridge had 
been made. The cut would be about 250 feet long and the depth 
would be governed by the height of the dam. If the 'rioga site 
were developed, the height of this dam would be limited to 10 feet. 
This height is an estimate, because no levels were run over this 
part of the river. However, if the Tioga site were not developed, a 
dam of 15 or even 20 feet could be constructed here. There is prac
tically no low land above this site. The race would re-enter the 
river one and one-half miles below the dam and would add five feet 
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to the head. The power at this point at minimum discharge, 25() 
second-feet, would be 23 H. P. per foot head. The farm upon 
which this site is located belongs to Martin Baum. 

Oakdale.-Oakdale is the name of a small summer resort in 
Section 33, T. 26 N., R. 3 W. A water power mill was previously 
located at this point and part of the old dam still remains. Below 
the old dam is a considerable ripple. The entire fall over the dam 
and ripple is 6.38 feet. The old dam was located at a point where 
the banks are low and the stream bed very wide. Immediately 
below the ripple the river flows against the, west bluff and the east 
bank is about 12 feet high. A dam at this point would be about 
400 feet long. There is no bed rock in the stream at this point. 
A head of eight feet could be maintained here and a minimum 
power of 200 H. P. produced. 

Springboro.-Springboro is located five miles west of Delphi, 
near the southwest corner of Section 26, T. 25 N, R. 3 W. The fall 
from Oakdale to this point is 19 feet. A heavy ripple occurs at 
Springboro with a fall of approximately four feet. This is a bowlder 
ripple and no bed rock is exposed. At the foot of this ripple the 
banks are high. A dam 10 feet high and 500 feet long could be 
constructed here without damage to low land. Such a dam would 
produce 273 H. P. when the discharge is 300 second-feet. 

The fall from this point to the mouth is 20 feet, and no plan 
for developing this power seems feasible. The banks of the river 
become lower and more bottom land occurs in this part of the 
valley. Back-water from the Wabash River would be a serious 
handicap to development in this part of the stream. The Wabash 
River fluctuates a great deal because its headwaters and southern 
tributaries have no storage. Any rise in this river would diminish 
the fall between Springboro and the mouth by the amount of the 
rISe. 

If the group of sites which have been mentioned were developed 
by one management, supplemented by steam power and fed into one 
system, the enterprise should be profitable. The development of 
the several sites would improve each individual site by the increased 
storage and water control. 
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SUGAR CREEK. 

A discussion of Sugar Creek will be found on page 75 of the 
Thirty-fifth Annual Report. This stream was investigated again 

, during the summer of 1911. The estimated discharge was found 
to be too high. The former estimate was made from one current 
reading and the statements of men who were acquainted with the 
stream as to the comparative stages which it presented. Upon the 
second visit the stream was found to be very low, indeed. A dis
charge measurement, made on August 21, 1911, at the Shades of 
Death, where the former measurement was taken, showed a dis
charge of but 17.62 second-feet. The profile of the stream was 
determined and is given in the following table: 

PROFILE OF SUGAR CREEK. 

LOCATION. 
Distance, Altitude, I Fall per Mile, 

Miles. Feet. Feet. 
I 

Source ...... ...... 0 1000 ......... 
Bluff Mill .... 60 565 7.25 
Pleasantview. 5 543 4.4 
Narrows . . 8 502 5.12 
Mouth .. 13 459 3.31 

A site which could be easily developed is in Section 18, T. 17 N., 
R. 6 W. The stream flows through a gorge of Mansfield sandstone. 
The gorge is 100 feet wide and 60 feet deep. The bed of the stream 
is on bed rock. The stream falls 16.76 feet from the Pleasant View 
site to this site, and the fall from this site to the Narrows is 23.78 
feet. Thus this site could be developed with a head of 15 feet 
without interference with either of the sites mentioned in the 
Thirty-fifth Annual Report. The valley above this site is narrow 
and not more than five acres of cultivated land would be submerged 
by this development. 

The valley widens below this site and there is considerable low 
land between it and the Narrows. A development of 20 feet at the 
Narrows would submerge about 20 acres of cultivated land. 

When the extreme irregularity of discharge of this stream is 
considered, it is plain that the power is not feasible for continuous 
use. Not only is the low discharge a menace, but also the stages 
are dangerous. Sugar Creek is very wild during high water be
cause of the narrow valley through which it flows. The fact that 
each of the sites which have been discussed offer locations for power 
houses above the danger line of floods and the ease with which dam 
construction can be carried on in each case are favorable to develop
ment. No sites for development we,re located below the Narrows. 

33-29153 
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MISSISSINEWA RIVER. 

The Mississinewa River rises in Darke County, Ohio, flows west
ward through Randolph County, Indiana, bends to the northwest in 
Delaware County, and flows in that general direction through Dela
ware, Grant, Wabash and Miami counties, to its mouth, one and one
half miles east of Peru. It is a very crooked stream and has no 
large tributaries. It has a total length of 105 miles, practically all 
of which is in Indiana. 

The valley of this stream lies between two glacial moraines left 
by the Erie glacier. It is entirely within glacial drift, but below 
Marion continually touches and is excavated into bed rock in many 
places. At Marion, the valley is about 40 feet deep and becomes 
gradually deeper toward the mouth. The greatest depth is about 
100 feet. The width is variable. Broad bottoms are succeeded by 
gorges and narrows. The limestone gorges which oecur in northern 
Grant County are the most picturesque in Indiana and the bottom 
land in Miami County is not surpassed by bottom land anywhere. 

rrhe basin of the Mississinewa River is long and narrow. It is 
bounded by the Salamonie Basin on the north and by White River 
Basin on the south. The devides between these basins are formed 
by the glacial moraines which have been previously mentioned. 
The tributaries are short and about evenly divided on north and 
south. No natural storage occurs in this basin, since the land has 
been systematically drained and the forests removed. The absence 
of wooded land in this basin is particularly noticeable. This is due 
to the gas boom, at which time the forests were practically all de
stroyed because it was thought that there would be no wood needed 
for fuel in the future. Before the land was artificially drained 
there was considerable natural storage caused by the irregular relief 
of the glacial drift. This did not take the form of lakes nor even 
swamps, but was poorly drained land. This land is now perfectly 
drained by tile. The entire drainage area of this stream is approx
imately 900 square miles. 

The discharge of the Mississinewa River is very irregular. A 
gaging station has been maintained at Peoria since 1910 and the 
data which has accumulated will be given. This gage was estab
lished on July 6, 7, and 8, 1910. It is located five miles southeast 
of Peru, Indiana. A discussion of this gage is given on page 76 
of the Thirty-fifth Annual Report. This gage is based on one 
bench mark, which is a wire nail in the north side of a small hack
berry tree. The nail is about five inches from the ground. The 
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tree stands 37 feet southwest of the upper end of the gage. It is 
beside a large bowlder and has a woven wire fence attached to it. 
The bench mark is 18.69 feet above the 0 of the gage. 

DISCHA.RGE MEASUREMENTS ON MISSISSINEWA RIVER AT PEORIA DURING 1910-11. 

DATE. Hydrographer. 
Gage 

Height, 
Feet. 

Dis· 
charge, 
Sec,·Ft. 

-------------1--------------------
July 8, 1910 .... 
April 5, 1911. 
June 23, 1911 .. 
June 26, 1911 ... 

W. M. Tucker .... 
W. M. Tucker. '" 
Tucker and Clark ... 
Tucker and Clark .. 

1.0 
4.6 
1.8 
1.9 

65.49 
3191.48 

183.34 
202.76 

GAGE READINGS ON MISSISSINEWA RIVER AT PEORIA FROM J-cLY 8. 1910, TO JULY 7. 1911. 

DAY. July. Aug. Sepi. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. 

------------------------

1- ... '" ... 1.1 1.0 1.7 1.3 3.0 4.7 4.2 2.3 2.0 3.7 1.2 1.5 
2 . ...... 1.1 1.0 1.5 1.3 2.8 4.5 3.6 2.2 2.0 2.9 1.2 1.5 
3. ... 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.2 2.4 4.5 3.4 2.1 2.0 2.8 1.2 1.9 
4 . ...... 1.0 1.0 1.4 1.2 2.2 4.3 3.1 2.0 2.1 2.1 1.2 1.3 
5 1.0 1.3 1.3 1.2 2.0 4.0 3.0 2.0 21 2.2 1.2 1.3 
6. 1.0 1.7 1.3 1.2 2.9 3.4 2.8 1.9 5.3 2.2 1.6 1.3 
7 . 1.0 1.7 6.6 1.2 2.8 3.0 2.8 1.8 5.2 2.3 2.5 1.3 
8 .. 1.0 1.0 1.5 8.4 1.2 1.7 2.9 2.8 1.9 4.8 2.0 2.5 . ... 
9 .. 1.0 1.0 1.6 7.8 1.1 1.7 2.8 2.7 19

1 

4.0 2.4 2.1 . ... 
10. 1.0 1.0 1.6 7.8 l.l 1.7 

r 
2.8 2.7 2.2 3.6 2.4 2.0 

11 .. 1.1 1.0 1.6 7.4 1.1 1.7 
i 

2.7 2.7 2.8 3.1 2.2 1.7 .... 
12 . .. .... 1.0 1.0 1.5 6.4 1.1 1.8 2.7 2.5 3.2 2.6 2.2 1.7 
13 .... 1.0 1.1 2.1 4.8 1.1 1.8 2.6 2.4 2.8 2.4 2.0 1.7 
14 . ... 1.0 1.1 2.0 3.2 1.1 1.7 2.7 2.8 2.5 3.2 2.0 1.4 
15 .... 1.0 1.1 2.0 2.1 1.1 1.7 2.9 3.8 2.3 4.6 2.0 1.4 
16. 1.0 1.1 2.1 1.8 1.1 1.6 5.0 3.7 2.1 4.4 2.0 1.3 
17. 1.0 1.1 2.2 1.8 1.1 1.6 6.4 3.3 2.1 2.7 1.7 1.3 .. 
IS .. 1.1 1.0 2.3 1.7 1.1 1.6 5.6 3.2 2.1 2.3 1.7 1.1 
19. ..... 1.0 1.0 2.3 1.7 1.1 1.5 49 3.0 2.1 2.0 1.8 1.1 .. 
20. . ... 1.0 1.0 2.3 1.6 1.1 1.5 4.4 

2 91 
2.2 3.8 1.8 1.4 

21. ... ..... 1.0 1.0 2.3 1.6 1.1 1.5 4.1 2.S 2.2 
I 

3.8 1.6 1.4 
22 .... ...... 1.1 1.0 2.3 1.6 1.1 1.5 3.8 2.6 2.1 3.b 1.6 1.5 
23 ..... 1.0 1.0 2.2 1.5 1.1 1.6 3.4 2.5 2.0 

I 
3.7 1.6 I.S 

24. ... -,-.- 1.0 1.0 2.2 1.5 1.1 1.6 3.6 2.4 2.0 3.2 1.5 1.6 
25. ........ 1.1 1.0 2.2 1.5 1.1 1.6 3.0 2.4 1.9 

I 
2.3 1.4 2.2 

26. 1.0 1.1 2.1 1.5 1.1 1.6 2.8 2.4 19
1 

2.1 1.4 1.9 
27. .... 1.0 1.2 2.1 1.5 1.1 1.6 3.4 2.3 2.1 1.S 1.4 1.7 
28 .. 1.0 1.1 2.0 • 1.5 1.5 1.9 7. I 2.3 2.0 1.5 1.4 1.6 
29. 1.0 1.1 2.0 1.4 2.9 2.8 70 19

1 

1.5 1.4 1.6 
30 ... 1.0 1.0 1.8 1.4 3.3 5.0 0.6 2.0 22 1.2 I.fi 
31. .... 1.1 1.0 ..... 1.4 4.8 .5.\1 2.1 

I 
I 2 

I 

RATING TABLE FOR MISSISSINEWA RIVER AT PEORIA FOR 1910-11. 

Gage Dis- Gage Dis- Gage Dis- Gage Dis-
Height, charge, Height, charge, Height, charge, Height, charge, 

Feet. Sec.-Ft. Feet. Sec.-Ft. Feet. Sec.-Ft. Fe"et. Sec.-Ft. 

1.0 66 1.9 204 2.8 557 3.7 1,583 
1.1 77 2.0 227 2.9 629 3.8 1,743 
1.2 89 2.1 252 3.0 711 3.9 1,910 
1.3 102 2.2 280 3.1 804 4.0 2,083 
1.4 116 2.3 312 3.2 908 4.1 2,261 
1.5 131 2.4 349 3.3 1,023 4.2 2,443 
1.6 147 2.5 391 3.4 1,149 4.3 2,628 
1.7 164 2.6 439 3.5 1,285 4.4 2,815 
1.8 183 2.7 494 3.6 1,430 4.5 3,003 

4.6 3,191 
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From this data it is evident that there are long periods durin~ 
the year in which the discharge is less than 100 second-feet. The 
minimum discharge is 66 second-feet. This discharge will produci! 
six H. P. per foot fall. The entire fall from Marion to the mouth 
of the river is 148 feet. If this entire fall covering 30 miles could 
be developed, the mini.mum discharge would yield less than 888 
H. P. because the discharge is less at any point above Peoria and 
much less at Marion. 

The profile of the Mississinewa has not been determined. 'l'he 
elevations at Marion and at the mouth were determined and the fall 
estimated in the various parts between these two points. The eleva
tion at Marion is 781 feet above sea level and at the mouth 633 
feet. 'rhe fall averages 4.93 feet per mile. 

POWER SITES ON THE MISSISSINEWA RIVER. 

'l'here are three developed power sites on this stream between 
Marion and the mouth. One is one mile below Marion, another in 
Section 9, T. 25 N., R 7 E., and the other in Section 26, 'l'. 26 N., 
R. 6 E. These sites are known as Charles' Mill, Conner's Mill, and 
Pearson's Mill, respectively. Another site was developed until the 
winter of 1910-11, when the dam was destroyed by ice. This site 
was at Peoria and was known as the Peoria Mill. There are points 
where power could be developed but with the deficient discharge it 
is not considered to be profitable. Some of these points will be dis
cussed, however. 

Charles' Mill.-This mill is located in the extreme north end of 
Marion, about one mile from the business section. This site was 
first developed about 1840. It has been owned by the Charles 
family for fifty yea.rs. The dam is 320 feet long and six feet high. 
It is built of stone and wood. About 200 feet of the eastern end is 
built of limestone and is in excellent condition. The remainder is 
built of wood and is fast falling into decay. The forebay is at the 
east end of the dam and is built of limestone. The dam and forebay 
are built upon solid limestone. Three wheels are employed, one 84-
inch wheel rated at 45 H. P., one 54-inch wheel rated at 35 H. P., 
and one 54-inch wheel rated at 25 H. P. These are all old-style 
wheels. Fifty H. P. is developed at this site for eight months of 
the year. It is supplemented by electric power during low dis
charge. 'l'he river is practically intermittent in this part of its 
course. The power is used entirely for milling purposes. 
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Conner's Mill.-This site is naturally ideally located. The 
bluffs of the stream converge until they are 300 feet apart. 'l'hey 
rise abruptly from the river. They are composed of limestone, as 
is also the bed of the stream. A dam 30 feet in height could be 
constructed here but would submerge a great deal of low land. 
This dam is about forty years old. It is built of wood and is in fair 
condition. It is 250 feet long and five feet high. The power is em
ployed in a flour mill and in a sawmill. There is one 48-inch 
wheel in the sawmill. The power developed by this wheel is not 
known. It is employed by S. B. Kennedy. In the flour mill there 
are three wheels employed, one 48-inch, one 40-inch and one 38-
inch. The rating of these wheels is unknown. This power is em
ployed by Alec Lindsay. The power produced at this site is not 
more than 25 H. P. during minimum discharge. 

Power Site at Joel Garst Farm.-When the river enters Wa
bash County it becomes more crooked and has several large incised 
meanders. One of these meanders begins where the river first 
touches the range line between Ranges 6 and 7 E. The river 
crosses into R. 6 E., but immediately returns to R. 7 E. It then 
makes a great bend northeastward and after flowing for two miles 
has returned to a point about three-fourths of a mile northwest of 
the point where it first touched Range 6. Between these points lies 
a depression which is so low that the southeast end must be leveed 
to keep the flood water from flowing across and injuring the field. 
At a point immediately below the southeast end of this depression, 
the river is flowing on bed rock, a shaly, thin-bedded limestone. 
The fall by river from the upper to lower end of the depression is 
5.37 feet. A mill was formerly located in this depression and used 
the power. 1'he water was conducted across in a race. A six-foot 
dam, 150 feet in length, could be constructed on the limestone foun
dation and the race be reconstructed. This would produce a fall 
of 11 feet. This site is on the farm of Joel Garst. 

Pearson's Mill.-At the point where the depression re-enters the 
river the backwater from the Pearson dam begins. The pond is 
two miles long. The dam is situated on a solid rock foundation 
and has a rock bluff 40 feet high for its south abutment. The dam 
is 183 feet long and four feet, 10 inches high. The bank on the 
north end of the dam is about 10 feet high above the pond. The 
mill is located on this bank, in a very pretty park. The land rises 
gradually to 40 or 50 feet above the river in a quarter of a mile. 
In the mill are two wheels. One is used for mill purposes and is 
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rated at 20 H. P. The other is used to produce electricity, which is 
used in lighting the park grounds. The park is used for a summer 
resort. The power is owned and employed by Richard Pearson. 

Power Site in Section 29, T. 26 N., R. 6 E.-This site is about 
three miles below Somerset. The fall below Pearson's Mill to this 
point is about 15 feet. The river flows through a narrow, the sides 
and bed of which are solid limestone. The east bluff rises abruptly 
for 60 feet, and on the west the solid rock slopes upward to a height 
of 20 feet within a distance of 75 feet. The river is about 125 feet 
wide and an average of 12 feet deep. A 12-foot dam at this point 
would back the water beyond Somerset. The location for a plant 
on the west side is ideal. With a head of 12 feet, about 100 H. P. 
could be produced except in very low water, when about 60 H. P. 
would be available. 

Site in Section 14, T. 26 N., R. 5 E.-Below the previous site 
the river flows through narrows and short canyons. At Redbridge 
is an old dam which is almost obliterated. It produces a fall of 
three feet, but is not. used. The location is poor for development, 
for the stream is wide and the dam is on a bend of the stream. In 
Section 14, the bluffs approaeh the river until a dam 200 feet long 
and 15 feet high would retain the water. The stream bed is of 
solid rock. A power plant could be well located on the west side of 
the stream at this point. This site is near the ford, which is a short 
distance above the head of the Peoria mill pond. Fifteen feet head 
would produce about 100 H. P. during minimum flow, and more 
during most of the year. 

Peoria Millo-The Peoria Mill was operated by water until the 
winter of 1910-11, when the dam was destroyed by high water and 
ice. The dam had been built during the previous summer. A dam 
was built of bowlders which was covered and filled by cement. The 
apron was light and extended but two feet below the dam. The 
dam was three feet high. When the ice went out in December, 
1910, it broke the apron and the water undermined the dam and it 
broke in three places. A race 500 feet long added two feet to the 
head. On the head of five feet, about 40 H. P. was produced for 
12 hours per day. This site is owned by H. F. Whisler. 

No sites occur below this point which are feasible for develop
ment. 'fhe fall from Peoria to the mouth is approximately 15 feet. 
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THE WABASH RIVER. 

The Wabash River rises in the Grand Reservoir, an artificial 
lake, at Celina, Mercer County, Ohio. It crosses the State line into 
Indiana near the northeast corner of Jay County and flows in a 
northwest direction to Huntington, through Adams, Wells and 
Huntington counties. At Huntington it turns westward and flows 
in that direction, bearing slightly southward to Logansport, through 
Huntington, Wabash, Miami and Cass counties. At Logansport it 
turns toward the southwest and flows in that direction to Covington, 
through Cass, Oarroll, Tippecanoe, and between Warren and Foun
tain counties. At Covington it bends southward and flows in that 
direction, bearing toward the west to the State line in Vigo County, 
between }1'ountain and Parke counties on the east and Vermillion 
Oounty 011 the west and through Vigo Oounty. From this point it 
forms the west line of Indiana to its mouth. The entire length of 
the part which lies entirely in Indiana is 320 miles. In this course 
are the mouths of several large tributaries. The Little Wabash, at 
Huntington; the Salamonie, near Lagro; the Mississinewa, near 
Peru; the Eel, at Logansport; the Tippecanoe, near Delphi; the 
Wildcat, near Lafayette, and Sugar Oreek, near Newport, are the 
largest of these. The main branch from Celina, Ohio, to Hunting
ton, Indiana, is very much like the Mississinewa in its characteris
tics. I t flows between two glacial moraines and the tributaries are 
small. I t runs through glacial drift in this part of its course, 
although it touches bed rock frequently. 

The valley below Markle is everywhere characterized by broad 
valley flats. The width varies from one-half mile in the upper 
course to six miles at Terre Haute. The banks are composed of 
river sediment and usually very low. The bluffs vary in height 
from 50 feet at Markle to 100 feet or more throughout its course 
below Wabash. 

The drainage basin is a broadly curved, unsymmetrical section 
of land stretching across the north central part of the State. The 
main branch and the southern tributaries have no natural storage 
facilities. The northern tributaries rise in the lake regions of the 
Saginaw glacier. The effect of these streams is to make the dis
charge more regular below Logansport and Delphi. Above Lo
gansport, the discharge is very irregular. The drainage area above 
Terre Haute is 12,200 square miles, and above Logansport, includ
ing Eel River basin, is 3,163 square miles. 

The United States Geological Survey maintained a gage at Lo-
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gansport from April 27, 1903, to JUly 8, 1906. The following data 
is taken from the United States Water Supply Papers: 

WABASH RIVER AT LOGANSPORT, INDIANA.* 

This station was established April 27, 1903, by Geo. E. Waesche. It 
is located at the Cicott Street bridge, about 1 mile from the center of the 
city of Logansport, Ii miles from the Wabash Railroad station, I! miles 
from the Pennsylvania station, foul' blocks from the street car line, and 
1,000 feet below the mouth of Eel River. The standard chain gage is 
plnced on the second span of the bridge, at the third panel from the second 
pier, and is supported by the bridge pins, and is between the lower chord 
bars. It is reached through a trap door in the floor planks of the bridge. 
The distance from the end of the weight to the marker is 20.78 feet. The 
gage is read once each day by O. B. Woodruff. Discharge measurements 
are made from the downstream side of the bridge to which the gage is 
attached. ~'11e initial point for soundings is the back wall of the bridge 
seat for the north abutment. The channel is nearly straight for 1,000 feet 
above and for 1,500 feet below the station. The distance between abut
ments is 550 feet, and the channel is broken by three bridge piers. The 
right bank is high and is not subject to overflow at the bridge. The left 
bank is submerged only at extreme high water. The bed of the stream is 
covered with small bowlders and is rough. Th~ stream is shallow and the 
current is never sluggish. Benchmark No.1 is the top of the north abut
ment, under the fourth board of the downstream sidewalk. Its elevation 
is 18.814 feet above gage datum. From Pennsylvania Railroad levels its 
elevation above sea lel'el has been found to be 591 feet. Bench mark No.2 
is the top of the third course of masonry from the top of the north abut
ment. Its elevation above the zero of the gage is 15.31 feet. 

The observations at this station during 1903 have been made under 
the direction of E. Johnson, Jr., district hydrographer. 

DISCHARGE MEASUREMENTS OF WABASH RIVEn AT LOGANSPORT, IND., IN 1903.* 

DATE. Hydrographer. 
Ga!!e 

He;ght. 
Feet. 

~is
charge, 
Sec.-Ft. 

------------------------1------------------------------------
April 27 ... . 
June 8 .. . 
June 16 .... . 
July 8 .... . 
July 16 .... .. 
Au"ust 15 .. . 
Septem ber 30 
November 10 
December 28 ... 

Geo. E. Waesche .. 
Geo. E. Waesche .. . 
Geo. E. Waesche ... . 
Geo. E. Waesche. 

.... ... E. C. Murphy ... . 
. ../ E. Johnson Jr ... . 
... L. R. Stockman .. . 

" L. R. Stockman .. . 
E. Johnson Jr ... .. 

·Wat.er-supply paper U. S. Geol. Survey, No. 98, page 225. 

2.50 
4.55 

? 
2.30 
1.54 
1.35 
1.30 
1.38 
2.75 

2,367 
7,180 
1,444 
1,358 

719 
418 
349 
452 

1,285 
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MEA>! DAILY GAGE HEIGHT I>I FEET OF WABASH RrVER AT LoGANSPOllT. IND .. Fall 1903.' 

I 

~:~I~=- July. ~I~~I_~:~~- Nov. Dec. DAY. Apr. 

----------

1.. 2.15 2.30 1.55 1. 70 1. 70 1.30 
2 ... , ... 2.10 2.25 10.15 1.60 1. 70 ., 1.30 
3 .. . .... 2.70 7.25 1.50 1.70 a .. ' 1.40 
4. 2.00 2.50 4.80 1.60 1. 70 ... .. ' .. ' . .. 1.50 
5 .. . .. 2.00 3.25 3.65 1.60 1. 70 .... .. . .... 1.60 
6. ...... .. 1. 95 4.15 3.00 1.55 1. 92 ." 1. 70 
7. .. 1.90 5.50 2.55 1.55 1.72 .' . .. 1.50 
8 .. 1. 90 2.30 1.50 1. 72 1.45 

I 
9 ... 1. 90 4.30 2.15 1.45 1.70 

140 
1.40 

10 .. ..... 3.65 2.00 1.40 1.40 a 1.40 
11. ... .. ' . ... 1.80 3.10 1. 90 1.40 1.40 1.40 1. 85 
12 ... 1.80 2.65 1. 95 1.35 1.35 1.40 1.85 
13 ... 1.80 2.40 1. 90 1.35 1.35 1.40 2.40 
14 ... 1. 75 2.25 1.25 1.35 1.40 1.40 2.90 
15 ... 1. 75 2.10 1. 70 1.35 1.40 1.40 2. ~O 
16 .. 1. 75 1. 95 1.60 1.45 1.40 1.50 2.90 
17. 1.85 1.60 1.40 1.40 a 1.50 2.70 
18 .. 1. 70 1.80 1. 75 1.40 1.40 1.80 2.40 
19. .. 1. 65 1.80 1.85 1.30 1.40 1.60 2.40 
20 ... .... 1.65 1. 75 1.85 1.35 a 

I 
1.40 2.40 

21 ... 1.60 1. 70 1.80 1.35 1.50 2.70 
22 .. 1.65 1.80 1. 70 1.30 .... I 1.50 2.90 
23 ... 1. 70 2.05 1.80 1.30 

I 

1.40 2.80 
24 .. 2.15 2.20 1. 75 1.30 a 1.40 2.70 
25. 2.80 2.00 1. 70 1.30 1.40 2.70 
26 ... 2.70 1.85 1. 70 1.30 1.40 2.70 
27. 2.50 3.00 1. 75 1. 70 1.35 1.40 2.80 
28. 2.40 3.60 1. 70 1.60 1. 90 

i 
1.40 2.75 

29 .. 2.30 3.30 1. 60 1.60 2.10 1.40 2.68 
30 .. 2.20 2.85 1.60 1.65 1. 90 

I 
1.30 2.60 

31 ..... 2.60 ... 
I 

1. 70 1. 70 '" 2.53 
1 

·Water.supply paper U. S. Geol. Survey, No. 98, page 226. aObserver ab.ent. 

RATING TABLE FOR WABASH RIVER AT LOGANSPORT, IND., FROM APRIL 27 TO DECEMBER 31, 1903.· 

Gage I Dis-
Height, charge, 

_!'-=~ __ I_~c.-Ft. 
1. 3 380 
1.4 460 
1.5 550 
1. 6 650 
1. 7 750 
1. 8 860 
1. 9 980 
2.0 1,100 
2.1 1,230 
2.2 1,370 
2.3 1,510 
2.4 1,660 
2.5 1,820 

Feet. 

Dis
charge, 
Sec.-Ft. 

Gage 
Height, 
Feet. 

H~~1:'t, I 
-------11---

2.6 
2.7 
2.8 
2.9 
3.0 
3.2 
3.4 
3.6 
3.8 
4.0 
4.2 
4.4 
4.6 

1,990 
2,170 
2,360 
2,560 
2,770 
3,200 
3,670 
4,180 
4,740 
5,340 
5,970 
6,640 
7,350 

4.8 
5.0 
5.2 
5.4 
5.6 
5.8 
6.0 
6.2 
6.4 
6.6 
6.8 
7.0 
7.5 

'Water-supply paper U. S. Geol. Survey, No. 98, page 226. 

Dis
charge, 
Sec.-Ft. 

8,100 
8,890 
8,720 

10,590 
11.500 
12,440 
13,380 
14,320 
15,260 
16,200 
17,140 
18,080 
20.430 

Gage 
Height, 

Feet. 

Dis
('harge, 
Sec.-H. 

8.0 22,780 
8.5 25,130 
9.0 27.480 
9.5 29,830 

10.0 32,180 
10.5 34,530 
11.0 36,880 
11. 5 39,230 
12.0 41,580 
12.5 43,930 
13.0 46,280 

DISCHARGE MEASUREMENTS OF WABASH RIVER AT LOGANSPORT, IND., IN 1904.* 

January 22b. 
March 2c ... 
March 29c .. 
May3 ..... 
June 17 .. 
July 21. 
August 23. 
September 14 .. 
October 21. 
November 4 .. 

DATE. 

1904. 

Hydrographer. 

F. W. Hanna ....... . 
F. W. Hanna ....... . 
F. W. Hanna ........... .. 
F. W. Hanna and Johnson. 
F. W. Hanna ... . 
F. W. Hanna .. . 
F. W. Hanna .. 
F. W. Hanna .. 
F. W. Hanna. 
F. W. Hanna .. 

'Water Supply Paper U. S. Geol. Survey, No. 128, page 84. 

Gage Height., 
Feet. 

13.11 
8.20 

10.50 
2.98 
1. 66 
1. 76 
1.50 
1.48 
1.30 
1.27 

DiEcharge~ 
Sec.-Ft. 

46,660 
23,660 
32,480 
3,744 

878 
920 
723 
542 
401 
379 
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MEAN DAILY GAGE HEIGHT IN FEET OF WABASH RIvER AT LoGANSPORT, IND., FOR 1904.* 

DAY. Jan.a Feb.a Mar.a Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.a 

---------------------------------

I.. .. .... . ... .... 2.53 3.10 9.90 12.22 3.75 2.90 1.80 1.30 1.30 1.35 1.30 

2 ... ... ... ..... 2.50 3.00 7.88 13.00 3.25 3.00 1.73 1.30 1.33 1.35 1.22 1.35 

3 . 2.33 2.30 7.65 13.02 2.95 3.00 1. 75 1.35 1.27 1.30 1.25 1.45 

4. . . . . . . 2.23 2.50 7.88 11.06 2.75 2.90 1.68 1.33 1.21 1.29 1.27 1.22 

5. 2.23 2.50 7.30 7.65 2.58 2.70 1. 79 1.30 1.25 1.26 1.23 1.28 

6 .... 2.20 3.00 6.50 5.73 2.50 2.40 1.90 1.35 1.30 1.25 1.2.1 1.22 

7 2.20 10.20 8.19 4.88 2.40 2.30 3.10 1.29 1.24 1.28 1.27 1.22 

8 .. . . . . . . . 2.15 9.65 7.35 4.45 2.30 2.20 5.12 1.29 1.20 1.35 1.27 1.28 

9 . .. 2.15 7.90 5.83 4.70 2.30 2.00 4.95 1.32 1.25 1.45 1.22 1.25 

10 .. 2.15 6.35 5.00 4.95 2.35 1.90 4.71 1.25 1.25 1.46 1.30 1.18 

11. 2.15 5.60 5.00 4.70 2.25 1. 90 4.43 1.25 1.25 1.46 1.30 1.31 

12 .. 2.10 5.10 5.15 4.68 2.13 1.82 4.14 1.24 1.25 1.45 1.30 1. 20 

13. 2.10 4.20 ... 4.30 2.10 1. 78 3.53 1.20 1.26 1.45 1.30 1.40 

14. 2.20 3.60 4.20 3.90 ...... 1. 73 2.99 1.25 1.48 1.40 1.31 .. 

15. 2.20 2.70 3.70 3.60 ...... 1. 70 2.69 1.21 1.41 1.37 1.31 
16 ... 2.15 2.50 3.42 3.33 2.00 1. 70 2.50 1.25 1.25 1.35 1.25 

17. 2.15 2.30 3.45 3.15 1. 95 1.65 2.00 1.25 1.30 1.35 1.31 
18 .. 2.20 2.34 5.40 2.90 2.00 1.73 1. 99 1.25 1.41 1.2~ 1.30 .. ... 
19. 2.25 2.38 6.75 2.90 2.15 1. 75 1.85 1.25 1.49 1. 28 1.30 .... 
20 ... 2.60 2.10 7.00 2.63 2.40 1. 90 1.81 1.50 1.49 1.25 1.33 

21. : 10.85 2.25 6.20 2.52 2.40 2.56 1. 78 1.61 1.51 1.30 1.35 .... 
22 .. .. 13.19 2.21 8.30 2.48 2.35 3.30 1.65 1. 76 1.39 1.30 1.35 

23 .. 12.55 2.35 8.10 2.85 2.43 3.15 1.65 1.50 1.37 1.30 1.30 1.31 

24 .. . 10.00 3.50 6.68 2.15 2.40 2.97 1.61 1.45 1.37 1.30 1.28 1.35 

25 . 7.45 4.80 6.85 2.60 2.40 2.49 1.55 1.40 1.40 1.30 1.31 1.41 

26. 6.00 4.50 13.45 7.05 2.75 2.20 1.53 1.29 1.56 1.30 1.30 1.50 

27 .. 4.75 3.70 14.84 7.12 2.70 2.00 1.53 1.30 1.50 1.30 1.30 1.73 

28 .. .. 4.38 3.88 13.05 5.90 2.53 1. 93 1.50 1.27 1.56 1.24 1.34 

29 .. 4.00 9.22 10.32 5.25 2.40 1.87 1.50 1.30 1.46 1.22 1.30 4.12 

30 . 3.70 ..... 7.50 4.50 2.43 1.80 1.41 1.33 1.40 1.22 1.28 3.9.1 

31.. 3.50 9.10 2.55 1.39 1.34 ...... . ... 3.41 

'Water Supply Paper U. S. Geol. Survey, No. 128, page 85. 
aIce conditions from January 1 to March 3 and December 14 to 31, 1904. 

RATING TABLE FOR1WABASH RIVER AT:"LOGANSPORT, IND., FROM~JANUARY 1 TO DECEMBER 31, 1904.* 

Gage 

I 
Dis- Gage Dis- Gage Dis- Gage Dis-

Height, charge, Height, charge, Height, charge, Height, charge, 

Feet. Sec.·Ft. Feet. Sec.-Ft. Feet. Sec.-Ft. Feet. Sec.-Ft. 

----

1.2 260 2.5 2,540 4.2 7,380 8.0 22,770 

1.3 360 I 2.6 2,770 4.4 8,050 8.5 25,060 

1.4 480 I 2.7 3,010 4.6 8,730 9.0 27,410 

1.5 620 2.8 3,260 4.8 9,430 9.5 29,790 

1.6 770 2.9 3,510 5.0 10,140 10.0 32,200 

1.7 930 3.0 3,770 5.2 10,880 10.5 34,650 

1.8 1,100 3.1 4,030 5.4 11,640 11.0 37,130 

1.9 1,280 3.2 4,300 5.6 12,420 12.0 42,130 

2.0 1,470 3.3 4,580 5.8 13,220 13.0 47,130 

2.1 1,670 3.4 4,870 6.0 14,040 14.0 52,130 

2.2 1,880 3.6 5,460 6.5 16,170 15.0 57,130 

2.3 2,090 3.8 6,080 7.0 18,320 .... ...... . ............ 
2.4 2,310 4.0 6,720 7.5 20,520 ... ....... . . . . . . . . . . 

• Water Supply Paper U. S. Gaol. Survey, No. 128, page 85. 

The preceding table is applicable only for open·channel conditions. It is based upon 19 discharge 
measurements made during 1903 and 1904. It is well defined between gage heights 1.3 feet and 8.2 
feet. The table has been extended beyond these limits. Above gage height 10.7 feet the rating curve 

is a tangent the difference being 500 per tenth.· 

.Water Supply Paper U. S. Geol. Survey, No. 128, page 86. 
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DISCHARGE MEASUREMENTS OF WABASH RIVER AT LOGANSPORT, IND., IN 1905.* 

March 21. .. . 
May 27 ..... . 
June 14 ...... . 
July 14 ...... . 
August 23 .. . 
September 4 

DATE. Hydrographer. 

S. K. Clapp ... 
M. S. Brennan .. 
S. K. Clapp .. . 
S. K. Clapp ..... . 
M. S. Brennan .. 
M. S. Brennan .. 

'Water Supply Paper U. S. Geo!. Survey, No. 169, page 75. 

Gage Height, 
Feet. 

3.75 
2.22 
3.79 
2.75 
1. 95 
1. 74 

Discharge, 
Sec.-Ft. 

5,450 
1,700 
5,480 
2,436 
1,100 

748 

DAILY GAGE HEIGHT IN FEET OF WABASH RIVER AT LOGANSPORT, IND., FOR 1905.* 
-~------.------------

DAY. I Jan. 
I 

Feh. Mar. Apr. May., June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 

--------------------------------
I. ' .. ....... 2.95 . .... 6.12 4.82 4.25 3.14 1.67 1,40 1.63 1.48 1.60 4.50 
2. 2.42 

:i: iii 
5.88 4.25 3.70 2.88 1.70 1.40 1.72 1.55 1.63 4.05 

3 .. 2.20 5.55 3.45 3.20 2.70 1. 70 1.36 1. 75 1. 60 1.58 3.68 
4. .. ' 2.00 5.20 2.93 2.68 2.52 1.62 1.25 1. 75 1.65 1.55 3.60 
5. 1. 90 '" 4.60 2.60 2.55 2.40 1.62 1.35 1.60 1.89 1.60 3.50 
6. 1.85 4.35 2.40 2.80 5.10" 1.63 1.58 1.55 1.87 2.00 3.10 
7 . 1. 90 ..... 3.95 2.28 3.40 4.00 1.63 2.45 1.50 1.80 2.35 2.84 
8. ,. 

2:iO 
3.70 2.20 3.39 3.55 1. 63 2.17 1.45 1. 75 2.50 2.58 

9. 3.85 2.15 2.95 3.22 1. 63 1.80 1.42 1.65 2.39 2.48 
10. ..... 4.00 2.10 2.73 3.23 1. 70 1. 70 1.42 1.60 2.33 2.40 
11 3.86 2.05 3.80 3.78 2.25 1.53 1.50 1. 60 2.20 2.30 
12. 2.70 ..... 3.60 2.05 10.50 3.78 3.17 1.45 1.49 1.54 2.05 2.25 
13. 3.10 2.05 10.05 3.80 2.95 1.40 3.33 1.50 1.85 2.22 
14. ' .. 2.85 2.00 8.45 3.72 2.63 1.49 3.48 1.50 1.81 2.15 
15. 

220 
2.70 2.00 7.10 3.33 2.40 1. 77 2.90 1.45 1.80 2.10 

16 2.50 1.95 6.12 3.00 2.30 1. 90 2.83 1. 42 1. 78 1. 99 
17. 2.85 1. 90 5.10 2.85 2.10 1. 70 3.58 1,40 1. 75 2.10 
18. 3.00 3.40 1.86 4.50 2.68 1. 92 2.30 4.42 2.13 1.70 2.05 
19 .. .... 3.60 1.86 388 2.65 1. 91 2.56 3.78 2.45 1. 70 2.00 
20. ". 3.60 1.88 3 .50 2.60 1. 75 2.70 3.28 2.30 1.65 1. 90 
21. .... 3.71 5.65 3.23 2.40 1. 99 2.43 3.00 2.20 1.58 2.80 
22. 3.47 6.45 2.85 2.72 1. 73 2.21 2.80 2.05 1.55 4.65 
23. 2.23 3.10 5.98 2.60 2 60 1.68 1.99 2.00 2.00 1.63 4.58 
24 .. . .. 3.00 5.15 2.45 2.30 1.50 2.00 2.20 1.85 1.62 4.10 
25. 2.25 3.58 4.48 2.30 2.19 1.50 2.57 2.00 1.80 1.59 3.60 
26. 3.45 3.75 2.25 2.19 1.43 2.60 1.80 1. 78 1.60 3.20 
27 .. 7.90 2.95 4.65 2.20 2.15 1,40 2.30 1.80 1. 70 1.58 2.90 
2S .. 

f" 
2.65 4.12 2.15 2.00 1.37 1. 98 1. 70 1.65 1 93 2.63 

29 .. 2,45 5.55 2.10 1.88 1.40 1.S2 1.55 1. 60 5.80 2.60 
30 .. 2.50 4.95 2.25 1. 78 1.40 1.72 1.50 1.53 6.10 2.75 
31.. 5.32 ... 2.61 1.43 1.55 '" 1. 60 . ..... 3.00 

'Water Supply Paper U. S. Geol. Survey, No. 169, page 75. 
NOTE.-Gage heights interpolated March 2, 9. November 16, and December 7. Ice conditions 

January 1 to February 27. From January 12 to February 27 river was entirely fror.en across. Gage 
was read to the surface of the water in a hole in the ice. 

STATION RATING TABLE FOR WABASH RIVER AT LOGANSPORT, IND., FROM JANUARY 1 TO DECEMBER 31, 
1905.* 

Gage Dis- Gage Dis- I Gage Dis- Gage Dis-
Height, charge, Height, charge, I Height, charge, Height, charge, 
Feet. Sec.-Ft. Feet. Sec.-Ft. Feet. Sec.-Ft. Feet. Sec.-Ft. 

1.20 330 2.30 1,805 3.40 4,440 4.50 7,700 
1.30 360 2.40 2,010 3.50 4,715 4.60 8,020 
1.40 420 2.50 2,225 3.60 4,995 4.70 8,340 
1.50 510 2.60 2,445 3.70 5,280 4.80 8,670 
1.60 630 2.70 2,675 3.80 5,570 4.90 9,000 
1. 70 770 2.80 2,910 3.90 5,865 5.00 9,340 
1.80 920 2.90 3,150 4.00 6,160 5.20 10,020 
1.90 1,0SO 3.00 3,395 4.10 6,460 5.40 10,720 
2.00 1.250 3.10 3,645 4.20 6,760 5.60 11,430 
2.10 1,425 3.20 3,905 4.30 7,070 5.80 12,160 
2.20 1,610 3.30 4,170 4.40 7,380 ~.OO 12,910 

I 
'Water Supply Paper U. S. Geol. Survey, No. 169, page 76. 
NOTE.-The above table is applicable only for open channel conditions. It is based on discharge 

measurements made during 1903-1905. .It .is well defined between g.age heig'ets 1.~ an. d 4.00 f~et" The 
table has been extended beyond these lImIts. Ahove 6 feet the qisCha'¥e IS estlmat~(l,'bemg based 
on three high-water measurements 011904. . 
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DISCHARGE MEASUREMENTS OF WABASH RIVER AT LOGANSPORT, IND" 1N 1906.* 

DATE. Hydrographer. Gage Height, Discharge, 
Feet. Sec.-Ft. 

February 9a .. Bernnan and Kriegsman. .. 2.02 1,270 
March 10 .... E. F. Kriegsman .. " 2.78 3,010 
April 3 ... E. F. Kriegsman .. 542 11,800 
May 10. E. F. Kriegsman. 1.72 1,070 

'Water Supply Paper U. S. Geo!. Survey, No. 205, page 60. 

DAILY GAGE HEIGHT, IN FEET, OF WABASH RIVER AT LOGANSPORT, IND., FOR 1906.* 

DAY. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. 

~-- ----~-- -------------------
I. 2.73 2.58 2.08 7.90 1. 90 1. 72 1.52 
2. 2.57 1.40 1.88 6.85 2.40 1.66 1.55 
3. 2.48 118 2.48 5.60 1. 90 1. 66 1. 60 
4. 2.38 158 3.83 4.85 190 1. 70 160 
5. 4.88 1.88 3.30 3.90 1.80 1. 70 175 
6. 4.43 2.03 2.93 3.80 1.80 1.72 1. 87 
7. 3.88 2.03 2.78 3.60 1. 76 1. 70 1. 75 
8. 3.20 2.06 2.70 4.40 1. 72 1.50 1. 75 
9 2.63 1.97 670 1. 76 2.70 1.69 

10 .. 2.00 1.88 2.78 7.15 1.73 2.40 1.60 
11. 2.18 1.83 2.68 5.90 1.66 2.06 1.86 
12 .. 2.38 1. 78 2.58 4.85 1.65 1.80 1.80 
13. 2.18 1.83 2.53 4.80 1.60 1.86 1.83 
14 .. 2.15 1. 88 2.41 4.70 1. 72 1.80 1.82 
15 . 2.08 208 2.28 5.90 1. 72 1. 76 1.80 
16. 2.68 2.18 2.23 5.25 1.80 1. 72 1.80 
17 2.88 2.23 2.18 3.80 1.68 1. 70 1.80 
18 .. 3.18 1.88 2.08 3.40 1.60 1.72 1.80 
19 .. 3.08 1.73 1. 93 3.30 1.60 1.66 1.80 
20. 2.88 1. 78 1. 98 2.86 1.40 1.60 1.80 
21. .. 3.88 1. 78 1. 98 1.43 1.60 1.80 
22 .. R.21 1.83 2.03 2.60 1.53 1. 72 1.80 
23. 6.88 1. 78 2.08 2.40 1.52 1.36 1. 78 
24. 5.88 1.88 1.88 2.30 1.56 
25. 4.88 2.08 1.88 2.20 1. 76 1.19 
26 .... 4.13 238 1. 98 2.20 1.50 1.19 
27 ... 3.88 2.71 8.48 220 1.50 1.30 
28 .. 3.68 2.58 9.03 2.10 1. 60 1.37 
29 .. 3.03 8.38 2.15 1.44 1.40 
30 .. 2.88 8.18 2.10 1.47 1.57 
31.. 8.03 1.84 

I 

'Water Supply Paper U. S. Geo!. Survey, No. 205, page 61. 

RATING TABLE FOR 'VABASH RIVER AT LOGANSPORT, IND .. FOR 1906. 

Gage Dis- Gage Dis- I Gage Dis- Gage Dis-
Height, charge, Height, charge, Height, charge, Height, charge, 

F""t. Sec. Ft. Fep.t. Sec. Ft. Feet. Sec. Ft. Feet. Sec. Ft. 

1.20 3W 2.30 1,900 3.40 4,690 5.00 9,770 
1 30 400 2.40 2,110 3.50 4,980 5.20 10.480 
1 40 500 2 !i0 2.310 3 60 5,270 540 11,210 
1.50 610 2.60 2,5~0 3.70 5,570 5.60 11,950 
1.60 730 2.70 2,800 3 80 5,R70 5.80 12,710 
1. 70 8~O 2.80 3,050 3.90 6,170 6.00 13,500 
1.80 1,000 2.90 3,310 4.00 6,481 700 17,600 
1.90 1,160 3.00 3,1i80 

II 

4.20 7,110 800 22.100 
2.00 1,3~0 3.10 ',850 4.10 7,750 9.00 26,800 
2.10 

I 
1,510 3 20 4.130 4.60 8,410 9.10 27,280 

2.20 1,700 3.30 4,410 4.80 9,08) I" ...... " .... ........ 

N oTE.-The above table is applicable only for open channel conditions. It is based on discharge 
measurement. made during 1903 to 1906. It is well defined. 
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On July 16, 17, 18, 1910, a gaging station was established by 
the writer on the Cicott Street bridge in Logansport. A discussion 
of this gage is given on page 77 of the Thirty-fifth Annual Report. 
'fhe following data has been collected at this station: 

DISCHARGE MEASUREMENTS ON WABASH R,VER AT LOG.mSPORT, IND., FOR 1910-11. 

______ D_A_T_E_. _____ 1 Hydrographer. :1 __ G_a_gF_e_~_~~_g_ht_'_I __ ~,,_i:_~h_. F_"t_
g

.

e
_,_ 

..... '1
1 
;: ~i: i~~t:~: I July 18, 1910 .... 

April 15, 1911 .. 
July 6, 1911. .. Tucker and Clark. 

5.4 
9.0 
5.6 

442.72 
8,865.96 

545.23 

These three readings are not sufficient data to formulate a rating 
table, but taken with the United States Geological Survey rating 
tables shows that the base of this gage is approximately 4.1 feet 
lower than the base of the United States Geological Survey gage 
was. _ Thus the gage readings can be used with the United States 
Geological Survey rating tables if 4.1 feet be subtracted from the 
gage reading in each case and the discharge for that gage height be 
taken from the rating table. 

CURRENT READINGS ON WABASH RIVER AT LOGANSPORT, IND., FROM JULY 18, 1910, TO JUJ,y 17, 1911, 

. INCLUSIVE. 

DAY. July. Aug. Sept .. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. 

-------------------

I. ..... 5.2 5.3 5.9 5.4 8.3 9.0 
2 .. ........ ... 5.2 5.2 5.8 5.4 8.1 9.4 
3 ... ........ ... 5.2 5.2 5.7 5.5 7.5 e 
4 ... ........ ... 5.2 5.3 5.8 5.6 6.0 e 
5 .. .... .... 5.2 5.4 5.9 .5.8 5.8 e 
6 .... .. ... .. 5.2 6.0 6.0 5.8 5.7 e 
7 ... .... .. .. 5.1 6.4 6.2 5.8 5.7 e 
8 .. ......... ...... 5.1 6.2 10.3 5.7 5.7 • 
9 ... ...... .... 5.1 5.9 10.6 5.7 5.8 e 

10 ........ .. ... ... 5.1 5.9 9.5 5.7 5.9 e 
11. .......... ..... 5.1 5.8 9.4 5.6 5.9 • 
12 ... ........ ...... 5.1 5.8 8.5 5.6 5.8 • 
13. .......... ...... 5.1 6.3 7.9 5.6 5.8 • 
14. ......... ...... 5.1 7.2 7.5 5.5 5.6 e 
15 .. ......... ...... 5.1 6.6 7.3 5.5 5.6 • 
16 ........... . . . . . . 5.1 6.5 6.0 5.5 5.5 e 
17 ... ........ ...... 5.1 6.2 5.9 5.5 5.5 • 
18 .... ...... 5.4 .5.2 6.1 5.9 5.4 5.5 e 
19 ........... 5.3 5.2 6.2 5.7 5.4 5.5 e 
20 ... ....... 5.3 5.5 6.1 5.7 5.3 5.5 e 
21. .......... 5.3 5.6 6 1 5.7 5.3 5.6 • 
22 ........... 5.2 5.5 6.0 5.6 5.3 5.7 e 
23 ..... ..... 5.2 5.5 6.0 5.7 5.3 5.8 7.0 
24. ..... .... 5.2 5.5 6.0 5.7 5.4 6.0 6.8 
25. ...... 5.2 5.5 6.0 5.5 5.4 5.8 6.7 
26. ....... 5.2 5.5 6.2 5.6 5.4 5.8 6.6 
27. ... ..... 5.2 55 6.2 5.6 5.5 5.8 7.4 
28 ..... 5.2 5.4 6.1 5.5 5.5 7.3 11.9 
29 .. ......... 5.4 5.3 6.0 5.,5 8.4 8.1 11.7 
30 ... ........ 5.4 5.3 5.9 5.5 8.8 9.0 11.5 
31 .. ......... 5.2 5.3 . .... 5.4 . ..... 9.0 11.3 

eNQ records takel\. 

Feb. Ma r. 

9.9 6 .5 
8.0 6 4 
7.9 6 4 
7.9 6 .3 
7.8 6 .2 
7.7 6 .1 
7.6 6 .1 
7.5 6 .1 
7.3 6 .0 
6.4 6 .0 
6.6 6 .2 
6.4 6 3 
6.6 6 .9 
6.7 6 .5 
9.2 6. 3 

10.7 6 2 
9.0 6 .1 
8.5 6 .2 
8.5 6 .1 
8.2 6. 
8.1 5 
8.0 5. 
7.2 5. 
7.0 5. 
6.8 5. 
6 7 5. 
6.6 6. 
6.5 6. 

6 . 
6. 
6 . 

0 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Apr. 

6.0 
6.0 
6.0 
6.3 

10.2 
10.6 
9.3 
8.7 
7.9 
7.9 
6.2 
6.7 
6.8 
8.0 
8.9 
8.6 
8.1 
7.3 
7.2 

10.0 
10.1 
9.3 
8.6 
8.8 
7.2 
7.2 
7.2 
7.2 
7.1 
7.0 

. ..... 

May. I June. July. 

-

7.7 fU 5.9 
8.1 6.1 5.8 
7.2 6.1 5.7 
6.8 6.1 5.6 
6.6 6.1 5.6 
6.3 6.2 5.6 
6.2 6.2 5.5 
6.2 6.3 5.4 
6.2 6.0 5.4 
6.2 6.9 5.4 
6.2 5.8 5.5 
6.2 5.6 5.4 
6.2 5.6 5.4 
6.1 5.6 5.4 
6.1 5.6 5.4 
5.9 5.7 5.4 
5.7 6.1 5.6 
5.8 6.1 .. . .. 
5.8 6.1 ...... 
5.8 6.1 . .... 
5.9 5.7 ... 
5.9 5.8 
5.9 5.9 
5.8 6.0 .. 
5.7 6.1 . ..... 
5.6 7.6 . .... 
5.6 6.9 . ... 
5.6 6.0 . ..... 
5.6 6.0 . ..... 
5.5 5.9 . ..... 
5.5 . ..... ...... 
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From the foregoing data, a fair idea of the discharge of the 
stream can be gained. The lowest discharge in 1903 was 345 second
feef on July 14, and the highest about 33,000 second-feet on July 
2. The lowest discharge in 1904 was 260 second-feet on August 13, 
and September 8, and the highest was 56,140 on March 27. In 
1905, the lowest discha.rge was .345 second-feet on August 4, and 
the highest was 56,140 second-feet on March 27. In 1905, the 
lowest discharge was 345 second-feet, on August 4, and the highest 
estimated at 33,750 second-feet on May 12. In 1906, the lowest 
"las 294 second-feet, on February 3, and the highest 26,900 second
feet on March 28. In 1910-11, the lowest was less than 310 second
feet, from August 7 to August 17, 1910, and the highest 21,200 
second-feet on January 28, 1911. This shows the high discharge 
to be practically one hundred times the low discharge. Since this 
station is situated one mile below the mouth of Eel River, the dis
charge from it must be subtracted in each case to determine the 
discharge of the Wabash above the junction of the two streams. 
The discharge of Eel River is not known for the years prior to 1910 
and 1911. Between August 7 and 17, 1910, it is found from the 
data of the Third Street Gaging Station to have varied from 125 
second-feet to 210 second-feet, which indicates that the discharge on 
the Wabash was less than 100 second-feet during part of this time. 
On January 28, 1911, the discharge of Eel River was 1,895 second
feet, which indicates that the discharge of the Wabash was 19,305 
second-feet. Thus the maximum discharge of the Wabash at the 
mouth of Eel River is approximately two hundred times the mini
mum. The United States Geological Survey maintained a gage 
on the Wabash River at Terre Haute, Indiana, from February 25, 
1905, to July 20, 1906. The following data is taken from the 
United States Water Supply Papers: 

WABASH RIVER AT TERRE HAUTE. IND.* 

This station was established February 25, 1905. It is located at the 
Vandalia Line railway bridge near the city waterworks. There are no 
tributaries nor any islands, falls or dams in the river near the station. 

The channel is practically straight for 700 feet above and below the 
station. There is a considerable angle of approach on the right bank, but 
practically none at the left bank. The right bank is comparatively low 
and alluvial, but is protected by a levee that does not overflow. The left 
bank is high, covered with buildings and does not overflow. All of the 
water passes between the abutments of the bridge. The bed of the stream 
is composed of hard permanent material, is clean of vegetation, and always 
consists of but one channel. The current has a medium-swift velocity at 
low stages . 

• Water Supply Paper, U. S. Geol. Survey, No. 169, page 77. 
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Discharge measurements are made from the downstream lower chord 
of the bridge. The initial point for soundings is the center of the truss 
lJin through the left end of the downstream lower chord of the left span 
of the bridge. 

A standard chain gage is fastened to the downstream side of the 
bridge on the first span from the left bank; length of chain, 42.97 feet. 
During 1905 the gage was read by Albert Shewmaker. The gage is re
ferred to bench marks as follows: (1) The Terre Haute city bench mark 
nt the northeast corner of l!'irstand Chestnut streets; elevation 0.33 feet. 
(2) The southeast corner of the left abutment of the Vandalia Line rail
way bridge; elevation 36.40 feet. (3) The base of the railroad rail iIll
mediately oppOSite the pulley at the gage box; elevation 42.51 feet. Ele
vntions refer to the datum of the gage. This is 0.33 foot below tile city 
datum, which is 438.72 feet above mean sea level. 

DISCHARGE MEASUREMENTS OF WABASH RIVER AT TERRFl HAUTE, IND., IN 1905. '" 

DATE. Hydrographer. 

May 12 ........ . 
June25 ........ . 

M. S. Brennan ... . 
M. S. Brennan .. . 

July 29 ....... .. 
August 25 ......... . 
September 11 .. 
October 15 ......... . 

M. S. Brennan ..... . 
M. S. Brennan .. . 
M. S. Brennan ..... . 
M. S. Brennan .. . 

"Water Supply Paper U. S. Geol. Survey, No. 169, page 77. 

Gage Height, 
Feet. 

6.90 
3.74 
1.42 
2.00 
1.81 
1.00 

Discharge, 
Sec. Ft. 

1.5,750 
7,367 
2,648 
3,700 
3,311 
2,066 

DAILY GAGS HEIGHT, IN FRET, OF WABASH RIVER AT TERRE HAUTE, IND., FOR 1905."" 

DAY. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. Jilly. Aug. Se.pt. Oct. Nov. Dec. 

--------------------

1.. ....................... ...... 13.7 5.1 8.6 6.4 2.2 1. 72 1.5 1.42 1.9 9.55 
2 ......................... ..... 14.3 7.0 8.0 6.2 2.02 1.58 1. 75 1.4 1.82 9.85 
3 ..................... .... ...... 14.4 7.2 6.7 6.6 2.88 1.38 1. 75 1.3 1.85 8.62 
4.. ................. ... .. ...... 14.7 6.2 5.8 5.2 3.8 1.28 1.6 1.22 1.8 7.05 
5 ................. ...... 15 0 5.2 5.3 4.6 2.78 1.22 1.85 1.18 1.88 6.02 
6 ........... .... . .... ...... 13.3 4.4 4.9 4.05 2.48 1.15 1.95 1.18 2.85 5.88 
7 ........... ... ... . ..... 10.6 3.9 4.7 4.7 2.28 1.3 1.88 1.18 3.4 5.3 
8 ........... .. .... . ..... 9.0 3 6 4 5 6.0 1.98 1.22 1.7 1.32 3.9 4.88 
9 .......... ...... .... .. . ...... 8.2 3.3 4.9 5.6 2.35 1.48 1.5 1.3 8.98 4.4 

10 ........... ....... . ..... 7.3 3.1 5.6 4.9 2.58 1.82 1.4 1.28 3.88 4.05 
It ............ ..... ... . ... 6.6 3.0 5.3 4.6 4.0 1. 68 1.92 1.18 3.62 3.8 
12 ............. ..... ..... . ... 6.5 3.05 6.8 4.7 4.75 1.45 3.0 1.1 3.32 3.62 
13 ..... .... ., ...... ' . ..... .... 6.2 3.1 12.7 5.2 4.25 1.28 3.1 1.02 3.05 3.42 
14 ............... .. 5.6 2.9" 14.1 5.4 4.4 1.52 2.72 1.0 3.75 3.18 
15 ............. .. ....... . ..... 5.0 2.72 15.1 5.1 4.4 2.62 2.4 1.0 2.52 2.85 
16 ........... , ........... ...... 4.6 2.55 16.3 5.0 3.85 2.8 3.32 .95 2.38 2.65 
17. .. ' ... 4.3 2.4 17.0 4.6 3.4 2.62 8.95 .9 2.22 2.48 
18 .. :::::::::::::::::::::: : ...... 4.0 2.32 16.8 4.2 3.0 2.55 4.6 2.0 2.12 2.52 
19 .. ...... 4.35 2.15 15.7 4.8 2.68 2.25 5.0 3.4 2.02 2.55 
20 ... ::::::::::::::::::::: : ...... 5.1 2.02 12.8 5.4 2.75 2.1 5.1 4.15 1.92 2.48 
21. ........................ ...... 5.6 2.82 9.5 7.3 4.6 2 38 4.8 4.92 1.82 2.62 
22 ......................... ...... 5.6 5.9 7.8 4.8 3.4 2.58 4,2 4.68 1. 75 3.2 
23.. ....................... ...... 5.5 9.2 6.6 4.1 2.65 a2.15 3.6 4.12 1.65 4.9 
21.. ....................... ...... 5.3 10.9 5.7 3.9 2.28 1. 72 3.2 3.68 1.65 7.08 
25 ......................... .. 9:7' 4.8 10.6 5.0 3.7 1.98 1.68 2.72 3.3 1.6 74j 
26 ......................... 4.8 9.4 4.6 3.3 1. 78 1.78 2.32 2.95 1.65 6.7 
27 ......................... 12.3 5.0 8.4 4,3 2.9 1.6 2.1 2.05 2.7 1.58 6.0 i 
28 .. 11.3 5.0 7.5 4.1 2.65 1.5 2.38 1.8 2.45 1.42 5.3 
29 ... : :::::::: ::::::::::::: ...... 4.5 8.0 3.9 2.5 1.42 2.3 1.68 2.2 2.1 4.9 I 

30 ......................... ...... 4.1 8.2 6.7 2.4 1.78 2.02 1.5 1.12 8.0 4.5 ' 
31 ........ " ........ ....... ...... 4.5 . ..... 7.1 . ..... 1.68 1.75 ...... 1.95 . ..... 4.48 

aGage heIght mterpoIated. 
"Water Supply Paper U. S. Geol. Survey, No. 169, page 78. 
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STATION RATING TABLE FOR WABASH RIVER AT TERRE HAUTE, IND., FROM FJ!:BRUARY 25 'TO DECEMBER 

31, 1905. 

Gage 
Height, 

Feet. 

0.90 
1.00 
1.10 
1.20 
1.30 
1.40 
1.50 
1.60 
l. 70 
1.80 
1. 90 
2.00 
2.10 
2.20 
2.30 
2.40 

I Dis-
charge, 
Sec.-Ft. 

----

I, 945 
2,065 
2,195 
2,335 
2,485 
2,643 
2.808 
2,978 
3,152 
3,330 
3,513 
3,700 
3,890 
4,080 
4,275 
4,470 

Gage 
Height, 
Feet. 

2.50 
2.60 
2.70 
2.80 
2.90 
3.00 
3.10 
3.20 
3.30 
3.40 
3.50 
3.60 
3.70 
3.80 
3.90 
4.00 

_ .. ------ - -

Dis- Gage 
charge, Height, 
Sec. Ft. Feet. 

4,670 4.20 
4,870 4.40 
5,080 4.60 
5,290 4.80 
5,505 5.00 
5,720 5.20 
5,940 5.40 
6,160 5.60 
6,380 5.80 
6,605 6.00 
6,830 6 20 
7,055 6.40 
7,280 6.60 
7,510 6.80 
7,740 7.00 
7,970 7.20 

_ .. - ----------- --- - --

Dis- Gage Di~-
charge, Height, charge, 
Sec.-Ft. Feet. Sec.-Ft. 

8,430 7.40 17,200 
8,910 7.60 17,800 
9,390 7.80 18,400 
9,890 8.00 19,000 

10,400 8.20 19,600 
10,920 8.40 20,300 
11,450 8.60 21,000 
11,990 8.80 21,700 
12,540 9.00 22,400 
13,100 9.50 24,150 
13,660 10.00 25,900 
14,240 10.50 27,800 
14,820 11.00 29,800 
15,400 11.50 31,800 
16,000 12.00 33,800 
16,600 

NOTE.-The above table is applicable only for open-channel conditions. It is based on six dis
charge measurements made during 1905. It is well defined between gage heights 1 foot and 4 feet. 
The table has been extended beyond these limits, being based on one measurement at 6.9 feet and 
also on well-defined area and mean-velocity curves to 12 feet. Above this point the curve is more 
uncertain as the river overflows. 

DISCHARGE MEASUREMENTS OF WABASH RIVER AT TERRE HAUTE, IND., IN 1906. 

Width, Area of Gage Dis-
DATE. Hydrographer. Feet. Section, Height, charge 1 

Sq. Ft. Feet. Sec.-Ft. 

--------
February 16a. Brennan and Kriegsman .. 482 3,790 4.40 6,710 
March 28. .... E. F. Kriegsman .... .. ... 606 10,700 15.84 40,600 
March 31. ... .... E. F. Kriegsman .... 714 13,000 19.20 62,800 
April 18. E. F. Kriegsman ... .. 580 8,520 12.02 25,500 
April 19 .. E. F. Kriegsman ... 564 7,740 10.80 22,200 
April 20. ... E. F. Kriegsman ..... 557 6,790 9.30 19,300 
April 20 .. E. F. Kriegsman ..... 557 6,650 8.92 18,200 
April 21. E. F. Kriegsman ....... 552 6,210 7.95 16,800 
April 21 .. E. F. Kriegsman ...... 549 5,950 7.65 16,200 
April 23. E. F. Kriegsman. .... 541 5,190 6.35 13,200 
June 9 .. E. F. Kriegsman. 535 4,500 4.98 11,400 

. a Partial ice conditions. 
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DAILY GAGE HEIGHT, IN FEET, OF WAnASH RIVER AT TERRE HAUTE, IND., FOR 1906. 

DAY I 
Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. 

1 __ - -------------------
~-----------

4.68 8.22 5.02 19.8 3.88 5.72 1.08 
4.72 7.28 4.88 19.22 3.8 4.22 1.22 

:I. 4.85 6.0 7.38 18.45 3.78 3.5 1.35 

4. 5.88 5.88 9.9 17.7 3.75 2.88 1.32 

5. 6.5 5.15 10.78 16.8 3.78 2.88 1.38 

6. 7.35 4.55 10.48 15.22 3.52 3.2 1.7 

7 .. 7.85 2.45 9.28 12.9 3.3 3.12 1. 72 

8. 7.18 235 8.48 10.75 3.1 2.52 1.62 

9. 5.82 2.7 8.3 14.22 2.95 4.22 1.6 

10. 4.78 2.78 8.18 15.02 2.9 5.55 1.52 

11. 3.85 2.92 7.82 15.1 2.82 4.52 1.42 

12. 4.02 3.02 7.28 15.3 2.72 4.08 1.35 

13. 3.62 3.2 6.75 15.42 2.62 3.38 1.32 

14. 3.58 3.72 6.38 14.\15 2.52 2.92 1.32 

15 .. 3.55 4.42 5.98 12.85 2.45 2.6 1.25 

16. 3.75 4.15 5.58 12.52 2.35 2.32 1.22 

17. 3.82 3.4 5.28 12.75 2.28 2.12 1.4 

18 .. 3.88 3.12 4.98 12.25 2.15 1.98 1.75 

19. 3.95 3.6 4.82 10.7 2.12 1.82 1.7 
20 .. 4.65 4.02 4.55 9.1 2.08 1. 75 1.42 

21. 5.72 4.2 4.35 7.9 2.02 1. 75 
22. 13.68 3.78 4.42 6.95 1.92 1.7 
23. 15.91> 3.82 4.6 6.28 1.9 1.68 
24. 16.82 3.78 4.52 5.72 1.85 1.6 

'25. 17.12 4.18 4.48 5.38 1.9 1.5 
26. 17.38 5.0 6.35 5.05 1.98 1.42 

27. 17.22 5.22 14.28 4.78 1.9 1.3 
28. 16.25 5.3 15.88 4.48 2.12 1.28 
29. 14.12 16.42 4.25 2.08 1.2 

30. 11.18 17.02 4.05 1.88 1.15 

31 .. 9.3 18.95 4.32 

NOTE.-Ice gorge at railroad bridge, a short distance above the gaging section, February 7 to 18. 
The flow at the gaging section was prohably affected by ice on only February 15 and 16. 

RATING TABLE FOR WABASH RIVER AT TERRE HAUTE, IND., FOR 1905 AND 1906. 

I 
I 

, 
Gage D's- Gage Dis- Gage Dis- Gage Dis-

Height, charge, I Height, charge, Height, charge, Height, charge, 

Feet. Sec.-Ft. I Feet. Sec.-Ft. Feet. Sec.-Ft. Feet. Sec.-Ft. 

---- 1----
1.00 2,050 I 2.50 4,510 4.00 7,620 7.00 14,700 

1.10 2,180 2.60 4,700 4.20 8,060 8.00 17,200 
1.20 2,320 2.70 4,900 4.40 8,500 9.00 19,800 
1.30 2,460 2.80 5,100 4.60 8,9<10 10.00 22,500 
1.40 2,610 2.90 5,300 4.80 9,380 11.00 25,300 

1.50 2,770 3.00 5,500 5.00 9,830 12.00 28,400 

1.60 2,940 3.10 5,700 5.20 10,300 13.00 31,800 
1. 70 3,110 3.20 5,900 5.40 10,780 14.00 35,500 
1.80 3,280 3.30 6,100 5.60 11,260 15.00 39,500 

I. 90 3,450 3.40 6,310 5.80 11,740 16.00 43,700 
2.00 3,620 3.50 6,520 6.00 12,220 17.00 48,100 
2.10 3,790 3.60 6,740 6.20 12,700 18.00 52,700 
2.20 3,970 3.70 6,960 6.40 13,200 19.00 57,400 
2.30 4,150 3.80 7,180 6.60 13,700 20.00 62,100 
2.40 4,330 3.90 7,400 6.80 14,200 

NOTE.-The above table is applicable only for open-channel conditions. It is baEed on dh:c}-,arge 
measurements made during 1905 and 1906. It is well defined. 

On July 21 and 22, 1910, the writer visited the Terre Haute 
waterworks station and found that daily gage readings had been 
kept at that point since 1901. These gage readings were secured 
through the kindness of Mr. Taylor, chief engineer of the Terre 
Haute Water Works Company, and will be given in this report. 
'fwo current readingll were taken from the Wabash avenue bridge 

34-29153 
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in Terre Haute, and these will be used with the readings of the 
United States Geological Survey to determine a rating table to 
accompany the gage readings: 

DISCHARGE MEASUREMENTS ON WABASH RIVER AT TERRE HAUTE, IND., FROM 1905 TO 1911. 
~ ---------~-----------~------,-----

DATE. Hydrographer. 
Gage 

Height, 
Feet. 

Dis
charge, 
Sec.-Ft. 

-------- -------------1-----1----

May 12, 1905 .. 
June 2f, 1905 .... . 
July 29, 1905 ... . 
August 25, 1905. . . .. . 
September 11, 1905 .. 
February 16,. 1906 ... . 
March 28, 1900 ..... . 

~:;il~l\i:.6. : : 
April 19, 19J16 ... 
April 20, 1906 .. 
April 20, 1906 .. 
April 21. 1906. 
April 21. 1906 .. 
April 23, 1906 .. 
June 9, 1906 ... . 
July 23, .1910 .... . 
August 28, 1911 ... . 

a Partial ice conditions. 

M. S. Brennan .. 
M. S. Brennan .. 
M. S. Brennan .. . 
M. S. Brennan .... . 
M. S. Brennan .......... . 
Brennan and Kriegsman. 
E. F. Kriegsman ........ . 
E. F. Kriegsman ....... . 
E. F. Kriegsman .... . 
E. F. Kriegsman ..... . 
E. F. Kriegsman .. . 

.. E. F. Kriegsman. 
E. F. Kriegsman. 
E. F. Kriegsman .. 
E. F. Kriegsman ... 
E. F. Kriegsman .. 
W. M. Tucker .... " . 
Tucker and Clark .. 

6.00 
2.84 

.52 
1.10 

.10 
3.50 

14.94 
18.30 
11.12 
9.90 
8.40 
8.02 
7.05 
6.75 
5.45 
4.08 

.67 

.25 

15,750 
7,367 
2,648 
3,700 
2,066 
6,710 

40,600 
62,800 
25,500 
22,200 
19,300 
18,200 
16,800 
16,200 
13,200 
11,400 
2,962 
2,249 

NOTE.-The readings taken by Messrs. Brennan and Kriegsman were based on the government 
gage which was placed .9 ft lower than the waterworks gage. Thus the reduction of each gage read. 
ing by .9 ft. gives data for a rating table for the waterworks gage. The reduction has been made in 
this table. 

GAGE READINGS ON WABASH RIVER AT TERRE HAUTE WATERWORKS STATION FOR 1901. 

DAY. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 

---- ---------------------
J.. 7.0 3.7 1.4 1.3 1.5 1.0 1.2 
2. 6.0 3.0 1.4 1.3 1.5 1.0 1.2 
3 5.0 2.8 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.2 1.2 
4. 4.0 2.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.2 1.2 
5. 3.5 3.0 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.2 1.2 
6 .. 4.0 2.0 1.5 1.5 I 15 1.2 1.2 
7 .. 6.0 2.0 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.3 1.2 
8 .. 4.5 1.8 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.3 1.2 
9 .. 4.0 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.3 1.2 

10. 3.5 1.0 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.3 1.0 
11. 3.0 1.0 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.0 
12. 2.5 .5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.3 1.0 
13. 2.0 .0 1.5 1.5 1.0 1.3 .9 
14. 1.8 .0 1.5 1.5 1.0 1.3 3.5 
15. 1.5 .0 1.5 1.5 1.2 1.3 6.7 
16. 1.5 .5 1.5 1.5 2.0 1.3 6.0 
17 .. 1.5 .8 1.5 1.5 2.5 1.3 
18. 1.5 .8 1.5 1.5 2.3 1.3 
19. 1.5 1.0 1.5 1.5 1.8 1.3 • 
20. 1.0 1.0 1.3 1.5 1.3 1.3 • 21. . 1.5 1.0 1.3 1.5 1.0 1.3 5.0 
22 ... 4.0 1.0 1.3 1.5 .5 1.3 5.3 
23 .. 5.5 1.0 1.3 1.5 .5 1.2 5.5 
24 ... 10.0 1.3 1.3 1.5 .0 1.2 6.0 
25 ...... 7.0 1.3 1.3 1.5 .0 1.2 6.0 
26 ..... 5.5 1.3 1.3 1.5 .5 1.2 6.3 
27 .. 8.0 1.3 1.3 1.5 .5 1.2 6.3 
28. 6.0 1.3 1.3 1.5 .7 1.2 6.3 
29. 5.0 1.3 1.3 1.5 .8 1.2 6.5 
30. 4.5 1.4 1.3 r.5 1.0 1.2 6.5 
31. ................... 1.4 1.3 1.0 6.3 

a Ice conditions. 
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GAGE READINGS ON WABASH RIVEII AT TEIIIIE HAUTE WATEIIWOIlKS STATION FOIl 1902. 

__ DAY. ~_I~~ 
1 

No~l~ Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. 

~---

I ............ 16.3 1.5 10.0 8.7 2.7 1.7 15.5 3.8 .6 5.0 1.0 4.0 
2 .... '" .. ... 6.0 1.5 12.0 8.5 2.5 2.0 17.0 3.5 .6 5.0 1.0 4.4 

3 '1 6.0 
1.5 12.5 9.0 2.3 5.5 18.7 5.3 .4 5.0 1.0 6.0 

4. 6.0 1.5 10.0 8.0 1.8 4.7 19.1 5.0 .4 5.5 1.0 7.0 
5.. 6.0 1.5 8.0 6.5 1.5 5.5 18.9 4.0 .4 6.7 1.2 7.8 
6. . 5.8 1.5 5.5 5.5 2.0 7.0 18.2 5.0 .8 7.3 1.3 8.4 
7. 

I 

5.5 1.5 5.0 5.3 3.0 6.3 17.4 4.3 .8 7.8 171 8.6 
8 .. 5.0 1.5 4.5 5.0 3.0 6.7 16.2 4.0 .8 8.5 2.3 7.3 
9 .. 4.5 1.5 5.7 4.4 3.3 6.7 15.0 3.6 .6 8.3 3.2 6.0 

10 .. 3.5 1.5 5.9 4.0 3.0 8.0 11.2 3.2 .4 7.0 3.2 5.0 
11 .. 3.0 1.5 5.5 3.8 2.7 8.0 8.8 3.0 .4 5.8 3.0 4.5 
12. 2.5 1.5 5.7 3.5 2.3 6.3 7.6 2.6 .2 4.5 3.9 5.3 
13 .. 2.0 1.5 7.0 3.3 1.8 6.3 6.4 2.3 1.0 4.0 4.0 5.8 
14 .. 1.5 1.5 8.2 3.0 1.5 5.5 5.4 2.3 .5 5.8 3.8 6.5 
1.5 .. 1.0 1.5 8.5 2.8 1.2 5.3 4.6 2.6 .4 4.5 3.7 5.7 
16 ... 1.0 1.5 8.2 2.5 1.0 5.2 4.0 2.8 .4 4.0 3.4 7.8 
17 .. .5 1.5 8.7 2.0 .8 5.8 3.7 2.7 .4 3.8 Ui 8.9 
18 .. .5 1.5 8.3 2.0 .7 5.8 3.3 2.8 .4 3.0 9.0 
19 .. .0 1.5 8.0 1.7 .5 5.5 3.2 2.3 .4 2.8 4.2 I 9.8 
20 .. .5 1.5 7.0 1.5 .3 4.8 4.2 2.6 .3 2.5 5.0 I 10.2 
21.. . .8 1.5 6.0 1.5 1.0 3.6 4.8 2.8 .3 2.3 5.7 12.3 
22 ... 1.0 1.5 50 I 1.5 2.3 2.5 5.8 2.8 .3 2.7 5.3 14.5 
23. 1.5 1.5 4.5 1.3 3.2 2.0 5.7 2.6 .3 2.7 4.8 15.2 
24. 2.0 1.5 4.2 1.2 2.7 1.7 5.5 2.3 .3 2.6 4.3 15.5 
25 .. 2.0 1.5 3.7 1.2 2.5 1.5 4.6 2.0 2.0 2.2 3.8 15.8 
26 ... 2.0 1.2 3.5 1.2 4.0 1.5 4.4 1.6 3.8 1.8 3.4 16.0 
27 ... 2.0 .0 3.3 1.0 4.2 1.7 3.6 1.2 2.8 1.5 3.3 15.1 
28 ... 1.5 5.0 3.0 1.0 4.0 1.8 3.2 1.2 4.0 1.5 3.4 14.0 
29 ... 1.5 4.3 1.0 3.3 5.0 3.2 1.0 5.0 1.4 2.8 10.0 
30 .. " 1.5 .... 6.0 1.3 2.7 13.5 3.8 .8 3.5 1.3 3.5 8.0 
31. ... 1.5 ... 6.3 ...... 1.9 ..... 3.8 .8 . .... 1.2 . .... 7.0 

GAGE READINGS AT TERRE HAUTE WATERWORKS STATION ON WABASH RIVER FOR 11W3. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 

I 

DAY. 

I 
I 

...... ....... . ... 1 ........ .... 
'1 .... ......... 

...... ..... . . . . I 

....... .... '" 

... ... .1 

..... .... 
.... '" 

...... ... ..... 
....... .... 
... ... ......... ... 
.. .... ............ 
...... .... ..... " 
... ..... ..... ..' 
.. ..... .. . .... 
... ... . . . . . . . . 
...... ..... .... 
... ....... ...... 
.. ..... .. ' .... 
... .... .... 
...... . ... 
... ........ 

....... .... 

...... ..... 

... 

.. 

.. 

.. ... ... 
.... ..... 

Jan. Feb. Mar. 

----
6.0 14.5 15.0 
5.5 15.2 15.8 
6.3 15.5 16.0 
7.7 15.7 17.0 
8.0 15:8 18.0 
8.5 15.8 18.7 
9.0 15.8 18.2 
8.5 15.9 17.5 
8.0 15.7 17.2 
6.5 15.0 16.6 
3.5 13.5 16.7 
3.0 14.0 16.7 
2.7 14.3 16.2 
2.5 15.9 15.4 
2.5 16.7 15.0 
2.2 17.3 13.5 
2.7 17.3 13.3 
4.3 16.9 12.4 
4.6 15.2 10.4 
4.7 11.0 9.4 
4.0 8.2 8.7 
4.2 7.1 8.2 
3.5 6.6 7.6 
3.4 6.8 7.2 
3.3 7.0 6.3 
3.1 6.5 5.6 
3.2 7.1 5.3 
5.3 12.8 5.2 
8.0 ... . .. 4.8 

14.0 ... 4.4 
14.3 ..... 4.2 

Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 

----------------~-

3.8 5.2 5.5 1.8 1.2 1.5 -.1 -.4 -.3 
3.4 4.7 5.0 1.5 1.0 1.7 -.1 -.5 -.3 
3.4 4.7 4.7 1.5 1.0 1.7 -.1 -.5 -.3 
6.5 4.2 5.7 5.5 1.0 1.5 -.1 -.6 -.4 
9.0 3.9 5.5 9.8 5.0 1.0 .1 -.6 -.4 

10.8 3.8 5.8 9.7 4.3 .8 .2 -.5 -.4 
12.5 3.3 7.5 7.8 3.0 .8 .1 -.5 -.4 
12.7 3.1 8.8 6.2 2.0 .7 .4 -.5 -.5 
12.0 2.8 9.3 5.0 1.7 .7 .5 -.6 -.5 
10.3 2.8 9.0 4.0 1.6 .4 1.0 -.6 -.5 
8.8 2.7 7.8 3.7 1.4 .3 1.5 -.6 -.5 

11.7 2.6 6.5 3.7 1.3 .1 1.7 -.6 -.6 
13.5 2.4 5.5 3.8 1.3 .0 1.7 -.5 -.5 
15.7 2.2 4.0 3.3 1.1 .0 1.5 -.5 -.5 
18.0 2.3 3.5 2.0 .8 .0 1.0 -.4 -.5 
19.5 2.3 3.0 2.0 .8 -.5 .7 -.4 -.2 
20.0 2.3 2.5 1.8 .7 -.2 .5 -.4 1.0 
19.8 2.1 2.3 1.8 .5 .0 .3 -.2 1.3 
19.2 1.9 2.0 1.7 .4 .0 .3 -.1 1.6 
18.2 1.8 2.0 1.6 .4 -.3 .2 -.2 1.6 

I 16.6 1.7 2.0 1.6 .3 -.3 .1 -.0 2.7 
14.0 5.5 2.2 1.8 .2 -.4 .0 -.1 3.0 
11.3 7.7 2.1 1.8 .2 -.4 .0 .0 3.6 
9.0 4.5 2.3 1.8 0.0 -.3 -.1 .0 3.5 
7.9 4.0 2.3 1.7 .0 -.3 -.1 -.1 3.6 
7.3 4.3 2.3 1.6 -.1 -.3 -.2 -.1 4.0 
7.2 4.5 2.3 1.4 -.2 -.2 -.2 -.2 4.0 
6.8 5.3 2.2 1.3 -.3 -.1 -.3 -.3 3.8 
6.3 5.6 2.0 1.3 2.0 .0 -.3 -.3 3.5 
5.8 5.7 1.8 1.3 1.8 .0 -.3 -.3 3.5 

.... 6.0 . ..... 1.3 1.5 
'1 

-.4 3.5 
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GAGE READINGS ON WABASH RIVER AT TERRE HAUTE WATERWORKS STATJON FOR 1904. 

___ D_AY_' ___ I Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. I May. June. July. I Aug. sept.] Oct. NO~ De~ 

3.3 9.0 12.8 23.1 143 39 2.0 .3 .6 1.8 -.3 -.5 1.. .. 
2 ... 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6 .. 
7 .. 
8 .. 
9 .. 

10 .... 
11. 
12 .. 
13. 
14 ... 
15 .. 
16 .. . 
17 .. . 
18 .. 
19 .. 
20 ... 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24 .. 
25 .. 
26 
27. 
28. 
29 .. 
30 .. 
31. 

23 7.5 14.7 23.7 12.7 4.0 2.3 .0 .Ii 1.5 -.3 -.5 
25 6.5 15.8 23.1 10.3 4.0 2.0 .0 .08 - 4 -.5 
2.0 6.0 17.2 22.6 8.3 4.0 2.0 -.1 .08 -.4 - 6 
2.0 50 17.8 22.0 7.1 3.9 1.~ - 1 -.2 .7 -.3 -'.6 
1.7 4.7 17.5 21.3 6.1 3.8 2.3 -.2 -.3 .5 -.3 -.6 .. ...... I 1.5 12.0 17.3 20.3 5.9 3.8 3.6 -.3 -.4 .4. -.3 -.6 

.. 1.5 15.6 17.0 19.2 5.7 3.5 9.7 -.3 -.5 3 -.3 -.7 
1.3 16.7 16.9 178 5.5 3.3 10.4 -.3 -.6 .3 -.3 ---.i 
1.3 17.1 16.7 16.4 5.5 3.0 9.8 -.3 .2 .2 -.3 -.7 
1.2 17.3 16.6 15.3 5.4 3.0 8.8 -.3 .3 .2 -.3 -. i 
1.0 17.4 16.3 14.8 5.3 2.5 8.0 -.4 .3 .3 -.3 -.7 
1.0 16.6 J.1.3 14.2 4.8 2.2 7.8 -.4 .3 .4 -.3 '-.8 

.7 14.0 13.5 13 Ii 4.0 2.2 6.8 -.5 .3 .7 -.3 -.8 

.7 10.4 12.0 12.0 4.0 2.0 5.7 -.5 .2 .6 -.3 -.9 

.6 7.2 10.4 10.8 3.9 1.8 4.5 -.6 .2 .4 -.3 -.9 

.7 6.3 9.0 9.5 3.9 1.9 4.0 -.6 .1 .3 -3 -.9 

.7 5.1 12.3 8.7 38 1.9 3.7 -.7 .5 .3 -.3 -.9 

.6 4.0 13.5 7.8 3.7 1.9 3.0 -.6 .4 .2 -.3 -·.9 
1.0 33 13.8 7.1 3.6 2.0 3.0 -.4 .4 .2 -3 -1.0 
4.1 3.0 14 3 65 3.7 1.9 2.3 3.8 .3 -.1 -.3 -1.0 

155 4.5 14.8 6.1 4.0 2.1 1.8 2.8 .3 -.2 -.3 -1.0 
.. .. 17.3 4.8 16.3 6.0 4.0 2.2 1.7 2.2 .3 -.2 -.4 -1.0 

.. ... 119.0 6.5 17.3 5.7 4.4 3.0 1.5 1.8 .3 -.3 -.4 -.7 
'" 20.2 6.8 17.8 5.8 4.3 3.7 1.3 1.8 .3 -.3 -.4 .0 

. 20.6 6.g 19.9 9.6 4.1 3.7 1.0 1.5 .6 -.3 -.4 .2 
205 6.9 25.1 13.0 4.1 3.0 1.0 1.3 1.5 -.3 -.4 .5 
20.0 6.9 24.9 139 4.1 2.6 .7 1.0 1.7

1

-3 -.5 .2 
18.3 9.5 24.0 14.3 4.0 2.2 .7 1.0 2.3 -.3 -5 .2 

}~:~... ~n 114:5. !8 1.9 :; .~ .. 2:4 =~ -.5 :3 
I I 

GAGE RE:\D1NGS ON WABASH RIVER AT TERRE HAUTF. ,\VATERWORKS STATION FOR 1905. 

DAY. Jan. Feb. I Mar. Apr. May. June.I.TUIY. Aug. I Sept. Oct. Nov. D~c. 

~'-.. -.. -.-.. -.-.. -. -.-.. -.-. --.5- --. 7-1~ ~~- -;: ~~.~ ~l--. 7- --.7- --.8- --8~ 
2.... .... ..... .7 .3 14.0 5.8 7.8 5.6 1.3 .8 .7 .5 .8 9.2 
3. .7 .3 14.5 60 6.7 5.8 1.4 .811.0 .5 .7 8.2 
4.. .0 .2 11.5 5.2 5.5 5.0 3.5 .8 .8 .4 .6 6.5 
5. .0 .2 15.2 4.8 4.8 4.2 1.5 .7 .8 .3 .6 5.0 
6. .0 .2 14 0 4.2 4.4 5.2 1.3 .6 .9 .3 2.0 5.0 
7. .2 .2 11.2 3.2 4.2 5.4 1.2 .6 1.0 .3 2.5 4.7 
8.. .3 .3 9.1 2.7 3.8 4.8 1.0 .4 .8 .3 3.0 4.0 
9.. .4 .3 8.2 2.2 4.0 I 4.8 1.2 .4 .7 .3 3.0 3.8 

10... .5 .3 7.5 1.8 4.8 4.0 1.5 1.0 .7 .3 2.9 3.3 
11 .5 .5 6.7 1.8 4.8 5.7 1.9 .8 1.0 .0 2.8 3.0 
12. 1.0 .5 6.3 1.7 4.6 5.6 4.0 .8 2.0 .0 2.5 2.8 
13.. 1.1 .7 6.0 1.9 10.8 4.1 3.3 .6 2.5 .0 2.3 2.8 
14. 2.0 .7 5.5 1. 7 13.6 4.4 5.4 .5 2.0 .0 1.9 2.6 
15. 1.8 .7 4.8 1.5 14.7 4.3 4.3 1.2 1.6 .0 1.8 2.3 
16... 1.7 .7 4.0 1.3 15.9 4.1 3.0 2.0 2.3 .0 1.7 2.0 
17. 1.6 .8 3.5 1.2 16.9 3.8 2.8 1.8 2.8 .2 1.6 1.8 
18.. 16 .8 3.0 1.0 17.0 3.3 2.3 1.7 3.7 .2 1.4 1.7 
19.. 1.8 .8 3.0 .6 16.2 3.4 2.0 1.5 4.2 2.7 1.3 1.7 
20. 1.8 .8 3.0 .8 13.6 4,3 1.7 1.2 4.2 3.0 1.0 1.6 
21. 18 .8 5.0 1.1 10.0 7.0 3.7 1.5 4.0 4.0 .8 1.6 
22.. 2.0 .8 4.8 3.8 7.8 4.3 3.0 1.5 3.5 4.0 .8 2.0 
23.. . 2.0.5 4.8 6.9 6.1 3.2 2.0 1.8 2.8 3.5 .8 3.5 
24... 1.7 3.7 4.7 10.2 5.1 2.8 1.6 1.5 2.3 3 .. 0 .8 6.0 
25.. 2.0 5.0 4.4 10.3 4.3 2.8 1.3 1.2 2.0 2.5 .7 6.8 
26.... 2.0 7.0 4.2 9.3 3.8 2.4 1.1 .8 1.7 2.2 .7 6.0 
27.. 1.7 11.0 4.2 8.3 3.5 2.0 .8 .8 1.2 2.0 .7 5.3 
28. .9 11.514.3 7.2 3.3 1.8 .7 1.3 1.0 1.7 .7 4.7 
29... .9 ..... 3.8 7.3 3.1 1.6 .5 1.5 .7 1.5 .6 4.0 
30.. .8 ...... 3.3 7.7 3.9 1.5 .4 1.3 .7 1.2 6.7 3.8 
31. .7 ...... 3.3 7.7 .3.8 1.0 I...... 3.8 
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GAGE READINGS ON WABASH RIVER AT TERRE HAUTE WATERWORKS STATION FOR 1906. 

DAY. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. I Aug. Sept. Oct. NOv.1 Dec. 

1. 
2 ...... 
3 .. 
4. 
5. 
6 .. 
7. 
8 ....... 
9 .. 

10 .... 
11. 
12 .... 

3.7 7.5 4.2 19.0 3.0 5.5 ~~ -.3 .8 .0 = .. 5
5
1-: 

u n t~ ~U ~.~ U :! =.~ j .~ -.3/ U 
""'" 5.0 5.0 8.8 17.1 3.0 2.0 .3 -.3 .2 .7 -.3 2.6 

. ...1 U n 1~.~ ~~5 U U .~ =.~ -.~ .~ =~ U 
7.0 2.7 8.8 12.5 2.8 2.5 .8 -.3 -.3 .6 -.3 9.3 

... 6.8 1.5 7.8 10.8 2.8 1.8 .8 -.2 -.3 .3 -.3 10.3 
5.7 1.5 7.5 13.0 2.8 1.9 .7 .3 -.3 .1 -.2 11.3 
4.5 1.3 7.3 14.0 2:3 5.0 .6 .3 -.3 -.1 -.2 11.0 
3.7 1.2 7.0 14.0 2.0 4.0 .6 .3 -.3 -.1 -.2 9.8 
3.7 1.2 6.5 14.2 1.8 3.5 .5 .7 -.4 -.3 -.2 8.7 

13.... .. ........ .. 3.5 1.3 6.0 14.5 1.8 2.8 .5 .5 -.3 -.3 -.2 7.8 
2 7 2.0 5.5 14.4 1.7 2.0 .5 .4 -.3 -.3 -.2 6.3 14........ .. .. . 
2.7 3.7 5.3 13.0 1.7 1.8 .4 .2 -.4 -.5 -.2 8.0 15.... .. . 
3.0 3.2 4.8 11.5 1.5 1.5 .4 .0 -.4 -.5 -.2 10.2 16 ... . 
3.0 2.7 4.5 11.8 1.3 1.3 .4 -.2 -,4 -.5 -.2 10.6 

3. 
4 .... ' . 
5 ...... . 

26 .. . 
27 ...... . 
28. 
29 .. 
30 
~1. 

.... 2.8 1.8 4 0 11.8 1.3 1.2 .6 -.2 -.5 -.5 -.2 10.8 
3.0 23 3.8 10.2 1.3 1.1 .8 .2 -.5 -,4 .0 10.0 
3.7 3.0 3.8 8.7 1.2 .8 .7 .0 -.5 -.4 .0 8.7 
4.0 3.7 3.6 7.5 1.0 .8 .7 .5 -- 5 -.4 1.5 7.0 

\l.5 3.0 34 6.6 1.0 .8 1.5 .4 -.5 -,4 .5 5.8 
14.9 30 3.7 5.7 1.0 .8 .9 .4 -.3 - 5 8.8 5.0 
16.0 3.0 3.7 5.0 1.0 .7 .7 .6 -.2 -.5 10.0 4.0 

. .. 16.3 3.0 3.7 4.7 1.0 .fj .2 1.0 -.3 -.5 9.3 3.0 
• ..... 16.7 4.0 4.3 4.3 1.0 .5 .0 1.0 -.3 -.5 8.3 3.0 

. .. 16.7 43 12.5 3.8 1.2 .5 .0 1.0 -.3 -.5 7.0 2.9 

... 15.0 4.5 15.0 3.7 1.3 .4 -.1 1.8 -,4 - 5 5.5 3.0 
. ....... 13.8 ...... 1.1.7 35 1.3 .3 -.2 1.6 -.4 -.5 4.6 3.0 
. ....... \l.0 , ...... 16.0 3.3 1.0 .3 -.2 1.0 -.2 -.5 3.8 3.0 

...... 8.8 ..... 174 ...... 2.0 ..... -.2 .8 ...... -.5 ...... 5.5 
I 

17. 
18. 
9. 
o 
1 
2. 

GAGE READINGS ON WABASH RIVER AT TERRE HAUTE WATERWORKS STATION FOR 1907. 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11. 
12 
13. 
14 
15 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24 
25 
26 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31 

DAY. ! Jan. 1 Feb. 

i----
.1 7.9 73 

9.8 6.5 

'j122 
6 5 

.. 15.0 5.5 

.. 16.0 4.8 

.. 16.3 3.7 
16.2 3.5 
16.2 3.5 
17.3 3.5 
17.5 3.5 
17.4 3.8 
17.2 3.8 
16.3 3.8 
16.0 3.8 
15.0 4.0 
14.6 4.0 
15.0 4.0 
15.7 4.0 
16.4 4.4 

.. 18.7 4.7 
21.2 4.7 
24.0 4.0 
24.6 4.0 
23.3 3.5 

.. 21.2 3.2 
...... 20.0 3.0 

.. 19.8 3.0 

.. 15.0 3.0 

.. 11.5 . ... 

.. 8.6 . ..... 
...... 7.3 ...... 

Mar. 

2.8 
2.8 
3.0 
3.2 
3.7 
3.8 
3.7 
3.5 
3.3 
3.2 
3.2 
4.0 

10.5 
14.3 
15.2 
16.3 
16.7 
17.1 
17.3 
16.8 
15.7 
13.8 
\l.7 
9.6 
8.1 
7.2 
6.3 
6.1 
7.0 
9.9 

11.8 

Apr. I May. June. I July. 

12.8 3.4 7.5 4.5 
12.8 4.0 11.3 3.7 
11.6 5.0 13.0 3.0 
9.3 5.0 13.3 2.8 
7.7 4.9 13.8 2.4 
6.7 I 4.3 14.0 2.3 
5.8 3.0 14.0 2.0 
5.7 3.7 13.7 2.0 
5.5 3.9 12.7 2.2 
5.2 3.8 11.0 2.2 
4.9 3.8 9.5 2.9 
4.8 3.5 8.9 4.2 
4.5 3.4 7.9 .1.4 
4.3 3.2 6.9 6.9 
4.0 3.0 6.0 6.9 
4.0 3.0 6.0 6.7 
3.9 2.9 5.8 6.0 
3.9 2.8 5.3 10.5 
3.8 2.8 4.8 12.2 
3.7 2.8 4.8 12.2 
3.3 2.8 4.5 10.0 
3.1 2.1 4.3 7.9 
3.0 2.0 4.8 6.4 
3.0 1.9 4.9 5.6 
3.0 4.0 5.4 4 9 
2.9 4.8 6.3 4.0 
2.9 6.7 7.0 3.6 
2.9 7.3 6.7 3.3 
2.9 7.0 6.0 3.3 
3.0 6.7 5.2 2.9 

...... 5.8 . ..... 2.6 

-

, 
Oct. I Nov. I Dec Aug. Sept. 

I -----
2.4 1.2 .8 .3 1.3 
2.3 2.0 .8 .7 1.3 
2.0 2.9 1.0 1.1 .9 
2.0 2.8 2.9 1.1 .8 
2.0 2.3 3.6 2.2 .6 
2.2 1.9 3.5 2.8 .6 
2.3 1.3 2.9 2.8 .5 
4.0 1.3 2.8 2.5 .4 
3.9 1.3 2.7 2.0 .5 
3.0 1.7 2.1 1.9 1.1 
2.8 1.5 1.9 1.7 1.2 
2.3 1.2 1.8 1.3 2.3 
2.1 1.0 1.3 1.0 3.5 
2.0 .9 1.2 .9 3.9 
1.8 .7 1.0 .8 3.8 
1.7 .7 .8 .8 3.3 
1.7 .7 .8 .8 2.8 
2.7 .5 .8 .8 2.8 
2.8 .4 .7 .7 2.8 
2.3 .3 .7 .7 2.7 
2.0 .3 .7 1.0 2.3 
1.9 1.8 .7 1.2 2.0 
1.9 2.0 .6 1.3 2.3 
1.7 1.8 .6 1.7 4.5 
1.3 1.5 .6 2.0 5.3 
1.2 1.2 +.6 2.0 8.5 
1.0 .8 +.6 1.8 10.0 
1.1 .7 +.6 1.7 n.5 

.8 .7 +.7 I..S 13.8 

.8 .6 +.4 1.5 14.9 

.8 ...... .3 . ..... 15.5 
I 
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GAGE READINGS ON WABASH RIVER AT TERRE HAUTE WATERWORKS STATION FOR 1908. 

DAY. I~ Feb. Mar. Apr. May. 1 June. I July. Aug. Sept. I Oct. I Nov. Dec. 

----~-.--

1. ... 
.. '1

16
.
5 2.7 12.8 9.4 7.0 5.8 1.7 1.0 .9 -.11-.3 .3 

2. . .. .... 17.3 2.0 150 11.2 6.6 5.5 1.6 8 0 -.2 1-.3 .3 
3. ...... 17.3 1.7 16.4 10.5 5.8 5.5 1.., .8 0 -21-.3 .3 
4 .. . .. 16.8 1.4 17.3 8.9 7.0 5.0 1.6 .2 ~ .1 -.2, -.3 .3 
5 .. ... 1 15 .8 2.0 17.4 7.8 11.2 4.7 1.5 .2 -.2 -.21-. 3 .3 
6. . .. 14.1 7.5 18.6 7.8 13.5 3.5 1.5 .2 -.2 -.2, - 3 .3 
7 .. 11.6 8.8 19.0 7.0 115 5 3.5 1.7 .2 -.2 -.2 -.3 .3 
8. .... 9.3 8.3 19.3 7.5 18.7 2.8 2.0 .3 -.2 -.2 -.3 .3 
9. .... 7.8 8.3 20.9 12.0 19.5 2.8 1.9 .3 -.2 -.2 ~.3 .2 

10 ... .... 6.8 7.0 22.8 13.0 20.0 2.8 1.7 .4 -.2 -.2 -.3 .2 
11 .. ......... 6.0 7.0 22.8 13.9 19.2 2.7 1.3 .3 -.2 -.2 -.3 .2 
12. 63 8.0 21.8 14.5 18.3 2.5 1.3 .3 -.2 -.2 -.3 .2 
13 ... 9.2 12.3 20.5 14.6 18.1 2.8 1.1 .3 -.2 -.3 -.3 .2 
14. 10.4 12.8 19.3 14.6 18.2 2.7 1.0 .3 -.2 -.3 -.3 .2 
15 ... 10.7 14.5 18.2 13.8 18.0 2.5 1.0 1.7 -.2 -.3 -.3 .2 
16 .. 10.7 15.9 16.8 11.8 17.9 2.5 1.0 2.8 -.2 -.3 -.3 .2 
17 .. 9.7 17.0 15.2 9.5 17.8 2.3 1.0 2.0 -.2 -.3 -.3 .2 
18 ... 8.1 17.7 13.5 8.4 17.6 2.3 1.0 1.6 -.2 -.3 -.3 .2 
19. 6.8 18.3 11.9 7.8 17.0 2.0 .9 1.0 -.2 -.3 -.3 .2 
20 .. 6.0 18.8 13.7 7.3 16.8 2.3 dl .8 -.2 -.3 -.3 .2 
21.. 5.3 18.0 14.5 6.8 16.3 2.5 .7 -.2 -.3 -.3 .2 
22. ..... 5.2 16.8 15.1 6.0 

15.81 
2.0 1.0 .5 -.2 -.3 -.3 .2 

23 .. 5.1 14.5 15.8 5.7 15.0 1.9 1.0 .4 -.2 -.3 -.3 .2 
24. 4.8 11.3 16.5 6.0 13.0 1.9 1.0 .4 -.2 -.3 -.3 .2 
25. 4.7 9.7 16.7 7.9 10.5 2.0 1.3 .3 -.2 -.3 -.3 .2 
26 .. 4.2 136 15.9 9.1 8.8 2.2 2.3 .6 -.2 -.3 .3 .2 
27 .. 1.5 14.3 14.0 8.8 7.9 2.0 2.0 .6 -.2 -.3 .3 .2 
28. 4.3 14.0 11.0 7.9 7.5 1.8 1.8 .7 -.1 -.3 .3 .2 
29 ... 3.9 13.5 9.7 7.7 7.0 1.8 1.8 .7 -.1 -.3 .3 .2 
30. ... 3.5 ...... 9.0 7.0 6.4 1.7 1.5 .8 -.2 -.3 .3 .2 
31. . 2.5 . ,., .. 9.4 . ..... 6.0 . .... 1.3 .8 . ..... -.3 ...... .2 

~. 

GAGE READINGS ON WABASH RrVER AT TERRE HAUTE WATERWORKS STATION FOR 1909. 

___ D_A_Y' ___ I 'M·I ''''.1 Mo'. A". M~. 'OM. "',·1 A". ""'. 0". Nw. n" 

1.. .1 .2
1 

11 177 ".3 11.0 7.9 6.0 2.0 1.0 2.0 1.8 4.6 
2. "1 .2, 1.1 17.0 4.7 13.0 6.7 5.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.8 4.1 
3.. ...2 1 .9 16.4 4.1 13.5 5.9 4.2 1.91 .9 .8 1.5 3.9 

t. . j J lU U ig.~ lhJ ~& U I .~ j U U 
6. .2 2.3 8.3 3.3 14.9 11.2 3.0 2.0 I .7 .71 1.1 3.5 
7.. .0 28 6.8 10.2 13.7 11.3 6.5 1.8 .7 .7 1.1 3.7 
8.. .0 3.0 50 14.0 10.8 10.0 5.9 1.5 .7 .7 1.1 3.5 
9.... .0 3.7 7.2 14.4 10.0 8.3 5.0 1.3 .9 .5 1.0 Ice 

10.. .0 4.0 9.8 14.8 11.0 9.2 4.7 .9 .7 .5 1.0 Ice 
11.. .0 4.0 8.8 15.0 10.8 11.2 3.8 .9 .5 .3 1.0 1.0 
12..... .0 4.2 9.0 15.1 10.8 12.4 4.1 .9 .5 .2 1.0 2.0 
13.. .0 4.7 10.3 14.4 11.2 13.8 8.2 2.2 .9 .2 1.0 5.0 
14... .0 4.3 10.2 13.8 11.2 15.0 11.0 4.0 .9 .2 1.3 8.9 
15... .0 6.4 8.8 14.8 10.3 15.0 10.7 3.9 .7 .0 1.3 10.8 
16.. .0 7.7 7.2 13.6 9.0 13.7 8.8 3.5 .8 .0 1.3 12.3 
17.. .0 7.0 6.0 12.3 7.8 11.0 7.1 3.0 .6 .0 1.5 13.0 
18.. .0, 6.0 5.0 9.8 7.3 10.9 58 2.5 .6 .3 2.3 12.8 
19.... .0 I 6.5 4.7 8.2 67 8.3 6.3 2.3 .6 .2 3.4 11.0 
20.. .0 11.2 4.1 7.2 5.8 6.7 7.0 2.0 .5 .2 3.5 Ice 
21.. .0 13.0 4.0 6.7 4.8 b.7 6.3 1.8 .5 .3 3.5 Ice 
22.... .1 13.7 4.0 8.0 4.3 4.8 5.0 1.7 .5 .2 3.3 Ice 
23.... .8 14.3 4.0 9.6 3.8 4.2 4.3 1.5 .7 .7 5.4 2.0 
24..... .9 15.1 3.9 9.1 3.5 4.0 3.5 1.2 2.2 1.0 7.2 2.0 
25.... .8 16.3 3.9 7.9 3.3 2.8 2.9 .8 4.3 1.3 9.8 2.0 
26.... .8 16.9 3.9 6.8 33 11.0 2.5 1.2 4.7 2.0 11.0 1.5 
27... .9 17.5 4.9 5.8 4.7 12.4 2.3 2.0 4.1 3.0 10.8 2.0 
28... .9 17.7 6.6 5.8 8.5 11.0 2.0 1.5 3.3 3.3 90 2.0 

30.. 1.1 6.9 4.8 9.3 7.8 1.8 .9 2.0 2.3 6.5 2.0 
29.... 1.1 6.9 4.8 10.0 10.0 \ 1.9 1.2 2.7 2.9 7.2 • 

31. 1.1 6.0 8.8 ... ... 1.7.8 2.0 2.3 

*No record. 
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GAGE READINGS ON WABASH RIVER AT TERRE HAUTE WATERWORKS STATION FOR 1910. 

DAY. Jan. I Feb. Mar. I Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 

1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.3 7.0 14.8 

I 
1.9 4.0 2.7 .7 -.2 -.2 .8 .3 1.0 

2 .................. 2.3 6.0 15.5 1.8 3.7 2.5 .5 -.3 -.3 .8 .3 1.0 
3 ................. 2.3 5.5 16 0 1.8 4.5 2.3 .3 -.3 -.3 .7 .2 1.0 
4 .... .......... .... 2.5 5.3 16.3 1.8 5.2 2.0 1.0 -.3 -.3 .8 .2 1.0 
5 .... , .... .. ....... 2.5 6.0 16.5 1.8 4.7 1.8 .9 -.3 -.3 1.9 .2 1.5 
6 .... .... ... 

::::1 
2.7 7.2 16.3 1.8 4.6 1.8 .8 -.3 +.2 4.8 .2 .8 

7 .... ..... 2.7 6.5 15.5 1.8 4.3 1.8 .5 -.3 4.3 3.3 .2 .8 
8 ... ..... ...... Z.7 5.5 14.5 1.8 4.3 1.7 .5 -.3 2.8 3.0 .2 .7 
9 ... ... 2.7 4.8 12.5 1.8 4.1 1.5 .4 -- .3 4.7 2.8 .2 .3 

10 .. ... 4.9 4.3 10.7 1.8 3.8 1.3 .4 -.3 4.7 4.2 .2 .3 
11 .... ... 4.3 4.0 8.8 1.8 3.3 1.3 .3 -.3 3.0 63 .2 .3 
12 .. ... 3.8 3.8 7.5 1.7 3.7 1.0 .5 -.3 2.0 6.0 .2 .3 
13 ... .... 6.0 3.3 6.5 1.7 3.8 .9 1.0 -.3 1.6 4.8 .2 .3 
14 .. .... 12.0 2.8 5.8 1.6 3.4 .8 .6 -.4 1.3 3.5 .0 .3 
15 .. 12.5 2.7 5.3 1.5 2.8 .8 .4 -.4 1.0 2.8 .0 .3 
16. ... 13 2 2.7 4.9 1.7 2.5 .7 2.0 -.4 1.0 2.0 .0 .3 
17 .. .. 13.5 3.0 4.5 1.8 2.3 .6 5.7 -.4 1.7 1.8 .0 .3 
18 ... ... 14.7 3.0 4.0 1.8 2.3 .5 4.5 -.3 1.5 1.2 .0 .3 
19 .. 17.5 2.7 3.8 1.9 2.0 . { 2.8 -.3 1.2 1.0 .0 .3 
20 .... .. ,. 18.5 2.7 3.7 

I 
2.0 1.8 .4 2.0 -.3 1.0 .9 .0 .3 

21 ... 17.5 5.0 3.4 2.5 1.5 .3 1.5 -.3 1.2 .8 .0 .0 
22 .. ... 19.0 4.3 3.1 3.7 3.0 .3 1.0 -.3 1.1 .8 .0 .0 
23 .. .... 19.3 4.9 3.0 4.8 5.8 .3 .7 ~.3 1.0 .7 .0 .0 
24 .... .. ... 18.8 5.0 2.9 4.6 4.5 .3 .5 -.3 .9 .7 .0 .0 
25 .. ... ... 17.8 4.0 2.8 4.2 5.7 .2 .4 2 .8 .6 .0 .0 
26 ... .... 16.5 4.3 2.8 4.2 5.6 .1 .3 .2 .8 .5 .0 .0 
27 .. .... 14.5 8.0 2.6 4.0 5.0 .1 .2 .1 .8 .5 .0 .0 
28. .... .... 11.0 14.5 2.5 3.8 4.0 .5 .2 .1 1 .8 .4 1.7 .0 
29 ..... .... 97 . ..... 2.3 3.8 3.3 1.0 .0 .0 .8 .4 1.8 4.2 
30 .... ... 9.7 . ..... 2.2 4.0 3.0 .8 .0 -.1 

I 
.8 .3 1.2 8.2 

31.. .. ..... ... 7.8 . .... 2.0 . ..... 2.8 I ...... .0 -.1 .3 ... .. 6.0 

GAGE READINGS ON WABASH RIVER AT TERRE HAUTE WATERWORKS STATION FOR 1911. 

DAY. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. I July. Aug. 

----
Sept. I Oct. I Nov. Dec. 

1. ... ..... ....... 6.3 13.6 4.9 2.5 4.3 .6 1.8 -.3 ..... ...... . ..... . .... 
2 .... .. ' ....... 8.8 13.6 3.8 2.2 4.3 .6 1.5 -.3 . ... ...... ..... ...... 
3 .... .... ........ 9.0 12.3 3.1i 4.0 4.8 .8 1.2 -.3 ..... . ..... ... .. . 
4 .... .... ... ..... 7.3 95 i 3.3 4.2 5.2 1.0 .8 -.3 .. ... '" ... 
5. ..... ... 7.0 7.7 I 2.0 6.7 5.0 1.0 .7 -.3 .. ' .. . ...... ... .. . 
6 ..... 4.5 6.7 2.8 7.7 4.3 1.2 .5 -.3 .... 
7 ... .. ..... 4.0 6.5 2.8 8.7 3.8 1.0 .4 -.3 .... ..... . ..... . .... 
8 .. ..... 30 5.8 5.4 10.3 3.0 1.0 A -.3 . .... ... ... ...... ...... 
9 ... ... 7.0 5.1 5.0 9.8 2.8 1.0 .3 -.3 '" . ... ... ,. ..... 

10 ......... .... 7.0 4.6 4.7 8.0 2.7 .8 .3 -.4 . .... ... . .... 
11. ....... .... .... 6.5 4.0 4.5 6.5 2.5 .8 .3 -.4 . .... .. ' ...... ..... 
12 ....... ... ... 6.3 3.3 4.1 5.3 2.3 .8 .2 -,4 . ..... .. .... ...... ..... 
13 ... .. ..... .... 3.3 3.3 3.8 5.0 2.0. .8 .S - •• 0; ..... ..... ... . .... 
14 ..... .... 5.0 3.5 3.8 10.0 1.8 .5 .2 -.5 . ... .. ...... ..... 
15 .... .," 9.5 4.0 3.8 12.4 1.7 .3 .0 -.5 ...... ..... ...... . .... 
16 .... .... ... .. 11.5 5.5 3.8 11.9 1.6 .2 .0 -.5 ..... . ..... .. .. . ..... 
17 .... .. ' ......... 12.0 9.0 3.8 lOA 1.4 .2 -.1 -.1 .. ... ...... . .... .. 
18 ....... ...... 11.3 lOA 3.8 10.0 1.3 .2 -.2 -.3 . .... ..... .. .., 
19 ....... .. ' .... 8.9 10.0 3.2 8 .. 5 1.2 .2 -.1 -.3 ...... ...... .... . ..... 
20 ..... ....... ..... 6.5 9.8 3.0 9.5 1.3 .2 .0 -.3 . ... ...... .. ... . .... 
21. ........ .. ...... 5.3 9.8 2.8 8.7 1.4 .3 -.2 -.3 .... . ..... ...... ... .. . 
22 ........ ..... 5.3 9.2 2.5 9.0 1.0 .5 .0 -.3 ..... . .... . ..... 
23 ............. ..... 5.0 8.0 2.2 10.3 1.3 .5 -.2 -.3 ...... . ..... . ... ...... 
24 ............. ..... 4.3 6.5 2.0 9.5 1.3 .4 -.2 -.3 ...... . ..... . ..... ... 
25 ........... ..... 3.9 5.8 1.7 8.0 1.3 .4 -.3 -.3 . ..... ...... ...... ., .. , 

26 ............ ..... 4.0 5.0 1.7 7.7 1.2 .4 -.3 -.3 . ..... . . , . . . ...... ., .... 
27 .. .......... ..... 4.5 4.8 1.5 5.7 1.3 A -.3 -.3 . ..... ...... ...... . ..... 
28 ... ............. 9.5 4.3 2.0 5.0 1.0 .7 -.3 -.3 . ..... ...... ...... . ..... 
29 .. ............. 12.0 . ..... 2.0 4.7 .8 2.0 -.3 -.3 . ..... ...... ...... . ..... 
30 .. ....... ......... 13.0 . ..... 2.3 4.3 .8 2.2 -.3 . ..... ...... ...... ...... . ..... 
Sl .. ...... 13.5 . ..... 2.5 ...... .7 . ..... -.3 ...... . ..... ...... . ..... ...... 
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RATING TABLE FOR WABASH RIVER AT TEIIIIE HAUTE, IND., FOR 1901-11 INCLUSIVE. 

Gage Dis- Gage Dis-

I 
Gage Dis- Gage Dis-

Height, charge, Height, charge, Height, charge, Height, charge, 
Feet. Sec. Ft. Feet. Sec. Ft. Feet. Sec. Ft. Feet. Sec. Ft. 

- I ----
0.0 1. 930 1.5 4,330 i 3.0 7,400 59 14,200 
0.1 2,050 1.6 4,510 3.1 7,620 6.1 14,700 
0.2 2,180 1.7 4,700 I 3.3 8,060 7.1 17,200 
0.3 

, 
2,320 1 8 4,900 ! 3.5 8,500 8.1 19,800 

0.4 2,460 1.9 5,100 3.7 8,940 9.1 22,500 
0.5 2,610 2.0 I 5,300 3.9 9,380 10.1 25,300 
0.6 2,770 2.1 

[ 

5,500 4.1 g,B30 11.1 28,400 
0.7 2,940 22 5,700 I 43 10,300 12.1 

I 

31.800 
0.8 3,110 2.3 5,900 4 5 10,780 13.1 35,500 
0.9 3,280 2.4 6,100 4.7 11,260 14.1 39,500 
1.0 3,450 2.5 6,310 4.9 11,740 

I 

15.1 43,700 
1.1 3,620 2.6 6,520 5.1 J2,220 16.1 48,100 
1.2 3,790 2.7 6,740 5.3 12.700 17.1 

I 
52.700 

1.3 

I 
3.970 2.8 6,960 

II 
5.5 13,200 18.1 57,400 

1.4 4,150 2.9 7,180 5.7 13,700 19.1 62,100 

The data contained in these tables gives a very good idea of 
the nature of the river at Terre Haute. The data is not entirely 
accurate. The readings were recorded in the Terre Haute Water
works record as feet and inches. The inches were reduced to 
tenths by letting each equal the nearest tenth. However, the error 
due to this cause is small. An examination of this data shows that 
the Wabash is a very erratic river. The following table shows some 
l'ltriking features: 

TABLE SHOWING ANNUAL FLUCTUATIONS OF WABASH RIVER AT TERRE HAUTE AND RATIO BETWEEN 

MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM DISCHARGE . 

. _-_ .. -------

MINIMUM. MAXIMUl\I. 

YEAR. 
Dis- Dis- Times 

Date. charge, Date. ('hare;e, Mini-
Sec.-Ft. Sec.-Ft. mum 

1901 ... October 24 ........ 1,930 June 24 ..... 25,000 13 
1902 .. February 27 .... 1,930 July 4 ........ 62,100 32 
1903 .. November 4 ...... 1,200 April 17 ... ' 66,330 55 
1904 . Derem ber 20 .... 900 March 27 90,300 100 
1905 .. January 4 ........ 1,930 May 18 52,000 26 

a October 17 ... 1.920 May 17 .... 50,000 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
1906 .. Ootoher 15 ... 1,300 April 1. ... 61,630 47 

" July 1 ......... :· 2,160 April 2 ....... 61,200 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
1907. :: Sept .. m ber 20 .... 2,320 January 23 ..... 87,950 37 
1908 .. Octohei 13 ... 1,530 March 10 ... 79,490 52 
1909 . January 7 ..... 1,930 February 2R ....... M,520 29 
1910 ... August 14 .... 1,410 January 23 ......... 63,040 45 
1~11 .. Augu,t 13 .... 1,300 February 1 ...... ~7, 500 21 

aU. S. G. S. data. 

This table shows the maximum annual discharge to have oc
curred twice in each of the first four months and once in each of 
the next three during the past eleven years. The minimum dis
charge is also distributed among seven months with October three, 
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August and January two each, and September, November, De
cember and February one each. The lowest ratio between the 
minimum and maximum discharge of any year in which complete 
data is recorded is 1 to 26 in 1905 and in the previous year the 
ratio was 1 to 100. Both the absolute minimum and maximum dis
charges occurred in 1904. The profile of the Wabash shows a much 
more uniform gradient than any of the smaller streams of the 
State. The fall is slight throughout its course. The profile is 
taken from Water Supply and Irrigation Paper No. 169, U. S. 
Geological Survey, page 74. Several of the altitudes have been 
checkeil by the writer: 

TABLE OF ALTITUDES AND DISTANCES AlONG WABARH RIVER. 

LOCATJON. 

Source .. ... . 
Huntington . ..... " ..... . .. 
l\f Duth of Salarnimie RiYer ...... . 
Mouth of Mississinewa Riv~r .. . 
Logan.sport. . . 
Lafayette .. 
Attica ..... '., 
Covington ..... . 
Terre Haute ... . 
State Line . ..... . 
Hutsonville, III .. 
Vinrennes ......... ... . 
Mouth of White Ri ver .. 
C.rayvillp, Ill..... .. . ............. . 
Mouth of J,ittle Wabash River. ... . 
Mouth of Waba.h Hiver '" 

F-stimated 
Distance, 

Miles. 

0.0 
100.0 
\5.0 
20.0 
20.0 
50.0 
25.0 
20.0 
55.0 
14.6 
29.0 
4R.4 
32.5 
28.0 
46.0 
16.0 

POWER SITES ON W ABASH RIVER. 

Altitmle, 
Feet. 

\,000.0 
699.0 
667.0 
63:\.0 
583.0 
506.0 
487.0 
470.0 
447.7 
440.6 
424.6 
398.8 
376.5 
36;;.0 
323.0 
311.0 

Fall Per 
Mile, 

Inrhcs. 

0.0 
~6.0 
2.5.6 
20.4 
'l0.0 
18.!; 
9.1 

\0.2 
4.9 
5.8 
6.6 
6.7 
8.2 
4.9 

11.0 
9.0 

But one power site is now in use on the part of the Wabash 
River which has been investigated. This site is at Markle. It has 
been developed about fifty years. The dam is part concrete and 
part wood. The wood is being replaced by concrete in sections. 
The dam is 212 feet long, including the forebay, and six feet high. 
The head on August 31 was but 4.5 feet, due to a slight rise of the 
river. The dam is situated on limestone. The mill is situated on 
the north end of the dam. Three wheels are employed, one 20, 
one 15, and one 12 H. P. They are all old style wheels. The power 
is used entirely for mill purposes. It is very inconstant and is 
supplemented by steam power. This power is owned and operated 
by A. R. Thomas and Son. 

Site One Mile Below Markle.-At a point one mile below Markle 
is an old wood and brush dam. It is 200 feet long and two feet 
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high. It was built thirty-five years ago. A race leads to the mill 
which is one-fourth mile down stream on the north side. The race 
increases the head to six feet. The mill is fast falling into decay. 
Two wheels have been in use at this mill and are still used oc
casionally during the winter for grinding feed. The mill was 
abandoned because of long seasons of insufficient water for ope
ration. The site is owned by Jacob Hite. 

Logansport.-A stone dam is located at Logansport at the east 
line of the city. It is a stone dam 700 feet long and six feet high. 
It is situated on bed rock and is in first class condition. The water 
from this dam has been used on the south side of the river but is 
not used at the present time. The interference of low and high 
water make the site practically worthless. This site is owned by 
the Standard Oil Company. 

It is not feasible to develop power upon the Wabash River in 
any part which has been investigated. The features which make 
it impracticable are: the irregular discharge, wide valley, low banks, 
and slight fall. The only point in favor of development is the 
presence of solid rock in the bed. This does not occur in the lower 
part of the course. The only plan which the writer can suggest 
for the development and control of this stream is a series of high 
dams which would flood the lowlands and- develop storage. With 
the present low price of coal and the high price of Wabash bottom 
land, such an enterprise is entirely out of the question. However, 
at some remote period when the coal is exhausted, the Wabash may 
be harnessed on a grand scale. 



THE PLEISTOCENE PERIOD 
AND ITS VERTEBRATA 

By OLIVER P. HAY 



Mr. Edward Ba1·rett, State Geologist: 

In the preparation of the following report on the Pleistocene 
Vertebrata of Indiana I am indebted to so many persons that it 
is impossible to name them all. Obligations are here acknowledged 
to various museums for use of materials and assistance: to the 
U. S. National Museum; the American Museum of Natural History, 
New York; the Academy' of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia: 
Princeton University; the University of Ohio; Earlham College, 
Indiana; the University of Indiana; Field Museum of Natural 
History; the Academy of Sciences, Chicago; the Public Museum, 
Milwaukee,; and the University of Nebraska. I have endeavored 
in the body of the report to express my obligation to individuals 
who have furnished me with information, specimens, photographs 
and drawings. Several of the drawings are published here with 
the permission of the Carnegie Institution of Washington. 

It is the hope of the writer that the report may stimulate the 
collection and study of the abundant materials that it is certain 
may be found within the limits of Indiana. 

I must express my thanks to your predecessor for making it 
possible for me to prepare this report, and to yourself for assist
ance, but most of all for patience while awaiting the completion of 
the paper. 

O. P. HAY. 

U. S. Nat. Museum, Washington, D. C., March 30, 1912. 



· The Pleistocene Period and Its Vertebrata. 

By OLIVER P. HAY. 

It is not the intention of the writer to enter into the details of 
Pleistocene geology, even of that pertaining to the State of Indiana. 
Jl'or extended information on this subject the reader ought to con
sult some general work on geology and the special treatises. Es
pecially to be recommended is the concluding half of the third vol
ume of Chamberlin and Salisbury's Geology, published in 1906. 
In this work are cited the most important papers which had ap
peared at that time. For details regarding important glacial de
posits the reader should consult the two great treatises of Professor 
Frank Leverett, constituting Volumes XXXVIII and XLI of the 
:Monographs of the U. S. Geological Survey. A third monograph 
by Professor Leverett dealing with the glacial epoch is shortly to 

appear. 
Nevertheless, it seems proper to present here a general account 

of the Pleistocene period as shown by the records that it left ill 
North America. 

The Pleistocene is that period of geological time which imme
diately preceded that in which we live and which is called the Re
cent period. Its limits are hard to define and are not wholly 
agreed upon. The mammals, those animals on which we must es
pecially depend as the biological means of distinguishing the de
posits of the Pleistocene from those of the preceding period, the 
Pliocene, and from those of the succeeding period, the Recent, and 
the divisions of the Pleistocene from one another, in most respects 
resembled closely those that are found on the earth today; but they 
differed from those of today often specifically and sometimes gen
erically. The lower animals and the plants of the Pleistocene wer'~ 
identical with those now living; although in some cases the distri
bution of the species was different. 

But the chief characteristic of the Pleistocene period is the rec
ord made by certain phenomena of the physical world; that is, by 
the glaciation of a considerable portion of the northern hemisphere 
and of restricted portions of the southern. In North America, dur-
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ing the Pleistocene, sheets of ice of vast but un1mowll thIckness 
covered the continent as far south as a line beginning at the east 
end of Long Island, thence extending to the headwaters of the AI" 
leghany River; along this river and the Ohio to Louisville; across 
Indiana and Illinois to the mouth of the Missouri River; thence 
following in a general way this river into Montana and from therc 
westward to the northwestern corner of Washington. These ice
sheets, or at least the later ones, proceeded from three centers, one, 
the Labradorian, lying east of Hudson Bay, another, the Kewatin, 
situated immediately west of Hudson Bay, and a third, the Cor
dilleran, in British Columbia. From these centers the ice streamed 
out in all directions, even toward the north, but ('specially toward 
the south. In the passage of these ice-sheets vast amounts of rock 
were broken up and most of it ground to powder; and the materials 
were borne onward and at length deposited over the glaciated areas. 
This material consists of clays, sands, gravels, and bowlders of 
widely varying sizes. The gravels and the bowlders were to a larg~ . 
extent derived from igneous and metamorphic rocks, such as trap, 
granite, syenite, etc. Such rocks could have been transported only 
from regions situated toward the north. Often the larger stones 
and the bowlders are scratched and striated, the result of movement 
over other stones while held in the grasp of the flowing ice. 

Usually the clays and sands are unstratified. However, where 
'water has acted on them, as where streams issued from the border;; 
of the ice-sheet or flowed beneath them or where lakes and ponds 
\Vere formed, there may be found more or less stratification of the 
materials. The thickness of the deposits, known usuaUy as the 
drift, varies from a few inches to more than 500 feet. It may rest 
en any of the older formations. The surface of the drift is often 
not level and sometimes very uneven. The unevenness may be due to 
the erosion of flowing waters that have acted on the materials 
sinCe the disappearance of the ice; but in large part it resulted from 
the irregular way in which the materials were laid down, or dumped 
down, by the glacial sheet. Where the foot of the ice-sheet rested 
for any considerable time there may be found long ridges that are 
largely composed of coarse materials. Such ridges are called mo
raines. In the depressions of the surface, after the ice retired, 
were formed lakes and ponds. After that time many of these be
came more or less filled up and formed marshes and low wet mead
ows. 

'1'he Pleistocene was, in general, a time of elevation and of ex
tension of the borders of the continent beyond these present limits. 
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The changes in elevation and in the climate during that time had 
a profound influence on the animal life and on the history of man
kind. For these reasons the Pleistocene is regarded as a period 
distinct from the Pliocene, with which, as Chamberlin and Salis
bury say it would otherwise be united. 

The glacial epoch was so far as we yet know the most important 
part of the Pleistocene period. It is not unusual to have the name 
Glacial applied to the whole of Pleistocene time, as Chamberlin and 
Salisbury have applied it. Whether or not the Pleistocene period 
began with the glacial epoch is uncertain. Preceding the glacial 
epoch was a time known as the Ozarkian or Sierran, an epoch of 
clevation of the continent, or parts of it, and of great erosion and 
redeposition. The duration, the importance, and the position of 
this epoch are as yet undecided. Chamberlin and Salisbury (III, 
p. 315) place it at the end of the Pliocene. Osborn (Age of Mam
mals, p. 435) refers it to the beginning of the Pleisto<)ene and pre
ceding the Glacial epoch. 

There are similar differences of opinion as to what is to be re
garded as the end of the. Pleistocene period. After the final clear
ing away of this ice-sheet there occurred a depression of the region 
north and south of the St. Lawrence River and extending westward 
to the Great Lakes. The effect of this was to allow the sea to in
vade Lake Champlain and probably the valley of the Hudson and 
IJake Ontario. To this time is given the name Champlain stage. 
By Chamberlin and Salisbury this stage is placed at the close of 
the Pleistocene; by Osborn it is referred to the Recent epoch. 

In the preceding remarks the glacial epoch and its awful mill
stone, the ice-sheet, and its product, the drift, have been spoken of 
as an undivided epoch, a unique machine, a single grist. Such for 
a long time was the prevailing view, and this view is still held by 
a few geologists. However, it seems now to be quite demonstrated 
that during the Glacial epoch there were several glacial stages and 

. that they were separated by a corresponding number of interglacial 
stages, during which mild climates prevailed. The investigations 
made by various geologists in North America have shown that there 
were either four or five glacial and three or four interglacial stages. 
The names of these are given in the following section in the order 
of their age. The Glacio-lacustrine stage is included as being 
equivalent to an interglacial stage. This and the interglacial stages 
are printed in italics; the glacial stages in roman. It must also be 
stated here that there is yet some question whether or not the 
Iowan glacial stage is distinct from the Illinoian. If it is not, the 
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Peorian and Sangamon interglacial stages must be merged into one, 
and there will remain four glacial and three interglacial stages. 

10. Glacio-lacustrine. 
9. Wisconsin. 
8. Peorian. 
7. Iowan. 
6. Sangamon. 
5. Illinoian. 
4. Yarmouth. 
3. Kansan. 
2. Aftonian. 
1. Nebraskan. 

The glacial map of Indiana, Plate I, is intended principally to 
show the southern limits of the two ice-sheets which left deposits in 
the State and to show the positions of the principal moraines of 
the Wisconsin stage. This map is based on Leverett's maps found 
in the monographs already mentioned. The' southern edge of the 
Illinoian drift lies south of or along the Ohio River from Cincinnati 
to Jeffersonville, then runs northwest to north of Nashville, then 
southwest to the southwestern corner of the State. The southern 
edge of the Wisconsin enters the State north of Cincinnati; runs 
northwest to Connersville, southwest to the northwest corner of 
Jennings County, then runs northwest to near Newport, and leaves 
the State west of Terre Haute. It is to be taken that the State 
north of this line is covered with Wisconsin drift, and that that 
part of the State south of it to the other line is covered with Illi
noian drift. 

THE GLACIAL STAGES. 

1. The Nebraskan. The deposits of this stage have been recog
nized in Nebraska and Iowa. The Kansan drift sheet overlies it, 
except where the former has been removed by erosion or otherwise. 
It is sometimes seen where the Kansan is cut through by streams 
or in the construction of railroads. In Pennsylvania and New Jer
sey, south of the border of more recent drift deposits, some rem
nants of a very old drift appear, which may belong to the Kansan 
stage; but the age of this J erseyan drift has not been definitely de
termined. While this eastern drift lies within the Labradorian 
field, the western Kansan drift is believed to have been deposited by 
ice from the Kewatin center. 

2. The Kansan. This drift sheet occupies a restricted area in 
eastern Kansas and Nebraska, the greater part of Iowa, and the 

85-29158 
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northern part of Missouri. If it occurs farther eastward it is con
cealed beneath later formed drift-sheets. It is believed to have had 
as its center of departure the Kewatin, west of Hudson Bay. 

3. The Illinoian. This drift sheet, whose point of radiation 
was Labrador, is found at the surface over a limited area in Wis
consin; in eastern Iowa along the Mississippi River; over nearly 
the whole of western and southern Illinois; and as a band across 
southern Indiana and a part of southern Ohio. East of Columbus, 
in the latter State, its southern border turns north and disappears 
under the Wisconsin. 

4. The Iowan. This sheet of drift is recognized in the north· 
eastern corner of Iowa and northwestern Illinois, extending into 
Minnesota. It is supposed to have been deposited by an ice flow 
from the Kewatin center. 

5. The Wisconsin. This, the drift sheet occupying the largest 
surface because not covered up by later ones, may be regarded as 
covering the northern half of North America, coming down on the 
map to, or close to, the line which marks the southernmost extension 
of glacial drift, the terminal moraine, in the eastern part of the 
United States as far west as central Ohio; then passing north of 
the terminal moraine across southern Ohio, across the northern part 
of southern Indiana, west to central Illinois; thence north to ·Wis· 
consin and Minnesota, back into Iowa, forming a long lobe in the 
north-central part of the State; thence, in a general way, north·· 
westward. Better than any of the other sheets it exhibits the 
typical features of a glacial deposit. Its southern border is marked 
by a heavier moraine; and as the ice-sheet receded it left several 
more or less concentric moraines in front of each of its lobes. 

THE INTERGLACIAL STAGES. 

1. The Aftonian. The deposits of this interglacial interval, 
which lie between the Nebraskan and the Kansan drifts, have been 
recognized with certainty only in Iowa and Nebraska; but here at 
numerous points, especially in the western part of the former State. 
Here besides gravel and deposits of sand, there ha:ve been observecl 
old beds of peat and muck, containing stumps and branches of 
trees. In these Aftonian beds there have been discovered several 
species of vertebrates, elephants, mastodons, the common and the 
giant beaver, horses, camels, a moose-like ruminant, a goat-like 
ruminant, species of large ground-sloths and a bear. These dis
coveries are of prime importance, inasmuch as they give ns a glimpse 
at the life of the early Pleistocene. 
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2. The Yarmouth. '1.'he only deposits known to belong to the 
illterval between the Kansan and the Illinoian drift sheets are 
found in eastern Iowa. At various points there have been observed 
old soils containing peaty matter and sometimes considerable 
amounts of wood. At Yarmouth, Iowa, where the peat has a thick
ness of 15 feet, there were secured also the bones of a rabbit and of 
2. skunk. 

3. The Sangamon. This interglacial interval followed the Illi
noian glacial stage and preceded the Iowan. It is represented by 
old soils and beds of muck and by leached surfaces at many points 
in Illinois, where it is overlain by Iowan till or more commonly 
by loess deposits, which are believed to represent the Iowan stage. 
What is thought to be a Sangamon deposit of peat if{ found at Dav
enport, Iowa· (Leverett, XXXVIII, p. 127), and other exposures of 
Sangamon are stated by Leverett (op. cit., p. 126) to occur in Indi
ana and western Ohio, just outside of the border of the Wisconsin 
drift moraines. It is found, also, within the border of the Wis
consin when this has been penetrated by diggings and borings (Lev
erett, op. cit., p. 200, seq.), in northeastern Illinois, northern Indi
ana, and southern Michigan. 

4. The Peorian. The deposits of this interval lie theoretically 
between the drift deposits of the Iowan and the Wisconsin stages; 
but it seems not to be certain that both drifts are anywhere present 
where supposed Peorian is found. It is not always possible to dis
tinguish the Peorian from the Sangamon, and in his recent writings 
Prof. Leverett regards the two as the same. Where an old soil 
occurs below Wisconsin drift and above a loess deposit, it probably 
belongs to the Peorian. Such a case occurs east of Peoria, Illinois, 
where a soil containing some wood was found between the loess 
and the lowest sheet of the Wisconsin drift. Some important fossil
iferous beds supposed to be of the same age as the Peorian, but 
possibly older, have been discovered near Toronto, Canada. They 
contain a considerable number of forest trees, insects, mollusks, and 
some vertebrates. 

Soils met with below Wisconsin drift in wells and borings may 
belong to this stage or to the Sangamon. 

The loess is an extremely fine deposit which has a wide exten
sion in the Mississippi Valley and on the Plains region. The pre
vailing opinion at present is that jt had its origin in wind-blown 
dust. In places it may reach a thickness of 100 feet, but it is usu
ally much thinner. It is found especially along the larger streams 
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THE LOESS. 

and is thicker on the eastern side of these. It extends eastwarcl 
somewhat beyond the Wabash River, even to West Virginia; but 
in Indiana it attains no great thickness, a depth of 10 feet being 
rar€ly found. It often contains fossil snail shells belonging to 
species that are yet living and which inhabit dry land. This loess 
is closely associated with the Iowa drift sheet. It seems always to 
lie above the Sangamon soil, and, for the most part, beneath the 
Wisconsin drift; although it is probable that to some extent a sim
ilar deposit has continued to be formed down to the present day. 

DEPOSITS OUTSIDE OF THE GLACIATED AREA. 

During the glacial stages erosion and deposition .were proceed
ing in the unglaciated regions in the usual way. Of most interest 
in the present connection are those deposits made along the larger 
streams which carried off the water that came from the foot of the 
ice-sheets. This was naturally heavily charged with fine sediments, 
which were at length dropped farther down the streams. The val
leys of all the larger streams of Indiana contain water-formed de
posits that owe their origin to the ice-sheet. There may be expected 
to occur in these valleys deposits representing each of the glacial 
stages, but it will require much investigation in order to distinguish 
them. Leverett in his map (Monograph U. S., Geol. Survey 
XXXVIII, plate VI), recognizes glacial valley deposits of two peri
ods, those that were formed during the Wisconsin stage and those 
that were made before the Wisconsin. 

GLACIO-LACUSTRINE DEPOSITS. 

In Chamberlin and Salisbury's Geology may be found a con
densed account of the geologidal and geographical changes that 
took place between the time when the glacial sheet had withdrawn 
its lobes to within the beds of the present lakes Michigan, Erie, and 
Ontario, and the time when the St. Lawrence River was opened to 
permit the discharge of the lakes t.hrough its channel. For a con
siderable period the waters that collected in the ice-free part 0 f 
what is now Lake Superior escaped southward into the head of the 
Mississippi; those of Lake Michigan, into the Illinois River; those 
of Lake Erie into the Wabash; and, when the ice had to a con
siderable extent withdrawn from the present bed of Lake Ontaria, 
the water was discharged by the Mohawk into the Hudson. For a 
considerable time the waters of these lakes stood at a much hjgher 
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level than at present. To these bodies of water, standing at vary
ing levels from time to time and reaching southward varying but 
increasing distances from the ice-front, geologists have given other 
names than those applied to the present lakes. 

The borders of these ancient lakes are now marked by old 
beaches, some of which are found many miles outside of the present 
beaches and at higher levels. Naturally the higher beaches are the 
older ones. 

In this connection may be considered deposits formed on the 
top of the Wisconsin drift in northern Indiana. Some of these 
were made before the glacial sheet had retired from the beds of the 
Great Lakes; some of them afterwards. Doubtless in many local
ities deposits have continued to be made down to the present time 
or nearly so. In northwestern Indiana, in the region along the 
Kankakee River, the Iroquois River, and the upper portion of the 
Tippecanoe, there is an area of somewhat more than 3,000 square 
miles that is more or less covered with sand and where sand dunes 
occur too abundantly. In the basin of the Kankakee River the 
sand-covered tract surrounds the present Kankakee marshes. The 
explanation offered for this region by Prof. Leverett (Mon. 
XXXVIII, p. 338) is that after the ice-sheet had withdrawn just 
north of the Kankakee River, the water was ponded south of it so 
as to form a broad shallow lake. Into this lake sands were washed 
by waters from the foot of the ice-sheet. Probably not all the re
gion was covered with water at the same time, and the sand may 
have been more or less moved about by winds since the glacial 
epoch. 

After the ice-sheet had permanently withdrawn trom the State, 
the surface was, in general, very uneven and not well drained. 
This gave rise to numerous lakes and ponds. As time went on 
many of these became filled, so as to be converted into swamps or 
uven dry land; while others have continued down to our day. Ar
tificial drainage is rapidly converting much of the swampy area of 
northern Indiana into dry, cultivable land. In many cases it will 
be impossible to say when certain deposits were laid down, whether 
in Pleistocene or in Recent times. While these deposits, whether 
Pleistocene or Recent, were accumulating, the country was inMb· 
ited by vertebrate animals. If at any level there are found re
mains of extinct animals, such as elephants, mastodons, giant beav
ers, musk-oxen, etc., we may conclude that we have Pleistocene 
deposits. If, on the other hand, there are found only the bones of 
living species, as elk, deer or beaver, we are likely to conclude that 
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the deposit is recent. 'Ve must, however, recollect that probably 
all these species lived in Indiana back as far, at the least, as the 
close of thn Pleistocene lwriod. 'rhe depth at whieh the bones and 
the teeth occur gives little or no clue to their agn; for in some 
basins deposits may accumulate rapidly, while in others they al'e 
laid down very sIn-wIy or not at all. Hlephant and mnstotloJ] re
mains nre sometillws found very neal' the snrfac('. 

TIlE COLLEC'l'ING OF FOSSIL BONES. 

Before taking up the consideration of the fcssil vertebrates of 
Indiana, it may be profitable to say a word about the collection and 
preservation of the materials that furnish us our knowledge. 

When fossil bones or teeth have been found they should, in the 
first place, be carefully taken from the earth; a careful observation 
ought to be made of the depth at which they occur, the nature of 
the earth in which thcy are buried, and the kinds and the thicknes.; 
of the overlying soils passed through. Every part should be kept 
in the possession of the person to whom they properly belong, so 
that thE' find may be of as high scientific value as possible. If the 
l'(~mains are given or sold to any institution, complete information 
ought to be furnished that institution as to matters mentioned above 
[lIld the exact place where they were found, indicated in the way 
that is employed in making deeds of land. This will enable per
sons at any time afterwards to go to that spot and make such ob
servations as they may wish. In this way important questions rmw 

sometimes be settled. 
When the remains are turned over to any museum or college 01' 

university, the obligation should be exacted that a permanent rec
ord of the information furnished shall be made. In almost every 
museum materials have been gathered, often at much expense, and 
then carelessly left without label or record and nearly, often whol
ly, thus deprived of their value. In case the bones are large 
enough, a permanent label, giving the locality, ought to be put Oll 

each one. 
Sometimes fossil bones and teeth are so well preserved tha l 

they may easily be taken from the earth by any unskilled person; 
but even then the smaller parts may be overlooked; and these may 
be the very ones that have never before been found and are the ones 
most desired. 

On the other hand, the bones are very likely to be soft and 
easily broken. It is not unknown that a skull of an exceedingly 
rare and valuable mammoth has been drawn out of the earth by 
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hitching a span of horses to it; when in reality it ought to have 
been lifted from its bed as tenderly as a baby from its cradle. Hard
ly one of our extinct animals is completely known, and every part 
discovered ought to be preserved in order that knowledge may be 
increased. Moreover, what may most appeal to many persons, the 
money value of a specimen increases rapidly as the completeness 
of the skeleton is approached. In case the prospects are fair for a 
complete or nearly complete skeleton, it will be better in many 
cases to leave it in the ground and allow it to be exhumed by an 
expert. Most museums prefer to exhume their own skeletons. It 
is not unusual, when some large bones have been found, to an
nounce the discovery widely; so that crowds flock in from all sides, 
in great excitement. The bones are dug out in feverish haste, 
broken and separated from those with which they were connected. 
Part of them are given away as keepsakes to people who know 
nothing about them and to whom they are of no value; and after 
a few years they are destroyed or lost. Many specimens of masto
dons have been found in Indiana; but there is probably not a good 
mastodon skeleton in any Indiana institution. Fol't.unately, how
ever, some of them have been preserved in outside museums. There 
is hardly a State that furnishes so many interesting extinct forms 
as Indiana; and it is time for its intelligent inhabitants to learn to 
appreciate scientific knowledge and materials as they appreciate 
literature and politics. 

THE PLEISTOCENE VERTEBRA'fE ANIMALS OF 
INDIANA. 

The Pleistocene fossil Vertebrata known to have lived in In
diana belong almost wholly to the class known as Mam
malia. There were living v,ithin the limits of Indiana, without 
doubt, during the whole of Pleistocene times, numerous freshwater 
fishes, amphibians, reptiles, and birds. The hard parts of many of 
these, we may be sure, were covered up in the deposits laid down 
during interglacial times here and there over the State and at all 
times in deposits left in lakes and rivers; but for many reasom 
they are not collected. The bones of the smaller animals do nOl: 
attract as much attention as do those of elephants and mastodons. 
1'he earth in which the bones are buried, not being consolidated 
into a firm rock, crumbles in being disturbed and permits the skele
ton to fall apart. The bones themselves are not well mineralized 
~nd break up readily. When, on the other hand, a fish skeleton 
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is enclosed in a hard rock, the latter is likely to split in such a way 
as to reveal the skeleton with all its bones firmly retained in the 
position which they had when buried. 

Nevertheless, we may expect in time to secure specimens even 
of the fishes and reptiles. Some of the Pleistocene clays are com
pact and stratified so that they will separate in thin layers. Prof. 
Frank Baker, of the Chicago Academy of Science, has shown me a 
considerable part of the skeleton and scales of a bow-fin which 
he found in a Pleistocene clay near Chicago. There is described 
llere the shell of a box-tortoise that was found in a cave near Bloom
ington; and we may expect that some of the numerous caves that 
occur in southern Indiana will yet furnish many valuable examples 
of the creatures that lived during the geological period that pre
ceded our own. 

Class REPTILIA. 

THE REPTILES. 

Cold-blooded vertebrates, which breathe air by means of lungs, 
whose eggs are laid on land, whose young do not pass through a 
tad-pole stage, whose skull has a single occipital condyle, and 
whose lower jaw articulates with the skull by means of a quadrate 

bone. 
Fossil reptiles are poorly represented in the known Pleistocene 

fauna of Indiana. The writer knows of none except the box
tortoise that is described below. There can be little doubt, how
ever, that careful search in the deposits of caves and in peat and 
muck beds still other species of turtles might be found, as well as 
of snakes and perhaps lizards. 

Order TESTUDINRS. 
THE TURTLES. 

Short and thick reptiles, the internal organs of whose bodicR 
are enclosed in a more or less perfect armor, composed of an upper 
portion, the carapace, and a lower portion, the plastron. 

Family EMYDIDM. 

RIVER AND SWXMP 'I'UR'l'LES AND BOX-TURTLES. 

Carapacc articulated at the sides with the plastron. No meso
plastron. Quadrate open behind. 
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Genus TERAPENE Merrens. 

THE BOX-TUR'l'LES. 

Shell short and broad. Plastron as broad as the carapace; com
posed of two parts movable on each other and on the carapace, so 
that the shell may be completely closed. 

TERRAPENE CAROI-,INA (Linna:-us). 

'rhis is the common hox-tortoise of the eastern part of the United 
States, and it is abundant in Indiana. 

Prof. J. W. Beede, of the State University of Indiana, sent the 
writer some bones which he collected in a limestone cave which had 
teen discovered and destroyed in some quarrying operations at· the 
Rock Cliff quarry, just northwest of Williams, in Lawrence County, 
Indiana. Among the bones and teeth, the writer has recognized 
two species of peccaries and a box-tortoise that seems to differ in 
no way from individuals now living in Indiana. Only the upper 
shell is present and this is somewhat damaged (Fig. 1.). All thc 

bones are united so closely that all the sutures are closed and in
visible. The length of the shell in a straight line was close to 140 
mm. ; the greatest width was about 105 mm. The figure will enable 
comparisons to be made with recent specimens. 

It is impossible to determine the geological age of this turtle. 
It is not at all unlikely that it lived before the oncoming of the 

however to the Pleistocene. 
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Class MAMMALIA. 

'rHE MAMlIIALS. 

The Mammalia get their name from the fact that the females of 
all the species possess organs for thc production of milk for tht~ 

nourishment of the young. The mammals are, too, the only ani
mals that possess a more or less complete covering of hair. There 
are many other features which characterize the group, but it is un
necessary to note them here. 

The Mammalia are divided into a few groups called Superorders 
and these again into Orders. Only a few of these orders are rep
resented by remains that have up to this time been found in In· 
diana. 

Superorder EDENTATA. 

THE SLOTH-I,IKE MAMMALS. 

I<'.or this superorder the name EDENTATA is more commonly em
ployed, but Bruta is sometimes used. In the fauna of the present 
world the order is represented by the sloths, ant-eaters, and arma
dillos of South America. Some species of arrnadillcs extend their 
range as far north as Texas. In Asia and Africa are othcr genera 
which differ so much from the New World forms that they are hy 
many authors rcgarded as representing a separate group, the Pholi
dota. "Ve need not here trouble ourselves about them. To the New 
World division there is often given also the name X enarthra. 

The Edentata may be defined as claw-bearing animals, with the 
body covered with hair, or horny scales or bony plates, and having 
the teeth either missing entirely or at a low stage of development. 
They are, when present, column-like in form, without roots; and 
they continue to increase in length at the base as they are worn 
away at the crown, having a persistent pulp. These teeth have no 
enamel, but are composed principally of dentine; but often thero 
is a layer of cement. The dentine of the interior is less dense and 
softer and wears away more rapidly than the very hard outer 
layer. 

As to their mode of life, the living New World forms vary 
greatly. The sloths live among the branches of trees, hanging by 
means of their great claws 'with the back downward, and devouring 
the foliage. The armadillos are burrowing animals that live on 
roots, worms, insects and carrion. The ant-eaters of the New World 
include some terrestrial and some arboreal species, and they all 
nourish themselves on insects. 
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During Tertiary times there existed in South America an enor
mous number of genera of this group, Edentata or Xenarthra. 
During the Pliocene and Pleistocene periods some of these migrated 
into North America and spread over the larger part of the United 
States. It must be said, however, that representatives of the Eden
tata existed in North America as far back as the middle Eocene 
and probably yet in the middle }\Iiocene. It is probable that the 
group became extinct in North America before the invasion on th8 
part of South American forms, in Pleistocene times. 

The New World Edentata have been divided into what may be 
regarded as two orders, the Pilosa., or hairy Edentates, and the 
Loricata, or armored Edentates. Inasmuch as none of the latter 
are known to have occurred within or near the limits of Indiana, 
it will not be necessary to consider further the differences between 
the two orders. It suffices to say that the IJoricata include the 
nrmadillos and the extinct glyptodons, while the Pilosa include 
the sloths and ant-enters. These are again sub-divided into two 
clivisions, which may be regarded ns superfamilies, the Gravigrada, 
the extinet ground-sloths, and the TariTigTrlcla, the tree-sloths. Onr 
}ifl'air is \yith the Grl1vigrada. 

Superfamily GRA VIGRADA. 

TI-lE GROUND-ST"OTHS. 

Eclentata having usually a heavily built skeleton alld a rela
tively small skull; size small to medium in early Tertiary forms. 
l,,;rge in those of the Pleistocene. Number of presacral verteQra? 
\'Drying from 26 to 32. Posterior dorsals and the lumbars furnished 
with pairs of articular processes in addition to these of the an
terior vertebra>. Skull elongated and low, nearly cylindrical, with 
the part in front of the orbits short. Zygomatic arehes sometime, 

complete; sometimes with a gap between the jugal and the SqU~l
mosal. ,Tugal usually with a strong deseending process. IJowcr 
jaw 'with broad ascending and horizontal rami. Upper teeth fiw 
or four on eaeh side; lower teeth fonr or three on each side I! = ~! 
Radius and ulna not coossified; tibia and fibula sometimes co("issified 
at the extremities. Digits five in each foot in front and behind. or 
only four behind; clawed. Tail usually large. Habits herbivorou~. 

Under the snperfamily Gravigrada are included three families, 
the Megalonychida3; the Megatheriidal and the Mylodontidm. So 
far no remains representing the second of these families has been 
found in Indiana or near its borders. 
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Family MEGALONYCHIDJE. 

Ground-sloths of small to large size, with a long and cylin
drical skull, more or less constricted behind the orbits. Tooth 

formula (tl. In section the teeth are 4-sided or elliptical, some

times slightly triangular; never lobate; in section the anterior up
per one more or less distant from the second; hinder one not differ
ing greatly from the others in size. Fore and usually hind feet 
with five digits, the median ones most strongly developed. 

Genera belonging to this family are known from the Santa 
Cruz beds of the older Tertiary, of South America. Descriptions 
and numerous illustrations may be found in Prof. W. B. Scott '8 

Mammalia of the Santa Cruz Beds. In North America the family 
is represented by Megalonyx and Morotheriltm. 

Genus MEGALONYX Jefferson. 

IJarge North American late Pliocene and Pleistocene sloths, with 

teeth {, the anterior both in the upper and the lower jaw consider
ably in front of the succeeding one, and much larger. The foU!' 
hinder molars roughly quadrate or triangular in section, with 
rounded angles and straight or convex sides; not fluted. 

1'his genus was proposed by President Thomas Jefferson in 1799 
on parts of a skeleton including some claws that had been found 
in a cave in Greenbrier County, ,Vest Virginia.. From the form of 
the claws he concluded the animal was carnivorous. 

MEGALONYX JEFFERSONII Desmarest. 

Although Jefferson gave name to the genus, he did not name 
the species. This was done in 1822 by Desmarest, who assigned it 
to the genus Megatherium and in honor of President Jefferson 
named it Megatherium jeffersonii. 

Jefferson had in his possession only a part of a femur, a radius, 
an ulna, three claws and a few other foot bones. Since his time 
portions of the animal have been found in various parts of the 
country, from Big Bone Cave, Van Buren County, Tenn.; Mem
phis, Tenn.; Big Bone Lick and Henderson, Ky.; Natchez, Miss.; 
Tuscumbia, Ala.; Wythe County, W. Va.; Peace Creek, Fla.; 
Holmes County, Ohio; Evam;ville, Ind.; Galena and Urbana, Ill.; 
Dubuque and Mills counties, Iowa; McPherson and Clark (or 
Meade) counties, Kan.; Huerfano County, CoL i and Hardin 
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County, Tex. Inasmuch as the finds have often consisted of 
meager remains, a single tooth or claw or little more, it may be 
that one or more other species are included; for six other Pleisto
cene species have been described and two from the Pliocene. None 
except M. jeffersonii has been found in Indiana or neighboring 

States. 
The remains of the species which have been found in Indiana 

were collected long ago by Mr. Francis A. Lincke, in the banks of 
the Ohio River, near the mouth of Pigeon Creek, a mile or two 
below Evansville. The materials were reported by Dr. Joseph 
Leidy, in the Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences, in 
1854, page 199. They consisted of the shafts of two tibire of a 
young individual, an axis, a piece of a calcaneum, one metacarpal, 
one metatarsal, and one claw phalanx. < 

In the same deposits were found what were regarded as parts 
of possibly American bison (Bison bison), the white-tailed deer 
(Odocoileus virginianus) , an extinct horse (Equus complicatus), 
the extinct tapir (Tapirus haysu) , and the Indiana wolf (Oanis 

dirus) . 
An examination of the map of this region given by Leverett, 

(JVIonog. XXXVIII, U. S. Geol. Survey, PIs. VI and VIII) will 
show that the Ohio Valley at this point is occupied by glacial ter
races that are older than the Wisconsin glacial stage. This seems 
to be confirmed by the occurrence there of the fossil horse, the 
tapir, and the wolf. The bison may belong to some extinct species, 
rather than to the living species Bison bison. 

Our knowledge of this species depends principally on the re
mains found near Henderson, Kentucky, and 'near Millersburg, 
Holmes County, Ohio. Neither lot of bones furnishes a complete 
skeleton, but, to a considerable degree they supplement each other 
and between them furnish us with the greater part of the frame- < 

work. . 
Henderson is situated on the Kentucky side of the Ohio Rivel' 

about nine miles below Evansville, Indiana. This side of the valley 
is undoubtedly filled with glacial deposits: like those en the Indiana 
side, and the bone bed is, as stated by D. D. Owen in a letter to 
Leidy (Smithson. Contrib.Knowl.;VII, art. p.7h only abOut 
five or six feet below the ordinary low stage of water. We may 
therefore. conclude that the remains are ofimOl-Wisconsintimes. 
l!"'rom this same bone bed Owen collected many horns ana b'OJies· of· 
the deer. The parts Qf the skeleton of Megalonyx i{)UJid here will he. 
mentioned below. ,. 
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1'he partial skeleton found in Holmes County, Ohio, was dis
covered on the farm of Mr. Drushell, abo:ut six miles east and a 
little north of Millersburg. According to Claypole, who described 
these remains, they were lying on a layer of shell marl, and this 
was overlain by six feet of peat. The terminal moraine of the 
Wisconsin drift-sheet runs through the county in an east by north
east direction, and this had led to the formation of a small lake 
north of it, which finally became a swamp filled up with peat. By 
some means the megalonyx had left his remains in the lake aftel' 
the formation of the shell marl and before the growth of the peat. 
It is evident that this sloth existed after the retirement of the Wis
Ilonsin drift-sheet and long enough after it for the climate to be
come sufficiently warm to permit this animal to wander into Ohio. 
'This post-Wisconsin existence of the megalonyx is, in a measure, 
confirmed by the finding of a claw near Urbana, Illinois, on early 
·Wisconsin drift; but still more satisfactorily by the discovery of 
megalonyx bones in a dry cave in Tennessee, to which bones there 
were yet attached remnants of articular cartilage, and even in 
one case the horny sheath of the claw. The partial skeleton 
discovered at Henderson, Kentucky, is now in the collection of th,~ 
State University, at Bloomington, Indiana, where the writer has 
examined it. It was studied and described by Joseph Leidy in 
volume VII of he Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge, issued 
ill 1855. Leidy's treatise took into consideration all the materials 
known to him and was beautifully illustrated with 16 finely en. 
graved plates. From these plates some of the illustrations her" 
used have been prepared. It is not certain that the bones found 
at Henderson all belong to the same individual, for they were 
picked up at various times from year to year. Leidy thus enumer
ates the bones: "A nearly entire skull and lower jaw; the atlas, 
axis, and three other cervical vertebral; two dorsals, one sacral 
and two caudal vertebral; both clavicles; the glenoid articulation 
of the right scapula; the left humerus; the articular extremities of 
the right ulna and those of both radii; five carpal bones; four meta
carpals; 11 phalanges of the forefeet; fragments of several ribs; 
one sternal bone; both thighs, broken; both patellal; both tibae; 
seven tarsal bones; five metatarsals; and five phalanges of the hind 
feet. 

The Millersburg, Ohio, specimen was described by Prof. E. W. 
Claypole (Amer. Geologist, vol. VII, pp. 122.132; 149-153), but no 
figures were given. He gave the following list of bones secured: 
three teeth, one hyoid, three lumbar vertebral, one caudal, probably 
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one broken cervical; three ribs and some pieces; one clavicle; one 
radius, both femora, one tibia, both fibulm, both patellre, both cal
canea, 22 carpals and tarsals, five metacarpals and metatarsals, 20 
phalanges, including 11 claws. 

A comparison of the two lists shows that many bones are rep
resented in neither of these skeletons or only partially represented. 

FIG. 2. Megalonyx ieffersonii. View of skeleton greatly reduced. 

Many vertebrre are missing, including the sacrum; few ribs have 
been secured; the pelvis is present in neither and besides is quite 
unknown, except that Harlan in 1835 described an ilium from a 
cave in Tennessee. Neither of the two specimens mentioned offers 
a complete scapula; the humerus is represented in the Henderson 
specimen by a bone without the epiphyses. 
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The Henderson specimen is mounted without restoration of 
missing parts. The Millersburg specimen has the missing parts 
represented in plaster, following probably Mylodon where not 
known in Megalonyx. The work was done by the Ward establish
ment, Rochester, N. Y., and the artificial parts have been made to 
resemble so closely the bones that it is very difficult in some cases 
to distinguish the real and the fictitious. A line drawing of this 
specimen is here presented (Fig. 2), prepared from a photograph 
taken by the writer. It is impracticable to indicate the parts that 
a.re restored artificially, and it may be taken as representing the 

FIG. 3. Megalonyx jeifersoni£. Side view of the skull, X U. 

general form of the animal and, for the most part, of its elements 
as determined from all known materials. 

The total length of the specimen as mounted in 3,510 mm. (11 
ft. 6 in.). The height of the sacral region from the floor is 1,500 
mm. (4 ft. 11 in.), and this is likewise the length of the fore and 
of the hinder limbs, following the front of the bones. The descrip
tio:q. of the more important portions of the skeleton will be taken 
from both skeletons and from other known materials . 

. The Bkttll. Figures are presented of this skull, prepared from 
those made for Dr. Leidy and published in Vol. VII, of the Smith
sonian . Contributions to Knowledge. Figure 3 shows the skull 
from the left side and of one-fourth the natural size. It is nearly 
complete, but the malar bones are ·gone and the pterygoid processes. 
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The lower jaw is mostly present. The teeth of the upper jaw are 
all present, except the second of the left side and the fifth one of 
the right side. As will be seen, the skull is long, low, and, leaving 
<Jut of view the zygomatic arches, narrow. (Fig. 4.) The anterior 
region is higher than the brain-case. The upper border is nearly 
straight. The rear forms nearly a semicircle, whose center is just 
below the upper border of the foramen magnum. The length from 
front of first tooth to the rear of the occipital condyles is 355 mm.; 
from the hard palate to the highest part of the snout is 152 mm.; 
breadth at the rear of the orbits, 125 mm. The orbits are shallow 
and are indicated abDve and in front by a high ridge ascending 
from the root of the molar process; behind by a slight ridge which 
separates it from thp r()u~h tp'1'lporal fossa. Tn front of the malar 

FIG. 4. A1ega?onyx J:!ifersonii. View of tlle skull from above. X 74. 

process on each side is a groove which extends downward on the 
sides of the upper jaw between the first and second teeth. It will 
be observed that the part of the face in front of the orbit is ex
tremely short, and it narrows towards the nasal openings. ThE; 
anterior nares form a very large opening, abDut 75 mm. in diameter. 

In front of the hinder roots of the zygomatic arches the skull 
is constricted. The rear of the skull slopes rapidly downward to 
tIle occipital condyles. There is a low but well-defined sagittal 
crest; whereas, in Mylodon there is a broad, smooth surface be·· 
tween the two temporal fosslE. 

As shown by the skull of another species, Megalonyx leidyi, 
found in Kansas, the zygomatic arch was quite certainly complete. 
In the living sloths and in Mylodon there is a gap about its middle. 
In M. leidyi there runs downward and backward from the anterior 
root a long process which would reach quite to the lower border of 

36-:~n53 
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the lower jaw at the middle of the laUer. From the middle of the 
arch another shorter process extends upward and backward. These 
processes offered an extensive attachment for the muscles which 
rlloved the lower jaw. 

On the lower surface of the skull (Fig .. 5), there are to be seen 
behind the occipital condyles, various openings for nerves and 
bloodvessels, processes for muscles, the auditory processes, and at 
the root of each zygomatic arch, the articulation for the lower jaw. 
'1'his is about 28 mm. long and 50 mm. wide, the long diameter being 
directed outward and forward. The hard palate begins at the 
hinder border of the last molars. Here it is about 33 mm. wide and 
is still narrower between the third molars. Between the thre~ 
hinder pairs of molars it is convex and with the middle of i1:& width 

FIG. 5. Megalonyx jejjersonii. View of ,he ,kul! from below. X M. 

about on a level with the worn surfaces of the teeth. Further for
ward it rises, flattens and widens to about 110 mm. near the an
terior teeth. Between the teeth just mentioned is a large anterior 
palatine foramen. 

Five teeth are found in each row above. Those of the anterior 
pair are considerably larger than the others and somewhat canine
like. They extend high up in the jaw to the root of the malar 
process, having a length of 125 mm. and being strongly curved. The 
section is elliptical, with a swelling on the inner face. The di
ameters are 38 mm. and 19 mm. Between the teeth of this pair is 
a distance of 60 mm.; while between them and the second molars 
there is an equal space. The hinder four molars of each side have 
only a slight space between the adjoining ones. Figure 6, taken 
from Leidy, presents the sections and positions of these teeth. The 
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length of the row of four hinder teeth is 80 mm. From the front 
of the first tooth to the rear of the fifth is 172 mm. In the figure 
this distance is less than in nature. The triturating surface is 
worn so as to present a concavity surrounded by a border of harder 
dentine. It is most worn towards its hinder border. 

FIG. 6. Megalonyx jeffersonii. Teeth shown in section; the anterior one at the right hand. X %. 

The premaxillaries are consolidated with the maxillm, but not 
with each other on the midline. They measure about 19 mm. in 
width and 50 mm. in height. 

The lower jaw (Fig. 7) is high in front; much lower at the mid
line of its length and provided behind with three processes. The 
length from front to extreme rear is 317 mm. The height of the 
symphysis is 105 mm., and this symphysis is directed strongly down
\yard and somewhat backward. The height of the bone a little be 
hind the anterior tooth is 100 mm.; at the third tooth, 90 mm.; at 
the coronoid process, 158 mm.; at the condyle, 105 mm. The outer 
f:;ce of the body of the bone is convex; the inner face, flat. In the 
tipper border were placed the four teeth, of which only the second 
and the fourth were present. Between the first and the second is 
a diastema of 42 mm. At the rear of the jaw is the strong angular 
process. The condyles for union with the skull are about 50 mm. 
from side to side. The alveolus for the first tooth has a depth of 
about 88 mm., and its diameter shows that this tooth was of a 8im 

FJG. i. Megalonyx jejfersonii. L:n~rer jaw seen from above. X %:. 

fully as large as the corresponding upper tooth. It was directed 
upward, forward, and outward. The last three teeth formed a row 
about ~5 mm.long. The second and fourth teeth measured, in sec
tion, 18 mm. from front to back; 24 mm. from side to side. These 
sections are quadrate with rounded angles and somewhat convex 
sides. The worn face of each is concave, bounded by a sharp bor-
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der which bounds a valley running somewhat obliquely across the 

tooth. 
The atlas is present in the Henderson skeleton and was figured 

by Leidy in two positions. '1'he greatest width is 170 mm.; the 
width of the lower arch, 32 mm.; the width of the spinal canal, 48 
mm. There is a very tortuous canal for the vertebral artery. 

Leidy figured the axis. The body of the bone with the odontoid 
process is 88 mm. long. On the lower surface of the obtuse odontoid 
is a surface for union with the atlas. Behind the anterior zygaphy
sis is the opening of the canal for the vertebral artery. 

There are three cervical vertebrre, being, as Leidy thought, the 
third, the fifth, and the seventh. The fifth, measured from the 

FIG. 8. lIfegalonyx ieffersonii. Part of scapula, showing the glenoid cavity. X lr nearly. 

lower surface of the body to the tip of the spine is about 140 mm.; 
the seventh, about 175 mm. An anterior vertebra has the hinder 
end of the body transversely elliptical and with a diameter of 38 
mm. and 50 mm. A posterior dorsal has the hinder end of the 
body 75 mm. high and 88 mm. wide. . 

Leidy described a part of a sacrum to which he had access.· In 
the Henderson specimen there is present only the last of the five 
sacrals. The body measures from side to side 85 mm.; up and 
down, over 50 mm. From the extremity of one lateral process to 
that of the other is 260 mm. These processes extend outward and 
backward and are rough on their front border for union with the 
processes of the preceding sacral. There are two caudals present. 
The hyoid bone is described and figured by Leidy. It is not pres
ent in either of the two skeleto:p.s h~re described.. It 'l\ a V-sha:ped 
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bone, which articulated to the skull by its apex. The length of 
each arm is about 65 mm. In the skeleton at Columbus the writer 
recognized one actual rib, but Claypole stated that there were three 
of them. A rib on the specimen at Indiana State University has 
a width of 46 mm. and a thickness of 26 mm. Harlan described 
what he regarded as one of the anterior false ribs, and this had a 
length of 29 inches. It is remarkable that a greater number of 
such thick and strong ribs has not been preserved. 

Neither scapula is present in the Millersburg, Ohio, specimen; 
and in the Henderson specimen there is present only the region 
dout the gi(llciu cavity of em f'capula. Leidy figures (op. cit. PI. 
VIII, Fig. 2) the articular region of a scapula that \Vas found in 
the vicinity of Natchez, J\lississippi. This figure reproduced here 
(Fig. 8) shows the glenoid cavity which measured 83 mm. in length 
and 60 mm. in width. It shows also that there was an arch of bone 
that connected the acromion process with the coracoid process of 
the scapula. Furthermore, the anterior border of the scapula sent 
forward a process that joined the coracoid process so as to form 
a foramen in the front portion of the bone. These structures are 
found in some of the now living sloths. 

Richard Harlan figured a scapula of "~legalonyx which had been 
found in a cave in Tennessee. (Med. and Phys. Res., PI. XIII, Fig. 
12. ) In this bone the acromion had no connection with the cora
coid, but this may have been due to injury to the bone or to the 
youth of the animal. The distance from the glenoid cavity to the 
middle of the suprascapular horder was about 310 mm. 

Both clavicles are present in the Henderson specimen; only one 
in that from Millersburg. This bone in the former specimen has a 
length of 220 mm. and a width of 70 mm. It is a compressed bone, 
with one surface convex lengthwise, the other concave. The end 
that joined the sternum is larger and presents an articular head. 

Both humeri are lacking in the Ohio specimen and the right 
one in that from Henderson, Ky. The left one of this specimen 
was figured by Leidy and his figure has furnished the one presented 
here (F'ig. 9). The bone is large, with a nearly cylindrical shaft 
and a greatly expanded lower end. The total length is 520 mm. ; 
the greatest diameter of the head, fore and aft, 100 mm. ; the other 
diameter, 85 mm. The two tuberosities are of about the same size 
and are placed one on each side of the front of the head. . The 
bicipital groove is shallow. The shaft is slightly flattened in front. 
At the middle of the length of the bone the diameter from side to 
side is 85 mm.; from front to rear l 62 mm. Figure 10 gives a sec-
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tion at this part. The expanded lower end of the bone measures 
258 mm. across the condyles. The inner condyle projects farther 
beyond the corresponding trochlea than does the outer condyle be
yond the trochlear surface for the radius. At the upper part of 
its base is the entepicondylar foramen. The outer condyle has its 
upper border convex. The hinder face of this lower end is slightly 
concave and there is a shallow depression for the anconeal process 

tj'IG. 9. k[egalonyx jeffersonii. Left hu
merus seen ITom front. X t. 

j 
FIG. 10. klegalonyx Jeffersonii. Sec

tion across the middle of the hu
merus. The front of the bone is 
above, the radial border toward 
the left. 

FIG. 11. ,Vega/onyx je/
jersonii. Left radius 
and ulna seen from 
front. X!t. 

of the ulna. The articular surface for the radius is much larger 
than that for the ulna. 

J~'igure 11, after Leidy, represents a front view of the left radius 
and ulna. This is a composite figure. The skeleton found at Hen
derson furnished only the articular extremities of the right ulna 
and that of both radii. The figure is probably based on bones that 
were in the collection made by Jefferson. The extreme length of 
the ulna in a straight line is given as 20 inches, 500 mm. The 
breadth from the summit of the coronoid process to the opposite 
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side was 128 mm.; the breadth at the middle of the shaft, 75 mm.; 
that at the distal end, 75 mm. At the upper end are concave ar
ticular surfaces for the humerus and the radius. The distal end 
articulated at the side with the radius and at the extremity with 
the cuneiform. Neither ulna was present in the Millersburg speci
men. The radius that Leidy described and figured was 17.56 inches 
(445 mm.) long; the greatest breadth at the distal end was 89 mm.; 
at the middle of the shaft, 81 mm. This bone is present in the 
right arm of the Millersburg skeleton, and it is considerably larger 
than that of the Jefferson specimen, having a length of 520 mm.: 
diameter of the head, 65 mm.; width at the middle of the shaft, 87 
mm.; thickness at this point, 35 mm.; width, near the distal end, 
in the humerus. At the distal end the bone articulated with the 
humerus, and on the rim of this is a smooth surface for the notch 
in the humerus. At the distal end the bone articulated with the 
scaphoid and the lunar. The palmar face of the bone is concave 
on the upper half, fiat on the lower portion. The opposite face if; 
convex, there being a ridge that runs the whole length of the bone 
at the middle of the surface. 'rhe border on the side of the first 
digit is thin; the ulnar border is thick and rounded. 

For the description of the bones of the wrist the reader may 
consult Dr. Leidy's monograph, which has already been cited. 

In the Henderson specimen there were and are present the 
metacarpals of the second, third and fourth digits of the left arm, 
and the fourth of the right. None of his specimens furnished the 
first metacarpal. This is represented on the right arm of the res
toration of the l\lillersburg skeleton and appears to be actual bone. 
Its length is 46 mm. and its breadth is the same. The second meta
carpal in the Henderson skeleton is 95 mm. long and 44 mm. wide. 
Its distal end has a prominent vertical median ridge which fitted 
into a corresponding groove on the proximal end of the first pha-
13nx. The third metacarpal has a length of 100 mm., and the shaft 
is 38 mm. wide. The distal end has a vertical articular ridge quite 
like that of the second digit. 

The fourth metacarpal is the largest of all, having a length of 
125 mm. Its distal end has the usual vertical ridge. The fifth 
IIletacarpal is not present in the Henderson specimen, but it is found 
in the Millersburg skeleton. It has a length of 120 mm. and a width 
of 26 mm. at the middle of the shaft. Leidy gives a figure of one 
of these bones which was in the Jefferson collection. The phalanges 
of the first row, so far as known, are short thick bones, varying in 
length from 41 mm. in the third digit, to about 37 mm. in the fifth. 
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As mounted, all the first phalanges are present in the right hand 
of the Millersburg specimen. 

In the Henderson specimen there were present the second pha
langes of the second, third, and fourth digits. Those of digits three 
and four are present in the right hand of the Millersburg specimen. 
'1.'hat of the second digit has a length of 58 mm.; that of the third 
digit, 62 mm. ; that of digit three, 67 mm. The terminal phalanges 
are each modified to support a claw. In the Henderson specimen all 
these were present, except that of the thumb; but a few are ap
parently now missing. Leidy figures a thumb claw bone that be
lGnged to the ,Jefferson collection. It was small in comparison with 
the others, being 88 mm. long. Leidy's figure appears to be only 

FIG. 13. 

FIG. 12. 

FIG. 15. FIG. 14. 

FIGs. 12-15. Megalonyx jeffersonii. Lateral and upper views of a claw of the front foot, 
with sections. X Y2. 

2-5 the natural size. Each terminal phalange consists of a com
pressed claw-core, with an upper convex border and a concave 
lower face (Figs. 12, 13). From the tuberosity which occupies 
the hinder half or more of the lower face of the bone, there rise, 
and surrounds about the hinder half of the claw-core a bony 
sheath which enclosed and protected the base of the horny claw. 
This sheath is also attached to the base of the bone on the sides and 
above. The base of the phalange is occupied by an articular sur
face which consists of two vertical grooves separated by a promi
nent ridge. Each groove forms a vertical f3emicircle. The tuber
osity on the underside of the bone is pierced near its middle by a 
pair of foramina for blood-vessels. The length of the ungual pha
lange of the second digit is given by Leidy as 150 mm.; its depth, 
62 mm. The third digit is 175 mm. long; 81 mm. deep. The fourth 
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ungual phalange is 144 mm. long; 62 mm. deep. In the case of this 
phalange in the fifth digit, the length is 62 mm. ; the height, 37 mm. 

The core for the claw is, toward the base, obtuse on the upper 
border, but farther forward it becomes rather acute. Figure 14 
represents a section of the claw-process of the third digit, taken at 
the middle of its length; while figure 15 is a section taken at the 
same place in the second digit. 

The forefoot had a length of nearly 300 mm. The horny claws 
would doubtless have made the length fully that much. 

FIG. 16. J[ylodon robustus. Vimv of pelvis as seen from behind. X lto nearly. 

The pelvis of this animal is not yet well known. The last sacral 
bone has been mentioned above. Dr. Leidy seems to have had no 
part of the innominate bones for study. The pelvis was wholly 
lacking in the Henderson specimen and likewise in that found at 
Millersburg. Harlan (Med. and Phys. Res., p. 336, pI. XVI) men
tions and figures an ilium that had been found in Big Bone cave, 
Tennessee; but he gave little description and no measurements. 
'I'he pelvis in the restoration of the Millersburg specimen has been 
modeled probably after that of Mylodon, as figured by Owen. In 
this animal (Fig. 16) the ilium stands out at nearly right angles 
with the vertebral column, like that of an elephant, thus making 
the basin very shallow. In the Mylodon described by Owen, an 
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animal about the size of the megalonyx, the greatest breadth of the 
pelvis was three feet five inches, 1,031 mm. As in the elephants, 
the acetabulum, for articulation with the head of the femur, looked 
nearly directly downward. 

The femur (Fig. 17) of Megalonyx jeffersonii, as that of the 
other great ground-sloths, is a powerful bone. It is broad and flat, 

FIG. 18. 

FIG. 17. FIG. 19. 

FIGS. 17-19. kfegalonyx feffersonii. x l;. 
Fig. 17-Left femur seen from behind. Fig. IS-Left tibia seen from left side. Fig. 19-Patella, 

showing the hinder face. 

with the head directed nearly upward. Both of the femora' were 
rescued 'in the Henderson specimen, and both in that found at 
:Millersburg. Figure 17 is taken from that furnished by I.Jeidy. He 
gives the length as 21.5 inches, 546 mm., which agrees with my own 
measurement. The head of the bone has a diameter of 120 mm.; 
the breadth across the middle of the shaft is 180 mm.; and here 
the thickness is 62 mm. The breadth of the lower end, across the 
at'ticular surfaces, is 260 mm. 

The greater trochanter does not rise as high as the head. On 
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the hinder face of this is a deep slit-like pit. The lesser trochanter 
is on the inner border of the bone, about 75 mm. below the head. 
On the outer border there is a tuberosity which represents the third 
trochanter. At the lower end there are two smooth surfaces for 
articulation with the tibia, and between these, more on the front 
of the hone, a smooth surface for the patella. 

The tibim are both preserved in the Henderson specimen, and 
the left one in the Millersburg specimen. Figure 18 presents an 
outer view of the left one of the Henderson specimen. The tibim 
are short bones with relatively slender shaft and much expanded 
ends. The length of the bone is 310 mm., taken along the inner 
border; but the greatest length, taken obliquely, is 370 mm.; the 
greatest breadth at the upper end is 205 mm.; the greatest breadth 
of the lower end, 150 mm. At the upper end are articulatory sur
faces for the femur, and on the hinder face of the outer extension 
of the bone, a surface for the fibula. At the distal end there is a 
surface 88 mm. wide for union with the astragalus, and another 
one, adjoining it 011 the outer side, forms an oblique surface for the 
end of the fibula. The tibia of the Millersburg specimen is 40 mm. 
longer along the inner border than the same bone in the Henderson 
lllegalonyx. The lower end is likewise wider, about 180 mm. 

The patella is a triangular bone (Fig. 19), 125 mm. long and 
100 mm. wide at the upper end. The broader end, on the hinder 
face, is occupied by a smooth surfaee for movement on the femur. 
The anterior face is convex and rough. 

'1'he fibula is a relatively slender bone, articulating above with 
the tibia, and below with both the tibia and the astragalus. The 
bone is not present in the Henderson specimen, but both the right 
and the left are in the Millersburg skeleton. The bone, in the middle 
of its length, stands out so as to leave a wide space between it and 
the tibia; but its enlarged lower end is bent inward so as to join 
the tibia by a surface looking upward and inward, and the astrag
alus by a large surface which looks inward. The bone is 350 mm. 
long; 87 mm. wide, fore and aft; at the upper end, 67 mm. trans
versely. Where slenderest the two diameters of the shaft measure 
31 mm. At the lower end the fore and aft diameter is 87 mm .. 

Neither of the tarsi of the Henderson specimen is complete, an~l 
some bones are lacking from both; the right .foot presented the 
astragalus, the external cuneiform, and the cuboid; the left foot 
furnished the calcaneum, the a.stra.galus, and the navicular. Of 
the metacarpals there were the second of the left foot, and the 
fourth and fifth of both feet. Of the phalanges there were pre-
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served the first and second of the third digit I.'onsolidated into a 
single bone, the claw phalange of the same toe, the claw phalanges 
of either the second or fourth toe of both feet; and the nrst pha
lange of the last toe. 

It will be impossible here to describe all these bones. 'rhe 
reader will have to consult Leidy's monograph. 

Neither are all the bones of the ankle and feet present in the 
Millersburg specimen. Both calcanea are represented, one astrag
alus, both naviculars, all four of the bones of the distal row of 
tarsals in the right foot, four metacarpals, and three ungual pha
langes. On account of the manner of restoration of lost bones ancl 
parts of them it is sometimes difficult to decide between the real 
and the fictitious. 

The extreme length of the hind foot, as shown in the Millers
burg specimen, is 670 mm., nearly 27 inches. The presence of the 

FIG. 2J. MegaZonyx jeffersonii. Left heel bone seen from left side X b. 

internal cuneiform bone seems to indicate that the foot has been 
correctly restored with nve digits. 

The most remarkable bone of the foot is the heel-bone, the cal
caneum. Figure 20, taken from Leidy, gives a view of the one of 
the left side seen from the outside. The broad end is directed 
backward in the position represented. This part is relatively thin. 
The anterior end of the bone is thickened, and is furnished with 
two smooth surfaces for articulation with the astragalus and a 
smaller one for union with the cuboid. 

The fifth metatarsal has a process standing directly out from 
its outer edge, and this process, more than half as long as the body 
of the bone, is also broader than the rest of the bone. Probably 
the fifth digit had only two phalanges. The first was described by 
Leidy as a 4-sided ~odule which had a smooth surface for the second 
phalange, which was not preserved. 

The claw phalanges seem to have resembled closely those of the 
fore feet. Leidy figures the one of the third, or median, digit. 'fhe 
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tip is missing. This phalange in the Millersburg specimen is 230 
mm. long, along the upper curve, and the sheath at the base occu
pies nearly one-half of the length of the bone, being 108 mm. long 
above. It is likewise 105 mm. high and 60 mm. thick, from side to 
side. Where the core of the claw emerges from the sheath, it is 70 
mm. high and 25 mm. thick below. The upper border is obtuse 
posteriorly, but becomes more acute towards the distal end. 

As to the habits of these animals, it is certain that, like modern 
sloths, they devoured vegetable matter, probably the foliage of 
trees; but their more powerful teeth doubtless enabled them to 
crush and eat likewise the smaller branches. Their weight made it 
impossible for them to climb trees, but they were probably able to 
pull down trees of considerable size and possibly, in case of need, 
to uproot them. 

Family MYI,ODONTIDlE. 

Ground-sloths with teeth 1. *, c. %, m. i; the teeth of the upper 
jaw, especially the hinder ones, more or less triangular in section, 
with some of the sides concave; the front tooth usually planted 
near the second; the hinder tooth of the lower jaw larger than the 
others and- with one or more wide grooves along its inner face, 
making the section lobate. Humerus with foramen above the inner 
condyle. Hinder feet with four digits. 

Genus MYLODON Owen. 

Skull rather elongated; snout longer and broader than in Mega
lonyx. Zygomatic arch interrupted. Front upper tooth not larger 
than the second. Fore foot with five digits; hind foot with four . .. 

MYLODON HARLANI Owen. 

This species is not well-known, for only scanty remains of its 
skeleton have up to this time been found. The species was based 
on a part of the right side of a lower jaw which was found many 
years ago, before 1831, at Big Bone Lick, Kentucky. The specimen 
is now probably at the American Museum of Natural History, hav
ing been a part of the collection of the Lyceum of Natural History 
of New York. Inasmuch as Big Bone Lick is separated from In
diana by only the Ohio River, it seems not unreasonable to describe 
the species here. Other meager portions of this animal have been 
found in various parts of the country. Among these are parts of the 
skeleton of a half-grown animal that were discovered near Natchez, 
Mississippi; a tooth found near Charlestown, S. C. ; some bones and 
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teeth found in Benton County, Missouri; a humerus and a tooth 
from Oregon, which, however, may belong to another species. Two 
other closely related species have been described from the Pleisto
cene of Louisiana and a third from the same epoch in Oregon. 

Figure 21 represents a view of the 
fragment of a jaw found at Big Bonc 
Lick. The jaw is seen from above, so 
that the forms of the crowns of the teeth 
are . represented. The figure is four
fifths of the natural size. '1'he length of 
the fragment is 210 mm.; the height, at 
the front of the hinder tooth, 84 mm.; 
the thickness, 37 mm. The figure indi
cates that the jaw from front to rear of 
the tooth-line was somewhat concave on 
the outside. There were originally, as 
in Megalonyx, four teeth in the jaw, but 
the front one was, lost from its socket. 
The tooth-line measured 142 mm. 

The size and form of the first, or 
front, tooth may be determined suffi
ciently well from the socket. A section 
of it is somewhat like that of a kidney. 
The long diameter is directed fore and 
aft and is 25 mm.; the transverse, 16 
mm. The second has a section more ir
regular in form, somewhat quadrate, 
with rounded angles, and with the outer 
and the hinder sides concave. The lon~ 
axis, oblique to the jaw, measures 29 
mm.; the one at right angles to this, 20 
mm. The third tooth also has its 10m:' 
axis oblique to the jaw, and measures 33 

FIG. 21. Mvlodon harlani. Part of mm. The axis at right angles to the 
~eh\~~: h~nld:re~.!.;'ti;, !~dW;h~ middle of the long axis measures 16 mm 
socket of the front one. X~. The fourth tooth is much the larger of 

the teeth, having a length of 56 mm. Its section is constricted in thn 
middle, indicating a broad groove on the inner side and another on 
the outer side, running the length of the tooth. This tooth is very 
characteristic of Mylodon. As to the other teeth, it will be observed 
that they are likely to have more concave sides than those of M ega
lonyx. Figure 22 represents a palatal view of the skull of Mylodon 
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robustus, and a comparison of this with the same view of JJ1egalonyx 
will show important differences. In Megalonyx the rows of teeth 
are nearly parallel with each other; in !Iylodon, they converge 
backward. In Megalonyx the front \poth is the largest and is placed 
far in front of the next one; while in Mylodon the front one is small 
and not far removed from the second, and the hinder one is the 
largest. In M egalonyx the hinder tooth is near the middle of the 
length of the skull; in Mylodon, near the hinder end of the front 
third. 

FIG. 22. }vlylodon robustus. Shows the lowar surface of the cranium and the palate. X l. 

Figure 22 shows the lower side of the skull, while Fig. 23 repre
sents the lower jaw of Mylodon robustus, a species that once lived 
in Buenos Aires, South America. It will be observed that the teeth 
resembled closely those of the North American species, but that 
there were nevertheless differences. Figure 23 shows also the spout
like form of the front of the jaw. 

In 1843 Harlan described some parts of the skeleton of this 
species under the name of Orycterotherium missouriense (Amer. 
Jour. ScL XLIV, p. 69, pIs. I-III), These had been found in Ben-
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FIG. 2;{. Mylodon robustus. Lower jaw. seen from above. X~. 

ton County, Missouri, by Albert Koch. Among these remains was 
one humerus. A copy of this rather crude drawing furnished by 
Harlan, is here presented (Fig. 24). The humerus had exactly 

FIG. 24. Mylodon harlani. Humerus. after Harlan. X f. nearly. 
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the length of that of the megalonyx described and figured by Leidy, 
~O inches (508 mm.). In the M egalonyx, the diameter across th'~ 
condyles is 10.5 inches; in the Mylodon, it is 11 inches. In Mega
lonyx the shaft is much slenderer than in M ylodon; the diameter 
of the former, at the middle, being 3.25 inches (82.6 mm.) ; in the 
latter, five inches (128 mm.). The humerus of Mylodon has no 
foramen just above the inner condyle, while Megalonyx does have 
the foramen. Another large bone of Mylodon described by Harlan 
is the ulna. Compared with that of M egolonyx, it if; shorter and a 

FIG. 25. Mylodon robustus. Left tibia and fibula. seen from in front. X~. 

stouter bone. Its total length was 16 inches (406 m.). According 
to Harlan)s figure and his measurements) the distance from the 
coronoid process to the hinder end of the bone was a little more 
than .4 the whole length of the bone, while in Megalonyx this dis
tance is only about .3 the length of the bone. 

Harlan had also two tibias, and these contrast strongly with 
the same bone in Megalonyx, being much shorter and thicker. It 
8g'reed closely with that of the South American Mylodon robust1tS. 
of whose tibia and fibula a figure is here shown copied from Owen 
(Fig. 24). This was only 8.5 inches long. The larger tibia de-

37-29153 
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scribed by Harlan, had a length of lOt inches (255 mm.) ; while 
the diameter at the middle of the shaft was one-fourth that of the 
length. In M egalonyx the tibia described by Leidy is a little over 
13 inches (335 m.) in length, measured along the axis of the shaft; 
the diameter at the middle of the shaft is about one-fourth tht 
length. ~I ;~ II 

There were four claws in the collection examined by Harlan; but 
his figures do not give one a clear idea of the details. They seem to 

FIG. 26. FIG. 27. 

Figs. 27, 28. Mvlodon robustu8. Front and hind feet of leit side; upper view. X ls
Fig. 27. Forefoot. Fig. 28. Hind foot. 

have been straighter than those of the llIegalonyx and smaller. 
They appear, too, to have been less acute along the upper border of 
the core of the claw than in ltJegalonyx. Figures 26 and 27 give 
views of the fore and hind feet of Mylodon robustus. 

It is evident that the fore-arm and the lower part of the hinder 
legs of Mylodon were shorter and heavier than in the case of Mega
lonyx. 

Mylodon harlani resembled closely Mylodon robusttts, but there 
were specific differences between them. 
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Megatherium is a genus of ground-sloths which was represented 
in North America during the Pleistocene; but no remains of it 
have been found in Indiana. It is known from South Carolina, 
Georgia, and Texas. Harlan states that remains belonging to it 
were found with JJfylodon in Benton County, Missouri; but he does 
not state what parts of the skeleton were found. 

Superorder MONODELPHIA. 

'rhis group includes all the Mammalia that are known to have 
lived in North America since the Tertiary times, except the opos·· 
sums. With the exception of the Sirenia (manatees) and the Cet
acea (whales, porpoises and dolphins), which inhabit the sea, the 
teeth are differentiated into four sorts, the incisors, the canines, 
the premolars, and the molars. The typical number is 44; that is) 
11 in each side of each jaw, except in the Cetacea. The tooth 
formula, when all the teeth are present, is i. :t, c. t, pm. t m.1. 
However, the number of each kind may be reduced, even wholly 
suppressed; although all are never so, at the same time, except in 
the whalebone whales. In most of the groups the incisors, the 
(~anines, and the premolars, are preceded by what are known as 
milk teeth. 

There are other characteristics which distinguish this greil t 
group from the Didelphia, but they need not be enumerated here. 

Order UNGULATA. 
THE HOOFED MAMMALS. 

This order contains herbivorous animals whose feet, front anll 
hinder, are developed for walking, and whose toes end in a hoof
like covering. 'l'here is a set of milk teeth which are retained 
until the animal reaches its maturity. The molars, and often the 
premolars, have broad crowns which are tuberculated, or variously 
ridged. Clavicles are not present. Sometimes, as in the swine-like 
forms, the diet may be of a mixed nature, animal matter not being 
rejected, and the teeth are modified for its preparation; but even 
in such cases, the bulk of the diet is of vegetable origin. As the 
superorder is here accepted, it is divided into two suborders, the 
Perissodactyla and the Artiodactyla. 
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Suborder PERISSODACTYLA. 

'I'APlRS, HORSES, RHINOCEROSES, ETC. 

Ungulata whieh have the middle digit of all the feet most 
strongly developed; astragalus with the distal end fiat; fibula 
usually not artieulating with the heel-bone; femur with a third 

trochanter. 
'l'his group, or suborder, of hoofed animals is rep-

resented today by only the horses, the tapirs, and the 
rhinoceroses; but during Tertiary times there existed 
a host of related forms. The group may therefore be 
looked upon as a decadent one. 

The characters which especially distinguish the 
animals of this suborder from other Ungulata is the 
relatively large size of the third or middle toe. In 
all specimens, fossil or living, the first toe is missing; 
in nearly all, the fifth also. Among living genera the 
tapirs have the fifth present in the fore feet, but it is 
much reduced in size; the middle toe is, however, 
much larger than any of the others. In the living and 
in the Pleistocene horses only the middle digit is pres
ent, but remnants of the second and fourth toes exist 
in the form of splintbones. Figure 28 represents the 
right hind foot of the domestic horse. 

In all the Perissodactyla the femur has an out· 
standing process, the third trochanter on the outer 
side of the bone. That ankle bone on which the shin 

j<'IG.28. Equu8cabal- bone rest'l, the astragalus, is semicylindrical at the 
IU8. Right hinder 
foot of the domes- upper end, with a deep furrow, while the lower end is 
tic horse. X f· cut off squarely. 

Family EQUIDA-i}. 

THE HORSES AND HORSE-LIKE UNGULATES. 

Teeth t, }, 1- or t, t; the cheek-teeth in the older forms low
crowned, in the most recent, high-crowned; the upper molars show· 
ing on the unworn grinding surface two outer, two inner, and two 
intermediate cusps, each inner cusp joined to the correspondin'l' 
intermediate by an oblique ridge. The worn molars showing an 
internal column (protocone) and two inner crescents separated 
from two outer crescents by two" lakes" of cement; lower molars 
with two outer crescents, two inner cusps, and an inner meilian 
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column (mesostylid). The premolars, except the first, of the 
higher genera, becoming molariform. Incisors chisel-like; the 
canines and first premolars often wanting, especially in the females. 

The numerous relatives of the domestic horse that belong to 
other genera than Eq1l1ls and which are now extinct need not be 
described here. It suffices only to say that as we go further and 
further backward in Tertiary times the species and genera lose 
gradually the distinctive characteristics of our horses. The feet 
come to have three functional toes, and the whole foot becomes 
shorter. The teeth oome to have shorter and shorter crowns, the 
enamel is less complicated in its disposition, and the premolar 
teeth come to resemble less and less the true molars. The animals 
have no longer the great size of our horses; and the earliest forms 
may be no larger than a fox. 

Of this family there have been found in the Tertiary deposits 
of North America a dozen or more genera and many species; but 
of these only equtls and N eohipparion, so far as we now know, 
came into the Pleistocene. 

Genus EQUUS Linn. 

THE TRUE HORSES. 

'1'eeth high-crowned and prismatic; premolars like the molars; 
in the upper jaw the inner loop (protocone) attached by a slender 
neck to the anterior inner crescent. Feet each with only one digit. 

Of the genus Equlls, about a dozen species are known from the 
Pleistocene of North America, 'north of Mexico. At some time 
during the Pleistocene horses occupied the country from the At
lantic Ocean to the Pacific, and from the Great Lakes to the Gulf 
of Mexico and far down into Mexico. Even in Alaska their re
mains are not uncommon. Unfortunately, many of the specie'> 
are known to us from their teeth only and, in many cases, the 
teeth of different species resemble one another so closely that it is 
difficult to distinguish the species from one another and from the 
domestic horse. The finding of bones of fossil horses, especially 
whole skeletons, or large parts of them is greatly desired. 

Inasmuch as few bones of fossil horses have been found in In
diana, no attempt will be made here to describe the skeleton mi
nutely. If bones have been found that are suspected to be those 
of a fossil horse, they may be compared with those of the domestic 
horse. Even in country localities, bones of this animal may usu
ally be found for comparison. Figure 29 represents the skeleton 
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FIG. 29. Equus scotti. View of restored skeleton. After Gidley's illustration. 

of a fossil horse Equus scotti. The drawing has been prepared 
from a figure published by Gidley. It differs only slightly from 
the skeleton of the domestic horse. 

FIG. 30. Equus caballus. Side view of the skull of the domestic horse. c, canine; iI, i', i', the in
cisor teeth. upper ani lower; Fr, frontal bone; L, lachrymal; ml, m t , ma, the molars. upper and 
lower; Mat malar; Mx, maxilla; Nat nasal; Dc, occipital condyles; Pa, parietal; pml, pm', pm', 
the premolars. upper and lower; pp, paroccipital process. The IO'Yer first premolar is missing. 
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Figure 30 represents a side view of the skull of a horse. In 
this the bone has been cut away, so that the cheek-teeth may bl:' 
sren in their full length. Of these great teeth there are six on 
each side of each jaw. All except the one in front and the one 
hehind are long and nearly square prisms. A smaIl first premolar 
is represented in this figure, but it is often absent. 

Pigure 30a reproduced from Gidley's illustration, shows the ap
pearance of the grinding face of the upper teeth of Equus scotti. 
These and other figures show how complicated is the pattern as
sumed by the enamel of the teeth in horses, and the relatively 
small differences seen among the various species. 

Figures 32, from Gidley, is lettered to show the various regions 
of the teeth, as seen on the worn face. The regions marked pr., 
pa., me., hy., pl. and ml. were, before the tooth began to wear down, 
projecting cusps. The space below me., surrounded by the irregu-

FIG. 30 Q. Equu8 scotti. Left first upper molar. 

lar wall of enamel in the worn tooth forms a "lake" of cement; 
that below pa., forms another. 

The three hinder premolars have, in the horses, assumed the 
form and structure of the true molars so thoroughly that they are 
almost indistinguishable from them. They are, however, slightly 
larger and the column at the outer anterior angle is a little broader 
and is somewhat channeled the whole length of the tooth. ThE' 
hinder true molar is smaller than the others and its hinder border 
is not so squarely cut off as in the case of the other teeth. The 
second premolar (the anterior of the three so far considered), is 
the largest tooth and the anterior end of the grinding face is 
pointed. In front of this tooth there may sometimes be found a 
very small first premolar. It is the "wolf tooth" of veterinarians. 

Far in front of the premolars are located the incisors, six in 
number (Figure 31). When not too much worn they display on 
the grinding face an outer and an inner ring of enamel. Within 
the inner ring is a cavity, the "mark" of veterinarians. At some 
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distance behind the incisors a canine tooth may occur, but it is 
often missing. 

FIG. 32. 

FIG. 31. FIG. 33. 

Figs. 31-33. EqUU8; the teeth. 

Fig. 31. Palate, to show positions of incisors, premolars and molars. 
Fig. 32. A right upper molar. to show the grinding surface. The outer face of the tooth is 

above; the front face to the right; lty., hypocone; me., metacone; ml., metaconule; 
pa., paracone; pI paraconulej pr., ptotocone. 

Fig. 33. Three premolars and the first molar of the left side of the lower jaw of a fossil horse 
from Idaho. The enamel shown by the heavy black lines. 

The inferior molars (Fig. 33) are much narrower than are the 
upper ones, being nearly twice as long fore and aft as wide. The 
lower premolars also have the form and structure of the true mo-
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lars, but are usually slightly larger. The hinder true molar is 
pointed behind, the second premolar is pointed in front. The first 
premolar is usually missing. There are six incisors and a pair of 
canines, the latter sometimes not developed. 

'1'he three hinder premolars, both above and below, are pre
ceded by milk te~th, which have general structure of the per
manent teeth but have a smaller transverse diameter; although the 
fore and aft diameter may be even greater than in the adult horse. 

rt may be desirable sometimes to identify and determine the 
position of teeth of the horse. 'l'hey may be known from the teeth 
of other animals by a peculiar arrangement of the enamel walls. 
If the teeth have the grinding face nearly square, they belong to 
the upper jaw; if they are nearly twice as long on the worn face 
as broad, they are to be assigned to the lower jaw. 

FIG. 33a. Eqults. Right lower molar, enlarged from Osborn's figure. X 173". end, entoconid; end, 

entostylid; hyd, hypoconid; med, m3taconid; mad, meso3tylid; pr d, protoconid; psd, protostylid. 

The front end (f tha tooth is at the left, the outer face above. 

In both jaws the outer border of the tooth has a continuom: 
wall of enamel; this wall bending inwards at only two points in 
the upper teeth (Fig. 32) and in the lower teeth more deeply at 
the middle of the length (Fig. 33). The enamel of the inner 
border of both upper and lower teeth bends inward to the very 
center of the tooth. In the upper, there is one such inlet, whicll 
lies behind the loop of enamel marked pr in figure. This inlet, 
or valley, is directed outward and forward toward the center of 
the tooth. 

In each lower tooth (Fig. 33) there is, on the inner border, i1 

double loop of enamel (metaconid and mesostylid). In front of 
this, starting at the inner anterior angle of the tooth, is an inlet 
of enamel, filled with cement, that runs backward nearly to the 
center of the tooth. Behind the double loop of enamel is another 
inlet of enamel that runs forward nearly meeting the anterior one. 
Observations of these features will lead to the placing of the teeth 
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il,l the proper jaw and on the proper side. In Fig. 33 the outer 
thin line represents the outline of the face of the tooth; the mean
df'ring thick lines the enamel. The space between the thin and the 
thick lines is occupied by cement. The area enclosed by the thick 
line is filled by dentine. 

In the upper jaw the second premolar may be distinguished by 
its large size and pointed front end; the hinder true molar by its 
small size and its narrower hinder end. The other four teeth are 
more difficult to locate and it is not usually necessary to do so. 
'rhese same observations apply to the lower teeth. 

There appear to be pretty well established ten species of the 
genus Equus that were inhabitants of the United States during the 
Pleistocene; although a number of others have been named. Much 
better materials of nearly all the species must yet be found and 
studied before our knowledge will be satisfactory. 

Inasmuch as no authentic specimens of fossil horse remaill'3 
have been reported from any deposits overlying the latest sheet of 
drift, the Wisconsin, the writer believes that at least in that region, 
so well fitted for the mammoths, the mastodon, peccaries, and the 
giant beaver, there existed no species of horse. It, further, seems 
fxtremely doubtful whether any remains of a fossil horse have been 
f{lund in any late Pleistocene deposit in the region outside of that 
oecupied by Wisconsin drift. However, future investigations must 
settle this question. 

EQUUS COMPLICATUS Leidy. 

This species of fossil horse was described in 1847 by Joseph 
Jjeidy under the name of Eq1t1ts americanus, but this name had 
already been employed for a species of fossil horse found in South 
America. Therefore, Leidy, in 1858, chose for his species the spe
cific name complicattts. The materials used by Leidy consisted 
of 12 teeth that had been discovered at Natchez, Mississippi. In 
1901 Gidley selected as the type of the species the tooth which 
JJeidy had figured. 

This species has been reported from many States and even 
from Alaska; but the determinations cannot always be relied 011. 

Teeth certainly belonging to this horse have been found at Big 
Bone Lick, on the Kentucky side of the Ohio River, about 20 miles 
below Cincinnati, in a straight line. Also a jaw was found many 
YEars ago in Illinois, about 75 miles northeast of St. Louis. In 
1854 Leidy reported that he had examined some bones and teeth 
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of various animals that had been found near Evansville, Indiana, 
and that among these bones was found the last dorsal vertebra of 
a horse. Whether or not this had belonged to Equtts complicaitts 
we cannot be certain; but since no other species has been found 
in the same region, the vertebra probably belonged to the one here 
described. With this bone there were found remains of a bison 
supposed then to be the one now living, but more likely to belong 
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FIG. 34. EqUU8 complicatu8. Two views of the type tooth of the species. The one figure shows the 
grinding surface; the other the tooth from in front. X 1. 

to some extinct species. There were also remains of the white
tailed deer Odocoiletts virginianus, of the extinct tapir Tapir11.~ 
haysii, of the megalonyx Megalonyx jeffersonii and of the dog, 
Canis dirus. It is very probable that all these were animals that 
had been buried there before the Wisconsin glacial stage. Figure 
34 presents a front view of the tooth which has been chosen as the 
type of this species. The tooth is one of the true molars of the 
left side, probably the second one. The tooth is larger than the 
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same tooth usually is in the common horse; but not larger than 
that of some large draught-horses. The height of the tooth in a 
straight line is 96 mm.; but it must be recollected that the height 
varies with the amount of wear. The length of the tooth, that is, 
its fore and aft extent, is 30 mm.; its transverse width is 27 mm. 
On observing the enamel wall that surrounds the two "lakes" it 
will be seen that this follows a very tortuous course; and this com· 
plication is what especially characterizes this horse, it being only 
rarely that teeth of this size have such strongly crimped enameL 
In volume XXXIV of the Proceedings of the American Philo
sophical Society, pI. XI, Fig. 8, is represented a palatal view of 
a part of an upper jaw that was described by Cope and which was 
found at Petite Anse, in southern Louisiana. It can hardly be 
doubted that the jaw belonged to E. complicatus. Five teeth are 
represented, the third and fourth premolars and the three molars 
of the right side. It will be observed that the enamel is nearly as 
complicated as in the type tooth. The length of the row of five 
teeth, in a straight line, is 143 mm. ; that of the three molars is 86 
mm. The individual teeth measure as follows: 

MEASUREMENTS OF CROWNS OF UPPER TEETH. 

Toom. Length of Grinding Face. Width of Grinding Face. 

Pm. •................... 30 31 
Pm. ~.................. 29 30 
M. l 26 29 
M. z.................... ~ 
M. "................... 34 23 

I 
- ._--- --- ----

Protocone. 

15 
18 
16 
15 
16 

Professor Cope's measurements are somewhat different, but he 
probably included the cement. 

A considerable quantity of bones and teeth of this species have 
been found, especially in Louisiana, but it is to be regretted that 
not enough of the skull is yet known to enable us to characterize 
properly the species. While differences between the known bones 
and those of the common horse seem to exist, more and better ma
terials are needed and a more detailed examination of them. 

The jaw above mentioned as having been found in Illinois shows 
that the canIne. tooth was placed 82 mm. in front of the small first 
premolar. In a large specimen of the domestic horse examined 
this tooth is placed only 70 mm. in front of the premolar. 

L6idy described five lower cheek-teeth from Petite Anse, La., 
which probably belong to this species, but they did not belong 
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probably to the same individual. The following measurements of 
four of these teeth are here presented. 

Pm .•... 
Pm. ,. 
M. T.' 

M. ~ ... 

MEASUREMENTS OF CROWNS OF LOWER TEETH. 

TOOTH. Length. 

34 
31.5 
28 
28 

Width. 

18 
18 
16 
16 

-----.---- ------------'---------'-.----

It will be seen that in length these teeth agree with those of 
the upper jaw of E. complicatus. Figure 35 represents the third 

FIG. 35. Equus complicatus. View of the grinding surfaces of two left premolars. X}. 

and fourth left premolars. In none of these cheek-teeth does the 
inlet of enamel from the outer face of the teeth press itself in be
tween the contiguous ends of the two long bays which occupy the 
middle of the tooth. In some of the lower teeth of the common 
horse (molars) and of some of the extinct species, the outer inlet 
reaches to the middle of the tooth. 

The limb bones, supposed to belong to E. complicatus, indicate 
a horse fully as large as the common horse, perhaps larger. 

Family T APIRIDM. 

Heavily built and short-limbed Perissodactyla, with compresseil 
skull. Teeth, i.~, c. t, pm. t or t, m. t. Cheek-teeth short-crowned, 
the grinding surface crossed by two prominent ridges. In the 
upper jaw the two ridges of each tooth connected at their outel' 
ends by a wall of enamel. Forefeet with four digits; the hinder 
ones, with thret'. 

The tapirs of the present aay inhabit two widely separatt'd 
regions, tropical America and tropical Asia. Formerly, however, 
genera belonging to the family occupied large parts of both North 
America and Europe. The earliest known forms belong to the 
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Lower Eocene of both North America and Europe. The genus 
Tapirus is known first in Europe in the Miocene; in North America 
in the Pleistocene. Probably therefore it migrated hither from 
Europe by the way of Eastern Asia and Alaska. Figure 36 repre· 
sents the right forefoot of the existing tapir; while Fig. 37 shows 
the structure of the right hind foot. 

FIG. 36. FIG. 37. 

Figs. 36, 37. Tapiru8. Right fore and hind feet. Fig. 36, forefoot. Fig .. 37, hind foot. Reduced. 

Genus TAPIRUS Brisson. 

Tapirs having a short flexible proboscis. Teeth, i.t, c.t, pm.t, m.t; 
the front lower premolar not present. The transverse crests of 
cheek-teeth crossing the crown perpendicularly to the axis. 

Two species of fossil tapers have been accredited to the United 
States. One of them is believed to be the species Tapirus terres
t ris living now in the forests of South America; the other extinct 
species Tapirus haysii. The latter differs from the former in hav
ing teeth and probably skeleton of somewhat greater size. Although 
the smaller species cannot, by means of the scanty materials known, 
be distinguished from the South American tapir, it is probably, as 
IJeidy long ago expressed his opinion, really a distinct species that 
no longer exists. Cope, in the last paper that he published, ex
pressed the view that all remains of tapirs found fossil in the east· 
ern United States belonged to Tapirus haysii. Thesolut~on of this 
problem must be Jeft to the future. 
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TAPIRUS HAYSII Leidy. 

Although Leidy had previously mentioned by this name the 
species here considered, it was not until 1860 that he described and 

FIG. 37 a. Tapirus terrestris. Upper left promolars. X i. 

figured it in Holmes' Post-pliocene Fossils of South Carolina, page 
106, pI. XVII, Figs. 7 and 8. The type is a single lower molar 
tooth, probably m.2 , that was supposed to have been found at Big 

Bone Lick, Kentucky. This tooth is in the 
Academy of Natural Sciences, at Philadelphia. 
It is described as having a length of 12! lines 
(26 mm.) and a width of lO} lines (21.3 
mm.), being thus somewhat larger than those 
of the South American species. The corre
sponding tooth of a Brazilian tapir at hand 
measures only 23 mm. in length and 18 mm. 
in width. Leidy, in the same paper, describes 
and figures a lower molar that had been found 
on the banks of the Ohio River, near the mouth 
of Pigeon Creek, just below Evansville, Indi
ana. On this, up to the present, rests the 
claim of Indiana to having once been inhabited 
by tapirs. Two figures are here given of this 
tooth "(Figs 38 and 39). It had been found by 
Mr. Francis A. Lincke and had been sent to 
Leidy by Dr. J. G. Norwood, the geologist. It 
is not known where this tooth now is. 

Plate II represents, half the natural size, 
the upper and the lower jaws of a tapir which 
was found with a vast lot of bones and 

teeth of about 60 species of mammals, in Port Kennedy cave, a few 
miles from Philadelphia. The teeth were well preserved but the 
bones were very fragile, and the whole skull had been badly 
crushed. The incisors and the canine teeth are not well shown. 
The upper jaw is on the left; the lower on the right in the plate. 

FIGS. 38 AND 39. Tapirus 
haysii. Side and upper 
views of the type tooth. 
X t. 



PLATE II. 

TapirU8 haysii. Upper and lower jaws. X!. 
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The following are the measurements of these teeth: 
---~-~------~----------- ----------- - ------ -----

UPPER TEETH. J,OWER TEETH. 

Teeth. Crown. Crown. Crown. 
Width of 
Crown. 

I 
Length of Width of Teeth. I Length of 

________ ----1----1--------:----1----

::::\ Pm. 1 

Pm. 2. 

Pm .•... 
Pm .• 
M. 
M. ' 
M. 

21 
20 . .5 
22.5 
26 
25 
26 
28 

20 
26 
26 
28 
28 
3J..5 
32 

Pm. 
Pm. , ... 
Pm. 4 •• 

lIf. 
M. 
M. 

I' 

26 
24 
25 
29 
31 
31 

18 
24 
26 
21 
22 
21 

--------"---------'-----"---______ '. ___ ~---'------
The distance from the canine to the front of pm. ~ is 50 mm. 

In the lower jaw the distance between the two teeth is 69 mm. The 
length of the lower premolar-molar series, obtained here by adding 
the lengths of the various teeth, is 166 mm.; the premolar series, 
75 mm.; the molar series, 91. In like manner the length of the 
npper premolar-molar series is 170 mm. ; the length of the premolar 
sl'ries, 89 mm.; that of the molar series, 81 mm. 

'l'here are on each side of each jaw three incisors and a canine. 
Tn the lower jaw the distance from the canine to the first premolar 
present (pm. "), is 50 mm. The depth of the jaw at the hinder molar, 
is 68 mm. In the upper jaw this distance, the diastema, is 50 111m. 
It is to be noted that in the upper jaw the first premolar is present, 
while it is absent in the lower jaw. 

This species has been reported from eastern Pennsylvania, Vir
ginia, Tennessee, South Carolina, Mississippi, Kentucky, Indiana 
and Texas. It had therefore a wide range. Professor Cope stated 
(Jour. Phila. Acad., Vol. XI, 1899, p. 253) that some part of a 
tapir had been found neal' Richmond, Indiana; but the present 
writer has been unable to learn on what authority this statement 
was made. If we leave out of the account this very doubtful find, 
we mny observe that no tapir remains have belm di~covered above 
the Wisconsin drift. From this the provisional eoncln'lion may be 
drawn that the tapir or the tapirs that had once inhabited this 
region had either become extinct or had been driven out of th" 
drift region and did not return. 

The smaller ferm of tapir, referred to Tapin~s terrestris has 
been reported from Pennsylvania (with doubt), Ohio, South Car
olina, F'lorida, Louisiana and Texas. In size of its teeth it agrees 
more closely with the South American form than with T. haysii; 
although there seem to be teeth intermediate in size. To enable 

38-29153 
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comparisons to be made the following measurements were taken 
from a specimen of T. terrestris from Brazil: 

MEASUREMENTS OF TEETH OF Tapiru8 terrestris. 

UPPER TEETH. LOWER TEETH. 

Teeth. Leng;th of I Width of 
Crown. Crown. Tooth. 

I 
Length of Width of 
Crown. Crown. 

Pm. I .•••...••.•••••• 22 16.5 Pm. I ............ 17 15 
Pm. 17.5 19 Pm. I •••• · ........ ·.· 20 16 
Pm. ............ 20 22 Pm. t •••••••••••. 21 17 

M. 1 •••• • •.•••..•.•. 21.5 17 Pm. . ............ 20 25 
M. ................ 21 24 M. t ••••••••••....•. 22.5 18 

M. 8 ••• ••••••••••••· 23 18 M. , ................ 22 17 
M. ................. 22 26 

Length of whole upper premolar-molar series, 137 mm.; of the 
premolar series, 74 mm.; of the molar series, 66 mm. The length 
of the lower premolar-molar series is 131 mm.; of the premolar 
series, 63 mm.; of the molar series, 66 mm. The distance between 
the third incisor and the first premolar in the upper jaw is 46 mm. 
In the lower jaw the diastema is 58 mm. It will be observed that 
these measurements differ markedly from those of the Port Ken
nedy specimen of '1'apir'Us haysii. 

Suborder ARTIODACTYLA. 

THE EVEN-TOED HOOFED MAMMALS. 

Hoofed mammals with the third and fourth digits of each limb 
equally developed. Second and fifth digits more or less reduced, 
sometimes ending in hoofed phalanges, sometimes wholly missing. 
Presacral vertebrm always 19. Femur without third trochanter, 
the astragalus with a grooved trochlear surface for the tibia and 
another for the navicular and cuboid. Fibula articulating with 
the calcaneum. Teeth variously modified; sometimes in full num
ber, 44; sometimes with some of those in front of the second pre
molar wanting. 

The Artiodactyla include, besides a considerable number of ex
tinct families, the swine, the hippopotami, the camels, the deer, the 
giraffes, the antelopes, the sheep, the musk-oxen, the goats, and the 
oxen. All the continents have been occupied by members of the 
group; but Australia only through recent introduction by man. 
The oldest forms are found in the Lower Eocene. In the Upper 
Eocene and succeeding epochs the group is represented by in
I'rel'lsing numbers. 
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As to their food habits, all nourish themselves on vegetable ma
terial; but some of them, as the swine, do not refuse animal matter. 

In the Pleistocene of North America the following superfamilies 
are represented: Suoidea (pig-like ungulates), Tylopoda (camels), 
and Booidea (deer, sheep, goats, and oxen). 

Superfamily SUO IDEA. 

THE HOGS AND PECCARIES. 

Even-toed ungulates with usually four functional digits in each 
foot; but in the recent peccaries there are only three in the hinder 
feet; and in Platygonns there are only two in each of the feet. 
'I' th l' l' 2 1 4 to:3 3 Th If' h d 00 ~ormu a, 1. 3 or 2' c. -1' pm. 4 or 3' m. 3' e rna ars urnlS e 
with four conical cusps and sometimes with more or less numerous 
intermediate cuspules. Canines usually large and trenchant. 

Although remains of true hogs, Suid::e, have been reported from 
the Pleistocene deposits of the United States, the remains have 
probably in all cases belonged to the introduced domestic swine. 
On the other hand, the peccaries are numerously represented. 

Family TAYASSUIDJE. 

THE PECCARIES. 

Hog-like ungulates, with two or four digits in the forefeet and 
two or three in the hinder. The third and fourth metacarpals 
and metatarsals coossified at the upper end. Tooth formula, 
. 2 1 3 3 I . .' d' d f d h 1. 30r2' C. l' pm.;:), m. 1f' ,0" er InCIsors lrecte orwar, t e up-
per ones downward. Canines large, the upper ones with hinder 
border sharp; the lower ones with the anterior border subacute. 
Molars with four principal cones and often with intermediate 
cuspules and tubercules. 

Analysis of Genera Here Describeu. 
lOne premolar or none like the molars; cusps short and conical; dias

tema between canine and premolar not one-half the length of the 
premolar-molar series, and palate here wider than diastema. 

Taya8~u. 

2. No premolars like the molars; cusps high and those of each pair form
ing a crest across the tooth; diastema about two-thirds premolar
molar series; the palate here nearly as wide as length of diastema. 

P~atygonu8. 

3. Two 01" three premolars like the molars; cusps very much as in Ta
yassu,' diastema about two-thirds the length of the premolar-molar 
series; palate here about one-half as wide as length of diastema. 

Mylohyus. 
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Genus TAYASSU Fischer. 

(The genus Dicotyles of older authors.) 

Peccaries with four digits in front, three behind. Metatarsals 
3 and 4 coijssified in the upper half. Teeth, i. t, c. -i, pm. -i, m. i. 
Molars with four low cones and weak accessory conules. The cones 
of each pair separated by a longitudinal valley. Lower molars like 
the upper but longer; the hindermost one with a well developed 
heel. Upper incisors directed downwards. 

The members of this genus inhabit, at the present day, the 
region extending from the Red River of Texas, through Central 
and South America, to Patagonia. Several species have been es
t1!blished and these have been divided into two genera or subgenera, 
Tayassu and OlidosU8. Certain fossil remains of a peccary, found 
at several localities in the United States, have been assigned to the 
living species, under the names Dicotyles torqttatus and D. tajacu >' 
but (as Leidy finally concluded) it is probably an extinct species. 
Hence, Leidy's specific name lenis is here adopted for it. 

TAYASSU LENIS (Leidy). 

Nothing that is to be referred with certainty to this species has 
been discovered as yet in Indiana; but remains assigned to it have 
been reported from South Carolina, V{ est Virginia and Maryland. 
Hence, it is likely to occur within our limits. Only a brief descrip
tion will be given. This is the peccary recorded in the author's 
Bibliography and Catalogue of the Fossil Vertebrates of North 
America, page 159, under the name Tayassu tajaC1t. Of course, 
some of the literature there cited refers to the living peccary. 

Tayasstt lenis was based by Leidy (Jour. Phila. Acad. 1869, vol. 
VII, p. 384) principally on two teeth that had been found near 
Charleston, South Carolina, and which had been described and 
figured in 1860 (Holmes' Post-Pliocene Fossils of S. C., p. 108, 
pJate XVII, Figs. 13, 14). One of these teeth is the second, the 
ether the third lower molar. Inasmuch as it is not wholly certain 
that both teeth belonged even to the same species, it seems best to 
choose as the type of T. lenis the third true molar. Judging from 
the figure this has a length of 18 mm. and a width of 12 mm. The 
same tooth in a specimen of T. angu,zat1tm from Mexico (the same 
species as the Texas animal), measures in length 17 mm. and in 
width across the anterior cones hardly 11 mm. The tooth of the 
living species measures across the second pair of cones not quite 
10 mm.; the fossil specimen, 11 mm. The heel of the fossil tooth 
is broader than in the tooth of the living species considered here, 
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and seems to consist of a single tubercle, instead of three. If we 
consider the second molar, we find its length 15 mm., width 13 mm. ; 
whereas in T. angulattlm these dimensions are respectively 13 mm. 

and 11 mm. 
Other remains of a true peccary resembling some of those now 

living have been found in the lead region of Wisconsin, Iowa, and 
minois, but the locality is not clearly indicated; also, in Charles 
County, Maryland, and in Wythe County, West Virginia. 

To this species the writer refers provisionally some jaws (with 
scanty remains of teeth) and bones that have kindly been sent by 
Prof. J. W. Bee<l~,Qf the State University of Indiana. The ma
terials consist of ap~ri of a left lower jaw with roots of the three 
premolars and the first molar. This fragment of jaw is greatly 
like the same part in a specimen of Tayassu labiatum from Costa 
Rica, but of slightly·less height, 37 mm. below the first true molar, 
instead of 40 mm. The space occupied by the first true molar and 
the two premolars in front of it is :n mm. long; in T. labiatum 
these teeth occupy only 35 mm. A fragment of the limestone de
posit of the cave contained a part of another left ramus of the 
lower jaw, with a good first true molar and impressions of tIle 
succeeding molars (Plate IV, Fig. 2). This molar has short-coned 
cusps, intermediate tubercles, all much like those of the living 
peccaries. The length of the crown is 14 mm., the width, 12 mm. 
In the same cave were obtained a last upper molar and a part of a 
second upper molar that are here described under Platygonus 

vetus. 
Professor Beede states that this material, together with some 

bones of probably a peccary but not yet worked out of the matrix, 
and most of the carapace of a box-tortoise, Terrapene carolina, 
were found in the stalagmitic deposit of an old cave that had been 
exposed in quarrying operations at the Rock Cliff quarry just 
northwest of Williams, in Lawrence County, Indiana. This place 
is southeast of Bedford. The cave had all been quarried away 
except one corner. This was from 20 to 30 feet below the surface 
at that point. Professor Beede says that the top of the cave must 
have been nearly on a level with the high terrace of White River, 
about 100 feet above the present level of the river. 

Genus PLATYGONUS Le Conte. 

Peccaries with moderately elongated snout. No premolars with 
more than one pair of cusps. Molars with the four primary cusp, 
mQre strongly developed and the accessory cusps less developed 



PLATE IV. 

Fig. 1. Platygonus Detus. Right third upper molar. X t. 
Fig. 2. Taya88u leni.. Part of lelt side of lower jaw, with first molar and impressions of the 

two succeeding molars. -......::I ,-.= 
Figs. 3-6. Platygonu. COmPl"e •• U8. __ .-.... 
Figs. 3, 4. Two views of the upper premolars andmolars. 
Figs. 6, 6. Two views of the 10W8l' premol~d'mola"s. 
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than in Mylohyus and Tayassu, forming distinct cross-crests. In
cisors two on each side of upper jaw; three on each side of the 
lower. All the feet with only two digits. 

The type of the genus is P. compressus, the species described 
immediately below. 

PLATY GO NUS COMPRESSUS Le Conte. 

This is, so far as yet known, the most widely distributed species 
or extinct peccary. Remains referred to it have been found in 
Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky, New York, Missouri, Iowa, Kan
sas, and probably in Mexico. At Columbus, Ohio, a collection of 
12 individuals were found, six smaller animals in one nest eight 
feet below the surface, and six larger ones about six feet away 
from the first lot and at a depth of 12 feet. The individual'! of 
each nest were lying side by side and with their snouts pointing 
howard the southeast. These materials have never been adequately 
described. 

In the 14th Annual Report of the Geological Survey of Indiana, 
page 20, Cope and 'Wortman stated that there was in the Survey's 
collection the symphysial portion of the lower jaw and a large part 
of the left ramus supporting all the premolar teeth, except the 
last. 'I'his had been found at Laketon, in Wabash County. There 
were given no further details and the writer failed to find thf 
specimen in the collection. In the collection of Earlham College., 
Richmond, are photographs of probably this specimen and of a 
part of the upper jaw. The latter bone shows three premolars and 
the first molar; the lower jaw, the symphysis, the right canine and 
the two anterior premolars. The photographs are labeled as having 
been identified by Cope as Platygon1~s compressus and as having 
been found in Wabash County. 

This species was described in 1848 by Dr. John L. LeConte. 
His materials had been found in the lead region, near Galena, 
Illinois, at a depth of 50 feet. The materials consisted of parts of 
the skull and jaws, with teeth and some limb bones. 

Other teeth and scanty bones he described under the names 
llyops depressifrons and Pr()tochmrlls prismaticus; but these 
were afterwards shown by Leidy to be the same as Platygonus com
pressus. 

In 1853 (Trans. ArneI'. Philos. Soc., vol. X, pp. 330-341, pIs. 
XXXVI, XXXVII), Leidy described under the name of Euchm
I"US macrops, a nearly complete skull of a fossil peccary that many 



PLATE III. 

Platygonus compreS8US. Three views of the skull. After Leidy. X A. 
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years before had been found in a saltpeter cave in central Ken
tucky. Leidy afterwards concluded that this specimen belonged 
to Platygonus cornpreSS1f,s. The beautiful figures furnished by 
Leidy are here reproduced (PI. III). These show better than any 
descriptions the form of the skull and of its various parts. 

The following measurements of this skull are taken from Leidy's 
description, his inches and lines being reduced to millimeters. 
Some other measurements are introduced, taken from Leidy's illus
trations : 
Length of head from occipital condyle to alveoli for incisors .. . 286 mm. 
Length of head from occipital condyle to end of the snout ..... . 296 mm. 
Length of frontal bone on midline ........................... . 26 mm. 
Greatest breadth of the forehead ................. '" ........ . 108 mm; 
Breadth at second upper molar ............................. . 51 mm. 
Breadth at sockets for canines .............................. . 60 mm. 
Height from between fronts of orbits to palate ............... . 87 mm. 
Height of inion (rear of skull) from occipital foramen ....... . 89 mm. 
Length of hard palate ...................................... . 190 mm. 
Length of uppe'r premolar-molar series ...................... . 77 mm. 

Length space from canines to premolar ...................... . 46 mm. 
Lower jaw from condyle to front ............................ . 225 mm. 
Height of lower jaw at first true molar .. , ....... " ... , ...... . 37 mm. 
Length of symphysis of lower jaw ........................... . 72 mm. 

Length of lower premolar-molar series ....................... . 80 mm. 

Upper premolar 2, length .................................. . 9 mm. 

[~pper premolar 2, breadth ................................. . 9 mm. 

rpper premolar 3, length .................................. . 10 mm. 

Upper premolar 3, breadth ................................. . 10.3 mm. 

Upper premolar 4, length ........... "., ................... . 10 mm. 

Upper premolar 4, breadth .... ,.,., ........................ . 11 mm. 

T'pper molar 1, length ...... , ... " .... , ................ , ... . 13 mm. 
Upper molar 1, breadth .. ,.,., ... , ......................... . 12 mm. 

Upper molar 2, length ..................................... . 16 mm. 

Upper molar 2, breadth .................................... . 14 mm. 

Upper molar 3, length ..................................... . 19 mm. 

Upper molar 3, breadth .................................... . 14 mm. 

Lower premolar 2, length .................................. . 8 mm. 

Lower premolar 2, breadth ................................ . 7.6mm. 
Lower premolar 3, length ........................ , ......... . 10 mm. 

Lower premolar 3, breadth ............. ' .................... . S mm. 

Lower premolar 4, length .......... , ....................... . 11 mm. 

Lower premolar 4, breadth , .......................... , ..... . 10 mm.' 
Lower molar 1, length ......... " ................ , ....... , .. 14.5 mm. 

Lower molar 1, breadth ................. , ................. . 10 mm. 

Lower molar 2, length ..................................... . 16 mm. 

Lower molar 2, breadth ................................... . 11 mm. 

Lower molar 3, length .. " ...... , .................. , ....... . 20 mm. 

Lower molar 3, breadth ...... ,., .. , ......... , ... ,., ... , .. ,. 12 mm. 
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The figures of the skull show that it resembles considerably that 
of a common hog. It differs, however, in many points. Seen in 
profile the region between the eyes is convex, instead of being con
cave as it is in the hog. It is also convex from side to side between 
the eyes; whereas, in the hog it is flat. The front of the orbit is 
half way between the rear of the skull and the foramen over the 
fourth premolar; in the hog the front of the orbit is much nearer 
the foramen. In the hog there is hardly any space between the 
canine teeth and the first premolar. In the peccary the first pre
molar is missing entirely and the second one is far away from the 
canine. In the hog there is a pair of very long processes in front 
of the occipital condyles; in the peccary these are of very moderatp 
size. The molars of the hog are far more tuberculated than are 
those of the fossil peccary. 

Leidy's figures of the teeth of this specimen are here repro
duced (PI. IV, Figs. 3-6). On the left are those of the right upper 
jaw presenting their grinding surfaces and a view of the outer 
faces. On the right are the lower teeth showing the grinding sur
faces and a view of the outer faces. It will be observed that each 
of the true molars is crossed by two prominent ridges or crests, and 
that a lcmgitudinal cleft divides each of these into two cones. These 
crests and cones are much more prominent than in the living pec
earies. Likewise, the transverse valley separating the two crests 
of each tooth are less obstructed by tubercles than in either Tay
assu or Mylohyus. 

The hinder upper molar has a considerable projection, heel, or 
talon, at the rear; and this is composed of tubercles. From the 
inner cone of each crest, both in front and behind, there descends 
a buttress to the middle of the width of the tooth. At the base of 
the cones, especially on the outer border of the tooth and at its 
anterior end, there is a tuberculated shelf, or cingulum. The two 
other molars are without the talon, but they have a well developed 
cingulum and some tubercles in the valley between the two crests. 

The premolars have only one cross-crest. They possess each a 
well defined cingulum and buttresses descending from the main 
cones. 

The lower teeth resemble, in general, the upper ones, but they 
are narrower. The molars are crossed each by two crests, the pre
molars by only one each. The hinder molar has a considerabl(; 
talon, and the hinder cingulum of the other molars and of thE" 
hinder premolar, resembles a talon. The lateral view of the upper 
and lower teeth illustrates the height of the cones before they hav" 
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suffered any wear. Later in life these teeth would present a dif
ferent aspect. In 1903 George Wagner published (Jour. Geol., 
vol. XI, p. 777) a description of a skull belonging to this species 
which had been found near Belding, Kent County, Michigan. This 
had been found in a peat bog with a lot of bones which were sup
posed to belong to five individuals. 

Some years ago two well preserved adult specimens of this 
species were found in a gravel bank, near Rochester, New York. 
Most of the remains are now in the Philadelphia Academy of Sci
ences. Leidy ( Trans. Wagner Institute, vol. II, p. 41) described 
them and figured a complete skull. 

Undoubtedly this species belonged with the fauna which took 
pussession of our northern States soon after the withdrawal of the 
last, or Wisconsin, ice-sheet. The remains found in Wabash 
County, Indiana, at Columbus, Ohio, and at Rochester, New York, 
Hre all within the region occupied by the Wisconsin drift, and 
there is little probability that any of these remains were in de
posits laid down preceding the Wisconsin epoch. The remains 
found in the region about Galena, Illinois, may belong to an earlier 
time; but of this we cannot be certain. The species has been iden
tified by Matthew among materials collected at Hay Springs, N e
braska, and these deposits were certainly laid down early in the 
Pleistocene. The species seems, therefore, to have lived during the 
whole of this epoch. 

In order to illustrate the structure of the peccaries of this 
genus, the writer has had a drawing (PI. V) prepared of a speci
men of Platygonus leptorhinus Williston. The drawing was made 
by Mr. R. Weber, from a photograph kindly furnished by the 
American Museum of Natural History, New York, and shows :.1 

specimen mounted in that museum. This fine skeleton is one of It 

number of individuals that were found together near Goodland. 
Sherman County, Kansas, and which were afterwards described by 
Williston. It will be observed that the animal has longer legs than 
the hog has. It seems to have had a height, at the shoulders, of 
somewhat more than two feet six inches (750 mm.). 

Leidy (Trans. 'Wagner Institute, Vol. II, p. 41), gave the di
mensions of some of the bones that had been found at Rochester, 
New York. A part of his measurements is here given: 

Extreme length of the humerus ............................. 190 rum. 
Extreme length of the ulna ................................. 196 mm. 
Extreme length of the radius ............................... 156 mm. 
Length of femur head to inner condyle ...................... 193 mill. 
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Length of tibia internally .................................. 196 mm. 
Length of metacarpals ...................................... 93 mm. 
Length of metatarsals ...................................... 100 mm. 

FIG. 40. FIG. 41. 

Figs. 40, 41. Plaiygonu8 lepiorhinus. 
Fore and hind feet seen from bebind. 
X!. 

Fig. 40. Forefoot R, radius; U, ulna; 
II, second metacarpal; III, third 
metacarpal, a short stylf"t; I V, 
fourtb metacarpal; V, fifth meta
carpal. a nodule- of bone; 1. lunar; m, 
magnum; p. pisiform; s, scaphoid; 
td, trapezoid; u, unciform. . 

Fig.41. Hind foot. II, .econd meta· 
tarsal, a short stylet; III, third meta
tarsal; IV, fourth metatarsal; V, 
fifth metatarsal, a nodule of bone; 
a, astragalus; c, calcaneum; e l

, in
ternal cuneiform; c 2 , middle cunei
form; cb, cuboid; n, navicular. 

f<'igure 40 represents the structure of 
the fore leg, Fig. 41 that of the hind leg 
of P. leptorhinus, and those of P. Gom
pressus were probably almost exactly 
the same. These figures are taken from 
,¥illiston's paper (Kan. Univ. Quart., 
VoL III, pp. 38, 39). It will be ob
served that the second and fifth digits 
are greatly reduced in size. 

PT~A'l'YGONUS VE'l'US Leidy. 

From Prof. J. W. Beede, of the State 
University of Indiana, the writer has re
ceived remains of two extinct species of 
pecca.ry. One of these has already been 
mentioned under Tayasstt lenis. The 
remains here described appear to belong 
to PlatygonttS vettls. All that indicates 
this species is the hinder upper molar of 
the right side and a part of the next 
tooth in front of it (PI. IV, Fig. 1). 
The hinder tooth had not yet come into 
use and its roots are not developed. The 
length of the tooth is 26 mm. ; the width 
across the base of the anterior crest is 
20 mm.; across the second crest, 17 mm. 
The crown of the tooth greatly resem
bles that of Platygonus compressus, as 
shown by Fig. 3, plate IV. It is, how
ever, a much larger tooth. It is evident 
also that the main CU8pS were not so 
high as in that species, and there ar:' 
other differences. The size of the tooth 
agrees with that of PlatygontlS veins, as 
as shown in Leidy's figure (Ann. Rep. 
Penn. Geol. Survey, 1887, PI. II, Figs. 

1, 2). The tooth differs from that in having stronger anterior and 
external cingula, and in having a broader and more complicated 
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talon. In the type of P. vetus, just referred to, the talon is eight 
mm. long and narrowed and rounded off behind. In the specimen 
from Bloomington the talon is only five mm. long and is broad and 
truncated behind. It consists of two large tubercles in the rear of 
the tooth measuring together, from side to side, 11 mm. Between 
these and the hinder of the two main crests, there is a strong tuber
cular ridge that enters from the outer side of the tooth. On the 
front of the anterior inner cone (protocone) there descends a 
strong buttress to the anterior cingulum; and on the hinder face 
of the same cone a feebler buttress descends to the middle of the 
transverse valley. Similarly, there are anterior and posterior but
tresses on the hinder cone (hypocone). 

The fragment of second true molar presents strong external 
and hinder cingula. 

The specimen was found in Rock Cliff quarry, northwest of Wil
liams, in Lawrence County. It was accompanied by some bones, 
probably of the skeleton, but these have not been worked out of the 
matrix. In the same quarry were found Terrapena carolina and 
Tayassu lenis. 

It is thought better to refer this tooth provisionally to Platy
gonus vet'lts than to name and describe a new species on such in
adequate materials. Leidy's type of this species was found in a 
crevice in a limestone quarry in Mifflin County, Penn. It consisted 
of a palate with molars and damaged premolars and a left ramus 
of the lower jaw with the last premolars. 

This species has been reported from Hay Springs, Nebraska, 
and the molars and premolars have been figured by Gidley (Bull. 
Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., Vol. XIX, p. 479) ; but it is not certain 
that the identification is correct. None of the finds of this species 
give us any certain indications of the time during the Pleistocene 
that it existed, unless it be the specimen from Hay Springs, Ne
braska. 

Genus MYLOHYUS Cope. 

Peccaries with narrow and elongated snout; second, third, and 
fourth premolars present above and below, and molariform; that 
is, provided each with two pairs of primary cones. Two incisors 
on earh side above and below. Forefeet with second and fifth 
digits present, with all their elements; the hinder apparently 
wholly lacking the second and fifth digits. 

The type of this species is Leidy's Dicotyles nasutus, of which 
only the snout with an incisor, a canine, and two premolars are 
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known. Cope referred to the genus other species, one of which 
showed two incisors only on each side of each jaw. Far more needs 
to be learned yet regarding the skeleton of some species of the 
genus. 

The greater part of our knowledge of this genus is derived from 
remains found by Mr. Barnum Brown in the Conard fissure, in 
northwestern Arkansas (Mem. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist, IX, p. 200). 

MYLOHYUS NASUTUS Leidy. 

The type specimen of this species comprises the snout extending 
backward so as to include two premolar teeth on the right side. 
The specimen was found many years ago in Gibson County, Indi
ana, the more exact locality not having been published. The speci
men was sent to Leidy for examination by Dr. David Dale Owen. 
·Where it is now is not known to the writer. It was discovered in 
digging a well, at a depth of between 30 and 40 feet below the 
surface. 

Besides the two premolars contained in this piece of upper jaw 
there is present the right canine and the inner of the two upper 
left incisors. There are sockets for the three missing incisors and 
for the left canine. 

Two of the figures which illustrated Leidy's description are 
here reproduced. (Figs. 42, 43.) Leidy has stated that this frag
ment of skull indicates an animal larger than any of the living 
peccaries and larger than Platygonus compressus. The snout is 
much longer and narrower than that of any of the living pec
caries, and somewhat longer than in Platygonus compressus. 

The following measurements are taken from Leidy's figures: 

Distance from front of snout to line even with rear of second 
premolar ......................•........................ 140 mm. 

Distance from front of snout to line joining hinder border of 
canines ............................................... . 55 mm. 

Distance from rear of canines to front of the first premolar .. . 60 mm. 

Width of jaw across sockets for canines ................... . 59 mm 
Width of jaw where narrowest ............................ . 32 mm. 

Width of jaw at front of first premolar .................... . 35 111111. 

Length of crown of first premolar .........•................. \) mm. 

\Vidth of crown of first premolar ........................... . S.5 111m. 

Length of crown of second premolar ........................ . 
Width of crown of second premolar ......................... . 

13 mm. 
11.5111m. 

The incisors were smaller than those of the living peccaries. 
The diameter of the anterior incisor is hardly 5 mm., while the 
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socket for the second is barely 4· mm. in diameter. In Tayassu 
a.ngu~at1vm, a smaller animal, the incisors are somewhat larger. 
The canine has a height of 55 mm., the crown occupying 29 mm. 
of this. It is therefore somewhat shorter than in the living pec
carIes. The fore-and-aft diameter of the base of the crown is 14 
mm. There appears to have been a wide and well-marked groove 

FIG. 43. FIG. 42. 

Figs. 42, 43. Mylohyus nasutus. Palatal and side views 01 the type specimen. X ~ +. 

on the outer face and a number of narrower grooves on its both 
faces. 

The hinder of the two premolars has the structure of a true 
molar of the living peccaries, having two pairs of cusps, with ac
cessory cusps in front, the center and the rear (protoconule, meta
conule, hypoconule). The anterior premolar is more simply con-
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siructed. The Conard fissure specimens show that the second pre
molar was molariform, although smaller than the others. 

It would be of value to know exactly where in Gibson County 
this specimen was found. A part of this county, the eastern and 
southeastern, lies outside of the drift-covered region. A strip along 
the river is occupied by river deposits belonging to the Recent 
epoch. Outside of this again is another strip that Leverett re
gards as made up of sand and gravel plains and terraces of Wis
consin age. The remainder of this county is covered with Illinois 
drift forming a strip 10 mileS or more in width, running across 
the middle of the county in a direction from southwest to north
east. In case the well in which the fossil was found was dug in the 
area of the Illinois drift, a depth of 30 feet or more would prob
ably pass through this drift and thus make the age pre-Illinoian. 
Professor Cope identified, as belonging to this species, some teeth 
which had been found in Port Kennedy cave, in southeastern Penn
I',ylvania. From the fact that a large percentage of the animals 
found in this cave are now extinct, one may conclude that they be
longed to an early period in the Pleistocene. With our present 
knowledge of the locality where the Gibson County specimen was 
found, we cannot be certain of its geological age. Leidy referred 
(Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., VII, 1869, p. 387) to this species 
fl second molar tooth which had been found in Monmouth County, 
New Jersey. Cope identified as belonging to this species some 
molars and canine teeth which he had found in cave breccia in 
Wythe County, West Virginia. With these were found remains 
of Tapirus haysii, an extinct horse, and various other extinct 
species, as well as remains of yet existing species. 

'l'he writer believes that the animals found in the Conard fissurt~ 
lived during the Illinoian stage. 

SUPERFAMILY BOOIDEA. 

TIlE DEER, GIRA~'FES, ANTELOPES, SHEEP, MUSK-OXEN, OXEN. 

Artiodactyla with the third and fourth metapodials consoli
dated into one mass. The lateral digits reduced or wholly miss
ing. Fibula appearing only as a small bone at the lower end of 
the tibia. Tooth formula, i. -~, c. 0 O{ \ pm. t, m. -}. The lower 
canines close to and resembling an incisor. Cusps of the molars 
and often of the premolars wearing into crescents, whose extremi
ties are directed outward in the upper jaw, inward in the lower. 
Habits herbivorous. 

39-29153 
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The earliest members recognized of this group are found in 
the Lower Miocene. From that time they appear in increasing 
numbers. 

FAMILY CERVIDJE. 

THE DEER. 

Second and fifth digits of all the feet usually present, but 
much reduced. Head sometimes without frontal appendages, but 
often, especially in the males, furnished with antlers which, with 
rare exceptions, are found only in the males and which are periodi
cally shed and reproduced. Teeth usually short crowned and with 
large roots. Upper canines usually present. 

At the present day species of deer are found in North and 
South America, Europe, Asia, and Africa north of the Sahara. 
In time they range from the Lower Miocene to the present. From 
the Pleistocene of North America seven or eight extinct species are 
known, besides remains of several oE the species yet living. The 
genera represented are Odoooileus, CerV1ls, Cerva,zoes, Aloes, and 
Rangifer. These all belong to the following subfamily: 

SUBFAMILY CERVINJE. 

Antlers with short pedicel; periodically shed and in all genera 
except Rangifer found only in the males. Upper canines usually 
wanting or feebly developed. Cheek-teeth short crowned, the 
enamel more or less wrinkled. 

Genus ODOCOILEUS Rafinesque. 

Antlers in the males only; with a short pedicel, the bases rising 
nearly in the plane of the face, turning outward then strongly for
ward; furnished with a sub-basal snag; the tines arising from the 
hinder border of the main stem. No brow tine. Metacarpals 2 
and 5 having only the distal end preserved. Lateral hoofs well 
developed on aU the feet. Canines usually absent. Gland pit of 
face small. Hinder nares divided into 2 passages by the vomer. 

The deer of this genus inhabit the New World. The type of the 
genus is the common Virginia, or white-tailed deer, which occurs 
also in the Pleistocene. 
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ODOCOILEUS VIRGINIANUS Zimmermann. 

This is the Virginia, or white-tailed deer which, at the coming 
of white men to this continent, inhabited the country from the At
lantic Ocean to the Rocky Mountains and from southern Canada to 
the Gulf of Mexico. 

It has been reported as occurring in Pleistocene deposits from 
Pennsylvania, New York, West Virginia, Michigan, Illinois, In· 
diana, Missouri, and elsewhere. 

Since the skeleton of this species may be procured and .em
ployed for comparison of extinct species, some parts will be briefly 
described. 

FIG. 44. Odocoileus virginianu8, the White-tailed deer. View of the right antler from the left side; 
nose toward the left hand. 

The face is rather low and narrow. The antlers (Fig. 44) show 
a main stem which at first proeeeds from the skull upward, out
ward and backward. The stem then turns outward strongly, then 
forward and upward, ending in well-developed males far in front 
of the orbits. Besides, the backwardly directed sub-basal snag 
there may be three or four tines rising from the upper border of 
the stem. Of course, no antlers occur in the females and the skulls 
of males may be found without them, but these will present the 
pedicels. The antlers of young males are smaller and have fewer 
tines than those of adults. The length of the skull, from the occi
pital condyles to the front of premaxillre, will measure about 285 
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mm.; the breadth across the rear at the mastoid process, is about 
100 mm. The length of the upper premolar-molar series is 80 
mm.; of the premolar series, 36 mm.; of the molar series, 48 mm. 
The length of the lower premolar-molar series is 85 mm.; of the 
premolars, 38 mm.; of the molars, 51 mm. These measurementfl 
and the following ones of the individual teeth are taken from a 
specimen in the U. S. National Museum, No. 17452. The width i!' 
taken at the base of the crown: 

MEASUREMENTS OF 1'HE TEETH. 

I Length of Width of Length of Width of 
UPPER TEETH. 

I 
Crown. Crown. LOWER TEETH. Crown. Crown. 

I 
Pm. , I 11 mm. 11 mm. Pm. 10 mm. 6 mm. . . . . . I ···1 
Pm. a .. . .. 11 mm. 13 mm. Pm. a·· •• 1 12 mm. 7 mm. 
Pm. , .. 11.5 mm. 14 mm. Pm. .. 12 mm. 

I 

9 mm . 
M. , 14 mm. 14 mm. M. 

. '1
14 mm. 10 mm. 

M. , .. ····1 16 mm. 15.5 mm. M. .. ... 16 mm. 11 mm . 
M. , .. .. 16.5mm. 16 mm. Ill. .. 22 mm. 11 mm . 

In the upper molars there is often a small tubercle on the inner 
face between the two lobes, and a similar one on the outer face of 
the lower molars between the two lobes. 

In the upper jaw the distance from the front premolar to the 
front of the premaxilla, is about 95 mm. In the lower jaw the dis
tance from the front of the jaw to the anterior molar, is 85 mm. 
The height of the lower jaw at the first true molar, is 22 mm. 

To aid in the recognition of remains of the Virginia deer, meas
urements are here presented of some of the principal bones of the 
skeleton. They are taken from a young but mature male, No. 
35139, U. S. National Museum. The measurements are taken in a 
straight line: 
Skull, length from condyles to front of premaxillfP ........... . 245 mm. 

Atlas, width across hinder end ............................. . 73 mm. 

Axis, total length ......................................... . 65 mill. 

Axis, width of anterior end across articulation .............. . 48 1lI1l1. 

Scapula, length parallel with its spine ...................... . 170 mm. 

Scapula, width of upper end ............................... . 115 mill. 

Humerus, extreme length .................................. . 187 mm. 

Humeruiil, from head to surfaf'e for ulna .................... . 173 IlIm. 

Hadins, total length ....................................... . 200 mnL 

Ulna, total length ......................................... . 240!c mm. 

Anterior cannon bone ..................................... . 200 mm 
230 mm. 
117 mm. 

PelviS, total length ........................................ . 
Pelvis, width at acetabula ................................. . 

148 mm. 
230 mm. 

Pelvis, width at hinder end of ischia ........................ . 
}<'ell1ur, total length ....................................... . 
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{<'emur, from head to outer condyles ......................... 215 mm. 
'£ibia, total length .......................................... 270 mm. 
Hinder cannon bone ........................................ 235 mill. 

Remains of this deer have been reported from many localities 
within the area occupied by it in historical times. We cannot al
ways be sure that the identifications have been correct, nor sure 
that the remains belonged to Pleistocene timcs. Cope, in 1869, re
ported that remains of this species were abundant in the cave 
breccia of West Virginia. He also found in the collection made in 
Port Kennedy cave, in eastern Pennsylvania, teeth which he could 
not distinguish from that of the Virginia deer. It is the present 
author's opinion that the deposits made in that cave were made 
early in the Pleistocene. Hildreth (Amer. Jour. Sci., Vol. XXIX, 
:1.835, p. 147) reported the finding of bones of the deer, probably 
this species, in cave stalagmite, in Wood County, W. Virginia. 
Leidy found, in Peace Creek beds, Florida, regarded as early Pleis
tocene or even Pliocene, antlers, bones, and teeth of a deer, that he 
could not distinguish from 'corresponding parts of the Virginia 
deer. 

In Indiana reports of discovery of deer remains have come 
from a number of places. In 1854, Leidy (Proc. Phila. Acad., p. 
200) published a list of bones that had been found near Evans
ville, at the mouth of Pigeon Creek, by Francis 'A. Lincke. There 
were parts of two tibiae, part of a metacarpal, parts of two meta
tarsals, parts of two scapulae, a piece of rib, a mutilated cranium 
of a doe, a part of the cranium of a buck which had shed his ant
lers, parts of three lower jaws of different ages and containing 
some of the molars. With these remains were found parts of a 
Mega~onyx, a vertebra of a horse, scant remains of a bison, of a 
tapir, and the jaw of the wolf, Canis dirus. It is the opinion of 
the writer that these remains antedated the Wisconsin ice-sheet. 

In the 17th Annual of the Indiana Geological Survey, page 241, 
Elrod and Benedict reported that in 1882, Mr. Rantz, while dig
ging a ditch on the farm of William Ruckle, three and a half mile;; 
north of Roann, Wabash County, unearthed at a depth of nine feet 
the antlers and part of the skeleton of a deer, O. virginian us. [ 
have a letter from Mr. B. E. Golthy, of Roann, who tells me that 
Mr. Ruckle stated to him that many bones were found at the time 
mentioned, shin-bones, ribs, and antlers. All those bones have dis
disappeared. The deposit in all probability was laid down after 
the retirement of the Wisconsin ice. 
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ODOCOILEUS DOLICHOPSIS Cope. 

This species was based on the left side of a lower jaw which, 
we are told, was discovered by John Collett of the Indiana Geolog
ical Survey, in a late lacustrine deposit in Harrison County, Indi
ana. It is to be regretted that those concerned in this matter did 
not think it necessary to give more exact information regarding the 
locality where the jaw and the ulno-radius of a bison that accom
panied it were discovered. Had we this information it might be 
possible for some one to determine with some probability the time 
in the Pleistocene when these animals lived. To add to the con
fusion, Cope, in Volume IV of the Bulletin of the Hayden Geolog
ical Survey, page 379, states that the jaw was found in Vander
burgh County. The specimen was described first by Cope in the 
American Naturalist, Vol. IV, p. 189; then in the Bulletin of the 
U. S. Geological Survey, Vol. IV, p. 379. In the 14th Annual Re
port of the Geological Survey of Indiana, Cope and Wortman 
further described the jaw and gave figures illustrating it and the 
teeth. These figures are reproduced here (PI. VI). From the 
description and the figures it seems quite certain that the species is 
distinct from O. virginianus. The length of the jaw from front to 
rear of the angle is given as 250 mm. In the specimen of O. vir
ginianus whose measurements are given on page 612, this length is! 
only 225 mm. Notwithstanding this, the length of the series of 
molars and premolars is the same in both, 85 mm. Using Cope's 
illustration, figure 2, of plate VI, which is a very little less than 
seven-tenths of the natural size, we find that the last molar was 
placed 70 mm. in front of the angle of the jaw; while in the speci
men of O. virginianus it is only 56 mm. in front of the angle. In 
the fossil the space between the front of the jaw and the anterior 
molar measured 100 mm.; in O. virginianus it measures only 80 
mm. We see therefore that this deer had, in proportion to the 
length of the series of cheek-teeth, a considerably longer lower jaw 
and doubtless a larger head; more especially a longer nose. The 
length of the premolar series is given as 34 mm. The length of the 
last premolar is stated to be 21 mm.; its width 11 mm. Cope's 
figure 2a seems to indicate that the dimensions were greater. In 
the figure the series of grinding teeth is made too large, 90 mm.; 
but this does not account for all the differences. Perhaps Cope 
measured only the worn surface of the teeth. 

In the 14th Annual Report of this survey, Cope and Wortman 
described and figured a left maxilla with all of its teeth present. 
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The hinder one had, however, lost its crown. They say that the 
bone was in the collection and that it probably belonged to the 
same species; but seemed to offer no differences when compared to 
the same part in O. virginianus. In the absence of the materials 
it is impossible to add any remarks on this matter. 

Genus CERVUS Linn. 

Antlers in the male only; with a pedicel short, large and cylin
drical; with a brow tine and two other tines on lower half of shaft. 
The tines springing from the front of the main shaft. Canine 
teeth present; upper molars with an accessory flattened column on 
the inner side. Antorbital gland pit of moderate size. 

The members of this genus inhabit central Europe and central 
~illd northern Asia and central North America. Formerly the 
American species occupied the United States from the Atlantic to 
the Rocky Mountain region and to northern California and Yukon 
'l'erritory, south to Tennessee and probably even western Florida 
in the Eastern region. 

CERVUS CANADENSIS Erxleben. 

THE WAPITI; AMERICAN ELK. 

The American Elk, or Wapiti, is a stately and splendid species 
of deer which, on the coming of white men to this continent, occu
pied the more temperate parts of the country from the Atlantic to 
the Pacific, extending its range north to about 57° latitude and 
south to North Carolina, Tennessee, Arkansas, Texas, and New 
lIIexico. It is now on the verge of extinction. It is a much larger 

- animal than the Virginia deer, having a length of about eight feet 
from the nose to the root of the tail, a height of nearly five feet at 
the shoulders and somewhat more at the rump. The female is 
somewhat smaller. The antlers are large, (Fig. 45), reaching some
times four feet 6 inches, measured along the curve, and sometimes 
probably they were still larger. They extend upward, outward and 
somewhat backward. The tines, five to seven in number, project 
from the front of the main shaft. Other details of the structure 
are given below. 

Remains of the Wapiti in a fossilized or semi-fossilized condi
tion have been reported from various parts of the eastern half of 
the United States, Vermont, New York, New Jersey, Maryland, 
North Carolina, South Carolina, Kentucky, Indiana, Michigan, 
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Wisconsin and Illinois, and from Ontario, Canada. Certainly some 
of the remains reported belong to the recent epoch; others are cer
tainly of Pleistocene times; about others there must remain great 
doubt. More finds of its remains have been made in Indiana than 
in any other State, and all these belong to the northern half, in 
deposits evidently overlying the Wisconsin drift. There seem to 
be no remains that prove the presence of this animal in our country 
during the earlier part of the Pleistocene, none that seem to be as 
ancient as some of the finds of the Virginia deer. I agree with Os
born that so far as we can now determine the Wapiti was a late 

FIG. 45. Cervus canadensis, the Wapiti. View of right antler from (eft side; nose toward the (eft 
hand. After Baird. 

comer to this region; but it was probably here before the extinc
tion of the mastodon. 

In the 22d Annual Report of this Survey, page 90, Professor 
Blatchley reported that antlers of a large elk had been found near 
Kouts, in Porter County, and that they were lying close to teeth 
of a mastodon. So far as it goes, this account indicates that the 
antlers were in Pleistocene deposits; but it is to be regretted that 
the finders did not furnish more detailed information. 

In the same report Professor Blatchley stated that antlers of 
this species had been found in Lake County. 
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In the collection belonging to the Geological Survey at Indian
apolis, there is a part of an elk antler which had been presented 
by Dr. Loughridge, of Rensselaer, Jasper County, and which had 
presumably been found near that place. The piece is 400 mm. long 
and forms the base of the antler. The greatest diameter of this 
base is 90 mm., and at 200 mm. above the base the diameter of the 
shaft is 55 mm. 

In the collection at Indianapolis is a left antler which has a 
length of 1,200 mm. It presents five tines. The base has a diame
ter of 94 mm. It appears to have been found about 1884, near 
l!-'oresman, Newton Oounty, and it is credited to D. E. Dowe. We 
know nothing regarding the depth or the kind of deposit in which 
it was found. 

Messrs. Elrod and Benedict (17th Ind. Rep., 1892, page 290), 
stated that, near the western border of Wabash Oounty, the head 
and antlers of an elk h.ad been unearthed by a Mr. Longnecer on a 
swamp which he was draining. The statement is made that the 
antlers measured eight feet from tip to tip. It seems probable that 
in making the measurement the antlers were laid out with their 
shafts in the same line; for no elk is known to have had antlers of 
this extent. Here again, we must lament the fact that the material 
was not preserved. 

In the 12th Annual Report of the Indiana Geological Survey, 
page 169, Mr. McOaslin reported that in Jay Oounty the bones of 
the mastodon and post-glacial deer or elk had been frequently met 
with. The gigantic antlers of the latter have been found in size 
indicating an animal eight or nine feet high and 10 or 11 feet in 
length. These antlers are said to have been picked up in a bog 
north of Oamden, in Penn Township. Unless these antlers be
longed to an animal yet unknown, they certainly were those of 
Gervus canadensis. The bearer of the bones was probably not so 
large an animal as imagined. 

In the 12th Annual Report of the Survey, page 181, Dr. A. J. 
Phinney stated that in draining swamps in Randolph Oounty, elks' 
fossil antlers had often been found, some very large and having a 
spread of six feet. No other details are given. 

In the geological collection at Earlham Oollege, Richmond, In
diana, there is a small lot of elk bones that were secured in May, 
1893, by Messrs. Shoemaker, Grave and Moore in a ditch that was 
being put through a swamp in Randolph Oounty, known as "The 
Dismal. " Among these bones is a humerus, which has a total length 
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of 300 mm. There is a scapula which appears to belong with it. 
Mr. Caswell Grave, now of Johns Hopkins University, informs me 
that these bones were found in a long ditch or canal that had been 
made in a swamp about one or two miles southeast of Winchester. 
They were found outcropping in the sides of the ditch for the space 
of half a mile. Only a few of the bones seen were brought back to 
Earlham College. It is to be hoped that somebody will soon make 
extensive collections here. The writer has reason to believe that 
"The Dismal" is located some miles east of Winchester. 

This animal has been found likewise in Wayne County. In the 
Earlham College collection there is a skull of an elk, No. 5070 of 
the catalogue. It is labeled as having been presented by Lee Ault, 
superintendent of schools in Cambridge City. It is stated to have 
been found one mile northeast of Cambridge City, in Little Si
monds Creek. It lay partly exposed in a bed of gravel four rods 
below the mill-dam and one-fourth of a mile above the place where 
the creek empties into the West Fork of White River. It is not 
at all improbable that the skull belongs to some part of the Recent 
epoch. The specimen is pretty thoroughly mineralized and stained 
with iron oxide. 

In the same college there is the rear portion of the skull of an 
elk, with the bases of the antlers. It is recorded as having been 
found at Franklin City, Wayne County, on Nolan's Fork, and re
ceived from Mr. Isaac Thomas. The catalogue number is 5069. The 
animal appears to have been a large one and the skull furnishes the 
following measurements: 
Height of the occipital crest above the bottom of the OCCipital 

foramen ............................................... . 100 mm. 

Width of the skull behind ................................. . 150 mm. 
Width of the skull just in front of the pedicels ............. . 145 mm. 

Antero-posterior diameter of the pedicels ................... . 50 mm. 

'I'ransverse diameter of the pedicels ........................ . 52 mm. 

The antlers are broken off at the point where the first, or brow, 
tine was given off. In order to identify fossil remains of this noble 
animal we must compare bones and teeth with those of prepared 
skeletons. 

The following measurements are made from three skulls in the 
U. S. National Museum, No. 86417, a young adult male from Jack
son Hole, Wyoming; a young adult female, No. 24217, from Yel
lowstone Park, and a second larger male, No. 171889, from Jackson 
Hole: 
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MEASUREMENTS. 
Male, 

86,417. 
Female, 
24,217. 

Male, 
171,889. 

----------------------------------:--------1--------------
Length [rom condyles to front o[ premaxillae ....... . 
Breadth at ear openings ............................ . 
Breadt.h across zygomatic arches. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. 
Breadth on rim o[ orbit at Ironto-lachrymal suture .. 
Breadth just above antorbital ................. . 
Breadth at sockets o[ canines ................... . 
Distance from front of premaxillae to palatines ..... . 
Distance from front of premaxillae to hinder nares. '. . ... 
Distance from front of premaxillae to anterior premolar .. 
Width of palate at front premolars. . . . . . . . . .. . ..... 
Width of palate at front of hinder molars. . . .. . 
Length of lower jaw from front to rear of angle .. 
Length of symphysis .................. . 
Height at first true molar...... . ........... . 
Length of upper premolar-molar series ....... . 
Length of upper premolar series ........ , .. . 
Length of upper molar series ................. . 
Length of lower premolar-molar series ........ . 
Length of lower premolar series .............. . 
Length of lower molar series ................... . 
Distance from last incisor to anterior premolal' .. 
Pm.', length .. . 
Pm. 2, width .... . 
Pm. a, length .. . 
Pm.', width .. . 
Pm.', length .. . 
Pm. 4, width. 
M.' length .... 
1\1.', width .. 
M. 'l, length. 
M. 2, width ... 
M. 3, length .. 
M.', width ... . 
Pm." length .. . 
Pm." width .. . 
Pm. 3, length .. . 
Pm .• , width .... . 
Pm. " length .... . 
Pm. 4, width ... . 
M. " length .... . 
M." width ............... . 
M. " length ..... . 
M.·, width ..... . 
M. 3, length ...... . 
M .• , width ...... . 

408 
123 
177 
132 
88 
86 

192 
255 
126 
50 
70 

332 
52 
44 

133 
59 
78 

144 
57 
87 
96 
21 
17 
22 
19.5 
18 
20 
23 
24 
29 
25 
27 
23 
16 
10 
19 
13 
23 
15 
24 
16 
30 
18 
35 
17 

25 
17 
31 
19 

!:::::::::.:: 

In the case of the female skull measured above, the milk teeth, 
much worn, are yet in position. Although their individual meas
urements are not given,. they are included in the lengths of the 
series. The lower hinder true molar is not sufficiently extended 
for accurate measurement. In considering the measurements of 
the teeth of this species, as in the other, it must be taken into the 
account that as they are worn down they become slightly shorter 
and the worn face broader. The latter fact does not affect the 
measurement given of the breadth, for this is taken at the base of 
the tooth. 

The antlers of the elk rise from the pedicels, passing upward, 
Hnd outward, and having between them an angle of less than 90 
degrees. Toward the extremity the main stem turns forward and 
a little inward. The tines rise from the front of the main stem, 
not from the hinder border as they do in Odocoileus. There is a 
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brow tine and two others in the lower half of the shaft, and two or 
three others in the upper half. In the specimen at hand, from 
Wyoming, the main shafts are about four feet long, and the tips 
of the two antlers are three feet apart. 

To assist in identifying any bones that may be found, the fol
lowing measurements are given. They are taken from a fully 
grown male individual in the U. S. National Museum. All meas
urements made in a straight line: 

Axis, total length of the centrum ............................. 130 illm. 
Axis, width of the anterior end across the articulation. . . . . . . . .. 88 illIll. 
Bcapula, length parallel with its spine ........................ , 350 mm. 
Scapula, width of the upper end .............................. 205 mm. 
Humerus, total length ........................................ 340 mm. 
Humerus, from head to surfrrce for ulna ....................... 300 mm. 
Radius, total length .......................................... 345 mm. 
Clna, total length ............................................ 430 tum. 
Anterior cannon bone ........................................ 313 mm. 
PelviS, total length ....................................... : .. 430 mm. 
I'elYis, breadth at acetabula .................................. 205 1111l1. 

Pelds, breadth at hinder end of ischia ...... , ..... , ....... , .,. 310 mm. 
I<'ellllll', total length .......................................... 400 mm. 
b'CUlUl', from head to inner condyle ..... " ., ., ................. 375 mm. 
Tibia total length ............................................ 445 mIll. 
Posterior cannon bone ........................................ 345 mm. 

In the female which furnished the measurements of the skull 
and teeth, the bones are considerably shorter. The femur, from 
the head of the surface for the ulna, is 260 mm. long; and the total 
length of the tibia is 385 mm. Allowance must therefore be made 
for individual variation, for sex and for age. In case that the 
antlers are not found with remains of the elk, it may be necessary 
to rely On the teeth for identification, or teeth only may be found. 

The size of the teeth of the elk will distinguish them easily from 
those of the Vlrginia deer. They need to be carefully studied to 
distinguish them from those of the moose (Alces arnericanus). 
Scott's moose (Cervalces scotti), the musk-oxen and the varions spe-

cles of bison. 
A comparisDn of the measurements of the teeth of Cervus cana·· 

densis with those of Alces americanus shows at once that those of 
the latter are larger, being especially broader. The greatest differ
ences are found between the premolars of the two species, those of 
the moose being both much longer and much brDader. There is not 
so great difference between the second upper molars of the two 
species, the lengths heing nearly the same; but at the base that of 
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the moose exceeds considerably the breadth of the same tooth as the 
elk. The upper true molars of the elk have, on the inner face, at 
the summit of the cleft between the two lobes, a little column. In 
the moose this is extremely small or absent. In the upper molar 
teeth of these species there are prominent folds of enamel on the 
outer face of each tooth. There is one at the front of the tooth. 
(parastyle of Osborn), one where the adjacent horns of the anterior 
and the posterior crescents meet (mesostyle), and one at the rear 
(metastyle). There is also a less prominent fold between the para
style and the mesostyle, and another between the latter and the 
metastyle. In the moose the principal styles, especially the para
style and the mesostyle, are broader and more prominent than in 
the elk; the fold between the parastyle. and the mesostyle in the 
moose diverges perceptibly from the parastyle, while in the elk the 
two are parallel. In the premolars there are on the outer face three 
folds or styles. In the moose the median makes a greater angle 
with the front one than in the case of the elk. 

Usually the greater length of the tooth and always the greater 
breadth will serve to distinguish the lower premolars and molars 
of the moose from those of the elk. 

The greater size of the teeth of Cervalces scotti distinguish 
them readily from those of the elk. 

The teeth of the bisons must be considered. If unworn or little 
worn upper molar teeth of the bison and of the elk are compared, 
the former may at once be distinguished by the far higher crowns, 
perhaps twice as high as those of the elk. If the teeth are worn 
down those of the elk will have the inner and the outer face sloping 
strongly toward each other, while in the bisons they will be nearly 
parallel. The worn faces of the molar teeth of the bisons are more 
nearly square than those of the elk. Those of the bisons have, on 
the inner face, instead of a little, freely projecting column, like a 
little stalactite, a large column that adheres to the tooth nearly the 
whole length and nearly fills the cleft between the two lobes. As to 
the premolars, the measurements must be applied, or those of the 
f'lk may be compared with the same teeth in the skull of the domes
tic ox. In regard to the lower teeth comparisons of the measure
ments of the elk teeth with those of the bisons will usually settle the 
matter. The lower true molars of the bison have, on the outer face, 
a strong fold of enamel, forming a style or column in the cleft be
tween the two lobes. 
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Genus CERVALCES Scott. 

Antlers dichotomous and palmated; the base of the shaft much 
longer than in Aloes. Nasals and premaxilhe far less reduced than 
in the latter genus and the former bones in contact with the latter. 

'l'his genus appears to differ essentially from Aloes, that con
taining the moose, in having the anterior nares, as shown in the 
skeleton, much smaller, an indication that the prehensile upper lip 
was not so greatly developed. 

CERV ALCES SCOTTI Lydekker. 

SCOTT'S EXTINCT MOOSE. 

This is the species that Prof. W. B. Scott (Proc. Phila. Acad., 
1885, p. 181, pI. 11), described under the name Cervaloes ameri
canus. Lydekker, in his Deer of All Lands, p. 60, pointed out 
that the specific name was preoccupied, and he therefore named 
the animal in honor of Professor Scott. 

The first known remains of this species were found at Big Bone 
Lick, Kentucky, and were described and figured by Wistar in 1818, 
(Trans. Amer. Phil. Soc., Vol. I, p. 375, pl. X, Figs. 4, 5). He 
mentions it as a "Cervtls." Cooper, Smith, and Dekay, in 183], 
referred it with doubt to the living species of moose. Harlan, in 
1834, gave it the name Cervns americanns. The descriptions and 
figures were based on the hinder part of the skull which bore the 
bases of the antlers. Leidy (Jour. Phila. Acad., Vol. VII, 1869, p. 
378), expresses some doubt regarding the place where the skull was 
found. With the skull in the Academy of Natural Sciences in Phil
adelphia Leidy found the bases of the antlers of another specimen 
and two metacarpals, all in the same friable and abraded condition. 

About the year 1884 there was discovered in a shell-marl de
posit, under a bog, at Mt. Hennon, New Jersey, a nearly complete 
skeleton of a moose which is referred to this species. The only 
bones missing are five tail bones, two ribs, the right scapula and 
humerus, and a few foot bones. Excepting the bones of the tail, 
every bone is represented on one side or the other of the animal. 
The bones are beautifully preserved and look as if they had been 
obtained from a recently killed animal. They belonged to an ani
mal that was adult, but not old. They have been mounted, and 
the skeleton forms one of the attractions of the natural history 
collection at Princeton University. From Scott's plate, represent
ing this skeleton as mounted, has been prepared the line drawing 
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here presented (PI. VII). The other figures also are from Scott '8 

memoir. 
The only certain identifications of this moose are those of the 

materials found at Big Bone Lick and at Mt. Hermon, New Jersey. 
It has been reported with doubt from Kansas and from the inter
glacial deposits fit Toronto, nanada. It is impossible to determine 

PLATy.; VII. 

Cprvalcl'8 scotti. View of the skeleton. 

the age of the Big Bone Lick remains. Animals left their remains 
there probably from the time of the retirement of the Illinois ice
sheet up to the present. The Toronto formation may belong to the 
Sangamon interglacial stage. There is more certainty about the 
time when this fine specimen at Princeton University lived. The 
whole country about Mt. Hermon, N. J., is, according to Salisbury's 
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map of the glacial deposits of New Jersey (Geol. Surv., N. J., Vol. 
V), covered with what is called late drift. 'rhis is regarded as 
equivalent to the Wisconsin. The specimen was found in a bog on 
this drift, and may be regarded therefore as post-Wisconsin in age. 

A study of the measurements of this specimen, as presented by 
Scott, seems to the writer to show that the proportions of the ex
tinct species were almost exactly those of the moose, the legs being 
little if any longer and the neck rather longer than shorter, all as 
compared with the length of the animal. This moose was thought 
by Scott to have stood higher on its legs than does the living spe
cies. He has given comparative measurements of this specimen and 

FIG. 46. Cervalces scotti. Skull and antlers seen from in front. Compare with Fig. 47. 

of one of the moose. The latter is said to have had a height of 
1,695 mm. at the withers and 1,565 mm. at the sacrum. The ex
tinct species showed 1,810 mm. and 1,680 mm. as the correspond
ing measurements. That is, the extinct species had a height of 
about six feet at the shoulders. The living species of Alces furnish 
still larger specimens. 

In order that it may be possible to recognize remains of this 
species if found, the following descriptions and measurements are 
presented: 

The skull has a length of 550 mm. from the condyles to the 
front of the premaxillre. 'rhe width across the paroccipital proc
esses is 150 mm.; at the hinder borders of the orbits, 252 mm.; at 
the flnterior premolar, 132 mm. From the front of the premaxillfl 
to the front of the nasals is 185 mm., one-third the length of the 
skull; in the moose this is 285 mm., one-half the length of the skull. 

40-29153 
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Along the midline, between the back of the head and the antlers, 
there is a slight depression i between the antlers a convexity i in 
front of the antlers, a slope downward. In the male moose there 
is a high knob of bone between the antlers. The nasal bones of 
Cervalces scotti nre 181 mm. long, and extend forward in advance 
of the hinder end of the premaxillffi. In the living moose the 
nasals are very short and lack much of reaching the premaxillffi. 

The antlers start out laterally at nearly right angles with the 
plane of the midline of the skull (Fig. 46). .At a distance of 100 
mm. from the base the diameter of the shaft is 55 mm. At about 
170 mm. the shaft begins to flatten and soon divides into two pal
mations. One of these may be said to continue the main axis out
ward, then somewhat upward ending in the outer snag. Its hinder 
border is thickened, and the width of the palmation amounts to as 
much as 300 mm. The other branch is directed upward and is soon 
divided into an anterior division and a posterior one. Each of 
these divides and subdivide!'! into terminal snags. The length of 
the antler, measured on the outside of the curve, is 863 mm.; the 
distance between the outer extremities of the two antlers is 1,620 
ram., over five feet. 

All the tel:lth are pre!'!ent except the lower incisors and canines. 
'fhe following measurements have been taken by the writer: 

Length of the premolar-molar series, 168 mm. ; of the premolar 
series, 74 mill.; of the molar series, 90 mm. 

UPPER TEETH. 

Pm!, 
Pm.! .... 

Pm.· .... . 
Pm.· .... . 

Pm.· ....... . 
Pm ....... . 

M.I ...... . 
M.' .... .. 

M· ...... . 
M.· ...... . 

M.· .... .. 
M.· ..... . 

MEASUREMENTS OF THE TEETH. 

I 

Measurements. 1 ___ L_o_W_E_R_T_EE_T_H_. __ I __ M_ea_s_ur_em_en_ts_._ 

Length, 23 mm. 
Width, 23 mm. 

Length, 26 mm. 
Width, 24 mm. 

Length, 26 mm. 
Width, 27 mm. 

Length, 29 mm. 
Width, 27 mm. 

Length, 28 mm. 
Width, 29 mm. 

Length, 31 mm. 
Width, 27 mm. 

Pm.' ... . 
Pm.2 .... . 

Pm.3 .. . 
Pm.3. 

Pm.4. . 
Pm.4. 

M.I •......•. 

M.! .... . 

M ...... . 
M .... . 

M .......... . 
MB.I ...... . 

Length. 21 mm. 
Width, 14 mm. 

Length, 23 mm. 
Width, 17 mm. 

Length, 27 mm. 
Width, 20 mm. 

Length, 28 mm. 
Width, 20 mm. 

Length, 30 mm. 
Width, 22 mm. 

Length, 41 mm. 
Width, 21 mm. 

The width of the molars, upper and lower, except M'l is taken 
across the anterior lobe. 
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'1'here may be in the upper molars minute accessory pillars or 
columns at the base of the valley between the two lobes, on the 
inner side of the tooth. On the outer face of the premolars there 
ate two strong pillars, of which the anterior is the broadest. Both 
rise below the anterior root of the tooth, and the hinder swings 
backward to the middle of the face of the tooth. On the outer face 
of the molars there are three strong pillars. Two of these rise be
low the anterior root and diverge little. The third root rises be
tween the two roots of the tooth. This swings somewhat backward. 
In front of it is a strong excavation; behind it a shallower one. In 
the hinder molar there is a fourth pillar into which the hinder 
crescent sends an extremity. 

In the lower molars there is a rather thick pillar on the outer 
face in the interval between the two lobes. It is, however, short. On 
the inner face the molars are deeply and obliquely notched between 
the lobes, and the notch penetrates the anterior cement lake. The 
inner face of each lobe has a pillar which subsides toward the base 
(lr the crown. The hinder molar has a large heel or third lobe. 
Pm. 4" resembles a molar, but it has a little external pillar. The 
inner face of the two anterior premolars is strongly folded and 
notched. 

The following mea::mrements are given of some of the principal 
hones: 

Rcapula, length along the spine ............................... 445 mll. 
Scapula, width at upper end .................................. 255 mm. 
Humerus, length from tuberosity .............................. 425 mm. 
Humerus, least fore-and-aft diameter ........................ " 55 mm. 
Humerus, least transverse diameter ........................... 44 mm. 
Radius, length ............................................... 450 mm. 
~fetacarpal bone ............................................. 355 mm. 
Metacarpal, transverse diameter at middle. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 40 mm. 
Femur, length from the head ................................. 440 mm. 
Tibia, length ................................................. 412 mm. 
Metatarsus ................................................... 421 mm. 

Genus ALCES Gray. 

The antlers broadly palmated. Base of the shaft relatively 
short. Nasals very short, far removed from the reduced premax
mm and leaving the bony anterior nares open a distance equal to 
nearly one-half the length .of the head. With a long prehensile 
upper lip. 
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ALCES AMERICANUS Clinton. 

THE MOOSE. 

This magnificent animal, still in existence, ranges from Labra
dor to Nova Scotia and west to the Rocky Mountains and north to 
Great Slave Lake. 

The only claim that Indiana can at present make on this animal 
iil that some remains of it have been found at Big Bone Lick, Ken
tucky. Inasmuch as it was during probably either the Illinoian 01' 

the Wisconsin glacial stages, more probably during both, crowded 
down as far as Kentucky, its remains arc very likely to be found in 
Indiana. 

FIG. 47. ..4.lces americanus, the Moose. Left antler seen from in front. Compare with Fig. 46. 
After Baird. 

The endeavor will be made here to present enough of descrip
tion and of measurements to enable students to determine with 
some certainty the teeth and some of the principal bones of the 
moose. 

In bulk this deer is about equal to a horse. The height at the 
shoulders may be as much as 2,440 mm. (8 feet) ; its length, 2,190 
mm. (7 feet). It is, however, usually smaller. 

The skull is long and narrow, the part of the upper jaw in front 
of the front premolar being considerably longer than the series or 
molar and premolar teeth. In this respect it resembles Cervalce:;, 
but differs from the American elk, CerV1t-s americanus. The nasals 
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are extremely short, so that the anterior ends are behind the front 
premolars. The skull of a specimen in the U. S. National Museum, 
No. 111671, from Manitoba, is 560 mm. long, from the exoccipital 
condyles to the front of the premaxillre; 165 mm. in width at the 
c:ar-opening; 218 mm. wide at the zygomatic arches; 232 mm. wide 
at the hinder border of the orbits; 100 mm. wide just above the 
,mtorbital forami.na; from the front of the premaxillre to the front 
of. the nasals is 255 mm. 

The antlers are,' of course, absent in the female. In the grown 
males they form two enormous expansions which are furnished on 
their anterior borders with numerous tines or snags (Fig. 47). The 
bases are directed outward approximately at right angles with the 
median plane of the skull. The base is short. The antler divides 
into a smaller palmation directed forward and a much larger one 
directed outward, upward and backward. In size and form there 
is great variation. The extent from outside to outside of the antlers 
may be more than four feet. 

The following measurements of the teeth are taken from the 
specimen mentioned above: 

Length of the upper premolar-molar series, 147 mm.; of the 
premolar series, 67 mm.; of the molar series, 82 mm. Length of 
the lower premolar-molar series, 163 mm.; of the premolar series, 
67 mm.; of the molar series, 93 mm. 

UPPER TEETH. 

Pm.'.! ...... . 
Pm.'.! .. 

Pm,'., 
Pm. 3 .. 

Pm .. ' ..... 
Pm.4.: .. 

M.I ...... . 
M,' .. . 

M,' ...... . 
M,' .. . 

M,o"",., 
M,o ... 

MEASUREMENTS OF THE TEETH. 

~feasurernents. 

I 'I Length, 24 mm. 
'1 Width, 21 mm. 

. , . 1 Length, 23 mm. 
Width, 25 mm. 

Length, 23 mm. 
Width, 28 mm, 

Length. 26 mm. 
Width, 27 mm. 

Length, 28 mm. 
Width, 29 mm. 

Length, 28 mm, 
Width, 30 mm, 

Pm.'.!. 
Pm.:! 

LOWER TEETH, 

Pm.4. 
Pm.4 .. 

M" . 
Md ... 

M" .. "." 
M" ... 

M, ... . 
M" .. . 

Measurements. 

i 
.1 Length, 19 mm. 
'1 Width, 14 mm, 

• I Length, 23 mm, 
Width, 17 mm. 

Length, 27 mm. 
Width, 18 mm, 

Length, 25 mm, 
Width, 20 mm, 

Length, 27 mm. 
Width. 22 mm. 

Len~th, 39 mm, 
Width, 22 mm, 

The following measurements of the bones are taken from Scott's 
paper on C ervalces: 

Length of the' scapula, 443 mm.; total length of humerus, 405 
mm.; length of radius, 415 mm.; length of metacarpus, 318 mm.; 
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length of femur, 435 mm.; length of tibia, 485 mm. ; length of meta
tarsus, 385 mm. It must be recognized that all measurements will 
vary somewhat in different individuals. 

Genus RANGIFER Fri~eh. 

Antlers present in both sexes, placed nenrer the hinder outer 
angle of the skull than to the orbits, more or less palmated, fur
nished with brow tine. The brow tines of the two sides usually 
unlike, one large and nirected in front of the face. A bez, or sec
ond, tine present. Axis at middle of length bent forward and end
ing in a snagged palmation. Lower tines on front of shaft; upper 
ones on its hinder border. Canine teeth present. Rather heavily 
built animals. 

RANGIFER CARIBOU Gmelin. 

THE CARIBOU. 

Fossil remains of one or more species of caribou have been re
ported from many parts of North America, usually under the name 
Rangifer tarandus, which properly belongs only to an Old World 
species, or the name R. caribou, the Barren Ground Caribou of the 
colder parts of North America. Such remains have been found in 
Connecticut, New York, Ontario (Oanada), New Jersey, Pennsyl
vania, Kentucky, Iowa, Nevada, Yukon, and Alaska. Inasmuch as 
the caribous of North America have been shown to belong to several 
species it is not at all improbable that the fossil remains do not all 
helong to R. caribou. Indeed, it is quite certain that the bones and 
teeth found long ago at Muscatine, Iowa, belong to what is now an 
('xtinct species. 

As to the age of the caribou remains found in the United States 
we cannot always be certain. Some of them undoubtedly belonged 
to Wisconsin or post-Wisconsin times. The scanty remains found 
at Toronto prohably lived at some time between the Illinois and the 
Wisconsin glacial stagrs. The same may be true of the Muscatine 
jaws and pieces of antlers. 

The finding of remains of a caribou, possibly R. caribou, at Big 
Bone Lick, Kentucky, seems to justify a brief description of the 
raribou. It is, indeed, rather remarkable that remains of tbis ani
mal have not been found in the northern half of Indiana. After 
the withdrawal of the Wisconsin ice-sheet there must have beeu a 
long period when the climate was favorable for the existence of 
these animals. Most frequently, perhaps, it is the antlers that will 
be found. As shown by Figure 48, the form of these is quite differ-
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ent from that of any other deer. This antler is that of R. groend
tnndiC1ls. If the rear of the skull accompanies the antlers the iden
tity of the animal is shown by the nearness of the bases of the 
antlers to the rear of the skull. AB to the teeth there is a good deal 
of range in the size. There are given here measurements from a 
f;pecimen of the subspecies R. caribou sylvestris, from Manitoba, 
No. 111700, U. S. National Museum. It is, however, larger than the 
I!aribou of Labrador. 

FIG. 48. Rangifer groendlandicus, the Barren GrDund Caribou. View of two antlers of the right 
side. seen from the left side. The one in front belonged to a male and shows the palmated brow 
tine; tbe other. supposed to have belonged to a female. has a very short brow tine. The brow 
tines are directed forward. After Baird. 

MEASUREMENTS OF 'IRE TEETH. 

LOWER TEETH. 
1 

III 
----1-1'----

Premolar-molar series, length... 'I 106 1 Premolar~molar series, length ..... . 

UPPER TEEm. 

Premolar series....... . 49 Premolar series .. . 
Molar series. . . . . . . . . 59 Molar series .... . 

Pm.',length... 18.5 Pm.,. length .... . 
Pm.'. width.... 15.5 I Pm .• , width .... . 

Pm.', length ... . 
Pm.', width .. . 

Pm . ., length ... , 
Pm.'. width .. 

M.l.length .... . 
M.'. width ..... . 

17 
16 

17 
16 

19 
16 

Pm.s.length ... 
Pm .•• width .. 

Pm .• , length .... . 
Pm .• , width .... . 

M. ,• length ...... . 
M.l, width ..... . 

I 

M.'.length ..... . 
M.', width ..... < 

20 
16.5 

M .• , length.. ............... I 

:::: :~::::: : ::: ::: : : ::: : ............ 1 M.'.length ... . 
M.·.width ...... . 

20 
16 M .•• width ...... , ....... ············1 

108 
45 
64 

11 
8 

18 
10 

18 
11.5 

20 
11 

20 
11.5 

24 
12 
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The bones of the limbs of the reindeer are relatively shorter and 
thicker than in other deer. The following measurements are taken 
from a skeleton of a caribou in the U. S. National Museum, No. 
4-176: 

Length of scapula along the spine, 280 mm.; width across upper 
end, 175 mm.; humerus, total length, 256 mm.; length from head, 
~36 mm.; radius, length, 330 mm.; ulna, length, 280 mm.; meta
earpal, length, 210 mm.; femur, total length, BOO mm.; from head 
to lo,ver end, 285 mm.; tibia, length, 325 mm. 

Family BOVID.2E. 

SHEEP, GOATS, ANTELOPES, MUSK-OXEN, OXEN. 

The second and fifth metacarpals and metatarsals rarely present 
Hi" separate elements; but the extremities of these digits usually 
present and furnished with small hoofs. The third and fourth con
solidated into a single cannon bone. Males and often females pro
vided with horns, which are outgrowths of the frontal bones and 
f!overed with a corneous sheath. Teeth, i. j, c. t, pm. t, m. t. The 
cheek teeth usually high-crowned and with moderate or small roots. 

'l'he earliest known relatives of this widely distributed and 
numerously represented family are found in the Lower Miocene. 
Antelopes, sheep, and oxen all existed in the Pliocene and abounded 
fluring the Pleistocene. So far as known, none of the family has 
ever reaehed A ustra1ia or South America, except through the 
agency of man. 

Subfamily OVIBOVIN.2E. 

'l'HE MUSK-OXEN. 

Bovidre with the horn-cores rising close behind the orbits and 
directed outward and more or less downward and forward. Pre
maxillre not reaching the nasals. Teeth high-crowned, but with the 
styles not as strongly developed as in the Bovinre. 

These animals appear always to have inhabited the colder parts 
(If the Northern Hemisphere. Five genera are probably to be recog
nized: Preptocerros, E1wemtherium, Symbos, Bootherium, and Om
llos. The first two are known only from the Pacific Coast. 

Genus BOOTHERIUM Leidy. 

Horn-cores diverging outward and downward from the skull; 
the rough surfaces for the horn forming a circular burr at the bases 
of the cores and not encroaching on the forehead. Space between 
the bases of the horn-cores smooth and convex. Teeth formula as 
in other Bovida>, but their Rpecial structure unknown. 
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BOOTHERIUM BOMBIFRONS Harlan. 

Little is known about the species except from thc original speci
men which was found nearly a hundred years ago near the Ohio 
River, at Big Bone Lick, Ky. This specimen is now preserved in 
the Academy of Natural Sciences in Philadelphia. It was described 

PLATE VIII. 

Bootherium bambi/rang. Front and side views of the type skull. I:llightly less than onc
fourth the natural size. After Leidy. 

in 1818 by Casper Wistar, without systematic name. In 1854 Dr. 
IJeidy described and figured it under the name which it now bears. 
In 1905 Mr. W. H. Osgood made the species the type of the genus 
Bootherium, which had been made by Leidy to include likewise the 
species described below under the name of Symbos cavifrons. 
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Two of Leidy's figures are here presented somewhat reduced 
(PI. VIII). These figures show well the direction taken by the 
horJ?-cores; the burr at the bases, resembling that in the oxen; the 
nearly equal diameters at the bases; the short but distinct pedicel 
between the forehead and the burr; and the wide, convex, and 
smooth surface between the two horn-cores. 

The following measurements have been taken by the writer from 
the skull at Philadelphia: 

Length of the skull from oCcipital condyles to notcb for the nasals. 263 mm. 
Length of the skul1 from occipital crest to notch for the nasals. " 240 mm. 
Height of tbe rear of the skul1 above lower border of the occi-

pital condyles ............................................ 137 mm. 
Width of skull at the occipital crest .......................... 117 mm. 
Width of the skul1 ut the ear-opening ......................... 170 mm. 
Widtb of face at front of the orbits ........................... 180 mm. 
Diameter of the orbit, forc :md a it. ..... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 80 mm. 
Oircumference of base of horn-core ............................ 225 mm. 
Diameter of base of born-core on plane of face ................. 70 mm. 
Diameter of base of horn-core at right angles to preceding ..... " 67 mm. 
Length of horn-core along upper curve ....................... " 225 mm. 
Distance between tips of horn-cores ........................... 440 mm. 
Distance between bases of horn-cores ......................... 150 mm. 

Remains of Bootlw1"ium bomb7/rons may be expected with con
fidence to occur within the limits of Indiana. 

This species has by some authors been regarded as the female 
of Symbos cavifrons, but the writer does not share in this opinion. 

Genus SYMBOS O~good. 

Horn-cores directed outward, downward and forward; the upper 
face flattened at the base. 'l'he exostoses of the two sides coalescing 
nt the midline, extending backward to the occipital crest and for
ward to or beyond the orbits. Space between the horn-cores con
cave. Borders of orbits not so much produced as in Ovibos. Teeth 
Eot well-known, but as far as known essentially like those of Ovibos, 
hut larger. 

The type of this genus is Osgood's Scaphoceros tyrrelli, later 
raIled Symbos tyrrelli, found in Yukon Territory. This was based 
on a nearly complete skull, lacking, however, the lower jaw. In the 
same genus he included the species long known as Boiitheri1lm cavi
frons, originally described by Leidy. 
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SYMBOS CA VIFRONS Leidy. 

'1'he type of this species was found many years ago near Fort 
Gibson, Indian Territory, near the junction of the Neosho River 
with the Arkansas. When discovered it was used as a seat in the 
hut of an Indian. It is now in the collection of the Academy of 
Natural Sciences of Philadelphia. It was described and figured by 
IJeidy in 1853 (Smithson. Cont. Knowl., Vol. V, Art. 3). Figures 
of the same skull were published by W. H. Osgood in 1905 (Smith
mn. Misc. ColI., Vol. XLVIII, pIs. XL-XLII). The skull was rep
resented by only the hinder part, extending forward only to the 
notch for the hinder end of the nasal bones. However, the tips 
would have extended to the rear of the orbits. The base of the 
horn-core is flattened on the upper surface, so that the one diameter 
i~ much greater than the other. Between the horn-cores the fore-
1lead is rough and pretty deeply concave, with a slight median 
longitudinal ridge. In Ovibos there is, between the rough horn
supporting surfaces of the two sides, a narrow but distinct groove, 
and in life this groove is occupied by a streak of hair. It is prob
able that in the members of the genus Symbo8 the horns of the two 
sides coalesced across the forehead. 

The following measurements were taken by the writer from this 
skull at Philadelphia: 

M easurernents. 

Skull, length from the condyles to the fronto-nasal suture ...... 3()() mIll. 
Skull, length from occipital crest to fronto-nasal suture, straight. 285 mm. 
Height of the occipital crest from bottom of condyles ............ 220 mm. 
Width of skull at occipital crest .............................. 140 mm. 
\Vidth of skull at ear-opening ................................ 210 mm. 
Width of skull at front of orbits .............................. 210 mill 
Diameter of orbit, fore and aft....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 95 mm. 
Circumference of base of ho'rn-core ............................ 300 mm. 
Diameter of base of horn-core, on plane of face .............. 110 mill. 
Diameter of base of horn-core, at right angles to preceding. . . . . 75 mm. 
Length of horn-core along upper curve, estimated ............... 300 mm. 
Distance between tips of horn-cores ........................... 575 mm. 

The finest known specimen of this species is a skull which was 
discovered about the year 1904 by some workmen while digging for 
the foundations of a railroad bridge across a slough, about six miles 
east of Hebron, Porter County, Indiana, about 60 miles south
southeast of Chicago. The more exact location given is the N. E. 
corner of Section 16, Township 33, north, Range 6 west of the 
Second Principal Meridian. This, according to the map, would be 
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FIG. 49. 

not far north of the Kankakee River. The depth was about seven 
feet and the soil is stated to have been a mixture of sand and clay. 

This specimen lacks the lower jaw, a part of each of the nasals, 

FIG. 50. 

Figs. 49. 50. Symbo8 cavifrons. Front and side views of the skull from Hebron. Indiana; DOW in the 
American Museum of Natural History, New York. Drawing by R. Weber. About 1- the 
natural size. 
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the premaxillm, the extremities of the maxillm, all the teeth except 
nne, and the tips of the horn-cores. For many years this specimen 
had been in the merchandise store of Mr. J. W. Dowd, in Hebron, 
by whom the writer was kindly permitted to take photographs and 
measurements. From the photographs figures 49 and 50 have been 
prepared. The extremity of the right maxilla was present when the 
specimen was found, as is shown by a photograph taken at that 
time, but has not been included in the drawings here presented. 
The specimen is noW in the collection of the American Museum of 
Natural History, New York. 
From occipital condyles to the maxilIo-premaxillary articulation.. -178 mill. 
Height of occipital crest above lower face of condyles ........... 223 nnn. 
Width at opening of ear ............................... . . . . . .. 191 mm. 
'Width at hinder end of temporal fossre ........................ 134 mm. 
Lateral extent of occipital condyles ............................ 118 mm. 
Tip to tip of horn~cores, as preserved .......................... 525 mm. 
Medinn length of rough surface of forehead .................... 267 mm. 
'Width of the concavity, taken at middle of horn-cores _ ......... 125 mm. 
Depth of the concavity between horn-oores, greatest ........... , 36 mill. 
J!'ore-and-aft width of bases of horn-cores ...................... 118 mm. 
Length of horn-cores, as preserved ............................ 225 mm. 
Length of horn~cores, originally, calculated .................... 380 mm. 
From rear of skull to hinder border of orbit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 191 mm. 
Diameter of orbit ............................................ 63 mm. 
J!'rom occipital crest to fronto-nasal suture ..... , ............... 275 mm. 
Height of skull above alveolar border at front of rough surface in 

forehead ................................................. 228 mm. 
Width of face at rear of articulation of maxilla and premaxilla ... 116 mill. 
Width of face 50 mm. in front of orbits ....................... , 203 mm. 
Width of face between horn-cores and orbits ................... 141mm. 

223mm. 
82mm. 

Width across zygomatic arch.es ............................... . 
Width of hinder end of basiOCCipital eminence ................. . 
From rear of occipital condyles to front of hinder Ilare~ ....... . 
Greatest width of hinder nares .................... , .......... . 
Width of palate between the molars ......................... . 
Width of palate betwe'en front premolars .................... . 
Length of tooth series, as shown by alveoli .................... . 

263mm 
58mm. 
95mm. 
70 mm. 

182mm. 

The exostosis which occupies the forehead is greatly developed. 
It extends backward to the occipital crest and forward to the line 
joining the fronts of the orbit"!. It is very rough. '1'he space occu
pied by it is concave from side to side. There is no median ridge 
and no ridges bounding it in front and in the rear. 

The horn-cores are flattened above, and wide fore and aft. Away 
from the base the upper sl1l'tace becomes more and more convex. 
The lower surface is more conycx than the upper. From the bases 
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these cores are directed forward and downward. Their extremities 
fell below the orbits and reached fully to the front of the orbits. 

In front of each orbit there is a considerable excavation for a 
gland. The orbits do not have their borders built out so extensively 
as in Ovibos. 

The alveolar border of the maxilla appears t{) be unusually con
vex, as seen from the side. The antorbital foramen is above the 
second tooth from the iront, pm.1i. The palatine bones extend for
ward to the space between the first and the second true molars. One 
looth, the left first upper molar, is present. It is considerably 
worn, but yet rises 25 mm. above the root. The crown has a fore 
lind aft length of 38 mm. and a width of 28 mm. It is thus con
siderably larger than the same tooth in Ovibos moschatus. The 
Ftructure of the tooth resembles that in the latter musk-ox; but the 
external pillars seem to be less strongly developed. 

In the geological collection at Earlham College, Richmond, there 
i<; the rear of the skull of an individual of this species. This was 
found in Randolph County, but at what place is not known. The 
skull has been somewhat eroded and thereby injured. 

The following measurements were taken: 

Height of occipital crest above foramen magnum .............. , 170 mm. 
Width at hinder ends of temporal fossa! ....................... 130 mm. 
Width at ear-openings ........................................ 190 mm. 
Width of concavity between bases of horn-cores ................ 120 mm. 
Length of concavity between base,s of horn-cores ............... 170 mm . 
.\<'ore-and-aft width of bases of horn-cores ..................... 95 mm. 
Length of left horn-cores, on upper curve (some gone) .......... 200 mm. 

In the American Museum of Natural History, in New York, is 
a part of the skull of a musk-ox that is to be referred with neces
Rarily some doubt to thi<; species. The specimen was reported to 
have fallen out of the bank of White River, near Walesboro, Bar
tholomew Connty, Indiana, in 190:1:. It was presented to the Amer
ican Museum by Dr. J. J. Edwards of Columbus, Indiana, in 1908. 
A tooth of Elephas is reported to have been found previously in the 
same gravel. 

The specimen is a much damaged one consisting of the rear of 
the skull, with only stuuips of the horn-cores, and it has been some
what waterworn. Between the bases of the horn-cores there is a 
great concavity nearly 100 mm. wide and rough. This narrows 
backward and forward. 

The following measurements were taken: 
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Height of occipital crest above upper lip of foramen magnum ...... 170 mm. 
Width across the rear of skull at ear-openings .................... 200± mm. 
Width of occiput at constriction below horn-cores. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 114 mm. 
Diameter of horn-cores on plane of face. . . . . . . . . . . .. ............ 120± mm. 
Diameter of horn-cores at right angle a to preceding .. , .......... 73± mm. 

Frank H. Bradley (Geo1. Surv. Ill., IV., 1870, p. 375), stated 
that remains of "Bootheri1tm" had been found at Beaver Lake, 
Newton County, Indiana. He mentioned that a Dr. Keyser, of 
Momence, Illinois, had found the bones. It is more probable that 
the remains belonged to the species here described. Still another 
~,pecimen is known from Indiana. This is now in Earlham College, 
Richmond, and was found at some point in Randolph County. The 
rear of the skull is present with the 'horn-cores, which have lost 
their distal ends. The .rear of the skull is high and the horn-cores 
are broad at their hases. The width of the ear-openings is 190 
mm. ; that at the hinder ends of the temporal fossffi, 130 mm. ; width 
of the concavity between the horn-cores, 120 mm.; length of the 
rough surface between the horn-cores, 170 mm.; length of portion 
remaining of left horn-core, 200 mm. 

It is impossible to say exactly to what stages of the Pleistocene 
either the Big Bone Lick specimen or that from Bartholome'w 
County belongs. The former place is located on the southern mar
gin of the Illinois drift sheet; the latter on the margin of the Wis
eonsin drift. And with our present knowledge we cannot be certain 
in regard to the relations of the specimens to the drifts in, below 
N' above, which they may have been buried. 

We need be in no such doubt concerning the epoch of the Hebron 
f'pecimen. All that region is covered with deposits of Wisconsin 
drift. According to I~everett's map (Monogr. XXXVIII, U. S. Geol. 
Surv., pI. VI), the specimen must have been in a deposit overlying 
what he calls Iroquois till, belonging to the late Wisconsin. It is 
possible that the animal 'waR living near the foot of the glacier 
which left the Valpar;liso moraine. The Randolph County speci
men must likewise be looked on as belonging to post-Wisconsin 

time. 
Attention ought to be directed to the recovery of the bones of 

the trunk and limbs of this and other species of extinct musk-ox. 

GenU3 OVIBOS Blainvillc. 

Musk-oxen with horn-cores directed forward aILd strongly down· 
ward, clol"c to the sides of the skuH; the bases broad and flat above 
nnd with the horn supporting surface extending nearly to the mid· 



FIG. 1. FIG. 2. 

Fig. 1. Ovibos moschatus, the Musk-ox. No. 14413, U. S. Nat. Mus.; from photograph furnished by Dep't Agriculture. X!±. 
Fig. 2. Ovibos moschatus. Front view of the imperfect skull at Earlham College, Indiana. Xl. 
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line of the forehead, leaving, however, a narrow space between 
them. 'l'eeth, with rather high crowns. Lower incisors and canine::; 

small. 
At the present day this genus contains two species, O. mos-

(;hattts, of the shoreR of the Arctic Ocean eRst of the Mackenzie 
River, and n. wardi, of northern Greenland and Elsmere Land. 
'£he latter may, however, be only a subspecies of O. moschatus. 
In prehistoric time what has been regarded as O. mosckatus ex
tended from Great Britain across Europe to northern Asia and into 
Alaska and Yukon Territory. 

OVIBOS MOSCHA'l'US Zimm. 

Within historical times this species has been found in the Aretic 
regions of North America from the Mackenzie, on the lands and 
islands washed by the Arctic Ocean, south to Hudson Bay and 
north to Jones Sound. Its rang'e has now become much more re
f,tricted. It, or a species not yet distinguished from it, was during 
late Pleistocene times forced southward by the Wisconsin ice-sheet 
and again followed this as it 'withdrew towards the Hudson Bay 
region. Pla.te IX, Ji-'ig. 1, presents a front view of a skull of a re
cent specimen of the musk-ox for comparison with figure 2 of the 

same plate. 
The writer has knowledge of three specimens of a musk-ox be-

longing to the genus Ovihus and at present not distinguishable from 
O. moschattls. One of these is now in the geological collection at 
the University of Ohio, at Columbus. This was found in 1894, by 
,v. A. McGinnis, at Youngstm,-n, Ohio. The statement is made 
that it was discovered under 60 feet 0.£ gravel. The horn-cores had 
been eroded off' to their very bases. 

The writer has photographs of a part of a musk-ox skull that is 
in the possession of Dr. Frederick Becker, of Clermont, Iowa, and 
which was found in that region. His son, Mr. A. G. Becker, has 
kindly sent me photographR of it. It seemR to belong to Ovibos 

moschatus. 
A third specimen is in the collection at Earlham College, Rich

mond, Indiana. Photographs of this have very kindly been sent to 
the present writer by Prof. D. W. Dennis, who secured the speci
men from the workmen who unearthed it near Richmond. From 
one of these Fig. 2 of plate IX has been made. The writer has also 
been permitted to examine and take measurements of the specimen. 

41-29153 
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Only the hinder end of the skull is preserved, and, when found, 
this was in a very fragile condition. The horn-cores are broken off 
close to their bases. 

The following measurements were taken of this specimen; 

Height of the upper surfaces of bases of horn-cores above the 
lower surfaces of the occipital condyles .................... 165 mm. 

Width across skull at hinder ends of temporal fossa- ........... 140 mm. 
Width across skull at ear-openings ............................ 160 mm. 
Width across skull just behind the orbits ..................... 160 mm. 
Length of exostoses of bases of horn-cores ..................... 180 mm. 

The upper surfac'ls of the exostoses are concave in all directions. 
A rather prominent ridge bounds each of them next to the median 
!lrOove. The suture between the squamosal and the frontal bones 
was yet open; that between the supraoccipital and the parietal was 
closed. The close resemblance of this skull to that of the living 
f'pecies of musk-ox will be noted on comparing figure 1, plate IX, 
with figure 2 of the same plate. 

Inasmuch as other specimens of this musk-ox are likely to be 
found, some of them, it is to be hoped, furnishing skulls with both 
jaws and teeth and bones of the trunk and limbs, it is thought well 
to give measurements of the skull and teeth and of some of the 
principal bones of the skeleton of a specimen of a recent Ovibos 
moschatus. These measurements may serve in the identification of 
the fossil remains. The measurements of the skull and teeth are 
taken from a skull, No. 108722, belonging to the Biological Survey 
of the U. S. Department of Agriculture. The other measurements 
were obtained from a skeleton belonging to the U. S. National Mu
seum. 

Length of skull from condyles to front of premaxillre .......... 435 mill. 
Length of skull from condyles to front of hinder nares ........ 191 mIll. 
Height of occipital crest above the occipital condyles ........... 116 mIll. 
Width of occipital at just behind ear-openings ................. 160 mIll. 
Width of occipital at hinder end of temporal fossre ............ 120 mm. 
\Vidth of ()('cipital .across middle of zygomatic arches .......... 165 mm. 
\Vidth of OCcipital across orbits, lower border ................. 230 mm. 
Width of OCCipital above second true molars, greatest .......... 137 mm. 
'Vidth of occipital front of above anterior premolar, greatest. ... 95 mIll. 
Distance from lower jaw to anterior premolar .................. 106 mm. 
Depth of lower jaw at first true molar. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. ... 42 mm. 
Length of upper premolar-molar series ........................ 1.30 mm. 
Length of upper premolar series .............................. 45 mm. 
Length of upper molar series ................................. 84 mm. 
Length of lower premolar-molar series ........................ 136 mm. 
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L0ngth of lower premolar series .............................. 46 mm. 
Length of lower molar series ................................. 90 mm. 
Scapula, length along the spine ................................ 335 mm. 
Scapula, width of upper end ................................. 200 mm. 
Humerus, total length ........................................ 325 mm. 
HUmerus, from head to iUller side of distal end .... , ............. 285 mm. 
Humerus, transverse diameter at middle of shaft .............. 36 mm. 
Hadius, total length .......................................... 298 mm. 
Hadius, transverse diameter at middle of shaft ................. 37 mm. 
Ulna, total length ............................................ 31'S mm. 
Anterior cannon-bone, length ................................. . 172 mm. 

36mm. 
410mm. 
195 mm. 

Auterior cannon-bone, transverse diameter of middle of shaft ... . 
Pelvis, length ............................................... . 
Pelvis, width at acetabula ................................... . 
Pelvis, width at hinder end of ischia .......................... 325 mm. 
Femur, total length .......................................... S38 mm. 
Fel11nr, length from head to inner side of distal end ............ 33S mm. 
'1'ilJill, total length ............................................ 340 mm. 
Tibia, transverse diameter at middle of shaft ........... , . " . .. 37 mm. 
'[ibia, width of distal end .................................... 58 mm. 
Hinder cannon-bone, length .................................. , 187 mm. 
Hinder cannon-bone, transverse diameter at middle of shaft.. . . .. 27 mm. 

MEASUREMENTS OF TEETH 

UPPER TEETH. Measurements. I.OWER TEETH. Measurements. 

i 

Pm.! i Length. 14 mm. I Pm.!. Length, 1l.5mm. 
Pm.! .. 

I 

Width, 11 mm. I Pm.2 ...... Width, 7mm. 

Pm.· ...... ........... . .... Length, 18 mm. Pm.3 ...... Length, 16mm. 
Pm.· ....... Width, 15mm. Pm ....... Width, 9mm. 

Pm.· ..... I Length, 18 mm. Pm.4 ..... Length, 19 mm. 
Pm ...... 

'1 

Width, 16mm. Pm .•... Width, 13 mm. 

M.I .......... Length, 26 mm. M. I .. Length, 24 mm. 
M.I .... . . . . . . . I Width, 20mm. M.I .. Width, 16mm. 

M.' .... .... Length, 30 mm. M .... Length. 28 mm . 
M.' ... Width, 19mm. M.2 .. Width 15 mm. 

M.· .... I Length, 32 mm. M ..... Length. 38 mm. 
M.' .. 

I 
Width, 19mm. M .... Width, 13mm. 

The shaft of the anterior cannon-bone is broad and fiat; that of 
the hinder cannon-bone nearly square. In the male of the living 
::.nimal the horn passes close to the skull, downward and forward 
below the eye, then upward and slightly outward in front of the 
"ye, and finally upward, outward and backward. The orbit is thus 
nearly surrounded by the horn. When the horn is removed from 
the core, the latter is found to be about one·half the length of the 
horn. It is sometimes, however, much less than one-half the length 
of the horn. 
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The upper teeth of Ovibos differ in fleveral respects from· those 
of Bison, and of Bos (the common ox). The teeth of Ovibos have 
no cement. This may, of course, be missing in fossil teeth of the 
bisons, for it dissolves more easily than the other elements. The 
teeth of Ovibos are not nearly as broad as those of the bisons, but 
the crowns of the molars are fully as long, fore and aft. Ovibos, 
like Bison and Bos, has, on the outer face of each premolar, an 
~mterior and posterior style; and, on the true molars, an anterior, 
n medu1l1, and a posterior style. However, in Bison and Bos there 
are in the premolars and in the molars two intermediate styles which 
exceed in breadth and prominence the main style; while in Ovibos 
these appear as mere swellings of the enamel. Bison and Bos have 
on the inner face of the true molars a large column between the 
two lobes. This is not present in Ovibos. 

In Ovibos the lower premolars and molars are both shorter 
along the crown and narrower than those of the bisons. The true 
molars of the latter have on the outer face, between the lobes, a 
large column of enamel which is missing in the species of Ovibos. 
The styles on the inner faces are more strongly developed than in 
the bisons and the common ox. 

'fhe teeth of the elk, Cen'us canadens'is, are lower-crowned and 
hroader than the corresponding ones of Ovibos " and they have the 
styles, especially the intermediate ones, better developed than in 
Ovibos. 

These remarks are to be applied with still stronger force to the 
teeth of Alces when compared with those of Ovibos. 

Subfamily BOVINJE. 

THE BlSONS, BCFFALOES, AND OXEN. 

Bovidm wi1.h the horn-cores placed well behind the orbits, some
times at the hinder outer angles of the skull; directed upward and 
outward. Frontal bOD es developed posteriorly at the expense of 
the parietal. Premaxillre not reaching the nasals. Teeth high
crowned, prismatic, with strongly developed styles and accessory 
r:olumns, and covered with a coat of cement. 

The earliest known members of this group appeared in the Plio
rene of India. They are known also from the same age in Europe. 
They were well represented in Europe, Asia and America during 
the Pleistocene. All the species native to America belong to the 
genus Bison. The common domestic ox belongs to the genus Bos. 
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Genus BISON H. Smith. 

Horn-cores cylindrical, directed outward and upward, usually 
somewhat backward, rising nearer the hinder outer angle of the 
skull than to the orbit. Forehead short and unusually broad, the 
muzzle narrowed. 

The type species of this genus is Bison bison, the American 
Bison, or American Buffalo, that once occupied a large part of our 
continent, but which is now on the verge of extinction. Besides 
this species, there Ofi(~e existed in North America several other 
flpecies of the same genus, as Bison antiquus, B. occidentalis, B. 
crassicornis, B. aUeni, B. ferox, and B. latifrons. 

BISON BISON Linnffius. 

THE AMERICAN BISON; AMERICAN BUFFALO. 

Inasmllch as this species has been reported from the State as II 

Pleistocene fossil, and as it.'! structure is thoroughly known, and 
may therefore serve as standard for the comparison of remains of 
other fossil bisons, a rather detailed description of it and measure
ments will be given. These are taken from a mounted skeleton at 
the U. S. National Museum, No. 12456. Measurements of other 
specimens are to be found in Dr. J. A. Allen's monograph on Amer
ican bisons. Figures are here presented, taken from Allen's mono
graph (PI. X, Figs. 1-4). Figures 1 and 2 give views of the skull 
of an old male from Kansas. Figure 3 represents, of two-thirds 
the natural size, the teeth of the right lower molars of a middle
aged specimen; while 1<'ig. 4 represents the upper cheek-teeth of 
the same specimen. 

i\fEASURI~i\fENTS OF THE SKELETON. 

Length from front of head along the face and straight to hinder 
end of pelvis ........................................... 2,E08 mm. 

Height at the shoulders .................................... , 1,660 mm. 
Sl;:ull, length from premaxillm ............................... 528 mm. 
Distance from occipital crest to front of nasals ............... 445 mm. 
Distallce from front of premaxillm to front of hinder nares. . . . . 315 mm. 
Distance from front of premaxiI1m to first premolar. . . .. .. . . . . . 154 mm. 
Width at hinder ends of temporal fosS!.\)..... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... 177 mm. 
Width between bones of horn-cores ......................... . 
Width above first true molar, greatest ...................... . 
Width above anterior premolar, greatest .................... . 
Width of palate between last molars ............... '" . " ... , 
Width of palate between anterior premolars .... , ., .......... . 

260mm. 
212mm. 
128mm. 
115mm. 
93mm. 



PLATE X. 

Bi80n bi8on. Fig.1. Skull of old male, side view. Xi. Fi,.2. Same skull seen Ircm behind 
Fig. 3. Upper premolars and molars of left side of a middle-aged specimen, showing 
the grinding surfaces. Xl. Fig. 4. Right lower molars of same specimen. Xi. After Dr 
I._A. Allen. 
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Length of horn-core along upper curve ....................... . 
Length of horn-core along lower curve ..................... . 
Oircumference of base of horn-core ......................... . 
Diameter of base of horn-core on plane of faCe , .............. . 
Distance between tips of horn-cores ......................... . 
Diameter of base of horn-core at right angles to latter ........ . 
Length lower jaw from front to angle ...................... . 
Length lower jaw from front to condyle, straight line ...... . 
Breadth of atlas ........................................... . 
Breadth of axis, in front .................................. . 
Height of spine of first dorsal vertebra ..................... . 
I,ength of scapula along the spine ........................... . 
Width of upper end of scapula ............ , .. -.. " ..... , .... . 
Humerns, total lImgth ..................................... . 
Humerus, length from head to inner side of distal end ... " ... . 
Humerus, diameter at middle of shaft, side to side ........... . 
Humerus, diameter at distal end, side to side ................ . 
Hadius, total length ....................................... . 
Hadius, diameter at Illiddle of shaft, side to side ........... . 
Hadius, diameter at middle of shaft, fore Hnd aft. ........... . 
Ulna, total length .......................................... . 
Anterior cannon-bone, total length .......................... . 
Anterior cannon-bone, diameter at middle of shaft, side to side. 
Anterior cannon-bone, diameter at middle of shaft, fore and aft 
Pelvis, total length ........................................ . 
Pelvis, width at acetabula ................................. . 
PelviS, width at hinder end of ischia ....................... . 
}<'emur, total length ........................................ . 
I"emur, length from head to inner side of distal end ......... . 
I"emur, diameter at middle of shaft, side to side ............. . 
Tibia, total length ......................................... . 
Tibia, diameter at middle of shaft, side to side .............. . 
Tibia, diameter at middI~ of ~haft, for€' and ~ft ............. " . 
Calcaneum, total length .................................... . 
Hinder cannon-bone ........................................ . 
lfinder cannon-bone diameter at middle of shaft, side to side .. . 
Hinder cannon-bone diameter nt middle of shaft, fore and aft .. 

647 

222mm. 
275mm. 
275mm. 
93mm. 

610mm. 
83mm. 

415mm. 
436mm. 
220mm. 
127mm. 
495mm. 
490mm. 
300mm. 
375mm. 
315mm. 

60mm; 
110mm. 
335mm. 
57mm. 
36mm. 

435mm. 
206mm. 
52mm. 
33 mill. 

555mm. 
280mm. 
295mm. 
450mm. 
400mm. 
53mm. 

412 mIll. 
60mm. 
46mm. 

162mm. 
255mm. 
40mm. 
38mm. 

Inasmuch as the teeth of the specimen measured above were too 
much worn to give satisfactory measurements, use is made of a 
~:kull of a male bison from northern Alberta, British America, No. 
172689, U. S. Nat. Mus. The length of this skull is 566 mm., and 
therefore somewhat larger than that of the mounted skeletori. 
Length, upper premolar-molar series ......................... 143 IllIll 
Length, upper premolar series ................................ 60 mm. 
Length, molar series ......................................... 87 mm. 
Length, lower premolar-molar series ........................... 154 mm. 
Length, lower premolar series ................................ 53 mm 
Length, lower molar series ................................... 102 mm. 
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MEASUREMENTS OF THE VARIOUS TEETH. 

UPPER TEETH. Measurements. LOWER TEETH. 

Pm.'... . Length:21 mm. Pm.' .... . 
Pm.'.. Width,.'i..14 mm. Pm.' ...... . 

Pm.'.. Length, 22 mm. Pm .•.... 
Pm.'... Width, 20 mm. Pm .•.. 

Pm.·... . . .... Length, 18 mm. Pm .•.. 
Pm.'..... Width, 25 mm. Pm <-

M.'..... Length, 24 mm. M., ..... 
M.'..... . .... Width, 26 mm. M., .. 

M.'....... ... Length, 30 mm. M., .. 
M.'..... . Width, 28 mm. M., .. 

M.'. Length, 33 mm. M., ..... 
M.'.. Width, 27 mm. M .•..... 

:Measurements. 

Length, 14 mm. 
Width. 10 mm. 

Length, 19 mm. 
Width, 11 mm. 

Length, 20 mm. 
Width, 13 mm. 

Length, 25 mm. 
Width, 19 mm. 

Length, 31 mm. 
Width, 22 mm. 

Leng:t.h, 47 mID. 
Width, 20 mm. 

The premolars of the specimen, especially the lower ones, are 
much worn and the measuremE'nts are not reliable. 

The intermediate styles on the outer faces of the upper teeth, 
those between the horns of the crescents, are strongly developed, 
ueing broader than, and fully as prominent as, the primary ones. 
'f'hese intermediate styles project beyond the rest of the crown. On 
the inner side of the upper molars, between the two lobes, is a 
strong column, which, as the tooth becomes worn, appears on the 
worn surface as a strong fold of enamel filling up the valley be
tween the lobes. 'When the tooth becomes worn down to near the 
roots, this fold disappears. 

In the lower molars the intermediate styles are on the inner 
side of the teeth and project strongly upward. On the outer face, 
filling up the valley between the two lobes, is a column, like that 
of the upper teeth, which, on wearing down, produces a similar folo 
of enamel. 

In his monograph on the American bisons, Dr, J. A. Allen has 
given measurements and figures which show that the cannon-bones, 
hoth of the front and of the hinder limbs, are extremely variable, 
especially in the side to side diameter. The horns of this species 
are short and stout, the circumference at the base being consider
ahly greater than the length along the upper curve. They are 
sometimes onl.Y slightly curved, usually rather strongly so. They 
are directed outward, more or less downward and backward, then 
somewhat upward. Usually a line drawn from the tips of one horn
core to the other will fall behind and about on a level with the 
occipital crest. Often the forehead is more or less inflated, and 
then the horn-cores are directed more strongly downward. The 
speeies may be distinguished in general by the short, stubby hOl'n-
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cores directed outward and backward. 'rhe horn-cores of the fe
male are "maller and slenderer than those of the male. 

Remains of the American buffalo, as it is called, Bison bison, 
were reported from Jasper County by the State Geologist, John 
Collett, in the 12th Annual Report of the Geological Survey, 1883, 
p. 73. He stated that in tbat county the bones of the buffalo, 
heaver, and bear, are common. It is to be regretted that no details 
were presented as to exact localities and the nature of the materials 
found. We are wholly unable to determine whether these remains 
might belong to Pleistocene deposits or to those of rather recent 
times. 

At the mouth of Pigeon Creek, Vanderburgh County, Mr. l!'ran
cis A. Lincke, some time previous to 1854, found what were sup
posed by Leidy to be probably remains of this bison, in company 
with remains of the megalonyx, an extinct horse, a tapir, the Vir
ginia deer, and the wolf, Canis dirus. It is not at all unlikely, 
however, that the bison remains belonged to some one of the extinct 
species. While teeth and some other parts of a bison which can 
not yet be distinguished from those of the American bison occur in 
,teposits belonging to the very beginning of the Pleistocene, we can 
not rely on the identifications. We are not yet able to distinguish 
the teeth of this bison from those of various other species. At least 
one good rea.;;on for this is that we have not good teeth of all the 
Rpecies in skulls that can be identified. The trend of the evidence 
is toward the conclusion that the existing bison was a late migrant 
into the region east of the Mississippi River. 

If we cannot be certain regarding the discovery of fossil re
mains of Bison bison in Indiana, there is no such doubt about its 
occurrence at Big Bone Lick, Kentucky. Numerous bones ane! 
teeth, including some skulls, have been exhumed there. Unfortu
nately it is not certain that these remains were contained in actual 
Pleistocene deposits. Some of these skulls and various teeth and 
hones from this place are described and figured in Dr.J. A. Allen's 
monograph already referred to. 

BISON ANTIQUUS Leidy. 

This species was founded in 1852, by Dr. Joseph Leidy, on a 
right horn-core and the attached part of the cranium extending- to 
the midline. It lacked the distal end and was somewhat damaged 
otherwise. It had been found at Big Bone Lick, Kentucky, and 
was a part of the collection presented to the American Philosophi
cal Society by President Jefferson. It was described and figured 
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by Leidy and again by Lucas in the 21st volume of the Proceedings 
of the U. S. National Museum, p. 759, pIs. LXVII and LXVIII. 
Though thousands of bones of the living bison have been found at 
Big Bone Lick, no other parts of B. antiquus have ever been dis
eovered there. Dr. IJeidy afterwards referred to the same species 

FIG. 50. Bison antiquu8. View of face of specimen at Earlham College. X .115. 

a fossil skull that had been found in Oalifornia, associated with 
bones of elephant, a mastodon, a horse, and a camel. This speci
men, as well as the Big Bone Lick specimen, is in the collection of 
the Philadelphia Academy of Sciences. On account of injuries to 
the horn-core it is difficult to determine the dimensions in life. 

FIG. 51. Bison _antiquus. View of rear d skull of same specimen as Fig.~50. 

Professor Lucas estimated the circumference at the base as having 
been 364 mm.; the diameter on the plane of the face, 128 mm.; the 
one at right angles with this, 120 mm.; the length along the upper 
curve, 213 mm.; that along the lower curve, 252 mm. The writer 
made the same· measurements respectively, 385 mm., 127 mm., 100 
mm., 290 mm., and 326 mm. Dr. J. A. Allen gives the circumfer-
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ence of the base as 370 mm. At any rate, the specimen shows that 
the horn-core~ were rather short and stout, with the circumference 
(ll the base greater than the length of the upper curve; also, that 
they were directed outward at right angles with the median plane 
or the skull, that the tips did not get behind the plane of the occi
put and that, seen from behind, they sagged somewhat; but that 
nowhere did the lower face fall below the occipital condyles, while 
the tip" rOSH somewhat above the plane of the forehead. 

In the geological collection of Earlham College, Richmond, is 
the larger part of the skull of a bison which seems referable to this 
species. 'fhis was found in 1896 by a Mr. Brower, a few miles 
from Vincennes, Indiana, in a ditch at a depth of six feet. The 
writer has not been able to ascertain the exact locality. 

It 'vYas described and figured by Mr. W. G. Middleton and Prof. 
,} oseph Moore in the Proce8dings 01 the Indiana Academy of Science 
for 1899, pp. 178-181, with a plate. Through the kindness of Prof. 
A. D. Hole, of the department of geology in that college, the writer 
was pf'rmitted to study and photograph this valuable specimen, 
From the photographs taken, Mr. R. Weber has made line draw
ings (Figs. 50, 51). 

In this specimen the whole face is present except the premaxillre 
ond the extremities of the maxjUre. 'fhe lower jaw also is missing, 
as well as all the teeth of the upper jaw except M l and M~; but 
these are worn down to their roots and are of no value. The tip of 
the right horn-core is gone. 

The following measurements have been taken: 

From the OCCipital crest to the front of the nasals .............. 530 mm. 
From the occipital crest to lower border of occipital condyles .... 160± nun. 
Width across the occipital condyles .......................... 137 mm. 
Width across the skull at hinder ends of the temporal fossre .... 205 mm. 
Width across the skull at ear-openings ....................... 310 mm. 
Width across the skull between the orbits and bases of hom-

cores .....•.......................... : ........... :....... 310 mm. 
Width of skull across real" of orbits ........................... 360' mm. 
WIdth of face immediately in frout of orbits .................. 182 mm. 
Length of nasal bones ........................... ,........... 255 mm. 
·Width of both nasals near upper end .......................... 80 mm. 
Space between bases of horn-cores ........................... 400 mm. 
Space between tips of horn-cores ............................ 880·10 mm. 
Circumference of base of hm"n-cores .......................... 290 mm. 
Diameter of horn-cores on plane of face ...................... 103 mm. 
Diameter of horn-cores at right angles to the latter. . . . . . . . . .. 90 mm. 
Length of hom-core along upper curve ....................... 290 mm. 
Length of horn-core oJon~ lower CUITe ••• , ••••••••••••••••••• 355 mm· 
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From the alveoli it is seen that the length of the series of true 
molars was 110 mm. Comparison of this and other measurements 
with corresponding ones taken from the skull of the Athabascan 
specimen of Bison bison, the measurements of which are given on 
page 645, indicates that the fossil skull was still larger than that of 
the large subspecies of the living species. It will be observed that 
in this specimen referred to B. antiquus, the horn-cores are slen
derer than they appear to have been in the type, the circumference 
at the base being equal only to the upper curve. It is possible that 
this specimen was a female; or there may have been in this species, 
as in the living bison, a good deal of variation in the form of the 
horns. The horn-cores resemble those of B. occidentalis, but in the 
latter species they project at the base, not directly outward, but 
outward, backward, and upward. 

As regards the geological age of this species, only this can be 
}3aid: No extinct bison appears yet to have been found in deposits 
oyerlying the Wisconsin drift; and we may therefore draw the 
provisional conclusioJ.l that they had become extinct before the 
close, pOSSIbly before the beginning, of this Pleistocene stage. 

BISON LATIFRONS Harlan. 

This is a species of bison which inhabited the Mississippi VaIley 
during a part of the Pleistocene epoch and which was characterized 
by the possession of rather straight horns of immense size. The 
first known remains of the animal were discovered more than a 
hundred years ago in the bed of a creek which empties into the 
Ohio River 12 or 14 miles above Big Bone Lick, Kentucky, and 
were described and figured by Rembrandt Peale in 1803. The name 
Hos latifrons was given to the species by Harlan in 1825, but now 
it is regarded as belonging to the genus Bison instead of the genus 
Bos. 

The part known to the early investiga.tors consisted of the real' 
of the skull bearing the basal portion, 14 inches in length, of the 
left horn-core. This specimen is now in the collection of the Acad
emy of Natural Sciences, in Philadelphia. Dr. Leidy stated that 
the breadth of the forehead between the horn-cores was 15 inche8 
(375 mm.); the circumference of the horn-core at its base, 20~ 

inches (508 mm.) ; circumference at 10 inches from the base, 17i 
inches (432 mm.). Lucas gives as the diameters of the base of the 
horn-core 175 mm. for that in the plane of the face, 150 mm. for 
that at right angles to this. It will be observed that the diameter 
decreases slowly away from the base. A far more satisfactory 
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FIG. 2. 

Bison lati/rons. X iIO' Fig. 1. View of horn-cores from rear of skull. Fig. 2. View of horn·cores wit.h the plane of the face toward observer ~ 

§ 
~ 
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specimen of this species was discovered about the year 1869 on 
Brush Creek, Adams County, Ohio, while some workmen were 
digging a foundation for the abutments of a bridge. The specimen 
was found at a, depth of 18 feet below the surface, in gravel. The 
remains consisted of both horn-cores in nearly perfect condition, 
together with the portions of the frontal bones belonging to each. 
These horn-cores are now ill the collection of the Cincinnati So
piety of Natural History. Figure 1 of plate XI presents a front 
view, as seen at right angles to the faee. while Fig. 2 of the sam!' 
plate presents a view from behind. 

Dr. J. A. Allen and Dr. F. A. Lucas have both described the 
specimen, and they give slightly different measurements. Dr. Allen 
pstimates the width of the skull between the bases of the horn-cores 
at 16 inches, or 407 mm.; the length measured along the uppeT' 
eurve as 813 mm. (Lucas, 784 mm.) ; along the lower curve, 853 
mm. (Lucas, 840 mm.) ; circunlference at t~e base, 510 mm. (Lu
eas, 520 mm.) . Lucas gives as the diameter at the base in the plane 
of the face, 166 mm.; at right angles to this, 146 mm.; as the dis
tance between the tips of the horn-cores when in their natural posi
tion, 1,775 mm. This would be 61 feet. If we allow for the pro
jection of the horn beyond the horn-cores, we must conclude that 
in life the animal had a spread of the horns equal to probably 9 
or 10 feet. 

In size ot horns this species resembled Bison alleni, but the 
horns of the latter were far more curved; so much so that the distal 
ends were directed upward and even somewhat inward. In B. lati
frons the horns were curved little and were directed strongly out
ward and a little backward. 

Specimens referred to B. latifrons have been reported with con
"iderable certainty from widely separated localities, Florida, Miss
issippi, Texas, and Arizona. Other reports have been based on 
finds of teeth and are not to be relied upon too confidently. Nor 
must it be forgotten that some autbprs, following Leidy, have re
ferred to B. latifrons the species now known as B. antiquus. 

There is no certainty that Bison latifrons has ever been found 
in Indiana. In a footnote to Cope and Wortman's paper in the 
14th Indiana Survey Report, Prof. John Collett stated that remains 
of the species had been fonnd in Vanderburgh County. We are 
unable either to confirm or refute this statement. Inasmuch, how
ever, as the animal lived in Ohio and in Kentucky along the Ohio 
River, it is to be inferred with certainty that it occurred also in 
Indiana. 
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THE PROBOSCIDEA. 

'rIfE ELEPHANTS AND THEIR KINDRED. 

:'llammals mostly of large size; the feet all with five digits, and 
with these bound together into one mass; the terminal phalanges 
(;ncased in hoofs. Not more than one pair of incisors in each jaw, 
sometimes in one jaw only. Sometimes both pairs and sometimes 
only one pair developed into great tusks. Premolars and molars 
with two or more pairs of cones or, in more advanced forms, com
posed of from 4 to 27 thin pla.tes. Snout usually developed to form 
a proboscis. 

The animals that are included in this order are the elephants, 
the stegodons, the tetrabelodons, the mastodons, the dinotheres, the 
palreomastodons, and the mceritheres. All these forms are extinct 
except the elephants, living species of which are found now in 
southern Asia and in Africa south of the Sahara Desert. Fos .. "i! 
Proboscidea are known from all the great divisions of the globe, 
except Australia. The earliest true elephant known is found in the 
1::pper Miocene of India. 

We have reason therefore to believe that the original home of 
the order was the continent of Africa. From here they made their 
way into Europe and southern Asia, meanwhile undergoing con
tinual transformations. From southern Europe their descendants 
migrated over Europe as far west as Ireland, and as far north as 
Scotland, Denmark, and Russia. From India certain species ex
tended probably northeastward into Siberia and crossed over a land 
bridge that was located probably in the region of Bering Strait. 
Thence they spread over the whole of North America, through 
Central America, and over South America. 

Family ELEPHANTIDJE. 

THE MASTODONS AND ELEPHANTS. 

Proboscidea in which the outer nares are placed somewhat be
hind the orbits; symphysis of the lower ja.w, short, usually without 
tusks; if present, they are small; the upper tusks curved more or 
less strongly upward and with or without a band of enamel; cheek
teeth six in each side of each jaw, the later ones succeeding the 
earlier from behind. 

This family is represented in North America by several species. 
Th~ best known of these are the common mastodon, lIfammut amer-
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icanurn, and the mammoths Elephas prirnigenius, E. columbi and 
E. il1tpcrator. 

'rhe characters whic-h distinguish this family are numerous and 
many of them very striking. The members of the family have 
a Imost always been animals of great size. However, certain ele
phants found in caves of the island of Malta are small, some not 
exceeding three feet in height. All are large of body, thick-skinned, 
straight-limbed, and heavy-footed. 'I'he skull is la.rge, not from the 
magnitude of the brain, but because of the enormous development 
of air-cells between the outer and inner plates of all the bones of 
the brain-case and of most of those of the face. All these air-cells 
open finally into the nasal cavity. The external nares of the bony 
skull are large and are placed high up, somewhat above the eyes. 
The nOSe and the upper lip have coalesced and been extended into 
the long and extremely flexible proboscis. This is traversed by 
t IVa canals which open above into the external nares of the bony 
skUll. '1'he eyes are small. the ears are large. 

'rhe teeth are remarkable for their form, structure, and manner 
of appearance in the jaws. In the upper jaw there is always pres
ent (at least in the males) a pair of incisors, which project from 
the mouth as tusks and sometimes reach an enormous size. There 
may be another pair in the lower jaw, but if. so, they are unusually 
small. There are never any canine teeth. During life, if suffi
ciently prolonged, there appears on each side of each jaw six cheek
teeth; but not more than four of these are in place at once, some
times only one. The earliest formed teeth are small, and of simple 
structure. One after another younger, larger, and more complex 
teeth come up behind the first formed teeth and displace them, the 
sixth appears last of all, being retained until advanced age. The 
anterior three'in each side of each jaw are really milk teeth. 

In the vertebral column there are seven neck vertebrre; twenty
t.hree presacrals, nineteen or twenty of which bear ribs; four sa
crals, and as many as thirty-one caudals. 'rhe shoulder-blade is 
broad, and it has a much (~xpanded spine. The humerus is long; 
the radius is slender and crosses the front of the large ulna. The 
carpal, or wrist bones are broad and flat, and they and the short 
metacarpals for the most part form vertical series, not interlocking 
as they do in most hoofed animals. '1'here are five digits, all with 
short phalanges and terminating in small hoofs. The bones of 
each of the four feet are bound together into one mass. Beneath 
and behind the digits is a great pad of elastic tissue. 
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The pelvis is large and the nearly fiat hip bones stand out ver
tically and at right angles with the vertebral column. The socket 
lor the femur looks nearly downward. The femur is long and is 
without the third trochanter, the process so conspicuous on the 
inner side of the thigh bone of the horse. The straight and slender 
fibula runs down on the outer side of th6 large tibia, and it articu
lates with the massive but short calcaneum, or heel-bone. The 
hind foot resembles in form the fore foot, but in life the toes do 
not stand so nearly perpendicular. 

Genus MAMMUT Blumenbach. 

THE MASTODONS. 

Elephant-like animals which differ from the true elephants in 
the character of their teeth, the grinding surface of the tooth being 
erossed by from two to five roof-like ridges separated by wide, open 
valleys; each ridge, in the little-worn tooth, divided by a sharp, 
longitudinal furrow into an inner and an outer cone. In some 
species the ridges consist of more numerous and more distinctly 
separated cones, while the valleys may be more or less choked up 
by smaller cones. Crown not so high as it is in the elephants. 
Upper jaw with well-developed tusks; the lower jaw sometimes 
with one or two short tusks. 

The genus is represented in the Pleistocene of North America 
by at least two species, M. arnericamtm and M. mirific1tm. 

MAMMU'l' AMERICANUM Kerr. 

THI:. AMERICAN MASTODON. 

Teeth of simple pattern, the grinding surface being crossed by 
from two to tlve ridges which are ;separated by open transver8e 
valleys. Lower jaw sometimes furnished with one or two short 

tusks. 
Habitat, the whole of the United States; most if not the whole 

of British America and Alaska. Range in time probably from be
ginning to end of Pleistocene. 

This species is by far the best known of any of those belonging 
to the genus. Hundreds of specimens have come to light in th£:: 
('(jurse of the development of the resources of the country. The 
first published mention of its bones was made by the celebrated 
divine, Cotton Mather. Every year new finds are reported in the 

42-29153 
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newspapers or in the scientific journals, as a result or excavations 
and draining operations. Plate XVIII shows the location of all the 
specimens fo.und in Indiana, repo.rts of which the writer has been 
(; ble to. co.llect . 

. '1'he masto.don was an animal resembling in general form the 
living elephants; but it was at the same time more heavily built 
and had thicker, shorter legs, a deeper chest and much bro.ader 
hips. A co.mparison o.f the mounted skeleto.n of mastodon in the 
United States Natio.nal Museum with that of the mo.uuted Indian 
elephant, a male twenty years o.ld, shows that the average length 
(If the bodies o.f the dorsal vertebrm of the mastodon is somewhat 
greater (about 8 mm., or ! of an inch), than that of the dorsals of 
the elephant. As to the bones of the fore limbs, the depth of chest 
and breadth of the hips, we find the following comparative measure
ments: 

Humerus, length ............... . 
Humerus, least circumference, . 

Ulna, length .................. . 
Ulna, least circumference ... . 

Femur, 1 length .............. . 
Femur, least circumference . 

Tibia, 'length.. .. .. . . .. . 
Tibia, least circumference. 

Depth of chest at 6th rib.. . ... 
Width across ilia ..... . 

-~-~----

-~~-----------

~--~.-

I 

Mastodon. I~Pha~_ 

727 962 
355 310 

640 730 
258 248 

930 995 
327 298 

535 622 
255 215 

850 730 
1,500 1,030 

1 It must be kept in mind that the femur and the tibia of the mastodon measured above belong 
to another individual supposed to have been of about the same size as the one furnishing the other 
bones. Furthermore, this mastodon is a very small specimen; but the proportion of the various 
parts of the framework are probably about the same as in larger specimens. 

Dr. Warren, in his monograph on the mastodon (pp. 97-109), 
gave comparative measurements of the Cambridge mastodo.n and 
the skeleton of an elephant, probably the Asiatic species. The 
elephant had a height of about ten feet, the mastodon a height of 
eight feet six inches. His measurements confirm, in general, those 
given above. They indicate, also, apparently that the circumfer
ences of the extremities of the long bones of the elephant are rela-
1ively somewhat greater than in the mastodon. This seems to be 
true in many cases, especially in that of the lower end of the 
humerus. 

It is the wish of the writer to present here such a description 
of the. anatomy of the common mastodon as will enable students, 
c(lllectors, and accidental finders of remains, to identify the species. 
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Mammut americanum, the American Mastodon. From a specimen found in Miami County, Indiana, and now mounted in the Public Museum at Milwaukee. 
From a photograph furnished by Director H. L. Ward, of the Public Museum of Milwaukee. Drawing by Mr. R. Weber. 
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Of course, if some of the teeth have been found, either alone or 
with other parts of the skeleton, these at once reveal the nature of 
the remains. However, bones without teeth come to light some
times, and even single bones, and these should, if possible, be made 
distinguishable from bones of any of the species of elephants oc
curring in our region. 

'ro illustrate the structure and the appearance of the mastodon 
the writer has had prepared a drawing (PI. XII) of a skeleton 
which was found near Denver, Miami County, Indiana. This is 
now mounted in the Public Museum, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 

Skull.--The skull of the common mastodon resembles in a gen
eral way that of the true elephants, but on close comparison pre
sents important differences. For the most part these differences 
reveal a lower stage of modification than is seen in the elephants. 
Comparisons will be made with the skulls of Elephas pl'irnigenius 
Imd E. col1lrnbi. 

The cranium is less elevated than in the species of EZephas just 
named (PI. XII). This is due to the fact that the diploic laye1. 

of the bones of this region is less developed than in the elephant~ 
in general. If in a profile view of the skull of a mastodon a lint' 
Jx drawn from the occipital condyles to the lower border of the 
orbit, it will be found that the height of the vertex of the skull 
above this line equals only about two-thirds the distance to th\ 
front of the orbit; whereas, in the elephants mentioned, the height 
of the vertex equals, or nearly so, the distance to the hinder borner 
of the orbit. 

The alveolar border or the upper jaw lies below the line men
tioned a distance of only about one-third the space between th..., 
condyles and the front of the orbit; in the elephants, a distance 
{~qual to nearly one-half the interval between the condyles and the 
front of the orbit. This great depth of the upper ja.w of the ele- . 
phants is due to the necessity of making room for the great molars. 

In the mastodon the external nares are thrown back on the face 
to a position between the orbits. In the elephants they are placed 
above the orbits. In the mastodon the hinder face of the cra,nium 
is fiat, its surface somewhat undulating, with a rough depression 
in the midline for the great ligament that supported the head, and 
this occiput stands at nearly right angles with the palate and with 
the upper surface of the cranium. This upper surface descends at 
a moderate slope to the external nares and then more rapidly to 
the front ends of the premaxillaries. The greatest width of the 
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FIG. 52. Mammut americanum. Palatal view of skull of a mounted skeleton in the U. S. National 
Museum. XT\. 

skull is close to two-thirds its length. The premaxillaries contain 
the bases of the great upper tusks, while the maxilhe support the 
grinding teeth (Fig. 52). These will be described below. 

FIG. 53. Mammut americanum. View of lower jaw of specimen shown by Fig. 52. Xix-
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The lower jaw is relatively more elongated than in the elephants, 
diminishes slightly in depth toward the front end, and the angle 
i~ rather sharply rounded. The horizontal part of the jaw is deep
f.st behind. The mandible supports the lower molar teeth and 
sl)metimes one or two small lower tusks. In many cases these 
tusks were probably never present; in others, had fallen out so 
early in life that no traces are left of their sockets. In still other 
cases both sockets are present, but they present evidences that the 
teeth had been shed before death. In some adult specimens, prob
ably males, one or the other or both of the tusks remains (Fig. 54). 
If the tusks had disappeared early, the jaw may end in a sharp, 

FIG. 54. M ammut americanum. Sid" view of skull, to show especially the tusk in the lower jaw. 
After a sketch by Falconer and Cautley. 

spout-like beak; otherwise its termination is more or less truncated. 
The lower jaw of the mastodon differed in many respects from that 
of the mammoth. The coronoid p~ocess rises as high as the con
dyle of the jaw; whereas, in the elephants, the coronoid does not 
rise so high. 

The teeth are more frequently found than any other part of 
the skeleton and are its most useful parts for identifying the ani
mal. For that reason, they will be described and carefully figured. 
Among the teeth are included the upper and the lower tusks, inas
much as they are greatly modified and enlarged incisors. 

Tusks.-The upper tusks are the most striking part of the skele
ton of the mastodon, as well as of the elephant, and the discovery 
vf these tusks often occasions much excitement in the neighborhood 
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where found. While they are often complete when found, they are 
<;eldom secured in good condition, and perfect ones are rare objects 
iIi museums. Usually too much haste is exercised in getting them 
out of the ground, so that they are broken into pieces. Then, on 
exposure to the air, they dry out, the ivory is likely to shrink and 
tc break into fragments. The tusks ought to be left in the ground 
until the finders are prepared to treat them properly. If the tusks 
are uncovered or partly so, they should be kept wet. It is not the 
l1ir that causes the ivory to break, but the drying. If they must 
be taken up, they should be strengthened by rods or strips of wood 
bound to the tusks with wrappings, so as to support the weight and 
prevent breaking. Then a good supply of shellac varnish, such as 
is used by painters, should be provided, and perhaps somewhat 
thinned by strong alcohol. Then as the tusks begin to dry out, and 
especially if cracks begin to appear in the ivory, the shellac should 
be applied and allowed to soak into the ivory. If liberally applied 
this material will prevent shrinkage and cracking of the ivory and 
will enormously strengthen the tusks. A solution of common glue 
or of gum arabic may be used, but in this case there is still some 
([anger of shrinkage and cracking. If these substances last men
tioned are employed, the tusks ought to be tightly wrapped with 
cloths and cords, and these should not be removed until the whole 
mass is thoroughly dry. 

The tusks vary greatly in size, according to the age and prob
I! bly sex of the animal; for it is probable that, as in the elephants, 
the females carried smaller tusks than the males. Warren, in his 
monograph on the mastodon, states that the tusk of his specimen 
had a length of ten feet and eleven inches; but, as is usual, these 
were soon broken. At the base these tusks were slightly oval, hav
ing one diameter of seven and one-half inches and the other of 
seven inches. In form these tusks had a double curve. .As found. 
they curved outward then turned inward, so that the points ap
proached each other, but they had probably turned somewhat after 
burial. The skeleton figured by Dr. Warren as the "Baltimore 
skeleton," has large tu!'ks that are curved into almost a half circle. 
Usually the tusks are rather gently curved. Dr. Joseph Moore 
(Proc. Indiana Acad. Sci., 1876, p. 277 [?]) gave as the length of 
a tusk found near Richmond, Indiana, but in Ohio, nearly eleven 
feet, with a diameter of ten inches at the base. 

The tusks are composed of ivory, and there is no enamel present. 
There was originally in the ivory a large per cent. of animal mat-
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tor. As shown by many fossil tusks, the ivory is deposited in 
layers which form hollow cones, one within the other, whose bases 
are directed toward the skull. Figure 54a represents a part of a 
tusk of a mammoth that was found in Alaska. It has been split 
along the middle and somewhat weathered, so as to show well the 
layers of ivory. In broken sections of tusks many faint lines may 
be seen passing from the center of the tusk obliquely toward 'the 
circumference. As some of these are directed obliquely in one 
direction, and others in the opposite, they cross and produce an 
appearance like the "engine-turning" often seen on watch-cases. 
At the base of the tusk there is usually a large conical cavity which 
was during the life of the animal occupied by the massive pulp. 
In extreme old age, however, this cavity might have become filled 
with ivory. 

FIG. 54a. Elephas primigenlUs: Fragment of tusk, split and weathered so as to show the structure. 
The pulp cavity is seen on the right. 

The great tusks of mature age were preceded in early life by 
11 pair of small "milk tusks. ' , Warren states that these were found 
on cutting into the tusk-socket of a calf elephant's head. They are 
occasionally found fossilized. 

At present the writer knows of no means of distinguishing with 
certainty the upper tusks of the common mastodon from those of 
the mammoth or of the other elephants. 'rhe tusks of the latter, 
when large, are, however, likely to be more bent in a spiral form 
than those of the ,mastodon. The latter also may be spirally 
twisted. See description of the Randolph County tusk now at Earl-
11am College. Eighty years ago, E. Grant and A. Nasmyth investi
gated the microscopic Rtructure of the tusks and published figures 
illustrating their results, but they concluded that there were spe
cific and even generic differences in specimens that are now re
garded as belonging to a single species. 

The tusks are sometimes furnished with narrow longitudinal 
ridges and grooves, as in the tusk just mentioned as being in Earl-
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ham College. It is possible that this feature may sometimes serve 
to distinguish them from those of .the mammoths. 

The tusks that not infrequently are found in the lower jaw of 
the mastodon are short and usually straight or slightly bent. The 
one in the left jaw of the mastodon described by Dr. Warren had 
a diameter of two inches at the base and a length of eleven inches. 
The point was worn considerably, but it may never have been any 
longer, for growth at the base may have jnst kept pace with the 
wear. It is evident that the animal found use for the organ. War
ren stated that the tusk was directed downward and forward at an 
angle of 45° with a horizontal line, but his figure shows it directed 
horizontally. The lower tusks are usually smaller than the one 
just mentioned, but they are sometimes larger. Occasionally they 
are twisted spirally. Often one or the other is missing, but both 
\\"ere sometimes present. It is certain that some very young mas
todons had no tusks; it is equally certain that some very old ones 
had at least one tusk; sometimes the right one, sometimes the left. 
Much importance has been attached to these lower tusks and much 
has been written about them. Long ago the specimens possessing 
such tusks were put in a separate genus called l'etracaUlodon and 
n considerable number of species described. All these are now 
regarded as belonging to the species Mammut americanum. Dr. 
Albert Koch, who was a great collector of mastodon remains, and 
apparently also a good deal of a romancer, described some of these 
species of l'etracaltlodon. One specimen found by him had the 
lower tusks distinctly fiattened, with the edges directed up and 
down; another had the lower tusk directed perpendicularly. Koch 
stated that tusks found by him were covered by a layer of enamel, 
and this by a layer of cement; but it is quite certain that he was in 
Error, the layer being only a denser ivory. 

It is certain that the ancestors or the mastodons and elephants 
possessed wen-developed tusks in the lower jaws. In the tetrabe
lodons these were very large. In the mastodons they were disap
pearing organs; in the elephants they have wholly disappeared. It 
is to be expected that such organs as these would be somewhat 
capricious in their appearance, sometimes not being developed in 
the young, often falling out early in life, but sometimes retained, 
especially by males, until old age. 

The Cheek-teeth.-The cheek-teeth of the mastodon, those em
ployed in the mastication of the food, may 'rise in number, during 
111c life of the animal, to twenty-four, six on earh side of each jaw. 
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Of these six, not more than four of the ones appearing first are in 
use at the same time; often not more than two of the later ones 
and probably in old age only one remained. The first tooth to 
appear is very small, the succeeding ones are successively larger, 
and the last and hindermost is very large. The three front teeth 
of the six are known as milk, or deciduous, molars; the hinder 
three, as permanent molars. In great numbers of mammals the 
milk molars are displaced by a second set, known as premolars. In 
the tetrabelodons some or all of the milk molars were thus displaced 
and succeeded by premolars; but no premolars have ever been ob
served in our mastodon. 

Each new tooth that appears, both of the milk series and of 
the so-called permanent series, coming up behind its predecessor, 
pushes it forward; and by the time the older tooth is well worn 
down, it is pushed out of the jaw by the newer one. There is 
usually to be found on the front and hinder ends respectively of 
the tooth a polished a·rea produced by contact with the predecessor 
and the successor. 

> Each tooth consists of the crown and the roots. The crown is 
in proportion to its size rather low. In its unworn state, it is 
crossed by from two to five prominent ridges, whose apices are at 
first sharp. However, soon after appearing through the gums, the 
ridges begin to be worn down by attrition against the teeth of the 
other jaw and against the food. This usually continued until the 
crown was worn down to the roots. Inasmuch as the front end of 
each tooth first appeared outside of the gums and began to wear, 
this is always worn down more than the hinder end. As the wear 
continued, the valley between the ridges gradually became shal
lower and finally disappeared, or nearly so. An examination of a 
new or little worn tooth shows that there is a very shallow longi
tudinal valley which crosses all the ridges and divides each of them 
into an outer and an inner portion. These two portions may be 
known as the outer and the inner cones. Each cone may, when 
nnworn, show two or three conules at its summit. 

In nearly all cases one end of each transverse ridge is nearly 
perpendicular to the grinding face of the tooth, while the other end 
slopes away less steeply from the apex to the base. The side of the 
tooth on which the sloping ends of the ridges are found is, in the 
lower jaw, the one next the cheeks, while in the upper jaw it is the 
one next to the tongue: 

Both in the lower teeth and in the upper ones the cones which 
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have the sloping sides are buttressed by two strong ridges, om~ 
which descends on the front face from the apex to the base and 
Imother which descends on the hinder face of the cone. At the 
bottom of each transverse valley, the ridge descending from the 
rone in front and that from the cone behind meet. There might 
be said to be a ridge running from the front of the tooth to the real' 
Ciyer the peaks and across the valleys. In unworn teeth these de· 
»('ending ridges are sometimes sharp-edged or tuberculated, or they 
may be nearly smooth. From the disposition of the cones it comes 
about that when the upper tooth was brought against the lower, the 
strongly-buttressed cones of each tooth fell between the cones hav
ing feeble or no buttresses. In the lower jaw the weakly-buttressed 
cones, that is, those with steep sides, are the highest; in the upper 
jaw the strongly-buttressed cones are the highest. As the teeth 
l,ecame worn do,,'n in mastication, it was the strongly buttressed 
cones that suffered most; that is, the outer side of the tower teeth 
Ilnd the inner side of the upper teeth became worn down most. 

In the common mastodon the transverse ridges of the upper 
teeth are directed straight across the tooth, that is at right angles 
with its longitudinal axis; in the lower teeth the ridges are directed 
more or less obliquely to the longitudinal axis, the inner end being 
somewhat in advance of the outer. This arrangement appears to be 
due to the fact that the right and left rows of upper teeth converge 
backward, while thol5e of the lower jaw are parallel. 

In the common mastodon of our country there are two cr088-
ridges on the first and second milk molars; three on the third; 
three on the first a,nd second true molars; and four or five on the 
third. This arrangement is indicated by the formula t, t, t, t, ~. 
4-5 
4-5' 

The Roots of the Tooth.-Each tooth of the mastodon, even the 
relatively small first milk molars, has at least two roots. The larger 
ones may have three or four roots, and some of these are partially 
divided by deep lateral grooves. There is a tendency toward the 
formation of two distinct roots for each transverse ridge, but this 
trndeney is only partially achieved. The roots of the lower teeth 
cliffeI' in some respects from the upper ones, inasmuch as they 
spread laterally to a less extent. The roots of each of the teeth 
".ill be described below. 

Development of tlw Teeth.-A complete tooth consists of three 
kinds of material, rfhe greatest part consists of dentine, or ivory. 
Over thil5 on the crown is a layer, five millimeters more or less 
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Mammut americanum. Fig. 1. Third upper molar of right side. showing the unworn grinding surface. X!. Fig. 2. Third upper molar of left 
side, seen from left side. X t. 
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thick, of a harder substance, the enamel. Over the latter, or a. part 
of it, there may be a thin layer of cement. . 

Each tooth took its origin from a mass of soft tissue, the pulp, 
which had the size and the form of the completed tooth. This pulp 
'was enclosed within the jaw bone. On the pulp was deposited first 
the dentine of the apices of the cones and this spread gradually to 
form the crown. On the outside of the dentine of the crown was 
deposited the enamel. Constant additions were made to the inner 
Rnrface of the dentine by calcification of the pulp. From the crown 
the dentine spread to the roots, but even when the crown began to 
appear through the gums the dentine formed only a thin layer on 
the surfaces of the roots. The tooth was considerably worn down 
before the pulp was mostly converted into dentine. Figure 6, PI. 
XV, shows the crown of a tooth that was not yet cut when 
the animal died. Figure 2, PI. XVI, is the same tooth seen from 
the opposite side. No roots had yet become developed and the 
crown contained a great cavity that was filled with pulp. 

In the emergence of the tooth from the gums the front end first 
appeared and consequently it is this end that is always the most 
deeply worn. 

DE8CRIP'I'ION OF THE SERIES OF TEE'I'H. 

Last '['rile Upper lIlol.xr.--'l'he teeth of the upper jaw will be 
first described; and, inasmuch as the last or hindermost molars 
are the ones most often found, the description will begin with 
these. In the upper teeth the ridges. of the crown run directly 
across the tooth, and there are two roots at the front of the tooth, 
except in the case of the first and second milk teeth. 

Figure 2, Plate XIII (No. 2220, U. S. N. lVI.), presents a side 
yjew of a tooth, so that both crown and roots are seen. The ex
tremity of the large hinder root is broken off and is replaced in 
outline. In this tooth there are three roots, viz., outer anterior, 
which belongs to the outer end of the first crest; an inner anterior, 
which belongs to the inner ends of the first and second cross-ridges ; 
and a posterior, which supports the inner ends of the third and 
fourth crests and the outer ends of the second, third and fourth 
crests. 

Figure 1, P~ate XIII (No. 2218, U. S. N. lVI.), from Afton, 
Oklahoma, shows the crown of a large third upper molar of the 
right side. This tooth had not yet been cut and is therefore wholly 
unworn. The buttresses on the front and rear faces of the inner 
cones are well shown; also the subdivision of the outer cones into a 
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Mammut amencanum. Fig. 1. Last right lower molar; crown view. X!. Fig.~. Same tooth, showing pulp cavity. X!. 
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Mammut americanum. Fig.!. Upper left second molar. X t. Front of tooth toward the left. Fig. 2. Upper left second :molar .showing inner 
face. X t. Front of tooth above 
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larger outer and a smaller inner conule. The talon is rather 
large. There are many minor ridges running down the faces of 
all the cones, and the inner ends of the transverse valleys are 
hlocked by tubercles. The cingulum is not conspicuous but is seen 
on the right~hand side of the figure. A small amount of cement 
appears on the crown, but it has been mostly dissolved away during 
hurial. The roots of this tooth were wholly undeveloped, and the 
Jiulp cavity presents an appearance resembling that of Figure 2 of 
Plate XVI. 

The second upper molar is represented by Figures 1-2 of Plate 
XIV. Figure 2 (No. 2261 U. S. N. M.) shows the internal sur
face of a left molar from Afton, Oklahoma. This tooth had only 
recently been cut and is worn just through the enamel on the cones 
of. the firsL transverse crest, and very slightly worn on the second 
crest. The third crest is untouched. The length of the tooth is 
118 mm.; its width, 96 mm. The corrugated character of the 
enamel is well shown. The inner ends of the transverse valley are 
obstructed slightly by the cingulum. Figure 2 represents a view 
of. the inner side of the tooth, showing both crown and roots. The 
extremities of all the roots are damaged somewhat, but they had 
not yet been completed. 

It will be seen that the roots were originally covered with a 
thin layer of cement. During burial this became black in color 
and much of it was dissolved off. 

Figure 1, Plate XIV (No. 2258 U. S. N. M.), shows the grind
ing face of a second true molar of the right side. This tooth is 
worn on all the cross-ridges, so that islands of dentine appear on 
all the cones. On the first two ridges the bottom of the longitu
dinal valley had been passed, so that the islands of inner and outer 
cones had coalesced. Had the wear proceeded a little further, the 
islands of the inner cones of the first and second ridges would have 
joined. 

F'igure 2, Plate XV (No. 2243 U. S. N. M.), representing the 
first upper molar, is taken from a considerably worn tooth found 
at Afton, Oklahoma. It is 87 mm. long and 68 mm. wide at the 
second ridge; 71 mm. at the third. It is considerably worn by mas
tication. The position of the first crest forms one great island· of 
dentine surrounded by an ellipse of enamel. The two islands of 
dentine of the second ridge are joined by an isthmus. Four small 
islands are seen on the hinder crest, one of them belonging to the 
hinder buttress of the inner cone. 
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Mammut americanum. Fig.!. Last left lower molar. X!. Fig. 2. First right upper molar. X~. Fig. 3. Third right upper milk molar. X t. Fig. 4. Second right upper milk 
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The upper third deciduous molar is usually smaller than the 
first true molal', but sometimes there is little difference; and oc
easionally it is difficult to distinguish this tooth from the last men
tioned tooth. The third deciduous upper molar is illustrated by 
Figure 3 of Plate XV, of a tooth almost unworn (No. 2230 U. S. 
!'\. 1\1.), from Afton, Oklahoma. It has a length of iO mm., an 
extreme width of 61 mm. 'I'here are here three transverse crests; 
the longitudinal valley is very distinct; the buttresses not con
spicuous, except the one f}n the hinder face of the last crest. The 
enamel is corrugated and the cingulum well developed. There was 
yet a large pulp cavity. 

Upper Second Milk Molar.-This tooth is represented by a speci
men in the U. S. National Museum (No. 6689), belonging to the 
right maxillary. It is only slightly worn, but the islands of den
tine belonging to the anterior of the two cross-ridges have coalesced. 
The tooth is shown half the natural size by Figures 4 and 5 of 
Plate XV. The enamel is broken away from the inner border and 
in two places in front. The length is 40 mm., the width at hinder 
end is 14 mIll. 'l'he cingulum is moderately developed at the sides, 
strongly so at the hinder end. 

Figure 5 is a view of the tooth from the outer side. The roots 
of this tooth are nearly complete, the hinder one having a length 
of 50 mm., measured from the base of the crown. 

'rherc is at hand no upper first milk molar that can be used 
for illustration. Such a tooth would belong only to a very young 
animal. 

LOWER JAW. 

Lower' Third Trtre Molar.-In the case of the lower teeth the 
ridges of the ,crown cross the tooth somewhat obliquely, and there 
is a singh~ root crossing the anterior end of the tooth. All the 
other roois are' united in a single mass. 

An umvorn last true molal' of the right side is represented by 
Figure 6 of Hate' XV and ~Pigs. 1 and 2 of Plate XVI. Figure 1, 
Plate XVI, shows the grinding face of No. 2221 U. S. N. M., a tooth 
from Afton, Oklahoma. 'l'here are four distinct ridges that cross 
the axis of the tooth obliquely from the inside outward and some
what backward. Behind the fourth crest thue is a distinct heel 
of two tubereles. The cingulum is little developed. Here and there 
on the surface of the enamel is seen a thin layer of cement. This 
may originally have covered the whole tooth. Figure 6 of Plate 
XV gives a view from the right side, while Figure 2, Plate XVI, 
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:-;hows the under surface of the tooth. No roots, or only thin shells 
of them, had been developed at the death of the animal. The pulp 
cavity is very large. 

The length of the tooth is 185 mm., the breadth at the second 
crest 107 mm.; the height of the third inner cone, 76 mm. This 
tooth is unusually broad for a lower molar. 

The Third Lower Molar.-Figure 1, Plate XV (No. 2384 U. S. 
N. M.), from Afton, Oklahoma, presents a considerably worn tooth 
of the left side that possesses five cross-ridges and a talon, instead 
of the usual number of four ridges. It will be observed that the 
first crest was worn down so that there is a single ellipse of den
tine surrounded by enamel; also, that at the place where the but
tresses of the first and second outer cones meet, the dentines of 
these two cones are about to coalesce. The hinder half of the 
second inner cone has been broken away, as a result of which this 
island of dentine does not have its normal shape. A section of the 
roots would show four lobes in the hinder tooth, instead of three. 
This tooth has a length of 182 mm., and a width of 95 mm. at the 
Recond crest. 

Second True Lower Molar.-Figure 1, Plate XVI A (No. 342 U. 
S. N. M.), is taken from a wholly unworn second lower molar of 
the right side. It is said to have been found in South Dakota. It 
shows finely the three crests and the intervening valleys, the but
tresses of the outer cones, the corrugations of the enamel, and the 
cingulum well developed in front and behind, and at the outer ends 
of the valleys. The summits of all the crests are provided with 
rlenticles. While the tooth had evidently been pressing strongly 
on its predecessors, there is no indication that its successor was 
exerting pressure on it. There are thin patches of cement on the 
enamel. There was yet a great pulp cavity. The roots, which 
probably had already pretty thick walls, have been broken off. The 
tooth is 121 mm. long, 92 mm. wide at the hinder crest, and 64 mm. 
high from apex of the hinder inner cone to the base of the enamel. 

The lower first true molar is represented by Figure 2, Plate 
XVI A (No. 2233 U. S. N. M.), taken from a wholly unworn left 
tooth found at Afton, Oklahoma. The specimen is complete, ex
('ept that the apex of the anterior inner cone and that of the in
terior hjnder cone have been broken off. There is a large pulp 
cavity and it is doubtful whether the roots had begun to form. 
The buttresses of the outer cones are not strongly developed, and 
some of the ridges on the other cones are nearly as prominent. The 
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l~fammut americanum. Fig.1. Second right lower molar. X -1-. Fig. 2. First left lower molar. X t. 
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C'lngululll shows in front and behind. The tooth is 92 mm. long, 
[i6.5 mm. wide at front crest, 62.5 mm. wide at second crest and 
62 mm. at third crest. 

Warren (Monograph, p. 67) stated that this tooth has two 
fangs, one which supported the first ridge, and a large posterior 
supporting the two remaining ridges. 

The lower third milk molar, like the first and second true molars, 
has three cross-ridges and, in general, resembles the first true molar. 
It is to be distinguished from the latter principally by its smaller 
size; but, as there is variation in size in both these teeth, there may 
sometimes be some difficulty in the matter. Warren gave as the 
length of the first true molar figured by him three and a quarter 
inches, 83 mm.; the milk molar which is represented by Figure 1, 
Plate XVII, is 80 mm. long. Usually, however, there is more differ
ence in the ·lengths of the two teeth and the true molar is always 
hroader. 'rhe tooth figured by Warren was two and a half inches 
wide, 63 mm.; the widest milk molar at hand, Figures 2 and 3, 
Plate XVII, from Virginia, is 57 mm. wide. The ridges of the 
third milk molar seem to he somewhat more compressed, or thinner 
from front to back, than in the first true molar; the enamel is some
what thinner than in the true molar; the outer end of the anterior 
valley is often, b11t not always, blocked by a heavy ridge of the 
eingulum. Notwithstanding these observed differences, specimens 
may possibly be found which cannot be certainly identified. 

Figures 2 and 3, Plate XVII, are from an unworn tooth found 
somewhere in Virginia. The enamel is broken off all around the 
l)ase of the crown and from the inner side of the first and third 
innet' cones. The roots are perfectly preserved. The tooth is 78 
mm. long, 48 mm. wide at the front ridge (making allowance for 
the missing enamel), and 59 mm. at the third ridge. The enamel 
i~ considerably wrinkled. There was no dam across the outer end 
of the first transverse valley; the buttresses of the outer cones are 
Hot conspicuous. There is a large pulp cavity, and the roots are 
widely open below. The dentine of these roots is thin. Figure 2 
shows the outer faee of the tooth. 

Figure 1, Plate XVII (No. 2231 U. S. N. M.), represents a con
siderably worn last right milk molar. It was found at Afton, Okla
homa. Its length is 80 mm.; the width at the third crest, 36 mm. 
The cingulum had been considerably worn away in front, but it is 
strongly developed behind and there is a strong ridge across the 
outer end of the anterior valley. As will be seen in the figure, the 



PLATE XVII. 

FIG. 1. FIG. 2. 

FIG. 6. Fro, 2. FIG. 7. 

FIG. 4. FIG. 5. 

Mammut americanum. Fig.1. Third right lower milk molar. X!;. Fig. 2. Third right 
lower milk molar; outer face. X l. Fig. 3. Same as fig.2; crown view. X t. Fig. 4. 
Second right lower milk molar X t. Fig. 5. Second left lower milk molar; much worn. 
X t. Fig. 6. First right lower milk molar; seen from right side. Fig. 7. Crown view 
of Same tooth as Fig. 6. 
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attrition of the anterior cones has reached through the hard den
tine into the softer; also, the island of dentine corresponding to the 
fil'st outer cone had just united with that of the inner cone and 
with that of the second outer cone. The latter has in like manner 
joined by a narrow isthmus that of the third outer cone. The outer 
islands are united through wear of the buttresses. There is even 
in this tooth a considerable pulp cavity within the hinder root. 
The walls of this root vary in thickness from 7 mm. to 14 mm. 

The smallest third milk molar at hand is 71 mm. long, and 48 
mm. wide behind. 

Second Milk Lower Molar.--'-The first and second milk molars 
are distinguished from all the others by having two instead of three 
cross-ridges. These teeth, especially the first, are rare and would 
be known only from individuals that had died early in life. On 
account of their small size also, they are not so likely to be col
lected. 

Figure 4, Plate XVII, (No. 6690 U. S. N. M.), represents the 
second deciduous molar of the right side of the lower jaw. It came 
from Afton, Oklahoma. l\lost of the anterior root has been lost 
and the whole of the hinder one, and with the last, a part of the 
hinder cingulum is gone. On the front of the tooth is a poEshed 
area, which shows that the tooth had been urging on its predecessor. 
The length of this tooth is 41 mm.; but it must originally have 
heen slightly longer. '1'he width in front is 32 mm.; at the second 
crest, 38 m. The fissure that separated the inner from the outer 
rone of each crest is scarcely indicated. There seems to have been 
a pretty strong anterior cingulum, and the outer end of the cross
yalley has a ridge across it. How broad and high the hinder cin
gulum was cannot now be determined. Warren figures one of these 
teeth and represents the hinder cingulum as standing up like an 
incipient crest. 

Figure 5, Plate XVII (No. 6701 U. S. N. M.), represents the 
second milk molar in a much worn condition-so deeply worn that 

• the dentine areas of the front and hinder crests, and of the front 
and hinder cingula have coalesced into one area. "The length is 42 
mm.; the width in front, 32 mm.; at second crest, 39mm. 

Lower First Milk Molar.-Specimens of this tooth are very 
rare. Figures 6 and 7, Plate XVII (No. 4986 U. S. N. M.), rep
resent, as is supposed, the first lower milk molar of the right side. 
It was found at Kimmswick, Missouri. It is pretty well worn, so 
that the two islands of dentine of the anterior cones are united, 
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and those of the hinder crest on the point of uniting. The tooth j" 
33 mm. long front to rear, and 29 mm. wide at the hinder crest.! 
The 'width in front was greater than appears, for the enamel at each 
end of the front crest is broken off. The inner cones appear to 
have been much smaller than the outer ones. The transverse valley 
is wider at its outer end than at the inner, and seems to have been 
blocked by a ridge of the cingulum. The front and rear portions 
of the cingulum are present and moderately broad. There is a 
pressure area on the rear of the crown. There are two roots on 
this to0'th, the hinder one being the larger. The roots were at one 
time doubtless longer. The apices may have been broken off after 
burial, or possibly absorbed preparatory to being shed. 

Having described the teeth of the common mastodon, it may be 
n convenience to give some short rules for distinguishing these 
teeth from those of other animals, and for locating the po~ition of 
any tooth in the jaw that may he found. 

1. To distinguish the teeth of the common mastodon from those 
of other ani'rnals. 

The great ~ize of the teeth will at once distinguish most mas
todon teeth from those of all other animals, except the elephants 
and perhaps 501l1e other mastodons. From the teeth of all elephants 
they may be distinguished by the fact that the teeth of the latter 
are composed of thin plates. For illustrations, see Plates XIX. 
XX. Other mastodons and tetrabelodons have the valleys between 
the ridges more or less obstructed by great buttresses and supple
mentary cones. 

The rarely found first and Recond milk molars of the mastodon 
might he mistaken possibly for the teeth of tapirs or other smaller 
animals. The teeth of the tapirs have sharp cross ridges, but these 
are not divided by a longitudinal valley or fissure into inner and 
(luter cones; besides, the cross-ridges of the tapir's upper teeth are 
nnited at their outer ends by a longitudinal ridge, wholly closing 
the valley. The same remark applies to the teeth of the rhinocer
oses. 

2. ']'0 disting1tish the upper teeth from the lower. 

The upper teeth of the common mastodon have the crests of the 
grinding surface running across the face at right angles with the 
long axis of the tooth, while the ridges of the lower teeth are ob-

1 Warren states (p. 65) that the first lower milk molar figured by him had a width of only Ya 
or an inch. 
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lique to this a.."is. Excepting the small first and second upper milk 
molars, the upper teeth have two roots to support one cross-ridge 
I)f the crown, whereas all the lower teeth and the first two upper 
milk molars have a single root running across both ends of the 
tooth, one of them, the hinder, being much larger than the other. 

3. To dist-ingttish which end of the tooth is the front end. 

a. If the tooth has been cut and subjected to wea.r this wear 
occurs first on the front of the tooth, and this end is, with very 
rare exceptions, worn down most deeply. 

b. In the case of the three milk molars of each jaw, the front 
end is the narrower. In the C8.'le of the last true molar, the nar-. 
rower and rounded end is the hinder one. 

c. Leaving out of consideration the first two milk mola.rs of 
cach jaw, aid may be found in the disposition of the roots. In the 
upper teeth that end which has the crest supported by two roots, 
the inner of which i'>upports also the inner end of the next crest, is 
the front end. In the lower teeth, that end which has a root sup
portillg the terminfll crest and unconnected with the root of the 
next crest is the front end. All the other crests are supported by 
one other root. 

4. To distinguish to which side of the jaw any tooth belongs. 
Hold the tooth with the grinding face upwards, and with the 

hinder end directed towards you. '1'hen the sloping side of the 
(-rown, that on which are the cones with the buttresses, will look 
toward the side to which the tooth belongs. This rule applies to 
the upper and to the lower teeth alike. 

5. To distinguish the place of any tooth in the series. 
a. If the tooth has two transverse· crests on the crown, it is 

either the first or the second milk molar. If it has three crests it 
may be either the third milk molar, the first true molar or the 
second. If it has four or five crests, it is the third true molar. 

b. '1'he first milk molar is smaller than the second, being about 
33 mm. long, whereas the second is about 45 m. long. The anterior 
crest of the first is likely to be less complete than that of the second. 
Of course, the first tooth is narrower than the second. 

c. The three intermediate molars, that is, the third milk molar 
and the first and second mola.rs may be distinguished most easily 
by their relative sizes; the third milk molar varying from 70 to 83 
mm. ; the first true molar from 80 mm. to 95 mm.; the second true 
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molar, from perhaps 105 mm. to 132 mm. The width of the third 
milk molar varies from about 49 mm. to 63 mm.; that of the first 
true molar from about 60 mm. to 71 m.; that of the second true 
molar from about 70 mm. to 97 mm. It will be seen from the above 
measurements that the greatest difficulty comes in distinguishing 
the last milk molar from the first true molar. 

d. 'l'here should be no difficulty in identifying the last true 
molar, with its four or five transverse ridges and its great hinder 
root. 

VERTEBRAL COLUMN. 

The vertebral column of the mastodon consisted of seven cervi
caIs, twenty dorsals, three lumbars, and of about 25 or 30 caudals; 
but no specimen has probably been found with all the caudals pre
served, or at least with all rescued. It is probable likewise that the 
number of caudals varied somewhat in different individuals. 

The neck of the mastodon, when compared with that of most 
other mammals, is extremely short. It was, of course, as in the 
elephants, impossible for the animal to bring his mouth .to the 
ground when he was standing up. 

The cervicals, except the last one, may be distinguished from all 
the other vertebrm by the fact that there is on each side, in the 
transverse process, a foramen for the passage of an artery. The 
seventh has no such foramina, but it differs from the dorsals in 
having a short, slender spinous process, and in having, just behind 
the base of the transverse process, a smooth concave surface for the 
head of a rib, and no such surface in front of the process. 

With the exception of the second, the vertebrm of the neck were 
shorter than those of the dorsal region. They were, however, 
broader than the dorsals. . 

The first one behind the head, the atlas, is the broader of all the 
cervicals, and its lateral portions form the largest part of the bone. 
1!'igure 55 represents this bone, seen from the front, drawn from 
the mounted specimen in the U. S. National Museum. At the an
terior end are seen the great, smooth, concave articular surfaces for 
the condyles of the skull. At the hinder end are somewhat similar 
surfaces for articulation with the next vertebra, the axis. As will 
be seen, there is a great opening in the atlas, and this is divided 
into an upper portion and a lower. The spinal cord traversed the 
upper division, the odontoid process of the axis occupied the lower. 
In the specimen figured, the width of the bone is 335 mm.; the 
height, 215 mm.; the fore and aft extent on the lower face of the 
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bone, 73 mm. The opening is 111 mm. high, that part for the spinal 
cord is 80 mm. wide. 

FIG. 55. Mammut americanum. Front view of atlas. X t. 

This bone differs from that of the mammoth in having a much 
larger opening for the spinal cord and the odontoid process, and in 
having a different section at the midline of the neural arch. 

\';.", 

FIG. 56. FIG. 57. 

Figs. 56, 57. ...iJ1ammut americanum. Front and side views of the axis. X i. 

The axis differs from all other vertebrre of the spinal column in 
having a large nipple-shaped process on the front of the centrum, 
and a large, almost cubical neural spine. (Figures 56 and 57.) On 
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the front of the centrum there is on each side a large smooth ar
ticular surface for the atlas, and these meet below the odontoid 
process. Each surface is 95 mm. high. The front end of the cen
trum is 166 mm. from side to side. '1'he hinder end of the centrum 
is somewhat concave and somewhat broader than long. 

The spinal canal is large, 72 mm. wide and fully as high. The 
neural spine is about 85 mm. long and wide. 

The bone figured by Warren in his monograph on the mastodon 
as the axis of this animal certainly belonged to a very different 
species. 

The axis of the mastodon differs much from that of the mam
moth. In the latter the spinal canal is broader than high, the 
neural arches are shorter and thicker, and the neural spine is con
siderably longer than thick. Compare ~-'igures 56 and 57 with 
the two views furnished by Figure 67. 

The remaining cervicals are short, and they have short, slender 
spines. The third, fourth, fifth and sixth cervicals Df the U. S. 
National Museum mounted specimen are each 47 mm. long, and the 
!':eventh, 54 mm. 

The dorsal vertebrm are those to which were attached the ribs. 
They are twenty in number; but it may occasionally have happened 
that the hindermost rib was not developed, thus throwing the cor
responding vertebra into the lumbar series. The dorsals may be 
known from their having short, thick, transverse processes which 
are not pierced by a foramen, and which arise from the arches; 
long, medium or short neural spines, which are mostly rather broad 
from front to back; and from having on each side one or two con
cavities fm the heads of ribs. In the case of the anterior fourteen 
or fifteen of these vertebral there are on each side two concavities 
for ribs, one in front for the rib which belonged to that vertebra, 
and one behind for the rib which belonged to the next vertebra be
hind. In such vertebrm the hinde'r cavity of one centrum fitted 
against the anterior cavity of the succeeding centrum, so as to make 
one hemispherical concavity for the reception of the head of a rib. 
In this way each rib articulated with two vertebrm at their junction. 
In the case of the hinder six Dr seven dorsal vertebrm, the articular 
cups for the rib-heads moved back from the front end of their re
spective centra" so that the hindermost rib articulated about the 
middle of the length of its centrum. 

All the dorsals of the mounted specimen in the U. S. National 
::\1 menm have a width of close to 125 mm. They vary in length 
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from 56 to 70 mm. Those of the anterior half of the dorsal series 
werage 59 mm. in length; those of the hinder half average a length 
of 68 mm. These measurements do not include anything for the 
intervening cartilages that were present in life. 

The centra of the dorsals of the mounted Indian elephant in the 
U. S. National Museum, a male animal twenty years old, with a 
height of a little more than eight feet, vary in length from 52 mm. 
to 63 mm. The animal therefore had a shorter back and longer 
legs than the mastodon. 

About six or eight of the anterior dorsals of the mastodon have 
very long neural spines, and these are directed upward and back
ward. In the U. S. National Museum specimen the third dorsal has 
the spine 381 mm. long (15 inches). The succeeding spines grad
ually became shorter, so that the hinder ones are very short. 

The lumbar vertebrre ar~ three in number. They resemble 
g-reatly the hindermost dorsals, but have no excavations on the sides 
of the centra for rib-heads. Their transverse processes are longer 
than those of the hinder dorsals and stand more directly outward. 
While the first lumbar centrum has about the same breadth as the 
last dorsal, the third lumbar is considerably wider, about 150 mm. 
in the U. S. National Museum specimen. Each lumbar in the speci
men mentioned is 70 mm. long on the lower face. 

In the Warren mastodon (Warren, PI. XXIII, Fig. 3), the tirst 
lumbar had the transverse processes much longer than those of the 
last dorsal and longer than those of the other two lumbars. 

The sacrum is that part of the vertebral column that is articu
lated beb>veen the two ilia, or hip-bones. It consists of five vertebrre, 
but three, in old age at least, are so thoroughly consolidated as to 
form a single mass. It appears that the first and the last of the 
vertebrre may remain, even to adult age, unconsolidated with the 
others, and one or the other may be missing from the specimen 
found. In old age the sacrum becomes wholly consolidated with the 
hip-bones, and then the bones of the pelvis form a single mass. 

The lower surface of the sacrum i~ smooth and nearly flat. It 
is pierced hy four pairs of holes, which are on the boundary lines 
between the originally distinct vertebrre. The upper surface is 
rough, with various processes. The anterior end joined the last 
lumbar vertebra; the hinder end, the first caudal. The sacrum of 
the mounted specimen in the U. S. National Museum is 400 mm. 
long. Its width in front is 275 mm.; behiild, 220 mm. 
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TAIL. 

The number of caudals is somewhat doubtful, no specimen hav
ing been found with all present. The number varied probably 
somewhat in different individuals. There were probably about 25 
or 30 in number. 

'I'hey are naturally smaller than those of the trunk. The first 
are largest and have all the elements of a vertebra; those toward the 
tip of the tail are much reduced in size, and lack all pa.rts except 
the centrum. Those of the upper half of the tail have long, fiat, 
outstanding transverse processes and short neural spines. The sec
ond caudal of the U. S. National Museum specimen has the centrum 
70 mm. long, 86 mm. wide in front, while from the extremity of one 
transverse process to that of the other is 230 mm. The base of the 
processes occupy nearly the whole length of the centrum. 

RIBS. 

As already stated there were in the mastodon twenty pairs of 
ribs. Of these, about the anterior six were connected directly with 
the sternum by cartilages. Of the others, all but the hinder six or 
seven sent forwards from their lower ends strips of ca.rtilage to join 
the cartilage of the next rib in front. 

Below the upper fourth, the first rib is nearly straight, fiat, and 
paddle-like in form. Its length, in the U. S. National Museum 
specimen, is 540 mm. At one-third of its length from the upper end 
the width is 47 mm.; the thickness, 23 mm. At two-thirds the length 
the width is 87 mm. and the thickness 20 mm.; and at the distal end 
the width is 120 mm. The third, fourth, and fifth ribs are unusually 
broad in the upper third of the length. The fifth of the U. S. Na
tional Museum specimen is 78 mm. wide. The sixth is much nar
rower, as are all behind it. 

In the U. S. National Museum mounted specimen the longest rib 
is the seventh, and is 1,063 lilli. long. In the Warren mastodon the 
longest rib is stated to be the ninth and the length 54! inches, 1,390 
mm.; but the ribs from the seventh to the tenth, inclusive, differ 
in length not more than an inch. 

The longest rib of the Indian elephant in the U. S. National 
Museum equals 915 mm. The greatest width of the abdomen is 
1,000 mm. In the mastodon described here, the width of the ab
domen is 1,113 mm. wide, as mounted. 

The ribs of the mastodon are slenderer than those of the Indian 
elephant. All, except a few in front, are less flattened on the inner 
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surface than those of this elephant. There are indications that the 
same difference exists between the mastodon and the mammoth. 
The ribs of the elephants maintain their width, or even become 
broader toward the distal end. 

STERNUM. 

The sternum, or breast bone, of the mastodon, as that of the ele
phant, was composed of three segments of bone. The largest of 
these was in front and to it was attached by an interval of cartilage 
the broad lower ends of the front pair of ribs. The ribs of the sec
ond pair were attached at the interval between the front piece and 
the second; while the ribs of the third pair were attached at the 
junction between the middle and the hinder pieces of the sternum. 
In the U. S. National Museum specimen the anterior piece is miss
ing, while the second and third pieces are consolidated into one bone. 
'rhis is 190 mm. long, 90 mm. high in front, and 50 mm. behind. It 
is 42 mm. thick in front and 60 mm. behind. The upper surface is 
fiat, while the bone is reduced below to a sort of keel. 

Having described the axial structures and their appendages, the 
limbs and their supporting bones will next be considered. 

The scapula of the mastodon, like that of the elephants, is very 
large and of an approximately triangular form, the sides of the tri
angle being nearly equa1. The lower angle is greatly thickened, and 
the bone behind the angle excavated to form the glenoid fossa, for 
the head of the humerus. Another angle was directed upward and 
was placed opposite the basal portions of the neural spines of three 
or four anterior dorsal vertebrm. The third angle was directed 
backward. On the outer surface of the scapula and just above the 
glenoid fossa there arises a great spine whose greatest height above 
its origin on the bone is, in the U. S. National Museum, as much as 
160 mm. This spine continues on to the upper angle of the scapula, 
its height becoming gradually reduced. The free border of the 
spine is expanded and at its lower end it gives off two great process
es, one extending downward and forward, the other downward and 
backward. On the side of the bone that was applied against the 
ribs a strong ridge ascended from the glenoid fossa to the upper 
angle of the bone. 

In the case of the scapula of the U. S. National Museum speci
men, the anterior border measures 730 mm.; the border directed 
downward and backward, 660 mm.; the one directed backward and 
upward, including the glenoid fossa, 570 mm., of which 175 mm. 
belongs to the glenoid fossa. This fossa has a width, from side to 
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side, of 100 mm. The anterior border and the glenoid border are 
smooth and thin, while the upper border is thick and rough from 
an edge of epiphysial bone. 

A comparison of the scapula of the mastodon with that of the 
Indian elephant shows that in the mastodon the spine arose much 
farther behind the anterior border of the bone than in the elephants. 

When the scapula is stood with the glenoid fossa downward and 
the border nearest to the spine forward, the spine will be directed 
toward the side to which the bone belongs. 

The general form of the humerus may be seen in Plate XII. It 
is one of the great bones of the body and one of those the most 
likely to be preserved. It may be easily recognized from its greatly 
enlarged ends, the slender middle part, the rounded head for ar
ticulation with the scapula, the semi-cylindrical articulation for the 
ulna, the massive deltoid ridge, and the broad supinator ridge. 'l'he 
length of the humerus of the specimen in the U. S. National Mu
seum measured in a straight line from the summit of the head to 
bottom of the trochlea, is 727 mm.; the trochlea measures from side 
to side 200 mm. The supinator ridge rises above the lower end of 
tIle humerus 270 mm. -Where the shaft is most constricted the di
ameters are 95 mm. and 120 mm. The humerus of the Miami 
County, Indiana, specimen mounted in the Milwaukee Public Mu
seuIn, is 900 mm. long. 

The length of the humerus of this specimen equals that of the 
centra of eleven and one-half dorsal vertebr&; whereas, in the In
dian elephant the humerus nearly equals the length of 15 vertebr&. 

To determine to which side the bone belongs, stand it with the 
head upward, the bicipital groove directt'd forward and the deep 
cavity at the lower end into which the olecranon of the ulna fits 
looking backward; then the supinator ridge and the great deltoid 
ridge will be directed toward the side to which' the bone belongs. 

The ulna is the principal bone of the forearm. It may be recog
nized by the great sigmoid cavity for articulation with the lower 
end of the humerus, the enormous rough process standing backward 
from this articulation, the triangular shaft, and the rounded articu
lation at the lower end for some of the bones of the wrist. Plate 
XII shows the general form of the bone. In the case of the mounted 
specimen in the U. S. National Museum, the ulna is 640 mm. long, 
in a straight line. The line adjoining the hinder with the front end 
of the greater sigmoid cavity, that which receives the humerus, is 
130 mm. long. At the lower end of the cavity is a notch that re
ceives the upper end of the radius. The shaft is triangular, the 
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outer face, at the middle of the length of the bone, having a width 
of 85 mm., the front face 87 mm., the inner or hinder face 95 mm. 
The lower end articulated with the lunar, the cuneiform, and the 
pisiform bones of the wrist. The bone is crossed in front by the 
radius. 

To determine the side to. which the bone belongs, stand it with 
the upper end upward, the rough olecranon and the concavity of 
the length of the bone backward, the great sigmoid cavity looking 
forward; the olecranon process will incline more toward the side 
to which the bone belongs; on that side too will be the sharp ridge 
which descends from the olecranon to form the hinder outer border 
of the bone; the smaller of the two processes that enclose the upper 
end of the radius will be on the same side; at the lower end of the 
bone the rough face with two eminences separated by a groove will 
look toward the same side; while the flat surface for the lower end 
of the radius will be directed toward the opposite side. 

The ulna of the mammoth E. prirnigenius differs in being slen
derer, in having the outer face divided by a ridge which, starting 
at the outer of the two processes which embrace the upper end of 
the radius, runs downw~rd and backward to the outer eminence at 
the lower end of the bone. The upper half of the front face is 
more excavated than in the mastodon. 

The radius is a relatively slender bone and is much twisted and 
bent. It occupied a position in front of the ulna, bending around 
below to the inner side of the latter. The head of the radius lay, in 
life, in a notch on the great sigmoid cavity of the humerus, and its 
upper extremity forms a smooth concave surface which articulated 
with the lower end of the humerus. The lower and larger end of 
the bone is flattened on the outer face for union with the lower end 
of the ulna. '1'he lower extremity has a large, smooth articular 
surface, the greater part of which is applied to the lunar bone, but 
a small part thereof to the scaphoid. In the U. S. National Museum 
mounted specimen this bone is 600 mm. long; the upper end is 103 
mm. wide, its lower end 133 mm. The diameters at the middle of 
the shaft are 43 mm. and 52 mm. respectively. The radius of the 
specimen mounted in the Milwaukee Public Museum is 725 mm. 
long. 

Place the larger end of the bone downward, with the sharper 
edge of this lower end forward and the lowest process of the bone 
toward the rear, the smooth articular face for the upper end of the 
ulna 'backward; then the flattened face of the lower end will look 
toward the side to which the bone belongs. 

44-29153 
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The forefoot of the mastodon was greatly like that of the ele
phants. See Figures 58 and 59. It was a foot that in most respects 
\vas very primitive, in that it retained all of the elements typical of 
the wrist and all five of the digits. Besides this, none of the meta
tarsals is lengthened, as we find them in most of the hoofed animals. 
The foot was very short and was certainly furnished with a pad of 
connective tissue behind the digits, with the result that these, III 

FIG. 58. Mammut americanum. Forefoot. After Warren. R, radius; V, ulna; I, first digit; V, fifth 
digit; 8, scaphoid; I. lunar; c, cuneiform; P, pisiform; td, trapezoid; m, mag-

num; u, unciform; me i-me 5, the metacarpals. 

walking, were directed strongly downward, as well as forward; that 
is, the animal was digitigrade. There were certainly small hoofs at 
the end of each digit, as in the elephants. 

The bones of the wrist, with the exception of the pisiform, are 
short and fiat, with broad upper and lower smooth articulatory 
surfaces for movable union with one another, with the bones of the 
forearm, and with the metacarpals. The bones of the first, or upper, 
row of carpals are, commencing on the inrlerborder of the foot, the 
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scaphoid, the lunar, the cuneiform, and the pisiform. The connec
tions of these may be seen from the figures, reproduced from Dr. 
Warren's monograph. The terminal phalanges of the digits are 
represented only in outline, inasmuch as they have probably never 
yet been found. They were certainly much reduced in size and 
may not have been present. It would require too much space to 
describe all these bones in detail. As to distinguishing them from 
the corresponding bones of the various fossil elephants the means 
for doing this hardly exist as yet; at least, the work has not yet 
been done. Where mastodon remains are found, care should be 

/ 

FIG. 59. Mammut americanum. Forefoot. After Warren. Explanatory letters same as Fig. 58. 

taken to collect the smaller, as well as the larger bones. If the feet 
are present the bones of each foot, if not mixed with the bones of the 
other feet, should be kept separate, and, if possible, the bones of 
each digit separate from those of the others. 

The pelvis, Figure 60, consists of the sacrum, which has been 
already described as a part of the vertebral column, and the two 
innominate bones. Each of the latter was composed, in early life, 
of three bones, the ilium, or hip-bone, the ischium, and the pubis, 
which joined one another at the acetabulum. These three became 
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(;onsolida,ted into one bone, and in old age, at farthest, an the pelvic 
bones became ankylosed into one mass. 

The pelvis of the mastodon was enormously widEr-much wider 
than that .of the mammoth and that or the living elephants. Like 
those of the elephant, the ilia are nearly fiat on the front face, 
that face that c.orresponds t.o the inner face .of most animals, and 
they stand out at nearly right angles with the spinal column. In 
the case of the mounted specimen in the U. S. National Museum, 
the distance from the outer extremity of one ilium to that of the 
other is 1,425 mm. (56 inches). The width of the pelvis in the 

;8 
:F'IG. 69. Afammut americanum. Pelvis seen fr:.Jm behind Xl'!J' After Warren. fem, lemur; 

is, iechium; pu, puti3; sac, saCIum. 

specimen in the lUilwaukee Public Museum is 1,625 millimeters. 
The Randolph County specimen at Earlham CDllege has the pelvis 
] ,900 mm. wide. In the Warren mastodon the width is given as 
6 feet 2 inches. :F'igure 60, redrawn after Warren, represents the 
pelvis as seen from behind. In this specimen all the bones are 
th.or.oughly cDnsolidated. 

It will be seen that the ilia form the great wings of the pelvis 
and extend on each side from the sacrum to the acetabulum. The 
pubic bone extends in front frDm the acetabulum t.o the mid-line; 
while behind, an ischium runs dDwnward and backward to meet its 
fellow .of the other Ride at the mid-line. Each pubic bDne sends 
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backward, close to the mid-line, a branch which meets and becomes 
ankylosed to a forwardly directed branch from the ischium of its 
side. This results in producing on each side of the pelvis an open
ing, the obturator foramen, which is enclosed by the ischial and 
pubic bones. 

The right and left sides of the pelvis enclose a large, nearly 
circular, opening, the pelvic strait. The roof of this is formed by 
the sacrum, the sides by the ilia, and the floor by the pubes and 
the ischia. In the U. S. National Museum specimen the depth of 
the anterior end of this opening is 564 mm; its diameter from side 
to side, 517 mm. The width is therefore about 92 per cent. of the 
height. In the mounted specimen at the Milwaukee Public Museum 
the depth of the opening is 470 mm., the width is: 425 mm. Thl' 
mounted specimen at Earlham College has the pelvic opening 520 
mm. deep and 500 mm. wide. In the Warren mastodon the height 
is 21 inches, the width 22, the latter, 105 per cent. of the height. 
The latter animal has been regarded as a male, the one in the U. S. 
~-Jational Museum as a female, and it is possible that the difference 
in the form of the pelvic strait is due to difference in sex; but this 
is not yet certain. In the U. S. National Museum specimen the 
width of the pelvic strait is 36 per cent. of the width of the pelvis; 
in t.heW arren, it is 30 per cent., the opening being thus much 
smaller in the laUer. It is to be observed that the opening in the 
U. S. National Museum spe'cimen is almost as great as it is in the 
Warren mastodon, which was a much larger animal. 

The longitudinal and transverse diameters of the obturator 
foramina in the U. S. National Museum specimen, are 185 mm. 
and 116 mm. respectively. The upper edges of the ilia are usually 
very rough from the preEcnce of a border of epiphysial bone. In 
the younger animals this was not yet consolidated with the body 
of the bone and it may therefore in some specimens be missing. 
The hinder ends of the ischia are much thickened and usually 
very rough. 

The acetabulum, which received the head of the femur, is a cup
shaped cavity, looks nearly directly downward. In the U. S. Na,
tional Museum specimen its diameter is 150 mm. (6 inches). 

The pelvis of the mastodon differs greatly from that of the 
mammoth and other elephants. Especially is it distinguished by 
the greater breadth, as compa,red with the centra, of the dorsal 
vertebra. In the 'case of the U. S. National Museum specimen thp 
width is equal to 22.4 vertebrre of average length, while in the 
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Indian elephant the width is equal to 19.4 do,rsals of average 
length. 

If, however, the width of the pelvis be compared with the length 
of the femur a grCJ1t difference is observed. In the Indian ele
phant (probably, too, in the other elephants) the femur has the 
length almost exactly equal to the width of the pelvis; while in the 
mastodon, the femur is only 60%, or 65% of the width of th" 
pelvis. 

In the elephants the supra-iliac border descends from its artic
ulation with the sacrum to its outer angle in a uniform curve, a 
part of a circle; while in the mastodon the border is nearly straight 
in most of its course to near the outer angle. 

'fhe femur is a long and relatively slender bone, with a flat
tened shaft and expanded ends. At the upper end, on a neck that 
projects inward and upward, is the head of the bone, with a hemi
spherical smooth surface that fitted into the acetabulum of the 
pelvis. Outside of the neck is the great trochanter, to which were 
attached powerful muscles. 'fhe shaft is flattened on the hinder 
face, passing into a concavity behind the great trochanter and into 
another at the lower end of the bone. At the lower end of the bone 
are found the inner and outer condyles, with smooth surfaces for 
articulation with the tibia. 'fhe inner condyle is the more promi· 
nent. Posteriorly these condyles are separated by a deep notch. 
Just above each condyle, on the outer and inner faces, is a rough 
prominence for attachment of ligaments. Above the condyles in 
front is a smooth surface for the patella. 

'fhe general form of the femur may be seen from Plate XII. 
In the U. S. National Museum specimen the femur is supplied 
from an animal found at Kimmswick, Missouri. 'fhis has a length 
of 970 mm. The head has a diameter of 140 mm.; at the middle of 
the shaft, the greater diameter is 130 mm.; the least, 70 mm. 'fhe 
greatest thickness of the bone at the lower end is 230 mm. A 
femur described by Blainville appears to have been a stouter bone 
than the one described, inasmuch as the' greater diameter at the 
middle of the shaft was contained in the length of the bone only 
61-3 times, instead of nearly 71-2 times. In the mounted speci
men in the Public Museum, at Milwaukee, the femur is 1,070 mm. 
long. 

'l'he femur appears to be but little, if at all, stouter than that 
of the mammoth. In the latter the greater diameter, 146 mm., at 
the slenderest part of the bone, is contained in the length, 1,110 
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mm., 7.6 times; while in the femur of mastodon above described the 
diameter given is contained in the length 7 .46 times. 

To determine to which side the femur belongs, stand the bone 
with the head upward, with the hollow behind the great trochanter 
backward and with the surface for the patella forward. Then the 
great trochanter will point to the side to which the bone belongs. 
At the lower end the st.raighter border, as.cending from the con

dyles, will be on that side. 
'I'he patella, or knee-pan, is a solid bone of considerable size 

that is very likely to be preserved. Its length, in the leg from 
Kimmswick, Missouri, is 120 mm.; the width, 116 mm.; the thick-

t 

ness, 80 mm. The surface which was applied to the lower end of 
the femur is smooth, conca.ve up and down, convex from side to 
side. The other surfa.ces of the bone are convex and rough. 

The tibia is one of the larger bones of the skeleton. It is 
straight and has the ends considerably enlarged. The upper end, 
cut off nearly at right angles with the length of the bone, presents 
two smooth concave surfaces for articulation with the condyles of 
the femur. These surfaces are separated by a prominent ridge. 
In front, below the surfaces mentioned, is first a concavity followed 
by a strong and rough tuberosity, continued downward nearly one
third the length of the bOone. The remainder of the shaft is mostly 
smooth, convex from side to side in front, concave from side to 
side in the upper half of the hinder face, flat on the lOower half. 
The hinder face is bounded on the outer and inner sides by two 
sha,rp ridges which descend frOom the inner and outer condyles. 
The upper end of the outer face of the bone is concave. On the 
rear of the outer condyle is a smooth surface for the head of the 
fibula. '1'he lower end of the tibia has a smooth articular surface 
which fitted against the astragalus. It is concave from front to 
rear. On the inner side of the lower end an eminence, the internal 
malleolus, extended dow'll against the inside of the astragalus. 
Outside of this surface is another, looking downward and outward, 
for union with the fibula. The U. S. National Museum specimen, 
the tibia of which is from Kimmswick, Missouri, presents the fol

lowing measurements: 

Length in a straight line ..................................... 550 mm. 
Transverse diameter of upper end .:........................... 200 mm. 
Greatest diameter of shaft where smallest ..................... 90 mm. 
Shorter diameter of shaft where smallest ...................... 65 mm. 
Diameter from side to side at lower end ............... , .. " .. , 160 mm. 
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In the mounted mastodon at the Milwaukee Public Museum, the 
tibia is 635 mm. long. 

1'0 determine the side to which a tibia belongs, place the bone 
with the large end upward, the tuberosity for the extensor muscles 
forward and the great concavity in the upper half of the bone 
directed ba,ckward; then, at the upper end, the concave surface 
that is at the lower level will be on the side to which the bone 
belongs, as will also the smooth surface for the fibula. At the 
lower end the sloping surface for the lower end of the fibula will 
also be on that side. 

FIG. 61. Marnmut a.nerica1Jum. L}~~ hin:l f.:»t S~:3n frJm fr.:>nt. After Warren. a8. astragalus; 
c1 , c2, c3, inter~la,l. middli3. exter.lll.l cuneiform bones; ca, calcaneum; F, fibula; I, first or inner 
digit; mtJ-mt5, m3tataraals; nav, navicalar; ses, sesamoid bones; T, tibia; V, fifth or outer digit. 

The fibula is a long slender bone, with flattened faces and sharp 
ridges, and with one end moderately enlarged, the other consider
ably so. At the smaller, upper, end is a smooth surface which 
looked forward and was applied against a smooth surface on the 
back of the outer condyle of the tibia. The lower end of the bone 
has articular surfaces for three bones, the tibia, the astragalus, and 
the calcaneum. That for the tibia is on the inner fa.ce of the 
fibula and looks inward and upward. That for the astragalus is 
just below that for the tibia, is long and narrow and looks inward. 
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That for'the calcaneum is larger and looks inward and downward. 
The length of this bone, from Kimmswick, Missouri, forming a 
part of the mounted specimen in the U. S. Na,tional Museum, is 520 
mm. long; the length of that of the Warren mastodon is 26 inches, 
or 660 mm. 

In order to determine to which side a fibula belongs, place the 
larger end downward with the process that descends the lowest in 
front; also, with the smooth surface that articulates with the tibia 
in front. Then the rough external malleolus will look toward the 
side to which the bone belongs. 

The hinder root (Figures 61 and 62) is made up of the tarsal, 
or akle bones, the metatarsals, or instep bones, and the phalanges, 

FIG. 62. Mammut americanum. Left foot seen from left side. Same explanation as for Fig. 61. 

the bones of the toes. The foot, like the hand, is primitive in its 
construction, but the digits have become shortened and the posi
tion known as digitigrade. 

The tarsns consists of the astragalus, the calcaneum, or heel
bone, the navicular, the three cuneiform bones (internal, middle, 
and external) and the cuboid. These resemble closely those of th'~ 
dephants, but doubtless close comparison would enable one to es
tablish dif'fexences. 

The astragalus is a flattened bone whose smooth upper surface 
articulated with the lower end of the tibia. Its lower surface 
articulated with the navicular in front and with the calcaneum 
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The calcaneum is a great irregular bone, a rough process of 
which formed the heel of the foot. It articulated with the fibula, 
the astragalus, the cuboid and the navicular. 

The navicular is a flattened bone which articulated with the 
astragalus above, the calcaneum outwardly and behind, and with 
all the bones of the second row of tarsals. 

Each of the three cuneiform bones articulated with the navicu
lar bone above and with principally its own metatarsal bone below. 

The cuboid is on the outside of the foot. It articulated with 
the navicular and calcaneum above and with the fourth and fifth 
metatarsals below. 

The metatarsals, five in number, are short thick bones, which 
resembled the corresponding bones of the fore feet. The third and 
fourth are the largest. 

There are supposed to have been two phalanges in the first 
digit and three in each of the others, but the terminal ones have 
not been found, and it is possible that some or all of them had 
become abortive. 

As in the case of the fore foot, there are in the hind foot cer
tain small nodular bones that are known as sesamoids. They were 
placed below the articulation of the metatarsals. There was a pail' 
of these to each of four toes. 

COVERING OF HAIR. 

In his book, "Animals Before Man in North America," Pro
fessor Frederick A. Lucas published a restoration of the American 
mastodon, in which the animal is represented as being covered with 
a coat of hair. The pla.te is a reproduction of a painting, nnw in 
the U. S. National Museum, that was made by Mr. J. M. Gleeson. 

Whether or nnt this animal was clnthed with hair may be re
garded as an undecided question. Or, rather, it may be questinned 
to what extent they were thus clothed; .for even the living elephant; 
have some hair nn their bodies. 

The belief that the mastodon was a hairy animal rests on a 
very few and not wholly convincing observations. Unfortunately 
no cadaver has yet been discnvered preserved in frozen soil, as in 
the case of the hairy mammoth. In 1801 (Medical Repository, 
New York, IV, p. 213 or 214), Hon. James G. Graham wrote a 
letter to Dr. S.L. Mitchill, in which, speaking of some mastodon 
remains found in Orange County, New Ynrk, he stated that "in 
Montgomery there was found hair of the mastodon three inches 
long and of a dun cnlor." 
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A judge, Sylvanus Miller, writing to Dr. S. 1..1. Mitchill in the 
same year and in the same journal, pages 211-213, announced the 
discovery and appearance of a skeleton found in Ulster County, 
New York. He wrote: "Around and in the immediate vicinity 
""ere locks and tufts of hair of a dun brown, of an inch and a half 
io two and a half inches long, and, in some instances, from four 
io seven inches in length." 

In volume III of Blainville's Osteographie des Mammiferes, on 
page 340, is a statement that some bones of a mastodon had been 
found near the mouth of the Wabash River at a depth of 60 feet. 
It is further said that with these bones were found some portions 
of skin and hair. So far as is known none of these specimens of 
hair were preserved. 

Prof. James Hall, in describing the finding of a small molar 
tooth at Stafford, Genesee County, New York, stated as follows': 
"Its situation was beneath the muck and upon a deposit of ~lay 
and sand. A large quantity of hair-like confervre, of a dun brown 
color, occurs in the locality, and so much does it resemble hair, 
that a close examination is required to satisfy oneself of its true 
nature." 

As to the food of the mastodon, not much is known that is 
wholly satisfactory. From the numerous sharp cusps on the teeth, 
it was by the earliest observers concluded that the mastodon was 
a carnivorous animal, but that idea was soon abandoned. About 
1806 some remains of a mammoth were discovered in Wythe 
Oounty, Virginia. Bishop Madison reported that at a depth of 51 
feet the finders had struck upon the stomach. The contents of the 
viscus were carefully examined and found to be perfectly pre
served. 'rhey consisted of half-masticated reeds (" a species of 
Arundo, or Antndinaria" still common in Virginia' '), of twigs of 
trees, and of grass and leaves. The bishop was very positive on 
the subject, but admitted he had not seen these things himself. 

In 1846 Prof. Asa Gray, the botanist, reported (Proc. Bost. 
Soc. Nat. Hist. II, p. 92;, on some materials that had been found 
occupying the place of the stomach of a mastodon skeleton dis
covered on Schooley Mountain, New Jersey. He found pieces of 
wood, evidently of branches one, two and three years old, broken 
quite uniformly into bits of half an inch or so in length, with only 
now and then traces of bark remaining. The wood was not fossil
ized and only partly decayed. From the examination of thin 
slices Professor Gray concluded that the wood was that of som·? 
conifer, a spruce or fir, rather than a pine. The structure agreed 
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quite closely with that of similar branches of the common hemlock 
spruce. 

In 1874 Dr. J. G. Hunt, of Philadelphia, gave the results of 
his examination of some substances which had been supposed to 
come from the stomach of a mastodon found at Wayland, New 
York. He found abundant remains of cryptogams and flowering 
plants, stems and leaves of mosses, and'll, fragment of probably a 
rush. Pieces of woody tissue and of bark of herbaceous plants and 
spiral vessels were abundant. "It thus appears that the animal 
ate his last meal from the tender mosses and boughs of flowering 
plants growing on the banks of streams and margins of the swamps, 
rather than fed on submerged plants; and it is probable, moreover, 
that the pines, cedars, and their allies formed no part of the mas
todon's food." 

From Gray's and Hunt '8 results one may conclude that mas
todons varied their diet according to their tastes and circumstances. 
Other observations, or supposed stomach contents of mastodons 
have been made, but they lack accuracy of observation and of de
termination. 

J.lIST OF LOCALITIES WHERE INDIANA MASTODONS 
HAVE BEEN FOUND. 

Allen County.-Richard Lydekker (Foss. Mammals British 
Museum, Pt. IV, p. 17), states that there is in the British Museum 
a cast of the left half of the brain of an immature specimen from 
}1't. Wayne. The cast had been sent by the Chicago Academy of 
Science. 

Prof. C. R. Dwyer (16th Ann. Report Geo1. Surv. Ind., p. 129), 
statcd that five skeletons of mastodons had been found in that 
county. No particulars were given. A note from Professor Dwyer 
informs me that he had been able to obtain no additional informa
tion. 

All these mastodons must have lived after the clearing away 
of the ice of the Wisconsin stage. 

Clark County.-In the Fifth Annual Report of the Geological 
Survey of Indiana, on page 176, Mr. Wm. W. Borden related the 
finding of a skeleton of the mastodon on tract 55 of the "Illinois 
Grant." This is not far from Charleston Landing, which is situ
ated on the Ohio River, above Louisville. The bones were found 
in a sandbank. A pRrt of the skeleton was sent to the qld Louis
ville museum, the remainder were then in the possession of a Mr. 
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J. COOllS. A tusk which belonged to this specimen is said to have 
been six feet in length, but it soon fell to pieces. Borden stated 
that mastodon re1Jlains and wood were often found in deposits of 
altered drift of that region at a depth of 30 feet. 

The whole of trad 55 is quite level and seems to be covered 
with a thin layer of Illinois drift. There is no stream indicated 
on it on Siebenthal's map of this region (25th Ann. Rep. Geo!. 
Surv. Ind.), and the river terraces do not reach back on this tract. 
It is possible, therefore, that the sandbank in which the mastodon 
skeleton was found was an Illinoian deposit; but it is more prob
a.bly of a later date. 

In the report just referred to, Mr. Borden stated that mastodon 
remains had been frequently found in the bank of the Ohio River 
at New Albany in the same position. It is probable, however, that 
the deposits along the Ohio at New Albany are of later date than 
the Illinoian ice-sheet. 

Dearborn County.-~In 1872, Prof. R. B. Warder (Third and 
Fourth Ann. Report Geol. Surv. Ind., p. 402), mentioned briefly 
some remains that had been found in this county. A part of a 
pelvis, belonging, as it was supposed, either to the mastodon or the 
mammoth, had been found at a salt spring, on Tanners Creek, 
below Guilford. A mastodon's tooth is said to have been found on 
high ground on George Randall's farm, five miles west southwest 
from Aurora. It was lying on a stratum of blue clay, eight or nine 
feet from the surface. Where these specimens now are, if in ex
istence, is not known. 

The greater part of this county is covered with Illinois drift, 
but the Ohio Valley contains deposits that resulted from glacial 
drainage, most of it of Wisconsin age; and this extends up the 
valley of Tanner's Creek. In this deposit was probably lying the 
pelvis mentioned above. Besides the Wisconsin drift of the ter
races along the Ohio River in this region, there are some deposits 
beneath the Wisconsin that are suspected to be of Illinois age 
(Leverett, Monogr., U. S. Geol. Surv. XLI, p. 265). 

DeKalb County.-Dr. W. J. Holland (Ann. Carnegie Museum, 
III, 1905, p. 464) stated that th~re is in the Ca.rnegie Museum at 
Pittsburg a nearly complete individual of this species. This wail 
found in a peat-bog about five miles west of Waterloo. Dr. Hol
land rega.rded it as one of the most complete and largest hitherto 
discovered in North America. No details regarding the conditiom 
under which it was entombed have been furnished, nor anything-
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about the structure except that of the hyoid bone. According to i1 

letter sent to the State Geologist, Prof. W. S. Blatchley, by Mr. F. 
W. Willis, of Waterloo, Indiana, this skeleton was found in 1897 
by a Mr. Spindler. One tusk was nearly 9 feet long and 6 inches 
in diameter. There were two teeth on ea,ch side of each jaw. 

According to Leverett's map of this region (Monogr. XLI, U. 
S. Geol. Surv., pI. II), this peat bog mentioned would be on late 
WiS'Consin drift, between two moraines. 

Delaware Gounty.-In 1881 Dr. A. J. Phinney (Eleventh Ann. 
Report Geol. Surv. Ind., p. 131), stated that remains of the mas
todon had been found in different parts of Delaware County. He 
mentions first a tooth whose grinding face measured four by five 
and a half inches and whose depth was seven inches. It had been 
found four and a half m~iles west of Muncie, by Edward Tuhey, 
on the farm of Edward McKinley. No other data were furnished. 
A foot bone, which might belong to either the mammoth or the 
mastodon, had been found in the easltern part of the county and 
was owned by Dr. G. W. Kemper. About three miles south of 
Muncie, on the farm of P. Carmichael, parts of a skeleton, the ribs 
and some of the larger bones were found, all in an advanced stage 
of decay. It jg not known whether any of these were preserved. 
They might, quite as well, have been bones of one of the mammoths. 

The whole of this county is, according to Leverett (Monogr. U. 
S. Geol. Surv. XLI, p. 485, pI. II), covered with late Wisconsin 
drift, and the bones which were found lay in deposits, probably 
swamp muck, that were formed after the last glacial ice-sheet had 
disappeared from the county. It is, of course, possible that the 
edge of the glacier existed yet within the State, farther toward the 
north. 

Dubm's Gounty.-(a) In the Fourth Annual Report of the 
Geological Survey of Indiana, 1872, page 214, Prof. John Collett 
stated that a Colonel Edmonston had found a part of a mastodon 
skeleton near t.he mouth of Wolf Creek, at "Rock Hous:e" ford of 
White River. This appears to be in Harrison Township. One or 
the teeth had been presented to Dr. Owen, the State GeologiBit, and 
was supposed to be in the cabinet of the State University. 

No details were given as to the exact place of discovery, its 
depth or the character of the deposits. According to Leverett 
(Monogr. XXXVIII, U. S. Geol. Surv., pI. VI), the locality is on 
or near the border of the Illinois drift sheet. The valley is indi
cated as being occupied by alluvial terraces older than the Wis· 
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consin drift deposits. The skeletDn may have been in some of these 

terraces. 
(b) Somewhere near this IDcality it prDbably was that another 

specimen of mastodon was found many years previously. Samuel 
J. Mitchell, in his" Observations on the Geology of North Amer
ica, " page 363, stated that a part of a mastodon had been found 
in July, 1817, on the east branch of White River. The report of 
the specimen had been sent by a man who lived" near the falls of 
the east branch." The specimen consisted, among others, of the 
upper jaw whose width from outside to' outside was 20{- inches. 
'['he length of the posterior grinder was 7! inches and there appears 
to havc been five transverse ridges on the third true molar. This 
~ccount was quoted in Godman's American Natural History, vol
ume II, page 239. 

FOtlntain Connty.-In the Second Annual Report of the De
partment of Geology and Statistics, 1880, p. 386, Professor John 
Collett, then State Geologist, stated that, at some time not men· 
tioned, a skeleton of a mastodDn had been found a few miles nDrth 
of Covington, imbedded in wet peat. It was found while excava
tions were being made for a canal. It is not stated at what depth 
the remains occurred. The teeth are said to have been well pre
served. Collett quotes a statement that when the long bones Were 
split open it was found that the marrow had been preserved and 
it was used to' grease boots. There were also chunks of adipocere 
present. The indications are that the remains were destroyed, 
apparently being Df more value to the finders for furnishing boot
grease than as a source of scientific knowledge. 

While this report was in press the writer received a letter writ
ten by Mr. J. E. Walker, of Attica, Indiana, which stated that a 
lower jaw of a mastodon was found about October 1, 1895, near 
Newtown. On further inquiry a letter was received from Mr. 
Charles R. McKinney, Newtown, who says that the jaw was found 
in the bank of CDal Creek, about 4 rods frDm where it crosses into 
Montgomery County. The location is on the N. E. -1, S. 9, T. 20, 
R. 6. The soil is described as a very black loam, and the jaw was 
about 3 feet from the surface. It has been found impracticable to 
enter this locality on the map. 

'fhis regiDn is, according to Leverett's (Monogr. XXXVIII, 
U. S. Geol. HuTY., pl. VI), covered with the deposits of the Cham
pagn till sheet Df the early Wisconsin glacial ice-sheet. All that 
we can be certain of is that the animal lived after the withdrawal 
of this early Wisconsin time. 
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Franklin Connty.-Dr. Rufus Haymond, in 1869 (First An
nual Report Geo1. Surv. Ind.), reported that parts of three mas
todons had been found in the vicinity of Brookville. One of them 
had been discovered half a mile below the town, another three and 
a half miles below. These were both found in the gravel in th(~ 
upper river terrace, some eight or nine feet below the surface. The 
third skeleton was found three and a half miles northeast of Brook
ville, on the farm of David Barnard, in a piece of marshy ground 
which he was ditching. 

While most of the region south of Brookville is covered with 
Illinois drift, the valley of the Whitewater River itself contains 
deposits that were laid down by water coming from the glacial ice 
that belonged to the Wisconsin stage. 

From Haymond's account it is to be believed that in each case at 
least several bones were found. If this is so, it is not probable 
that these had been relaid from earlier deposits. The animal must 
have lived at the time the gravels were laid down, either where the 
bones were found or somewhat nearer the edge of the glacial sheet. 

From Mr. A. E. Taylor's account of this region (Thirty-fourth 
Ann. Report Geol. Surv. Ind., p. 125), the terrace in which the 
mastodon oones were found is 100 feet above the bed of Whitewater 
River. Since, therefore, those gravels were deposited, with the 
bones in them, the river has cut down a distance of 100 feet. The 
writer is inclined to believe that this upper terrace dates from a 
time considerably prior to the close of the Wisconsin stage. 

In the case of the skeleton found in the peat-bog, it is quite 
certain that the animal lived after the ice had withdrawn which 
produced the outer moraine of the early "Wisconsin; for the locality 
must be on this moraine. '{'he mastodon may have lived at a time 
considerably later, even after the close of the glacial period. Dr. 
Plummer (Amer. Jour. Sci., Vol. XIJIV, 1843, p. 302), de~cribe(l 
two objects called by him "horns," which he found in gravel near 
Brookville. One of these was figured.' They were 10 inches long, 
nn inch and a half in diameter at the base; solid, gently tapering 
towa,rds the smaller end, and slightly furrowed longitUdinally. It 
is not unlikely that these were the lower tusks of a mastodon or 
the upper tusks of a young' mastodon. The writer has observed 
tusks of the mastodon which were thus furrowed. 

Gibson County.-In 1910 three teeth of a mastodon were founJ 
in Princeton, Gibson County, whilst an excavation was being made 
for a sewer in West Chestnut street. They Were met with at a 
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depth of six feet. Three teeth were secured. Of these, two, prob
ably the hinder true molars, are reported to have weighed each 
three pounds; while another, probably second true molar, weighed a 
pound and a half. The teeth were in the possession of the City 
Engineer, Mr. H. H. Neikamp. 

In Blainville's Osteographie des Mammiferes, Volume III, p. 
340, mention is made of the finding of a lower jaw of a mastodon 
at some place between Vincennes and New Harmony. This would 
be Knox County or in Gibson County. The jaw had in it the last 
two molars of one side. It was placed in the library of the city 
of Vincennes by M. Badollet, one of its curators. It ought to be 
now in the University of Vincennes. 

Grant County.-In 1883, Dr. A. J. Phinney, on describing the 
geology of Grant County (Thirteenth Ann. Report Ind. Geol. 
Burv., p. 14B), reported that some years previously the tooth of a 
mastodon had been found in one of the marshes south of the lake 
in Fairmount Township. No data were furnished and were per
haps at that time unattainable. 

After the clearing away of the ice-sheet of the Wisconsin stage 
a large part of this region was left in a condition of small lakes 
and ponds. These gradually filled up with vegetable debris, and 
with some soil carried in by the water and winds, and at length 
were converted, 'partially at least, into swamps. Around these 
and in them lived mastodons, mammoths, great beavers (Castoroi
des), common beavers, and undoubtedly many other animals. It 
is just north of this that was found the fine specimen of Elephal; 
primigenius that is in the American Museum of Natural History, 
New York, and near here, at Fairmount, was exhumed a speci
men of Castoroides that is now in the Field Museum, Chicago. We 
cannot doubt that all these animals were contemporaries. 

Hendricks COtlnty.-In the collection of the State Museum, at 
Indianapolis, there is a second lower molar, much worn, with pact 
of the crown missing, and with strong roots. It was found near 
Danville and is credited to Dr. Vinnage. 

Henry County.-In the collection belonging to Princeton Uni
versity there are two teeth, the first lower molars, right and left. 
The length of each is 95 mm. No da,ta are given regarding the 
exact locality or regarding the condition under which the teeth 
were found. On the map the dot indicating these specimens is 
placed arbitrarily. 

45-29153 
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Jackson C01tnty.-In 1874 (Sixth Annual Report Geol. Surv. 
Ind., p. 59), Prof. E. '1'. Cox reported that Mr. James Duncan 
found a large molar of a mastodon on the bank of Judah Creek, a 
branch of Mill Creek. This was on Section 9, T. 4 N., R. .4 E., 
and not far north of the Muscatatuk River. Other bones were seen 
but on exposure they crumbled to pieces. The tooth is said to have 
been sent to the State cabinet. The locality seems to be an area 
covered by valley deposits of Illinoian age (Leverett, U. S. Geol. 
Surv., Monogr. XXXVIII, pI. IX). It might even yet be possible 
for a competent geologist to determine whether or not these bones 
were found in this Illinoian material, or in some more recent de
posit. Cox reported further that teeth and ribs of a mastodon had 
been found some years previously at Sparksville, in ,Jackson 
County, in the bank of the White River. According to the map 
referred to above, this valley is occupied by Wisconsin valley drift. 

Jasper Connty.-John Collett, then State Geologist, reported 
in 1882 (Twelfth Ann. Report, p. 73), that remains of a mastodon 
had been found at some point in this county. He indicates that 
this, as well as a mammoth found in the same county, were buried 
in deposits of peat. It is quite certain that the animals, if correctly 
identified, both existed after the clearing away of the Wisconsin 
ice-sheet. 

Jay C01lnty.-In the Twelfth Annual Report of the State Ge
ologist of Indiana there is, on page 169, a mention by Mr. David 
McCaslin of various remains of mastodon that had been found in 
Jay County. In particular, he mentions fragments that had been 
found in the western part of Penn T?wnship, and which seemed 
to indicate a complete skeleton. A shoulder-blade of this skeleton 
was in the possession of Dr. B. G. Arthur. In the same township 
had been found the antlers of a gigantic elk. 

All such remains must have been buried in the soils that accu
mulated after the clearing away of the last ice of the glacial epoch. 

Lagrange COtlnty.-Professor Donaldson Bodine, of Wabash 
College, Crawfordsville, informs the writer that in 1910 one of the 
students sent to Wabash College some teeth, a part of a jaw, and 
other fragments of a mastodon that had been discovered during 
some dredging operations near Lagrange, in Lagrange County. 

Mr. F. H. Ward, of Ward's Natural Science Establishment, 
Rocllester, N. Y., has informed me that there is in the stock of that 
concern a lower jaw .of a mastodon from this county. The exact 
locality where it was found is unknown. 
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Madison County.-In the Indianapolis Star of July 30, 1911, 
there appeared an account of the finding of parts of the skeleton 
of a mastodon on the farm of Louis Webb, near Anderson. An 
illustration, reproduced from a photograph showed a portion of a 
jaw with four teeth, apparently the second and third true molars. 
The remains were found in what had been a swamp and were cov
ered by about three feet of soil. 

Marion C£,unty.-In the State Museum at Indianapolis there is 
a lower last right molar which is labeled as having been found at 
Indianapolis at Pennsylvania and Thirtieth streets, while workmen 
were excavating for a sewer. It was presented to the museum by 
Mr. Charles Dennis, of Indianapolis. This tooth has five well de
veloped crests and a distinct talon. It is slightly worn on all the 
crests and has pretty good roots. The length of the tooth is 195 
mm.; the width at the third crest, 85 mm. 

In the collection there is a tusk about 600 mm. long and 100 
mm. in diameter which had been found near the Belt Railroad by 
Americus Fish. It is probably the tusk of a mastodon. 

Jiarshall COllnty.-Since this report was put in the press the 
~uthor has received from Rev. A. M. Kirsch, professor of geology 
in Notre Dame University, notes and photographs of mastodon re
mains collected by him in the region about South .Bend. In 1911, 
while a ditch was being made near the line between Marshall and 
St. Joseph counties (Sec. 19, Tp. 35 N., R. 3 E.) mastodon bones 
'were thrown out by the steam shovel. There were secured the 
lower jaw nearly complete, with the second and third molars; all 
the cervical vertebrm and some dorsals, lumbars, sacrals and cau
daIs; a humerus, a femur and other bones; also a tusk somewhat 
more than 4 feet long. These remains are in the collection of the 
University of Notre Dame. The locality could not be entered on 
the map. Plate XVIII. 

Martin Cotmty.--Prof. E. T. Cox, in 1871 (Ind. Ann. Report 
Geol. Surv. Ind., p. 103), stated that remains of both mastodon 
and mammoth had been found in Martin County, imbedded in 
marsh clay, resting on drift. He mentions especially that some 
years previousiy a large tooth and probably some other bones of 
the mastodon had been obtained by Hon. W. E. Niblack, from 
near Hindostan, and were presented by him to Dr. D. D. Owen, 
who transferred them to the State University. Hindostan is on 
the east bank of the East White River, about four and a half mile.s 
in a direct line southwest of Shoals. Without data as to the exact 
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locality where the tooth was found it is impossible to determine its 
g'eological level. According to Leverett's map, pIs. VI and IX of 
Monogram XLI of the U. S. Geological Survey, the country east 
of the river at Hindostan is without drift, but the valley is filled 
with a deposit of Illinoian age. Of course the mastodon may have 
lived and been buried at some later time. 

Prof. Geo. K. Greene, of New Albany, informs me by letter that 
in 1878 he bought a mastodon's tooth which had been brought out 
of White River, nea,r Shoals, on a fishing line. Mr. Greene sold 
this tooth to Prof. John Collett. 

Miami County.-There is in the Milwaukee Public Museum a 
mounted skeleton of a mai'!todon that was found at Denver, in IV[j
ami County, in 1902. It was discovered under five or six feet of 
muck. The greater part of the skeleton is present. From a pho
tograph of it the drawing (PI. XIII), has been prepa,red. The 
height at the shoulder of the skeleton, as mounted, is about 2,570 
mm. (8 feet 3 inches). The humerus is 900 mm. long; the radius, 
725 mm.; the femur, 1,070 mm.; the tibia, 635 mm. The pelvis is 
1,625 mm. wide; the pelvic opening is 470 mm. wide and 425 mm. 
high. There are three teeth in each jaw, but the hinder OTIe had not 
yet come into use. The tusks have been mounted with the tips of 
the tusks directed inward. 

JIIiontgomery County.-Prof. Donaldson Bodine, of Wabash 
College, has informed the writer that about 1885 some remains of 
a mastodon were found on the farm of Mr. Milton N. 'Vaugh, in 
the northeast part of this county. The exact locality is said to be 
Se,ction 12, T. 20 N., R. 3 W. These bones were unearthed by a 
::'Ifr. Parrish, who exhibited them at the county fair. 

Another specimen is supposed to be near the cellar of a house, 
on the farm of Mr. George Lynch, Section 8, 19 N., 3 W. One end 
of a tusk was exposed on digging the cellar, but it was not un 
earthed. It may, of course, well be that this is the tusk of a mam
moth. 

Newton CDttnty.-In 1870 Mr. Frank H. Bradley stated (Geol. 
Surv. Ills., IV, p. 229), that in draining Beaver Lake, in Newton 
County, Indiana, some mastodon remains had been found, in com
pany with Bootherium; but no particulars were furnished. Where 
the specimens now are is unknown. 

Inasmuch as the region where these remains are found is now 
or was until recently, a g'reat marsh and probably has been such, 
or even at times part of a great lake, ever since the clearing away 
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of the Wisconsin ice-sheet, the comparatively late existence of the 
mastodon and of the Bootherium cannot be doubted. It is con
ceivable that these animals perished even at a time when the region 
was a lake, through having ventured out on the ice and either died 
there through hunger and cold or as a result of breaking through 
the ice and drowning. 

Orange Gounty.~In a letter, Mr. Marion F. Mathers, of Or
leans, Orange County, informs the writer that in 1903 he found on 
his place, five miles west of Orleans and six miles east of the Martin 
and Orange County line, and two miles south of the line between 
Orange and Lawrence counties, one-half of the lower jaw of a mas
todon with the teeth in it. This is now in the State collection 
at Indianapolis. In the collection the writer found this jaw, which 
contains the three true molars. The m' l is 93 mm. long and ha.3 
the crests slightly worn; the m."2 is 115 mm. long and has the two 
anterior crests slightly abraded; m. 3 had not yet come through the 
gum. It has five crests and a small heel. 

Mr. Mather has in his possession some teeth and part of a tusk 
of two other individuals. I t appears that all these specimens. were 
found in a valley at a depth of about four and a half feet below 
the surface. 

'l'hese remains having been found outside of the drift-covered 
area, it is impossible to assign them to any particular stage of the 
Pleistocene period. 

Parke Gounty.--In the Forty-first Annual Report of the State 
Museum of New York, it is reported that, by purchase from L. A. 
Boyd, there had been received, about 1888, the tooth of a mastodon. 
It had been found at the junction of Raccoon Creek and Little 
Raecoon Creek. 

In the absence of any data as to the conditions under which 
this tooth was diseovered, it is impossible to determine at what 
stage of the glacial period it was buried. 

Porter C01~nty.--In the Twenty-second Annual Report of the 
Geological Survey of Indiana, Prof. W. S. Blatchley reported mas
todons from four localities in Porter County. However," in each 
case but a few teeth and one or two bones were exhumed while 
ditching. " Professor Blatchley probably did not see the remains 
and the identifications must be regarded as doubtful. Nevertheless, 
it is more probable that the remains belonged-to mastodons than to 
either of the elephants. 

One locality was in the Kankakee marsh, on section 25, town-
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ship 33 north, range 7 west, three miles southeast of Hebron; an
other in a marsh by the side of Cobb's Creek, just east of Hebron; 
the third near Sandy Hook Creek, northwest of Kouts:; the fourth 
on the southwest quarter of section 27, township 35 north,· range 
6 west, 2 miles southwest of Valparaiso. The first two localities 
would, according to Professor Leverett's map (Plate VI, Vol. 
XXXVIII, Monographs U. S. Geol. Surv.), be on territory occu
pied by late Wisconsin till; the fourth locality would be on the 
Valparaiso moraine system of the late Wisconsin; the third locality 
is not exactly determined, but it is certainly above Wisconsin 
drift. A letter received from Mr. C. H. Wolbrandt, of Kouts, in
forms me that the tooth discovered near that place was found at 
a depth of about two feet beneath the surface. 

Professor Blatchley reported that with this tooth were un
earthed the antlers of a large elk. On the same page cited above 
Professor Blatchley reported a mammoth skeleton that was found 
between Crown Point and St. Johns, and this would also be on the 
Valparaiso moraine. 

The present writer has photographs of a tooth which almost 
certainly is that of Elephas columbi and which was found by Mr. 
J. H. Knapp, of Chicago Heights, Illinois, in a creek, 2i miles east 
of this place. This would be on the same moraine already men
tioned. These facts seem to show that both the mastodon and the 
Columbian elephant lived after the disappearance of the Wiscon
sin ice-sheet. Other cases are known. 

The writer has been informed that Mr. Jacob Davis, of Hebron, 
Indiana, in dredging a.t a point about five miles southeast of Val
paraiso ran into the skeleton of a mastodon and secured a large 
number of the bones, but some were carried off by curiosity hunt
ers. The bones were found at a depth of about eight feet. This 
locality is on the Valparaiso moraine. 

Posey County.-In the second edition of Warren's monograph 
on Mastodon giganteus, page 170, in a quotation from Blainville'i> 
(Osteographie des Mammiferes, volume III, p. 340), it is staten 
that some bones of the mastodon, a fine vertebra, a femur with 
epiphyses (drasv-ings of which had been shown to Blainville by Lc 
Sueur), had been found near the mouth of the Wabash River and 
had been deposited in the library of the city of Vincennes. These 
remains had been found at a depth of more than 60 feet, in dig
ging a well. According to M. Badollet, a curator of the Vincennes 
library, some portions of skin and hair had been found with these 
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bones. Pres. Horace Ellis, of Vincennes University, has informed 
the writer that some bones, supposed to be these, are now in Vin
cennes University. 

While the locality is not indicated exactly, it was probably in 
Posey County. All this region, both in Perry and Gibson counties, 
is overlain by Illinoian drift or by glacial terraces. If the well 
noted above had been sunken in Illinois drift, it would have pen
etrated it or nearly so. The glacial terraces are believed to be the 
outwash from the Wisconsin ice-sheet. It seems, therefore, that 
this mastodon was of rather early Wisconsin time, or of a stage 
still older. 

David Dale Owen (Report Geol. Recogn. Indiana, 1862, p. 19), 
stated that mastodon and mammoth remains had been found in 
both Vanderburgh and Posey counties, but no details were fur
nished. 

Pttinam COttnty.-In the State Museum at Indianapolis there 
is a lower right last molar which was found near Greencastle and 
presented to the geological collection by John G. Sweeney. It has 
four crests and a talon so large that it may be regarded as a fifth 
crest. The roots are mostly broken off. The length of the tDoth 
is 187 mm., the width 90 mm. at the first and second crests. 
'Vhether the tooth was found on Wisconsin drift or Illinoian is 
not known. 

Randolph County.-Prof. ,Joseph Moore, in the Proceedings of 
the Indiana Academy of Science for 1896, page 277, described and 
furnished a figure of a mastodon that had been obtained in a peat 
bog near Losantville. It was discovered while digging a ditch to 
drain the bog. The head and tusks were complete, but in exhuming 
1hese and other parts, as the pelvis, some damage was done them. 
They were afterwards repaired by Ward and Company, Rochester', 
New York. Finally the skeleton was mounted and is now on ex
hibition in Earlham College at Richmond. The tusks in the 
mounted specimen are modeled from other specimens, but one be·· 
longing to the Randolph County remains is preserved in the col
lection. It is ] ,970 mm. long on the convex border and the diame
ters at the base are 170 mm. and 155 mm. It is strongly curved, the 
upper surface at the middle of the length being 525 mm. remDved 
from the line joining the extremities. It is likewise spirally twisted, 
more SD than the tusk of the elephant found at Fort Wayne. It 
is also finely fluted longitndina.lly. About half of the vertebrre 
were secured and about one-half Df the ribs. The pelvis has a 
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width of six feet two inches. Both scapulre were present, the radius 
and ulna of both sides, one good femur and many foot bones. As 
mounted, bones of one or more other specimens were introduced. 
The tusks are artificial, but modeled from the originals. From the 
pedestal to the top of the highest spine, the height is 11 feet, less 
half an inch. 

Losantville is, according to IJeverett (Monogr. n. S. Geo1. Surv. 
XLI, p. 306, pI. XI), on the outer moraine of the late \Visconsin, 
where it overrides the moraines of the earlier Wisconsin. Hence, 
the mastodon in question left his bones in a depression on the top 
of the later Wisconsin drift sheet, and later they became overlain 
by a deposit of peat. 

In Nautilus, volume IV, page 131, Elwood Pleas, of Dunreith, 
Indiana, gave a list of six species of mollusks that had been found 
Hssociated with the mastodon. All are yet living. 

Dr. A. J. Phinney (Twelfth Ann. Report Indiana Geo1. Surv., 
p. 18]), stated that mastodon bones had been met with in this 
connty, but no details were furnished. 

In his a.ccount noted above, Professor Moore gave a description 
of a part of a mastodon which had been found at New Paris, Ohio, 
located very close to the Ohio-Indiana line and a few miles farther 
north than Richmond. One tusk entire was taken out and this 
measured nearly 11 feet in length and 10 inches in diameter at the 
base. On drying it crumbled, so that only 31 feet of the base was 
preserved. This, with a pair of molar teeth, half a dozen ver
tebrre, a femur, a humerus, and some other parts, are now in the 
collection of Earlham College. This loeality is on late Wisconsin 
drift. 

St. Joseph County.-Rev. A. M. Kirsch has sent the author in
formation regarding mastodon remains found in this county. 
About six years ago some bones, a humerus, radius, ulna-femur, 
some dorsal and lumbar vertebrre, and a lower third molar were 
found in the Kankakee marsh, in Olive Township, about 10 miles 
west of South Bend. About 20 years ago a tooth, fragments of the 
skull, vertebrre, ribs, and a scapula were found in Portage Town
ship. All these remains are in the collection of Notre Dame. It 
has n9t been found practicable to represent these localities in Plate 
XVIII. 

Steuben County.--In the American Museum of Natural His
tory, New York, there is an unusually fine skull of a mastodon 
that was found in 1908, in Steuben County, near Ashley, by Mr. 
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Walter Deller. The lower jaw and the tusks are IDlssmg. The 
length of this skull, from the occipital condyles to the front of the 
premaxillary sheaths, is 1,110 mm., about 44 inches. The width 
across the back of the head is 780 mm., and the height from the 
basioccipital, 505 mm. On the right side of the upper jaw there 
are present the second and third true molars, with a socket for the 
first. On the left side all these true molars are present and this 
line of teeth measures 385 mm., or about 15 inches. Mr. Deller 
has informed the writer that this skull and some bones were found 
at a depth of five feet from the surface, in what was, until drained, 
a swamp. The remains were mostly inclosed in a marl and this 
was overlain by muck. With the skull were found two shoulder
blades, a leg bone three feet three inches long, and about one dozen 
ribs. These bones are yet in the possession of Mr. Deller. 

Switzerland County.-Warder, as cited above, has recorded the 
finding of a piece of femur and other fragments in a gravel bank 
at the mouth of Grant's Creek. He was informed that a piece of 
tusk, five or six feet long, somewhat curved, and about six inches 
in diameter had been found on the river bank near Patriot; while 
n tusk 14 feet long, supposed to be that of a mastodon had been 
found on the river bottom five miles below Vevay. In all these 
cases there is doubt whether the objects found really belonged to 
the mastodon; also, while they are probably found in the deposits 
laid down during the prevalence of the Wisconsin ice-sheet, they 
may really be somewhat older. Warder was informed by Dr. J. 
W. Baxter, of Vevay, that bones of some kind of a sloth had been 
found at Vevay. 

Professor Warder has mentioned the occurrence of a tusk of 
a mastodon or mammoth on Laughery Creek, above Hartford, and 
of a tooth found on the river bank at Rising Sun. We are left in 
the same state of doubt as to the identity of the remains and of thf' 
level as in the other cases noted by Warder. 

Tipton County.-In a l~tter to the writer, Mr. W. P. Gates 
states that in 1875 he found on his farm one-half mile west of New 
T..Jancaster, 'ripton County, n tusk which was about five feet long, 
with some of the tip missing. The diameter at the large end was 
five inches; that at the smaller end, three inches. Mr. Gates ar
ranged that the tusk should be prepared and sent to the State 
Geologist. At the surface, where the tusk was found, there was a 
black chaffy soil, underlain by a white marl. The age of the tusk, 
whether it was that of a mastodon or of a mammoth, was quite 

Wisconsin. 
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Wabash Gounty.-(a) In the Seventeenth Annual Report of 
the Geological Survey of Indiana, page 240, Messrs. Elrod and 
Benedict stated that a nearly complete mastodon skeleton had been 
found, in 1872, two miles west of Laketon, near Silver Creek, on 
the farm of Jesse L. Williams. This farm occupied a part of sec
tion 8, township 29, range 5.1 A ditch was being made at the 
roadside and in it the bones were met with. After some litigation 
the skeleton was set up and put on exhibition at Ft. Wayne. What 
became of this skeleton is not known. It appears from Leverett '8 

map of this region that this mastodon must have been found in or 
on Wisconsin drift. 

(b) Messrs. Elrod and Benedict report also that Mr. Simon S. 
Morrow discovered a jawbone of a mastodon, with two teeth in it. 
in the northwest quarter of the northeast quarter of section 1, town
ship 29, range 7, in this county, and three miles due east of North 
Manchester. Evidently the teeth were the second and third true 
molars. The finder reported that the jaw was found beneath 2t 
feet of solid blue-clay, where an elm tree had blown out of root. 

Wayne C01mty.-In the Twelfth Volume of the American Ge
ologist, page 73, Prof. Joseph Moore, then of Earlham College, 
stated that some sound teeth and decayed bones of a mastodon had 
been found two miles east of Richmond, in scooping out a fish pond. 
According to a label on a lower last molar the remains were found 
on the Floyd farm. With them were found a fragment of an in
cisor of Casto1"oides. According to Leverett (Monogr. XLI, p. 354, 
pI. XI), the locality would be on the outer moraine of the late 
Wisconsin drift. Dr .• John '1'. Plummer (Amer. Jour. Sci., ser. 
i, Vol. xr~rv, 1843, p. 302), stated that he had obtained near 
.Tacksonburg, 18 miles west of Richmond, a tooth. It had four 
cross-ridges and was so well preserved that a dentist attempted to 
make artificial human teeth from it. According to Leverett's map, 
the tooth was probably on the surface of early Wisconsin drift. 
It could, therefore, have lived not earlier than the close of theWis
consin stage and may have lived after this time. In the Earlham 
College collection there is It lower jaw which was found near Dal· 
ton, in Nettle Creek. It contains the two last molars. The last 
one has five crests and a talon. The front of the symphysis is 
rough, but there are no alveoles for tusks. 

1 It seems WQre probable tbat the mnge is 6. 
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Genus ELEPHAS Linnreus. 

Proboscidea whose teeth are composed of deep pockets of enamel 
enclosing each a compressed core of dentine, the various plates thus 
formed held together by intervening plates of cement, which also 
covers the whole exposed part of the teeth. The number of platrs 
varying in the different teeth and in the different species. No tusks 
in the lower jaw. Skull, high and arched. 

Although the teeth of our modern elephants and of most extinct 
forms differ greatly from those of the American mastodon, there 
have been found in southern Asia species whose teeth show inter
mediate conditions. There can be no doubt that the teeth of the 
elephants have been evolved from teeth resembling those of the 
mastodon. If the transverse ridges of the latter should continue 
to increase in height and in number, and to be compressed more and 
more, and the amount of cement should increase, a tooth would 
result like that of the elephants. 

The skull of the elephants is more elevated, giving the animals 
a more intellectual appearance; but this is not due to any great 
increase in the size of the brain, but to the greater development of 
the air-cells in the bones of the roof of the skull, thus elevating 
the forehead. 

Inasmuch as the structure of the skeleton of the elephants is 
in general like that of the mastodon, which has been explained, the 
various bone;; will not be deSICribed, especially since characters for 
accurately distinguishing the bones of the two genera have not yet 
been discovered. It is proper, however, to deal somewhat more in 
detail with the teeth. 

Thf' tusks win not be described, since they ref:lemble only too 
closely thtlSe of the mastodon. They are often more curved spirallY, 
lmt this seems not to be a character that can be relied on. The 
teeth of the elephants belong to the' kind called hypsodont, or high
crowned; that is, the height of the tooth is great in comparison 
with it" length along the plane of wear. 'l'he roots are rather feebly 
developed. 'fhe result is that the tooth has a large body that must 
be worn down before the tooth is no longer useful. If one shall 
examine an elephant tooth that has been somewhat worn by usc. 
cne may se,' that the worn face is crossed by bands of three differ
cnt kinds of mait'riaJR. There are thin pla,tes, often running mort' 
or less zigzag aeross the tooth and standing a little ahove the othel' 
bands. These are composed of enamel. They are arranged ill 
pairs and between the two plates of each pair is a plate of dentine. 
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or ivory. The ivory is not quite so hard as the enamel and is worn 
down a little deeper. The two plates of enamel and the enclosed 
flat core of dentine form a composite mass that is often called au 
"enamel plate" or a plate. Here they will be called ridge-plates. 
These are really flattened tubes, or pockets, of enamel filled with 
dentine, and the teeth are called "th~ck-plated" or "thin-plated," 
according to the thickness of the ridge-plates. They are separated 
from one another and at the same time bound together by plates 
of a softer material, the cement. On the sides of the tooth, es
pecially where the cement has been dissolved off, as it is usually ill 
fossil teeth, the ridge-plates appear as rounded ridges rising frou1 
the base of the tooth to the summit. 

As in the mastodon, there exist in the course of the animal's 
life six teeth on each side of each jaw. The three anterior of these 
correspond to the milk-teeth, or deciduous molars, of most othel" 
mammals; the hinder ones to the true molars. '1'he three deciduolls 
molars are not succeeded by premolars coming up beneath them. 
Early in life the front, or first, one appears and begins to wear. 
Soon afterwards the second one appears behind it and graduall.v 
pushes it forward; i"O that, by the time it is worn down to the 
roots, it is pm,hed out of the jaw. The third one comes up behind 
the second and at length replaces it; and so on with the others 
until the last one, late in life, has taken sole possession of its side 
of the jaw. Naturally, the first tooth is small and is formed of a 
small number of ridge-plates. The succeeding teeth are in their 
turn larger and have a greater number of ridge-plates. In the 
A frican elephant, the first tooth has three plates; the second, six; 
the third, seven; the fourth, seven; the fifth, eight or 9; 'the sixth, 
10 or 11. In the mammoth, Elephas primigenitts, the teeth are 
much more complicated, and the ridge-plates are represented by the 

formula, d.l,4;d.2.:=:; d.3,:=~~; m.l,:=~!; m.2,~!=-~:; m.S, 
H=: ~. Thus, it is seen, any teeth in the series may, in different 
individuals, vary in number of ridge-plates; but the extremes in the 
formula are rare. In the Indian elephant and the mammoth, the 
formula is usually given as 4, 8, 12, 12, 16, 24 for both upper and 
lower teeth. As far as possible, the teeth of our fossil species are 
here illustrated; so that the student may determine the species ann 
the place of the tooth in the series. Difficulties, however, are likely 
to arise when the observer has in his hands only a part of a tooth. 
A tooth may lack a part for one or both of two reasons: It may 
have been broken after the death of the animal; or, it may have 
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lost its anterior end from being worn down too near the roots ill 

life and breaking off and falling out of the mouth bit by bit. 
It is usually possible to distinguish an upper tooth from a lower 

one by the shape of the worn face. In the upper teeth this face is 
likely to be convex from before backward; while in the lower teeth 
it is likely to be concave. The upper teeth are likely to be larger, 
especially higher-crowned, than a lower one of the same number 
in the series. A lower tooth is likely to be pretty concave from 
front to rear on one face, and convex on the other; the upper teeth 
less so. As to the side of the jaw to which any tooth belonged, in 
the lower tooth the concave side was directed outward; in the upper 
tooth the concave or flattened side was directed inward. The front 
end of a tooth may be known by its being worn down more than 
the hinder end. 

In the United States there existed during Pleistocene times at 
least three distinct species of mammoths, or elephants. These are 
known as Elephas primigenius, E. columbi, and E. imperator. The 
former appears to have been confined mostly to the glaciated re
gion, ranging thence north to Alaska; but teeth belonging to it 
occur also in North Carolina. E. columbi occupied especially thr: 
Southern States, but also its remains are found in the glaciated 
area and even in Alaska. E. imperator was a large species that 
has been found only in the region of the Great Plains, east to 
western Iowa. It existed in the early Pleistocene and may have 
become extinct soon afterwards. The other two species are found 
in deposits overlying the Wisconsin drift and probably existed 
until the close of the Pleistocene. Both have been found in Indiana. 

ELEPHAS PRIMIGENIUS Blumenbach. 

THE HAIRY MAMMOTH. 

Tooth formula, 4, t:t ==: ~, :=: =, ~ !=i-~, :-t::~~. The ridge
plates thin, varying from 7 to 12 in a line 100 mm. long. The 
plates, of at least the upper teeth, parallel with one another. The 
rear of the upper molars strongly arched. The sheaths for thl) 
base of the tusks very long. 

This species is better known than any other fossil elephant. 
During the Pleistocene it had a range greater than that of almost 
any other mammal that has not been dis!tributed by man. Its re
mains occur from Ireland and England across the continent of 
Europe and Asia to Bering Strait, and from Alaf>ka to the Atlantic 
Ocean and south over the glaciated region and to North Carolina. 
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It is the species whose cadavers have in numerous instanc~ been 
found in the frozen soils of Siberia, so perfectly preserved that 
it could be eaten by dogs. 

Outside of the frozen regions its remains occur usually only in 
a scattered condition; and it is usually only a tooth or a few of 
them, or a tusk, that is found. Sometimes scattered limb-bones are 
discovered. It is only rarely that anything like a considerable 
part of a skeleton is found; and then this is treated with little re-

FIG, 63. Elephas primigenius. Oblique view of a skeleton found ~·n Grant County, Indiana, and now 
in the American Museum of Natural History, New York. 

spect. While there are in the United States, as Prof. Frederick 
A. Imcas has said, at least fifteen mounted skeletons of the masto
don, the writer kno'ws of but one mounted skeleton of Elephas 
primigenius. This is the one that was found in Grant County, In
diana, near Fairmount, and is now in the American Museum of 
Natural History, in New York. Thr<.mgh the liberality of this mu
seum the writer is enabled to produce here a drawing of that splen
did skeleton (Fig. 63). Unfortunately there is some difference 
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of opinion regarding the species to which this skeleton belonged. 
Prof. Henry F. Osborn has published a brief description of it, in 
which he called it Elephas columbi. The present writer, who has 
examined this skeleton and teeth with much care, regards the spe
cimen as Elephas primigenius. The evidence for this will be stated 
below. It is proposed first to describe the skeleton. As regards 
the conditions under which it was found, the facts known are 
g'iven on page 718. 

In this skeleton the skull had been damaged slightly, but not 
so as to injure it for study. All the feet, wrist and ankle bones 
were gone and both ulme and radii. These parts have been re
stored as seemed to be justified from other species. It seems prob
able that the radius and ulna have been made too long, with the 
result of lifting the animal somewhat too high at the shoulders. 
The shoulder joints stand about 200 mm. higher than the hip 
joints. In the living elephants these joints are about on the same 
level. As to the tusks, it has usually been supposed that they 
curved so as to direct the points outward; but, in mounting th,:, 
animal, it was found that they would not enter the sockets in any 
other way than to throw the extremities inward; and this arrange
ment agrees with recent determinations in Siberian specimens. 

'l'he following measurements are taken from the explanatory 
label of this specimen: 
Base of tusks to drop of tail. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 13 ft., 3~ in.=5.43 m. 
Length of right tusk, outside curve ......... '" ... 11 ft., 4~ in.=3.47 m. 
Height at the shoulders .......................... 10 ft., 6 in.=3.20m. 
Length of thigh bone............................ 4 ft., 1! in.=1. 24 m. 
Width across the pelvis. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4 ft., 10 in.=1.47 m .. 

. It may be noted that in taking the oblique photograph, the 
hinder pa.rts of the skeleton are made to appear smaller, and the 
tusks and foreparts larger, than they should appear. 

The following measurements were taken by the writer: 

WIdth of the skull behind ..................................... 750 mm. 
From postorbital processes to ear-opening ............... , ...... 335 mm. 
From ear-opening to line extended from occipital condyles ....... 210 mm. 
From nas:al opening to bott·om of sheath for tusk ............ '" 715 mm. 
From bottom of nasal opening to summit of crown ............. 570 mm. 
From summit of crown to ~cipital foramen .................... 500 mm. 
From condyle of lower jaw to the beak, following curve of jaw ... 900 mm. 
Height of the lower jaw under middle of rna' .................. 170 mm. 
Thickness of the lower jaw under middle of m ................. 160 mm. 
Greatest width of the lower jaw .............................. 555 mm. 
Lateral extent of the atlas .................................... 400 mm. 
Vertical diameter of the atlas ................................. 21.0 mm. 
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The bodies of the anterior dorsal vertebrm are close to 66 mm. 
long. Gradually they lengthen, until the hinder ones become 
about 75 mm. long. Twelve of the hinder dorsals, including the 
intervening plates that represent the intervertebral cartilages, 
measure 1,CJ30 rum., the average being 86 mm. each. The length 
of the longest rib, the seventh, is 1,470 rum.; length of first rib, in 
a straight line, 625 mm.; its distal end, 155 mm. vvide. 

Length of the front of the scapula ............................ 910 mm. 
\Vidth from the hinder angle to the front at right angles to the 

spine .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 600 mill. 
Length of humerus from head to bottom of inner articulation .. 1,135 mm. 
'l'ransverse width of upper end of humerus. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 300 mm. 
Transverse width of lower articulation ....................... 250 mm. 
Width of pelvis ............................................. 1,470 mm. 
Widtb of pelvic opening ................................ :..... 395 mm. 
Height of pelvic opening .................................... 445 mm. 
Length of pubic symphysis .................................. 482 mm. 
From tip of .acetabulum to uppermost point of ilium ........... 660 mm. 
Femur, length from head to distal end ........................ 1,240 mm. 
Greatest diameter of middle of the shaft. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 155 mm. 
Least diameter of middle of the shaft ....................... . 
}1'emur, extent of lower articulation from Slide to side ......... . 
T'ibia, length .............................................. . 
'Pibia, side-to-side width of upper end ....................... . 
Tibia, side-to-side diameter, middle of shaft ................. . 
'l'ibia, fore-and-aft diameter, middle of shaft ................ . 
Tibia, side-to-side diameter of lower end .................... . 
'l'ibia, fore-and-aft diamete'l' of lower end ................... . 
FibUla, length .............................................. . 
Fibula, width of upper end ................................. . 
l<'ibula, width of lower end ................................. . 
I"ibula, greatest diameter of middle of shaft ................. . 

92mm. 
230mm. 
735mm. 
245mm. 
l06mm. 
100 mm. 
205 mill. 
155 mill. 
710 HUH. 

78 mm. 
123mm. 
48mm. 

'{'he teeth are placed in the jaws sO that little except their worn 
faces can be seen. The worn part of the crown of the upper one, 
the last molar, measures about 285 mm. in length; that of the 
lower last molar, about 255 mm. Fortunately, shortly after the 
specimen had been discovered, Prof. A. D. Hole, of Earlham Col
lege, visited the locality and took photographs of two of the teeth, 
apparently, both of them upper ones, and he has allowed the re
production of the photograph here (Fig. 64). The watch lean
ing against the tooth has a diameter of 51 mm. It will be seen 
that the teeth ha.d been relatively little worn, about to the fifteenth 
ridge-plate~)eaving the arched hinder boundary of the tooth in
tact. If this is compared with simila.r teeth from Alaskan speci-
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mens of E. primigenius, they will be seen to agree in form; while 
the rear of this tooth differs from that of teeth of E. columbi. 

It is proposed here to give descriptions of the various teeth 01' 
this species: 

The First Milk-Tooth.-The writer knows of no American 
specimen of this. It would belong to an elephant that had died 
probably before it was two years old. Being a small tooth it would 
be less likely to be observed and saved than the larger teeth. An 
upper one was figured by A. Leith Adams (Palreontog. Soc., vol. 
XXXIII, pI. IX, fig. 3), which had been found in England. The 
length of the crown was 20 mm. and its width 15 mm. It had only 
four ridge-plates, and a small imperfect plate (talon) in front 

FIG. 64. Elephas primigenius. Last upper molars-of the Grant County specimen. About lr; 
natural size. 

and another behind. The same writer on the same plate figured 
the corresponding lower tooth, which resembled closely the upper 
one. 

The second milk-rnolar teeth are nearly as rare as the first ones. 
No specimen of the upper second milk-molar is at hand. It would 
have about the size and number of ridge-plates that belong to the 
lower tooth. In the U. S. National Museum there is a lower tooth 
of this order (PI. XIX, Figs. 1, 2), brought from Alaska. There 
are eight ridge-plates, with front and rear talons. The length of 
the crown is 73 mm.; the greatest width, 48 mm. There are two 
fangs in the root; the anterior short, apparently mostly absorbed 
and supporting the inner ends of the three front plates. The 
hinder fang is long and bent backward, and it supports nearly 
the whole of the crown. 
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The third milk-molar is less rare in collections. The length is 
about 130 mm., the width, about 60 mm. There will be found 
usually t~lve plates. In Figure 1, Plate XX, taken from No. 6,656, 
U. S. National Museum, a specimen found in Alaska, the hindel' 
part of the third upper milk-mola:t::'i~.'$tilhill:fthe jaw; but the 
greater part of it had been worn down and had fallen out of the 
jaw before the death of the animal. In a lower molar from Alaska 
there appear to have been fourteen plates. The length was prob .. 
ably 120 mm.; the thickness, 56 mm.; the height of the crown, 
97 mm. 

The first true ttppe·r molal' is represented in Figure 1, Plate 
XX, taken from a part of a right upper maxilla from Alaska, No. 
6,656, U. S. National Museum. This tooth is 132 mm. long from 
front to rear and 60 mm. wide. The outer surface, as in many 
teeth from Alaska, still retains its covering of cement, which has 
cracked somewhat. There appear to be thirteen ridge-plates with 
a talon in front and another behind. The wear has extended back 
on nine ridge-plates. As will be observed, the outer bce of the 
tooth is more convex than the inner. There are ten ridge-plates in 
a line 100 mm. long. The cement is thin and only slightly crimped. 
A. 1..Ieith Adams stated that the length of this tooth may vary from 
125 mm. to even 175 mm. Certainly the extremes are rare. 

The corresponding lower molar will have about the same dimen
sions as the upper one, but they will be worn concave on the grind
ing face and will be more or less bent laterally. 

The second tr1tC molal' will naturally be larger than the ones 
which preceded them; but the smaIl est may not exceed in size the 
larger second molars; while the largest ones may equal some of 
the third molars. 

The upper second molar is represented by Figures 3 and 4, 
Plate XIX, taken from No. 6,556, U. S. National Mus1eum; also, an 
Alaskan specimen. It is to a considerable extent covered with ce
ment, which cracked on drying. There appear to be sixteen ridge
plates besides front and rear talons. Posteriorly the tooth has a 
backward projection, hehind which and the base, or root, is a con
cavity agninst which pressed the third molar. The height of this 
tooth is 205 mm.; the length of the crown, ] 88 mm. ; the thickness. 
80 mm. The surface of wear extends back to about the thirteenth 
ridge-plate. At the base of the tooth is seen a portion of the cellu
lar bone of the maxilla. Had this animal lived long enough the 
tooth would have been worn down to below the occiput-like pro
tllherance. 
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Figure 65 represents one view of a nearly complete lower jaw 
from Alaska, No. 6,666, U. S. National Museum. In it are both 
second lower molars and behind them, concealed in tht jaw, are 
both third molars. The ridge-plates of these had not united at the 
base, but are now loose in the cavity of the jaw. Some of them are 
seen through the opening broken in the jaw. The second molars 
here are well worn down, every ridge-plate having conie into use. 
In front the ridge-plates are worn down to the base. A few of 
these are lost. The length of the grinding face, before the loss of 
any plates, was prohably 165 mm.; the breadth is 75 mm. Four
teen ridge-plates are present and at least two or three are missing. 

FIG. 65. Elephas primigenius. Lower jaw of a specimen from Ala..9ka. 

Weare to expect abollt sixteen ridge-plates. Measuring across 
these plates, we find nine in a line 100 mm, long. This rather 
small number may be due partly to their being worn down to near 
the base of the tooth, "yhere the plates ate slightly thicker. 

The third molars a~e the ones that are most often found. They 
are, of course, the largest teeth of the series:, and they contain the 
greatest number of ridge-plates, typically twenty-four. It is stated 
that the number may vary from eighteen to twenty-seven, but these 
extremes are of rare occurrence. Figures 2 and 3, Plate XX, are 
representations of a third upper molar, No. 6,564, U. S. National 
Museum, from Alaska. The length of the tooth, measured along 
the baseS of the ridge-plates, is 228 mm.; the greatest breadth, 82 
mm. On the lateral faces of the tooth there is yet a good deal of 
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cement. At the base in front is seen some of the bone, with its 
large cells. At the rear is seen the main root of the tooth. In 
front is a small fang, 30 mm. wide, and four smaller ones. There 
appears to be twenty-four ridge-plates, besides a front and real' 
talon. The ridge-plates are thin, a 100 mm. line extending across 
ten or eleven of them. The summits of the hinder ones are slightly 
bent forward. 

It is to be observed that the hinder border of the tooth is 
strongly arched just as it is in the same tooth shown in Figure 64, 
the third upper molar of the Madison County specimen. 

In the side view of this tooth there is seen no such occiput-like 
projection as is seen in :B~igure 3, Plate XIX. The reason for this 

FIG. 66. Elephas premigenius. Atlas, seen from in front. Xl· 

III that there was no tooth behind the third molar to press 
against it. 

Figure 3, Plate XX, presents a view of the grinding face of 
the tooth. It shows the ridge-plates and the intervening plates of 
cement. Other third molars of this species reach a larger size, 
that of the Madison County specimen having a length of Over 

285 mID. 

The third lower molars have about the same length as the up-
per ones, but they are usually bent pretty strongly, so tha:t the 
outer face is distinctly concave, the inner face strongly convex. 
The worn grinding surface becomes concave. The ridge-plates 
cross the face rather diagonally, passing from the inner face out
ward and somewhat backward. The hinder ridge~platessome
times lean forward at"their summit, making an angle with the an-

terior plates. 
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Figure 66 presents a view of the atlas of what is very probably 
R. primigeni'Us. It was brought from the Old Crow River, Yukon, 
near the Alaska line. The view is from the front. Figures 67a 
and 67b give views of an atlas from the same region. These are to 
be compared with similar views of the atlas and axis of the masto
don (Figs. 56 and 57). 

As to the form, size, external appearance and habits of the 
mammoth, we know more than we have learned 0.£ these character
istics in any other extinct animal. This comes about from the 
fact that many more or le&'l complete cadavers have been discov-

FIG. 67b. FIG. 67a. 

FIG. 67. Elephas primigenius. View of axis, at from trol)t; b, from left side. Xi. 

ered in the frozen regions of Siberia. .\U,.some time during the 
Pleistocene the mammoth inhabited in ~~! numbers those seem
ingly inhospitable regions and left ther~;i~eir tusks, teeth, and 
bones, sometimes nearly whole skeletons, amd occasionally their 
frozen bodies. So abundant and so well· pteserved are the tusks, 
that for two hundred years they have been an article of commerce 
as a source of ivory. 

Probably the most instructive cadaver that has been discovered 
is that known as the Beresowka mammotb,!;·;·The details of the se
curing of this specimen and of the resul~ ·()f its examination may 
be found in the reports made by O. Herz (Report of Smithsonian 
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Institution, for 1903, pp. 611-625), by W. Salensky (6th Internat. 
Congress Zool., Berne, 1904, pp. 67-86), and by E. Pfizenmayer 
(Report Smithson. Instit., for 1906, pp. 321-333). This cadaver 
was discovered in . 190ij -:on the banks of the Beresowka River, a 
branch of the Kolyma; in eastern Siberia. An expedition was sent 
(lut and the remains were secured and brought to St. Petersburg. 
It appears that this mammoth, while quietly grazing, had fallen 
into a hole in the trel1cherous soil and had been injured so badly 
that it died within a few minutes. The body was soon frozen and 
had ;'emained so for tlIOtlsands of years. So well had it been pre
served that the internal organs have been studied by dissection 
and the histology by means of microscopic sections. Of course, 
much had been leamed from previously found cadavers. Salensky 
states that it may be concluded that the hairy mammoth was some
what larger than the Hving elephant, and that the skull was some
what longer in ratio to the length of the body than it is in the 
living elephants, being somewhat more than half as long as the 
body. The greater sIze of the head would naturally give a some
what different appearance to the living animal. The head was 
also somewhat broader than in the living elephants. The feature 
that must have rendered the mammoth a striking object, even 
alongside of our elephants, was the thick covering of hair. The 
whole body was covered with hair, that on the breast and sides of 
the neck being long. It has been thought that there was present 
a mane; but this is not yet certain. Three kinds of hair have been 
recognized. These may be called wool, hair, and bristles. The 
wool formed a dense coat over the whole body and consisted of 
fine filaments two inches or less in length, sometimes crinkled, 
sometimes straight. According to Pfizenmayer, this was sometimes 
four inches long. The coarse hair was scattered over the body, in 
the wool. In places, as on the cheeks, under the chin, on the shoul
ders, on the thighs, and on the belly, the coarse hairs seem to have 
been rather dense; and, according to Salensky, it formed on each 
side a fringe extending from the cheeks to the hind feet and re
sembling the fringe seen on the yak. These hairs had, in some 
cases, a length of 20 inches. Apparently what was called bristles 
were found only at the end of the tail. They were flattened fila
ments from 14 to 20 inches long. As to color of the hair, Salensky 
says that in general it may be regarded as yellowish-brown, vary
ing from light blond to almost brown. Pfizenmayer says that the 
bristles must originally have been of a rusty hrown. 
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The Beresowka cadaver shows that there was present a very 
thick subcutaneous layer of fat, attaining, for example, under the 
belly a thickness of nearly four inches. Such a layer must have 
furnished a great protection against the cold to which the animal 
was subjected. The tnle skin, too, was extremely thick, more than 
twice as thick as that of the living elephants, being in some places 
30 mm. With the thick epidermis the thickness of the skin was in 
places 41 mm. The tusks of the animal were larger than those of 
the African elephant. 'l'hey were often spirally twisted, so that 
the free end was sometimes directed inward, sometimes downward. 
One in St. Petersburg has a length of 4.17 meters (13 feet 8 

. 
FIG. 68. Elepkas primigenius. Skeleton of the mammoth found on the Beresowka River, Siberia. 

After Salensky. 

inches). It is supposed that the proboscis resembled that of the 
living elephants, but it appears that in all the known cadavers 
this organ has been destroyed. The ears appear to have been 
smaller than in the living elephants, only about fifteen inches long 
and half as wide. 'l'hey were densely hairy. The tail is described 
as being rather short but broad, forilling a sort of cover for the 
hairless parts beneath it. 

The stomach of the Beresowka mammoth was filled with the 
food it had just eaten; and between the jaws there was a mass 
which the animal had not had time to swallow before it died. It 
had been conjectured that formerly, while that country was oc-
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cupied by the mammoths, the climate was considerably warmeJ' 
than it is today. The Russian botanists examined with care the 
vegetation found in the Beresowka mammoth, and they found that 
the plants were identical with those that grow in that region today. 
'l'his means that the climate h"as not changed since that time, and 
that the mammoths were adapted for a severe climate. This fact 
p-xplains why the remains of this species are found in our own 
country seattered over the glaciated portion. They probably lived 
around the border of the great glaciers and enjoyed the cool and 

Flo. 69. Vi~w of locality, about four mihs east of F J.irmount, Grant County, where was found the 
skeleton of Elephas pri~igeniu8, now in the Am3rican Museum of Natural History, New York. 

the cold winds that descended from the fields of ice. Even those 
found not far from the coast in North Carolina had, at the height 
of one of the glacial stages, been probably driven down from the 
mountains during a winter. No whole cadavers have yet been 
found in Alaska, but portions of one, furnishing some bones, flesh, 
skin, and hair, were discovered there by L. S. Quackenbush a few 
years ago. Figure 68 is a drawing made from a plate in a work by 
Salensky and others giving the scientific results of the expedition 
after the Beresowka mammoth. This work is printed in Russian. 
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In Indiana remains of the hairy mammoth have been found at 
several places. From the reports furnished it is in most cases im
possible to determine whether the materials found belonged to this 
mammoth or to Elephas Golumbi. Nor have we yet learned how to 
distinguish the limb bones of the one species from those of the 
other. The few finds that can be with considerable certainty re
ferred to E. primigenius are indicated on the map (Plate XXI) 
by a black parallelogram I. '.['he most important of these finds is, 
of course, that of the large mammoth which was found in Grant 
County and which has been already described and figured. This 
skeleton was found by some farmers while making a deep ditch for 
draining land. The bones were found in a mucky clay at a depth 
of about 10 feet. The whole country thereabout is level or gently 
undulating. The figure here presented, engraved from a photo
graph furnished me by Prof. A. D. Hole of Earlham College, will 
give the reader an idea of the surroundings. The skeleton was found 
where the slender pole is standing near the right hand side of the 
ditch. In the Academy of Natural Sciences in Philadelphia there 
is a large lower last molar of the right side that was presented by 
Dr. Hallowell in 1840 and which had been found near Madison, 
.Jefferson County. Its length is 245 mm. and there are nine plates 
in a 100 mm. line. This tooth was mentioned by Dr. Joseph Leidy 
in 1869. Prof. Ernest Danglade, of Vevay, Indiana, has shown me 
a tooth considerably weathered which was found a mile and a hall' 
below Vevay, on the shore of the Ohio River. It appears to be an 
upper tooth, probably the second true molar. Another tooth was 
found with it, but this the writer has not seen. They were found 
by Mr. Wm. La,wson, of Vevay. In the collection of the State 
Museum at Indianapolis there is a tooth which appears to be the 
last lower molar of the right side. It was found in 1893, in the 
bed of Stony Creek, near Windsor, Randolph County. It was pre
sented by S. B. Templin. There are six plates in 50 mm; so that it 
appears to belong to E. primigenius. 

After this report was sent to the printer, the author received 
from the Rev. A. M. Kirsch, Professor of Geology in the University 
of Notre Dame, a photograph of a tooth of Elephas primigenius, 
which had been found in Liberty Township, in St. Joseph County. 
This is about sixteen miles southwest of South Bend. The tooth has 
a length of 215 mm. and has about 20 ridge-plates. It is in the col
lection at Notre Dame. 
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ELEPHAS COLUMBL Falconer. 

THE COLUMBIAN MAMMOTH. 

'l'ooth formula not exactly known; in general like that of E. 
prirnigenills, but the tI"Ue molars probably not so variable; may, 
for the present, be taken as t ~ H it H. The ridge-plates usually 
much thicker than those of E. prirnigenius j the enamel thicker and 
more crimped. Teeth relatively and absolutely larger than those of 
the hairy mammoth. The sheaths for the base of the tusks shorter 
than in E. prirnigem·us. 

FIG. 70. Elephas columbi. Side view 01 a skull now in the American Museum 01 Natural History 
New York. 

This species, which has often been confounded with the hairy 
mammoth, is entirely distinct from it. Instead of being a rare 
species, its remains are, even in the glacia.ted region, fully as abun
dant as those of the hairy mammoth; while in most of the Southern 
States it is the only species found. On the Great Plains it is more 
often found than the Imperial mammoth, E. imperator. Teeth 
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found in the Pacific Coast seem to belong to it; while several teeth 
in the U. S. National Museum indicate its presence at some time 
during the Pleistocene in Alaska. 

Notwithstanding the wide distribution of the species and the 
numerous remains that have come to light, nothing like a complete 
skeleton has yet been found and such remains of the limbs as have 
come to light have not yet been sufficiently studied to enable us to 
distinguish them i~ all cases from those of the hairy mammoth. 

Through the generosity of the American Museum of Natural 
History, the writer has the privilege of presenting here a repro
duction of a photograph taken from a mounted skull in that mu
seum (Fig. 70). This skull was obtained many years ago, it is' 
thought, in Whitman County, in the southeastern part of Wash
ington State, but its origin is somewhat uncertain. 

As will be observed, the skull has suffered some injury. Above, 
the outer plate of the bones of the brain-case has been weathered 
off; but this has the advantage of exposing some of the numerous 
large cells which occupy the space' between the outer and the inner 
plate. The zygomatic arch has been mostly restored in plaster, as 
wen as the articular process of the lower jaw and the top of the 
coronoid process. Only it part of each tusk is preserved, about 400 
mm. 

The following measurements of it were taken by the writer: 

From the vertex to the lower fioo,r of the external nares ... " ... 490± mm. 
From the nasal opening to the end of the sheath for the tusk, 

the distal ends of the latter being somewhat damaged ..... . 490 mm. 
Width of the OCCipital region ............................... . 840 mm. 
Width at the postorbital processes .......................... . 776 mm. 
Height from the occipital condyles to the vertex .............. . 690 mm. 
Anteroposterior diameter of the base of the tusks ... " ........ . 155 mm. 
Side to side diameter of the base of the tusks ................. . 150 mm. 

It will be seen that the lower jaw has a long pointed chin, ex
tending beyond a perpendicular from the front of the tooth about 
]75 mm.; also, this chin falls much below the distal end of the 
sheath for the tusk. The lower jaw is 160 mm. thick below the 
front of the coronoid process. Its depth at this point is 150 mm. ; 
and at the front tooth, 195 mm. This lower jaw probably belonged 
to another individual, since the teeth are in different stages of 
wear. In the upper jaw the front tooth seen is the second true 
molar. It shows only about 12 ridge-plates, but three or four an
terior ones had probably been used up and shed; for there must 
have been about 16. The last true molar is partly hidden by the 
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coronoid process. Only the front of it had yet come into use. The 
tooth in the lower jaw is the third true molar in a more advanced 
stage of wear, being worn back to the twelfth ridge-plate or farther. 

A comparison of this skull with those of the hairy mammoth 
will disclose some differences: (1) In the laUer there is a large 
angle between the plane of the forehead and that of the sheaths of 
the tusks. (2) In most specimens of E. primigenius the forehead 
is quite concave. In E. columbi it is nearly flat. (3) In E primi
geniu,s the sheaths of the tusks are much longer than they are in 
E. columbi, usually in the former as long as distance to the vertex, 
and extending downward below the chin. 

When we come to compare the teeth there are certain differ
ences which appear to be quite constant. The teeth of E. columbi 
are larger and coarser-plated than the corresponding teeth of E. 
pr~m~genius. In E. columbi usually the hinder ridge-plates lean 
forward toward the anterior ones, while in E. primigenius the plates 
are all, or nearly all, parallel. However, in the lower teeth of E. 
primigeni~ls, the hinder ones may lean forward. In E. columbi the 
base of the crown of the teeth is convex, while in E. primigenius it 
is nearly straight. This is more nearly true of the upper teeth in E. 
primigenius, than of the lower ones, where it may be curved. The 
hinder horde I' of the upper molars of E. primigenius is strongly 
arched in the little worn teeth; in E. columbi the outline of this 
rises gradually from the front to the rear. In E primigenius the 
various ridge-plates are nearly flat; while in E. col1lmbi they are 
often concave on one face and convex on the other. 

The separate teeth of this elephant will be briefly described, 
as far as they are known. Of the first milk-teeth, both upper and 
lower, the writer has seen no speeimen. They would quite certainly 
have four ridge-plates and would be about 25 mm. long. 

The writer has at hand no second milk-molar of the upper jaw. 
It would have eight plates. The corresponding tooth of the lower 
jaw is represented by Figure 3 of Plate XXII, taken from a tooth 
of the left side, in the U. S. National Museum, No. 6662, from 
Afton, Oklahoma. A view of the grinding faee is shown. The 
tooth has suffered some injury. The roots are more or less broken. 
Apparently one plate, possibly only a "talon" is missing from the 
front. The enamel is black, while the cement which yet partly 
covers the sides is light brown. The length is 135 mm. ; the width, 
65 mm. It is worn down in front nearly to the root. There are 
six plates in a line 100 mm. long. There was a small anterior and 
a large posterior root. 
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As the third upper milk-molar of this species, the writer indenti
fies a tooth which is in the collection of the Philadelphia Academy. 
It was brought there from Big Bone Lick, Ky. It is a wholly un
worn tooth and sho,ws well the form of the upper teeth of this 
species before being worn. The tooth presents 12 ridge-plates be
sides front and rear talons. Its length, taken at right angles with 
the plates, is 145 mm.; the thickness, 75 mm.; the height of the 
first plate, 143 mm. There are eight ridge-plates in a, 100 mm. 
line, rather more than we might expect. This tooth, however, with 
its sloping line along the summits of the plates, is wholly different 
from those of E. primigenit~s. Figure 1, Plate XXII represents it. 

Figure 2 of Plate XXII represents a tooth brought by Mr. A. 
G. Maddren, of the U. S. Geological Survey, from Old Crow River, 
in Yukon Territory, within two degrees of the Arctic Ocean. It 
if; believed to belong to this species, and it certainly is not E. primi
genius. It is interpreted as the left lower third milk-molar. The .. 
hinder ridge-plates 'are damaged and had not yet been fully de
veloped at their bases. The tooth had only recently come through 
the gum, for it is only worn slightly on four ridge-plates. No 
roots had been formed. On the front end is an oblique flat surface 
'which had been produced by pressure and wear against its prede
cessor. It lNill be observed that the hinder plates lean strongly 
forward. There are counted 13 plates. From the angle of inclina
tion of the hinder fragment, it is believed that none are missing. 
The greatest length is 180 mm. ; the vvidth, 67 mm. ; the height, 135 
mm. There are seven ridge-plates in a 100 mm. line. 

No upper first true molar is available for figuring. In the U. 
S. National Museum is a pair of these teeth that were collected by 
Professor Cope many years ago in New Mexico. They are worn 
down in front to the base of the ridge-plates. The length of the 
teeth along the ba.-.e of the. crown was originally about 230 mm. 
The grinding face is 93 mm. wide. The height of the teeth plate 
is about 160 mm. These teeth are unusually thick. 

The first lower true molar is shown by Figures 1 and 2 of Plate 
XXIII, It tooth, No. 2p56, U. S. Nat. Museum, of the left ja,w, from 
Afton, Oklahoma. It is worn down in front nearly to the base 
and backward to nearly the last ridge-plate. A part of the small 
anterior root is preserved, but most of the hinder root is gone, al
though it had not been completely developed. The length of the 
tooth is 200 mm.: the width of the grinding face, 75 mm.; the 
height of the hinder plates, 132 mID. There are 11 plates, with 

47-29153 



PLATE XXII. 

FIG. 2. 

FIG. 1. FIG. 3. 

Elephascolumbi. Fig.1. Upper third milk molar. Xi. Fig. 2. Lower le[t aecond milk molar. Xi. FiK.3. Left 
lower third milk molar. Xi. 



PLATE XXIII 

FIG. 1. 

FIG. 2. FIG. 3. 

ElephlJ8 calumbi X g. Figs. 1. 2. Lower right first molar. lateral and upper views. Fig. 3. Lowe 
right second molar. little worn. 
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front and rear talons. On the grmding face there are six ridge
plates in 100 mm. As will be observed, the sides of the tooth are 
yet, to a great extent, covered vvith cement. The enamel of the 
ridge-plates is thick and crimped. 

The second upper permanent molar appears to be represented 
in the U. S. National Museum by No. 287, without known locality. 
In front, this tooth is worn down to the bottom of the first ridge
plate and backward to the thirteenth. There are 18 or 19 plateR 
present, a number slightly larger than expected; but we do not 
yet know well the extent of variation in this species. The lengtli 
of the tooth along the base, in a straight line, is 300 mm.; the 
width, 78 mm.; the height of the thirteenth plate, 195 mm. The 
plates are bent as they ascend, as seen on the sides of the tooth. 
There is an unusually small amount of cement between the various 
plates. There are eight plates in a 100 mm. line. The base of 
the crown is strongly concave. 

The lower second molar seems to be represented by No. 2254, 
U. S. National Museum, from Afton, Oklahoma (Plate XXIII, Fig. 
3; Plate XXIV, Fig. 1). The hinder part, probably about three 
plates, is missing. There are 13 present, besides the short one, the 
talon, in front. The tooth is worn but little, only on the anterior 
five plates. There are seven plates in a 100 mm. line. It will be 
seen from the figure that they are curved as they ascend, while 
the anterior and the hinder ones converge toward their summits. 
'1'hi8 to4ilth shows well the way in which the unworn plates end in 
a lot of separate processes, or digitations. 

The third permanent molars, upper and lower, are more numer
ous in collections than any of the other teeth. They are large and 
powerful teeth. Before the writer is an upper tooth from near 
Virginia City, Montana. Its greatest length is 370 mm.; along 
the base of the crown, about 325 mm.; the width of the grinding 
face is 85 mm. The attrition of the ridge-pla,tes extends backward 
to the seventh. This plate has a height of 190 mm. There are 22 
plates counted, with front and rear talons. 

The lower last molar is seen in the U. S. National Museum in a 
tooth that was found in Montana, somewhere along the Missoul'i 
River. It has been damaged somewhat, as shown by the twisted 
parts of the figure. The tooth belonged to the left jaw and it if; 
much bent from side to side. There are 20 ridge-plates present, 
but a few, probably four, possibly fewer, are missing from the 
rear. Measured in a straight line from front to rear the tooth is 
about 300 mm. long. The width is 80 mm.; the height of the 



PLATE XXIV. 

FIG.!. 

FlU. 2. 

Elephas columbi. Fig. 1. Lower left second molar, seen from side. X i. Fig. 2. Upper right third molar, 
showing inner face. X .3. Exact locality unknown. No. 287, U. S. Nat. Thius. 
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seventh plate, yet unworn, is 155 mm. There are six and seven 
plates in a 100 mm. line. 

Plates XXV and XXVI represent two teeth which belong to the 
Charles H. Morrill collection, of the State Museum, in the Univer
sity of Nebraska. Prof. E. H. Barbour, Curator of the Museum, col
lected these teeth near Windfall, Tipton County, Indiana, in 1893. 
Figure 1 of Plate XXV presents a side view of the upper right last 
mclar, while Figure 1 of Plate XXVI shows the grinding surface. 
There are 16 plates present, but several, perhaps eight, are missing 
rehind. The tooth was just beginning to be worn. Figure 2 of the 
two plates mentioned presents views of the lower left last molar, 
in which 22 platfts are present. These teeth are shown about one
half the size of nature. With them was found a much worn lower 
second molar. 

LOCALITIES WHERE ELEPHANTS HAVE BEEN FOUND IN INDIANA. 

Remains that appear to the writer to belong to Elephas colu.m
bi have been found in the following counties. The locality of each 
is indicated by a round dot with a small square above it: 

CarToll County.-In the collection at Indianapolis there is Ii 

to-oth which seems to belong to this species. It was found near 
Bringhurst, and presented by lVIr. John FlO>ra. There are 27 ridge
plates. From the front of the first plate to the rear of the twenty
sixth is 320 mm. This animal in all probability lived after the 
passing away of the Wisconsin drift. 

Franklin Cmtnty.--In 1844, Dr. Rufus Hammond, of Brook
ville, Franklin County, reported (Amer. Jour. Sci., Ser. 1, XINI, 
p. 294), the finding of a tooth which he regarded as that of a 
megatherium, but which was evidently a third true molar, of prob
Hbly the low jaw, of an elephant. The tooth was found, it is said, 
about 15 miles west of Brookville, in the gravelly bank of Salt 
Creek. This would be, according to the geological map of Indiana, 
which accompanies the Thirteenth Annual Report, on Butts Fork 
of Salt Creek. As to the age of the alluvial gravel in which it was 
found, all that can be said with certainty is, that it is post-Illinoian. 
It is more probable, however, that .this material, as well as thE' 
tooth, was laid down at some time whilst the Wisconsin ice-sheet 
occupied the region northward or shortly after its disappearance. 

According to Hammond, the tooth was 13 inches long, 6 inches 
deep, and 3~ inches across the grinding surface. It was somewhat 
curved also, the middle of the side rising an inch above a flat sur-
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PLATE XXV. 

FIG. 1. 

FIG. 2. 

Elephas columbi. Side views of an upper and a lower molar in the State Museum, Lincoln, Nebraska. Photographs fur
Dished by Prof. E. H. Barbour. Fig.1. Upper last molar. Fig. 2. Lower last molar. 
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face which supported the ends. The lower ends of the enamel 
plates or "ridges" were separated one-half an inch. 

'£he description furnished seems to indicate that the tooth was 
that of Elephas coZumbi. 

What became of this tooth is unknown . 

• lJ;lonroe C01mty.-In 1859, Prof. T. A. Wylie, of the State Uni
versity, reported (Amer. Jour. Sci., Ser. 2, XXVIII, p. 283), the 
discovery of some remains of a -mammoth about a mile southeast of 
Gosport, Owen County, Indiana. The locality appears, however, 
to be in Monroe County, and in the bank of the White River. The 
bones found consisted of two tusks, four molar teeth and frag
ments of bones. These are said to have been located at a depth of 
eight or nine feet in a bed of sand which was overlain by a bed of 
plastic bluish clay. The bones were badly decayed and the tusks 
were much broken, and required to be bound with cords to keep 
them from falling into pieces. Some parts of the ivory were very 
soft. One of the tusks was eight feet long on the outside of the 
curvature and some of it was missing. The diameter of the root 
was eight inches. It was curved into nearly a semi-circle whose 
radius was 30 inches. The curvature was nearly in a plane. 

There were four molar teeth, two larger and two smaller. The'le 
were probably the second and third true molars. The largest 
measured, "in the longer diagonal from crown to base," 11 inches 
and contained 20 plates of enamel. The smaller teeth comprised 
14 enamel plates. 

The present writer is inclined to believe that this specimen be
longed to Elephas COl'llmbi, there being apparently seven or fewer 
enamel plates in a 4-inch line. The great size of the tooth con
firms this conclusion. 

The immediate upland is covered with Illinoian drift, but the 
alluvium of the valley probably had its origin during or after the 
close of the Wisconsin .stage. 

Morgan OOtlnty.-In the geological collection at Indianapolis 
is a tooth which appears to be the lower last molar of the right 
side. It was presented January 11, 1911, by David M. Hobson of 
Monrovia, and was found one mile and a half west of that town on 
a gravel bar in Sycamore Creek. This region is covered with Wis
consin drift and unless this had been cut through by the creek to 
older deposits, the animal belonged to post-Wisconsin times. 

Tipton Cottnty.-In the museum of the University of Nebraska. 
at Lincoln, the writer examined three molar teeth which had been 



PLATE XXVI. 

FIG. 1. FIG. 2. 

Views of the grinding faces of the molars shown in Plate XXV. Fig.!. Upper last molar. Fig. 2. Lower last molar. 
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collected near Windfall by Prof. Erwin H. Barbour. The teeth 
form a part of the Chas. H. Morrill collection. They consist of 
the lower second permanent molar and of the upper and lower 
third molar. They are described on page 742. 

Vigo C01tnty.-In the Second Annual Report of the Bureau of 
Statistics and Geology, on page 385, Prof. John Collett stated that 
bones of the mammoth had been found in this county; but there 
were no details given. In the collection at Indianapolis the writer 
found a fine large lower left molar of the left side, which had been 
found, in 1896, near Terre Haute, on the farm of Aaron Conover. 
It was discovered at a depth of 18 feet. It had been presented to 
the collection by Earl Conover. The length of the tooth from its 
front to the base of the last ridge-plate, is 380 mm.; the width of 
the worn face is 100 mm.; the height of the eighteenth plate, to 
which the upper face is worn, is 145 mm. The hinder plates lean 
strongly forward. There are six of the plates in a 100 mm. line. 
Without more details, it is impossible to conjecture the stage of the 
Pleistocene during which this animal lived. 

Remains of elephants which are indeterminable for various 
reasons, mostly because of no or insufficient data regarding the 
materials found, have been found as noted below. They are indi
cated on the map each by a round dot: 

Allen Cotlnty.-In the Sixteenth Annual Report of the Geolog
ical Survey of Indiana, on page 129, Prof. Charles R. Dwyer stated 
that a s,ingle mammoth tooth had been found in Allen County, but 
no further particulars were presented. The animal must have 
been of post-Wisconsin age. 

Dubois County.-Some remains of an elephant have been found 
in this county, but the writer has not at hand the record. 

Franklin COtlnty.--In 1843, Dr. John Plummer (Amer. Jour. 
Sci., Ser. 1, XLIV, p. 302), described a tusk that had been found 
in gravel at a depth of 15 feet below the surface, near Brookville, 
Indiana. This was in the digging of the Whitewater Canal. The 
tusk was nearly six feet long and must ha,ve been originally still 
longer, for the author says that at the ends were exhibited about a 
dozen concentric lamin:e of variable thickness. The base had a 
diameter of four inches. This tusk was curved to form a segment 
of a circle whose radius was two and a half feet. It thus formed 
a.bout two-fifths of a complete circle. From the amount of this 
wrvature it seems possible that the tusk was that of one of the 
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mammoths. The specimen was said to be deposited in the "Athe
neum" at Richmond. 

Near the spot where this tusk was found there was taken out 
of the gravel at a depth of 10 feet a stone pestle-like object nearly 
17 inches long. 

Hamilton Connty.-In 1880, John Collett, then State Geologist, 
in the Second Annual Report of the Bureau of Statistics and Ge
ology, page 385, gave a detailed account of the conditions under 
which was found, in that year, a part of the skeleton of a mam
moth. The remains consisted of two well preserved teeth, one hip 
bone, one femur, and small parts of two vertebrre. These wert' 
scattered a distance of 80 feet along the line of a ditch that was 
being dug. The width of the space in which they occurred is said 
to have been less than two feet, but this was probably the width 
of the ditch, and there were probably other bones on each side of 
it that were not seen. Unfortunately, CoUett did not think it nec
essary to say what disposition was made of these remains, so that 
at present it is impossible to determine whether they belonged to 
E. primigenius or E. colnmbi. 

The ditch that was being dug was on the farm of Mr. John H. 
Caylor, about four miles southeast of Noblesville, being on the east 
half of the northeast quarter, Sec: 16, T. 18, R. 5 (given as 9) W. 
The ditch was for the purpose of draining a morass which was 
situated in a valley or depression 20 rods wide and which extends 
for several miles in a direction from southeast to north L. 10° 
west: and is about 20 rods wide. This is described as crossing the 
present valleys and streams. Prof. Frank Leverett informs mt' 
tbat it was probably originally a subglacial drainage channel. 

Jasper County.-In the Twelfth Annual Report of the Geologi
cal Survey of Indiana., page 73, Prof. John Collett stated that th,~ 
mammoth and the mastodon ha~d both been fo:und in Jasper County, 
but no details are given. On the map showing finds of mammoths, 
the black dot indicating the locality is placed near the South 
Branch of White River and near the Illinois moraine, as being 
most probably right. 

Lake C01tnty.-In 1897, Prof. W. S. Blatchley, then State Ge
ologist, reported that an almost complete skeleton of a mammoth 
had at some time previously been found in a marsh on the head 
waters of Deep River, in the north half of Sec. 35, T. 35, R. 9. 
a.bout two miles east of St. Johns. Professor Blatchley probably 
received this account from some one in that region. The identifi-
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cation is uncertain, and the present writer has been able to learn 
nothing more about the specimen. 

"Whatever the animal was it seems to have been buried in a 
marsh on or close to the Valparaiso moraine of the late Wisconsin 
ice-sheet. 

Martin County.-In 1871, Prof. E. T. Cox reported (Second 
~Annual Report Geol. Burv. Ind., p. 103), that mammoth and mas
todon remains had been found in this county, imbedded in marsh 
clay, resting upon the drift; but. as regards the mammoth, nothing 
was added. The dot indicating this mention is placed on the map 
near Shoals as being most probable. 

Mr. Marion 'l'. Mathers, of Orleans, Orange County, has in
formed me that in 1880 he and some others were at Shoals fishin,!! 
and found a part of an upper jaw of a mammoth. He states that 
this jaw contained two very large, teeth with very flat grinding 
surfaces and that they were teeth very different from those of the 
mastodons found Py him in Orange County. He does not know 
what became of this upper jaw. 

Montgomery Countu.-Mr. W. H. Thompson, in 1886 (Fif
teenth Annna] Report Geol. Surv. Ind., p. 159), reported that a 
lower jaw containing two teeth in fine preservation, two tusks each 
nearly 11 feet in length, and a number of fragments of ribs of an 
elephant had been found in the northern part of Montgomery 
County. They had been discovered in the bed of Black Creek, a 
small stream running along the border of a flat bog, on the land 
of Milton N. Waugh. Mr. Thompson could not secure these speci
mens for the State collection. The writer has learned from Prof. 
Donaldson Bodine that the locality was on Sec. 12, T. 20 N., R. 3 
W. The teeth and bones were unearthed by a Mr. Parrish. They 
were afterwards sold by him, but it has been found impossible to 
trace their history further. 

Professor Bodine states that on the farm of Mr. George Lynch, 
Sec. 8, T. 19 N., R. 3 W., one end of a tusk was exposed in exca
vating' a cellar. No effort was made to secure it and it is now in
accessible. It is impossible to say whether the tusk belonged to a 
mammoth or to a mastodon. 

Parke Oounty.--In the Second Annual Report of the Bureau 
of Statistics .and Geology,page 385, published in 1881, the State 
Geologist, John Collett, stated tha,t teeth of a mammoth had been 
found in this county, but no particulars were furnished. The dot 
indicating this mention is placed on the map arbitrarily. 
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Pldnarn County.-The former State Geologist, John Collett, 
stated in the Second Annual Report of the Bureau of Statistics 
and Geology, page 385, that bones of the mammoth had been found 
in this county, but nothing definite about materials and localities 
was given. The black dot is placed arbitrarily on the map. 

Vanderburgh Cotmty.-John Collett, State Geologist in 1876, 
stated in a general way (Seventh Ann. Report Geol. Surv. Ind., p. 
246), that the mammoth had been found in this and adjoining 
eounties. However, in 1880, he affirmed definitely (Second Ann. 
Report Bur. Statistics and Geol., p. 385), it had been found in 
Vanderburgh County. Beyond this, no statements were made. 

Ver'rnillion County.-In the Second Annual Report of the Bu
reau of Statisties and Geology, the then State Geologist, John Col
lett, stated that mammoth remains had been found in this county, 
but no details were given .. 

Vigo County.-Mr. F. H. Ward, Rochester, New York, has in
formed me that there are in Ward's Na,tural Science Establish
ment, two teeth of an elephant from Vigo County. The more ex
act locality is stated to be the farm of W. N. Stewart, Otter Cre(!k 
'l'ownship. The teeth were found in April, 1885. Not having seen 
these teeth, the present writer will not attempt to identify them 
.specifically. 

Wabash Cot~nty.--In the Seventeenth Annual Report of the 
Geological Survey of Indiana, page 241, Messrs. Elrod and Bene
dict stated that Mr. John H. Pefley, on the east half of Sec. 18, 
T. 27, R. 8, near Dora, found two large teeth which the writers 
saw and identified as those of Elephas primigenitts. What has be
come of these teeth is not known. Their age is certainly post
·Wisconsin. 

Messrs. Moses N. Elrod and A. C. Benedict reported (Seven
teenth Ann. Report Geol. Surv. Ind., p. 240), that some mammoth 
bones were found some years ago in Pleasant Township, Wabash 
County, by some workmen who were throwing up an embankment 
for a bridge over Silver Creek. The bones were found under five 
feet of muck It is stated that some of these are in Wabash Col
lege at Crawfordsville, Ind. It was near the banks of the same 
creek and evidently not far from the same place that a mastodon 
skeleton was found in 1872 by Mr. Jacob Stevenson while digging 
a ditch by the roadside. If these bones were all correctly identi
fied, it is evident that both species lived about the same time, and 
that this was after the Wisconsin ice had withdrawn from that 
county. 
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Wayne County.-In the Second Annual Report of the Bureau 
of Statistics and Geology, page 385, John Collett reported the 
finding of mammoth teeth in Wayne County, but here, 'also, no 
details were furnished. 

On the mammoth map, the black dot indicating this find is 
placed arbitrarily near the center of the county. 

In the collection of Earlham College are two teeth which arc 
credited to J ehiel Bond, and which were found on Nolans Fork, 
near Webster, Wayne County. One of these teeth appears to be 
the upper second true molar; the other, the third, and apparently 
having belonged to the same individual. With these teeth is a 
tusk which measures 1,800 mm. along the convex curve. The 
writer is at present unable to assign this tooth to either E. primi
aenius or E. col1lmbi. 

Order RODENTIA. 
SQUIRRELS, RATS, FIELD-MICE, PORCUPINES, BEAVERS, RABBITS, ETC. 

. Animals varying in size from very small to median. Digits 
usually five on all the feet and furnished with claws. Teeth re
duced in number; two functional incisors in each jaw; no canines; 
never more than three premolars. Incisors growing from persist
ent pulps, usually with enamel on only the front face, so that those 
teeth are chisel-like. A long space between the incisors and the 
cheek-teeth. Mandibular condyles elongated fore and aft. Audi
tory bullre developed. Orbit opening freely into the temporal 
fossa. Premaxillre reaching the frontals. 

The Rodentia may be said to swarm over the whole habitable 
globe. In time they are known to us from the early Eocene. By 
systematists they are divided into two suborders: (1) The Dupli
cidentata, including the hares and rabbits and the picas. (2) The 
Simplicidentata, containing all the other rodents. Inasmuch as 
the hares and rabbits have inhabited North America since the Mio
cene it seems remarkable that no specimens have yet been discov
ered in Indiana. It can only be because the small size of their 
skulls and bones has caused them to be overlooked. The same is 
true of a host of animals that undoubtedly lived in Indiana during 
the Pleistocene. The Duplicidenta.ta differ from the other rodents 
in many ways, but conspicuously in the fact that just behind th" 
upper incisors is another pair of small size. 
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Suborder SIMPLICIDENTATA. 

No rudimentary incisors behind the functional pair in the up
per jaw. An alisphenoidal canal present. Fibula not articulating 

with the calcaneum. 
The Simplicidentata are divided into at least three subfamilies; 

the S ciuromorpha (squirrels, beavers, etc.), the M yomorpha (rats, 
field-mice, etc.), and the Hystricomorpha (porcupines, guinea-pigs, 
etc.). These divisions are based especially on the structure of the 
zygomatic arch, the size of the infraorbital foramen, and the man
ner of origin of the angular process of the lower jaw. 

Superfamily SCIUROMORPHA. 

Infraorbital foramen small, the zygomatic arch mostly formed 
by the jugal; the process of the maxillary, which reaches back
ward under the jugal, lacking much of reaching the temporal proc
ess. Angular process proceeding from the lower side of the man
dible. Tooth formula, it, c. ft, pm. t, m. i. 

Under this superfamily come the squirrels, the chipmunks, the 
spermophiles, and the groundhogs, none of which are yet known 
to occur fossil within the State, but all of which may be confidently 
looked for in cave and :fissure deposits, as well as in alluvial and 
peat deposits, and even in drift, into which they may have bur
rowed. 

In the group Sciuromorpha the writer places without hesitation 
the family Castoroididre, notwithstanding the fact that most au
thors have relegated it to the Hystricomorpha. Its relationships 
are too close to the beavers to permit it to be removed far from 
them. 

Family CASTORIDJE. 

THE BEAVER-LIKE RODENTS. 

Infraorbital foramen very small. No postorbital process. An
gular process of lower jaw rounded, with its lower edge turned in
ward. Teeth, i. t, pm. t, m. i. The premolars resemble the mo
lars, it and the molars consisting each of two compressed more or 
less t~ansverse lamellre of enamel surrounded by cement. 

Besides the existing genus Castor, this family includes three or 
four extinct genera, one of which, Steneofiber, lived from the Oli
gocene into the Pliocene. 



PLATE XxVII. 

4 

CaslM canadensis. Views of the skull and teeth; about f the size of nature. Fig.!. Skull seen 
from left side. Fig. 2. Lower jaw from left side. Fig. 3. Skull presenting palatal 

surface. Fig. 4. Lower jaw with teeth. 
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Genus CASTOR Linnreus. 

'l'HE BEAVERS. 

Skull strongly constricted. Basioccipital with two deep exca
vations on its lower surface. Teeth single-rooted and continuing 
to grow until late in life. Cheek-teeth in a series which converges 
forward, the teeth diminishing in size backward. Face of crown 
traversed more or less completely by three plates of enamel, be
sides a loop which enters from the inner face in the upper teeth 
ana the outer face in the lmver teeth. F'eet five-toed. 

In the beavers the incisors are large, much curved, and the 
hinder end extends back to the anterior cheek-tooth. The enamel 
is confined to the front of the tooth and is of a deep orange color 
which, however, may disappear in the fossil. Of the four cheek
teeth, the premolar on each side is the largest. The worn crown 
is surrounded by a coat of enamel which on the inner face of the 
upper teeth and the outer in the lower, sends inward a deep inlet. 
In the upper teeth this is nearer the front of the tooth; in the 
lower ones, nearer the hinder end. 

CASTOR CANADENSIS Kuhl. 

THE AMERICAN BEAVER. 

On the arrival of white men on this continent the beaver occu
pied the region from Mexico and the Gulf of Mexico north to about 
the limits of forests, extending northwesterly as far as Alaska. Its 
range now is much restricted. 

GeologicaUy it occurs in deposits which we must b€lieve belong 
to very early Pleistocene, as Hay Springs, Nebraska; the Aftonian 
deposits of western Iowa, and at the Port Kennedy Cave in Penn
sylvania. The only mention that the writer recalls of the presence 
of the beaver as a fossil in Indiana is that made by the State Geol
ogist, John Collett (Twelfth Ann. Report, p. 73). He stated that 
in Jasper County the bones of the buffalo, the beaver, and the 
bear were common. This is very indefinite, indeed. We know 
nothing about the parts of each animal found, or the localities, or 
at what depths, or the kind of deposit. Figures 1 to 4 of Plate 
XXVII, taken after Baird, illustrate the structure of the skull 
and teeth of this species. 

As remains of the beaver will certainly be found in the State, 
some measurements are here given to facilitate identification: 

48-29153 
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Length of skull from rear of condyles to front of premaxillre. '" 143 mm. 
From rear of condyles to rear of hard palate ................. " 47 mm. 
Width acrosS' mastoids ........................................ 69 mm. 
Least width in front ear-openings ............................. . 
Greatest width across zygomatic arches ....................... . 
Interorbital space ........................................... . 
Width across snout at middle of nasals ....................... . 
Distance from the incisors to first of premolars ............... . 
Length of series of cheek-teeth ............................... . 
Width of palate between the premolars ...................... . 
Width o,f palate between the hinder molars .................. . 

46mm. 
105mm. 
26mm. 
33mm. 
50 mm. 
31mm. 
7 mm. 

16=. 
Lower jaw from rear condyle to front of symphysis ............ 101 mm. 
Lower jaw from rear of angle to front .......... , ............. 108 mm. 
Lower jaw from width across condyle ..... : ................ '" 68 mm. 
Lower jaw from width across angular processes... .. .... .. .... 92 mm. 

UPPER TEETH. Measurements. Measurements. La WEB TEETH. 1 

--------------11------·---------

( Pm.· ....... 

Pm.· ..... . 

M.I ...... . 
M.I .... . 

M.' .... . 
M.' ... . 

M.· ...... . 
M.· .... . 

Length a/ 
crown, 9mm. 

Width, 10 mm. 

Length, 7mm. 
Width, 9mm. 

Length, 7mm. 
Width, Smm. 

Length, 6.5mm. 
Width, 7mm. 

Pm." ..... 
Pm.4.··· 

M., ... 
M., .. 

::::::::::1 Length, 11 mm. 
Width, 7mm. 

Length, S mm. 
Width, 9mm. 

M.,..... Length, 8 mm. 
M....... Width, 9 mm. 

M........................... Length, S mm. 
M.,......................... Width, 7 mm 

Scapula, length from glenoid fossa, along spine ................ . 84mm. 
48mm. 
·86mm. 
34mm 

Scapula, greatest breadth .................................... . 
Humerus, length ............................................. . 
Humerus, width at lower end ................................ . 
Ulna, length ................................................ . 118mm. 
Radius, length ............................................... 85 mm. 
PelviS, length ................................................ 187 mm. 
PelviS, width at acetabula .................................... 104 mm. 
Pelvis, greatest width at hinder end .................. , ........ 103 mm. 
Femur, length from head to inner condyle .................... " 110 mm. 
Femur, width at lower end ................................... 42 mm. 
Tibia, length ................................................. 132 mm. 
Fibula, length ................................................ 121 mm. 
Caudal vertebra', breadth of 4 anterior, acroos processes. . . . . . . . . 75 mm. 

The scapula may be distinguished from any others of its siztl 
by the long process which descends from the outer border of the 
high spine, to a point below the head, leaving a broad notch between 
the latter and itself. The humerus is characterized by its flattened 
shaft and lower end, and by having on its outer border, just above 
the middle, strongly projecting deltoid process. The femur like
wise is flattened and has on its outer border, at the middle, a proc
ess known as the third trochanter. 
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Family OASTOROIDIDJE. 

Infraorbital foramen very smalL No postorbital process. An
gular processes greatly developed. Teeth, i. 1, c. -/l-, pm. t, m. t. 
Incisors enormous and longitudinally grooved. The premolars re
sembling in structure the molars. The cheek-teeth composed of 
from three to five compressed plates of enamel held together by 
plates of cement. Fore feet unknown; the hinder 5-toed. 

Besides the genus Castoroides of North America this family is 
made to include ArnblYl'hiza, a not well-known genus found on 
some of the islands of the West Indies. 

Genus CASTOROIDES Foster. 

Form and proportions beaver-like, but larger. Oheek-tE'eth com
posed of plates (apparently flattened tubes) of enamel united by 
plates of cement; the upper premolars and first two molars with 
three, the last molar with four of the enamel plates; the lower pre
molar of four enamel plates, the molars of three. Upper and lower 
cheek-teeth in series that diverge strongly backward. Hinder part 
of nasal passage divided into two, an upper and a lower. 

So far as known, this genus includes only a single species, the 
one here described. 

OASTOROIDES OHIOENSIS Foster. 

'l'HE GIANT BEAVER. 

The first account of this remarkable animal, accompanied~y a 
scientific name, was published by the geologist, J. W. Foster, in 
the Second Annual Report of the Geological Survey of Ohio, 1838, 
IJage 81. It had, however, been mentioned, with figures, by S. R. 
Hildreth in 1837 (Amer. Jour. Sci. XXXI, p. 80). These accounts 
were based on a somewhat damaged skull that had been discovered 
near Nashport, Muskingum County, Ohio, in excavating a canal 
through a peat swamp. The bones found consisted of a radius, an 
llpper incisor, and a lower jaw containing an incisor and the four 
cheek-teeth. Where these remains now are is not known to the 
present writer. 

Since that time numerous specimens of the species have been 
found in the country from Central New York to the Great Plains, 
and from Florida to Minnesota. Indeed, in the U. S. National 
Museum is a part of a femur which was brought by Mr. A. G. Mad
dren, of the U. S. Geological Survey, from Yukon Territory, nearly 
up to the Arctic Ocean. 
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As to its continuance in time, it has been found in deposits that 
belong very near the beginning of the Pleistocene, notably at Hay 
Springs, Nebraska, accompanied by fossil horses and camels, and 
in the Aftonian deposits of Iowa. It is possible that these early 
forms belonged to a different species, but this has not been proved. 
On the other hand, numerous specimens have been found in de
posits that overlie the last or Wisconsin drift, notahly in Indiana, 
Ohio, and Michigan. This shows that the animal was present in 
(JUr region long after the glacial ice had disappeared. 

'l'he finest specimen of this species that has been discovered is 
that now in the museum of Earlham College. It was found in a 
~wamp, known as the Dismal, in the eastern part of Randolph 
County, Indiana. Moore stated the locality is about six miles 
nearly east of Winchester and about the same distance southwest 
of Union City, on the farm owned by John M: Turner. It was re
ported by the finders to have been" standing in the natural posi
tion. " The bones were secured for Earlham College by Prof. J o· 
seph Moore, whose active interest in such things was instrumental 
in obtaining for Earlham College many valuable fosslils. This indi·· 
vidual was one not quite grown and many of the bones lack their 
epiphyses. 

This specimen furnished a more or less damaged skull, but the 
lower jaw was complete. The fourth to the seventh cervicals are 
missing. The second, third, fifth and sixth dorsals are gone. How
ever, Moore (ArneI'. Geologist, XII, p. 68), stated that 19 were 
present. Of the caudals there are 14 present. It was believed by 
Moore that the last one of these 14 was about the seventh from the 
sacrum. Of the sternum, the presternum and the xiphisternum 
were recovered. The essential parts of both scapulm are present. 
The fore feet are wholly missing and are known in no other g,peci
men. The pelvis lacks only the symphysis of the ilia, and a part 
of the pubic region. The hinder feet lack all the ankle bones ex
cept both astragali and one calcaneum. All the metatarsals are 
present except one. The right hind foot lacks all the digital bones, 
except the first phalanx of the third digit; the left foot lacks all 
the digital bones except the first phalanx of the third digit and 
the first and second of the fourth digit. 

This skeleton was described and figured by ,Joseph Moore in 
the American Geologist, Vol. XII, pp. 68-74, with Plate XII, and 
in the Journal of the Cincinnati Society of Natural History, Vol. 
XIII, pp. 138-169, with 25 text-figures. 

The bones of the specimen were mounted, and in doing so the 
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parts missing were restored in some material which was made to 
imitate as nearly as possible the color and appearance of the bone. 
It is, therefore, sometimes difficult to determine whether a par
ticular part is real or artificial. This is a practice that ought to be 

discouraged. 
The line-drawing shown here (Pl. XXVIII), has boon made by 

1\11'. R. Weber, after a photograph of this specimen at Earlham 
College. However, where a part, as in the skull, is known from 
other specimens, it is represented as known. Where any part is.un
known, as in the case of the hinder cervical vertebrte, some of the 
caudals, the forefeet and parts of the hinder feet, the bones are 
traced only in outline. Such parts were restored after the beaver. 

'fhe total length of this specimen, measured a]ong the curve of 
the back, mounted, is seven feet and two inches, 2,185 mm. This 
is about twice the length of a good-sized beaver, but the specimen 
was probably not quite full grown. A specimen hereafter to be 
mentioned is in the Field Museum of Natural History, Chicago, 
whose limb bones are larger. It is probable that large individuals 
attained a length of eight or nine feet; that is, more than twice 
the length of the beaver, and therefore of more than eight times 

. the bulk of the latter. 
Of the skull of the Earlham specimen there are present the 

lower jaw complete, with all of its teeth; the maxillte, with all the 
grinding teeth except the right premolar and the last right molar; 
the premaxillte and their incisors; the vomer, the palatines and the 
right malar. The rear of the skull has, therefore, been restored. 

From the front of the premaxillte to the line joining the 
hinder ends of the last molars is 195 mm. Just in front of the 
malar bones, the width of tbe face is 77 mm., the height 88 mm. 
Each nasal bone is 32 mm. wide. In the maxilla the antorbital 
foramen is 11 hIm. high. From the front of the maxilla to the rear 
of the last molar the distance is 120 mm. At the anterior molar 
tooth the width of the palate is only about 10 mm.; between the 
last molars it is 36 mm. From the rear of the incisors to the front 
of the first grinding tooth the distance is 105 mm. The great upper 
incisors are complete. When the nasal bones are lifted these teeth 
are seen to extend backward somewhat behind the suture between 
the maxillte and the premaxillte. Each forms about a semicircle 
and is about 210 mm. long, measured along the outer curve. On 
this curve they project forward and downward 100 mm. beyond ' 
the premaxillte. The width of each is 24 mm., the fore and aft 
thickness, 23 mm. 



CastlYl'oides ohioenBis. Skeleton. The figure is based principally on the specimen at Earlham College, Richmond, Indiana. 
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The length of the row of grinding teeth, measured on the worn 
faces, is 66 mm. In the case of a specimen in the U. S. National 
Museum, No. 1634, found at Logansport, the series of teeth measure 
67 mm. (Plate XXIX, Fig. 1.) 

The following are the dimensions of these teeth on the worn 
faces: 

TEETH. Earlham Speoimen. Logansport Specimen. 

Pm.-........ Length, 15 mm.; width, 17 mm ........ Length, 17 mm.; width, 16 mm. 
M.' ............... Length, 12 mm.: width, 16 mm....... Length, 16 mm.; width, 14 mm. 
M.2 ................ Length, 13 mm.; width, 14 mm ........ Length, 15 mm.; width, 13 mm. 
M.' ................ Length, 16 mm.; width, 12.5 mm.... Length, 18 mm.; width, 14 mm. 

In the lower jaw CPl. XXIX Fig. 2), the distance from the 
front to the line joining the angular processes is 161 mm.; to the 
angle itself, 185 mm. From the outside of one condyle to the other 
is 110 mm.; from one angular process to the other, 210 mm. The 
length of the symphysis along its upper face is 65 mm. At the 
anterior grinding tooth the height is 70 mm. The distance be
tween the anterior grinding teeth is 18 mm.; between the last mo
lars, 50 mm. The teeth measure as follows: 

Pm.' ...... . 
M ................... . 
M.· ................ . 
M.· .................. . 

TEETH. Measurements. 

Length, 20 mm.; width, 12 mm. 
Length, 17 mm.: width, 13 mm. 
Length, 17 mm.; width, 13 mm. 
Length, 16 mm.; width, 12 mm. 

At its' insertion each incisor has a width from side to side of 
20 mm'; fore and aft, of 21 mm. It projects beyond the bone 140 
mm .. 

The atlas has a maximum width of .93 mm. and a height of 45 
mm. The articular surfaces for the skull indicate a motion in this 
joint mostly up and down. The axis is consolidated with the third 
cervical. The same is true in beaver at hand. The axis is nearly 
as wide as the atlas. Professor Moore described with some detail 
the dorsal vertehrre. He concluded that the length and bulk of 
the spinal column from the atlas to the sacrum did not differ much 
from that of an adult man, being 21 inches in length. However, 
a few pieces were missing and most of the epiphyses are gone also. 
lh. general, the structure of the vertebrre is the same as in the 
beaver. There were doubtless, as in other rodents, 19 dorsals and 
lumhars, taken together. Moore concluded that there were prob
ably 14 thoracic vertehrre and five lumbars. On the upper side of 
the centrum of each of the dorso-lumbars is a pair of large fora-



PLATE XXIX. 

Ca8tor",des ohio.noi.. X .36. Skull and lower jaw to show tooth-bearing surfaces. 
Lower figure from skull found at Logansport. figure from 

the mounted at Earlham 
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mina opening into the spongy interior, as in the beaver and some 
other rodents. The lateral extent of the first thoracic vertebra is 
given as fully 75 mm., but the width of the succeeding ones di
minishes to the fifth. The last, or fifth, lumbar has strong lateral 
processes and measures, from the tip of one process to the other, 

92 mm. 
In the beaver there are four sacral vertebrre, and Moore stated 

that that is the number in the mounted specimen of Castoroide.,. 
The lateral wing-like processes of the hinder ones are broken off. 
Moore gave as the length of the four sacrals 5.12 inches. So far 
as the writer could see, there are in the sacrum, as mounted, only 
three sacraIs, and the free vertebrre behind the third one was in
cluded by Moore among the caudals. These three sacrals measure 
90 mm. in length. As already stated, there are preserved 14 cau
dal vertebrre. Moore concluded that there were originally about 
23 or 25, as in the beaver. These vertebrre resemble much those 
of the beaver, but the centra of the proximal ones and the trans
verse processes are not so long, thus indicating that the tail was not 
so broad. For example, the greatest width of the seventh in a 
beaver is 60 mm.; in the Castoroides, 75 mm.; whereas, its propor
tional width would be at least 120 mm. Of ribs, Moore stated that 
there were eight right and 12 left. As the 'writer determined, 
there are in the mounted animal 11 on the right side, eight on the 
left. It is possible that parts of ribs joined to artificial materials 
were overlooked. The parts of the sternum present resemble th,) 
corresponding parts in the beaver. The acromion process of the 
scapula is relatively shorter than in the beaver, and is compressed 
parallel with the axis of the body. In the beaver it is compressed 
on the opposite plane. 

The humerus has a length of 135 mm. from the head to the 
inner side of the articulation for the ulna. Moore's statement, 
that the length is 7.36 inches, is probably a typographical error 
for 5.36 inches. The width across the upper end is 55 mm.; across 
the lower end, 53 mm. On the outer border just above the middle 
is a strong deltoid process. The ulna had, in life, a length of about 
230 mm. On the outer face, as in the 'beaver, there is a deep longi
tudinal fossa, extending from the sigmoid cavity to beyond the 
middle of the length of the bone. The radius, with "its missing 
distal epiphysis, probably measured 170 mm. The length of the 
radius to that of the humerus is 1.33; in the beaver, 1.06. This 
appears to be due to the fact that the humerus of Castoroides is, 
relatively to the length of the animal, shorter than in the beaver. 
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The anterior extremities of the pelvis are. restored. The orig
inal length of the pelvis was close to 300 mm., extending over the 
length of 10 vertebrm; whereas, in the beaver, it extends along 
eight of them; nevertheless, it appears to be relatively shorter than 
that of the beaver. The structure of the innominate bones re
sembled closely those of the beaver. 

'l'he femur, with its restored distal epiphysis, measures 165 mm. 
from the head to the distal articular surface; from the greater 
tuberosity, 185 mm. The bone is broad and fiat, being 70 mm. wide 
across the condyles at the lower end. Where the shaft is narrowest, 
about the middle, the diameter, from side to side, is 30 mm.; the 
thickness, 22 mm. It will be seen that the shaft is much more 
constricted at the middle than it is in the beaver. Likewise, the 
third trochanter is placed above the middle,not as it is in the 
beaver. In proportion to the length of the animal, the femur is 
shorter in Castoroides than in the beaver. 

The greatest length of the tibia is 253 mm.; the breadth of th~ 
upper end, 56 mm. It resembles greatly the same bone in the 
beaver. The fibula had a length originally of 218 mm. It is co
ossified with the tibia for a distance of about 95 lilli., differing 
thus from that of the beaver. 

So far as the bones of the hinder foot are preserved, they indi
cate a foot greatly like that of the beaver, but shorter relatively to 
the length of the body. A skeleton of a beaver, before the writer, 
has its length contained in that of the mounted specimen of Cas
ioroides just 2~ times. Its whole leg measures 360 mm., omitting 
the claw phalanx of the fourth digit. The leg of Castoroides, omit
ting the same phalanx, ought then to measure 763 mm. ; it measure, 
only 655 mm. The femur ought to measure 230 mm.; it measures 
only 185 mm.; the tibia ought to measure 285 mm.; it measures 
only 253 mm. The foot, omitting the unknown claw phalanx, ought 
to measure, from the heal, 308 mm.; it measures only 252 mm. It 
3ppears evident, therefore, that the giant beaver was a relatively 
shorter legged animal than the beaver. 

In the U. S. National Mnseum is a beautifully preserved skull 
(If this species which was found two or three miles north of Logans
port, Indiana. (PI. XXIX, Fig. 1.) The lower jaw is lacking 
and both malar bones; otherwise, there is only trifling injury. It 
is thought well to give some description of this skull. Some meas
urements will first be presented. The measurements of the teeth 
have already been given on page 759. 
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Rear of occipital condyles to front of premaxillre .............. 262 mm. 
Rear of occipital condyles to rear of hard palate .............. 88 mm. 
Rear of occipital condyles to rear of premaxillre, at midline ..... 180 mm. 
Height of rear of skull above bottom of condyles ............... 68 mm. 
Width of rear of skull ........................................ 145 mm. 
Width of skull in front of ear-opening ......................... 80 mm. 
Width of brain-case at anterior end of frontals ................ 55 mIll. 
Width of face at front of maxillre ........................ . . . .. 65 mm. 
Width across the zygomatic arches, greatest, restored .... , ...... 193 mm. 
Height of skull between premolars ............................ 98 mm. 
Height of skull at middle of nasals ........................... 87 mm. 
Distance between incisors and the premolars ................... 110 mm. 
Outside to outside of incisors on emergence from premaxillfe. . . .. 58 mm. 
Outside to outside of incisors at 75 mm. distance. " .... " .... '" 46 mm. 
Length of eXlJOsed part of incisors along outer curve ......... '" 116 mm. 

The skull of Casto1'oidcs resembles rather closely that of the 
beaver, but there are important differences, as has been pointed 
out by others. In the beaver the width of the rear of the skull is 
almost exactly one-half the length of the skull; in the giant beaver 
the width is about a tenth more than half the length. In the 
beaver the auditory bullre are much inflated and the basioccipital 
is deeply hollowed out on the underside; in the giant beaver the 
bullre are little inflated and the basioccipital has two shallow exca
vations separated by a median ridge. In the beaver the jugal bone 
extends forward to the lachrymal, while the malar process of the 
maxilla reaches backward a little behind the orbit; in Castoroidcs 
the jugal reaches forward to the middle of the orbit only, while 
the malar process passes about as far backward as in the beaver, 
indeed, somewhat farther. If we leave out of the account the an
terior extension of the malar, we shall find that the latter bone is 
fully as much supported by the malar process of the maxilla as in 
the beaver. 

In the beaver the interorbital foramen opens out at the pre
maxillo-maxillary suture in front of a sharp descending ridge; 
in Castoroides the ridge is not developed and the opening is at a 
considerable distance behind the suture. In the beaver the nar
rowest part of the brain-case is in front of the middle of the skull, 
in front of the little developed postorbital processes; in the giant 
beaver it is at the middle of the length of the skull and just be
hind the almost imperceptible postorbital processes. 
• The most remarkable structure in the giant beaver is the hinder 
part of the nasal passage, which is divided into two, an upper and 
lower. PI. XXIX, Fig. 1.) There is nothing of the sort in the beaver. 
The distance between the roof of the nasal passage (formed by the 
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basisphenoid and presphenoid), and the floor of it (formed by the 
palatines and maxillm), had become much higher than in the 
beaver, relatively twice as high, being 40 mm. or more. At the 
front of the basioccipital the axis of the skull suddenly rises, so 
that the basisphenoid is at a much higher level. All the changes 
in this region appear to have come about in order to accommodate 
the development of the large internal pterygoid muscles which had 
their insertion in the pterygoid fOSBle. In the beaver these foss...'tl 
are small; in Castoroides they are enormous, each ha.ving a trans
verse diameter of 23 mm.; a horizontal extent of 67 mIll., and a 
height of 32 ml1l. In front the hinder end of the palatine has been 
deeply excavated; behind, the pterygoid fossa had encroached on 
the anterior end of the auditory bulla. The external pterygoid 
plate grew outward and backward so as to lie outside of the hinder 
end of the alisphenoid canal and the foramen lacerum anterius. 
'1'0 further accommodate the internal pterygoid muscle, the internal 
pteryg'oid plate was pushed in ward, so as to reach the midline at 
the middle of its height and to come into contact with its fellow. 
In this way the hinder end of the nasal passage was constricted 
into an upper and a lower passage. 

Posteriorly the upper passage opens out by a horizontal, pear
shaped, opening just in front of the basioccipital. (PI. XXIX, 
Fig. 1.) Its length is about 25 mm.; its width is 16 mm. From 
this opening the passage rises and runs forward. The opening of 
the lower passage is in front of the other and at a lower level. It 
is triangular in shape and is bounded in front by the palatine; at 
the sides by the internal pterygoid plates. At the midplan~ the 
partition between the two passages is, as already stated, formed 
by the inner pterygoid plates. In front of these the partition is 
continued by ascending plates from the right and left palatine 
bones, which plates touch at the midplane. Still in front of these 
it appears that plates from the maxillle continue the partition 
somewhat further forward. Then, just behind the bases of the 
upper incisors the inner walls of the maxillle part and permit the 
lower canal to rise into the nasal cavity, meeting here the anterior 
end of the upper canal. 

Some further description of the teeth of this species ought to be 
presented. The incisors are relatively much larger than in the 
beaver. In a specimen of the latter the teeth project a distance 
beyond the bone equal to hardly .25 the length of the skull; in the 
Logansport specimen the exposed part equals .42 the length of the 
skull; while in a specimen from Ijenawee County, Michigan, the ex-
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posed part is a little more than one-half the length of the skull. In 
the mounted specimen at Earlham the whole length of the upper 
teeth was about 210 mm. ; in the Michigan specimen, about 150 mm. 

The lower incisors are still longer. Those of the mounted speci
men at Earlham are about 250 mm. long; another tooth in that 
institution, from Greenville, Ohio, is 280 mm. long, is somewhat 
spirally curved, and is twisted on its axis. It forms nearly a semi
circle. 

Contrary to what is usual in rodents, the enamel is not con
fined to the front of the tooth, but passes around on its whole outer 
face. The enamel is longitudinally grooved, with the grooves sep
arated by sharp ridges. The enamel may be more or less wrinkled 
transversely, so as to make that part of the tooth rough. The inner 
face of each incisor is flat, but these faces are not applied to each 
other, except at their distal ends. At their bases they are sep
arated by processes of the premaxillre. The hinder face of the in· 
cisor is slightly concave from side to side. At the extremity they 
are not worn off like the sloping face of a chisel, as they are in the 
beaver, but in such a way that there is formed in the two a deep 
pit which received the ends of the lower incisors. 

'1'he grinding teeth of the upper jaw all lean strongly back
ward; those of the lower jaw, forward; just as in the bea.ver. Each 
cne seems to be composed of a number of flattened tubes of enamel 
which contain each its portion of dentine. The several tubes of 
enamel is held together by a mass of cement. In the three anterior 
upper teeth there are three of the enamel tubes; in the last molar 
there are four. These cross the tooth obliquely, passing from the 
outside inward and backward. In the lower teeth the anterior one 
-the premolar-there are four plates, or tubes; in the other, three. 
The plates are directed here, also, inward and backward. 

The angular process of the lower jaw is strongly developed. 
The inner face is deeply excavated, and there is a wide shelf of 
bone along the lower border. Thus a large surface was furnished 
for the insertion of the powerful internal pterygoid muscle. 

As to the habits of this animal, we can only make inferences. 
'Ve may be sure that it was a vigorous gnawer of hard substances. 
It was almost certainly an aquatic animal. Probably like the 
beaver, it was addicted to cutting down trees; and, like the beaver, 
it probably built dams and lodges for the protection of itself and 
young from cold and enemies. The tail was less expanded than 
that of the beaver, and possibly the animal had not learned yet to 
slap the water with it as a signal of danger and in its sport. It 
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may have been more flexible and therefore a better aid in swimming 
tl1an that of the beaver. 

So far as the writer knows, the following are the finds of Cas
toroides that have been made known in Indiana. Doubtless many 
remains have been observed, but not recognized or reported. If 
the localities are sought out on the map showing the distribution 
of the drift areas in the State, it will be seen that all occur within 
the area of the Wisconsin drift except one, Vanderburgh County. 
This means that these animals lived after the termination of the 
Glacial epoch. The northern half of Indiana appears to have been 
especially favorable for these animals, or at least offered favorable 
conditions for the preservation of their remains. 

Boone County.-In the collection of the Geological Survey, at 
Indianapolis, there is a lower jaw with the bases of the incisors. 
At their insertion in the jaw, the fore and aft diameter is 23 mm. ; 
the transverse, 19 mm. The molars are all present and the series 
measures 70 mm. The lower jaw, measured from the hinder sur
face of the incisors to the angle, is 214 mm. 

Carroll County.-In a foot note (probably by John Collett) to 
Cope and Wortman's paper in the Fourteenth Annual Report of 
this Survey, p. 37, it is stated that remains of Castoroides ohioen
sis have been found in this county, but nothing further was said. 

Cass County.-In this county was found the fine skull, withom 
lower jaw, which has already been described on page 762. Accord· 
ing to the newspaper account accompanying it, dated January 30, 
1894, this was found two or three miles north of Logansport by 
Mr. S. L. McFadin and sold to the U. S. National Museum. It wa» 
discovered at a depth of seven feet, lying in a fine sand. Above 
the sand was a foot of solid gravel, and this was overlain by three 
feet of solid clay and by three feet of alluvium. According to 
Leverett's map (Mon. U. S. Geol. Surv. XXXVIII, PI. VI), this 
would be on the moraine which lies on the southern border of the 
Iroquois till sheet, belonging to the late Wisconsin. After the re
tirement of the Wisconsin ice this animal lived and was buried. 
Since that event enough time has elapsed to permit the deposition 
of seven feet of sand, gravel and alluvium. 

Grant County.-In this county, neal' Fairmount, was founJ 
considerable parts of the skeleton of a giant beaver. These re
mains are now in the Field Museum of Natural History, at Chi
cago. Nothing has yet been published regarding them. They were 
discovered in making a ditch, but the present writer has not re-
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ceived exact data. '{'he locality is not far from the place where the 
large mammoth described' on page 719 was found. 

Hancock County.-In the collection at Earlham College is part 
of a skull which was found near Greenfield. This belonged to Dr. 
M. M. Adams, who transferred it to Earlham College. This skull 
was described and figured by Professor Moore in the Proceedings 
of the Indiana Academy of Sciences for 1899, p. 171, PIs. I, II. 
The premaxillre are not present, but the skull shows better on that 
account some of the internal structures. Greenville is situated OIl 

one of the moraines of the Wisconsin drift. 

Koscinsko County.-In a foot note to Cope and Wortman's Ill' 

ticle in the Fourteenth Annual Report of the Geological Survey 
of Indiana, p. 37, which foot note was probably written by John 
Collett, then State Geologist, it is stated that bones and teeth of the 
giant beaver had been found in this county. Unfortunately no 
details were given. 

Madison County.-In the collection of the Geological Survey 
at Indianapolis there is a right upper incisor which was found near 
Summitville and presented by Mr. T. F. Cartwright. The tooth 
is 250 mm. long. 

Randolph County.-In this county was found the skeleton that 
is mounted at Earlham College and which has been described above 
(PI. XXVIII). The locillity was six miles nearly east of Winches
ter, on the farm of John M. Turner. The skeleton lay at a depth of 
eight feet from the surface, in a bluish-gray silt, wnich underlay five 
feet of alluvium very rich in vegetable mold. 

Vanderbttrgh County.-In the Seventh Annual Report of the 
Geological Survey of Indiana, the State Geologist, John Collett, 
stated that remains of Castoroides had been found in this county. 
The exact locality is not given, but it is to be inferred that it was 
along the Ohio River. He stated that remains of Megalonyx had 
been found in the same deposits. It may be that these remains of 
Castoroides antedate the Wisconsin drift, but nothing certain can 
be deduced from the data given. 

Wayne County.-In the collection at Earlham College is a frag
ment of an upper incisor which Prof. Joseph Moore picked up two 
miles east of Richmond, where a' farmer was scooping out the wet 
earth for a fishpond. With this fragment were found teeth and 
some decayed bones of a mastodon. (ArneI'. Geologist, Vol. XII, 
p.73.) 
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Order CARNIVORA. 
FLF,sH-EATING MAMMALS. 

Flesh-eating mammals with not less than four digits on any of 
the feet, mostly furnished with sharp claws. Canine teeth pro
jecting beyond the others and fitted for seizing and tearing; the 
premolars and some molars for cutting flesh. 

This group includes three suborders, the extinct Credonta, and 
the yet existing Fissipedia and Pinnipedia. We have to do only 
with the second of these. 

Suborder FISSIPEDIA. 

THE CATS, DOGS, HYENAS, BEARS, ETO. 

Carnivora with the first digit on all the feet shorter than the 
others. Incisors, with rare exceptions, J. Canines large. The 
fourth premolar in the upper jaw and the first molar in the lower 
forming a special sectorial, or cutting, tooth feebly developed in 
bears. The hinder teeth usually adapted to grinding. 

This suborder includes all the existing Carnivora except the 
sea-bears, sea-lions, seals and walruses. 

Family URSIDbJ. 

THE BEARS. 

Clumsily built carnivores, with plantigrade feet. Teeth, 
i.+, c.+, pm.:y, m.~. The canines strongly developed, premolars 
small, molars large with flat tuberculated crowns; the sectorial teeth 
feebly developed, the upper one without the third, or internal, 
root. Auditory buUm little inflated. Humerus without a foramen 
at lower end on inner side. 

Tb~ bears have today a wide distribution, being found in Eu
rope, Asia, Northern Africa and South America. In the latter 
continent there is found only a single species. In time they may 
be traced back to the middle Miocene of Northern Africa and to 
the upper Miocene in Europe. None are known in America before 
the beginning of the Pleistocene. They probably reached this 
country from Asia over some land connection in the region of 
Bering Strait. 

Many of the bears are omnivorous in their habits and a few 
seem to live mostly on vegetable matter. 

49-29153 
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Genus URSUS Linn. 

Bears with the premolars typically t, but the three anterior very 
small and sometimes missing, especially the second above and be
low; the first premolar close to the canine. Upper and lower sec
torials smaller than t.he succeeding molars. Crowns of .the molars 
broad, flat, and tuberculated. All the feet with five well developed 
digits, armed with large, compressed claws. 

URSUS AMERICANUS Pallas. 

This bear has been found fossil in the United States at a COIl

siderable number of places, as Port Kennedy Cave, Pennsylvania; 
at Natchez, Mississippi. 

The State Geologist, John Collett (Twelfth Annual Report lni 
Geol. Surv., 1883, p. 73), stated that in Jasper County the bones 
of the buffalo, the beaver, and the bear were common. No detail.;; 
were offered and the statement might refer to bones of rather re
cent animals, for undoubtedly all of these occupied the country 
a hundred years ago. However, since the animal has been reported 
from the State and is quite certain to be found fossil in some of 
the Pleistocene deposits, a description of the skull and of some of 
the principal bones will be given. At hand is a skull, No. 3798, 
U. S. National Museum, which was killed some years ago in the 
State of New York. 

For the measurements of the skull, see under Urs~ts procerus, 
where they are compared with those of the just mentioned species. 
The measurements of the teeth and of the lower jaw and other 
parts of the skeleton are given here: 

I<'ore-and-aft diameter of canine .................. ,...... . .. 22 llun. 
Transverse diameter of canine ............................. . 15 mlll. 
From front of pm. ~ to rear of m.' ........................ . 81 mm. 
Fore-and-aft diameter of pm. l ...................•.......... 6 mm. 
Fore-and-aft diameter of pm.] ...................... . 4.5 mm. 
Length of crown of 11m • .i ......................... . ....... . 13 mm. 
Width of crOWll of pm. '" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . 9 mm. 
Length of crown of m. l .......................... . ....... . 18 mm. 
Width of crown of m. ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ....... . 13 mm. 
Length of crown of m. ~ ........................ . ......... . 27 mm. 
Width of crown of m. ~ ................................... . 14 mm. 
Greatest diameter of lower canine .......................... . 21 mm. 
Transverse diameter of lower canine ....................... . 13.5mm. 
Diameter of pm. T •.••••.•••..••••.•...•.•...•...••..•....•• 4 mm. 
Length of crown of pm. i .....•...•.•.•.•.•..•.•....••..•.•• 9 mm. 
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Width of crown of pm. "4 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Length of crown of m. T ••.••.••.• , .• , .• , •.••• , ••••••••• "., 

Width of crown of m. T •..• " •••... , ••.••.•••.•••••.•••••• , • 

Length of crown of m. 2 ••••••••• , •••.••••••••••••••••• , •••• 

Width of crown of m. 2 . , .. , .............••.. , , •.• , .....•..• 

Length of crown of m, ............................ , ... ,',., 
Width of crown of m., .......... , ......................... . 
Length of the lower jaw from front to line joining condyles .. . 
Outside of one condyle to that of the other ................. . 
Height of coronoid process from bottom of angle ............. . 
Length of symphysis, lower face ........... , ....... ,., ..... . 
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4.6mm. 
19 mm. 
10 mm. 
21 mm. 
12 mm. 
13.5mm. 
11 uun. 

IS3 mm. 
155 mm. 

81 mm. 
60 mm. 

The skull of the bear differs from that of the dog and the wolf 
in its greater size, actually and relatively greater breadth; in the 
positiO'n O'f the front of the O'rbits, being much farther in front; 
in the shO'rter and thicker snO'ut, the smaller premO' lars ; and in 
the very small, instead of very large, sectorials. In the WO'lf the 
hard palate ends at the rear of the last mO'lar; in the bear it ex
tends an inch behind the mO'lar. The bear has only twO' uppe,' 
mO'lars; the WO'lf and the dO'g, three. 

The fO'llO'wing measurements O'f the limb bones is taken from a 
specimens in the U. S. National Museum, The epiphysis had nO't 
yet united with the shaft O'f many of the bones and the animal may 
have lacked a little of having its full size: 

l"capula, length, along the spine , .. , ................... , .... ,.. 168 mm. 
Scapula, width of upper end .................................. 127 111m. 
Humerus, total length ........................................ 250 mm. 
Humerus, from head to distal end ............................. 250 mm. 
Humerus, fore-and-aft diameter at middle of shaft ............. 32 mm. 
Humerus, transverse diameter at middle of shaft ..... ,........ 23 mm. 
Radius, length ............................................... 218 mm. 
Radius, diameter at middle of shaft ........................... 20 mm. 
Ulna, total length .......... , ............ , ..... ,.............. 255 mm. 
Ulna, diameter at middle of shaft ............................. 23 mm. 
Femur, length from head to inside of lower end ................ 292 mm. 
E'emur, length from top of great trochanter to lower end ......... 282 mm. 
Femur, diameter at middie of shaft .... , .. " ..... , '" .. .. .. ... 25 mm. 
Tibia, total length ................. ,.......................... 227 mm. 
Tibia, fore~and-aft diameter at middle of shaft ................ 21 mm. 
FibUla, total length .......................................... 200 mm 
Fibula, diameter at middle of shaft ....................... ,... 7 mm 
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URSUS PROCERUS Miller. 

This species was described by Mr. G. T. Miller in 1899 (Proc. 
BioI. Soc. Wash., XIII, 1899, p. 55). 

At present the only known specimen belonging to this species 
is the skull that forms the type. This is in the United States Na
tional Museum and has the catalogue number 4214. The specimen 
was found several years ago by Mr. H. J. Dinnie, while digging a 

FIG. 71. Ursus procerus. Upper view of the skull. X Va. Drawing by R. Weber. 

well one mile east and about one-eighth of a mile south of Over
peck Station, Butler County, Ohio. The well is a few rods east of 
the north and south road. 

The skull lacks the lower jaw. The greater part of the left 
zygomatic arch is gone. The hinder part of the palate is broken 
away and also. the roof of the posterior nares. The left occipital 
condyle and the adjoining mastoid region is missing. A small hole 
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FIG. 72. UrBus procerUB. Skull, showing palatal surface. X Ys. Drawing by R. Weber. 

is present in the upper surface of the skull. The incisor teeth, the 
third p'remolars, and both anterior molars, have fallen out of the 
sockets. Otherwise, the skull is in good condition. The injuries 
mentioned doubtless occurred before it became buried beneath the 
Wisconsin drift. 

-,~ 

~'~ 

--'"'~~ 

FIG. 73. Ursus procerus. Side view of skull. X Ys, Drawing by K, Ito. 
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The animal was old when it died, the premolars and molars 
present having been worn down so as to efface all their cones and 
tubercles. As compared with the common black bear, Ursus ameri
canus, the skull is slender, the snout longer, its upper outline more 
concave, and the three hinder teeth larger (Figs. 71-73). 

The following measurements of the skull are given, and with 
them, for comparison, the same measurements of the skull of a 
specimen of Ursus america,nus from the State of New York, No. 
3778, U. S. National MUseum: 

MEASUREMENTS. 

Length from front of premaxill<e to rear of occipital condyle .. 
Distance from front of premaxillre to lower border of foramen mag~ 

num •••...............•.••......•.•..•........................ 
Distanre from front of premaxillre to rear of sagittal crest .......... . 
Front of premaxill<e to front of nasals ............................. . 
Tips of nasals to line joining tips of post-orbital processes ......... . 
Tips of premaxillre to line joining post-orbital processes •.•.......... 
From line joining tips of post-orbital processes to rear of sagittal 

crest ......................................................... . 
Breadth of snout. across bases of canines ......................... . 
Least breadth of snout behind canines .................... . 
Breadth at upper border ollachrymals .................. . 
Breadth across post-orbital processes ................ . 
Width across mastoid processes ................................... . 
Width across zygomatic arches ................. . 
Breadth of palate between first molars ........ . 
Breadth of palate between hinder ends of last molars. .' 
Width across palatine bones at front of palatine notch .. . 
Width of palatine notch between the pterygoids ......... . 
Greatest depth of palatine notch between the pterygoids. 
Depth of snout at midline at front 01 m.' ............... . 
Depth of skull at midline between auditory bulla ................. . 
Length of palate from front of premaxillre to line joining the hinder 

ends of m. 2 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••• _ •••••••••••••••..•... 

Distance from front of premaxillre to front of palatine notch .. 
Width across occipital condyles ...... . 
Width of each occipital condyle ...... . 
Width of the mastoid process ....... ' ........... . 

Length of base of canine. . 
Breadth of base of canine .. 
Length 01 pm.- ........ . 
Breadth of pm.- ........... . 
Length of m .. 1 .......... .. 

TEETH. 

Width of m.~ ................... . 
Length of m." .................. . 
Breadth 01 m.'. . . .. . . . . . ... .. . . . . . .. . 
Length from front pm.J. to rear of m.':: . 
Outside to outside of sockets of i.;I ... 

U, proceru!'3. U. americanus. 

302 mm. 283 mm. 

283"" mm. 21)1 mm. 
317 mm. 301 mm. 

65 mm. 63 mm. 
110 mm. 93 mm 
166 mm. 154 mm 

173 mm. 178 mm. 
68 mm. 68 mm. 
63 mm. 60 mm. 
75 mm. 66 mm. 
97 mm. 97 mm. 

130 mm. 148 mm. 
176 mm. 185 mm. 
43 mm. 43 mm. 
45 mm. 44 mm. 
40 mm. 40 mm. 
29 mm. 21 mm 
30 mm. 24 mm. 
53 mm. 58 mm. 
85 mm. 75 mm. 

136 mm. 121 mm. 
170"" mm. 144 mm. 

63 mm. 60 mm. 
17 mm. 16 mm. 
24 mm. 32 mm. 

IT. PfOcerus.1 U. americanus. 

19 mm. 22 mm. 
13 mm. 15 mm. 
15 mm. 13 mm. 
12 mm. 9 mm. 
20"" mm. 18 mm. 
17"" mm. 13 mm. 
35 mm. 27 mm. 
17 mm. 14 mm. 
72 mm. 56.5 mm. 
35 mm. 35 mm. 

."------

From these measurements it becomes obvious that although the 
skull of U. procerus is 19 mm. longer than that of the black bear 
measured, the part of the skull behind the postorbital processes is 
shorter. The width of the interorbital region is greater in the 
fossil, while the width across the zygomatic arches is less. The 
width and depth of the palatine fossa in the fossil exceeds those 
of the black bear. The distance from the tip of the snout to the 
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front of the palatine notch is evidently much greater in U. procerus 
than in U. amercianus, although in the former the exact position 
of the front of the notch cannot be determined. 

In U. procerus the lower surface of the auditory bulla is much 
less concave than in the black bear. The mastoid process is shorter, 
narrower, and is directed forward and downward, not also out
ward as in U. americamls. The side-walls of the hinder end of the 
interpterygoid fossa are not directed so strongly toward each other 
as they are in the black bear, and the roof of the mouth is not so 
much arched from front to rear. 

It is not unlikely, as suggested by Mr. Miller, that the relative 
slenderness of the canine is due to the individual having been a 
female. The sockets for the incisors show that they were of the 
same size as those of the black hear used for comparison. The 
socket for pm . .a is small. There are no traces of the first and the 
second premolars. The distance from the front of the premaxillre 
to the line joining the front of the third premolars is exactly the 
same in the two specimens here measured, so that the lengthening 
of the snout is in the region of the great grinding teeth. 

This bear is evidently different from that found in the Aftonian 
beds of western Iowa and represented by a lower jaw. The latter 
bear is so closely related to U. americanus that so far no certain 
characters have been found to justify separating it. 

In December, 1911, the writer visited the locality where the 
type of U. procerus was found and made some observatioIl.<; on the 
typography and geology. The region is covered with drift belong
ing to the Wisconsin epoch and the surface is undulating. The 
mouth of the well is on a slope which descends from nearly level 
ground on the north to a valley on the south. The top of this slope 
is about 10 feet above the valley. The valley, opposite the well, is 
about four rods wide and on the opposite side the ground rises to 
a. level somewhat higher than on the north. Through the valley 
runs a wet-weather rivulet that is now near the slope opposite that 
on which the well is situated. 

If, now, it be insisted that the bear lived after the withdrawal 
of the Wisconsin ice-sheet, it must be assumed that, at the time, 
there existed here a valley extending 28 feet below the mouth of 
the well, and that the valley has since then become filled to its 
present condition. The writer does not think that there is any
thing in the topography to justify such an assumption. It seems 
more probable that the animal existed at some time previous to the 
Wisconsin ice-stage, possibly even before the Illinoian stage, and 
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that its skull, buried perhaps in a mass of vegetable matter and 
soil in the bed of some stream, was later buried still more deeply 
by the deposits of the Wisconsin ice-sheet. That the skull may 
have been lying beneath even the Illinoian drift is rendered pos
sible by the fact that solid rock lay only 3 or 4 feet below the 
skull. At the mouth of the well were observed pieces of quartz, 
trap and granitic rocks, and pieces of limestone that contained 
characteristic Cincinnati fossils. 

Mr. Dinnie told the writer that the black soil in which the skull 
was found extended outward on each side of the well a few feet, 
and that it contained what resembled petrified sticks, and that on 
exposure to the air these crumbled into dust. What these supposed 
sticks were it is impossible to say. 

Of the bears that now inhabit the eastern United States, it is 
that one, U. luteolus, inhabiting the canebrakes of the Southern 
States, which most closely resembles U. procerus. However, the 
snout of U. procerus is a little longer and narrower than that of 
U. luteolus, the molars larger and the region of the pterygoids 
wholly different. 

Family CANID LE. 

THE DOGS, WOLVES AND FOXES. 

Carnivora with skeleton adapted for active, vigorous life; tho 
feet digitigrade; first digit of forefoot very short; that of hind 
feet, vestigial; digits with moderate, nonretractible claws. Skun 
usually rather elongated. Auditory buUm inflated. Teeth i.f, c.f-, 
pm.-}, m.20;S. The sectorial teeth large, with cutting ridge; the 
front upper one large and transversely extended; the lower ones 
with a talon of two tubercles. The second upper molar, small and 
transversely extended; the third missing. Premolars increasing in 
size backwards. 

The Canidm have at present a world-wide distribution. In Eu
rope numerous genera have existed; the earliest known beginning 
with the upper Eocene. In North America the earliest known 
genus came in during the Lower Miocene. During the Pleistocene 
several species are known to have existed, some of which are ex
tinct. Two species have been recorded from Indiana. 

Genus CANIS Linn. 

Dogs with teeth formula i. i, c. t, pm. t, m. t. Upper molars 
wider than long, the last one small. Last two molars of lower jaw 
small, often wanting. 
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CANIS DIRUS Leidy. 

'I'his species was first described by Joseph I.Jeidy in 1854 under 
the name of Canis primmvus. The species was based on a right 
upper maxilla, with teeth that had been di.scovered at the mouth 
of Pigeon Creek, a few miles below Evansville, in Vanderburgh 
County. This maxillary bone is now in the collection of the Phila
delphia Academy. In 1858 (Proc. Phila. Acad. Nat. Sci., p. 21), 
I-,eidy, having discovered that the specific name primmvus was pre
Gccupied, proposed for his species the name dirtts. Then again, in 
1873 (Monogr. U. S. Geo1. Surv. Terrs. I, p. 315), he proposed the 
name indianensis, remarking that primmvus had been used for an
other dog, and appearing to forget his action of 1858. The writer 

FIG. 74. Canis dirus. X .3. Lateral view of a skull. From Rancho La Brea,:California. 

has been unable to discover that the specific name dirus has ever 
been used for any other species of the genus Canis, and he believes 
that it must be retained for the species here under consideration. 
He must here Heknowledge a blunder of his own. In his Bibliog
raphy and Catalogue of the Fossil Vertebrata of North America, 
p. 775, he listed Canis dirus as a species distinct from C. indianlm
sis and credited it to J. A. Allen. Canis dirus was only another 
name for C. primmvus Leidy. 

In Leidy's work of 1873, just referred to, he described and 
figured a part of a lower jaw of a wolf from Livermore Valley, 
California, and this he referred to C. indianensis. This jaw ought 
to be in the collection of Wabash College, Indiana. 

In the old asphalt lake of Rancho La Brea numerous remains 
regarded as belonging to this species have been discovered, so that 
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now the osteology of the species is well known through the descrip
tions given by Dr. John C. Merriam of the University of California. 
Some of the skulls and bones found there have been sent to insti
tutions in the East, especially Princeton University and the U. S. 
National Museum. 

Through the generosity of Dr. Merriam the writer is able to 
present a description of some of the fine remains of this species and 

FIG. 75. Canis dirus. )( .3. Upper side of skul!. From Rancho La Brea, California. 

to give figures of one of the skulls. This skull belongs to the pale
ontological department of Princeton University, where the writer 
has examined it. Opportunity, too, has been used to examine an
other skull at Princeton and two more which Dr. Merriam has sent 
to the U. S. National Musleum. The drawings of the skull were 
made by the artist, Mr. Bruce Horsfall, of Princeton, N. J. 

In the skull figured (Figs. 74-77), all the incisors are missing, 
both first premolars (restored from the other skull in the side 
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view), and the left second prfolllolar. The hinder true molar is 
also restored from another skull. The zygomatic arches are partly 
restored. The following measurements were taken, and in the 
second column the corresponding measurements from a skull of a 
large wolf from Texas: 

MEASUREMENTS TAKEN. C. dirus. C. occidentalis. 

Front of premaxillre to hinder end of occipital crest ....... . 
Front of premaxillre to hinder end of occipital condyles .. 
Width of skull acrOss zygomatic arches ............. . 
Width of skull at rear of pm.- ............ . 
Width of skull at rear of pm.' ...................... . 

300 mm. 253 mm. 
260 mm. 235 mm. 
170 mm. 128 mm. 
100 mm. 78 mm. 
53 mm. 44 mm. 

Width at interorbital space. least .... . 
Width across postorbital processes ...................... . 

62 mm. 41 mm. 
85 mm. 54 mm. 

Width at constriction behind postorbital processes ....... . 50 mm. 43 mm. 
Fore-and-aft diameter of orbit .......................... , . 45 mm. 37 mm. 
Distance from m.~ to front of articulation for lower jaw. 55 mm. 50 mm. 
Width of posterior nareS ............... . 30 mm. 21 mm. 
Long diameter of auditory bulla .................... . 29 mm. 29 mm. 
Outside of one bulla to that of the other ....... . 75 mm. 65 mm. 
Front of premaxillre to posterior nares ........ . 138 mm. 123 mm. 
Front of canine to rear of m. 2 

•••••••••••••• 123 mm. 101 mm. 

Canine, diameter fore and aft .............. . 
Canine. width .............. , . " ........... . 

18 mm. 15 mm. 
13 mm. 9 mm. 

Pm.". length ........................ . 16 mm. 15 mm. 
Pm.·.width ........................ . 8 mm. 7 mm. 
Pm. 3, length ........................... . 19 mm. 16 mm. 
Pm. at width .............. , .......... . 9.5 mm. 7 mm. 
Pm .. length ......................... . 32 mm. 25 mm. 
Pm. 4

• width behind the claw ............ . 13 mm. 12 mm. 
M.J, length ............... , ............ . 19.5 mm. 16 mm. 
M.\ width ............................ . 25 mm. 22 mm. 
M. '. length ............................ . 11 mm. 9 mm. 
M.", width ........................... . 16 mm. 13 mm. 

Lower jaw from front to rear of condyle ..... . 
Height of jaw between pm. ,and pm .•..... 

212 mm. 185 mm. 
33 mm. 26 mm. 

Height of jaw between m. 1 and m ...... . 
Canine tooth. fore-and-aft diameter .... . 

40 mm. 32 mm. 
18 mm. 15 mm. 

Canine tooth, transverse diameter .. . 13 mm. 10 mm. 

Pm. ,. length .......... . 6 mm. 6 mm. 
Pm. r, width .......... . 
Pm. " length .............. . 

5 mm. 5 mm. 
16 mm. 14 mm. 

Pm. 21 width ..... " ....... ' .' 
Pm.s, length ................ . 

7 mm. 65 mm. 
16.5 mm. 14.5 mm. 

Pm .•• width .... . 
Pm. 4', length .. 

8 mm. 6.5 mm. 
20 mm. 16 mm. 

Pm.". width .. . 
M. r. length ... . 
M. T • width ..... . 

10 mm. 9 mm. 
35 mm. 29 mm. 
13 mm. 12 mm. 

M .•• length ... . 
M. 2 , width ....... . 

13 mm. 12.5 mm. 
10 mm. 9 mm. 

M .• ,length ......... . 10 mm. . .............. 
M .•• width ........... . 15 mm. 

A comparison of the measurements of the two skulls shows that 
that of C. dints is considerably larger than that of the living wolf. 
Also, there are other differences. The skull is wider across the 
zygomatic arches, across the snout and across the interorbital space; 
the posterior nares are relatively wider, and the premolar-molar 
series of teeth is longer. The canines are thicker from :nde to side. 
The forehead of C. dirus is more concave in profile than is that of 
the Texas wolf. 
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In the F'ourteenth Annual Report of this Survey, Oope and 
Wortman discussed this wolf under the name of Canis lupus. They 
presented a table of measurments designed to show the great 
variability of the existing wolves comprehended under this name, 

FIG. 77. FIG. 76. 

Figs. 76, 77. Canis dirus. X .3. Views showing tooth-bearing surfaces. 

and they concluded that Leidy's type belonged to the existing spe
cies, notwithstanding the fact that it was considerably larger than 
any of the known living American forms. One error into which 
they fell was that of including in their calculations more than one 
species of living wolf. 

In the U. S. National Museum there is a skull of Canis pamba
sileus Elliot, No. 9001, from Fort Simpson, Mackenzie. Its length 
from the snout to the occipital condyles is 265 mm., a little larger 
than the Princeton skull measured above. The forehead is con
cave in C. dirus. It is only 158 mm. wide across the zygomatic 
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arches; only 91 mm. wide at pm. --l, and 50 mm. at pm. l. The 
hinder nares are not so wide as in C. dirus, only 21 mm., and the 
anterior inwardly directed claw of pm. ± is much larger than in 
C. dirus. 

The present writer has had no opportunity to examine other 
parts of the skeleton of C. dij'us than the skull. The animal was 
evidently larger than any of the wolves living in the United States, 
but was about the size of some of the wolves of the Arctic regions. 

As the type of the species was discovered below Evansville in 
company with a vertebra of a horse, it is probable that the wolf 
lived before the Wisconsin ice stage. 

CANIS LATRANS Say. 

THE COYOTE. 

The coyote belongs among the smaller species of wolves. Its 
present range is from northwestern Indiana to Missouri and north
west to the headwaters of the Mackenzie River. For a history of 
occurrences in Indiana within historical times, the reader may con
sult Walter L. Hahn's article in the Thirty-third Annual Report 
of this Survey. As late as 1870 it was observed at Vincennes. At 
one time it seems to have become nearly extinct in Indiana, but in 
recent years it has been increasing in numbers and extending its 
mnge. 

Geologically, it seems to have existed since the early part of 
t.he Pleistocene, having been found in Oregon and Nebraska in 
company with extinct horses and camels. The reference to this 
species of remains found in California, and even those found in 
Oregon, may be erroneous. 

In the Fourteenth Annual Report of this Survey, Cope and 
Wortman published an article on the Pleistocene mammals of In
(liana. On page 7 of this report they stated that some remains of 
What appeared to be a coyote had been discovered in Boone County, 
ill association with the remains of a mammoth. The remains con
Misted of the proximal parts of both humeri, the distal extremity 
of the left humerus, the shaft of a radius, and the distal parts of 
a left tibia. They say, however, that these bones cannot be dis
tinguished from those of certain breeds of domestic dogs. Inas
much, on the other hand, as it is stated that the bones were found 
associated with those of the mammoth, it is hardly probable that 
they belonged to a domestic dog. That the coyote should occur 



PLATE XXXI. 

Canis latrans. X .55. Views of the skull. After Baird. Fig. 1. Side view. Fig. 2. Lower jaw. side 
view. Fig. 3. Palatal surface of skull. Fig. 4. Lower jaw. to show the teeth. 
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there is not particularly remarkable. However, since the bones 
and teeth of the various wolves resemble closely those of domestic 
dogs it is necessary that finders should note well the conditions of 
soil, depth, etc., under which the bones are discovered, not reject
ing, however, too readily bones that may resem~le those of dogs. 

For purposes of distinguishing remains of this species the fol. 
lowing measurements are furnished. Those of the skull are taken 
(rom No. 12893, U. S. National Museum: 

Front of premaxillre to end of OCCipital crest ............... . 190 mm. 
Front of premaxillre tOo end Oof Ooccipital condyles ........... . 178 mm. 
Width Oof skull at ear-opening ............................. . 55 mm. 
Width of skull across zygomatic arches ..................... . 93 mill. 
Width of skull at pm.± ..................................... . 58 mm. 
Width of skull at pm) ..................................... . 28 mm. 
Width Oof skull at interorbital space, least .................. . 30 mm. 
Width Oof skull across postOorbital processes ................. . 44 mm. 
Width Oof skull behind postorbital processes ................. . 32 mm. 
Diameter of orbit, fore and aft ............................. . 28 mm. 
Distance from m.1. to front of articulation for lower jaw ..... . 28 mm. 
Width Oof posteriOor nares ................................... . 16 mm. 
Long diameter of auditory bulla ........................... . 21 mill. 
Front of piemaxillre to rear of hard palate ................. . 92 mm. 
Front of canine to rear of m.], ............................. . 89 mm. 
Canine, upper, diameter fore and aft ....................... . 13 mm. 
Canine, upper, diameter side to side ....................... . 6.5mm. 
Canine, lower, diameter fore and aft ....................... . 9 mm. 
Canine, lOower, diameter side to side ........................ . 6 mill. 

TEETH. Measurements. TEETH. Measurements. 

Pm. 2 

Pm. 2 .. 

Pm.' .. 
Pm.· .. 
Pm.-
Pm.· .. . 

M.' .... . 
M. , .. .. 
M.· .... . 
M.· ... .. 

....... Length... 11 mm. 
Width ..... 4 mm. 
Length .... 12.5 mm. 
Width ..... 4.4 mm. 
Length .... 20 mm. 
Width. be. 
hind claw. 7.5 mm. 

Length .... 13 mm. 
Width ..... 17 mm. 
Length.... 7 mm. 
Width .... 11 mm. 

Pm .•. 
Pm ~ .. 
Pm .•...... 
Pm.1 ..... . 
Pm .•. 
Pm .•.. 
M., .. 
M., .. .. 
M .... . 
M .•...... 
M .•.... 
M ......... . 

Leno:th .... 11 mm. 
Width ..... 4 mm. 

. ... , Length .... 12 mm. 
Width ..... 5 mm. 

.. ... Length .... 13 mm. 
Width ..... 6 mm. 
Length .... 23 mm. 
Width ..... 8 mm. 
Length .... 10 mm. 

. ... ' Width..... 6 mm. 
Length.... 4.5 mm. 
Width..... 3.3 mm. 

The following measurements are taken from a specimen in the 
U. S. National Museum, the skull of which had a length to the 
condyles of 165 mm. Therefore the skeleton may be slightly under
sized. 
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Scapula, length parallel with spine ........................... . 
Scapula, width of upper end ................................. . 
Humerus, total length ....................................... . 
Humerus, from head to distal end ............................ . 
Humerus, fore-and-aft diameter at middle of shaft ............ . 
Hadius, length .............................................. . 
mna, total length .. : ........................................ . 

107mm. 
82mm. 

155mm. 
150mm. 
11mm. 

160mm. 
255mm. 

Pelvis, from front of ilium to rear of ischium .................. 112 mm. 
pelvis, width at acetabulum .................................. 55 mm. 
Pelvis, width near hinder end of ischium ...................... 83 mm. 
}<'emur, length from head to distal end ........................ , 160 mm. 
:L'emur, length from great trochanter to distal end ............. , 158 mm. 
:L'emur, diameter at middle of shaft ........................... , 10 mm. 
Tibia, total length ............................................ 178 mm. 
Tibia, diameter at middle of shaft ................. '.' ........ , 10 mm. 
}<'ibula, total length ........................................... H\8 mm. 

In the effort to. determine whether a particular canine skull 
belonged to the coyote or to some breed of common dog, one must 
take into account first the size of the skull and then its general 
form. The skull of the coyote is long, relatively narrow, with 
elongated narrow snout. The canine teeth of the coyote are rela
tively longer and thicker than those of the domestic dogs. In fact, 
all of the teeth are larger in proportion to the length of the skull 
than in the domestic dogs, and the cusps and ridges are more prom
inent, as seen in the little worn teeth. 

Since Boone County, Indiana, the place where the specimens 
examined by Cope and Wortman, is within the area of the Wis
consin drift-sheet, it is probable that the animal lived after the 
passing of the last glacial ice. 



Report of State Natural Gas Supervisor. 

OFFICE OF STATE NATURAL GAS SUPERVISOR, 

FORTVILLE, INDIANA. 

Hon. Edward Barrett, State Geologist, Indianapolis, Indiana: 

SIR-I hereby transmit to you the twentieth annual report of 
this department. I began the duties of this office January 1, 1911. 
Since that time, for reasons explained in this report, it has not been 
possible for me to give much time to either collecting material for 
report, or compiling data. However, I will endeavor to report to 
you conditions found in the field at the time of taking the office, 
and such data regarding the field as should concern those who are 
interested in the natural gas industry. 

In closing this, my first year's work, I am pleased to acknowledge 
the very cordial support and valuable suggestions that I have re
ceived from you from the beginning. 

50-29153 

Very respectfully, 

w. E. MORSE, 

State Natural Gas Supervisor. 

(785) 



Report of State Natural Gas Supervisor for 
the Year 1911. 

Under the law, it is the duty of the State Natural Gas Super
visor to make a personal inspection of all gas and oil wells so fa!' 
as it is practical, and see that every precaution is taken to insure 
the health and safety of all workmen engaged in the work of open
ing gas wells and laying mains and pipes, and of all those who in 
any manner use natural gas either for mechanical, manufacturing, 
domestic or other purposes. I have inspected all wells and lines 
possible while attending to more important duties, at least enough 
in the different sections of the field to give me accurate ideas of the 
condition of the gas supply and of the safety of all workmen en
gaged in the gas industry, However, I find that the contractors of 
gas companies and manufactories employ the most skilled workmen 
possible, men who understand the dangers attending the handling 
of natural gas. 

My especial attention has been paid to the husbanding of gas 
and the plugging of abandoned wells which, up to this time, have 
bettered the condition of the field to a great extent. 

In my visits over the field during the months of J anU{lry, l<'eb
ruary and March, I found the following conditions in the southern 
field where there are about one hundred twenty-five (125) wells 
that are producing both oil and gas. In the greater number of those 
wells where there was a surplus of gas, there had been no arrange
ments made for husbanding the extra gas which could not be used 
in operating the machinery in pumping oil. I found wells that 
were making from five (5) to forty (40) barrels of oil per day and 
wasting from five thousand (5,000) to three million (3,000,000) 
feet of gas per day. When these conditions were discovered, I 
proceeded at once to have these wells closed in. I found that the 
law is inadequate to reach the purpose for which it was intended, 
the penalty for violations being omitted, but by keeping after vio
lators and using the laws that were good I have accomplished the 
following: There are no wells standing open and but very little 
gas being wasted. The operators are now piping the gas to small 
villages, and farmers are utilizing it for domestic purposes. 

(786) 
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GREENE COUNTY. 

I found the same conditions in Greene County as in Pike County 
with not so much waste of gas, but more in proportion. One well 
en Moses Kaufman's farm, which had been standing open for four 
years, making about one million feet of gas and flowing about sixty 
barrels of salt water, I proceeded to plug and close in, as nearly 
as could be done under the conditions which the well was left in, 
llsing four yards of gravel, two wooden plugs and two lead plugs. 

OLD FIELDS. 

In the old fields where there are but a few oil operators I have 
not had one single complaint of waste of gas, and leases are now 
being closed down that would pay a good royalty if there was gas 
with which to operate their machinery. In opening up a new field 
tor oil, one of the principal things which is looked for is the gas, 
\yithout which it is very expensive to operate. 

The thing which I have most to look after in the old fields is the 
plugging of the abandoned wens and those which are standing open 
and allowing the fresh water to leak down into the oil and gas
bearing rock. It has often been said that forty acres of farm 
ground could be drained into one abandoned gas well and by such 
methods as were used years ago and continued until this date (im
plying both gas and oil wells), both lime and gravel water would 
have been ruined for use. Also the water would have been lowered 
to such an extent that the average man would not have been able 
to have wells of his own. Statistics show the water has been low
ered now twenty-six (26) feet by the old method of plugging gas 
wells. 

NEW DEVELOPMENT. 

There is no great attraction at any point of the State at this 
time and less work is in progress now than for some time, mainly 
for two reasons. The oil market has been too low to justify invest
ments, and when oil is found there has been a great amount of gas 
for which there has been no market until within the last few 
months. There have been several deep tests made. One in Howard 
County, another in Owen County. The Howard County well was 
drilled to more than four thousand feet, where two different pays 
of gas were struck, the first at about sixteen hundred feet, and an
other at about twenty-nine hundred feet, with a great amount of 
water. The Owen County well was drilled to thirty-three hundred 
feet. At this point an obstruction was encountered and further 
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drilling stopped. At two thousand eight hundred feet, sand was 
struck, which produced some oil and gas with a pressure of three 
hundred fifty pounds. This sand was drilled through and water 
raised in the well twenty-four hundred feet. 

In Daviess County, near Alfordsville, the Graham Brothers of 
Iloogootee have drilled six wells, which range in depth from four 
hundred sixty to four hundred eighty feet. They produce six mil
lion feet of gas per day. 

In Sullivan County there have been some new developments. 
About seven miles southwest of Sullivan there has been some oil 
found which promises that there will be some very early drilling 
done there. At this time there are seven wells which are prodlH'ing 
about seventy barrels daily, and north and east of the oil wt:llf'i 
some very good gas wells are being found. 

In Knox County there seems to be some excitement which prom 
ises some very deep drilling. 

In the old field there has been some drilling which has bee~ 
profitable to the investors, both in gas and oil wells. 

Value ot Natural Gas Produced in Indiana, 1886 to 1909. 

vear. 
1886 ...................... ··.·············· . 
1887 ...... ' ................................. . 

1888 .................... ··················· . 
1889 ......................... ·············· . 

\890 ................... ············•······· . 
1891 ......................... ·············· . 
1892 ......................... ·············· . 
1893 ................... ···················· . 
1894 ......................... ·············· . 
1895 ......................... ·············· . 
1896 ............................ · ... ······· . 
1897 ......................... ·············· . 
1898 .......................... ············· . 
1899 ......................... ·············· . 
1900 .................... · ....• ············· . 
1901. ......................... ·· .... ······· . 
1902 ................................ ······· . 
1903 .......................... · ..... ······· . 
1904 ...................................... · . 
1905 ................................ ···· .. · . 
1906 ................................ ······· . 
1907 .... , ........................... ··· ... · . 
1908 ................................ ······· . 
1909 ...................................... · . 
1910 ................................ · ..•...• 

Value. 

$300,000 
600,000 

1,320,000 
2,075,702 
2,302,500 
3,942,500 
4,716,000 
5,718,000 
5,437,000 
5,203,200 
5,043,635 
5,009,208 
5,060,969 
6,680,370 
7,254,539 
6,954,566 
7,081,344 
6,098,364 
4,542,409 
3,094,134 
1,750,715 
1,572,605 
1,312,507 
1,616,903 
1,702,243 
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Production of Oil. 
Year. 
1889 ........................................ . 
1890 ......................................... . 
1891. ....................................... . 

Barrels. 
33,375 
63,496 

136,634 
1892. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 698,068 
1893. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2,335,293 
1894 ................... , .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... 3,688,666 
1895. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4,386,132 
1896 ......................................... 4,680,732 
1897. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4,122,356 
1898. . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. 3,730,907 
1899 ............ " .... . . .. . . .. .. ... . . ... .. ... 3,848,182 
1900 ............ " ................ " . ... .. ... 4,874,392 
1901. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5,757,086 
1902 ... , " ., ............. , .. .. .. .. .... .. .. ... 7,480,896 
1903. . . . .. ... . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9,186,411 
1904. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 11,339,124 
1905 ..................... '" ................. 10,964,247 
1906 ................... , .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... 7,673,477 
1907. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5,128,037 
1908. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3,283,629 
1909. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2,296,086 
1910 ................... , .......... " .. .. .. ... 2,159,725 

97,866,951 

Number of producers, 1,010. 

789 

Num11er of wells closed in, ranging from ten pounds to five hun
dred pound pressure, 89. 

Number of wells in use, 2,643; with an average pressure of 79i 
pounds. 

The average price of gas is 28t cents per thousand. 
Number of wells abandoned, both oil and gas, 2,032; of which 

some were dusters. 
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EXPENSES OF MAINTAINING AND FEES COLLECTED BY THIS 
DEPARTMENT. 

Appropriated by the State-
For salary Supervisor of Natural Gas per year .. $1,800 00 
For expenses Supervisor of Natural Gas ........ 1,500 00 
For Assistant Supervisors of Natural Gas ...... , 1,000 00 

Fees collected .................................... 10,150 00 

Total .................................... . $14,450 00 

bxpenses-
For salary Supervisor of Natural Gas per year .. $1,800 00 
For expenses Supervisor of Natural Gas ....... , 466 34 
:Wor Assistant Supervisors of Natural Gas. . . . . . . 518 85 
Paid to assistants from fees collected ........... 10,135 00 

Total ..................................... $12,920 19 

Summary-
Amount returned to State from appropriation for assistants. $481 15 
Amount returned to State from appropriation for traveling 

expenses ............................................ 1,033 66 
Amount returned to State from fees collected... . . . . . . . . . . . 15 00 

Total returned to State ............................... $1,529 81 

Total cost to State to maiutain office for one year. . . . . . . . . . . . .. $2,770 19 

REP01{TS Ole Jj'RANK vV. BOlmN, OWENSVILLE, AND VV. J. RICIL\RDi:lON, 

\VINSLOW, ASSISTANTS, WHO ARE IN THE SOUTHERN FIELD 

EVERY WEEK. 

'l'he first of the year the condition of the Oakland City oil field 
was bad. Gas was wasted by the millions of feet in various ways. 
Gas lines were leaking, and in many instances On fire. Flambeau 
lights were numerous and oil wells that produced gas, the gas was 
allowed to escape into the air. One well was not pumped, and gas 
was often used to force oil in tanks, "then blown into the air. 

'l'he field at this time shows great improvement. All gas lines 
are in good condition. No lights and little waste in any other way. 
Oil and gas producing wells are either shut in or piped to gas mains 
and used for leases and small towns adjoining the field. 

There is no decrease in the gas, and with proper care will be 
plentiful for several years. 

W. J. RICHARDSON, 

Assistant Supervisor of Natural Gas. 
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THE SOUTHERN INDIANA FIELD. 

Contrary to expectations, the year 1911 has been a discouraging 
one for the operators in the Southern Indiana field. The Oakland 
City or Pike County territory, which a year ago showed prospects 
of developing into the greatest oil and gas field in the State, has 
proved a disappointment, despite every effort of the operators and 
an enormous outlay of money. 

On account of the uncertainty of finding oil or gas in tested 
territory, the great expense of drilling coupled with the gradual 
decline in oil production of the older wells (many of which have 
been plugged the past season), there has been a general exodus of 
contractors and workers. Experienced oil operators are of the 
opinion that so far as the production of oil is concerned the terri
tory has spent itself, and present conditions therein bear them out 
in the idea. Another serious detriment which confronts the oil 
operator in this field is the finding of wells producing both oil 
and gas. 

In conforming with the present gas laws, it is impossible to 
operate a mixed well without a market for the gas. Until recently 
there has been very little effort to market the apparent inex
haustible supply of gas found in this field; however, they are at pres
ent taking steps to overcome this difficulty by laying pipe lines to 
neighboring towns in all directions. While it is true that there are 
perhaps one hundred gas wells (some of the strongest in the State) 
capped, waiting for a market, the manufacturing interests are slow 
to invest their money in that locality, fearing a repetition of con
ditions which occurred in the upstate fields. 

In the Princeton or Gibson County field which was opened up 
in 1903-1904, the supply of gas is practically exhaused and the oil 
supply greatly diminished. The Ohio Oil Company is making an 
effort to increase its production here by shooting and cleaning its 
wells. At this time we are unable to determine the result of this 
experiment. In noting the difference in conditions in the southern 
territory during the past year, we find the year opened with per
haps no less Wan fifty or sixty strings of tools in operation, while 
today they will not exceed six or eight. 

This office has experienced very little trouble in its dealings 
with the operators in this territory, as they not only show a will
ingness to conform with the State laws governing operations, but 
manifest a great interest in the preservation and development of 
the territory in general. 

FRANK W. BOREN,' 

Assistant Supervisor of Natural Gas. 



Hypsometry of Indiana. 

By EDWARD BARRETT. 

The importance of a complete topographic survey of the State 
18 strikingly set forth in a bulletin issued in 1910 by the U. S. 
Geological Survey, George Otis Smith, Director, as follows: 

The State gains a cQmplete tQPographic map Qf its area, which is Qf 
importance to' the develDpment Df its econDmic resources and greatly facili
tates the study and perfectiQn Df all engineering plans and WDrks within 
it. AmQng Dther uses Qf the tQPQgraphic maps are the fQllQwing: 

1. As preliminary maps fQr planning extensive irrigatiQn and drain
age projects, shQwing areas Df catchment fQr water supply, sites fQr reser
vDirs, rQutes Qf canals, etc. 

2. FDr laying Dut highways, electric roads, railrQads, aqueducts, and 
sewage systems, thus saving the CQst Qf preliminary surveys. 

3. In imprQving rivers and smaller waterways. 
4. In determining and classifying water resQurces, bQth surface and 

undergrQund. 
5. In making plans fQr the dispDsal Qf city sewage, garbage, etc. 
G. In determining rQutes, mileage, locatiQn Qf road-building material, 

and tOPQgraphy in cDuntry traversed by public highways. 
7. In selecting the best rQutes fDr autDmQbiling tQurs and intercity 

runs. 
8. As guide maps fQr prQspectors and Dthers in traveling thrDugh 

little-known regions. 
9. As bases fQr the cQmpilation Df maps shDwing the extent and char

acter Qf fDrest and grazing lands. 
10. In classifying lands and in plDtting the distribution and nature 

Qf the sDils. 
n. In cQmpiling maps in cQnnectiDn with the survey and sale of 

lands. 
12. In making investigatiQns fQr the imprQvement Df the plant and 

animal industries, and in a cQmprehf'nsiYe study of physical and biDIDgical 
cDnditiQns in connectiDn with the stDcking Df interiDr waters with food 
fishes and the locating of fish culture statiDns. 

13. In IQcating and mapping the boundaries Qf the life and crDp zQnes, 
and in mapping the geographic distributiDn Df plants and animals. 

14. In plDtting the distributiDn and spread Df injuriDus insects and 
germs. 

15. As base maps for the plQtting Df informatiDn relating to' the 
geDlQgy and mineral resources 'Qf the cQuntry. 

(792) 
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16. In maneuvers of the national guard, in the development of mili
tary problems, and in the selection of routes for road marches or strate
gical movements of the troops, particularly of artillery or cavalry. 

17. In connection with questions relating to State, county, and town 
boundaries. 

18. As a means of promoting an exact knowledge of the country and 
serving teachers and pupils in geographic studies. 

19. As base maps for the graphic representation of all facts relating 
to population, industries, and products or other statistical information. 

20. In connection with legislation involving the granting 'of charters, 
rights, etc., when a physical knowledge of the country may be desirable or 
necessary. 

This is an age of exact knowledge. Those responsible for pri
vate, corporate, and pubJic enterprises are no longer satisfied 
with guess work. Before investment is ventured, exact scientific 
and mathematical facts are demanded. The wiseacre who "knows 
the ground like a book" has given way to the surveyor's transit 
and chain. 

In the absence of a complete topographic survey, the following 
distance and altitude tahles are incorporated in this report, with 
the hope that they will he useful to parties interested in this work, 
and that their publication may be a step toward a larger and more 
perfect survey that the State will make in the near future. Every 
railroad in the State responded cheerfully with profiles, except 
four branch roads, as follows: New York Central, from Conners
ville south to Indiana-Ohio State line; Cincinnati, Bluffton and 
Chicago, from Portland, Indiana, through Bluffton to Huntington: 
Louisville, New Albany and Corydon, from Corydon Junction to 
Corydon; Louisville and Nashville from Evansville west through 
Mt. Vernon to the Indiana-Illinois State line. The management of 
these branch roads had no exact profiles to furnish us. 

To the chief engineers, Presidents, Superintendents -and man
agers of all the railroads operating in Indiana our kindest thanks 
are extended for courtesies and help in the preparation of these 
tables. 
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Distances 
from 

Chicago. 

216.5 
218.0 
220.0 
222.5 
225.5 
228.5 
233.0 
235.0 
237.0 
239.0 
241.8 
244.5 
247.0 

225.5 
228.4 
231.5 

66.4 
68.5 
69.5 
74.6 

Distances 
from 

Indianap-
olis. 

0.0 
1.0 
2.0 
3.0 
4.3 
6.5 
8.3 

11.7 
15.0 
17.5 
19.5 
24.3 
26.0 
28.0 
30.0 
33.0 
35.5 
38.5 
41.3 
46.0 
49.6 
51.0 
54.0 
55.6 
59.0 
61.0 

• 
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ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD. 

Branch Between Wabash River and Evansville. 

STATIONS. State. County. 

Hovey .......................... . Indiana..... ... Posey ........ . 
Hartlein .................. . 
Griffin ...................... . 
Barrett ....... . 
Stewartsville. . . . .......... . 
Poseyville ..................... . 
Wendel. ...................... . 
Martin .......... . 

Indiana..... ... Posey ........ . 
Indiana...... .. Posey ........ . 
Indiana. . . . . . .. Posey ...... . 
Indiana. . . . . . .. Posey ...... . 
Indiana. . .. . . .. Posey ........ . 
Indiana..... . .. Posey ........ . 
Indiana ........ Vanderburgh .. 

Armstrong ...... . 
Wilcox ............................... . 

· ii~~~~~d·. : : : : : : ............ . 
Evansville ... " . 

Indiana........ Vanderburgh .. 
Indiana ........ 1 Vanderburgh .. 
Indiana. .. . ... Vanderburgh .. 
Indiana ........ Vanderburgh .. 
Indiana. . . . . .. Vander burgh .. 

New Harmony Branch. 

Stewartsville. 
Rogers .... 
New Harmony ... 

'1 Indiana ....... '1 Posey ......... 1

1 

. Indiana........ Posey ........ . 

. Indiana.. . . . . .. POfley .... ,' " .. . 

Branch Between Illinois State Line and West Lebanon. 

Thomas .............................. . Indiana ....... . Warren ....... . 
Hedrick .............................. . Indiana ....... . Warren. 
Sloan ............ . Indiana ....... . Warren ....... . 
West Lebanon ................... . Indiana ....... . Warren ....... . 

INDIANAPOLIS SOUTHERN RAILROAD. 

Indianapolis Division. 

STATIONS. State. County. 

I 

Indianapolis. 

:1 

Indiana. Marion. 
Indiana .... Marion. 
Indiana ...... Marion. 
Indiana ........ Marion. 

Lenore. Indiana ........ Marion. 
Gravel Pit Indiana ........ Marion. 
Glenn Valley ... Indiana ........ Marion. 
Frances. Indiana ........ Johnson. 

Bargersville. 
Indiana ........ Johnson. 
Indiana Johnson. 

·A~i·t;':. 
Indiana ........ Johnson. 
Indiana ........ Johnson. 
Indiana ........ Johnson. 
Indiana ........ Johnson. 

Morgantown. Indiana ........ Morgan. 
Indiana ........ Brown. 
Indiana ........ Brown. 
Indiana ........ Brown. 

TrevIac. Indiana ........ Brown .. 
........... Indiana ........ Monroe .. 
................... ..................... Indiana ....... Monroe ........ 
.............. Indiana ........ Monroe ........ 

· :Bl~-,;,;;i~g~;; ..... : : : 
Indiana ........ Monroe ....... '1 Indiana ........ Monroe ........ 

· i{;;bY·. : : : : : : : : : : : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Indiana ........ Monroe ........ 
Indiana ........ Monroe ........ 

Elevation. 

392.0 
392.0 
392.0 
396.0 
477.0 
430.0 
450.0 
437.0 
479.0 
537.0 
418.0 
391.0 
374.0 

473.0 
4'6.0 
384.0 

703.0 
709.0 
713.0 
689.0 

Elevation. 

-----
707.0 
713.0 
692.0 
696.0 
692.0 
7080 
711.0 
768.0 
803.0 
827.0 
854.0 
821.0 
800.0 
747.0 
692.0 
797.0 
726.0 
676.0 
654.0 
740.0 
865.0 
871.0 
845.0 
826.0 
858.0 
841.0 
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INDIANAPOLIS SOUTHERN RAILROAD-Continued. 

Distances 
from STATIONS. State. County. Elevation. 

Indianap-
olis. 

---~ 

65.0 Elwren ... Indiana ........ Monroe ........ 845.0 
68.0 Indiana ........ Greene ........ 812.0 
70.0 ........... Indiana ........ Greene ........ 792.0 
70.2 Solsberry. Indiana ........ Greene ........ 785.0 
74.0 Indiana ........ Greene ........ 712.0 
77.5 Tulip .... Indiana ........ Greene ....... . 652.0 
82.0 · BI~;;~fi~id . 

Indiana ........ Greene ........ 557.0 
83.0 Indiana ........ Greene ........ 542.0 
87.0 

· fi';'it; city. 
Indiana ........ Greene ........ 524.0 

89.5 Indiana ........ Greene ........ 527.0 
91.0 Indiana .... ' ... Greene ........ 839.0 
93.0 Indiana ........ Greene ........ 517.0 
95.0 Linton ... . Indiana ........ Greene .... . 517.0 
97.3 Summit. Indiana ........ Greene ....... . 526.0 
98.0 Indiana ........ Greene ........ 501.0 

100.0 Indiana ........ Greene ........ 582.0 
101.2 Dugger ..... Indiana ........ Sullivan ...... . 606.0 
103.0 Cass .......... Indiana ........ Sullivan ....... 575.0 
106.3 Caledonia .... Indiana ........ Sullivan ....... 500.0 
109.0 ............... Indiana ....... . Sullivan ....... 594.0 
110.0 Sullivan .... Indiana ........ Sullivan ....... 502.0 
112.0 Van Dusen Spur . . Indiana ........ Sullivan ....... 508.0 
114.3 New Lebanon ... Indiana ........ Sullivan ....... 535.0 
116.0 Indiana ........ Sullivan ....... 510.0 
118.5 Merom. Indiana ........ Sullivan ....... 445.0 
120.5 Riverton . . Indiana ..... Sullivan ....... 452.0 

TOLEDO, ST. LOUIS AND WESTERN RAILROAD. 

Distances 
from STATIONS. State. County. Elevation. 

Toledo, O. 

100.0 Indiana-Ohio Line. 800.7 
101.0 ................. Indiana. 795.9 
102.0 · Pl~~~~~t' Mili~: : •. 

Indiana .. . 802.7 
103.0 Indiana . . Adams. 799.4 
104.0 ............... Indiana ..... . Adams ........ 797.0 
105.0 Indiana ...... . Adams ........ 81l0.1 
106.0 ........... Indiana. Adams ........ 804.0 
107.0 ........... Indiana ........ Adams ........ 802.2 
108.0 ............. Indiana ........ Adams ........ 795.6 
108.3 Decatur .. Indiana. Adams ........ 800.3 
109.0 ........... Indiana ....... . Adams ........ 804.9 
110.0 Indiana ........ Adams ...... 809.0 
111.0 Indiana ........ Adams ........ 815.0 
112.0 Indiana ........ Adams ........ 815.6 
113.0 Indiana ....... Adams ... 822.0 
113.3 Peterson. Indiana ........ Adams ........ 817.0 
114.0 Indiana ........ Adams ........ 823.8 
115.0 Indiana ........ Adams ........ 829.0 
116.0 Indiana ........ Adams ...... 835.6 
117.0 Indiana ........ Adams ...... 846.3 
118.0 Indiana ........ Adams ..... 851.0 
119.0 Indiana ........ Adams ...... 859.5 
120.0 Indiana ........ Adams ...... 855 2 
121.0 Indiana ........ Adams ...... 830.3 
122.0 ........... Indiana ....... . Adams ...... 824.0 
123.0 Indiana ... . Adams ........ 814.5 
123.5 Bluffton .... Indiana ........ Wells .......... 829.0 
124.0 Indiana ........ Wells .......... 833.0 
125.0 Indiana ........ Wells .......... 836.6 
126.0 ........... Indiana ........ Wells .... 843.0 
127.0 Indi.ana ........ Wells .... 846.6 
128.0 Indiana .... , ... Wells .......... 850.0 
129.0 

Lib~r'ty C~~t~~ . 
Indiana ........ Wells .......... 836.5 

129.5 Indiana ........ Wells .......... 845.5 
130.0 Indiana ........ Wells .......... 847.7 
131.0 Indiana ........ Wells .......... 851.8 
132.0 Indiana ........ Wells .......... 858.8 
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TOLEDO, ST. LOUIS AND WESTERN RAILROAD-Continued. 

Distances 
from STATIONS. State. County. Elevation. 

Toledo, O. 

133.0 
· B~~k~Y~ 

................ , .. Indiana ........ Wells .......... 859.0 
133.5 Indiana ... Huntington .... 859.0 
134.0 Indiana ... Huntington ... 864.0 
135.0 · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Indiana ... Huntington .... 865.3 
136.0 · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... Indiana .. Huntington .... 866.0 
137.0 

·W~~~~~: . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . Indiana ...... Huntington .... 836.3 

137.4 Indiana ........ Huntington. 832.3 
138.0 Indiana ........ Huntington .... 828.2 
139.0 Indiana ..... Huntington ... 845.0 
140.0 · . . . . . . . . . . . . . Indiana ..... Huntington ... 848.3 
141.0 Indiana ...... Huntington. 841.0 
142.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . Indiana .... Huntmgton. 842.7 
143.0 · V ~~ ·B~~~~·. 

Indiana .... Huntington. 854.1 
144.0 .............. Indiana .... Grant .... 845.4 
145.0 .............. Indiana ... Grant .... 856.4 
146.0 Indiana ..... Grant .. 858.0 
146.7 Landess ............. Indiana .... Grant .. 866.2 
147.0 .............. Indiana ... Grant .. 869.0 
148.0 Indiana .. Grant .... 875.0 
149.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . Indiana .. Grant .... 874.8 
150.0 Indiana ... Grant ..... 854.6 
151.0 · . . . . . . . . . . . . . Indiana .. Grant .... 837.6 
152.0 Indiana .. Grant. 817.1 
153.0 

·M:~~io~. : 
.............. Indiana.'. Grant .... 804.8 

153.6 .............. Indiana .. Grant .... 802.0 
154.0 Indiana. Grant .... 814.1 
155.0 Indiana .. Grant ... 823.8 
156.0 

·Kil~Y.· 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . Indiana. Grant .... 848.4 

156.4 . . . . . . . . . . . . Indiana ... Grant .... 849.3 
157.0 Indiana ... Grant ..... 847.8 
158.0 · . . . . . . . . . . . . . Indiana .. Grant ..... 846.3 
159.0 

R~~~b~rgh 
Indiana. Grant ..... 848.8 

159.1 Indiana .. Grant. 847.6 
160.0 Indiana .. Grant ..... 852.8 
161.0 Indiana .. Grant .. 854.0 
162.0 

H~~bst. 
Indiana. Grant .. 856.3 

162.2 Indiana .... Grant ..... 856.0 
163.0 Indiana .. Grant .... 855.9 
164.0 

S~~Y~~e·. 
Indiana ... Grant .... 861.2 

164.3 Indiana .. Grant ..... 862.3 
165.0 · . . . . . . . . . . . . . Indiana ... Grant ... 863.5 
166.0 

ili;';s. 
Indiana. Grant ..... 860.0 

166.1 Indiana .... Grant .... 859.8 
167.0 Indiana .... Grant .... 858.2 
168.0 Indiana .. Grant ..... 856.0 
169.0 Indiana ... Grant. 850.2 
169.4 Sycamore. Indiana ... Howard .. 851.5 
170.0 Indiana .. Howard. 852.8 
171.0 Indiana .. Howard ... 852.0 
172.0 Greentown. Indiana. Howard .. 840.6 
173.0 Indiana .. Howard ... 830.0 
174.0 Indiana .. Howard .. 827.0 
175.0 ............ Indiana .. Howard ... 828.6 
175.8 Vermont .. Indiana .. Howard ... 828.2 
176.0 Indiana .. Howard .. 826.2 
177.0 Indiana .. Howard .. 820.4 
178.0 ........... Indiana .. Howard .. 817.7 
179.0 Indiana ... Howard ... 821.8 
180.0 Indiana .. Howard .. 817.2 
181.0 

· K~k";';;";. 
Indiana ...... Howard .. 816.6 

181.3 Indiana ........ Howard ... 813.8 
182.0 Indiana ........ Howard ... 812.2 
183.0 .................. Indiana ........ Howard .... 795.0 
184.0 . . . . . . . . . . . Indiana ....... Howard ... 808.7 
185.0 Indiana ........ Howard ... 825.8 
186.0 Indiana ....... Howard ..... 822.6 
187.0 I M:iddi~~~~: : : : Indiana ...... Howard .... 821.8 
187.1 .............. Indiana .... Howard ..... 822.2 
188.0 

I 

............ Indiana ..... Howard ... 831.0 
189.0 Indiana .. Howard ... 843.3 
190.0 ............. Indiana .. Howard .. ·. 844.9 
190.6 Russiaville. Indiana ... Howard .... 848.0 
191.0 Indiana ... Howard .. 852.6 
192.0 I' · . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ Indiana. Howard ..... 863.1 
193.0 .. Indiana ....... Howard ... 877.7 
194.0 Indiana ...... Howard ... 881.0 



Distan.as 
from 

Toledo, O. 

194.8 
195.0 
196.0 
197.0 
198.0 
199.0 
199.2 
200.0 
201.0 
202.0 
202.1 
203.0 
204.0 
205.0 
206.0 
206.4 
207.0 
208.0 
209.0 
210.0 
210.5 
211.0 
212.0 
213.0 
214.0 
215.0 
215.4 
216.0 
217.0 
218.0 
218.1 
219.0 
220.0 
221.0 
222.0 
223.0 
223.9 
224.0 
225.0 
226.0 
227.0 
228.0 
228.6 
229.0 
230.0 
231.0 
232.0 
232.6 
233.0 
234.0 
235.0 
236.0 
237.0 
237.9 
238.0 
239.0 
240.0 
241.0 
241.9 
242.0 
243.0 
244.0 
245.0 
246.0 
247.0 
248.0 
249.0 
249.4 
250.0 
251.0 
252.0 
253.0 
254.0 
255.0 
256.0 
257.0 

HYPSOMETRY OF INDIANA. 

TOLEDO, ST. LOUIS AND WESTERN RAILROAD-Continued. 

STATIONS. 

Forrest .. 

Michigantown . 

· F~.:n:krort ..... ' 

Jefferson. 

·Fi~kle·.:::::::::::: 

· CI~~k'~' iiill: : :: : : : : : :: : : :: : : : ........ . 

· M:~ilott. : : 

State. 

Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana. 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ..... . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana .. 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana ..... . 
Indiana. 
Indiana .. 
Indiana .. 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana .. 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana ...... . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana ..... . 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana ..... . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana. ... . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana ...... . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana .. 
Indiana ...... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ...... . 
Indiana ..... . 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... : 
Indiana ....... . 

County. 

Clinton .. 
Clinton ... 
Clinton .. 
Clinton ... 
Clinton. 
Clinton ... 
Clinton .. 
Clinton ... . 
Clinton ... . 
Clinton .. . 
Clinton ... . 
Clinton ..... . 
Clinton ... . 
Clinton .. . 
Clinton .. 
Clinton. 
Clinton ... 
Clinton .. 
Clinton .. 
Clinton. 
Clinton .. 
Clinton .... 
Clinton .. 
Clinton ... 
Clinton .. 
Clinton .. . 
Clinton .. . 
Clinton ..... . 
Clinton ..... . 
Clinton ....... . 
Tippecanoe ... . 
Tippecanoe ... . 
Tippecanoe ... . 
Tippecanoe ... . 
Tippecanoe ... . 
Tippecanoe ... . 
Montgomery. 
Montgomery. 
Montgomery. 
Montgomery .. 
Montgomery .. 
Montgomery. 
Montgomery. 
Montgomery . 
Montgomery .. 
Montgomery. 
Montgomery 
Montgomery . . 
Montgomery. 
Montgomery. 
Montgomery. 
Montgomery. 
Montgomery .. 
Montgomery . 
Montgomery . . 
Montgomery. 
Montgomery .. 
Montgomery . . 
Fountain ..... . 
Fountain ..... . 
Fountain. 
Fountain .. 
Fountain . . 
Fountain ... 
Fountain .. 
Fountain . . 
Fountain . . 
Fountain ..... . 
Fountain .. . 
Fountain .. . 
Fountain .. . 
Fountain ..... . 
Fountain .... . 
Fountain ..... . 
Fountain .. . 
Fountain .. 
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Elevation. 

878.8 
877.8 
870.0 
866.2 
861.5 
866.0 
866.6 
862.0 
875.1 
873.0 
872.0 
883.1 
862.7 
845.5 
850.1 
846.7 
856.0 
849.9 
853.7 
846.7 
859.3 
850.0 
849.5 
833.2 
837.0 
830.2 
827.3 
829.1 
822.4 
812.5 
818.6 
813.5 
805.1 
800.0 
791.0 
786.7 
792.0 
793.1 
798.4 
798.7 
800.3 
791.4 
783.4 
779.8 
774.7 
781.6 
782.2 
777.9 
767.8 
759.5 
772.8 
768.2 
764.5 
771.3 
768.2 
740.0 
720.3 

·705.7 
699.0 
698.5 
686.3 
675.6 
675.4 
662.0 
631.0 
696.4 
588.9 
604.3 
594.9 
598.6 
632.8 
648.4 
642.1 
638.7 
640.2 
646.8 
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Distances 
from 

Toledo, O. 

258.0 
258.7 
259.0 
260.0 
261.0 
262.0 
263.0 
263.4 
264.0 
265.0 
266.0 
266.7 
267.0 
268.0 
269.0 
270.0 
271.0 
271.2 

Distances 
from 

Erie Station, 
Buffalo. 

353.0 
353.5 
355.0 
358.0 
360.0 
362.4 
364.4 
364.6 
365.0 
367.0 
370.0 
371.0 
372.0 
372.7 
3765 
378.0 
381.5 
385.0 
386.5 
389.0 
390.0 
392.4 
396.5 
396.8 
398.0 
401.0 
403.0 
405 .. 0 
406.0 
409.0 
410.0 
411.0 
413.0 
415.0 
418.0 
419.0 
421.0 
424.0 
425.0 
428.0 
430.0 
431.0 
433.0 
435.0 
437.0 

REPORT OF STATE GEOLOG1ST. 

TOLEDO. ST. LOUIS AND WESTERN RAILROAD-Continued. 

STATIONS. 

Cates. 

Silverwood. 

Indiana-Illinois . . 

State. 

Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ..... , .. 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 

County. 

Fountain ..... . 
Fountain ..... . 
Fountain ..... . 
Fountain ..... . 
Fountain ..... . 
Fountain ..... . 
Fountain ..... . 
Fountain, .... . 
Fountain, .... . 
Fountain ..... . 
Fountain .... . 
Vermillion 
Vermillion. 
Vermillion 
Vermillion .. 
Vermillion ... . . 
Vermillion .... . 

NEW YORK. CHICAGO AND ST. LOUIS RAILROAD. 

STATIONS. State. County. 

-----------------------

State Line .... Indiana . . Allen. 
Edgarton ... Indiana .. . Allen. 

Indiana .. . Allen. 
Dawkins ... Indiana ..... Allen ... 

Indiana ...... Allen .......... 
Indiana ...... Allen .......... 

New Haven .... Indiana. Allen ..... 
Wabash Crossing;: Indiana. Allen ..... 

Indiana. Allen ..... 
Indiana . . Allen .... 

· Ft'. \V~y~~· .•••... 
Indiana . . Allen ....... 
Indiana ....... . Allen ....... 

L. S. & M. S. Crossi~g·. Indiana ........ Allen ....... 
G. R. & I. Crossing. Indiana Allen ...... 
Hadley .. Indiana. Allen ......... 

Indiana. Allen .......... 
Dunfee ... Indiana. Whitley ....... 

· R~b~~· .• : : : . 
Indiana. Whtiley ....... 
Indiana. Whitley ....... 

Peahody ... Indiana ........ Whitley ....... 

Arnold~ .. ::.: . 
Indiana ....... . Whitley ....... 
Indiana ........ Whitley ....... 

South Whitley.. .. . . .. . Indiana ........ Whitley ..... 
Vandalia·R. R. Crossin.rr.. Indiana ..... . Whitley ..... 

·Ki~~i~· ...... 
Indiana ....... . Whitley ... 
Indiana ....... . Kosciusko 

Sidney .... Indiana ..... ... Kosciusko. 
Indiana ...... .. Kosciusko .. . 

Packertown. Indiana ........ Kosciusko .. . 
·Indiana ....... . Kosciusko ... 

ClaypooL ............... Indiana ........ Kosciusko ... 
C. C. C. & St. R. R. Cro,;;i'~g '.' Indiana ........ Kosciusko. 

Burkett. 
Indiana ........ Kosciusko. 
Indiana ........ Kosciusko. 

M~ntone .. : . 
Indiana ........ Kosciusko. 
Indiana ........ Kosciusko. 

· Tippe'~a:~~~ ~ . Indiana ........ Marshall. 
Indiana ........ Marshall. 
Indiana ........ Marshall. 

j;.·E.& \\,..C~.; i~~ ' .. Indiana ........ Marshall. 
Indiana ........ Marshall ...... 

Argos ... . Indiana ........ Marshall ...... 
Indiana ........ Marshall ...... 

'R~ii';~(i' 
Indiana ........ Marshall ...... 
Indiana ........ Marshall ...... 

I Elevation. 

641.3 
644.7 
637.1 
621. 7 
598.7 
563.0 
532.5 
516.0 
499.9 
491.3 
491.4 
504.2 
522.0 
572.4 
610.7 
628.9 
616.3 
626.0 

Elevation. 

------
757.8 
758.3 
760.3 
769.1 
767.9 
771.6 
758.6 
757.8 
759.1 
758.1 
763.7 
765.1 
767.6 
781.8 
840.1 
837.1 
857.1 
862.1 
848.1 
835.1 
839.1 
806.1 
811.3 
811.9 
832.5 
881.0 
913.3 
921.1 
918.2 
917.1 
887.8 
891.5 
886.1 
867.7 
859.1 
837.1 
807.1 
783.1 
783.1 
817.1 
82'.6 
820.3 
790.8 
798.8 
796.4 
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NEW YORK, CHICAGO AND ST. LOUIS RAILROAD-Continued. 

Distances 
from ST.'\TIONS. State. County. Elevation. 

Erie Station, 
Buffalo. 

-----
438.0 Hibbard. Indiana .. Marshall. 782.1 
440.0 Indiana .. Marshall. 777.8 
443.0 Indiana. Marshall. 758.1 
446.0 Ober .... Indiana. Starke. 740.6 
448.0 Indiana ...... Starke. 719.1 
451.0 Knox .. Indiana .... Starke ...... 715.3 
454.0 Ind~ana ........ Starke ...... 692.1 
456.0 Brems .. Indiana ........ Starke ..... 686.1 
458.0 Willvale. Indiana ...... Starke ...... 684.1 
460.0 · Th~~~~t~;. 

Indiana ........ Starke. 684.6 
463.0 Ind-i.ana ....... Starke. 687.0 
465.0 

S~~;t'h W~~:.:tt:~ ~ . 
Indiana ...... Starke. 712.7 

468.0 Indiana ...... Starke. 727.4 
470.0 

Ni~k~i ...... 
Indiana ..... , Porter .. 728.1 

474.0 Indiana ...... Porter .. 759.5 
477.0 I. ~ al~araiso. • .. Indiana ...... Porter. 735.1 
479.0 Indiana ...... Porter .... 701.1 
481.0 Spriggsboro. Indiana ...... Porter. 698.1 
481.0 Wheeler.. . Indiana ...... Porter. 654.6 
488.0 Hobart. Indiana ...... Lake .. 628.3 
490.0 · Gi~~ P~~k. 

Indiana ..... Lake ..... 656.1 
493.0 Indiana .... Lake .. 636.8 
495.0 

· V~~io~n: ...... 
Indiana ... Lake .. 605.1 

498.0 Indiana. Lake .. 610.3 
500.0 Hessville ...... Indiana. Lake .. 618.7 
503.0 Hammond .......... Indiana .. Lake .... 597.5 
501.0 Erie R. R. Crossing Indiana. Lake ... 597.1 

EVA~SVILLE .~:\iD TERRE HAUTE RAILROAD. 

Frisco Lines. 

Distances 
from STATl'1N'. State. County. Elevation. 

Evansville. 
-------~ 

0.0 Evansville .. Indi.ana .. Vanderburgh .. 383.0 
4.0 State Line Ju~~tio;l. Indiana .. Vanderburgh .. 382.0 
5.0 Erskine. Indiana ... Vander burgh .. 381.0 
8.0 · i~gi~:::" 

Indiana. Vanderburgh .. 416.0 
10.0 Indiana. Vanderburgh .. 470.0 
13.0 Stager. Indiana. V anderburgh .. 444.0 
15.0 St. James. Indiana .. Gibson. 458.0 
17.0 Haubstadt. Indiana ..... Gibson .. 473.0 
20.0 Ft. Branch. Indiana .... Gibson. 454.0 
21.0 M t. Vernon Junction. Indiana .. Gibson .... 458.0 
24.0 King .. Indiana. Gibson .. 468.0 
26.0 Souther~ iu~~ti~~·;.· . Indiana. Gibson .. 499.0 
27.0 Princeton .... Indiana. Gibson .. 483.0 
28.0 Princeton Juncti~~:' Indiana ..... Gibson .. 459.0 
31.0 Patoka ... Indiana .. Gibson .... 427.0 
33.0 Miller .. Indiana. Gibson .. 494.0 
36.0 · ii:~~i~io~ 

Indiana. Gibson .... 429.0 
38.0 Indiana .. Gibson .. 424.0 
40.0 Decker ...... Indiana. Knox. 435.0 
43.0 Bald Hill. .. Indiana ..... Knox. 420.0 
45.0 Purcell. Indiana ... Knox .... 427.0 
47.0 Duncan. Indiana ... Knox .. 443.0 
49.0 Indiana. Knox .. 424.0 
51.0 Vincennes. Indiana .. Knox .... 422.0 
55.0 Ft. Knox ..... Indiana. Knox .. 430.0 
56.0 Stony Point. ...... Indiana ........ Knox .. 525.0 
59.0 

·E~i~~·.·.· 
Indiana ....... Knox .. 4.55.0 

61.0 Indiana ........ Knox. 470.0 
64.0 Busseron ... Indiana ........ Knox. 465.0 
66.0 Oaktown ........ Indiana ........ Knox .... 478.0 
69.0 Bellevue Mine .. Indiana ........ Sullivan ..... 464.0 
73.0 Carlisle .......... Indiana ........ Sullivan ..... 482.0 
77.0 Paxton ......... Indiana ........ Sullivan .... 489.0 
80.0 ................. , Indi/lllll. ........ Sullivan .... 461.0 
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Distances 
from 

Evansville. 

82.0 
84.0 
86.0 
88.0 
89.0 
94.0 
97.0 

100.0 
104.0 
106.0 
108.0 

Distances 
from 

Evansville. 

0.0 
2.3 
3.5 
4.5 
6.2 
7.3 
9.3 

11.8 
14.7 
17.3 
19.7 
21.8 
23.7 
25.7 
28.3 
31.2 
33.3 
34.3 
36.6 
40.2 
43.3 
45.1 
47.6 
48.2 
49.3 
51. 9 
54.7 
57.6 
59.6 
60.9 
63.2 
65.0 
66.0 
69.7 
76.2 
79.2 
81.6 
84.7 
86.3 
89.6 
93. 0 
96.2 
97.7 

101.6 
102.7 
105.3 
106.5 
109.4 
111.5 
112.5 
114.7 
117.6 

REPORT OF STATE GEOLOGIST. 

EVANSVILLE AND TERRE HAUTE RAILROAD-Continued. 

Frisco Lines-Continued. 

STATIONS. Stat". County. 

Sullivan .... . Indiana ...... . Sullivan ... . 
Union Mine .. . Indiana ..... . Sullivan ... . 
Mildred Mine ............. . Indiana .... . Sullivan ... . 
Shelburn ... Indiana ... . Sullivan .... . 
Standard. 
Seifert ... . 
Pimento ... . . 
young ...... . 
Spring Hill. 

Indiana .. . 
Indiaim .. . 
Indiana .... .. 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ...... . 
Indiana .... . 

Sullivan .. . 
Vigo ...... . 
Vigo .... . 
Vigo ... . 
Vigo .... . 
Vigo ... . 

Terre Haute . ............... . Indiana .. Vigo ... . 

EVANSVILLE AND INDIANAPOLIS RAILROAD. 

Evansville. 
Belt Yard. 

STATIONS. 

. fIt' .. G'e-';;g~" .. : : : . 
McCutchan .. . 
Igleha~t ........... . 
Green River Road. 
Elliott ........ . 
Elberfeld ..... . 
Lynn ............. . 
Buckskin......... .. ............ . 
Mackey ...... . 
Somerville .. . 
Gudgel.. ..... . 
Oakland City ................. . 
Massey ....... . 
Little ........ . 
Hosmer. 
Clark ... 
Petersburg ... . 
Blackburn ... . 
Rogers ..... . 
Sandy Hook ............. . 
Veale ........ . 
Jacobs ....... . 
Thomas ...... . 
Maysville ...... . 
Washington., . . 
Hawkins ... . 
Jordan ....... . 
Graham .................... . 
Hyatt ........ . 
Albright ................. .. 
Plainville ... . 
Elnora ....... . 
Slinkard .... .. 
Newberry .. . 
Lester ........ . 
Plummer ........ . 

I Elliston ....... .. 
I Welsh ........... . 
I I. & V. Crossing .. 

Worthington ............... . 
Johnstown ................. . 
Hubbell ................ . 
Daggett .... . 
Coal City. " 
Lancaster . . 
Clay City .. . 
Briar Hill ... . 
Eel River. '" 
Saline City .. 

State. 

Indiana .. 
Indiana. 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana .. 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana .. 
Indiana ... 
Indiana . . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ...... . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana .... .. 
Indiana ..... . 
Indiana ..... . 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana ..... . 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana ..... . 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana ..... . 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana ..... . 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana .. 
Indiana. 
Indiana .. 
Indiana .. 
Indiana ..... 

County. 

Vanderburgh .. 
Vanderburgh .. 
Vanderburgh .. 
Vander burgh .. 
Vander burgh .. 
Vanderburgh .. 
Vanderburgh .. 
Vanderburgh .. 
Warrick .. 
Warrick ... 
Gibson. 
Gibson ..... . 
Gibson .... . 
Gibson ..... . 
Gibson ..... . 
Gibson .. 
Pike. 
Pike .. 
Pike .. 
Pike .. 
Pike .. 
Pike. 
Daviess. 
Daviess. 
Daviess. 
Daviess . . 
Daviess .. . 
Daviess. 
Daviess . . 
Daviess. 
Daviess . . 
Daviess ... . 
Daviess .. . 
Daviess .. . 
Daviess. 
Greene ... . 
Greene. 
Greene. 
Greene. 
Greene. 
Greene. 
Greene. 
Greene .. . 
Greene .. . 
Owen .. . 
Owen .. 
Owen. 
Clay .... 
Clay .. 
Clay .. 
Clay .. 
Clay .. 

I Elevation 

539.0 
512.0 
516.0 
541.0 
559.0 
581.0 
603.0 
5780 
514.0 
504.0 
491.0 

I Elevation. 

382.0 
388.0 
38'-0 
385.0 
410.0 
396.0 
397.0 
411.0 
455.0 
399.0 
424.0 
440.0 
480.0 
442.0 
460.0 
418.0 
427.0 
435.0 
464.0 
437.0 
448.0 
448.0 
448.0 
450.0 
450.0 
450.0 
450.0 
453.0 
453.0 
455.0 
455.0 
455.0 
455.0 
460.0 
465.0 
465.0 
473.0 
473.0 
473.0 
473.0 
473.0 
473.0 
517.0 
517.0 
520.0 
630.0 
647.0 
593.0 
577.0 
574.0 
552.0 
556.0 



Distances 
from 

Evansville. 

121.9 
124.0 
127.2 
132.4 
137.3 

Distances 
from 

Chicago. 

62.7 
64.3 
68.6 
71.9 
75.8 
81.6 
84.1 
89.3 
91.3 
94.3 
96.9 

101.8 
106.8 
110.1 
112.2 
115.6 
116.6 
118.7 
122.6 
124.9 
127.2 
131.3 
136.2 
138.4 
141.6 
145.7 
151.8 
155.3 
159.7 
165.8 
167.3 
172.2 
180.0 

Distances 
from 

Mt. Vernon. 

0.0 
11.0 
13.0 
16.0 
19.0 
20.0 
25.0 
26.0 
28.0 
31.0 
38.0 

HYPSOMETRY OF INDIANA. 

EVANSVILLE AND INDIANAPOLIS RAILROAD-Gontinued. 

STA'l'IONS. State. County. 

Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ...... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 

Clay .. " .... .. 
Clay-Vigo .. . 
Vigo .. " .. . 
Vigo ..... . 
Vigo .. ". 

Cory ................................. . 
County Line .......................... . 
Riley ................. . 
Spring Hill ......... . 
Terre Haute. _ ... . 

CHICAGO AND EASTERN ILLINOIS RAILROAD. 

Brazil Branch. 

STATIONS. State. County. 

Elmer ....... . Indiana ....... . Newton ...... . 
...... Indiana ...... . 

Indiana ..... . 
Pogue ....... . 
Morocco .... . 

Newton ...... . 
Newton ...... . 

Indiana ...... . 
Indiana ....... . 

Beaver City ..... . 
Brook .......... . 

Newton ... . 
Newton ... . 

Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 

Percy Junction 
Goodland ....... . 

Newton .... . 
Newton ... . 

Wadena ..... . Indiana ..... . Benton .. . 
Lochiel. ...... . Indiana ... . Benton ... . 
Barce ......... . Indiana .. . Benton .. . 

Indiana ... . 
Indiana ...... . 

Swanington ... . 
Oxford ...... . 

Benton ... . 
Benton ... . 

Pine Village. Indiana ....... . Warren ... . 
Chatterton ... . Indiana ....... . Warren. 

Indiana ...... . 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana ....... , 
Indiana ....... . 

Winthrop ..... . 
Kickapoo ................... . 
Independence ............... . 
Attica ........... .. 

Warren ....... . 
Warren ....... . 
Warren ....... . 
Fountain ..... . 

Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ...... . 
Indiana ..... . 

Rob Roy ......... . 
Aylesworth ....... . 
Stone Bluff .. . . ......... . 

Fountain .... . 
Fountain ..... . 
Fountain ..... . 

Veedersburg ..................... . Indiana .. . Fountain ..... . 
Poydras ........... .. Indiana .. ". Fountain ..... . 
Yeddo ................... . 
Kingman ............. . 
Tangier ... , ....... . 
West Union ......... . 
West Melcher ....... . 
Mecca .............. . 
Coxville ............ . 
Rosedale ........... . 
Coal Bluff .......... . 
Brazil .............. . 

Indiana. 
Indiana .. 
Indiana. 
Indiana ...... . 
Indiana ...... . 
Indiana ...... . 

I 
Indiana.... . 

. .. Indiana ...... " 

... Indiana .... .. 

...... Indiana ..... . 

Fountain ..... . 
Fountain ..... . 
Parke .. . 
Parke ....... .. 
Parke ........ . 
Parke ........ . 
Parke ........ . 
Parke ....... .. 
Vigo .......... . 
Clay ........ .. 

EVANSVILLE AND TERRE HAUTE RAILROAD. 

Mt. Vernon Branch. 

STATIONS. State. County. 

Mt. Vernon ......... . Indiana ....... . Posey ........ . 
Oliver ............ . Indiana ..... . Posey ....... .. 

Indiana ..... . 
Indiana ....... . 

Posey ........ . 
Posey ........ . 

Hepburn ....... . 
Wadesville .... . 
Wilson ........ . Indiana .... . Posey ........ . 

Indiana ..... . 
Indiana ..... . 

Posey ........ . 
Posey ........ . 

Poseyville .... . 
Cynthiana .. 
Knowles .. . Indiana ..... . Gibson ... . 
Mounts .... . Indiana ..... . Gibson ... . 
Owensville .... . Indiana ....... . Gibson ... . 
Ft. Branch .. . Indiana .. " ... . Gibson ... . 

51-29153 

801 

Elevation. 

619.0 
604.0 
562.0 
510.0 
485.0 

Elevation. 

670.0 
664.0 
685.0 
689.0 
653.0 
676.0 
720.0 
800.0 
795.0 
808.0 
79.6.0 
736.0 
702.0 
714.0 
677.0 
546.0 
521.0 
543.0 
634.0 
635.0 
622.0 
618.0 
654.0 
689.0 
696.0 
615.0 
523.0 
532.0 
494.0 
515.0 
530.0 
549.0 
640.0 

Elevation. 

380.0 
402.6 
401.0 
467.4 
419.3 
434.5 
444.4 
431.2 
446.9 
508.7 
454.0 
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Distances 
from 

Chicago. 

129.2 
131.3 
134.7 
137.1 
139.8 
141.4 
144.4 
147.1 
149.7 
151.0 
152.4 
153.7 
154.7 
155.7 
158.6 
160.6 
162.5 
163.1 
164.4 
167.7 
170.1 
172.0 
173.4 
174.5 
177.5 

172.0 
174.9 
177.6 
180.7 
184.5 

REPORT OF STATE GEOLOGIST. 

CHICAGO AND EASTERN ILLINOIS RAILROAD. 

Terre Haute Division. 

STATIONS. 

Rileyshurg ............ . 
Gessie ................ . 
Perrysville .......... . 
Dickason ...... . 
Malone ........ . 
Cayuga .................. . 
Walnut Grove. 
Newport ..... . 
Dorner ...... . 
Worthy ....... . 
Mt. Silica ....... . 
West Montezuma. 
Hillsdale .... . 
Logan ......... . 
Summit Grove . . 
Norton Crossing. 
Jackson ......... . 
Cliuton ........... . 
Lyford ............... . 
Atherton ............. . 
Evans Line ....... . 
Otter Creek Junction .. . 
Ellsworth ............ . 

, Dewey yard ....... . 
I Terre Haute ....... . 

Otter Creek Junction .. 
Burnett ............... . 
Ehrmanndale ........... . 
Collins Miue ........... . 
Brazil ................. . 

State. 

1ndiana .. . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana .. 
Indiana. 
Indiana . . 
Indiana. 
Indiana . . 
Indiana. 
Indiana ... 
Indiana .. 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 
Indiana .. 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana . . 
Indiana . . 
Indiana. 
Indiana . . 
Indiana. 
Indiana . . 
Indi.ana. 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 
Indiana . . 
Indiana. 

Brazil Branch. 

. . .. 1 Indiana ... 
. Indiana. 
. Indiana .. 

Indiana. 
Indiana. 

County. 

Vermillion. 
Vermillion .. 
Vermillion. 
Vermillion. 
Vermillion .. 
Vermillion. 
Vermillion. 
Vermillion . . 
Vermillion. 
Vermillion. 
Verml.llion. 

.... Vermillion .... · I Vermillion .. 
. Vermillion. 

Vermill-ion . . 
Vermillion. 
Vermillion. 
Vermillion ..... i 
Parke ....... [ 
~i~~ ... . 
~i~~ ··•· •.•• 1 '1 Vigo .. 

. Vigo. '1 
! I 

I 
Vigo . 

'. Vigo .. 
I Vigo .. 

Clay .. 
Clay. 

Elevation. 

646.0 
616.0 
582.0 
555.0 
526.0 
507.0 
528.0 
496.0 
510.0 
489.0 
4920 
488.0 
488.0 
496.0 
520.0 
493.0 
495.0 
494.0 
492.0 
520.0 
520.0 
504.0 
488.0 
494.0 
4900 

5040 
5130 
535.0 
558.0 
641.0 

BRANCHES OF CHICAGO AND EASTERN ILLINOIS RAILROAD. 

Distances 
from 

Brazil. 

98.4 
103.0 
105.0 
108.9 
117.9 
121.1 
122.9 
125.7 
131.5 
134.5 
136.3 
141.0 
144.4 

Djstances 
from 

Milford. 

10.3 
12.0 

STATIONS. 

Percy Junction . ... . 
Foresman ............ . 
Julian .................. . 
MountAyr ......... . 
Fair Oaks ............. . 
Moffitts ............. . 
Virgie ............ . 
Kniman ....... . 
Wheatfield ... . 
Dunne ................ . 
Burks ................ . 
Wilders ........... . 
LaCrosse .... . 

STATIONS. 

State Liue ..... . 
Freeland ...... . 

LaCrosse Branch. 

State. 

Indiana. 
Indiana . . 
Indiana . . 
Indiana. 
Indiana . . 
Indiana. 
Indiana . . 
Indiana . . 
Indiana. 
Indiana .. 
Indiana. 
Indiana . . 
Indiana. 

Millard Branch. 

State. 

County. 

Newt.on. 
Newton. 
Newton. 
Newton. 
Jasrer . . 
Jasper. 
Jasper. 
Jasper. 
Jasper . . 
Jasper . . 

. ... 1 Porter. .. 
. IT,aPorte. 

• 1 LaPorte .. 

I County. 

1-----

.. j Benton. 
· Benton. 
I 

Indiana ... . 
. i Indiana .. 

I 

Elevation. 

676.0 
655.0 
662.0 
704.0 
697.0 
693.0 
695.0 
696.0 
667.0 
668.0 
671.0 
673.0 
678.0 

j Elevation. 

706.0 
720.0 
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BRANCHES OF CHICAGO AND EASTERN ILLINOIS RAILROAD-Continued. 

Rossville & Eastern Branch. 

Distances 
from STA'IION8. State. County. Elevation. 

Rossville 
Junction. 

6.1 State Line. Indiana .. . Warren. 694.0 
7.1 Pence .. Indiana ... Warren. 700.0 

10.8 Finney . . Indiana .. Warren. 719.0 
13.1 Judyville. Indiana. Warren. 771.0 

Coal Bluff Branch. 

Distances 

I from STATIONS. State. County. Elevation. 
Coal Bluff. 

0.0 Coal Bluff. ··1 Indiana .. Vigo ....... 549.0 
4.2 Diamond 

I 
Indiana ..... : Vigo ....... 625.0 

VANDALIA RAILROAD. 

St. Louis Division-Indianapolis to East St. Louis. 

Distances 
from STATIONS. State. County. Elevation. 

Indianapolis. 

0.0 Indianapolis . . Indiana ... Marion ... 706.2 
1.58 Indianapolis. Indiana ... . Marion .... 695.1 
8.82 Bridgeport . . Indiana ... Marion ... . 751.0 

10.62 Hobbs ..... Indiana .... Hendricks. 794.2 
13.56 Plainfield. Indiana ...... Hendricks ..... 747.5 
1516 Gibson. Indiana ..... . Hendricks", ... 775.7 
16.89 Cartersburg. Indiana ...... Hendricks 775.3 
20.15 Clayton. Indiana .... Hendricks. 865.1 
20.81 Summit . . Indiana .... Hendricks. 886.0 
22.83 Pecksburg. Indiana ... . Hendricks. 818.7 
24.94 Amo. Indiana ...... Hendricks. 817.2 
27.97 Coatsville .. Indiana ...... Hendricks 875.9 
32.54 Fillmore .. Indiana Putnam. 841.2 
36.31 Almeda ..... Indiana. Putnam. 839.8 
38.89 Greencastle . . Indiana. Putnam ....... 819.5 
40.29 Limedale. Indiana. Putnam ...... . 764.1 
43.80 Hamrick . . Indiana . . Putnam. 699.9 
47.29 Reelsville. Indiana .. Putnam. 635.4 
50.43 Eagles .. Indiana .. Clay. 674.7 
53.63 Harmony ... Indiana. Clay. 669.6 
54.81 Knightsville. Indiana Clay .... 675.1 
56.96 Brazil . . Indiana. Clay .... 639.6 
59.02 Turner. Indiana. Clay ... 671.9 
60.95 Staunton .. Indiana. Clay .... 639.9 
64.50 Seelyville. Indiana ..... . Vigo .... 583.3 
71.96 Terre Haute . . Indiana ..... . Vigo .... 488.5 
74.35 Macksville. Indiana . . Vigo ... 473.3 
76.94 Liggett .... Indiana .. . Vigo ........... 510.8 
78.35 Nelson ... Indiana .. Vigo ........... 507.9 
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VANDALIA RAILROAD. 

Michigan Divi8ion-Terre Haute to South Bend. 

Distances 
from STATIONS. State. County. Elevation. 

Terre Haute. 

0.0 Terre Haute ........ Indiana ....... Vigo ........... 488.5 

3.69 Dewey .............. Indiana ...... Vigo ........... 492.7 
4.35 Ellsworth ............ Indiana. Vigo ........... 486.7 
5.88 Otter Creek Junction .. Indiana Vigo ........... 501. 7 
8.25 Heckland ....... ................ Indiana ... : .... Vigo ........... 522.7 

12.17 Rosedale ........... ................. Indiana .. Parke ......... 535.7 
Rosedale ......... ............. Indiana ... Parke ......... 528.7 

14.87 Jessups ............ .............. Indiana ..... Parke ....... 528.7 
17.77 Catlia ............. .................. Indiana ... Parke ....... 543.7 
22.90 Rockville ........ Indiana ... Parke. 677.7 
26.59 Sand Creek ........ ................. Indiana ... Parke ....... 587.7 
29.88 Judson ............. ................ Indiana. Parke ....... 604.7 
32.29 Guion ............. .............. Indiana .. Parke ......... 629.7 

Guion ........... Indiana ... Parke ......... 651. 7 
36.09 Waveland 1unction. Indiana ... Montgomery .. 693.7 
37.24 Waveland ............ Indiana ...... Montgomery ... 732.7 
40.42 Browns Valley .... Indiana ..... Montgomery .. . 806.7 
45.57 NewMarket ...... Indiana ........ Montgomery ... 802.7 
52.47 Crawfordsville ............. . . . . . . . . . . . . Indiana ........ Montgomery ... 767.7 

51. 96 ICrawfordsville Junction .... Indiana ...... Montgomery ... 784.7 
\Crawfordsville Junction .... Indiana ..... Montgomery ... 785.7 

57.18 Garfield ................... Indiana ...... Montgomery ... 788.7 
60.12 Darlington ............. Indiana ..... Montgomery ... 760.7 
64.57 Bowers .............. Indiana ........ Montgomery ... 811. 7 
68.59 Colfax .................. Indiana ........ Clinton ... 840.7 
73.66 Manson ................. Indiana ...... Clinton. 857.7 
78.37 Frankfort ................... Indiana ...... Clinton ...... 858.7 
78.34 Frankfort ........................... ·· . Indiana ..... Clinton .... 858.7 

78.51 {~~~E.:.:'::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : 
Indiana ... Clinton ... 860.7 
Indiana ........ Clinton ........ 860 7 

83.14 Indiana ........ Clinton ........ 829.7 
85.93 Moran ............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Indiana ........ Clinton ........ 796.7 
87.85 Sedalia ......... ............ Indiana ........ Clinton ........ 776.7 
92.17 Cutler ..... Indiana ..... , . . Carroll ........ 722.7 
95.56 Bringhurst ..... ...... ~ ..... Indiana ........ CarrolL ..... 718.7 
97.01 Flora ....... ................ ........... Indiana ........ Carroll ...... 699.7 

101. 25 Camden ...... .............. Indiana ........ Carroll ... 659.7 
105.35 Woodville ..... ............... Indiana ........ Carroll .... 692.7 

109.24 Clymers ....... Indiana ........ Cass ......... 715 7 
113.31 Long Cliff .... Indiana ........ Cass ...... 623.7 

115.53 Logansport .................... Indiana ........ Cass ...... 600.7 
Logansport ............................ Indiana ........ Cass ........... 5~5. 7 

120.40 Verona ............................. ·· . Indiana ........ Cass ........... 747.7 
124.17 Lucerne ........................ ······ . Indiana ........ Cass ........... 796.7 
129.77 Grass Creek ...................... ····· Indiana ........ Fulton ......... 766.7 
134.69 Kewanna .............................. Indiana ........ Fulton ......... 777.7 

Kewanna ....... ....................... Indiana ........ Fulton ......... 767.7 
138.30 Bruce Lake ............................ Indiana ... Fulton ......... 771.7 
143.00 DeLong ............................... Indiana ........ Fulton ......... 742.7 
147.35 Arlington .............................. Indiana ........ Marshall ...... 740.7 
148.77 Culver. .................. Indiana ....... . Marshall ...... 748.7 
151.64 Hibbard ................ Indiana ....... . Marshall ...... 775.7 
154.78 Twin Lakes. ............. Indiana ... Marshall ...... 805.7 
159.22 Plymouth ... .............. Indiana ....... Marshall ...... 794.7 
158.90 Plymouth ... ........... Indiana ........ Marshall. 790.7 
158.91 Plymouth .. ................ Indiana ........ Marshall ...... 790.7 
164.15 Harris .......... . ........... Indiana ... . Marshall ...... 832.7 
167.30 La Paz Junction. Indiana ........ Marshall ...... 847.7 
172.121 Lakeville ......... Indiana ........ St. Joseph ..... 838.7 
176.73 Nutwood ......... ........... Indiana ........ St.1oseph ..... 839.7 
182.24 South Bend ...... Indiana ........ St; Joseph ..... 721. 7 
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VANDALIA RAILROAD. 

Vincennes Division-Indianapolis to Vincennes. 

Distances I Elevation. from STATIONS. State. County. 
Indianap-

olis. -----

0.0 Indianapolis. Indiana ..... Marion .. 706.2 
1.58 Indianapolis. Indiana ....... Marion. 695.1 
5.65 Maywood .... Indiana ..... Marion. 686.0 
9.13 Valley Mills. Indiana .... Marion ... 1'6.4 

11.91 Camby ... Indiana ..... Marion ..... . 775.6 
13.35 Friendswood .. Indiana ..... Hendricks. 736.3 
16.74 Mooresville . . Indiana .... Morgan. I 683.4 
21.53 Brooklyn .. Indiana . ...... Morgan. ..i 657.8 
22.13 Bethany Pa~k: Indiana .... . Morgan . . 642.9 
23.75 Centerton ... . Indiana .. Morgan. .. 627.6 
25.65 Campbells .. Indiana. '1 Morgan. 

I 609.1 
30.60 Martinsville . . Indiana ... . .. Morgan .. 596.5 
33.99 Hynds ...... Indiana . . " Morgan ... 596.5 
38.43 Paragon .... . Indiana. . Morgan .. 577.3 
41.03 Whitaker ........ .. Indiana. Morgan .. 569.6 
44.17 Gosport Junction. Indiana. Owen. 568.1 

~nr 
Gosport. Indiana ..... Owen ...... 594.5 
Keystone . . Indiana . . Owen ... . 556.2 

49.68 Romona ... Indiana . . Owen. 577.2 
53.53 Spencer ..... . Indiana ..... . Owen .... 559.7 
62.73 Freedom .. . Indiana .... . Owen ..... 534.9 
65.80 Farmers ... . Indiana .. Owen. 524.3 
72.30 Worthington.: .. Indiana .... . Greene .... . 519.7 
73.78 Rincon Junction Indiana . . Greene .. . 507.3 
79.55 Switz City ...... Indiana ....... Greene. 522.6 

79.77 '{~::i~: gii~: . : . Indiana ..... Greene .. . '1 
522.7 

Indiana ...... Greene . . .. 
I 

537.2 
83.14 Lyons .... . Indiana ..... Greene . . 515.9 
85.06 Bushrod ... Indiana. Greene . . '1 477.8 
86.27 Bee Hunter.·.· Indiana. Greene. 1 481.8 . . . . I 
88.01 Marco .... . Indiana. Greene. . ... 478.7 
91.68 Sandborn. Indiana .... Knox .. 469.0 
94.73 Westphalia ... Indiana. Knox .. 460.5 
98.49 Edwardsport. Indiana. Knox ... 455.7 

102.89 Bicknell. Indiana. Knox. 488.7 
109 28 Brucevil1~ .. Indiana. Knox .. 504.1 
117.72 Vincennes. Indiana ..... Knax. 412.1 
116.98 Vincennes. Indiana ..... Knox ... 416.5 

PITTSBURGH, CINCINNATI, CHICAGO AND ST. LOUIS RAILROAD. 

Distances 
from 

Louisville 
Ky. 

0.0 
2.2 

11.3 
16.7 
20.8 
25.3 
28.3 
30.9 
35.0 
39.5 
51.0 
53.1 
62.1 
69.0 
79.5 
89.7 
94.1 
99.3 

102.9 
107.6 
110.0 

Main Street. 
Jeffersonville. 
Speeds .. . 

STATIONS. 

Memphis ...... . 
Henryville .... . 
Underwood. 
Vienna ..... . 
Scottsburg . . 
Austin ........ . 
Crothersville. 
Seymour . . 
Rockford .... 
Waynesville. 
Columbus .. 
Edinburg .. . 
Franklin ... . 
Whiteland .. 
Greenwood. 
Southport. 
Garfield .... 
Indianapolis. 

Louisville Division. 

I County. I Elevation. 

--·II-K·-e-nt-u-Ck-y-.. -.-j--. ---·-1 
State. 

Indiana...... . i Clark. .. I. 

.. I Indiana ...... '.1 Clark ... .. I Indiana...... Clark. 

1 ~~~i:~::: :::: I' gl:~t:::: 
I Indiana. .. Scott ......... . 
. Indlana.. . i Scott ........ .. 

Indiana. . I Scott ....... . 
i Indiana.. . I Jackson .. 
I Indiana.. '" 1 Jackson ... 

Indiana.... . Jackson.. . 
Indiana. . . .. Bartholomew. 

~~~t:::· . i .~oh~~~~~~cw :; 
Indiana.. i Johnson. '. . 
Indiana. . . . I Johnson. 
Indiana. .1 Johnson .. 
Indiana. . . . ! Marion. 

~~~I:~:~' : ~ : I ~:;t~~: 

453.8 
437.0 
4788 
489.7 
485.0 
616.0 
563.8 
568.4 
537.5 
557.9 
603.5 
577.9 
601. 7 
628.4 
674.2 
733.9 
800.5 
814.0 
756.7 
715.0 
707.0 
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PITTSBURGH, CINCINNATI, CHICAGO AND ST. LOUIS RAILROAD-Continued. 

Louisville Divis£on-Continued. 

Distances 
from STATIONS. State. County. Elevation. 

Louisville. 
Ky. 

-----------
111. 9 Massachusetts Ave. Indiana .... Marion ... 733.0 
124.2 County Line. Indiana ... Marion-Ham-

ilton ..... 820.0 
126.2 Fishers .... . Indiana. Hamilton. 821.0 
132.3 Noblesville. Indiana. HamHton. 766.0 
138.6 Cicero .... Indiana . . Hamilton .. 837.0 
141. 7 Arcadia. Indiana .. . Hamilton. 868.0 
144.6 Atlanta .... Indiana Hamilton. 852.0 
149.7 Tipton. Indiana. Tipton .. 871.0 
152.6 Jacksons. Indiana. Tipton. 884.0 
156.3 Sharpsville .. Indiana ... Tipton ... 883.0 
159.2 Fairfield .. Indiana . . Howard. 848.0 
164.4 Kokomo ... Indiana. Howard .. 804.0 
171.0 Galveston. Indiana. Cass .... 821. 9 
173.9 Lincoln ... . Indiana. Cass ... 

I 

794.0 
177.3 Walton ... Indiana . . Casso . 754.0 
187.3 Logansport. 

"1 
Indiana . . Casso 589.0 

PITTSBURGH, CINCINNATI, CHICAGO AND ST. LOUIS RAILROAD. 

Distances 
from 

Columbus, 
Ohio. 

STATIONS. 

Logan.sport Division. 

• 
State. County. 

------1----------------------1---------1--------

I Elevation. 

104.0 
121.4 
125.1 
128.7 
138.7 
145.4 
152.6 
157.7 
163.6 
174.4 
177.2 
179.7 
182.3 
193.0 
197.8 
201.8 
204.1 
207.7 
213.6 
217.1 
220.0 
223.0 
237.0 
254.0 
263.2 
274.1 
277.3 
282.4 

Union City ... 
Powers .. . 
Redkey .. . 
Dunkirk. 
Hartford City. 
Upland ....... . 
Gas City ..... . 
Marion .. . 
Sweetser .... . 
North Grove .. . 
McGrawsville .. . 
Loree ...... . 
Bunker Hill ... . 
Anoka Junction. 
Logansport ....... . 
Gebhardt ....... . 
Fords Crossing .. 
Boone ...... . 
Thornhope. 
Star City ... 

. Wi~a~~~: : .. 
North Judson. 
Kouts .... . 
Hebron .... . 
Crown Point. 
Rush ....... 
Hartsdale. 

.......... 
. . . . . . .. . . . I' 

I 

I 

Indiana .. . R&ndolph. 

I 
1,106.3 

Indiana .. Jay ....... 993.3 
Indiana .. Jay. 965.9 
Indiana. Jay ........ 

.. ! 953.7 
Indiana .. . Blackford. 910.4 
Indiana. Grant ..... 936.0 
Indiana . . Grant .. 847.1 
Indiana. Grant. 808.5 
Indiana .. . Grant .. 846.6 
Indiana. Miami .. 816.3 
Indiana . . Miami .. 792.4 
Indiana. Miami .. 811. 9 
Indiana ... . Miami. 803.6 
Indiana .. . Casso 722.0 
Indiana . . Casso 589.0 
Indiana ... . Casso 758.8 
Indiana .. Casso 736.1 
Indiana. Cass .... . 760.0 
Indiana .. Pulaski. 725.1 
Indiana. Pulaski. 710.8 
Indiana. Pulaski ... 697.7 
Indiana. Pulaski .. 700.3 
Indiana .. . Starke. 702.4 
Indiana .. Porter .. . 671.6 
Indiana . . Porter .. 708.4 
Indiana. Lake. 701.6 
Indiana .. Lake .. 701.4 
Indiana. Lake .. 626.8 
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PITTSBURGH, CINCINNATI, CHICAGO. AND ST. LOUIS RAILRo.AD. 

Indianapolis Division. 

Distances 
from STATIONS. State. County. Elevation. 

Columbus, 
o.hio. 

-~--

.1 Wayne .. 119.6 Richmond .......... Indiana. 957.5 
121. 7 East Haven. Indiana. ., Wayne .. 1,007.5 
123.6 Indiana. '1 Wayne ... 1,050.6 
125.6 Centreville ...... Indiana ... . Wayne ..... 969.0 
127.8 Jackson Hill .... Indiana .. Wayne .... 1,066.3 
130.0 Harveys ........ Indiana ... "'1 Wayne ... 960.3 
132.0 Indiana ... .. Wayne. 988.5 
135.1 Cambridge City ... Indiana. Wayne. 930.0 
137.1 Dublin ... Indiana ... Wayne .. 1 1,030.5 
141.4 Strawns .. Indiana .... Henry .... 1,077.1 
144.7 Lewisville. Indiana .... Henry ... 1,041.8 
145.0 

Dunreith .. : : . 
Indiana .. ,',. Henry .. 1,070.6 

149.1 Indiana ..... Henry .. 1,035.9 
154.1 Knightstown . Indiana .... Henry .. 898.2 
157.0 Indiana .... 

, Henry ...... 974.5 
158.8 .. ch~~i~tt~~iii~ •• Indiana ... Hancock .. 933.5 
160.0 Cleveland .... Indiana .. Hancock. 972.2 
165.0 Scott Crossing. Indiana ..... Hancock. 

.1 
902.3 

167.3 Greenfield. Indiana ..... Hancock. 866.0 
168.0 Indiana .... Hancock. 

I 
891.6 

171.1 Indiana ... Hancock. .. 85:'.0 
172.0 Indiana ... Hancock .... .1 830.7 
176.0 

· c~~b~~i~~d 
Indiana .. Hancock .. 852.9 

177.0 Indiana .. Marion ... 852.5 
180.0 

Md~Y~:. 
Indiana. Marion ... 859.3 

181.0 Indiana .... Marion ... 842.0 
183.2 Irvington ... Indiana .. Marion ... 823.3 
186.0 Belt R. R .................. Indiana. Marion .. 

I 
771.4 

188.0 Indianapolis, -(.,Tnion St.ation. Indiana. Marien. 705.8 

----

PITTSBURGH, CINCINNATI, CHICAGO. AND ST. Lo.UIS RAILRo.AD. 

Richmond Division. 

------ --1-

Distances 
I from STATIONS. State. County. Elevat.ion. 

Cincinnati. 1 
------

----~ 

74.6 Richmond. Indiana. Wayne ... g86.0 
81.5 ............... Indiana .. Wayne ... 1,081. 5 
88.7 · ii~g~~~t~~~" : : . 

Indiana ... Wayne ...... 1,066.4 
90.3 Indiana .. Wayne ... 946.0 
95.6 Millville .... Indiana .. Henry. 1,159.5 
98.3 Ashland ...... Indiana. Henry .. 1,085.8 

101. 7 New Castle .. Indiana .. Henry. 1,058.9 
104.1 Fayne ... Indiana. Henry .... 1,077.0 
106.3 ............. Indaina .. Henry ... 1.093.2 
113.4 

· M;ci.di~t~~~ •• : 
Indiana .. Henry ...... 941. 7 

115.3 Indiana .... Henry ..... 974.1 
121.2 Gridley ...... Indiana ... Madison ..... 889.0 
123.0 Anderson .... Indiana. Madison .... 846.0 
152.4 Hemlock ... Indiana .. Howard. 8530 
153.9 Center ..... Indiana .. Howard .. 832.0 
159.5 Kokomo .. Indiana. Howard. 838.8 
168.8 Lincoln ... Indiana .. Cass ...... 794.0 
172.2 Walton ......... Indiana Cass ..... 754.0 
182.2 Logansport .... Indiana. Casso . 589.0 

------
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VANDALIA RAILROAD. 
Butler Branch.~Loganspart to Butler. 

Distances 

1 

from STATIONS. State. County. Elevation. 
Logansport. 

0.0 I Logansport .. Indiana ... Cass .. 600.7 
5.70 , Adamsboro. Indiana .. Cass .. 662.7 

10.05 I Hoover .... Indiana ... I Cass ... 685.7 
14.26 Mexico ... Indiana ...... 

1 

Miami ... 695.7 
18.27 Denver ... Indiana .. Miami. ... 702.7 
21. 04 Chili .... .............. Indiana .. Miami. .. 722.7 
23.59 Pettysville. Indiana .... Miami .. 737.7 
27.19 Roann. Indiana ... Wabash. 749.7 
33.20 Laketon. ................ Indiana .. ' Wabash. 759.7 
33.88 Newton ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Indiana .... Wabash. 751. 7 
37.10 N orth Mancheste~ . Indiana ... Wabash ... 773.7 
36.91 North Manchester. Indiana .. Wabash .. 766.7 
40.48 Liberty Mills .... Indiana ... Wabash .. 770.7 
47.69 South Whitley .. Indiana .. Whitley .. 807.7 
51.44 Wynkoop ...... Indiana .. Whitley .. 862.7 
55.92 Columbia City. Indiana ... Whitley .. 836.7 
62.06 Collins ..... 

I 
Indiana .. Whitley. 867.7 

66.10 Churu buseo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Indiana .. Whitley .. 890.7 
70.34 Ari ........ Indiana .. Allen .... 879.7 
73.69 LaOtto ... Indiana ... Dekalb .. 873.7 
76.27 Cedar ............. Indiana .. Dekalb. 858.7 
81.36 {Auburn Junction .. Indiana ... Dekalb .. 865.7 

Auburn Junction. Indiana. Dekalb. 865.7 
82.40 Auburn. Indiana. Dekalb. 862.7 
88.45 Moore ... Indiana .. Dekalb. 877. 7 
93.03 Butler. Indiana. Dekalb. 838.7 

PITTSBURGH, CINCINNATI, CHICAGO & ST. LOUIS RAILROAD. 

Logansport Didsion.-Muncie Branch. 

Distances 
from 

Converse. 
STATIONS. 

I 
State. 

---------�-------------------------~~I~----------I 

__ c_o_"_n_t_y_' ___ 1 Elevation~ 
0.0 

2.5 
5.9 
8.7 

10.0. 
17.9 
20.0 
22.1 
26.4 
28.6 
31.6 
35.0 
37.0 
40.0 
41.0 

Converse .. 
Rich .... 
Swayzee .. 
Cole ..... 

. F~i~~o~·n·t.· . 

. F~~i~~t~~.. .. 

I 
Matthews .. . 
Wheeling ... . 

I
S. t.oekPort .. . Anthony .. 
............ 

I'M~~~i~::' . 

Indiana .. 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 
Indiana ... 
Indiana .. 

.. Indiana. 
·'1 Indiana .. 

.......... . ... Indiana .. 
... ........ [ Indiana .. . 
............ Indiana .. . 

....... Indiana .. . 
.1 Indiana .. . 
I Indiana .. 

..... 1 Indiana .. 
.. Indiana .. 

Effner Branch. 

Grant .. 
Grant .. 
Grant .. 
Grant. 
Grant .. 
Grant. 
Grant ... 
Grant .. 
Grant ..... 
Delaware .. 
Delaware. 
Delaware. 
Delaware. 
Delaware . 
Delaware. 

I 825.5 
826.6 
863.2 
860.0 
877.6 
861.8 
869.8 
877.5 
882.7 
884.8 
880.8 
898.0 
925.8 
957.3 
938.0 

------~--------------------------~--------~--------,-------

Distances I 

from ! 
Peoria Jet. 

STATIONS. 

~-----~I-------------------

0.0 
4.3 
4.9 
5.8 

11.3 
14.3 
20.4 
26.1 
31 9 
35.0 
40.6 
48.1 
56.1 
60.3 

Peoria Junction. 
Kenneth. 
Trimmer. 
Curveton... . 
Burnettsville .. 
Idaville 
Monticello. 
Reynolds .. . 
Seafield .. . 
Wolcott .... . 
Remington. 
Goodland. 
Kentland .. . 
ElIner ... . 

State. County. Elevation. 

I---------I-------~I~----~ 

Indiana ..... 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 
Indiana .. 
Indiana .. 
Indiana. 
Indiana ... 

I ~~~::~: 
i Indiana .. 

· Indiana .. 
· Indiana. 

Cass .. 
Cass .. . 
Cass .. . 
Casso .. 
White .. 
White .. 
White. 
White .. 
White. 
White .. 
Jasper. 
Newton. 
Newton. 
Newton. 

589.6 
583.2 
607.2 
664.0 
711.2 
709.7 
677.9 
691.2 
697.7 
714.1 
730.6 
716.6 
679.7 
676.5 

· 'I Indiana.. ..., 
· Indiana.. ': 'I 

-------'--------------------------------- --------~-----
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PITTSBURGH, CINCINNATI, CHICAGO AND ST. LOUIS RAILROAD. 

Columbus Division.-Cambridge City Branch. 

from STATIONS. State. County. Elevation. 
Distances I I 

Cambridge 
City. 

---o-.-o-+-c-a-m-b-r-id-g-e-C-'-·t-y-.. -.-------I-I-n-d-ian-a-.. -.-. -+w-a-Y-ne-.-.-.. -.--
II
--9-3-7 .-2-

5.9 Bentonville..... . Indiana... Fayette. 1,045.0 
14.8 Gings...... Indiana.... Rush.... 1,000.2 
21.0 Rush ville. Indiana.. .. . Rush.. .. .. . 988.0 
25.0 Indiana.... Rush.......1 946.3 

~~:g R~y~·C;o';s;;.g. ~~~::~::: ~:it;y::: ... ~~U 
39.9 Shelbyville...... Indiana... Shelby...... 765.5 
44.0 Fenns....... Indiana.. Shelby.... ... 751.5 
48.1 Lewis Creek.. .. .. . Indiana.. . Shelby.. ... . I 708.6 
50.8 Flat Rock........... Indiana.... Shelby... ..1\ 694.1 
54.0 St. Louis Crossing.. . Indiana..... Bartholomew.. 679.5 
56.8 Clifford.. .. .. . I Indiana.... Bartholomew.. 668.3 
63.2 Colum bus.. Indiana.. . Bartholomew.. 627.3 

1 

Madison Branch. 

Distances 
from STATIONS. State. County. Elevation. 

Columbus. 

0.0 Columbus ... Indiana . . Bartholomew. 615.9 
4.6 Wiggs .......... Indiana .. . Bartholomew. 646.6 
7.6 Elizabethtown ... Indiana ... . Bartholomew. 615.8 

11.4 Hege ... Indiana. Jennings ... . 657.5 
14.1 Scipio ........ Indiana. Jennings ... 657.9 
17.0 Queensville .. . Indiana ..... . Jennings .. 701.2 
21.2 North Vernon. Indiana ... " Jennings .. . 750.6 
22.7 Vernon ... . Indiana ... . Jennings .. . 665.1 
25.9 Grayford. Indiana . . Jennings .. 777.5 
31.7 Dupont ...... Indiana. Jefferson. 797.9 
35.0 Middlefork .. Indiana .. . Jefferson .. ::: .. 784.8 
38.6 Wirt ............ '" Indiana. Jefferson .... ... 837.4 
42.7 North Madison .... Indiana. Jefferson ...... . 876.9 

GRAND RAPIDS AND INDIANA RAILROAD. 

I· Elevation. 

-------1---------1---
Richmond Union Station .......... . 

County. LOCATION. 

M.P.!......... .. ........ . 
Parry .... 

M.P.3. 
M.P.4. 

Chester ...... 
L ·M. P. 5. 

t:~~:~:~::: ....................... . 
~ M.P.9. ,. ............. . 
II M. P. 10 ... 
."M.P.l1 .. 
•. M. P.12 .. 
ii"I'M.P.I3.. 

M.P. 14 
M. P.I5 .... 

Lynn ........ 
M.P.16 .. 
M.P. 17 .............. . 
M.P. 18 ............. .. 

Snow HilL. ......................... . 
M. P.19 .......................... . 

Wayne .. 

·W~y;, ...... ·.·. I 

·1 

964.1 
984.1 

1,018.5 
1,065.5 
1,102.7 
1,107.6 
1,108.9 
1,119.2 
1,121.8 
1,113.5 
1,155.7 
1,189.8 
1,216.3 
1,179.1 
1,136.1 
1,152.5 
1,159.3 
1,169.2 
1,156:3 
1,174.6 
1,186.7 
1,185.1 
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GRAND RAPIDS AND INDIANA RAILROAD-Continued. 

LOCATION. 

Woods..................... . ....... Randolph 
M. P.20 ... 
M. P. 21... 
M.P.22 .... 
M. P.23 .. 

Winchester ..... . 
M. P.25 ... . 
M.P.26 .. .. 
M.P.27 ... 
M. P.28 .... . 
M. P.29 .... . 
M. P.30 .. . 
M. P. 31. ... . 
M. P.32 .. . 

Ridgeville ...... . 
M. P.34 ... . 
M. P.35 .. 
M. P.36 .. . 
M. P.37 .. . 
M. P.38 .. .. 
M. P.39 .... . 
M. P.40 .. . 
M. P.41 .. . 
M.P.43 .. 

Portland .. 
M.P.44 .. 
M.P.45 .. . 
M.P.46 .. .. 
M. P.47 .. . 

Jay .......... . 
M. P.48 .. .. 
M. P.49 ... . 
M.P.50 .... . 

Bryant ........ . 
M. P. 51. 
M. P.52 .. 
M.P.53 ... 
M.P.54. 

Geneva ....... . 
M. P.55 .. . 
M. P.56 .. . 
M.P.57 ........... . 
M.P. 58 ... . 
M. P.59 ........ .. 
1If. P. 60 .... .. 
M. P. 61. ... . 
M. P. 62 ... . 
M. P. 63 .. .. 

Jay. 

... Jay .. 

..... 'j~y" 

Adams. 

. . . . . I . . 

J 
. . . . . . I . . . 
. . . . .. .. 

Mon~/·.6~ .... ::.:: 'Ad~~~ 
M. P. 65 .................. .. 
M. P. 66...... .. ................. . 
M. P. 67 .... .. 
M. P. 68 .... . 
M.P. 69 ... . 
M.P.70 .... .. 

Decatur ......... . 
M. P. 71 .. .. 
M. P. 72 ............................ . 
M. P. 73 ............. .. 

Monmouth ................ . ..... 'Ad~~~:: 
M.P.74 ............ .. 
M. P.75 ........... . 
M. P. 76 ........ . 
M. P. 77 ... .. 

Williams ....... . 
M. P. 78 .... .. 
M. P. 79 ..... . 

Hoagland ...... . ... Allen ... 
M. P. 80 ... .. 
M. P. 81...... .. ....... .. 
M. P. 82......... .. ........ .. 

County. 

Gorham............. .. Allen.. . .......... . 
M. P. 83 ............................................................. . 

• • • . • . • ! 

. .. 

"'j 

g:f:~::::::::::::::::::::::::::I:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Elevation. 

1,176.6 
1,173.2 
1,153.3 
1,121. 7 
1,096.2 
1,087.0 
1.072,3 
1,088.6 
1,057.7 
1,036.7 
1,036.4 
1,013.9 

993.7 
980.3 
986.5 

1,017.9 
994.1 

1,027.1 
1,009.4 

961.5 
960.9 
933.0 
937.3 
905.4 
904.7 
918.4 
927.5 
944.3 
905.8 
888.1 
886.9 
878.1 
866.8 
870.6 
864.8. 
851.4 
831.2 
852.8 
840.5 
849.7 
832.2 
845.2 
847.4 
838.7 
841.3 
840.3 
836.2 
839.2 
825.3 
823.8 
823.2 
817.2 
812.6 
808.7 
803.5 
801.8 
799.2 
797.7 
786.4 
794.0 
789.7 
798.0 
810.0 
817.5 
816.1 
826.2 
835.4 
831.1 
826.7 
829.9 
828.0 
814.3 
817.8 
821.1 
808.0 
795.9 
797.3 
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GRAND RAPIDS AND INDIANA RAILROAD-Continued. 

LOCATION. 

Adams ..... . 
East Yard .... . 
Ft. Wayne ... . 
Junction ..... . 

M.P.94 .. . 
M.P. 95 ... .. 
M.P.96 .... .. 

Washingt{)n ....... . 
M. P.97 ..... ' 
M. P.98 .... .. 
M.P.99 .... .. 

Wallen ...... . 
M. P. 100 ......... .. 
M. P. 101. ........ . 
M. P. 102 ........ .. 
M. P. 103 ........ .. 

Huntertown, .. _ ... _ 
M. P.I05 .... " .. 
M. P. 106 ......... . 
M. P.107 .... . 
M. P.I08 .. . 

La Otto ........ . 
M. P. 109 .... .. 
M. P. 110 .. 

Swan ......... 
M. P. 111. .. 
M. P.112 .. . 
M.P.113 .. . 
M. P. 114 .. 

Avilla ........ . 
M. P. 115 .. . 
M. P. 116 ... . 
M. P. 117 .. . 
M.P.118 .. . 
M. P. 119. 
M. P. 120 .. . 

Kendallville .. . 
M. P. 121. .. . 
M.P. 122 .. . 
M. P. 123. 
M. P. 124. 
M. P.125. 
M.P. 126. 
M. P.127 .. 

Rome City ... 
M.P.128 .. 
M. P. 129. 

Wolcottville ... 
M.P.130. 
M. P. 131. 
M. P.132. 
M. P. 133. 
M. P.134 .. . 

Valentine ..... . 
M.P.135 .. . 
M.P.136 .. . 
M. P. 137. 
M. P. 138 ..... 

LaGrange .... 
M. P. 139. 
M. P.140. 
M. P. 141. 
M. P. 142. 
M.P. 143. 

Lima ........ . 
M.P. 144. 
M. P. 145. 
M. P. 146 ........ .. 

Michigan-Indiana Line. 

--------------

Allen .. . 
Allen .. . 
Allen. 
Allen .... 

. 'N~bi~.:' 

Lagrange .. 

...... ' Lagrange. 

Lagrange .. 

Lagrange. _ 

.. . . I . . 
.. -.,- , 

County. Elevation. 

790.9 
802.3 
779.0 
764.4 
775.9 
806.8 
808.0 
811. 9 
813.3 
825.9 
843.1 
854.6 
857.2 
867.9 
854.8 
845.0 
841.6 
858.5 
851.8 
861.3 
868.4 
872.9 
865.1 
872.0 
872.0 
8SS.3 
90S. 1 
911.0 
956.2 
962.9 
988.2 
986.8 

1,053.2 
1,014.2 

990.0 
975.4 
974.7 
967.5 
960.3 
957.5 
956.0 
971.S 
950.9 
930.1 
920.3 
939.2 
945.8 
933.6 
939.1 
941. 9 
955.8 
957.7 
951.9 
958.3 
957.1 
959.0 
957.9 
928.9 
913.0 
902.9 
900.4 
884.7 
874.9 
870.0 
879.8 
881.1 
880.8 
873.9 
871.9 
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DiBtances 
from 

Cincinnati, 
8th St. Sta. 

33.14 
36.15 
38.98 
45.04 
50.98 
52.96 
54.92 
55.94 
61.92 
63.04 
73.92 
79.61 
82.32 
86.50 
90.47 
96.78 

103.11 
110.29 
113.62 
117.78 
121.06 
127.39 
132.47 
138.02 
141.04 
143.74 
146.86 
152.71 
160.46 
161. 33 
170.07 
174.51 
180.43 
189.82 
194.19 
197.98 
202.72 
213.37 
217.59 
220.35 

. 222.50 
230.91 
240.09 
284.73 
254.03 

Distances 
from 
Terre 
Haute. 

0.0 
4.7 
9.6 

13.3 
17.4 
22.3 
25.0 
27.9 
34.4 
46.1 
52.0 
58.0 
61.8 
84.4 
98.5 

102.7 
120.5 
147.9 
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CHESAPEAKE AND OHIO RAILWAY. 

STATIONS. 

Peoria .. 
Raymond. 
Bath .... 
Cottage Grove. 
Kitchell ... . 
Witts ...... . 
Boston ..... . 
Druley ............. . 
South Richmond ... . 
Richmond ...... . 
Williamsburg ... . 
Economy ... ' 
Thornburg ... . 
Losantville. 
Blountsville. 
Medford .. . 
Mllllcie .... . 
Benadum .. 
Gaston .. 
Janney. 
Fowlerton .. 
Jonesboro. 
Marion ... . 
Sweetser ... . 
Mier ...... . 
Converse .. 
Amboy .... . 
Santa Fe .. . 
Peru .... . 
Peru Shops. 
Hoovers ..... . 
Twelve Mile. 
Fulton ...... . 
Kewanna .. . 
Wynn .... .. 
Lawton .... . 
Beardstown. 
North Judson. 
English Lake .. 
Runnymede. 
Lacrosse .. 
Malden ..... . 
Beatrice .... . 
Merrillville 
Griffith .... 

State. 

Indiana. 
Indiana. 

County. 

Franklin ...... . 
Franklin ...... . 
Franklin ...... . 

· Indiana '1 Indiana. .... Union ........ . 
· Indiana. 
· Indiana. 

Indiana .. 
Indiana. 
Indiana .. 
Indiana. 
Indiana ... 
Indiana .. 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 
Indiana .. 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 
Indiana ... 
Indiana .. 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 
Indiana .. 
Indiana .. 
Indiana. 
Indiana ... 
Indiana .. 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 
Indiana .. 
Indiana ... 
Indiana .. 
Indiana. 
Indiana .. 
Indiana .. 
Indiana .. 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana ..... . 
Indiana .. .. 

Union ........ . 
Union .. 
Wayne ...... .. 
Wayne .... . 
Wayne .. . 
Wayne .. . 
Wayne .... . 
Wayne ... . 
Wayne ....... . 
Randolph .... . 
Henry ...... .. 
Delaware ..... . 
Delaware .... . 
Delaware ..... . 
Delaware ..... . 
Delaware. 
Grant .. 
Grant ... 
Grant .. 
Grant .. . 
Grant .. . 
Miami .. 

Miami.. :':1 Miami. 
Miami 
Miami ....... . 
Cass ........ . 
Cass ......... . 
Fulton ........ . 
Fulton ....... .. 
Fulton. 
Pulaski .... 
Pulaski. .. 
Starke ....... '[' 
Starke ..... .. 
Starke .... . 
Starke ..... . 
Porter .... . 
Porter .. .. 
Lake ..... . 
Lake .... .. 

SOUTHERN INDIANA RAILWAY. 

STATIONS. 

Terre Haute .................. . 
Springhill .................... . 
Keller ........................ . 
Blackhawk.... . ........... . 
~wis ....................... . 
Coalmont .................... . 
Jasonville .................... . 
Midland ........................... . 
Linton ........................... . 
Elnora ........................... . 
Odon ................ . 
Burns City ......................... . 
Blankenship .......................... . 
Bedford ............................. . 
Norman .............................. . 
Kurtz ................................ . 
Seymour Junction ..................... . 
Westport ............................. . 

State. 

Indiana .. . 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana ..... . 
Indiana ..... . 
Indiana ..... . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana ..... . 
Indiana ..... . 
Indiana ..... . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana. 
Indiana .. 
Indiana. 
Indiana ..... . 
Indiana ..... . 
Indiana ...... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ...... .. 

County. 

Vigo ..... . 
Vigo"' .... . 
Vigo ... . 
Vigo ... . 
Vigo ... . 
Clay .. . 
Greene. 
Greene .. 
Greene. 
Daviess. 
Daviess. 
Martin .. 
Martin ..... 
Lawrence .. 
Jackson .. . 
Jackson ...... . 
Jackson ...... . 
Decatur ...... . 

Elevation. 

999.00 
1,008.00 
1,012.00 
1,039.40 
1,096.00 
1,119.00 
1,114.00 
1, 101.00 

965.00 
943.13 

1,059.00 
1,093.00 
1,063.00 
1,132.00 
1,066.50 
1,002.00 

935.00 
897.00 
888.00 
874.00 
886.00 
817.00 
852.00 
846.50 
808.00 
822.00 
809.00 
786.00 
638.00 
639.00 
696.00 
795.00 
786.00 
751.00 
732.00 
713.00 
713.00 
688.00 
670.50 
670.00 
677.00 
710.00 
755.50 
645.00 
633.00 

Elevation. 

495.0 
512.0 
582.0 
595.0 
600.0 
632.0 
638.0 
670.0 
530.0 
493.0 
545.0 
690.0 
525.0 
665.0 
895.0 
600.0 
620.0 
822.0 



Distances 
from 

McKeen. 

0.0 
7.3 

18.5 
26.0 
32.1 
35.5 

Distances 
from 
Terre 
Haute. 

0.0 
14.0 
16.0 
18.0 
23.0 
27.0 
29.0 
32.0 

HYPSOMETRY OF INDIANA. 

SOUTHERN INDIANA RAILWAY-Continued. 

STATiONS. State. 

Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana ...... . 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ..... . 

McKeen .......... ····· 
Dewey ..... . 
Libertyville .. . 
St. Bernice ... . 
Dana ... -
State Line....... . .................. . 

STATIONS. State. 

Indiana ..... . 

I 
Terre Haute. . 
Blackhawk ... 
Shady Grove .. 

, Martz .... 

... Indiana .. . 

Hawton. 
Glendora ... 
Sullivan .. 

Indiana ... . 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 

County. 

Vigo ......... . 
Vigo ......... . 
Vermillion .... . 
Vermillion .... . 
Vermillion .... . 
Vermillion .... . 

County. 

Vigo..... I 
Vigo..... "I Vigo ....... .. 
Sullivan .... . 
Sullivan.... " 
Sullivan ... "'1 
Sullivan. . .. 
Sullivan. I 

813 

Elevation. 

495.0 
498.0 
640.0 
605.0 
630.0 
637.0 

Elevation. 

495.0 
595.0 
586.0 
564.0 
496.0 
474.0 
502.0 
532.0 

I 

Hymera .. 

-----------.- -,.--~-----'---- ---'-------------

BEDFORD STONE RAILWAY. 

Distances I 
__ fr_o_m_._ .. I _______ S_T_A_T_iO_N_S_. ______ I ___ S_t_at_e_· __ I __ c_o_u_n_t_y_. _II Elevation., 
_ Riveryale. 

Lawrence. I 0.0· 
1.3 
2.8 

Distances 
from 

Port Huron, 
Michigan. 

225.0 
229.0 
231.8 
234.6 
236.0 
238.0 
240.0 
242.0 
244.0 
246.0 
248.0 
251.0 
253.0 
255.8 
258.0 
260.8 
264.6 
265.6 
268.0 
271.8 
274.0 
278.0 
280.0 
285.4 
290.6 
293.0 
296.0 
299.6 
302.0 
304.0 

Rivervale .. 
La wrenceport . . 
Stonington .. 

Indiana. 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana .. . 

Lawrence .. 
Lawrence ... ·· : 

.'--------'--

GRAND TRUNK WESTERN RAILROAD. 

STATIONS. 

Granger ......... . 

Mi~hawak~·. ~ : : : : : : : : : ....... . 
Studebaker.. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . ..... 
Olivers ....... ····· .... ··· .. ····· .. ··· . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
·c~rr;~i~~·.·.::::::::::::::: ::::::::::: 
........................................ 

Mili'C~;,;,k·.·.·.::::::::··::::::::::::::: 
·Stiil~~iI'.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
........................................ 
Kingsbury ............ ················ . 
Wellsboro ........ ····· .... ··· .. ······ . 
Union·Mills ................. ········ .. · · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Haskels ........ ······· ............... . 

........................................ 

· V~lp~;~iSo·.·.::::::::··::::::::::::::::: 
Sedley ........... ······· .. · .. ····· .. .. 
Ainsworth .......... . 

·L~ti~~ille .............. ··· . 
Griffith... . ............... . 

M;'ynard:::::::::' . 

State. 

Indiana ...... . 
Indiana ..... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ...... .. 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ...... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ...... .. 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana .. 
Indiana .. 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 

County. 

St. Joseph .... . 
St. Joseph .... . 
St. Joseph .... . 
St. Joseph .... . 
St. Joseph .... . 
St. Joseph .... . 
St. Joseph .... . 
St. Joseph .... . 
St. Joseph .... . 
St. Joseph .... . 
St. Joseph .... . 
Laporte ...... . 
Laporte .... . 
Laporte .... . 
Laporte ...... . 
Laporte ...... . 
Laporte .. . 
Laporte ...... . 
Laporte ...... . 
Laporte ...... . 
Porter ... . 
Porter .... . 
Porter .... . 
Porter ... : . 
Lake .. 
Lake .... 
Lake .. 
Lake ... . 
Lake .... . 
Lake ... . 

499.0 
501.0 
544.0 

Elevation. 

806.0 
754.0 
742.5 
712.0 
722.0 
720.0 
721.5 
718.0 
710.7 
706.0 
705.0 
698.2 
708.0 
741.0 
749.8 
740.0 
745.9 
747.0 
766.0 
766.1 
748.8 
811.0 
805.0 
693.3 
657.5 
636.5 
n2:1.1 
632.5 
621.3 
619.0 
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DistanceR 
from 

LaCrosse. 

0.0 
2.0 
6.5 
9.0 

13.0 
15.5 
17.5 
22.0 
23.5 
24.5 
26.5 

Distances 
from 

Alfred, Mich. 

4.0 
7.0 
9.5 

15.5 
20.5 

Distances 
from 

Marion. Ohio. 

92.0 
96.0 
97.5 

100.6 
103.0 
106.0 
109.5 
112.5 
118.0 
119.0 
121.0 
125.6 
131.0 
132:6 
137.0 

140.0 
142.0 
144.0 
146.0 
149:5 
151.0 
158.0 
161.5 
163.0 
167.5 
174.0 
177.5 
180.0 
185.0 

184.0 
187.5 
190.5 
194.0 
197.5 
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PERE MARQUETTE RAILROAD. 

LaCrosse Division. 

STATIONS. State. 

LaCrosse ...... . Indiana. 
Machlers .... . Indiana ....... . 
Thomaston. Indiana ....... . 
Hanna ......... . 

Wellsboro ........................ . 
Magee ........... . 
Poorhouse .... . 
Laporte ...................... . 

County. 

Laporte. 
Laporte. 
Laporte. 
Laporte. 
Laporte. 
Laporte .... 
Laporte .. 
Laporte .. 
Laporte. 

Hilt .................... . 
Bel£ast ................ . 

Indiana. 
Indiana ... 
Indiana. 
Indiana .. 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 

... [ Laporte. 

... Laporte. 

Chicago Division. 

STATIONS. State: 

Merrick ................... . 

. Mi~hig.u; ·cit;;. 
. ... 1 Indiana. ' ... 

.. I Indiana ... 

Doran ..... _, .. 
Porter ....... . 

, Indiana .. 
Indiana .. 
Indiana ... 

CHICAGO AND ERIE RAILROAD. 

STATIONS. 

Bridge No. 49 ........... . 
Decatur ................. . 
Bridge No. 53 .... . 
Bridge No. 56. 
Magley ....... . 
Tocsin ........... . 
Kingsland ....... . 
Uniondale ....... . 
Markle ........... . 
Bridge No. 61. ... . 
Bridge No. 62 .... . 
Bridge No. 64 ... . 
Bridge No. 73 .................. . 
Warren-Clear Creek Twp. Line. 
County Line .............. .. 

Bridge No. 77 ........................ . 
Servia ...................... . 
C., C., C. & St. L. R. R ... . 
T. H. & L. R. R ......... .. 
Midway ................... . 
Disco ..................... . 
Akron ..................... . 
Bridge No. 87 ...... . 
Athens ....................... . 
Rochester ................. . 
Germany ................. . 
Leiters................. . ......... . 
DeLong ......... . 
County Line ..... . 

Monterey ................ . 
Ora .................................. . 
Bass Lake Junction ... . 
Aldine ............ . 
Bridge No. 101. .. . 

State. 

Indiana ... . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana .. 
Indiana .. 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ...... .. 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana .. .. 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ...... .. 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana ... .. 

Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ...... . 
Indiana. 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ...... .. 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana .. . 

Indiana. 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ...... .. 

County. 

Laporte. 
Laporte .. 
Laporte .. 
Porter. 
Porter. 

County. 

Adams ....... . 
Adams. 
Adams. 
Adams. 
Adams. 
Wells .. 
Wells. 
Wells ....... . 
Huntington ... . 
Huntington ... . 
Huntington ... . 
Huntinp;ton ... . 
Huntington ... . 
Huntington ... . 
Wabash-

Huntington .. . 
WabaRh ...... . 
Wabash ...... . 
Wabash ...... . 
Wabash ...... . 
Wabash ...... . 
Wabash ...... . 
Fulton ........ . 
Fulton ........ . 
Fulton ........ . 
Fulton .. 
Fulton. 
Fulton ..... . 
Fulton ..... . 
Fulton-

Pulaski. .... . 
Pulaski. ...... . 
Starke ........ . 
Starke ........ . 
Starke ........ . 
Starke ........ . 

Elevation. 

676.8 
678.6 
680.6 
705.6 
727.6 
750.9 
7i4.6 
818.9 
811.4 
815.2 
863.9 

E1evation. 

626.6 
628.9 
621. 6 
667.4 
642.2 

Elevation. 

799.0 
799.0 
8000 
809.0 
830.0 
830.0 
841.5 
808.0 
804.0 
802.0 
801.0 
734.0 
792.0 
820.0 

832.0 
838.0 
792.0 
7880 
747.0 
768·.0 
837.0 
851.0 
802.0 
802.0 
770.0 
742.0 
735.0 
734.0 

712.0 
714.0 
718.0 
711.0 
715.0 
690.0 



Distances 
from 

Marion.Ohio. 

199.0 
2055 
208.0 
211.5 
214.0 
216.5 
2196 
222.0 
226.0 
228.5 
230.0 
233.0 
237.0 
240.0 
243.0 
245.0 
248.0 

DIstances 
East from 
Seymour. 

HYPSOMETRY OF INDIANA. 

CHICAGO AND ERIE RAILROAD-Continued. 

STATIONS. 

North Judson .. 
County Line . ... 
Brid~e No. 106. 
Bridge No. 108 .......... . 
P., C., C. & St. L. R. R. .. 
Bridge No. 111 ... 
Boone Grove. 

. St~~~ Ar~h •. 
Winfield ........ . 
Bridge No. 120. 
Crown Point ..... . 
Bridge No. 127 .. 
Griffith ... 
Bridge No. 130. 
Downeys. 
Hammond. 

I 

St t a e. 

Indiana. .... 
Indiana .... 
Indiana ...... 
Indiana . . 
Indiana. 
Indiana. ... 
Indiana .. .. 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 
Indiana .. 
Indiana .. , . . 
Indiana ... 
Indiana. 
Indiana .. 
Indiana. 
Indiana .. 
Indiana. 

BALTIMORE AND OHIO RAILROAD. 

C oun y. 

Starke ......... 
Starke-Laporte 
Laporte ....... 
Porter ......... 
Porter ......... 
Porter. ........ 
Porter ......... 
Porter .. . ... 
Lake .... ..... 
Lake .. .... 
Lake .. ... ... 
Lake .. " ... 
Lake .. .... ... 
Lake .. ... 
Lake ... .. 
Lake .. ... 
Jake .. .. 

Indiana Division.-Bench Marks from Data of U. S. C. & G. Suney. 

STATIONS. De5!gnation. Description. 

815 

eva Ion. 

681.6 
655.5 
655.5 
662.0 
669.4 
657.0 
707.0 
704.0 
727.0 
674.0 
682.0 
677.0 
642.0 
623.0 
608.0 
591.0 
576.7 

Elevation. 

---------1----------1----------1--------------------------1-------

15 0 

39.8 

59.9 

65.1 

Distances 
West from 
Seymour. 

8.2 

26.5 

.19.8 

N orth VerDon LXIX. Cut on the ello'3t abutment of Ohio & 
Mississippi R. R. bridge over north 
fork of Vernon River about % mile 
east of North Vernon, marked B 0 M 

Delaware...... LXVIII....... Cut on east abutment of Ohio & Missis
sippi R. R. bridge over Greasy Run, 
a short distance east of Delaware, 
marked B 0 M 

Cochran....... LXVII........ Cut on the east abutment of Ohio & 
Mississippi R. R. brid~e No. 11, over 
South HOl'an Creek, about 3)1 miles 
west of Cochran Station. It is 
marked B 0 M 

Lawrenceburg. U ..... . 

Medora. V ............ . 

Cut on the water table of the court 
house at Lawrenceburg, Ind., on the 
front, under center of second window 
from the east corner. It is marked 
thus: 1879 

U. S. C. & G. S. 
BOM 

U 

Cut on west abutment of Ohio & Mis
sissippi R. R. bridge over east fork 
of White Rive,. about 2 miles east 
of Medora. It is marked thus: 

V 
U. S. C. & G. S. 

BOM 
(Year) 

Fort Ritner. .. LXX..... ... Cut on coping stone of arcb, O. & M. 

West Shoals. Y ............ . 

R. R. over wagon road, about 656 
ft. east of Fort Ritner Station. It is 
marked thus: B 0 M 

The center of a cross. cut on face of 
stone cap of basement window. on 
N. E. side of court house at West 
Shoals, marked Y 

B+M 

684 9 

928.0 

493.5 

485.9 

534.1 

521.8 

522.3 
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BALTIMORE AND OHIO RAILROAD-Continued. 

Indiana Division.-Bench Marks from Data of U. S. C. & G. Survey-Continued. 

Distances 
West from STATIONS. 
Seymour. 

Designation. Description. 

82.4 Washington .... Z ............ Cut on sill of basement window at S. 
E. corner of court house at Washing-
ton, Ind. It is marked thus: 

Z Z 
U. S.C.& G. S. or BOM 

BOM U. S. C. & G. S. 
(Year) (Year) 

101.3 Vincennes .... . A, ............. Cut on stone ledge on N. W. front of 
court house at Vincennes. Ind. It is 
marked thus: 

A, A, 
U. S. C. & G: S. or BOM 

BOM U. S. C. & G. S. 
(Year) (Year) 

CHICAGO AND WABASH VALLEY RAILROAD. 

Dif~~ces STATIONS. State. I County. 

_M_C_Co_I_~s_2:_u_rg_. -R-an-d-I-e-.-.. -.-.-.. -.-.-.-.. -.-.-.. -.-.------I·-I-nd-l-'an-a-.. -.--.i Jasper ........ . 

2.98 Della ...................... -. . . . . . . . . .. Indiana ....... '11 Jasper ........ . 
5.23 Pleasant Grove... . ........... Indiana ........ Jasper ....... ;. 
7.27 Lewiston...... Indiana ........ Jasper ........ . 
9.17 Newland..... Indiana ........ Jasper ........ . 

11.10 Gifford....... Indiana ........ Jasper ....... . 
13.14 Laura........ Indiana....... Jasper ........ . 
18.18 Zadoc... Indiana ..... "'1 Jasper ... . 
21. 73 Kersey....... Indiana ......... Jasper .. . 
26.74 Beech Ridge. Indiana ........ 1 Jasper .. . 
29.80 Range Line. . . Indiana. . . . . . .. Lake ... . 
31. 98 Dinwiddie. . . . Indiana. . . . . . .. Lake ... . 

Distances 
from 

South Bend. 

0.0 
6.6 
8.6 

11.6 

Distances 
Crom 

Pittsburgh, 
Pa. 

300.8 
304.8 
310.5 
315.0 
320.3 
325.6 
328.8 
334.5 
339.3 
346.9 
351.3 
353.3 
3~7.8 
359.7 
361.6 
366.1 

i 

NEW JERSEY, INDIANA AND ILLINOIS RAILROAD. 

STATIONS. 

South Bend ... . 
Wharton's ... . 
Sweeney's . . 
Pine ....... . 

State. 

Indiana .. . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana ....... . 

County. 

St. Joseph .. . 
St. Joseph ... . 
St. Joseph .. 
St. Joseph ..... 

PITTSBURGH, FT. WAYNE AND CHICAGO RAILROAD. 

STATIONS. State. 

Dixon ..... . Indiana ....... . 
Monroeville. Indiana ....... . 
Naples ...... . 
Adams ..... . 

Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 

Ft. Wayne .. . Indiana ....... . 
Hadley ..... . Indiana ....... . 
Areola ........ . Indiana .... . 
Coesse ........... . Indiana ....... . 
Columbia City .. . Indiana ....... . 
Larwill ......... . Indiana ....... . 
Pierceton .... . Indiana ....... . 
Kosciusko ... . Indiana ....... . 
Winona Lake .. . Indiana ........ . 
Warsaw ............................... . Indiana ....... . 
Selby ................................ . 
Atwood ............ , ................. . 

Indiana ....... . 
Indi8.lla ....... . 

County. 

Allen ......... . 
Allen ......... . 
Allen .. 
Allen .... . 
Allen .. . 
Allen ... . 
Allen ......... . 
Whitley ..... . 
Whitley .... . 
Whitley .... . 
Kosciusko . . 
Kosciusko. 
Kosciusko ... . 
Kosciusko .... . 
Kosciusko .... . 
Kosciusko .... . 

Elevation. 

509.4 

434.1 

Elevation. 

695.6 
675.4 
69.7.4 
688.8 
688.2 
689.1 
689.2 
684.2 
652.5 
644.5 
645.6 
666.5 

Elevation. 

721. 7 
821. 7 
821. 7 
671. 7 

Elevation. 

793.5 
789.6 
790.5 
~91.9 
780.3 
839.9 
843.0 
853.0 
838.5 
950.8 
926.0 
883.5 
835.4 
824.3 
812.1 
823.0 
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PITTSBURGH, FT. WAYNE AND CHICAGO RAILROAD-Continued. 

Distances 
from STATIONS. State. County. Elevation. 

Pittsburgh, 
Pa. 

370.0 Etna Green ........ ............ Indiana ........ Kosciusko ..... 813.0 
373.8 Bourbon ........... Indiana ........ Marshall ...... 840.2 
378.5 Inwood ............ ........... Indiana ........ Marshall ...... 842.3 
384.5 Plymouth ......................... Indiana ......... Marshall 791.3 
388.4 Seiders ............................ Indiana ........ Marshall .... 840.0 
394.8 Grovertown ...................... Indiana. Starke ......... 719.8 
398.9 Hamlet .............. Indiana. Starke ...... 696.9 
404.7 Davis ....... 

:1 

Indiana. Starke ..... 681. 7 
406.7 Bee Grove ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Indiana. Laporte ..... 682.3 
409.3 Hanna .......... . . . . . . . . . . . . ... Indiana. Laporte ..... 702.8 
411. .... Schnells ............. Indiana . . Laporte ...... 715.8 
412.6 Morgans ............ . Indiana. Laporte ....... 729.2 
415.5 Wanatah ............ ........... Indiana. Laporte ....... 727.5 
417.2 Oshorns ....... Indiana ..... Laporte ....... 736.5 
421.1 Montdale ............ ............ Indiana ..... Porter .... 754.5 
422.9 Cemetary .......... . ........... Indiana ..... Porter .... 755.9 
424.7 Valparaiso . ......... Indiana ........ Porter .... . 736.2 
428.2 Loucks Crossing .. Indiana ........ Porter .... 698.4 
431.3 Wheeler ....... Indiana ..... Porter 664.3 
435.2 Hobart ........ ..................... Indiana ..... Lake .... 620.7 
438.2 Liverpool. ... Indiana ..... Lake ... 622.5 
440.9 Gary ....... Indiana ..... Lake ... 609.5 
442.4 Tolleston ... ............... Indiana .... Lake ... 599.8 
444.4 Clarke .......... Indiana ...... Lake .... 590.7 
446.2 Clarke Junction .... Indiana ...... Lake .... 589.8 
448.5 Indiana Harbor ... Indiana ... Lake .... 589.0 
451.6 Whiting .... Indiana ........ Lake .......... 588.9 
468.4 Chicago ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Illinois ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 585.8 

INDIANAPOLIS UNION RAILWAY. 

Belt Railroad Profile. 

_______________ L_OC_A_TI_O_N_· _______________ .:I Elev~aAt~io:~n. 
W. Washington Street ... . 
Harding Street .................................. . 
P., C., C. & St. L., Louisville Division Tracks. 733.5 
Singleton Street. . ' 730.0 
Cypress Street. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 766.0 
Prospect Street. . . . . . 768.5 
English Avenue........... ............ ............ 779.5 
E; Washington Street..................... ............ 790.0 
Clifford Avenue. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 791. 0 
Gale Street. .. .................................... . 802.5 
C., C., C. & St. L., Cleveland Division Tracks.... 818.5 
Columbia Avenue............. .. ... .. ..... .. ..... ..... ....... 741.5 
C., I. & L., L. E. & W. Tracks. . .. .. .. .. ... .. .. 742.0 
New York Street... 718.5 
Vermont Street..... .................................... 717.5 
Michigan Street.. .. . 713.0 
Tenth.Street.... ......... ................ 712.0 
Crawfordsville Road.... . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 716.7 
Indiana Avenue. . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 713.0 
North Indianapolis... . ..... '1 728.1 

INDIANAPOLIS UNION RAILWAY TRACKS. 

LOCATION. 

Capitol A venue. 
Illinois Street ....... . 
Meridian Street ......... . 
Pennsylvania Street .... . . 
Delaware Street ....... . . 
Alabama Street.. .. .. . .. . ............... . 
New Jersey Street. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ................. . ............ .. 
C., H. & D. Tracks... . . . . ..................................................... . 
East Street ........................................................................ .. 
Liberty Street ..................................................................... .. 
E. Washington Street ............................................................... .. 

52-291~3· 

Elevation. 

722.9 
722.9 
721.5 
720.2 
721. 7 
722.8 
722.9 
724.2 
724.8 
725.5 
726.5 
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Distances 
from 

Springfield, 
Ohio. 

66.0 
71.0 
76.0 
81.0 
86.0 
91.0 
96.0 

101.0 
106.0 
111.0 
116.0 
121.0 
126.0 
131.0 
136.0 
142.0 
146.0 
151. 0 
156.0 
161.0 
166.0 
171.0 
176.0 
181.0 
184.0 
186.0 
191.0 
196.0 
201.0 
206.0 
211.0 
214.0 
216.0 
221.0 
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PEORIA AND EASTERN RAILROAD. 

N ew York Central. 

STATIONS. State. 

Crete .... ,." ... Indiana ...... 
Lynn ......... '1 

Indiana ..... 
Carlos City. Indiana .... 
Modoc Indiana ..... 
Losantville. Indiana .... 
Mes..'1ick. Indiana .. 
New Castle. Indiana . . 

K~~~~~d .. ·.· .. 
Indiana ... 
Indiana .. 

Wilkinson. Indiana. 

·M~i;~~k.·· ... 
Indiana .. 
Indiana. 

Mt. Comfort .. Indiana .. 
Indiana . . 

· i~di~~~~li~. : 
Indiana .. 
Indiana ... 

Moorefield. Indiana. 

· Br~~~~b~~g. 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 

Pittsboro ..... Indiana ... . 
· . . . . . . . . . . . Indiana ... 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . Indiana ... 

· C~a:~f~~d~;;iii~ J~~·c·ti~~·.· 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana ... 

Crawfordsville Junction. Indiana .. 
Indiana ... 

Waynetown'" . 
Indiana .. 
Indiana. 

Hillsboro ...... Indiana .. 
V eeders burg .. Indi.ana . . 

Indiana. 
Covington .... . Indiana .. . 
Mound City .. Indiana . . 

Indiana. 

County. 

Randolph .... 
Randolph ... 
Randolph .. 
Randolph .. 
Randolph. 
Henry. 
Henry. 
Henry ... 
Henry .... 
Hancock . . 
Hancock. 
Hancock . . 
Hancock .. 
Marion ... . 
Marion .. . 
Marion ... 
Marion . . 
Marion .... . 
Hendricks. 
Hendricks . . 
Hendrioks. 
Boone ....... . 
MontgOlnery . . 
Montgomery . . 
Montgomery . . 
Montgomery. 
Montgomery . . 
Montgomery. 
Fountain. 
Fountain. 
Fountain . . 
Fountain. 
Warren. 
Warren. 

--------~----------------------~------------

CHICAGO, INDIANA AND SOUTHERN. 

Kankakee Division.-N ew York Central. 

Distances 
from STATIONS. State. County. 

South Bend. 

0.0 South Bend ......... Indiana. St. Joseph .. 
4.0 · G;';g~~ ·Iiiii.·.·. 

Indiana .. St. Joseph ... 
8.0 Indiana. St. Joseph .. 

10.0 · N~~ih' iib~rty .... 
Indiana . . St. Joseph ... 

13.5 Indiana .. St. Joseph .. 
17.0 

W';'ik~~iOn::::: . 
Indiana .. St. Joseph .. 

20.0 Indiana St. Joseph ... 
25.0 

·H.;,;,:.i~t .. ::::: 
Indiana. Starke ...... 

27.5 Indiana. Starke .. 
31.0 

~~x·.::::::::::· 
Indiana ..... Starke .. 

34.0 Indiana ..... . Starke ... 
38.0 Toto ...... Indiana .. Starke. 
,\3.0 North Judson.·.· ... Indiana Starke .... 
45.0 · S'a'r{ Pi'e·r~~·. : : : : : : 

Indiana ..... Starke ... 
49.0 Indiana ... Starke .. 
53.5 Dunnville ....... Indiana ... Jasper ... 
57.5 . Wheatfield .......... Indiana ... Jasper., . 
61.0 • S~out8burg .......... Indiana .. . Jasper ... 
63.5 Kersey .... " ........ Indiana. Jasper .. 
65.5 DeMotte .......... Indiana~ Jasper .. . 
70.0 

Sh~lbY:::::.:: .. 
. ... Indiana Newton. 

73.0 Indiana Newton ... . 
785 Schneider ..... : : : : I Indiana. Newton ... " 
82.0 State Line ....... :::.::::: ........ .. "I Indiana. Newton ...... 

Elevation. 

1,196.0 
1,162.0 
1,204.0 
1,186.0 
1,180.0 
1,107.0 

980.0 
.1,068.0 
1,048.0 
1,000.0 

929.0 
870.0 
873.0 
869.0 
825.0 
707.6 
7~.0 
85 ".0 
896.0 
956.0 
948.0 
936.0 
863.5 
835.0 
789.0 
739.0 
751.0 
760.5 
706.5 
622.0 
621.5 
506.0 
628.0 
6490 

Elevation. 

723.0 
718.0 
720.0 
743.0 
732.0 
731.0 
720.0 
694.0 
702.0 
706.0 
702.0 
703.0 
696. 0 
71 .0 
704.0 
679.0 
666.0 
670.0 
665.0 
667.0 
643.0 
641.0 
636.0 
632.0 
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INDIANA HARBOR BELT RAILROAD. 

______________ ._L_o_c_A_T_lo_N_. _______________ 1 Elevation. 

Terminus, north of Whiting ......... . 
Curve Southeast of Whiting ........ . 
Point North End Lake George ..... . 
Point Middle East Side Lake Wolf .. . 
Point Southeast Corner Lake Wolf ... . 
Point Illinois Indiana State Line .. . 
Terminus Hammond................... . .......... . 
Point Southeast. Corner Hammond .. 
Point South Edge East Chicago ..................... . 
Crossing C .. I. & S.. . ........ . 
Point East Edge East Chicago ............ . 
Terminus Northeast Corner East Chicago. 

MICHIGAN CENTRAL RAILROAD. 

Distances 
from 

Chicago. 

Main Line.-New York Central. 

STATIONS. State. County. 

594.9 
593.8 
591.6 
591.6 
590.6 
592.8 
594.1 
5\11.2 
590.9 
594.5 
592.6 
591.3 

Elevation. 

---1-------------------------1----------1----------------

20 

28 
30 
35 

39 
44 
48 
56 

Distances 
from 

East Gary. 

o 
3 

• 8 
10 
13 
15 

Distances 
from 

Niles, Mich. 

10 
12 

Distances 
from 

South Bend. 

2 
8 

13 

Hammond .................. . 
Gibson (C., I. & E. Crossing) 
Ivanhoe (E., J. & E. Crossing) 
Tolleston (Penna. Crossing) ... 
Gary. 
East Gary .......................... . 
Willow Creek (B. & O. Crossing) .. . 
Crisman ........................ . 
Porter (L. S. & M. S. Crossing). 
Furnessville .... 
Michigan City. 

Indiana ..... . 
Indiana ..... . 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana .. 
Indiana ...... . 

Lake ......... . 
Lake ... . 
Lake ... . 
Lake .... . 
Lake .... . 
Lake .. 
Porter. 
Porter ... . 
Porter ........ . 
Porter ........ . 
Laporte ...... . 

Joliet Division. 

STATIONS. 

East Gary ............................ . 
Liverpool (Penna. Crossing) ......... . 
Glen Park (Nickel Plate Crossing). 
Ross ................. . 
Griffith ....................... . 
Hartsdale .................... . 
Dyer ................................. . 
Indiana and Illinois State Line ........ . 

State. 

Indiana ...... . 
Indiana ..... . 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana .. 
Indiana. 

County. 

Lake. 
Lake .. 
Lake . 
Lake. 
Lake. 
Lake. 
Lake. 

South Bend Divi8ion~ 

STATIONS. 

Webster ...... '" 
Notre Dame .... . 
South Bend 

State. 

Indiana. 
Indiana .. 
Indiana. 

County. 

St. Joseph ... . 
St. Joseph ... . 
St. Joseph .. 

Benton Harbor Division. 

STATIONS. 

S. S. & S. Junction. 
Lydick ........... . 
Warwick ..... . 

State. County. 

Indiana. . St. Joseph ... 
Indiana........ St. Joseph .. 
Indiana..... . .. St. Joseph ..... 

592.1 
596.2 
599.4 
601. 9 
603.3 
614.2 
634.3 
643.8 
644.1 
667.2 
598 6 

I Elevation. 

614.2 
624.8 
632.3 
635.4 
637.8 
629.2 
634.8 
634.7 

Elevation. 

716.0 
714.0 
686.0 

Elevation. 

719.0 
753.0 
744.0 
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THE LAK'~SHORE AND MICHIGAN SOUTHERN RAILWAY. 

iiiT Line Division.-ElkhaTt to Ohio-Indiana State Line. 

NOTE.-Elevations given are of top of rail opposite middle of passenger station unless otherwise 
indicated. L. S. & M. S. datum is 572.34 above sea level. 

Distances 
from 

Elkhart. 

0.00 
5.28 

10.23 
18.03 
21.69 
25.08 
30.47 
34.91 
41.64 
48.01 
54.35 
62.26 
66.01 

(P) Indicate,s center of platform. 
(H) Indicates center of highway. 

(RX) Indicates center of railroad crossing. 
(S) Indicate,s center of siding. 

(TT) Indicates center of track trough. 

STATIONS. 

Elkhart ... 
Dunlap .... 
Goshen ..... 
M illers bur~~ .......... 
Grismore (TT) ... 
Ligonier. 
Wawaka .. 
Brimfield. : : : : : 
Kendallville. 
Corunna . . 
Waterloo. 
Butler ........... 
Ohio-Indiana StaU; 'i.;~~: : : : . 

State. County. 

Indiana. Elkhart ... 
Indiana . . Elkhart ... 
Indiana ... Elkhart .. 
Indiana . . Elkhart. 
Indiana. Noble .. 
Indiana .. . Noble. 
Indiana . . Noble .. 
Indiana . . Noble ... 
Indiana. Noble .. 
Indiana . . Dekalb. 
Indiana . . Dekalb. 
Indiana . . Dekalb .. 

lVestern Division.-Elkkart to Indiana-Illinois State Line. 

~----

Elevation. 

753.0 
784.5 
797.6 
879.7 
868.2 
893.8 
904.2 
952.1 
975.7 
967.1 
916.3 
870.8 
850.4 

Distances I 
___ E_:k_r~_~_r_t_'_I ___ . ___ . ___ S_T_A_n_o_N_s_' _______ I ____ S_t_a_t_e_. ___ : ___ c_o_u_nt_y_. __ Elevation~ 

0.00 
5.51 

11.11 
15.09 
22.C5 
26.84 
28.48 
30.15 
34.77 
41.80 
45.79 
48.20 
51. 75 
55.20 
59.47 
60.57 
65.12 
70.83 
74.43 
77.65 
79.55 
81.20 
83.77 
85.06 
85.58 
86.56 

Distances 
from 

Elkhart. 

0.00 
4.21 
8.35 

13.43 
14.75 

Elkhart ... . 
Osceola ..... . 
Mishawaka. 
South Bend. 
Lydick ........... . 
Terre Coupee .. . 
New Carlisle .. . 
Hudson Lake .. 
Rolling Prairie. 
Laporte .. . 
Pinola .... . 
Durham .. . 
Otis ..... . 
Burdick .. . 
Chesterton . .. 
Porter (RX). 
Dune Parle .. . 
Millers ....... . 
Gary ............... . 
Pine ................ . 
Buffington ......... . 
Indiana Harbor .... . 
Whiting ...................... . 
Robertsd"le ... . 
Robey ...................... . 
Indiana-Illinois State Line .. . 

Indiana . . 
Indiana. 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana .. 
Indiana. 
Indiana.. "I 
Indiana.. .. 
Indiana ..... . . 
Indiana ..... . 
Tndiana. 
l.ndiana . . 
Indiana . . 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 
Indiana . . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana . ... . 
Indiana .. .. . 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana 
Indiana .. 

Elkhart. 
St. Joseph ... 
St. Joseph .. 
St. Joseph .. 
St. Joseph. 
St. Joseph. 
St. Joseph .. 
Laporte ..... . 
Laporte ... . 
Laport.e .... . 
Laporte ... . 
Laporte. 
Laporte. 
Porter.. : I 
~~~~:~ I 
Porter .... ····: I 
Lake .... . 
Lake .... .. 
Lake ... . 
Lake. 
Lake ... 
Lake. 
Lake .. 
Lake. 

Old Road Division.-ElkhaTt to Indiana-Michigan Line. 

STATIONS. 

Elkhart ...... . 
Morehouse (S). 
Bristol. ................. . 
Vistula ........................ . 
Indiana-Michigan State Line ... . 

State. 

Indiana . . 
Indiana . . 
Indiana ..... . 
Indiana .. . 

County. 

Elkhart ... 
Elkhart .. 
Elkhart ... . 
Elkhart .. . 

753.0 
740.0 
723.5 
721.9 
734.0 
753.4 
778.2 
804.6 
815.5 
813.2 
835.3 
835.6 
746.5 
685.5 
644.6 
643.6 
610.1 
62!. 7 
613.3 
592.6 
590.9 
590.2 
589.7 
588.6 
588.6 
588.5 

Elevation. 

753.0 
761.4 
771.8 
794.2 
794.3 
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LAKE SHORE AND MICHIGAN SOUTHERN RAILWAY-Continued. 

Distances 
from 

Ft. Wayne. 

0.00 
5.50 
7.85 
9.85 

11.48 
14.61 
16.12 
19.63 
20.79 
25.81 
31.57 
32.79 
35.78 
40.03 
47.38 
51.45 
51.55 

Distances 
from 

Goshen. 

0.00 
4.18 
6.48 
9.26 

12.74 
14.25 
16.44 
20.42 
23.24 
25.60 

Distances 
from 

Elkhart. 

0.00 
4.99 
8.97 

12.10 

Ft. Wayne Branch.-Ft. Wayne to Indiana-Michigan State Line. 

STATIONS. 

Fort Wayne ................. . 
Academic (P) ................ . 
Carroll's Crossing (H) .. 
Huntertown (H) ... . 
Stoners (H) ....... . 
New Era ..... . 
St. John. (H) ........ . 
Auburn Junction (P). 
Auburn .. 
Waterloo ..... 
Summit . . 
Steu benville ...... . 
Pleasant Lake .. . 
Angola .... . 
Fremont .. . 
Ray ..................... ··.······ 
Indiana-Michigan State Line ... 

State. 

Indiana ...... . 
Indiana .... .. 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana ...... . 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 
Indiana 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana. 
Indiana . . 
Indiana .. 

County. 

Allen ......... . 
Allen ......... . 
Allen ......... . 
Allen ......... . 
Allen ....... . 
Dekalb ..... . 
Dekalb .. .. 
Dekalb. 
Dekalb ...... . 
Dekalb ....... . 
Dekalb ....... . 
Steuben ... . 
Steuben ... . 
Steuben. 
Steuben ... . 
Steuben .... ' 

Goshen and Michigan Branch.-Goshen to Indiana-Michigan Line. 

STATIONS. State. County. 

Goshen ..... Indiana. Elkhart .. 
Williams ... Indiana .. Elkhart .. 
Burns (H) .. Indiana . . Elkhart .. 
Middlebury. Indiana. Elkhart ... 
Oak (H) ........... Indiana. Lagrange. 
Pashan (H) ....... Indiana. Lagrange . . 
Shipshewana .. Indiana ... Lagrange. 
Seyberts ... Indiana . . Lagrange. 
Twin Lake .. Indiana: . Lagrange. 
Indiana-Michig..;,·si~t~ii~~: . 

Elkhart and Western Branch.-Elkhart to Mishawaka. 

STATIONS. State. County. 

Elkhart (E. & W. Depot) .... Indiana ........ Elkhart ....... 
Pleasant Valley (S) ... Indiana ........ Elkhart ....... 
Willow Creek (H) ............ Indiana ...... St. Joseph .. 
Mishawaka (Freight House) .. Indiana. St. Joseph .. 

Elevation. 

757.3 
829.9 
852.6 
871.1 
837.7 
8.57.7 
861.3 
867.0 
869.1 
916.3 

1.001.1 
991.0 
976.1 

1,055.3 
1.058.1 
1,077.8 
1.077.3 

Elevation. 

797.6 
845.5 
004.6 
852.1 
852.5 
869.3 
903.2 
855.3 
859.1 
863.0 

Elevation. 

738.1 
749.9 
738.3 
696.5 
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CLEVELAND, CINCINNATI, CHICAGO AND ST. LOUIS RAILROAD. 

Distances 
from 

Galion, 0 

119.0 
124.0 
129.0 
138.0 
141.0 
145.0 
151.0 
156.0 
161.0 
166.0 
168.0 
171 0 
177.0 
181.0 
186.0 
192.0 
196.0 
199.0 
204.0 

Distances I 
from 

Indianapolis 

0.0 
4.0 
6.0 

11.0 
16.0 
20.0 
24.0 
26.0 
31.0 
36.0 
39.0 
46.0 
49.0 
56.0 
61.0 
73.0 
76.0 
81.0 

STATIONS. 

Union City ... . 
Harrisville .. . 
Winchester. 
FarmlllJld ..... 
Parker City .. 
Selma ...... . 
Muncie . . 
Yorktown .. . 
Daleville ... . 

Anderson ..... 
................ 
Pendleton .... 

. F~;t~iii~: : • 
Oaklandon. 

Indianapolis Division. 

State. 

Indiana .... 
Indiana. 
Indiana .. 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana .. 
Indiana .. 
Indiana ..... . 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana .. 
Indiana .. 
Indiana .. 
Indiana .. 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana .. 

County. 

Randolph .... . 
Randolph .... . 
Randolph .. . 
Randolph .... . 
Randolph .. . 
Delaware .. . 
Delaware .... . 
Delaware .. . 
Delaware ... . 

Madison ..... ' •• 1 Madison .... . 
Madison .... . 
Madison .... . 
Madison ..... . 

Lawrence ................... . IndillJla .... . 

Hancock ..... '1 
Marion.... .. 
Marion .... 
Marion.... . 'I 
Mari9n... .. 

Brightwood .. 
IndillJlapolis. 

Indianapolis. 

ri~~:';iii~ . 
Hadley. 

Greencastle. 

Lena ...... . 
Perth .... . 
Fontanet ... . 
Terre Raute. 

. S~;'f~~d 

STATIONS. 

Indiana .. . 
. . . . I Indiana. 

St. Louis Division. 

State. County. 

Indiana. Marion .... 
Indiana. . Marion. , . 
Indiana. Marion ..... . 
Indiana. Hendricks .. . 
Indiana. Hendricks .. 
Indiana. Hendricks ... 
Indiana. Hendricks. 
Indiana.. Hendricks. 
Indiana. . Putnam. 
Indiana.. Putnam ... .. 
Indiana.. Putnam. 
Indiana.. Putnam. 
Indiana. .... Clay ... . 
Indiana ....... 1 Clay .. . 
IndillJla. .... Vigo .... . 
IndillJla. .... Vigo ... . 

Indiana ...... "1 Vigo ... ······1 Indiana. .. Vigo.. . . 

Elevation. 

1,111.4 
1,104.7 
1,091.2 
1,040.2 
1,025.7 

984.7 
947.5 
925.0 
916.0 
914.0 
885.0 
876.5 
875.0 
870.0 
863.0 
831. 9 
871.5 
793.7 
707.6 

Elevation. 

707.6 
711.0 
748.3 
826.5 
844.5 
922.7 
936.3 
896.9 
880.4 
805.1 
721.2 
718.9 
773.4 
638.2 
543.0 
476.0 
547.5 
631.0 

CLEVELAND, CINCINNATI, CHIC~GO AND ST. LOUIS RAILROAD. 

Chicago Division. 

Distances 
from STATIONS. State. County. Elevation. 

Cincinnati, 
Ohio. 

23.0 Lawrenceburg Junction. Indiana ..... Dearborn ...... 498.0 
26.0 

Man~h~ster ... 
Indiana ... Dearborn ...... 491.5 

31.0 Indiana .. . Dearborn ... , .. 588.0 
36.0 

Sun~~~ 
Indiana: .. Dearborn ...... 826.0 

41.0 Indiana ..... Ripley ........ 1,018.6 
46.0 Morris .. Indiana .. Ripley ...... 997.5 
51.0 

1 '''~ p,;,~,. : . Indiana .. Franklin ... 946.5 
56.0 Indiana .. Decatur ... 986.0 
59.0 .~c?~~:::.: • IndillJla .. Decatur .... . 1,003.0 
66.0 Indiana-.. Decatur ... 930.0 
71.0 

·W~id~~~·.:::: •. Indiana. 

I 

DeC'..atur ... 887.5 
76.0 Indiana .. Shelby .... 854.5 
80.0 

I:i~i~;~~"·.:: .• • . 
Indiana .. ..... Shelby ... , .. 830.0 

86.0 IndillJla. Shelby ........ 771.5 
91.0 IndillJla ...... I Shelby ........ 769.5 
96.0 I London ...... IndillJla ....... .i Shelby ........ 773.0 
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CLEVELAND, CINCINNATI, CHICAGO AND ST. LOUIS RAILROAD-Continued. 

Chicago Division-Continued. 

Distances 
from STATIONS. State. County. Elevation. 

Cincinnati, 
Ohio. 

101.0 
· B';';~h'G;~~~::: 

Indiana ... .. ' Marion ... 816.5 
106.0 Indiana .. "I Marion. 841.5 
112 0 Indianapolis .. Indiana ... . ,' Mario:1 707.6 
121.0 Augusta ........ Indiana .. . Marivn. 822.0 
126.0 Zionsville ..... Indiana ... .... Boone .. . . .. I 842.0 
131 0 Whitestown . Indiana .. .: Boone. 928.0 
1360 ............. Indiana ..... Boone. . .... : 955.0 
141.0 

· ii;';'~i~igg .' .. : . 
Indiana .... Boone ... 928.0 

1460 Indiana .. Boone. 904.0 
151 0 Indiana ... Boone ... 830.0 
1560 Indiana .... Clinton .. 824.0 
161 0 StockwelL. Indiana ... Tippecan~: . 810.0 
166.0 Crane ...... Indiana. 

"'1 

Tippecanoe . 736.0 
171.0 Altamount. Indiana ... ... Tippecanoe .. 645.0 
176.0 Lafayette. Indiana. Tippecanoe. 542.0 
181.0 Indiana. Tippecanoe .. 700.0 
1860 Indiana .... Tippecanoe. 691. 0 
191 0 

Aik;;;so~ .... 
Indiana ... Benton ... 707.0 

196.0 Indiana .. Benton ..... 712.0 
201 0 Swanington ... Indiana ....... Benton .... 800.0 
2060 Gravel Hill .. Indiana ...... Benton ... 811.0 
211 0 Sheff .... Indiana .. Benton .. 780.0 
216.0 

· Sheldo~: : . 
Indiana ... Benton .. 727.0 

221 0 Indiana ... Benton. 680.0 
224.0 Iroquois. Indiana .. Benton. 6490 

CLEVELAND. CINCINNATI, CHICAGO AND ST. LOurS RAILROAD. 

Distances 
from 

St. Joseph, 
Mich. 

36.0 
41.0 
46.0 
51.0 
56.0 
61.0 
66.0 
71.0 
76.0 
81.0 
86.0 
91.0 
96.0 

101.0 
106.0 
111.0 
116.0 
121.0 
126 0 
131.0 
136.0 
141.0 
146.0 
151.0 
156.0 
161.0 
166.0 
171.0 
177.0 
181.0 
186.0 
191.0 
196.0 
201.0 
206.0 
~1l.0 

Michigan Division. 

STATIONS. State. 

Granger .. Indiana. 

'Elkh~~t::: : 
Indiana. 
Indiana ..... 

Dunlap ... Indiana ....... 
Goshen ..... Indiana ..... 
NewParis ......... Indiana ... 
Milford Junction .. Indiana .... 

.................. Indiana ... 

·W~~~~:::::::: . Indiana ... 
Indiana ..... 

ClaypooL ..... Indiana ..... 
Silver Lake ... Indiana ........ 

· B~ii~·a:T·.·.·. ~ : : : 
Indiana ....... 
Indiana. 

Urbana ... Indiana. '" 
............. Indiana .... 
.............. Indiana .... 

Indiana ..... 
YFox's ........ Indiana .... 

::1 ··Marion ............. Indiana ... 
Jonesboro ...... Indiana ... 

{Fairmount ... Indiana ..... 
..................... Indiana .... 
............... Indiana ..... 
.................... Indiana .... 

· A~d~~~~;"::::::::::::: ...... Indiana ... 
Indiana ... 

Alliance .................... Indiana ... 

· Shi~i~Y·. : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Indiana ... 
Indiana .. 

Knightstown ................ Indiana ....... 
Carthage .............................. Indiana ....... 
Farmers ............................... Indiana ....... 

· R~h~iie':"::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Indiana ....... 
Indiana ........ 

Milroy ................................ Indiana ....... 

County. I Elevation. 

St. Joseph. 806.0 
Elkhart ... 761.0 
Elkhart ... 753.0 
Elkhart ... 778.5 
Elkhart. . 791.0 
Elkhart .... 8090 
Kosciusko ... 818.0 
Kosciusko .. 842.0 
Kosciusko ..... 832.0 
Kosciusko .. 808.0 
Kosciusko .. 853.5 
KosciUsko. 884.5 
Wabash. 829.0 
Wabash. 757.0 
Waba.<h .... 786.5 
Wabash ..... 810.0 
Wabash .... 752.0 
Wabash .. 793.0 
Grant ..... 804.0 
Grant ..... 810.0 
Grant ..... 834.0 
Grant ....... 852.0 
Madison .... 872.0 
Madison ... 872.5 
Madison .. 861.5 
Madison .. 870.0 
Madison. 864.0 
Madison. 893.0 
Madison ....... 937.0 
Hancock ...... 997.0 
Henry .... 978.0 
Rush .... 890.0 
Rush .......... 951.5 
Rush .......... 935.0 
Rush .......... 946.0 
Rush .......... 970.0 
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CLEVELAND. CINCINNATI, CHICAGO AND ST. LOUIS RAILROAD-Continued. 

Distances 
from 

St. Joseph. 
Mich. 

216.0 
221.0 
226.0 
231.0 
236.0 
241.0 
246.0 
250.0 

Distances 
from 

Fairland. 

0.0 
12.0 
26.0 
38.0 

Distances 
from 

Sandusky. 
Ohio. 

141.1 
145.7 
150.3 
152.3 
156.6 
162.4 
167.2 
173.6 
179.5 
181.0 
184.3 
189.9 
192.6 
194.1 
198.6 
204.0 
210.2 
215.0 
219.1 
222.8 
225.0 
227.9 
234.1 
238.7 
243.5 
249.4 
255.6 
258.6 
260.4 
263.2 
267.5 
271.2 
272.0 
277.2 
279.3 
280.9 
284.3 
286.5 
290.3 
291.4 
293.6 

Michigan Division-Continued. 

STATIONS. State. 

Sandusky. Indiana .. . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana. 

Horace .............. . Indiana .. . 
Westport. Indiana ... . 

Indiana .... . 
Indiana ... . 

North Vernon ...................... . Indiana. 

F. F. & M. Branch. 

STATIONS. 

Fairland .... . 
Franklin .... . 
Morgantown .......................... . 
Martinsville .. 

State. 

Indiana .. 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 

County. 

Decatur .. . 
Decatur ..... . 
Decatur ...... . 
Decatur .... . 
Decatur ... . 
Jennings .... . 
Jennings .... . 
Jennings ... . 

County. 

Shelby .... . 
Johnson ... . 
Morgan ..... . 
Morgan ..... . 

LAKE ERIE AND WESTERN RAILROAD. 

Brice. 
Portland. 

STATIONS. 

Blaine... .. .......... 
I Como ...... . 

Redkey .... . 
Albany .... .. 

Main Line. 

DeSoto ......................... .. 
Muncie ............................... . 
Camma!'k...... .. ........... .. 
Reeds........ . ........... . 
Gilman ......... . 
Alexandria ................ . 
Orestes ...... . 
Dundee .... . 
Elwood ... . 
Hobbs ...... . 

~~~s~iih:::::::::::::::: ... 
Kempton ................. . 
Circleville .. 
Hillisburg ............. . 
Boylston .. . 
Frankfort .. . 
Deniston ............... . 
Mulberry .... . 
Dayton ..................... . 
Altamont .................. . 
Lafayette ...................... . 
Summit ...................... . 
Ball ........................... . 
Montmorenci .................. . 
Otterbein ....... . 
Vilas...... .. ................... .. 
Templeton .................... . 
Oxford ... . 
Fargo ........................ . 
Chase ........................ . 
Boswell ...................... . 
Talbot ............................... . 
Handy ............................... . 
Ambia ............................... . 

State. 

Indiana ... . 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana .. 
Indiana 
Indiana ...... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ...... .. 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana ...... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ..... . 
Indiana ..... . 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana .. 

~~:::::::::I 
Indiana ....... '1 

County. 

Jay .... . 
Jay ... . 
Jay .... . 
Jay .......... . 
Jay ........... . 
Delaware ..... . 
Delaware .. . 
Delaware ,. 
Delaware .. . 
Delaware .. . 
Madison ... . . 
Madison .... . 
Mad.ison .... . 
Madison ... . 
Madison ... . 
Tipton ....... . 
Tipton ....... . 
Tipton ...... .. 
Tipton ...... .. 
Clinton ....... . 
Clinton ....... . 
Clinton .... . 
Clinton ....... . 
Clinton ....... . 
Clinton ....... . 
Tippecanoe ... . 
Tippecanoe ... . 
Tippecanoe •... 
Tippecanoe ... . 
Tippecanoe ... . 
Tippecanoe ... . 
Benton ....... . 
Benton ....... . 
Benton ...... .. 
Benton .... . 
Benton ....... . 
Benton ....... . 
Benton ..... . . 
Bellton ....... . 
Benton ..... . 
Benton .. . 

Elevation. 

940.0 
933.0 
914.0 
875.0 
855.0 
775.5 
734.0 
725.0 

Elevation. 

769.5 
733.9 
692.0 
596.5 

Elevation. 

923.5 
9.08.5 
929.5 
949.0 
965.6 
938.8 
955.6 
947.7 
930.5 
929.1 
901.4 
854.8 
870.8 
874.5 
862.3 
869.0 
871. 7 
908.8 
927.7 
929.3 
919.7 
903.0 
848.8 
844.1 
772.6 
672.7 
647.1 
539.9 
608.0 
697.0 
692.0 
705.3 
707.0 
669.0 
727.8 
771.0 
138.3 
756.3 
763.8 
743.0 
730.6 



Distances 
from 

Indianapolis. 

0.0 
1.8 
3.0 
3.9 
7.1 

12.1 
16.1 
22.2 
28.5 
31.6 
34.5 
39.6 
42.5 
46.2 
49.1 
52.6 
54.3 
54.7 
59.2 
60.9 
63.0 
66.2 
73.8 
77.8 
79.8 
81.9 
85.4 
88.9 
91.4 
97.7 

104.0 
105.5 
107.7 
110.1 
118.3 
125.0 
130.6 
135.3 
139.6 
147.1 
149.4 
152.3 
156.0 
159.3 

Distances 
from 

Connersville. 

0.0 
5.3 

10.1 
11.9 
17,9 
25.2 
27.7 
28.2 
30.3 
33.4 
35,5 
37.3 
43,3 
48,7 
51.6 
54,0 
61.6 
69,7 
72,8 
77.5 
83,6 
90.0 
93.4 

HYPSOMETRY OF INDIANA. 

LAKE ERIE AND WESTERN RAILROAD. 
Indianapolis and Michigan City Division. 

STATJONS. 

Indianapolis ............. . 
Massachusetts Ave ...... . 
Belt Junction ............. . 
Moon ..... 
Malott Park. 
Castleton. 
Fishers ..... 
Noblesville. 
Cicero ....... . 
Arcadia ..... . 
Atlanta. 
Tipton ..... . 
Jacksons ... . 
Sharpsville .. 
Fairfield ..... . 
Marshall .... . 
Kokomo ......... . 
Kokomo Junction. 
Cassville ... . 
Bennetts ..... . 
Miami. 
Bunker Hill. 
Peru ..... 
Doyle .. 
Courter. 
Denver . . 
Deeds .. . 
Macy ........ . 
Wagoners ....... . 
Rochester .. . 
Tiosa .... . 
Walnut .... . 
Railsback .. . 
Argos .... . 
Plymouth ... . 
Tyner ..... . 
Walkerton .. . 
Kankakee .. 
Stillwell. . 
Laporte ... . 
Belfast ....... . 
Oakwood ..... . 
Roeskes ....... . 
Michigan City. 

State. County. 

Indiana..... . .. Marion ....... . 
Indiana. . . . . . .. Marion ....... . 
Indiana...... Marion ....... . 
Indiana. . . . . . .. Marion ....... . 
Indiana. . . . . . .. Marion ....... . 
Indiana ... "", Marion ... ,.", 
Indiana" " .... Hamilton ..... 
Indiana"", Hamilton" .. , 
Indiana" " ' Hamilton, , , . , 
Indiana""" Hamilton .. ". 
Indiana" , Hamilton, . ' , . 
Indiana" ... " Tipton ..... " 
Indiana"", Tipton. ' , , " 
Indiana"""" Tipton .. " 
Indiana" . " . Howard" " " 
Indiana""., Howard" 
Indiana."", Howard.", 
Indiana"" Howard .. " 
Indiana, "" H!,wa~d"" 
Indiana" " " MIamI. " .. " 

. ~ •••••••. iMt, •. ~a:m:·, .•.• ,.,.,.,.,.· 
Indiana."" . 
Indiana.. MiamI ..... . 
Indiana" .. , Fulton""" 
Indiana"" Fulton."", 
Indiana". Fulton""" 
Indiana, , , Marshall, . ' . , ' 
Indiana" MarshalL, , , ' 
Indiana. , , Marshall , 
Indiana. , Marshall, 
Indiana, , St. Joseph, 
Indiana" Laporte, ' 
Indiana. Laporte, ' 
Indiana, Laporte, , ' 
Indiana.,. Laporte, 
Indiana. , Laporte. ' 
Indiana. Laporte, 
Indiana, Laporte, , , 

LAKE ERIE AND WESTERN RAILROAD. 
Connersville to Ft. Wayne. 

STATIONS. 

Connersville."., ".' 
Beeson ...... "",,,, ... ,,, , 
Milton ..... ,.,.,., 
Cambridge City, , ' .. , 
New Lisbon."., ... "". 
New Castle""".""", 
Fayne". ' . , , , , .. ' . , , ' , , , 
Rhein., , , , .. ,. , , , . , . , . , ' 
Mount Summit .. ,,,,,,,,,.,.,,,,,, 
Springport""""".,.,,,,.,,,,., , 
Oakville .. ",."""""""",·"" , 
Cowan, .. ,.",.".,.,,,,,,·,,,,·, ' 
Muncie.......... . ........ . 
Royerton"",,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,., , 
Shidelers",.,.,."""."" , 
Eaton""", .. ,.", .. ".",·,·"" , 
Hartford City"",.,.. ",. 
Montpelier" " ' , , , . , . , " " , ... ' , , 
Keystone.".,., .. , 
Poneto""""" .. ",.""".,,,,,, ' 
Bluffton, . , 
Kingsland, , .. 
Ossian ....... . 

State. 

Indiana""." , 
Indiana"", . , ' 
Indiana"" , 
Indiana"., , 
Indiana 
Indiana" , 
Indiana, . , , 
Indiana, , , ' 
Indiana, ' 
Indiana, 
Indiana, 
Indiana, ' 
Indiana" , 
Indiana . . 
Indiana. 
Indiana . . 
Indiana"." ' , . 
Indiana"", . , ' 
Indiana", , 
Indiana., ' 
Indiana, 
Indiana, 
Indiana, 

County. 

Fayette, .. ',' , 
Wayne ... "" ' 
Wayne" 
Wayne".", 
Henry., ' 
Henry. 
Henry"" 
Henry, 
Henry, 
Henry"" ' 
Delaware, 
Delaware ..... 
Delaware,.", , 
Delaware ..... . 
Delaware .. ", ' 
Delaware ..... . 
Blackford, .. ' . 
Blackford .. , ' 
Wells, .. , 
Wells". ' 
Wells,. 
Wells", .. , 
Wells"" 

825 

Elevation. 

707,0 
732.0 
726.0 
726.0 
752.8 
809.4 
815.6 
772,2 
837,2 
859,7 
862,1 
871.6 
882,9 
877.1 
858,5 
828,0 
816.7 
817,5 
811.2 
815,8 
789.0 
804,1 
648,8 
790,0 
742,6 
703,9 
831. 7 
848,0 
843.8 
779,6 
825,9 
850.0 
886.0 
828.4 
790.3 
790,7 
724,6 
691.6 
730,8 
815.3 
863.4 
727,0 
628.0 
597,0 

Elevation. 

828,0 
876,0 
935.5 
940,5 

1,100,0 
1,039.8 
1,058.0 
1,077. 0 
1,088,7 
1,017.0 
1,007.5 

991.4 
949.5 
928.4 
910.8 
909,5 
887.6 
867,0 
862,0 
849,0 
827,2 
853.8 
825,2 
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LAKE ERIE AND WESTERN RAILROAD-Continued. 
Connersville to Ft. Wayne-Continued. 

County. Elevation. 
CJnm'f3vilh:~. 

Distances I 
from __ I _______ S_T_"_TI_O_N_s_.______ State. 

----------1----------1-------
96.8 

100.7 
105.1 
108.5 

Distances 
from 

Ft. Wayne. 

83.3 
91.2 
93.5 
97.7 

100.7 
107.3 

Distances 
from 

Cincinnati, 
Ohio. 

Yoder .... 
Fergusons. 
Hugo ...... . 
Ft. Wayne. 

.... 1 Indiana .... 

.. .. 1 Indiana .. 
Indiana ... 
Indiana .. 

LAKE ERIE AND WESTERN RAILROAD. 

New Castle. 
Spiceland 
Dunreith. 
Mays ..... . 
Sexton .... . 
Rushville. 

Rushville Branch. 

STATIONS. 

·········::::::::1 

State. 

Indiana. 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 
Indiana . . 
Indiana . . 
Indiana .. 

Allen ... . 
Allen ..... . 
Allen .. . 
Allen. 

County. 

Henry .. 
Henry. 
Henry. 
Rush .... 
Rush .. 
Rush .. 

CINCINNATI, HAMILTON AND DAYTON RAILROAD. 

STATIONS. State. County. 

813.0 
794.5 
787.9 
788.0 

Elevation. 

1,039.8 
1,062,5 
1,036.2 
1,006.8 
1,000.9 

956.2 

Elevation 

----1------------------------1---------1----------1------
45.00 
48.21 
50.25 
53.01 
59.15 
62.88 
67.29 
72.00 
75.71 
76.97 
78.99 
80.26 
85.06 
89.40 
92.13 
96.23 
99.03 

101. 56 
103.65 
105.99 
109.72 
113.46 
116.96 
119.74 
124.06 
126.60 
138.40 
139.80 
143.50 
147.10 
151. 50 
154.30 
156.75 
159.80 
164.50 
169.50 
172.90 
176.40 
178.60 
180.90 
184.40 
187.10 
190.10 
191 90 
192.70 
199.30 
201.40 

College Corner-State Line ... 
Cottage Grove ..... . 
Lotus ... 
Liberty .......... . 
Brownsville .... . 
Lyons ....... . 
Connersville. . 
Longwood-Summit ....... . 
Hurricane-The Summit, 
Glenwood. 
Griffin ...... . 
Farmington. 
Rushville ... . 
Brandon ..... . 
Arlington ... . 
Gwynnville .. 
Morristown . 
Lardona ...... . 
Fountaintown. 
Reedville ..... . 
New Palestine .. 
Julietta .. 
Fenton .. . 
Irvington .................. . 
Indianapolis-Vir~,inia Ave . . 
Moorefield ................. . 
Tyrone .. . 
Tilden ..... . 
Maplewood. 
Montclair ..... . 
North Salem. 
Barnard ....... . 
Wheaton ...... . 
Roachdale .. 
Raccoon, .... . 
Russellville. 
Milligan .................... . 
Guion .... . 
Bethany, . 
Marshall ...... . 
Bloomingdale. 
Leatherwood ... 
West Melcher .. 
Montezuma .. . 
Hillsdale .... . 
Dana ......... . 
State Line ... . 

. i~di~~~.·.·.· 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana. 
Indiana ... 
Indiana . . 
Indiana . . 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana .. 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana. 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana .. 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana .. 
Indiana . . 
Indiana. 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana .. 
Indiana . . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana ... . . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana. 
Indiana .. 
Indiana .. 
Indiana . . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana . . 

.. Indiana. 

.... 1 Indiana. 

. .. Indiana .. 

.... Indiana .. 
Indiana .. 

Union .. . 
Union .. . 
Union .. . 
Union .. 
Fayette. 
Fayette. 
Fayette. 
Fayette. 
Rush .. . 
Rush ... . 
Rush ... . 
Rush .. . 
Rush .. . 
Rush .... . 
ShelbY .. . 
Shelby. 
Shelby. 
Shelby. 
Hancock. 
Hancock. 
Marion. 
Marion. 
Marion .. . 
Marion .. . 
Marion .. . 
Hendricks. 
Hendricks ..... 
Hendricks .. 
Hendricks . . 
Hendricks. 
Putnam . . 
Putnam .. . 
Putnam ... . 
Putnam ... . 
Putnam ... . 
Parke .... . 
Parke .... . 
Parke .. . 
Parke., .. . 
Parke., .. . 
Parke ..... . 
Parke ..... . 
Parke ...... . 
Vermillion .... . 
Vermillion .... . 
Vermillion .... . 

988.0 
1,042.0 
1,039.0 

980.0 
793.0 
884.0 
832.0 

1,027.0 
1,104.0 
1,080.0 
1,050.0 
1,032.0 

968.0 
942.0 
920.0 
911.0 
847.0 
852.0 
844.0 
834.0 
831.0 
830.0 
857.0 
819.0 
709.0 
704.5 
870.5 
897.0 
941.0 
957.0 
886.0 
902.0 
885.5 
837.5 
738.5 
825.0 
791.0 
653.5 
742.0 
699.0 
641.6 
572.0 
526.0 
495.0 
489.0 
644.0 
629.0 
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CHICAGO, INDIANAPOLIS AND LOUISVILLE RAILROAD. 

State Line to New Albany. 

Distances 
from STATIONS. State. County. Elevation. 

Chicago, Ill. 

19.8 State Line ...... 587.3 
20.0 · ii~~~~~d.: : . 

Indiana. 588.8 
20.7 Indiana. Lake. 590.0 
21.0 Indiana. 591.0 
22.0 Indiana. 603.2 
23.0 · So~ihH~~~~~d.· 

Indiana .... . 601.0 
23.2 Indiana . . Lake. 600.0 
24.0 

Munster: : : . 
Indiana .. " 

L~ke. 
602.0 

24.6 Indiana .. . 615.7 
25.0 

·M~Y;;~~d::: ............ Indiana. 615.7 
25.5 Indiana. Lake .. 615.7 
25.8 Grand Trunk Crossing. Indiana . . : : . Lake. 615.7 
26.0 Indiana .. 615.2 
27.0 Indiana ... . 619.6 
28.0 Indiana .. 

L~ke 
625.0 

29.0 Dyer. Indiana. 632.5 
30.0 Indiana .... . 641.5 
31.0 Indiana . . 666.0 
32.0 Indiana . . 690.1 
33.0 

St.j~h~ 
Indiana ..... 700.6 

33.5 Indiana . . Lake. 702.0 
34.0 Indiana .... 696.0 
35.0 Indiana . . 707.7 
36.0 Indiana ... . 723.3 
37.0 Indiana .. 741.1 
38.0 Indiana ... . 721.5 
38.4 Armour .. . Indiana . . Lake. 711.5 
39.0 · C~d~~ ·L~k~. 

Indiana. 697.4 
39.5 Indiana ... . Lake ... 695.0 
40.0 Indiana . . 695.0 
41.0 Indiana . . 697.8 
41.5 Creston. Indiana ..... . Lake. 708.8 
42.0 Indiana . . 710.2 
43.0 Indiana." . 694.5 
44.0 ,. Indiana . . 682.9 
44.8 Lowell .. Indiana .... Lake. 666.8 
45.0 Indiana .. 667.8 
46.0 Indiana .... 676.8 
47.0 Indiana . . 663.6 
48.0 Indiana. 641.5 
49.0 Indiana. 641.0 
50.0 ............. Indiana . . 641.0 
50.2 Grassmere. Indiana. Lake .. 641.0 
51.0 Indiana ...... 6412 
52.0 

Sh~iby::::: : 
Indiana . . 

L~ke: 
6402 

52.6 Indiana. 640.2 
63.0 

'W~t~~V~ii~y: . 
Indiana 641.0 

53.2 Indiana. Newton. 642.1 
54.0 

Th~y~~·.:::: . Indiana . . 643.6 
54.1 Indiana. Newton. 643.7 
55.0 .............. Indiana ..... 649.3 
56.0 Indiana . . 

·N~~t~~:::::·· 
677.1 

56.5 Rose Lawn .. Indiana .. . 688.7 
57.0 Indiana . . 688.2 
58.0 Indiana ..... . 6853 
59.0 Indiana ... . 685.2 
60.0 

I' P~~b~~k~ . : . • • • • 
Indiana ... . 

j~~p~~: : 685.4 
60.4 Indiana . . 687.0 
61.0 ............ . ... Indiana .. . 688.0 
62.0 

'ii~i~O';k~ 
Indiana . . . j~~p~~:.:' 696.7 

62.2 Indiana ..... 695.3 
63.0 .............. Indiana . . 691.2 
64.0 Indiana ... . 690.4 
65.0 Indiana .. 686.1 
65.8 Parr ... Indiana. Jasper . . 690.0 
66.0 Indiana ... . 693.7 
67.0 Indiana . . 694.2 
68.0 Indiana .... 696.1 
68.1 Surrey ... Indiana . . Jasper .. . 697.0 
69.0 Indiana .. . 704.8 
70.0 Indiana .. 717.3 
71.0 Indiana ..... . 690.6 
72.0 · R~~~seioor·. " " : : : : : : Indiana . . 

Jasp~~ .. 
665.5 

72.8 Indiana. 664.0 
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CHICAGO, INDIANAPOLIS AND LOUISVILLE RAILROAD-Continued. 

Distances 
from 

Chicago, Ill . 

73.0 
74.0 
75.0 
76.0 
76.9 
77.0 
78.0 
79.0 
80.0 
81.0 
82.0 
83.0 
83.1 
84.0 
85.0 
86.0 
87.0 
88.0 
88.4 
89.0 
90.0 
91.0 
92.0 
93.0 
94.0 
95.0 
95.8 
96.0 
97.0 
98.0 
98.2 
99.0 

100.0 
101.0 
102.0 
102.1 
103.0 
104.0 
105.0 
106.0 
106.2 
107.0 
108.0 
109.0 
110.0 
110.2 
111.0 
112.0 
112.9 
113.0 
114.0 
115.0 
116.0 
117.0 
118.0 
119.0 
119.5 
120.0 
121.0 
122.0 
122.5 
123.0 
124.0 
125.0 
126.0 
126.5 
127.0 
128.0 
129.0 
129.5 
130.0 
131.0 
132.0 
132.9 

State Line to New Albany-Continued. 

STATIONS. State. 

........................................ Indiana ....... . 

........................................ Indiana ....... . 

........................................ Indiana ....... . 

· Pl~~~;"nt Ridg~: : : : : : : : : : : : .. Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 

......................... Indiana ....... . 
McCoysburg. ................ Indiana ....... . 

Indiana ....•... 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana ..... . 

Lee .. Indiana ..... . 
..................... Indiana ....... . 

...................... Indiana ....... . 
.......................... Indiana ....... . 

................................. Indiana ....... . 
........................................ Indiana ....... . 
Monon. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Indiana ....... . 

................................. Indiana ....... . 
Indiana .. 
Indiana ...... . 
Indiana ..... . 

............................... Indiana ..... . 
................. Indiana ....... . 

........................................ Indiana ....... . 
Reynolds..................... ......... Indiana ....... . 

........................................ Indiana ....... . 
..................................... Indiana ....... . 

wh;';'i~~~":: :::::::::::: ::::::::: :::::: ~~~l:~::::::::: 
..................................... Indiana ....... . 

· .............. .......... Indiana ..... . 
I..................................... Indiana ....... . 

Indiana ..•..... 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 

.............. Indiana .. 
Indiana ....... . 

· B~~~kst~;,.: ~~~l:::::::: :: 
............................... . ... Indiana ....... . 
...................................... Indiana ..... . 
....................................... Indiana ..... . 

Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . · A~h 'G~~~~: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 

........................................ Indiana ....... . 

Battle G~~~;,.d·.·.:::.::::::::::::::::::: ~:~i=:::::::: 
........................................ Indiana ....... . 

.................................. Indiana ....... . 

.................................. Indiana ....... . 

.................................. Indiana ....... . 

.................................. Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 

'L':fay~tt~""::::::"""""""""'" ~:~l:::::::::: 
L~iiy~tt~i;';'~tio;":::::::""""""" ~~~i=:::::::: 

Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . · G~':';'~iot~:::::::::::::: 
Indiana ........ . 

........................................ Indiana ....... . 
................... Indiana ....... . 

Indiana ....... . 
..................... Indiana ....... . 

Indiana ....... . 
.............................. Indiana ....... . 

·ii~~b~· .. ::::··· Indiana ... . 
Indiana ...... 1 
Indiana. 
Indiana 
Indiana 
Indiana 

County. Elevation. 

................ 662.5 

................ 662.8 

............. 663.0 
668.0 

Jasper .. 696.0 
695.0 
682.1 

'j~~p~~:::' . 684.4 
672.3 
669.1 
669.8 

Whit~ 
670.9 
671.0 
679.3 
680.5 
684.3 
687.0 

Whit~:: 
679.8 
672.3 
677.0 
684.9 
686.9 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . 686.9 
685.5 

................ 686.1 

·whit~:::::···· 
686.5 
694.0 
698.0 
696.0 

Whit~: 
690.7 
690.7 
689.4 
692.9 
703.1 

White. 
709.0 
708.9 
705.4 
695.0 
695.0 
683.5 

White. 680.5 
672.2 

................ 686.8 
.............. 679.0 

· Tip~c':';~~: : : : 
663.3 
666.0 

............. 652.0 

· Tjpp~c~~~~" .. : : 610.0 
584.3 

............. 580.2 
................ 550.6 
................ 547.5 
................ 537.8 
................ 543.0 
................ 549.0 

· Tipp~c':';~~: : : : 
536.0 
5a9.0 

· Tip~c':~~~: : : : 
554.0 
571.0 

Tip~c':';oo: : : : 
559.0 
588.2 

. . . . I 61a.0 
................ 582.0 

584.2 
............. 623.7 

Tippecanoe .... 651.0 
658.0 
706.7 

· ~iP~e~a~o~: : . : I 
697.0 
707.2 
733.0 
743.2 

...... ••• j 741.0 
Tippecanoe . .. I 738.0 
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CHICAGO, INDIANAPOLIS AND LOUISVILLE RAILROAD-Continued. 

State Line to New Albany-Continued. 

Distances 
from STATIONS. State. County. Elevation. 

Chicago, Ill. 

133.0 · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Indiana .. 739.7 
134.0 I:::::::::::::' Indiana .. 734.4 

135.0 Indiana ... 755.0 
136.0 · Li~d~~~::' 

Indiana. 
MonLg~~~ry . 

770.3 
137.0 Indiana. 787.0 
138.0 Indiana . . 800.3 
139.0 Indiana ... . 824.3 
140.0 · Ch~~;y'd;~~~: 

Indiana ..... : . 804.0 
141.0 Indiana .. Montgomery. 797.5 
142.0 Indiana .. . 783.6 
143.0 .............. Indiana . . 

Mo~tg~mery : : 765.0 
144.0 Manchester. Indiana. 753.4 
145.0 · . . . . . . . . . . Indiana . . Montgomery .. 755.7 
146.0 Indiana .... 719.0 
147.0 

Crawr;'~d~~ill~"" .. ·.: : 
Indiana ... 728.5 

147.3 Indiana. Montgomery. 738.7 
148.0 

Crawfordsville Junction .... :. 
Indiana .. . 770.0 

148.4 Indiana ... Montgomery. 786.7 
149.0 Indiana .. 781.0 
150.0 Indiana ... . 807.0 
151.0 Indiana .. . 835.9 
1.52.0 Indiana ... 821.8 
153.0 

Whitesville ... 
Indiana . . 

M~~tg~~e~y' .. 
862.0 

153.9 Indiana. 871.0 
154.0 Indiana .. . 873.0 
155.0 Indiana .. 873.0 
156.0 Indiana . . 840.5 
157.0 

·L~ci;,g;,,,·.: 
Indiana. 850.0 

157.8 Indiana Montgomery .. 822.5 
158.0 ............ Indiana .. 822.5 
159.0 Indiana. 825.3 
160.0 ............. Indiana. 811.8 
161.0 Indiana. 820.4 
162.0 

Roaci;d~ie .. 
Indiana. 

'P~tn~~" . 
835.6 

162.2 Indiana. 839.5 
163.0 Indiana. 851.4 
164.0 Indiana. 845.1 
165.0 

C~~p~~t~~s~i'li~: .. 
Indiana ... 

·p·dtn:~~. 
.. 857.6 

165.5 Indiana. 883.0 
166.0 Indiana . . 909.6 
167.0 Indiana. ~~g:~ 168.0 

ii~i;;b~idg~ . 
Indiana . . 

168.7 Indiana. Putnam. 933.0 
169.0 Indiana. 915.0 
170.0 Indiana. 874.0 
171.0 Indiana .. . 847.7 
172.0 Indiana . . 800.4 
173.0 Indiana. 756.7 
174.0 Indiana. 711.8 
175.0 Indiana . . 697.5 
176.0 Indiana .. . 713.0 
177.0 ............. Indiana .. 

'Putn~~: . 
713.5 

177 .8 Greencastle. Indiana . . 768.0 
178.0 Indiana .. 771.6 
179.0 

· Li;;"~da:l~ . : : : : . 
Indiana. 

P~t~~~" . 
808.8 

180.0 Indiana. 763.0 
181.0 Indiana. 725.0 
182.0 Indiana. , 

·P~t~~~. 
732.0 

183.0 Putnamville .. Indiana . . 683.3 
184.0 Indiana. , 662.0 
185.0 ..... , ...... Indiana .. 690.8 
186.0 Indiana. 727.0 
187.0 Indiana. 774.0 
188.0 Indiana .. 809.5 
189.0 Indiana ... . . . . . . . . . . . . 772.0 
189.2 Cloverdale. Indiana . . Putnam .. . 776.5 
190.0 Indiana. 762.7 
191.0 Indiana . . 789.0 
192.0 

·o~ki';';d.· 
Indiana . . 

1== 
773.4 

192.2 Indiana .... . 769.0 
193.0 

· W~il;':c~ J~~ctio~. 
Indiana . .. 738.3 

194.0 Indiana. 774.4 
195.0 

Q~i;;cy 
Indiana. 744.0 

195.3 Indiana. 742.0 
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CHICAGO, INDIANAPOLIS AND LOUISVILLE RAILROAD-Continued. 

State Line to New Albany--Continued. 

Distances 
from STATIONS. 

Chicago, Ill. 
State. County. Elevation. 

196.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Indiana ........ . ............ 768.5 
197.0 

Sp~i~g C~;~: 
............... Indiana ........ ............ 770.0 

197.8 Indiana ........ Owen ...... 769.5 
198.0 Indiana ... Owen. 769.3 
199.0 Indiana .. 740.0 
200.0 Indiana. 692.6 
201.0 Indiana. 643.0 
202.0 Indiana. 593.0 
203.0 · Go~p~~t i~~~ti~:';" Indiana .. 567.0 
203.1 Indiana. Owen. 567.7 
203.9 Gosport ... Indiana. Owen. 565.0 
204.0 Indiana. 566.2 
205.0 Indiana .. . 568.4 
206.0 Indiana. 568.0 
207.0 

· Sti~~~~;il~·. : : : : .. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . Indiana ..... 565.3 

207.8 ............... Indiana ..... Monroe. 586.0 
208.0 Indiana. 589.0 
209.0 Indiana. 60f.7 
210.0 Indiana. 629.6 
211.0 Indiana. 649.0 
212.0 

· ii;~yi';gl~' 
Indiana. 666.0 

212.2 Indiana. Monroe ........ 672.5 
213.0 Indiana ........ ............ 681.0 
213.1 Ellettsville. Indiana ........ Monroe ... 685.0 
214.0 Indiana. 717.0 
215.0 

·W~~d;. 
Indiana. 735.0 

215.5 ............. Indiana ........ Monroe. 751.0 
216.0 Indiana ...... 772.5 
217.0 Indiana .... ,. ........... 832.0 
217.9 Hunters .. Indiana .. Monroe ... 884.0 
218.0 ............ . ................ Indiana ..... 886.0 
219.0 · . . . . . . . . . . . Indiana ..... 866.5 
220.0 

· iil~;;,;;i~gt~;; .. : : : . 
Indiana ..... 787.0 

220.5 ............. Indiana. Monroe. 752.5 
221.0 

· Livingst~~·. 
.............. Indiana .. 735.0 

222.0 Indiana ........ Monroe. 695.0 
223.0 ........... Indiana .. 680.3 
224.0 

· Clear Creek. 
Indiana ...... 656.0 

224.2 Indiana ........ Monroe. 655.0 
225.0 Indiana ........ 668.0 
226.0 · s~;;~d~~~: : •. Indiana ........ 727.0 
227.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~~~l::::::::::: I. ~~~~~~: 743.4 
228.0 

· S;;.itit~iii~ 
................... 728.0 

228.2 Indiana ........ Monroe. 708.0 
229.0 .............. Indiana ........ 646.6 
230.0 ............ . .......... Indiana ........ 568.0 
231.0 ............. Indiana ........ 518.0 
232.0 

·H~m;d~b~;g ... · 
.................. Indiana ........ 

·Mo~r~e·. 
509.5 

232.4 Indiana. 516.0 
233.0 . . . . . -. . . . . . . Indiana ...... 509.3 
234.0 ........... Indiana ........ . ........... 510.5 
235.0 

· G~th;'ie ... 
. ........... Indiana ........ 517.4 

235.4 Indiana ........ Lawrence ..... . 511.0 
236.0 .............. . ............ Indiana ... 509.0 
237.0 ............... Indiana .. 507.0 
238.0 Indiana ... ................ 507.7 
238.6 Logan ..... Indiana. Lawrence ...... 512.0 
239.0 ............ Indiana 508.5 
240.0 · P~~~le~~: . Indiana. 

Lawrenc~·. '. : : : . 
511.0 

240.2 .................... Indiana ....... . 513.5 
240.9 Thornton. .............. Indiana ........ Lawrence ...... 506.3 
241.0 

· H~;'';'; 'sit;,;, Bend .... 
............. Indiana ........ ................ 505.6 

241.4 Indiana ........ Lawrence ...... 606.0 
242.0 Indiana ........ ............. 5300 
243.0 ............ ............ Indiana ........ . ............... 589.0 
244.0 Indiana ........ ............... 639.0 
245.0 

Bedf~~d Junctio"~": : : : 
Indiana ....... . ............... 703.6 

245.6 Indiana ........ Lawrence ...... 703.0 
246.0 Bedford .... Indiana ........ La'Wfence ...... 687.0 
247.0 Indiana ....... . ................ 642.0 
°48.0 Indiana ...... ............ 566.0 
249.0 

I : ~a;;(i :P~t .... 
Indiana ..... 

: : : I : ~~~~~~~~:. : : : : : 
516.0 

249.4 Indiana ..... 5270 
250.0 Indiana ..... 513.0 
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CHICAGO, INDIANAPOLIS AND LOUISVILLE RAILROAD-Continued. 

State Line to New Albany-Continued. 

Distances 
from STATIONS. State. County. Elevation. 

Chicago, Ill. 
------

251.0 Indiana ... ............. 555.0 
251. 7 Yockey. Indiana. Lawrence .. 593.0 
252.0 Indiana .. 613.0 
253.0 Indiana .. 651.0 
253.3 Becks .... Indiana . . Lawrence. 640.0 
254.0 Indiana ... . 665.6 
255.0 

·Mit~h~il. 
Indiana . . · i:a:~~~~~~· .. 681.0 

256.0 Indiana .. . 678.1 
257.0 Indiana ... . 705.6 
258.0 Indiana . . 680.0 
259.0 Indiana ... . 660.0 
260.0 Indiana .. . 637.3 
261.0 

O~l~~~~· .. 
Indiana . . 636.0 

261.1 Indiana . . .. Orange . 638.5 
262.0 Indiana .. . 658.3 
263.0 Indiana . . 680.0 
264.0 Indiana. 697.0 
265.0 · i;e·ip~ic.,' . : . 

Indiana. 
O~a:~ge: . 721.0 

265.7 Indiana . . 723.2 
266.0 Indiana .. . 731.0 
267.0 Indiana . . 752.0 
268.0 Indiana .. . 766.7 
269.0 Indiana . . 785.0 
270.0 

's;':ltilio:: . 
Indiana ... . W ~~hi~gt~~' ... 

797.2 
270 1 Indiana .. . 800.0 
271.0 

· c~.:r;pj,~ii;b~~g: 
Indiana .. 

· W~~hi~g~~"" 
810.0 

271.9 'i Indiana .... 838.0 
272.0 Indiana .. . 839.0 
273.0 Indiana .. . 844.7 
274.0 

S~~dl~Y. 
Indiana . . · W ~~hi~gt~~·. " " 867.0 

274.6 Indiana. 878.4 
275.0 Indiana. 895.0 
276.0 Indiana. 893.0 
277.0 

Hit~I;~o~k . 
Indiana. 

· W ~~hi~gt~~· ... 
883.0 

277.2 , Indiana ..... 874.0 
2780 Indiana ... 848.5 
279.0 Indiana . . 780.0 
280.0 Indiana ... . 731.6 
281.0 

· S~i~~Q~a;rY. 
Indiana ...... 

W ~~hi~gton .•. 
710.0 

281.1 Indiana ... . 725.1 
282.0 Indiana . . · W~~hi~gt~~·.· . 

726.0 
282.3 Salem. Indiana .. . 723.0 
283.0 Indiana .. 729.5 
284.0 Indiana ... . 742.0 
285.0 Indiana ... . 761.0 
286.0 Indiana .... . 

W~~hi~gto~ •• 
816.9 

286.9 Norris. Indiana .. . 873.0 
287.0 Indiana ... . 879.6 
288.0 Indiana ..... . 813.0 
289.0 I Indiana ...... . 752.0 
290.0 Indiana ........ 

·W~~h~gt~~·· •. 
753.0 

290.2 Farabee. Indiana ..... . 765.0 
291.0 Indiana .. 812.0 
292.0 

I 
Indiana. 798.7 

293.0 Indiana .. 
· W~~h~gt~~·· .• : 

738.8 
294.0 Pekin ... Indiana . . 714.5 
295.0 Indiana .... . 703.2 
296.0 Indiana .... . 697.0 
297.0 Indiana ... 617.0 
298.0 Indiana .... . 

CI~~k. 
584.0 

299.0 Borden . . Indiana ..... 562.9 
300.0 Indiana ..... 548.6 
301.0 Indiana ..... . 530.0 
302.0 Indiana ... .. 523.4 
303.0 

B;~~.:r;iliii 
Indiana .... 

CI~~k." 
513.7 

303.1 Indiana ...... 510.0 
303.8 Bridgeport. Indiana .... 503.5 
304.0 Indiana ... 500.0 
305.0 Indiana ..... . 

'Cl;':rk 
491.6 

305.6 Wilsons . . ..... Indiana .... . 496.0 
306.0 . . . . I Indiana .... 

I 

521.6 
307.0 ............. . . Indiana ... 

·CI~~k.·· 
548.5 

307.3 Bennettsville .. Indiana ... 549.0 
308.0 Indiana . . 573.7 
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CHICAGO, INDIANAPOLIS AND LOUISVILLE RAILROAD-Continued. 

State Line to New Albany-Continued. 

Distances 
I Elevation. from STATIONS. State. County. 

Chicago, Ill. 

309.0 · St~ 'j~;~ph: Indiana .... . . . . I 553.4 
309.4 Indiana .... Clark. .... 550.2 
310.0 ................. Indiana ... 

Floyd: 
570.0 

310.9 Smith. Indiana. 565.0 
311.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . Indiana. 572.5 
312.0 Indiana .. 542.5 
313.0 Indiana .. . 536.0 
314.0 Indiana .. 494.5 
315.0 Indiana . . 475.0 
316.0 Indiana. 446.0 
317.0 Indiana. 

Floyd 
457.0 

317.6 New Albany. Indiana. 459.8 

CHICAGO, INDIANAPOLIS AND LOUISVILLE RAILROAD. 

Monon to Indianapolis. 

Distances I 
____ fr_o_m ____ .I ____________ S_T_A_T_IO_N_8_. ____________ 

I 
____ S_t_at_e_. ____ I ___ c_o_u_n_t_y_. ___ Elevation. Chicago, Ill. 

88.4 
89.0 
90.0 
91.0 
92.0 
93.0 
93.8 
94.0 
95.0 
96.0 
97.0 
98.0 
98.6 
99.0 

100.0 
101.0 
101.7 
102.0 
103.0 
104.0 
104.4 
105.0 
105.8 
106.0 
107.0 
107.9 
108.0 
109.0 
110.0 
110.4 
111.0 
112.0 
113.0 
114.0 
114.4 
'115.0 
116.0 
117.0 
118.0 
118.6 
119.0 
120.0 
120.1 
121.0 
122.0 
122.2 
123.0 
124.0 

Monon. 

Pattons .. 

Lennox. 

· si~~ih~·.· 

· N~~ih' D~iphi' 
Delphi. .... 

'Ha~i~y~ 

Radnor. 

Indiana. 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 
Indiana . . 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 
Indiana . . 
Indiana. 
Indiana . . 
Indiana. 
Indiana . . 
Indiana .. 
Indiana .. 
Indiana . . 
Indiana .. 
Indiana. 
Indiana . . 
Indiana .. 
Indiana . . 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 
Indiana .. 
Indiana . . 
Indiana ..... . 
Indiana . . 
Indiana .. 
Indiana ... 
Indiana .. 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana . . 
Indiana .. 
Indiana .. 
Indiana .. 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 
Indiana . . 
Indiana... I 
Indiana ......... ! 
Indiana. 

White. 

White. 

Carroll. 

c;;~~li: . 

. c~~;~li: 
Carroll. 

c;~;~li 

c~~;~li 

. . . . . . I 

673.0 
678.5 
677.9 
680.2 
687.7 
684.0 
687.0 
690.0 
6806 
682.5 
685.0 
691.5 
678.0 
676.0 
666.2 
681.0 
682.4 
677.7 
670.3 
665.2 
663.7 
661.5 
657.8 
656.7 
658.5 
647.0 
646.2 
605.0 
559.0 
557.0 
555.0 
589.0 
611.4 
656.0 
672.0 
676.0 
686.2 
693.5 
694.5 
685.5 
692.0 
693.6 
695.0 
699.7 
694.7 
701.0 
710.5 
726.6 
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CHICAGO, INDIANAPOLIS AND LOUISVILLE RAILROAD. 

Monon to Indianapolis-Continued. 

Distances 

I 
from STATIONS. State. County. Elevation. 

Chicago, Ill. 

125.0 
· R~~~~il·l~: : : . 

. . . . . . . . . . I Indiana. 
·clkt~~·· 

711.0 
125.6 ..... Indiana. 725.0 
126.0 Indiana. 725.6 
127.0 Indiana ... 761.0 
128.0 Indiana. 790.7 
129.0 · d~~b~i~~ 

Indiana. 
·clkt~~. 

811.3 
129.7 Indiana ... 825.0 
130.0 Indiana. 836.2 
131.0 Indiana. 824.0 
132.0 Indiana ... 819.0 
133.0 Indiana .. 836.0 
134.0 Indiana .. 830.5 
135.0 ........... ........... Indiana .. · ciIi~t~~·.· 849.0 
136.0 Frankfort. Indiana ... 861.5 
137.0 Indiana ... 865.0 
138.0 Indiana .. 870.0 
139.0 Indiana .. 880.0 
140.0 Indiana .. 900.0 
141.0 Indiana .. 911.8 
142.0 

Cy~io~~ 
Indiana. · Cli~t~~.·· 924.4 

142.2 Indiana .. 928.5 
143.0 Indiana .. 923.0 
144.0 

I 
Indiana. 

:1 
914.0 

145.0 Indiana .. 899.4 
146.0 

K;~kii~·.· 
Indiana. · . . .. ...... 898.6 

146.9 Indiana. Clinton .. 918.0 
148.0 Indiana .. 924.0 
149.0 Indiana .. 936.4 
150.0 Indiana ... 931.0 
151.0 

·Te;ht~ne .. 
Indiana .. 936.5 

151.5 Indiana .. Boone .. 940.8 
152.0 Indiana. 944.0 
153.0 Indiana. 954.2 
154.0 Indiana. 961.2 
155.0 · Sh~~jd":~: : : : .. 

Indiana. 
· ii~~iit~'~ . 

947.5 
155.4 Indiana. 947.5 
156.0 Indiana .. 954.5 
157.0 Indiana. 953.4 
158.0 Indiana .. 948.4 
159.0 Indiana ... 

ii:~~ilt~~ .. 
939.7 

159.9 Horton .. Indiana .... 936.0 
160.0 Indiana ... 933.1 
161.0 Indiana ... 919.1 
162.0 Indiana ..... 904.0 
163.0 

·w~~ifi~id·.· 
Indiana ..... 

·H~~ilt~:.;.·.· 
902.5 

163.4 Indiana .. 901.5 
164.0 Indiana ...... 893.0 
165.0 Indiana ..... 881.6 
166.0 Indiana ... 874.0 
167.0 

·C~~';'-~l.· 
Indiana. 831.4 

167.8 Indiana. Hamilton. 830.0 
168.0 Indiana .. 830.6 
169.0 Indiana. 830.0 
170.0 Indiana ... 838.3 
171.0 Indiana. 813.6 
172.0 · N~~~~ . Indiana. 

'Ma~i~~:: : 792.7 
172.4 Indiana. 788.6 I 

173.0 Indiana .. 776.4 ! 
174.0 Indiana .. 739.0 : 
175.0 

B;~~d·Rjpp·l~ . j ~~~t::::· Mari~n. 
721.5 

175.3 721.0 
176.0 Indiana. 738.8 
177.0 Indiana. 745.5 
178.0 · F~i~' G~o~~d~· .. 

Indiana. 
Ma~i~~: 

735.5 
178.3 Indiana ..... 735.6 
179.0 

:1 

Indiana .. 729.0 
180.0 · B~lt j~~~ti~~ . (I;;di,,:~~p~ii~)·. 

Indiana .... · M:a~i~~: : . 727.3 
180.4 Indiana ... 728.0 
181.0 

(India~apoiiR) .. 
Indiana. 

· Ma~i~~:' 
724.0 

181. 7 Massachusetts Ave Indiana .. 721.0 

53-29153 
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CHICAGO. INDIANAPOLIS AND LOUISVILLE RAILROAD. 

Bed.fard to Switz City. 

Distances 
from STATIONS. State. County. 

Chicago. 
------

246.0 Bedford ... Indiana .. Lawrence .. . 
247.0 Indiana .... · . . . . , . . . . . . . 
248.0 Indiana ... ............ 
249.0 

· D~~k' ii~iio,;,.· 
Indiana .... ............. 

249.9 Indiana .... Lawrence ... 
250.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . Indiana .... .............. 
251.0 

· R~~d~::: 
Indiana ... ............ 

251.5 Indiana .... Lawrence ..... . 
252.0 

·A~~~~·.· 
Indiana .... 

252.5 Indiana ... Lawrence ... . 
253.0 Indiana." 
254.0 Indiana .. . 
255.0 Indiana .. . 
256.0 

·Fl~t~ood .. ·· . 
Indiana ... 

256.4 Indiana ... : Lawrence ... 
257.0 

· Spri~g~iii~.· .. 
Indiana ... . 

257.9 Indiana ... Lawrence .. . 
258.0 Indiana .. . ............. 
259.0 Indiana. . ............ 
260.0 · A~~~tr~n'g" . 

Indiana .... . 
260.6 Indiana .... Lawrence .. . 
261.0 Indiana .... ............. 
262.0 Indiana. " 
263.0 Indiana .. . 
264.0 · O~~~·s b~~g,' . Indiana. 
264.9 Indiana. Greene. 
265.0 ...... , ..... Indiana ... . 
266.0 Indiana .. . 
267.0 Indiana ... . 
268.0 

· D~~~d;'~' 
Indiana .. . 

268.3 Indiana .. , . . Greene .. 
269.0 Indiana ... . 
269.8 Robinson. Indiana .... Greene. 
270.0 Indiana ... 
271.0 Indiana ..... 
272.0 

· K~i~~~: 
Indiana ... . · G~~~~~:' 272.3 Indiana ... . 

273.0 Indiana . . 
274.0 Rockwood. Indiana .. Greene ... . 
275.0 

· M;~~~~i city. 
Indiana .... . 

275.7 Indiana .... Greene. 
276.0 Indiana . . 
277.0 Indiana .... 
278.0 Indiana .. 
279.0 Indiana .. 
280.0 

ril~;';;fi~id 
Indiana. 

'G~~~~~.· . 280.3 Indiana. 
281.0 Indiana .... · G~~~~~:' 282.0 Elliston .. Indiana . . 
283.0 

· F'~i~~h'iid~: . 
Indiana . . · G~~~~~:' 283.2 Indiana. 

284.0 Indiana. 
285.0 Indiana .... 
286.0 

· S~itz City.' . 
Indiana .. 

286.5 Indiana. Greene. 

CHICAGO, INDIANAPOLIS AND LOUISVILLE RAILROAD. 

Wallace Junction to Shirley Hill. 

Distances 
from STATIONS. State. 

Chicago. 

194.0 Wallace Junction. 
195.0 
196.0 
197.0 
198.0 
199.0 
200.0 
200.4 Cataract. 

Indiana. 
Indiana. 
Indiana . . 
Indiana . . 
Indiana. 
Indiana . . 
Indiana . . 
Indiana. 

County. 

Owen .. 

Elevation. 

702.5 
677 .1 
610.2 
540.0 
514.0 
504.0 
510.0 
509.2 
532.3 
543.0 
591.4 
684.0 

ng8 
702.7 
661.5 
639.7 
616.4 
576.0 
552.9 
548.0 
560.0 
561. 7 
567.1 
602.0 
640.8 
664.5 
712.6 
672.8 
569.7 
559.8 
544.8 
537.1 
535.0 
525.8 
517.6 
518.1 
516.0 
513.5 
505.8 
506.4 
501.4 
500.1 
505.5 
498.1 
528.1 
507.8 
502.6 
527 4 
518.1 
511.8 
506.1 
538.0 
226.0 
525.2 

Elevation. 

769.8 
752.2 
760.0 
758.1 
756.0 
766.0 
766.0 
771.0 
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CHICAGO, INDIANAPOLIS AND LOUISVILLE RAILROAD-Continued. 

Wallace Junction to Shirley Hill-Con,ince1. 
_.----------------------;- ------c--------

STATIONS. State. County. Elevation. 
Distances 

from 
Chicago. 
---1------1'---1------

201. 0 . Indiana.. 793.0 
202.0 .... 'I Indiana.. 789.9 
203.0 .... Indiana... 760.0 

~gtg .... :1 ~~~l:::::. mj 
206.0 ......... . .... I Indiana....... ......... 645.5 
206.9 Jordan. .. ." Indiana...... Owen.. 649.0 
207.0 .. i Indiana....... 653.0 
208.0 Indiana...... 649.0 
209.0 Indiana..... 630.5 
210.0 Indiana... 612.0 
211.0 Indiana... 651.0 
212.0 ........... Indiana.... 676.0 
213.0 Indiana... 696.0 
213.1 . P~t;i~ksb~~g: Indiana... . i:iw~;)". 697.0 
214.0 Indiana..... 670.0 
215.0 Indiana..... 688.0 
216.0 Indiana........ 670.0 
217.0 Indiana..... 638.0 
218.0 Indiana..... 616.5 
219.0 Indiana..... 611.2 
220.0 Indiana.. .. 594. 0 
221.0 Indiana..... ... 590.0 
221. 7 . Cby 'city: : Indiana. . .. Clay: 569.8 
222.0 Indiana..... 571.9 

~~tg f~~i:~::··1 m:~ 
225.0 Indiana.. 536.7 
226.0 Indiana..... 529.6 
227.0 Indiana... 528.0 
228.0 Indiana.... 528.0 

m: ~ ii~;';~s~ili~: ~~~i:~~ : : bl;':y: m: ~ 
~~~:g .......... ~~~::~:::: j ~~~:g 
232.0 ... "'1 Indiana ..... ·1· .1 548.5 

~~U '::.: ~~~l:~:::.:I.... ·1 m:~ 
~iU Midi~~d. . ~~~!:~L"I: ~~~~~~. ~~U 
237.1 I'Vi~k~b~~g:::' Indiana. ! Greene.. 586.0 
238.0 Indiana.. I.... 553.9 
239.0 II.: .' .: .: .: .:.' .. .. .. Indiana.. "·1· 521. 6 
240.0 Indiana..... 511.0 

m:~ IVi~t~~i~:::::: f~~::::::: Greene. !~U 
242.0 Indiana.... 488.0 
243.0 Indiana...... 491.0 

~!tg . Litti~ 'Gi~~t::" ~~~::::. Sulli~an.. ~~U 
246.0 Indiana..... 573.0 
247.0 Indiana.... 557.0 
248.0 Indiana.. 525.8 
248.6 ·Shi~i~yii;li::· Indiana. Sullivan. 510.0 

CHICAGO. INDIANAPOLIS AND LOUISVILLE RAILROAD. 

Distances I 
from 

Chicago. 
-1--

261.1 Orleans .. 
262.1 
263.1 

~~U L~st Ri~~r 
266.1 

STATIONS. 

Orlean13 to French L£ck. 

State. 

Indiana ... . 
Indiana . . 

1 

Indiana. 
Indiana .. . 

.. Indiana . . 
Indiana. 

County. Elevation. 

Orange; .. 635.8 
654.0 
660.3 

'O;a~g~: . 635.0 

1 

628.4 
6500 
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CHICAGO, INDIANAPOLIS AND LOUISVILLE RAILROAD-Continued. 

Distances 
from 

Chicago. 

267.1 
268.1 
268.7 
269.1 
269.7 
270.1 
271.1 
272.1 
272.3 
273.1 
274.1 
274.2 
275.1 
276.1 
277 .1 
277. 7 
278.1 
278.8 

Distances 
from 

Chicago. 

88.4 
97.0 

103.6 
107.5 
109.3 
111. 7 
114.9 
116.0 
116.5 
119.0 
120.0 
121. 9 
126.1 
127.8 
131.5 
133.4 
135.5 
139.5 
148.0 

Orleans to French Lick-Continued. 

STATIONS. State. County. Elevation. 

Indiana .. 737.0 

·P.:,;IC:::····· Indiana .. 688.3 
Indiana .... Orange .... 637.7 

· B~~~t~~~"" : .. Indiana ... · Or~~g~~:::" 653.0 
Indiana .. . 588.0 
Indiana . . Orange ... . 577.0 
Indiana ... . 555.5 

· Gi~~s R~~k .. 
Indiana .. · O~~~g~::::' 537.0 
Indiana .. . .. 535.0 
Indiana ... . 561.0 

Abby D~ii. 
Indiana. 

Or~~g~~" . 
572.0 

Indiana. 562.4 
Indiana .. . 539.9 
Indiana. 486.0 
Indiana .. . · O~a:~g~::: 485.5 

West Baden ... Indiana., . 486.3 

· F~e;'-~h 'Li~k: : . 
Indiana . . 483.8 
Indiana. Orange .. . 483.4 

CHICAGO, INDIANAPOLIS AND LOUISVILLE RAILROAD. 

Manon to lrlichigan City. 

, _______ S_T_AT_'_O_N_S_. ______ I __ s_t_a_t_e_. __ I~~II ElevatlOn. 

Monon........ Indiana. WhIte 673 5 
Francesville.. Indiana.. PulaskI. . .. '1 680 0 
Medaryville. . Indiana. Pulaski . 688.1 
Clarks.......... Indiana.. Pulaski....... 705.4 
Anthonys..... Indiana. Pulaski.. 706.6 
San Pierre.... Indiana. Starke.. .. . 702.1 
Farm Siding.. Indiana.. Starke....· 670.2 
Riverside. . . . . . . Indiana. LaPorte. 672.0 
Wilders......... Indiana.. LaPorte.. . 670.3 
Longs........... Indiana... LaPorte.. 670.8 

~~h?':-'~":l~: : : : : : I ~~~::~: t:~~~~~: . ~~~ : g 
South Wanatah... ..I Indiana. Laporte.. 717.5 
Wanatah....... Indiana.. Laporte.. 732.2 
Haskells. . . . . Indiana. . Laporte. . 767.0 
Alida............ Indiana.. Laporte.. 781.4 
Westville....... Indiana... Laporte.. 788.0 
Otis............. Indiana... Laporte. 747.3 
Michigan City.. Indiana.. Laporte. 617.8 

~~~~-'--~~~~~~~~~- ---'---- -~~---'~~-~~ .. -- -

CHICAGO. INDIANAPOLIS AND LOUISVILLE RAILROAD. 

Clear Creek to Harrodsburg. 

Distances I Elevation. from STATIONS. State. County. 
Chicago. 

224.2 Clear Creek ... Indiana. Monroe. 652.6 

225.2 Indiana. 628.6 
226.2 

Diamond· ... 
Indiana .. 612.0 

226.5 Indiana. Monroe .. . 610.0 

227.2 ......... .... Indiana . . 
Monr~~·.: . 

606.1 

227.5 Ketchums . . Indiana. '1 594.0 
228.2 Indiana . . · .. i· 580.5 
229.2 Indiana .. 565.3 
230.2 . : :: 1 Indiana. 

. . . . . . I . 
550.2 • . • 1 . 

231.2 '''1 Indiana .. 
.1. 520.0 

232.2 
H~~~dsburg .. 

. . Indiana. :::1 
513.4 

232.4 .. Indiana. Monroe .. . 515.0 
1 
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BALTIMORE AND OHIO RAILROAD. 

Indiana Division. 

Distances 
from STATIONS. State. County. Elevation. 

Cincinnati. 
Ohio. 

22.0 Lawrenceburg. Indiana .. Dearborn .. 480.0 
26.0 Aurora ...... . Indiana ....... Dearborn 499.0 
28.0 Cochran ..... Indiana ..... Dearborn. 502.0 
31.0 

· D;li.~b~~~ .•.. 
Indiana. Dearborn ... 514.0 

34.0 Indiana. Dearborn . . 650.0 
38.0 

M.~~~~~iiiii 
Indiana. Dearborn ... . 850.0 

40.0 Indiana. Dearborn. 917.0 
43.0 Milan ... '" Indiana. Ripley .... 1,007.0 
45.0 Pierceville. Indiana .. . Ripley. 1,007.0 
48.0 

·O;g~~d .•• : . 
Indiana. Ripley ........ 925.0 

52.0 Indiana. Ripley ........ 990.0 
53.0 Indiana. Ripley ........ 995.0 
56.0 Dabney ...... Indiana. Ripley ........ 966.0 
58.0 Holton ....... Indiana. Ripley ........ 923.0 
62.0 

· B~tl~~~iii~.· 
Indiana .. Ripley ........ 845.0 

66.0 Indiana. Jennings ....... 801.0 
69.0 Oakdale ... Indiana. Jennings ...... . 783.0 
72.0 North Vernon. Indiana ........ Jennings ...... 685.0 
73.0 Whitcomb .... Indiana ........ Jennings ...... . 757.0 
79.0 Hayden ...... Indiana ........ Jennings ...... . 610.0 
83.0 Flemings. Indiana ........ Jackson ........ 592.0 
87.0 Seymour .. Indiana. _ ...... Jackson. 614.0 
92.0 DunhRm .... ... Indiana ...... . Jackson . 568.0 
97.0 Brownstown . . Indiana ... " Jackson. 561.0 

101.0 Vallonia ......... Indiana .. . Jackson. 550.0 
105.0 Medora ......... Indiana ... . Jackson ...... . 544.0 
108.0 · Si;a:;k~~ili~: : . 

Indiana. Jackson ....... 544.0 
110.0 Indiana .... Jackson ... 544.0 
113.0 Ft. Ritner ... Indiana ... . Lawrence ...... 529.0 
117.0 Tunnelton ..... Indiana ... Lawrence. 502.0 
119.0 Little Tunnel. Indiana ... Lawrence. 499.0 
121.0 Rivervale. Indiana ... Lawrence. 499.0 
125.0 Hamer ..... . Indiana .... Lawrence. 670.0 
126.0 Mitchell .... Indiana .... Lawrence. 685.0 
129.0 · G~~~gi~ ~ : . 

Indiana. Lawrence. 724.0 
131.0 Indiana ..... . Lawrence. 680.0 
135.0 ........... Indiana ..... Lawrence. 582.0 
138.0 Huron ......... . Indiana ...... Lawrence .... . 546.0 
141.0 Willow Valley. Indiana ....... . Martin .... . 514.0 
144.0 Indiana ...... . Martin ... . 496.0 
147.0 Shoals ..... Indiana ..... Martin ... . 490.0 
151.0 Indiana ... Martin ... 480.0 
155.0 Loogootee .. Indiana. Martin .. 546.0 
158.0 Indiana .. Martin 514.0 
160.0 Cannelburg .. Indiana. Davies3 .. 521.0 
162.0 Montgomery. Indiana. Davies, .. 537.0 
165.0 Blaek Oak .. .............. Indiana .. . Daviess . . 512.0 
169.0 Washington .. Indiana ...... . Davie-ss ....... 490.0 
174.0 Hyatt ........... ................. Indiana ... Davies3 ....... 441.0 
176.0 Wheatland ..... Indiana. Knox ... 483.0 
180.0 

· Fr·it~ht~~·.·. ' .. 
Iiidiana .. Knox ... 467.0 

183.0 Indiana .. Knox .. 530.0 
185.0 ........... . ............ Indiana ... Knox . 530.0 
188.0 Vincennes. Indiana .. Knox .. 422.0 

BALTIMORE AND OHIO RAILROAD. 

Chicago Division. 

Distances 
from STATIONS. State. County, Elevation. 

Garrett, 
Ind. 

---~-~----

0.0 I Garrett ... Indiana. Dkalb .. 893.7 
5.2 I Avilla ...... Indiana. Noble .. 950.0 
9.8 Ripley ... Indiana. Noble ... 987.5 

15.4 Albion ..... Indiana. Noble ... 

I 

928.0 
22.0 Kimmel ... Indiana. Noble ..... .. 920.0 
25.4 Cromwell. ':::1 ~~~~:~:.:. Noble ...... 932.8 
30.2 I Wawasee. Kosciusko .. 882.0 



,s38 

Distances 
from 

Garrett, 
Ind. 

32.5 
37.6 
41.4 
45.8 
49.7 
53.2 
60.9 
61.6 
65.3 
71.0 

79.0 

85.7 
92.8 
95.2 
98.5 

101. 7 
104.9 
106.7 
108.8 
111.7 
113.3 
116.9 
121.6 

123.3 
126.1 

Distance" I 
from 

Chicago 
Junction I O. 

0.0 
115.1 
118.7 
124.8 
128.0 

Distances 
from 

North 
Vernon. 

0.0 
6.8 

10.4 
12.6 
15.0 
20.2 
25.2 
28.7 
30.2 
33.5 
38.3 
40.5 
46.7 
53.5 
54.1 

REPORT OF STATE GEOLOGIST. 

BALTIMORE AND OHIO RAILROAD-Continued. 

Chicago Divi8ion~Continued. 

STATIONS. 

I 
State. County. 

I 

Syracuse ........ I Indiana. Kosciusko ... . .... I Milford Junction .. ... Indiana. Kosciusko ... 
Gravelton ...... Indiana .. Kosciusko ... . 
Nappanee ....... Indiana ... Elkhart ....... 
Ayr ....... Indiana. Marshall ..... 
Bremen ............ Indiana. Marshall ...... 
La Paz Junction .. . Indiana. Marshall ..... 
La Paz ..... Indiana .. Marshall ..... 
Teegarden .. Indiana. Marshall ..... 
Walkerton ... Indiana. St. Joseph ..... 
Quians .......... Indiana. Laporte ...... 
Union Center .. Indiana . . Laporte ..... 
Tracy ........ . Indiana. Laporte ..... 
Wellsboro .... Indiana. Laporte ..... 
Alida ...... Indiana. Laporte .... 
Coburg ...... Indiana. Porter ...... 
Suman ... . , Indiana ..... . Porter ....... . 
Woodville ... Indiana. Porter .. . 
Babcock ..... Indiana. Porter .. . 
McCooL ...... Indiana ... . Porter .. . 
Willow Creek .. Indiana .. . Porter . . 
Dock Siding .... : : . Indiana. Lake .... 
Miller ...... Indiana .... Lake ... 
Gary ........ Indiana .... Lake ... 
Piae ......... Indiana ... Lake ... 
Edgemoor ......... Indiana .. Lake .... 
Indiana Harbor .... Indiana ..... . Lake .... 
Whiting ... Indiana .... Lake .... 
Hammond. Indiana. Lake .. 

-~-----. 

Chicago Division. 

STATIONS. 

Chicago Junction . . 
St. Joe .............. . 
Concord ........... . 
Auburn Junction . ...... ' ...... . 
Garrett ...................... . 

State. 

. .. 1' Ohio ....... . 
.... Indiana ...... . 
. ... 1 Indiana ..... . 
.... Indiana ...... . 
.... Indiana ...... . 

County. 

·i:i~k~ib·.· 
Dekalb . 
Dekalb 
Dekalb. 

BALTIMORE AND OHIO RAILROAD. 

STATIONS. 

North Vernon. 
Lovett ........ 
Commiskey .. 
Paris .... . 
Deputy .. . 
Blocher .. . 
Lexington. 
Nabbs ...... .. 
Marysville .. . 
Otisco .... . 
Clarke ...... . 
Charlestown. 
Watson ... . 
Floyd ....... .. 
New Albany. 

Louisville Branch. 

State. County. 

Indiana ........ 1 Jennings ...... . 
Indiana. . . ) Jennings ...... . 
Indiana. Jennings .. .. . 
Indiana. Jennings .... . 
Indiana. Jefferson ... . 
Indiana. . Scott ... . 
Indiana. Scott ... . 
Indiana. Clark. . I Indiana. Clark. 

... Indiana... . Clark .. 
Indiana.. Clark .. .. 

. .. ... Indiana. Clark .. . .... I Indiana. Clark .. . 
. .. Indiana. Floyd .. . 
. .. Indiana. Floyd. 

Elevation. 

869.0 
840.0 
850.0 
880.0 
850.0 
820.0 
859.0 
859.0 
800.0 
716.0 
700.0 
718.0 
733.0 
757.0 
789.0 
795.0 
731.4 
690.7 
652.0 
640.0 
640.0 
621.0 
617.0 
606.0 
600.0 
596.0 
600.0 
595.0 
595.0 

Elevation. 

924.0 
830.0 
851.9 
871. 7 
893.0 

Elevation. 

722.0 
698.0 
692.6 
623.0 
623.0 
677.0 
620.0 
688.0 
715.0 
668.0 
609.0 
590.0 
501.4 
445.8 
456.5 



--------------------~------~------ -----

Distances 
Irom 

North 
Vernon. 

46.7 
52.4 
53.4 

Distances 
from 

Rivervale. 

0.0 
6.2 
7.3 

10.8 

HYPSOMETRY OF INDIANA. 

BALTIMORE AND OHIO RAILROAD-Continued. 

J effer80nville Branch. 

STATIONS. 

Watson .................... . 
C. C. C. & St. L. Junction ..... . 
Jeffersonville .................. . 

State. 

Indiana .. 
Indiana .. 
Indiana .. 

County. 

Clark ..... . 
Clark ... " 
Clark ... . 

Bedford Branch. 

STATIONS. State. County. 

Rivervale ..... . Indiana. . . . . . .. Lawrence .. ... . 
Indiana...... .. Lawrence ..... . 
Indiana. . . . . . .. Lawrence ..... . 
Indiana....... Lawrence ..... . I 

Palestine ...... . 
Dodd ........ . 
Bedford ..... . 

WABASH RAILROAD. 

Main Line. 

839 

Elevation. 

504.6 
454.0 
454.0 

Elevation. 

499.0 
600.0 
681.0 
640.0 

-------------;--.------~------~~-

Distances 
from 

Toledo, O. 

75.3 

78.7 
83.2 
88.5 
88.5 

88.6 
93.5 

94.0 

94.5 

96.2 

97.2 

101.6 
102.7 
105.2 

106.2 

109.6 

113.9 
116.5 
117.5 

118.4 

STATIONS. 

State between Ohio and Indiana and be
tween Paulding County, Ohio and Al-
len County, Indiana ..... " ..... . 

Woodburn Station ................ . 
Car Creek Station ............... . 
New Haven Station .................. . 
Crossing N. Y., St.L. & C. Ry. (Nickel 

State. 

Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ..... . 
Indiana .... . 

Plate) New Haven. . ............. ... Indiana .... . 
Junction with New Haven & Butler line. Indiana .. . 
Sumit 1 mile east of Ft. Wayne grade 

and surface........... .......... .. . .. Indiana .... . 
Crossing No. I, P., Ft. W. & C. Ry., 

Ft. Wayne grade..................... Indiana ....... . 
Ft. Wayne Station, Calhoun Street..... Indiana ....... . 

Indiana ....... . 

(S~~d~~'.s. ~i~~~ .B~id~~: ~ente~.bridge. Indiana ....... . 
St. Mary's River Bridge, low water. . .. Indiana ....... . 
St. Mary's River Bridge, extreme bot· 

tom. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Indiana . ...... . 
Ft. Wayne, Cincinnati & Louisville Ry. 

crossing ................ '" 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 

Midway (Ellison Spur) ...... . 
Prairie Switch . ............... . 
Aboite ................... ,... . .. . Indiana .... . 
Little River Bridge 169 near County 

LNti~, i!:f:"~' 'B~idg~' '169' .~~~~ 'C;;~nty' Indiana ... . 

L~~e'b~~~~e~· Ail~~' ',;j,d" . ii:~~t;ngt~~ Indiana ..... . 
Counties. . . . . . . . . . . . . Indiana . .... . 

Roanoke Station....... ................ Indiana ..... . 
Bend of Little River 2 miles westal 

Roanoke, grade............... . Indiana ....... . 
Bend 01 Little River, low water. . . . . .. Indiana ....... . 
Bend of Little River, bottom of river.. Indiana.. . . 
Bend of Little River, high water.... ... Indiana ....... . 
Mardenis ... '" ...................... "r Indiana ....... . 
r1!~ri~g~~' ~~~~~i~g' Chi~~g~ '&' Ati~~~' Indiana ....... . 

tic Ry., grade....... .......... ...... Indiana ........ 1 

Huntington Station. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. Indiana ....... . 

County. Elevation. 

Ali~~:::::::·· . 
748.4 
758.4 

Allen .......... 764.4 
Allen .......... 759.4 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 758.0 

................ 759.4 

................ 798.4 

·Ali~~:::::::::: 
791.4 
781.0 

................ 770.0 

................ 743.4 

................ 740.4 

................ 790.0 

·Ali~~·.:::::::·· 
768.0 
761.0 

Allen ...... 757.0 

........... 757.0 

748.4 

. Hu~ti~gt~~', 
757.0 
757.0 

751.0 
. ........... 739.0 

................ 734.4 

Huntington . ... 
747.0 
752.0 

Huntington .... 752.0 

746.0 
Huntington .... 736.0 



840 

Distances 
from 

Toledo, O. 

119.9 

120.2 

124.2 
126.5 

126.6 

128.4 

131.0 

131.3 
136.1 

136.8 
137.7 

138.6 

139.6 
141.3 

141.3 
143.6 

146.1 
150.3 
151.6 
156.0 
157.3 
161.0 
165.2 

166.4 
166.5 
167.0 
170.6 
172.4 
172.4 

173.9 
175.9 
178.8 

180.2 
186.6 

186.7 
187.2 

189.0 
191.8 
191. 9 

195.4 
200.1 

203.5 
205.1 

205.5 

REPORT OF STATE GEOLOGIST. 

WABASH RAILROAD-Continued. 

Main Line-Continued. 

STATIONS. 

Huntington ......... . 
Little River, ~rade .... . 
Little River, low water ....... . 
Little River, extreme bottom ......... . 
Wabash River Bridge, west of Hunt-

in~ton, grad~ ............. . 
Wabash River, bottom .... . 
Wabash River, low water .. . 
Loose Creek Bridge, grade. 
Loose Creek Bridge, bottom. 
Andrews Station Central Yard ........ . 
Line between Wabash and Huntington 

Counties ............................ . 
Wabash River at Belden, grade ....... . 
Wabash River, low water ... ...... . 
Wabash River, extreme bottom ....... . 
Wabash & Erie Canal, east of Lagro, 

grade ............................... . 
Wabash & Erie Canal, extreme bottom 
Lagro Creek Bridge, grade ........... . 
Lagro Creek Bridge, extreme bottom . . 
Lagro Station ......................... . 
Crossing C., W. & M. R. R., % mile 

east Wabash, grade ............... . 
Crossing C., W. & M. R. R., grade .. 
Wabash Station .............. . 
Char ey Creek, grade ............... . 
Charley Creek, extreme bottom ... . 
Helm's Creek, grade ........... . 
Helm's Creek, extreme bottom .. 
Paul's Spur ............... ' 
Kentner' . .;; Creek, grade .. ......... . 
Kentner's Creek, extreme bottom. 
Rich Valley .......................... . 
County Line, Miami and Wabash Coun-

ties . . 
Erie .................. ,.······· . 
Peru, 1. P. & C. Ry., crossing .. 
Peru Station .......................... . 
County Line, Cass and Miami Counties' 
New Waverly ............ . 
Cass Station or Canes .... ............. . 
Wabash & Erie Canal Bridge, east Lo-

gansport, grade ......... ..... . 
Wabash & Erie Canal, bottom ........ . 
Logansport Station .... ............... . 
Logansport Crossing of Panhandle Ry . . 
Wabash River Bridge,Logansport, grade 
Summit. 1%" miles east of Clymers . .. . 
Clymers Station.. . . . . .. . .. . ......... . 
Crossing of Vandalia Line, west of Cly-

mel's ........................ ······· . 
Carroll and Cass Counties, line ... .... . 
Burrows .................... . 
Rock Creek, grade .... ' .... . 
Rock Creek. extreme bottom .... . 
Rockfield Station. . .. . .............. . 
Delphi crossing of Wabash and C., 1. & 

L. Ry. (Monon) .... " ....... . 
Delphi Station ....................... . 
Deer Creek, West Delphi, grade. 
Deer Creek, extreme bottom .......... . 
Carroll & Tippecanoe Counties, line .. . 
Colburn Station ............... . 
Sugar Creek, grade ................... . 
Sugar Creek, natural surface, avera~e 

bottom ............... " ........ . 
Ruck Creek Station ................ . 
Wild Cat Creek Bridge, grade ....... . 
Wild Cat Creek, extreme bottom ... . 
Lafayette Station and Main Street ..... . 
Lafayette Junction of Wabash, 1., C. & 

S. and L. E. & W ............ .. 
Durkee's Run, Lafayette, grade. 
Durkee'S Run, extreme bottom . . 

State. 

Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ..... . 
Indiana .... .. 
Indiana ...... . 

Indiana .. 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 
Indiana .. 
Indiana., ... 
Indiana. 

Indiana. 
Indiana ... 
lndiana. 
Indiana. 

Indi..na. 
Indiana 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 
Indiana .. 

Indiana. 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana .... _ .. 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana. 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 
Indiana . . 
Indiana. 

Indiana. 
Indiana . . 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 
Indiana .. 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 

Indiana. 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 
Indiana ..... 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 

Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 

Indiana. 
Indiana . . 
Indiana . . 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 

Indiana . . 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana. 

Indiana .. 
Indiana. 
Indiana ..... 

County. 

Huntington .... 

Miami. 

·Mi~~i. 

. C~~~ .. · 
Casso 

Cass .... , . 

Tippe~~~~~ . 

Tippecanoe: .. 

.1 

Elevation. 

724.0 
709.4 
706.4 

724.0 
u97.4 
705.0 
718.0 
703.0 
716.0 

701.4 
701.4 
680.4 
676.0 

715.4 
695.4 
701.4 
681.4 
704.4 

729.4 
709.4 
744.4 
721.4 
692.4 
717.4 
683.4 

693.4 
666.4 
666.4 

684,4 
666.4 
656.9 
658.4 
695.4 
690.4 
641.4 

633.1 
614.4 
607.4 
608.4 
614.4 
746.9 
736.9 

730.4 
729.4 
712.9 
685.4 
637.4 
708.4 

570.4 
568.4 
582.9 
542.4 
616.5 
668.4 
667.4 

645.4 
676.4 
593.4 
540.4 
596.4 

597.4 
592.4 
534.4 



Distances 
from 

Toledo, O. 

206.5 

207.5 
208.3 
210.8 
213.3 
215.2 

216.1 

217.6 

218.6 

219.8 

220.3 
224.8 
224.9 
225 1 

22.1.5 
225.3 

225.5 

227.7 

230.9 

232.3 

233.0 

233.7 

235.2 

216 9 
219.4 

242.3 
242.5 

Distances 
from 

Detroit, 
Mich. 

107.2 

109.2 

112.3 

HYPSOMETRY OF INDIANA. 

WABASH RAILROAD-Continued. 

Main Line-Continued. 

STATIONS. 

C., I. & L. R. R. under crossing Wabash 
grade ................ ' ............. " 

C., I. & L. R. R.;L., N., A. & C., grade. 
Wea Creek Bridge, grade. 
Shadeland ...... . 
Wea Station .. . 
West Point ........ . 
Flint Creek, grade. 
Flint Creek, bottom .................. . 
County Line, Tippecanoe and Fountain 

Counties ............. . 
Neubousk Creek, grade ............ . 
Neubousk Creek, extreme bottom .... . 
Turkey Run, 172 miles east of Independ-

ence, grade ... 
Turkey Run, bottom ... 
Opossum Creek, grade. 
Opossum Creek, extreme bottom. 
River Side .. 
Attica Station. . . . .. . ........... . 
Junction, A., C. & S, head block ..... . 
County Line, Fountain and Warren 

Counties ........................... . 
C. & G. S. Ry., under crossing ........ . 
Wabash River Bridge, Attica, west end 

grade ............................... . 
Wabash River Bridge, east end grade .. . 
'Vabash River and Flint Creek. extreme 

bottom ................. . 
Williamsport Station, grade. . ....... . 
Williamsport Station, Ravine, extreme 

bottom ......................... .. 
Summit between Rock Creek and Wil

liamsport, grade .. 
Natural surface. ....... . ............ . 
Rock Creek, O. 7 mile east of Lebanon, 

grade ............ ' ......... . 
Rock Creek, average bottom ......... . 
West Lebanon and connection with H" 

R. & R ........................ .. 
Summit % mile west of Lebanon grade. 
Summit natural surface ............... . 
Foster Branch of Redwood Creek, ~rade 
Foster Branch. extreme bottom ....... . 
Marshfield ........................... . 
Johns ,nville, Wabash, C. & E. I. R. R. 

connection and cros!3ing of C. & E. I. 
R.R .............................. .. 

Johnsonville, Wabash, C. & E. I. R. R. 
connection and crossing of C. & E. 1. 
R.R ......... . 

State Line Station. . . . . . .. . .......... . 
State Line between Illinois and Indiana 

grade ............................... . 
State Line, natural surface ............ . 

State. 

Indiana .. 
Indiana .. 
Indiana .. 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana .. 

Indiana .. 
Indiana .. 
Indiana .. 

Indiana .. 
Indiana ... 
Indiana .. 
Indiana ..... . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 

Indiana .. 
Indiana. 

Indiana. 
Indiana .. 

Indiana .... 
Indiana. 

Indiana ..... 

Indiana .... . 
Indiana ... . 

Indiana .... . 
Indiana ... . 

Indiana .. 
Indiana. 
Indiana .. 
Indiana ... 
Indiana. 
Indiana ... 

Indiana. 

Indiana .... 
Indiana .. 

WABASH RAILROAD. 

Detroit Division. 

STATIONS. State. 

Line between Williams County, Ohio 
and Steuben Counties, Indiana ..... 

I~diana. Fish Creek, grade, North Branch ...... 
Fish Creek, extreme bottom, North 

Branch .............................. Indiana .. 
Fish Creek, grade, near Hamilton ..... 
Fish Creek, extreme bottom, near 

Indiana .. 

Coanty. 

. Tip'pe~~~~ : : .. 
Tippecanoe .. 
Tippecanoe. 

I
' .. 
.. 

'F~~~t~i~ '. 

J 

Fountain. 

Warren. 

Warrpn. 

Warren. 

Warren. 

Warren .. 
Warren. 

County. 

Steuben. 

Hamilton .................. Indiana ........ 

841 

Elevation. 

634.4 
616.0 
60S.S 
629.3 
622.4 
626.4 
5',7.4 
559.4 

577.4 
538.4 

586.4 
538.4 
561.4 
537.4 
561.4 
'550.4 
54S.9 

530.4 

549.4 
547.4 

501.4 
6G8.9 

547.4 

715.4 
722.4 

671.4 
642.4 

700.9 
712.4 
734.4 
673.4 
651.4 
706.9 

694.4 

690 4 
720.4 

726.4 
730.4 

Elevation. 

921.0 
929.0 

899.5 
929.5 
899.0 



r--------------------------------- ----

842 

Distances 
from 

Detroit, 
Mich. 

113.0 

113.1 
115.7 

118.6 

120.8 
121.3 
123.9 
126.4 
127.6 

128.1 

130.2 

131. 7 

131. 7 
135.4 
136.0 

136.0 
136.6 

136.7 
138.8 
140.7 
141. 7 

146.0 
151.9 

152.7 

153.2 
153.8 

154.0 

154.2 

157.9 
160.0 

161.3 
161.4 

162.1 

166.5 
171.2 
172.8 

173.5 

179.1 
184.7 
184.8 

REPORT OF STATE GEOLOGIST. 

WABASH RAILROAD-Continued. 

Detroit Division-Continued. 

STATIONS. State. 

Dry Creek, grade ..................... 1' Indiana ....... . 
Dry Creek, extreme bottom. . . . . . . . . .. Indiana ....... . 
Hamilton .............................. I Indiana ....... . 
Woods Ditch, grade.... .. ............. Indiana ....... . 
Woods Ditch. extreme bottom ......... Indiana .. 
Steubenville-Crossing F,. W. & J. 

Branch of L. S. & M. S. (top of rail) .. 
Ashley ..................... . 
Hudson.. ..... ..., ......... . 
Frederick (Gravel Pit) .... . 
Helmer .................... . 
Line between Steuben and Lagrange 

Counties.................. I 
Maumee Creek, grade .............. , ... 1 

Maumee Creek. extreme bottom . ...... j 

Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ... " .. . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana .. , 
Indiana ... 

Indiana . .. . 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana ... . 

Summit at Station 1685, lY2 miles east 
of South Milford. . . . . . . . . . .1 Indiana .... . 

Broomcorn Creek, grade . .............. , Indiana .... . 
Broomcorn Creek, extreme bottom . ... 'j Indiana .... . 
South Milford, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Indiana .. .. 
Taylor Gravel Pit ..................... Indiana .. 
Elkhart River Bridge east of Wolcott-

ville, grade ... ......... '" .' ...... ' .. ' Indiana .. . 
Elkhart River Bridge east of Wolcott- I 

ville, extreme bottom ............... Indiana. 
Lagrange and Noble County Line (East) I Indiana. 
Wolcottville-Crossing of Grand Rap-

ids and Indiana R. R .. , .......... ' .. Indiana .. 
Wolcottville Depot., ...... , ........ , 'j' Indiana .. 
Lagrange and Noble County Line (West) Indiana .... . 
Eddy .......... , ................. , .... Indiana .. .. 
Elkhart River 1 mile west of Eddy, I 

grade. . . . . . . . . . . .. ............... . , Indiana., ... . 
Elkhart River 1 mile west of Eddy, ex- 1 

treme bottom. . .. Indiana ..... . 
Topeka ....... , ........................ ' Indiana .... . 
LiC~u~t~ee~ . Lagrange and Elkhart. 1 

Stony Creek, grade. ... . .. 
Stony Creek, extreme bottom ....... . 
Stony Creek, siding . .. , ............. . 
West Branch Stony Creek, grade. 
West Branch Stony Creek, extrenle 

Indiana. , .. 
Indiai.a .... . 
Indiana. ". 
Indiana . . 
Indiana. 

bottom .......... ... ,. ........ Indiana .... . 
Millersburg passenger depot............ Indiana .... . 
Millersburg, overhead road crossing, 46 

foot girder, grade.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Indiana. 
Millersburg, overhead road crossing, 

surface of public road .. ........... ' " Indiana .. 
Millersburg, L. S. & M. S. Ry. Crossing 

Wabash, grade,....... .. ... .. ..... ... Indiana. 
Millersburg. L. S. &M. S. Ry. Crossing 

L. S. & M. S .. base of rail. ........... Indiana. 
Benton Station . .............. , . . . . . . .. Indiana .... . 
Elkhart River, two 120 foot spans, 

EI~h~;tRi;~;,t~-'; 120 i~~t;p~~~: ~~:.[ Indiana .... . 
treme bottom. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. '1 Indiana .... . 

New Paris ...... .................... ,.. Indiana .... . 

C~~~j~gC:.w.'.& JI{: ~y: (~ig ~ou~ II,Y') Indiana ....... . 
Turkey Creek, grade .. ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Indiana ....... . 
Turkey Creek, extreme bottom Indiana ...... . 
Foraker. . . . . . Indiana . ...... . 
Wakarusa.. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Indiana ....... . 
Bango Creek, grade . ............. , . . Indiana . . " ... . 
Bango Creek, bottom.. . ... Indiana ....... . 
Line between Elkhart and St. Joseph 

County. 

Steuben ...... . 

Steuben ...... . 
Steuben ...... . 
Steuben ...... . 
Steuben ...... . 
Steuben ...... . 

Lagrange ..... . 

Lagrange ... . 
Lagrange. , ... . 

Lagrange .. . 

Lagrange ... . 

Lagra~g~. : . 

Elkha~t .... 

Elkhart ..... . 
Elkhart ...... . 

~~~:~::::::::: . St: i~ooph: .. Counties. 
Wyatt .................... . 

Indiana....... St. Joseph ... Lakeville Depot, sub-grade .... . . 
Lakeville Crossing of T. H. & 1. (Van-

dalia), base of rail................... Indiana ....... 

Elevation. 

924.0 
903.0 
926.9 
967.0 
938.0 

1,004.6 
999.0 

972.2 
986.0 

1,007.0 
1,007.0 

986.5 

1,029.0 
1,001.0 

977.0 
998.0 
956.0 

956.9 

940.4 
957.4 

956.8 
954.3 
965.4 
931.3 

918.6 

908.4 
950.0 

899.3 
888.0 
877.4 
888.0 
896.9 

878.4 
907.0 

912.2 

897.7 

913.0 

897.1 
845.6 

828.4 

812.2 
807.6 

807.3 
822.0 
804.5 
873.8 
876.0 
837.7 
827.4 

846.0 
848.0 
856.2 

856.9 



DistsMes 
from 

Detroit, 
Mich. 

188.4 

190.0 

192.4 

192.8 
194.1 

196.3 

198.0 

200.3 

205.6 

207.2 

209.5 
211.4 

217.1 
217.4 

219.0 

220.6 

221.2 

221.4 

223.4 

223.8 

226.1 

230.4 
231.2 

231.8 

233.7 

233.7 

235.0 

236.7 

HYl'SOMETRY OF INDIANA. 

WABASH RAILROAD-Continued. 

Detroit Division-Continued. 

STATIONS. 

Little Potato Creek, grade ...... . 
Little Potato Creek, extreme bottom .. 
Sycamore Creek, grade ........... . 
Sycamore Creek, extreme bottom ..... . 
Potato Creek, grade .................. . 
Potato Creek, extreme bottom ........ . 
North Liberty Depot ................. . 
Potato Creek, west of Liberty, grade .. 
Potato Creek, west of Liberty, extreme 

bottom ...................... . 
Kankakee River and Line between St. 

Joseph and Laporte Counties, grade. 
Kankakee River and Line between St. 

Joseph and Laporte Counties, extreme 
bottom ...................... . 

Little Kankakee River, grade. 
Little Kankakee River, extreme bottom 
Lake Erie and Western R. R. Crossing 

at Dillon ........................... . 
Crossing C. & G. T. Ry., east of Kings-

bury, grade, Wabash track ......... . 
Crossing C. & G. T. Ry., base of rail C. 

& G. T. Ry ......................... . 
Kingsbury Depot .................... .. 
Kingsbury Mill pond, grade .......... , . 
Kingsbury Mill pond, extreme bottom. 
Magee Crossing, C. W. & M. Ry ... 
Mill Creek at Station 5960, nade. 
Mill Creek, bottom .. 
Westville Depot ...................... . 
Westville Crossing L. N. A. & C. Ry, 

Wabash grade ...................... . 
Westville Crossing L. N. A. & C. Ry., 

base of rail, L. N. A. & C. Ry ..... 
Line between Laporte and Porter 

Counties ............................ . 
Overhead Wagon Bridge No. 1655, 1% 

miles west of east line of Porter 
County, Wabash grade ......... . 

Surface of Wagon Road .... . 
Overhead Highway Bridge No. 1659 at 

Station 111, 2Ys miles west of County 
Line, grade . ....... . 

Surface of Road ..................... .. 
Page Creek Bridge No. 1660, Wabash 

grade .............................. .. 
Page Creek Bridge No. 1660, extreme 

bottom ............................. . 
Little Page Creek No. 1669, grade .... . 
Little Page Creek No. 1669, extreme 

bottom ............................. . 
Spring Brook Creek No. 1670, grade .. . 
Spring Brook Creek No. 1670, extreme 

bottom ............................. . 
Coffee Creek No. 1676, grade ......... . 
Coffee Creek No. 1676, extreme bottom. 
Crocker Crossing E., J. & E. Ry ...... . 
Salt Creek Bridge No. 1691, grade ..... . 
Salt Creek Bridge No. 1691, extreme 

bottom ............................. . 
Little Salt Creek Bridge No. 1692, 

grade ............................... . 
Little Salt Creek Bridge No. 1692, ex-

treme bottom ...................... . 
Willow Creek Station Crossing, B. & 

O. Ry. 233.6~, base of raiL ......... . 
Willow Creek Station Crossing. Michi-

gan Central.. ....................... . 
Willow Creek Bridge No. 1695, grade .. 
Willow Creek Bridge No. 1695, extreme 

bottom ....................... . 

State. 

Indiana .. 
Indiana ..... 
Indiana. 
Indiana ..... . 
Indiana ...... . 
Indiana ..... . 
Indiana 
Indiana ..... 

Indiana .. 

Indiana. 

Indiana. 
Indiana . . 
Indiana .. 

Indiana. 

Indiana .. 

Indiana ..... 
Indiana. 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana. 
Indiana .. 
Indiana . . 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 

Indiana .. 

Indiana. 

Indiana .. 

Iudiana. 
Indiana. 

Indiana. 
Indiana. 

Indiana. 

Indiana. 
Indiana. 

Indiana ....... . 
Indiana ....... . 

Indiana ...... . 
Indiana ...... . 
Indiana. 
Indiana .. 
Indiana. 

Indiana. 

Indiana. 

Indiana. 

Indiana ... . 

Indiana ... . 
Indiana ...... . 

Indiana. 
Little Calumet River I grade .... . 
Little Calumet River, bottom .. . : : : I ~~~\:~: 

County. 

Laporte. 

Laporte. 

Laporte. 

Laporte. 

Porter. 

Porter. 

Porter. 

843 

Elevation. 

817.3 
796.5 
812.6 
789.0 
792.9 
780.0 
744.0 
720.0 

710.0 

704.0 

693.0 
704.0 
693.0 

707.0 

770.6 

751.3 
758.0 
758.0 
741.0 
786.8 
777.0 
762.7 
817.3 

820.0 

796.2 

804.0 

796.6 
821.6 

779.1 
761.2 

773.4 

747.2 
724.0 

706.7 
712.8 

698.7 
668.8 
652.4 
648.4 
641.8 

614.2 

641.4 

619.7 

645.1 

644.5 
618.0 

607.7 
615.7 
601. 7 
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Distances 
from 

Detroit, 
Micb. 

235.6 
236.3 

237.9 
239.2 
241.5 
242.0 

242.6 
244.6 

246.0 
246.5 

246.5 

Distances 
from 

Detroit, 
Mich. 

140.2 

138.7 

136.4 
130.0 
127.0 

125.9 
124.8 
122.7 
122.2 
121. 7 

119.2 

117.0 
114.5 
113.9 
110.7 

109.9 
109.3 

REPORT OF STATE GEOLOGIST. 

WABASH RAILROAD-Continued. 

Detroit Division-Continued. 

STATIONS. State. 

Line between Porter and Lake Counties .. 1 Indiana .. 
Calumet Station....................... Indiana .. 
Overhead Crossing of Young's Sand 

Track and Bridge 1699, grade. . Indiana. 
Overhead Crossing of Young's Sand 

Track, top of rail of sand track. . . . . Indiana ... 
Overhead Crossing of Young's Sand 

Track, bottom. . .. .. ........... . Indiana ... . 
Millers Station ........... . 
Aetna Station Platform .. . 
Gary Station ......................... . 
Gibson's Run Creek Branch No. 1702, 

Indiana ....... 'I 
Indiana ..... .. 
Indiana .. . 

grade........ ..... ....... .. .. ... .. .. Indiana .. . 
Gibson's Run Creek Branch No. 1702, '1 

County. 

Lake. 

Lake .. 
Lake. 
Lake. 

extreme bottom ........ . 
Tolleston ....................... . 
Grand Calumet River, grade ........ . 
Grand Calumet River, extreme bottom. 

Indiana. 
Indiana .. 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 

IL~k~: 

Clark Junction Siding ................. . 
Chicago and Calumet Junction Switch, 

I 

Crossing of P., Ft. W. & C. Ry., base 
of rail..... .. ......... . Indiana... ... 

Elevation. 

-----
615.7 
619.8 

640.6 

623.5 

618.2 
630.6 

'1 

618.7 

614.1 

603.4 
614.1 
602.1 
584.7 
602.1 

602.1 

602.6 

end of Wabash track.... ... ...... . ... Indiana ....... '1" 
--~--------~-------

WABASH RAILROAD. 

New Haven to Indiana-Ohio State Linf'. 

STATIONS. State. County. Elevation. 

Junction of Main Line with Ft. W. and 
Detroit R. R. at New Haven .... Indiana ..... Allen. 759.4 

Maumee River, grade ....... Indiana ... 756.8 
Maumee River. extreme bott~~. Indiana ..... 726.8 
Maumee River, low water. Indiana .. . 721.8 
Thurman Station .. Indiana .. Allen. 768.8 
Grabill. ...... Indiana ... . Allen 824.8 
St. Joe River, gr;':ci~:::: ... Indiana ... .............. 800.6 
St. Joe River, high water. Indiana .... 795.8 
St. Joe River, low water .... .......... Indiana .. . 780.8 
St. Joe River, extreme bottom ......... Indiana ... 774.8 
Line between Allen and Dekalb Counties Indiana .. 801.8 
Spencerville .... Indiana .... Dekalb. 820.8 
St. Joe ....... Indiana .. Dekalb. 837.8 
Baltimore & Ohio Crossing ... Indiana .. 840.0 
Baer Creek, grade ........... Indiana .. . ................ 833.8 
Baer Creek, extreme bottom. Indiana .... : . 808.8 
26 Mile Creek, grade ............. Indiana. 840.8 
26 Mile Creek, extreme bottom .. Indiana. ................ 828.8 
Rose .......................... Indiana .. Dekalb .. 867.8 
Butler New Wabash Depot ..... Indiana. Dekalb. 876.8 
Butler L. S. & M. S. Crossing ... Indiana .. Dekalb. 870.8 
Fish Creek, grade .. Indiana. 858.0 
Fish Creek, bottom. Indiana ... . . . . ·1· 845.0 
Artie .................. , ..... Indiana ... ..... Dekalb. 868.9 
Indiana and Ohio State Line. Indiana ... 867.4 
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SOUTHERN RAILROAD. 

St. Louis·Louisville Lines. 

Distances I Elevation. from STATIONS. State. County. 
Louisville. 

Ky. 

1 

6.0 New Albany ... 1 
Indiana ... .1 Floyd ......... 429.0 

15.0 Georgetown ... Indiana. I Floy<;l- ..... 710.0 

21.0 Crandall .. Indiana .. HarrIson .. 650.0 
722.0 

! I Mott ............... Indiana ... .. 1 Harrison . . 

Corydon Junction .. Indiana ... Harrison. 715.0 
n.o 
27.0 
30.0 
34.0 
38.0 
43.0 
46.0 
52.0 
58.0 
60.0 
61. 0 
66.0 
68.0 

75.0 

84.0 
91.0 
92.0 

105.0 
113.0 

Distances \ 
from 1 

Huntingburg. 

0.0 
7.0 

31.0 

.. 
I Ramsey. Indiana . . Harrison ..... . 707.0 

DePauw. Indiana . . Harrison ..... 642.0 

Milltown. I Indiana. Crawford. 5520 

Marengo .. Indiana .. Crawford .. 574.0 

Temple .. 
.. 1 

Indiana. Crawford .. 621.0 

English. Indiana .. . Crawford . . 503.0 

Taswell .. .: "1 Indiana ... Crawford. 770.0 

Riceville. ... Indiana .... 

.\ 
Crawford. 791.0 

Birdseye .. . . Indiana ... Dubois . . ':1 711.0 

Mentor .. . .' .. .. Indiana. .... Dubois .. . 717.0 

Kyana ... . .. "'1 Indiana .. .. Dubois ... 503.0 

St. Anthony .. .. .... Indiana .. Dubois ... 487.0 

Bretzville ... . .' .. Indiana .. Dubois ... 5290 

Huntingburg ... .. . : I ,.,,, ... Dubois. 462.0 

Duff ... .. Indiana .. Dubois ... 467.0 

Velpen .. . . .. Indiana .. Pike .... 475.0 

Winslow. ... ... Indiana .. Pike .. 433.0 

Ayrshire. . ... Indiana .. Pike .... 423.0 

Francisco. . . 1 Indiana .. . . . . I Gibson ... 430.0 

Princeton. . Indiana .. 
1 

Gibson .. 461.0 

Huntingburq, French Lick and lVest Baden. 

STATIONS. State. County. Elevation. 

_________________________ 1 __________ 1 __________ 1 ______ _ 

Huntingburg. 
Jasper. ........ . 
French Lick .. . 

Indiana .. . 
Indiana . . 
Indiana. 

Dubois 
Dubois. 
Orange. 

462.0 
467.0 
484.0 

------'-------------------~-.-------~-----------

Evansville Division. 

Distances 
from STATIONS. State. County. Elevation. 

Louisville, 
Ky. 

74.0 Huntingburg ....... Indiana .. . Dubois ... 462.0 

Ferdinand .. .. , ... Indiana ..... Dubois. 500.0 

86.0 Dale ......... Indiana .... Spencer ... 432.0 

89.0 Lincoln City. Indiana ... Spencer. 459.0 

91.0 Gentryville. Indiana . . Spencer. 413.0 

93.0 Pigeon. Indiana .. . Spencer .. . 403.0 

96.0 Tennyson .... . Indiana .. . Warrick ... 417.0 

101.0 DeGonia .. . Indiana .... . Warrick . . 411.0 

105.0 Boonville . . Indiana ... . Warrick .. 408.0 

109.0 DeForest. Indiana .. Warrick . . 425.0 

112.0 Chandler .. Indiana ... . Warrick .. . 433.0 

115.0 Steven~on. Indiana .. Warrick ...... . 402.0 

Smythe ........ Indiana ... . Vanderburgh .. 401.0 

122.0 Evansville ... . Indiana .. . '1 Vanderburgh .. 383.0 
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Distances 
from 

Louisville, 
Ky. 

89.0 
92.0 
95.0 

100.0 
104.0 
109.0 

Distances 
from 

Louisville, 
Ky. 

890 
9:3.0 
97.0 

100.0 
102.0 
106.0 

Distances 
from 

Muncie. 

0.0 
0.7 
5.4 
9.8 

11.6 
13.7 
17.2 

18.8 

23.7 
28.0 
31.5 
37.2 

43.6 

46.8 
48.7 
51.8 
54.8 
56.3 
61.4 

67.9 
70.1 

75.6 

RI~PORT OF STATE GEOJ,OGIST. 

SOUTHERN RAILROAD-Continued. 

Cannelton Division. 

STATIONS. State. 

Lincoln City. 
Buffaloville .. 
Lamars ... 
Evanston . . 
Troy ...... 
Tell City. 

Indiana .. 
Indiana. 

.. Indiana .. 

. .. Indiana .. . "'1 Indiana .. .. ... Indiana .. 

Rockport Division. 

Lincoln City .. 
Bradleys .... . 
Chrisney ... . 
Millers ....... . 
Ritchies .... . . 
Rock Hill .. . 
Rockport .... . 

STATIONS. State. 

Indiana .. 
Indiana. 
Indiana . . 
Indiana. I Indiana. 
Indiana' .... ::: 
Indiana .. 

CENTRAL INDIANA RAILWAY. 

STATIONS. 

Muncie Station ... .. . 
Avondale Station .. . 
Sharps Station ...... . 
Moreland Station .. . 
Daleville Station ... . 
Chesterfield Station .................. . 
Gridley Crossing with C., C., C. & St. 

L.Ry .............................. . 
Anderson Crossing, P., C., C. & St. 

L.Ry .............................. . 
Anderson Crossing, C., C., C. & St.L. 

Ry. (Michi~aii Division) ............ . 
Anderson Station ..... ................ . 
Anderson Crossing, C., C., C. & St. L. 

Ry. (Cleveland-Indianapolis Div.) ... 
Bloomer Station ............... . 
Lapel Station ................ . 
Durbin Station . ..... . 
Noblesville Station ................... . 
Noblesville Crossing, L. E. & W. R. R. 
Westfield Station ................ . 
Westfield Crossin~, C., I. & L. Ry. 
Eagletown Station .......... .. . 
Jolietville Station ....... . 
Roston Station ................ . 
Gadsden Station .................. . 
Heath Station .................... . 
Lebanon Station .. .................... . 
Lebanon Crossing, C., C., C. & St. L. 

Ry ................................. . 
Max Station .......................... . 
Advance Station ...................... . 
New Ross Crossing, C., C., C. & St. L. 

Ry ................................ .. 
New Ross Station ................... . 
Ladoga, Crossing, C., I. & L. Ry .. 

State. 

Indiana .... . 
Indiana ..... . 
Indiana .. 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 

Indiana ... . 

Indiana .. . 

Indiana .... . 
Indiana .... . 

Indiana ... . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana .. 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana ..... . 
Indiana ..... . 
Indiana. 
Indiana .. 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana .. 

Indiana ... . 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana ... . 

Indiana .. 
Indiana. 
Indiana. 

County. 

Spencer .. 
Spencer ..... 
Spencer. 
Spencer .... . 
Perry .... . 
Perry .. .. 

County. 

Spencer ..... . 
Spencer. 
Spencer .. . 
Spencer .. 
Spencer. 
Spencer 
Spencer. 

County. 

Delaware .. 
Delaware ..... . 
Delaware .. . 
Delaware. 
Delaware .. . 
Madison .. . 

Madison .. . 

Madison ... . 

Madison .... . 
Madison ... . 

Madison ... . 
Madison .... . 
Madison ... . 
Hamilton. 
Hamilton .. 
Hamilton. 
Hamilton. 
Hamilton. 
Hamilton . . 
Hamilton. 
Boone. 
Boone ... 
Boone .. 
Boone .. 

Boone ... . 
Boone ... . 
Boone. 

Montgomery . . 
Montgomery .. 
Montgomery. 

I 

Elevation. 

459.0 
427.0 
411.0 
413.0 
5500 
395.0 

Elevation. 

459.0 
460.0 
447.0 
423.0 
409.0 
400.0 
380.0 

Elevation. 

950.0 
948.0 
937.0 
934.0 
919.0 
906.0 

899.0 

885.0 

881.0 
880.0 

883.0 
872.0 
855.0 
817.0 
801.0 
801.0 
895.0 
895.0 
896.0 
920.0 
930.0 
948.0 
950.0 
936.0 

936.0 
922.0 
928.0 

877.0 
877.0 
822.0 
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CENTRAL INDIANA RAILWAY-Continued. 

Distances 
from 

Muncie. 
STATIONS. State. County. Elevation. 

81.3 
85.6 
86.9 
88.9 
94.8 
95.9 

105.3 

106.9 
113.3 
114.4 
116.0 
118.6 
121.2 

124.2 
124.6 

127.0 

Ladoga Station .... . 
Pawnee Station .... . 
Lapland Station ................ . 
Penobscot Station ....... . 
Waveland Station ........ " .' .. ' ...... . 
Waveland, Junction with Vandalia R. R 
Sand Creek Station ................... . 
Sand Creek, Junction with Vandalia R. 

R ................... · .. · 
East Rockville Station ... 
Uncas Station. . .. . 
Walton Station. . . .. . ... . 
Bridgeton Station ..... . 
Sllperior Station . . 
Carbon Station ...................... . 
Carbon, Crossing, C., C., C. & St. L. 

Ry ............. . 
Cardonia Station . . . 
Hall Station ......................... . 

{~~::n, ~~~~:cti~n '~ith 'v~~d~ii~' Ii: R : 

Indiana ....... . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana . . 
Indiana .. 
Indiana ... 
Indiana .. 

Indiana .. . 
Indiana . . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana . . 
Indiana ...... . 
Indiana .... . 
Indiana .. 

Indiana .. 
Indiana ... . 
Indiana . . 
Indiana .. . 
Indiana .. 

INDIANA. 

BLOOMINGTON QUADRANGLE. 

Montgomery. 
Montgomery .. 
Montgomery .. 
Montgomery. 
Monte:omery .. 
Montgomery .. 
Montgomery .. 

Montgomery . . 
Parke ....... . 
Parke .... . 
Parke .. . 
Parke ... . 
Parke .. 
Clay ... . 

Clay ... . 
Clay .... . 
Clay .. .. 
Clay ... . 
Clay .. . 

(United States Geological Survey.) 

Greene, Monroe and Owen Counties. 

822.0 
846.0 
840.0 
859.0 
744 0 
697.0 
582.0 

582.0 
577.0 
632.0 
582.0 
559.0 
654.0 
678.0 

678.0 
613.0 
611.0 
650.0 
649.0 

The elevations in the following list are based upon an elevation 
at Cincinnati, Indiana, brought by an unadjusted line of precise 
leveling from Mitchell, Indiana, based upon the 1903 adjustment 

datum. 
The leveling on this quadrangle and the precise leveling was 

done in 1906 by Mr. C. H. Semper, levelman, using prism level 
and yard rods. 

BLOOMINGTON QUADRANGLE. 

Oincinnati East Along HighwOIYs to Harrodsburg, Thence North A~ong Ohi
cago, IndianapoUs and L01tisville ROIilroad to Olear Oreek. 

Feet. 

Cincinnati, in front yard of J. H. Neals; iron post stamped "Prim. 
Trav. Sta. No.7 880" ....................................... 880.384 

Cincinnati, 3.92 miles east of, southeast corner of schoolhouse, frout 
face of, foundation stone; aluminum tablet stamped "815" ..... 815.014 

Cincinnati, 6.51 miles east of, at angle of road, 100 feet north of 
Gilmore's scale house, primary traverse station No.8; iron post 
stamped "802" ............................................. 801.565 

Harrodsburg, brick schoolhouse, west wing, south face; aluminum 
tablet stamped "627" ....................................... 627.100 

Harrodsburg, in front of station; t@p of rail ................. ·· .. 520.7 
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Smithville, 2.41 miles south of, railroad bridge over creek, south 
abutment east side of retaining wall, top of; aluminum tablet 

Feet. 

I?tamped "530" ............................................. 532.960 
Smithville, in front of station; top of rail ........................ 710.8 
Saunders, 0.29 mile south of, 100 feet south of James Craig's house, 

15 feet west of track, boulder, in top of; aluminum tablet 
stamped "737" ............................................. 739.985 

Saunders, in front of station; top of rail ........................ 749.0 
Johnstons, in front of station; top of rail ........................ 730.8 
Acme, in front of station; top of rail ............................ 692.6 
Clear Creek, in front of station; top of rail ...................... 659.6 
Clear Creek, 0.32 mile north of, railroad bridge over creek, south 

abutment, west side of top; aluminum tablet stamped "659" ... 662.502 

Oincinnati North Along Highway, 'l.'hence East to Olear 0l'eek. 

Cincinnati, 2.72 miles north of, west side of road, 584 feet no·rtn of 
O. N. Burges' barn, outcrop of rock; aluminum tablet stamped 

Feet. 

"853" .............................................. , ....... 856.008 
CinCinnati, 6.03 miles north of, Green County Chapel, northwest 

corner of, foundation of; aluminum tablet stamped "848" ...... 85] .419 
Greene Connty Chapel,5.24 miles east of (0.16 mile west of Bloom-

ington pike), north side of road, Wm. Hemphill's house, south-
west corner of, foundation; aluminum tablet stamped "843" .... 846.25G 

Greene County Chapel, 7.05 miles cast of, at junction of road to 
Bloomington pike, Orner May's blacksmith, southwest corner; 
aluminum tablet stamped "833" ............................. 835.587 

Olear Greek North Along Railroad to Bloomington. 
Feet. 

Bloomington, in front of station; top of rail ..................... 756.6 
Bloomington, Indiana University, Student Building, south entrance 

to, top of east buttress; aluminum tablet stamped "785" ....... 784.637 
Bloomington, Indiana University, at east entrance to Library Hall, 

top of stone buttress (old elev.=792.89) ...................... 792.:'i8 
Bloomington, Indiana University, at Owen Hall, on top of west 

stone buttress (old eley. = 798.47) ............................ 798.20 

BlOOmington Northwest Along Highway to Hensonbwrg, Thence West to 
Freeman, Thence South Towaj'd Oincinnati. (Three-foot Ad

justment Is Thrown at End of This Line.) 
Feet. 

Hensonburg, road crossing with Vernal pike; top of rail ........... 795.5 
Hensonburg, small highway bridge over Stout Creek, west abut-

ment, south side of, top of; aluminum tablet stamped "787" .... 786.587 
Hensonburg, 3.45 miles west of, north side of road, gate entrance 

to J. Reed, large stone gatepost, front face of; aluminum tablet 
stamped "741" ............................................. 741.100 
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Hensonburg, 6.30 miles west of, north side of road, 515 feet east of 
Horton farm house, north abutment of stone culvert; aluminum 

849 

Feet. 

tablet stamped "740" ....................................... 740.009 
Hensonburg, 9.01 miles west of, at angle in road to west and north, 

on east margin of road, in top of outcrop; aluminum tablet 
stamped "716" ............................................. 716.077 

Ifreeman, 60 feet north of postoffice, west side of road, outcrop of 
rOCk, top of; aluminum tablet stamped "599" ................. 602 .147 

Hendricksville, 660 feet north of, west side of road, Oove Springs, 
20 feet north of spring. top of outcrop of rock; aluminum tab-
let stamped "636" .......................................... 638.908 

Cincinnati, 7.46 miles north of, railroad overhead bridge, southeast 
corner of floor; spike in plank ............................... 859.65 
(T'he adjusted eleyation of the above is 859.65.) 

AVOCA, BEDFORD, BLOOMFIELD, BLOOMINGTON, JASONVILLE, KOLEEN, CLAY CITY 

AND TERRE HAUTE QUADRANGLES. 

Clay, Greene, Lawrence, Owen and Vigo Oounties. 

PRECISE LEVELING. 

The elevations in the following list are the unadjusted result 
of a line of precise levels run from Mitchell, Indiana to Illinois 
State line west of Terre Haute based upon 1903 adjustment datum. 
An extension of this line into Illinois is given in another list. A 
prism level, yard rods and the standard method were used. The 
total divergence between forward and backward lines by the main 
line was 0.228 feet in a distance of 101.23 miles to the State line. 
and for the spur to Cincinnati 0.037 foot in a distance of 6.53 

miles. 
The leveling Redmon to Bloomfield was done in 1906 by Mr. 

'1'. A. Green, levelman, and the remainder of the line was done by 
Mr. C. H. Semper in 1906, Mitchell to Cincinnati, and in 1907, 
Bloomfield, Indiana to Oakland, Illinois. 

BEDFORD QUADRANGLE. 

Mitchell North/west Along Ohicago, Indianapolis and Louisville Railroad 
to Ro binson. 

Mitchell, cut on the sill of window near northwest corner of south 
face of M. N. Moore's store, thus 

X 
BOM 
U. S. C. 

Feet. 

N ............................ 686.707 
Mitchell, Bank of Mitchell, east face of, north corner; aluminum 

tablet stamped "688" ....................................... 688.081 

54-29153 
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Feet. 
Mitchell, in front of Monon station; top of rail ....••............ 679.9 
Yockey, highway crossing at station, 80 feet east of track, 15 feet 

north of highway, bed rock; aluminum tablet stamped "590" .. 590.383 
Yockey, in front of signboard; top of rail ........................ 593.2 
Yockey, 1.68 miles north of, Monon railroad bridge over White 

River, north abutment, west side, bridge seat; aluminum tablet 
stamped "508" ............................................. 508.124 

Bedford, city hall, front entrance to building, face of; aluminum 
tablet stamped "700" .............................•......... 699.604 

Bedford, Monon railroad station, in front of; top of rail .......... 689.327 

AVOCA QUADRANGLE. 

Dark Hollow, in front of station signboard; top of rail. ........... 512.873 
Dark Hollow, 0.29 mile west of Monon railroad bridge over Salt 

Creek, south abutment, east side; aluminum tablet stamped 
"503" ...............................................•...... 502.934 

Reed, in front of station signboard; top of rail ................... 510.6 
Avoca, in front of station; top of rail ........................... 547.1 
Avoca, A. H. Bridewell's residence, stone wall front of yard, 2 feet 

south of gate entrance, top of; aluminum tablet stampea 
"557" ...................................................... 556.789 

Springville, in front of station; top of rail ....................... 639.4 
Springville, schoolhouse, northwest corner of foundation; aluminum 

tablet stamped "644" ....................................... 643.644 
Springville, 1.58 miles west of, 15 feet east of private road crossing, 

about 400 feet southeast of small stone house, 4 feet south of 
track, large rock; aluminum tablet stamped "575" ............ 575.355 

Armstrong, in front of station sign; top of rail ................... 550.6 
Armstrong, railroad water tank, front face stone foundation; alumi-

num tablet stamped "551" .................................. 550.544 
Armstrong, 2.13 miles west of, 100 feet east of railroad bridge over 

Indian Creek, 10 feet north of track, in top of limestone bowl-
del'; aluminum tablet stamped "565" ........................ 564.522 

Owensburg, in front of station; top of rail .........•............ 642.6 
Owensburg, 343 feet west of station, railroad overhead bridge, cop-

ing stone, top of, south side of track; aluminum tablet stamped 
"641" ...................................................... 640.786 

KOLEEN QUADRANGLE. 

Dresden, in front of station; top of rail ......................... 570.9 
Robison, highway bridge on south side of. railroad track, east abut-

ment, north wing wall, top of; aluminum tablet stamped "543" .542.580 
Robison, in front of station; top of rail ......................... 540.7 

Robison Northeast Along Highways to Oirwmnati. 
Feet. 

Robison, 2.86 miles north of, southwest corner of Latter Day Saints 
Church, front face; aluminum tablet stamped "75;)" ........... 754.716 
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BLOOMINGTON QUADRANGLE. 

Feet. 

Cincinnati, Ind., in front yard of J. H. Neal's; iron post stamped 
"Prim. Trav. Sta. No.7 880" ................................ 880.384 

Rubison Northwest Along Chicago, IndianapoUs and Louisville R. R. to, 
Elliston, Thence Northwest Along Evansville and Indianapolis 

R. R. to Terre Haute, Thence Northwest Along 
Vandalia R. R. to State Line Near 

Nelson, Indiana. 

KOLEEN QUADRANGLE. 

Feet. 
Koleen, in front of station; top of rail ........................... 521.8 
Koleen, 378 feet north of station, 45 feet north of track, 45 feet 

northwest of milepost "C 26"; iron post stainped "519 1906" ... 519.460 
Rockwood, at road crossing, top of rail .......................... 517.1 
Mineral City, 0.38 mile east of station, 125 feet west of road cross-

ing, 20 feet south of track, in northwest corner of lot owned 
by Chas. Hayward; iron post stamped "509 1906" ............. 509.111; 

BLOOMFIELD QUADRANGLE. 

Mineral City, in front of station; top of rail ..................... 508.4 
Mineral City, 2.55 miles northwest of, 15 feet n'orth of track, 15 

feet east of private road at foot of hill; iron post stamped 
"509 1906" ................................................. 508. 577 

Bloomfield, 120 feet north of Monon station; 50 feet west of wagon 
road, at southeast corner of Jones Planing Mill, on south side; 
iron post stamped "534 1906" ............................... 533.938 

Bloomfield, in southwest corner of engine room at "Fawcett Mfg. 
Co." on south side; aluminum tablet stamped "541 1006" ...... 540.835 

Elliston, in front of station, E. & 1. R. R., top of rail. ............. 508.3 
Elliston, 1.75 miles north of, south abutment, west side of county 

bridge 75 feet west of railroad, top of abutment; aluminum 
tablet stamped "503" ....................................... 503.213 

Elliston, 4.73 miles north of, at road crossing 780 feet north of mile-
post T H 43, 30 feet east of railroad, on north end of road cul-
vert; aluminum tablet stamped "507" ........................ 506.643 

Worthington, southeast corner of 'l'aylor Building, 338 feet south of 
E. & 1. R. R. station; aluminum tablet stamped "526" ......... 526.258 

Worthington, in front of E. & I. station; top of rail .............. 522.0 

JASONVILLE QUADRANGLE. 

Worthiugton, 3.29 miles north of, 12 feet west of track, 0.10 mile 
south of milepost T H 36, in bowlder; aluminum tablet stamped 
"521" ...................................................... 520.603 

Hubbell, in front of station; top of rail .......................... 524.3 
Worthington, 6.01 miles north of, 1,478 feet north of road crossing; 

1,866 feet south of milepost T H 33, 20 feet east of track, large 
rock; in side of cut; aluminum tablet stamped "562" .......... 561. 652 
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Peet. 
Coal City, southwest front face of Red Men's Hall; aluminum tab-

let stamped "659" ......................•.........•......... 659.431 
Coal City, in front of station; top of rail ........................ 651.9 
Coal City, 2.40 miles north of Barrieks schoolhouse on crossroads 

803 feet east of railroad, southwest corner; aluminum tablet 
stamped "596" ............................................. 595.917 

CLAY CITY QUADRANGLE. 

Clay City, northeast corner of "Clay City Roller Mill," 50 feet west 
of railroad track; aluminum tablet stamped "588" ............ 587.843 

Clay City, in front of station; top of rail ................•....... 579.7 
Clay Gity, 3.41 miles north of, south abutment of railroad bridge 

over Eel River, west side of track, in bridge seat; aluminum 
tablet stamped "558" ....................................... 558.359 

Saline City, in front of station; top of rail ................ _ ...... 560.7 
Saline City, 60 feet south of southwest corner of Brown Hotel, at 

road crossing, south end of culvert under road; aluminum tab-
let stamped "569" _ ............................ _ . _ ... _ ..... 569.380 

Cory, in front of station; top of rail ............................ 628.5 
Cory, southwest of I. O. O. F. Building, front face; aluminum tablet 

stamped "634" ........ _ .......... '" . _ .. _ ... _ .............. 633.730 
Cory, I.\)4 miles west of, in brick chimney at rear of W. N. Brill's 

house, on county line road 300 feet south of railroad; aluminum 
tablet stamped "608" ........................................ 007.598 

TERRE HAUTE QUADRANGLE. 

Riley, southeast corner of 1. O. O. E'. Building, in south wall; 
aluminum tablet stnmped "669" ............................. 568.896 

Riley, in front of station; top rail ............................... 569.5 
Riley, 4.63 miles north of, 2.6 miles south of Spring Hill, railroad 

culvert under S. I. R. R., GO feet north of highway, top of 
stone; aluminum tablet stamped "524" ...................... 523.809 

Spring Hill, crossing of S. 1. and E. & '1'. H. R. Rs., top of rail. ... 515.7 
Spring Hill, 1.04 miles north of, top of bridge seat of culvert under 

E. & T. H. R. R., 100 feet north of crossing of S. 1. belt line; 
aluminum tablet stamped "493" ..................... ; ...... .492.639 

Terre Haute, Union Station, southwest corner, front face of; alumi-
num tablet stamped "495" ................................. .494.830 

Terre Haute, northeast corner of postoffice; aluminum tablet 
stamped "513" ............................................. 512.752 

Terre Haute, 0.9 mile west of, south abntment east side of Van
dalia R. R. bridge oyer Wabnsh River, top of bridge seat, U. S. 
Army Engineer B. M., chiseled square ...................... .482.271 

West Terre Haute, Berry Block, northwest corner of Goo. L. Berry's 
Drug Store, in stone window sill; aluminum tablet stamped 
"477" ...................................................... 476.510 

Macksville, in front of station; top of raiL •.................... .477.2 
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Feet. 

Liggett, in front of station; top of rail .......................... 515.2 
Liggett, 1.32 miles west of, top of bridge seat west abutment of 

railroad bridge; aluminum tablet stamped "508" .............. 507.602 
Nelson, in front of signboard; top of rail ........................ 512.3 

CLAY CITY QUADRANGLE. 

Clay, Owen and Vigo Counties. 

IThe elevations in the following list are based in an unadjusted 
precise level line from Mitcl:1ell, which traverses this section, based 
upon the 1903 adjustment value at that point. 

The leveling was done by L. P. J errard in 1908 under the direc
tion of C. L. Sadler. 

CLAY CITY QUADRANGLE. 

Clay City We .• t, to Point Ab01it Three Miles Northeast of Lewis; Thence 
North to Point About Two Miles West at Cory. 

Feet. 

T. 10 N., R. 7 W., middle of east line of Section 27, 30 feet north-
west of road crossing; iron post stamped "535" ............... 535.268 

T. 10 N., R. 7 W., middle of north line of Section 20, 30 feet south-
west of road intersection; iron post stamped "547" ............ 547.210 

T. 10 N., R. 8 W., southwest corner of Section 1, 20 feet northwest 
of road intersection; iron post stamped "541" ................. 541.408 

T. 11 N., R. 7 W., southwest corner of Section 30, northeast of road 
crossing, on northeast abutment of bridge in concrete, chiseled 
cross; marked "563.7" ...................................... 563.789 

T. 11 N., R. 7 W., southeast corner of Section 19, 30 feet northeast 
of rO'ld crossing; iron post stamped "Prim. Trav. Sta. No. 13 
-609" ..................................................... 609.273 

Cory, ill southwest corner of 1. O. O. F'. Building in front face; 
aluminum tablet stamped "634" .............................. 633.730 

Saline City Northeast, to Center Point; Thence North to Asherville; T'hence 
West to Staunton; Thence South to Point About Two 

Miles West of Cory. 

Saline City, 60 feet south of the southwest corner of Brown Hotel 
at road crossing, in south end of culvert; aluminum tablet 

Feet. 

stamped "569" ............................................. 569.380 
Ashboro, in front of station; top of rail. ......................... 570.5 
T. 11 N., R. 6 W., middle of north line of Section 8,. west of inter- . 

section of road and railroad track, on concrete on southeast 
abutment of bridge, chiseJed cross; marked "573.7" ........... 573.72 

Center Point, in front of station; top of rail ................... · .647.5 
T. 11 N., R. 6 W., middle of north line of Section 3, 30 feet south-

east of intersection of road and railroad track; iron post 
stamped "671" ......••........•............................ 671. 286 
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B'eet. 
Asherville, in front of station; top of rail ........................ 662.0 
'1'. 12 N., R. 6 W.; southeast corner of Section 16, 30 feet nortlnvest 

of road crossing; iron post stamped "660" .................. 660.104 
'1'. 12 N., R. 6 W., northwest corner of Section 19, southeast of road 

crossing, in capstone of culvert; aluminum tablet stamped 
"626" ...................................................... 625 . 927 

'1'. ]2 N., R. 7 'V., southwest corner of section 15, 30 feet northeast 
of road intersection; iron post stamped "680" .... '" .......... 680.284 

'1'. 12 N., R. 7 W., middle of south line of section 19, 40 feet north-
west (If road intersection; iron post stamped "629" ............ 628.758 

'1'. 11 N., R. 8 W., southeast corner of Section 1, 30 feet northwest 
of road crossing; iron post stamped "610" .................... 610.497 

Clall City, to Point About Two Miles Northeast of Denmark; Thenoe North 
via Bowling Green to Point .Tust Northeast of Center Point. 

Feet. 
'1'. 10 N., R 6 W., middle of east line of Section 21, 30 feet south-

west of road crossing; iron post stamped "603" ............... 603.175 
'1'. 10 N., R. 5 '\T., middle of south line of nortliwest quarter of Sec-

tion 18, 30 feet northwest of road intersection; iron post 
stamped "635" ............................................. 635.449 

'1'. 10 N., R. 5W., middle of north line of northwest quarter of Sec
tiOll 6, 50 feet southeast of road intersection; iron post stamped 
"644" ...................................................... 643 .858 

'1'. 11 N., R. 5 'V., middle of south line of Section 31, northwest of 
road intersection, Oll stone culvert, cross; marked "602.9" ...... 602.90 

T. 11 N., R. 5 W., center of Section 19, east of road corner, south-
east of village of Bowling Green; iron post stamped "Prim. 
'1'rav. Sta. No. 17-{)65" .................................... 664.804 

Bowling Green, northwest corner of, northwest of road crossing, 
on stone culvert, cross; marked "650.9" .............. : ...... 650.856 

'I'. 11 N., R. 6 'V., 0.1 mile south of middle of north line of Section 
13. 75 feet northwest of road intersection; iron post stamped 
"009" ...................................................... 609 .178 

TOLESTON -QUADRANGLE. 

Lake County. 

The elevations in the following list are based npon a bronze 
tablet in the northeast corner of Todd Opera House Block, East 
Chicago, Indiana, stamped" 588 eRGO," the elevation of which 
is now accepted as 589.104 feet above mean sea level. 'l'he des
criptions of these bench marks were previously published in the 
appendix to the 19th Annual Report of the Director, pp 254, 255, 
hut the elevations have been corrected to accord with the latest 
Ildjustment of the precise level net. The leveling was extended 
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from a city bench mark in South Chicago and the elevation now 
used is that obtained by adding 579.938 feet to the elevations given 
above the Chicago City datum, the City Directrix or the zero of 
lake gage and low water of 1847. 

The leveling was done in 1897 under the direction of Mr. R. C. 
McKinney, Topographer, by Mr. E. S. Smith, levelman. 

The standard bench marks are stamped" CRGO" in addition 
to figures of elevation mostly one foot too low. 

South Ohicago, Soutkea8t, via East Ohioago to H essviUe. 

East Chicago, northeast corner Todd Orlera House Block, southwest 
corner Chicago avenue and Forsyth street, stone water table, 

}i'eet. 

bronze tablet stamped "CHGO 588" .......................... 589.104 

Hessville, Southeast to Griffith, Thence East to Hobart, Thence Northwest 
to Toleston, 'l'hence West to Ressville. 

'1'. 36 N., R. 9 W., Section 21, Highlands; southwest corner of front 
projection of public school building, south side of top course of 

Feet. 

stone foundation, bronze tablet stamped "CHGO 618" ......... 618.819 
'1'. 35 N., R. 9 'V., Section 2, Griffith; frame schoolhouse south edge 

of town, brick foundation at northeast corner of, bronze tablet 
stamped "CHGO 630" ...................................... 630.856 

'1'. 35 N., R. 8 W., Section 4, near center of; large stone church, 
front face, northwest corner of, in stone work 20 inches from 
ground, bronze tablet stamped "CI-IGO 640" ............ , ..... 640.870 

'1'. 36 N., R. 7 W., Section 32, Hobart; wagon bridge over Deep 
River, top of stone southwest corner of west abutment, copper 
bolt stamped "CI-IGO 607" .................................. 607.574 

*'1'. 35 N., R. 7 W., Section 5, in northwest quarter of; brick school-
house, south of entrance at east side of, top course of stone in 
foundation, bronze tablet stamped "633 CHGO" ............... 633.721 

T. 36 N., R. 8 W., Section 8, Toleston, frame schoolhouse, northwest 
corner of; top course stone foundation, bronze tablet stamped 
"CHGO 600" .............................................. 600.575 

*T. 36 N., R. 8 W., Section 31, Clark, water tank Pittsburgh, Fort 
Wayne and Chicago Railroad, 300 feet southeast of station, 
masonry foundation of northwest corner of, copper bolt stamped 
"CHGO 591" ..........•..•................................ 591.814 

• On single spur lines from Hollart and Toleston respectively. 
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[Preliminary Values Subject to Correction.] 

BooNnLU~, DEGONIA, HUNTINGBURG, OIVENSBORO, PETERSBURG, ST. MEINRAD, 

TELL CITY AND VELPEN QUADRANGLES. 

Daviess, Dubois, Gibson, Pike, Spencer and Warrick Counties. 

The elevations in the following list are based on Bench Marl, 
A-3 at Vincennes of the Coast and Geodetic Survey transconti· 
nental line of precise levels, a cut on the stone ledge on the north
west front of the courthouse. The elevation of this is now accepted 
as 433.445 feet above mean sea level. A double line of levels was 
first carried south from bench mark "Z" at Washington, via 
Petersburg to center of T. 1 S., which was the lone source of eleva· 
tions published in Bulletin 185 for this group, but correction, th(: 
part closure of a similar line carried south from Vincennes pIm; 
corrections to Vincennes and Washington, by the last adjustment, 
modified by a slight readjustment of this group, have been applietl 
in deriving the present values. 

The leveling on the Boonville and the Petersburg quadrangles 
was done under the direction of Mr. R. C. McKinney, topographer, 
by L. E. Granke, level man, in 1899; that on the Rockport and Tell 
City quadrangles was done under the direction of Chas. E. Cooke, 
by Dean Halford in 1900; and that on the Velpen, Huntingburg, 
Degonia, and St. Meinrad quadrangles was done under the direc
tion of Mr. C. W. Goodlovc, by C. E. Hewitt in 1900. 

All standard bench marks of this work are stamped with the 
letters "VIN" in addition to the figures of elevations. 

Evansville, East Along Railroad to Smith, and Return. 
Feet. 

Evansville, corner of Main and Water streets, an iron projection on 
iron door sill of brick building, 48.84 feet above zero of gauge .. 378.374 

Evansville, at Evansville and Terre Haute Railroad station; top of 
rail ............................... ' ......................... 383.2 

T. 6 S., R. 10 W., southeast corner of Section 14, at intersection of 
roads, 4 feet west and 3 feet 7 inches north of fence corner; 
iron post stamped "378 YIN" ............................... 387.397 

Smith, North Along Highway to Wheatonville,- Thence South to Stevenson,' 
Thence west to Smith. 

T. 5 S., R. 10 W., at southwest corner of Section 24, about 3 feet 
south of southwest corner of schoolhouse; iron post stamped 

Feet. 

"390 VIN" ................................................. 390. 894 
T. 4 S., R. 10 W., at center of Section 25, northwest corner of cross-

roads; iron post stamped "429 YIN" ....................... .429.404 
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'1'. 4 S., R. 9 W., northeast quarter of Section 21, 27 feet north and 
29~ feet east of east end of bridge over canal; iron post 

857 

Feet. 

stamped "392 YIN" .................................•...... 392.278 
T. 5 S., R. 9 W., center Section 21, at southwest corner of cross-

roads, 13 feet south of fence corner; iron post stamped "411 
YIN" ..................................................... .411.738 

Stephenson, T. 6 S., R. 9 W., 2.5 feet south of southeast corner of 
schoolhouse, west side of road and 500 feet north of railroad; 
iron post stamped "389 VIN" ............................... 389.767 

Stevenson, Northeast to Boo1wi/le; Thence North to Dynn1:ille; Thence 
West to WheatonviUe. 

Feet. 

T. 6 S., R. 8 W., 0.3 mile west of center Section 6, 4 feet north of 
fence at forks of road; iron post stamped "454 VIN" ......... .454.243 

Boonville, 85 feet west and 95 feet north of amphitheater in fair 
grounds, In meridian stone; aluminum tablet stamped "395 
VIN" ...................................................... 395.844 

T. 4 S., R. 8 W., at center of Section 27, 6.67 feet west and 2.25 
feet south of fence corner, at northwest corner of crossroads 
at cemetery; iron post stamped "487 VIN" ................... 457 . 701 

Lynnville, North Alony H i!lil /t'a1J ThTOUf, Ii R. 8 W., to Genter Of '['. 1 S.; 
Thence lVest to Center of R. 9 W.; Thence South ThTOUgh 

R. 9 W., to Wheatonville. 

T. 3 S., R. 8 W., at northeast corner of Section 28, (j.5 feet west and 
2.83 feet north of fence corner, at southwest corner of cross-

Feet. 

roads; iron post stamped "501 VIN" ........................ 501.962 
'1'. 2 S., R. 8 W., center Section 21, 15.5 feet west and 28.5 feet 

north of fence corner, the most westerly of two formed by in-
tersection of roads; iron post stamped "458 VIN" ........... .457.822 

T. 1 S., R. 8 W., southwest corner of Section 16, 8.25 feet east and 
1 foot south of fence corner, northeast CQrner of fence corner; 
iron post stamped "476 VIN" .............................. .476.278 

T. 1 S., R. 9 W., Northeast corner of Section 21, 5.5 feet west and 
8 feet south of fence corner, at southwest corner of cross-
roads; iron post stamped "489 YIN" ....................... .489.221 

T. 2 S., R. 9 W., 0.3 mile west of northeast cornel' of Section 17, 3 
feet south and 2 feet west of fence corner, at southeast corner 
of crossroads; iron post stamped "447 VIN" ................. .447.932 

'1'. 3 S., R. 9 W., center of Section 16, 22.5 feet east and 2 feet north 
Qf fence corner, the most southerly of two corners formed by 
intersection of crossroads; iron post stamped "4-39 VIN" ..... .439.266 

T. 3 S., R. 10 W., quarter corner SQuth side of Sertion 13, 12.5 feet 
north and 1.75 feet west of fence corner, the most easterly of 
two formed by intersection of roads; iron post stamped "432 
VIN" ..................................................... .432.862 
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Boonville, East Along Highway,. to DegO'TlJi,a; Thence South via Lake to 
Africa; Thence Northeast via Rockhill to Chrisney. 

Feet. 
Degonia, in stone post in front of Ash Iron Springs Hotel; alumi-

num tablet stamped "401 VIN" ............................ .401. 725 
Degonia Springs, about 0.3 mile south of northwest corner of Sec-

tion 27, T. 5 S., R. 7 W., at railroad crossing; iron post 
stamped "401 VIN" ....................................... .401.461 

Pigeon Creek, in top pier at north end of west abutment of bridge; 
aluminum tablet stamped "383 VIN" ........................ 383.689 

Richland (Lake postoffice), in cornerstone of 1. O. O. F. Building; 
aluminum tablet Fitamped "393 VIN" ........................ 393.750 

Richland, 8 miles south of, to Rockford, in foundation at northeast 
corner of Mr. Cramer's storehouse; aluminum tablet stamped 
"381 VIN" ................................................. 381.744 

Africa, at east entrance of Africa schoolhouse, in stone step; alumi-
num tablet stamped "388 VIN" ............................. 388.719 

Rockport, in stone foundation on east wall and 6.5 feet south of 
north wall of court-house; aluminum tablet stamped "454 
VIN" ..................................................... .454.927 

Rock Hill, 330 feet north of a station; 14 feet west of Louisville, 
Evansville and St. Louis track, in face of rock; aluminum tab-
lest stamped "398 VIN" .................................... 393.860 

Chrisney, East Along Hig'hwall 'U"iu Troy and Cannelton, to Hawesville, Ky. 

Grand View, T. 7 S., R. f) W., Sections 4 and 5, under main street 
dividing; 270 rods north of Ohio River, in west face of culvert; 

Feet. 

alullliuUlll tablet stamped "391 VIN" ........................ 391.1)20 
Crooked Creek, in east end of north abutment top tier of bridge; 

aluminum tablet stamped "386 VIN" ........................ 38H. 713 
Tell City, 300 feet west of Louisville, Evansville and St. Louis 

Railroad (side tracl{), on Tell street, in northeast corner of 
top tier of foundation of Acme Distillery; aluminum tablet 
stamped "395 VIN" ........................................ 395 .190 

De.qonia, Southeast to Chrisney; Thence North to Lincoln City; Thence 
West to Degonia. 

'1'. 6 S., R. 7 tV., near southwest corner of Section 11, at southeast 
corner of lot of Hale schoolhouse; iron post stamped "401 

Feet. 

VIN" ..................................................... .401. 230 
Chrisney, '1'. 6 S., R. 6 W., in northwest quarter of Section 11, in 

southwest corner of hotel lot; iron post stamped "464 VIN" .. .464.187 
Gentryville, T. 5 S., R. 6 W., Section 1, at crossroads, 150 feet north 

of railroad track; iron post stamped "40H VIN" ............. .403.704 

Lincoln City, NOTth Along Railroad, to Huntingburg. 
Feet. 

Huntingburg, in grounds of L. E. & S. L. R. R.; iron post stamped 
"472 VIN" ................................................ .472.007 
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Lincoln City, Southeast to Troy. 
Feet. 

Buffaloville, rl'. 5 S., R. 5 \V., Section 9, at northeast corner of sta-
tion grounds; iron post stamped "427 VIN" .................. 427.063 

Lamars, T. 5 S., R. 4 W., quarter mile south of northwest corner of 
Section 19, on east side of street at southwest corner of store 
lot; iron post stamped "411 VIN" .......................... .411.510 

Evanston, T. 5 S., R. 4 W., Section 34, at southeast corner of store 
west of north-south road, 200 feet north of railroad crossing; 
iron post stamped "413 VIN" .............................. .413.264 

Troy, West via Newtonville, to Chrisney. 

'I.'roy, T. 6 S., R. 4 W., Section 13, in stone at southwest corner of 
Nester Hotel lot, northeast corner of Washington and Water 

Feet. 

streets; iron post stamped "391 VIN" ....................... 391.955 
Newtonville, T. 6 S., R. 5 W., southeast corner of Section 11, at 

northeast corner of crossroads; iron post stamped "438 YIN" .. 438.463 

T1'QY, North to St. Meinracl; Thence West to Dale. 
Feet. 

Troy, 3.5 miles east of, at fork of Tell City and Troy roads; iron 
post stamped "550 YIN" .................................... 550.730 

'I.'. 4 S., R. 3 W., near south side of Section 4, on north end of east-
west road, opposite road south; iron post stamped "398 YIN" .. 398.480 

Bristow, 0.25 mile northwest of, at northwest corner of intersection 
of road running west from road to Adyeville; iron post stamped 
"424 YIN" ................................................ .424.465 

St. Meinrad, T. 4 S., R. 4 W., 0.25 mile south of northeast corner of 
Section 14, at northeast corner of postoffice building at south
west corner of Main street and street south to Abbey; iron post 
stamped "456 YIN" ........................................ 45G. 798 

Heilman, T. 4 S., R. 6 \Y., 0.25 mile south of northeast corner of 
Section 20, at northeast corner of crossroads; iron post stamped 
"484 YIN" ............................................... .484.900 

Dale, T. 4 S., R. 5 W., Section 17, 6 feet west of the northwest 
corner of Heickelbech's store, at southeast corner of street 
crossing; iron post stamped "463 YIN" ..................... .463.390 

St. Meinrad, Northwest to Ferdinand. 

lj'erdinand, T. 2 S., R. 4 W., southwest quarter of Section 27, at 
northeast corner of lot 235, belonging to August Barth, at 
southwest corner of street crossing; iron post stamped "525 

Feet. 

YIN" ...................................................... 525.101 
Ferdinand station (Jonesboro postoffice), T. 2 S., R. 5 W., north 

side of Section 34, at northwest corner of Peter Schnell's store, 
south of road and east of railroad; iron post stamped "486 
YIN" ..................................................... .486.385 
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Dale, West to FolsomriUe; Thence South to Degonia. 

E'olsomville, T. 4 S., R. 7 W., 0.25 mile south of northeast corner 
of Section 34, at northeast corner of Odd Fellows' Hall; iron 

Feet. 

. post stamped "464 VIN" ................................... .464.448 

Folsomville, North to Stendall; 'Fhence Northeast to Duff,' Thence East to 
Huntingburg. 

Stendall, T. 3 S., R 7 'Y., near quarter corner east side of Section 
11, in front of Dr. Stork's office, at southwest corner of street 

Feet. 

crossing; iron post stumped "626 VIN" ...................... 626.952 
'1'. 3 S., R. 6 W., near quarter corner east side of Section 9, at north-

west corner of school lot on line between Dubois and Pike 
counties; iron post stamped "563 VIN" ...................... 563.545 

StendaU, North to Winslow; Thence East to Duff. 

Augusta, T. 2 S., R. 7 'Y., Section 21, in northeast corner of hotel 
lot, at southwest corner of street crossing; iron post stamped 

Feet. 

"567 VIN" ................................................. 567. 627 
Winslow, T. 1 S., R. 7 'V., Section 32, in stone window sill of brick 

store, at southeast ("oruer of street crossing; aluminum tablet 
stamped "463 VIN" ....................................... .463.027 

Velpen, T. 2 S., R. 6 W., Section 8, 200 feet east of station, 200 feet 
north of railroad, at soutl1ea~t corner of G. W. Cockrel's Cloth-
ing store; iron post stamped "490 VIN" ..................... .490.238 

Huntingburg, Northwest to Otwell; Thence South to Velpen. 

Ireland, T. 1 S., R. 5 VV., near east line of Section 19, at southeast 
corner of postoffice, northwest corner of street crossing; iron 

Feet. 

post stamped "479 VIN" .................................. .479.034 
Otwell, T. 1 S., R. 6 W., 0.25 mile north of southeast corner of 

Section 5, at northeast corner of William McCormick's brick 
store, at southwest corner of crossroads; iron post stamped 
"496 VIN" ............................................... .496.944 

Otwell, West to Petersburg. 

Algiers, T. 1 N., R. 7 W., Section 27, at southwest corner of Dr. 
--lIar"ris' office, at northeast corner of street crossing; iron post 

Feet. 

stamped "527 VIN" ........................................ 527 .40fJ 
T. 1 N., R. 6 W., Section 30, at southwest corner of school lot, at 

northeast corner of junction with road between Otwell and 
Algiers; iron post stamped "502 VIN" ....................... 502.421 
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PROSPECT, NEW ALBANY AND KOSMOSDALE QUADRANGLES. 

Clark, Floyd and Harrison Counties. 

The elevations in the following list are based on the United 
States Corps of Engineers' bench marks at Louisville and West 
Point, Ky. 

The leveling was done in 1910 by E. C. Bibee. 

LOUISVILLE QUADRANGLE. 

Bench Mark Established at Louisville. 
Peet. 

Louisville, northeast corner of E'ifteenth and Main streets, iron post 
stamped "Primary Traverse Station No. 87; 458" ............ 457.715 

PROSPECT QUADRANGLE. 

Prom Jeffersonville Along High1cays to Howard Park Station. 

Jeffersonville, 250 feet west of penitentiary; chiseled square on 
north abutment west side of bridge 96 over Court avenue 

Peet. 

(Pennsylvania railroad), painted "461.2" ................... .461.19 
Howard Park Station, north side of railroad, at railroad crossing 

Interurban and Pittsburg, Chicago, Cincinnati and St. Louis; 
spike in base of telegraph anchor post, marked "450.7" ....... .450.70 

NEW ALIlANY QUADRANGLE. 

F'rom Howard Park Station Southwest Along Highways to a Point Pour 
Miles Southwest of New Albany. 

New Albany, 1.11 miles east of, 30 feet west of public road at rail
road crossing; rail spike in base of telegraph pole, painted 

Peet. 

"440.9" ................................................... .440.87 
New Albany, chiseled square on north end of Monon and Pennsyl-

vania passenger station platform; painted "459.2" ........... .459.14 
New Albany, at southwest corner of Main and Vincennes streets, 

oppOSite Monon and Pennsylvania passenger station; iron post 
stamped "464" ............................................ 463.771 

New Albany; chiseled square on west end, second step from bottom 
on approach to Pennsylvania State street station; painted 
"439.2" ................................................... .439.17 

New Albany; crossing of Elizabeth Pike and Southern Railroad, on 
east side of pike 20 feet south of railroad; rail spike in base of 
telepbone pole, painted "445.8" ............................. .445.78 

N.ew Albany, 3.25 miles west of, on southwest side of road at Y 
road; iron post stamped "502" .............................. 501.567 

New Albany, 3.89 miles west of; chiseled square on northwest 
corner of abutment of small iron bridge, painted "481.6" ..... .481.58 

~ew Albany, 4.2 miles west of, on south side of road; chiseled 
square on limestone ledge, painted "670.7" ................... 670.64 
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KOMOSDALE QUADRANGLE. 

From Fout" Miles Southwest of New A.lbany Southwest and South Alonfj 
Highways ria Lanesville, Elizabeth, Evans Landing to West Point, Ky. 

Feet. 
New AlballY, 6.4 miles west of, at northwest corner of T road, 1,000 

feet east of H. Hitchcock's residence; iron post stamped "467". 4ti7 . 361' 
Nnv Albany, 2.9 miles west of; bolt head in log foundation of foot 

bridge over creek, painted "482.1" .......................... .482.06 
New Albany, 7.4 miles west of, on north side of road; chiseled 

square on sandstone ledge, painted "729.2" .................. 729. on 
Lanesville, 3.6 miles east of, on Elizabeth pike, at T road west, 

in front yard of W. M. Brown's residence; iron post stamped 
"931" ...................................................... !)30 .495 

Lanesville, 2.2 miles east of; at private road north; chiseled square 
on west abutment north Ride of small bridge over creek, painted 
"772.4" .................................................... 772.33 

Lanesville, 1.5 miles em;t of, on Cardon pike, on north side of pub
lic road in front of residence of Joseph Stilger; chiseled 
square on ledge of rocks, painted "788.5" .................... 788.40 

Lanesville, northwest corner schoolhouse yard; iron post stamped 
"731" ...................................................... 730. 88S 

Lanesville, on southwest corner of Main street and alley leading to 
Elizabeth pike, on corner in front of Jacob Tachinger's store; 
top of fire plug, painted "703.167" ........................... 703.06 

LanesVille, 1 mile southeast of, at Y road; chiseled square on lime-
stone ledge, painted "772.4" ................................. 772.27 

Lanesville, 2.4 miles south of, 100 feet south of '1' road east; 
chiseled square on large stone in center of road, painted 
"859.8" .................................................... 859.71 

Lanesville, 468 miles south of, 15 feet northeast of northeast corner 
of No. 7 schoolhouse; iron post sttlmped "874" ................ 873.976 

Lanesville, 4.6 miles south of, east side of road, at terminus of 
mail route from Georgetown, said to be on line between F'rank
lin and Posey townships; paint spot on top of white oak stump, 
painted "777.7" ............................................ 777. (j] 

Lanesville, 627 miles south of, at northeast corner of T road east; 
chiseled square on limestone rock, painted "693.6" ............ 693.42 

Lanesville, 6.9(; miles south of, in southwest corner of schoolhouse 
yard, at'!' road north; iron post stamped "861" ............... 860.S72 

Elizabeth, 2.7 miles north of; paint spot on north end of culvert 
leading to J. Morgan's barn, painted "784.7" .................. 784.58 

Elizabeth, 1.9 miles north of, on north side of road; chiseled square 
on rock, painted "793.8" ........... ; ........................ 793. tiO 

Elizabeth, 1.6 miles north of, in front of 7 Springs schoolhouse, No. 
4 school; chiseled square on limestone ledge, painted "711.5" ... 711. 30 

Elizabeth, 0.6 mile north of, in northwest corner of T road north; 
chiseled square on stone, painted "813.4" .................... 813. 1!) 

Elizabeth schoolllDu~e "Old," at southwest corner of, iron post 
stamped "Traverse Station No.6; 744" ...................... 743.374 
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Feet. 
Elizabeth, 1.1 miles south of, on southwest corner of T road west; 

paint spot on root of white oak tree, painted "700.6" .......... 796. -104. 
~~Jizabeth, 1.7 miles south of, at northeast corner of crossroads, 

north end of tile drain under road at northeast, painted 
"768.9" .•.................................................. 708.70 

Elizabeth, 2.7 miles south of, on east side of road at T road west; 
paint spot on rock, painted "773.2" .......................... 773.02 

Township line between Posey and 'raylor townships .............. 775.1 
Elizabeth, 3.2 miles south of, at southwest corner of crossroads, 200 

feet east of Glenwood Church; paint spot on top of white oak 
stump, painted "795.2" ..................................... 795.04 

Buena Vista, center of, on northwest corner of street crossing, 700 
feet southwest of Catholie Ohurch; iron post stamped "646" ... 645.877 

Buena Vista, 1.4 miles south of, on east side of road in front of 
residence of John Cutchlow; chiseled square, painted "742.6" .. 742.41 

Buena Vista, 2.96 miles south of; chiseled square on east abutment 
of small culvert under road, painted "721.2" .................. 720.97 

Evans Landing, 0.5 mile northwest of, at northwest corner of '1' 
road north, 600 feet east of old Catholic Church; paint spot on 
rock ....................................................... 430 . 32 

Evans Landing, 60 feet east of Presbyterian Church, in corner of 
field owned by R. N. Davis; iron post stamped "456" ......... .455.834 

Evans Landing, surface of water in Ohio River at 2 :30 p. m., Octo-
ber 25, 1910 ............................................... 370.2 

'Vest Point, Indiana Bank Building; aluminum tablet stamped 
"441" ...................................................... 441.068 

[Preliminary Values Subject to Correction.] 

HAUBSTADT, NEWBURG, NEW HARMONY, POSEYVILLE, PRINCETON AND VINCENNES 

QUADRANGLES. 

Gibson, Knox, Posey and Vanderburgh Counties. 

The elevations in the following list are based upon bench mark 
A-3 at Vincennes, a bench mark of the Coast and Geodetic Survey 
transcontinental precise level line. It is a cut on the stone ledge 
on the northwest front of the courthouse. The elevation of this 
is now accepted at 433.445 feet above mean sea level. 

A double line of levels was carried south from this to Princeton 
and a similar line was previously run from bench mark "Z" at 
Washington to Petersburg. The work here listed combines with the 
previous work to the east which is published in another list, and 
both have been given a mean value from the two sources. 

The leveling was done in 1901 under the direction of C. W. 
Goodlove by D. D. Doty, except line to Yankeetown which was 
run in 1903 under W. H. Lovell by F. M. Goodhue. 

Standard bench marks set in the course of this work are 
stamped with the letters "VIN" in addition to the figureR of 
elevation. 
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Vincennes, South Along Evansville, Terre Haute Railroad, to Princeton. 
(Ilouble·Rr,dded Line.) 

Feet. 
Decker, zero gauge on White River ...... ' .. , , , .... ,. ' .. , . , .. , ... ,386.00 
Hazleton, south of station, 6 feet north of second telegraph pole; 

iron post stamped "422 VIN" ............................... 422.670 

Princeton, West Along Louisville, Evansville and St. Louis Railroad, to 
Mt. Carmel, Illinois. (Double-Rodded Line.) 

Feet. 
Beck, crossing at station; top of rail ........................... .403. 
T. 1 N., R. 12 W., southeast corner of Section 36, 48 feet south of 

track, at southwest corner of crossing; iron post stamped 
"397.6 VIN" ............................................... 397.692 

From Francisco and From Princeton, to Maxam; Thence Southwest via, 
Highu:ay and Canal to Point Two Miles North of Fort Branch. 

Port Gibson, at Old 'Wabash and Erie Oanal, 10 feet southwest of 
southeast corner of bridge over Pigeon Oreek; iron post 

Feet. 

stamped "427 VIN" ....................................... .427.367 

Princeton, South AZongJiJvfJ,nsviUe and Terre Haute Railroad via Fort 
Branch to Steuser. 

Princeton, south side of courthouse, at east entrance to basemenet; 

I 
JJ'eet. 

bronze tablet stamped "500 VIN" ........................... 500.843 
Fort Branch, 20 feet southeast of southeast corner of station; iron 

post stamped "454 VIN" ................................... .454.849 
Hanbstadt, 10.8 feet west of southeast corner of station; iron post 

stampE'd "473 VIN" ....................................... .473.425 
St. James, 20 feet sonth of station, 22 feet west of track; iron post 

stamped "477 VIN" ....................................... .477.422 

Fort Branch, West Along Evansville and TelTe Haute Railroad via dwens-
'ville to Poseyville. I 

Feet. 
Owensville, 40 feet north of 6th splice at west end of station, on 

main track; iron post stamped "fi06 VIN" ............ '" ..... 507.061 

Mt. Carmel, Southeast Along Southern Railway and Public Roads via East 
Mount Carmel, Indiana, to Owensville, Indiana. 

East J\H. Oarmel, 4.5 miles south of, iron bridge over Blair ditch, 
90 feet north of northwest corner of, at northwest corner of 

Feet. 

crossroads, inside fence; iroll post stamped "391 VIN" ........ 391. 542 

Staser, East Along Highway, to T. 4 S., R. 10 W., Section 25. 

T. 4 S., R 10 ·W., at ('enter of 8edioll 25, at northwest corner of 
road crossing, at schoolhouse No.3; iron post stamped "428 

Feet. 

V IN" ...................................................... 429 .404 
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Sm'yth Station, West Along Southern Railroad to T. 6 S., R. 10 W., South
west Corner of, Thence North Along Evansville and Terre 

Haute Railroad to Staser. 

T. 6 N., R. 10 W., in northwest quarter of Section 9, at junction of 
railroads, about 15 feet east of first joint north of north end of 

Feet. 

frog; iron post stamped "385 YIN" .......................... 385.783 
T. 5 S., R. 10 W., at northwest corner of Section 8, Inglefield, at 

southwest corner of crossing; iron post stamped "470 YIN" ... .470.638 

'1'.6 S., R. 10 W., South/west Corner of, West One Mile; Thence Northwest 
Along Illinois Central Rail'road via Armstrong to Martin; 

Thence East Along Highway to Inglefield. 
Feet. 

T. 6 S., R. 11 W., northeast corner of Section 2, at Hillside Switch; 
iron post stamped "393 YIN" ............................... 393.752 

Armstrong, T. 5 S., R. 11 W., center of Section 9, 20 feet south of 
crossing; iron post stamped "469 YIN" ......... ' ............ .469.471 

Martins, 3 feet from southeast corner of station; iron post stamped 
"431 YIN" ................................................. 431. 690 

T. 4 S., R. 11 W., quarter corner east side of Section 34, highest 
coruer of post ............................................ .470.01 

Martin, Northwest Along Illinois Central Railroad to Poseyville; Thence 
Along Highway East and N01'th to Cynthiana. 

Feet. 

Poseyville, 15 feet south of southeast corner of station; iron post 
stamped "434 YIN" ....................................... .434.825 

Poseyville, South and Southwest Along Evansville and Terre Haute Rail
road via Wadesville and: Oliver to Solitude. (Mean of 

Two Direct Lines.) 
Feet. 

Wadesville, 1 foot north of north side of station; iron post stamped 
"467 YIN" ..........................................•..... .467.405 

Oliver, between rails of main line and switch; iron post stamped 
"409 YIN" ................................................ 409. 766 

Solitude, at southeast corner of cinder platform; iron post stamped 
"377 YIN" .......................... ' ...................... 377.632 

Poseyville, West Along Illinois Central Railroad via Stewartsville, ta. 
Grayville. 

Feet. 

Stewartsville, 20 feet west of 5th telegraph pole west of, at junction 
of tracks; iron post stamped "469 YIN" ..................... .469.726 

Griffin, 70 feet east of station, 20 feet north of track; iron post 
stamped "385 YIN" ........................................ 385.260 

55-29153 
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BtC!HLltNdUe, Southu;est Along Branch Railroad, to "Yew Ii armony. 

Feet. 
New Harmony, center of north window sill of New Harmony Bank-

ing Company Building; bronze tablet stamped "384 VI~" ..... 384.590 
New Harmony, at north side of entrance of Murphy Library, at 

west end of top step; bronze tablet stamped "387 V IN" ....... 387.135 
New Harmony, Wabash River at ferry in northwestern part of 

towll, surface of water, July 29, 1901. ..................... 355.0 

Belt Lille and Illinois Central Railroad JunotioJt South to Evans'[:ille. 

Feet. 
FJvansville, in southwest corner of Willard Library yard; iron post 

(meridian mark) stamped "386 VIN" ....................... 387.148 
Evansville, at east entrance to Custom House, on floor; bronze tab· 

let stamped "394 VIN" ..................................... 394.645 
Evansville, Ohio River, surface of water, June 10, 1901. ........... 351. 5 
Evansville, Ohio River, water gauge zero .................. , ..... 329.53 

Gilbert Grove (Five Miles East of Evansville), East Along E. S. &; N. R. R. 
via Newburg, to Yankeetown. (Single Spur Line.) 

Newburg, Citizens Bank, left side of main entrance, in center of 
marble base stone, 2 feet from ground; bronze tablet stamped 

Feet. 

"400 LOUISVILLE" ...................................... .400.348 
Yankeetowll, 0.4 mile from yankeetown Corner; east side of Main 

street, in brick foundation of bay window of Wesley Johnson's 
house; in northwest face; aluminum tablet stamped "515 
LOUISVILLE" ............................................. 515.540 

Henderson, Kentuoky, Across Ohio River Bridge; Thenoe Along R'iver Road 
(Indiana) to Evansville. (2!;Iean of Tu;o Lines.) 

Henderson, southeast corner of' third abutment pier of Louisyille 
and Nashville Railroad bridge over Ohio RiYer (Indiana side), 

Feet. 

in second stone above ground; chiseled cross .•.............. 365,81 
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